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INTRODUCTION

OUR war with Spain was unique in many re-

spects. It came at a time when we were

wholly unprepared for war. We had been

engrossed with industrial pursuits for more than

a third of a century of uninterrupted peace. The

great mass of our citizens had flattered themselves

that we would be able permanently to maintain peace

with all nations. Many of our most intelligent citi-

zens believed that there would be no more war
;
that

the world had become too intelligent, too humane, to

engage in war. Moreover, the engines of war were

so destructive, and modern inventions and appli-

ances in ordnance and explosives were so effective

and deadly, that the probable results of war were

horrible to contemplate, especially in the enlight-

ened age that crowns the nineteenth century and

opens the twentieth — an era full of promise and

hope.

It was the belief, too, of practically the whole

modern world that the great republic stood for peace,

and that, of all civilized nations, she was the least

likely to engage in the conflict of arms. Some of

our malicious critics thought, or professed to think,

that our people w^ere too commercial to risk their

prosperity in the hazards of war, or to incur the

enormous expenditure which is necessitated by war

carried on under modern conditions. Even some of

our friends declared that the long years of peace

had enervated our people, and that we were no longer

the fighting race that we have proved ourselves to

be on every occasion in w^hich we have responded

to the call to arms; while no American, native to the

soil, loving his country, and comprehending his coun-

trymen, felt any doubt as to the manner in which

American citizenship would acquit itself on the field of

battle, there w^as a feeling common among ourselves

that w^e had grown too great and were too happy, in

the cultivation of the arts of peace, to warrant us in

entering into the field of arms either eagerly or in-

differently. It was not many months before the

breaking-out of the war that our achievements in

the arts of peace, our contributions to the law of

nations, by means of which war had been robbed of

some of its horrors, and our noble example in set-

tling international difficulties by arbitration had been

celebrated by the Lord Chief Justice of England; and

so tiicre was an atmosphere inimical to war which

emanated from the institutions of the republic, and

which seemed to govern and control its policy. The

last thing that was in the mind of the American, ap-

parently, was that his country would ever be at war

with a foreign power, and so dominating was this

impression that it affected our government, notwith-

standing the fact that within less than ten years we

had twice been carried to the threshold of war, once

with a South American power, and again, in conse-

quence of President Cleveland's Venezuela message,

with the power which, in the late war with Spain,

was not only our friend, but an enthusiastic and

generous friend, whose appreciation commands our

friendship in return. It seems now, looking back at

these two episodes, that the enthusiastic response to

the President's call for volunteers might have been

anticipated even by those who most doubted our

warlike spirit, for the mere mention of possible con-

flicts against Chili and against Great Britain stirred

the patriotism of the whole country, and observant

men then realized that there was fighting blood in

the nation, and that thousands of eager and adven-

turous youths were ready to bound away from the

monotony of peace to the stirring encounters of

war. It was seen then, as it was after the Presi-

dent's proclamation had been issued, that wherever

there are young men there will always be fighting

men, and that so long as the republic endures her

people will be patriots.

Nevertheless it was true, when the war came,

that the government and the people themselves

were not prepared for the conflict. We had a

standing army of 25,000 men, scattered at numer-

ous small military stations extending across the

broad continent. While our navy had recently been

augmented by the addition of several first-class

cruisers and battle- ships, few vessels carried more

than half their quota of men, and all were sparsely

equipped with ammunition.

We were without adequate fortifications and de-

fences for our great commercial cities and important

harbors. Indeed, we were lacking in guns, ammu-

nition, and men to equip the meagre fortifications

which we had. We could not be considered as a

military or naval power of the first class. The be-

lief in our eternal peaceableness had borne its nat-

ural fruit.

For a century we had looked upon Spanish mis-

rule in the Antilles with disfavor, which at times

f^S.1292



INTRODUCTION

deepened into a feeling of just indignation at the command of General Shafter was landed in Cuba, and,

outrages committed against individuals and com- supported by a considerable Cuban force, engaged the

munities. We had been for many years very pa- Spanish forces, driving them back to the fortified works

tient with Spain. We had not only refrained from defending Santiago.

interference in behalf of the insurgents, but our gov- (3n July 3d Admiral Cervera moved his fleet out of

ernment had done its utmost to prevent the filibus- the harbor of Santiago. livery one of his vessels was

tering raids upon Cuba by insurgent sympathizers engaged and sunk by the blockading squadron under

living within our own borders. How difficult was Admiral Schley within four hours after leaving the

this task is known best to the officers of the navy harbor.

engaged in the monotonous and irksome duty of The American and Cuban armies had hemmed in

watching for the filibusters. How successful it was the Spanish garrison within the fortifications of San-

is known best by those actually engaged in the at- tiago ; and, supported by additional reinforcements

tempts to send arms, ammunition, clothing, and food sent to their assistance, they invested the garrison,

to the insurgents. The United States had really with the assistance of the navy, until General Toral

defended Spain's sovereignty in the island. We had capitulated on the 14th of July. This capitulation

forbidden any other European power to take the was in compliance with demands made upon the

island. We had even protected Spain against the Spanish commander by General Shafter, and a de-

people of the island themselves. War seemed improb- mand in personal interviews between the lines by the

able. Then came Weyler, with his policy of exter- Major-General commanding the army, who had arrived

mination, the atrocities of which excited our abhor- three days before from his headquarters in Washing-

rence. In response to our protest he was recalled, ton with strong reinforcements of infantry and artillery

but his policy of reconcentration was continued with taken from Tampa and Newport News.

all its attendant horrors. Immediately following this capitulation, the Major-

At length the Maine was sunk in the harbor of General commanding the army left details to the super-

Havana. Our nation was aroused ; its searchlight vision and direction of General Shafter and speedily

was turned on Spain's wrong-doing in Cuba. Sen- completed his preparations for the invasion of Puerto

ators and Representatives, men most respected in Rico. He sailed on the 21st, and raised the American

our nation, left their seats in Congress and went colors on Puerto Rican soil on the 25th, having landed at

personally to investigate the condition of the Cubans. Guanica with 3300 fighting men of all arms, although

They returned and reported. The worst we had heard the island was then occupied by 8283 Spanish regulars

was confirmed. Spain retreated before our wrath, and 9107 volunteers. Reinforcements began to arrive

but before she yielded completely Congress denounced a few days later, and then the American army, by a

her and directed the President to order her out of scries of marches, manceuvres, and in six engagements,

Cuba. In response she severed diplomatic relations, routed the Spanish troops and placed a good part of

and war was declared on the 25th of April. the island under the Stars and Stripes, when progress

One hundred and thirteen days later Spain sued was arrested by Spain's cry for peace. A protocol was

for peace. At the beginning her navy was consid- signed on the 12th of August, and the news was imme-

ered by many as equal or superior to our own, while diately telegraphed to all American commanders. It

she had an army of 174,000 regulars and 80,000 vol- did not reach the IMiilippines, however, until General

unteers on the island of Cuba, and 8233 regulars and Merritt, who had been despatched to the archipelago

9107 volunteers on the island of Puerto Rico, fairly with 20,000 troops, joined Admiral Dewey in a com-

well inured to the trying climate. On the 23d of bined attack on Manila. In consequence of this the

April the President issued a call for 125,000 volun- American flag was unfurled over the Philippines on

teers, and thirty-two days later he called for 75,000 August 13th. Thus ended the war with Spain.

more. These men were officered, drilled, and speedily From beginning to end the American army and navy

armed and equipped, and mobilized in the Atlantic had not met with a single reverse.

and Gulf States ready for action. The navy was sup- The results of this war have been more far-reaching

plemented by a large auxiliary force, and a full com- than those of any other war in modern times. They

plement of marines was supplied to each ship from have been most disastrous for Spain. Within three

volunteers. months she w^as shorn of her colonies in the Eastern

Hostilities were commenced; and on May ist and Western hemispheres, and her sphere of influence

Admiral Dewey attacked and utterly destroyed and was practically reduced to her own narrow peninsula

;

sank the Spanish Asiatic squadron in Manila Bay. while, with her fleet reduced to one-third its former

Thirty days later the second Spanish squadron was effective force, she was convicted of inefficiency, and

discovered by our naval heroes in Santiago harbor, lost caste as a power in European politics.

Then an American army corps of 15,000 men under For America the result has been even greater. She

vi
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has abandoned her historic policy of confining her port of several of them had it not been for the attitude

influence to her own shores. With a protectorate over of the British Empire is believed by many, and the

Cuba, and the annexation of Puerto Rico and Hawaii, time should be in the far-distant future when we forget

and the possible annexation of the Ladrones and the or lightly appreciate the friendly attitude of our mother-

Philippines, she has suddenly gained an empire of ter- country.

ritory on which the sun always shines. To our Arctic

possessions, recently purchased from Russia, we have

added the richest tropical islands of the globe. We
have awakened to find ourselves one of the great

powers of the world. European nations look upon

The heroic dash and bravery shown on sea and land

by our citizen soldiers and marines won the admiration

of the most warlike nations
;
yet while valiant in strife

we were gentle and compassionate in our triumph.

The tender hand of woman followed our lines at every

us as holding the balance of the world's power in our point with food, medicines, and with soothing touch

hands. They have learned, from our recent experi- for the sick and dying—friend and foe alike. This

ence, that our liberty -loving spirit, fostered by our war, undertaken for humanity's sake, has set a high

free institutions, has developed in us an heroic and

sympathetic patriotism that impels us to respond to

the cry of the oppressed wherever it may be heard.

It has been observed that the same genius that is

fast giving us supremacy in the industrial and com-

mercial world has made us capable of raising and

equipping an army almost as soon as a standing

army could be mobilized.

Of all the valuable lessons drawn from this war,

the one of chief importance is that we have demon-

strated to the world and to ourselves that the American

people, scattered across this broad continent in forty-

five States, are united by a strong bond of patriotism.

The call for volunteers had scarcely gone fortli when

men from North, South, East, and West—men high and

low, rich and poor, Unionist and Confederate—were

vying with one another for an opportunity to strike

the first blow in defence of their common country.

" Henceforth and forever, one nation will be

From ocean to ocean, from the Lakes to the sea."

This war has wrought another most gratifying re-

sult. It has promoted and demonstrated the friend-

ship and good-will of that mighty empire that has

standard for the conduct of civilized warfare in the

future.

It would be difficult to select a more brilliant corps

of gifted artists and correspondents than have con-

tributed to these pages. Each went with a commander

on the bridge, or with a leader in the front rank, and

into the heat of action with heroic valor, never flinch-

ing from danger when duty called.

The events of this war passed in rapid succession,

and the actions were separated by world-wide dis-

tances ; but the publishers of this history never failed

to have the right artist and an able correspondent on

the field. The result is a graphic description and a

beautiful picture of each event as it actually tran-

spired. These, combined with the official reports of

the events, serve to furnish a most excellent Pictorial

History of the War with Spain, a record that must

have a permanent value, not less prized by future

generations than our own.

The day has not yet arrived when the sword has

ceased to be a great factor in the world's destiny. It

still has its influence upon the making of history

;

yet the former method of writing history, long after

the events had passed away and the actors were dead.

held its dominant position in all the turmoils of in- is obsolete. Now the events are recorded and history

ternational conflict for centuries, and in this last war is written with the rapidity of lightning or the flash

has more than any other nation manifested its sense of the sunbeam. Fortunate is the artist and historian

of fair-dealing and justice. The dignified and impress-

ive stand that the government of Great P)ritain took

was of immeasurable importance to us in our relations

with Spain. That Spain had the sympathy of other

European powers was manifest to every intelligent

observer. That she would have had the material sup-

who can give to the world the important events of

history as they occur.

NELSON A. MILES,

Major-Gilneral Commanding U. S. Armv.

vu
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HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF THE

WAR WITH SPAIN
SPAIN AND HER POSSESSIONS

THE RANNKR OF fOI.UMISI'S

HE war of 1898, between

the Republic of the United

States and the Kingdom of

Spain, was early recognized

as a war of "magnificent dis-

tances." Before the Oregon

had rounded a continent

from the Golden Gate to

\i
the Pearl of the Antilles,

or ever a Spanish fleet was

rumored to be rounding

another continent from the

Pillars of Ilercules to the

Pearl of the Orient, the

newspaper- reading public

had been treated to innumerable long, streamer-

like maps of a narrow but continuous belt of

the torrid world, described as the

zone of war. Between the two

near parallels of latitude that de-

fine the northern quarter of the

tropics, all the battles of the war

were fought, every change of the

flag of authority occurred, and two

Spanish fleets went down—one in

the P2ast Indies, the other in the

West Indies, half the circuit of

the earth apart.

Had the reserve fleet of the

Spaniards, under Camara, gone to

Manila, the long-distance voyages

of the war would have represented

the circumnavigation of the globe

—either as it is at present accom-

plished, if his fleet had kept on

by the Suez route, or as it was

first achieved four hundred years

ago, if he had sailed, as was ru-

mored, around the Cape of Good
Hope. The united logs of Cer-

vera, the Oregon, and the trans-

Pacific expedition cover, roughly,

the famous track of Magellan;

and that greatest of all naviga-

tors, before he sailed west to his

grave in the Philippines, had al-

ready sailed east as far as the Spice Islands,

a part, geographically, of the same group.

Magellan's two great exploits fitly repre-

sent the Papal gift of the earth to the two
nations of the Iberian Peninsula. Sailing
east to what we would call the P^ar West, he
reached the confines of the share that fell to
his native Portugal; and sailing west to the
Ivar East, he crossed all the longitudinal lines
of the half the Pope had given to his adopted

Spain. When Portugal, a few years later,

was conquered, Spain, theoretically, owned
the earth.

Practically, Spain's age of prosperity began

with the union of Castile and Aragon by the

marriage of P^Mxlinand and Isabella. The
steady extension of her power as one of the

great nations of the earth w^as due to a suc-

cession of enterprises which may be general-

ized as the union of the whole Iberian Penin-

sula, the extension of colonial empire, and the

acquisition of foreign territories. The period

of the uninterrupted rule of the house of

Hapsburg witnessed the rising of Spain to

the position of the foremost nation of the

world, and her sinking again to that of a sec-

ond-rate power, from which she never emerged.

THE SHIPS OF COLUMBUS

When Philip II. was king, his country was at

her greatest. His dominion extended over

Spain, Portugal, Sicily, a great part of Italy,

the Netherlands, the Canaries, and the Cape

de Verde Islands, the whole of North Amer-

ica except the P>cnch and English posses-

sions, the whole of South and Central Amer-

ica, large colonies in the West Indies, the Spice

Islands, the Philippines, Ladrones, and Caro-

lines, and the Spanish possessions in Africa.

Philip reigned over the first empire on which
it was said that the sun never set.

But the sun was setting. The noonday glory

of Spain was past. Gray hairs were upon her,

and she knew it not. '' Charles the Emperor
had been a general and a king," writes Mignet;
"Philip II. was only a king; Philip III. and
Philip IV. were no kings; and Charles II. was
not even a man." Yet that weak prince, when,
dying in the last year of the seventeenth cen-

tury, he bequeathed his crown to a French-

man, and thus brought on the war of the suc-

cession and gave Gibraltar to England, had
sense enough to utter that famous sentence:
" O God ! Eternal God ! Thou givest em-
pires, and Thou takest them away !"

Spain had lost the Netherlands, Portugal,

portions of P^rance and Italy, and

valuable islands in the East Indies,

when, at the close of the eighteenth

century, began that steady falling

away of her American possessions

that was to be complete at the

close of the nineteenth. Within

a score of years she ceded the

enormous territory of Louisiana,

running westward to the Pacific

and northward to Canada ; lost the

island of Trinidad ; sold Plorida

;

and became involved in revolts

which, sooner or later, stripped

her of all her main-land and some
of her insular possessions in

North, Central, and South Amer-
ica. Through many successive

years these revolts went on, and

the result was the loss to Spain

of the great region now consti-

tuting the republics of Mexico,

c Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador,

Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Colombia,

Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,

Chili,Argentina, Uruguay, and Par-

aguay. So that it needed not the

further loss of Porto Rico and
Cuba, completing the removal of

the red and yellow flag from all the Americas,

to demonstrate what was already made clear

by the course of history, the inability of Spain
to retain her hold upon distant territory. The
"magnificent distances" of the war of 1898
were the gaping and ugly reminders of a stu-

pendous empire of the past.

The decline of Spain has been variously
ascribed to her expulsion of the Jews and the
Moors; to the discovery and conquest of
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rr DESCRIPCION

THE SPANISH DEMARCATION MAP

The Pope, May 8, 1498, gave to Spain and Portugal the riglit of discovery and conquest respectively \\'est and east of a meridian 100 leagues west of the Azores and Cape de
Verde Islands. The treaty of Tordesillas, June 7, 141)4, removed the line (jf demarcation 270 leagues farther west.

America ; to the foreign and domestic wars in

which for so long her monarch}/ was continu-

ally engaged ; to the bigotry and intolerance

of her government ; to the excessive number
of her clergy; to the abject and debasing su-

perstition of her people ; to the oppressive and

ruinous system of taxation established in her

colonies ; to the monopolies and other re-

straints on commerce which narrow views of

interest and mistaken calculations of

profit have dictated to her rulers ; to

the vexatious, intermeddling, weak, in-

efficient police, which has harassed and

tormented her people everywhere with-

out protecting or defending them
; to

the want of security for the liberty and

property of the subject, and the liabil-

ity to imprisonment and exile or death

without even the form of a decent

trial ; and, particularly as a colonial

power, to the selfishness of her rule

and the offensiveness of her presence.

Charles II., as we have seen, ascribed

it all to the providence of God.

The providence of God has doubt-

less had to do with the decline of

Spain as a colonial power. Who-
ever can believe that to Spain ever

came the call, *' Hear the word of the

Lord, O ye Nations, and declare it to

the Isles afar off," will as readily ad-

mit the revocation of the divine com-

mission. Morality sees in the sceptre

of Spain a godless wand of necro-

mancy that can .be a cross or a sword

at will or whim
;
philosophy finds be-

neath accumulated coatings of the

why and wherefore of her doings an

inner core of cruelty in Spanish char-

acter ; and history traces this blood-

red line of cruelty, entwined with a strand of

golden greed, back through the black ages to

the Gothic laws of a remote ancestr}'.

The Gothic laws of S|)ain are to be found

in the Lcjj^cs WisigoiJioruui, known in the

Spanish translation as the Fiicro Jiizi^o. This

work is a methodical code, divided into twelve

books, which arc again subdivided into titles,

each containing several laws. The s]>irit of

ST. lAGO FIGHTING FOR TFIE SPANIARDS
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these laws has lived in the national character

of the Spanish peoi)le, a ciiaracter endowed

with so unconquerable a vitality that, amid

the revolutions of empires, it has retained all

its original peculiarities ; and to these laws,

and not to any cloak of patriotism or religion,

is to be traced the cruelty that devoured the

peoples given by Columbus and Magellan to

Spain. From the days of Visigothic codifica-

tion of law to the day when the pierc-

ing cry of lacerated Cuba set loose the

echoes that tore the hills of Santiago,

a tone of unwearied harshness has be-

tra}'ed the temper of Spanish rule.

No proportion has been observed be-

tween crime and punishment ; but

slavery, scourging, and death have

been denounced for the most unequal

offences, while the magistrate has been

prohibited b\^ the ver}- fundamental

law from indulging in the exercise

of forgiveness. The so-called spe-

cial clemency of a Spanish colonial

executive has always been a refine-

ment of cruelty. The Fncro Juzgo

ordained that a " pardoned " rebel

was to have his eyes dug out, the hair

and skin torn from his forehead, and

that he was to receive a hundred

stripes, and was to be a slave as long

as he lived, so that he might linger

out his existence in wretchedness and

pain ; and the commutation of the

death penalty to something worse

than death is not extinct to this day

as a form of Spanish pardon. Very

special laws were made for women. A
woman might receive three hundred

stripes, being one hundred more than

could be inflicted upon a man ; she
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could be given as a slave to some poor caitiff

(algun niczqniuo), \\\ order that her loss of lib-

erty might be attended with greater misery.

If she were already a slave, the three hundred

lashes were to be supplemented by the tear-

ing of the skin and hair from her forehead.

And lest the magistrate might recoil from the

infliction of such punishments upon women,

the judge who did not fuUil the decree was to

receive a hundred lashes and to forfeit thirty

sueldos. Judicial refusal to consider a complaint

of virtuous Cuban women against Peninsular

soldiers, on the ground that loyal Cubans

ought not to deny the transatlantic w^arriors

Cadiz in the days of discovery were mostly of

those against wdiom the world had a grudge

—outcasts from home ; fugitive debtors
;

jail-

birds ripe for another cage ; the lowest of the

low ; insolent, brutal men, fierce as w^olves and

insatiable as vultures. Heredia, the Santiago

poet and historian, a scholar whom Spain

would gladly own, and to whom the French

have as gladly opened the doors of their

Academy, sa\'s of the couquistadorcs that

their departure from Palos was like the ilight

of falcons from their native nest of carrion
;

that, weary with the wxught of their own

haughty w^oes, they slanted their lateens to

cruel to the last degree. He is recognized as

being entitled to the distinction of Spain's

best and noblest conquistador, because, though

he had inhumanly enslaved the natives, he

was assassinated while interposing objections

to their maltreatment by others. And this

interposition is admitted by the palliators of

the cruelties of the conquerors to be the act

that stands " luminous and alone " in a century

of continuous outrage.

The couquistadorcs claimed always to have

the assistance of the patron saint of Spain in

their work of pacification. Bernal Diaz del

Castillo, who claimed to have fought in no
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anything; consigning to a living death starv-

ing girls taken from the ditches of the rccon-

ccntrados—these have been examples of nine-

teenth-century refinements on the rigor and

unique clemency of the Leges WisigotJiorum.

This inherited legal savagery has been in-

tensified, often to the pitch of an insane frenzy,

by the personal greed of the governing class.

The " conquerors of gold," as a black cloud of

evil spirits, have been ever at the shoulders of

the best men that Spain has sent forth—her

discoverers, her civiHzers, her Christianizers

—

breathing a hot breath of ultimate death upon
every beneficent enterprise. The adventurers

who flocked to the vessels that left Palos and

the trade-winds, drunk with brutal dreams of

gold.

These were the men who came oversea with

their crosses, their swords, their guns, and their

bloodhounds, to pacify, civilize, and evangelize

the peoples of whom Columbus had written,

" They are loving and uncovetous, and so doc-

ile in all things that 1 assure your Plighnesses

I believe in all the world there are no better.

They love their neighbors as themselves ; and

they have the sweetest and gentlest way of

talking in the world, and always with a smile."

Bastidas, founder of the city of St. Martha,

New Grenada, is the solitary exception which

proves the rule that all the conquerors were
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less than one hundred and nineteen battles in

America, says of the battle of Otumba: '' We
commended ourselves to God and the Holy

Virgin, and boldly rushed in upon the even-

ing, under the cry of ' Sant lago ! Sant lago !'

Our cavalry charged the enemy's line five

abreast, and broke it, we rushing in after them

close at their heels. What a terrific battle

and remarkable victory was this ! How we

fought man to man ! and those dogs like the

very furies themselves ! In this way we con-

tinued fighting, for God and the Blessed Vir-

gin strengthened us, and Sant lago de Com-

postella certainly came to our assistance ; and

one of Quauhtemoctzin's chief officers beheld
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him with his own eyes, as he afterwards af-

firmed. Now that I am an old man, I often

entertain myself with calling to mind the

heroic deeds of my early days. I think of the

seizure of the Indian monarch, his confinement

in irons, and the execution of his officers ; and

as I ponder on our exploits I feel that it was

not of ourselves that we performed them, but

that it was the providence of God which

guided us."

The veteran conqiiistadores are thus de-

scribed by one of a company of sefioritas sent

from Spain to marry them :
" What ! marry

those old fellows ? Let those wed them who

choose; I will not; the devil take them! One

would think by the way they are cut up that

hearted natives of the Mediterranean island to

be a murderer, then a god. It is well known

that the Spaniards, on the other hand, were

taken by the no less hospitable natives of the

East and West Indies to be gods, until they

were found to be murderers.

Las Casas tells us that Ilatuey, a cacique,

who had fled before the Spanish invaders in

Hispaniola, and who stood upon the defensive

at their landing in eastern Cuba, was taken

prisoner, and was condemned to the flames

by Velasquez as a slave who had taken arms

against his master. When this magnanimous

chieftain was tied to the stake, a Franciscan

friar promised him immediate admittance to

all the joys of heaven if he would embrace

The unsuspecting Haytian princess advanced,

in such pomp as she could muster, to meet her

guests with song and dance, and led them to

her residence, where the Spaniards were feast-

ed and amused with native games and specta-

cles. After some days the perfidious invaders,

under color of exhibiting a European tourna-

ment, took possession of all the avenues lead-

ing to the village, fell upon the astonished

natives, secured the cacique and her attend-

ants, set fire to her house, consuming the

most illustrious of her subjects in the flames,

and, carrying their hostess off to San Domin-

go, there condemned and publicly hanged her.

Thus perished Anacoana, the " Golden Flow-

er" of the island that Columbus tried to prove

DESTRUCTION OF THE NATIVES BY THE DOGS OF THE CONQUERORS
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they had just escaped from hell. Some are

lame ; some have but one hand ; others are

without ears; others have only one eye; oth-

ers have half their face gone ; and the best

of them have one or two cuts across the fore-

head." This realistic picture of the invaders,

by one of their own countryvyomen, is pre-

served by the historian Garcilasso de la Vega,

himself the half-caste son of a Spanish cava-

lier and an Inca princess. The desolation

wrought by these robbers is attested by

contemporary soldiers, lawyers, scholars, and

priests of Iberia, and, where magnitude of ter-

ritory precluded complete depopulation, by as

trustworthy survivors of the overthrow of the

American civilizations.

Paul, shipwrecked, was thought by the kind-

the Christian faith. " Are there any Span-

iards," he asked, "in that region of bliss which

you describe?" "Yes," replied the monk,

" but only such as are worthy and good."

"The best of them," returned the indignant

cacique, " have neither worth nor goodness,

and I will not go to a place where I may meet

wnth one of that accursed race."

Oviedo, Herrera, and Las Casas all relate

the base and cruel betrayal of Anacoana,

the hospitable female cacique of Xaragua,

an ancient province of Hispaniola. Ovando

marched upon Xaragua with three hundred

foot and seventy horsemen, allaying the alarm

of the natives with the pretext of a friendly

visit of gratitude to Anacoana, who had loaded

the Spaniards with every imaginable benefit.
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w^as the Paradise of the Bible — a princess

famous among her people as a composer of

songs and descriptive poems. The betrayal

and murder of this amiable woman belongs to

the first chapter of the history of Spanish

America. Her unfortunate island is believed

to have contained about a million or tw^elve

hundred thousand inhabitants at the time of

the advent of the Spaniards; some writers

place the population at a much larger amount.

Yet in an incredibly short period it was re-

duced ninety-nine per cent., and laborers had

to be brought from other islands.

The little island of Saona, off the southeast

point of Hispaniola, at first friendly and hos-

pitable to the Spaniards, was driven into revolt

by the brutal murder of its cacique, who was-



torn to pieces by dogs that were set upon him

while in the act of purveying bread for his

murderers. War " of fire and blood," accord-

ino- to the phrase of the time, was proclaimed

by Ovando, the pacificator. The war was a

hunt ;
prisoners were hewn down in batches
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of change. The population of Porto Rico at

the time of its invasion by Ponce de Leon is

said to have been between six hundred thou-

sand and eight hundred thousand; but such are

the accounts of the horrible carnage of these

poor people by the Spaniards that some have

man-at-arms. Their descendants, the "wild

dogs of the hills" of Porto Rico, were not ex-

tinct in the days of Malte-Brun,the geographer.

The inhabitants of continental America

fared no better at the hands of these rufifians

than did those of the islands. We have al-
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of six and seven hundred at once, and hun-

dreds of other prisoners were turned .adrift to

show the bleeding stumps from which their

hands had been severed.

Las Casas said that he was not able to put

in words the horrors attending the extermina-

tion that followed the protest of the natives

of Saona and liiguey against the murder of

the chief who had been torn in pieces by these

dogs. The invaders conceived an insane pas-

sion for mutilation and for perfecting new^

inventions for refining cruelty and prolonging

a^-onv. In one instance thirteen natives were

hauL^ed toiiether in honor of Jesus and his

twelve apostles.

When the Spaniards had exterminated the

natives of Hispaniola they turned their atten-

tion to Porto Rico; and in a few years the

people of the honest face, as Peter Martyr

calls them, were silent in death, and their

beautiful island was ready for its dreary career

as a penal colony, which endured for many

generations, until the emancipation of the

continental colonies made it convenient for

Spain to break the monotony with promises

been led to hope the original numbers must

have been exaggerated by the associates of

Columbus from a fond and excusable propen-

sity to magnify the merit and importance of

their discoveries, and afterwards by the worthy

prelate Las Casas in the warmth of his honest

indignation at the bloody proceedings of his

countrymen.

One of the principal pacificators of Porto

Rico was a dog. Me is the dog of history, as

Bucephalus is the horse of history. His name

was Bezerillo ; he was so called from his like-

ness to a calf, as Alexander's steed had been

named from his resemblance to an ox. He

did as much, the chroniclers tell us, towards

the extirpation of the peaceful natives as a

third of all the Spaniards employed in that

service. His pay, drawn by his master, was

that of a cross-bowman and half as much

again. Oviedo says that this dog was " of a

great understanding and courage, and what he

did was such that sans doubt the Christians

believed God had sent him for their succor."

Bezerillo's son, Leoncico, the property of Vasco

Nunez de Balboa, drew double the pay of a

5

ready seen what Bernal Diaz del Castillo says

of the battle of Otumba, and we have heard

the chuckle of the garrulous old freebooter as

he remembers the enchainment of the captive

Montezuma. This royal captive, when he was

about to be exposed by the treacherous Span-

iards to the missiles of his own people, by which

he received his death wounds upon the parapet

of his own desecrated temple of worship, said

of Cortez: " I will neither see nor hear anything

more of this man. I put no longer any faith

in his deceitful words, his promises, and his

specious lies." As the great chieftain expired,

refusing all medical and surgical help, Father

Olmedo, who had never for a moment left his

side, but who, notwithstanding all his efforts,

had not been able to convert him to the creed

of the conquerors, could not refrain from shed-

ding tears. '* And no one," writes this Bernal

Diaz del Castillo, ''will feel surprised at this

who knew what a very kind-hearted person

Montezuma was. Mexico never had a better

monarch."

The story of Atahualpa—his visit to Pizar-

ro ; his perfidious seizure ; his payment of an
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immense ransom; his being still denied his lib-

erty ; how he found out, by having the name

of God written upon his own thumb-nail, that

the conquistadorial pig-keeper of Estremadura

could not read ; his gentlemanly contempt for

the conqueror; his condemnation to be burned

alive at the stake ; and the merciful commuta-

tion of the sentence, by act of Spanish clem-

ency, to garroting instead of burning— is fa-

miliar to every school-boy.

The advance of Pedro de Alvarado upon

Guatemala is compared by old chroniclers to

a flash of lightning. Sometimes, indeed, in a

rugged district, or in the heart of dense forests,

the Spaniards received a check ; but in the

open country they were irresistible, and after

a few bloody engagements all the kings of the

region were extinct. To the mass of the peo-

ple submission availed nothing. " I sum-

moned them," he says, " by heralds ; I gave

sentence ; I condemned them as traitors, the

chiefs in the penalty of death, the rest as

slaves." Before the oncoming of this dread-

ful murderer the terror-stricken inhabitants of

and lambs for meat. Las Casas tells us that

the destruction of the natives of Guatemala

amounted to more than four million souls

during the first sixteen years of the conquest.

The waste of human life under the adminis-

tration of Alvarado was wanton and sicken-

ing. Friends and foes were treated alike, ex-

cept as utility dictated a temporary distinc-

tion. Slaughter, hanging, burning, torturing,

mutilating, branding, were some of the means

of "pacification" ; and starvation, exhaustion,

blows, intolerable burdens, faintings, the groan-

ings of despair, untimely death, were a few of

the blessings of peace. Prisoners of war were

butchered, and their flesh was thrown to the

starving native "allies" of the conquerors.

Children were killed and roasted, while thou-

sands of them perished in the gold-washings.

Wives and daughters were torn from hitherto

happ)^ homes and given as spoils of war to

beastly Castilian soldiers and sailors. No
words can depict the miseries of the natives

of continental and insular America under the

iron hand of the relentless invaders.

age was wrung, under pain of death, from the

already overworked parents, who were told by
the tyrant that it was only to gather gold to

take back with him to Spain that he had come
to dwell among such a pack of hounds. The
children assigned to the gold -washings were

between nine and twelve years of age. Vas-

quez says that those in the Patinamit wash-

ings alone numbered four hundred boys and

four hundred girls.

Vasco Nunez de J^alboa, returning across

the Isthmus of Panama from his discovery of

the Pacific Ocean, succeeded, by promises and

a show of power, in getting possession of the

rich chieftain Poncra. Having despoiled the

unfortunate prisoner of a large quantity of

finely wrought gold, Balboa put him to the

torture to find out where it came from, and

when informed that it had descended from

father to son for generations, and that no in-

terest had been taken in seeking for un-

wrought gold, he let loose the blood-hounds

upon the chief and three of his principal men,

and the quivering flesh was quickly torn from
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the towns and farms abandoned their homes
and fled to the forests, so that as he swept

like a pestilence over Guatemala the province

seemed to have been depopulated by enchant-

ment. The cattle were destroying the de-

serted plantations, and were being in turn

destroyed by wild beasts ; and the trained

dogs of the Spaniards, finding no natives to

eat, were fain to fall upon the untended sheep

The revolt, in 1525, of the natives of Guate-

mala was caused by the unheard-of cruelties

practised upon them by Gonzalo de Alvarado,

brother to the still more notorious Pedro. His

crowning act of oppression was to compel their

little children to labor in the gold-washings,

requiring of them a certain daily amount of

the metal. When the delicate frames of the

children proved unequal to the task, the short-
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the limbs of the four wretches to make, as an

old writer puts it, " a Breakfast for the Span-

ish Doggs."

The self-destruction of the inhabitants of

Chiapas, in Central America, in 1526, to escape

the cruelties and exactions of the brutal Guz-

man, is one of the most appalling tragedies

recorded on the page of history. The entire

population of the town, rather than yield
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themselves as slaves to the merciless and irre-

sistible conqiiistadores, rushed en masse to the

vero-e of a cliff which overhung the river, and,

locked in the close embrace of consanguineous

affection, hurled themselves headlong—fathers,

'mothers, sons, daughters, brothers, sisters,

husbands, wives, thousands of them— upon

the rocks and into the swiftly running cur-

rent beneath.

About all that the world was permitted to

know of the Manilas for ages was that a

Government galleon came thence annually to

the Spanish Americas laden with the fabulous

riches of the East, and that on its return

voyage, with payment in precious metal for

the Spaniards in the Philippines, it stopped

sand Tagals. These were denounced as rebels,

and the alcalde -mayor of Manila marched

against them with artillery and was killed.

The slaughter then began ; the Spaniards

killed two hundred and forty natives, and took

two hundred prisoners. These prisoners were

shot ; and the boy preacher was taken to the

capital, was there accused of aspiring to be

king of the Tagals, and was shot November 4,

1 841. De Mas, who knew this young man,

says that he was sober, quiet, industrious, per-

forming satisfactorily all his menial services at

the convent—just such another man as the

quiet, industrious little monk who wrote the

I))iitation of Christ.

The pathetic story of the Ladrones is an

His determination brooked no opposition of

home or colonial authority; his meekness and

love won every heart ; his eloquence convicted

the heathen and the nominally pious alike; and

his zeal swept him on to his death. He lies

buried a few miles north of the town of Guam.

With him, unfortunately, came also the con-

quistadores, the exterminating power of Spain
;

and the murder of San Vitores, occasioned by

his rash attempt to baptize by force a native

child against the expressed wish of its parents,

was the long-desired signal for the massacre of

the Chamorros, or " Friends." In thirty years

the race was extinct, and since 1700 not a trace

of Chamorro blood is known to have coursed

in the veins of any living man or woman.
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long enough at the Ladrones to find out

whether any pirates were lurking in the San

Bernardino pass. Some traveller, now and

then, would catch a glimpse of the horror of

Spanish rule in the East Indies ; but it was

left for the successive Tagal revolts of the

nineteenth century to prove to the world that

Spain had been as lavish of life in the lands

of Magellan as in those of Columbus.

Sir John Bowring tells the story of Apo-
linano, a pious youth of Luzon, and a lay-

brother of the convent of Lucban. He started

religious meetings among his countrymen, for

which he sought legalization. This was re-

fused, and the governor-general ordered the

arrest of the young evangelist. He fled to

the mountains, and was joined by three thou-

epitome of the tragic history of the Spanish

colonial empire. Magellan, the very incarna-

tion of the spirit of discovery, dragging his

failing timbers across the wide waste of the

unknown Pacific, is led as if by some angel of

navigation to steer his course, as straight as it

has ever since been steered, for Guam, where

he meets with the good-natured people of the

flying proa, a vessel that has been said to em-

body every element of fast sailing. San Vi-

tores, the apostle of the Ladrones, will ever live

in history as a bright personification of the

Christianizing spirit of Spain. A descendant

of the Cid, a representative of the highest

type of the Castilian scholar, he gave up the

brightest prospects of court preferment and

became a humble missionary of the Cross.

The same savage and fraudulent methods of

Spanish warfare are woven into the history of

the wars of civilized and Christian Europe.

Upon the surrender of Malaga to the Spaniards

in 1487, the conquerors, having first burned

the apostate Moors, proceeded to the execu-

tion of the apostate Christians. A dozen of

these unhappy creatures were tied to stakes

set up in an open space, and the Spanish cav-

aliers, putting spurs to their horses and rushing

past at full speed, hurled their lances into the

naked bodies of their victims; and this was

continued until the sufferers died in the most

excruciating agony, their quivering flesh filled

with the darts of these very faithful avengers

of the meek and loving Man of Galilee.

The enormities perpetrated by the infamous
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Duke of Alva, with the full approval of his

sovereign, Philip II. of Spain, and which, in-

stead of aiding in the reduction of the Nether-

landers, tended further to alienate them from

the Spanish crown, would have been a dis-

grace to any nation in any age of the world.

He himself boasted, in 1573, that he had

caused in four years the execution of eighteen

and pins would dig out the eyes of the suffer-

ers, and cut and tear open the soles of the feet

of the wounded and then compel them to

march. The Spaniards would storm the bar-

racks in which their French prisoners were

kept, and kill them on the spot. They would
obtain permission to lure the prisoners to

their houses under promise of helping them

sioned officers, and to crucify the commis-
sioned officers. The sentence was carried out

to the letter, except that the commissioned
officers were turned adrift when partly cruci-

fied, to linger out such existence as they

might. Professor Halzhauser, of the chair of

history in the University of Bonn, says that

one of these half-crucified P^rench officers was
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thousand persons by the gibbet, the axe, and

the fagot. To this day his name is execrated

by every German, whose fatherland he devas-

tated, and by the Dutch, whose populous and

busy provinces and cities he transformed into

a desert.

The retaking, in 1579, ^^ the revolted city of

Maestricht, in Holland, by the Spanish general,

Alexander Farnese, Duke of Parma, was fol-

lowed by a general slaughter of the inhabitants,

in which no less than eight thousand defence-

less prisoners were butchered in cold blood.

Twelve hundred of these were mothers and

maidens, who, before being put to death, were

subjected by the Spaniards to the most un-

speakable outrages and tortures.

The French who fell into the hands of the

Spaniards during the Peninsular War were in-

variably murdered. Wounded and prisoners

were deprived of their noses and ears, and
were crucified, slowly burned, or sawed to

pieces. Spanish women, fresh from the de-

lights of the bull-fight, would attack the trans-

ports of French prisoners, and with scissors

to escape, and would there torture them for

days and then kill them. They would follow

the English escorts and beg most imploringly

for the gift of a wounded French prisoner,

that they might torture him to death. Gen-

eral Marbot says, in his memoirs, that on a

moonlight night, as he was riding through a

lonesome mountainous region with despatches

for Napoleon, he found a young officer of

chasseurs nailed hands and feet to a barn door

with his head downward, his blood trickling

into a fire that had been kindled beneath to

increase the torture of the crucified French-

man ; and that a retreating man whom the

narrator shot dead proved to be a Capuchin

monk riding off with the dead soldier's

horse.

The German Menzel, who served with the

French chasseurs in 18 10, says that a Spanish

guerrilla band, having captured a company of

Frenchmen in 18 10, debated for some time

whether to bake their prisoners in ovens or

fry them over open fires. They finally decided

to roast the privates, to hang the non-commis-
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still living near Paris in 1878, bearing the

wounds of crucifixion received in 18 10.

Even among themselves, and in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century, the blood-

curdling cruelties perpetrated by the Spaniards

render it questionable whether Spain will ever

outlive her inhumanity. The war of the Car-

lists is fresh in the world's memory ; and the

horrors of Cuenca, where molten lead was

poured down the throats of the prisoners, and

wives and sisters were compelled by the vic-

tors to drive and slash their naked husbands

and brothers through the streets, cannot easily

be forgotten. It were much to be wished that

Spain, in the establishment of reforms within

the bounds of her contracted territory, would

humbly take to heart this witness of Sebastian

Munster,wdio, writing of the Spaniards as early

as 1553, says: *' They have good heads, yet

with all their studying it is little they learn ;

for when they have half learned a thing they

imagine themselves very wise, and in their

talk they try to show much learning which

they do not possess."
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T HE appallini:^ tragedy of colonial Cuba,

notwithstanding Iberian sccrccv^ and

officiid misinformation, is well-attested

history. Some swift angel of light was alwa\'s

in pace with tlie mad career of the mother-

country, now reproving, now recording her

deeds of darkness and desolati<^n. The lead-

ers of Cuban revolt, from the tribal patriarch

who died at the burning stake that he nn'ght

not enter the heaven of a tyrant, to the war-

rior patriarch who held the forlorn-hope of

the Lone Star for the tardy coming of the

Star-spangled Banner and emancipation, were

men of exalted patriotism, born to the making

of national history. And those who have writ-

ten the woes of the unfortunate isle were the

worthiest representatives of all her classes of

society; some of them, indeed, have engraved

their names in the literary history of the world.

Las Casas, the flaming Apostle of the Lidies,

whose divine mission it was " to stand between

the naked natives and their steel-clad torment-

oi's," was a Peninsular. Ilcredia, the exiled

Homer of Spanish America, whose clarion con-

SPAIN AND CUBA
traband cr_\-. " L'l^strella de Cuba!" shot the

soul of a nation into the despairing heart of

an outraged colon\\ was a high-born Cuban

descendant of the coiKjiiisfntJorrs : of the same

proud Creole f<miil\' with the self-exiled llere-

dia, the master,/^?;' cxccllciicr, in all literature,

of the ol)iective sonnet. Milanes, the pen-

sive poet of Matanzas, whose subtle expres-

sion of patriotic melancholy is winning its way

to the enrichment of every luiropean tongue,

was a self-eilucated Ijhicksmith's assistant and

railway employe. I'lacido, the martyr poet,

who, tottering to his feet after the first abor-

tive fusillade of his executioners, and lifting to

his loft)' brow the bleeding hand that was fit

to liave lived to pen the praises of the Maceos,

cried " Fire here!" and died chanting his own

immortal requiem — this man Avas a Cuban

negro slave. The deeper Cuba's sorrow, the

brighter glistened, as diamonds in the dark,

the tears of the oppressed. The machete's

gleam and the lurid handwriting on the wall,

hkc Cuba's far-famed fire-fly, were things of

the night that shine as the day.

9

The history of Cuban trouble and insurrec-

tion is best understood in the light of trans-

atlantic conditions and events. " Oh, my
country !" said a Spanish pasquinader in 1826,

" my own beloved land ! What canst thou

desire more to fill thy cup of bliss? Thou

liast thy monks, thy locust plagues, and even

thy police. Ports thou hast that have no

sliips, and soldiers a-plenty with no breeches

on their legs. And if these be not enough,

thy dazzding ecclesiasticism, thy royal roads

tliat swarm with their banditti, and thine

empty national coffer ought surely to content

thee." To say nothing at all of the two dark

periods of Spanish history from the earliest

traditions of the settlement of the country to

its falling into the hands of the Goths, and

from that to the reign of Ferdinand and Isa-

bella, and passing lightly over the insurrection

in Castile, the war with France, the revolt of

the Moriscos, the uprising under William of

Orange, the destruction of the Armada, the

suicidal banishment of 900,000 Moors, the

emancipation of Portugal, the War of the
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Succession, the loss of Gibraltar, the siege of

Barcelona, the battle of Cape St. Vincent, the

seizure of the $3,000,000 treasure -ships, the

naval battle of Trafalgar, the defeat at Ma-
drid, the abdication of Charles, and the Napo-

leonic scourge, enough has occurred within

the memory of the living to convince the en-

lightened student of the trend of history that

Spain was unable and unworthy to retain her

hold on the lovely Queen of the Antilles.

When, upon the downfall of Napoleon, Fer-

dinand, returning from his prison at V^alengay,

undertook, regardless of the Constitution of

18 12, to re-establish an absolute monarchy,

the condition of the country, exhausted by

the Peninsular War, was already a picture of

beggary and anarchy. Conspiracies and in-

surrections, however, now followed one upon

another, and it was seen that the rickety ma-

chine of Bourbon despotism was utterly insuf-

ficient either to preserve order, restore credit,

or give the country anything it needed. In

1820, therefore, Riego raised the standard of

insurrection in Spain ; O'Donnell deserted the

King ; the Constitution was again proclaimed
;

Ferdinand himself swore to it, and the Cortes

convened. Then came the " wrangling era."

The armies of the faith warred agaiiist the

ministers of their beloved sovereign
; disturb-

ance was everywhere; Mina was on one side,

Torrijos on the other; revolt and insurrection

was the order of the day until the I'^ench in-

terfered. The Duke of Angouleme performed

the farce of the Trocadero, and the blood of

Riego quenched the Constitution. Absolute

monarchy, however, was again a failure. Mili-

tary commissions and guerilla risings ended only

with Carlist insurrections ; and for ten years

anarchy again prevailed and the country was

in ruins. Bands of insurgents lurked in every

hole ; the dreadful insurrection in Catalonia

took place ; Carlist intrigues darkened the

skies; and in 1833 Ferdinand closed the most

IIUT.—OVIKDO

remarkable reign of confusion, impotence,

debt, disturbance, and convulsion the world

had ever seen. His last act, however, abolish-

ing the Salic law, entailed upon the country a

seven years' conflict, in which the adherents of

the Queen -mother and her Innoccntc Isabel,

and those of Don Carlos, kept up the most
infernal condition of things that had been seen

in Europe since the Middle Ages. The land

was a scene of savage bloodshed
;

prisoners

were put to death in cold blood ; and villages

were burned to the ground when their popula-

tions had been doubly decimated—every fifth

man was shot. In the midst of this uproar

a new constitution wms proclaimed ; and this

new era was inaugurated by the military up- and revolutions; and "he must be wise in-

risings of Madrid, Malaga, and Saragossa. deed," says an able writer, " who can at any
By 1840 the Carlist w^ar had worn itself out time forecast the condition of things in Spain
for a while, and the Duke de la Victoria took a year hence." TJie diminution, therefore, of

Spain in hand. He fled in 1843, ^^^^^ Narvaez the Spanish colonial empire is not a matter of

took his place; and two years later another surprise; and in the light of the history of the

constitution was proclaimed. In 1846 Europe mother-country it may be seen that for aees

the possession of Cuba was in the highest de-

gree precarious. Here is a translation of a

stickful of diminutive type, set lean and solid

in the Castilian original, as if ashamed to be

seen and read. "In 1565 we gave up the

isle of Malta to the Order of St. John. In

1620 the Tower Navarre and Bcarne was
yielded to France; and in 1649 the Rousse-

lon. In 1640 we lost Portugal and her colo-

nies. In 1648 we recognized the sovereignty

of the Netherlands. In 1626 the English

wrested the Barbadoes from us; in 1655,

Jamaica; in 1704, (jibraltar; in 1718, the

Tuccas; in 1759, Dominica; and in 1797,

Trinidad. In the seventeenth century France

took possession of Martinico, New (iranada,

Guadaloupe, and half the island of San Do-

mingo ; and in 1800, Touisiana. In the eigh-

teenth century we yielded up Sardinia to the

Duke of Savoy, and to Morocco our rights

in Mazalquivir and Oran. We ceded Parma,

Placentia, and Tucca, with other dominions in

the north of Italy, to princes of the House of

l^ourbon : and in 1759 Naples and Sicily were

emancipated from Spanish government. In

1 8 19 we sold Florida to the United States; in

1821 we lost the other half of the isle of St.

was convulsed by the disgraceful marriages of Domingo; and before 1825 all the vast conti-

the Queen and her sister; " and from that time nent which our glorious ancestors had acquired
to this," said a writer in 1859, "the history of was lost to us forever. Of all this immense
Spain has been little more than that of rapid power we have, as a remembrance of the past,

ministerial changes, court intrigue, and royal the isles of Cuba and Puerto Rico, the far-off

scandal, varied by Carlist insurrections and Philippines, and our African possessions alone."

local disturbances; and any one can judge for And thus matters stood at the beginning of

himself what kind of public opinion, what kind 1898.

of national force, what kind of improvement "Spain," said Bishop Coke, in 1808, "has
are like to have been produced

COLUMP.ITS.—rilAKTON

From tlie iXJftrait in the gallery of I'aolo Oicjvo (horn at Conio in UHli),

wild had a heaiititul colleciioti of portraits of the (lisiiiij;uisiie(l men of liis

time, ami who always considered liiis as representing with fidelity the
features of t'olumbus.

HAMMOCK.—OviKDo

in a country the last generation

of which has been passed in

scenes like these." The check-

ered career of Isabella II.; the

uncomfortable reign of Ama-
deus ; the attempt of the dis-

tinguished Castelar to found a

stable republic in the face of

the counter- attempt of Don
Carlos to get possession of the

crown ; the Bourbon rule of the

Alfonsosand their mothers, have

not been reassuring, either in the

outlook or in the accomplished

reality. There can be little sta-

bility in a country whose en-

tire history is one of changes

10
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had the honor of discovering the New World,

and the disgrace of murdering its inhabitants.

The former of these deeds slie effected through

the genius of a daring and enlightened (ov-

ei'Hier, but tlie latter through her own native

s|)irit, trammelled by intellectual fetters and

accustomed to blood." Speaking of this dar-

in*'' and enlightened foreigner, the London

lixaiiiiiicr said, in 1877: " The Vatican has de-

cided not to make Columbus a saint, because

he never was a saint": which was saying, per-

haps, [ibout as much as those who had known

Old)' the Columbus of Washington Irving's

her(VWorshi[) would stand. Wdien Cohunbus

had followed the sun at the bidding of the

trade-winds until he had almost discovered the

western continent, and was now threading a

maze of land and water that to his imagination

was the rich archipelago of Marco Tolo's ac-

count, he found a few bejewelled islanders,

who told him they had their gold from the

great Cul)acan, to the south, liard a|)ort, then,

with his ro\'al letter of credit to tlu- great

Kublai Khan, in search of the money-making

metal, he pointed his three little prows to the

Southern Cross and Cuba -that is, the " kind

r)f gold." \\\ his journal, October 13, 1492, he

says :
" I noticed that some had a little piece

of gold pendent from a hole in the nose, and

1 was told by signs that by going southward,

or around the island to the south, there \\as

there a king who had great golden vessels and

much gold. I go now to find, if I can. the

island of Zi[)angu." Thus sailing, he first saw,

on Saturday night, October 27, 1492, the

(lem of the y\ntilles; and on Suntlay morning

he landed upon the gorgeous tropical island

that was soon to be turned into a weary tread-

mill for the transmutation of human heart's

blood into gokl. He endeavored to name it

J nana, from the heir of his ro\'al patrons; and

others have called it Ls.d^ella, h\n-nandina, San-

tiago, and Ave IMaria ; but the native name of

Cuba, thanks to Las Casas, was never sup-

planted. Nuevit.is, Nipe, and Bar;icoa claim

the honor of this first visit of the great discov-

erer. A year and a half later, upon his sec(~)nd

voyage, Columbus sailed westward along the

southern coast, nearly the whole length of the

island. /V few hours more and he might have

rounded San Antonio ; as it was, he died be-

lieving Cuba to be a part of the continent of

( ; 1 .D WA S I T I NG .—OVI f.do
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Asia. Upon this second visit, inquiring for

gold m the bay of Guantanamo, he was still

directed southward; and this led to the dis-

covery of Jamaica, the '' land of eternal
'springs." It was during this expedition also,

SPAIN AND CUBA

July 6, 1494, that a venerable old man, a unconverted Las Casas went with him and
Cuban cacique, came to Columbus with great Hernando Cortez was his secretary. 'The
reverence, and, presenting a basket of fruit, conquest was speedy and complete By the
thus addressed him ; „,ost perfect system of subjugation ever in-

" W hether you are divinities or mortal men vented, the natives were parcelled out to all
we know not. Vou are come
into these countries with a

force against which, were we
inclined to resist it, resistance

would be foil)'. We are there-

tore all at your mercy, but if

\'ou are men, subject to mor-

talit}^ like ourselves, }'ou can-

not l)e unapi)rised that after

this life there is another, where-

in a ver\' different portion is

allotted to good and l)ad men.

If, therefore, you expect to die,

and belie\-e, v\ ith us. that ex'ery

one is to be rewardt'd in a

future state according to his

conduct in the present, \'oii

will do no hurt to those who do none to comers in batches of three hundred, to be
>''>•'•' worked and tortured to death ; and as soon as

This remarkable circumstance was \-erified one batch was dead authority was given to

In- both Peter Alartx'r and Herrera. The catch another three hundred, then another,

cacique's adtlress was translated to Columl)us and so on. Hatuew having fled westward

b\' Didacus, a nati\e of (iuanahani, who had with his i)eople, was captured in 1512, was
acconq)anied the admiral back to Spain on his condemned to the tkimes as a slave who had

former vo\-age, had K-arned something of the taken arms against his master, and was burned

Castilian tongue, and was now acting as miide to a crisj) by \'elas(juez near the present town

of Vara, southeast of Manzanilla.

"The cacicpie," says the elocpicnt 7\bbe

kaynal, •* was burned, the God of the Chris-

tian was dishonored, and his cross was stained

with human l)lood ; l)ut Velascpiez found no

further opposition, for all the caciques hastened

to ilo him homage. y\fter the mines had been

openetl, however, and it was fcMind that they

did not answer, the inhabitants of Cuba, be-

coming useless, were exterminated. To con-

(pier was to destroy. Cuba, one of the largest

islands in the world, did not cost the Spaniards

a single man. But what, after all, has it prof--

and interj)reter. I L: is first referred to in the ited Spain that she e\'er concjuered Cuba?"

writings of Columbus under date October il. When the cruelties of the Spaniards in the

1492: "I see they repeat very (]uickly what island of Cuba had driven the natives to seek

I tell them, and I think they might easil\' be refuge in flight, the Spanish invaders trained

made Christians. I'lease (lod I will take six their dogs to pursue them. The Lidians then

of them awa}' with me from here to your hail rt'course to suicide as a means of escape
;

highnesses, that they may learn to speak." for they believed, as we have seen, in a future

The tropic isle of Lden thus discovered is state of lacing, where ease and felicity, they

pictured by the famous voyager himself thought, awaited them. Accordingly, they put

as the most ravishingly beautiful combi- themselves to death, whole families dying to-

nation of sylvan sceneiy the eye of man gether, and villages inviting other villages to

had ever beheld. It is believed, on his au- join them in their departure from a world that

thority and that of Peter Martyr and Las was no longer tolerable to them. Some hanged

Casas, to have contained about twelve themselves ;
others drank of the poisonous

hundred thousand inhabitants, known as juice of the Yuca. One Spaniard, hearing that

Sibone\'s, a branch of the gentle Tainos, a number of his slaves had resolved to hang

or " good," who thus distinguished them- themselves to escape his tyranny, actually

selves from the dreaded Southern man- begged them, in view of his business interests,

eating Caribs, or " bad " i)eople. to desist ; and at last, in despair, asked for a

Little attention was paid to this beau- rope, saying that if his laborers hung he might

tiful country for some years, but when as well hang too. They, believing that they

the Spaniards, with their war- tools and would not be rid of the tyrant even in the

their dogs, had sent 94 per cent, of His- future state of existence, were thus persuaded

paniola's ten hundred thousand souls into to lay aside their ropes and drag their miser-

eternity, they found, by circumnaviga- able existence on a little longer.

tion,that Cuba was surrounded by water. One of the boldest books ever issued from

Three years later, therefore, in 15 11, they the press is T/ie Destrtiction of the Indies,

sent an expedition to overrun and pacify written by Las Casas and published at Seville

that island also. Diego, or lago, Velasquez, in 1552. It is supposed to have been even

with seventy regulars and three hundred vol- more daring in the original form in which it

unteers, landed at Puerto de Palmas, near Cape was submitted to the home authorities be-

Maisi, in the dominions of Hatuey. The yet fore publication, for in the printed copies the

11
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persons inculpated in the Spanish cruelties de-

scribed are not mentioned by name, as they

must have been in the manuscript report to the

Emperor, but are spoken of merely as this or

that "tyrant." Miggrode's French transla-

tion, published at Antwerp in 1579, softened

the horrors of the story, " with a due regard,"

says Justin Winsor, ''for his Spanish neigh-

bors." This polite version, however, was the

basis of an early estimate that the destruction

of the aborigines of America by the coiiqiiis-

tadores amounted to forty millions ; and its

title was Tyrannies ct Cruaiitics des Espagiiolcs

Coinniises es Indes Occidentalcs. The following

is a translation made for the present work, and

preserving the quaintness of the original, of

the great apostle's brief and terrible chapter

on '' The Isle of Cuba "

:

" In the year one thousand five hundred and

eleven they passed on to the Island of Cuba,

which is, as I have said, in length as the dis-

tance from Valladolid to Rome (where there

were great provinces and many people). They

began and finished here in the way described

below, as will be seen, with greater and greater

cruelty. Very remarkable things happened in

this island. An Indian chief and man of po-

sition named llatuey had left the island of

Hispaniola for Cuba with many of his follow-

ers, in order to escape the inhuman actions of,

and misery caused by, the Spaniards. When
some Indians brought him the tidings that the

perience how they have treated such and such

and such people, and the people in Hayti (by

which is meant Hispaniola); they are coming

here to do likewise. And do you know why?'

They answered that they did not, unless it be

because of their bad and cruel natures. He
said to them :

' No, not only on account of

this, but also because they have a God, whom
they adore, and on whom their hearts are set,

and in order to have us adore him also, they

do their best to conquer us, and they even kill

us.' He had by him a little box full of gold

and precious stones. ' Here is the God of the

Spaniards, and if it so seems good to you we
will give to his honor the Areytos (which means

balls and dances), and in doing this we shall

please him, and he will command the Spaniards

to do us no harm.' They all answered with

loud voices, ' That is well said ! that is well

said !' And so they danced before In'm until

they were tired out, and then this Sen or Ha-

tuey said : 'Listen! Whatever hap[)cns, if we

kee[) this in order that it may deh'ver us, they

will end l)y killing us; therefore let us throw

it into the river.' To which they all agreed
;

and so they threw it into a large river which

was very near b\'.

"This st'fior and chief fl(?d from the Span-

^m^^wsmm^^i^^'^'r/.ymsmi
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Spaniards were advancing towards Cuba, he

assembled all his men and said to them :
' Now

you know that it is said that the Spaniards are

coming this way ; and you know also from ex-

PREPARING TOBACCO

SPANIARD IN U'l'TKR

iards as soon as they arrived in the Island of

Cuba, as one who knew them too well, and he

defended himsel(A\'hen he met them, k^inally,

he was captured ; and, because he was Hx'ing

from so wicked and cruel a people, and be-

cause he, with all his followers, defended him-

self even to death from those who intended to

kill him and op[)ress him, he was burned ali\'e.

And when he was tied to the stak'e, a monk of

the order of .St. I^'rancis, and a saintly man,

told him something of (lod and of our health,

of which matters the chief had ne\'er heard, as

much as he ccndd tell him in the time which

tlie executionei's gave him—that if he would

believe in what he was telling

him, he should go to Heaven,

even to glory and eternal rest

;

and if he did not be-

lieve he should go to

hell, to be tormented

there to eternitv. The
chief, after having con-

sidered this for a while,

asked the monk if the

S p a n i a r d s went to

Heaven ; to which the

monk answered, 'Yes,

all who were good.'

The chief said imme-

diately, without further

thought, that he would

not go to Heaven, but

wished to go to hell,

that he might not be

found in a place where

such an accursed race

FUXISFIMKNT OF NEGROES. ~Df. Bry

was admitted, and that he might never again

set eyes on such cruel people. Praises and

glory of this kind are what our (jod and our

Faith have received from the Spaniards that

have gone to the West Indies.

" Once the Indians came to meet us with

eatables, delicate meats, and all manner of

such things, about ten miles from a large town,

and when they reached us they presented us

with a large quantity of fish and bread and

other eatables, as much as lay in their power

to give. Then suddenly the devil entered

into the .Spaniards, and they put to death with

their swords, in my presence, without any

reason whatever, over three thousand persons

seated with us, men and women and children.

I saw there greater cruelty than an\' living man
had ever seen, or the like of which he ever will

see.

" Another time, and a few days after this, I

sent messengers to all the chiefs of the prov-

ince of Havana, assuring them that they need

have no fear (for they had heard well of me),

and bcijfjing; them to come to meet us without

thought of flight— no harm would come to

them , for the entire country was frightened

by the past evils and murders, and I did this

by the order of the Ca[)tain himself. When
we reached the Province, twenty -one senors

and chiefs came to receive us, whom the Cap-

tain at once took prisoners, thus breaking the

|)r()mise which I had given them, and intend-

ing to burn them alive the next day; giving

as his reason that he C(Misidered it prudent to

do so, or these gentlemen would some day do

some harm or other, I was at great pains to

save them from the fire, but they finally did

escape.

" When the Indians of this Island were sub-

jected to the servitude and the misery of those

on the Island of His[)aniola, and when they

saw that they must all die and perish without

hel[), some of them tied to the mountains, and

others, in great despair, hanged themselves,

SUGAR-MAKING.~De Bry
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and hanged not only tlicmselvcs, but also tlicir

wivcs and their children. And on account of

the cruelty of one single Spaniard, who was a

great t\'rant, and whom I knew, more than two
hundred Indians hanged themselves ; and num-
berless people have died in this way.

Ihere was in this island an officer of the

King, to whom was given, as his share, three

hundred Indians, out of which, at the end of

three months, two hundred and seventy died

from overwork in the mines: so that there

were only thirty left, which was a tenth of the

whole. After this they gave him as many
again and more, and he killed them also; and
as many as they gave him so many he killed,

until he died and the devil took him.

" Within three or four months, during my
presence there, over six thousand children

died, in consequence of being bereft of their

fathers and mothers, who had been sent to

the mines. I also saw other gruesome things.

" And then they decided to pursue those

who had gone to the mountains, and com-

mitted there the most frightful bloodshed,

thus rendering desolate this entire island
;

which we saw not long after ; and great was

the pity to see it bare and deserted, as it is."

Spanish cruelty has always had its extenua-

tors. " She rose, and ripened, and rotted,"

says liubert Bancroft of Spain, and then goes

on to excuse the rot. Even Oviedo, however,

who endeavors to palliate every manner of

13

cruelty, confesses tliat when he was in one of

the islands of the West Indies, forty -three

years after its discovery, there were only five

hundred natives left alive of the original one

million. Peter Martyr says, in so many words,

that never, in the whole course of human
history, had such enormities been practised.

Monuments of the cruelty of the conquerors

exist to this day in the very names of towns.

As that of Matanzas, in Florida, recalls the

treacherous and inhuman butchery of the early

F'^rench settlers near St. Augustine by the

Spaniards, so that of Matanzas, in Cuba, com-

memorates the " massacre " there of the abo-

rigines. Yet in the face of the fact that early

maps of Cuba, that, for instance, of Wytfiiet,
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dated 1597, show Matanzas as plainly as Ha-
vana, writers of English and American books
have been wheedled into saying that Matanzas'

is a very modern settlement indeed, so called

merely because it stands on the site of the old
** slaughter-houses" of the Havana butchers.

Havana uiatmirjas, or " butcheries," according

to more recent accounts, have taken place

nearer home ; and Matanzas itself has had
quite enough to do to look after victims \\\

the province of Matanzas.

Velasquez founded a number of towns

;

among them Baracoa, Bayamo, Trinidad, Puer-

to Principe, Santo Espiritu, San Cristobal de

la Habana, and Sant I ago, which he named
after himself and the patron saint of Spain,

and which became well known to Americans,

centuries later, as the scene of a slaughter of

citizens of the United States. From old ac-

counts of a great fire in Santiago in 1526, we
learn that the city then contained, twelve

years after its foundation, a population of

twelve thousand, and that the King gave '' sev-

eral contributions for the rebuilding of its

churches." It was the capital until 1519;
when the settlement at San Cristobal, for-

merly on the south side of the island, having

been removed to a site on the northwest, at

the mouth of the Marianas, and then to the

site of the present Havana, the seat of govern-

ment was fixed at the latter place. In 1528, a

LAS POZAS IN 1852

''fountain of flowing the Spanish "dogs of war" led to the ex-

pitch " was discovered istence of a professional class of chasseurs,

in Cuba, and a bottle or " huntsmen," who hired themselves out,

of it was sent to the with their educated beasts, to quell revolts

royal office at Seville, among the negroes, to catch runaways, and
to ascertain if itwould even to fight the battles of other nations, as

answer for ships. And in the case of the establishment of British

in the same year, in authority over the maroons of Jamaica,
the river Bayamo, a To the honor of the English be it said, how-
great quantity of ever, that Avhen these miscreants appeared
round stones of differ- with their unexpected four-legged companions,
cut sizes were found, so great was the outcry among the British

which, we arc told, soldiery that *' the dogs were kept in the
" would answer for ar- background." Thomas Coke, an intimate

tillery"; and the King coworker with John Wesley, and a reliable

ordered a quantity of authority on the history of the \\\\st Indies,

all sizes, for different thus describes the training of these dogs by
guns, to be sent as the Spanish professionaE-^mr//;-.? of Cuba

:

ballast in tlie ships. "The young puppy, when taken from its

About this time also dam, is immediately confined in a kind of cage,

comes into print a fenced in front with iron bars, at such a dis-

complaint that the tancc from each other as barely to permit the

skulls of the natives young animal to thrust out its head, without
are so hard " that the Spaniards often break permitting it to escape. In this school of
their swords in twain when they attempt to inhumanity it is always fed by white people,
cut open their heads." because the blacks are those whom it is taught
The extermination of the natives of Cuba to consider as its prey. In the early periods of

led to tlie importa-

tion of negro slaves.

Slavery had long ex-

isted in Spain ; and

the negroes were at

first brought from

there, and afterwards

from Africa direct.

As early as 1534 an

appeal of the in-

vaders of Cuba was

sent to the Emperor
for authority to im-

port seven thousand

negroes, " that thc\'

might become accli-

mated and accus-

tomed to the labor

recjuired before the

Indians should whol-

ly cease to exist."

"Tlie Indian race,"

says Earousse, " was

not yet cjuite extinct in Culoa when S])ain was its discipline it is fed with the entrails and
already consulting to replace it by demanding blood of animals; and this in sucli a sparing

of the uncultured countries of .Africa new idol- manner that the keenness of appeUte which
aters to gain to the cause of Christ ; that is, hunger occasions may give a more poignant

new victims to sub- relish to a species of food which even instinct

ject to the bondage urges the dog to prefer. Initiated into this

of servile and en- part of their discipline, and accustomed to

forced labor. God food which both hunger and their canine nat-

only knows to how ure urge them to devour, as these dogs ap-

many millions of vie- proach towards maturity they are introduced

tims amounts to-day to a new scene, which bears a sensible resem-

the frightful figure blance to the victims whom they arc destined

of this abominable to destroy. The vessel in which their food

trade." Negro sla- was formerly brought is now thrown aside, and
very was finally abol- a new one is substituted which answers all the

ished in Cuba as the purposes of their preceptors. A figure, appro-

direct result of the priately formed with suitable materials, bearing

Ten Years' War of a strong resemblance to a negro, and painted

T868-1878. It has black to keep alive the deception, is intro-

been already seen duced into the upper part of their cages.

that the conquerors Within the body of this artificial negro are

made a unique use deposited the blood and entrails of beasts on
of dogs in the sub- which the dogs have been accustomed to feed,

jugation of the na- It is, nevertheless, placed in such a manner as

tives. The training to allure the smell of the animals, rendered

and management of desperate through hunger; so that the dripping

14
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of the blood and the hanging of a solitary

entrail may attract the sight and kindle their

desires without easily satisfying the crav-

ings of their appetites. After licking up the

blood which occasionally falls, and waiting

without satiety, their attention is naturally

directed to the source of their

food, which is not placed alto-

gether beyond their reach. At
length, encouraged by their

keepers, and driven by the im-

pulses of nature, they seize the

artificial victim, rip it open with

their teeth, and devour its con-

tents with all eagerness. A rep-

etition of this mode of treatment

soon familiarizes the docfs to

the artificial African, and in a

little while they expect food

through no other channel. Af-

ter a while these forms are made
to bear a still stronger resem-

blance to the victims they are

intended to represent. The dogs

are taught to survey them at a

distance, to behold them occa-

sionally in an attitude of mo-

tion, and to contemplate the

figures without having but little

to allure the smell. Their at-

tachment to these unnatural

vehicles of food increases in pro-

portion to the length of time

they have been accustomed to

receive it through that medium;
and their impatience becomes
more visible as the calls of hun-

ger grow more imperious, and
as the moving figure is made to

approach towards them. At
length, after they have been

teased by hunger and their

keepers, even to madness, they

are permitted to seize the figure,

as by accident; to overcome
its apparently ineffectual strug-

gles to disengage itself ; to tear

it open and devour the nauseous cargo ; and
to glut themselves with blood. In the mean-
while, the chasseurs, exhibiting signs of appro-

bation at the conquest which their pupils have
made, and being in reality delighted with their

proficiency, contribute to their indulgence by

FRANCISCO AGUILERA, VICE-PRESIDENT, 1869
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every expression of encouragement. They are

stroked
;
they are caressed ; they are invited

to renew their carnival ; and they are taught

by every action that this is the mode of life

which they are solicited and destined to pur-

sue. It is obvious that by these means the

whites ingratiate themselves into

their favor, while the blacks are

considered as objects of their

prey. The former obtain a su-

periority over them ; and the

latter sink even beneath the

blood-hounds that are taught to

destroy them. Instructed thus

in the first rudiments of their

barbarous employment, as soon

as their knowledge in their busi-

ness is deemed sufficiently for-

ward they are taken from their

kennels or cages and carried to

places in which their proficiency

may be demonstrated by actual

experiment. The mind shud-

ders at the recital of the hor-

rors it contemplates, and veils

in silence what no language has

sufficient energy to express."

The earlier history of the east-

ern part of the island presents

little of importance beyond the

expeditions of conquest to the

continent, notably that of Cortez

to Mexico, which left Santiago

in 15 18, and the repeated ag-

gressions of the French and

English. In 1604, Captain Gil-

bert Giran, with a little fleet

and 200 men, twice invaded the

island, landing in the eastern

part, overrunning the country,

sacking the plantations, and tak-

ing, with other prisoners, the

bishop of Altamirano, whose lib-

erty had to be bought with a

good round ransom. In 1655,

Jamaica, originally belonging,

like Cuba, to Spain, was taken
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by the English, and has been

theirs ever since. Southey says

that when the EngHsh took pos-

session of Jamaica not a sin-

gle descendant of the aboriginal

Indians existed on the island
;

though " when the Spaniards

first settled upon it there w^ere

sixty thousand at least." In

1658 Puerto Principe and San-

tiago were sacked by the pi-

rates
; and shortly afterwards

the British pirate Morgan sacked

Puerto Principe a second time.

After this second sack of Puerto

Principe occurred the taking

of Santiago by the English

;

" who," according to Serrano's

Diccionario Un 17 'crsal, "domi-
nated the town for a month,

and then left, taking immense
treasure with them." The ac-

cepted English account is that

an expedition of a thousand

picked men and twelve vessels

left Jamaica for a descent upon
Santiago. A land breeze pre-

venting their entering the har-

bor, they landed at night two
miles to leeward, and marched
by torchlight upon the city.

The Spaniards, however, some
eight hundred strong, had bar-

ricaded all the avenues and had
brought down their artillery.

Having received one volley, the

English, according to the official

report, rushed forward, drove all

before them, and took the city

and six vessels which were lying
CUBAN PATRIOTS RALLYING ROUND THEIR FLAG

(The kneeling figure is the son of General Cespedes.)
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at anchor. They then attacked

the castle and the block-houses

;

and the fleet, coming up, brought

their guns to bear. The Span-

iards were driven, first from the

ramparts, and then from the in-

ner works ; and the English de-

molished the fortifications and

the town, and laid waste the

country for miles around. Two
thousand houses were destroyed,

and a thousand barrels of pow-

der and thirty- four pieces of

cannon taken, some of which

were sent to London. This

raid cost the Spaniards about

$5,000,000. An old chronicle

says that the fort had been re-

puted impregnable, the wall on

the land side being sixty feet

high and " thick in proportion,"

and having cost a hundred thou-

sand sterling to build.

In 1679, the P^-ench, profit-

ing by the consternation of the

Spaniards caused by recent ter-

rific earthquakes in the island of

Cuba, fitted out two buccaneer-

ing expeditions in St. Domingo
;

one of which attacked and plun-

dered Puerto Principe from the

north, while the other, landing at

night south of Santiago, divided

into two parties, which advanced

different ways around the moun-

tain, met in the dark, and mistook

each other for enemies. " Their

conflict," says the report,

" alarmed the city, and those were

luckywho escaped totheir ships."
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In the summer of 1741, Vernon, the EngHsh

admiral after whom the Washingtons named

Mount Vernon, landed at Guantanamo with

four thousand men, intending to lay siege to

Santiago. The troops were marched some

twenty miles inland, where they lay encamped

about four months, when, being considerably

diminished by sickness, they were reconveyed

to Jamaica. During this occupation El Guan-

tanamo received its English name of Cumber-

land Harbor. It was at this time also that a

large privateer belonging to Santiago was taken

and the crew pursued on shore, where a sailor,

observing a dead Spaniard laid out on an Eng-

lish ensign, shoved the body off and brought

away the ensign, swearing it should not lie on

in their reports, that w4ien the Erench corsairs

attack Havana they show neither respect for

the churches nor reverence for the images that

are in them. In 1538, the year in which it is

chronicled that all the men, women, and chil-

dren of a native village of fifty houses were

found one morning hanging to the trees,

Havana was sacked and burned to the ground

by the Erench ; and De Soto, being appointed

governor of Cuba that year, sent over from

Santiago and had the town rebuilt and a fort

erected—" the first fortification ever made at

that place."

In 1542 Havana was attacked, pillaged, and

burned by a corsair. In 1544 the Erench

commander, Robert I5oas, attempted the capt-

These continued attacks upon Havana led

to the erection of those harbor defences which

gave the city the reputation, whicli it long en-

joyed, of being almost impregnable. The first

of these fortresses, the Castillo de la h\ierza,

was built by De Soto after the burning of the

town by the h^rench in 1538; and when, in

1585, the luiglish under Drake were barely re-

pulsed, two more fortresses, the present Castillo

del Morro and the Ikiteria de la Punta, were

erected. Thus Havana was prepared success-

fully to resist the attacks of the Dutch in 1622,

1623, and 1638. But when the Dutch admiral,

Teter Heyn, attacked a fleet of Spanish gal-

leons in Matanzas Bay in 1628, he captured

or destroyed nearly every vessel, and the im-

EATTI.E IN THE DEFILE OF THE PARDONES.—From a Skktcii f.y a ( uisan Stai f Om ickr

SO honorable a bed. Vernon was afterwards

reinforced from England by four ships of war

and about three thousand soldiers ;
" but,"

says Hume, *' he performed nothing worthy of

the reputation he had acquired, and the people

began to perceive that they had mistaken his

character."

While the Cuban Orient was thus continually

menaced, the West enjoyed little tranquillity.

As early as 1536 a Erench pirate landed at

Havana, and raised seven hundred ducats from

the inhabitants to save the town from being

burned. As he left the harbor he was attacked

by three Spanish ships from Mexico ; but all

these the pirate captured, and, returning to

Havana, he levied seven hundred ducats more

upon the inhabitants. The Dons complain,

ure of Havana, but was repulsed by the gov-

ernor of the island, Juan de Avila. The cor-

sairs, being driven back to their vessels with

the loss of fifteen men, stood off for the pearl

fishery, where they seized all the Spanish ves-

sels and held them for a heavy ransom. In

1553 the city was again attacked and partially

destroyed by the Erench; and in 1555 it was

plundered by the pirate Jacob Sores. His

name was long used by the mothers of the

Cuban little ones to frighten them out of

their nauijhtiness. Awful stories were told

of the murders and outrages committed by

this famous pirate ; and his love affairs, es-

pecially the story of how the love-lorn Span-

ish lady once effected his escape from capture,

were household tales for many a decade.
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mense riches thus taken are said to have en-

abled the Dutch to continues the war against

Spain. VoY this exploit IIe3'n was made a

vice-admiral ; but Gage, in his account of the

West Indies, says tliat the Spanish admiral,

Don Juan de Guzman y Torres, " when he

came to Spain, was imprisoned, lost his wits

for a while, and after was beheaded ; and tlius,

in the sight of impregnable Havana, and of

those twelve brazen apostles, was Holland

glorious, and made rich with a seven -million

prize!"—$35,000,000. This treatment of their

defeated admiral was characteristic of the

Spaniards, of whose court - martialling of so

many generals and admirals a great deal was

heard during the war of 1898. As early as

1525 the penalty of death was passed upon
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all Spaniards in Cuba who should be caught

lea\'ing' the island, and in the latter part of the

seventeenth century upon nearly all the inhab-

itants of Havana, which was found by a new-

Iv arrived Governor-General to be a city of

smugglers and illicit traders. He found a way

out for them, however, by freighting with

presents for the King a ship bearing a peti-

tion—thus made successful—for pardon.

Throughout the seventeenth century the

conquerors found their match in the bucca-

neers or fdibusters of the Spanish Main— a

heterogeneous mass of untamed human bra-

very organized out of wild rovers of Nor-

mand\% English and l^^rench refugees from the

ishnid of St. Kitts, and Dutch refugees from

Santa Cruz, all held together in their little

fortified island of Tortugas by a common
deadly hatred of everything Sj)anish, and

augmented by accessions from Ireland, Scot-

land, Wales, Germany, and I'ortugal. Promi-

nent in connection with the home-guard de-

partment—the boiicajiicrs, or " barbacuers "

—

of this rollicking race were many of the canine

without disguise." We have seen the mailed

Spaniard mighty in war against the nude skin

of the native, and able, after a fashion, with

his peculiar accessories, to keep in subjection

his African slave; but it remained for the

buccaneers to test his mettle and find it want-

ing. The Spaniards " were insolent, cruel, in-

tolerant," says the writer already quoted, " but,

as a rule, though generally brave, they were

not good soldiers, and seldom made any head

against the hardier men of the North. They
were so overburdened with dignity that they

seemed contemptible in the eyes of the rough

buccaneers." Even to the chase the (xovernor

of Cuba would ride gramlly on his thorough-

bred, accompanied by a regiment of servants

mounted and servants afoot, <ind with his long,

hooked " hocksing iron " would sever the hind-

leg of some poor ox just above the hock, then

the sinews of a fore-leg, and then ride grandly

home again. On one occasion fifty mounted
lancers came across a single buccaneer and his

servant. The Erenclmian cocked his gun, stood

back to back with his man, and refused to sur-

by the death of Mansvelt in Tortugas, in 1668

resolved to collect a large force in the ports of

Cuba
; and succeeded, in two months' time, in

bringing together twelve vessels and seven

hundred men. It was first proposed to plun-

der Havana; but, fearing that his force was
insufficient, he resolved to attack Puerto Prin-

cipe. Having arrived abreast of the place in

the night, he waited for daylight to land and
surprise it. But a Spanish prisoner aboard
one of the vessels, having contrived to escape,

and swimming ashore, alarmed the town. The
news spread consternation through the city,

and the inhabitants, aroused from their slum-

bers by the cry, '' The pirates have come !"

swarmed through the streets in affright, bear-

ing bags of gold and other valuables, and fied

—men and women and children—into the sur-

rounding forest. Soon every house was empty
;

and nothing was heard save the steady tramp
of eight hundred soldiers as they defiled

through the streets towards the port, which
lay some distance off. Halting where the

road was narrow, they cut down trees and
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descendants of Bczerillo and Eeoncico, while

the dreaded death-dealing navy—the filibus-

tcros or y///;//j//V;\?— filled the world's ears with

those incredible adventures that cluster round
the names of Davis, Lewis Scott, Michael de

Pusco, '* Peter the Great," Ravenau de Lussan,

I5arthclemy the Portuguese, L'Olonnois of Poi-

tou, Montbars the Exterminator, Mansvelt,

and Morgan, the "gallant" Welshman, after

whose time a buccaneer was only a plain

"pirate." "That the Spaniards," says Mr.

John Bonner, in an able article on the bucca-

neers contributed to Harper's Macazixk,
'* were the prime authors of their own troubles

IS obvious enough. Having by murder, cru-

elty, and rapine wrested the wealthiest coun-
tries of tropical America from the natives,

they next thought of keeping them for them-
'"^clves, and excluding all other Europeans. The
Englishman, the Erenchman, the Dutchman
were pariahs on the Spanish Main. Hence a

bitter hatred of the Spaniards among them

—

ca feeling culminating at last in the organiza-
tion of a system of predatory warfare, some-
tnnes dignified by royal commissions, oftener

render. The lancers rode round and round

them, urging very elo(|uently the uselessness

of resistance ; but the buccaneer's answer was

that the first man who approached would die

on the spot. " Tliere did not happen," we are

told, "to be any among the fifty who was

anxious to lay down his life for his cause."

So, after a brief consultation, the fifty marched

off; and noticing, as they were going, some

movement on the part of the buccaneer, panic

seized them, and they fied at the top of their

speed. When the Governor of Cuba sent a

well-armed vessel to take L'Olonnois, the free-

booter unhesitatingly boarded her at night,

and with his own hand beheaded each Span-

iard as he ascended the hatch, tasting the blood

as he performed the task.

The greatest of the buccaneers was the no-

torious Henry Morgan. One of his most fa-

mous exploits was the taking of the opulent

Cuban city of Puerto Principe, long the seat of

the Supreme Court of all the Spanish colonies

in America, and the scene of repeated attacks.

Morgan, already well known for his daring,

having succeeded to the command left vacant
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made barricades, behind which they were sta-

tioned by the (jovernor, and awaited the ap-

proach of the pirates. Morgan, finding the

high-road to the town thus defended, landed

his men some distance off, and, taking a cir-

cuitous march through the woods, at length

emerged on the open plain in front of the

pkice. As the troops defiled from tlie forest

and formed into line, they saw the Governor

with a large body of horse drawn up in order

of battle. Morgan had scarcely time to throw

his men into the form of a half-moon when the

Spanish bugles sounded the charge, and the

horse came gallantly on. The pirates, reserving

their fire till the enemy were within close range,

took deadly aim, and emptied nearly a hun-

dred saddles at the first onset. The Spaniards

wheeled and charged again and again, but were

unable to break the firm formation, while the

deadly volleys mowed them down by scores.

At length the few survivors turned and fled.

Morgan then marched on the town, but was

met at the entrance by the foot-soldiers, who
defended it for a long time with determined

bravery. The pirates, made desperate by this
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protracted resistance, dashed with a loud yell

so fiercely on the gateway that they bore back

all opposition and poured through the street.

The Spaniards then retired to their houses,

from whence they continued to fire on their

assailants until the latter threatened to fire the

town, when they surrendered. Morgan told

them if they did not pay a good round ransom

he would take them all to Jamaica and sell

them as slaves. The Spaniards deputized four

of their number to get the required contribu-

tion. These brought back word that they

could not find any of their own party, but that

they would raise the money in fifteen days. In

a few days, however, a negro was caught with

letters on his person from the Governor of

Santiago to the chief officers of the town urg-

ing them to detain the pirates as long as they

could, for he would soon be there with a large

force to their assistance. Morgan immediately

ordered all the booty he had collected to be

sent aboard his vessel, and demanded that the

ransom should be paid next day. This being

declared impossible, he directed them to send

him immediately five hundred beeves, with

not having learned to keep the peace, was

always inviting war. Cuba, therefore, was now
to be a bone of contention whenever hostilities

occurred between the great European powers.

And meanwhile the mother-country was mak-

ing no progress. As late as the days of Mor-

gan the conquerors were still fighting with

four-footed beasts of the field. At the battle

of Panama their army of five thousand foot,

fourteen hundred horse, and a train of artil-

lery was flanked by two thousand bulls, mad-

dened by red flags in the hands of slaves, who,

in the supreme moment, were shot down to

further infuriate the animals. Morgan, never-

theless, with his little regiment of ragged, fam-

ished, badly disciplined footmen, licwed and

hacked the Spaniards to pieces, laid in ashes

the magnificent Queen of the Pacific, and car-

ried off three millions of dollars. This was in

1670. Ten years later, when the Spaniards in

Cuba sent an expedition to destroy the Eng-

lish settlement in the island of New Provi-

dence, Governor Clarke, being taken prisoner,

was brought in irons to Cuba, where he was

tortured, spitted, and roasted to death. Sir

policy of the Bourbons also brought about an

uprising of the Cubans in 1723, the result of

which was that twelve of the leaders were exe-

cuted. During the former half of the eigh-

teenth century, in the so-called "happy days"

of Cuba, when smuggling, gambling, and high

carnival were rendering Havana famous as the

paradise of riotous livers, the colossal fortunes

heaped up by the favored few brought into

strong relief the general vileness of the ad-

ministration and tlie rapacity of the rulers of

the preposterously taxed and overburdened

island. An eighteenth - century historian of

the Spanish West Indies said :
" Tlie talc pre-

sents little more than a melancholy scries of

calamities and crimes. The islands have been

laid waste by hurricanes and visited by pesti-

lence ; but the sufferings which have arisen

from natural causes are few and trifling in

comparison with those which moral and politi-

cal circumstances have produced."

The Spaniards were in uninterrupted pos-

session of Cuba for two hundred and seventy

years; then, within less than two generations,

the island twice belonged to two other Euro-
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salt enough to cure them. This being done,

he liberated the prisoners and set sail. Ac-

cording to Spanish accounts, the booty secured

amounted to fifty thousand pieces of eight in

money and goods, besides the five hundred

head of cattle. Morgan, after taking Porto-

bello and Panama from the Spaniards, con-

tinued for several years to enrich himself and

his followers by the success of his expedi-

tions against that nation. When he had thus

amassed a large fortune he was appointed Gov-

ernor of Jamaica by Charles II., who conferred

upon him the honor of knighthood.

Thus for two hundred years had the bays

and the shores, the rivers and the towns, the

champaigns and the mountains of this delight-

ful island been one wild scene of murder and

devastation. But when the horrors of the

conquest were over, the natives all killed off,

and when, by mutual consent, the nations of

the earth had shorn the buccaneers of their

political influence, the peace of Cuba was still

two hundred years distant. The strategic im-

portance of the island had become apparent

;

its material wealth was known ; the weakness

of its ruling class had been proved ; and Spain,

John Oldmixon very carefully verified this re-

port ; and Bryan Edwards, writing a hundred

years later, connects the circumstance with

the more recent case of Captain Jenkins,

whose testimony before the House of Com-

mons is found in Torbuck's Parliaj/iciitary

Debates. A Spanish commander rummaged

the English captain's vessel for what he called

contraband goods. Not finding any, he put

Jenkins to the torture, and then cut off one of

his ears and told him to carry it to his master

the King of England. The severed ear, pre-

served in a bottle, and produced in evidence

in 1738, was an important factor in bringing on

the war with Spain in 1739.

Coincident with the ending of the Austrian

line of princes and the establishment of Bour-

bon rule was the beginning of the tobacco-

monopoly troubles in Cuba, where the meas-

ure met with violent opposition, and led to

many a bloody encounter. The Cubans rose

in revolt in 171 7, and the Governor-General fled

for his life ; but in the end the Spanish militia

was victorious. The factory became a fixture,

and was continued, to the enrichment of the

officials, for about a century. The oppressive
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pean powers— to England by conquest, to

France by cession. In 1762 England sent out

an expedition for the express purpose of taking

Cuba ; fully succeeded in the accomplishment

of her object
;
gave the island a single year's

experience of good government ; then restored

it to Spain in the general peace. In 1808 the

French, having previously attacked the island

without success, secured the ownership by
formal gift, which, however, was cancelled by
Wellington before it could be utilized. And
between these two dates of alienation it suited

the convenience of the mother-country to send

as governors two comparatively acceptable men
to win to a kind of allegiance the '' Ever Faith-

ful Isle''—Luis de Las Casas and the Count of

Santa Clara. It was on New-Year's day, 1762,

that the English declared war against Spain
;

and, having taken Martinique, St. Lucia, and

St. Vincent, they began operations against

Havana on the 6th of June. The expedition

was under the command of Lord Albemarle

and Admiral Pocock ; the fleet consisted of

more than two hundred vessels, and the army
of fourteen hundred men ; while the Spanish

force numbered nearly twenty-eight hundred.
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The defence was stubborn, and it was not until

the ^oth of July that the Morro Castle was

taken. The city was surrendered on August

14th. The spoils divided among the captors

amounted to nearly four million dollars. The

storming of the Morro was among the tales

of our grandfathers. George Washington's

brother Lawrence, Israel Putnam, General

I.vman, the Jersey Boys, the New Yorkers,

the down-east Yankees, the Southerners, were

there, and Young America learned to believe

it was partly because King George had given

Cuba to Spain again that our own forefathers

would not live under him any longer. '' Rein-

forcements arrived from New York," we were

tokl ; "and then, sir, the breach was made.

Albemarle sent a polite summons to surrender;

but the gahant Don Luis de Velasco woukl

Fiel." But when Ferdinand was restored and

despotism was again established, Cuba found

that titles and promises of '' reform " were

alike empty. Besides, a horde of hungry

exiled royalists from all revolted Spanish

America were saddling themselves on Cuba,

which was being turned into a convenient base

of operations against the new republics ; so

that, for all in all, the " Ever Faithful " was

having a good deal the worst of it. Secret

political societies began, therefore, to be

formed for the liberation of Cuba. An open

revolt took place in 1820; and in 1823 the

So/es dc Bolivar planned the establishment of

a republic. The movement was discovered,

and the leaders impris(~)ne(l. i\mong those

who flctl for their lives was a young practi-

tioner at th(^ bar of the Supreme Court in

out the United States. The insurrectionary

movement went on, and uprisings occurred in

1829, 1835, and 1841-1844, in the suppression

of which the Spanish government resorted to

methods of cruelty that were hardly exceeded

in barbarity by those of the Spanish Inquisi-

tion of the fifteenth century. Suspected slaves,

in the absence of proof, were tortured for evi-

dence against themselves. More than thirteen

hundred persons were thus summarily tried

and convicted. Ramon Gonzales, acting as

prosecuting attorney, judge, and executioner

at the same time, took his victims into a room

whose walls were covered with blood and bits

of the flesh of former prisoners, and in which

stood a bloody ladder. To this ladder the

suspect was tied, head downward, and scourged

to death with leathern thongs tipped with a
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ratlicr die than desert his post. So the storm-

ing-party mounted the breach ; the Spaniards

were taken by surprise ; they fled ; but Don
Luis would not fly. He received his death-

wound
; we sent him over to the Havana,

and his people buried him with the honors of

war. His son was knighted; the family was

named Del Morro ; and now there must always

be a Spanish man-of-war named Velasco."

The taking of the Cuban capital first brought

into prominence a Spanish organization which

carried with it into the war of 1898 a record of

cruelty unparalleled in modern warfare outside

of Spain.

The nineteenth century brought another

hundred years of trouble to Cuba. When
Napoleon put his brother Joseph on Ferdi-

nand's throne, Cuba declared for the deposed

Bourbon, and won her title of " La Siempre

Puerto Principe, Jose Maria de Heredia, now

known to history as the greatest poet of Span-

ish America. Years afterwards, when Heredia,

then judge of the Supreme Court of Mexico,

was dying of consumption, the tyrant Tacon,

who, were it not for Weyler, would still be the

Pizarro of Cuba, permitted him, under keen

surveillance, to land at Matanzas and make a

very brief visit to his aged mother at Santiago.

Meanwhile, in 1825, the royal order of the om-

niiuodas had given the Captain-General plenary

authority to expel from Cuba any person hold-

ing office whose continuance therein he might

deem injurious, and to replace him with some

one whom he himself might believe to be

faithful to the King. This led to the forma-

tion of the Black Eagle Society, which was

also suppressed ; not, however, until it had

made the cry of " Cuba Libre r heard through-
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small, destructive button of fine wire. No dis-

tinction was made between slaves and freemen.

The number of Cubans shot and tortured to

death and exiled at this time exceeded three

thousand ; while upon the sugar plantations of

Matanzas alone nearly one hundred are known

to have been fusilladed. It was upon this

occasion that the young Placido, the cele-

brated mulatto poet of Matanzas, was butch-

ered. Upon mere suspicion of being in sym-

pathy with the insurrectionists, he was arrested,

imprisoned, tried, pronounced guilty, and sen-

tenced to death. A slight delay enabled him

to compose that pathetic " Farewell to Thee,

Mother !" and the '' Prayer to God," which

alone would have made his name famous.

On the morning of June 4, 1844, he walked

proudly from his prison to the great square in

Matanzas ; himself gave the signal to fire ; fell
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mortally wounded ; rose again slowly and in

agony ; laid his hand upon his brow ; cried

" Fire here!" and fell dead while intoning his
*' Prayer." Nineteen others died with him.

The " Lopez Movement," for the inaugura-

tion of a new revolution, was set on foot in

1847 ; when the Creoles of Cuba chose Narciso

Lopez, a Venezuelan and an ex-officer of the

province, saying that if he would land in the

west he would find there a large supporting

force of Cubans. Lopez, thus deceived, hav-

ing taken in coal at Key West, landed, August

12, 185 1, at La Murillo, near Bahia Honda,
west of Havana. Leaving one hundred and

thirty of his little force at this seaside base

under W. S. Crittenden, a young Kentuckian

name to the people of the United States by its

connection with the ill-fated expedition of

General Lopez and his followers, in their at-

tempt at Cuban liberation, in the summer of

185 1. It is surrounded by a rich country,

abounding in sugar and coffee estates, and peo-

pled principally by the better class of Creoles.

About twelve miles west from Bahia Honda is
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Spanish army, to raise the standard of revolt

in the rural districts and to proclaim the depo-

sition of Spanish authority. His first attempt

was made in 1848; but was unsuccessful. He
escaped with several others to New York,

where he succeeded in fanning into a flame

the sympathy already existing in the United

States in behalf of Cuba. The government

at Washington, however, adhered faithfully to

the letter of its treaty obligations; and not-

withstanding the known desire of the American

people to see the curse of medicKvalism removed

from so close proximity to the shores of the

great Republic—a desire manifested by the

financial aid everywhere extended to the

"Filibusters"—a second expedition of Lopez,

in 1849, ^^'^^^ intercepted by United States

authority. In 1850 he organized a force out-

side the jurisdiction of the United States, and

landed at Cardenas with six hundred men.

He took possession of the town, but was com-

pelled to re-embark, and was chased to Key
West by a Spanish man-of-war. In 185 1 he

left New Orleans with four hundred and fifty

men. The expedition, unfortunately, had been

heralded by the newspapers, and the Span-

iards, knowing that Lopez meant to land in

the eastern part of the island, prepared letters

purporting to be from patriots in the western

who had been educated at West Point and had

served in the Mexican War, he marched with

the remainder on Las Pozas, where he was at-

tacked by five hundred Spaniards, whom he

completely routed, killing their commander.

General Enna. The Spaniards were reinforced

by eight hundred more men, and on the i6tli

Lopez retreated to the interior, where, after

several skirmishes, his force was scattered

among the mountains and he was taken pris-

oner. Many of his followers were shot; oth-

ers were condemned to close confinement in

chains, and Lopez was executed by the gar-

rote. Crittenden endeavored to reach New
Orleans, but was captured at sea, and, with fifty

of his men, was shot. The young Kentucky

hero refused to kneel with his back to the

fusilladers, saying he kneeled to none but God;

and was shot proudlv facing his executioners.

All manner of indignity was heaped upon the

bodies of these victims. The death of Lopez,

Crittenden, and their followers aroused an in-

tense feeling of resentment throughout the

United States, especially in the South. Under
the non -de -plume "An Artist," the Cuban

correspondent of Harper's Magazine thus

described, in 1852, the scenery and the inci-

dents connected with this expedition :

^'- Bahia Honda has been made familiar in
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La Murillo, the place where Lopez and his

troops landed from the steamer /^c^;///'rr<:;, on the

night of the i ith of August, 185 I. It was the

intention of Lopez, when he left New Orleans,

to pass round to the southern side of Cuba
and land upon the coast of the Central Depart-

ment, where, it was understood, disaffection

was most rife. On touching at Key West,

Lopez was assured that a revolt had broken

out in the Vuclta do Abajo, south of Havana,

and he resolved to land on the shore of that

district. By some fatal mistake, the place of

their destination was missed, and they landed

at La Murillo. There no man welcomed them,

for the timid inhabitants had fied to the hills.

I>opez marched immediately to the little vil-

lage of Las Po.zas, on the borders of the wilder-

ness, leaving Colonel Crittenden and about a

hundred Americans at Lm Murillo. These

were attacked on the following day by a large

body of Spanish troops. Perceiving further

resistance to be in vain, Crittenden and his

men retreated to the coast, procured some
small boats, and left Cuba for the United

States. They were captured on the 15th by

the Spanish steamer Habanero, taken to Ha-

vana, and on the 17th were shot at the Puntc.^

by order of the Captain-General.

" Las L\)rjas (the Wells or CisteriLs), is a
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charmingly situated village on the verge of cul-

tivation toward the west. lk^\'ond it are vast

forests, where the hunter seldom disturbs the

wild deer, and where deep solitude is broken

onlv bv the nois\' voices of immense flocks of

parrots and other kinds of songiess birds. The

traveller seldom has courage to pass into the

solitary wilderness beyond the line of charcoal-

burners, on its eastern verge. Indeed, there

is little to entice him thither, and after remain-

in^i" a da\' at Las Pozas I turned my face tow-

ard Havana.
" It was at Las Po.zas where Lopez was first

attacked by the Spanish soldiers under (General

Knna. He repulsed them, but lost about fifty

men. Among these were the bra\e Hunga-

rian, General Praga\', who, with three or four

.Americans, was slain near the \'illage, in sight

of (luajaybon, the highest mountain in the

\\estern department. Thus weakened, [)er-

ceix'ing no disposition on the p<irt of the in-

habitants to aid him, and knowing his inabilit)^

to withstand another attack, he attempted to

take refuge in the mountains. While l)reak-

fasting, on the morning of the 24th (T August,

he was surprised, and his little band was scat-

tered to the winds. Wath six others, Lopez

attempted to reach the coast, but was betrav'ed,

and made a prisoner on the 28th, He was

taken to Havana, and on the morning of the

commending the conduct of Captain Porter,

of the Crescent City, and seconding his manly
protest against the arbitrary refusal of the

Captain-General to allow him to land his pas-

sengers and mails, was not only about to send

a squadron to force a satisfactory apolog\-. but

had given unqualified permission for its citizens

to invade Cuba on |)rivate account, h^dl cre-

dence was given to these deceptive rumors,

and all was alarm, uncertaint\% and confusion.

Lvery foreigner was watched by the police

with eager suspicion, and all his actions were

scrutinized with keen vigilance. I tlitl not

escape. My portfolio was subjected to the

severest scrutiny b\^ two sub -officials, when
my sketches of Caraftas, La Miin'I/o, and f.as

Pocas were regarded as evidence of my secret

connection with the filibusters. Through
the agency of a resident friend, who was of

good repute 'at court,' I conxinced the au-

thorities that 1 was a plain, unsophisticated

artist, with no ambit i(^n above a pallet, with-

out a political sentiment in my heart, or the

shadow of a jurisprudential maxim in my
head— in a word, a perfect innocent. r)oul)t-

ful whether I could maintain that simple

character long, I hastened my dei)arture, in-

dulging the hoi)c a!id belief that when I

visit Culxa again some other fiag, more sug-

gestive of freedom and progress than that of

of success. A Federal suit, however, was insti-

tuted against Governor Quitman for alleged

complicity \\\ the Lopez invasion. The jury

failed to agree; but the Quitman expedition

had to be abandoned, and the waiting Cubans
were caught by the Spaniards and shot.

The Black Warrior incident, which occurred

in 1854, tended further to intensify the bitter-

ness already felt by the people of the United

States towards tlie Si)anish authorities in Cuba,

and thus had an important betU'ing upon the

future of the island. The Black JVarrior was

a steamship owned by citizens of the United

States. Lender. pretext of the non-observance

ot some wretched formality of the custom-

house, and with no redress short of a tedious

and expensive reference to Sp;u"n, this vessel

was seized at Havana, February 28, 1854, and,

with her cargo, declared confiscated. This

outrage led to a motion in the House of

Representati\'es to suspend the neutrality

kiAX's, upon the enfi)rcement of which it was

well known that .Si)ain was entirely dependent

for the continuance from year to year of her

hold on Cul)a. Listead of such action, how-

ever, a special messenger was sent to Madrid

with instructions to the American minister to

demand an indemnity of $300,000, to be paid

l)y the Spanish gm^ernment to the owners of

the vessel. J5ut the result of Spanish diplo-
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first of September he suffered death by tlie

garrotc vil, at the Tunta.
*'

1 was seated in a car at Guanajay just a

fortnight after leaving that station for the

west
;
and at the close of one of those brilliant

days at the beginning of November, for wdiich

Cuba is famous, I again entered Havana.
Great excitement prevailed there, for rumor
was rife that the United States government,

Old Spain, will be waving over the battle-

ments of the MorroP

Two years later, under the aus{)ices of that

famous hero of the Mexican War, Major-General

John Anthony Quitman, then governor of the

State of Mississippi, another expedition was

set on foot to send aid to the patriots in Cuba.

Men, money, and war material were offered

freely, and the friends of Cuba were sanguine
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macy in the matter was, that the owners of the

Black Warrior got their steamer back upon

payment of a fine of $6,000; and it was the

irritation caused by this affair, more than any-

thing else, which led to the promulgation, in

the same year, of the important declaration

known as the Ostend Manifesto. " The Lopez
expeditions," says Moore, in his American

Congress, "appear to have caused Great Britain
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and France to believe that the United States population into battalions tor military drill, things: "The Cubans have no national privi-
really intended to acquire Cuba by force, and For this stroke of policy Concha was created lege except that of undergoing taxation.
in 1852 they originated what was denominated Marquis of Havana. By it, however, two spe- Every office is held by a Spaniard. Every
the Tripartite Treaty, and solicited the Ameri- cific advantages accrued to the Cuban cause, soldier—twenty-five thousand of them—must
can government to sign it in conjunction with By the disarming of the whites, the heavy be a Spaniard. The ships-of-war arc com-
them. This treaty pledged the three com cane-cutting machete, indispensable in the manded and manned by Spaniards. All that
tracting nations never to make an attempt gathering of the sugar crop, and worth, there- is shown before their 'eyes of brilliance, and
to acquire Cuba. Edward Everett was then fore, many millions of dollars a year to the power, and high place, is purely Spanish.
Secretary of State, and in an exceedingly able Spanish treasury, became also an implement No Cuban has'anv voice in his own country.'
state paper he announced the refusal of the of patriotic warfare; and by the arming of the What love can he have for Spain ? He cannot
United States to sign the treaty. After dis- blacks, the captives who were soon to be free even have the poor pride of being slave to a
claiming any intention on the part of the to fight their own battles were taught to be
government to wrest Cuba from Spain, he soldiers. The Cubans of color were not lon<T

declared that the question was entirely an in discovering what the Creoles already knew,
American one, and that, in accordance with that Spain was deliberately and of set purpose again: "The bribery and corruption that goes
the Monroe doctrine, the American govern- effectingthe brutalization of their native island, on in Cuba is known to every one, and best
ment, while it would not interfere with Spain's This awful charge against the Spaniards was known to the government of Spain.

'

Who can
possession of Cuba, would not view with indif- thus worded by a magazine writer at the out- feci sympathy with Spain, or wish that she
fercnce any attempt to acquire the island by break of the Ten Years' W^ir

:

should retain her colonics? Docs she not
any other European power. James Ikichanan, " Not only were the Cubans dci)rived of daily show she is unfit to hold them ? There
Minister to Great l^ritain, John Y. Mason, every honorable position, but they were sys- must be some stage in misgovernment which
Minister to Erance, and Pierre Soule, Minister tematically encouraged in every frivolous, li- will justify the interference of bystandinr
to Spain, were instructed by President l*ierce centious, and debasing pleasure. As the can- nations, in the name of humanitv. That rule

great lord. He is the lackey of a reduced

gentleman, and lives on the vails of those who
despise his manners." The same writer savs
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to meet and consider the Cuban question,

which was then being discussed in the United

States. The three American diplomats had a

meeting at Ostend, in Belgium, and later at

Aix-la-Chapelle. In October, 1854, they sent

to the Department of State a communication

to the effect that it would be advantageous for

the United States to acquire Cuba, and that it

would be justified in seizing the island if Spain

would not sell it. This communication is

known as the Ostend Manifesto."

It was in this year also that the captain-

general, Jose de la Concha, threatened to

" Africanize " the [.aland ; a threat which meant

more in 1854 than it did after the Cuban eman-

cipation proclamation of 1869, which the Span-

iards were forced to acknowledge in the treaty

of El Zanjon in 1878. This captain -general,

in anticipation of an uprising of the rich and

educated Creoles, disarmed all the Cubans,

armed the vast horde of Spaniards who had

overrun the island and were choking up every

avenue of livelihood, and formed the colored

nibals in fable fed their victims with a noxious

herb, which destroyed their reason and led

them to eat like mere beasts, and so became
fitter subjects for the spit, so the Spanish gov-

ernment provided for the natives of Cuba all

of those light and degrading pleasures, the

effect of which is to destroy every manly senti-

ment and render them fit subjects for tyranny

and oppression." What irresponsible sharper

invented this system of deviltry was never

known ; but the promoter of the scheme was

an accredited nation of the civilized world
;

and the same writer goes on to show that the

policy of mental debasement would doubtless

have been effective had it not been for '' the

proximity of the Great Republic."

Politically, the Cubans could expect little

from the prestige of the United States dur-

ing the war with the Confederacy ; and mat-

ters, meantime, went on from bad to worse.

Anthony Trollope, the English novelist, who
visited the island about this time, wrote thus

of the absolutely unendurable condition of
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of life which forbids a man to come between a

husband and wife is a good rule. But, never-

theless, who can stand by quiescent and see a

brute half murder the poor woman whom he

should protect ?"

One last plea for pity was made to Spain.

In 1865 the Queen received a petition of

twenty thousand Cubans, begging Her Most

Catholic Majesty to look upon the deplorable

condition of her colony, and to inquire into

the corruption tliat was preventing them from

earning bread for their wives and little ones.

In answer to this petition came, at the expense

of the Cubans, an unending stream of Spanish

investigators, to be paid and fed for rejecting,

or turning against the interests of Cuba, the

humble suggestions of the poor petitioners.

When, therefore, three years later. Her Majesty

had troubles of her own, and was deposed and

forced to flee, Cuba did not, as in the similar

case of His Majesty of former days, hurry to

proclaim herself the " ILver P'aithful," but ral-

lied rather to the Lone Star.







THE TEN YEARS' WAR
Tup:

war that began with the proclamation a provisional government there established, could not have held the fortified coast towns
of Cuban independence upon the field of - It is needless to add," says a writer of the for a week. There were, however, about two
Vara, the loth of October, r868,has been time. - that Cespedes' friend, the Governor of hundred thousand resident Spaniards in the

known as the " Ten ^'ears' War," because it was Hayamo,was treated with every consideration." island, between whom and the native Cubans
sui)i)Osed to have been brought to a close by the A large number of highl>- educated young men, existed the traditional hatred natural between
signing of the so-called 1^-eat\- of VA Zanjon in sons of the wealthy families of Puerto Principe, oppressor and oppressed. These men, able-

i8;8. Thisdocumental monument of bad faith, all excellent horsemen, all -good shots." all bodied adventurers, whose positions, con'stitut-

full of promises of reform so cunningly worded filled with a patriotic enthusiasm nourished by ing a monopoly of every gainful occupation,
as to be broken by seeming to be; kept, only travel in the United States and among the were now at stake, were hastily organized into

riveted the irons of Cul)a the tighter, and ren- Red Republicans of France, took up the cry of battalions and armed with the best weapons
dered her hatred of Spain the more intense. "Cuba Libre!" and seized the railroad and all the world's markets afforded. The unbridled
The leader of the great rebellion, Carlos Man- the rolling-stock; and by New Year's day of savagery of these " Volunteers " gave character
uel Cespedes, wasa lawyerof Bayamo, and one 1869 more than half the island was in the to the war. One of their first acts was the
of the wealthiest planters in the island. His hands of the insurgents. Prominent among burning of the vast plantation of General Ces-

estate, known as Demajagua, was near the town the " Camagueyans," as the i)e()ple of I'uerto pedes. The artist-correspondent of Harper's
,f Vara. Here the chieftain Hatuey had been Principe are called, was Manuel de Ouesada, Wekklv thus described, soon after this act of

burned l)y the Spaniards in the

chu's of discovery ; and here the

torch of the same nation was

soon to la\' in ruins the broad

and bountiful plantation of the

great Cuban patriot. As early

as 1865, when it was evident that

the petition to the Queen would

come to nothing, Cespedes had

jjerfected a plan of liberation.

Various causes, however, retard-

ed final action until 1868, the

year of the Spanish Revolution.

The wealthier Cubans and vSpan-

iards, especially in the eastern

and central departments, were

alike dissatisfied with a new

system of additional taxati(^n ;

and to the leading patriots, es-

pecially to Cespedes and his

constant companion. Don h'ran-

cisco Aguileia, ir seemed that

the time was ripe for a suc-

cessful ui)rising. They piously

set the 25th of July, the calen-

dar day of Sant I ago, for the

raising of the standard ; but the

Junta, sitting at Puerto Prin-

cipe, insisted upon a postpone-

ment for another year, and to

this Cespedes and Aguilera

reluctantly assented. Letters

from Cubans in Spain, however,

urged immediate action ; and

meanwhile the government, be-

coming aware of the military

preparations going on in the

eastern provinces, ordered the

arrest of the two agitators. But
the Governor of Bayamo, their

personal friend, privately noti-
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vandalism, the scene of desola-

tion presented by the ruins of

the i)lantation : "The estate of

(ieneral Cespedes is situated

upon the coast, a few miles

above Manzanillo, and has a

fine view seaward. There is a

narrow belt of mangrove on the

adjacent shore, from which the

land extends some distance in

a level plain, about half of

which, not being good sugar

land, was fenced off for past-

ure, and then rises in a general

slope to the table -land. The
road from the ' l^atey,' or square,

in which the buildings were

placed, down to the wharf in

which the sugar was loaded in

launches, to be taken to Man-

zanillo, can still be traced. The
alleys and cane-pieces can scarce-

ly be traced, and the blackened

ruins of the buildings are al-

ready almost overgrown. The
whole scene is one of complete

desolation. The proximity of

the estate to the coast has

been taken advantage of by

the Spanish cruisers to bom-

bard it." Nothing could have

more quickly fanned into a

flame of vengeance the hatred

of the struggling Cubans than

this wanton destruction of the

home of their beloved leader;

and, as if by magic, the great

plantations of the opulent Span-

ish absentees were fired. Then
the Volunteers set the Creole

plantations ablaze, and in a few
fied them of the order of arrest; and thus who had served under Juarez in 1853. He weeks nearly a quarter of the beautiful island

matters were precipitated. Cespedes freed his landed at La Guanaja, just north of his native was a picture of black desolation. The san-

slaxes
; took possession of Vara; proclaimed city, witli an expedition from the United guinary policy of the government alienated

the Republic; told his handful of followers States, and was immediately set to work organ- the sympathy of the western provinces, and
that they must expect to fight with the arms izing the forces under Cespedes and Aguilera. drove many of the prominent Creoles of Ha-
of their enemies; issued a manifesto exhort- Other patriots who became i)rominent at this vana, who hitherto had hoped for a favorable

ing his countrymen to rally round their Lone time, and whose names became well known in adjustment of affairs, to take sides with the

Star flag
; administered the oath of alle- connection with the final war of Cuban inde- revolutionists.

fiance; and set out to free Cuba with one pendence, were Tomas Lstrada Palma, second As if purposely to perpetuate everywhere
hundred and forty-seven men, forty-five shot- president of the provisional republic, Maximo the loathing inspired by their record of atroc-

guns. four rifles, a few pistols, and to each man Gomez, and the Maceos. ities, the Volunteers committed in the west,

his machete. The country flocked to the The government, though it affected to look at the outbreak of the war, an act of wanton
standard

; the districts of Bayamo, Manzanillo, upon the insurrection as a very insignificant cruelty almost identical in character and sur-

Jii5uani,and Las Tunas immediately joined the affair, took prompt and energetic action. There roundings with one of those tragic deeds that

Republic
; and before the end of October the were scattered over the island, when the re- had completed the alienation of the Cuban

army of liberation numbered twelve thousand, bellion broke out, about ten thousand Spanish Orient twenty years previously. The little

•ind the city of Bayamo had been taken and soldiers, who, without the aid of the navy, Filarmonia theatre of Santiago, famous for its
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connection with the debut of the fascinating

Adehna Patti, had long borne its share of dis-

grace as the scene of riot and bloodshed, when,

at the beginning of the Ten Years' War, the

horrible, indiscriminate r/tafansa took place

that attaches to the history of the Villanueva

theatre in Havana. In the days of tlie I.opez

expeditions a number of young men of the

wealthier families of the eastern provinces,

suspected of favoring the filibusters, had been

summarily shot ; and the indignation produced

by this violent action on the part of the author-

ities was at such a pitch that no Cuban of

Santiago would be seen speaking to a Spaniard.

These, again, to show their contempt for the

Cubans, hired the Filarmonia for a Spanish

ball. A few young Cubans, however, got in,

and insulted the Queen's portrait. Some days

of the 22d of January, 1869, some two hun-

dred members of the Spanish Volunteers,

fully armed, hid themselves in the ditch in

front of an old wall near the Villanueva

theatre of Havana, where a play was going on

which was being largely patronized by the

Cubans, and at a given signal poured in volley

after volley of lead upon the helpless audience.

Men, women, and children fell dead under the

merciless fire of tlie brutal and drunken assas-

sins, wliom, in their fury, not even their officers

were able to control, and from whose deadly

rifles, briglit and new from the Spanish ord-

nance department, there was no escape imtil a

hole had been made by the frantic audience in

the side of the building. Men, women, and

children were killed in cold blood by this same
soldier-mob at the Louvre coffee-house; the

de Valmaseda, was let loose upon the country

districts. Hamilton hlsh, Secretary of State

of the United States, protested in ciie strongest

terms to Spain against the savagery of this

Valmaseda. The Cubans said, in the preface

to tlieir awful Book of B/ood, published during

the Ten Years' War, " We shall not attempt
to catalogue the murders committed by the

brutal soldiery in the countr\\ the indiscrimi-

nate slaughter of defenceless men, women, and
children, the rapes, the obscene mutilations,

and the cruelties of every kind perpetrated in

our unhappy country by these scourges of

America." No woman was safe at home.
The only asylum of lier honor was the insur-

gent camp ; and thither the wives, the daugh-

ters, the sisters, and the sweethearts of the

patriots fled for protection. Many of the

CUBAN KANCKkS.— Fkom a Dkawim: madi. in !>><;*.)

later, a wealthy Creole lady, thinking to be a

peacemaker, hired the Filarmonia for another

ball, and invited both parties. Thus, as we are

assured by an English writer, the Spanish offi-

cers and the Cuh-dn Jennesse dorce found them-

selves suddenly and unexpectedly face to face,

and the consequences were ghastly. A spright-

ly young Creole cracked an unlucky joke at the

expense of a Spanish officer; and the Penin-

sulars, who might have had to wait some time

for a better opportunity, seized the occasion

to wreak a quick revenge upon the defenceless

Cubans. Five or six were killed outright

;

many were arrested
; a number of young men,

the flower of eastern Cuba, were transported

to the African penal settlement for life ; and

the benevolent lady who had hired the hall

was obliged to leave the country.

About twenty years later, on the evening

house of Aldama was sacked, and a veritable

reign of terror was inaugurated. The Volun-

teers would fire into buildings as they marched

along the streets of the capital ; secret murders

became frequent ; and it was rumored that a

general slaughter of the native Cubans was

seriously contemplated. Thus w^ere driven

into rebellion, into intrigue, and into self-

exile to the United States many hundreds of

the most prominent Havanese.

To the unparalleled barbarity of these

Spanish immigrants was also due the exist-

ence of the so-called "Amazons" of Cuba.

While the cities were dominated and terror-

ized by the Volunteers, as has been seen in

the case of Havana, a force of about tw^o

thousand Catalans and other Peninsulars, aug-

mented by some two hundred regulars, and

under the command of the infamous Count
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more high-spirited of these Cubanas, inspired

with a consuming hatred of everytliing Span-

ish, became heroines and avengers. Accord-

ing to the veteran American journalist Murat

Halstead, they were so insanely brave that, as

they rode into battle beside their loved ones,

they became exalted and were " dangerous

creatures." French testimony as to the cruelty

of the Spaniard has been already adduced in

this work. The subjoined account of the Val-

maseda guerillas and their war upon women
is translated from L Isle dc Cuba, written by

Hippolyte Piron, who visited the island during

the Ten Years' W'ar:

"These implacable tyrants have inspired

even the women of Cuba with the same lively

hatred, as is manifest in all their actions.

These women, so pretty, so graceful, so elegant,

and apparently so frail and delicate, have been
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transformed into heroines by an overmastering

love for their outraged country. Their indig-

nation has called forth faculties of which one

would not have supposed them to be possessed.

Fighting beside their brothers, their fathers,

their husbands, they display the most veritable

valor, and give up their life with the sublimest

courage. They all have some adored one

—

some of them have even their own honor

—

with her kisses and her tears. Would not this

profound grief, thus manifesting its poignancy,

have touched the tender spot in men of some
little heart ? But is any chief of the Volunteers

accessible to pity ? What does our lieutenant

do? He orders his men to shoot these twelve

women down upon the spot, and the barbarians

execute the order instantly.

"This horrible scene, boastfully recounted

somewhere in the wilds of Cuba. Despite the

insignificant tone contained in this telegram,

the proud lY^iinsulars hesitated not to de-

spatch an army of tried warriors, headed b}- an

able commander, to the scene of the disturb-

ance. After a tedious march through an in-

tricate country, the Spaniards halted at the

town of Vara, where they learned that the

crowd of insubordinatcs, in dishabille, consist-
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to avenge ; and they pursue their revenge

amid a thousand perils, which, instead of in-

timidating them, the further exalt them.

"A number of these Cubanas, of the neigh-

borhood of Santiago de Cuba, have organized

themselves into guerilla bands, and have spread

themselves over the niauiguas, or savannas,

and there they defy their redoubtable enemies.

" One day a dozen women, roaming through

a forest, met, most unexpectedly, a column of

the Volunteers. The lieutenant in command

asked these ladies if they knew of any en-

campment in the vicinity, and upon their re-

sponding in the negative they were bound two

by two and carried off prisoners by his order.

Their demeanor meanwhile was one of dis-

dainful impassiveness. At some distance, how-

ever, they came across a small cainpainento of

insurgents, and a lively firing took place on

both sides. The Cubans, vastly outnumbered,

were put to flight, and several of their dead

were left on the field of battle. The captive

Cubanas, approaching these bodies, scanned

their faces anxiously; and one, quickly recog-

nizing her husband among the dead, betrayed

her womanly weakness. With one despairing

cry of agony she casts herself upon the lifeless

body of her beloved husband, and covers it

to me by the actors themselves, gives an exact

impression of what is happening almost every

day in that unfortunate isle. Throughout the

champaign country a simple lieutenant may
order the fusillading of men and women as the

fantasy may seize him, without any form of

trial whatever.

" The Volunteers have respected nothing.

It has frequently come to pass that women,

young girls, driven to desperation, have risked

the casting of themselves at their feet to im-

plore forgiveness for a husband or a father

menaced with death, and have gone away in

more dire despair to curse forever the brutes

who have forcibly bereft them of their honor."

Between the liberty-loving Cubans on the

one hand, and the Spaniards, including these

Volunteers, on the other, it did not take the

colored people long to find their side in tlie

fight for freedom. The following, from a cor-

respondent of the London GrapJiic, though

written a few months later, is pertinent to

this question, and to the general condition of

affairs at this time :

'' A year has elapsed since an official tele-

gram reached Madrid with the report that a

handful of descamisados, shirtless reprobates,

were conspiring against the public tranquillity
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ed of five hundred armed Cubans, who had

risen in open rebellion against Spain's colonial

government, and liad already planted their flag

of independence in an important town upon

which they had marched, surprising the garri-

son of Spaniards there stationed. Instead of

a party of 'despised niggers,' as it was ex-

pected to find the insurrectionists, they turned

out to be chiefly wealthy, educated, and promi-

nent white natives, among whom \\{::xi^ Senor

Cespedes, a distinguished advocate and mill-

ionaire planter ; Seflor Quesada, who had

served his time as general in the Mexican

Republic; Don Cabada, ex-adjutant- general

in the Federal army during the late civil war,

and a host of distinguished citizens.

" The revolution, which had sj)rung up in

the eastern department of Cuba, soon became

general throughout the ' Evcr-L'aithful Isle,'

as it is called. It was thought that the negro

would improve the occasion to establish a little

blessed liberty on his own account, and pa}' off

old scores for past grievances ; but it happened

otherwise. As fast as the colored community

became free by the rebellious outbreak of their

masters, they voluntarily enlisted in the popu-

lar cause, thereby swelling the Cuban army to

very respectable proportions.
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''The serious nature of the revohition was

by this time patent to the Spaniards, and re-

inforcements were required of the mother-

country. Two captains -general were /espec-

tiv^ely disphiced from their high offices in

Havana, and the present Caballero de Rodas

installed in their lucrative posts. The shop-

keepers in Cuba, who are mostly Catalans from

l^arcelona, enrolled themselves as Volunteers

for the protection of their persons and, what

is dearer than life to this avaricious people,

their property. The manner in which the

amateur army accjuitted itself served to in-

crease the dislike and contempt which for

many years has rankled in the Cuban bosom.

The atrocities committed at tlie Villanueva

theatre, when an armed body of these Catalan

Volunteers rushed into the stalls and made
an indiscriminate slaughter of unarmed men,

women, and children ; the strong measures

adopted by Count Valmaseda, the (lovernor

of Manzanillo, who, among other barbarous

mandates, issued a proclamation in which it

was enacted tliat persons of any age, sex, or

nation wlio w^ere found upon the highway

witliin a given time should be mercilessly

massacred, have not tended towards appeas-

ing the rcvolters or j^ersuading them to lay

down their seditious weapons. The Cubans

are a peacefully disposed people; their natu-

rally impetuous character, which derives its

origin from the sons of Old Spain, is in a

great measure toned down by their climate

and habits; but a long and steady course of

cruelty and unfair dealing has aroused and

determined them to make an effort towards

shaking off their oppressive yoke or to die in

the attempt."

Don Cabada, mentioned by this London
correspondent as an ex-adjutant-general of the

hYnleral army, was the well-known author of

Libby Life. Woxw at Cienfuegos, his mother a

Philadelphia lady, he was educated in the

United States, and became a civil engineer.

i\s a captain under McCIellan, he distinguished

himself in the operations of the Army of the

Potomac. Tie was made a lieutenant-colonel

;

was taken prisoner at CiettN'sburg, and spent

nine months in Libby Prison. After his ex-

change he was adjutant-general on the staff of

(ieneral Ih'rney. I fe was United States consul

at Trinidad when the outbreak of the Cuban

revolution called him to arms again. Sacri-

ficing his })osition in society and his domestic

hap])iness, he led the uprising in the Cinco

Villas district, was appointed major-general

under Cespedes, and began a series of arduous

SPANISH COxNVOY EROM MAxNZANlLLO TO BAYAMO
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operations looking to " the immediate rescue called it—of restricting the term Cuban to the tary commissions in times of peace; hence

of the whole Central Department from Spanish advocates of Cuban separation; and the Assist- their being kept from public meetings, and

tyranny." Samuel Hazard, who visited the ant Colonial Secretary of Spain, writing to this forbidden to speak or write on affairs of State
;

island before the war, describing a morning Minister a statement for publication in the hence their remonstrances against the evils

walk from Trinidad to the Vijia, wrote in his United States, confessed his inability to fur- that afflict them being looked upon as the

diary: " Our consul, General Cabada, a warm nish certain statistics as to Cubans in Cuba for proceedings of rebels, from the fact that they

lover of nature, an artist in feeling and prac- want of a definition of the word "Cuban." are obliged to keep silence and obey; hence

tice, told me he generally walked up here Among the people of the island themselves, the never-ending plague of hungry officials

every morning, and he always found some however, there was no ambiguity ; the word from Spain to devour the product of then-

new beauty to admire." "Oh, dolor!" says and its meaning had been written in blood on industry and labor
;
hence their exclusion from

the same writer, in his Cuba ivith Pen and their hearts, and was not hard to be under- public stations, and want of opportunity to fit

Pencil, "since these lines were written how stood. He that was for them was the Cuban, themselves for the art of government
;
hence

changed has been the fate of many of those Nevertheless, so deeply rooted was the ani- the restrictions to which public instruction

same promenaders ! To some—fathers, moth- mosity between the native Insulares and the with them is subjected in order to keep them

ers, and sisters—have come sorrow and mourn- foreign Peninsulares that the moral and geo- so ignorant as not to be able to know and

ing; to others— men, brothers, fathers, and graphicalhnes had become coincident. " It is enforce their rights in any sliape or form what-

husbands—wounds, exile, or death." a remarkable fact," wrote General Fitzhugh ever; hence the navy and the standing army,

Sefior Mii^uel Aldama, the sacking of whose Lee, in an article contributed to the Fort- which are kept in their country at an enor

house by the Volunteers has

been alluded to above, was the

owner of five of the largest and

most valuable estates in Cuba.

In the cultivation of these vast

plantations he employed four

thousand laborers. He owned

the grandest private residence

in Havana, besides a large share

of the Havana Railroad, to the

amount of several millions of

dollars. At the outbreak of

the war he was president of

the Havana Insurance Com-

pany. He had been always

prominent among the revolu-

tionary spirits of Cuba ; the

Queen had offered him the

title of Marquis of Santa Rosa;

but he had declined every

honor intended to affect his

patriotism. Then his estates

were pillaged by the troops

without let or hindrance ; his

splendid mansion in Havana

was looted by the Volunteers;

his property was confiscated by

the Spanish government, and he

himself escaped with his life.

He established himself in New
York, and was chosen president

of the Cuban Junta. The other

members of this organization

were Hilarion Cisneros, Carlos

del Castello, Francisco Fesser,

Jos6 M.Mora, Manuel Marquez

Sterling, and J. M. Mestre, three

of whom had been distinguished

members of the Havana bar, the

CAPTAIN JOSEPH FRY, OI- 'I'lIE I'rRGIXIUS : SlIO'l' AT SANTIAGO,
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mous expenditure from their

own wealth to make them bend

their knees and submit their

necks to the iron yoke that dis-

graces them ; hence the grind-

ing taxation under which they

labor, and which would make

them all perish in misery but

for the marvellous fertility of

their soil."

The friendly editor of the

liditiburgJi had merely trans-

lated here an extract from the

dignified " Vara Declaration" as

originally penned by the schol-

arly Cespedes; who, had he not

become a martyr, would have

been one of the lights of Cuban

literature. This noble document,

having thus stated the griev-

ances of the peoi)le of Cuba,

thus justifies the rebellion :

" Spain has time and again

promised to respect the rights

of us Cubans, and she has al-

ways broken her ])romises. She

persistently imposes upon us

the heaviest taxation, and thus

continues to menace us with

the com[)lete destruction of our

wealth. As long as Spanish

dominion over us continues, we

arc in jeopard}' of our property,

our lives, and our honor."

A Frenchman who visited

Cuba just before the beginning

of the Ten Years' War wrote

in the Revue des Deux Moudes :

"The one function of the gov-

others having gained equal distinction in em- ///V/z/Zj/AVi^/Vk', " that nearly every person born ernment is to hold in docile subjection the

inent business positions in Cuba. Aldama on the island seems to be at once instilled with sieinpre fiel isla de Cuba- for the Spaniards,

was described, at the time of the sacking, as a dislike for the Spaniards and their methods; who are detested in Cuba, still persist m call-

" a man of about fifty years, of very dark com- and I know of no instance where children born ing the island the ' ever faithful '---and to

plexion, sharp black eyes, active, bold, and full in Cuba of Spanish parents have not partici- turn into the public treasury all the streams

of the American spirit." pated in this feeling." of its riches. The functionaries arc like hun-

The question, "What is a Cuban?" answered Such, then, regardless of condition or rank, gry leeches, who, from the stagnant marshes

itself, as may be seen, at the roll-call. A nation were the men, women, and children -and many of the mother-country, come to fatten on the

was to be born of a people; and the composi- of these children fought and were killed for fresh blood of the colony. A police, an army,

tion of this people was a matter not so much Cuba's sake—whose grievances, as laid before a custom-house, a revenue, multifarious and

of race, education, or social or financial post- the world upon the outbreak of war in i868, inexorable import duties, justice sold to every

tion, as'of mental attitude, of adherence to the were thus voiced in the sympathetic pages of one— such is the government. In comparison

cause of Cuban independence. " The Cuban the Edinburgh Reviezv : with it, our French centralization is a model

;

is Spanish to the bone and marrow," says "It is well known that Spain governs the for if it does squeeze the very sap out of the

James Anthony Froude. " James Anthony island of Cuba with an iron and blood-stained people, it at least professes to give them a

Froude is mistaken," says an eminent Ameri- hand. The former hold the latter deprived of return. The theory, at least, is civilized, what-

can; "the Cuban is not a Spaniard; he is an political, civil, and religious liberties. Hence ever the practice; but here the government

evolution." Dupuy de Lome understood this the unfortunate Cubans being illegally prose- does not even take the trouble to have a

when he complained of the " fallacy "—as he cuted and sent into exile, or executed by mili- system. It seizes all the avenues and by-ways
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bv which life circulates in the country, and

levies tribute like an Arab sheik upon a car-

avan or a feudal lord upon a highway travel-

ler
• vet it does not give the protection these

bri"-ands used to give iti return for their rob-

beries. It simpl\' takes its toll and leaves the

Cuban to look out for himself as best he can.

There are no roads in Cuba that are not the

work of private individuals; and as for justice,

I know peopk^ there who would rather com-

pound with a robber tlian appeal to a judge."

The people of the United States, hampered

as the\' were bv treat)' obligations, were indi-

vidually more outspoken in their sympathy

with the Cuban cause than either P^ngland or

iMance, William Wilberforce Nevin, the well-

known editor of the Phil idelphia Press, gave

expression as follows, at the beginning of the

insurrection, to the feeling pervading North

and South: "The Cubans are intelligently

fighting for Saxon principles—principles that

have been steadily and surely evolving them-

selves in every great political struggle from

Runnymede up. Let the red-and-yellow flag go

down—the accursed colors of blood and gold,

west, there to await a sufficient accession of

numbers, was discovered and arrested while

halting at Candelaria; and thus the upris-

ing in the Occident was checked. Lersundi

gained this advantage, however, at the ex-

pense of letting loose all the foulest passions

of the Volunteers, a body of untamed assas-

sins who were soon to control their own mas-

ter and drive him from the islantl. It was on

the Easter Sunday following the massacre at

the Villanueva theatre that the \\)lunteers

made another attempt to break the s|)irit of

the people of Havana and cow the authorities

at the same time. The Captain-Cieneral was

to review them on the Campo de Marte, near

the Villanueva, at six o'clock on this Sunda\'

evening. The Cafe del Louxre, in the imme-

diate neighborhood, had become the most

fashionable and best frequented cafr in the

city since the tide of fashion had flowed with-

out the walls and deserted the once favorite

Domenica. While the Ltnivre was crowded

with men, women, and children, refreshing

themselves after the review, the Volunteers

poured in their volleys of lead upon the de-

throats maintained their reign of terror may
be further illustrated by one of those horrible

events of the Ten Years' War that shocked

the world and nearly precipitated a war with

the United States. This was the wanton
murder, in Havana, of eight innocent boys,

and is known liistorically as " The Affair of

the Students." These young fellows, medical

students in the university, were condemned
by court-martial for alleged desecration of

a Si)am*ard's grave, and were fusilladed on

the morning of the 27th of November, 1 871.

" No recent event," said a writer of the time

in IfAkPKR's Wkkkia', "is more shameful

than the murder of the eight students tried at

the drum-head and shot for a boyish freak."

This Spaniard had been an editor and a mem-
ber of the Volunteers. His body had been

deposited in a public tomb, and this repository

was alleged to have been in some way defaced.

It was said that somebody had written some-

thing on the door of the tomb. Thirty-eight

students of the Royal University were arrested

on suspicion at the instigation of the Volun-

teers. They were tried by a military tribunal,

THE VJRGIjyii'S~V\n)y[ A Sketch by a Cuban Officer

the dishonored colors of effete Spain, false to

libert}- and to herself. In its place shall arise

the new flag of the Republic of Cuba, legended

with the memories of Spain's better past."

The patriots occupied Bayamo from October

18, 1868, to January 16, 1869. Their first im-

portant movement was upon Santiago, Novem-
ber 8. A body of troops, sent from that

l)lace to meet them, was defeated ; and the

triumphant Cubans, continuing their march
till within a mile of the city, cut off the aque-

duct that supplied it with water. Valmaseda,

learning that the insurrection was rapidly

spreading through the neighboring districts,

and that it had already assumed formidable

proportions, marched in person against Ces-

pedes; but it was not till near the end of the

year that he was readv to move, and not be-

fore the middle of January that he reached

H.iyamo, only to find it evacuated and burned
to the ground.

Meanwhile Lersundi, the Captain-General of

the island, had made some head against the

rebellion in the west. The Cuban patriot

Santa Rosa, who was to have gone with a

small band to a place of concealment in the

fenceless people, as they had done a few weeks

previously at the theatre.

By the perpetration, in the name of patriot-

ism, of such frightful deeds this dreaded organ-

ization gained an ascendency that Spain her-

self could not overcome. A correspondent of

the London Times was informed that some

eoup de main had often been contemplated

to overpower and disarm the Volunteers, and

that troops and vessels sufficient for the pur-

pose had been secretly brought together at

Havana; but that the intention of the govern-

ment had been frustrated by the fear of mutiny

among the regulars, who—so the Spaniards

told the Times man—were really in sympathy

with them. Be that as it may, the Volunteers

were not punished for anything. Their power

o-iew until in a little while they had made

Dulce, the Captain - General, quit the island,

and had practically compelled De Rodas, an-

other Captain-General, to do the same; and

they themselves had been consolidated, by

royal decree, into the legally and formally

recognized political and military body entitled

" Instituto de los Voluntarios de Cuba."

How these voluntary and assiduous cut-
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defended by an officer of the regulars, and ac-

quitted. The Volunteers, however, surrounded

the prison and demanded the immediate exe-

cution of the thirty-eight students. The Gov-

ernor-General appointed a drum-head court-

martial, and two-thirds of the court consisted

of members of the accusing Volunteers. All

this took but a few hours of the afternoon of

the 26th. The students were immediately

condemned. Thirty were to be imprisoned

and put to hard labor; and the boys were

compelled to draw lots to find out who might

be the recipients of this clemency. The re-

maining eight were shot. Fifteen thousand

members of the Volunteers turned out next

morning underarms and shot these eight boys

to death. A thrill of horror woke the world,

and for a day or two all civilization was indig-

nant. The United States investigated, but

Spain did nothing. Representative Cox, of

New York, in a speech at the famous indigna-

tion meeting at Steinway Hall, referred to this

occurrence "as giving fresh significance to the

flag of Spain."

" Thirty-eight," said Mr. Cox, " were arrested

and tried ; thirty were condemned to the chain-
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gang, eight were shot. At night they were

arrested, at dayHght they were in line. The
oldest was but twenty, the youngest but four-

teen, and that bright, harmless boy, sobbing

his heart away for the mother who bore him,

was butchered to make a Volunteer Cuban
holiday. ' Suffer little children to come unto

me,' said a Spanish butcher, ' that I may strangle

their precious young lives.' God is now, I fear,

was that he arrived in Cuba at a time when

his abilities were put to the severest test, and

when lie could only gain the approval and

support of his countrymen by sanctioning an

indiscriminate slaughter that made him execra-

ble to the whole world. " But the bare fact of

such a man being appointed at such a time,"

said Harper's Weekly, "shows very clearly

that the only liberalism Cuba can expect from

The Spaniards under Valmaseda, though at

this time outnumbered by the Cubans, were a

well-organized body, and were provided with

the best arms and an abundance of ammuni-

tion. The patriots, therefore, not being in

condition to offer battle at every point, were

content to hover about the columns of their

enemies and to fire upon them from woods,

cane-fields, and every other place of protection
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wreaking His divine vengeance upon that

country and that island where such things are

possible. The war is carried on without pity

and without remorse. Rapacity, despotism,

confiscation, and butchery have added daily

significance to the flag of Spain, which, red

and yellow, is a river of blood between mar-

gins of gold."

When Valmaseda came to Cuba, two Span-

iards had already gone into history with the

popular title " The Butcher": in Europe, the

Duke of Alva, head of the horrible Council of

Blood and father of the demoniacal " Spanish

Fury"; and in America, Pizarro, whose owti

soldiers complained of him as ** El Carnicero."

The Marquis of Teneriffe, who told General

Lee that he would like to visit the United

States, but that he feared the people who were

calling him "The Butcher Wcyler" would kill

him, was a pupil, during the Ten Years' War,

of Valmaseda, who was known far and wide

only as " The Butcher." He was described as

a man of low stature and compact build ; and

his portraits would seem to indicate a lower

order of intellect, perhaps, than Weyler's. He
had the reputation, among those who knew

him, of possessing an indomitable will and

great energy, and of being unscrupulous in

carrying out his plans. The best said of him

Spain is the liberalism of the sword." At the

outbreak of hostilities Valmaseda was second

officer, or Seginido Cabo, in the colonial govern-

ment of Cuba. Having been sent into the

insurrectionary district with the San Quintin

regiment, which was largely augmented by

fre(iuent accessions of Catalans on the way,

he issued, in the province of Puerto Principe,

a preliminary proclamation, in which he ten-

dered the reforms and |)romised to pardon all

who would lay down their arms. It was known

to the government that many of the leaders in

the central provinces had been opposed to so

early an initiation of the war ; and it was hoped

that a conciliatory policy might at least confine

the insurrection to the more innnediate follow-

ers of Cespedes, who still occupied Bayamo, a

hundred miles farther southeast. The Cama-

gueyans held a meeting at Las Minas, between

their capital city of Puerto Principe and the

seaport town of Nuevitas, to consider Valma-

seda's proposition. It was carefully discussed,

and the meeting declared for war. Valmaseda

then set out to find the rebels, who attacked him

November 26, and forced him to retreat, leaving

his dead upon the field. He reached San Mi-

guel, a little village on the Bay of Baga, south of

Nuevitas, on the ist of December, having been

harassed by the Cubans the entire distance.
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and concealment. It was this effective mode

of operation that compelled the Spanish gen-

eral to abandon the attempt to reacli his first

objective point, and to turn off to San Miguel.

In the marvellous facility with which they

could dissolve into nothing, or appear in battle

array, as might suit their occasion, lay the su-

periority of the Cubans as against the proud

n.ition with which they were at war. The

Spanish method was to send a force to some

point near which it was supposed the patriot

army was encamped; and this despatch of

troops was a very imposing affair. Sometimes

they marched overland, sometimes they came

by sea. Then, drawn up in narrow columns,

they would chop their way into the forest, and

if they found any rebels they would fire a few

shots and retire to report a victory and get

something to eat. Generally, they did not

find anybody until, as they were retiring, out

of the "long grass" would rise a cloud of

bushwhackers to harass their rear, and, if pos-

sible, secure some guns.

While Valmaseda was at San Miguel, the

Cuban leaders from both departments held

a meeting a few miles south, at Guaimaro.

Hitherto the rebellion had been a spontaneous

uprising of the people of the island, and their

leaders had been compelled to act upon the
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?,piir of the moment as circumstances had dic-

tated. At the head of the movenuMit in Puerto

Principe at this time were Salvador C'isnercxs

Betancourt, Marquis of Santa Lucia, afterwards

President of the RepubHc during the Ten

Years' War, and re-elected to the same position

durin^T the final Three Years' War; Ignacio

Ao-ramonte, a young lawyer of Puerto l^rincipe;

and Eduardo Agramonte. When, \'ears after-

wards, the aged Gomez was called an advent-

urer, he quietly answered that he who had

taken the oath with Cespedes and Agramonte

in 1868, and had ke[)t it, could not be an advent-

urer. At the conference at Guaimaro, though

a formal consolidation was not yet effected,

the patriots came to an understanding as to

the conduct of the war, and arrangements

were made for concerted action.

San Miguel, meanwhile, had become a tem-

porar}' base of supplies. Mere the defeated

Spaniards had been resting, and Valmaseda

had recruited his force to about four thousand

effective men. He provisioned his troops and

started southward in search of some victory

which might add prestige to the further diplo-

macy that was being prepared for the central

provinces and weight to the fear that had been

inspired in the west.

With Bayamo as their objective point, the

stroycd. Their initial defeat in November;
their being cc^ntinually harassed by the half-

armed Cubans; the knowledge tliat all the

country swarmed with patriots who hated

them as foreign invaders; tidings of an over-

whelming defeat by the Cubans of Colonel

Acosta y Alvear at Las Yaguas—all these, and

the fact that here at Guaimaro the very leaders

of the rebellion had been in consultation, and

now were nowhere and everywhere, exasperated

these haughty Peninsulars beyond all measure.

Before them was Bayamo ami a prospect of

not being able to cross the Cauto in the face

of their obstinate foes ; and behind, the Cubans

were closing in everywhere as the\- passed

through the country. They received a severe

check on the banks of the Cauto, but after a

hard -fought battle at Saladillo they finally

succeeded in crossing the river, and the patriots

fell back on tlieir head([u.irters at Bayamo.

Mere Cespedes, who as a lawyer and scholar

had been a leading spirit in the town, held a

conference with the inhabitants; wdio, seeintr

the utter ho[)elessness of defence against the

invaders, decided to burn their town before it

should become the seat of Spanish occupation.

The Cubans then evacuated the place and the

Spaniards took possession.

This disastrous march of \\ilmaseda brought

by rebels and freedmen of the Yara country,

armed with the deadly machete. The follow-

ing description of the difficulty and perils

attending the provisioning of the Spanish

troops went the rounds of the American press

during the summer of 1869:

"The supplies for the interior towns have to

be taken from the coast at immense trouble

and expense, besides the risk of losing them

by the w^ay, as in that department the govern

ment holds no ground except that upon which

the troops for the time being may be standing.

By their own confession, some of the garrisons

have been four and even seven months without

supplies or communication of any kind with

their countrymen, and they began to believe

themselves abandoned and forgotten by gov-

ernment and friends. The expedition for the

relief of Valmaseda was composed of over a

hundred of the clumsy carts of the country,

drawn by two yoke of oxen each, and a large

number of pack-mules, and guarded by nearly

two thousand men. The distance traversed

was about sixteen leagues, partly through dense

forests,with an almost impenetrable underbrush

of rank vegetation, offering every advantage to

the insurgents for ambuscades, while the rest

of the road lies over the arid savannas, without

food or water for man or beast. Advantage

THE "SLAUGHTER-HOUSE," SANTIAGO.-SIIOOTING OF AMERICANS IN 1873

Spaniards under Valmaseda marched south-

ward from San Miguel into the interior,

making first a slight detour eastward so as

to strike the great central highway of the

island as quickly as possible. They destroyed

the town of Sibanicu, a short distance south-

east of San Miguel, between Puerto Principe

and Guaimaro; and then passed on southwest-

ward to this latter town, which they also de-

no redeeming advantage to the cause of the

government; for though he could boast that he

now occupied Bayamo, the insurgents were as

free to meet at Guaimaro as when he was at

San Miguel, whereas the Spaniards were cut

off from any base of supplies. The nearest

seaport town was Manzanillo, between which

and Bayamo was a dangerous, winding journey

of some fifty miles over a dark road infested
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was taken by the insurgents of all favorable

positions to molest the troops, who were obliged

to clear the road with artillery where they could

not flank the opposing forces. At the ford

they were four hours effecting a crossing, the

enemy having taken a strong position on the

farther bank. The insurgents finally succeeded

in getting detachments over the river both

above and below the ford, and flanked the
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Spaniards. It is evident that if the Peninsu-

lars do not succeed in getting a six months'

supply at all their military posts before the

rainy season sets in, they must abandon them

or endure great suffering."

For thirty years the " relief of Bayamo " was

a standing joke among the Cubans. These

words of Stephen Bonsai, written in 1897, are

exactly applicable to the conditions existing

during the Ten Years' War: "No good mili-

tary or political reason can be advanced why

Bayamo should be retained. It is not of the

slightest value strategically, and there are no

Spanish sympathizers there with property to

be protected. But the Spaniards have made

a point of honor out of the siege, and have

Spaniards have lost over five thousand men

during six months in various operations inci-

dent to the relief and provisioning of this

besieged town. The insurgent losses have

been infinitely small; they have never attacked

the relief columns and the convoys except

when they could do so with every advantage.

On the way from the sea to l^ayamo the Span-

ish columns have been constantly harassed,

and even when they have succeeded in reach-

ing the besieged city their effective strength

has always been reduced from one -third to

one-half by losses and the fatigues and fevers

incident to and occasioned by the hardsliips

of the journey." These reflections, from The

Real Condition of Cuba To-day, illustrate the

Cuba. The Cubans who had fallen into the

hands of the Spaniards had been shot on the

spot ; towns and plantations had been laid m
ashes; and women and their little daughters

had been shamefully treated. In the cities,

the pedestrians upon the streets had been

compelled, on pain of death, to cry "
/ Vrw

Espafia !'' A passing joke, the wearing of a

flower of some objectionable color, the whist-

ling of some popular tune, had been sufficient

to work a man's ruin ; and women had become

the victims of horrible maltreatment for allow-

ing their hair to fall over the l)ack, " a la Ces-

pedes," or for wearing a bit of ribbon the color

of which might indicate a leaning to tlie cause

of the patriots. At first, however, the govern-

U. S. S. Despatch Fishing Smacks The Virt^iiilHS Gig from La Favorita
La Favorita

SURRENDER OF THE VIRGLVIUS IN BAIIIA HONDA

addressed themselves to the defence of Bayamo

with as much fervor as though it contained the

Holy Sepulchre and was also the absolute key

to the military control of the island. The

whole energy of at least fifteen thousand men

has been fully occupied for ten months past in

carrying munitions of war and supplies to this

useless outpost. Convoys are sent weekly up

the Cauto and overland from Manzanillo. Not

a single one of these convoys has ever reached

Bayamo without having to sustain repeated

attacks in most disadvantageous positions,

with the result that as a rule General Garcia

has obtained a larger share of the munitions of

war than ever reached the besieged garrison.

In dead and wounded, sick and missing, the

standing value to the Cuban soldiers of

the Spanish relief trains. They furnished

more food, clothing, arms, and ammunition

to the patriot army than to that of the

Peninsulars.

It was at Bayamo that Valmaseda, having

been worsted in every engagement, and seeing

that his Spanish confreres were everywhere

beaten, except as the Volunteers had been let

loose to terrorize the country by the most

infamous acts of brutality and vandalism,

issued the proclamation that gave him his

sudden and world - wide notoriety as " The

Butcher," and brought him and his country

into sharp contrast with the noble souls who

were standing out as the representatives of
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ment, hoping to conciliate the central prov-

inces, had disavowed these inhuman outrages;

and it was not until the overtures of two cap-

tains-general had been rejected by the Cubans

that Valmaseda proclaimed authoritatively the

policy pursued by Spain throughout in her

conduct (^f the Ten Years' War. V^almascda's

proclamation announced :

That every man, from the age of fifteen

years upward, found away from his habitation,

who did not immediately prove an acceptable

reason therefor, would be shot

;

That every habitation found unoccupied

would be burned by the Spanish troops
;

That every inhabited house which did not

fly the white flag, as a signal that its occupants
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desired peace with Spain, would be burned to

the ground ;

That all women not hving at home or with

rehitivcs must collect in the towns of Bayamo

and Jiguani, where Valmaseda's soldiers were;

That every woman who did not so present

herself forthwith would be conducted forcibly

by the Spanish soldiers.

Meanwhile, on the day after Christmas,

life. Lesca's march through the mountains

was continually harassed by the insurgents. A
scv^ere battle took place in the Sierra de Cubi-

tas, in which Lesca met Quesada's force. The

defile of the Pardones was the scene of the

battle. The Cubans under Ouesada numbered

about a thousand. Though Lesca, with his

thirty- six hundred well-armed soldiers, suc-

ceeded in continuing his march, it is certain

deaths during the decade was 81,098. These

figures are from the records of the Cuerpo de

Sanidad Militar in the War OfHce at Madrid.

By adding to the 81,700 reported as in the

field in 1878 the 73,598 who had died during

the previous nine years, we obtain a minimum

of 155.298 soldiers sent from Spain up to the

signing of the treaty of El Zanjon. When
the Volunteers were consolidated by royal

w RIX'K OF Till-: /'/A'6'/AV^'6--TKANSFER OK THF CREW TO THE OSSIPEE

General Ouesada had landed with his cargo of

arms and ammunition, and had taken command

of the army of Camaguey. Me cut the railroad

between Nue\'itas and Puerto Principe; and

tlie situation of the latter place became so

critical that heavy reinforcements were sent

in haste from Havana to its relief. In this

Camaguex' campaign Ouesada was everywhere

victorious. Referring to one of the battles

fought at this time, a correspondent said :

" It is impossible to ascertain the true history

of the conflicts which have been fought. That

they have not been such in their results as to

increase the confidence of the Spaniards is

clear from the continual stream of reinforce-

ments pouring in from the mother- country.

\\\ expedition recently left Nuevitas for the

interior, consisting of four steamers and thirty-

six hundred troops. It was under the command

of the Spanish General Pesca, and its object

was to raise the siege of l^ierto Principe. Its

purpose has been accomplished at great cost of

that he suffered the greater loss in killed and

wounded."

The "continual stream of reinforcements

pouring in from the mother- country," here

referred to, is mentioned boastingly in the in-

famous V^ilmascda proclamation, in which he

says: " Tiie reinforcements of troops that I

liave been waiting for have arrived." The

Spanish force in the field in each year of the

war was officially reported as follows: 1869,

35,570; 1870, 47>242; 1871, 55'357; i^'^72,

58,708; 1873, 52,500; 1874, 62,578; 1875,

63,212; 1876, 78,099; 1877, 90,245; 1878,

81,700. The losses by death were: 1869,

5504; 1870, 9395; 1871, 6574; 1872, 7780;

1873, 5902; 1874, 5923; 1875, 6361; 1876,

8482; 1877, 17,677; 1878, 7500- I'l ^'^77

there were in hospital 15,708 of the 90,245

Spanish soldiers then in Cuba. During the

ten years 8^ per cent, of the Spaniards were

killed and died of wounds, and 9^ per cent,

died from disease. The total number of
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decree, in 1872, they were found to number

80,000. Their duties were such as we have

seen, and they themselves were always com-

paratively safe ; so that the want of statistics

of mortality among them does not materially

affect the figures one way or the other. Add-

ing, then, the bare 80,000 Catalans to the above

total of 155,298, we have, as the lowest esti-

mate, 235,298 drilled and well-armed Spaniards

at the disposal, first and last, of the several

captains- general in their effort to crush the

rebellion. This does not include the fighting

force of the warships that were .sent to Ha-

vana, Santiago, and other ports, or of the fleet

of thirty coast-guard gun-boats built by Erics-

son in the United States for the Spanish

service, and permitted to sail against the Cu-

bans in 1870, notwithstanding their strenuous

protest.

From the above statistics, and from the ac-

counts of contemporary correspondents in the

field, it would seem that the government cared
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little more for the life of its own soldier than selves to arrest him ; and he was compelled to the poor man was taught to believe that he

for that of a rebel. In January, 1869, when turn over his command to his second officer was the rich man's brother; and the wealthy

the Spanish authorities were making overtures and to flee to Spain, where he died that year— Creole lady practised that self-denial which

of peace and amity, the patriot General Au- November 23, 1869. was to distinguish her during the dark years

gusto Arango, while under the sacred protec- The plans of the insurgent leaders in the that were to follow. Tlie raids made by the

tion of a flag of truce, was murdered and cut Cinco Villas district were completed by the Spaniards during these days were compara-

in pieces by the Spaniards. '* This inhuman month of February, and about seven thousand tively harmless, and gave piquancy to the

outrage," say the contemporary despatches, men were put into the field under Carlos Roloff, patriotism of these dwellers on the cattle-farms

"was perpetrated by order of the Spanish of Santa Clara. General Roloff, a native of and plantations. The Spaniards were not yet

General Mena,who caused the mutilated body Poland, had come to Cuba while a mere lad, in condition to attack the places held by the

of General Arango to be paraded through the and had always manifested a lively interest in armed Cubans ; even these raids w^ere few, and

streets of Puerto Principe." When General the welfare of his adopted country. In this they confined their operations to the killing of

Quesada sent a threat of retaliation if the early Cinco Villas campaign he met the Span- unarmed country people—"a habit," said a

wanton killing of prisoners of war was not ish forces several times, and was completely writer in 1873, "which they have kept up to

stopped, the reply of the Spanish general was : victorious in every engagement. He bore an this day."

*' Kill all you have ; our men will then surren- honorable part in the war, and was elected On the i8th of April a Spanish force of

der with the greater reluctance ; and those Secretary of War when the Republic was again some two hundred men was completely sur-

who do can well be spared." " Notwithstand- proclaimed in 1895. rounded by the Cubans, and most of the num-

ing all this," wrote a well-informed correspond- General Cespedes was known as chief of the ber were either killed in action or captured,

ent, *' the Cubans have spared their prisoners. Eastern Departmcjit ; an assembly of reprc- The prisoners were disarmed and set free,

and many have been sent back to the Spanish sentatives of the Centre was performing official On the 3d of the following month Generals

lines." functions in the Camaguey district ; and the Quesada and Castillo, who were intrenched

Lersundi was superseded on the 4th of Jan- Cinco Villas country was now in condition to with about four thousand Cubans at a point

uary, 1869, by Don Domingo Dulce y Garay, appoint deputies to a national convention, near Pas Minas, w^ere surprised by the Span-

Marquis of Castellflorite. It was thought that Even Jiguani, held, after a fashion, by the iards under General Lesca, The Marquis of

Dulce, who had once before been a Captain- troops of Valmaseda, was represented ; and Santa Lucia, who lay with his Cubans some

General of Cuba, coming this time as the rep- the convention met on the loth of April at miles off, hurried to Ouesada's assistance, and,

resentative of the Spanish provisional govern- Guaimaro. A constitution, modelled after that uniting his little forces with those of the pa-

ment, to take the place of one whose regime of the United States, was adopted, and a rep- triot General Lopez Peralta, charged the Span-

was too Bourbon-like to suit those who had resentative government established. Carlos iards on the left flank. This movement de-

just overthrown the rule of Isabella, would Manuel Cespedes was elected President ; Fran- cided the ^lction, the enemy flying and leaving

know exactly what to do to pacify the patriots, cisco Aguilera, Vice-President and Secretary of his convoy in the hands of the Cubans. The

He issued a proclamation of amnesty, good State and of War; Pedro Figuerdo, Assistant men who thus turned the tide of an important

for forty days; and this paper granted about Secretary of War; and Manuel Quesada, Com- engagement were armed only with machetes

everything except the right to talk on slavery mander-in-Chief of all tlie forces. The island fastened to poles and used as pikes; while the

and religion. Then he made up a Commission was set off into four States—Oriente, Cama- left column of the government force, so disas-

of Peace, composed of Jose de Armas y Ces- guey, Las Villas, and Occidente. The " Lone trously beaten by these half-armed rebels, w^as

pedes, nephew of the President, and several Star" flag was adopted, slavery was forever composed of seven hundred Catalan Volun-

other prominent Cubans, and sent a war vessel abolished, and freedom of worship was estab- teers armed with the best weapons that Spain

to drop these gentlemen off along the coast to lished. The assembly, gathered in Guaimaro could secure.

offer the rebel leaders the olive-branch. They and around this republican court, has been Almost within sound of this battle of Las

came back with the report that all Cuba was described as a picture for an artist; but cer- Minas, Rafael Quesada made an important

up in arms, and that President Cespedes would tainly it was also a study in patriotism. There landing in Camaguey of men and munitions

enter into no negotiations, and would trust to were the wealthiest men of the islatid and the of war, and reached the interior without re-

no immunity, unless the Commission brought poorest; there were lawyers, doctors, school- sistance. About the same time, on the iith

papers signed at Madrid and acknowledged teachers, editors, dentists, |)hotographers, men of May, the steamer Pcrrit, in charge of the

before all the world. It was rumored that of all trades and all professions ; and all, as American General Thomas Jordan, landed

Duke's Peace Commission was really for war; one man, were ** dreadfully in earnest," w^e near Mayari, in the Bevy of Nipe, with two

he himself said that he must have been hood- were told, " in their hatred of the Spaniard hundred Americans and Europeans^—some ac-

winked ; and a number of the commissioners and their deteririination to be free." P^rom counts put the force as high as seven hundred

got their passports and quit the island quick. the shady balcony on which the congress met —ten pieces of artillery, and arms and ammu-

While the Cubans were answering Dulce's the President issued his stirring proclamations. tn"tion for about five thousand men. A cor-

overtures the Peninsulars were gloomily mut- These whole-souled men, some of them sitting respondent says: "The Bay of Nipe, on the

tering their hatred of any Spaniard who could on logs of wood, moved the machinery that Cuban coast, is a grand natural harbor. Its

offer the rebels any compromise at all; and drilled and armed the island and recorded entrance is half a mile wide, and there is no

the sick and disheartened Captain -General, every movement of the Si)aniards from Santa bar. Liland it widens out into a broad, land-

seeing that his plan was both unsuccessful and Catalina to the Trinidad Mountains, and away locked bay, penetrating far into the island,

unpopular, endeavored to regain the good-will beyond. The non-combatants living in the In this bay, in broad daylight, the Pcrrit

of the pro -Spanish element by withdrawing east and centre of the island had left their dropped anchor in plain sight of a Spanish

the granted liberties and by sending several cities and towns as the Spaniards had taken redoubt ; and bv three o'clock next morning

hundred Cubans to P^ernando Po and to the possession, and had removed to the country, she had landed half her cargo. It rarely hap-

garrote. A public order was issued from w^here they lived in security during the first pens that a ship is so fortunate eis the Perrit,

Havana that no prisoners should be taken, year of the war. Hatred of the Spanish and which landed her cargo under the very guns

but that all should be immediately shot. A a longing for freedom gave them inspiration to of a Spanish redoubt."

correspondent of Harper's WliEKLY says: labor as one for the common cause. Military The Spaniards declared that they were

''Within this present month, between three drill, even the manufacture of arms, occupied gaining an advantage, until their ammunition

hundred and four hundred political prisoners the men, while the women labored in the gave out ; that they retired with a loss of only

have been sent from the Cabafia fortress to manufacture of clothing for the soldiers, in the four killed; and that the Cubans had sixty

the penal station at P^ernando Po for no other preparation of hospital stores, and in taking killed and one hundred and sixty wounded.

crime than their devotion to the cause of their care of the sick and wounded. The girls and Jordan, having effected a junction with the

country." All to no purpose, however, were boys scraped lint ; some of the little fellows, Cuban forces, took command of the eastern

the efforts of Dulce to conciliate either the even at this early period, were found in the division of the army. A few months later he

Cubans with promises or the Peninsulars by ranks. The soldiers of freedom were encour- was appointed commander-in-chief; and Gen-

a quick change to a policy of characteristic aged and strengthened in every way by their eral Quesada, sailing for the United States, ap-

Spanish cruelty. His days were numbered
;

heroic mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters, peared before the Senate Committee on Mil-

the Catalan Volunteers took it upon them- During the whole of 1869 there was no want; itary Affairs with a report on the condition
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of tlie island, and then resumed his former oc-

cupation of fittinfj^ out expecUtions for tlie re-

lief of the patriots. One of these was the

famous l^irf^inius expedition.

About this time the crarrote, as an instru-

ment of death, began to figure prominently in

the history of the war. As early as April,

1869, the storv of the execution of the patriots

Leon and Medina called the attention of the

civilized world again to cl garrotc vil, which

heretofore had been connected in the Amer-

ican mind with the murder of the great Inca

of I'eru. The principal feature of the modern

Spanish garrote is a peculiar screw, working,

at the height of the neck, in a post which forms

the back of a strong chair, the seat of which

can be lowered or elevated as the stature

of the victim may require. One-half of this

screw is left-handed, the other half is right-

handed. To the screw^ is fitted, behind the

post, a cross-bar; and a quick turn of this

bar draw^s backward, by means of the left-

handed threads, an iron " cravat " passing

around the neck, and throws forward the

right-handed end of the screw into the back

of the neck, thus breaking the spine. The

crime for which Leon and Medina were exe-

cuted consisted in being suspected of se-

creting arms in Havana for the benefit of the

patriots. /\s these men were led to the gar-

rote, on the 8th of April, a remarkable inci-

dent occurred, which at the same time illus-

trated the bravery of the victims and the

brutality of the Spanish soldiers. There was

an immense crowd present to witness the exe

cution, of whom not a small portion symi)a-

thized with the patriot cause. Leon, when he

reached the scaffold, in spite of an attempt

made by the priest to dissuade him, deter-

mined to speak. To gain a hearing, he cried

out, " Viva P^spafia!" This was responded to

by huzzas from the Volunteers. Then Leon

went on to denounce the oppression of which

he was a victim, and ended his dying speech

with enthusiastic vivas for Cuba Libre, inde-

peiTdence, and Cespedes. This conduct so as-

tonished the drummers, who had been ordered

to drown any seditious remarks by the noise

of their drums, that they were taken all aback.

As the first words of the prisoner had called

forth tht^ cheers of the soldiers, so now his

final vivas met with a tumultuous resi)onse

from the Cubans. Li their rage the Volun-

teers turned upon the vast crowd and fired,

killing or wounding more than a score of un-

armed persons. FJTorts had been made, but

in vain, by the United States consul at Ha-

vana, to prevent this execution.

Five months after the landing of the expe-

ditions under Jordan and Rafael Ouesada, the

patriot General Domingo de Goicouria met

the steamer Lillian, from New Orleans, at Key

West, and embarked with six hundred men

and several cannon and a large number of

rifles, with ammunition. He reached the north-

ern coast of Cuba, where he landed his cargo

and men October 20, 1869. In one of his

expeditions General Goicouria was captured

on a small island near the coast, and was

taken to Havana, wdiere he was executed by

the garrote, ALiy 7, 1870. He had been for

more than a quarter of a century closely

identified with the revolutionary cause. He

was a native of the island, and was married

to a lady of large possessions there ; but had

been compelled to flee on account of his po-

litical sympathies, and had taken up his res-

idence in the United States. He was the as-

sociate of Lopez in his enterprises; and after

the failure of these and the Quitman expe-

dition he continued to the end of his life to

give up all his time, energy, and means to

the organization and direction of plans for

the liberation of his country from the Span-

ish yoke.

General Jordan issued a report in Novem-

ber, 1869, in which he stated that the Cuban

arm\^ numberetl 26,800 men under arms, and

40,000 freedmen haxing each a machete. The

force of the eneni}' in the field was believed to

number 60,000 men of all arms; in addition

to which about 30,000 men were holding the

cities and garrisoning the fortifications. He-

sides, there are known to have been twenty-

six men-of-war and eleven gun-boats cruising

about the island. The Lricsson fleet of thirty

gun-boats had not yet arrived ; but the war

vessels at that time guarding the coast in-

cluded six first-class wooden frigates and two

iron-cl.uis. The Cubans were in possession of

from two-thirds to three-fourths of the island
;

but had no seaport and no large city, for want

of arms to hold them. Much was said and

written in those days about "the Cuban navy,"

and it was contended that the one saucy little
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vessel which composed this navy ought to be

recognized as at least an accredited privateer.

This steamer, the Cuba, formerly the lloruci,

left New York in September, 1869. Her ar-

mament consisted of three 6o-pound Parrott

guns, two 30-])ound Parrotts, two 24-i)ound

brass howitzers, about four dozen copper tor-

pedoes, ten tons of powder, and a large (juan-

tityof shot and shell, besides small arms. She

was commanded by Captain lulward Higgins,

formerly of the United States navy; and as

she sailed proudly away, flying the Cuban flag,

she was described as a formidable-looking craft,

of great speed, and likely to work no little

damage to the Spanish cause. She was seized,

however, at Wilmington, North Carolina, where

she put in for coal, and after some months

was handed over to an individual claimant

who gave bonds to the amount of $50,000

that she should not engage in hostilities

against Spain or otherwise violate the neu-

trality laws of the United States.

Dulce was not yet cold in his Spanish campo

sanio when it was already apparent that his

successor—as had been foreseen—was only

further inflaming the passions of the Cubans

and widening the circle of their power. The

new Captain -General landed June 28, 1869.
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His name was Caballero de Rodas ; he had

acquired in Spain a reputation for cruelty, and

now came heralded as the author of the san-

guinary conflicts in Cadiz. With him were

thirty thousand men and the inevitable army

of retainers ; but in less than a year he had

asketl the home government for thirty thousand

more. He confiscated property right and left,

handing over to the treasury the estate of

every absentee, whether such owner's sym-

pathies were with the Cubans or with the

Spaniards. The summer passed, and with

October came more troops; and the reinforce-

ments continued to arrive up to the end of

1869. Meanwdiile, despite the vigilance of two

nations, the filibustering expeditions fitted out

by the wealthy Creoles contrived to reach their

destination ; so that at the opening of the fall

campaign the {patriot army w^as in fairly good

fighting condition. De Rodas, accustomed

only to lunopean methods of warfare, thought

to crush the Cubans in one great battle.

Three thousand Spaniards were sent to Puerto

Principe, and thence to Nuevitas. Then, under

command of General Puello, they set out on

Christmas lu'e for Guaimaro ; and on New
Year's Day, 1870, they met General Jordan

and his Cubans, and were driven back with

heavy loss to their defences on the coast.

The Spanish loss in this engagement, in killed

and wounded, was thirty-six oflicers and four

hundred men. Some days later, a force of

forty-five hundred Spaniards, under General

Goyeneche, left Puerto Principe for Guaimaro

direct. Cjoyeneche's march on Guaimaro

(Muled as Valmaseda's march on Bayamo had

ended : the little capital of the republic had

been burned by its five hundred inhabitants;

the Cid)ans were gone; and the Spaniards

were welcome to report tliat the Cespedes

government was dispossessed. This campaign

showed that the Cubans knew how to fight a

battle or decline it, as they might choose, and

demf)nstrated that European methods of war-

fare were for luu'ope and not for Cuba. Gen-

eral Jordan resigned in hY'bruary, and was

succeeded as commander-in-chief by Ignacio

Agramonte.

Cespedes moved his seat of government into

the mountains ; all the military headquarters

were transferred to the saddle ; and the patriot

families were collected in little villages hastily

built in the woods. The Spaniards, seeing the

impracticability of operating in masses, adopt-

ed the plan of moving in small detachments,

and established military posts at various points,

from which expeditionary columns were sent

out with orders to kill every man in the country,

to kill or capture, as might seem good, every

woman and child, to burn every house, and to

take or destroy all live-stock and all crops and

provisions. The insurgents, who, for want of

arms and ammunition, and especially of artil-

lery, had been at times unable to oppose a

successful resistance to the march of large

bodies of troops, now constantly attacked

these small columns and inflicted upon them

the heaviest losses. As a rule, however, they

avoided an open engagement, and allowed the

Spaniards to wear themselves out and to die

of disease in a hostile country. It was often

said that Cespedes had no headquarters at all,

and that all the talk about a capital had been

set going for political effect. The Spaniards

said they never could find a Cuban capital,

and that its existence had been invented as
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a basis for recognition of bellig-

erency. It has been seen how

they did find what was left of

two capitals, and how the site of

one of them became a kind of holy

ground; and twenty -six years

later so good an authority as

Lieutenant Rowan, of the United

States Navy, is found describing

as follows, in The Island of Cuba,

the seat of government which the

Spaniards always spoke of— be-

cause their artillery could not

reach it—as the castle in the air:

" It is the top of a mountain

twenty- five miles from Puerto

Principe. It is extremely diffi-

cult of access in the face of even

very slight opposition. Yox a

considerable distance the pathway

is a mere spiral fillet wound round the side

of a steep mountain, too narrow in places

for horsemen to ride abreast ; and a dozen

men could defend it against the armies of

Xerxes. The top of the mountain is toler-

ably level, and embraces more than a square

mile of arable land, where corn, sweet -pota-

toes, and the other island products are raised.

Here the revolutionists have a centre of com-

munication, temporary w'ooden buildings, and

a dynamite factory. If held by a body of

resolute men, the place would be equally diffi-

cult to storm or starve." Lieutenant Rowan

likens this position to the inaccessible mountain

fastness from wdiich the maroons of Jamaica

defied the English government for seventy-four

years. Paul Proust de la Gironiere, who lived

in the Philippines throughout the second quar-

ter of the nineteenth century, says that in the

village of Tapuzi, situated in the mountains of

Limutan, the Tagals of Luzon had lived for

many years under their own patriarchal gov-

ernment, safe from any attempt the Spanish

army could make to reach them.

Two years after the evacuation of Guai-

maro, a correspondent found the lieadquartcis

of Cespedes still in the mountains of Cama-

guey ; and there, too, the Cuban House of

Representatives was holding its sessions, as

occasion might demand. The army had been

subdivided into divisions, and the divisi(Mial

headquarters were then at such localities in

the respective departments as the exigencies

of the service would permit. The insurgents

were occupying a vast extent of country, and

it was not then believed that any force the

Spaniards could send against them would be

able to bring them again into

bondage. In several secluded

localities they had established

manufactories of various kinds,

and were even making powder,

though in very limited quanti-

ties and with inadequate facili-

ties. The attempt to manu-

facture gunpowder is explained

by the arrival off the coast, in

the spring of 1870, of the Erics-

son fleet, and the consequent

difficulty thereafter of landing

the cargoes of the filibustering

vessels.

The Spanish war upon women
necessitated the removal of the

Cuban household to some place

of comparative safety. The lofty
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mountains of Camaguey and the Orient are

covered with trees and underbrush, and inter-

spersed are innumerable valleys and recesses,

where, in the " openings," all the vegetation of

the tropics may be had with the slightest out-

lay of labor and attention. No roads, no path-

ways of any kind lead to these openings; and

one of the principal uses of the machete is the

cutting of a way through the undergrowth of

trees. In these prolific spots the non-com-

batants sought refuge from the roving col-

umns of the invading army. Here the wives

and children of the wealthy Creoles of the

island lived for years, gathered here and there

in camps composed of little huts, easily built,

and as easily abandoned if the little Cuban

bugle should sound the alarm. In one after

another of these temporary villages the women

lived and labored for "Cuba Libre." Many

of these ladies had been born to affluence and

had lived in luxury; and until the breaking-

out of the war they had not known what it

was to lift a finger in the way of labor. Some

of them had had retinues of slaves eager to

respond to the slightest hint of a wish. Ces-

pedes had manumitted two hundred slaves;

the Aguileras, worth three million dollars, had

given freedom to all their servants; the Figue-

rodas, owners of the largest and finest sugar

plantation in the district of Bayamo, had long

aLjo set their slaves at liberty, and for two years

before the war all the mechanics on their estate

were natives of the United States; the Acostas,

the Arteagos, the Santa Lucias, all the rich

Creole patriots in the Orient, as well as those

in the other departments, had freed all their

slaves; and here, in these secluded retreats.
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the former mistress and the for-

mer servant were getting along

together and doing what they

might for the common cause of

liberty. The Creole ladies learned

to cook, and to make clothing,

from such materials as they could

secure, for the husbands, sons, and

brothers in the army. Their own

clothing was of the poorest; but

not a word of complaint ever es-

caped the lips of these heroines,

and only indignation and scorn

would have answered any sugges-

tion of surrender. Many of these

families were called to mourn the

loss of loved ones who died under

most distressing circumstances.

Oscar Cespedes, the son of the

President, was captured by the

Spaniards in May, 1870, and was executed at

Puerto Principe on the twenty-ninth of that

month ; and a son of General Quesada was

one of the Virginiiis martyrs shot at Santiago

three years later. Another victim was the

Cuban poet Don Juan Clemento Zenea, who

was executed for being, as was alleged, the

bearer of rebel dispatches. Zenea was a son-

in-law of the Mexican President Juarez, who

sustained, in the killing of the poet and the

death—January 2, 1870—of Madame Juarez,

a double affliction.

Several of the American republics accorded

belligerent rights to the insurgents ; and the

Cespedes government ventured to send envoys

to France, England, and the United States, the

three countries which had shown most sym-

pathy for the Cuban cause. In August, 1870,

the good offices of the United States were of-

fered to Spain for a settlement of the dispute,

and terms were even proposed for the cession

of the island ; but these efforts for peace came

to nothing. In the fall of the same year, at

the dictation of the Volunteers, De Rodas was

recalled, and the Scguiido Cabo took his i)lace.

The Volunteers and Valmaseda, their ideal

soldier, were now together, and the new Cap-

tain-General was confidently relied upon to

bring the war to a speedy close. Terror, in-

deed, seized upon all but the bravest. Spain

was developing what has been often described

as an " insane passion for Cuba," and was

now pouring in her regiments upon the island

equipped with the very best modern arms
;

and around the coast was a vigilant patrol of

gun - boats of the newest American make.

Death was everywhere. A poor countryman,

a mulatto, even a coolie, had but

to be brought before an officer,

and after a question or two as

to the whereabouts of the reb-

els, a silent signal would be

given to an attendant, and the

victim would be taken out to

the so 1d i e rs a n d sho t . The m o re

prominent Cubans, if captured,

were taken to the capital for

the Volunteers to garrote. Cuba

was a charnel-house. The pa-

triot army was badly supplied ;

many of its soldiers were with-

out arms. The Cuban com-

missary department, as already

seen, was the Spanish convoy ;

and a Spanish prisoner was only

worth his gun and what moral
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gain might come of showing mercy to such an

'enemy. And to all the horrors, accomplished

and accomplishing, and threats of more and

worse to follow, to the terrible prestige of the

coui)led names of the Volunteers and Valma-

seda. and to the sowing of discord in every

possible way among the Cubans, the govern-

ment ceased not to add the weight of its keen

and bland diplomacy.

In the spring of 1871 the insurgents were

trivcn to understand that an indication of will-

in^mess to lay down their arms would be met

with an offer of mercy; and the forces operat-

iu'^ in the Camaguc)^ country were thus induced

to surrender on condition that their lives should

be spared. Gi:neral Ignacio Agramonte and

thirty-five members of his Camagueyan com-

mand refused to yield ; a body of cavalry was

oF'-anized ; and this brave band of Cuban

horsemen kept up the war in the department

of Puerto Principe for two years longer, when

A<n-amonte was killed in the battle of Jima-

guayu, May n, 1873.

while playing ball, had accidentally broken the

glass covering of a printed portrait of Isabella

which hung in a college in that city. The

little fellows were to be punished according

to the amount of harm the lady would have

received had the i)icture been her own very

self ; and the experts were asked " whether the

cuts and scratches, made by the said broken

glass, ruptured by the said boys, were or were

not upon vital parts of Her Majesty's person

as represented in said print." We are not

informed whether the doctors disagreed, or

decided that the wounds had only torn her

clothes ; but the little fellows got off with

their lives after a characteristic civil trial

by the Spanish authorities. The Valmaseda

proclamation referred to was dated December,

1 87 1, some days after the assassination of the

eitrht students. It gave formal notice that,

after the fifteenth of January every insurgent,

including all prisoners taken in battle, would

be shot, and that all wdio voluntarily surren-

dered, but delayed to give themselves up until

the usurped name of Spain ; and if Spain sub-

mits to the situation, she disappears as an ele-

ment to be considered." The mutterings of

the dissatisfied Volunteers grew into open re-

volt ; and Valmaseda was compelled to turn

over his official effects to Ceballos, who acted

as Captain -General a(/ interim pending the

arrival of Candido Pieltain in April, 1873.

This latter year was the most active of the

war. Agramonte was killed in May, as has

been stated, and in August Maximo Gomez

was made General-in-Chief of the insurgent

forces. His policy was that of a forlorn hope.

He said to the Cuban soldier: "Do not risk

3'our life unnecessarily. You have only one,

and you can best serve your country by saving

it. Dead men do not fire guns. Keep your

head cool ; keep your machete w-arm ; and we

will yet free Cuba." Antonio Maceo, of San-

tiago de Cuba, came into prominence, and by

sheer force of military genius rose to the rank

of major-general. Campos, who had been

Governor of Santiago, said of him when writing
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Caballero de Rodas ceased to be Captain-

General December 13, 1870, a few days after

having acted as umpire in a bloody naval duel

/ought off the Cuban coast between the Prus-

sian gun-boat Meteor and the French gun-boat

Pn)jivet. As soon as the Valmaseda regime

was announced, Madame Cespedes was sent to

New York, and the Cuban President prepared

for a more active and stubborn resistance.

The first year of Valmaseda's administration

was distinguished for the murder of the eight

Havana students, as already related, and for

the issue of another historical proclamation ;

and there was no second year. The affair of

the students was not the only case in which

Havana school-boys figured as victims of polit-

ical persecution. Aiujther well- attested case

reads like the storv of the eight, and would

doubtless have had the same tragic ending had

the matter got into the hands of the Volun-

teers. A jury of medical men was solemnly

called by the authorities of Havana to assist

in the judicial trial of two or three boys who,

after that date, would be sentenced to perpetual

imprisonment. Two months previously, being

the end of the third year of the war, an official

report from Madrid stated that Spain had

expended, in her attempt to put down the

rebellion, a total of |70,339'658.70 ;
and a

few months later, when Vidmaseda was driven

away by the Volunteers, the Spanish officials

in Madrid and Washington claimed that 13,600

Cubans had been killed in battle, and that

43,500 prisoners had been put to death since

the rising at Yara.

Valmaseda failed to govern the Cubans or

the Catalans, and was dismissed in 1872. All

the reinforcements that could be spared had

been sent to him ; but the rebellion was not

put down, and it was said that the conservatism

of authority and responsibility had made him

too lenient to suit the Volunteers. He found

it hard to control a mob, and the mob found

it hard to obey a Valmaseda. " The Captain-

General," said Harper's Weeki.y, '' is plainly

mastered by the Volunteers. They govern in
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to Madrid in 1 878: "It is difficult to arrange a

peace in Santiago, where Antonio Maceo rules.

He was a peasant ; he is a general. His ambi-

tion, his courage, his prestige, are great. He

is a man of talents. Nothing could be done

with him, were it even the wish of the Cuban

government." Pieltain made overtures of

peace in August, 1873, but Cespedes indig-

nantly declined any advance that had not in

it the unconditional acknowledgment of the

independence of his native land. General

Pieltain's brief administration is of permanent

value only for the material it furnished him

for his book on La Isla de Cuba desde Jiiediados

de Abril a fin de Oetubre de 1873. In Novem-

ber he was superseded by General Jovellar.

In the fall of 1873 occurred the horrible

tragedy commonly known as the affair of the

Virginius. This little wooden side -wheel

steamer was first a passenger- boat, then a

blockade-runner, and again a carrier of freight

and passengers. While sailing under the flag of

the United States, probably on a filibustering
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expedition, she was captured on the high seas Latin and polite Hterature in a convent school, whelm the rebellion, but the war raged on

by a Spanish cruiser, was taken to Santiago, and at the age of fifteen he was sent to Havana with unabated fury. Thousands of lives had

was condemned as a pirate, was surrendered to to study law in the university. He passed a been sacrificed and millions of money borrowed

the United States after an international dispute brilliant examination, and graduated at nine- to keep up the cry of '' Sant lago !" But the

which nearly precipitated a war between the teen. Returning to Bayamo, he there married insurgents, driven into a desperate guerilla

two nations, and then sank as mysteriously as Maria del Carmen Cespedes, and sailed for warfare, and aided by the death -breathing

did the Maine a quarter of a century later. Europe. He continued his legal studies in diseases of the torrid zone, were keeping up

The murder at Santiago, by drum-head court- Barcelona, and was admitted to the bar in the louder cry of " Cuba Libre !" In 1876 it was

martial, of Captain Fry and thirty-six of the Madrid in 1842. He improved every occasion publicly stated in the Cortes that one hundred

crew and sixteen of the passengers of the to defend Cuba with tongue and pen, and was and forty-five thousand soldiers had been sent

Virginius is one of the darkest and foulest banished to France in 1843. Li 1844 he was to Cuba,and that not enough of tiiem remained

blots on the page of human history. The permftted to return to Bayamo, where he set- or had returned to make a single regiment

!

number of men captured with the Virginius tied down to the practice of law, the cultiva- The best review of the situation is to be found

was one hundred and sixty-five. One hundred tion of literature, and the general oversight of in the famous " Number Two-twenty-six," a

and twelve of these were saved out of the his plantations. In 1852 he was arrested in document of the Department of State of the

massacre by the sudden appearance in Santiago Bayamo for a demonstration which he had United States, dated November 5, 1875, and

of Sir Lampton Lorraine, of the British steamer made at a bancjuet in favor of Cuban indepen- the President's message of December 7, 1875.

M^/^^, who, nobly taking it upon himself not dence, and was imprisoned five months in Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State, arranged in

only to speak for his own country, but to Morro Castle, Santiago. Thence he was ban- 1875 to lay the case of Cuba before members

represent the United States of America, ished to an inland village, and was afterwards of the cabinets of Paris, London, Berlin, St.

threatened to bombard the town if the execu- again allowed to return to his native town, Petersburg, Vienna, and Rome. The Cubans

tions were not immediately stopped. Sir where he lived until the raising of the Lone had already given to the world the ghastly

Lampton had got up full steam and had shot Star flag at Vara. His literary works include details of the Spanish methods of warfare in

out of Kingston in such a hurry that part of the comedy The Tivo Dianas, and a transla- their horrid Book of Blood, which had been

his crew was left behind. He let fall his anchor tion of a large part of the Aineid. He was translated and published in the United States

and landed unannounced in his launch at San- described as a man of noble presence and by the patriot Ponce de Leon. To all this

tiago; and his peremptory demand saved the of extraordinary oratorical talent. He was pressure—which was without more direct or

lives of the survivors of as brutal a butchery as devout, patriotic, and so conscientious that he visible effect— was probably due the inven-

ever went on record. Fifty-three souls, how- would not raise the flag of rebellion until he tion of the scheme known as the treaty of

ever, had been already sent into eternity by had duly warned the Spanish authorities of El Zanjon.

order of General Burriel—of whom the last his intention. " The stage on which he played Determined to make a last gigantic effort to

this world ever heard was told in the follow- his part," says a European admirer, ''was, it crush the rebellion, Spain sent, in 1876, thirty-

ing death notice in a Santiago paper: " The may be, a little one. His life and doings may six thousand fresh troops to Cuba
;
and with

Most Excellent Sefior Don Juan Nepomuceno be forgotten beyond the limits of the country them came, as Captain-General, Arsenio Mar-

Burriel y Linch, Field Marshal of the Royal he strove to serve. But such qualities of head tinez de Campos, the " Strong Man of Spain."

Armies, formerly Governor and Commandant- and heart, such fervor of self-sacifice and steadi- He had been Governor of Santiago, had been

General of this jurisdiction, died in Madrid at ness of purpose, as marked the career of Carlos eminently successful in ending the Carlist war

half past twelve o'clock on the morning of Manuel Cespedes, must surely entitle him to in Spain, and now returned to Cuba with in-

December 24, 1877. R. L P." an honored place on the golden roll of the structions to "pacify" the island as best he

The death of Cespedes in the days of Jovel- world's true heroes. May he rest in peace !" might. He invented several methods of paci-

lar and Burriel, like that of Maceo in VVeyler's Among the names of the patriots who per- fication which became better known twenty

time, is shrouded in mystery and gloom. It is formed the functions of President in the dark years later. A military cordon was drawn

assigned to various dates ; the locality is never days of the republic following the Cespedes across the low, narrow part of the island west

given ; and one authoritative work of reference administration are those of Palma, Cisneros, of the Cubitas Mountains, and, being dignified

says that the manner of it has never been ex- and Aguilera. The first of these three after- with the name 7^;w//.?—trench or traverse-

plained. The Spaniards in the Orient claimed, wards became well known in the United States was relied upon to confine the operations of

when the Virginius controversy was at its as president of the Cuban Junta ; the third, as the insurgents to the departments of Puerto

height, that they themselves had buried Ces- already stated, was Vice-President under Ces- Principe and Santiago. In the eyes of the

pecTes in Santiago, having killed him in action pedes; and the second was his constant friend world it was a boundary-line acknowledging

after he had been'deserted by his own people, and companion. Don Salvador Cisneros y Be- the freedom of the larger part of Cuba; the

An English gentleman who spent some time tancourt. Marquis of Santa Lucia, was elected Cubans crossed it at will. Reconcentration

in Cuba while the tragic death of the revolu- President in December, 1873. He was born in was tried, and the population around Sancti

tionary President was still a matter of national Puerto Principe in 1832, of a family of wealth Spiritus was driven into that town and held

mourning, was told that Cespedes and a mere and social rank, being descended from the old there under guard, with the result that the

handful of his followers were betrayed to the Spanish nobility. When he joined the revolu- soldiers and their prisoners alike died of a

Spaniards as they were hiding in a mountain tion he gave up his title, and was among the multitude of diseases. As to the war—a war

fastness on the eastern coast. " A fierce hand- readiest to sign the decree of abolition of without battle, without victory, without de-

to-hand fight ensued. Cespedes fought like a slavery. His i)roperty was confiscated, but feat — it went on for two years longer with

lion against overwhelming odds. His friends after the treaty of El Zanjon some portion of increased violence; and it became evident to

fell delid or wounded at his feet ; but still he it was restored to him. After the so-called Campos that Cuba could never be conquered

battled on, slaying seven of his opponents with peace, he removed to New York, where he unless by diplomacy. Then, when Spain was

his own hand, and wounding many others. At kept up the agitation in favor of Cuban inde- exhausted, she offered terms, and the Cubans,

last, seeing all hope was lost, he fought his pendence; and upon the re-establishment of having fought for ten bloody years against ap-

way through the Spaniards, and, mortally the republic in 1895 he was again elected palling odds in numbers and resources, and

wounded as he was, flung himself over the President.
'

having sacrificed theh" families to the brutality

rocks, and thus escaped his hated captors. In 1873 the United States notified Spain of successive Spanish commanders, listened at

His mangled body was recovered, carried to that the war must cease, taking the position last to promises that were never to be kept,

Santiago, and there secretly buried. The dead that civilized nations might assume the right and accepted the terms. The treaty was

man was'mourned, and is mourned, by all true to prevent such conditions as then existed in signed in February, 1878. Seventeen years

Cubans." Cuba. Two years later. President Grant, in from that February Gomez landed again to

Carlos Manuel de Cespedes y Borges, the his annual message, said that there was still see why Campos had not kept his promises.

William Tell of Cuba, was born at Bayamo, " no evidence of an approaching termination Twenty years from the same February—such

April 18, 1819. His parents were Jesu Maria of the ruinous conflict which has been raging are the solemnities of history—the tragic and

de Cespedes and Franciscade Borges Lopez del for seven years." For seven years the con- mysterious explosion of the United States

Castillo. His childhood was passed in the free tinual stream of Spaniards had been poured in battle-ship Maine in Havana harbor rent the

air of the Santiago mountains. He studied upon the Cubans in the mad effort to over- heavens with its awful salute to "Cuba Libre."
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THE THREE YEARS' WAR
THE treaty of El Zanjon was soon thrown

aside as a joke. Historically, it is the

grimmest and most expensive practical

joke on record. The Spaniards mentioned it

facetiously as " La Capitulacion "—a capitula-

tion not to be taken seriously except as an

offer of mercy. To the world it was some

mysterious triumph of Spanish diplomacy

;

an outlet for Cuban sugar and tobacco ; but

otherwise as little understood as the death of

Cespedes or the whereabouts of the Cuban

capital. To the people of Cuba themselves,

when the sedative effect of fine words had

passed off, the treaty was another casus belli.

Maceo, as General Campos had foreseen and

foretold, would have nothing whatever to do

with the treaty, or with any promises or other

advances on the part of Spain. Many of his

nearest kinsmen had been slain, and he him-

self had been riddled with bullets; but bow to

American, and Cuban acts of emancipation,

had authorized several proclamations of limit-

ed emancipation, and that the importation of

Africans had been surreptitiously kept up until

1886, " why," it was asked, " are there not more

colored people in Cuba ?" One answer, as given

by several English and French writers, brought

to light another species of Spanish cruelty:

" The first step towards emancipation was

the freeing of all infants born of slave parents,

and of all slaves who had attained their fiftieth

year. This was achieved with very curious

consequences. The infants, being deemed

worthless by their parents' owners, as soon as

they realized the fact that when the children

were reareci they would have no control over

them, were purposely neglected, and thousands

of them perished in their earliest years. The old

folk, on the other hand, were, in most instances,

turned adrift, to enjoy their freedom as best they

United States in 1895, besides many thousands

in other countries on both sides of the Atlantic.

Their own exiled poet had struck a note, long

years ago, that had sounded true through the

clash of arms and the discord of arguments;

and wherever these expatriated Cubans went,

Heredia's Exile s Hymn accompanied them:

" Fair land of Cuba ! on thy shores are seen

Life's far extremes of noble and of mean,

The world of sense in matchless beauty dress'd,

And nameless horrors hid within thy breast.

Ordain'd of Heaven the fairest flower of earth,

False to thy gifts, and reckless of thy birth,

The tyrant's clamor, and the slave's sad cry.

With the sharp lash in insolent reply-

Such are the sounds that echo on thy plains,

While virtue faints, and vice unblushing reigns.

Rise, and to power a daring heart oppose!

Con front with death these worse than deathlike woes,

Unfailing valor chains the flying fate;

Who dares to die shall win the conqueror's state!"

ENTRANCE TO THE HARBOR OF HAVANA—FORT CABANAS AND MORRO CASTLE.—Drawn by Ciulde Hassam, 1895

Spain he would not and did not. It was easy,

therefore, to connect his name with any up-

rising that might occur, and to represent the

inauspicious beginning of the Three Years'

War as an insignificant negro riot. It was this

misrepresentation that led incidentally to the

disclosure of the fact that the negro population

of Cuba was not as important a statistical ele-

ment as had been supposed. To say nothing

of the reckoning as negroes of men and women

in whose pedigree the name of a colored ances-

tor could hardly be found, it was noted that

for many years the colored population of the

island had been decreasing both relatively and

absolutely, and that at the beginning of the

Three Years' War it was little more than one-

fourth of the whole, whereas in 1841 it was

over one-half. When it was remembered that

the Cortes, under the pressure of English,

might, as vagrants on the highways and byways,

or as beggars in the towns. Not a few died of

starvation, and this is one of the main causes

which has reduced the colored population in

Cuba much below its natural proportion."

The Three Years' War might have been at

first called, not inappropriately, the " return of

the exiles." After the treaty of El Zanjon,

the Cuban leaders, feeling insecure under

the rule of Spain, had left the island ;
and as

the old regime was re-established, and admin-

istrative corruption increased, the stream of

voluntary and involuntary exiles was swelled

to vast proportions. When it was plain that

the revolt of 1895 was not an "insignificant

negro riot," the Spaniards gave out that the

peace of the island was being disturbed by

interference from without. This was true.

There were forty thousand Cuban exiles in the
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There were active revolutionary juntas, or

clubs, to the number of at least one hundred

and forty, dispersed throughout continental

and insular America. These clubs had been

for years engaged in scheming and gathering

money and war material for " Cuba Libre."

Every member had agreed to give a tenth of

all his earnings to the cause. Arms had been

lying concealed in Cuba since the close of the

Ten Years' War, and others had been smuggled

in by quietly conducted filibustering expedi-

tions. At the outbreak of the war, Jose Marti,

the acknowledged head of the insurrectionary

movement, had collected more than a million

dollars with which to begin operations.

Marti was a Cuban refugee living in the

United States. He had been educated at

Seville and Madrid, and had been a politi-

cal convict in Havana. He understood the
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situation in all its bearings, and was in close insurgents were found to be fairly well arn.ed, but generally the advantage lay with the

touch with the Cubans at home and abroad; not only with the favorite machete, but ,n Cubans, who, when they could not otherw,se

and by the end of .894 his plans were ma- some places with the most approved weapons, avo.d defeat, could easily make then- way to

tared and a general uprising was concerted Marti's agents had in some cases succeeded in the p..thless mountams

tak place'on Sunda'y. Fe'bruary 24, .895. buying arms from the corrupt omcials in gov- Two days after the '--^
f-"^dro^u

Three vessels the Lagonda, the Amadh, and ernment arsenals, and there were known to be the twenty-four at Yba.ra, he Spaniards occu-

^helJ" .sailed wfth munitions and rr,en one thousand Mausers in the hands of the pying Manzan.llo reported a force of near y

n Tanuarv Lut were stopped at Fernandina Cubans before the breaking-out of the war. four hundred Cubans mtrenched m the ne.gh-

bv the Umld States a'uthorities. Matters The situation grew daily more and more boring village of Vequ.ta. 1 he rebels under

ter thu^d:;: ed and the fighting began be- alarming. Any number of young men sud- Guillermon Moucada were 0"n to be s rong

fore the arrival of the Cuban commanders. denly missed from any town would be under- enough to repel an attack o fifteen hund.ed

H vana was .startled, therefore, by an ofB- stood to have formed a band and fied to the regular.s under ^^^^^;'^^^J^^
cial announcement, on this appointed 24th swamps and mountains, whence, safe from ernor of Santiago, .and to sc ze the guarded

of February, that twenty-four men in a little pursuit, they would descend upon the estates plantations m the v.cm.ty of the c,ty. The

llage of Matanzas province were in arms of the Spanish grandees, carrying of? supplies .sold.ers guar ,ng a plantation "ea C a^.t-

against the power of Spain ; and a New York to provision the .scattere.l army that was stdl namo were all taken prrsoncs
,

the movement

p?es despatch told the world, on the following awaiting the landing of its experienced leaders, was .sp,e.«J,ng w,th almost mconce.vable rap.d-

moing,'that all Cuba was in rebellion. The And from these estates went the laborers, ^'
-f^^^^^^^ ^^^-^::X^^

governmental bulletin was sarcastic, and the vanishing, as did the townsmen, n,to the ^^\ '^'^'^ ^''^'^'^' "'^

'''^''f^'^^;^,
American newspaper report was premature

;
mountains, where the troops dared not follow, and Matanzas, and n. some of the d.stucts of

buTspain reading between the li,L, hurried Five hundred men came into the little village Puerto Prn,c>pe. The Amer.can press reports.

Gene!: Campos Win to Cuba with troops of Baire, near Jiguani, and actually walked ''e-n,:-:^.--:-,Xrr^^a Ii:::

:i,.iifi,r,iU„ ''''tSlii&K

^^'iW!*.
and a carte blanche to pacify the island in

his own way. Before his arrival, how-

ever, the retiring Governor-General, Emilio

Calleja, had nearly two months in which

to become better acquainted with the

magnitude of the rebellion.

The twenty -four men referred to in

Calleja's bulletin had collected at Ybarra,

where they raised the Lone Star flag on

the day appointed. They were surprised,

however, by the troops, and two of their

number were killed. There were nineteen

thousand regulars in the island, and fifty-

nine thousand Volunteers then on the

rolls ; so that the official bulletin would

have caused little more than a passing

flurry, and the rising at Ybarra would have

seemed no more than an insignificant riot,

had not the news continued to arrive that

small bands had defied the authorities in

several other towns and districts on the

same 24th of February. Manuel Garcia,

noted as an insurrectionary leader, re-

cruited a band in Aguacato, in the same

province of Matanzas, but was betrayed

into the hands of the Spaniards and killed.

As far east as Guantanamo, in the prov-

ince of Santiago, the troops attacked a

band raised by the planter Henry Brooks,

and took three prisoners and drove the rest

t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ="- Santiago as a deputation to present the the u.vincible rebels in the mountains. Daily

Sr Spanish General' Lachambre from den.ands of the Cubans to General L..hambre: bul,etu,s howe.,e. ^^^^^^^;^^_
Santia<To with five hundred native militia- and from Santiago the young men of the city and death of fi.st one an 1

then anothei m

men to se I hetsu gents, but w4ro deserted and vicinity marched out into the mountains surgent leader, who stdl hved on to be re-

Zl his irp-shooters and joined Brooks in to this strange " gathering of the clans." ported dead u, several subsequent bulletms.

d e moun ah,s In another part of the Orient Bartolome Maso, a wealthy ,,lanter of Man- The proclamafon of mar ,al aw was ea, ly
ex-

a lareeblnd of insurgents took the field under zanillo and a veteran of the Ten Years' War, tended to n,clude the whole .sland and wherea

the command oG:illermon Moncada. Be- organized a large band of Cubans in the Yara it was saul n, hebruary .hat a -"^-emen of

ween Zr thousand and five thousand Cubans country, and, with Eflrique Ccspedes and two thousand .Spamards would be suffieent,

were in arm in a few days; and while they Amador Guerra for his lieutenants, went into it had been deeded, by he 4th of March, to

: e till without their expe ted leaders, and the Occident for the purpose of organizing the send twenty thousand A Spanish man-o -war

we re no vlt o^anized for concerted action, rebellion as near the capital as po,ssible. The cast anchor at key West with instructions to

cIlTeia had procll med martial law and had intrepid Matagas raised a force in Santa Clara, look after filibustering ex,^ditions
;

and abo t

S Latched detachments of regulars into the whence he marched to the relief of two bands the same time a couple of American sailors who
despatched detaehment,

^^^_^ ^^^^ _^^^^^ ^.^_^ ^^^^^^^^ .^^
^^ ;^^^,^ ^^.^^^ ,,, j,^^,.^,^^ „„^,.^ _

LTurcutte^ ai d h gutSs of the fuegos by General Luque. The Spaniards oned atSantiago.and a number ofeitizensof the

coas euard were on the alert to intercept fell back, and Matagas marched on Colon, in United States were held by he Spaniards as po-

firf "t^rs andlll baJa^e of incoming pas- the province of Matanzas, his force constantly litical prisoners, and were threatened with trial

^r^J'^jl^^i^L^^lrl and incrrasing. Here the island is abruptly coi. by
^^;-XriTl^::l maiHr :

ammunition Many prominent Cubans were tracted in width, and the troops were enabled On the 8th of Maich the Ameiiean mail team

a'ested and in pHsoned in the Cabaflas for- to check the westward advance of the insurgent ship .i /..«.« was fired upon by a Spanish gun^

t e s atd many otl ers fled abroad or into the bands. Much sharp fighting occurred, and the boat while making the Windward Passage otf

CuUirlrpristd Le„ prearranged. The Spaniards made a few unimportant captures; Cape Maisi, bound from Aspmwall to New York.

4:2

ARSENIO MARTINEZ CAMPOS, CAPIATN-

GENERAL OE CUBA

not far amiss; for it might be said that

within forty-eight hours of the unfolding

of the Lone Star banner the whole island,

except Pinar del Rio and Havana, was in

a turmoil of open rebellion. In the cen-

tral provinces, however, the insurrection

did not at first assume the formidable pro-

portions encountered in the east, where,

some weeks before the arrival of Captain-

General Campos from Spain and of the

principal revolutionary leaders from their

places of exile, about six thousand Cubans

were already in successful armed rebellion

under competent independent leaders.

Calleja having called for an emergency

force, a battalion was quickly transferred

from Puerto Rico, and seven thousand

men were despatched from the mother-

country. Military governors took the

places of the prefects in all the provinces,

and Santiago, Matanzas, and Santa Clara

were declared to be in a stcite of siege.

The insignificant riot was admitted to be

a political insurrection, and in less than

two weeks from the 24th of February the

Cortes had granted unlimited credit for

the purpose of putting the insurrection

down. The Morro and the Cabanas were

filling fast with men who had wealth but

no defensive arms; but the Volunteers re-

fused to march into the Orient to meet
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MAXIMO GOMEZ, GENERAL-IN-CHIEF, CUBAN ARMY

March was an eventful month, in which, on the whole, the Cubans

not only held their own, but were rather gaininp^ ground. On the

loth a band of insurgents withstood an attack by Colonel Santo-

cildes near Guantanamo, and ten days later the united bands of Brooks

and Perez engaged the Spaniards under Colonel Bosch near UUoa.

Several towns were occupied and fortified by the patriots of the Orient,

who levied taxes and successfully defied the forces of the government.

There were about twelve hundred men under Estaban Tomayo, Ama-

dor Guerra, and other guerilla chieftains, besides the larger bodies

under Quintin Banderas and Henry Brooks Jiguani and the village

of Baire were successfully defended by Jesus Rabi with a force of

fifteen hundred men, and there were a thousand more at Manzanillo

under Bartolome Maso. A Spanish convoy, passing near Holguin on

the 22d, fell into Maso's hands with its valuable store of arms and

provisions. A few hours later Maso defeated the Spaniards under

General Garrich, and the forces under Colonel Santocildes lost three

hundred men at Bayamo, and were saved from annihilation only by

the timely arrival of another Spanish force. Amador Guerra, with

a force of three hundred cavalry and six hundred infantry, engaged

one thousand regulars under Colonel Araoz on the 24th. The

Spaniards were formed into a hollow square, and were compelled to

sustain five deadly charges of the Cuban cavalry before they were

able to assume the offensive, when the Cubans withdrew. Governor-

General Calleja sent a commission of peace to General Maso, but the

commissioners barely got back alive. A leading Autonomist who had

once been a revolutionist had in those former days said that any

Spanish commissioner who offered him any terms short of Cuban in-

dependence should die ; and now General Maso angrily threatened to

execute upon the Autonomist commissioner his own former sentence.

A writer in the Contemporary Reviezv, summing up the history of

Cuban insurrection to April, 1895, pertinently introduces the principal

men and events that may be looked upon as connecting links between

the Ten Years' War and the Three Years' War:
" The Cubans have made many attempts to alter the existing state

of things, and there have been frequent uprisings, which have been

quenched in the blood of their instigators at an immense cost to

Spain. In 1868 one great effort was made to throw off the Imperial

yoke, and thousands of lives were sacrificed on both sides, while the

island was plunged into the horrors of a ten years' civil war. Gen-

eral Campos, seeing subjugation by force of arms was impossible,

urged his government to grant reforms, and in 1878 an armistice was

agreed to. He met the insurgent leaders at Zanjon, where a treaty

was arranged, liberal reforms were granted, and the Cubans laid down

their arms in good faith. England, by the loss of her American colo-

nies, learned a lesson to which she owes much of her colonial suprem-

acy to-day. Spain, who has lost possession after possession in the

New World, has never profited by the experience, and dearly has it

cost her. When once Cuba was pacified, the old policy was reverted

to, and the treaty was shamelessly repudiated. Several Cuban leaders

mysteriously disappeared, and others only escaped deportation or

secret imprisonment by flight to Jamaica or the States. Bartolome

Maso, a wealthy planter, loudly protested against the injustice, and,

being a man of great intelligence, with considerable influence both in

Cuba and Spain, he was flung secretly into prison and afterwards

exiled. Other prominent Cubans likewise suffered, and the revolution

would have again started, so great was the indignation of the be-

trayed people, had not their disintegration, caused by the faith they

placed in Spanish promises, been so complete. An abortive attempt

to rise was again made in 1888, but owing to the delay of aii expedi-

tion the insurgents dispersed, and when General Garcia landed he

found the movement had failed. General Blanco was then in Cuba,

and he offered a free pardon and safe conduct to the leaders if they

would surrender. Garcia and others were forced to comply. In face

of the assurances to the contrary, they were seized and taken to Spain.

Several were thence deported, and Garcia was only saved by Blanco's

threat to Senor Canovas to resign his commission unless his, word to

the Cuban were respected. Garcia was ultimately freed on ticket-of-

leave. Shortly after the failure of the guerra eJiiquita, or small war,

Maso regained his liberty and returned to Cuba, where he restarted

sugar planting. He was soon again m affluence, and devoted his

wealth to the cause. Marti, a young Cuban writer and patriot, arose

also at this time, and revolutionary societies were formed, especially

among the thousands of Cubans forced through oppression to find a

home in the United States. There were some hopes, however, of

ANTONIO MACEO, LIEUTENANT-GENERAL, ARMY OF LIBERATION
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their obtaining genuine reform peaceably until

January, 1895. In February Maso raised the

lone-starred flag of Cuba in Santiago. His

address to the followers who gathered round

him is worthy of comparison with Garibaldi's

speech to the remnant of the Roman army in

1 849 :

''
' Brother Patriots of Cuba ! You know

what we have to fight for and what we have

to fight. We have already tasted the trials

and perils of war against oppression, and we

must face a repetition of those hardships.

We have endured famine, thirst, and fatigue

in the past, and we must prepare to endure

them in the future. I am an old man, and

may not live to see Cuba free ; but we must

remember one thing— No surrender! This

must be independence or death.'

of Marcli, the following manifesto was issued

by the young political organizer and the aged

military chieftain ::

" This war is not against the Spaniard.

The Spaniard is secured by his own children,

by loyalty to the nation which those children

are about to establish. He will be able to

enjoy, loved and respected, a liberty that will

sweep away only those who block the path of

empire. The war is not to be a cradle, either

of disturbances foreign to the tried moderation

of Cuban character, or of tyranny. The agita-

tors of the revolution declare, as its sponsors,

its freedom from hatred, its fraternal indul-

gence to the timid, its radical respect for the

dignity of manhood, which constitutes the

sinew of battle and the foundation of the

Repul)hc. With the penitent, the revolution

sequent on the sudden change of men who
belonged to others into men who belong to

themselves is overshadowed by the esteem of

the white Cuban for his equal and the desire

for education, the liberty-breathing fervor, and

the amiable disposition of his colored com-

patriot.

" The revolution neither flatters nor fears.

It expects to find in the Spaniards who live

in Cuba such affectionate neutrality or such

material aid as will enable us to make this war

shorter and its disasters less, and the subse-

quent peace in which father and son are to

live easier and more friendly. We Cubans

have begun the war, and we will fight the

Spaniards until the war is ended. Let them

not treat us ill, and we will not treat them ill

;

if tliey respect us, they shall be respected.

A DE'rACIIMENT OF REVOLUTIONISTS REPULSING AN ATTACK OF SRyVNISIl TROOPS AT ALTO SONGO, SANTIAGO DE CUBA

From a Puotograi'II

"Waving their machetes on high, the Cubans

took up the cry, ' Independencia 6 muerte

!

Viva Cuba libre!' and that has been their

sworn motto to the present time. Maximo
Gomez and Maceo soon landed to take com-

mand of the ever-increasing forces, and though

Marti, the man who had worked hardest to

promote the insurrection, was killed in an

early fight, the Cubans carried all before them
in the east, completely routing the Spaniards

and capturing much-needed arms and ammu-
nition."

Marti, upon the failure of his expedition at

I'ernandina, made his way to the home of the

veteran General Maximo Gomez, who, after

the treaty of El Zanjon, had retired to Santo

Domingo, and who was now^ more than seventy

years of age. From Monte Cristi, on the 25th

will be magnanimous; with vice and inhuman-

ity, it will be inflexible. You will not find, in

the war now rebegun for Cuba Libre, a revolu-

tion wild with the joy of a rash heroism, but

one that understands the responsibilities that

rest upon the founders of nations.

"Cowardice, with its pretext of prudence,

may seek to hide behind its pretended fear of

the negro race—a senseless fear never justified

in Cuba. The menace of a race war, with

which our Spanish beneficiaries have long

sought to inspire a dread of revolution, is

indignantly denied by the martyrs and gener-

ous subordinate soldiers of our revolutionary

past. Our war of emancipation, our common

struggle, has made impossible any hatred that

continued slavery might have inspired. The

novelty and crudity of social relations con-
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Steel will answer to steel ; friendship will

answer to friendship."

After the Ten Years' War, Antonio Maceo,

refusing to acknowledge the treaty of El Zan-

jon, kept up the ferment of rebellion for two

more years, and then retired to the continent

to plot further revolt. At the outbreak of

the Three Years' War he was living in Costa

Rica, whence he was in uninterrupted com-

munication with Marti and other Cuban lead-

ers. On the 31st of March, with his brother

Jose and twenty - two other revolutionists,

he effected a landing in Baracoa, the far

eastern subdivision of the island. The expe-

dition was equipped with rifles and cannon ;

and the government had made strenuous ef-

forts to prevent the landing. Eight cruisers,

already guarding the coast, were reinforced
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with five gun -boats; but they arrived off their way through with heavy loss, among with one thousand cavalry, had defeated

Baracoa too late to intercept the vessel con- the killed being Flor Crombet, their leader. Colonel Bosch that day
;
and two days later

taining the Maceos and their immediate com- who had been of the original party that came Gomez led the charge in which the same

panions. The Cubans were attacked by La- afehore at Baracoa. It was found that Crom- force defeated the regulars at Sabana de

chambre at the village of Duaba, northwest bet had been killed by a conspirator who had Jaibo. The Cubans under Perez then joined

of the city of Baracoa; and in this first brush joined the Cubans; and by order of General Maceo, to whom was given the command of

with Maceo the Spaniards were repulsed with Maceo this man was caught and hanged, operations in the Orient. The whole prov-

a loss of ten killed and nine wounded. Other Maceo proclaimed a provisional republic, ince, with the exception of the few strongly

attempts were made to arrest the progress naming Tomas Estrada Palma provisional fortified cities held by the Spanish troops,

inland of the invaders ; and in one brisk president, and Maximo Gomez commander- was soon brought into subjection
;
and idl

encounter Maceo got away with a bullet-hole in-chief of the Cuban army. Maceo's pres- the planters and traders were taxed, under

through his hat. The Spaniards put forth a ence in the island was an inspiration to the penalty of the destruction of their property,

serious effort to overtake the party in the Cubans, the army increased in numbers, and for the support of the patriot forces. Horses

Manzanillo district ; and for several days Maceo the insurgents were more aggressively eictive and beef cattle, except cows, were confiscat-

worked his way along through the woods, living everywhere. Engagements were of almost ed ; but store goods and provisions were paid

on wild fruits, now hiding, now fighting, until, daily occurrence, and the rebels were usual- for, though taken by force. All private in-

with only two or three of his original compan- ly victorious. The armory at El Caney was terference with the rights of the citizen was

ions, he fell in with a band of patriots and was stripped of its stores and its commander was strictly prohibited
;
and for infringement of
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received with wild enthusiasm. Among those

of the company who had been taken by the

Spaniards was Dr. Frank Agramonte,an Ameri-

can citizen, whose protracted imprisonment led

to an earnest protest on the part of the United

States. The British schooner in which the party

had landed was wrecked, and the crew were

caught by the Spaniards and the captain

killed.

It was soon evident to the authorities at

Havana that the revolution had gained a

competent leader ; and a large force of regu-

lars was despatched into the east, while the

official bulletin announced that Maceo was

already utterly defeated at Monteverde, near

Guantanamo. Two weeks after Maceo's land-

ing a part of his rapidly increasing force was

surprised and surrounded, near Palmerito, by

three thousand Spaniards. The Cubans cut

taken prisoner. Jesus Rabi raided Victoria

de Las Tunas, and several towns were taken

and held long enough to replenish the sup-

plies of the insurgents. Bartolome Maso was

already in possession of the Bayamo district.

Jose Marti, with the aged Gomez and

eighty veterans of the Ten Years' War, land-

ed on the southern coast, soutliwest of Cape

Maisi, the easternmost point of the island,

on the 13th of April. The district was

filled with Spanish pickets and patrols ; the

landing was attended with extreme danger;

and for two days the patriot band were com-

pelled to secrete themselves in caves along

the coast. Marti, Gomez, and five of their

followers, reached the camp of Perico Perez

on the evening of the i6th, and were re-

ceived with the same wild welcome that had

greeted Maceo a few days previously. Perez,
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this rule Juan Castillo, by order of Bartolome

Maso, was court-martiallcd and shot.

General Campos, with a reinforcement of

twenty-five thousand Spaniards, landed at the

port of Guantanamo on the i6th of April;

and it might now be said that the war had

practically begun with the same commanders-

in-chief who had brought the former war to a

close at the treaty of El Zanjon. Arsenio

Martinez Campos was born at Segovia, De-

cember 14, 1834. The son of a brigadier-

general in the Spanish army, he was educated

at the Staff School in Madrid. With the rank

of lieutenant he went through the campaign

in Morocco as a member of O'Donnell's staff,

and was promoted to the rank of major. In

1864 he came to Cuba as a colonel, and on his

return to Spain he was sent against the Carlists

as a brigadier-general. He was openly opposed
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to the Republic, and on Amadeo's abdication

he was put on the retired Hst and imprisoned

as a conspirator. P^'om his prison he addressed

a letter to the Minister of War, begging to be

sent as a private against the Carlists. He was

liberated, and sent to command a division in

the Army of the North. He fought at Las

Munecas and Galdames, and was the first to

enter Bilboa at the raising of the siege, May i,

1874. On the reorganization of the Liberal

army he was appointed General in command
of his corps under Concha, and was fighting at

the head of his troops when that General was

killed at Monte Moru, June 27, 1874. On the

same day, at the head of a small column, he

cut his way through the main body of the

Carlists to Murillo, and organized the masterly

retreat on Tafalla. He returned to Madrid

and engaged in the movement in favor of Don

Alfonso. With Jovellar he issued the pronun-

ciamento that placed Alfonso XH. upon the

throne. He w^as sent into Catalonia, where,

in one month, he put down the Carlist bands.

Li March, 1876, he defeated Don Carlos at

Lena de Plata, thus bringing the Carlist war

to a close. For this service he was made
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Captain-General of the Spanish army, a dignity

equivalent to that of a Marshal of France.

As Captain-General of Cuba, his statesmanship

was more conspicuous, as has been seen, than

his strategical talents, and after the treaty of

El Zanjon he was recalled and made Minister

of War and President of the Council. He
attempted to procure the fulfilment of the

promises he had made to General Gomez, but,

not obtaining the support of the Cortes, he

resigned. When the government of Canovas

del Castillo was overthrown, a coalition of

Campos and Sagasta held power until the
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inability to obtain a satisfactory apolo^j^y from

the French government for an insult offered

by a Paris mob to Alfonso led to anotlier

resignation. In 1883 Campos opposed the

project for a Pyrenean railroad on the ground

that it would lay Spain open to French attacks.

He was made commander of the Army of the

North in 1884, ^^"d in 1885 he was elected

President of the Senate. In 1888 he became

Captain -General of New Castile. He com-

manded the army sent against the Riffs when

that tribe attacked Melilla in 1894. He was

described as "fat, good-natured, wise, philo-

sophical, slow in his mental processes, clear in

his judgment, emphatic in his opinions, out-

spoken, and withal lovable, humane, conserva-

tive, constructive, progressive, with but one

project ever before him—the glorification of

Spain as a mother-land and a figure among

peaceful, enlightened nations." He was looked

upon as the ablest of all Spain's generals.

The patriarchal head of the revolutionary

forces was described as " a study in repose or

in action. Slender in build, not over one

hundred and forty pounds in weight, about

five feet seven inches in height, straight as an

arrow. His face is tanned ; his hair and mus-

tache are iron gray; his cheek-bones are

prominent and his chin firm. His cool, cal-

culating eyes seem at first completely to

measure you, and then the face breaks into

a reassuring smile." " In the saddle," said

an luiglish writer who joined the insurgents

in Cuba, " the horse is a part of him ; he

never seems to guide it. His Spanish love

of externals is seen in his superb black stall-

ion, in his faultless uniform, in the glittering*

pistols that hang from his belt, in the gold-

mounted carbine fiung from the pommel of

his saddle, in his decorated sabre, and in the

grandeur of his manner whenever he comes

into contact with somebody from the world

without, especially an American." Consul-

General Lee, in an article written for the

FortnigJitly Rcviciv in 1898, said of Gomez :

"He is a grim, resolute, honest, conscientious,

grizzled veteran ; who lias thoroughly under-

stood the necessary tactics in order to waste

the resources of his enemy, and to prolong the

war until such time as Spain would abandon

the struggle as hopeless, or until it should be-

come manifest to the United States that the

contest had degenerated into a hopeless con-

flict." " He has fought this war," says the

same authority, " in the only way he could

win it, and never for one moment during the

three years of strife has he departed a hair's-

breadth from the policy first inaugurated.

He proposed to combat Spain's purse more

than her soldiers; to play a waiting game,

and exhaust the failing financial resources

of Spain. He did not propose to figlit if it

could be avoided, because he could not well

afford to lose a man or a cartridge, being de-

pendent for both upon the very uncertain and

devious methods of filibustering. His army,

scattered over an island some eight hundred

miles long by an average breadth of sixty

miles, if all concentrated upon a single point,

would number about thirty-five thousand men
;

but being entirely devoid of bases of supplies

and deficient in transportation and food for

INSURGENTS BURNING THE TOWN OF BAINOA.—Drawn by T. de Thulstrup
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men or horses, to concentrate would be to

starve, and to fight pitched battles against

overwhelming numbers would result in tlie

loss of the battle and the loss of his cause.
"

Stephen Bonsai, at one time charge d'affaires

and secretary of the United States legation at

Madrid, in his Real Condition of Cuba, spoke

of Gomez as " not only a man born to com-

mand, but one who is abreast of the military

science of the day, so far as it can be applied to

the peculiar warfare upon which he is engaged.

His masterly circular movements never fail to

puzzle those who would bring his army to bay;

and, worn out by the chase, the Spanish col-

umns never succeed in cornering him."

On the i/th of April, the day following

his landing with his army at Guantanamo,

Governor-General Campos issued a proclama-

tion in which he pledged himself to see that

all the promised reforms were carried out if he

could be assured of the support of the Non-

of tlie First Division to General Salcedo and

of the Second Division to General Lachambre,

with headquarters respectively at Santiago and

Bayamo. The Cortes authorized a loan of

600,000,000 pesetas for the suppression of the

rebellion, and voted to increase the forces in

the island to forty thousand, and to get ready

another army of forty thousand to be de-

spatched at the end of the rainy season,

" Whatever else may be said of Spain and her

decadence," said the CoJitcniporary Review

three years later, " the fact stands bravely

forth that she has made a magnificent struggle

to preserve this rich colonial possession. Over

two hundred thousand soldiers have been trans-

ported at immense expense nearly four thou-

sand miles from her shores—the largest number

of organized troops that has ever been trans-

ported so great a distance from their homes and

firesides." These raw recruits, however, though

outnumbering the Cubans by at least two to

noted guerilla chieftain named Lolo Benitez,

who had been condemned to life imprisonment

on charges of cruelty. Benitez was released

as Campos had requested, and was made a

lieutenant-colonel in the Spanish army. Con-

victs were to be released from the Cuban jails,

and with these for soldiers Benitez was to fight

the Cubans with their own tactics, in which he

was proficient. The scheme, however, called

for a strenuous protest on the part of the

Spanish officers.

On the 2 1st of April the laborers in the

Juragua mines, to the number of five hun-

dred, under Floriano Gascon, surprised and

took prisoners their guard of sixty soldiers

under Lieutenant Callego. A larger guard,

numbering two hundred and sixty, commanded
by Major Tejerizo, had just left the vicinity of

the mines, but, hearing the fusillade, they hur-

ried back, and had received two volleys from

the insurgents before they realized that the fort

-X
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Separatists. This proclamation brought to his

aid not only the Conservatives and the Reform-

ists, who were mostly Spaniards, but also many
of the Autonomists, whose leaders declared for

Spain. The official attitude of the Autonomist

party, which included many who had been

prominently identified with the Cubans in the

Ten Years' War, cast a temporary gloom over

the patriot cause ; and even Gomez religiously

confessed that he was harassed with doubts

and fears. As soon, however, as it was seen

that Campos had promised nothing more than

the Cortes had voted, the moral support and

material aid of many of the most respectable

Autonomists began to be secretly and openly

retransferred to the revolution; and their sons

armed themselves and joined the insurgents,

or went abroad to aid in fitting out filibuster-

ing expeditions.

Campos appointed General Garrich governor
of the eastern province, and gave the command

one in nearly every action, were no match for

the toughened insurgent guerillas who could

sleep with impunity on the ground and live

on wild fruits. The Cubans called them qni?i-

tos, the quiiito being the one -fifth of a man.

Campos, quickly perceiving the superiority of

the acclimated men who were constantly at-

tacking his convoys and even driving ofT his

live-stock from the very cattle-pens of San-

tiago, made an attempt to imitate the native

methods of warfare. To this end he organized

a number of Peninsulars into guerilla bands,

and endeavored to augment this force with

young Spaniards, who by joining the Volun-

teers would be exempt from service in the

regular army. But the Campos organization

was not exactly the traditional Volunteers, and

when these young Peninsulars were ordered

into the field they began to talk of mutiny.

Then Campos desired the home government

to release from the African penal settlement a
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had been taken from the Spaniards. Major

Tejerizo was wounded ; one of his officers was

killed ; and his men were so completely demor-

alized that the miners, falling upon them with

theh' machetes, easily put them to rout. In

the flush of victory these colored laborers

marched to meet a relief column of four hun-

dred infantry and one hundred and fifty cavalry

that was on its way from Alto Songo, and, hav-

ing attacked this force in a narrow defile, they

then vanished to join Maceo. The loss of the

Spaniards at the mines and in the defile was

about one hundred killed. Gallego, who, with

his guard of sixty, had been thus overcome,

was court-martialled and shot when he returned

on parole to his own people. About the same

time Captain Malla, who had been taken pris-

oner while convoying provisions to Bayamo,

was arrested when he appeared under parole

in the Campos army, and was saved from exe-

cution only by the indignation of his fellow-
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officers, at the authorities on account of these

summary proceedings. The miners, who had

left the mines with their machetes, reported to

General Maceo with one hundred and fifty

captured rifles and fifteen thousand rounds of

ammunition. The united bands of Perez,

Gascon, and Quintin Bandera swehed the force

under Maceo to nearly three thousand men.

These were encamped at Jarajueca, whither

Salcedo sent four columns from Santiago to

burned several buildings at El Caney, and

joined his brother near Guantanamo in time

to lead with him an attack on Jobito on the

14th of May. With twelve hundred Cubans

they fell upon and surrounded the troops, four

hundred in number, under Colonel Bosch.

The Spanish commander was killed ; but

Major Roblos succeeded in repelling the suc-

cessive onslaughts of the Maceos until the

arrival of reinforcements, when the Cubans

Cuban forces were now augmented by the

accession of laborers who left the plantations

as soon as the sugar-grinding season was end-

ed, and by many respectable and wealthy

white men who had hesitated until the arrival

of the acknowledged rebel leaders. These

accessions swelled the revolutionary forces in

a few days to about ten thousand, nearly

three -fourths of which number were armed

with good rifles. The yellow- fever also ap-
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hem them in. Maceo, however, fought his way

through the surrounding columns and made

his escape to the mountains.

Jose Maceo, encamped near Guantanamo,

conceived a plan to entrap the Spaniards

under Colonel Capello at Arroyo Hondo, a

few miles to the south. Disposing his force

so that he would be able to surround and fall

upon the enemy to advantage, he invited at-

tack. The Spaniards, seven hundred strong,

were easily decoyed within the cordon, and

one hundred and fifty of them were killed.

They finally cut their way out, however, in-

flicting very heavy loss upon the Cubans.

Capello and his men fought courageously,

and retreated in order; but the commander

was immediately relieved and was superseded

by General Bazan. This fight occurred on

the 29th of April. A week later, Antonio

Maceo, starting towards Guantanamo, raid-

ed Cristo, burned the bridges of the rail-

roads running to San Luis and Alto Songo,

derailed a train loaded with soldiers, fired

upon the troops after they had left the train,

retired. During the same week a force of

eight hundred Cubans overtook a convoy

on its way from Santiago to Bayamo in

charge of six hundred soldiers. The guard

was surprised by the insurgents, and fled in

confusion, leaving its dead and wounded, to

the number of seventy, besides its provision-

train, in the hands of the rebels. During

these two weeks the insurgents destroyed a

number of towns. They burned the village

of Palestina, several buildings in Palenque,

and much property belonging to the Span-

iards in Dos Caminos. At this time there

were at least five thousand Cubans under

arms in Santiago province. Antonio Maceo

had three thousand concentrated at Jara-

jueca; his brother Jose had seven hundred

at Guantanamo ; and Bartolome Maso had

not less than seven hundred in the Manza-

nillo district. The Orient was at the mercy

of bands of insurgents, wdio did not hesitate

to enter the outskirts of the city of Santiago

;

and the Spanish soldiers, it was not to be

denied, were afraid of them. Besides, the
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peared, sooner than was expected, among the

Spaniards; and Salcedo, having been as un-

successful in quelling the rebellion in the east-

ern province as Lachambre had been before

him, decided to put himself upon the defen-

sive until after the rainy reason.

The war had been in operation less than

three months, and had already cost the Span-

iards $10,000,000 and the lives of 19 offieers

and 4846 men. General Campos now pro-

posed, both as a strategic measure and as in a

sense an answer to the complaint of the Cubans

that so little of their revenue was expended

for the benefit of Cuba, to build three railroads

— one between Santiago and Guantanamo,

another from Manzanillo to Yara and Bayamo,

and a third between Santa Cruz and Puerto

Principe. The building of these military rail-

roads would also give work to those to whom

the increasing cost of living was becoming a

very serious matter. Campos also proposed

to an American syndicate operating the rail-

road between Santiago and San Luis to con-

struct branches from the latter place and from
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Alto Songo; and for this purpose he promised

to allow the company to import their material

free of duty. The home g^ovcrnment, however,

vetoed the promise of the Governor-General,

and would not allow even the material needed

to replace the tracks, bridges, and rolling-stock

demolished by the insurgents to enter the

island except upon payment of a duty of

nearly one hundred per cent.

On the 1 8th of Ma\' a number of repre-

sentatives of the insurgents in the field met in

the mountains that shoot off northward from

the Sierra de Macstra, and named Bartolome

Maso, Maximo Gomez, and Antonio Alaceo as

their choice respectively for President of the

Republic, General-in-Chief of the Army, and

Commander of the Eastern Division.

Marti, having left the convention on a mis-

sion to the United States, was killed by the

Spaniards on the 19th. It had been arranged

that he should make his way to the coast

and embark for Jamaica, whence a number

of fishing-smacks and larger vessels, under the

direction of Lacret, Torres, and others, were

Spaniards under Colonel Sandoval, who had

been directed to the spot by a treacherous

guide. The Cubans, seeing themselves hem-

med in, attempted to cut their way through;

and Marti, leading a desperate charge, fell dead,

and his entire party of fifty guardsmen was

annihilated. Gomez, hearing the firing, hurried

to the scene of action, and was defeateci with

heavy loss. He was wounded in an attempt

to rescue the body of his young friend, and

was carried from the field of action by Colonel

Borrero. Marti's body was taken to Santiago

by the Spanish victors; and when, after long

doubting, the Cubans were convinced that the

young agitator was really dead, they chose

Tomas Estrada Palma to succeed him as dele-

gate to the United States.

The death of Marti fell like a pall upon the

spirit of the aged Commander-in-Chief. Self-

denying, self- restrained, earnest to the high-

est pitch of patriotic enthusiasm, the young

Cuban had been to the venerable warrior a

friend, an adviser, and an inspiration. At

his call Gomez had again left his home, as

of the septuagenarian who was to call the

young men of Cuba to the long grass and pit

them against the determination of Spain and

the apathy of the world. " I was without

health," he says, " without troops, without

arms. I was not only sick in body, but sick

in my soul." Besides, " the people of Cama-

guey "— so he was told— "wanted no war";

and when his escort heard this they refused

to proceed. " It cost me trouble," he says,

"to reduce them to obedience. In vain their

own commanding officer interposed his au-

thority. Then I, indignant, rebuked them

sharply. I called them disloyal, bad com-

panions. 'Return,' said I, 'to the Orient,

but I, alone, go to Camaguey.'" Then, still

more indignant, Borrero addressed them.
" General Gomez," said he, " a foreigner,

comes to Cuba to assist us in a holy war.

If thus you leave him, sick, pursued by the

enemy, you are cowards—all the world may
reasonably call you cowards." These were

the dark days of the old hero's life , and even

when the escort had been induced to proceed,

"f^. tfJ , '^, ,,;
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constantly bringing arms and ammunition to

the insurgents. Gomez was to advance into

the Camaguey country, and Maceo was to

remain for a time in the Orient. Marti, with a

guard of fifty, and Gomez, with seven hundred

of Bartolome Maso's cavalry, broke camp and

advanced some distance together. A little

beyond the place of their final affectionate

farewell, Marti, having entered a very narrow

ravine, was suddenly set upon by eight hundred

he had left it years before at the call of Ces-

pedes, to fight in a foreign land for a freedom

that seemed as far off now as then. Marti

gone, Cespedes gone, and their deaths so

nearly similar, the. lonely old man, as he

travelled on towards the Camaguey country,

could but recall the magnetic power of first

one and then the other of these silver-tongued

orators, and contrast therewith, to his own dis-

advantage, the plain, matter-of-fact methods
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" I was still troubled," he writes, " with the

most terrible doubts." Nor did hope revive

until Campos, urging that his march "should

be stopped at all hazards," had drawn a

cordon of four thousand troops across the

island to guard every road and every path-

way by which he might leave the province of

Santiago. Then Gomez took courage ; and

on the 2d of June, with three hundred men, he

slipped through the cordon, crossed the river
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Jobabo, and entered Camaguey, where he

was immediately joined by a nephew of his

old friend the Marquis of Santa Lucia with

seven hundred men. Like wildfire ran the

cry that heralded the coming of Gomez. Far

to the west, the patriot Marcos Garcia re-

signed his office as Mayor of Sancti Spiritus,

and everywhere intelligent Cubans who had

held aloof until assured that a sharp line of

distinction would be drawn between legiti-

mate revolutionists on the one hand and

prowling bandits and thieving camp-followers

on the other announced their allegiance to

the cause of " Cuba Libre."

On the 1 8th of June the province was de-

clared to be in a state of siege. Campos had

already cabled for reinforcements, and had

ordered out the conscripts of 1892, 1893, and

1894, and twelve thousand troops were at once

despatched from Spain. Major-General Pedro

Gomez himself levied contributions from the

planters for the support of the revolution, and

any refusal was followed by the devastation of

the estate. San Miguel, Nuevitas, and Puerto

Principe were cut off from their sources of

supply by the destruction of railroads, bridges,

roads, telegraphs, and plantations. The Span-

iards were beaten at every point ; and even

their cavalry, after a fight at Yaguas, did not

dare to meet the Cuban horsemen. "Horses,"

wrote a correspondent, " are tethered about

everywhere, and stand unsheltered, rain or

shine." In their horses, indeed, lay much of

the strength of the insurgents at this time.

One of their favorite methods of warfare was

to worry the Spaniards with a skirmish fire, to

pick off all the officers they could, and then to

charge wildly into the ranks of the enemy,

guiding their horses with one hand and wield-

ing their machetes with the other.

who refused to contribute to the support of

the revolution, to force Campos and his well-

equipped army to assume the defensive, and

to show to the world that Gomez was master

of the situation. The rich property owners,

who alone suffered by the destruction of the

sugar crops-— for food was grow^n in abun-

dance—were brought, after some further strin-

gent measures, to respect the revolution and

to pay the taxes levied throughout the island

for its support. Gomez then issued the fol-

lowing edict

:

" Inasmuch as the work of grinding sugar is

now suspended in the western provinces, the

burning of cane-fields is no longer necessary;

and I hereby order as follows: 1. The burning

of cane-fields henceforth is absolutely pro-

hibited. II. All persons in the Liberating

Army of the Republic of Cuba, regardless of

rank or position, who disobey this order will
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Mella was holding the fortified positions in the

province with ten thousand men, and with two

thousand men Gomez was in possession of the

southern district, and was much encouraged by

the success of his invasion.

Borrero was killed in the early part of June

by a Spanish emissary, who shot him in the

back. In retaliation, Gomez burned a part

of the village of Altagracia, near the city of

Puerto Principe, after having put the Spanish

garrison to flight. He surprised the garrison

at Elmulato, and seized three hundred Mauser

rifles. He destroyed railroads and bridges,

and captured abundant army stores from the

Spanish convoys. He appointed Colonel

Alfonso Goulet commander of the district,

with strict orders to punish with death any

violation of property rights ; and under this

rule many irregular guerillas who had been

terrorizing the planters found short shrift.

General orders from the headquarters of

the Cuban Commander-in-Chief instructed the

patriot forces to attack the weaker positions

of the enemy, for the purpose, especially, of

obtaining arms, and to set free every prisoner

upon delivery of his weapons; to destroy all

railroads and telegraphs; to remain always

upon the defensive, and to break up into little

groups for retreat whenever the advantage was

against them ; to destroy every captured fort

that had resisted ; to destroy all sugar-mills

and sugar crops whose owners did not con-

tribute to the war-fund of the Republic ; to

see that no farmer sent food into the cities

who had not paid taxes on the same to the

Republic.

The burning of the mills and sugar-cane

belonging to the wealthy enemies of the Cuban

cause was intended to cripple the Spanish rev-

enue, to bring to terms the Spanish grandees
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be treated with the utmost severity. III. The

machinery of sugar estates, the owners of

which attempt to resume work, shall be de-

stroyed. IV. The persons and property of all

peaceful inhabitants of the island of Cuba, of

Spanish or whatever nationality, shall be re-

spected."

The Spaniards in the west were able for some

time to keep the rebellion down, and as far

east as Matanzas the revolutionary element

was still held in check. The patriot Reyes was

killed in an encounter with Spanish cavalry;

but Matagas continued to harass the troops,

and defections from the Spanish rank and file

occurred in respectable numbers both in Ma-

tanzas and Santa Clara provinces. Filibuster-

ing expeditions were landed with increasing

difficulty ; but Carlos Roloff succeeded in

getting ashore in the Cinco Villas district with

several hundred veterans of the Ten Years'
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War and a cargo of arms and ammunition, in-

cluding five hundred pounds of dynamite.

His landing was protected by several bands,

numbering in all about two thousand men,

whom he then armed and organized. The

Cubans under the general command of An-

tonio Maceo were keeping the main body of

the Spanish army concentrated in the Orient,

while Gomez was organizing a general move-

ment westward.

Salcedo, in Santiago, ordered his soldiers to

shoot without warning any person found out-

of-doors after dark ; and took it upon himself

to order all representatives of foreign pub-

lishers to leave the island. The French consul

protested against the indiscriminate shooting

of persons who might happen to be out late

;

but the first result of Salcedo's order was that

two companies of Spanish soldiers, meeting at

nic^ht in the outskirts of Santiago, fired at each

other and killed and wounded several men.

Campos, in his general orders, had already

instructed the troops to shoot any newspaper

correspondent seen coming from the Cuban

lines. On the 7th of July Campos issued a

proclamation offering pardon to all insurgents

who would surrender. The same proclamation

said that conspirators, if caught and convicted,

would be sentenced to the African penal set-

tlement, and that all persons taken with arms

in their hands would be court-martialled and

shot. He steadfastly refused, however, in spite

of the pressure from Spain and Havana that

finally resulted in his recall, to countenance

the slaughter of non-combatants.

Amador Guerra was killed at Palmas Altas,

near Manzanillo, on the ist of July He had

attacked and defeated a detachment of the

Spaniards, and was shot by a wounded man

who lay on the field after the engagement.

On the same day Henry Brooks landed several

cannon and a quantity of arms and ammuni-

tion near Portillo, in the district of Manza-

nillo ; but, being overpowered, he retreated to

the camp of Jesus Rabi, leaving his cargo

in the hands of the enemy until the following

day, when he returned with reinforcements

and succeeded in capturing the Spanish guns

as well as his own. A few hours later Jesus

Rabi, with fifteen hundred men, fell upon five

hundred recruits whom they had decoyed into

a narrow defile near Jiguani ; and with their

machetes they had killed and wounded nearly

three hundred before the arrival of the main

column. By this victory, and the consequent

demoralization of the Spaniards, a plan of

Salcedo to surround Maceo with the combined

forces of Gasco and Navarro was frustrated.

Some days later, Navarro twice attacked Quin-

tin Bandera and Victoriano Garzon at Gran

Piedra. The Spaniards, numbering about

twelve hundred newly landed men, were both

times driven back in confusion by the charac-

teristic machete charge of the Cubans, who

captured a large quantity of arms and ammu-

nition. Navarro's troops were again defeated
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on the 9th of July by tlie Cubans under Vic-

toriano Garzon.

In this campaign of innumerable skirmishes

one conflict rose to the dignity of a pitched

battle. The Battle of the Mahogany -Tree,

" Batalla de la Caoba," so called by the Cubans,

but named "El Peralejo" in the governmental

reports, is noteworthy from the fact that Gen-

eral Campos, at the head of the Spanish forces,

was signally defeated by the Cubans under

the personal command of Antonio Maceo.

The revolutionary troops concentrated by

Maceo in the district of Holguin had regu-

larly besieged the fortified town of Bayamo,

and had for some time captured every train-

load of supplies sent out, whether from Santi-

ago, or overland or by the Cauto from Manza-

nillo. The garrison was starving, and it was

deemed necessary to drive Maceo from the

field at all hazards. Several columns were

therefore put in movement from different

places ; and one of these, fifteen hundred

stroncT, marching from Manzanillo under Cam-

pos and Santocildes, was attacked on the 13th

of July at Peralejo, south of the main road,

by twenty-seven hundred Cubans under Maceo.

The Cubans were well posted on a stock-farm,

and the Spaniards were caught in an ambush

and completely surrounded. Maceo had in-

tended to allow the advance-guard under

Santocildes to pass, and to assault the centre

division under Campos. By some mistake,

however, the initial attack, a galling fire from

the cover of the wooded hill-sides, was made

upon the leading column, and Santocildes fell

dead. A furious machete charge followed, by

which the advance-guard was driven back upon

the main column At the same tmie the rear-

guard, having charge of the ammunition train,

WMS vigorously assaulted and was forced to

fight its way step by step to the main body.

A Cuban bullet tore the heel from the boot of

General Campos ; and the Governor-General,

nearly unhorsed, took advantage of the invol-

untary massing of his troops to form them

nito a hollow square, and to pile up between

them and the surrounding Cubans a breast-

work of wagons and dead mules and horses.

Hour after hour the insurgents raged around

this living fortress of the great Spanish gen-

eral : once or twice the formation was broken

by the furious cavalry onslaughts of the Cu-

bans ; and when, after a deadly conflict of

hve hours' duration, the Spaniards forced their

way through the rebel cordon, their rear-guard

was still compelled to keep up the battle until

well within the shelter of the guns of Bayamo,

Maceo's lack of artillery alone saving them

from annihilation. A writer in El Porvenir

says that the retreat of the Spaniards was har-

assed all the way, not only by the Cuban cav-

alry in the rear, but by the Cuban infantry on

their right flank, and that they were " driven
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along in this fashion to within a league of

Bayamo." Juan Maspons, who reported the

battle from the Cuban stand-point, says that

Maceo began his march at two o'clock in the

morning, that the ambush was complete by

six, that the first shots from the outposts were

heard at half past eleven, and that the Spanish

retreat began at half past six. Zomora, Jesus

Rabi, and Colonel Goulet were conspicuous in

the fight ; Goulet falling dead, machete in

hand, in one of the charges upon the hollow

square. The Spanish loss was seven officers

and one hundred and nineteen men killed.

The Cubans lost about one hundred killed.

Campos did not venture to leave Bayamo un-

til General Suarez Valdes had arrived, a week

later, with fourteen hundred men to protect

his return over the road to Manzanillo. The

day after the battle Maceo addressed the fol-

lowing letter to General Campos :

serve until the meeting of the constitutional

convention to form a permanent government:

Bartolome Maso, Provisional President ; the

Marquis of Santa Lucia, Minister of the In-

terior; Maximo Gomez, Minister of War and

Vice-President ; Gonzalo de Quesada, Secre-

tary of Foreign Affairs, with residence in the

United States; Antonio Maceo, General
; Jose

Maceo, Commander Eastern Division. After

the defeat of Campos at Peralejo, the Cubans

in the east resumed their guerilla tactics, mak-

ing such demonstrations as would seem to

justify the continued presence in Santiago

province of so many Spaniards while Gomez
was organizing the rebellion in the middle

provinces, and preparing for a general advance

into the west. Sabana, within ten miles of

the extreme eastern point of the island, was

reduced to ashes by the Cubans, and then its

fort was destroyed by its own garrison and a

mite with deadly effect. One of the passes

was seized by a detachment of Spaniards under

the guerilla Garrido, and as Canellas ascended

the other his troops were exposed to a galling

fire from the Cubans on the heights. The
Spaniards pressed on up the road, and, having

succeeded in bringing a field-gun into action,

penetrated to the camp, from which the rebels

had vanished. Canellas, knowing that Maceo

had not only the men who had defended

the position, but as many more fresh troops

in reserve, hastily demolished the palm-leaf

huts of the insurgents and withdrew under

cover of night. During his retreat a detach-

ment of Cuban cavalry, having made a long

detour to reach the rear-guard, suddenly set

upon the Spaniards in a machete charge.

Maceo lost in this battle 36 killed and 80

wounded. The Spanish loss was 24 killed

and 68 wounded.
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'' To His Excellency tJie General Martinet

Campos :

" Dear Sir,—Anxious to give careful and

efficient attendance to the wounded Spanish

soldiers whom your troops left behind them

on the field of battle, I have ordered that they

be lodged in the houses of the Cuban families

that live nearest to the battle-grounds until

you senci for them. With my assurance that

the forces you may send to escort them back

will not meet any hostile demonstrations from

my soldiers, I have the honor to be, sir,

" Yours respectfully,

" Antonio Maceo."

Two days after this battle the victorious

Cubans got together in the Yara valley and

proclaimed a declaration of independence

;

and some days later the insurgent forces of

both provinces—Santiago and Puerto Principe,

or Camaguey- named the following officers, to

relief force from Baracoa. Baire, an unim-

portant little fortified town east of Bayamo,

was taken time and again by Jesus Rabi, and

its garrison stripped of their arms and paroled.

Jesus Rabi attacked a convoy of fifteen hun-

dred men under General Linares, taking from

them a large part of their stores and inflicting

a loss of twenty-nine killed and sixty wounded.

On the 31st of August Colonel Canellas, who

had succeeded General Bazan, marched out of

Guantanamo with thirteen hundred Spanish

troops to attack the camp of Jose Maceo at

La Gran Piedra. The Gran Piedra, some dis-

tance east of Santiago, is an immense block

of conglomerate, resting on the top of a trun-

cated pyramidal peak some thirty-three hun-

dred feet above the level of the sea, and

surrounded with a bewildering maze of moun-

tains. Maceo had planted mines under all the

roads leading to his camp, and as the enemy

approached his position he exploded his dyna-
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Salcedo, Lachambre, and Gasco were super-

seded in August by Generals Moreno, Mufioz,

and Linares respectively ; thirty thousand fresh

troops were called for from Spain ; and the

Volunteers were ordered to transfer one hun-

dred men from each company to the regular

army. About thirteen hundred members of

the Volunteers were brought into the field

under promise that only garrison duty should

be required of them. After the arrival of the

August reinforcements, the strength of the

Spaniards in active service in Cuba was re-

ported as follows : Infantry of the line, 59,700;

regular cavalry, 3900 ; artillery, 2200; engi-

neers, 1400; marine infantry, 2700; mounted

guerillas, iioo; civil guards, 4400; police,

1000; Volunteers, 3600; less 7000 killed,

3500 who had deserted to the Cuban ranks,

and 8000 who had died of diseases ; leaving

a total of 61,500. About one-half of these

troops were garrisoning the cities, coast towns,
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and strategic outposts, leaving nearly 40,000

available for field service. The summer rein-

forcements were not young and raw recruits,

but consisted of 29,055 fairly well-drilled sol-

diers of the Spanish army. The Spaniards

were armed with Mauser magazine rifles and

Remington repeating rifles of the latest models.

The Cubans in the field numbered about thirty

thousand men, indifferently equipped with rifles

of various makes and ages, revolvers, shot-guns,

and machetes. Two lines of war vessels were

being formed about the island, and the smug-

gling of arms into Cuba was becoming more

and more difficult, Spain had raised, for the

prosecution of the war, 48,000,000 pesos by the

sale of 120,000,000 pesos of the Cuban bonds

of 1890 at 40 per cent, of their face value;

about one-half of the funds thus derived had

been expended before the end of August, 1895.

Marti, upon his landing in Cuba, had issued

a call for a constitutional convention ; and the

advance of Gomez into the Camaguey country

Minister Plenipotentiary and Diplomatic Agent

abroad. Joaquin del Castillo, of Santiago, was

elected Assistant Secretary of the Treasury;

and afterwards he and Bartolome Maso were

sent as special envoys to the United States.

Other departmental officers were chosen by

the convention, and a number of major-gen-

erals were designated. At the end of the con-

stitutional two years' term of office, Bartolome

Maso became President, Domingo M. Capote,

Vice-President, and Jose B. Aleman, Secretary

of War. The grade of Lieutenant -General,

after the death of Maceo, was conferred upon

Calixto Garcia. The brain and will of the

rebellion to the end was General Gomez.

Cubitas, in the Sierra de Cubitas, north of

Puerto Principe, was chosen as the capital of

the Republic. Campos endeavored to prevent

the establishment of a seat of government;

and it was not until some weeks after the

constitutional convention, when the westward

march of Gomez and Maceo was occupying

*' The traveller must be possessed of great

physical strength," proceeds this patriotic and

romantic writer, " to be able to advance, alter-

nately on horseback and afoot, along these

narrow defiles and pathways, sometimes on

the very verge of the abyss. At times it is

necessary to climb rocky steeps, then to walk

along leaf- buried ledges through woods into

which no ray of the sun has ever shone.

These difficulties overcome, the plain is

reached, its area some nine hundred acres.

Here fresh and healthful breezes bring new

vigor to the lungs, and beautiful landscapes

greet the eye. F'ar to the northeast, the

vault of the sky descends to the distant sea-

line ; southward loom the towers of the old

city of Puerto Principe ; and below, occupying

a wide space, are rocky circles of mountains

topped with trees and peaks that stand as

guards over the offices of the Cuban govern-

ment.
'' P'rom this elevated plain the path leads

VIEW OF THE TROCHA SOUTH FROM ARTEMISA

had now made it practicable to bring together

delegates from nearly all parts of the island.

Twenty representatives from the provinces of

Havana, Matanzas, Santa Clara, Puerto Prin-

cipe, and Santiago, and twenty from the several

divisions of the Cuban army, met near Guai-

maro, September 13, 1895, to adopt a constitu-

tion and elect officers. The venerable Salvador

Cisneros Betancourt, Marquis of Santa Lucia,

who had been President under the former revo-

lutionary government, presided. Gomez and

Maso refused to be named as candidates for the

chief executive office ; and on September i8th

the following officers were elected : President

of the Republic, Salvador Cisneros Betan-

court, of Puerto Principe ;
Vice-President, Bar-

tolome Maso, of Manzanillo; Secretary of

State, Rafael Portuondo, of Santiago de Cuba
;

Secretary of War, Carlos Roloff, of Santa

Clara; Secretary of the Treasury, Severo Pina,

of Sancti Spiritus ; 'General-in-Chief, Maximo

Gomez y Baez ;
Lieutenant-General, Antonio

Maceo. Tomas Estrada Palma was appointed

the Spaniards in Santa Clara province and on

the borders of Matanzas, that Cisneros, with

his cabinet and a force of Cubans eight hun-

dred strong, advanced into the Cubitas district

of northeastern Camaguey and took possession

of his mountain stronghold. " Access to the

impregnable mountains of Cubitas," said a

Cuban correspondent a few months later, " is

impossible to one who is not in touch with

the inhabitants of this rocky region, faithful

and brave guardians of the citadel given by

nature to the liberating army. The first

obstacle placed by Nature herself around the

mountains where Cuba's government is castled

is the Maximo; there is no bridge, and the

traveller's horse must swim the river. The

ground on the farther side is a rocky labyrinth

of narrow, curved, half-hidden paths, of wdiich

none but an expert guide would be able to

select the right one to proceed amid the

hills which concentrically rise and gradually

become steeper, thus rendering the march

painful and at times almost impossible.
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onward through an intricate thicket to another

plain, somewhat lower. The higher level is

used as a watch-tower ; and upon the lower

level stands the Presidential residence and a

primitive city. The materials used have been

furnished, almost exclusively, by the palm-

tree ; from which at least one hundred boJiios

have been made to shelter the President, his

secretaries, the garrison, and many liberty-

loving families who have taken refuge in

Cubitas from the cities under Spanish domin-

ion. The central bohios, by far the larger and

more showy, are occupied as offices.

" The garrison consists generally of about

eleven hundred men fairly well armed. No
attack is to be feared from the Spaniards, and

but few of the men are kept on duty as sen-

tries in the entrances and paths of the laby-

rinth. The rest labor in the fields, attend the

cattle, work in the factories, and drill and pre-

pare for military service the new recruits, of

whom there is always a large number waiting

to be provided with arms."
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THE FLAG OF CUBA — INSURGFN'r CAVALRY FORMED FOR A CHARGE

Drawn 1!y FREnERic Remington after a Photograph p.y an Insurgent Officer

THE THREE YEARS' WAR

TFIE latter part of the Campos adminis-

tration, the short rule of Marin, the

Weyler regime throughout, and the gov-

ernor-generalship of Blanco up to the period of

intervention by the United States were con-

spicuous failures. It began to be evident,

from the day when it was seen that Gomez
could write a bando with a torch and enforce

it in all the six provinces, that the removal of

the Spanish flag from the island was a matter

of the very near future. When the Cuban

commander-in-chief had perfected his plans

ADMINISTRATIVE FAILURES

for the crippling of Spain's resources, Maceo

vanished from the Orient and the western

movement began that was to put the Governor-

General on the defensive and drive him into

Havana. Campos was rudely awakened to

the fact that instead of ten thousand men

concentrated in the unimportant town of

Bayamo, he needed thirty thousand in the

province of Santa Clara. The Cuban order

prohibiting the cultivation, cutting, or grind-

ing of sugar-cane except by permission of the

insurgents had been regarded as a humorous
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document; but now it was seen that the first

duty of the Governor-General was to prevent

the destruction of the crops that made Cuba

valuable as a Spanish colony. Gomez pushed

on to form a junction with the forces in Re-

medios, Cienfuegos, and Santa Clara, followed

by Antonio Maceo with supplies of ammuni-

tion and six thousand horse and foot, and by

Jose Maceo with another force ; and Campos,

abandoning all serious effort to protect the

provinces of Santiago and Puerto Principe,

hastened to place his guards in the sugar
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plantations of Matanzas and to lay his plans

to prevent the impending invasion of the west.

On the 1st of October a Cuban circular was

issued in the province of Santa Clara warning

the public against travelling by railroad, as it

had been discovered that cars used for military

purposes were being interspersed with passen-

ger-cars. The circular declared the intention

of the insurgents to destroy with dynamite

in their own favor. Antonio Maceo, with a

force eight thousand strong, entered the Cinco

Villas country on the I2th of November; and

meanwhile Gomez, with five thousand Cama-

gucyans and the troops of Roloff, Sanchez,

Suarez,Collazo,and Ccspedes, had begun active

operations in the Sagua district, and constant

skirmishing was going on in the Remedios and

Cienfuciros districts. Gomez recruited another

having crossed the old trocha, defeated General

Navarro in an engagement which lasted seven-

teen hours. The new trocha was crossed with-

out difificulty ; the insurgents, continuing to

advance in small columns, lield the Spaniards

in check by their feigned attacks, while the

main body snpi)ed along westward with its

pack- mules and iinpcdiinoita. The facility

with which a Cuban army could disappear
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the military trains of the Spaniards, and

threatened with death all workmen found

reconstructing bridges or repairing telegraph

lines. As Maceo entered Camaguey, Gomez

transferred the centre of his own operations

to the vicinity of Sancti Spiritus. The old

trocha that had been built by Campos during

the Ten Years' War lay in the way of the

rebel armies; and Gomez and the Maccos. as

they approached this line of defence with their

several forces, would simulate an attack with a

small detachment. Thereupon the Spaniards

would concentrate to the defence of the threat-

ened point ; and the insurgent leader, with his

main body, would cross an unprotected part of

the trocha without the loss of a man or a single

cartridge. The Cubans, knowing every foot

of the territory, could easily avoid a regular

engagement ; and as the scene of operations

moved westward they constantly harassed

their enemy, hovering on his flanks, cutting

off his detachments, and offering and accept-

ing battle only when the advantage was clearly

force of three thousand men in Camaguey, and

Jose Maceo detached an equal number from

the eastern army, and then followed in person

at the head of a larger force, sweeping his way

by the use of a number of mountain guns.

Campos, having failed thus far to protect

the great sugar plantations, built another

trocha. running through Las Cruces and Las

Lajas and skirting the Zapata salt-marsh west

of Cienfuegos. At the same time another

army of about thirty thousand men arrived

from Spain under command of Generals Pando

and Marin. The Spaniards were concentrated

in western Santa Clara, and an effort was made

to surround the rebels and compel them to

accept battle. Gomez easily avoided a gen-

eral engagement, and persistently clung to

his successful guerilla tactics. At Taguasco,

however, near the city of Santa Clara, a battle

was fought on the 19th and 20th of November,

in which the old chieftain w^on a signal victory

over the Spaniards under General Suarez Val-

dez ; and a few days earlier Antonio Maceo,
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from before tlie Spaniards, and reappear a

few hours later in their rear, completely frus-

trated the Governor -(jcneral's plan of cam-

paign, which comprehended the division of the

island into zones, in which his flying columns

should drive the insurgents from point to

point, a simultaneous attack in several places,

and an ultimate forward movement in one

general line that should extend across the

island and sweep all before it into the moun-

tains of the Orient.

The second trocha having proved ineffectual,

a third was constructed, crossing the island

from Matanzas to the Bay of La Broa. At

the same time hundreds of freight-cars, plated

with boiler-iron and loop-holed for rifles, were

placed on the railroad between Havana and

Batabano, and were filled with soldiers and

kept running day and night. A few miles east

of Matanzas, in the district of Guamacaro, is

the town of Coliseo ; and here, on the 23d of

December, Campos made a determined effort

to crush the insurgents. He succeeded in
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checking the advance of Gomez, and ha\nng

poured a deadly fire into the rebel ranks, he

gave the order to charge. His bugler fell dead,

and in the critical moment of delay the bugles

of Gomez sounded the charge and the Spanish

line was broken and hurled backward. Campos

rallied his troops and attempted to flank the

Cubans: but while his soldiers were crossing

the cane-fields it occurred to Maceo to apply

the torch on either side of them. x\t sight of

the flame and smoke advancing upon them, the

Spaniards fell back utterly demoralized. The

Cuban advance columns, under Lacret and

Serafin Sanchez, hurried on into the province

of Havana and attacked the Spanish outposts

at Guines. The bulletins had stated that

Campos had driven the rebels eastward into

Santa Clara province, and the unexpected

appearance of the insurgent forces within a

few miles of the capital created a panic.

Gomez, Maceo, and Quintin Handera were

coming on with three columns, and as they

pushed forward the smoke and lurid fires of

government. " Popular opinion," said he,

" believes that a mild policy should not be

continued with the enemy; I believe that it

should be ; it is a question of conscience."

By New-year's Day, 1896, the insurgent forces

were firmly established in the province of

Havana, The territory was parcelled out to

bushwhacking bands, and each leader was un-

der orders to worry the troops in the towns

—which are not more than a league apart

—

and to " hold his ground." Maceo was con-

stantly fighting the Spaniards, while Gomez
gave himself to the personal supervision of

the destruction of railroads, the cutting off of

telegraphic and telephonic communication,

and the demolition of the large stone houses

of the wealthy Spaniards which might be used

as forts. The rebel army was reinforced by

large accessions of Cuban youths; Gomez had

captured a few cannon, and he and Maceo

were well supplied with dynamite. On the

5th of January a fierce onslaught was made

by Gomez on the centre of the Spanish

General Gomez," says Seftor Palma in a letter

to the Secretary of State of the United States,

" when he planned his winter campaign, to

march on and lay siege to the capital, his only

object being to prevent the grinding and

export of the sugar crop and the consequent

flow of treasure into the Spanish coffers, and

to demonstrate to the world that he could

control the provinces and enforce his orders."

About this time Gomez wrote to Palma: "I

know that unfavorable comment has been

made on some of the methods we have been

forced to employ in this revolution, but it will

not do to listen to the complaints of the super-

ficial and irresponsible. No sugar crop must

be made this winter under any circumstances

or for any amount of money. It is the source

from which the enemy still hopes and dreams

of obtaining its revenue. To prevent that end,

for the good of our country, has been and shall

be our prognmime."

So grave had become the situation that

martial law was proclaimed in the provinces of
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the burning plantations could be seen in the

Prado itself. On Christmas Day, ten months
and one day from the insignificant riot at

Ybarra, Campos, a vancjuished but honorable

soldier, entered Piavana in disgrace. He had

relieved Salcedo and Bazan on account of their

barbarity and for criticising the mildness of his

own policy, but now he was to face the mutiny
of the Volunteers and the hostility of the home

line of intrenchments, and the insurgent col-

umns broke through and marched on into

Pinar del Rio, where rebellion had never

before been successful, and where Topez and

Crittenden had been lured to their death.

The island, from one extremity to the other,

was now in the hands of the Cubans, except

where Spanish garrisons were cooped up in the

fortified cities. " It was not the intention of
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Havana and Pinar del Rio; so that the entire

island, from Cape Maisi to Cape San Antonio,

was now declared to be in a state of siege.

The censorship of the press was made more

rigid than ever, and an order was issued for

the delivery of all horses in the island to the

Spanish Government, to be paid for in certifi-

cates. While the terrified Spaniards were

hastily strengthening the land approaches to
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their colonial capital, the military experts of

all nations were guessing at the riddle of the

wonderful tactics of "the old man," and sen-

sationalism was finding its greatest sensation

in the truth itself. " A Cuban command,"

explained Palma, " when dispersed, is readily

reorganized, as each man is his own guide.

This is one of the most valuable of Cuban

movements—to disperse as if routed, to rally

at a previously agreed point, and then to fall

upon and surprise the seemingly victorious

enemy. The Cuban, used to the country and

the climate, marches and rides much faster

than the Spaniard. He can live and thrive,

and does so in necessity, on food that is death

to the Spanish soldier. Moreover, in a friendly

country the movements of the enemy are read-

armed coast-guard vessel was captured by

them." Supplies were received at convenient

points along the coast and transferred to the

interior. Francisco Carrillo and Jose M.

Aguirre landed on the eastern end of the

island with a considerable supply of muni-

tions, including some artillery, and succeeded

in marching through the provinces of Santiago

and Puerto Principe into that of Santa Clara,

capturing several forts on the way. General

Carrillo took command in the Remedios dis-

trict, where his personal popularity caused

thousands to join him. General Aguirre re-

ported to the commander-in-chief, and assisted

in the operations of Matanzas.

When it was known that I^inar del Rio was

invaded, and that now all hope of effectually

the town of Cabanas until shelled out by a

Spatiish gun-boat. Gomez and Guerra, mean-

time, closely followed by the columns of several

Spanish generals, were destroying towns and

derailing trains in the province of Havana.

The village of Managuas, only a few miles

from the city, was set on fire, and the fright-

ened inhabitants of the capital could hear the

booming of the artillery of the Spanish relief

columns. Besides, it was understood that

Jose Maceo and Jesus Rabi were hurrying on

from the Orient, and had already reached the

borders of Matanzas ; and it was feared that a

union of all the rebel forces would be quickly

followed by the fall of Havana. The Con-

servatives called a meeting of business men

and political leaders, and Campos was asked to
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ily ascertained by the Cuban general, who can

thus select his own position or evade the

engagement, while the Spanish are never so

well informed and are at the mercy of their

guides."

The Cuban forces of the army-corps to the

eastward had meanwhile succeeded in carrying

out the orders concerning sugar-cane and pre-

venting the establishment of Spanish lines of

communication. As artillery had now been

introduced into the Cuban army, forts were

more easily taken. Communication was kept

up between the interior and the coast, and

now and then the insurgents would venture

to engage some vessel of the Spanish nav}^

"In one case," writes Seftor Palma, "a small

protecting the great tobacco- fields must be

given up, Campos hastened to strengthen his

new strategic line across the island, intending

now to pen up the rebels in the west ; where-

upon Gomez, leaving Maceo in Pinar del Rio,

recrossed the " dead-line," turned the Spanish

position in a severe encounter near Batabano

on the 1 2th of January, and passed eastward

along the southern coast of the province of

Havana. Maceo, pursued by five Spanish

columns, ov^erran the western province, march-

ing and countermarching where he would and

burning the crops of planters who disobeyed

the orders of the general-in-chief. His raiders

burned the towns of Cayajabos and Quiebra

Hacha, near the northern coast, and even held
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adopt the historical policy of the Volunteers,

He refused, and a change of administration

was demanded. The Madrid Government

yielded, and Campos transferred his authority

to General Marin and sailed for Spain January

17, 1896.

Lieutcnant-General Sabis Marin made his

brief campaign as aggressive as possible. All

the available troops had been drawn from the

eastern provinces, and an army of fifty thousand

men had been massed in the narrowest part of

the island in the hope of shutting up the rebels,

who had accomplished their boast that they

would invade the western provinces and "stop

the grinding out of the enemy's revenue."

Gomez had many a narrow escape from death

;
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once by shooting down the Spaniards who
surrounded his horse ; and repeatedly liis van-

guard and rear-guard were both sharply engaged

at once. I le managed, however, to avoid every

trap that \\as laid, and to compel the planters

to stop grinding. When about one-third of the

cane in the fields had been destroyed, and his

authorit}' was recognized and respected, he

issued the order, already quoted, confining the

moved eastward. Marin concentrated his

forces to prevent a junction of Gomez and

Maceo, and this gave the latter an opportunity

to push on over the trocha for ammunition.

The rebels in the eastern piovinces, by order

of their general-in-chief, had remained on the

defensive during the western invasion, saving

their ammunition for emergencies.

According to official figures Spain sent to

Weyler, commonly known as " Weyler the

Butcher," and more elaborately entitled Gov-

ernor and Captain-General Valerian o Weyler

y Nicolau, Marquis of Teneriffe, landed at

Havana February lo, 1896. " Campos," says

the Westminster Review, '* having failed to

satisfy the bloodthirsty cravings of his country-

men, was recalled, and returned to Spain to

face unpopularity and the general abuse which

GENERAL SIJAREZ INCI.AN'S COEUMN ATTACKING THE TVSURGENTS—GA'I'ET vr,-GUNS WORKED P.Y AMERICANS DEFENDING I HE
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destruction to mills and machinery on planta-

tions whose owners resumed operations with-

out permission. Maceo, in Pinar del Rio,

was even more hotly pursued. Marin further

strengthened the "strategic line" and took

the field in person, but was unable to draw

Maceo into a battle. On the 30th of January

a Spanish force of four hundred came out from

Guanajay to head off the dashing rebel leader

near Artemisa. They were thrown into con-

fusion by a sudden fire from behind a stone

wall, after which Maceo charged upon them
with one thousand cavalry, killing about two

hundred with the maclvte. Fighting was

everywhere. Sometimes the Spaniards would

blunder into one another, and while they were

firing in utter confusion the rebels would come
upon them from an adjacent thicket. Guane,

Mantua, the city of Pinar del Rio, San Cristo-

bel, Candelaria, and many other towns were

attacked
; and one engagement, at Paso Real,

was spoken of by Spaniards and Cubans as a

pitched battle. While Diaz and Jil engaged

the troops near Artemisa, Maceo and six

hundred men went to the southern coast and

Cuba, during this first year of the war, includ-

ing 22,432 recruits who came with the new

Captain-General, a total of 121,236 regulars.

There were already in the island at the out-

break of the rebellion, 19,378 men, besides

50,000 members of the Volunteers and a large

naval coast-guard. Only 286 were reported as

killed in action and 119 as dead from wounds.

The yellow-fever was reported to have killed

3190, and other diseases 282. The number

admitted to hospital was 7708. It was gener-

ally believed that the mortality had been far

greater, and that the names of many dead men

were still upon the pay-rolls. A correspondent

of the Paris Temps estimated the number of

Cubans in the field in December, 1895, at

30,750. A despatch read in the United States

Senate March 23, 1896, gave a total of 42,800

men in the patriot army. A letter of lion.T.

Estrada Palma to the Secretary of State of the

United States, written before the establishment

of Cuban rule in the west, says :
" Of the fifty

thousand men that there are in the field, more

than half are fully armed and equipped, the rest

carrying miscellaneous weapons or side-arms."
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was heaped upon him. His successor. Gen-

eral Weyler, interpreted far better the popular

longing for an energetic polic}/—which meant

nothing less than a savage scourging of a peo-

ple who had dared to raise their voices against

the violence of masters inherently sanguiucuy."

When the Committee on Foreign Relations of

the Senate of the United States was trying to

find out the true condition of affairs in Cuba,

Senator Davis asked the following questions

of the author of The Real Condition of Cuba

To-day, and received the subjoined answers,

showing that in Weyler the Peninsulars had

the man of their choice:

Question "What justification do they give

for shooting women and children?" Anszver.

" The women might breed and the children

may grow up."

Question. '* Do they talk that way—say the

women might breed and the children grow up?"

Answer. " Yes, sir; they are not averse, as you

might imagine, to going on and describing

fully what they mean and what they desire,

and General Weyler is not unpopular among
what you might call the most powerful section
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of the Spaniards in the Island of Cuba. On
the contrary, he is quite popular. He is just

the man they want. They believe, with him

in command, this policy of extermination will

be carried out to its logical conclusion. I

remember, in Santa Clara, in the Club of

Merchants in the town of Santa Clara—it was

at the time when it was proposed that General

Martinez Campos should come to Cuba—they
said to me, these men of influence, unani-

mously, that ' if Martinez Campos comes to

the Island of Cuba and makes any proposition

of compromise as he had before we will shoot

him in the streets of Havana. We do not

want General Weylcr removed, because he is

our man. He is bloodthirsty, and he is the

man we want.' " And Senor Canovas del Cas-

tillo said: "The government of His Majesty

approves every act of General Weyler's policy

in Cuba, and accepts the fullest responsibility

for him and for his acts."

This sombre incarnation of his country's

colonial policy, as he stepped ashore amid the

blare of trumpets, and lifting his gloved hand,

announced to the Volunteers that the Cubans

would find that hand a hand of steel, was

described by American newspaper correspond-

•ents as an apparition in black :
" Black eyes,

black hair, black beard, dark, exceedingly dark

complexion, a plain black attire, black shoes,

black tie, a very dirty shirt and soiled standing

collar, with no jewelry, and not a relief from

the aspect of darkness anywhere on his person"

—such was the outward appearance of the little

man who, says Elbert Rapplcye, " his eyes far

apart, bright, alert, and striking, took me in at

a glance. His face seemed to run to chin, his

lower jaw protruding far beyond any ordinary

indication of firmness, persistence, or will-

power. His nose is aquiline, bloodless, and

obtrusive. Inferior physically, unsoldierly in

bearing, exhibiting no trace of refined sensi-

bilities, nor pleasure in the gentle associations

that others live for, he is, nevertheless, the

embodiment of mental acuteness, crafty, un-

scrupulous, fearless, and of indomitable perse-

verance." Weyler had already won a reputa-

tion for cruelty as a henchman of the infamous

Valmaseda, with whose military career he

had been identified during the disturbances

in Spain, in the African war against the

Moors, and in the Ten Years' War in Cuba.

His first act now, as Governor and Captain-

General of Cuba, was to begin the issuing

of those savage " Reconcentrado " orders

which, with the barbarous treatment of

American citizens in Spanish prisons, were

THE BATTLE OF LAJAS.—ANTONIO MACEO'S FORCES SUSTAINING AN ATTACK OF THE SPANISH COLUMN COMMANDED BY
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the principal cause of American interposition

in the war :

"All inhabitants of the district of Sancti

Spiritus and the provinces of Puerto Principe

and Santiago de Cuba will hav^e to concentrate

in places which are the headquarters of a di-

vision, a brigade, a column, or a troop, and will

have to be provided with documentary proof

of identity, within eight days of the publication

of this proclamation in the municipalities."

The tinal development of this order was as

follows :
" All inhabitants of the country dis-

tricts, or tiiose who reside outside the lines of

fortifications of the towns, shall, within a delay

of eight days, enter the towns which are occu-

pied by the troops. Any individual found

outside the lines in the country at the expira-

tion of this period shall be considered a rebel

and shall be dealt with as such" — that is,

shot.

The first of these inhuman orders—the result

all the Spanish lines and marched eastward.

Weyler, meantime, was doins: little but killinp-

non-combatants
; but when Gomez and Maceo

had carried their zigzag movement eastward

into Matanzas, he sent some troops westward
into Pinar del Rio and issued a bulletin saying

that Pinar del Rio was now "pacified." The
ink was not yet dry on this proclamation

when, on the 13th of March, Maceo and his

caballeros, by order of Gomez, dashed into

Batabano, burned the port, pushed on into the
" pacified " province, took up their headquar-

ters in the mountains of the west, and bade
defiance to Weyler and his troops.

Meanwhile Gomez, returning with Maceo
from the invasion of the central sugar district,

stopped in the heart of Matanzas. Weyler
had promised to clear all the western part of

the island of insurgents in time for the grinding

of the sugar crop, but the return of the rebel

leaders quickly convinced the planters that

iards who came out against him under General
Jimenez Castillanos. P'or refusing to risk battle

with Gomez a number of Spanish generals were
relieved of their commands and sent back to

Spain
; but Weyler himself sat all summer in

his palace ordering the killing of pacificos.

Small columns of armed Spaniards marched
from town to town, killing women, children,

old men, and in many cases peaceful aliens,

including several citizens of the United States.

They sought out rebel hospitals, where ^they

killed the wounded on the spot, one detach-

ment even venturing into a hospital established

by the rebels in the Zapata marshes.

In the east the Cuban forces were every-

where victorious, but in the spirited engage-

ments that occurred a number of insurgent

leaders were killed. Jose Maceo lost his life

in a sharp action in which his men held their

own against a superior force at Loma del

Gato, in the province of Santiago, on the 5th
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of which was without a parallel in the military

history of nations—was issued on the i6th of

February. Within two days of the publica-

tion of the i)roclamation Antonio Maceo and
a band of men of the district of Sancti Spiritus

and the provinces of Puerto Principe and San-

tiago de Cuba, therein sj)ccified, to show their

contempt for the new Captain - General and
to deprive him of the unique prestige of his

name, swooped down upon the city of Jaruco,

in the province in which Weyler had just taken
up his residence. They captured the forts,

with eighty guns, and burned the place, and
before the arrival of reinforcements by train

they were off and had effected a union with
the forces of Gomez. Jaruco was burned on
the 1 8th of February; the next day Gomez
and Maceo defeated the Spaniards near the
sugar plantation of Moralito. Then, having
driven the troops out of Cataline de Guines
and other places near the capital, they passed

effectual protection of property was not to be

sought from the gubernatorial palace. Weyler

did not take the field until the following

November, assigning various reasons for his

delay. But as Gomez and Maceo, with ever-

increasing forces, were in the field despite the

rainy season and all other hindrances, some-

thing must be done, and he set himself to

building a trocha. This new defensive line

extended across a very narrow part of the

island, from Mariel, twenty-five miles west of

Havana, southward to the swamp -land of

Majana, a distance of about twenty miles.

It took two months to construct this trocha,

and fifteen thousand soldiers were required to

guard it. During the summer of 1896 Weyler

held the trocha and Maceo held the province.

Gomez, having retired to Camaguey, besieged

the city of Puerto Principe, and with five hun-

dred Cubans inflicted a loss of more than two

hundred upon a force of two thousand Span-
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of July. General Cah'xto Garcia, who, as well as

his general-in-chief, was said to be "penned up"

in the east by the reconstruction of the old

Jucaro - Moron trocha, was gaining victories

almost daily. His first exploit was the defeat

of a Spanish force on the Cauto ; then he

captured a convoy with stores and ammunition

on the same river; then he defeated Gasco

near Venta de Casanova ; and later he was

victorious in an engagement near Bayamo.

On the 23d of July his camp was surprised by

a column from Santiago, with the intention of

capturing Garcia himself ; but the Cubans were

enabled to reach a more advantageous position,

and their sharp-shooters kept the enemy in

check until Garcia could intrench himself on a

hill where the Spanish artillery could not reach

him. The Spaniards attempted to carry the

hill by assault, and having been driven back

they renewed the effort on the following

morning. They then feigned a retreat, hoping
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to draw the Cubans into an ambush prepared

by reinforcements from Guantanamo ; but as

the insurgents were informed of this movement

by a column which had harassed the Spaniards

all the way from Guantanamo, the ruse failed,

and on the 26th the united forces advanced

anew. The Spaniards were again driven off,

and finally withdrew to Songo. A third column

of troops, advancing through the Yara country,

was then met by the victorious rebels and driven

back to Manzanillo. On the 28th of October

Garcia besieged Guaimaro and forced the garri-

son to surrender. Gomez seemed to be every-

where, recruiting for the different divisions of

his army and seeing to the enforcement of the

orders of the Republic. He sent word to the

Spanish authorities that if the killing of paci-

ficos and prisoners was not stopped, retaliation

would ensue ; and in some instances the threat

was carried out. It soon became evident, how-

ever, that with Weyler it was a war of exter-

mination ; whereas the Cubans fought not to

kill, but to achieve their independence.

Maceo, while overrunning Pinar del Rio,

Mariel trocha, but he found no difficulty in

crossing when he desired to go east, though,

unfortunately for the Cuban cause, it resulted

in his death afterwards."

The Captain-General had shown no inclina-

tion to take the field in person, and the dis-

content of his constituents was manifest.

The financial houses of Europe had declined

to place another loan, and the last 50,000,000

dollars had been a contribution of the people

of Spain. The Spanish women, whose boys

were in the army under Weyler, were making

riotous demonstrations, and his countrymen

at home and in the island were demanding

speedy and decisive results from their sacrifices.

Even the Volunteers, who had refused to go to

the field when ordered to reinforce the trocha,

were saying that the Captain-General ought to

go to war. Then occurred the campaign in

which Weyler was compared to the man who

marched up the hill and then marched down

again. His objective being Maceo's |)osition

in the Rubi hills, he took the field to direct

operations with six generals and thirty- six

soldiers to fatigue and disease without further

result than the loss of a great many men and

officers, he pronounced the province "pacified."

If Antonio Maceo, as a general, had a weak-

ness, it was perhaps to be found in that exalted

abandon of bravery referred to by Marti and

Gomez, in their initial proclamation, as " the

joy of a rash heroism." Yet Marti himself had

in his own make-up a dash of this very "joy,"

which indeed appears to have been almost a

necessary characteristic of Cuban leadership.

It may be questioned whether any man who

fought on Cuban soil was as completely master

of himself and his situation as " the old man;"

yet Gomez ran many a risk of death that he

might have avoided. The insurgent plan of

campaign seems to have required that \Ve\^ler

should be encouraged to keep up his farce of

the trocha, where by this time the greater [)art

of his troops had been massed and were harm-

less. To cross that boasted trocha, however,

was a temptation the great Cuban warrior

could not resist. While the reading world

was laughing at the Weyler campaign and the
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was able also, during the summer, to send

detachments into Havana province, and to

receive ammunition and supplies from filibus-

tering expeditions and reinforcements from

Gomez and Garcia. On the 15th of July his

position was assaulted by General Suarez

Inclan, who, however, was caught in a disad-

vantageous position and badly beaten. On

the 17th of August an insurgent force attacked

the Spaniards at Las Lajas, only about twenty

miles from the capital, charging through their

line and taking position on a hill from which

the enemy could not dislodge them. Then

they derailed a train between Havana and

Pinar del Rio. Quintin Bandera crossed the

trocha, raided the city of Batabano,and marched

eastward to meet reinforcements then on the

way to join Maceo. Work had been going on

all summer on the trocha, and the line was

thought to be invulnerable, but the rebels

continued to cross it and to pass it to the

north by water and to the south by the swamp.

"Maceo," said Consul - General Lee, "was

supposed to have been shut off in the western

end of the province by what is known as the

thousand men. h'rom different directions

they closed in simultaneously on the nth of

November. Weyler, with the main body, was

unable to enter the hills ; and it fell to General

Munoz, after being held in check for a whole

day, to get in and find that Maceo had quietly

gone to Valparaiso and thence to the Roble

hills. The troops of Munoz, in reaching the

abandoned position, had been decimated by a

withering fire from the rocky heights, and in

the deserted camp hundreds more were killed

by the explosion of a rebel mine. On the fol-

lowing day General Echague attacked Maceo,

and was repelled with heavy losses in an action

in which the insurgents used an American

dynamite gun with effect. Munoz marched

on after Maceo, who evaded battle and struck

into the Tapia hills, where six months pre-

viously he had defeated General Inclan in sev-

eral engagements, and where further pursuit

would now be futile. Weyler, harassed con-

tinually by the Cuban sharp-shooters, took the

main body of his troops around to Soroa, the

starting-point of one of the Spanish columns

;

and having, in this expedition, subjected his
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ludicrous Weyler bulletins, while the people of

Havana were beginning to whisper that they

did ikH believe Weyler was doing any fighting

at all and were overcome with dread on account

of the bold raids of insurgent bands in their

vicinity, and while Gomez was enforcing order

throughout the island in a steady westward

march, Maceo sent his couriers across the

trocha t(^ the provinces of Matanzas and

Havana to pre[)are a concentration at Punta

Brava, close to the capital. As the bands

gathered at the camping-ground near Punta

Brava they were attacked by the Spaniards,

who supposed that Maceo himself v/as still in

the far western hills. But the daring chieftain,

leaving Ruiz Rivera to look after Pinar del Rio,

had crossed the Bay of Mariel in a boat and

was already hurrying to the fight. Galloping

on with his staff, as he neared the scene of

action he noticed that his men were attempt-

ing to surround the Spaniards. " It goes well,"

he said, and at that instant he fell, mortally

wounded. Doctor Zertucha, Maceo's surgeon-

general, who surrendered and was treated with

marked favor and sent to Spain, was believed
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by the Cubans to have betrayed their chief for

money and to have led him into the ambush.

As the Spaniards were strippin^^ the dead,

Pedro Diaz came up with his Cubans and res-

cued Maceo's body. Mis i^^arments, however,

being dehvered to Major -Cirujeda, disclosed

the identity of their owner. Thus perisiied, on

the 7th of December, 1896, "the most daring

warrior of the Cuban conllict."

" It is the renewal of the Inquisition in

Cuba," said Mr. Gossip, in his Mournful Case

of Cuba, publislied in England, "that has pro-

duced so many heroines and a martyr-patriot-

hero like Antonio Maceo—the most prominent

fi<nn-e in the Ten Years' War as in the actual

revolution — who resembled the Laced<x^mo-

nians in being born not for himself but for his

country. He had six brothers and four half-

brothers. Of his brothers, Rafael, wounded

several times, died in exile. Miguel and Julio

were both killed in battle. Thomas lives, suf-

fering from old wounds, and Marcos has been

prominent in the Cuban cause. Jose, who

was killed some time ago, was the last of the

brothers able to share with the late lamented

Antonio the hardships and perils of a cam-

paign. Of his half-brothers, Justo was killed ;

Felipe permanently disabled by wounds ;

Manuel and hY'rmin fought all through the

war without serious hurt. General Antonio

Maceo's father w^ls killed in the former war,

fighting under his son's orders. ' Dulce et

decorum est pro patria mori.' Since then,

Antonio Maria Maceo, a nephew of the late

General Antonio Maceo, who until recently

had been serving on board the United States

cruiser Bcnniiii^ton, applied to the Cuban Junta

in New York for information as to the best wa}'

to get to Cuba to join the insurgent forces.

Maceo landed in the spring of 1.895, and in

Se[)tend3er was proclaimed Lieutenant-Cieneral

of the Cuban army. Some idea of his bravery

ma)' be formed from the fact that at the time

of his exile, after the Ten Years' War, he bore

the scars of twenty-four wounds-twenty the

marks of bullets and four the scars of the sword

and machete, lie was the terror of the Span-

iards, and his treacherous murder aroused tlie

most intense indignation in the United States.

His death may be said to have sounded the

death-knell of S])anish rule in Cuba."

The death of Maceo and the subsequent

capture of Ruiz Rivera, wdio was wounded in

action, put an end to extensive military opera-

tions in the west. The insurgent bands, how-

ever, continued to patrol the country, and the

sugar industry was kept well in hand. Weyler

endeavored to give effective protection to a

few large estates ; but Stephen Ikinsal, after a

tour of the four western provinces, testified

under oath in the summer of 1897: "I am
well within the truth when I say that not even

upon these estates, wdiich fly the Spanish flag,

which are surrounded by innumerable forts and

trochas on a small scale, a single sack of sugar

has been made that has not paid the tax

imposed by the local prefecto of the Cuban

Republic." Nevertheless, as early as the I ith

of January, 1897, Weyler proclaimed the three

western provinces " pacified," and then set out

with a large force along the highway to Santa

Clara to "pacify" that province also. His

imposing columns, as they marched on through

Matanzas and into Santa Clara, met with no

serious opposition, and the Captain -General

confined his operations to the enforcement

of his reconcentration orders. The country

people, regardless of age or sex, were treated

as rebels, and were either shot on the spot or

driven into the intrenched and fortified towns

and starved to death under the eyes of the

sentinels. Throughout the country, as the

columns advanced, the dwellings of the inhab-

itants, as in the days of Valmaseda, w^ere burned

to the ground, and everything was destroyed

that might shelter, feed, or clothe a human

being. Innocent and unarmed pacificos were

shot down in cold blood and reported in the

bulletins as insurgents killed in action. When
the United States protested against this horri-

ble butcher}' of innocent men and women,

W'eyler showed a printed order that no death

sentence should be executed without his sig-

natiu'c ; but the slaughter increased, and the

false official reports of rebels slain in battle

became more incessant. Earh' in February

the Spaniards entered the city of Santa Clara,

where the Cai)tain-General was received by the

ultra- Spanish element with loud demonstra-

tions of welcome. Meeting no serious armed

opposition, he distributed his columns over
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the surrounding country, with orders to carry

out his decrees of devastation and depopula

tion. Before the 1st of xMarch the extermi-

nating horde had reached the fertile valleys of

the Trinidad country. Here the prcfcctura

system of the Cuban government, for the sup-

ply of the army, had been in effective opera-

tion ; and the troops found fine herds of cattle

to drive away, coffee fields to destroy, and

potato crops to dig up. The peaceful inhabi-

tants fled to the woods, taking with them the

wounded from the field hospitals. The few,

however, who were captured—for the Spaniards

seldom ventured to leave the open highways

—were shot or driven within the established

starvation lines. Of these stations of concen-

tration Jucaro was the most easterly. Beyond

the old Jucaro-Moron trocha, which had been

reconstructed by Weyler, Weylerism never

passed. As originally, during the Ten Years'

War, under the first Campos administration,

so now again under Weyler its only use was

as a boundary line between two distinct con-

ditions. "The Jucaro-Moron trocha," said

Bonsai, " as it serves no other purpose, we can
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utilize as our divisional line. To the east of

this trocha lie the provinces of Puerto Principe

and Santiago de Cuba, which is to-day to all

intents and purposes Free Cuba—-Cuba Libre.

Here \.\i& giiajiros, the small farmer class, have

not been driven into the towns to sicken, starve,

and die. Within the borders of Free Cuba,

which in extent is about one-half of the island,

the Spaniards hold some twelve or fifteen

towns, wdiich they are pleased to call strategic

points of great importance. Bayamo, Jiguani,

and Holguin are the only inland towais which

occur to me as being in the possession of the

Spaniards. The other strategic points are on

the sea-coast, open ports and roadsteads, from

which it would be easy to withdraw. The

possession of these three inland towns is the

chief drain upon the resources of the Spaniards.

The withdrawal of the forces from these points

by the military authorities would be a stroke

of strategy and a great misfortune to the insur-

gents' forces in the field. The army of Calixto

Garcia has been almost exclusively fed, clothed,

and armed with the stores captured from the

military convoys which are weekly sent up

from Manzanillo and other points on the sea-

coast to revictual these inland garrisons, which

are constantly besieged by the insurgent bands.

"West of the trocha of Jucaro-Moron—in

the four provinces of Santa Clara, Matanzas,

Havana, and Pinar del Rio— the conditions

observable are quite different. The whole

country has been reduced to a mass of ruins

and ashes by what General Weyler has been

pleased to call due process of military law.

With the exception of some twenty or thirty

Centrales, or sugar estates, there has not been

left standing a single house, not even 2. guano

hut, in these four provinces, outside of the

Spanish lines surrounding the occupied towns.

In these four provinces, the western half of the

island, which has been reduced to a mass of

gray and smoking ruins, where not a single

house remains standing or a single inhabitant

following the pursuits of peace—in this desert,

which was once the scene of marvellous fertil-

ity, every green and growing thing has been

cut down, and every plant has been uprooted;

m this wilderness which they have made, the

Spanish guerillas, and now and again a column

of regular troops, roam about in search of the

patriot partIdas, with whom, however, they

very rarely come in contact. The Spaniards

keep to the calzadas, or paved highways, the

Cubans patronize the country roads and the

open country. And so hostile meetings are

generally obviated, except when one side or

the other—because the Spanish forces have

absolutely adopted the Cuban tactics—forms

an ambuscade, or sees a good opportunity for

a little bushwhacking."

Gomez, against whom Weyler had marched

out of Flavana with three columns aggregat-

ing forty thousand men, neither attempted to

retreat across the trocha nor allowed himself

to be drawn into battle against odds. The

number of his engagements from June, 1896,

when he defeated the Spaniards at Saratoga,

to April, 1897, when he met Weyler in battle

at La Reforma, was stated by Captain William

Smith of his staff to have amounted to forty-

two, "besides little skirmishes I did not count."

In January, as Weyler came on towards Santa

Clara, Gomez laid siege to Arroyo Hondo, near

Sancti Spiritus; then, after a series of fights in

which the Spaniards attacked him without any
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definite plan, he dispersed his troops through-

out the Httle hill-locked valleys where many of

their families were located, and took up his

headquarters at La Reforma. This cattle

range, about ten thousand acres in extent, was

his favorite camping ground, the birthplace of

his son. Here Gomez had less than two thou-

sand men when Weyler, with twenty thousand

Spaniards, attacked him and was beaten and

compelled to withdraw to Puerto Principe.

" The fighting down there," says Captain

Smith, "requires explanation. It seems ridic-

ulous that fifteen hundred men would stand

and fight twenty thousand, but the Spaniards

always march in a column of one thousand men
and one piece of artillery—one cannon. They
came into Reforma in twenty different direc-

tions. The trap was being laid by General

Weyler to capture General Gomez. The gen-

hundred and eighty or one hundred and eighty-

five killed. A guide told me he had it from

the soldiers that they had three hundred or

four hundred wounded."

To the east of the trocb'' General Calixto

Garcia was active throughout 1897. On the

30th of September he captured the town of

Victoria dc las Tunas. The fight was continu-

ous for three days and two nights. The Spanish

commander was killed, and the number of the

killed and wounded of the garrison amounted

to forty per cent. The post had been very

strongly fortified, and was declared impreg-

nable. Its capture exposed General Weyler

to the severest criticism, both in Spain, and in

Cuba. The taking of Las Tunas gave Garcia

twenty-one forts, more tlian one thousand rifles,

a million rounds of ammunition, and two Krupp

guns. The victory was owing in great measure

was knowm that with the offer was mingled an

attempt to bribe the patriots to desert, Gomez
issued a warning proclamation that bearers of

such messages should be shot. The Cuban

General Aranguren, who was popular even

among the Spaniards for his exceptional mag-

nanimity in the treatment of prisoners, carried

out this order in the execution of his personal

friend, Lieutenant-Colonel Ruiz ; and this put

an end to all talk of home rule under Spain.

During the Three Years' War a number of

names appeared in print as designations of

'* the Cuban capital." Some of these were

local names of hamlets and camps where cer-

tain presidential documents had been signed.

Sometimes a seat of the executive would have

more than one name, the variety being ac-

counted for by the confusion of Cuban no-

menclature, or by a desire to mystify the

MARINES FROM THE SPANISH GUN-BOATS F/C/A AND ALCKDO FALLING INTO A CUIi.VN A.MBUSU NEAR THE MOUTH OF THE
SAN JUAN RIVER.—Drawn nv T. dk Tiiulstkup

eral was cognizant of it for two weeks, and

waited for them to come. The way he fought

those twenty thousand, he would have one

hundred men fight one column, and fifty men
fight another column, and one hundred men
fight another, and seventy-five still another col-

umn, and so on, and he stood them off like

that. I have known ten Cubans to hold a

Spanish column of one thousand men until

General Gomez could get together his impedi-

menta and get out—hold them at a dead stand-

still. I account for it by the reason that the

Spaniards thought that there w^as a trap, an

ambuscade, and they would not run into it.

That is General Gomez's tactics; he has done it

several times. The Cuban losses were twenty-

six killed during the two days' fighting. The
wounded it is hard to estimate, because so

many are wounded who do not pay any atten-

tion to it. The loss of the Spaniards was one

to the use of two heavy and six rapid-fire guns,

worked by Americans.

Canovas, the prime-minister who was respon-

sible for Weyler, was assassinated on the 6th of

August, ICS97, Sagasta came into power on

the 4th of October. One of his first acts was

the recall of Weyler and the appointment of

Ramon l^lanco, late Governor-General of the

Philippines, to be Governor and Captain-

General of Cuba. He reached Havana on the

31st of October, and Weyler immediately left

for Madrid. " My policy," said Blanco, "will

never include concentration. I fiirht the

enemy, not w^omen and children. I shall

immediately extend the zones of cultivation,

and allow the reconcentrados to go out of the

towns and till the soil." He also sought to

establish an autonomous administration. But

Blanco's promise to the dying reconcentrados

came too late ; and as for autonomy, when it

Spaniards as to the w^hcreabouts of the civil

headquarters of the Republic. Cubitas has

been already mentioned. The copy of the

Constitution read in the United States Sen-

ate in 1898 was issued at La Yaya. The com-

pilation of laws of the early constituent as-

sembly was promulgated " in the Mangos de

Baragua." The kuv of civil marriage was

signed by the President at I^-ovidencia. Tne
regulations for the postal servnce were pub-

lished at the " Residence of the Executive in

Limones." The instructions for the treasury

department were printed at Sabanilla del Con-

tra Maestro. I>a Esperanza was almost as

much talked about as Cubitas. Other names
appearing as designations of capitals were Ag-

ramonte, Jimaguayu, Las Tunas, Aguira, Ca-

naster, Nahassa, Anton de Puerto Principe, and

"The P^ree Towni of Santa Lucia." In speak-

ing of military movements, encampments, and
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engagements the Cubans adliercd, as a rule,

to popular nomenclature ; the Spaniards, on

the other hand, in their official reports, used

the designations found in their governmental

maps. This diversity of names has been re-

ferred to in the account of the Battle of the

Mahogany Tree.

The picturesque, as an adjunct to the writ-

ten history of the war, became very prominent

after the beginning of the famous western

raids. In every Cuban army-corps there were

many educated and wealthy Creoles who were

noted as scenic artists. It hapi)ened also that

photography had been studied and encour-

aged throughout the island as one of the

learned professions. Such, again, were the

peculiarities of this guerilla warfare - which

has been characterized as " apparitional "

—

that the correspondent's camera was often as

important as his pen. Sketches, Hash -lights,

and descriptive letters from the front wx-re a

common feature of the studios and offices

of American painters and engravers engaged

upon battle pieces and other illustrations of

the Cuban war. Maceo goes into camp, and

immediately an officer of his staff sends to

New York a sketch and an accompanying let-

ter explaining that the encampment, not far

from the capital, is on one of the many es-

tates called, from the viinjagua tree, " I.a I\Ta-

jagua." h'rom another Creole patriot, as handy

with his pencil as with his rifie, would come
sketches of tlie insurgent camp at Kl Caizco,

the dominating point among the western in-

terior mountains, one of them illustrating the

Cuban mode of conveying the wounded to

hospital; while from a far eastern |)oint a

wounded Cuban w(ndd send photographs of

his hosi)ital in the long grass. A filibuster

would loring into Maceo's camp an American

engraving of the burning of Jaruco, and

immediately a number of crum[)led sketches

would appear of conflagrations marking the

raid from liiinoa in the east to Consolacion

del Sur in the west. Wlien the noble conduct

of y\ranguren was being contrasted with the

Spanish killing of prisoners, a Cuban officer

sent the American artist a sketch, made on

the spot, of the restoration of Palacio's sword.

"On the 5tli of March," said he, " w^e sur-

})rised a detachment of Spaniards under the

command of Captain Don Jose Palacio"; and

then he went on to state that the force to

which he himself was attached, after an en-

gagement lasting one hour, made prisoners of

Captain Palacio and fifteen of his soldiers.

Thirty of the Spaniards had fallen, and their

resistance had been stubborn. General An-

tonio Maceo called together the troops, and

after a most eloquent address, in which he

praised in befitting terms the bravery of Cap-

tain Palacio and his soldiers, gave them their

liberty, restoring to the captain the sword

which he had surrendered. To the surprise

of the insurgents, and not less of their distin-

guished leader, a shout of" Viva Cuba Libre!"

CUBANS BURNING A BRIDGE ON THE ARTEMLSA RAIEWAY TO PREVENT THE PASSAGE OE GENERAL SUAREZ VALDES'S COLUMN
Drawn bv T. de Thulstrup
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was the response of the captain and his sol- became aware of our presence, apparently column under General Suarez Valdes had re-

diers; and the ofHcer, with his men—who had thought of moving his force up the hill-side enforced General Molins. There we awaited

expected nothing less than death at the hands and making a stand there; but as they were them, and when the column began to cross

of their captors then and there joined the passing around a bamboo thicket the cavalry the river we opened a destructive fire upon

insurgent ranks. ''One young fellow, wild attacked them. The fight lasted for two hours; their ranks. Then we feigned a retreat from

with joy, kissed the hands of the general." then our infantry joined in the attack, advanc- the Descanso Hill, hoping to involve them on

Correspondent Dawley, of Harper'sWeek- ing by way of the palm-grove behind the hill, the flank; and the stratagem had the desired

LY, who was with Gomez in the east, with the Colonel Debos was seen to fall from his horse, effect, for they saw themselves surrounded on

Cuban army of invasion in the west, and in seriously wounded; and thereupon the Span- three sides, and then came hot fighting. There

Morro Castle, Havana, by order of Weyler, iards retreated in the direction of Bramales." were moments, like that when we took one of

said in the first of his series of letters: " I am The Pinar del Rio trocha was the scene of the cannon they had brought with them, when

able to show, by means of the camera, the incessant hostilities. Maceo used to say that nothing could be heard but \\\^ eric -crac of

result of an attack upon a railroad train but he always had just as many Spaniards " in the machetes against the bayonets. Once I

an hour and a half after its leaving Havana, prison " as Weyler had on the trocha. On thought I was wounded, but it was only a

Between San Felipe and Pozo Redondo a the 28th of April some of the garrison of the bruise. The enemy retired in disorder to San

single rail had been removed from the track trocha went out on a foraging expedition, Diego, leaving on the field one liundred and

where it crossed a narrow guUey. As the train commanded by Lieutenant Jose Cabrinana. eighty-seven de;id, besides forty-two wounded,

came to a stand-still the insurgents called upon Maceo's officers received notice of the design, whom we cared for, and whom General Maceo

the convoy to surrender, and were answered and prepared an ambuscade. After exchang- sent, after disarming them, to San Diego. A

by a volley from the Spanish soldiers. The ing a {<t\\- shots the lieutenant and six soldiers parlauicntario accompanied these wounded

result was a return fire, in which the com- surrendered. They were disarmed and set at Spaniards, restored them to their friends, and

mandant, one lieutenant, one sergeant, and liberty. An attack on P^ort San Elias was took a written receipt. On our side forty-

three soldiers were killed on one side and two made, according to the illustrator's account, eight men were killed, among them Captain

insuro-ents on the other. One soldier was "merely as a buffet to the Quixotes of the Rogelio Oliva, and twenty-two were wounded.

woun'ded mortally, and died the following Trocha." A bullet shattered the hilt of (General Maceo's

day, as also one other insurgent, who was With a sketch, afterwards redrawn by De machete, but he seems to be invulnerable, and

found dying in the grass by the soldiers the Thulstrup, Harper & Brothers received this is always to be found wherever the danger is

day after the fight. The train was fired by explanation: "General Maceo, learning that a greatest."

the insurgents and totally destroyed, includ- quantity of ammunition under a strong escort When, about the same time, the Spanish

ing a great amount of arms and ammunition." was to be moved from Bahia Honda, arranged gun-boats Vio;ia and Alccdo appeared in sight

The holding-up of this train was also sketched an ambuscade on the cattle farm Quinones. of Maceo's camp, " Quintin Bandera, with hve

by an eye-witness, and was afterwards illus- Half an hour we were in hiding; then we saw hundred men, was placed in ambush near the

trated by De Thulstrup. Sketches illustrating the convoy approach. The soldiers came on mouth of the San Juan River, while a group

the wrecking of an ammunition train and the without precaution, recklessly chatting. When of fifteen or twenty Cubans, in plain view from

burning of a bridge on the Artemisa Railroad they felt the first volley, whicli was fired at the the vessels, invited an attack. Deceived by

were sent by Comandante Valdes of Maceo's distance of about thirty yards, great confusion the insignificance of the visible force, the

army. Dawley succeeded in obtaining, at the arose; and altera fight that lasted about one Spaniards disembarked their complement of

price of imprisonment, characteristic views of hour we captured the entire convoy, including marines, and when these had landed tlie party

the Weyler trocha near Artemisa. seven ox-carts with one hundred and thirty in ambush opened fire, and it hailed bullets.

Upon the margins of some of the sketches thousand Mauser cartridges, a large quantity The battalions of Vizcaya and Alava hastening

made upon the battle-field and sent north to of provisions, and a medicine -chest. The to their assistance, Maceo fell iq)()n the latter,

be redrawn and engraved, the Creole artists last-named was of the first importance to us, engaging one flank and the rear-guard; and

would often write brief explanatory sentences, because our stock of quinine was giving out. after an hour and a half the Si)aniards retn-ed,

"This represents," said one of Maceo's cabal- The Spaniards were commanded by General leaving eighty-seven dead upon the shore. A

leros, "the attack we made on Luque's column Serrano Altamira, who, when he saw that the medicine- chest and fifteen hundred Mauser

in the outskirts of Paso Real. The Spaniards attack was in sober earnest, incontinently fled, cartridges fell into our hands."

lost more than two hundred and fifty killed in We killed sixty-five, by actual count." And on The last westward raid of Gomez and Maceo

this engagement." Four thousand of them had the margin of a sketch illustrating an attack through Havana was called by the Spaniards a

surrounded Maceo, and in breaking through by the Spaniards under Inclan was written: "retreat." Correspondent Dawley thus com-

the column he whipped them so severely that "We had the advantage in position, while the ments on an accurate illustration of a Span-

for two days thereafter he was left in undis- camp was defended by three Catling- guns ish artillery chase of the "retreating" rebels:

turbed possession of the town shown in the managed by American artillerymen, who bore "This is what really happened: Maceo had

background of the picture. On the 16th of themselves like heroes." been encamped with his commander-in-chief,

April the insurgents captured a piece of artillery The battle of Las Lajas, fought May 25,1 896, Maximo Gomez, unmolested in the province

from the battalion Alfonso XIH. at Lechuza, was the subject of a number of accurate illus- of Matanzas. Gomez decided that Maceo

where it was said that two-thirds of the Span- trations. "One of the most important battles should return with ten thousand men to Pinar

iards were killed or disabled. About the same of the present campaign occurred on the 25th, del Rio, and operate in that province until the

time a detachment of the Volunteers was de- on the banks of the Lajas River, the enemy's Spaniards should give up the island or he

feated in the village of San Diego de Nunez; forces being commanded by General Suarez should give further orders, thus proving to the

and Comandante' Valdes, who sketched the Valdes. Two days earlier General Maceo had world conclusively that the rebels had not been

action as seen at Carranza's headquarters at sent three hundred men to make a demon- driven out, and that W\:yler was powerless to

La Rosa inn, says : "We captured all the arms stration against the enemy intrenched in Con- drive them out. Maceo's army was called the

of Carranza's Volunteers and five thousand solacion under command of General Molins; invading army of the west. Gomez accom-

rounds of ammunition." Senor Valdes also where, finally, they entered and set fire to the panied him into Havana province, and then

furnished a sketch of Quintin Bandera's attack, houses, dislodging the enemy. On the follow- returned. According to Winder's news bureau,

April 9, on Fort Guazabo. On the 27th of ing day we moved towards Sabaneton and the Spanish column met the invading army

April Valdes wrote on the back of a sketch : Potosi. Quintin I^andera commanded the near Los Palos and defeated it, killing seventy

"Yesterday we had a hunting party at the advance-guard; we remained with General horses left on the field, and, according to blood

expense of Colonel Debos, on the cattle farm Maceo as a rear-guard. Throughout the day stains and old hats, must have killed a great

called ' La Legua.' We were at breakfast in our sharp-shooters were firing at the enemy, many rebels also. The rebels had fled precqM-

the dwelling-house when a messenger arrived who advanced with difficulty, owing to the tately, and this was counted a victory for the

with information that a column was approach- large number of wounded they had to care Spaniards. But these rebels, instead of fleeing

ing. Accordingly Maceo arranged that the for. That night we were ordered by General back to Matanzas, fled forward across Havana,

cavalry should occupy a position on the farther Maceo to build fortifications on the hillocks applying the torch, as they fled, to plantations,

side of the little hill which rises on the right of Potosi and Descanso, between which runs towns, and cities. So fast did they continue

of the farm-house. Colonel Debos, when he the river Lajas, for we had heard that a strong their precipitate flight that they left the Spanish
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army 'way behind, and only the Uiiid glare

of burning towns ami plantations designated

their whereabouts." The Smith referred to b\'

correspondent Dawley in the following artiele

illustrating the cheek of the two thousand by

the Victoria sixty was Captain William D.

Smith, an American on the staff of Genercd

Gomez. The author of the article on the

battle of Desma\-o was the zVmerican chief of

artillery of the Cuban armw " I saw him at

Wymaro," says Captain Smith, " make one hun

dred and twelve shots under the direction of

General Garcia, who was telling him where to

aim, and out of these he onh' missed one."

THE BATTLE OE EA MAJAGUA
Bv THOMAS R. DAWLEV, Jr

Bv the name you might think it was a

town, a village, or even an insurgent strong-

hold. But places must have names, whether

of us. There was no excitement attending

the news. Smith remarking that it was no

unusual thing for the Spaniards to pass and

repass along the highways almost within a

stone's-throw of the commander-in-chief's head-

quarters. If they were not fired upon by the

guard, or their attention attracted by other

means, they would in all probability pass by

in ignorance of our proximity.

However, I observed a small detachment of

horse riding out to explore, and a quantity of

ammunition was brought from some hidden

recess in the vicinity and distributed to the

men forming the Victoria Regiment. Several

of the men passing our oil -cloth stopped to

exhibit their supply of long, yellow cartridges,

and in a jovial way said that they were going

out to fight. But who would believe them?

Smith, looking over the edge of his hammock,

said he hoped they would "lick 'em," and we

continued talking, although we heard the

distant pop of rifles.

*' Our men !" remarked Smith, and then fol-

The firing on the outside increased. Evi-

dently the Spaniards were not going to leave

the honors of the day to the few men who
had so audaciously fired upon them. Gomez
bent forward and still listened. .

'* Caramba !" he exclaimed, " the soldiers are

not frightened! They intend to fight I"

By the sound one would judge that a bat-

tle was being fought. We could still dis-

tinguish the pop, pop of our men's carbines

and the quick, rattling fire of the Spanish

volleys.

Now our dozen men were falling back, for

the volley- firing was advancing. Five quick

rapid explosions and then a lull — that was

the number of cartridges the soldiers carried

in their Mausers at one loading. Then there

broke forth the desultory pops of the rebel

carbines again, this time in a wide circle, like

the click of dominos falling one against the

other. It was the Victoria Regiment which

had reached the front, and when the rattling

fire of the Spanish volleys again broke forth

r :

SPANISH ARIIl.LERV FIRING UPON THE IORCl':S OF MACFO AND (;OMFZ AT THE BEGINNING OF THE RAID THROUGH
HAVANA PROVINCE

mountains or valleys or a particular spot in

the midst of an extensive plain. So the place

was called La Majagua, wldch is the name of

a tree from the bark of which a durable cord-

age is made.

La Majagua furnished good grazing for

the horses. There was a river there, too,

and cattle. Shade trees and royal palms

dotted the pastures, and the neighboring

prefecturas had not been impoverished by

hungry armies. It was an ideal camping-

place, and when Gomez directed his servant

Socorro to spread his canvas in the little

grove there, it was with the expectation of

remaining several days.

At mid-day I enjoyed a bath in the river.

Later my campmate and I were enjoying the

luxurious shadeof a tattered oil-cloth stretched

under a palm, when scouts came in bringing

word that a large body of troops was moving
on the highway about three miles to the west

lowed the sharp, rattling sound of Spanish

Mausers farther away.

Still there was no excitement in our camp.

Word was passed around for our asistfutcs to

suspend their culinary operations, and General

Gomez stepped out from under his canvas,

striking an attitude of attentive listening. The

desultory firing of our men continued, answered

by the sharp firing of the Spaniards; but by

the sound we could plainly distinguish that the

Spaniards were not advancing. They were being

held in check by our scouts, -not a dozen men in

all. The men of the Victoria Regiment by this

time had untethered their horses, and mount-

ing, galloped across the savanna, disappearing

behind the trees in the direction of the firing.

No one seemed to take the situation seri-

ously. Some of the asistcntes were laughing,

others were leisurely gathering up their traps,

while our horses and mules continued to graze

at the end of their long lariats.
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we knew that they were being held in check.

The soldiers had not advanced.

Two men with heads bent over their horses'

necks came galloping in.

"We did the first shooting!" shouted one;

"and ammunition all gone!"

The boom of a gun denoted that the Span-

iards had unlimbered their artillery: artillery

to fight sixty horsemen, scattered across a

field a mile wide. And a half- naked negro

as black as night opened his huge jaws and

roared. Another yelled, " Los Machos !"

But as the next volley sounded nearer, if

appeared time for us to move. Out front

under a tree stepped the trumpeter and blew

a blast. Then there was excitement. Old

Gomez mounted his white stallion ; and Smith,

seizing his saddle-bags, made for his horse, his

carbine trailing behind him. There was a hur-

rying and a scurrying in every direction. Men
who had been heedless to the sound of the
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fray were now filled with excitement. Tent- rattling volleys behind— for the woods had Majagua, and an examination of the battle-

cloths were cut down, hammocks rolled up put an end to the chase. Spanish soldiers do field was made. All the cattle which could

and thrown into panniers, together with fried not like the forests. be found in the vicinity had been slaughtered

potatoes and beefsteaks. Smoky pots and But we halted not, and soon we passed and their carcasses burned by the Spaniards,

greasy pans were thrown over the backs of through the woods and entered upon another Our dead horses lay as they fell. A careful

mules, and horses were untied and jerked into savanna. There we struck a road, and fell into search was made for dead soldiers, and two

position. marching order, forming a column of twos, were found buried in the river-bank and two

Gomez, surrounded by his staff, rode off in Then the plucky " sixty " who had been doing more were unearthed beneath the charred re-

the direction of the fight, the escolta tagging all the fighting were able to pass the impedi- mains of cattle; so there was positive evidence

on behind. By the sound the battle was rag- mertta. They came hurrying to the front, of the Spaniards having lost four of their num-

ing fiercely. The cannon boomed. And as urging their horses by the pack-train, and as ber, which, according to the insurgents' idea,

the report died away, the quick, sharp crack they did so we were able to observe their gave the victory to us.

of the Mausers rang out nearer. A day or two later General Go-

The Spaniards were advancing, mez received a package of papers

and Gomez stopped. Extending from Sancti Spiritus, and among

'
^ "

fc> b.
I'edr.) MmiozdeSepiilveda, General Wcylcr. Navarro I'ernande^, Coinniaii<lcr Seiu.r I'intas, C.eneral

. . C • \ . 11
and sh0Utin«" fierCelV to the tardy CiviK.oven.orotllavana. of the Navy, and lus Adjutant. Weylcr's Secretary. clld HOt at Ill'St UndCrStand llOW

^ti^c Thncf- wlin Avprp rendv first sucli a small body of mounted
ones. 1 nose wno were rcaay nrsi GENERAL WEVLER AT HAVANA

, , . n- ,

mounted and rode for the woods, men could mflict such a loss upon

a mile back of the camping-place. the overwhelming number of Span-

Others followed, shouting and spurring their losses. Some of them were riding two on iards, especially shooting as they did from the

beasts, or clubbing the obstinate ones in front one horse, and others were carrying in front backs of their horses. " But the target was

of them. Nearer sounded the Spanish Mau- of them the saddles belonging to the com- larger," was the explanation offered by the

sers, and in the confusion no longer could the rades whose horses had fallen. There were insurgents.

pops of rebel carbines be distinguished. Final- extra horses in the pack-train, to which those

ly the impedimenta, with mules half packed, who had lost their horses helped themselves,

pots and kettles jingling, and men swearing, and saddling them rapidly, hurried on.

was in full retreat, with the Spanish Mausers Among these heroes came jogging along a

barking behind them. man with a piece of his shirt used as a slino

Again there was a lull, and again the rebel for his right arm, and his side was bespat-

carbines could be heard—desultory pops. Go- tered with blood. One wounded ! And he

mez bent forward on his horse and listened
;

pushed steadily on to the front. Behind him

and again the sound of the volleys broke followed three or four stragglers, and then a

forth with a renewed energy. The enemy young fellow with his leg across the pommel of the Cuban insurgents had been laying siege

was now marching rapidly. his saddle,and a Mauser bullet through his foot, to the little town of Cascorra, fifty miles east

" Son bravos!"' exclaimed the "old man," " Does it hurt?" queried some one. of the city of Puerto Principe; but although

turning and riding for the woods, where the He answered with a grin, and shook his the 'three forts had been rendered untenable

helter-skelter pack-train was filing in beneath head, but the muscles of his face twitched, by artillery fire, the heroic little garrison,

the sombre trees. On the border of the forest The two wounded men reported to the medi- scarcely one hundred and fifty men, of a Tar-

he turned and listened again. The volley-fir- cal staff, and without stopping the column a ragona regiment, still made a stubborn defence

incT of the Spaniards pealed forth—five volleys hasty examination was made of their wounds from the trenches, and sent defiant replies to

in^quick succession, and five now still nearer, by the roadside. The wounds were pronounced all of Gomez's communications demanding

Our sixty valiant rebels were no longer able not dangerous, and with an application of anti- their surrender. The aged and peppery-tem-

to check their advance, and our general, with septic cotton, held in place with clean bandages, pered rebel chieftain fretted and fumed, and

his staff and escort, fled into the woods. By the men were helped upon their horses and paced up and down before his tent for many

a detour his chief scout led the way by the proceeded with us. an hour, but could not bring himself to throw

impedimenta, now a threadlike line of men, Thus was fought one of the battles so often his newly recruited infantry against that maze

horses, and mules, scampering after one an- fought in Cuba, and which have given Maximo of barb-wire fences, exposing them to the fire

other in response to the shouts of officers to Gomez renown as a great military leader. of one hundred and fifty Mauser rifles in the

close up, augmented by the emphatic bark of I was afterwards sorry that I had not gone hands of men who, it was evident, meant to

the two' thousand Spanish Mausers behind out with the Victoria Regiment, so as to have fight to the death.

them. We were now being chased in earnest, seen more of the actual fight— if sixty men Gomez had about six hundred cavalry, three

The Victoria Re^^iment was fleeing, and the scattered across a field facing two thousand hundred infantry, and a small squad of artil-

Spanish volleys were echoing through the banging away at each other can be called a lerymen with two Hotchkiss guns, although

woods like peals of thunder when the light- fight. The result of this action on our side Spanish accounts of the engagement credit

ning has splintered a near-by tree. Thou- was the two men wounded and eight horses him with more than five thousand men —

a

sands and thousands of nickel- plated bullets killed, and when we went into camp that night most ridiculous assertion.

must have lodged in the trees, for they did I wondered if the short-range carbines of the On the 5th of October the expected hap-

rebels had done any greater execution in the pened, and insurgent scouts guarding the roads

ranks of the Spaniards. to the westward of the beleaguered town an-

A few days later we marched back to La nounced the approach of a Spanish force of
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not lodge in any of us. On, on scampered

the mules, with their iron pots and tin cans,

and soon we were leaving the sharp, quick,
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two thousand five hundred men coming to the

relief. Gomez hastily withdrew his forces from

about Cascorra, and taking a position at the

potrcro La Machuca, three miles to the west-

ward, calmly awaited the arrival of General

Castellano's column of two thousand five hun-

dred. The engagement, which began at four

o'clock in the afternoon, lasted scarcely an

hour, the Cubans making no attempt to force

the fighting, and before nightfall the heroic

garrison of Cascorra was cheering the advance-

guard of the relieving column. Gomez camped
on the battle-field, and the next day kept his

tireless scouts watching the Spam'ards in Cas-

corra.

Our two guns that had been used in besieg-

ing the town and in the engagement at La
Machuca were sent away to a prefectura to

remain until the arrival of more ammunition

for them, while we artillerymen asked and re-

ceived permission from General Gomez to in-

corporate ourselves for the time being with

his cavalry escort.

At three o'clock on the morning of the 7th

a scout dashed furiously into camp, Gomez
was awakened and gave a few sharp orders,

and in ten seconds the blare of the bugle had

tumbled the men out of their hammocks, and

in a surprisingly short time another blast sent

ness, while the Cuban chief was determined

to bring him to another and better fight than

La Machuca. Despite the confusion, our force

was on the march in half an hour after the

first alarm, and picked its way through the

drenched grass to the camino real, or main

road, half a mile to the north, where we re-

mained until the break of day. The patter

of shots could now be heard, as the insurgent

scouts were annoying the enemy's advance.

After half an hour of this desultory skirmish-

ing scouts brought the information that the

enemy had left the main road and turned to

the northw^ard, evn'dently intending to strike

the railroad at Las Minas, instead of at Puerto

Principe. They had a two hours' start ; but

Gomez, instead of falling in behind and giving

direct chase, spent the entire day trying to

head off the column and force it to fight.

The fact came out afterwards that the Span-

ish commander's unwillingness to come to bay

was because he believed the opposing force

to number five thousand men, instead of less

than one-fifth that number. Had not Gomez
been encumbered by his infantry he would

have succeeded in his plan, but as it was the

two forces marched in a curved parallel the

entire day, the scouts on the Cuban right

flank and those on the Spanish left coming

vitas, and about a league from that place. We
merely dismounted, and picketed our horses

to graze without removing the saddles. No
attempt was made to prepare food, as there

had been no time during the day to kill cattle
;

and as the insurgents are not in the habit of

burdening themselves with a provision train,

there was nothing in camp to be cooked. The
majority of us had swung our hammocks, in

the hope of obtaining a few hours' rest, and

had barely got settled down when low whis-

tles sounded through the camp; for the blast

of the bugles might disclose our whereabouts

to the enemy, and word was passed along the

line to remount at once. Li a short time we
were again in the saddle, and filed out slowly

along a little i)ath that led through the drip-

ping woods. Orders to maintain absolute si-

lence were passed along the line. The dark-

ness was Egyptian, but our guide knew his

business well, and in an hour we were planted

in the main road ahead of the Spanish col-

umn. Here we again dismounted, and seated

ourselves with backs against the tree-trunks,

and passed what seemed an endless night.

Gomez and staff remained awake all night,

and from time to time scouts came in to re-

port that the enemy was still in camp two
miles distant.

TIIK VICTORIA REGIMENT OE SIXTY MEN TEMPORARIEY CIIECKLNG THE ADVANCE OF TWO THOUSAND SPANISH SOLDIERS

Drawn hy Y . Luis Moua

them groping through the darkness to find

their picketed horses.

The whole camp was a scene of confusion.

A drizzling rain was falling, and the darkness

was intense. The only light was a candle that

Gomez's orderly was holding while the old

man dressed himself.

The cause of all this uproar w^as that Gen-
eral Castellano w^as trying to steal a march
on us by evacuating the town in the dark-

into contact and skirmishing at intervals.

And so all day we splashed through muddy
lanes, or filed across grassy potrcros, where

herds of cattle, alarmed at the skirmish firing,

stampeded and tore madly away, heads and

tails in air. At nightfall the two forces halted

within two miles of each other, both afraid to

advance farther in the darkness.

The Spanish column was in the main road

leading into the town of San Miguel de Nue-
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At four o'clock in the morning came the

order *'/i cabailo /'" (to horse), passed down the

line in whispers. In less than half a minute

six hundred men were in the saddle, prepared

for what all knew was going to be a hot fight

;

for Gomez's blood was up, and the old man,

usually so silent and non-committal, had an-

nounced openly that he was going to give the

enemy something to talk about for the next

year.
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The people of the sanitary were left behind, ward rolled the fog, gradually uncovering the range the greater part of their fire was pass-

under Doctors Molinet and Silva, and made ground on our front, while the sun, half an ing over our heads. We were so close to

preparations to receive and care for the hour high, showed himself for the first time the Spanish line that we could distinguish

wounded. With them remained such impedi- and lighted up the whole scene gloriously, the features of the men whenever there was

menta as officers' servants and a few sick. The nerves of all were strung to the high- a temporary rift in the smoke. It was plain

A hundred men, under Major Guerra, were est pitch, for we knew that the crisis was at that they were excited, but there was no sign

detached to protect the field hospital in case hand. of panic or of giving way. The two Spanish

of defeat, and the remainder of us marched Finally we made out on our front, not more cannon, that had peppered us badly with can-

down the road through the woods for a mile, than four hundred yards distant, something ister while crossing the open space, were now

Gomez was at the head with his staff, followed that at first looked like a hedge or a picket- withdrawn behind the line, for fear of capture,

by his escort of sixty cavalry, and behind these fence; but ,in a few seconds more, as the fog We had held our hopeless position on the

the first and a part of the second squadrons of cleared up, it was seen to be a force of infantry Spanish front for something more than a min-

Camaguey. At the first glimmer of dawn we in line of battle, forming two sides of a hollow ute, and it seemed that, notwithstanding the

emerged from the woods into a beautiful level square, with two field-pieces at the angle ready bad firing of the enemy, we were to be cut to

savanna on the Desmayo estate. The grass for action. The enemy had suspected that pieces, when suddenly a lively scattering fire

was about knee-high to a horse, and palmettos we were on their front, and were prepared to opened on our right, and the woods five hun-

were scattered here and there. A line of battle, receive us. Mingled exclamations of surprise dred yards distant were being flecked with

two ranks deep, was formed across the road at and consternation ran up and down the line, the white smoke of the Remingtons. We
right angles, and we sat on our restless horses Would the general order a charge or a were certain that the new arrivals were friends,

awaiting the coming of day. Gomez and his retreat? Opinions on this point w^ere about for the Mauser rifle used by the Spanish regu-

staff took a position on the left wing, and did evenly divided. There was an embarrassing lars makes little or no smoke, and our surmise

not participate in the charge tliat followed, wait of half a minute, (iomez was taking in was correct. Avelino Rosa, the Colombian, had

Lieutenant-Colonel Bernabe Hosa, chief of the the situation before deciding what to do. arrived with the three hundred infantry, and

escort, who was to lead the attack in person. The Spaniards, uncertain whether we were was making a well-directed and most dcter-

rode up and down in front of the line, caution- Cubans or Spanish guerillas who had come mined attack on that part of the Spanish half-

ing that the most absolute silence be main- out to meet them, hesitated to open fire, scjuare facing the north which hitherto had

tained, and ordering all to unsling their carbines But the suspense was soon over. iM'om where not been in action. This fire, of course, caught

and prepare for action. Gomez and his staff were waiting came the on the flank the side with which the cavalry

Bosa was a nervous, excitable fellow, but quick, jerky ra-ta-ta-ta-ta of the hcadciuarters was engaged, and rendered the Spanish posi-

recklessly bnivc in action. Me rode up to bugle sounding the charge. The eflcct was tion untenable.

where we Americans were, on the extreme magical and instantaneous. The moments The Spaniards facing the attacking infantry

right of tlie line, hoped that none of us would that fc^llowed were, it seems to me, worth vcpVwAl to their assailants with rapid volleys,

o-et hit, and confided tons that Gomez intended some years of humdrum existence, and it bat with Httle effect, owing to the fact that

to charge the head of the Spanish column as it would be a mighty pcK^r sort of man whose the Cubans were deployed in open order and

came marching up the roatl, and throw it into heart would not thrill as his mind went back were advancing stooping and crawling. Tlie

confusion. It is evident that he little expected to that wild charge across the Cuban savanna, closely packed Spaniards standing upright lost

to find the enemy in line of battle ready to The whole line moved forwartl, first at a trot, more heavily; and their commander, doubt-

receive him. and then at a gallop. The Cubans were fir- less thinking that the attacking force was a

It was now fairly daylight, but an impetie- ing over the heads of their horses as they ad- large one and that he was in danger of being

trable fog had settled down over the hindscape, vanced, with Winchester and Remington car- surrounded, ordered a retreat, which was con-

and one could not see thirty feet in any direc- bines, while above the terrific din rose the yells tlucted without confusion, they carrying from

tion. As we sat on our horses awaiting devel- o( '' Viiui / Vizni Cuba! Adclantc, adclantc ! the field all their wounded and the greater

opments, we fell to conversing in whispers, and Arriba, arriba T' part of their dead, the rear-guard in the mean

I noticed that the voices of all, Americans and We had covered scarcely forty yards, when time keeping up a fire on Rosa.

Cubans alike, had a decided tremor. If a man's a blaze of light broke along the whole front of Untler ordinary circumstances this would

personal feelings at such a moment are of in- the Spanish line, followed in a few seconds by have been the opportunity of the Cuban cav-

terest, I am free to confess that I would have another, and then another, while at each dis- airy to use the machete, but they had been

given a handsome sum to be elsewhere. It charge the air about us seemed full of the so severely punished that they were glad

was the long wait, the doing nothing, that spiteful crackling of Mauser bullets. The enough to quit.

unstrung the nerves of all. On account of scene that followed is beyond description. There were scarcely a hundred mounted

the fog, our scouts had been withdrawn from Men and horses were falling on every side, men left, half of those not killed or wounded

in front of the line, lest, in case the fight while above the crash of rifle volleys and the having lost their horses. Within five minutes

opened suddenly, they be caught between booming of cannon rose the frantic cheers of after the bugle had sounded that fatal charge

two fires. the Cubans and the thunder of nearly two the battle of Desmayo was at an end.

We now began to hear noises in our front, thousand hoofs. The Spaniards gave us six The Spanish loss, as we afterwards learned

sometimes the neigh of a horse or the bray of perfect volleys, emptying the magazines of on good authority, was two hundred and four

a mule, but more than anything else the sort their rifles, but their fire after that was at will between killed and wounded.

of undefinable sound made by more than two and rather wild—usually too high. At Balaklava the Light Brigade charged

thousand men splashing along the muddy But it does not take long for horses to gallop against men armed with muzzle-loading flint-

road, with the accompanying jingle and rattle four hundred yards, and in a short time we locks and batteries of old-style cannon. In

of their arms and equipment. The rumbling were upon them. The Cubans showed no the ride of half a league they lost thirty-seven

grew louder and nearer, and all of us were disposition to force their horses on to the per cent, of their number in killed and wound-

straining our eyes to pierce the fog, when sud- bayonets and come to close quarters with the ed, and the world will never forget the story

denly it ceased, and all was as silent as ever, machete, but rode furiously up and down the of their valor.

At this juncture a breeze sprung up from the line at a distance of from tw^enty to forty yards, At Desmayo that little force of four hun-

eastward behind us, and began to roll back emptying carbines and revolvers in the faces of dred and seventy- nine Cubans rode against

the fog. the Spanish infantry, and did good execution, magazine-rifles firing twenty shots a minute.

Our own line was soon uncovered, and we The Spaniards, wdio at the beginning of the and breech - loading artillery, and held their

got a good look at ourselves for the first time, charge had done such perfect volley- firing, position in the face of that pitiless fire until

and saw a slightly curved double line about were now shooting wildly. All had their rifles fifty -two per cent, had tumbled from their

three hundred yards long. Near our end of at the hip instead of at the shoulder, and were horses, killed or wounded.

the line was the silk flag of Gomez's escort, madly pumping bullets into the air ; and. But nobody has written a poem about us,

carried by a big negro sergeant. Slowly back- incredible as it may seem, even at that close or ever will.
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THE MAINE AT HER FINAL BERTH IN HAVANA HARBOR

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE MAINE
THE Spanish temperament has been the

subject of a great deal of curious dis-

cussion. Philosophical historians have

endeavored in vain to reconcile the many es-

timable qualities of the individual Spaniard

with the detestable traits of his national char-

acter. " Three of us," he confesses in a prov-

erb, " make a lunatic," and Consul Steele, in

his Cuban Sketches, did not hesitate to say that

on the subject of " nosotros "—that is, the col-

lective, aggregate, national character as dis-

tinguished from the man as you meet him in

the street
—" every Spaniard seems to have

been born crazy." Many have contended,

however, that Spanish inconsistency is not to

be accounted for by any sense of obligation

either to society, the nation, or the Church,

but that it is inherent in the individual char-

acter. The Empress Catherine of Russia was

an advocate of the " maflana " theory; she

looked upon the Spaniard as the representa-

tive of slothfulness and procrastination. " The

different characters of nations," said she, in her

instructions for the compiling of a new code of

laws, " are made up of a mixture of virtues and

vices, of good and bad qualities. The happiest

combinations are those from which result the

greatest good ; and this to an extent which

one would not dare to expect. I will prove

my theory by examples of the different effects

thus wrought by combination. The honesty of

the Spaniards is well known. History proves

their faithfulness in matters of financial trust.

All the nations trading at Cadiz intrust their

valuables to the Spaniards, and they have

never had cause to repent of it. But this ad-

mirable quality, joined with their laziness

{paresse), forms a mixture from which has

resulted the most pernicious effect : the other

peoples of Europe, under their very eyes, con-

trol the entire commerce of their kingdom."

On one point, however, all agree : that indi-

vidually and in the aggregate the Spaniard is

cruel. Dunham, in his History of Spain and

Portugal, a work of singular acuteness and in-

formation, says of the Fiiero Jurjgo, the founda-

tion of Spanish law :
" Little does this code

deserve the outrageous commendations wdiich

some national writers have passed on it—out-

rageous alike to truth and common reason.

It everywhere draws the most insulting dis-

tinctions between rich and poor, between the

high and the low ; it apportions punishments,

not to the gradation of the crime, but to

the comparative respectability of the criminal.

That punishment ground the poor to the very

earth, but ascended not to, or but imperfectly

reached, the distinguished, and, therefore, the

CAPTAIN CHARLES D. SIGSBEE, U. S. N.
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more guilty classes. The humanized portions

are attributable, after the Roman laws, to the

spirit of Christianity which pervades the code,

yet only so as to exhibit the savage barbarism

of the Goths in a more hateful light." And as

late as 1898, Archer M. Huntington, in his

Note-Book in Northern Spain, says, referring to

the favorite pastime of the Spaniards: "The
national sport of Spain takes undoubtedly first

rank of all others in the matter of pure cruelty.

It has for its object the death, by slow and

deliberate torture, of a fixed number of bulls

and horses, and the performance is of such a

nature that it must needs act directly upon

the minds and impulses for evil."

It has been already seen that Spain ob-

tained her power as a great nation by force,

fanaticism, and cruelty. She treated even her

allies with treachery and cruelty, and meted

out oppression and injustice to her own sub-

jects. Her attitude towards her colonies was

always one of aggression, repression, and ex-

tortion. As a criminal among nations she

carried out her policy of blood in defiance of

civilization. She continually broke the laws

of nations and of nature, and openly disre-

garded her treaty obligations. This defiance

was conspicuously prominent in her attitude

towards the United States. The American

flag was repeatedly insulted
;
yet the Ameri-

can people were told that they must keep the

peace. As early as 18 12 President Madison

declared that he did not know how to act

with a foreign power that availed of war

measures in time of peace. " We are at peace

with it," said he, "and it is at war with us."

In Cuba she denied the existence of war and

held that the United States must ignore a

condition of mere insurgency
;
yet she never

hesitated to arrest and imprison American

citizens on suspicion and to try them by

court-martial ; and the United States Consul-

General at Havana was often called upon, dur-
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ing the Three Years' War, to prevent extreme

outrages upon his fellow- citizens. The atti-

tude of the United States, in this anomalous

condition of affairs, " was based," as the Sen-

ate Committee on Foreign Relations expressed

it, "upon the right of intervention and the

intention to exercise it in certain contin-

gencies." An official investigation of the

butcheries of the Weyler administration was

begun by the President in March, 1897; and

the Madrid authorities were warned that their

warfare in Cuba must assume a more civilized

character and that the property and lives of

American citizens must be protected. In the

following month the Queen Regent decreed a

number of so-called reforms, but these were

seen to be superficial and of no real value.

Weyler's report that the western provinces

were *' pacified " was a mere play upon words
;

and in May, at the suggestion of the Presi-

dent, Congress placed at the disposal of the

Government an appropriation for the relief of

American citizens impoverished by the barbar-

ities of the Weyler rdgintc. The abrupt recall

of Weyler, growing out of the assassination

of Canovas and the appointment of Sagasta

to be Prime Minister, was hailed as an omen

of good by many of the friends of Cuba.

" Blanco's reputation beside that of the man
he succeeded," said a writer in an English

review, " was as white to black, honesty to

corruption, and humanity to brutality." By

those, however, who realized the extent to

which matters had gone and the drastic nat-

ure of the remedies which alone would avail,

the words of Gomez, read in the United States

Senate, were heard with respect :
" The Span-

iards have sworn war and extermination to
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everything that breathes in this land ; and

Blanco, the same as Weyler, although by dif-

ferent systems, goes to the same end. Blanco

comes to deceive and corrupt. He puts his

triumph not in the force of arms, which have

been useless, but in the force of deceit, of in-

famy, and of bribery." President McKinley,

in his annual message at the close of 1897,

declared that personally the question of in-

tervention upon humanitarian grounds had

received his " most anxious and earnest con-

sideration ;" and in behalf of the Government

he thus indicated the trend of events towards

the impending crisis: .

*' The most important problem with which

this Government is now called upon to deal

pertaining to its foreign relations concerns its

duty towards Spain and the Cuban insurrec-

tion. Problems and conditions more or less
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in common with those now existinc^ have con-

fronted this Government at various times in

the past. The story of Cuba for many years

has been one of unrest
;
growing discontent

;

an effort towards a larger enjoyment of Hberty

and self-control ; of organized resistance to the

mother- country ; of depression after distress

and warfare, and of ineffectual settlement to

be followed by renewed revolt. For no en-

during period since the enfranchisement of

the continental possessions of Spain in the

Western Continent has the condition of Cuba,

or the policy of Spain towards Cuba, not

caused concern to the United States.

" The existing conditions cannot but fill this

Government and the American people with

the gravest apprehension. There is no desire

on the part of our people to profit by the mis-

fortunes of Spain. We have only the desire

to see the Cubans prosperous and contented,

enjoying that measure of self-control which is

the inalienable right of man, protected in their

right to reap the benefit of the exhaustless

treasures of their country.

" The cruel policy of concentration was in-

itiated February i6, 1896. The productive

districts controlled by the Spanish armies

were depopulated. The agricultural inhabi-

tants were herded in and about the garrison

towns, their lands laid waste, and their dwell-

ings destroyed. This policy the late cabinet

of Spain justified as a necessary measure of

war and as a means of cutting off supplies

from the insurgents. It has utterly failed as

a war measure. It was not civilized warfare.

It was extermination.

"Against this abuse of the rights of war I

have felt constrained on repeated oc-

casions to enter the firm and earnest

protest of this Government. The in-

structions given to our new minister

to Spain before his departure for his

post directed him to impress upon

that Government the sincere wish of

the United States to lend its aid

towards the ending of the war in

Cuba by reaching a peaceful and last-

ing result, just and honorable alike to

Spain and to the Cuban people. These

instructions recited the character and

duration of the contest, the widespread

losses it entails, the burdens and re-

straints it imposes upon us, with con-

.stant disturbance of national interests, and the tral intervention to end the war by imposing a

injury resulting from an indefinite continuance rational compromise between the contestants,

of this state of things. It was stated that at this and intervention in favor of one or the other

juncture our Government was constrained to party. I speak not of forcible annexation, for

seriously inquire if the time was not ripe when that cannot be thought of. That, by our

Spain of her own volition, moved by her own code of morality, would be criminal aggression,

interests and every .sentiment of humanity, " Sure of the right, keeping free from all

.should put a stop to this destructive war and offense ourselves, actuated only by upright

make proposals of settlement, honorable to and patriotic considerations, moved neither by
herself and just to her Cuban colony. It was passion nor selfishness, the Government will

urged that as a neighboring nation, with large continue its watchful care over the rights and
interests in Cuba, we could be required to property of American citizens, and will abate

wait only a reasonable time for the mother- none of its efforts to bring about by peaceful

country to establish its authority and restore agencies a peace which shall be honorable and

peace and order within the borders of the isl- enduring. If it shall hereafter appear to be a

and ; that we could not contemplate an indefi- duty imposed by our obligations to ourselves,

nite period for the accomplishment of this to civilization and humanity, to intervene with

result. force, it shall be without fault on our part, and
" No solution was propo.sed to which the only because the necessity for such action will

slightest idea of humiliation to Spain could be so clear as to command the support and

attach, and indeed precise proposals were approval of the civilized world."

withheld to avoid embarrassment to that Gov- In the development ol public opinion in re-

ernment. All that was a.sked or expected was gard to Cuba, one notable incident was found

that some safe way might be speedily provided in the insults to the President of the United

and permanent peace restored. States and the indications of Spanish duplicity

" Throughout all these horrors and dangers discovered in a letter written by Minister En-

to our own peace, this Government has never rique Dupuy de Lome, in Washington, to a

in any way abrogated its sovereign prerogative friend in Havana. The letter, bearing the

of reserving to itself the determination of its stamp of the Spanish legation, fell into the

policy and course according to its own high hands of the Cubans, who gave photographed

sense of right, and in consonance with the copies of it to the American newspapers and

dearest interests and convictions of our own sent the original to the State Department at

people, should the prolongation of the strife so Washington. President McKinley was therein

demand. characterized as a weak caterer to the rabble,

" Of the untried measures there remain only : and his annual message as the work of a low

Recognition of the insurgents as belligerents ; politician who, while repeating the coarse Ian-

recognition of the indt^pendence of Cuba : neu- guage of the press concerning Weyler, man-

aged to leave open a way out for him-

self to stand well with the jingoes of

his party. England was charged with

wishing that the Americans might be

at war with Spain so that she herself

might be left in peace. Senor De
Lome suggested the agitation of the

question of commercial relations, " if

only for effect," and thought that

some man of prominence should be

sent to him " whom I might use to

institute a propaganda among the

Senators and to win over the exiles."

The publication of this letter caused

intense excitement throughout the

CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS' MESS United States ; and Senor De Lome,
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perceiving that his position in Washington was
no longer tenable, hastened to cable his resig-

nation and to leave the United States. Don
Juan du l^osc was left as c/urror d'affaires

pending the arrival of the new minister, Senor
Luis I'olo y Bernabe. " h^ar more important

in its wider bearings than the disclosure of the

character of Dupuy de Lome," says Senator

1 ienry Cabot Lodge, " was the fact that the

letter revealed the utter hollowness of all the

Spanish professions, and showed that the ne-

gotiations in regard to autonomy and commer-
cial relations were only intended to amuse
and deceive the United States."

A week later, on the morning of February
l6, ICS98, the people of the United States were
startled by the publication of the following

official despatch from Captain Charles D. Sigs-

bee of the United States battle -ship Maine,
which had arrived at the port of Havana on
the 25th of January, on a mission of peace :

" FE]5RUAR^• 16.

"Command t: r- i n-C i i i t: f. Key West :

" Maine blown u}) in I Livana harbor at 9.40
last night and destroyed. Many wounded and
doubtless more killed or drowned. Wounded
and others on board Sixmish man-of-war and
Ward Line steamers. Send light-house tender
from Key West for crew and the few i)ieces

of equipment above water. None has cloth-

ing other than that upon him. Public opinion
should be suspended until further report. All

officers believed to be saved; Jenkins and
Merritt not yet accounted for. Many
Spanish officers, including representa-

tives of General JManco, now with me
to express sympathy. SiGSBEE."

Two hundred and sixty-four of the
crew and two officers were killed.

"The overt act had come," says Mr.
Lodge, in an article entitled "The
Spanish -American W\ar," published
in Harper's Macjazine. "This gi-

gantic murder of sleeping men in the
fancied security of a friendly harbor
was the direct outcome and the per-

fect expression of Spanish rule, and
the appropriate action of a corrupt
system struggling in its last agony.

At last the unsettled question had come home
to the United States, and it spoke this time in

awful tones, which rang loud and could not be

silenced. A wave of fierce wrath swept over the

American peoj)le. But a word was needed, and

war would have come then in response to this

foul and treacherous act of war, for such in

truth it was. ]?ut the words of Captain Sigsbee,

the commander of the Maine, whose coolness,

self-restraint, and high courage were beyond
praise, asking even in the midst of the slaugh-

ter that judgment should be suspended, were

heeded alike by government and people.

" Scarcely a word was said in either House
or Senate, and for forty days the American
people and the American Congress waited in

silence for the verdict of the board of naval

officers who had been ai)pointed to report on

the destruction of tlie Maine. To those who
understood the American people this grim si-

lence, this stern self-control, were more threat-

ening than any words of public sorrow or

anger could possibly have been. Spain, rush-

ing ignorantly, arrogantly, on her doom, un-

derstood nothing. A generous sympathy, a

prompt offer to make every reparation, while

she disclaimed all guilt, and she could have

turned the current of feeling and gone far to

save herself and her colonies. Instead of that,

with incredible stupidity and utter meanness

of soul, she announced, before any one had

looked at the wreck, that the ship was blown

up from the inside, owing to the carelessness

of the American officers. Her ambassadors

abroad reiterated this ministerial falsehood,

and, not content with that, insulted the brave

men who had the Maine in charge, while offi-

cial Spaniards everywhere insinuated or de-

clared that lack of discipline was what blew
up the battle- ship. There was much anger,

mostly of the very silent sort, in the United
States as these charges flew on wires and ca-

bles about the world ; but the American reply

to them was not given until May i and July

3. Still, the Spanish attitude in regard to the

Maine had one undoubted merit— it moved
the unsettled question forward, and made a

wrong answer more difficult than ever."

A naval court of inquiry was immediately

appointed to ascertain the cause of the explo-

sion. This court consisted of Captain William

T. Sampson, of the lozva, president
; Captain

French E. Chadwick, of the N'ew York, and
Lieutenant-Commander William P. Potter, of

the N'ezv York, members ; and Lieutenant-

Commander Adolph Marix, of the Vermont,

judge-advocate. A court of inquiry was also

appointed by the Spaniards. The report of

the American court of inquiry was transmitted

to Congress with a message from the President

March 28th ; meanwhile the Spanish report

had been published. The destruction of the

Maine was also a subject of the searching in-

vestigations made by the Senate Committee on

P^oreign Relations.

COAL-PASSERS

FLNDINGS OF THE SPAN-
ISH COURT OF INQUIRY

In view of the result of the pro-

ceedings and the merits of the obser-

vations submitted, the undersigned

considers it his imperative duty to

state the following conclusions

:

First. That on the night of Febru-

ary 15th last an explosion of the first

order, in the forward magazine of the

American ironclad Maine, caused the

destruction of that part of the ship

and its total submersion in the same
place in this bay at which it was

anchored.

Second. That it is learned, from the
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diagrams of the vessel, that there were no other

explosive substances or articles in that maga-

zine, the only one which exploded, than powder

and shells of various calibres.

Third. That the same diagrams prove that

said magazine was surrounded on the port

side, the starboard side, and partly aft, by coal-

bunkers containing bituminous coal, and which

were in compartments adjoining the said maga-

zine, and apparently separated from it only by

metal bulkheads.

Fourth. That the important facts connected

with the explosion, in its external appearances,

at every moment of its duration, having been

described by witnesses, and the absence of all

the circumstances which necessarily accompany

the explosion of a torpedo, having been proved

by these witnesses and experts, it can only be

honestly asserted that the catastrophe was due

to internal causes.

Fifth. That the character of the proceedings

undertaken and respect for the law which

establishes the principle of the abso-

lute extraterritoriality of a foreign war

vessel, have prevented the determina-

tion, even by conjecture, of the said in-

ternal origin of the disaster, to which,

also, the impossibility of establishing

the necessary communication, either

with the crew of the wrecked vessel or

with the officials of their Government

commissioned to investigate the causes

of the said event, or with those subse-

quently intrusted with the issue, has

contributed.

Sixth. That the interior and exte-

rior examination of the bottom of the

Maine, whenever it is possible, unless

the bottom of the ship and that of the

place in the bay where it is sunk are

altered by the work which is being car-

ried on for the total or partial recov-

ery of the vessel, will prove the correct-

ness of all that is said in this report

;

but this must not be understood to

mean that the accuracy of these pres-

ent conclusions requires such proof.

Believing that I have fulfilled all the

requirements of Article 246, Title XIV.,

Chapter I., of the Law of Military Pro-

cedure of the Navy, in accordance with

which, and with your excellency's or-

ders, this investigation has been made, I have

the honor to transmit this report to your ex-

cellency's hands that you may come to a cor-

rect decision on the subject.

Captain Don Pedro DEL Peral y Carallero.

Havana, March 22, i8<p8.

01

FINDINGS OF THE AMERICAN
COURT OF INQUIRY

After full and mature consideration of all

the testimony before it, the court finds as

follows

:

I. That the United States battle-ship J/czz;/^

arrived in the harbor of Havana, Cuba, on the

25th day of January, 1898, and was taken to

buoy No. 4, in from 5|- to 6 fathoms of water,

by the regular Government pilot.

The United States Consul -General at Ha-

vana had notified the authorities at that place

the previous evening of the intended arrival of

the Maine.

2. The state of discipline on board the day, and A16 was full of New River coal.

Maine was excellent, and all orders and reg- This coal had been carefully inspected before

ulations in regard to the care and safety of receiving it on board. The bunker in which

the ship were strictly carried out. it was stowed was accessible on three sides at

All ammunition was stowed in accordance all times, and the fourth side at this time on

with prescribed instructions, and proper care account of bunkers B4 and B6 being empty,

was taken whenever ammunition was handled. This bunker, A 16, had been inspected that

Nothing was stowed in any one of the mag- day by the engineer officer on duty,

azines or shell-rooms which was not permitted The fire-alarms in the bunkers were in work-

to be stowed there. ing order, and there had never been a case of

The magazines and shell-rooms were always spontaneous combustion of coal on board the

locked after having been opened, and after the Maine.

destruction of the Maine the keys were found The two after boilers of the ship were in

in their proper place in the captain's cabin, use at the time of the disaster, but for auxil-

everything having been reported secure that iary purposes only, with a comparatively low

evening at 8 P.M. pressure of steam, and being tended by a reli-

The temperatures of the magazines and shell- able watch,

rooms were taken daily and reported. The only These boilers could not have caused the ex-

magazine which had an undue amount of heat plosion of the ship. The four forward boilers

was the after lo-inch magazine, and that did not have since been found by the divers, and are

explode at the time the Maine was destroyed, in a fair condition.

The torpedo war heads were all stowed in On the night of the destruction of the Maine

everything had been reported secure for

the night at 8 P.M. by reliable persons,

through the proper authorities, to the

commanding officer. At the time the

Maine was destroyed the ship was quiet,

and, therefore, least liable to accident

caused by movements from those on

board.

3. The destruction of the Maine oc-

curred at 9.40 P.M. on the 15th day of

February, 1898, in the harbor of Ha-

vana, Cuba, she being at the time

moored to the same buoy to which

she had been taken upon her arrival.

There were two explosions of a dis-

tinctly different character, with a very

short but distinct interval between

them, and the forward part of the ship

was lifted to a marked degree at the

time of the first explosion. The first

explosion was more in the nature of a

report like that of a gun, while the

second explosion was more open, pro-

longed, and of greater volume. This

second explosion was, in the opinion

of the court, caused by the partial ex-

plosion of two or more of the forward

magazines of the Maine.

4. The evidence bearing upon this,

being principally obtained from divers,

the after part of the ship, under the ward did not enable the court to form a definite

room, and neither caused nor participated in conclusion as to the condition of the wreck,

the destruction of the Maine. although it was established that the after part

The dry gun-cotton primers and detonators of the ship was practically intact, and sank in

were stowed in the cabin aft, and remote from that condition a very few minutes after the

the scene of the explosion. destruction of the forward part.

Waste was carefully looked after on board The following facts in regard to the forward

the Maine to obviate danger. Special orders part of the ship are, how^ever, established by

in regard to this had been given by the com- the testimony:

manding officer. A portion of the port side of the protective

Varnishes, driers, alcohol, and other combus- deck, which extends from about frame 30 to

tibles of this nature were stowed on or above about frame 41, was blown up, aft, and over to

the main deck, and could not have had any- port. The main deck, from about frame 30 to

thing to do with the destruction of the about frame 41, was blown up, aft, and slightly

Maine. over to starboard, folding the forward part of

The medical stores were stowed aft, under the middle superstructure over and on top of

the ward-room, and remote from the scene of the after part,

the explosion. This was, in the opinion of the court, caused

No dangerous stores of any kind were stowed by the partial explosion of two or more of the

below in any of the other store-rooms. forward magazines of the Maine.

The coal-bunkers were inspected daily. Of 5. At frame 17 the outer shell of the ship,

those bunkers adjacent to the forward maga- from a point ii|^ feet from the middle line

zines and shell-rooms four were empty, name- of the ship, and 6 feet above the keel when in

ly, B3, B4, B5, B6. A15 had been in use that its normal position, has been forced up so as
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to be now about 4 feet above the surface of

the water, therefore about 34 feet above where

it would be had the ship sunk uninjured.

The outside bottom phitin^^ is bent into a

reversed V shape (A), the after wing of which,

about 15 feet broad and 32 feet in length (from

frame 17 to frame 25), is doubled back upon

itself against the continuation of the same

plating, extending forward.

At frame 18 the vertical keel is broken in

two, and the flat keel bent into an angle sim-

ilar to the angle formed by the outside bottom

plating. This break is now about 6 feet below

the surface of the water, and about 30 feet

above its normal position.

In the opinion of the court this effect could

have been produced only by the explosion of

a mine situated under the bottom of the ship

at about frame 18 and somewhat on the port

side of the ship.

6. The court finds that the loss of the Maine

on the occasion named was not in any respect

due to fault or negligence on the part of any

of the officers or members of the crew of said

vessel.

7. In the opinion of the court the Maine

was destroyed by the explosion of a submarine

mine, which caused the partial explosion of

two or more of the forward magazines.

8. The court has been unable to obtain

evidence fixing the responsibility for the de-

struction of the Maine upon any person or

persons.

VV. T. Sampson,
Captain, U. S. A'., President.

A. Marix,
Lieut.-Com., U. S. N., Judge-Advocate.

The proceedings and findings of the court of

inquiry in the above case are approved.

M. SlCARl),

Rear - Ad/nira/, Couunander - in - Cliief of tJie

United States iWraal I-'oree on t/ie Nort/i Atlantic

Station.

MESSAGE OE TRANSMITTAL
To the Congress of the United States :

For some time prior to the visit of the

Maine to Havana Harbor our consular repre-

sentatives pointed out the advantages to flow waters should be kept uj) by retaining the

from the visit of national ships to the Cuban Maine at Havana or, in the event of her re-

waters, in accustoming the people to the pres- call, by sending another vessel there to take

ence of our flag as the symbol of good -will her place.

and of our ships in the fulfilment of the At forty minutes past nine in the evening of

mission of protection to American interests, the i 5th of l^Ydjruary the JAnV/r was destroyed

even though no immediate need therefor by an explosion, by which the entire forward

mi^ht exist. P'U't of the ship was utterly wrecked. In this

Accordingly, on the 24th of January last, catastrophe two officers and two hundred and

after conference with the Spanish minister, in sixty- four of her crew perished, those who

which the renewal of visits of our war vessels were not killed outright by her explosion be-

to Si)anish waters was discussed and accepted, ing penned between decks by the tangle of

the peninsular authorities at Madrid and Ha- wreckage and drowned by the immediate sink-

vana were advised of the purpose of this Gov- ing of the hull.

ernment to resume friendly naval visits at Prompt assistance was rendered by the

Cuban ports, and that in that view the Maine neighboring vessels anchored in the harbor,

would forthwith call at the port of Havana. aid being especially given by the boats of the

This announcement was received by the Spanish cruiser Alfonso XII. and the Ward

Spanish Government with appreciation of tlie line steamer City of WasJiington, which lay

friendly character of the visit of the Maine, not far distant. The wounded were gener-

and with notification of intention to return ously cared for by the authorities of Havana,

the courtesy by sending Spanish ships to the the hospitals being freely opened to them,

principal ports of the United States. Mean- while the earliest recovered bodies of the dead

while the Maine entered the port of Havana were interred by the municipality in a public

on the 25th of January, her arrival being cemetery in the city. Tributes of grief and

marked with no special

incident besides the ex-

change of customary

salutes and ceremonial

visits.

The Maine contin-

ued in the harbor of

Havana during the

three weeks following

her arrival. No appre-

ciable excitement at-

tended her stay ; on

the contrary, a feeling

of relief and confi-

dence followed the

resumption of the long-

interrupted friendly in-

tercourse. So notice-

able was this imme-

diate effect of her visit

that the Consul-Gen-

eral strongly urged

that the presence of

our ships in Cuban
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sympathy were offered from all official quar-

ters of the island.

The appalling calamity fell upon the people

of our country with crushing force, and for

a brief time an intense excitement prevailed,

which in a community less just and self-con-

trolled than ours might have led to hasty

acts of blind resentment. This spirit, how-

ever, soon gave way to the calmer processes

of reason and to the resolve to investigate the

facts and await material proof before forming

a judgment as to the cause, the responsibility,

and, if the facts warranted, the remedy due.

This course necessarily recommended itself

from the outset to the Executive, for only

in the light of a dispassionately ascertained

certainty could it determine the nature and

measure of its full duty in the matter.

The usual procedure was followed, as in all

cases of casualty or disaster to national vessels

of any maritime State. A naval court of in-

quiry was at once organized, composed of

Its purport is, in brief, as follows

:

When the Maine arrived at Havana she was

conducted by the regular Government pilot to

buoy No. 4, to which she was moored in from

5j to 6 fathoms of water.

The state of discipline on board and the

condition of her magazines, boilers, coal-bunk-

ers, and storage compartments are passed in

review, with the conclusion that excellent or-

der prevailed and that no indication of any

cause for an internal explosion existed in any

quarter.

At eight o'clock in the evening of February

15th everything had been reported secure,

and all was quiet.

At forty minutes past nine o'clock the ves-

sel was suddenly destroyed.

There were two distinct explosions, with a

brief interval between them.

The first lifted the forward |)art of the ship

very perceptibly. Tlic second, which was more

open, prolonged, and of greater volume, is at-

In the opinion of the court this effect could have

been produced only by the explosion of a mine situ-

ated under the bottom of the ship at about frame 18

and somewhat on the port side of the ship.

The conclusions of the court arc :

That the loss of the Maine was not in any

respect due to fault or negligence on the

part of any of the officers or members of

her crew
;

That the ship was destroyed by the explo-

sion of a submarine mine, which caused the

partial explosion of two or more of her forward

magazines ; and

That no evidence has been obtainable fixing

the responsibility for the destruction of the

Maine upon any person or persons.

I hav^e directed that the finding of the court

of inquiry and the views of this Government

thereon be communicated to the Government

of her Majesty the Queen Regent, and I do not

permit m}'sclf to doubt tliat the sense of jus-

tice of the Spanish nation will dictate a course

''1^<^f>-xsi-'~
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BOW VIEW OF WRFXK AS IT LAY IN THE HARBOR OF HAVANA —Photograph taken from the Deck of U. S. S. Fern

officers well qualified by rank and practical

experience to discharge the onerous duty im-

posed upon them. Aided by a strong force

of wreckers and divers, the court proceeded to

make a thorough investigation on the spot, em-

ploying every available means for the impartial

and exact determination of the causes of the ex-

plosion. Its operations have been conducted

with the utmost deliberation and judgment,

and while independently pursued no attainable

source of information was neglected, and the

fullest opportunity was allowed for a simulta-

neous investigation by the Spanish authorities.

The finding of the court of inquiry was

reached, after twenty -three days of continu-

ous labor, on the 21st of March, instant, and,

having been approved on the 22d by the com-

mander-in-chief of the United States naval

force on the North Atlantic Station, was trans-

mitted to the Executive.

It is herewith laid before the Congress, to-

gether with the voluminous testimony taken

before the court.

tributed by the court to the partial explosion

of two or more of the forward magazines.

The evidence of the divers establishes that

the after part of the ship was practically intact

and sank in that condition a very few moments
after the explosion. The forward part was

completely demolished.

Upon the evidence of a concurrent external

cause the finding of the court is as follows

:

At frame 17 the outer shell of the ship, from a

point I f^ feet from the middle line of the ship and 6

feet above the keel when in its normal position, has

been forced up so as to be now about 4 feet al)ove the

surface of the water, therefore about 34 feet above

where it would be had the ship sunk uninjured.

The outside bottom plating is bent into a reversed

V shape (A), the after wing of which, about 15 feet

broad and 32 feet in length (from frame 17 to frame

25), is doubled back upon itself against the continua-

tion of the same plating, extending forward.

At frame 18 the vertical keel is broken in two and

the fiat keel bent into an angle similar to the angle

formed by the outside bottom plates. This break is

now about 6 feet below the surface of the water and

about 30 feet above its normal position.
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of action suggested by honor and the friendly

relations of the two Govenuncnts.

It will be the duty of the Executive to ad-

vise the Congress of the result, and in the

mean time deliberate consideration is invoked.

W 1 1. IJAM M c :K IN EEY

.

Executive Mansion, March 2S, iSgS.

FIXING THE RESPONSIBILITY
From thi-: Report of tiik Skxaie Com-

mittee ON FOREICN RKLAITONS.

The destruction of the United States battle-

ship Maine and of two of her officers and two

hundred and sixty-four of her crew in the har-

bor of ITavana on the night of February 15,

1898, excited, to an unprecedented degree, the

compassion and resentment of the American

people.

Manifestations of that resentment were sus-

pended, although the feeling was not allayed.
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by the self-restraint of our people, wlio determined to hold their jud^t,^-

ment in suspense concerning their ultimate action until an official in-

vestigation should disclose the cause of that great disaster and enable
them by direct or circumstantial testimony to impute the responsibility

therefor.

That investigation has been made. It was conducted with judicial

thoroughness and deliberation. The difficulty of demonstrating by
conclusive proof the efficient personal cause of that sinister event was
the usual one of exposing plotted and mysterious crimes. No such
difficulty, however, obscures its official and responsible cause.

The evidence and findings of the court of inquiry were transmitted
to the Senate by the President, and, with the message, were duly
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations. That committee
has considered them, and also the message of the President of April
II, 1898, with all the careful and anxious deliberation which great

duties and responsibility impose upon the judgment and conscience.

The event itself, though
in a certain sense a dis-

tinct occurrence, was
linked with a series of

precedent transactions

which cannot in reason

be disconnected from it.

It was the catastrophe

of a unity of events ex-

tending over more than

three years of momentous
history. Standing by it-

self it would be, perhaps,

merely an ominous ca-

lamity. Considered, as it

must be, with the events

with which reason and

common-sense must con-

nect it, and with animus
by Spain so plainly ap-

parent that no one can

even plausibly deny its

existence, it is merely

ahci S[oX Jfeet "Ulatis tent, tix pIes«^f

bositiori a't poirtt marl<«cl § /{ on. project-

Jon oj- injurie.%, 7?*c/ra>v-n -from t/ratvin^

maJe bij Chief Cmnn«»» Mate ^. OUs«n,\J,S.N. («l>v«r).|l

I'ROJECTION SHOWING PRESENT POSITION OF BOW AND KEEL OF THE MAINE
Redrawn by Naval-Cadet H. C. Mustin from Draft made by Ensign W. V. N. Powelson, from Data obtained by him under direction of the Court of Inquiry
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one reason for the conclusion to

which the investigating mind must

come in considering the entire sub-

ject of the relations of the United

States with that Government. Your

committee have also before them

several Senate resolutions, which

make it their duty to consider all

our relations with Spain for the

last three years, including the de-

struction of the Maine, as one of

the incidents of the history of the

war which during that time has

devastated the Island of Cuba.

So clearly is the destruction of

the Maine only a single incident

in the relations of this Govern-

ment with Spain, that if that ca-

lamity had never happened the

questions between the United

States and that Government would

press for immediate solution.

It is the opinion of your com-

VIEW LOOKING FORWARD FROM STARliOARD QUARTER

lie vessel of the United States had

visited that port during that period.

The coming of the Maine had been

announced to the Spanish author-

ities, and the military and naval

portion of these did not receive her

with the cordiality which such vis-

its usually i)roduce. Many of them
expressed resentment at her pres-

ence. Certain newspapers in Ma-

drid and Havana commented upon

her visit in hostile terms.

There was, especially in Havana,

among the officials who had been

adherents of Weyler and who re-

sented his recall, an expressed ha-

tred of the United States. The
time of the explosion must have

been calculated for the moment
wh en th eMaine sh o u 1d sw i ngw i th i n

the destructive radius of the mine.

The report of the Spanish board

of inquiry, sedulously promulgated

mittee, having considered the testimony sub- moored to a buoy by the express direction in advance of that of the board of the United

mitted to the board of inquiry, in connection and guidance of the Spanish authorities. States, finding, after a hurried and most super-

with further testimony taken by the commit- Explosive contrivances of this character are ficial investigation, that the catastrophe was

tee and with the relevant and established facts almost exclusively Government agencies of from an internal and not from an external

presented by the events of the last three years, warfare. There is no operation of a pacific cause, was manifestly false, and was intended to

that the destruction of the Maine was com- cliaracter for which they can be employed, induce public opinion to prejudge the question,

passed either by the official act of the Span- excepting the removal of wrecks or of harbor The duplicity, perfidy, and cruelty of the

ish authorities or was made possible by a neg- obstructions. They are not to be had in any Spanish character, as they always have been,

ligence on their part so willing and gross as place of private sale. Their destructive con- are demonstrated still to continue by their

to be equivalent in culpability to positive tents, excepting, perhaps, gunpowder, which manifestations during the present war in

criminal action. undoubtedly was not employed in this in- Cuba. All these circumstances considered

The status of the Maine while in the harbor stance, cannot be easily obtained and arc not cumulatively, together with other considera-

of Havana and the duty of Spain towards her easily made. The entire contrivance is a mecli- tions which will exactly accord with and add

are defined in the opinion of Chief -Justice anism of a somewhat complicated character, force to them, undenied and unexplained as

Marshall in Schooner Exchange ik McFadden, not generally understood except by special they are by any authority excepting the base-

7 Cranch, Ii6, 141: manufacturers or by military or naval officers less report of the Spanish board of inquiry,

"
If there be no prohibition, the ports of a friendly

who have been instructed how to operate it. warrant the conclusion stated hereinbefore

nation are considered as open to the public siiips of ^"^^ch mines, when sunk in harbors, are al- that the destruction of the Maine was com-

all powers with whom it is at peace, and they are most invariably discharged by an electric cur- passed either by the official act of the Span-
supposed to enter such ports and remain in them, rent, conducted over a wire leading from the ish authorities (and the ascertainment of the
while they are allowed to remain, under the protec- engine of destruction to some place on the particular person is not material), or was made
tion of the Government of the place." ,

'
, 1 .- 11 1 11 -ii 1 i- ^1 •

i^ -nshore where a battery can be housed, guarded, possible by a negligence on their part so will-

It is not contended that this duty of protec- and attended by trained operators. They are ing and gross as to be equivalent in culpability

tion to which the public ship is thus entitled now placed, or are made ready to be placed, to positive criminal action,

while allowed to remain in a port of a friendly in all important harbors ; it may fairly be pre-

nation imposes the obligation of an absolute sumed that they had been placed in the har-

guaranty of her safety. But it is insisted that bor of Havana, the history of the last three

the existence of the duty creates the obliga- years being considered,

tion to use due diligence in its performance. In complaisance to Spanish aversion no pub- I WAS just closing a letter to my family

CAPTAIN SIGSBEE'S ACCOUNT

When property and life are de-

stroyed by an act which the ex-

ercise of due diligence by the

person whose duty it is to use it

could have prevented, the hap-

pening of such an event is suffi-

cient proof that such diligence

was not employed.

The system of civil and mili-

tary police and espionage in Ha-

vana is all-pervading to an extent

probably unequalled in any city

in the world. It is not pretend-

ed that any employment was

made as regards the safety of

the Maine of this instrumentality

for the detection or prevention

of any attempt against her by

private persons.

It is established that the Maine
was destroyed by the explosion

of a submarine mine, in position

under her in a Spanish harbor,

at a place where she had been
VIEW OF WRECKAGE FROM PORT SIDE, SHOWING FORWARD

6-INCH GUN-TRACKS
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when I felt the crash of the ex-

plosion. It was a bursting, rend-

ing, and crashing sound or roar

of immense volume, largely me-

tallic in its character. It was

succeeded by a metallic sound

—probably of falling debris—

a

trembling and lurching motion

of the vessel, then an impression

of subsidence, attended by an

eclipse of the electric lights and

intense darkness within the cab-

in. I knew immediately that the

Maine had been blown up and

that she was sinking. I hurried

to the starboard cabin ports,

thinking it might be necessar}-

for me to make my exit in that

way. Upon looking out I de-

cided that I could go by the

passage leading to the super-

structure. I therefore took the

latter route, feeling my way along

and steadying myself by the
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bulkheads. The superstructure was filled with

smoke, and it was dark. Nearing the outer

entrance I met Private Anthony, the orderly

at the cabin door at the time. He ran into

me and, as 1 remember, apologized in some

fashion, and reported to me that the ship had

been blown up and was sinking.

1 reached the quarter-deck, asked a few ques-

tions of those standing about me—Lieutenant-

Commander Wainwright, I think, for one

—

then I asked the orderly for the time. lie

said that the exact time of the explosion was

9.40 P. I\r. I proceeded to the poop deck, stood

on the side rail, and held on to the main rig-

ging in order to see over the poop awning,

which was baggy and covered with debris;

also in order that I might observe details in

the black mass ahead. I directed the execu-

tive officer to post sentries all around the ship,

but soon saw that there were no marines avail-

able, and no place forward to post them. Not

the real situation than anything else. I at

once ordered all boats to be lowered, when it

was reported that there were only two boats

available— namely, the gig and whale-boat.

Both were lowered and manned by ofificers

and men, and by my direction they left the

ship and assisted in saving the wounded jointly

with other boats that had arrived on the scene

from the Spanish man-of-war, from the steamer

City of WasJiington, and from other sources.

Later— I cannot state precisely how long

—

these two boats of the Maine returned to the

starboard quarter alongside, and reported that

they had gathered in from the wreck all the

wounded that could be found and had trans-

ferred them to the other boats—to \.\\q Alfonso

XII. or to the City of WasJiingtoii.

The poop deck of the Jlfaine, the highest

point, was by that time level with the gig's

gunwale wdiile she was afloat in the water

alongside. The fire amidships was burning

the City of Washington, where I found our

wounded all below in the dining- saloon on

mattresses, covered up, and being carefully at-

tended by the officers and crew of that vessel.

Every attention that the resources of the ves-

sel admitted was being rapidly brought into use.

I then went on deck and observed the wreck for

a ^Q\v minutes, and gave directions to have a

muster taken on board the City of Washington

and other vessels, and sat down in the captain's

cabin and dictated a telegram to the Navy De-

partment. At this time various Spanish offi-

cers— civil, military, and naval—appeared on

board, in their own behalf and in representa-

tive capacity, expressing sympathy and sorrow

for the accident. The representatives of Gen-

eral Blanco and of the admiral of the station

came on board, and the civil governor of the

province was on board in person. I asked them
to excuse me for a few minutes, until I com-

pleted my telegram to the Navy Department.

WRECKERS AT WORK ON THE xMlDSlIll' SECTION OE THE MAINE

being quite clear as to the condition of things

forward, I next directed the forward magazine

to be flooded if practicable, and about the

same time shouted out myself for perfect

silence everywhere. This was, I think, re-

peated by the executive officer. The surviv-

ing officers were about me at the time on the

poop. I was informed that the forward maga-

zine was already under water, and after in-

quiring about the after magazine was told

that it was also under water, as shown by the

condition below reported by those coming
from the ward-room and steerafxe.

About this time fire broke out in the mass

forw^ard, over the central superstructure, and I

inquired as to the spare ammunition in the

captain's pantry. That region was found to

be subsiding very fast. At this time I ob-

served, among the shouts or noises apparently

on shore, that faint cries were coming from the

w^ater, and I could see dimly white, floating

bodies, which gave me a better knowledge of

more fiercely, and the spare ammunition in

the pilot-house was exploding in detail. We
had done everything that could be done so

far as I could see. Lieutenant-Commander

Wainwright whispered to me that he thought

the lo-inch magazine forward had been thrown

up into the burning mass, and might explode

in time. I directed him then to get every-

body into the boats over the stern, and this

was done, although there was some little delay

in curbing the extreme politeness of the offi-

cers, who wanted to help me into the boat. I

directed them to go first, as a matter of course,

and I followed and got into the gig. We pro-

ceeded to the steamer City of Washington, and

on the way I shouted to the boats to leave the

vicinity of the wreck, and that there might be

an explosion. I got Mr. Sylvester Scovell to

translate my desire to one or two boats which

were at that time somewhat nearer the fire

than we ourselves were.

Having succeeded in this, I went on board
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After finishing the telegram and putting it

in the hands of a messenger to be taken on

shore, I conversed for a few minutes with the

various Spanish gentlemen around me, thank-

ing them for the visit and their sympathy. I

was asked by many of them the cause of the

explosion, and I invariably answered that I

must await further investigation. For a long

time the rapid-fire ammunition continued to

explode in detail. The number of the wounded

was reported to me later. I have some diffi-

culty in remembering figures. I think we

found about eighty- four or eighty -five men
that night who survived. It was also reported

to me that the wounded on board Spanish ves-

sels had been taken to the hospitals on shore,

as were also the survivors who had reached the

machina, in the neighborhood of the shears on

shore. To keep a clear head for the emer-

gency I turned in about two o'clock, getting

little sleep that night, owing to the distressing

groans of the wounded.
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LIEUT.-COM. WAINWRIGHT'S
ACCOUNT

I WAS standing in the office with Mr. ITol-

clen, who was in there at the time. I felt a

very heavy shock, and heard the noise of ob-

jects falhng on deck. I was under the im-

pression, from the character of the noises, that

we were being fired upon. I moved out and

came on the main deck through the starboard

door, and passed up on the after superstructure

deck by the ladder on the starboard forward

corner. I then recognized the captain's voice.

As near as I can recollect the course of events,

the captain told me to see the boats ready to

be lowered, and 1 gave the order to clear away
the boats. I saw very few men coming, and

I went from davit to davit to see some one

ready to cast off the falls. I found generally

that they were all officers. Most of the offi-

cers I recognized from time to time right on

the poop. I then noticed indications of fire

forward. This all occurred very quickly to-

gether. I spoke to the ca})tain about flood-

tailed to go into this boat or that. We pulled

about the after-part of the ship and picked

people out of the water. By that time the

ship was crowded with boats. The first one

that I noticed was from the City of WasJiing-

ton. I noticed a number of Spanish boats. I

suggested to the captain that there might be

danger from the mass that was burning of fur-

ther explosion. I was equally confident that

there was no one left in the water, and that

we had better get the crowd of boats out of

the way. He authorized me to shove the

boats off. •

I ordered the gig to back in, and ordered

the otlier boats off. The captain did not want

to go. I pressed him finally, and the only way
to get rid of the men was to shove off ovxx-

selves. When the captain followed me into

the gig, we pushed in among the boats and

induced them to go off, taking the wounded
to different vessels. The captain then took

tlie gig to the City of WashiiigtoJi, lying on

our port quarter, say between three and four

hundred yards distant. I then ordered an of-

never known a man-of-war to be anchored

to it, and seldom a merchant vessel. Captain

Sigsbee gave detailed testimony to show that

everything was right on board of his ship on

the night of the explosion—the coal, the mag-

azines, the electric lights, examining tempera-

tures, etc. There was nothing to suggest

the possibility of an accident. He examined

the temperatures himself and he and the ord-

nance officer agreed that they were never at

a danger- point ;
112" was the highest, and

this WMS in the after magazine. All coal-bunk-

ers were ventilated through air- tubes exam-

ined weekly. Extra sentries were posted and

orders were given to the master-at-arms and

the orderly sergeant to keep a careful eye on

everybody that came on board, and to observe

carefully any packages that might be held, on

the supposition that dynamite or otlier high

explosives might be emi)lo\'ed, and afterwards

to inspect the route these pc()[)le had taken

and never to lose sight of the importance of

the order. There were very few visitors. " I

think," said Captain Sigsbee, " that Lieuten-

TIIK niAJK-JACKKl' I)1V1-:RS, in CIIARt;i<: OF GUNNER MORGxVN, JUST AFFER A DAY'S WORK

ing the magazines, or he spoke to me about

it. Some one then pointed dovvii the hatch,

where the water was coming up, and of

course there could be no reason to flood the

magazines. I then called some one to help

me to go forward and see if we could get the

fire out.

I remember Mr. Hood and Mr. lioyd started

with me, and we succeeded together by going

over the awning to what was apparently the

break of the central superstructure—the after-

part. As soon as I got there it was evident

from the mass of what appeared to be burning

cellulose there was no chance of fighting the

fire. Mr. Boyd got upon the superstructure

and passed two men wdio were crying out

very loudly—one had his arm broken, I think

—and got them both in the gig. They were

both able to help themselves after they recov-

ered from the shock. Before going forward I

gave the order to lower the gig, the captain

acquiescing in this order, and when I returned

lowered the two remaining boats—the second

whale-boat and the barge. The three boats

had different officers in them that I had de-

ficer to commence taking a list of the saved

and wounded of the Maine s crew. I sent Mr.

Blandin in the gig to pull around the ship,

and sent Mr. Holman over to the Spanish

flag-ship to get our well men, if there were

any, and take a list of the wounded. Not
having sufficient men to keep up the patrol, I

called the gig in by the captain's direction.

That was some considerable time after the

disaster, when there was no chance of any

wounded being left.

SYNOPSIS OF THE TESTIMONY

By Colonel WH.LIAM C. CHURCH, Ed-

rrOR OF THE Armv and Navy Journal

CaI'TAIN Sigsbee gave Captain Stevens, of

the Ward line, as authority for the statement

that the buoy to which the Maine was moored

was the least used one in the harbor, and that

in his experience of five or six years he had
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ant-Commander Wainwright was rather severe

on desultory visitors."

There were no high explosives, gun-cotton,

detonators, or other material in magazines or

shell-room, which the regulations prohibit, and

he did not believe that the forward six -inch

magazine blew up. In reply to the direct

question whether any of the magazines or

shell -rooms were blown up, the captain said

it was extremely difficult to come to any

conclusion.

Chief-Engineer Howell testified that there

never had been any signs of any kind of spon-

taneous combustion in the Maine s bunkers

since he had been chief engineer. Witness

never found any signs of heating in tlie bunk-

ers. Bunker A15 was half full of coal at the

time of the explosion, and A 16 full. Any
spontaneous combustion in the bunker would

have been undoubtedly felt by people going

to and fro in the passing- room. There w^as

no steam piping in dangerous proximity to

the Maine s magazines. The two aftermost

boilers were in use while in port, carrying

about eighty pounds to a hundred pounds
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of steam for auxiliary purposes. The}'

carried one liunclredand.twent}- pounds

at sea.

Assistant - Engineer Morris and a

watch of trustw(M-thy men were on

(Uity when the Maine was wrecked.

Lieutenant George F. M. Ilohnan,

navigator and orchiance officer, testi-

fied that all possible precaution was

taken to prevent accident. The tem-

perature of the magazines was taken

daily. There wxm'c no electric wires

in the magazines or shell - rooms.

There was considerably over two hun-

dred pounds of saluting powder on

board, how much he could not sa}-.

lie did not think that a serious rise

of temperature in l^nmker Ai6 which

abuts on the dynamo-room would be

necessarily noticed in the dynamo-

room. The explosion was in tlic for-

ward part of the vessel. It shook the

frame violently ; sounded like a low,

heavy grumbling, followed by a heavy,

booming explosion.

" It was precisely similar to many other

submarine explosions that I have heard, ex-

cept that it was on a larger scale. A sub

marine explosion always gives two shocks

—

one transmitted by the water, the other im-

mediately afterwards, the atmospheric shock.

The lights were put out at once. M}- first im-

pression was that the ship had been attacked.

I called to the rest, ' We have been torpedoed.

Get up on deck.'
"

The examiner referred to Holman's large

experience in the matter of explosives, and

asked his impression of the whole affair, lie

said: "My imj^ression, not yet verified by di-

vers' findings, is that a very heavy mine went

off under the Maine s bottom. The noise pro-

duced by a heavy mine would be great in itself,

and adding to the second explosion, would

make the two practically one and the same

explosion, h^rom the noise alone I could not

tell whether the magazines also went off."

Lieutenant - Commander Richard Wain-

wright testified as to the thoroughness of the

discipline on the Maine, and the exactitude

with which all orders relating to the security

of the ship were carried out. He was positive

that there were no wax heads

fitted to the torpedoes on

that day.

Lieutenant John Hood,
senior watch-officer, had been

all through the magazines

and shell-rooms and had in-

spected all the magazines af-

ter he joined the ship, and

saw them all properly stowed.

Me saw nothing there except

the proper and authorized ar-

ticles. He considered that

on the night of the explosion

there was existing the same

state of affairs, no violation

of the ordnance regulations.

The chief gunner's mate was

a very reliable and intelli-

gent man of excellent record.

Lieutenant Hood testified

that the explosion sounded

and felt like an under-water

explosion, and he was at the

time under the impression

OF THE MAINE'S PLvVlES BLOWN UP FROM
FORWARD PART OF THE SHIP

that it came from the starboard, forward.

There were two explosions, following closely.

Immediately following the fall of objects he

saw the water in a foam, much wreckage, and

many groaning men. The first explosion was

as if something had exploded under the vessel

Lieutenant John J. Blandin testified that

everything was in a normal condition at the

time of the explosion, with fewer boats in

sight than usual. Just before the explosion

he looked over the port side, but noticed noth-

ing. He noticed no upheaval of the ship.

Lieutenant A. \V. Catlin, of the Marine

Corps, testified as to the efficiency and vigil-

ance of the Marine Guard. They had special

orders to challenge all boats which approached

near enough.

Commander G. A. Converse, U. S, N., sum-

moned as an expert on explosives, said that

the largest quantity of explosives he had ever

seen used consisted of a torpedo containing

three hundred pounds of gun-cotton and two

hundred pounds of dynamite, all in separate

cases, one hundred pounds in each case, se-

curely lashed together. Being shown a blue

print of the forward magazine and shell-room

THE
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of the Maine, and asked whether, if

one or more of those should explode,

or partially explode, it would lilt the

forward part of the ship partly out of

the water, he replied that he did not

think it would. The distortion of the

keel of the Maine was too far forward

and too remote from the magazines

to have been caused by their explo-

sion. The bending of the plates on

the bottom of the Maine could be

produced by the explosion of a sub-

marine mine containing a large amount

of the lower explosives—gunpowder

or similar— not in contact with the

ship, but some distance below it, per-

haps on the bottom. He had never

in his experience seen any interior

explosion that could possibly produce

the effect made upon the Maine.

" Do you think that necessarily

there must have been an under-water

mine to produce these explosions?"

" Indications are that an under-

water explosion produced the con-

ditions there," was the reply, with further

statements regarding the impossibility, in his

opinion, of an internal explosion causing the

Maine s wreck.

Ensign W. V. N. Powelson, U. S. N., testified

at great length as to the condition of the wreck

as reported to him by the divers and as re-

vealed by his own examinations. He had

much difficulty in determining wdiat was un-

der water, as the divers had not the technical

knowledge enabling them to describe intelli-

gently what they discovered. They saw things

there, but they did not know exactly what they

were or what the conditions were. Gunner

Morgan had reported that in walking on the

bottom he fell into a hole on the port side, and

went down in the mud. Lie also reported that

as far as he could judge everything seemed to

be bent upward in the vicinity of this hole.

Mr. Powelson gave no weight to Morgan's

testimony, as he believed that the diver was

mistaken. His conclusion was that everything

down on tlie bottom looked as if the insides

of the ship had been blown right out to star-

board. He described the condition of certain

portions of the wreck to show that there were

no " indications of the inter-

nal pressure of gases." What
he discovered convinced him

that the bottom of the ship

under the forward part of the

forward six -inch magazine

was blown up.

A diver located the break

in the keel where the ship's

back was broken by the ex-

plosion. He found the bot-

tom plates broken, with the

edges pushed in. He located

a circular hole between the

sixth and seventh frame from

thewater's edge down. Later,

when he went down to ex-

amine the keel, he found a

hole in the mud about seven

feet deep and the same in

diameter. It was about un-

der the forward V-shaped

plate on the port side of the

ship. The mud in this hole

was harder than elsewhere.
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In this hole he found a tin twenty inches

long and ten inches square. There was a

place in it with a big square hole where a

gasket had been. Later he found the forward

boiler on the port side in good condition. The
importance of this testimony caused it to be

gone over and over again, and additional ques-

tions along the line already indicated were

put, but they only served to point out more
clearly that abreast of the six-inch shell-room

the whole side of the ship had disappeared

from the harbor bed to water-line and the

edges of the rent were turned inward. Fur-

ther, the ten-inch magazine had not exploded.

Witness was questioned very closely as to the

plates that he found blown inward and wheth-

er they might not have been bulkheads, but

he insisted that they were the outside skin of

the ship near the bottom, and located them
accurately on the plans about the middle of

the six-inch shell-room, where " in a big circle

there is none of the outside of the ship left

at all."

Another diver. Gunner's Mate Carl Rund-

quist, found the ragged edges of the ship were

bent inboard. The bottom of the ship was all

blown up. He found a hole in the bottom of

the ship. Looked as if it was blown up from

the outside, ** bcccuuse no explosive from the

inside could make a hole like that. The pieces

of armor- plate also showed they w^ere blown
from the outside from the way they were

bent." Asked as to the condition of the

backing of the armor, he replied :
^' The end

was all twisted and torn and had ragged

edges, and then they all looked and point-

ed inboard. I also examined the upper part

of the backing and found the inside corner

gone."

Dozens of empty lo-inch powder-tanks were

found which appeared to have been opened
by an outside pressure. On the starboard

side there was a break ''a good way forward
"

where the broken backing was all pointing

outward.

Commander James M. Forsyth, U. S. N., tes-

tified that on the 17th of February he had the

anthracite coal pile at Key West thoroughly

examined for '' infernal machines." The pile

contained 1,000 tons. The Maine had re-

cently coaled there twice. The first time,

December 20 to 22; the second, January 18

and 19. Nothing unusual was discovered in

the inspection.

The story of the explosion, as seen upon
and from outside the ship, was told by several

witnesses.

Nothing in the testimony fixed responsi-

bility; no conspiracy was apparent ; no knowl-

edge of the planting of a mine was shown.

Captain Sigsbee stated that a somewhat bit-

ter feeling existed against the American
ships and Americans generally, and a wit-

ness, whose name was suppressed, told of

overhearing a conversation among Spanish

officers and a citizen indicating a foreknowl-

edge of the destruction of the Maine by in-

tention to blow her up. An official of the

American Consulate told of information re-

ceived anonymously tending to show that a

conspiracy existed. But nothing was defi-

nitely stated which fixed any responsibility.

BROADSIDE VIEW OF WRECK, SHOWING THE MAINE'S SMOKE-STACK ON A LIGHTER READY FOR SHIPMENT



THE DESTRUCTION OF THE MAINE

CAPTAIN SIGSBEE AND THE
SENATE COMMITTEE

Senator Frye—The Spaniards, in their re-

port of the destruction of the Maine, make a

very strong point of the fact that no dead fish

were found the next day. What is your judg-

ment about that proposition ?

Captain Sigsbee—The ship was blown up at

9.40 P. -M., and even though there were dead

fish, no one knows where they might have

gone the next morning. In the next pkice, 1

fancy, if any dead fish v/ere avaikible, the re-

killed them. We regarded that excuse as

rather peculiarly Spanish, and all that about
the wave, and so forth. They were groping

for results and reasons.

Senator Gray—What examination did those

Spanish boards make of the accident ?

Captain Sigsbee—They had not done any-

thing for a week ; had not been down at all.

Our people laughed at them. Our people kept

going down steadily, and they a little at a time,

and there sat a correspondent of a great Amer-
ican journal m their boat, humbugging them
all the time, passing out cigars to them and

draw a diagram of what he had seen, take it to

the detailed diagrams of the ship, and reduce
it to a certainty. He would know that a cer-

tain beam, forward of a certain place, would
be, for instance, three feet, and abaft it would
be four feet, and it would be a certain distance

from one of the longitudinals, and so on, until

he had proved conclusively this was that plate

or beam and no other. When the military

and naval men come to look at our report and
compare it with their report, with the fish

story and all that sort of thing, I think a mili-

tary smile will go around the world.

I,ieut.-Coiu. Potter, U. S. N. Cajjtaiii Chadwick, IJ. S. N. Captain Sainpsoii, If. S.N. Lieut.-Com. Marix, U. S. N., Judf,'C Advocate
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concentrados would be glad to get them.

Again, they say the fish leave the harbor and

go to sea at night. I have seen an occasional

fish jump in the day-time, but the water is very

foul and nasty, and I fancy it is a bad water

for fish.

Senator Morgan—The walls amidships on

both sides, to nearly amidships, were broken

down ?

Captain Sigsbee— Especially so ; very much
disintegrated. It is all gone on the port side.

Senator Morgan—So that if that was done
by an internal explosion the force of the ex-

plosion would have gone out thiou'^h the

water ?

Captain Sigsbee — That is a question, if

there was an internal explosion.

Senator Morgan— If tiiere was, the force of

that explosion must have gone through the

water?

Captain Sigsbee—Yes, sir.

Senator Morgan—Why would not that have
killed the fish ?

Captain Sigsbee — I think it would. Per-

haps not so much, but I think it would have

making fun of them, and they did not know
him. They thought he was a great American

engineer who did not care much for Ameri-

cans. When the boatswain came to them with

the other boat he transferred to that, and they

did not know him. They did very little work

on the wreck. It was absurd as compared

with our work.

Senator Gray—Did you make the examina-

tion as thorough as possible ?

Captain Sigsbee — The examination was

made very much under the wishes of the

board of inquiry ; whatever they wanted they

got. We had over the divers all the time com-

missioned officers. They had part of the time,

not all the time, a boatswain. The greatest

point on our side was that we had Ensign

Powelson. He went to Glasgow to study

naval architecture for a year ; then he pre-

ferred to be a line officer. Of course, the ship

was very much disrupted. Whenever any

diver would come out Mr. Powelson would

take him and have him give, in the first place,

exact measurements for the length and breadth

and thickness. He would take his statement,
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THE NIGHT OF THE EXPLO-
SION IN HAVANA

By GEORGE BRONSON REA
The city of Havana presented an animated

and joyful appearance during the first hours

of the night of February 15. The carnival

season had only opened the day before, and

the streets were rapidly filling with the happy
and grotesque masqueraders. Out in the

bay lay the men-of-war and merchant- ves-

sels, whose forms were barely distinguishable

through the darkness. The night was dark,

and the few stars were frequently shadowed

by the thick clouds wafted out to sea by the

light land-breeze.

On board the war - ships the buglers had

sounded " taps " and the boatswains' mates

had shrilly " piped down "for the night. The
only life visible was the forms of the officers

and sentries on watch, mechanically pacing to

and fro in their respective stations.

In company with Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester

Scovel, the writer was seated in one of the

numerous cafes located near the park. Sud-
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denly the sound of a terrible explosion shook of the Spanish cruiser and of the City of other vessels. We followed Captain Sigsbee

the city ; windows were broken, and doors Washington darting in and out of the wreck- to the gangway of the WasJiington, and there

were shaken from their bolts. The sky tow- age, bravely rescuing some poor fellow crying the chief of police offered his services and ex-

ards the bay was lit up with an intense light, for help. We pulled close to the wreck, in the pressed his sympathy to the captain. Once
and above it all could be seen innumerable hope of being of some assistance. We arrived on board, I hastened below, and found eight

colored lights resembling rockets. there fifteen minutes after the crash, the first to wounded men being tenderly cared for by

Hastily providing for the safety of his wife, reach her from the shore, but in that short time Surgeon Heneberger, who was attired in his

Scovel and I jumped into a coach, and ordered everybody who survived had already been saved, pajamas. His faithful assistant was Chaplain

the reluctant driver to drive for his life in the Too much praise cannot be bestowed on the Chidwick.

direction of the noise. The populace were crews and officers of the two steamers men- I soon found that there were al)out tliirty-

evidently frightened, probably believing that tioned, who were on the spot immediately after seven survivors on board the WasJiington. All

the explosion was but the forerunner of an- the catastrophe, and their vessels did not draw the officers except four were tliere, and were

other riot, and very few essayed to leave their away for more than three-(|uarters of an hour cared [ox by the passengers and officers of the

doors and venture into the street. As we ap- after, or when it was deemed absolutely neces- steamer.

proached the docks the excitement increased, sary to protect themselves from the danger of Only four marines and their captain were

and at last, reaching the custom-house gate, being struck by fragments of the shells and fixed accounted for at first. These were the rem-

we found an excited crowd trying to force ammunition which were constantly exploding, nants of the full guard of forty-one men.

V

its \N-c\y through, despite the

energetic remonstrance and

resistance of the guards.

Elbowing and pushing

through, we told the guards

we were two officers from

the Maine ; for by this time

we understood from the re-

marks that something terri-

ble had occurred on board.

The gates were quickly

opened, and closed imme-

diately. Rushing through

the baggage-inspection room

and out on the open wharf,

our worst fears were realized

—the Maine was a wreck

and burning brightly. Jump-
ing into a boat with the chief

of police, Colonel Paglieri,

we were soon out in the har-

bor. Our progress was often

retarded by huge masses of

floating wreckage, and as we

approached closer, the rapid-

fire and small-arm ammuni-

tion began to explode and

whiz through the air over

our heads. Our boatmen

were paralyzed with fear,

and wished to turn back.

The colonel beat one of them with his cane.

<*«»•'

I received about forty ca-

blegrams from the officers

and crew to be forwarded to

their families, and as I was

about to leave I stepi)ed in

to interview Captain Sigs-

bee, who, in answer to my
(juestion, politely handed

me his despatches to the

Secretary of the Navy and

the y\dmiral at Key West,

at the same time recjuesting

me to see that they were put

on the wire immediatel}/.

While conversing with

him a large deputation of

prominent Spanish officials,

headed by Secretary - Gen -

eral Congosto, arrived on

board to express their sym-

pathy, and to offer all the

aid in their power. Their

attentions were kindly re-

ceived and answered by Cap-

tain Sigsbee, and when they

left the ship I accompanied

them ashore ; and I must say

that I only heard the most

|)rofound expressions of sym-

pathy and sorrow. When Dr.

Congosto learned that I was

We finally comprehended the full extent of the bearer of the official and private telegrams

*--***«*Si»awWMiJ

CAPTAINS SAMl'SON AND CIlADWICK, AND L!KUr.-COM. POT'l'ER RETURN-
ING FROM A VISrr TO THE WRIX'K OK THE IMAIXE

I whacked the other with a rope's end, until the calamity. My strong companion guli^ed of the captain and officers, he sent orders to tlie

they concluded to proceed. down a sob as he exclaimed: "Great God, old cable-office that all telegrams 1 might present

The scene as it unfolded itself to our vision man, they are all gone! This is the u^jrk of for transmission should be given the right of

was terrible in its significance. Great masses a torpedo, and marks the beginning of the way, and that all expenses would be paid by

of twisted and bent iron plates and beams end." The stern old Spanish colonel mut- the Spanish Government. This was indeed a

were thrown up in confusion amidships; the tered, ''Ave Maria! how horrible!" and with delicate compliment to the noble officers who
bow had disappeared; the foremast and smoke- another oath, made a pass at the boatmen had been left destitute as a result of the ex-

stacks had fallen; and to add to the horror and with his cane to urge them forward to where plosion, and deserves at least our appreciation.

danger, the mass of wreckage amidships was we could now discern the forms of Captain After <i protracted tour of all the lu)S[)itals

on fire, and at frequent intervals a loud report, Sigsbee and his officers—many of tliem half during the eruly hours of Wednesday nKjrning,

followed by the whistling sound of fragments dressed— standing in their boats sadly vicw^- making up a list of the saved and wounded, I

flying through the air, marked the explosion ing the remnants of their once proud cruiser, once more returned to the Washington, and

of a six-pound shell. Here we were hastily informed of what had later in the day had the satisfaction of seeing

The greatest danger for a time seemed to occurred. At this time it was impossible to many of the poor fellows and their officers

lie in another magazine explosion ; but, de- estimate the loss of life, and many were sup- sent back to their native land on board the

spite this circumstance, we could see the boats posed to have been saved by swimming to steamship Olivette.
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THE UNITED STATES BATTLE-SHIP INDIANA AT TARGET PRACTICE.-By R. F. Zogbaum





I'HE SPANISH liATTLE-SIIII' V/ZCAYA IN NEW YORK HARBOR.—Drawn hy II. Rkutkkdahl

THE ANTE-BELLUM NAVIES
TME visit of the Maine to Cuban waters

was explained by tlie Secretary of State

as evidence of " the resumption of friend-

ly naval relations with Spain," and was so re-

garded, diplomatically, by the representatives

of His Most Catholic Majesty. The Spanish

Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States,

Seilor Dupuy de Lome, already mentioned, had

said that " the only remote contingency which

might lead to unpleasant consequences would

be some overt act on the part of the insur-

gent sympathizers with the hope of embroiling

Spain and the United States." The Maine

was received by the Spanish forts and the

naval vessels in the harbor of Havana with

the courtesies usually extended to visiting

war-ships of a friendly power, and was led to

her anchorage by the designated representa-

tives of Spain. In acknowledgment of this

visit the government at Madrid ordered the

Spanish armored cruiser Vi.'^eaya to proceed

to American waters on a visit to ports of the

United States. The Vi,':eaya was due to ar-

rive at New York on the day when it was an-

nounced that the Maine had been blown up

in Havana harbor. Arriving two days over-

due, amid the excitement consequent upon

the destruction of the American battle-

ship, she was the object of much and

varied interest. She remained a week,

and then sailed for Havana. During that

week the relative naval strength of the

two powers that were seen to be drifting

into collision was carefully studied. It

was already conceded by the experts of

all nations that the Americans were the

better gunners; but it was generally be-

lieved that in fighting-ships and armament,

since the loss of the Maine, the United

States and Spain were about equally

matched. The Spanish navy had met

with a series of accidents about three years count of the ante-bellum naval power of Spain

previously which had deprived her of no is founded upon the publications of the OfTfice

less than four vessels. The cruiser Reina of Naval Intelligence, i^r^i-i-^j'^/i////^/^^/, Clowe's

Regenta was lost on the Bajo Ascitunos reef. Naval Poeket-book, and data furnished by the

north of Cape Trafalgar, in March, 1895. The Military Information Division of the Adju-

cruiser Sanehe.': Barcaiztegui was lost at Ha- tant-General's Office at Washington.

vana in September of the same year, and the

cruiser Cristobal Colon was lost near Cape San

Antonio, Cuba, in the same September. The
cruiser Tajo was wrecked not far from San SPAIN'S NAVAL STRENGTH
Sebastian in May, i8qs. A new Cristobal ^^ . ,,^^ ,^ ^^^^^^^

, C n ^ 1 1
1^^' AMOS K. IHSKE

Colon \vas already anoat, and several vessels

were in process of construction; so that Spain At the beginning of the year 1898 Spain

was again possessed of a capable navy, which, had but two war- vessels that were rated in

with the completion of the .ships in hand, the class of battle-.ships, the Vitoria and the

promised to become a formidable force. Three Pelayo, and the former was a "broadside" of

days before the destruction of the Maine the antiquated model, previously used as a train-

Chief Intelligence Officer of the United States ing-ship, but then undergoing equipment with

Navy issued a comparative table of the prin- 5.5-inch rapid-fire guns for war service. She

cipal fleets of the world in battle-ships, coast- was an old iron vessel of 7250 tons displace-

defence vessels, and torpedo-boats, including ment, 318 feet 3 inches long, 55 feet 10 inches

those then building or ordered. In this table beam, and a maximum draught of 25 feet 3

the United States was rated as the sixth and inches. She had a 5.5-inch armor belt, and

Spain the eighth, the list standing as follows: her speed was li knots. Her normal coal-

Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy, Germany, supply was 875 tons, and her complement of

United States, Japan, Spain. Mr. Fiske's ac- men 561.

The Pelayo was a rather powerful battle-

ship of steel, of 9900 tons displacement,

330 feet long, 66 feet beam, 24 feet 11

inches draught. She carried an armor

belt 17.75 inches thick, increasing to 19.25

about the barbette in which her guns

were mounted, and had a 4-inch steel de-

fensive deck. Her armament consisted of

two 12.5-inch and two ii-inch heavy ord-

nance, one 6.2-inch and twelve 4.7-inch

guns, six smaller rapid-fire and twelve

machine guns, and she had seven torpedo-

tubes. Her speed was 16 knots, coal-

supply 800 tons, complement 600 men.

She had been at Toulon receiving new

'.-*^'S

THE SPANISH GUN-BOAT ALVARADO
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boilers and some more mod-

ern rapid-fire guns, and being

fitted with barbette turrets

and a ram bow, and was has-

tily ordered to Cartagena,

with the French workmen

on board.

There was another old

broadside iron ship, the Nii-

mancia, of about the same

size and power as the Vitoria,

which was receiving new ma-

chinery and new armament in

6.2-inch and 4.7-inch rapid-

fire guns. She had been

classed rather as a port-de-

fence vessel than a battle-

ship, and could make only 8

knots.

But Spain was rated as

comparatively strong in first-

class armored cruisers. The

THE SPANISH ARMORED CRUISER ALMIRANTE OQUENDO
The Type of tlie \'i7u:aya and tlie Jlfinia Teresa

The armament of the Ahni-

7'ante Oqucndo consisted of

two 1 1 -inch guns (turrets

fore and aft), ten 5.5 -inch

liontoria, eight 2.2-inch, and

eight 1.4-inch rapid-fire, and

two machine guns. That of

the hifanfa Maria Teresa dif-

fered from til is only in hav-

ing both the ii-inch and the

5.5-inch guns of the liontoria

type, and that of the l^irjeaya

only in having the 5.5 -inch

guns as well as those of small

caliber of the rapid-fire type.

I'ractically the three were of

equal power, and each carried

a coal -supply of 1 200 tons

and a complement of 500

men. In fact, the six 7000-

ton cruisers were substantial-

ly alike. The Cristobal Colon,

Emperador Carlos V. was 380 feet long, with a 12-inch armor-belt, reduced to 10.5 at the of 6840 tons, was slightly smaller and less

a ram bow, 6j feet beam, and 25 feet draft, gun position, which was "central battery," and heavily armed, but had the same speed. Her

and her speed was 20 knots. Her armor belt a 2-inch steel protective deck. The speed was length was 328 feet, beam 59 feet 8 inches,

consisted of only two inches of Harvey steel, 20 knots, and the armament consisted of two draft 24 feet. She had only 6 inches of

except about the gun -turrets, which were i i-inch guns (turrets fore and aft), ten 5.5-inch armor phite, and a 1.5 -inch protective deck.

placed one forward and one aft, and there rapid-fire, two 2.7-inch, four 2.2-inch, four 1.4- Her two large guns were lo-inch, and mounted

the armor was ten inches thick. Each turret inch, and two machine guns. Each had also in barbettes, one forward and one aft. The
carried an ii-inch Hontoria gun, and the rest eight torpedo-tubes, carried a coal supply of rest of her armament consisted of ten 6-inch

of the armament consisted of eight 5.5 -inch 1200 tons, and had 500 officers and men. rapid-fire guns, six 4.7-inch, ten 2.2-inch, ten

rapid-fire guns, four 3.9-inch, two 2.7-inch, These were newly built, and none of them w^ere 1.4- inch, and two machine guns. She had

four 2.2- inch, and six machine guns. She ready for service during the war. The other four torpedo-tubes and a crew of 450 men.

had six torpedo-tubes; the coal capacity of three cruisers of 7000 tons w^ere the yl/;///;7?;//r These included all of Spain's fighting-ships

the vessel was 1200 tons, and the complement Oqiiendo, the Infanta Maria Teresa, and the of the first class, but she had several second-

of men 535. None of these vessels actually F/'srf^jw, and answered to the same description, class cruisers. The largest of these, the Al-

figured in the war except as a menace. except that the Infanta Maria Teresa had fonso XIII, might fairly be rated as first class,

There were six other modern armored cruis- slightly exceeded the speed of 20 knots with since she displaced 5000 tons, and had a speed

ers of 7000 and one of 6840 tons on the list of which the others were credited. Each was 340 of 20 knots. She was 318 feet 6 inches long,

Spain's war vessels. To three of these, the feet long, 65 feet beam, and 21 feet 6 inches 50 feet 6 inches beam, 20 feet draft, and

Cardenal Cisneros, Catalnna, and Prineesa de draft. The armor belt was 12 inches, ex- was protected with a 4.5-inch steel deck over

Asturias, precisely the same description ap- cept around the gun position (central battery), engines and machinery. Her armament con-

plies. Each was 347 feet 10 inches long, 61 where the plates were 10.5 inches thick, and sisted of four 7.8-inch liontoria guns, six 4.7-

feet beam, and 21 feet 10 inches draft, had the steel deck had a thickness of 3 inches, inch, six 2.2-inch, six 1.4-inch rapid-fire, and

THE SPANISH ARxMORED CRUISER PELAVO.—Dkkw^ by H. Reuteruahl
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three machine guns. She had five torpedo-

tubes, carried 1200 tons of coal, and was

manned by 276 officers and seamen.

Next to her was the Lcpaiito, of 4826 tons,

318 feet 6 inches h)ng, 50 feet six inches beam,

20 feet drauglit, protected by 4.75-inch steel

deck: speed, 20 knots. Her armament was

four 7.8-incli Hontorias, six 4.7-inch rapid-fire,

six 6-pounders, four 3-pounders, and five Max-

ims. She had five torpedo-tubes, carried i lOO

tons of coal, and her crew consisted of 276

men.

The next in size was the unarmored and un-

protected steel cruiser Rcina Christina, which

was of 3520 tons displacement, 282 feet 2

inches long, 42 feet 7 inches beam, and 16

feet 5 inches draught, and had a speed of 17.5

knots. She was armed with six 6.2-inch Hon-

toria guns, two 2.7-inch, three 2.2-inch, two

and four machine guns. Each vessel had two

torpedo-tubes.

After these came the Alfonso XII. and the

Reina Mercedes, each of 3090 tons ; length, 278

feet 10 inches ; beam, 42 feet 7 inches ; draught,

16 feet 5 inches; speed, 17.5 knots; coal-sup-

ply, 600 tons; complement. 300 men. Each

haci five torpedo-tubes, but their armaments

differed. The Alfonso XII. carried six 6.2-inch

liontoria, two 2.7-inch, and six 6 -pounder

rapid-fire, four 3-pounder, and five machine

guns. The Reina Mercedes had six 6.2-inch

Hontoria, two 2.7-inch, three 2.2-inch rapid-

fire, two 1.5-inch, six 1.4-inch, and two ma-

chine guns.

The other Spanish cruisers fell below the

minimum size for second-class vessels, which

is 2000 tons. The largest was the Velasco,

1
1
52 tons, 209 feet 11 inches long, 29 feet 3

and 1 1 feet 6 inches draught. The first two
named had a speed of 16 knots, and the last

15; each could carry 160 tons of coal, and
the Isla de Cuba and Isla de Luzon had 160

and the Marques de Ensenada 164 men. The
armament of each of the first two was four

4.7-inch Hontoria, four 6-pounder rapid-fire,

two 3 -pounder, and two machine guns, and

that of the latter four 4.7-inch Hontoria, five

rapid-fire, and four machine guns. The former

had three and the latter four torpedo-tubes.

This exhausts the list of cruisers proper,

though there were two others so calkd, the

Quiros and Villalobos, each of 316 tons, for

service in the Philippines. There was an old

wooden sloop of war of 935 tons which carried

three 4.7-inch Hontoria, two 2.8-inch Krupp,

and two machine guns.

The Don Alvaro de Bezan, 830 tons and 235

TIIK SPANISH AR.MOKKI) CRUISKR AI.MIRANTE OQUENDO LEAVING CADIZ.—Drawn by II. Reuterdaiil

1.5-inch rapid-fire, six 3-pounders, and two ma-

chine guns. She had five torpedo-tubes ; her

coal capacity was 600 tons; complement of

men, 375. Of a similar type, but of 3342 tons

displacement, were the Ara^ij^oji, Castilhu and

Navarra. The last named differed slightly in

model from tlic other two. The AragoJi and

Castilla were each 246 feet long, 45 feet 1

1

inches beam, and 20 feet 11 inches draught;

had a speed of 14 knots, a coal-supply of 470
tons, and 300 men. The Navarra differed in

these items only in being 13 feet i inch short-

er, 3 feet 4 inches less beam, and 7 inches less

draught. The armament of the Aragon was

six 6.2-inch Hontoria, two 3.3-inch Krupp, four

2.9-inch, and two machine guns; that of the

Castilla, four 5.9-inch Krupp, two 4.7-inch, two

3.3-inch, and four 2.9-inch, eight rapid-fire, and

two machine guns; the Navarra, four 5.9-

inch, two 4.7-inch, two 3.4-inch, four 2.9-inch,

inches beam, 12 feet 5 inches draught; speed,

14.3 knots; coal-supply, 220 tons; comple-

ment, 173 men. She was armed with three

5.9- inch Armstrong guns, two 2.7- inch Hon-

torias, and two machine-guns. There were

five cruisers of 11 30 tons each—the Conde de

Venadito, Don Antonio de Ulloa, Don Jnan de

Austria, Infanta Isabel, and Isabel II. The

same description answers precisely for all ex-

cept in details of armament. Each was 210

feet long, 32 feet beam, and 12 feet 6 inches

draught, had a speed of 14 knots, a coal-sup-

ply of 220 tons, and 130 men. The armament

of the Conde de Venadito was four 4.7- inch

Hontoria guns, two 2.7- inch, two rapid-fire,

and five machine guns. The others were sub-

stantially the same in power. There were also

three cruisers of 1 030 tons each—the Isla de

Cuba, Isla de Luzon, and the Marques de En-

senada. Each was 185 feet long, 30 feet beam,

feet long ; Dona Maria de Molina, same size

;

Destructor, A^'^'^ tons, 192 feet 6 inches long;

Filipinas, 750 tons, 213 feet ; Galicia, 571 tons,

190 feet ; Marques de la Vitoria, 830 tons, 235

feet; Marques de Molina, 571 tons, 190 feet;

Martin Alonzo Pinzon, same size; Nueva Es-

pana, 630 tons, 190 feet ; Rapido, 570 tons,

190 feet; Ternerario, 590 tons, 190 feet, and

the Vincente Yanez Pinzon, 571 tons, 190 feet,

were classed as torpedo gun-boats. They car-

ried from two to four torpedo-tubes, and had

a speed of 19 or 20 knots. The armament of

the largest consisted of two 4.7-inch rapid-fire

guns, four 1.5 -inch, and two machine guns.

The General Concha, 520 tons, was listed as

a gun-boat, and the Elcano, 524 tons, General

Lego, 524 tons, Magellanes, 524 tons, as " gun-

vessels." They were somewhat smaller, and

lighter in armament, and considerably slower

than the torpedo gun-boats. There were two
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80 feet, 19.5 knots; Castor, 76.2 feet,

19 knots; Aire', 4^.4 feet, 8 knots;

and there were four vidette-boats,

60 feet long, making 18.3 knots.

These four boats had a hght ar

mament, besides their two (in two

cases three) torpedo-tubes, and, with

the exception of the smallest, car-

ried from thirteen to twent^^-five

tons of coal, and required from

eighteen to twenty -four men to

manage them.

Spain had in process of building

one battle-ship of 10,000 tons, one

armored cruiser of 10,500 tons, and

one of 6840 tons i^Pcdro ifAragoii)',

two protected cruisers

—

Rcuia Re-

gentl\ 5372 tons, and Rio de la

Plata, 1775 tons—one torpedo gun-

boat, 750 tons, and four torpedo-

boats of the Ariete t}'pe. She could

also command for arming as cruisers

thirteen vessels of the Compania

Transatlantica of Cadiz, as follows,

in order of size, with t(Minage and speed indicated* Magellaiies, 6932

tons, 17 knots; Jhieuos /lires, 5195 tons, 14 knots; Montevideo, 5096

tons, 14.5 knots; Alfonso XIL, 5063 tons, 15 knots; Leon XIII., 4687

tons, 15 knots; P. de Satrnstegni, 4638 tons, 15 knots; Alfonso XIII.,

4381 tons, 16 knots; Reina Maria Crist ina, 4381 tons, 16 knots; Isla

de Lnrjon, 42'^2 tons, 13 knots; IsIa de Mindanao, 4ig'^ tons, 13.5 knots;

/sla de Panay, 3636 tons, 13.5 knots; Catalnna, 3488 tons, 14 knots;

Ciudad de Cadir:, 3084 tons, 13.5 knots. Several of these were put

into the service as transports.

The effective naval strength of Spain may be summed up from the

foregoing detailed description. She had but one really effective battle-

ship, the Pelayo, which was not then prepared to leave her coast.

She had one powerful cruiser in the Carlos V. (not immediately

available), and seven others which stood high in the first class, but

three of which were unfinished either in construction or equipment,

despatch- vessels in the official list, identical in description, the I\t- Really, five strong and fast cruisers embodied her chief fighting force

nando el Catolico (used as a torpedo training-ship), and the Marques on the water ; but there were eight others, ranging in size from 3000 to

del Duero, 500 tons displacement, 157 feet 5 inches long, and 25 feet 5000 tons, and most of them having a speed of 17 knots or more, which

7 inches beam, with a speed of 10 knots. could render effective aid in harassing an enemy. There were nine of

There was a supplementary list of gunboats "for service in Cuban the smaller cruisers, of a little more than looo tons displacement,

waters"— the Hernan Cortes, 'x^oo tow^, owq 5.12-inch Parrott gun, 12 The torpedo -gunboats were strong and speedy craft, and were

knots; Pizarro, 300 tons, two 2.95-inch rapid-fire Nordenfeldt guns, twelve in number, in addition to which there were one other gun-

12 knots; Vaseo Nnnez de Balboa, 300 tons, one 2.95-inch Nordenfeldt boat, three "gun-vessels," and two despatch-boats, besides the three

gun, 12.5 knots; Diego Velasqnez, 200 tons, two 2.24-inch rapid-fire 300 ton, two 200-ton, two 100- ton, and eighteen "small" gunboats

Nordenfeldt guns, and one l -pounder revolving cannon; Ponee de especially " for service in Cuban waters."

Leon, in all respects like the last; Alvarado, 100 tons, one 2.24-inch Spain's torpedo fleet w^as a strong one, and it was apprehended that

rapid-fire Nordenfeldt, and one revolving cannon ; Sajidoval, mate to it might constitute a formidable part of her naval force. It contained

the last. There were also eighteen small steel gunboats for service in six exceptionally powerful and swift torpedo-boat destroyers, ten

Cuba, carrying each one 6-pounder Maxim-Nordenfeldt

rapid-fire gun, and one i -pounder Maxim-Nordenfeldt

automatic.

The list of Spain's torpedo-boat destroyers comprised

six vessels— the Audaz, a formidable craft of 400 tons

displacement, and a length of 225 feet, carrying two 12-

pounders, two 6-pounders, and two i-pounders, besides

two torpedo-tubes, and capable of a speed of 30 knots ; and

the Furor, Terror, Osado, Pluton, and Proserpina, each of

which was of 380 tons displacement, 220 feet long, capable

of 28 knots, and equipped with two 14-po under and two

6-pounder rapid-fire and two 37-mm. automatic guns, all

Maxim-Nordenfeldt. Each of these vessels was capable

of carrying 100 tons of coal, and had a crew of 6'] men.

The rest of the torpedo fleet consisted of boats rang-

ing from 147 feet 5 inches to 43 feet 4 inches in length

and from 108 to 23 tons displacement. The names, with

indication of length in feet and speed in knots, are

:

Ariete, 14'j.^ feet, 26.1 knots ; Rayo, 147.5 f^^t, 25.5 knots;

Azor, 134.5 feet, 24 knots; Halcon, 134.5 feet, 24 knots;

Habana, 127.5 feet, 21.3 knots; Bareelo, 126 feet, 19.5

knots; Orion, 125 feet, 21.5 knots; Retamosa, 118 feet,

20.5 knots
;
Julia Ordonez, 117.7 feet, 20. i knots ; Ejercito,

I II. 5 feet, 2$ knots; Rigel, 105 feet, 19 knots; Pollux, THE Spanish cruiser navarra.—Dkkw^ hy h. Rkutkrdahl
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torpedo-boats rated as first class accord-

ing to the English standard, two of the

second class, and seven others— twenty-

five in all. The vessels under construc-

tion were none of them near enough to

completion to be regarded in the calcu-

lation of war strength.

A GERMAN VIEW
Correspondent Woee, of the Berlin

Tagcblatt, w^riting from Cadiz after the de-

struction of the MatJii, said: "Gun prac-

tice here is a lost art. ' The Captain-Gen-

eral docs not think much of it,' said a

black-eyed senora to mc ;
' it is so hard

on one's nerves, and such a waste of pow-

der.' The soldiers lounge about, and the

officers gamble and flirt. I hoped to find

the Captain- General on a bed of laurels;

I found him in a forest of orange-blos-

soms. His intimation of war secrets was

a bluff ; there are no secret preparations.

" The Pclayo is a fine ironclad. It

makes a good impression. There arc four big guns on deck and

a good many smaller ones at the sides. The Spaniards regard

this ship with almost superstitious veneration. Pictures of her are

everywhere ; the general public thinks her the fastest and most

formidable craft afloat, l^ut I have been talking with people who
know the Pclayo well, and I gather from their intimation and hints

that she is one of those belles who are beautiful only when in re-

pose. ' She has a bad w^alk on her,' as they say. For that reason

the Pclayo has never been taken around much. She only shows

off in the safety of harbors, and then is much admired. Only

once did she venture out to sea, I am told, and the experiment

was disastrous.

" The Alphonso XIf. is a good enough cruiser, of which little

good or bad is said. The Vitoria is a superannuated * lady ' of

not uncertain age. She looks her years all over. They are fixing

her up, though. She has received new boilers of late and new
guns ; but, after all, to quote an English naval officer whom I

met here, * she resembles one of those old horses used at the bull-

fights ; and there is little doubt that she will tumble over on the

first rush of the bull.'

" But I must not forget the brand-new ironclad which has been

building opposite the arsenal for the last ten years. A week ago

she was far enough advanced to receive her boilers. But the chain the acquaintance of the commander of the Pclayo^ who constantly

broke and the boilers went down into the hold, twenty-four feet deep, wears civilian dress. He looks like an old dried-up school -master.

They went into smithereens, of course. Now they are erecting great But those Yankees should look out for the commander of the Co-

derricks near by to haul up the pieces. This is the most important liunbia. This is a one-eyed gentleman, and everybody knows that

work going on in the harbor. All the docks are full of old iron, old the most successful pirates in the story-books had but one eye.

cannons, dilapidated armor, and old cannon-balls. In the yards of "Several long days and the greater part of many nights I spent in

La Carraca arsenal the gun-carriages and other accoutrements for the harbor of Cadiz and in her dock-yards. I saw some formidable in-

the Vitoria, Normannia, and Columbia are being constructed amid trenchments going up at the northern end of the bay, at Rota. The

great secrecy. The Nonnannia will face the enemy under the name dam at the south end of the city is being strengthened and fortified

of Rapido. The Columbia has been renamed Patriota. I have made and three strand batteries have been erected.

" A naval officer told me Cadiz had fifteen or sixteen new

Krupp guns. Whether there is any ammunition for these

guns I could not learn. The Cadiz people doubt it. I have

not heard a shot fired during the week I am here.

** I am almost ashamed of this letter. I was sent out to re-

port war, or at least war preparations ; and though I searched

high and low, I cannot discover any. I came to this city from

Cologne, the Rhenish fortress, and I vow that I saw more war

preparations there in a day than I did here in a week."

The German's allusion to Spanish " veneration " was justified

by such assertions in El Mundo Naval Ilustrado as :
'' The

Pclayo is the model for our new ships "
;
" The Pelayo could

easily pass the Suez Canal, she is so light and steers so beau-

tifully "
;
" The Pclayo has new tubular boilers, and her radius

of action is now 6000 miles"; "The installation of four in-

dependent turrets in the Pclayo has been decided as better

than twin guns in the same turret"; "The Pelayo has been

entirely renovated and modernized"; "The Hontoria guns of

THE SPANISH TORPEDO GUNBOAT NEUVA ESPASfA.—v>Ki^^^^Y H. Reuterdahl the Pelayo have not been surpassed by any foreign makers."
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THE NAVY Ol- TH
STATES

TTNTTFn ^^^^^ speed, on trial, was 17.45 knots. Her

armor belt, measured on the water-line, ex-

tended 180 feet on each side. Over the armor

The battle-ship J/^?///^' was officially rated as belt was a flat armored deck which dipped

a war vessel of the second class; but accord- abaft the belt, and was then continued, one

ing to the systems of classification adopted by deck below, to the stern. The forward ends

European writers for purposes of comparison, of the belt were joined by a heavy steel bulk-

she was one of the first-class battle-ships of head, and, extending from the bottom of this

the world. She was originally designed as an bulkhead to the stem of the vessel, was an-

armored cruiser, and it was intended to give other armored deck. The barbettes and tur-

her more tlian seven thousand square feet of rets of the I\Fainc were of heavy steel, and the

canvas. An early sail plan represents her as a barbettes rested on the armored deck below,

bark with square-sails to top-gallant sails, but Two winged or side turrets projected beyond

without head-sails or booms. When the sail the hull, in each of which were two lo-inch

plan was abandoned, her designation as a sec- breech- loading rifles. In the main battery

ond-class battle-ship was adopted. were also six 6 -inch breech- loading rifles.

The extreme length of the Maine w^as 324 and the secondary battery consisted of seven

feet; her beam, 57 feet. She displaced 6682 6- pounder and eight i- pounder rapid-firing

tons, and her indicated horse-power was 9293. rifles. On the berth -deck were also carried

four above-water torpedo-tubes.

j

In outward appearance the Maine differed

from all other American war vessels. She had

three distinct superstructures. The side of the

forward superstructure at the bow and that of

the after superstructure at the stern were con-

tinuations upward of the outside skin of the

ship. All three were

of the same breadth

transversely, a n d

along their sides was

a clear deck - space,

wide enough for for-

mations and drills.

The Maine never re-

ceived her war-paint

;

only her search-lights

and guns were black.

Boats, bower - anch-

ors, and hull to the

rail were white, whileTHE MONTGOMERY SALUTING ON HER ARRIVAL AT HAVANA

the funnels, masts, and superstructures were

of a dark straw-color.

The construction of the Maine was author-

ized by act of Congress in J 886. She was de-

signed at the Navy Department, and was built

at the navy-yard at New York. Her keel was

laid in 1888. She was launched in 1890, and

went into commission in 1895. Slie was the

first of the great steel battle-ships constructed

by the United States, and was chosen for the

mission to Cuban waters as being a fair but

not too boastful example of the vessels of the

" new navy."

The first definite step towards the building

up of the new navy was taken in 1881 by the

Secretary of the Navy, who appointed a board

of naval officers to report upon the navy,

and " to determine the requirements of a new

navy." This board reported, and recommended

the building during the eight years following

of enough vessels to make our navy consist

of tw^enty-one ironclads, seventy unarmored

cruisers, tw^enty torpedo gun -boats, and five

rams. In his report of that year the Secre-

tary said ;
" The condition of the navy im-

peratively demands the prompt and earnest

attention of Congress. Unless some action

be had in its behalf it must dwindle into in-

significance. From such a state it would be

difficult to revive it into efficiency without dan-

gerous delay and enormous expense. These

things ought not to be. While the navy

should not be large, it should at all times

form a nucleus for an emergency. Its power

for prompt and extended expansion should

be established. It should be sufficiently pow-

erful to assure a navigator that in whatever

sea he shall sail his ship he is protected by

the Stars and Stripes of his country."

Again, in the following year, the Se^cretary
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of the Navy called the attention of Congress

and the country to the deplorable condition of

their ships. He reported that the available

armored vessels were only thirteen single-tur-

reted monitors, and the available cruising war

vessels of the navy were but thirty-seven. He
recommended that the United States repair

those old ships only where the estimated cost

of repairs would not exceed 20 per cent, of

the estimated cost of a new ship of the same

size and of like material, and this provision

was made by Congress.

The next step was the authorization in the

naval appropriation act of 1883 of the build-

ing of three new cruisers, the Atlanta, the Bos-

ton, the Chicago,2,Vi^ the despatch-boat DolpJiin,

sometimes called the A, B, C, and D of the

new navy.

In 1885 Congress authorized the construc-

tion of the Nezvark, the Charleston, the Yo7'k-

town, and the Petrel. Thus began the building

up of the new navy, with the authorization of

eight war vessels. Later in the same year the

Secretary, in his report, called especial attention

to the needs of the navy, and recommended

more ships; and in 1886 Congress authorized

the construction of two ironclads of about

6000 tons each—the Maine and the Texas.

In 1886 the Secretary of the Navy was

authorized to invite proposals for the domes-

tic manufacture of armor and gun-metal, and

thereafter, in every act for new ships of war,

the clause was invariably inserted that " in all

their parts said vessels shall be of domestic

manufacture." The first step in the inaugura-

tion of this policy was the discontinuance of

all purchases of armor and gun steel abroad,

and the second step was to permit the w\ints

of the Department for armor and gun steel to

accumulate until contracts could be made of

such magnitude as to induce competition of

domestic manufacturers, upon the condition

of their erection of a plant in this country

adequate to the manufacture of both iron and

gun steel up to the standard of European re-

quirements. The armor and armament al-

ready authorized involved the expenditure of

nearly $9,000,000. The Navy Department

accordingly advertised for bids for all its re-

quirements of armor and gun steel for ships

of war, stipulating that it should be of domes-

tic manufacture and allowing two and one-half

years for the building of a plant. The result

of this w^as a contract, made with the Bethle-

hem Iron Company, by which a plant was

built at Bethlehem, Pa., for the manufacture

of the armor and gun steel required ; and in

1890 the Carnegie Company also secured a

contract from the Department for armor.

IMants of sufficient number and size to build

the ships of the new navy and to furnish the

armor and steel necessary for their complete

armament were soon brought into existence.

In 1890 Congress authorized the construction

of the three large coast-line battle -ships the

Indiana, th.Q Massaehnsetts, diwd the Oregon, and

THE UNITED STATES BATTLE-SHIP r^^^ 5.—Drawn by Robert G. Skerrett
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in 1892 the one sea-goinf^ battle-sliip t\\c/o7i'a.

In 1895 two battle-ships Avere autliorized, tlie

Kearsargc and the Kentucky, and in 1896 tlnee

others, the Alabama, Illinois, and Wisconsin.

In the building up of the new navy each

Secretary differentiated somewhat from the

policy of his predecessors, so that the navy,

at the time of the destruction of the Maine,

although not as large as some of the navies

of other countries, yet presented some points

of special superiority and at the same time

a general completeness in itself. Secretary

Chandler prescribed the policy of repairing

the old ships that were worthy of repair and

recommended the building of cruisers. Sec-

retary Whitney offered inducements for the

construction of plants for the manufacture of

armor and steel, and recommended the build-

ing of the first two ironclads. Secretary Tracy

urged the building of still larger ships, and

under his administration first-class battle-ships

were built. Secretary ricrbcrt believed in the

efficiency of torpedo-boats. Secretary Long

urged especially upon Congress the building of

more ships and the construction of dry-docks

along the eastern, southern, and western coasts.

Between 1883 and 1898 Congress had author-

ized the construction of nine first-class bat-

tle-ships, two second-class battle -ships, tw^o

armored cruisers, one armored ram, six double-

turrcted monitors, thirteen protected cruisers,

three unprotected cruisers, ten gun-boats, six

composite gun-boats, three of a special class,

and twenty-two torpedo-boats. The United

States had expended nearly $375,000,000 for

the naval establishment since 1882. Of this,

eighty-one millions had been expended for the

construction of new vessels, nearly two millions

for the equipment of new vessels, and forty

and one-half millions for armor and armament

of new vessels, making in all a total of nearly

$124,000,000 for the construction, equipment,

and armament of new vessels ; so that already

the American navy compared favorably with

the navies of the world.

Lieutenant-Commander Kelley's account of

the new navy is of peculiar value, as having

been prepared by a well-known and reliable

authority from official data furnished just be-

fore the mission of the Maine to Cuba.

THE AMERICAN ELEET

Bv J. D. JERROLD KELLEY, Lieuten-

ant-Commander U. S. N.

The ships of the United States Navy are

divided, according to their tonnage displace-

ments, into four rates. Vessels below one

THE UNITED STATES BATTLE-SHIF MASSACHUSETTS AT THE FINISH OF HER TRIAL-RUN.
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thousand tons are classed as fourth ; those

between one thousand and three thousand as

third ; those above three thousand and below

five thousand as second, and those of five

thousand and over as first rates. For a newly

created service, the types are consistent and

logical, though they include such variant ex-

amples as battle-ships of the first and second

classes, armored cruisers, barbette-turret ships,

protected and partially protected cruisers, dou-

ble and single turreted monitors, cruisers, gun-

boats, despatch vessels, and special types, like

tlynamitc-gun vessels, torpedo-boat catchers,

rams, torpedo-boats, submarine vessels, and

tugs. A number of wooden ships— sailing,

steam, and sail and steam combined— are

sentatives of this type, and one ram complete

the armored class.

Twenty cruisers and seventeen gun-boats and

torpedo-vessels constitute the unarmored and

special classes, and these are supplemented by

nineteen torpedo-boats, two of which are in

service. These raise the total of modern con-

structions to one hundred and six vessels.

Twenty-two shi[)s, mainly obsolete in type

and moderate in dimensions, and twelve tugs

possessing battle cpialities, give a total of one

hundred and forty serviceable war vessels. Sev-

enteen others, of which ten arc rated as un-

serviceable, swell the total to one hundred and

fifty-seven constructions fiying the government

pennant. In addition we own a number of

armored type obtains more or less outside

protection by the employment of vertical or

inclined armor, but the second type has no

external protection, though the machinery and

magazines are generally shielded by a curved

armor deck, which extends fore and aft, and

varies from one and one-half to four or more

inches in thickness.

No one can form a just idea of a battle-ship

—such as the Indiana, for example—until it

has been inspected first on the building- ways

and then when commissioned for sea service.

Abstract, life-denuded statements are of little

avail, but perhaps if its factors of three hun-

dred and forty -eight feet length, sixty- nine

feet breadth, and thirty - four feet depth be

TRIAL-TRIP OF THE Ux\^lTEU STA TES CRUISER OLYMPIA.—\^)kK\sn liY Victor Perard

borne on the list. Some of these are com-

missioned for training- service and receiving-

ship duty, and others—of famous memory

—

are laid up in Rotten Row, their days of use-

fulness being over.

Excluding torpedo-boats, the fleet consists

of eighty-seven vessels, of which sixty-seven

are in service or being prepared for sea, and

twenty are under construction. Thirty-three

belong to the armored, fifty- four to the un-

armored classes. Eleven of the armored are

sea-going battle-ships, and twenty are rated as

coast-defence vessels, though thirteen of these

latter are low-freeboard, single-turreted moni-

tors, which, save for harbor defence, have little

war value. Two armored cruisers, sole repre-

efificient revenue-marine steamers, light-house

tenders, and fishery and coast -survey boats.

Hence, generalizing broadly and omitting the

merchant steamers already enrolled and receiv-

ing subsidies as auxiliary cruisers, the country

can put afloat at very short notice two hundred

vessels, sixty per cent, of which would be mod-

ern in character.

Except the monitors, all our modern ships

are built of steel. It may be well to remem-

ber that ''steel" means simply an outer skin,

generally under three-quarters of an inch in

thickness.

Steel cruisers are divided into two types,

armored and unarmored, in accordance with

the amount of extra protection given. The

99

turned into similar dimensions of the built-

up streets or blocks of a city or town, the

meaning of its bulk may become plainer. This

steel mass is belted with armor half a yard in

thickness, and mounts guns which weigh

sixty -seven tons and throw shells that will

penetrate thirty inches of iron, or fly through

the air for a distance of eleven miles. For-

ward, with its beak near the water-line, a mon-

ster ram projects, built at that level because

if placed lower it would plough the water so

as to arrest speed, be too weak for a siding

blow, or, when entangled in the wreck of a

vessel rammed below the armored deck, be

freed with difficulty. Bilge -keels, long pro-

jecting fins curved with the sweep of the hull,
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are bolted to each side at the turn of the bot- ^z/^?, or any other battle -ship of her size, Professor Philip Rounceville Alger, U. S. N.,

torn, to reduce the rolling; and, to preserve 13^- feet straight into the air. Imagine this said in a lecture before the Naval War Col-

stability of flotation, two well-separated and energy pounding destruction upon the ar- lege in the summer of 1894: "It is a corn-

independent skins surround the frame-work mored sides of an enemy, w^hile each of the mon idea that the modern battle-ship differs

of the ship. 8-inch guns is moving a 250-pound shell, de- essentially from the ancient ship of the line

The armored redoubt built upon this mon- veloping 7500 tons of energy every eight sec- in carrying few guns against the latter's many,
ster fabric has walls 74 feet high, all—plate, onds, against the lighter -armored and un- But this is not true. It is true that the neces-

bolt, and rivet—of the finest steel. At either armored sides and ends of the ship ; and, sity for carrying very heavy guns, capable of

end of this redoubt a circular fort, crowned fortifying this hurricane of death and destruc- piercing the armor of opposing battle-ships,

with a turret, carries a pair of 67-ton guns, tion, fancy the automobile torpedoes, charged has resulted in the practice of placing but
which sweep the encircling horizon. Ashore with gun-cotton or other high explosives, four of these guns on a ship; but when the

such a structure would be considered marvel- darting at the unprotected underwater body secondary-battery guns are taken into account
lous, impregnable; but here its possibilities of the ship, while rapid-fire and machine guns (and these are much more powerful than larger

are a hundred-fold multiplied, for it can move are mowing down with pitiless storm of shell guns of former times), it will be found that

to any threatened point at a speed of sixteen and shrapnel the exposed crews, and seeking the usual battery of a first-class battle -ship

knots an hour, stow 1800 tons of coal, and out the hidden recesses of the ship— imagine comprises from forty to sixty guns. P^or ex-

carry four hundred and fifty men and officers, this, and perhaps an idea may be formed of ample, our Indiana, JMassacJiusctts, and Ore-

In its holds are stores and provisions sufficient what a battle-ship can do in action. gon each carries four 13- inch, eight 8 -inch.

for a six months' cruise, and in its

magazines and shell -rooms slumber

powder and projectiles sufficient to

sink a fleet. Its battery— its ar-

mament— is composed of four 13-

inch guns, eight 8-inch, four 6-inch,

and thirty rapid-fire and machine

pieces. Were all these guns dis-

charged at the same instant, three

tons of metal, projected by a ton

and a half of powder, would fly whiz-

zing, shrieking, bursting, through the

air. Each of its 13-inch guns can be

loaded and fired in five minutes
;

every one of its 8-inch in one min-

ute ; and the combined energy of

its four 13- inch reaches— what?—
134,508 foot-tons ; or, less technically

described, they give an energy suf-

ficient to throw the 10,000-ton Indi- TllE UNITED STATES 'J'ORPEDO-BOAT DUPONT

four 6-inch, twenty 6- pounders, six

i-pounders, and four machine-guns,

or forty-six guns in all, with a weight

of projectile of 5926 pounds, and a

total muzzle energy of over 200,000

foot -tons— that is, sufficient to lift

the battle-ship herself twenty feet in

the air."

The armament of the Indiana class

has been given ; that of the Iowa is

practically the same, except in the

employment of 12-inch calibers, and

of six 4 -inch rapid-fire guns instead

of the four 6-incli in the earlier types.

Five new battle-ships to be completed

in 1899 -ii'e progressive developments

of the Indiana and loiva classes. Two
of these, the Kcarsargc and Kentucky,

authorized in 1895, are classed as

sea- going coast -line battle -ships,
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carrying two 13 -inch barbette turrets, upon

which two 8 - inch turrets are superimposed.

Wide differences of opinion exist as to the

wisdom of imposing one turret functioned by

the same mechanism above another. But

whatever the merits of this particular ques-

tion, these are splendid ships of 11,525 tons

displacement, with a length of 368 feet and a

breath of over 72 feet. Here is the arma-

ment: Main battery, four 13-inch, four 8-inch,

and fourteen 5-inch, the last rapid-fire pieces;

secondary battery, twenty 6-pounders and six

I - pounder rapid-fire, four Gatlings, and one

field-gun. This gives fifty -three guns in all,

besides four torpedo -guns, and surely this is

not a far cry in numbers from the days of

the bristling 74's of famous memories. The

speed is to be, like the Indiana class, sixteen

knots on 10,000 horse-power.

In 1896 the Illinois, Ala-

bama, and Wisconsin were au-

thorized. These are similar

in displacements and in ex-

pected manoeuvring perform-

ances to the other first-class

battle-ship. They carry two

13-inch barbette turrets, but

no superimposed 8- inch tur-

rets, probably a concession to

those who opposed that sys-

tem on *' all-the-eggs-in-one-

basket " principle. I know
how appalling figures be-

come, but as these batteries

have a definite interest I vent-

ure to give them as evidences

of the development going on

so unceasingly in the world

where they amuse themselves

with destruction : Main bat-

tery, four 13- inch and four-

teen 6-inch, the latter of the

rapid-fire type ; secondary battery, sixteen 6-

pounders and four i -pounder rapid-fire guns,

one Gatling, and one field-gun.

Up to the end of its last session Congress

had provided eleven battle-ships. Five of the

eleven are in commission—two, the Texas ?i\\<\

Maine, rated as steel-armored battle-ships of

the second class, the former carrying two 12-

inch turrets, and the latter two lO-inch bar-

bette turrets. Three of the first class are in

commission— the Indiana and Massachusetts

assigned to the North Atlantic, and the Oregon

to the Pacific Squadron. These, technically

described as sea-going coast-line battle-ships,

mounting two 13 -inch and four 8 -inch bar-

bette turrets, are splendid constructions. It is

claimed that they are unequalled by similar

displacements anywhere ; indeed, their builder

asserts with reason that on a displacement of

rRIAL-TKIR OF THE MONTEREY.—\)^\\\^ hy Carlton T. Chapman

less than 11,000 tons they are superior in ar-

mor, armament, and handiness to foreign ships

of over 14,000 tons, and their equal in speed

and mancEuvring power. The Iowa has been

given increased freeboard, and, let it be hoped,

bilge-keels, for the Indiana class rolls too se-

riously. The caliber of the lowas heavy guns

has been changed from 13 inch to 12 inch, and,

as a later design, recently achieved improve-

ments in the cjuality of armor have enabled its

thickness to be reduced, while so extending its

employment as to permit seventy- eight per

cent, of the vessel's water-line to be covered.

The Neiv York and the Brooklyn are our

only examples of the armored cruiser class.

For general war purposes the type attains an

importance second only to the battle -ship.

These vessels are intended to keep the sea

for long periods, to destroy an enemy's com-

merce, and to overtake and

capture any commerce -de-

stroyers put afloat. Secre-

tary Tracy declared that four

such ships distributed in va-

rious quarters would put an

effectual stop to the depre-

dations of as many fleets of

ordinary cruisers, and this ap-

pears true enough, notably to

those who recall the damage

done by the Confederate

cruisers. Indeed, the neces-

sity of such vessels is one of

the logical outcomes of a war

which taught so many les-

sons to this nation.

Although the speed at-

tained by the Nezv York,

twenty -one knots, does not

equal that achieved by the

Columbia and Minneapolis,

still it is sufficient to enable
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her to cope with the most powerful sliips com-

missioned to-day in other services, and to

capture over ninety-five per cent, of all the

ships in the world, naval or mercantile.

The armored cruiser Jh-ooklyii was laid down

as a sister-ship to the New York, the designs

of both including all the features of protec-

tion, buoyancy, and stability embodied in the

plans of the later protected cruisers. This

means she has a protective deck extending

her entire length, with a cellular space for the

storage of the coal and stores placed above

it. In addition, an armored belt nearly four

inches thick is bolted to the hull plating just

above the outer edge of the protective deck,

and is carried for several feet above and be-

low the water-line, and for a distance of over

one- third her length along the longitudinal

centre. Besides this, four of her six 8 -inch

guns are mounted in armored turrets, which

protect them from the direct fire of light

rapid-fire pieces, and from the fragments of

large-caliber shells.

In the Brooklyn the displacement was in-

creased for the purpose of allowing a heavier

battery to be carried ; additional protection

was given by mounting all the guns of the

main battery in complete turrets, and by fur-

nishing the broadside guns— carried behind

sponsons— with armored screen bulkheads,

which w^ere built as prolongations of the spon-

son armor- plates. She has more freeboard

forward than the New York, but otherwise is

very like her, except in her greater battery

power and its additional protection against

high-explosive projectiles, and in those enor-

mous smoke-stacks which raise protesting

lengtlis to skies that deny them grace or fitness.

Most naval men accept the gun as the gov-

Terror ^ mphitrite Puritan

UNITED STATES COAST-DEFENCE SHIPS READY FOR ACTION
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erning sea weapon, and many authorities claim

that it bears the same relation to the ram

and the torpedo as the battle -ship— the ac-

cepted essential of sea-fighting—bears to aux-

iliary coast - defenders, cruisers, and torpedo

and minor boats. After the gun, its cham-

pions assert, come in due order the ram, tor-

pedo, or the torpedo -ram, or, if the gun man
be a sceptical enthusiast, neither the ram nor

torpedo in au)^ possil)le combination. The

ram has many adx^ocates in this country, but

facile priuccps is Rear- Athniral Ammen, to

whose persistency is due the inception-—-if

not the acceptance in its final sliape — of the

KataJuiin, tlie only exemphir of the type now
in service. He has long and earnestly point-

ed out tliat rams have sometimes played an

important part, sometimes the leading role, in

sea-fights; and other officers of approved ex-

perience believe in a '^ swarui of rams'' as the

only possible solution of the war -ship prob-

lem. But there are rams and rams, and the

iniprovisers of naval defence who decry ap-

propriations upon the loudly vaunted creative

possibilities of our people must not believe

that the results achieved by the Ferdinand

Max can be repeated by whalebacks and bow-

TIIE UNITED STATES PROl'ECTEI) CRUISl<:k BALriMORE

manoeuvring power, exceptional strength, and

sufficient impregnability in hull and conning-

tower to resist the penetration of missiles of

high energy.

The monitor type is so generally consid-

ered as purely American in inception that a

denial of its all-around usefulness is looked

upon as an ingratitude to a friend who proved

ing-machine in any but moderate weather this

characteristic American type belongs unfortu-

nately to the inner and not to the outer line, not

to that defiance in the open upon which nation-

al safety must rely. Five of these vessels are

in commission, afid they are most competent
factors in our fieet for harbor and smooth-

water coast defence. Three, the Puritan, Ain-

THE UNrrEI) STATES TORPEDO-BOAT ERICSSON.— \'>\\k\N^ hy R. (J. Skkrrki i

strengthened harbor tugs. If we are to have his worth in an hour of sorest need. But it

rams —-and I think we should, not as essen- may be of interest to state that its dominant

tials, but as auxiliaries to battle - ships and value as a fighting-machine is not accepted by

guns—let us build, as Admiral Ammen de- the majority of our own officers, and is very

sired, vessels wherein " striking force " is the strenuously denied by foreign experts. As it

main element to be considered. To get this, appears to me, the usefulness of the type is

the structure specially built, not extempo- limited by high -sea conditions, which rele-

rized, should have very high speed, great gate it to the second or possibly to the third

class in our scheme of

national defence ; for the

inherent principles which

luckily make it a poor

target and give it great

energy as a gun -carrier

militate against its em-

ployment save at the

threshold of our ports.

Monitors did good ser-

vice during our war. Two
of \.\\(::\'n,\\\Q.Miantonoino}i,

and Monadnock, well con-

voyed, made long and ar-

duous voyages, and there

are notable instances

where others, unaccom-

panied, have ridden out

gales of the greatest se-

verity. But as a fight-
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pJiitrite, and Monadiioek, are described as

double -barbette- turret monitors, and two,

the l\'rror and Mianlononioh, as double-turret

monitors. The Puritan, a noble, eye-compel-

ling war-ship, is of 6060 tons, and the others

are of about 4000 tons displacement. These
five, with the thirteen turreted vessels already

mentioned as of slight war value, constitute

our force of low free-boarded ships—though

technically we must include with these that

fine coast-defence vessel Monterey, now in ser-

vice on the Pacific coast.

Modern fleets are more complex than those

of the sail and early steam periods; for then,

grouped as entities, and without particular re-

lation to anything but squadron sub-division,

ships of line, frigates, and sloops made up the

force intrusted to a commander-in-chief. To-

day each battle -ship is the leader of a little

squadron, the mother-ship of a family which

includes cruisers, rams, scouts, torpedo -gun-

boats, torpedo - boats, -and colliers, while to

every three battle-ships and their households

supply and repair vessels are added. This

complexity is the result of sea conditions,

which, while controlling now as in the days

when sailing fleets whitened the Atlantic, are

intensified by the changes steam and magic
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ordnance have introduced. We
must have types which will ac-

company and assist battle-ships

—

vessels to carry stores, to weaken

the enemy's productive power by

destroying his commerce, to con-

voy our merchantmen, and as skir-

mishers and scouts to furnish that

earliest information which often

spells victory. Nelson called frig-

ates '' the eyes of the fleet," and

as we cannot afford to have a pos-

sible foe with stronger maritime

vision than our own, we have ac-

quired a class of cruisers that are

unsurpassed anywhere.

Indeed, up to 1893 our most

notable progress was made in this

class ; and though the greatest di-

versity is found in it, still, between

THE UNI lED STATES GUNBOAT VICKSBL'RG IN CRUISING TRIM

the Holland submarine torpedo-

boat is still in an experimental

stage.

One question w-hich naturally

interests Americans is our relative

position on the list. This is more

or less difficult to define, notwith-

standing the hit-or-miss statements

of the press— for it may be ac-

cepted confidently that most ta-

bles are misleading, because the

valuation is based not upon fight-

ing values, but upon the number

and tonnage of ships, irrespective

of their age, speed, battery i)owxm",

or armor. In the table given be-

low these principal features have

been considered separately, and

reasonable allowance has been

made for divergences from the as-

Nation. ;
s p ii

i 5 55

Great Britain
\

57.5

France
i 37.5

Russia
I

22.5

20.0

1 0.0

9.8

4-5

4.0

3-0

2.4

Nation. ^ c c
rt !- ni

all the ships, sufficient resemblances exist in Still, all the nations are building the larger assumed normal— the figures 57.5 for Great

design to group logically as war instruments boats, and it is idle to deny their value when Britain meaning, for example, that the fight-

such divergent examples as the 2000-ton ves- over 1600 are afloat or under construction, and' ing value of her armored fleet is equal to 57.5

sels of the Detroit class and the Columbia and while a mad rivalry exists in their production, battle-ships of the type (1896) assumed as the

Minneapolis, oi 7350 tons. In all of these In the matter of .speed the record climbs slow- standard. This is not rigorously correct, but

ships, save the two last named, good battery ly but curiously. In Notes of the YearsNa^'al it is near enough to make us wish that this

power has been allied with high speed ; and Progress {i^g6\ Ensign Kitelle, U.S.N., writes: great nation, which we love so well, was third,

even to the excepted ones such a reasonable '^ A French boat broke the record with a speed and not a reasonably doubtful fifth,

battery may be given that we can no longer of 31.029 knots, and England is now contract-

exploit the marron glaee \\'\\\q\\ insinuates that ing for two boats to make 32 knots, and many

they will, if caught out late, be arrested for more at 30 knots. Mr. J. A. Normand shows

carrying concealed weapons. theoretically, under the laws governing speed

Sixteen vessels of the cruiser class are borne and displacement, that for a vessel of three

on the navy list; of these, thirteen are par- hundred tons displacement the propulsive ef-

tially protected or protected cruisers, viz., ficiency is at a maximum when the speed is

Chieago, Boston, Atlanta, Neivark, Charleston, about 23.3 knots, so that above this speed the

Baltimore, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Olym- performance of the vessel improves. He be-

pia, Cincinnati, Raleigh, Columbia, and Min- Hevcs that by retaining less reserve buoyancy

neapolis; and three are Q^m^->—Montgomery, and correspondingly increasing the power the

Detroit, and Marblehead. speed of torpedo-boats of three hundred tons

It is still a burning tactical question whether may exceed 34 knots." This is a fine promise,

torpedo-boats or torpedo flotillas are not, in for 34 knots mean nearly forty land miles an

high -sea duels or actions, to supplant huge hour.

1 1
I

Turkey
\

1.5

4 Italy

5 United States

6 Germany

7
'• Spain

8 Japan

9 ;
Austria

10 \ Netherlands .

12

13

14

15

16

17

r8

f9

Norway and

Sweden
Argentina

Brazil

Denmark
Greece

Chile

Portuiral i o. i

China I 0.0

1.4

1-3

I.I

i.o

0.9

0.9

It must be remembered that abroad naval

armaments are neitherso extensive nor so costly,

ships and monster fleets The truth is, the We have in our service four torpedo-boats absolutely or proportionally, as land establish-

torpedo - boat, even the modern type, has --i\x^ Cushing, Porter, Stiletto, ^«d Hricsson- ments. Indeed, compared with armies, nav.cs

proved to be a very delicate instrument, for and twelve others under construction, which seem to be considered as secondary forces by all

there is a general abandonment of the smaller are to develop speeds, according to class, from the maritime governments except England and

boats for sea work. Not only is the machinery 20 and 22^ knots to 30 knots. perhaps France. Leaving out the value of the

liable to derangement under simple conditions, Eighteen gunboats comprise our contribu- navy as the determining factor in a campaign,

but even in moderate weather a day or two is tion to types which are useful in peace. The a consideration of the shippmg which needs

sufficient to exhaust the stanchest crew, be- Vesuvius has not yet achieved the place so protection should alone be sufficient to empha-

cause of the excessive liveliness of the types, loudly heralded for dynamite cruisers, and size the necessity of a great floating defence.
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Topeka Albany New Orleans Torpedo-Boat Somers

IMPORTED CRUISERS FOR THE UNITED STATES NAVY.—By W. Louis Sonntag, [k.
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NAVAL ACTIVITY IN THE UNITED STATES
CAPTAIN SIGSBEE'S advice weis timely port of the Maine Court of Inquiry. Not a voice

and judicious. Public opinion was sus- was raised ai^^ainst the bill in either house
;
m

pended until further report. The conn- both it secured a unanimous vote. The im-

try waited for the report of the Maine Court of portance of this action could not be exai,^oer-

Inquiry ; but, as Senator Lodge said, it *' waited ated. It was not merely that the crovernnient

in grim silence." Meanwhile Congress prepared was thus armed with the means for i)rompt

for war. From the opening of its second session, action ; it was that a declaration had gone forth

on the 6th of December, 1897, no week had to all the world that when it came to questions

passed without exciting debates in the Senate affecting the national honor there were no di-

on the question of Spanish rule in Cuba, the De visions of i)arty in the United States. If the

Lome letter, the sufferings of the reconeentra- country voted fifty millions, it was only as an

dos, or the destruction of the Maine. Several earnest of its willingness to vote five hundred

war measures had been already favorably acted millions or five thousand millions in case it

upon when, on the 8th of March, the House might be required.

passed a bill appropriating $50,000,000 to be This bill was entitled, " A bill making ap-

expended at the discretion of the President propriations to .Supply urgent deficiencies in

for purposes of national defence. On the 23d the appropriations for the fiscal year ending

of February a joint resolution was passed ap- June 30, 1898, and for prior years, and for

propriating $200,000 for the recovery of the other purposes"; and the clause relating to

bodies of the men lost on the Maine, and for war appropriation read as follows: " Vox the

saving so much of the vessel and her equip- national defence, and for each and every pur-

ment as might be practicable. On the 3d of pose connected therewith, to be expended at

March an act was passed for the relief of the the discretion of the l^resident and to remain

sufferers by the destruction of the Maine, and available until January i, 1899, $50,000,000."

on the 8th of the same month Congress au- Two days after the passage and ai)proval of

thorized the enlistment of additional regiments this bill, Senor Genaro Alas, considered m

of artillery. This latter was the date on which Spain to be the first Spanish military writer,

the House passed the

"national defence" bill,

which the Senate also

passed and the Presi-

dent promptly signed on

the following day. This

was nearly seven weeks

before the actual decla-

ration of war, and about

three v^eeks before the

presentation of the re-

r:^rTr^T:^

GUN-PLAN OF THE BATTLE-SIHPS KEARSARGE AND A
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said, in an article published in I.a li/^oea, of

Madrid :
" Can any man of sense Ijclieve that

we can do to the United States what the Amer-

icans cannot do to us? Is it not a nonsensical

dream to tliink' of a conquest of American ter-

ritory? I am not doubting the courage of the

Spaniards, but I believe that all the nations

of Europe together are not strong enough to

sever a foot of land from the United States.

Sui)p()se that at the beginning of the war we

sink the whole Yankee fleet and even bombard

with success two or three Yankee ports. Will

it all end there? Oh, no. Tlie Americans

will not stand it, and the nation that from

1861 to 1865 put in arms more than 2,000,000

soldiers, raised powerful fleets, spent $4,000,-

000,000 and lost nearly the same amount, will

make such efforts then that, in s|)ite of all my
respect for S|)anish patriotism, I cannot be-

lieve that Spain will be able to stand against

it. At the start the Yankees may destroy our

whole navy or we may destroy theirs, but in

the long-run they will get the advantage."

Of the $50,000,000 appropriated " for the

national defence," to be expended at the dis-

cretion of the 1^-esident, nearly $30,000,000

was allotted to the Navy Department. ''There

is not a patriotic citizen

in this land," said Sena-

tor Wolcott, " who has

not the fullest confidence

in every department of

this government, and in

the Department of the

Navy particularly. T^rom

the time of Paul Jones

our ships have sailed in

ENTUCKV ^very war, face always

I>(>W
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to the foe. The records of our naval battles

are the most glorious page in the history of

any country for the last one hundred years.

If ever there was a time when we should lend

our help to every department of the govern

ment, it should be to-day."

At the beginning of the year, and at the

time of the blowing-up of the Maine, there

were under construction for the navy of tlic

United States five first-class

battle-ships—the Kcarsarge,
,

Kentucky, Illinois, Alabama,

Wisconsin—sixteen torpedo-

boats, one submarine torpe-

do-boat, one composite gun-

boat, two tugs, one training-

ship for the Naval Academy.

When it became evident that

war was imminent, if not in-

evitable, the commander-in-

chief of the European sta-

tion was instructed to attach

the protected cruisers Albany

and Nciv Orleans—then pur-

chased in England of the

Brazilian government — to

his command, and to bring

the latter, the other being

unfinished, to the United

States. He was also di-

rected to retain those men whose terms of

enlistment were about to expire ; and enlist-

ments, even in excess of the established quota,

were ordered, to fill the complements of sev-

eral vessels in different parts of the world.

At the same time all the commanders-in-chief

of stations were ordered to husband their am-

munition and to keep their vessels filled with

the best coal obtainable. The largest sin-

gle item of expenditure of the Bureau of

Equipment was for the purchase of coal.

Four hundred and fifty-two thousand five

hundred and fifty -one tons of coal were

purchased during the year, at a cost of

$2,122,000, while but 138,318 tons were

purchased during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1897, at a cost of $655,921.

When the defence bill was passed the

department took immediate steps to se-

cure auxiliary vessels. On the 12th of

March a board was appointed and di-

rected to make thorough examination of

such vessels as might be desirable for pur-

chase Purchases were made upon the recom-

mendation of the board ; the vessels bought

were at once sent to the different navy-yards

and private yards ; the changes necessary to

fit them for naval purposes were pushed for-

ward with the utmost despatch, and the pur

chase of ammunition, guns, and all classes of

naval war material went rapidly on.

One hundred and two vessels were pur-

niE TORPEDor.OAT /'(;a77';a' disc iiARdiN'd a torpedo wiiiee under w.w
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chased under this allotment. In addition to

these, the City of Pekin was chartered from the

Pacific Mail Steamship Company for the trans-

portation of supplies. Also four steamers of

the International Navigation Company were

chartered—the .S7. Paul, St. I. on is. New York

(renamed the Harvard), and the Paris (re-

named the Yale). These four steamers were,

\
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THE UNITED STATES TORPEDO-ROAT Ct'SHING

Drawn by R. E. Zogbaum

at the request of the War Department, tempo-

rarily turned over to it to meet its necessities

in the way of transporting troops. The city

of Philadelphia loaned to the Navy Depart-

ment, for the nominal sum of one dollar, its

ice-boat No. 3 (renamed the Arctic). The

\'achts Free Lance and Ihiccaneer were also

generously loaned for service during the war

without charge, the former by Mr. ¥. Augus-

tus Schermerhorn and the

latter by Mr. William R.

Hearst.

I

Of the auxiliary vessels,

seventeen were used as col-

liers. When war became im-

minent the Bureau of Equip-

ment was impressed with the

necessity of providing an ad-

equate supply of coal for

vessels of the navy, and be-

gan immediately to meet it.

In view of the lack of coal-

ing stations, it w^as important

to procure a number of steam

colliers for supplying the

fleets. The navy was un-

provided with them ; effec-

tive fleet movements at sea

were impracticable without

them, and it was necessary

to procure them at the earliest possible time.

The vessels purchased as colliers were all of

the merchant-ship type, and, in order to render

their character more difficult to ascertain, their

general appearance was not changed. They

were fitted with towing appliances, as most

of them were pow^erful vessels, capable of

towing disabled ships of war, should it be-

come necessary.

The demand for nautical instruments, in-

cluding chronometers, created by the sud-

den increase in the number of naval vessels,

exhausted the resources of all dealers in

such instruments in the United States, and

importations from abroad were necessary.

But in no case was there any delay in fill-

ing the requisitions thus made upon the

Naval Observatory.

As soon as it became apparent that w^ar

\\\t\\ Spain was unavoidable, orders were

placed for large quantities of powder, pro-

jectiles, fixed ammunition, small arms, and

small guns for secondary batteries. The
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contractors showed every dispo-

sition to meet the requirements

of the government that work

should be carried on without in-

termission, and to increase their

capacity whenever necessary, and

no disposition was shown in any

instance to take advantage of

the unusual needs of the gov-

ernment.

All vessels of the navy, at home

and abroad, were filled with am-

munition, and vessels laden with

a reserve supply were kept in

readiness to restock the fleets.

Gun-cotton mines and mining

outfits were prepared and issued

in large numbers, and torpedo

outfits for seventy-five auxiliary

torpedo-boats were prepared.

The government shops were

required to work continuously,

and an adequate supply of war

material of all kinds was pro-

cured. The resources of the

country to supply war material

seemed practically limitless, and

were but lightly taxed in the

emergency.

One hundred and thirty -five

vessels received batteries and

complete ordnance outfits at the various navy- thousand officers and men were added to the amply repaid for the money expended in their

yards. enlisted force of the navy in this manner, instruction and training.

The commander-in-chief of the Asiatic Sta- and were assigned to duty in the Auxiliary

tion and the commander-in-chief of the North Naval Force, the Coast Signal Service, and

Atlantic Station had been engaged in thor- especially on board of cruising- ships, some

oughly preparing the units of their commands of which— for instance, the Yankee, Dixie,

for the test of war. The squadrons—ships, offi- /V^/r/r, and Yoseinite—wQX^ entirely officered

cers, and crews—were in admirable condition and manned by them with the exception of

and training, had been for months engaged in the commanding, executive, and navigating

tactical manceuvres and gunnery practice, and officers,

were strengthened by the addition of the aux-

TIIE UNITED STATES TORrEDO-BOAT DUPONT GOING INTO DRY-DOCK

FIVE GREAT BATTLE -SHIPS

By ROBERT G. SKERRETT

The ceremony of launching the sister war-

ships Kearsarge and Kentucky was performed

These organizations were largely recruited March 24, 1898, amid a scene of splendid en-

iliary vessels as rapidly as converted. The outside of the seafaring class, and lacked the thusiasm. The occasion was a triumph for the

bureaus of the department had, by wise fore- experience in gunnery, navigation, and the Newport News Ship-building and Dry-dock

thought, prepared them with every facility in habits of the sea which are essential to imme- Company, for never before had a great battle-

the way of men, supplies, ammunition, in- diate efficient service in the navy. On the ship, much less two, been launched from a pri-

formation, and drills; and before the actual other hand, they were men of a high standard vate yard in the South. It was estimated that

declaration of war the navy of the United of education and intelligence, and rapidly ac- fully eighteen thousand people were present

States was ready for the outbreak of hostili- quired while on shipboard the knowledge ncc- when the launching party, escorted by the Gov-

ties, whether to defend its own coast or to essary for their efficiency. Considering their ernor of Virginia and his staff, with a guard of

threaten that of Spain. lack of experience, the services rendered by honor of the Fourth Virginia Regiment, reach-

Prior to the outbreak of hostilities it was them were so valuable that the country was ed the gayly decorated stand at the bow of the

found necessary in the prepara-

tions for coast defence and for

the purpose of providing crews

for auxiliary ships to make a

large increase in the enlisted

force of the navy. The only

additional trained men avail-

able were the officers and men
of the naval militias of the sev-

eral States, which, under appro-

priations from Congress, had

been armed and equipped and

given a certain amount of train-

ing in the line of preparation

for the defence of the shores

and harbors of their several

States. In the absence of au-

thority for calling these men
into service, the governors of

these States patriotically grant-

ed them leave of absence or per-

mitted them to resign from the

State organizations in order to

enlist in the navy. About four

DECK VIEW OF THE FAST TORPEDO-BOAT MACKENZIE APPROACHING

COMPLETION AT HILLMAN'S SHIP-YARD, PHILADELPHIA
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Kearsarge, The honor of being

sponsor to this magnificent edi-

tion of "the ship of the nation"

devolved upon Mrs. Herbert

Winslow, as the wife of Lieu-

tenant-Commander Winslow,

only surviving son of the cap-

tain who commanded the older

Kearsarge in her historic fight

with \.\\^ Alabama. As the ship

started to glide down her ways,

Mrs. Winslow broke a bottle of

champagne over the bow, and

exclaimed, " I christen thee

Kearsarge !'' An hour later

the party had taken up their

position on the Kentucky, and

the ceremony was repeated,

this time with Miss Christine

Bradley, daughter of Governor

Bradley of Kentucky, in the

post of honor. The latter oc-

casion was the first in which a

goblet of water was substituted
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THE UNITED STATES STEAMSHIP VIXEN

Formerly P. A. B. Widener's Josephine

The batteries of each ship were as follows : Main battery, four

13-inch and four 8-inch breech-loading rifles; secondary battery,

fourteen 5-inch rapid-fire rifles ; auxiliary battery, twenty 6-pounder

and six i-pounder rapid-fire guns, four Gatling guns, one field-gun.

In addition to that offensive force could be added a torpedo equip-

ment of four broadside discharges, two on each side amidships.

The guns of the main battery were mounted in two two-storied

turrets of hardened steel, and all four guns were constrained to point

in the same direction when either the upper or the lower guns were

for the traditional wine. The water was drawn from a spring on in action. The upper, or 8 - inch, guns were housed within steel

the old Lincoln farm. Several enthusiastic Kentuckians, however, walls 9 inches thick, augmented to 1 1 inches where the guns peered

THE UNITED STATES STEAMSHIP HAWK
Formerly II. L. Pierce's Ilermionc

out. The 13 -inch guns were surrounded generally by 15 inches

of steel, except at the front, where the face-plates were 2 inches

thicker. To penetrate that armor an enemy's shot would have to

strike fairly and squarely with a driving force of quite 16,000 foot-

hurled bottles of old Kentucky whiskey against the sides of the Ken-

tucky at the same time.

The launching of these battle -ships was particularly interesting-—

first, because of the double event on the same day; second, because

they were the heaviest masses of steel ever launched in this country; tons. The 5 -inch guns were placed behind a solid breastwork of

and, finally, because they would be, when commissioned, the mightiest 6- inch steel, and were separated one from another by dividing walls

of our battle-ships. of -'^teel 2 inches thick, that bursting shell or damage to one gun

The keels of these vessels were laid on the 30th of June, 1896, six might not be spread to the neighboring pieces. The 6-poundcrs were

months after their construction was awarded to the Newport News mounted on the berth-deck well forward and aft, and up on the super-

Ship -building and Dry- dock Company, and their launching within structure-deck above the 5 -inch guns, and were substantially unpro-

eighteen months from the beginning of building was a record for tected save for the small shield carried on each gun. The i-pounders

this country. and the Catlings were placed up in the military tops. The essen-

These ships were combinations of the best features of the Indiana tially novel feature of these vessels was the battery of 5-inch rapid-

and the loiva types, but with exceptionally moderate drafts, and fire guns, each piece having a serviceable rapidity of fire of six shots

their general dimensions and principal features were: Length on every minute. With these guns it was intended to tear away the

load water-line, 368 feet; maximum beam, 72 feet 2.5 inches; normal light armor upon a foe, and to riddle his unprotected ends with ex-

displacement, 11,525 tons; mean draft at normal displacement, 23 plosive shell.

feet 6 inches; speed (contract), 16 knots; maximum indicated horse- The hull was protected from attack by a 7|-foot water-line belt of

power (estimated), 10,000; coal supply at normal displacement, 400 armor running from abreast the after turret forward to the stem.

tons; total bunker capacity, 1210 tons; complement, 511 men. From the after end of this belt forward 174 feet the armor had a

maximum thickness of i6|- inches at the top and tapered to 9^ inches

at the lower edge, 4 feet below the normal water-line. Throughout

the remaining part this side armor gradually diminished to 4 inches

at the stem. Two athwartship bulkheads, one forward and one aft,

turned inboard at the ends of the i6i-inch armor, and terminated

against the heavy barbettes which rose for the main battery from

the protective-deck. The forward bulkhead was 10 inches thick, and

the after one 12, and, in either case, presented a formidable front

igainst a raking fire. On top of these heavy walls and the inboard

ledge of the heaviest part of the

water-line belt rested a fiat pro-

tective - deck of steel 2| inches

thick, and below and within this

sheltering mass of hardened metal

were placed the engines, the boil-

ers, and the magazines, crowded

with their tons of destructiveness.

Continuing from the lower <i<\^q of

the athwartship bulkheads the pro-

tective-deck ran slantingly to the

bow and to the stern, and was gen-

erally 3 inches thick, except where

it sloped to the sides and was 2

inches thicker. For a distance of

THE UNITED STATES STEAMSHIP HORNET 200 feet amidships, reaching from

,, 1 TT AT T.^io,ri^,'c Ai:,;-, the water-line belt up to the main-
Pormerly H. M. rlaglers Aluia a
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Eormerly M. C. 1). Borden's .S;;7'6VV7X'//

deck, the sides were 5 inches thick, and back of that were many feet

of coal and a wide belt of corn-pith cellulose. The cellulose belt was

carried forward and aft to the ends.

Two sets of triple -expansion engines, driving twin screws, and in

separate water-tight compartments, propelled the ships; and five

large boilers, working at a pressure of 180 pounds, generated the need-

ful steam. There were about ninety auxiliary engines—steam, hy-

draulic, pneumatic, and electric— for the purposes of pumping, drain-

ing, ventilating, lighting, and the supply of miscellaneous power. The

turrets and the ten ammunition hoists were run by electricity; and

these ships marked the first general adaptation of electrical control

for such purposes.

The conning -tower, or fighting station, w^as just below the pilot-

house and abaft the forward turret, and w^as 10 inches thick. From

it, down through an armored tube piercing the protective-deck, were

led the usual vocal, electrical, and mechanical means of communica-

tion and control. PLach mast carried a set of electrical signals, and

the \o\vG\- masts served as air-shafts, down which the blowers below

drew air. Chief Constructor Ilichborn said :

"With their bunkers filled, and at a cruising speed of ten knots,

these vessels will have a wide radius of action, while their moderate

draft will enable them to enter harbors too shallow for even the

<Teneral run of heavy cruisers. The strategic advantage of this char-

acteristic cannot be too much emphasized. In scope and arc of fire

the batteries are very formidable, while in the matter of armor pro-

tection the ships are unsurpassed abroad."

Statistics are but a poor means of compassing the powers and the

possibilities of such craft ; but when the layman know^s that these

ships not only represented the highest attainment of every contrib-

utive art ; that they bore the very hall-mark of our national advance-

ment ; that they were sea-worthy, navigable fortresses of ponderous

might ; that they were storehouses and magazines, w^ork-shops, drill-

f^rounds and healthful and comfortable habitations for half a thousand

exacting persons, then he may appreciate a small part of their peace-

time si<mificance. In the face of a foe even their commanding officers

could '^uess the midit of those murderous batteries only in terms of

abstract formulas.

Two million two hundred and fifty thousand dollars was the un-

precedentedly reasonable price for ea

was no bonus offered for excess

of speed.

Three more of our battle-ships,

the Illinois, Alabama, and Wiscon-

sin, were rapidly advancing tow-

ards the time of launching; and

although there was no chance of

their participating in the begin-

ning of the coming struggle, the

Navy Department deemed it wise

to hasten the work on these vessels

for the sake of the moral effect upon

the enemy, if nothing else. They

had been provided for by act of

Congress, approved June 10, 1896,

the Illinois going to the Newport

News Ship-building Company for

THE uNrrEi) states steamshh' wasp

Eormerly J. H. Ladew's Cohtnihia

$2,595,000, the Alabama, for $2,650,000, going to Cramps', and the

Wisconsin, for $2,674,950, going to the Union Iron -works of San

Francisco.

The ships combined structurally the best features of the lozva and

the Kearsargc, having the high freeboard of the former and the mod-

erate draft of the latter.

As the vessels were sister-ships, a description of one applies equally

to the others, and the principal dimensions and general features were

:

Length on load water-line, 368 feet ; beam, extreme, 72 feet 2.5 inches
;

freeboard forward, 19 feet 6 inches; freeboard aft, 13 feet 6 inches;

normal displacement, 11,525 tons; draft at normal displacement, 23

feet 6 inches; load displacement, 12,150 tons; draft at load displace-

ment, 24 feet 7.5 inches; maximum indicated horse -power (esti-

mated), 10,000; speed (estimated), 16 knots; normal coal supply, 800

tons; total bunker capacity, 1200 tons; complement, 490.

These ships were the most formidable battle-ships we had yet de-

signed, and in the powers of offence and defence were the equal, if

not the superior, of many European vessels of greater displacement.

The main battery consisted of four 13 -inch breech -loading rifles,

supplemented by fourteen 6-inch rapid-fire guns. The 13-inch guns

were mounted in two balanced barbette turrets of 15-inch Harvey-

ized steel— the defensive equivalent of 22 inches of ordinary steel

THE UiNlTED STATES STEAMSHIP EAGLE

Formerly Frederick Gallatin's Almy
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HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN

THE UNITKI) STyVTES DESPATCII-P.OAT MAYFLOWER

Purcliased from the Oj^deu Goelet Estate

—while the face-plates about the gun -ports mal draft ---reaching from abreast the after

were 2 inches thicker. These turrets turned turret forward to the stem. iMom a point

through arcs of 270 degrees, and all four guns abreast the after turret to another abreast

could be concentrated upon a point about the forward one this armor had a maximum

sixty feet off the ship's beam on either side.

Each one of these guns would fire a hard- __ _ ,

ened- steel shot of iioo pounds, with an im-

pulse of 33,627 foot- tons. It would take a I

vivid imagination indeed to foresee the conse-

quences of four such shots planted on a single r

point. Nothing could withstand those shocks

within even the long range of modern warfare.

The barbettes, within which were located

the vital mechanism for these guns, and also

their ammunition hoists, were of hardened

steel 15 inches thick, and rose solidly from

the foundation of the heavy protective-deck

up to about four feet above the decks on

which the turrets lay.

The battery of rapid-fire 6 -inch guns was

placed on the main and the upper decks. Four

THE GLOUCESTER

Formerly J. P. Morgan's Yacht Corsair

it was through this armor that the amidship

6 -inch guns and the two torpedo-tubes on

each side were worked. A complete band of

corn-pith cellulose bound the ship from bow

to stern just above the line of the water-line

armor belt.

There were two armored fighting posi-

tions, the forward one being just below the

pilot-house and abaft the bow turret, the

after one just abaft the main -mast and up

in the superstructure. The forward one was

ten inches thick, and there the captain con-

trolled his ship in action ; and the after one

was 6 inches thick, and a position for either

the admiral or the signal -officer during con-

flict.

The ships had twin screws, driven by two

sets of powerful trii)]e-cxpansion engines.

One great central electric-i)ower plant pro-

vided for the control of the turrets and all

ammunition hoists, wdiile a supplementary

plant furnished the energy for the electric

sitrnals and the great search - lights. Wood

was used sparingly, and all of it was fire-

proofed.

The ship that could live against a min-

ute's broadside of 8440 pounds of hardened

steel, hurtled by any one of these vessels

and well aimed, would need to be stronger

than any of those which had yet been fash-

ioned.

IMPORTED WAR -VESSELS

On the 9th of March, the date on which the

President signed the national defence bill, the

Secretary of the Navy directed the naval at-

taches at London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, and

Vienna to inform the department as to the

prices at which vessels, particularly armored

cruisers and torpedo-boat destroyers, could be

boueht, and the cost of an option for ten days.

A list of desirable vessels was prepared for the

use of the naval attaches. This list included

three battle-ships, eight armored cruisers, twelve

protected cruisers, two torpedo vessels, and

twenty torpedo-boat destroyers. On the same

day an agent of the government sailed for

Southampton to negotiate the purchase of

vessels. P^our vessels were thus bought, and

were much talked of by the people of the

United States as " our imported cruisers."

These were the protected cruisers Ni'7i' Or-

leans and Albany, the gunboat Topcka, and
of them, in two heavily armored citadels amid-

ships,held commanding positions on the upper thickness of 16J inches — thence it tapered

decks, while the remaining twelve, also behind gradually to 4 inches at the stem. At each the torpedo-boat Somcrs. The two cruisers

6 inches of armor, were divided into two bat- end of the heavy belt athwartships bulk- were purchased on the i6th of March from

teries—four amidships and one well forward heads of hardened steel 12

on each side. Splinter bulkheads of steel an inches thick reached from

inch and a half thick separated the gun sta- side to side and opposed

tions one from another, and heavy shields pre- raking fire. On top of

vented the admission of shots through the these walls rested the main

ports. These guns had an individual rate of body of the protective-

fire of five aimed shots a minute, each shot deck, 2f inches thick. A
weighing 100 pounds, and capable of piercing, continuation of this pro-

undeformed, through a trifle over 8 inches of tective-deck, 3 inches thick,

steel 1500 yards distant. ran slantingly to the bow

A secondary battery, consisting principally and to the stern, to points

of sixteen 6-pounders, was disposed advantage- below water,

ously on the main-deck well forward, on the Above the water-line

berth-deck well aft, and upon the superstruct- belt, throughout the range

ure and bridges where promising the most ef- of its heaviest part, the

fective service against torpedo craft and the sides were re -enforced by

exposed positions of an enemy's decks. These ^\ inches of steel, reach-

guns could be fired quite ten times a minute. ing up to the upper deck,

Protection to the hull was provided by a 7|- also running athwartships

foot water-line belt—half under water at nor- Hke the thicker belt ;
and
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NEW TORPEDO CRAFT OF THE
UNITED STATES NAVY

By ROBERT G. SKERRETT
The ** mosquito fleet " of the United States

consisted, in the fall of 1897, of nineteen ves-

sels, including a submarine torpedo-boat under

construction ; and of this number only two

were built, seven were building, and ten had

but recently been awarded to the contractors.

Work upon those under construction was

pushed forward rapidly in the early part of

1898, and eleven torpedo-boats formed a part

of the effective fighting force of the navy dur-

ing the war.

Compared with either the British or French

forces of like nature, amounting to hundreds,

our modest fleet made but a poor showing.

But the practical absence of these boats from

our service was largely due to the prime need

of developing first our heavy line -of- battle.

It might be said also that recent advances in

torpedo-boats had rendered substantially ob-

the Brazilian government, for which they were Iron-Works, at Elbing, Germany. She was 149 solete the bulk of the older craft owned by

built by the Sir W. G. Armstrong & Whit- feet 3,5 inches in length on the load water-line, European powers, while we were now in a

worth Company, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, Eng- and 17 feet 4}/. inches in extreme breadth, position to profit by their costly experience,

land. The New Orleans, ixs already explained, Her displacement was 145 tons. The coal ca- By recent act of Congress we had got three

was brought to the United States; i\\QAIbajiy pacity of her bunkers was estimated at 30 30-knot boats of the /A\9/r^yrr pattern, three

was unfinished. The 7};/r/(Y?, formerly known tons. Her indicated horse -power was 1900 of the 22i-knot class, and four smaller craft

THE UNITED STy\TES CRUISER YOSEMITE

Eormerly Morgan Line Steamship I'll Slid

as the Diogenes, was bought of the

Thames Iron-Works, London, on the

2d of April. The Soniers, hitherto un-

named, was purchased on the 26th of

March of the Schichau Iron-W'orks, at

Elbing, Germany.

The Nezv Orleans and Albany were

unarmored twin-screw cruisers of the

Cineinnati type. They were 330 feet

long, 43 feet 9 inches wide, 16 feet 10

inches deep, had a tonnage of 3600, a

speed of 20 knots, and carried about

300 officers and men. They were

armed with six 6-inch 50-caliber Els-

wick quick-firing guns, four 4.7 -inch

50- caliber quick-firing guns, ten 6-

pounders, four i -pounders, four Max-

ims, two field-guns, and had three tor-

pedo-tubes. They had 7500 horse-

powder, and carried about 800 tons of

coal. Their coal-bunkers served as a

protection to their machinery. The

feature of the New Orleans which was

especially commended by the officials

was the arrangement of her battery.

THE UNITia) STATES (JUNBOAT PRIXCETON ArPROACH-

ING COMPLETION AT DLVLOGUES' SPHP-YARD, CAMDEN

of 20 knots speed. Of these the

20 -knot and 30-knot boats were of

greatest interest ; the first because they

were so dimensioned that they might

be carried through the locks of the

Erie Canal and brought into service on

the lakes if needful, and the second

because they represented the advent

of the destroyer in our service.

The destroyer is really a magnified

torpedo-boat, and is the consequence

of an effort on the part of the British

to meet, some few years previously, the

menace of the superior torpedo-boat

flotilla of the French. The first evo-

lution was the torpedo-boat catcher

—

really a speedy gunboat—which never

could catch, because of inferior speed,

mechanical failure, and structural weak-

ness. After an enormous outlay and

chronic failure, the demanded speed

being impossible in that type of ves-

sel, the Admiralty turned its attention

to the development of large torpedo-

boats of superior speed and batteries

Four 6-inch guns were arranged in pairs in and her guaranteed speed 23 knots. It w^as of 6-pounder quick-firing guns. Here they

barbettes forward and aft, and two 6 -inch intended that the Topeka should act as her met with flattering success, of which the 30-

guns were placed one on each beam. The consort in the difficult trip across the At- knot boats were the practical evidence,

last-named guns could be swung through an lantic, but at the outbreak of the war she With excellent sea-keeping properties, great

arc of 120 degrees, which enabled a fire of was undergoing an overhauling at Falmouth, speed, and effective gun-fire, they were able to

four 6-inch guns either ahead or astern. England, and was not able

The Diogenes, renamed the Topeka, was to sail within the time

originally built for the Portuguese govern- limit allowed by the ncu-

ment by Ilowaldt, at Kiel, Germany. Tortu- trality laws.

gal did not take the ship after she was fin- A very small torpedo- .

ished. She was a vessel of the Detroit class, boat, built at Yarrow and

of 1700 tons displacement and of 16 knots hitherto unnamed, was

speed. Her length on the load water-line was bought of Charles R.

250 feet, extreme width 35 feet, and mean Flint on the 13th of

draft 13 feet 4i inches. She was a steel twin- April, and was brought

screw propeller, schooner rigged, and of 2000 to the New York Navy-

indicated horse-power. She carried six 4.7- Yard, where £it the close

inch guns in her main battery and ten rapid- of the war she was still

fire guns of various sizes in her secondary bat- laid up. She was named

tery. She was brought to the United States the Manly, and she car-

and attached to the North Atlantic fleet. ried only one torpedo-

The Somers w^as being built by the Schichau tube.
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THE UNITED STATES DYNAMITE-GUN VESSEL VESUVIUS

that scalding steam is

frightful to picture
;

yet, with that fearful

chance before them,

they must do every-

thing to crowd up the

fury in those pulsing

caldrons.

The consequence of

a shot in the engine-

room may be less gen-

eral, but the shattering

of mechanisms that

thrust back and forth

eight hundred times a

minute has in it a

threat that will make
the hardiest shudder,

and is almost sure to

overhaul the lighter torpedo-boats, and to an- rip open everything in reach,

nihilate them with the 6-pounder guns, while On deck two or three 1 8-inch torpedo-tubes

as torpedo-boats they were even a greater and a half-dozen 6-pounder guns constitute the

menace to battle-ships and cruisers than ever really modest burden for which all this energy

were the simple torpedo-boats; and it was due is designed, and to bear these weapons to sue-

to the wider effectiveness of these destroyers cessful issue every bit of this power is bent,

that the torpedo-boat pure and simple was al- As destroyers the purpose of such craft is

ready largely out of date, except within cer- plain, but it is really in their mission of tor-

tain narrowed circles of usefulness. pedo-boats that their ficnd-

As an example of engineering and construe- ish activity is uppermost,

tive skill the destroyer is instructively typical Under cover of darkness,

of modern cunning—a long, finely formed hull, silently and stealthily they

perhaps of two hundred feet and more, with its will creep upon their quarry,

stout frames easily detected beneath a steel their boilers quivering with

skin a scant eighth of an inch thick, and not their rising pressures and

a line that has not the promise of speed, their tubes loaded and trained

Within this frail body she carries boilers and at a determined angle. If

engines capable of developing 5600 indicated undiscovered and within fir-

horse-power; and well may she quiver with ing range, the torpedoes, with

the force of this tremendous energy— twenty their 200-pound burden of

horse-power for every one of her two hundred gun-cotton, will be launched

and seventy-three tons—when her two engines on their errands of destruc-

are driving her twin screws around at a rate tion ; if discovered, then for-

of four hundred turns a minute. Her boilers ward like a whipped horse,

teem with a pressure of two hundred and forty tearing on and by in the

pounds to the square inch, converting easily, face of a shower of shot from

every ten minutes, their contents into steam, the rapid-fire guns, deliver-

and large blowers fan the glowing furnaces ing, in passing, the charges

into blinding incandescence that this pressure of her torpedo-tubes. If not

may be maintained. blown up by the premature

Along throughout the boiler space the sides explosion of her own petard, and sound in

are lined with several feet of coal, affording, all her vitals, the craft will hasten away be-

so long as it lasts, a mild shelter against light yond the reach of that withering fire, while,

gun-fire, but of no practical protection against if successful in the attack, the enemy is less

the armor -piercing and explosive shell of the a battle-ship by one audacious stroke,

quick-firing 6-pounder. Once through and At the close of a fight, shattered in her

the boiler pierced, the fate of those men amid rapid-fire batteries, a battle-ship might still

withstand a cruiser ; but

against the small and elusive

target of a torpedo-boat she

would be helplesswM'th nought

but her heavy, slow- firing

guns to work in her defence.

Then would be the time for

the " mosquito " to bite with

all her deadly earnestness.

As a guardian of narrow

passes, a patrol of shallow

waters, and a sentinel for the

broad reaches of our naviga-

ble rivers and bays, the tor-

pedo-boat is singularly fitted

;

w^hile as a means of desperate

chance and moderate loss it

is the instrument that will

fill in the future the greatest

THE GUNS OF THE VESUVIUS BETWEEN DECKS number of naval breaches.

Hampered by arbitrary rules and time al-

lowances, the peace-time manoeuvres of tor-

pedo-boats had shown but little of the true

personal factor of success, wdiile seriously handi-

capped by restrictions that could be no truth-

ful imitation of the conditions of actual war-

fare. The torpedo-boat and its destroyer were

instruments whose possibilities were yet un-

sounded, and in the hands of cool, courageous,

and practised men would, it was believed, be

potent far beyond the understanding we then

had of them. But the 30-knot boat brought

us face to face with some serious problems in

mechanical and tactical handling, and, with us,

the men had yet to be made by practice who
could serve this type with the touch of perfect

confidence.

In war-time, life on such a craft would be

one unending nervous strain, to wdiich the try-

ing high-speed vibration would prove a wear-

ing aggravation ; but the promise of glorious

achievement far offset the pall of those fearful

odds against which officers and crew of such a

craft were to fight.

In a long struggle, that type of boat will

survive which is most easily replaced, and the

rapidity with which a torpedo craft can be

THE PNEUMATIC GUNS OF THE VESUVIUS PROJECITNG

FROM THE MAIN-DECK

built was looked upon as evidence of the im-

portant part it would take in the make-up of

a concluding fleet, and a further testimony to

the need of a well-drilled force to man it.

Chief - Constructor Hichborn said that wx

had not hesitated to borrow our designs from

abroad— the Union Iron -Works' boat being

after the British DcspC7'atc\ while the Bath

boats were upon French lines; and the per-

formance of these and the other boats of na-

tive draft would have in them all that was

needful to place us in touch with the best per-

formances anywhere, and open to us at the

same time lines of original promise.

The general particulars and principal dimen-

sions of the newer boats were

:

The Porter and Diipont, built by the Herres-

hoffs,at Bristol, Rhode Island ; length, 175 feet

;

beam, 17 feet; guaranteed speed, 27.5 knots.

The Roivan, built by the Morans, at Seattle,

Washington ; length, 170 feet ; breadth, 17 feet;

displacement, 182 tons ; indicated horse-power,

3200 ; speed, 26 knots. The DaJdgrcn and T.

A. M. Craven, built by the Bath, Maine, Iron-

Works ; 147 feet in length and 16 feet 4.5 inches

beam; displacement, 143.3 tons ; horse-power,

4200 ;
guaranteed speed, 30.5 knots. The Far-
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ragiit, built at San Francisco by the Union

Iron-Works; length, 210 feet; extreme width,

20 feet 4 inches ; trial displacement, 240 tons
;

maximum horse-power, 5600; speed, 30 knots.

The Davis and Fox, built by Wolff & Zwicker,

Portland, Oregon ; length, 146 feet; beam, 15

feet 4 inches; displacement, 117 tons; indi-

cated horse-power, 1750; speed, 22.5 knots.

The Morris, built by the Merreshoffs ; 139 feet

long, 15 feet 6 inches wide, 103 tons displace-

ment, 1750 horse-power, 23 knots speed. The
Talbot and Gioiu, built by the Merreshoffs;

length, 100 feet; beam, 12 feet 6 inches; dis-

placement, 46.5 tons ; horse-power, 850; speed,

20 knots. The Mackenzie, built by the Charles

Hillman Company, Philadelphia; length, loi

feet 6 inches; breadth, 12 feet 6 inches; dis-

placement, 65 tons; liorse-powcr, 850; speed,

20 knots. The MeKee, built by the Columbian

Iron-Works, l^altimore ; same length, breadth,

displacement, and horse-power as the Macken-

zie, wdth a guaranteed speed one-quarter of a

knot higher. Three 30 -knot torpedo boats

built later were the StringJiani, the Golds-

borougJi, and the Bailey. These, however,

remained unfinished throughout the war.

lo\v1':r si':cri()Ns of i^wo of tmf ouns dropped to
R I'X: !•: 1 \' i: r 1 1 v. 1

> r( )j i^c/r i les

ONE GUN READY FOR FTRLNC;. OXl'. Ri:\D\' I

AND ONE liFlNCi RROUCllli' RACK TO I'

AUXILIARY VESSELS

It was on Tuesday, the 8th of March, as

has been seen, that the bill a|)propriating

$50,000,000 for the defence of the nation was

introduced ; and on Wednesday it had passed

both houses unanimously and without debate,

and was signed by the President. It was

hoped that Spain, in her impoverished con-

dition, would consider the magnitude of this

appropriation, and make for peace. But the

Spaniards took hold of the fact that the

amount voted was only about one -fifth of

the available cash in the Treasury, and argued

therefrom that the Americans were too stingy

to wage a respectable war. " It will probably

be found," said the Iberian journalists, '* that

the Yankee war-ships will soon fall to pieces,

they are so cheaply put together." Spain's

attitude, in spite of the peace efforts of the

Americans, meant war; and so the "defence

fund " became perforce a very emphatic all-

round " war fund."

The Navy Department had for some time

been in close touch with the manufacturers

of war material ; and orders now began to be

placed for large quantities of ammunition. One
order for projectiles, given three days after the

passage of the defence bill,

amounted to §2,800,000. A
board was appointed to pur-

chase and charter yachts and

merchant vessels which might

be converted into service-

able war craft. The steam-

ers New York and Paris,

built in Great Britain but

flying the flag of the United

States, and the American-

built steamers St. Louis and

^7. Paul were chartered and

converted into war vessels;

and a large number of good

ships of lesser capacity were

chartered and bought. The
vessels known as the auxil-

iary cruisers and yachts num-

bered in all something more

than fifty, and ranged in size

from ocean -liners having a

displacement tonnage of ] 6,000 down to small The Mayflozoer was one of the largest and
yachts of about one hundred tons. These were most completely finished pleasure vessels ever

armed, manned, and officered as a part of the constructed for an American yachtsman. She
navy, and were immediately sent to their sev- was 275 feet on the water-line, 321 feet from

eral places of expected ser- fiddlehead to taffrail, 37 feet 6 inches beam, 30
vice—some as fighters, some feet deep to the bridge-deck at side, and drew
as despatch-boats. One shi}), 17 feet 6 inches of water. Her rig was that of a

named the Solace, was fitted brigantine, with fidded top-masts and jib-boom,

up as a floating hospital. An- and she carried nine small boats, including a 32-

other, the J '///re?//, was turned foot steam-launch, two lifeboats, three dingies,

into a sea -going machine- cutter, gig, and electric-launch. She could also

shop. A third, the Iris, be- pick up two f| raters, if occasion should re-

came a distilling-ship for the ([uire. The yacht was divided by steel bulk-

manufacture of fresh water heads into nine separate compartments, and

at sea. was designed to float even if any two of these

The ordnance officers at should be filled simultaneously with water.

the gun-factory in Washing- With a coal capacity of 530 tons, the Afay-

ton were enabled, by means flower could steam more than 2000 knots at

of the money some time pre- full speed, or 6300 knots at a speed of 12

viously appropriated by Con- knots. Two of the cylinders of her engines

gress in view of such an emer- were 22-| inches in diameter, two of 38 inches,

gency, to provide the guns and four of 40 inches, and the stroke was of

and ammunition needed for 27 inches. The armament consisted of two

the fitting-out of these aux- 3-pounders, two i- pounders, and two Colt's

iliary vessels thus sudtlenly machine-guns. P'or the Mayflozvers battery

brought into war service ; a more effective one was substituted, consisting

and the citizen sailors of the United States— of a 4-inch 6-pounder and a i-pounder rapid-

the naval militia -stood ready to man the ships firing gun and two torpedo-tubes,

of the improvised adjunct to the navy, and to Notable among the yachts were: The C^-

makc for themselves and their vessels a record luuibia, renamed the Wasp., formerly owned
that was to become historical. Some of the by J. IL Ladew. She was built in Philadel-

flcctest of the small craft were fitted with tor- phia. She was of steel, was 1 80 feet 8 inches

]^cdo-tubes, and made a not disreputable record long, 22 feet beam, and drew 15 feet of water.

as a kind of " torpedo-boat

destroyers." Seven of the

old-time monitors were also

brought out, and stood ready

with their smooth-bore guns

to lend their aid if needed in

the work of guarding the

coasts of the United States.

The first of the yachts

secured by the purchasing

board was the steam -yacht

Mayfloiocr, bought March

19th of the Ogden Goelet

estate. She had been pre-

viously purchased by King

Leopold of Belgium, but for

some reason was not taken

by him, and was given into

the hands of the United

States government for a

consideration of $430,000.
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Her tonnage was 380. She was four

years old. The Hornet, formerly

the Alicia, was built in Wilming-

ton, Delaware, in 1890, for Henry M.

Flagler. She was of steel, meas-

urecl 302 tons, was 160 feet long, 13

feet 5 inches deep, and of 24 feet

beam. The Eagle, formerly the Alnij,

was Frederic Gallatin's yacht. She,

too, was built in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, in 1890. She w^as of steel, was

170 feet 5 inches long, 24 feet 2

l r .
^ inches wide, and 12 feet 4 inches

deep. Her tonnage was 365. The

Hawk, formerly the Hermione, was also of steel, and belonged to

Henry L.Pierce, of Boston. She was built in 1891 at Paisley, Scot-

land. She w^as 145 feet long, and measured 360 tons. The Vixen,

formerly the Josephine, was built in 1896 for P. A. B. Widener, of

Philadelphia, at Nixon's ship -yard in Elizabeth, New Jersey. She

measured 545 tons, wa. 191 feet 8 inches long, 28 feet 3 inches wide,

and 15 feet 3 inches deep. The Seorpion, formerly the Sovereign,

belonged to M. C. D. I^orden. She was the largest of these six

yachts, and approached the Mayflower in size and speed. She meas-

ured 627 tons, was 228 feet 5 inches long, 27 feet 8 inches wide, and

16 feet 7 inches deep.

THE VESUVIUS

The dynamite gun -vessel Vesuvius was built by the Cramps at

Philadelphia in 1887. The term "dynamite," as applied to the ves-

sel, was a misnomer, for the Vesuvius never had thrown any dynamite.

She was built as a harbor- defence vessel intended to throw shells

loaded with gun-cotton. She was a small boat, as slender and grace-

ful as a yacht, and faster than most pleasure craft. She had a record

of twenty -one and two-thirds knots, or about twenty -five miles an

hour. She was 252 feet long, 950 tons burden, 4000 horse-power, and

when loaded drew 10 feet lO inches of water. She was armed with

three so-called dynamite-guns, w^hich were really three fixed tubes

that projected at an acute angle from her forward deck. These were

55 feet long and 15 inches in diameter. They were stationary, and

could not be shifted in any w^ay, so that to aim them it was necessary

to move the entire vessel. Ve)\ this reason it would be difficult for

the Vesuvius to hit a moving target, but an easy matter, as was proved,

to do great execution against land fortifications. The projectiles used

in these guns were \o\ inches in diameter and 9 feet long, looking

much like huge cigars. They were hollow% and the explosive, usually

eun- cotton, was stored in them and set off bv a primer that was

itself exploded by contact with some solid substance, or by a me-

chanical device which could

be regulated before the shell ;

was discharged. The three ^

tubes ran down into the bowels '-

of the vessel, and at the base

of each one was a mechanism

much like that of an ordinary

pocket -revolver. There were

five revolving chambers at the

base of each of the tubes, so

that fifteen shells could be

fired without reloading,

force used for the discharge

of the guns was compressed

TORPEDO PRACTICE ON THE PORTER
Drawn by H. Reutb:rdaiil

PLACING A WIHTEHEAD TORPEDO IN ITS FAUNCIIING-CARRIAGE
Drawn hy II. Rku 1 krdahl
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air. A gauge fixed the amount of air force necessary to throw tlie

cartridge a certain distance—say one-quarter, one-half, or a full mile.

There was scarcely any sound at the discharge, and of course no

smoke, so that shortly after the projectile left the muzzle it was vn's-

ible to those on the ship, and the place where it struck could plainly

be seen. The firing of these air-guns was done from the conning-

tower by means of levers. The projectile rose swiftly to a height

of nearly three hundred feet, and then travelled horizontally as though

following a straight line marked off against the sky, and finally dipped

sharply and plunged into the target. There was a peculiar spiral

safety arrangement on each projectile by which the fuse was rendered

harmless until a flight through the air of about one-eighth of a mile

was accomplished. Otherwise, the primers might explode just as the

projectile left the tube, doing great harm to the vessel itself.

Before the war the \'^csuvius had onl}' thrown projectiles with

service charges on one occasion, and that was when she was tested

in the Delaware River near Chester, in March, 1890. Three loaded

shells were then discharged, and so little faith did the naval officers

have in either the security or capability of the vessel that only those

who were obliged to remain on board to work the guns stayed any-

where near the Vesuvius. The committee and other officers who were

to watch the proceedings drew off about a mile distant on a tug. The
first projectile discharged weighed five hundred and ten pounds, and

it went over two hundred yards farther than one mile in eleven sec-

onds ; the second projectile weighed five hundred and four pounds,

and went a mile and two hundred and fifty yards in eleven and

seven-tenths seconds ; the third projectile weighed the same as the

THE TESTINC; DOCK, NAVAE TORPEDO STATION, NEWPORT
Drawn mv R. V. ZociiAr.M

second, and went four hundred yards more than a mile in eleven and

three- fourths seconds. The first shell was set so as to explode ten

seconds after it sank beneath the surface of the water. It worked

successfully, and threw a great tower o[ mud and water to a height

of fully two hundred feet. The second cartridge was arranged so as

to explode five seconds after impact, and it did, with similar results.

The third cartridge was timed to go off on impact with the water,

and so well was the primer arranged that the light of the explosion

could be seen when the projectile struck the surface of the river. The
reverberation of these explosions was so great that it shook the win-

dows of the town of Chester, five miles distant.

THE OLD MONITORS
For more than thirty years

the old monitors which were

used in the Civil War had

been laid up at navy- yards

out of commission ; and now,

when the war crisis again

confronted the country, the

officials of the Navy Depart-

ment bethought themselves

of these historical vessels.

Would they be of any ser-

vice in the face of Hontoria

guns, modern powder, and

sharp-pointed cylindrical pro-

jectiles ? The navy experts

thought they might do some-

thing. Tliey certainly were

not to be dreamed of as

A NIGHT ATTACK BY A TORPEDO-BOAT.-Drawn by R. F. Zogbaum



APrLICANTS FOR ENLISTMENT ON THE (iUN-DECK OF I'lIE RECEIVING-SHIP RICHMOND

battle-craft, but inside a bay or harbor they the NaJiant read the order of the Navy De-

might perhaps offei' some obstacle to light- partmcnt directing him to take command.

armed and swift vessels which slipped past a The ensign was run up to the ensign staff by

fort. The armor of the old monitors was only Quartermaster Zerega of the New York naval

eleven inches of wrought - iron, and that of militia, and the conmiander's pennant was

course would not resist heavy modern guns, but hoisted on the signal-mast. It was indeed a

it would do very well against light ones. The simple ceremony, but it was full of signifi-

old-fashioned 15-inch smooth-bores would not cance, for it meant that the naval-militia offi-

hurl armor-piercing shells such as guns were cers aboard the monitor had, for the time

then using, but they would

do a great deal of smashing

of light plates for all that.

The department deter-

mined, therefore, to bring-

out the old monitors; and

then came the question of

men to man them. As-

sistant-Secretary Roosevelt

suofoested the naval militia.

Telegrams were sent to the

governors of States asking

them if they could furnish

men to man monitors, and

the governors replied that

they could send men to

man anything and go anywhere. The men being, entered the service of the United States,

poured aboard the naval-militia-ship, and the thus beginning a mission which was to be theirs

ceremony of putting the monitors in commis- only in the face of danger."

sion was quickly performed. This ceremony An hour after the ship had gone into com-

was thus described in the case of x\\& NaJiant : mission the steady tramp of men was heard,

*' While the ship's crew was bowling along the ship's crew marched down the wdiarf and

the Pennsylvania Railroad at fifty miles an was sent aboard. There was a large crowd of

hour, Captain Richman—a commanding officer people at the head of the wharf, and the ap-

in the navy is always "captain"—on board prentices on the receiving-ship looked on with

MEN FROM THE PillLAD F.LI'lUA AT P.ATTAFION DRH.L

expectant amusement. If the spectators hoped

to have an opportunity to laugh at the naval

militia, or thought they might witness a dis-

play of civilian enthusiasm on the part of the

boys, they were disappointed. Not a word was

uttered by the well-trained militiamen. The

coldest, sternest naval discipline prevailed. It

was an old story to the citizen sailors, that si-

lent discipline, but all of the spectators did

not know that.

The number of enlisted men allowed by law

prior to the outbreak of hostilities was 12,500.

When the enlisted war force of the navy reached

its maximum in 1898, there were 24,123 men

in the service. This great increase was made

necessary by the addition of 128 ships to the

navy. The maximum fighting force of the

navy, separated into classes, was as follows

:

Hattkvships (fu-st-dass) 4

Battle-ships (second-class) i

Armored cruisers 2

Coast-defence monitors 6

Armored ram i

Protected cruisers 12

Unprotected cruisers 3

Gu n -boats 18

Dynamite cruiser i

Torpedo-boats n
Vessels of old navy, including monitors 14

Auxiliary Navy :

Auxiliary cruisers n
Converted yacli ts 28

Revenue cutters 15

Light-house tenders 4

Converted tugs 27

Converted colliers , 19

Miscellaneous 19

COMPANIES FROM THE PHILADELPHIA, MOXADXOCK, AND MONTEREY AT ILVITAITON DRILL
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Tin: CAPIURE OF THE DAUNTLESS BY THE UNITED STATES STEAMER MARBLEHEAD OFF COOKS INf.ET, COAST OF FLORIDA

Drawn hy II. Rkutkrdahl

ENFORCING THE NEUTRALITY LAWS
WHILE the Navy Department of the

United States was engaged in pur-

chasing, at an expense of about three-

fifths of the fifty- mihion defence fund, the

vessels, ammunition, guns, and all classes of

naval war material made obviously necessary

by the stubbornly belligerent attitude of Spain,

the people of the United States could not but

remember that, at the cost of millions of dol-

lars, they had been policing their coast in an

honest endeavor to prevent the departure of

expeditions in aid of the Cuban revolutionists,

the landing of which Spain herself had made
no serious effort to prevent ; and that in recog-

nition of this they had received no better token

of gratitude than the reiterated charge that

the Yankees were aiding and fostering the re-

bellion. The reply to this charge may be fitly

summed up in the words of the American

Peace Commissioners to the Spanish Peace

Commissioners, dated Paris, November i6,

1898:

" For half a century the attempts of the

Cubans to overthrow the sovereignty of Spain

over the island, within a hundred miles of the

shores of the United States, have produced

serious disturbances in that country, grave

and constant interference with its commerce,

and frequent danger of the rupture of friendly

relations with Spain. How could the condi-

tions existing in the island be otherwise than

of vital concern to us? The Cubans were our

neighbors, with whom our relations were neces- with stronger reasons than existed in our own

sarily intimate and extensive; and they had case when we rebelled against the mother-

been engaged in a struggle for independence country. The revolution of 1895, like the

prior attempts at independence, entailed upon

us heavy burdens. It made it necessary to

patrol our coasts, to tax both civil and military

resources in order to detect and prevent expe-

ditions from our shores in the interests of the

insurgents, and to repress the natural sympa-

thy of our citizens, while we remained passive

witnesses of misery, bloodshed, and starvation

in a land of plenty almost within sight of our

borders."

The case was put somewhat more bluntly

by Joseph Edgar Chamberlin in one of his

magazine articles :
" The government has had

to spend a great deal of money in attempting

to intercept filibustering expeditions, but the

people have been glad to see them succeed."

And Senator Foraker, writing for the Forum

in 1897, said :

'' The American people naturally sympathize

with all who struggle for liberty and indepen-

dence, but especially with those who are of

this hemisphere and our immediate neighbors.

The struggle of the Cubans has been so heroic,

and against such odds and wrongs, that it has

excited the greatest interest and admiration.

It has also produced corresponding disquiet

among our people, and has made necessary a

constant, heavy expense, amounting to several

THE SUPPLY-SHIP millions of dollars in the aggregate, in order to

9
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in the pay of the Cubans, the diHgent use of search-lights by the cruisers

Nearly everything else she of the United States and those of Spain.

had done had been done The three principal incidents in the later

through complaints made story of Cuban naval operations were the capt-

to the Department of State ure of the Competitor by Spain, the use of a

of the United States and Hotchkiss gun by the TJircc Friends against a

through the use of the navy Spanish cruiser on the expedition of l^eccm-

of the United States in pa- ber, 1896, and the chase of the Dauntless by

trol and detective service. the United States cruiser MarbleJiead. The

By adopting this plan of activity of the Cubans was incessant, however,

campaign the Spanish au- and the history they made in filibustering dur-

thorities were able to ac- ing the latter part of the Three Years' War

complish a great deal more abounds in incidents ranking in official im-

than they could have hoped portance with the overhauling of the Garcia

for by relying on their own expedition by the revenue-cutter Hudson, just

badly handled cruisers. It after midnight, as it was getting away from

would not be candid to say New York on the Bermuda.

that there was any real en- The cruisers JMarbleJiead, Montgomery, and

thusiasm back of the official Detroit were sister ships, with much the same

police our coasts, and, in the interest of Spain, zeal with which the neutrality laws were en- equipment and armament, but the MarbleJiead

enforce our neutrality laws. It would be un- forced in response to these numerous Spanish made the most remarkable record in the work

reasonable to expect us to submit indefinitely complaints ; nevertheless they were enforced of policing the coast to which she was as-

to such burdens and to such injuries to our with the result of harassing the filibusters much signed in co-operation with Wxd Montgomery.

citizens and their business. We had a right, more effectively by the use of the ships of the According to contemporaneous accounts, her

therefore, to seek to bring about a termination United States than Spain was able to harass chase of the Dauntless was as yet the most

of the struggle. We were an interested party." them with her own. notable feature of her career since the trial trip.

The United States government had been The work of carrying arms and conveying when for six miles of the course she made a

compelled, in the discharge of its treaty obli- volunteers between the coast of the United speed reported at 21.66 knots. When first

gations, to perform this detective and police States and Cuba was done chiefly by the sighted off the coast of Florida, the Dauntless

THE FIRST BOAT ASHORE—JUST BEFORE SUNRISE

duty for Spain in the face

of an increasing popular

sympathy for the Cubans

—a sympathy steadily and

practically shown from the

days of Lopez and through-

out the Ten Years' War
and the Three Years' War,

and which was particularly

manifest in the case of the

Competitor. This schooner

sailed from Key West in

April, 1896, bound for Ha-

vana with arms and ammu-
nition for the insurgents.

She was captured about

sixty miles west of Havana

THE LAST BOAT-LOAD

was loading from another

vessel. She promptly ran

away when the Marble-

Jiead appeared, and was

promptly chased with such

diligence that, it was said,

four of the MarbleJiead\s

stokers fainted in the en-

gine-room. Cuban sympa-

thizers regarded this as

unnecessary zeal, and were

so vociferous over it that

the officers of the HJarble-

Jiead S2i\d no more than was

necessary about the use of

the forward 6-poundcr, so

strikingly brought out in

by the Spanish launch Mensgara. She had Dauntless, the TJiree Friends, the Bermuda, the illustration on the preceding page. The

some twenty-five or thirty men aboard, some i\\c Lau?-ada,^\MMhc Silver Heels. The rcpu- six blank cartridges they fired might have

of whom had already landed, while others were tation of the Competitor ^x^s made chiefly by had little effect in intimidating the Daunt-

trying to swim ashore. Of these latter, two her capture. Her work was taken up by the less, however, if they had not been reinforced

were killed. An American, named Alfred La- Dauntless and the TJiree Friends, which were by the cruiser's superior speed. When over-

borde, had gained a reef when he was taken, chased, overhauled, and libelled so often that hauled the Dauntless had got rid of her con-

Another American, Owen Milton, correspond- the expense to the Treasury of the United traband goods, and was, as usual, an innocent

ent of a Jacksonville newspaper, was captured States of the single item of paper for the com- victim of official zeal. The Marblehead, the

on the schooner, as was also an Englishman plaints, indictments, bonds, and similar for- day after Congress declared war, captured the

named James Kildea. With these were also midable proceedings would, it was said, be no Spanish steamer Argonauta.

captured the two Cubans, Maza and Bedia; small matter when the

and all were court-martialled and sentenced to total should come to be

be shot. footed up.

The British government, in behalf of Kildea, The Silver Heels, the

demanded a civil trial, as did also the United latest addition to the fili-

States for the Americans. Weyler stormed buster fleet, was a Maine

and protested against any interference with vessel of one hundred

his authority as military as well as civil gov- and twenty -eight tons

ernor of the island; but Canovas granted a net, which gained dis-

stayof execution, and finally, after much diplo- tinction by running

matic fencing, the prisoners were released on away from a United

the King's Saint's Day, January 23, 1897. States revenue - cutter

The concessions made by Spain in the case which chased her on

of the Competitor were practically an abandon- complaint of the Span-

ment of the charge that the government of the ish legation. When next

United States had been lax in the enforcement heard from it was in a

of the neutrality laws against Cuban '' filibus- telegram saying she had

ters." Except in the case of the Competitor, escaped, and had trans-

Spain could point to no notable success as a ferred part of her load to

result of her own direct efforts against vessels the Dauntless, in spite of

122
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LANDING THE CARGO

HOW A FILIBUSTERING EXPE-
DITION WAS LANDED

Bv F. IJ. PAGLIUCIII

From an experience gained in two successful

formation of what we were beginninf^- to call ence. By the following morning we had trans-

our "phantom sliip." At a mile from the ferred to our little filibuster a complete cargo

light -house we dropped anchor, and a boat of boxes of arms and ammunition, and, ex-

put off to make inquiries, changing salutes with our supply- ship, we

It was over five hours before these men re- started for our landing-place,

filibustering expeditions, I can safely assert that turned. Their excuse was that they had been It was early on Sunday morning when we

the difficulty did not consist in effecting the chicken-hunting, and that the chickens, scared first sighted Cuba. The sea was like a mirror;

actual landing, but in making the start. When by so many strangers, had given them a long the gorgeous tints of the dawn mingled with

once the Cuban coast was reached, there was chase. The sad part of it was that they had the azure of the Gulf waiter and spread over it

nothing to fear; the whole thing became a been unable to obtain any news of our boat

;

myriad colors. In the distance the green

picnic. The patrol of the coast by Spanish so, after much consultation, it was decided to coast loomed through a purple haze. The

gunboats was entirely inefficient. The smart revisit the first meeting-place. Great was the picture was so thrilling that all danger was

little filibuster could show a clean pair of heels excitement of all on board when, early next forgotten in the rapture of the scene. Near

to any of their boats. She was handled with morning, the lookout -man sang out, "Sail us are two sailing-vessels, but of these we take

coolness and dash, and the men aboard her right ahead!" We had had so many disap- no notice. A veteran of the Ten Years' War is

were brimful of patriotism, and so sure of sue- pointments that some of our number were at at the bow, glass in hand. The orders are to

cess that it is no wonder they almost always first inclined to be pessimistic, but as we got get ready for the landing. While approaching

obtained it. It was about tw^o o'clock in the within hailing distance, and our signals were the shore the lookout-man reports, "Smoke

morning of February 20th that our filibustering answ^ered, and we knew it was our supply-ship, on the starboard quarter!" Instead of beat-

steamer picked up the members of the expedi- a long hurrah wxMit up from our people. ing a hasty retreat, we wait to investigate, and

tion. The i)lace was in mid-ocean, about thirty- Once alongside, the work of transferring the presently discover that the stranger is a mer-

five miles from the nearest point of land. A cargo was soon begun. It was a fine sight chantman, so the boat is lowered and a party

tug-boat ran alongside of us and put on board to see the ardor and alacrity with which this volunteer to go ashore and reconnoitre. In a

some seventy men. Then we started for an- handful of " banditi," as the Spaniards would very short time they come back and report

other rendezvous, where w^e w^ere to pick up call them, set to work. In reality our party everything favorable, and all start to busy

the boxes of arms and ammunition. It took were good representatives of the Cuban up- themselves with unloading the precious cargo.

us two days to reach the spot, and there a dis- per classes. Doctors, lawyers, civil engineers, While the work is proceeding, a voice is heard

appointment awaited us, for not a boat was in merchants, and an owner of a sugar- planta- coming from the bushes on shore, then a shout

sight. How w^e strained our eyes and scru- tion worked away, not only at transferring the of " Quien va?" to which we answer, "Cuba

tinized the horizon! and how many times cargo, but also at filling the coal-bunkers, and expedicionarios." At once three coast-guards

some fantastic cloud was mistaken for our all seemed to enjoy the novelty of the experi- mounted on little mustangs make their ap-

boat ! But the success of

filibustering consisted in

being able to anticipate

all kinds of contrc -temps.

Something had evidently

interfered with our ship

reaching this point, or re-

maining there if she had

arrived
; and to meet just

such an emergency as this

a second place of rendez-

vous had been settled

upon. And for this we
started, everybody feeling

confident that we should

find our friends waiting

for us. Jkit again we were

disappointed. There was
not a sign of a boat.

About thirty miles off,

however, w^as a light-

house, and we resolved

to approach it and see if

we could obtain any in- TRANSPORTING THE CARGO INTO THE INTERIOR

pearance, and are wel-

comed by us with a chorus

of "Viva Cuba libre
!"

The joy seems to have

intoxicated us all, for we
are sure now that the ex-

pedition will never fall

into the hands of the

Spaniards, One of the

coast-guards has already

started to inform a Cuban

force, encamped close by,

of the arrival of the ex-

pedition. The steamer

which we had sighted

while approaching the

land is by this time plain-

ly seen to be an English

tramp as she comes close

in shore to satisfy her cu-

riosity. Guessing our mis-

sion, she hoists her colors

and salutes us with three

blasts of her whistle, which
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we promptly answer. One hour and fifty aroused at about an hour before midnight by

minutes after reaching the coast the cargo the cry of fire— not a pleasant awakening on

has been landed, the boats are hoisted, and we a vessel carrying three tons of dynamite ! A
sail away, amid the hurrahs of those on board, lamp had exploded, but was fortunately thrown

heartily answered by those who are left behind, overboard without occasioning further damage,

The barometer had begun to fall, but as yet and quietness was once more restored. The

caused little anxiety on board, as it might por- superstitious sailors were inclined to consider

tend merely squally weather, and next day we this incident as an evil omen, but the effect

were once more lying alongside of our supply- was counteracted an hour afterwards by the

ship. On account of the rolling of the two landing on our foremast of a large American

vessels we were obliged to proceed very slowly eagle.

in the transfer of our cargo, and it was the fol- The following night, at about ten o'clock,

lowing day before we were able to start to we sighted the light of Morro Castle, and,

land our second expedition. The nearer we altering our course, headed for our landing-

approached the Cuban shore the worse the place, which was not far from the city of Ila-

weather became. Some of us had retired to vana. Unfortunately, owing to the darkness

the cabin to secure a little rest, when we were and the rough weather, we were unable to

make our port, and were compelled to put to

sea a^rain. The lookout-man announced a ves-

sel approaching on our port bow, and at this

interesting moment our steering-gear gave way.

Fortunately the accident was not serious, and

was quickly mended, and we put to sea without

further incident. Next day we lay to out of

sight of land, and that night once more headed

for the light of Morro Castle. This time, in

order to avoid repeating our error of the night

before, we went so near to Havana that we

were able plainly to distinguish the electric

li<;hts in '* Central Park." Two hours later

we arrived at our destination. In two hours

more, and in the midst of a driving rain, we

had landed our second cargo and had again

left the Cuban coast.

MILITARY ACTIVITY

IT
was generally believed in Europe, at the these facts, said European writers, nothing

beginning of 1898, that both Spain and could prevent a collision.

the United States were sincerely desirous '' But the final word in both countries as re-

of peace, but that war was inevitable. " And gards war had to be said by persons extremely

by inevitable," said the London Spectator, " we anxious to prevent war. President McKinley

do not mean 'not unlikely,' 'most probable,' and the Ouecn-Rcgent were both willing to

or so forth, but an event which is sure and can- do anything—short of a radical change in the

that duty. But they wanted, naturally enough,

to carry out this duty and at the same time

avoid the horrors and losses of war. Unfortu-

nately, that was not possible. When you order

a man to stop ill-treating a woman or a child,

and he refuses, and continues his ill-treatment,

it is impossible to avoid knocking him down."

•*i*i.w»>'S ~<^>»,.*-» .usitt-r*'"

^*-

EXTENDED ORDER DRILL, UNLFED STATES REGULAR INFANTRY.-Drawn by Max F. Kleppkr

not be avoided." General Woodford's humani-

tarian mission to Madrid was regarded as omi-

nous, and an onlooker who believed that any

attempt on the part of the Americans to miti-

gate the horrors of the Cuban campaign would

result in war said that the United States and

Spain were like two ships which must ulti-

mately come into collision. One remained

stationary, and the other's helm had been set

so as to bring her straight down upon the sta-

tionary vessel. The collision might be de-

layed for a considerable time by the moving

ship slowing down her engines, but unless the

stationary ship changed her position or the

moving ship altered her course contact must

inevitably take place. It was abundantly clear

that America was not going to alter her course

of policy, which was to claim the right to re-

quire Spain to govern Cuba on perfectly differ-

ent lines to those adopted by Spain. It was

no less evident that though Spain might occa-

sionally rattle a chain or run up a signal, she

intended to remain exactly where she was—in

fact, to declare in polite language that Cuba

was her own possession, and that she proposed

to treat it as her own, and not as a place in

which the United States had a right to dictate

the policy that ought to be pursued. Given

national policy—to keep the two nations from

the blind and hateful arbitrament of war.

Nor did they stand alone. In both countries

the men of light and leading rallied round the

Queen-Regent and the President, and did their

best to calm popular excitement, to delay

precipitate action, and to try to find a modus

Vivendi. But the great forces set in motion

by the adoption of two absolutely incompat-

ible policies moved on with the force of the

tide. The situation w^as not unlike that so

powerfully described by Mr. Lincoln in his

Second Inaugural— that marvellous speech

which has in it something of the element

which inspired the Hebrew prophets. Both

parties, as he tells us, ' deprecated war,' but

their aims were incompatible, ' and the war

came.' We may then, we think, entirely ab-

solve the Executives of the two nations from

having failed to take any action which might

have prevented war. They did wdiat they

could, but it was necessarily of no avail. The

Americans slowed down the pace of their ship,

but they did not alter its course ; and the

Spaniards, though they did everything else

they could, did not change their position.

The condition of Cuba imposed a duty on

the American people, and they recognized

12J:

In England, especially, it was argued that

the Queen-RegenT, and those who supported

her in her desire for peace, should have seen

much earlier than they did that Weyler's

policy would be certain to bring about Ameri-

can intervention, and should have thereupon

insisted upon its abandonment ; that doubt-

less they were aware of this fact, but that

doubtless also they found it impossible to

adopt a more reasonable and humane policy

in Cuba. The national pride forbade it ;
and

here again it was pointed out that the forces

which led to war were too strong to be con-

trolled. " The national spirit of either nation
"

—pride in Spain, love of fair-play in America
—" made it adopt a policy which was certain

to lead to war."

To meet this inevitable, the two nations

were altogether differently conditioned in the

matter of what Captain Mahan called " pre-

paredness for war." The Spanish frontiers

were defended by about fifty fortified places,

nearly all of which were ports. Her navy,

alreadv described, was manned bv 1002 offi-

cers, 725 mechanicians and other employes,

and 14,000 sailors. Her marines numbered

about 9000. Her navy was recruited by con-

scription in naval districts formed along the
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report to the Secretary of War, said :
" At the

close of the great Civil War the government

had a million veterans in arms, well equipped

for war for that time. The great amount of

•war material then in the possession of the gov-

ernment was sold or gradually used up by

issue either to the militia of the States or to

tlie regular forces that have been engaged in

military operations on the frontier for the last

thirty years. The supplies and material that

were not sold, but stored, were gradually re-

duced to the minimum, and the war with

Spain found this country with a very small

army, with war material sufficient only to

equip that force and furnish it with a small

coast among the seafaring population. The Civil—the elite of the Spanish soldiery—and amount of ammunition ;
but the tentagc,

effective strength of her regular army, as re- the present undersized and boyish linesmen transportation, and camp equipage was in-

ported shortly after the outbreak of the Three in Cuba is very great; and anyone well ac- sufficient for any important military opera-

Years' War;'was 64,190 infantry, 14,376 caval- quainted with the peasantry of the best prov- tions."

ry, 11,744 artillery, 5294 engineers, 1500 ad- inces of Spain knows that a wave of national "We had a small military machine," wrote

ministrative troops, 900 in the medical service, enthusiasm might send a very superior body Mr. Chamberlin, '\good, but totally inadequate

1296 royal guards, 14,697 gendarmes, and 14,- of men to the colors." to war on a large scale. Sentiment and in-

186 custom-house guards; total, 128,183 men. '^ But, of course," continued the same au- herited social and political ideas had prevented

The war strength of the regular army in 1897 thority~a publication always inimical to the more than a very slender organization of the

was 183,972 men, with 14,250 horses and mules American cause—" the great need of Spain, military arm of the United States. The reg-

and 590 field-guns. According to the States- without which the Spanish army can never ular army had actually heavily declined in its

mans Year-book, Spain was able " easily to hope to regain its once splendid reputation, is proportion to the population of the whole

mobilize in case of necessity an army of 1,083,- to find competent officers. Competent officers country. Our legislation in this regard had

595 men." By royal decree the strength of the and a single really able general would quickly been faithful to the tradition, brought down

armies in the East and West Indies was regu- transform even the present Spanish army in from before the Revolutionary W-ar, which is

lated " by the eventualities of war." Thirteen Cuba into a formidable fighting- machine. If hostile to a standing army. The regular army

military schools and colleges were maintained Spain, in her extremity, were to find a really was not only ridiculously small, but was ren-

in Spain. Recruiting was by conscription ; the great captain, there is no knowing what her dered almost helpless, by its distribution in

annual contingent was 80,000. Every able- hardy and resolute peasantry, well drilled, small detachments over a vast extent of coun-

bodied Spaniard was required to serve three armed, and led, might not acccomplish." This, try and by the impossibility of exercising it in

years in the permanent army, three years in indeed, was the general belief—that Spain was any general evolutions. The men w^ere, how-

the first or active reserve, and six years in the waiting for a leader. ever, w^ell trained wdthin the regimental com-

second or sedentary reserve. Exemption from The coasts of the United States, to use the pass ; they were as good marksmen, probably,

service cost 1500 pesetas. official words of President McKinley, were as any regular soldiers in the world
;
and they

Within a few hours' sail of the Atlantic ''practically undefended." The strength of were of admirable physique. Their officers

seaboard of the United States the Spaniards the regular army, on the ist of April, just were intelligent and well trained, except in

already had an army notoriously too large for before the breaking-out of the war, was 2143 matters connected with the movement of large

its ostensible use in Cuba. This army was officers and 26,040 enlisted men, including bodies of men."

fairly well seasoned and altogether well dis- hospital corps, engineers, and the signal corps ;
Among the " Selected Professional Papers"

ciplined. Even the quinto carried the best and this slight increase over the traditional published at this time by the Military Infor-

modern arm; and, as has been already seen, 25,000 had been made possible only three mation Division of the Adjutant -General's

the army was not made up entirely of qnintos. weeks previously by an act of Congress adding Office, was a translation of Poder Mihtar y

Some of the later expeditions had been often two regiments to the artillery arm of the ser- Naval de los Estados Unidos, which from a

described as "the flower of the Spanish army." vice. As to equipment, General Miles, in his Spanish stand -point gave a reasonably fair

The Army and Navy Jour-

nal said of the armed Span-

iards then in Cuba: "They

are not their best soldiers,

but there are better in

Spain, and transports carry-

ing troops are reported to

be hastening to Havana."

The Saturday Revieiv said

at the same time :
" At pres-

ent the army in Cuba is

largely recruited by boys in

their teens ; but in Spain

national pride is exceeding-

ly strong. It is quite on the

cards that Spain may rise

to the occasion, and the

flower of the manhood of

the nation voluntarily enter

the army to carry out the

struggle to the bitter end.

In this event America would

have to cope with a very

different force to that which

at present opposes invasion

in Cuba. The physical dif-

^e^en^e between the Guardia INTERIOR OF GUN-FACTORY, WATERVLIET ARSENAL
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view of the army, navy,

and coast defences of the

United States. " It may be

affirmed," said the Spanish

author, " that the standing

army of the United States

has in general sufficiently

good instruction. The in-

fantry excels in the practice

of firing, on account of an

abundant issue of ammuni-

tion, and the added stimu-

lus of prizes for good shots.

It is the artillery that suffers

most from lack of sufficient

instruction; for, although its

officers do not lack comi)e-

tency, the little practice it

has in handling modern ma-

terial puts it in a condition

of inferiority as compared

with the field artillery of

modern Europe."
" On this point," wrote

Colonel Church after the two

regiments of artillery had

been addedj " before our
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little competitive artillery drill on Spanish soil

is over, our author may find occasion to revise

his views."

''The State militia," the Madrid writer con-

tinues, ''although their instruction has been

recently improved, owing to assembling where

they have had brigade exercises, could not

without difficulty answer the demands upon

them if suddenly called into service. The
complex duties which in that event they would

at once have to perform, such as preparing

subsistence, mounts and transportation, mus-

tering in quite large masses for the execution

of military operations to which they are un-

accustomed—fulfilling, in a word, all the duties

of a soldier, without taking into account all

his necessary education— are circumstances

were in the same condition—without regularly

trained forces, and that it took precisely the

space of a year to create real armies, inured to

fatigue and battle—a time for preparation for

which, assuredly, it would not count in case

of international warfare."

"With most of this," said the Army and

Navy Journal^ " military men will cordially

agree. Indeed, much of it might have been

more strongly put—as we are just now finding

to our cost—without in the least exaggerating

the conditions which arc forcing themselves

upon popular attention. Armies are not made

in a day, and never have been."

As to armament, the Spanish writer said:

" There exists in the Republic no uniformity

in armament, for while the standing army uses

construct lOOO rifles and i,ooo,000 cartridges

daily, and private manufacturers could turn

out 3000 rifles and as many revolvers with

2,000,000 cartridges in the same time. In

this way something like 20,000 men could be

armed, and with two months of preparation

one might easily arm 280,000 by utilizing the

material on hand in stock and manufacturing

it in the said time, without counting on what

the army and the militia already have."

It may thus be seen that if the Spaniards

needed a leader, not less did the United States

need time for preparation ; and that it was in

no unfriendly spirit that the Americans were

said to be "slowing down to gain time." An
English editor said on the 19th of March

:

" The President is doubtless strengthened in

U^„K l^itri*^

ROUGH-RIDING BY TROOPERS, UNITED STATES REGULAR CAVALRY.—Drawn by Max F. Klepper

of abrupt change to which such troops, in

view of their civic-military organization, could

not readily adapt themselves. Moreover, such

troops have no transportation service, sani-

tary corps, or even a staff by means of which

the forces of various States might be able to

co-operate with the regular army or mingle

harmoniously with each other, in order to be

able to mobilize and concentrate as part of

an army of operation. Their organization is

such that the militia troops referred to are

scarcely prepared as a complete unit within

each State to oppose an invasion of it. The

country confides in the militia on account of

their record in the War of Secession, without

considering that the belligerents on both sides

the Krag- Jorgensen rifle, the various State

militia organizations have rifles of different

models and calibers, and generally greatly

inferior to the regulation arm of the standing

army." These defects, however, this Spanish

military critic thought, would be quickly rem-

edied in case of emergency. Turning from the

unreadiness for war to the vast resources of

the United States, he continued, as with the

prevision of a prophet

:

" The industries of the country, on the other

hand, can produce arms in great quantities in

a short space of time. According to statistics

set forth by our military attache, the North

American government could at once arm about

100,000 men, the government works could
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his desire to gain time by the advice which he

receives from the Navy Office and the Army
Department. They tell him that their prepa-

rations are as yet most incomplete, but that a

month's, or even a fortnight's, delay will make

an enormous difference in the power of the

United States to strike a decisive blow. Every

week gained now may mean the shortening of

the war, if it comes, by many months. If

America were to meet with a reverse at the

outset of the war, the heart of Spain would

be hardened. If America can act with signal

force at the very beginning, Spain will far more

quickly yield to the inevitable." And even on

the very eve of the actual outbreak the London

Spectator said :
" The President quails a little
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HURDLING ON THREE HORSES, UNErED STATES REGULAR CAVALRY.—Drawn by Frederic Remington

under his immense responsibility. He recog-

nizes that in spite of all the talk, or because

of all the talk, the Union has been taken a

little by surprise IMoney will do much, but

money, even in unlimited quantities, will not

improvise artillery, skilled non-commissioned

officers, or trustworthy battle-ships and cruisers

possessed of the modern swiftness. There is

a long range of coast to be protected studded

wuth wealthy towns, as well as a great naval

battle to be fought, and, splendidly energetic

as American artificers are, they would have

liked a little more time. Nevertheless, the

President is an American, he is possessed of

the idea that his republic has rights of ward-

ship throughout the two Americas, and he

will, we may be sure, when driven to decide

be both definite and firm."

And wdien it was apparent that notwith-

standing their trepidation as to self-defence,

the Americans w^ere bound to free the Cubans,

the situation was everywhere regarded as seri-

ous indeed. ]\Iuch comment wms elicited,

especially in Spain, by the remarks attributed

to Lord Wolseley, Commander-in-Chief of the

British Army, who thought the United States

needed far more time than it was likely to get

for preparation: "The United States would

make a mistake in attempting to invade Cuba

with volunteers wdio are not fully drilled and

disciplined. If that w\as done, the United

States might expect heavy reverses wdien those

troops encountered the trained Spanish troops

on land. It would be a grave error to under-

estimate the strength of the adversaries of the

American troops. I would regret to see the

Americans even temporarily beaten, as all my

sympathies are wath them. It is fortunate

for the United States that this w^ar is not

with a first-class power, for it is evident that

in such an encounter they would be badly

beaten at the beginning, though I believe the

Americans are able to defeat any nation in

the long-run
"

Among the Americans themselves, the latent

power of the country was more a matter of

pride than its " unpreparedness " was of fear.

" In a time of real emergencv," said the ag-

gressive editor of the Rcviciv of Reviczvs,

"the resources of the United States will prove

themselves great enough to supply our own
people and the whole world besides. The
quickness and inventiveness of American me-

chanics, engineers, and manufacturers have no

parallel in Europe. On a year's notice the

United States might undertake to cope even-

handed with either the Dual or the Triple Al-

liance—although we have now only the nucleus

of an army and the beginning of a navy, while

the European powers have made war prepara-

tion their principal business for a whole gen-

eration. It is to be suspected that one reason

why the American people have bought the

newspapers so eagerly during the past weeks

is to be found in the satisfaction they have

taken in learning how a strictly peaceful nation

like ours could if necessary reverse the proc-

ess of beating swords into ploughshares."

" It is a matter of national pride," said a

noted American writer on military topics a

little later, " that such a satisfactory showing

has followed the war excitement as to centre

the attention of the world upon the fact of the

enormous resources of this country. One thing
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is surely accomplished—the convincing of other

nations of our great power in producing every-

thing needed in the event of hostilities. Not
only is the Spanish army and navy now eating

our flour, but we can feed several other nations

at the same time.

" All of the war material, as well as the sup-

plies for our army and navy, are produced here,

and by citizens whose patriotism is well known.

Our armor-plate is the best in the world, and

Russia is so far convinced of this fact that she

has recently placed an order with American

manufacturers for a quantity sufficient for two

big battle-ships. Japan is also buying. The
armor -piercing and deck- piercing shot and

shells made here are not ecjualled on the face

of the globe. Other countries understand this,

and purchase liberally. Our dynamite-guns are

so far ahead of the rest of the world that they

practically stand alone. Ask the struggling

Cubans about the destructiveness of these guns.

The automobile torpedoes made in the United

States after the Whitehead pattern are so much
more effective than the original that the Eng-

lish and Austrian manufacturers are despond-

ent. Our dirigible torpedoes eclipse every-

thing of the kind in Europe, and are being

sought after by foreigners.

" Everything is produced here. Nothing is

lacking from hard-tack to 13-inch guns, and

from armor-piercing shells to a simple lanyard
;

and the great credit is due to American genius

and enterprise and capital. At no distant day

the United States will be the best market in

the world for war material of all kinds."

Hopefully, enthusiastically, energetically,

and in business-like manner, the United States
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set about its hurried preparation for defensive

and offensive warfare. That not a single man
in either house of Congress was found to make

objection to the immediate appropriation of

the fifty million dollars, or even to insist upon

its being used for specific purposes, showed the

capacity of the United States for united action

in a time of emergency. *' It was a most

timely appropriation," writes Mr. McKinley,
" enabling the government to strengthen its

defences and make preparations greatly need-

ed in case of war." The fund was expended

in large part by the army and navy. To the

army was allotted nearly $20,000,000; and as

the result of suggestions made by Assistant-

Secretary of the Navy Roosevelt, who urged

the necessity of a concerted plan of action by

both departments in the face of impending

emergencies, an army and navy coast defence

board was created to prepare plans to be fol-

lowed jointly by the naval and military forces,

especially in the defence of the Atlantic, Gulf,

and Pacific coasts. A careful study of the

high seas and on the coast of Spain were con-

sidered.

It was found that some of the harbors of

the United States had not a single gun

mounted for their defence. These were put

in condition to meet attack, by the mounting

of guns where practicable ; and submarine

mines were prepared for these and all other

harbors. Dynamite, melinite, gun-cotton, and

other high explosives were procured, and

tanks to contain them were prepared and

placed in position. Where modern guns were

not at hand for the protection of these mines

from such attempts as an enemy might make

to drag for them and break their connecting

wires or to set them off by counter-explosions,

resort was had to guns of older type. These

were put in order, and ammunition for them

was bought wherever procurable. Sentinel-

boats were set in front of every harbor ; and

signal-stations and lookouts were established

and provided with means of instantaneous

communication. Nothing was left undone to

worse still, hurry often renders it necessary to

dispense with all the tests ordinarily applied

before accepting war material. The govern-

ment that has been niggardly in making mili-

tary preparations in time of peace must pay

the piper and be lavish when war is imminent.

It must also scour the markets of the world,

to procure what ought to have been made at

home."

The Chief of Engineers, in a synopsis of his

annual report, said :
" Urgent and pressing

demands were made by Senators, Represent-

atives, and local business interests for the

immediate erection of sea -coast batteries at

numerous points not contemplated in the

general scheme of national defence. When it

is considered that the aggregate length of the

coast of the United States, exclusive of Alas-

ka, is about 5715 miles, and that more than

seven hundred towns and villages on this ex-

tensive line can be attacked by ships drawing

ten feet or more of water, the practical impos-

sibility of immediately and adequately defcnd-

MANQiUVRES BY LIGHT BATTERY, UNITED STATES AR1TLLERY.-~^Dka\vn by Max F. Klkitkr

resources of the navy and army, both actual

and potential, for the purpose of putting the

entire coast line of the country in as thorough-

ly defensible condition as possible, was made;

and in line with these preparations the most

thorough study of the conditions looking to

offensive operation against the fleets and ar-

mies of Spain was entered upon. This in-

cluded arrangements for the concentration of

the troops best fitted for the invasion of Cuba

if such a plan should be decided to be advis-

able by the authorities. The points of em-

barkation and the ships that would carry and

convoy them were definitely decided upon,

together with the ships that should constitute

the squadron or squadrons to which would be

given the work of attacking the Spanish fleets

within the neighborhood of Cuba and upon

the high seas. The reduction of the Spanish

strongholds in Cuba, by the navy alone, and

in conjunction with the army, was mapped
out, and suggestions for the work of the aux-

iliary cruisers and commerce-destroyers on the

put all the harbors of the United States, es-

pecially those of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts,

into the best possible state of defence at the

very earliest practicable period. The com-

pletion of guns, gun-mounts, and their equip-

ment, and the manufacture of common shells

and armor-piercing projectiles, and of powder

and high explosives, was hurried forward with

all expedition. *' Of all these," said ex-Secre-

tary Herbert, writing for the Forum, " the

President must procure the best possible, or

at least the best that can be secured. For

instance, if smokeless powder cannot be had,

it must be dispensed with; and if powder

that will secure an initial velocity of, say,

2000 feet is not to be procured, powder that

was rejected because it gave only 1900 feet

velocity must be accepted. So of other ma-

terials, all through the catalogue of explosives

and other munitions of war. Hurry never

fails to involve expense, extra payment to

labor for extra time, and the employment of

relays of laborers to work day and night ; but,
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ing every vulnerable point becomes readily

apparent. Temporary batteries were ordered

at Bar Harbor, Maine ; Stonington, Bridge-

port, and New Haven, Connecticut ; Port

Royal and Georgetown, South Carolina

;

Brunswick and Darien, Georgia ; mouth of St.

John's River, St. Augustine, Miami, and Tam-

pa, Plorida ; and Sabine Pass, Texas. The

armaments w^ere overhauled and additional

guns mounted at P^ort Knox, Fort Popham,

P'ort Trumbull, P^ort Monroe, P^ort Macon,

P^ort Pulaski, P'^ort Clinch, I'ort Morgan, Fort

Jackson, and the forts in San Francisco l^ay."

Of the emplacement of heavy and rapid-fire

guns and of mortars, the same officer reported:

" When diplomatic relations with Spain began

to assume a threatening character, orders were

given to push work with all possible energy

and to mount every available gun as fast as

delivered. Operations were carried on with

double, and in some cases three shifts of

workmen, and were pushed regardless of

weather and climate; and the extraordinary
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efforts made resulted in most gratifying prog-

ress.

The Ordnance Department was taxed to

the full limit of its capabilities by the neces-

sity for rapidly increasing the coast defences.

The work at the arsenals and other ordnance

establishments, as well as work under contract,

was enormously increased. In anticipation of

appropriations for the purpose of purchasing

sea-coast and other ammunition, measures had

been already taken to secure a large supply,

and manufacturers of powder and projectiles

had arranged to increase their plants. The

allotment from the defence fund for sea-

coast guns, mortars, gun-carriages, mortar-car-

riages, and ammunition, was a little more than

seven million dollars. One of the most troub-

lesome questions was that of powder, espe-

cially of smokeless powder. There were only

two establishments in the country where

smokeless powder was made, and these owned

patents on the process. ''But these compa-

nies," wrote the Chief of Ordnance, " like all

others called to the aid of the government,
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responded with alacrity, ran their works day

and night, and produced in a short time an

ample supply. The same can be said for all

manufacturers of tents, clothing, all kinds of

guns, cartridges, and other war material, and

but for their most energetic exertions wc

would have been sadly deficient." The same

activity characterized the work of all the

other branches of the War Department. To

the Quartermaster-General was allotted of the

emergency fund §1,989,230.82 ; to the Sur-

geon-General's office, $1,520,000 ; to the Sig-
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nal Service, §238,900 ; and to the Light-

I louse l^oard, §75,000. Of the $18,794,627.68

placed at the disposal of the War Department,

{^13,331,757.40 had been expended up to the

close of hostilities.

On the nth of March the military geo-

rrraphical departments of the United States

were rearranged, and two new departments

were added. Of these, the Department of the

Gulf was created for the more direct control

of the troops about to be concentrated at

camps in the Southern States. On the 15th

of April orders were issued concentrating the

regular army in these Southern camps.

TRAINING IN THE REGULAR
ARMY

Bv FREDERIC REMINGTON

It w^as two years since I had visited the

cavalry post at Fort Mj^er, Virginia. At that

time I had supposed that our new system of

horse-training and Cossack riding had reached

the limitations of man and beast. But on again

seeing the drill I was amazed to find that

there are seemingly no bounds to this thing.

The horses seemed to use their brains almost

as much as the riders used theirs, while in no

circus which it has been my fortune to see has

the riding equalled what all United States

troopers could do at that post.

I fear almost to tell about it. I should not

expect to be believed had not many thousands

of delighted people witnessed the same feats

by some of the same troopers at the military

and athletic tournaments held at the Madison

Square Garden in New York.

In the first place, Colonel Sumner, com-

manding the Sixth Cavalry, said distinctly it

was his policy not to permit anything like

competition, as it would tend to the extra

training of a few men at the expense of the

others, and to its attendant jealousy or laxity.

SCENE AT A RECRUriTNG-OFFICE IN NEW YORK.—Drawn by W. A. Rogers
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Consequently cooks, extra-duty men, and all

other enlisted men at Fort Myer could do

everything which one saw in the riding-hall.

Every soldier was of necessity an athlete in

training; he could not be otherwise. They

were all Americans— a very high grade of

young fellows—all good material for non-com-

missioned officers, and some for even higher

honors if war should summon their energies.

They were each and every one finished horse-

men, as well as daring riders, not only practi-

cally but theoretically.

Lieutenant Short of Troop A was good

enough to initiate me into the opening secrets

by taking two freshly arrived *' remounts," not

previously ridden or handled, to the riding-hall.

Here he put on his " hackamore " in lieu of a

bridle, and by a simple system of ropes run-

ning from broad straps around the pasterns to

rings at the bottom of a broad leather sur-

cingle he began. He slowly brought the

horse to its knees, saying, " Lie—down—down

—down." The horse fought, but not very

hard, because the lieutenant was so patient

and gentle with it. He sought not to excite

or anger the animal. He would have taken all

day if necessary, but after ten minutes the

horse succumbed to the inevitable and lay

down. It was petted and allowed to rise,

when the other one was handled similarly.

Thus the horses came to recognize that man

was their master, and that they had nothing

to fear from him.

These being particularly tractable beasts,

the lieutenant said he would carry their train-

ing farther at that time, in my interest, al-

though it was not the custom to do so,

for fear of overdoing matters. He threw

a horse, and upon its recovering its feet,

mounted it bareback. The horse was

dazed, and did not apparently mind this

new indignity. It was then put through

the "bending" movements by the easy

leg pressure, to which it lent ready obedi-

ence. Then it was led up to a low brush

hurdle at the end of a chute, and follow-

ing a veteran troop-horse, was forced over

the hurdle on a '' lunge." After their first

lesson these two horses were better broken

than half the mounts one sees in the parks.

All that remained was wrought out by

patience, and never by any possibility was

a horse hurt or maddened by too great a

call on its energies. When the horse was

issued to a soldier the man took it to the

riding-hall in his leisure moments and put

it carefully through its schooling. If a

horse by over- training became resentful

it was let out of school for the day— for all

the world like a sulky boy. They did not

rub an education into it.

As to the trooper, he was gone at in much
the same way. It was found at long intervals

that some men were too clumsy or timid for

horse-soldiers, and they went elsewhere.

% m-.-75sr
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STARVAIION BY PROCLAMATION IN CUBA.—By W. A. Rogers

Guerillas driving Pacificos into one of the Stations of Concentration established by General Weyler





"THE ditches;' the only place in HAVANA PROVIDED FOR THE SHELTER OF RECONCENTRADOS
Drawn by W. A. Rogers from Photographs taken by Harold Martin

THE RECONCENTRADOS AND INTERVENTION
CAPTAIN -GENERAL BLANCO'S re-

versal of the Weyler policy of recon-

ccntration had no perceptible effect

in improving the condition of the starving

pacificos. " In the first place," said General

Fitzhugh Lee, United States Consul-General in

Havana, " these people have no place to go to
;

their homes have been burned down ; there is

nothing but the bare land left, and it would
take them two months before they could raise

10

the first crop. In the next place, they are

afraid to go out of the lines of the towns, be-

cause the roving bands of Spanish guerillas,

as they are called, would kill them. So they

stick right in the edges of the towns, just as

they have been doing, with nothing to eat ex-

cept what they can get from charity."

The correspondent of the New York Tribune^

writing in December, 1897, said: "Though
their numbers have been vastly decreased by
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death, the government has not shown itself

equal to the task of providing for those who
remain. The humane motives which dictated

the revocation of Weyler's barbarous decree

have not been followed by energetic measures

of relief. What is done is spasmodic and mainly

through private agencies. A few localities re-

port an improvement, but there is no general

or marked improvement among the class of

reconcentrados as a whole, and the frightful
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rate of mortality continues. The inherent

vices of the Spanish official system never had

a stronger or more painful illustration.**

In January, 1898, two months after Captain-

General Blanco had declared that '' everything

that is humanely possible is being done" to

ameliorate the condition of the reconcentrados,

a writer in La Discusion thus described their

condition in Havana: "Four hundred and

thirty wretched beings are quartered in an

unhealthy place entirely without ventilation,

huddled together, and each bed in the place

is made to accommodate several persons, there

being only one hundred and twenty-one beds

for five hundred sick inmates. The medicines

found in the building consisted of one bottle

of cod-liver oil, one demijohn of wine, and a

few bottles of other preparations. All the

food on hand was reduced to three pounds of

bacon, twelve pounds of rice, eighteen cans of

condensed milk, half a bag of sugar, and some

garlic. Only one physician and a few students

were in attendance, and they strolled along

the corridors where children, women, and men

were suffering. The lack of food and clothing

CAI'TAIN-GENERAI. VALEKIANO WEYLER

of the United States, who have on many occa-

sions in the past responded most generously

to the cry for bread from peoples stricken by

famine or sore calamity, and who have beheld

no less generous action on the part of foreign

communities when their own countrymen have

suffered from fire and flood, will heed the ap-

peal for aid that comes from the destitute at

their own threshold, and, especially at this sea-

son of good-will and rejoicing, give of their

abundance to this humane end."

A Central Cuban Relief Committee was

formed, and the American Red Cross Society

undertook the work of distribution. Clara

Barton, just returned from relief work in Ar-

menia, went immediately to Cuba to supervise

this new duty, and succeeded in saving many

thousands of lives with the means thus placed

at her disposal, which amounted in value to

more than $200,000.

'' However true and minute," said General

Gomez at this time in a letter to President

McKinley, '' may be the reports that you have

heard, never will you be able to form a just

conception of all the bloodshed, the misery,

occasioned horrible scenes. At one corner a livercd in the Senate a speech which stirred the rum, and the sorrow caused to afflicted

mother held in her arms the body of her dying the heart of the nation by its terrible descrip- Cuba to obtain her independence, and how

child crying for help, which was not given, tion of the horrors witnessed among the vie- the despotic power of Spain, irritated to the

while' three other children watched in horror tims of the Weylcr bando. He was followed last degree before the most just of all rebcl-

the acTony of their dying sister. In another at brief intervals by others of his colleagues in lions, has revelled in the most implacable

cornet' a crroup of five naked children were Congress who had been eye-witnesses of the destruction of everything, lives and property,

huddled together, trying to keep warm. They heart-rending scenes described; and thus the The nation which at one time accepted the

were orphans, with no one to care for them, people of the United States were convinced Inquisition and invented its tortures lastly

Many still more horrible scenes cannot be of the necessity of intervention on the ground conceived the concentration scheme, the most

described." of humanity. Senator Thurston spoke not horrible of all means, first to martyri/e and

A few days subsequent to the blowing-up of alone for himself, but also in the name of a then to annihilate an entire people; and if it

the Maine Senator Proctor of Vermont vis- beloved wife, whose recent death had been has stopped in the path of destruction it is

ited Cuba to study the working of the Blanco hastened by the horrors of the scenes she due in great measure to the cry of indignation

policy and to satisfy himself as to the truth or had witnessed in Cuba. which the knowledge of such horrors unani-

falsity of the horrible reports that were reach- Already, in the spring of 1897, official reports mously has drawn from the States over which

ing the United States of the condition of the from United States consuls in Cuba had de- you govern."

rcconccntrados ; and upon his return he de- termined the President to ask for an appropri- Spain, while professing to sympathize with

ation of $50,000 for the relief of the American this movement for the relief of the rccoiiccn-

citizens who were found among the rcconccn- trados, raised one objection after another as to

trades. Later, on the day before Christmas, details, put many obstacles and petty annoy-

1897, notwithstanding the obstacles which the ances in the way of its accomplishment, and

Spaniards had thrown in the way of the dis- at last plainly asked that General Lee be re-

tribution of this fund, the people of the United called. To this request the United States as

plainly declined to ac-

cede. This was on the

5th of March, 1898;

on the 5th of April, a

week after the publi-

CAPTAIN-GENERAL RAMON BLANCO Y ERENAS

States were
asked in the fol-

lowing words to

aid the starving

sufferers, irre-

spective of na-

tionality ;

"By direction

of the President, the public is informed that,

in deference to the earnest desire of the gov-

ernment to contribute by effective action

towards the relief of the suffering people in

the island of Cuba, arrangements have been map OF CUisA, WITH EACH STATION OF CON

perfected by which charitable contributions, CENTRATION MARKED \VFril A -f

in money or in kind, can be sent to the isl-

and by the benevolently disposed people of cation of the President's message transmit-

the United States. Money, provisions, cloth- ting the report of the JMaiiic Court of Li-

ing, medicines, and the like articles of prime quiry, all the United States consuls in Cuba

ne'c'essity can be forwarded to General P^itz- were recalled. General Lee remained until

hu^h Lee, the Consul-General of the United the last American refugee had embarked, and

States at Havana, and all articles now dutiable on the 9th of April he also left PLavana.

by law will be admitted into Cuba free of Forty-eight hours later, while he was making

duty. The Consul-General has been instructed his way towards Washington, the nation and

to receive the same and to co-operate with the the world was put in possession of that solemn

local authorities and the charitable boards for document that was to go into history as the

the distribution of such relief among the des- only Presidential message ever sent to Congress

titute and needy people of Cuba. dealing exclusively with the vexed question of

'' The President is confident that the people the condition of affairs in Cuba. This docu-
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ment, known as the " war message," asked

that the President be authorized to intervene

for the purpose of stopping the war and secur-

ing the estabhshment of a stable government

in the iskmd by the use of the kind and naval

forces of the United States.

EXTERMINATION BY STARVA-
TION

As Described by STEPHEN BONSAL
IN May, 1897

The policy of driving the peaceable Cubans

of the four western provinces of Pinar del Rio,

Havana, Matanzas, and Santa Clara into cer-

tain specified stations of concentration was

conceived by General Weyler early last fall.

Permission having been duly obtained from

the home authorities of Madrid in October,

1896, he published the bando, or proclamation,

under which the various commanders of mili-

tary districts were instructed to give the giia-

jaros a period of eight days in which to leave

their homes and to take themselves to the sta-

tions desicrnated. The soldiers then burned

down their homes, confiscated their horses and

cattle, and took all that belonged to them that

was worth the taking. They then escorted

these trembling herds oi pacijicos, or non-com-

batants, and their families to the low -lying,

swampy, and malarial stations which had been

selected as suitable places for them to dwell

in. These stations are one and all well within

the Spanish lines, and surrounded by little

forts. When you remember that the execu-

tion of this simply barbarous proclamation

was intrusted almost exclusively to those con-

vict gangs wdio are known as guerillas, or

irregular troops, you can form a fair estimate

of how often these military evictions and the

plunder of private property gave rise to blood-

shed and cold-blooded murder. Indeed, mur-

der and bloodshed were of frequent occurrence

in every district of these four provinces, and

not a few, fearing the end of a policy which be-

gan in this way, preferred to incur the risk of

endeavoring to escape and of disobeying the

proclamation, and are now living in caves and

concealed hovels. These refugees, should they

be discovered by the Spanish columns, would

be and often are shot down in cold blood.

General Weyler's proclamation of October 21,

1896, authorizes such a course, and disobedi-

ence would be punishable by death. It was

with the purpose of starving out these people,

as well as the armed insurgents, that the orders

were given at the Palace to the commanders

of the respective military districts to burn and

ravage the country, to cut down every green

thing that grew, and to dig up every root that

might help to sustain human life.

With the exception of the few towns and

villages which are held and occupied by the

Spanish troops and are within the military

lines which they still maintain, there has not

been left standing a single home, however

modest and lowly, from the Jucaro- Moron

Trocha to Cape San Antonio. By the 1st of

December last 400,000 of these non-comba-

tants and peace-loving peasants, including their

aged and infirm parents, their wives and their

children, were ''concentrated" in the stations,

which, whether they were chosen with this

object in view or not, have proven admirably

adapted to the realization of the policy of

extermination. Military cordons were thrown

about these stations at that time, and from

that day to this not a single one of these

pacificos has been allowed to cross the lines of

the station where he is penned up, except on

exceedingly rare occasions, when one has now

and again been granted a military pass as a

special and often a very dearly bought favor,

and the permission given was, of course, for

THE QUEEN REGENT OF SPAIN

I'RAXEDES MATEO SAGASTA, PRIME-MINISTER
OF SPAIN

only a very few hours. Another exception to

this general statement should be made in

speaking of Matanzas and Artemisa, where,

on many occasions, such of the starving peas-

ants as seemed able to do any w^ork at all were

told off to dig in the trenches, or for any other

work which the Spanish soldier disliked, and

to which the unarmed Cubans were driven at

the point of the machete, and to which they

were held at the muzzle of the rifle.

Since the month of January, wdien the scant

supply of provisions which they were able to

bring with them secretly from their homes was

exhausted, as well as their still more scanty

supply of money, these 400,000 people have

been existing in abject misery and want, and

face to face with a struggle for existence

which, however bravely and courageously they

may deport themselves, is doomed from the

very beginning to be a hopeless and unsuccess-

ful one. In Pinar del Rio, the most westerly

province of the island, these stations of starva-

tion are situated for the most part along the

180 kilometres of the Western Railway, which

extends from Havana to the town of Pinar del

Rio. In the stations at Guanajay, Mariel,

Candelaria, Consolacion, San Cristoval, and

Artemisa alone these starving and homeless

multitudes number 60,000 souls, and the num-

ber of those who have been delivered by death

from their captivity is estimated by the most

conservative observers of this colossal massacre

by decree at 10,000 since the beginning of this

year. I have visited each and every one of

these stations, and believe that the mortality

has been much greater than this, but I give

the lowest figure that has ever been stated by

any one at all conversant with the conditions

of life in which these wretched people are

existing, or, rather, being put to death by a

process of slow, cold-blooded torture. These

deaths have resulted from starvation and from

small-pox, as well as a score of other diseases

which eagerly attack and easily overcome
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those who are penned up in unhealthy, mala-

rial places, without food of any kind, without

work, and without medical assistance. On

the line of the railway through Havana and

Matanzas provinces to the city of Matanzas

there is another series of starvation stations,

of which Jaruco and Matanzas are the most

populous and have suffered the largest mor-

tality, and from Matanzas to Villa Clara and

Cienfuegos this panorama of human desti-

tution and suffering extends uninterruptedly,

and with a monotonous repetition at every

station of heart-rending scenes of want and of

abject and hopeless misery. In these last-

mentioned stations there are to be found to-

day at least 200,000 starving people, without

the barest necessities of life, and with no hope

or prospect of obtaining them, or of any es-

cape from their deplorable and wellnigh in-

credible situation, except for those who pre-

fer a quicker death and attempt to escape

from their pens, knowing that the chances

are more than ninety- five out of a hundred

that in endeavoring to cross the lines they

will fall into the hands of a bloodthirsty and

brutalized soldiery.

In addition to the stations already men-

tioned, the Cubans of the peasant and small-

farmer class are " concentrated " on the north-

ern coast, principally in the towns of Carde-

nas, of Sagua la Grande, and of Caibarien,

and upon the southern coast in Cienfuegos,

Trinidad, and in Jucaro. In the instances

mentioned, where the places designated as sta-

tions of concentration have been situated out-

side the towns of some importance and popu-

lation, the starving peasants have been unable

to get work in the few instances that they have

been allowed to seek it, from the fact that in

these towns, before the country people were

driven there, there was already a large popula-

tion absolutely without occupation or work of

any kind, and in a condition only a degree

less deplorable than that of the starving coun-

try people themselves, because in these towns,

as well as everywhere else in Cuba, all trade

and industry has been paralyzed if not com-

pletely destroyed by the war.

There remain about twenty or thirty sugar

plantations in these four devastated provinces

where attempts are now being made, or were

being made a month ago, to grind the cane and

to make the sugar-crop. The permits to do so

were only obtained by bribing the officials of

the Palace in Havana and by supporting the

troops who are guarding the small centrakas

and paying the blackmail which the officers

of these troops exact with cynical frankness.

These planters, principally Spaniards, Ameri-

cans, and foreigners, have endeavored to recoup

themselves for the heavy expenditures outlined

above by reducing the monthly wage of their

laborers from thirty or forty dollars a month to

from six to ten dollars a month. These labor-

ers have had no alternative but to accept these

starvation figures, and in the very few instances

that they have refused to work a bribe ad-

ministered to the Spanish commandant of the

station has always been successful in having

the laborers forced to work at the point of the

machete. So the condition of these five or

six thousand men, who are permitted and in

some instances compelled to work under these

peculiar circumstances, is hardly more enviable

than that of those who are penned up in the

starvation stations and doomed to die without

ENRIQUE DUPUY DE LOME
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any prospect of relief. Indeed, their condi-

tion is a degree worse, as their starvation, no

less sure, is a little slower.

Of one thing I am quite certain, no assist-

ance can be expected for these people from

the Spaniards. Even if in this our day a mira-

cle were wrought and they could be endued

with the spirit of the good Samaritan, they

would not have the means to alleviate the suf-

ferings which they have so wantonly occa-

sioned. It has been proposed that the sentries

who surround the starving thousands and

shoot down all who, reckless of the danger

and maddened by the sight of their starving

women and children, attempt to pass the

cordon, should be withdrawn, and the coucen-

trados, or penned-up peasantry, be allowed to

go out and seek for food in the campo, or

country districts, I do not believe that, even

if the Spaniards could be induced to take

such a step, it would afford effective relief, for

this most rich and fertile country, the " most

rich and beautiful that ever human eye be-

held," as Columbus wrote back to Spain after

his discovery, is now a smoking ruin, a heap

of ashes and of graves, a grim, gaunt pano-

rama of what savage man is capable of in

the way of destruction. It is to-day a land

where spring-time has brought not a single

blossom or a promise of harvest. I am re-

ferring now exclusively to the four western

provinces, where Spanish influence is para-

mount, and not to free Cuba beyond the

Trocha, where, fortunately, the spectacle is a

more pleasing one.

If all the Spaniards, from Weyler to the last

corporal of the convict and jail-bird guerilla.

POLO Y BERNABE

Spanish Minister to the United States

were suddenly to be invested and animated

by the spirit of the good Samaritan, even then

the situation would be but little changed, and

the outlook only a shade less sombre. The

Spanish army in Cuba is absolutely destitute.

There never was an army so wanting in every-

thing which soldiers of a temperate country

require when campaigning in the tropics as

are these wretched conscripts of Spain. They

are without those things which are the com-

mon necessities of life to the Digger Indian

or to the most primitive and self-sufficient

cave-dweller. Leaving out of consideration

the guerillas, those convict-trained bands who

steal right and left, who lay hands upon all

they see and covet, and who will be the last

to starve (it is to be hoped that they are re-

served for hanging, although that is almost too

good for them), and confining our attention

to the regular army alone, we will find that of

all the 250,000 men of that great armada, the

greatest in point of numbers that ever crossed

the Western seas, there are not left to-day

5000 men capable of marching from the Bat-

tery to Central Park with campaign equip-

ment. Some military critics have expressed

their wonderment as to how Weyler could get

a quarter of a million men upon the little isl-

and. He did accomplish it, but it is only fair

to say he might have failed for want of room

had he not put so many of them under ground

and not in the barracks. There are no reliable

figures as to the mortality in the Spanish army

of occupation during the last two years. We
can only judge of the ravages which the climate

has wrought as we see the skeleton regiments

and the shrunken battalions limp by. Fort-

unate indeed have been those who have fallen

by the Cuban bullets. Fortunate indeed those

who have escaped the Calvary that awaits the

wounded or the sick Spanish soldier on his

way from the colors to the hospital and to the

grave. A Spanish soldier with sturdy consti-

tution may survive the sw^amp fevers and the

utter want of wholesome rations and proper

clothing in the field ; but once, however slight

his wound or his sickness—once despatched to

the hospital, his case is hopeless indeed
;
and

his comrades do not scruple to divide up

among them his poor belongings, knowing

full well that while some may have returned

from the dead and the grave, no man ever

comes back from San Ambrosio or similar

hospitals. The army surgeons have little or

no quinine, and in the few places where anti-

septics have been provided they are doled out

so carefully as to defeat their purpose ;
for it

is announced that when the present supply is

exhausted there will be no more forthcoming

from Spain, and this is probably true.

I have found it impossible either to grasp

myself or to present to others on a large scale

the spectacle of human misery and of woe

which Cuba reveals to the traveller to-day.

But we may perhaps draw aside at least one

corner of the heavy pall that the last days of

Spanish rule have thrown about the land of

sunshine and flowers, and look, if we have the

heart, at one scene at least of the ghastly,

blood-curdling panorama. The Mariel-Majana

Trocha, which was devised to cut off the Cuban

forces in Pinar del Rio from all assistance of

the Cuban armies in the east until the Spanish

columns in the fields have worn them down

and compelled surrender, will serve as an illus-

tration of the useless labor upon which the
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Spanish troops have been engaged, and how

deadly to soldiers the perfectly silly and use-

less task has proved. The Trocha, or military

trench, across Pinar del Rio was dug out and

an embankment thrown up, with little forts

built here and there, by the Spanish govern-

ment. In many places the trenches ran through

swamps, and the long covered-up and decaying

vef>ctable matter that was now exposed to the

hot rays of the tropical sun bred a malarial

pestilence which, from November i, 1896, to

March, 1897, invalided twelve thousand men,

only counting those who were working upon

the trench and the detachments that were

stationed there to guard it. These figures,

though from Spanish sources, are reliable, but

the figures that are sent home to Madrid by

the same doctors of the Spanish army from

whom 1 gathered the foregoing are not. The

reason of this singular system of "double-

entry" book-keeping is somewhat as follows:

It is not worth while lying about the num-

ber of the sick. In fact, it is just as well to

have a good round number of them as a pre-

text and excuse to draw the medical sup-

plies, which never reach the hospitals. But

it would not do to announce anything like

the real number of deaths, because, among

other reasons, the names of the dead soldiers

would then be taken off the pay-rolls, and that

would never do ; for the officers, who are draw-

ing the pay of these dead men, need these little

perquisites so much.

I have often thought, as I rode along the

Trocha, which, even in its palmy days, imme-

diately after its construction, seemed to me
the most useless and ineffectual of medi^Lwal

devices, what a senseless and sinful waste of

human energy and life there has been here.

For the banks are lined throughout its length

with at least ten thousand graves. The Suez

Canal, that will live through all the ages as one

of the crowning achievements of our century,

hardly cost humanity as many victims, and

the monument they builded to themselves will

survive imperishable for all time. But the

ditch which the poor conscript of Spain built

has gone to rack and ruin, and the rains of the

last month have wellnigh washed away alike

all traces of their useless labor and their shallow

graves, and they are no more remembered, save

in the darkened homes in the tawny Peninsula,

where Rachel is weeping for her children and

will not be comforted. It is only the mothers

of Spain who realize the terrible discrepancy

of numbers between the list of soldiers that

is sent home to the Treasury Department in

Madrid and that sadly shorter list which is

furnished to the commanding of^cers—a list

of really effective men, which is sent up to

Havana when every now and then it is pro-

posed by Weyler to undertake active opera-

tions in Cuba.

The situation in Cuba to-day is perfectly

clear and simple. In the western provinces

we find between three and four hundred thou-

sand people penned up in starvation stations

and a prey to all kinds of epidemic disease.

They are without means and without food,

and with only the shelter that the dried palm-

leaves of their hastily erected boJiios afford,

A SPANISH GUERILLERO

A SPECIAL VOLUNTEER

and in the rainy season that is now upon

them that is no shelter at all. They have less

clothing than the Patagonian savages, and,

half naked, they sleep upon the ground, ex-

posed to the noxious vapors which these low-

lying swamp-lands emit. They have no pros-

pect before them but to die, or, what is more

cruel, to see those of their own flesh and blood

dying about them, and to be powerless to

succor and to save. About these starvation

stations the savage sentries pace up and down

with ready rifle and bared machete, to shoot

down and to cut up any one who dares to cross

the line. And yet, who are these men who

are shot down in the night like midnight

marauders? And why is it they seek, with

all the desperate courage of despair, to cross

that line where death is always awaiting their

coming and almost invariably overtakes them?

They are attempting nothing that history will

preserve upon its imperishable tablets, or even

this passing generation remember. No, they

are simply attempting to get beyond the

starvation lines to dig there potatoes and

yams to bring home again to the hovel in
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which their families are housed, with death

and hunger all about them. And they do

their simple duty, not blinded as to the danger

or without warning as to their probable fate,

for hardly an hour of their interminable day

passes without their hearing the sharp click of

the trigger and the hoarse cry of the sentry

which precede the murderous volley; and

every morning, through the narrow, filthy lanes

upon which their huts have been erected, the

guerillas drive along the pack-mules bearing

the mutilated bodies of those who have been

punished cruelly for the crime of seeking food

to keep their children from starving. This

colossal crime, with all the refinement of slow

torture, is so barbarous, so bloodthirsty, and

yet so exquisite, that the human mind refuses

to believe it, and revolts at the suggestion

that it was conceived, planned, and plotted by

a man. And yet this crime, this murder of

thousands of innocent men, women, and chil-

dren, is being daily committed in Cuba, at

our very doors, and wellnigh in sight of our

shores.

Outraged humanity in Spain itself has pro-

tested, and that noble paper the Imparcial of

Madrid has told the Spanish people of all the

horrors and the cruelties that are being per-

petrated in Cuba in their name. The whole

infamy of Weyler's scheme of pacification has

been exposed in eloquent and adequate lan-

guage in the columns of this and other Spanish

papers, which have refused to allow themselves

to be blinded by the bull-baiting fury that is

prevalent in Madrid to-day. They know, then,

what they do and what is being done in their

name by the viceroy. No help to the starv-

ing or a word of rebuke for the slaughter can

be expected from the far-away powers of

Europe.

In these leaking huts, where the dead and

the dying lie huddled together, unceasing

prayers are being offered up to Our Lady of

Pity, whose shrine in the far-off Cobre Moun-

tains they have all visited and in happier days

decked out bright with flowers. And I believe

these prayers will be heard in these United

States.
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SENATOR PROCTOR'S SPEECH

U. S. Senate, March 17, 1898.

More importance seems to be attached by

others to my recent visit to Cuba than I have

given it, and it has been suggested that I

make a pubHc statement of what I saw and

how the situation impressed me. This I do

on account of the public interest in all that

concerns Cuba, and to correct any inaccuracies

that have, not unnaturally, appeared in some

of the reported interviews with me.

My trip was entirely unofficial and of my
own motion, not suggested by any one. The

only mention I made of it to the President

was to say to him that I contemplated such a

trip and to ask him if there was any objection

to it ; to which he replied that he could see

none. No one but myself, therefore, is respon-

in a country so completely under military

rule as is Cuba. General Lee kindly invited

us to sit at his table at the hotel during our

stay in Havana, and this opportunity for fre-

quent informal talks with him was of great

help to me.

In addition to the information he voluntarily

gave me, it furnished a convenient opportunity

to ask him the many questions that suggested

themselves in explanation of things seen and

heard on our trips through the country. I

also met and spent considerable time with

Consul Brice at Matanzas, and with Captain

Barker, a stanch ex-Confederate soldier, the

consul at Sagua la Grande, a friend of the

Senator from Mississippi. None of our repre-

sentatives whom I met in Cuba arc of my
political faith, but there is a broader faith,

not bounded by party lines. They are all

and unprofitable. Let us calmly wait for the

report.

There are six provinces in Cuba, each, with

the exception of Matanzas, extending the

whole width of the island, and having about

an equal sea front on the north and south

borders. Matanzas touches the Caribbean Sea

only at its southwest corner, being separated

from it elsewhere by a narrow peninsula of

Santa Clara Province. The provinces are

named, beginning at the west, Pinar del Rio,

Habana, Matanzas, Santa Clara, Puerto Prin-

cipe, and Santiago de Cuba. My observations

were confined to the four western provinces,

which constitute about one-half of the island.

The two eastern ones are practically in the

hands of the insurgents, except the few forti-

fied towns. These two large provinces are

spoken of to-day as " Cuba Libre."

A SPANISH GUERH^LA FORCE IN CUBA

sible for anything in this statement. Judge

Day gave me a brief note of introduction to

General Lee, and I had letters of introduction

from business friends at the North to bankers

and other business men at Havana, and they

in turn gave me letters to their correspondents

in other cities. These letters to business men

were very useful, as one of the principal pur-

poses of my visit was to ascertain the views of

practical men of affairs upon the situation.

Of General Lee I need say little. His valu-

able services to his country in his trying posi-

tion are too well known to all his countrymen

to require mention. Besides his ability, high

character, and courage, he possesses the impor-

tant requisites of unfailing tact and courtesy,

and, withal, his military education and training

and his soldierly qualities are invaluable ad-

juncts in the equipment of our representative

three true Americans, and have done excellent

service.

It has been stated that I said there was no

doubt the Maine was blown up from the out-

side. This is a mistake. I may have said

that such was the general impression among

Americans in Havana. Li fact, I have no

opinion about it myself, and carefully avoided

forming one. I gave no attention to these

outside surmises. I met the members of the

court on their boat, but would as soon ap-

proach our Supreme Court in regard to a

pending case as that board. They are as com-

petent and trustworthy within the lines of

their duty as any court in the land, and their

report, when made, will carry conviction to all

the people that the exact truth has been stated

just as far as it is possible to ascertain it.

And until then surmise and conjecture are idle
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Havana, the great city and capital of the

island, is, in the eyes of the Spaniards and

many Cubans, all Cuba, as much as Paris is

France. But having visited it in more peace-

ful times and seen its sights, the tomb of Co-

lumbus, the forts—Cabana and Morro Castle,

etc.—I did not care to repeat this, preferring

trips in the country. Everything seems to go

on much as usual in Havana. Quiet prevails,

and except for the frequent squads of soldiers

marching to guard and police duty and their

abounding presence in all public places, one

sees little signs of war.

Outside Havana all is changed. It is not

peace nor is it war. It is desolation and dis-

tress, misery and starvation. Every town and

village is surrounded by a trocJia (trench), a

sort of rifle-pit, but constructed on a plan new

to me, the dirt being thrown up on the inside
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and a barbed - wire fence on the

outer side of the trench. These

trocJias have at every corner and

at frequent intervals along the sides

what are there called forts, but

which are really small block-houses,

many of them more like large sen-

try-boxes, loop-holed for musketry,

and with a guard of from two to

ten soldiers in each.

The purpose of these trochas is

to keep the rcconccntrados in as

well as to keep the insurgents out.

From all the surrounding country

the people have been driven in to

these fortified towns and held there

to subsist as they can. They are

virtually prison yards, and not un-

like one in general appearance, ex-

cept that the walls are not so high

KECOXCENJ'KADOS ON THE STREE'l'S OF AIATANZAS

the inhabitants of the country or

outside of the line of fortifications

of the towns shall, within the period

of eight daj^s, concentrate them-

selves in the towns occupied by

the troops. Any individual who,

after the expiration of this period,

is found in the uninhabited parts

will be considered a rebel and tried

as such."

The other three sections forbid

the transportation of provisions

from one town to another with-

out permission of the military au-

thority, direct the owners of cattle

to bring them into the towns, pre-

scribe that the eight days shall be

counted from the publication of

the proclamation in the head town

of the municipal district, and state

and strong ; but they suffice, where every point were more mills running, but all with the that if news is furnished of the enemy which

is in range of a soldier's rifle, to keep in the same protection. It is said that the owners can be made use of, it will serve as a ** rec-

poor rcconccntrado women and children. of these mills near Cienfuegos have been able ommendation."

Every railroad station is within one of these to obtain special favors of the Spanish gov- Many, doubtless, did not learn of this order.

trochas and has an armed guard. Every train ernmcnt in the way of a large force of sol- Others failed to grasp its terrible meaning,

has an armored freight car, loop-holed for mus- diers, but that they also, as well as all the Its execution was left largely to the guerillas

ketry and filled with soldiers, and with, as 1 railroads, pay taxes to the Cubans for immu- to drive in all that had not obeyed, and I was

observed usually, and was informed is always nity. I had no means of verifying this. It is informed that in many cases the torch was ap-

the case, a pilot engine a mile or so in advance, the common talk among those who have bet- plied to their homes with no notice, and the

There are frequent block-houses enclosed by a ter means of knowledge. inmates fled with such clothing as they might

trocJia and with a guard along the railroad All the country people in the four western have on, their stock and other belongings be-

track. With this exception there is no human provinces, about 400,000 in number, remaining ing appropriated by the guerillas. When they

life or habitation between these fortified towns outside the fortified towms when Weyler's or- reached the towns, they were allowed to build

and villages, and throughout the whole of the dcr was made were driven into these towns, huts of palm-leaves in the suburbs and vacant

four western provinces, except to a very limited and these are the rcconccntrados. They were places within the trochas^ and left to live, if

extent among the hills, where the Spaniards the peasantry, many of them farmers, some they could.

have not been able to go and drive the people land-owners, others renting lands and owning Their huts are about ten by fifteen feet in

to the towns and burn their dwellings. I saw more or less stock, others working on estates size, and for want of space are usually crowd-

no house or hut in the four hundred miles of and cultivating small patches ; and even a ed together very closely. They have no floor

railroad rides from Pinar del Rio province in small patch in that fruitful clime will support but the ground, no furniture, and, after a year's

the west across the full width of Havana and a family. wear, but little clothing except such stray sub-

Matanzas provinces, and to Sagua la Grande It is but fair to say that the normal con- stitutes as they can extemporize ; and with

on the north shore, and to Cienfuegos on the dition of these people was very different from large families, or more than one, in this little

south shore of Santa Clara, except within the what prevails in this country. Their standard space, the commonest sanitary provisions are

Spanish trocJias. of comfort and prosperity was not high, meas- impossible. Conditions are unmentionable in

There are no domestic animals or crops on ured by ours. But according to their stand- this respect. Torn from their homes, with

the rich fields and pastures except such as are ards and requirements their conditions of life foul earth, foul air, foul water, and foul food

under guard in the immediate vicinity of the were satisfactory. or none, what wonder that one-half have died

towns. In other words, the Spaniards hold in They lived mostly in cabins made of palms and that one-quarter of the living are so dis-

these four western provinces just what their or in wooden houses. Some of them had eased that they cannot be saved? A form of

army sits on. Every man, woman, and child, houses of stone, the blackened walls of which dropsy is a common disorder resulting from

and every domestic animal, wherever their are all that remain to show that the country these conditions. Little children are still

columns have reached, is under guard and was ever inhabited. walking about with arms and chest terribly

within their so-called fortifications. To de- The first clause of Weyler's order reads as emaciated, eyes swollen, and abdomen bloated

scribe one place is to describe all. To repeat, follows : " I order and command—First. All to three times the natural size. The physi-

it is neither peace nor war.

It is concentration and

desolation. This is the

" pacified " condition of

the four western prov-

inces.

West of Flavana is main-

ly the rich tobacco coun-

try; east, so far as I went,

a sugar region. Nearly

all the sugar-mills are de-

stroyed between Havana
and Sagua. Tw^o or three

were standing in the vicin-

ity of Sagua, and in part

running, surrounded, as

are the villages, by trochas

and ''forts" or palisades

of the royal palm, and
fully guarded. Towards
and near Cienfuegos there

THE FIRST LOAD OF AMERICAN RELIEF SUPPLIES RECEIVED IN MATANZAS,
BROUGHT IN BY THE UNITED STATES TRANSPORT STEAMER FERN
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cians say that these cases

are hopeless.

Deaths in the streets

have not been uncom-

mon. I was told by one

of our consuls that they

have been found dead

about the markets in the

morning, where they had

crawled, hoping to get

some stray bits of food

from the early hucksters,

and that there had been

cases where they had

dropped dead inside the

market surrounded by
food. These people were

independent and self-sup-

porting before Weyler's

order. They are not beg-

gars even now. There
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are plenty of professional beggars in every

town among the regular residents, but these

country people, the reconcentrados, have not

learned the art. Rarely is a hand held out

to you for alms when going among their

huts, but the sight of them makes an appeal

stronger than words.

Of the hospitals I need not speak. Others

have described their condition far better than

I can. It is not within the narrow limits of

my vocabulary to portray it. I went to Cuba

with a strong conviction that the picture had

been overdrawn; that a few cases of starvation

and suffering had inspired and stimulated the

press correspondents, and that they had given

free play to a strong, natural, and highly cul-

tivated imagination.

Before starting I received through the mail

a leaflet with cuts of some of the sick and

starving reconcentrados, and took it with me,

thinking these must be rare specimens, got up

to make the worst possible showing. I saw

plenty as bad and worse ; many that should

not be photographed and shown.

I could not believe that out of a population

of 1,600,000, 200,000 had died within these

Spanish forts, practically prison walls, within

a few months past from actual starvation and

diseases caused by insufficient and improper

food. My inquiries were entirely outside of

sensational sources. They were made of our

medical officers, of our consuls, of city alcaldes,

of relief committees, of leading merchants and

bankers, physicians, and lawyers. Several of

my informants were Spanish born, but every

time the answer was that the case had not

been overstated. What I saw I cannot tell

so that others can see it. It must be seen

with one's own eyes to be realized.

The Los Pasos Hospital, in Havana, has

been recently described by one of my col-

leagues. Senator Gallingcr, and I cannot say

that his picture was overdrawn, for even his

fertile pen could not do that. But he visited

it after Dr. Lesser, one of Miss Barton's very

able and efficient assistants, had renovated it

and put in cots. I saw it when four hundred

women and children were lying on the stone

floors in an indescribable state of emaciation

and disease, many with the scantiest covering

of rags—and such rags I—sick children, naked

as they came into the world ; and the con-

ditions in the other cities are even worse.

Miss Barton needs no endorsement from me.

I had known and esteemed her for many years,

but had not half appreciated her capability

and devotion to her work. I specially looked

into her business methods, fearing that here

would be the greatest danger of mistake, that

there might be want of system and waste and

extravagance, but found she could teach me

on these points. I visited the warehouse where

the supplies are received and distributed ;
saw

the methods of checking ;
visited the hospitals

established or organized and supplied by her;

saw the food distributions in several cities and

towns, and everything seems to me to be con-

ducted in the best manner possible. The

ample, fine warehouse in Havana, owned by a

Cuban firm, is given, with a gang of laborers

free of charge to unload and reship supplies.

The Children's Hospital in Havana, a very

large, fine private residence, is hired at a cost

of less than one hundred dollars per month,

not a fifth of what it would command in this

city. It is under the admirable management

of Mrs. Dr. Lesser, of New York, a German

lady and trained nurse. I saw the rapid im-

provement of the first children taken there.

All Miss Barton's assistants seem excellently

fitted for their duties. In short, I saw nothing

to criticise, but everything to commend. The

American people may be assured that their

bounty will reach the sufferers with the least

possible cost and in the best manner in every

respect. And if our people could see a small

fraction of the need, they would pour more

'' freely from their liberal stores" than ever

before for any cause.

When will the need for this help end? Not

until peace comes and the rcconccntrados can

go back to the country, rebuild their homes, re-

claim their tillage plots, which quickly run up

to brush in that wonderful soil and clime, and

until they can be free from danger of moles-

tation in so doing. Until then the American

people must in the main care for them. It is

true that the alcaldes, other local authorities,

and the relief committees are now trying to

do something, and desire, I believe, to do the

best they can. But the problem is beyond

GENERAL STEWART L. W00DF0RT3
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their means and capacity, and the work is one

to which they are not accustomed.

General Blanco's order of November 13th

last somewhat modifies the Weyler order, but

is of little or no practical benefit. Its applica-

tion is limited to farms " properly defended,"

and the owners are obliged to build *' centres

of defence." Its execution is completely in

the discretion of the local military authorities,

and they know the terrible military efficiency

of Weyler's order in stripping the country of

all possible shelter, food, or source of informa-

tion for an insurgent, and will be slow to sur-

render this advantage. In fact, though the

order was issued four months ago, I saw no

beneficent results from it worth mentioning.

I do not impugn General Blanco's motives,

and believe him to be an amiable gentleman,

and that he would be glad to relieve the con-

dition of the rcconccntrados if he could do so

without loss of any military advantage ;
but

he knows that all Cubans are insurgents at

heart, and none now under military control

will be allowed to go out from under it.

I wish I might speak of the country—of its

surpassing richness. I have never seen one to
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compare with it. On this point I agree with

Columbus, and believe every one between his

time and mine must be of the same opinion.

It is indeed a land

" Where every prospect pleases

And only rnan is vile."

I had little time to study the race question,

and have read nothing on it, so can only give

hasty impressions. It is said that there are

nearly 200,000 Spaniards in Cuba out of a total

population of 1,600,000. They live principally

in the towns and cities. The small shopkeep-

ers in the towns and their clerks are mostly

Spaniards. Much of the larger business, too,

and of the property in the cities, and in a less

degree in the country, is in their hands. They

have an eye to thrift, and as everything possi-

ble in the way of trade and legalized monopo-

lies, in which the country abounds, is given to

them by the government, many of them acquire

property. I did not learn that the Spanish

residents of the island had contributed largely

in blood or treasure to suppress the insurrec-

tion.

There are, or were before the war, about

1,000,000 Cubans on the island, 200,000 Span-

iards (which means those born in Spain), and

less than half a million of negroes and mixed

bloods. The Cuban whites are of pure Spanish

blood, and, like the Spaniards, dark in com-

plexion, but oftener light or blond, so far as I

noticed. The percentage of colored to white

has been steadily diminishing for more than

fifty years, and is not now over twenty-five

per cent, of the total. In fact, the number of

colored people has been actually diminishing

for nearly that time. The Cuban farmer and

laborer is by nature peaceable, kindly, gay,

hospitable, light-hearted, and improvident.

There is a proverb among the Cubans that

*' Spanish bulls cannot be bred in Cuba"—
that is, that the Cubans, though they are of

Spanish blood, are less excitable and of a

quieter temperament. Many Cubans whom I

met spoke in strong terms against the bull-

fights ; that it was a brutal institution, intro-

duced and mainly patronized by the Spaniards.

One thing that was new to me was to learn

the superiority of the well-to-do Cuban over

the Spaniard in the matter of education.

Among those in good circumstances there can

be no doubt that the Cuban is far superior in

this respect. And the reason of it is easy to

see. They have been educated in England,

France, or this country, while the Spaniard

has such education as his own country fur-

nishes.

The colored people seem to me by nature

quite the equal mentally and physically of the

race in this country. Certainly physically they

are by far the larger and stronger race on the

island. There is little or no race prejudice,

and this has doubtless been greatly to their

advantage. Eighty-five years ago there were

one - half as many free negroes as slaves, and

this proportion slowly increased until emanci-

pation.

It is said that there are about 60,000 Span-

ish soldiers now in Cuba fit for duty out of

the over 200,000 that have been sent there.

The rest have died, have been sent home sick,

or are in hospitals, and some have been killed,

notwithstanding the official reports. They

are conscripts, many of them very young, and

generally small men. One hundred and thirty
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pounds is a fair estimate of their average

weight. They are quiet and obedient, and, if

well drilled and led, I believe would fight fairly

well, but not at all equal to our men. With

them much more would depend on the leader-

ship than with us. The officer must lead well

and be one in whom they have confidence,

and this applies to both sides alike. As I saw

no drills or regular formation, I inquired about

them of many persons, and was informed that

they had never seen a drill. I saw perhaps

10,000 Spanish troops, but not a piece of ar-

tillery or a tent. They live in barracks in the

towns, and are seldom out for more than the

day, returning to town at night.

They have little or no equipment for supply-

trains or for a field campaign such as we have.

Their cavalry horses are scrubby little native

ponies, weighing not over eight hundred

pounds, tough and hardy, but for the most

part in wretched condition, reminding one of

the mounts of Don Quixote and his squire.

Some of the officers, however, have good

horses, mostly American, I think. On both
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sides cavalry is considered the favorite and

the dangerous fighting arm. The tactics of

the Spanish, as described to me by eye-wit-

nesses and participants in some of their bat-

tles, is for the infantry, when threatened by

insurgent cavalry, to form a hollow square and

fire away ad libitum and without ceasing until

time to march back to town.

It does not seem to have entered the minds

of either side that a good infantry force can

take care of itself and repulse anywhere an

equal or greater number of cavalry, and there
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are everywhere positions where cavalry would come to my knowledge. The division in our

be at a disadvantage. war was by no means so clearly defined. It is

Having called on Governor and Captain- Cuban against Spaniard. It is practically the

General Blanco and received his courteous call entire Cuban population on one side and the

in return, I could not with propriety seek com- Spanish army and Spanish citizens on the

munication with the insurgents. I had plenty other.

of offers of safe-conduct to Gomez's camp, and

was told that if I would write him, an answer

would be returned safely within ten days at

most.

I saw several who had visited the insurgent

camps, and was sought out by an insurgent

I do not count the autonomists in this divi-

sion, as they are so far too inconsiderable in

numbers to be worth counting. General

Blanco filled the civil offices with men who
had been autonomists and were still classed as

such. But the march of events had satisfied

field -ofificer, who gave me the best informa- most of them that the chance for autonomy

tion received as to the insurgent force. His came too late.

statements were moderate, and I was credibly It falls as talk of compromise would have

informed that he was entirely reliable. He fallen the last year or two of our war. If it

claimed that the Cubans

had about 30,000 men now
in the field, some in every

province, but mostly in the

two eastern provinces and

eastern Santa Clara, and

this statement was corrob-

orated from other good

sources. They have a force

all the time in Havana

Province itself, organized

in four small brigades and

operating in small bands.

Ruiz was taken, tried, and

shot within about a mile

and a half of the railroad

and about fifteen miles

out of Havana, on the

road to Matanzas, a road

more travelled than any

other, and which I went

over four times.

Arrangurcn was killed

about three miles the oth-

er side of the road and

about the same distance,

fifteen or twenty miles,

from Havana. They were

well armed, but very poor-

ly supplied with ammuni-

tion. They are not allowed

to carry many cartridges

;

sometimes not more than

one or two. The infantry,

especially, are poorly clad.

Two small squads of pris-

oners which I saw, how-

ever, one of half a dozen

in the streets of Havana,

and one of three on the

cars, wore better clothes

than the average Spanish

soldier.

Each of these prisoners,

though surrounded by guards, was bound by succeed, it can only be by armed force, by the

the arm and wrists by cords, and they were triumph of the Spanish army, and the success

all tied together by a cord running along the of Spanish arms would be easier by Weyler's

line—a specimen of the amenities of their war- policy and method, for in that the Spanish

fare. About one-third of the Cuban army are army and people believe.

colored, mostly in the infantry, as the cavalry There is no doubt that General Blanco is

furnished their own horses. acting in entire good faith ; that he desires to

This field-officer, an American from a South- give the Cubans a fair measure of autonomy,

ern State, spoke in the highest terms of the as Campos did at the close of the Ten Years'

conduct of these colored soldiers ; that they War. He has, of course, a few personal follow-

were as good fighters and had more endurance ers, but the army and the Spanish citizens do

than the whites ; could keep up with the not want genuine autonomy, for that means

cavalry on a long march and come in fresh at government by the Cuban people. And it is

night. not strange that the Cubans say it comes too

The dividing lines between parties are the late,

most straight and clear-cut that have ever I have never had any communication, direct
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or indirect, with the Cuban Junta in this coun-

try, or with any of its members, nor did I have

with any of the juntas which exist in every city

and large town of Cuba. None of the calls I

made were upon parties of whose sympathies

I had the least knowledge, except that I knew
some of them were classed as autonomists.

Most of my informants were business men,

who had no sides and rarely expressed them-

selves. I had no means of guessing in ad-

vance what their answers would be, and was

in most cases greatly surprised at their frank-

ness.

In regard to autonomy I inquired of men of

wealth and men as prominent in business as

any in the cities of Havana, Matanzas, and

Sagua, bankers, merchants,

lawyers, and autonomist

officials, some of them
Spanish born but Cuban
bred, one prominent Eng-

lishman, several of them

known as autonomists, and

several of them telling me
they were still believers in

autonomy if practicable,

but without exception they

replied that it was '* too

late " for that.

Some favored a United

States protectorate, some

annexation, some free

Cuba ; not one has been

counted favoring the in-

surrection at first. They
were business men and

wanted peace, but said it

was too late for peace un-

der Spanish sovereignty.

They characterized Wey-
ler's order in far stronger

terms than I can. I could

not but conclude that you

do not have to scratch an

autonomist very deep to

find a Cuban. There is

soon to be an election, but

every polling- place must

be inside a fortified town.

Such elections ought to be

safe for the " ins."

I have endeavored to

state in not intemperate

mood what I saw and

heard, and to make no ar-

gument thereon, but leave

every one to draw his own
conclusions. To me the

strongest appeal is not

the barbarity practised by

Weyler, nor the loss of the Maine, if our worst

fears should prove true, terrible as are both of

these incidents, but the spectacle of a million

and a half of people, the entire native popula-

tion of Cuba, struggling for freedom and de-

liverance from the worst misgovernment of

which I ever had knowledge. But whether

our action ought to be influenced by any one

or all of these things, and, if so, how far, is an-

other question.

I am not in favor of annexation; not because

I would apprehend any particular trouble from

it, but because it is not wise policy to take in

any people of foreign tongue and training,

and without any strong guiding American ele-

ment. The fear that if free the people of
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Cuba would be revolutionary is not so well

founded as has been supposed, and the condi-

tions for good self-government are far more

favorable. The large number of educated and

patriotic men, the great sacrifices they have

endured, the peaceable temperament of the

people, whites and blacks, the wonderfid pros-

perity that would surely come with peace and

good home rule, the large influx of American

and English immigration and money, would

all be strong factors for stable institutions.

But it is not my purpose at this time, nor

do I consider it my province, to suggest any

plan. I merely speak of the symptoms as I

saw them, but do not undertake to prescribe.

Such remedial steps as may be required may

safely be left to an American President and

the American people.

FROM SENATOR GALLINCxER'S
SPEECH

March 23, 1898

After the calm, dispassionate, and touch-

ing statement made in the Senate concerning

Cuba by the distinguished Senator from Ver-

mont, it might be well for me to remain silent;

indeed, that was my purpose when I returned

from the island, but, yielding to the expressed

wish of many of my Senatorial colleagues, I

liave consented to give a plain recital of what

I saw during my recent brief visit to that un-

happy country, in the hope that it may add

something to the already deep interest felt

by the masses of the American people in

the struggle now going on in that island.

For many years I had felt a desire to visit

Cuba, and when the opportunity offered for

me to go in the company of some of my Con-

gressional associates I was glad to do so, as it

would enable me to see with my own eyes the

devastation and wretchedness that I believed

existed in that fertile but smitten land.

After a somewhat tempestuous and eventful

voyage, Havana was reached on the morning

of the loth instant. Looking out through the

mists of early morning, Morro Castle, with its

gloomy memories, and the fortress of Cabanas,

within whose walls hundreds of

brave and innocent men have been

shot to death, stood out in bold

relief. The beautiful harbor was

entered, in which were many ves-

sels flying the Spanish flag, while

the Montgomery alone had at its

masthead the Stars and Stripes,

glorious emblem of freedom and

liberty— no, not alone, for as our

vessel passed the wreck of the

great battle-ship that so recently

was destroyed an American flag

floated from her also.

Very soon after our arrival Gen-

eral Lee called upon us at the ho-

tel and graciously offered to ac-

company the party to the Palace

to meet General Blanco. General

Lee is deserving of the highest

possible praise for the manner in

which he carries himself in Ha-
vana. Cool and fearless in the

midst of difficulties and dangers,

he never loses sight of the fact

that he is an American citizen and

the representative of this great government,

nor is he ever unmindful of the tremendous

responsibilities and duties of his position.

The scenes in the streets of Havana are

harrowing beyond description. People in

want and suffering are everywhere seen, and

walking skeletons meet one on every hand.

Naked children, emaciated and ragged women,

and diseased and starving men throng the

streets, tlie hotel lobbies, and every place of

public resort. It is a terrible sight, one that

sickens the heart and quickens every impulse

of human sympathy and love. The kingdom

of Spain is carrying on a war in Cuba more

utterly cruel and indefensible than any that

the world chronicles, unless perchance a paral-

lel may be found in the oppressions that the

Armenians have suffered at the hands of the

unspeakable Turk. My observations were first

made, not in the rural districts, where the most

horrible conditions are conceded to exist, but

right in Havana, under the shadow of cathedrals

and churches, where Spain's authority is abso-

lutely unquestioned. The world has heard

with horror the story of the starvation of hun-

dreds of thousands of innocent people on this

island, but while the statement has been gen-

erally accepted as true, there are those who
have refused to believe that a great govern-

ment was waging a war of extermination

instead of a war of honor conducted upon the

high principles of humanity and bravery
;
yet

such is the fact.

In my investigations I visited the orphanage

under the care of that sainted woman CLara

Barton, who is being ably assisted by Dr. A.

M. Lesser, surgeon-in-chief of the Red Cross

Flospital of New York City, and his accom-

plished wife.

In connection with the orphanage a dis-

pensary is maintained. Dr. Lesser being ably

seconded in that work by a corps of Cuban

physicians, and every day hundreds of poor

creatures are assisted in that way. The orphan-

age contains about fifty children, almost every

one of whom is the victim of starvation, suffer-

ing from diseases directly traceable to want of

food and imperfect nourishment. Dr. Lesser

has had experience in the famine in Armenia,

and I believe in India, and is recognized as the

highest possible authority on diseases of that

kind. I have it from his lips, and also from

Miss Barton's, that the famine in Cuba is worse

than was that in Armenia or any other of which

he has had knowledge, and the pictures that

he drew of the terrible suffering from starva-

tion in the island fully confirm what has been

written on the subject.

For most of my life, as a physician, I

have witnessed human suffering, but pictures

of wretchedness and anguish were photo-

graphed upon my brain in Cuba that will

never be effaced. After the visit to the or-

phanage was over I went with the medical

gentlemen and others to Los Focas, the place

where the rcconcentrados assemble daily to

get food and shelter. There is a large side-

yard, which was filled with men, women, and

children, a motely, dilapidated, hungry-looking

crowd. But, sad as was the crowd outside, it

was nothing as compared with that inside the

building. The structure is one hundred and

eight by forty feet, two stories high, and when,

a few weeks ago. Miss Barton disco veered the

WAITING TO SEE THE SECRETARY.- Drawn by W. A. Rogers
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place there were six hundred and forty-five

people lying on the floor, many of them en-

tirely nude, and all suffering the pangs of

starvation.

The children in the orphanage were taken

from that wretched abode, and much has been

done by the Red Cross Society to alleviate the

condition of those who remain. Cot beds have

been furnished, clothing supplied, plain food

distributed, medical attendance arranged for,

and every effort is being made in their behalf.

Still there are men, women, and children there

as gaunt and bony, almost, as a skeleton,

while the sores that come from insufficient

nourishment and the other deplorable effects

of starvation are on every hand. I looked

upon the scene until heart-sickened, and then

1 thought of the hundreds of thousands of

is possible for human language to exaggerate

the suffering that exists in Cuba.

Desiring to see something of Cuba outside

of Havana, a visit to Matanzas was decided

upon. All along the route were wretched

people in rags, but not until Matanzas was

reached was the full extent of the existing

suffering realized.

The railroad station was crowded with poor

creatures, many of them ncaring their graves

as a consequence of starvation and resulting

disease. Men, women, and children jostled

and crowded one another begging for help.

Some of the children were entirely without

clothing, while most of them were covered

only in part, and that with ragged and dirty

garments. The same condition of things

was seen on the streets, and the hotel lobby

with sick and emaciated children, find their

way to their former homes and take up the

duties of life, with their houses destroyed and

every means of supporting life taken from them

by the cruel edict of a merciless tyrant?

In Matanzas I met an American citizen at

the office of tlie United States Consul who

one year ago was worth Si50>ooo, but who to-

day is utterly penniless, lie was driven from

his home into the city, his buildings destroyed,

and the accumulations of a lifc;time disap-

peared. Recently he was told that he could

return to his land, which he did, engaging in

the manufacture of charcoal ; but scarcely had

he commenced work when his property was

again seized and he was returned to the city, in-

side of the line called the ''zone of cultivation."

A day in Matanzas is one never to be for-
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poor creatures who have perished in this island

for want of food since the order was issued by

Weyler to drive them from their homes and

concentrate them in cities.

What a chapter of horrors and death is that!

And still the tragedy goes on. How much

longer it shall continue largely depends upon

the forbearance of a great people who, through

suffering and sorrow, achieved their own inde-

pendence, and whose sympathies have always

gone out to the oppressed of all the nations

of the world.

In brief, that tells the story of what was

seen in Havana, except that the picture is

mild, and in the very nature of things fails to

reveal the horrible, inexpressible sufferings of

those poor, persecuted people. Many sights

were witnessed which could not properly be

related in this presence. I do not see how it

exhibited other scenes of similar destitu-

tion.

It occurred to me as I looked upon these

scenes of suffering and horror that the Cuban

rcconccntrados might well have adopted the

words of Dante, " Who enters here leaves

hope behind," when they were driven from

the fields and herded like cattle in the cities

and towns of this fertile land.

The truth is that Weyler devised a scheme

of human suffering and sorrow that put Dan-

te's Inferno into the shade, and converted a

contented, prosperous people into a herd of

suffering, starving unfortunates.

It is said that under the present regime

they are permitted to resume work on the

land, but careful inquiry failed to discover

that this is really so, and, even were it so, how

could starving, penniless men and women,
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gotten. The city nestles by the bay, just as

it did before it was smitten by famine, and

when commerce and trade made it one of the

most important ports of Cuba. To-day the

bay is deserted, except by ships bringing relief

to the starving people.

Matanzas is literally a place of beggary and

death. Never before did my eyes behold such

suffering, and never again do I expect to see

such havoc wrought through a cruel and in-

human decree.

After a call on Consul Brice, whose good work

in Matanzas is known and recognized every-

where, the company were driven to the Palace

of the Governor of the province, where they

were received most graciously. The present

Governor is Cespedes de Arnos, a well-known

journalist, and a man who seems fully to ap-

preciate the appalling condition of the people,
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He was especially kind and courteous to

Miss Barton, placing at her disposal one of

the finest apartments in the Palace ; and the

other members of the family were equally

devoted to this good woman.

The Governor talked freely of the situation,

tendered the party a reception, which was de-

clined, and when he proposed a toast to " Hail

Columbia" it was evident that his eyes are

turned in the only direction whence help can

come to this stricken people.

Governor Arnos succeeded Senor Paret,wdio

served under Weyler, and who is remembered

as a cruel, brutal man. The present incumbent

of the office, while serving the Spanish gov-

ernment, is unquestionably very solicitous for

a betterment of the condition of the people.

The party visited three hospitals, named,

respectively, Providencia, Caridad, and San

Carlos, and here were fresh evidences of the

ravages that starvation is working.

Some members of the Red Cross Society had

visited the hospital two weeks before, but they

were terrified to discover that almost every one

of the then inmates had died, and to some ex-

tent others had taken their places. Here pov-

erty, sorrow, and suffering were depicted in

their worst forms. Children, gaunt in face,

but with abdomen and limbs terribly swollen,

women in the last stage of emaciation, and men
rapidly drifting to death were on every hand.

If there was food in these hospitals I did

not discover it. Neither were there signs of

medicine or of proper nursing or care. As
these unfortunates lay there, suffering the

pangs of hunger, an abundance of food was at

the railroad station, sent there by Miss Barton

more than a w^eek before, but which through

some mistake had not been distributed, and

the Fern and one other vessel were lying in the

bay loaded down with contributions from the

government and people of the United States,

I wish I could command language eloquent

enough to pay a just tribute to Clara Barton,

the guardian angel of oppressed, suffering

humanity. More than seventy years of age,

when the cry came from far-off Armenia she

was soon in that stricken land, carrying the

ministrations of the gospel and distributing

benefactions under the aegis of the Society of

the Red Cross. More than threescore and ten

years of age, she has again responded to the

Macedonian cry, and is in Cuba relieving suf-

fering and sorrow—a very angel of mercy and

of human love and sympathy. God bless

Clara Barton !

P^or a large proportion of the remaining

rccoiiccntrados death is the only relief. I'ood

and medicine may palliate for a time the suf-

fering they endure, but starvation has done its

work, and the grave will claim many of them

in the near future.

From the hospitals I went to the huts on

the outskirts of the city, occupied by the

families of rccoiiccntrados^ and here again is

material for the artist and the historian. In

huts of one room, thatched w^ith palm -leaves,

are families of eight or ten eking out a miser-

able existence. They were driven out of their

homes when the plan was adopted to extermi-

nate the Cuban race by starvation.

In their suffering and wretchedness they

appear cheerful, occupying a portion of the

time in making palm-leaf hats, for which there

is a limited demand, and for which they get

six cents each. Of course the children beg

to help supply the absolute necessaries of life.

In this sketch I have not attempted to pict-

ure the extreme horrors of the situation, but

rather to give a plain and unvarnished state-

ment of what is seen at every turn. The death-

rate here, as elsewhere on the island, has been

enormous. The Governor of Matanzas told

me that the first day he occupied the Palace

fifteen persons died in the court-yard. He
further said that in that city 1200 died in No-

vember, 1200 in December, 700 in January,

and 500 in February. The death-rate is de-

creasing simply because the material— the re-

conccntrados— is becoming less. Estimating

the population of the city at 75,000, and tak-

ing a death-rate of 20 in lOOO, that would give

1 500 deaths in a year.

But here we have 3600 deaths in four months,

more than seven times that of a normal death-

rate, and the sad thing of it all is that the ex-

cess above the average rate shows the number

of deaths from starvation, and from nothing else.

On the cars I was told that in San Cristobal

one coach, used as a hearse, had carried to

the cemetery 800 dead in twenty- six days,

while many uncoffined dead were disposed of

in other ways ; and in another place of 3000

inhabitants, Santa Cruz del Norte, not far

from Matanzas, every dog and cat had been

eaten, and utter desolation confronted the

place unless relief came soon.

The Mayor of this town was in Havana, and

he is responsible for the statement I have

made. He begged Miss Barton to go to the

relief of the place, which she promised to do,

but God alone knows how much good it will

do under the circumstances.

Miss Barton says that this is a worse famine

than that of Armenia or of India. In India

famine came because of crop failures, and in

Armenia as the result of religious fanaticism;

but here in Cuba is a famine of cold calcula-

tion, with fertile land on every side, ready to

produce abundant food in response to the de-

mand of human labor.

That labor has been withheld, in accordance
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with the programme laid

down by a heartless mili-

tary ruler, and now the

lands are uncultivated and

the people starving.

The number of people

who have been starved in

Cuba will never be defi-

nitely known. It is esti-

mated that 800,000 were

driven from their homes

into the cities and towns.

I had it from Spanish au-

thority that, according to

their figures, 225,000 have

ah'eady perished ; but it is

said that the Red Cross

Society is in possession of

figures showing that 425,000

Cubans have died as a re-

sult of Spanish cruelty from

starvation, and that 200,000

more must inevitably die,

making an aggregate of

625,000, or almost twice

the population of the Dis-

trict of Columbia or of the

State of New Hampshire.

Dr. Lesser, an authority on

the results of famine, who

is on the ground, says that,

of the 175,000 not taken

into the account, above at

least five per cent, of them

will die, making a grand

total of 634,000 deaths of

men, women, and children

as the result of Weyler's

inhuman and barbarous de-

cree.

What a picture is that,

eighty miles from our shores

!

It may be that the govern-

ment of Spain and the cities

of Havana and Matanzas are

doing something to relieve

this terrible suffering, but, if

so, I did not see any evi-

dences of it. The hope of

the poor remaining sufferers

is in this great government,

and, Heaven be thanked ! our people are reach-

ing out the hand of sympathy and affection-

ate interest in the shape of food, medicine,

and clothing.

I have been asked many times, " What of

the Maine?''

I do not know.

This, however, I do know: A people that

will deliberately starve 400,000 of its own

people will do pretty much anything.

FROM SENATOR THURSTON'S
SPEECH

March 24, 1898

I AM here by command of silent lips to speak

once and for all upon the Cuban situation. I

trust that no one has expected anything sensa-

tional from me. God forbid that the bitterness

of a personal loss should induce me to color in

the slightest degree the statement that I feel

it my duty to make. I shall endeavor to be

honest, conservative, and just. I have no pur-

defenceless country people

were driven from their

homes in the agricultural

portions of the Spanish

provinces to the cities and

imprisoned upon the barren

waste outside the residence

portions of these cities and

within the lines of intrench-

ment established a little wa)'

beyond. Their humble
homes were burned, their

fields laid waste, their im-

plements of husbandry de-

stroyed, their live-stock and

food supplies for the most

part confiscated. Most of

these people were old men,

women, and children. The}'

were thus placed in hope-

less imprisonment, without

shelter or food. There was

no work for them in the

cities to which they were

driven. They were left

there with nothing to de-

pend upon except the

scanty charity of the in-

habitants of the cities and

with slow starvation their

inevitable fate.

It is conceded upon the

best ascertainable authori-

ty, and those who have had

access to the public records

do not hesitate to state,

that upwards of 210,000 of

these people have already-

perished, all from starvation

or from diseases incident to

starvation.

The government of Spain

has never contributed one

dollar to house, shelter, feed,

or provide medical attention

for these its own citizens.

Such a spectacle exceeds

the scenes of the Inferno as

painted by Dante.

There has been no ame-

lioration of the situation

pose to stir the public passion to any action except through the charity of the people of

not necessary and imperative to meet the the United States. There has been no dim-

duties and necessities of American responsi- inution in the death-rate among these ;r-

bility, Christian humanity, and national honor, concentrados except as the death supply is

I would shirk this task if I could, but I dare constantly diminished. There can be no re-

not. I cannot satisfy my conscience except lief and no hope except through the continued

by speaking, and speaking now. charity of the American people until peace

Some three weeks since, three Senators and shall be fully restored in the island and until

two Representatives in Congress accepted the a humane government shall return these peo-

invitation of a great metropolitan newspaper pie to their homes and provide for them anew

to make a trip to Cuba and personally investi- the means with which to begin again the culti-

gate and report upon the situation there. Our vation of the soil.

invitation was from a newspaper whose political Spain cannot put an end to the existing

teachings I have never failed to antagonize and condition. She cannot conquer the insur-

denounce, and whose journalism I have con- gents. She cannot re-establish her sovereignty

sidered decidedly sensational. But let me say, over any considerable portion of the interior

for the credit of the proprietor of the paper in of the island. The revolutionists, while able

question, th^it I believe the invitation extended to maintain themselves, cannot drive the Span-

to us was inspired by his patriotic desire to ish army from the fortified sea-coast towns.

have the actual condition of affairs in Cuba The situation, then, is not war as we under-

brought to the attention of the American stand it, but a chaos of devastation and de-

people in such a way that the facts would no population of undefined duration, whose end

longer remain in controversy or dispute. no man can see.

Under the inhuman policy of Weyler not less The pictures in the American newspapers

than 400,000 self-supporting, simple, peaceable, of the starving reconcentrados are true. They
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can all be duplicated by the thousands. I

never saw, and, please God, I may never again

sec. so deplorable a sight as the rcconcentrados

in the suburbs of Matanzas. I can never forget

to my d\'ing day the hopeless anguish in their

despairing eyes. Huddled about their little

bark huts, they raised no voice of appeal to us

for alms as we went among them.

There was almost no begging by the rccon-

ccjitrados themselves. The streets of the cities

arc full of beggars of all ages and all conditions,

but they are almost wholly of the residents of

the cities and largely of the professional-beggar

class. The rcconcentrados—men, women, and

children—stand silent, famishing with hunger.

Their only appeal comes from their sad eyes,

through which one looks as through an open

window into their agonizing souls.

and amid the beautiful flowers, in sight of the

open windows of the executive mansion

!

The Governor of Matanzas told us that for

the most part the people of the city of Matan-

zas had done all they could for the rcconcen-

trados ; and after studying the situation over

I believe his statement is true. He said the

condition of affairs in the island had destroyed

the trade, the commerce, and the business of

the city; that most of the people who had the

means assisted the rcconcentrados with food

just as long as they could, but he said to us

that there were thousands of the people living

in fine houses on marble floors who were in

deep need themselves, and who did not know

from one day to the other where their food

supply was coming from.

The ability of the people of Matanzas to aid

is true at all the other cities where these recon-

centrados have been gathered.

The government of Spain has not and will

not appropriate one dollar to save these peo-

ple. They are now being attended and nursed

and administered to by the charity of the

United States. Think of the spectacle! We
are feeding these citizens of Spain ; we are

nursing their sick; we are saving such as can

be saved, and yet there are those who still say

it is right for us to send food, but we must

keep hands off. I say that the time has come

when muskets ought to go with the food.

We asked the governor if he knew of any

relief for these people except through the

charity of the United States. He did not.

We then asked him, '' Can you see any end

to this condition of affairs?" He could not.

GENERAL FITZHUGII LEE'S ARRIVAL IN WASHINGTON.—Drawn by W. A. Rogers

The present autonomist Governor of Matan-

zas (who speaks excellent English) was inaugu-

rated in November last. His records disclose

that at the city of Matanzas there were 1200

deaths in November, 1200 in December, 700

in January, and 500 in February—3600 in four

months, and those four months under the

administration of a governor whom I believe

to be a truly humane man. He stated to me
that on the day of his inauguration, which I

think was the 12th of last November, to his

personal knowledge fifteen persons died in the

public square in front of the executive man-
sion. Think of it, O my countrymen 1 Fifteen

human beings dying from starvation in the

public square, in the shade of the palm-trees,

is practically exhausted. The governor told

us that he had expended all of his salary and

all that he could possibly afford of his private

means in relief work. He is willing that the

rcconcentrados shall repass the picket-line and

go back to seek work in the interior of the

island. He expresses his willingness to give

them passes for that purpose, but they are no

longer physically able to take advantage of

that offer. They have no homes to return to;

their fields have grown up to weeds ; they have

no oxen, no implements of husbandry with

which to begin anew the cultivation of the soil.

Their only hope is to remain where they are,

to live as long as they can on an insufficient

charity, and then die. What is true at Matanzas
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We asked him, *' When do you think the time

will come that these people can be placed in

a position of self-support?" He replied to

us, with deep feeling, " Only the good God or

the great government of the United States

can answer that question." I hope and be-

lieve that the good God, by the great gov-

ernment of the United States, will answer that

question.

I shall refer to these horrible things no

further. They are there. God pity me; I

have seen them—they will remain in my mind

forever; and this is almost the twentieth cen-

tury. Christ died nineteen hundred years ago,

and Spain is a Christian nation. She has set

up more crosses, in more lands, beneath more
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skies, and under them has butchered more desperate than ever before, again appealed to

people than all the other nations of the earth arms under circumstances the most discour-

combined.

FROM THE SPEECH OF SENA-
TOR MONEY, OF MISSISSIPPI

March 28, 1898

aging ; and again, by the hand of fate, it seems

that Canovas was placed at the head of the

Ministry, and again the old policy of exter-

mination was resolved upon, and General Wey-
ler (Martinez Campos again retiring as being

an unfit instrument) was placed in command
to carry out the designs of Canovas, when it

It looks like a work of supererogation for was cruelly proposed to drive from their homes
me to address the Senate when the Senator hundreds of thousands of people, to apply the

from Vermont [Mr. Proctor], in his cool, clear, torch to their dwellings, so that they could not

impartial, unprejudiced manner, has laid his return to them for shelter, and shut everybody

conclusions before the country, followed by found outside the military zone in the garri-

the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. Gal- sons and towns and fortresses. Then a delib-

linger], equally clear, equally cogent, graphic, erate resolve was made that the Cuban people

both of them falling below the conservative should be exterminated by famine ; and to

mark, and the remarks of the Senator from this hour no man can show one single measure

New Hampshire, somewhat tinged with a sym- of relief which has come from the country which

pathetic glow. Then came that magnificent has inflicted untold horrors upon those people,

and impassioned piece of eloquence , ,

from the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.

Thurston], that not only laid the fear-

ful facts of this case before the Sen-

ate, but invested them with a depth

and solemnity of feeling that is rarely

seen or heard in this chamber.

Nevertheless, feeling that in this crit-

ical moment, this moment of gravest

crisis, even the humblest speaker must

assume a responsibility in addressing

himself to this question, I venture

without hesitation to take that re-

sponsibility and to perform what I

conceive to be my solemn duty to

the Senate and to the country.

We have heard on this floor and

elsewhere throughout the country de-

nunciation of General Weyler as the

cause of all the misery that has spread

through the most beautiful island in

the world. The Captain-General's was

not the brain that conceived, but his

was the hand that executed. He was

the mere instrument of another; and

this whole business, which has logi-

cally come down to a state of famine

and starvation and of the wholesale

extermination of a brave and gener-

ous people, was a deliberate and cold

calculation that emanated from the

brain of Canovas.

In the war that ran from 1868 to

1878 extermination was the policy of

Canovas ; and when Campos was called

to command in the field and in the civil gov- When I saw the beautiful blue waves of the

ernment of Cuba, in a letter to the Prime Bay of Matanzas and those people stretched

Minister he said :
" There are but two alter- in misery in shanties along the side of the

natives—one is to grant these people their just rocky mountains, all at once the thought oc-

rights and the other is extermination, and I curred to me. Why did they not catch the fish

refuse to be the instrument of the latter." and live upon them? And I put the question

Obeying those humane impulses, with which to the American consul, who said: "Fish?
he had always been credited, Martinez Cam- They are not allowed to fish. Anybody found

pos negotiated what was called the agreement fishing along these shores is immediately shot

of Zanjon, which brought the rebels back to to death."

their allegiance, with the promise of autonomy There has, as I said, been no measure of

similar to that which is now proposed, but not relief extended to those people except that

so broad. given by the generosity of the people of these

Canovas, then Prime Minister, refused to United States.

submit to the Spanish Cortes the agreement The statement as to the number of deaths

for ratification, and was dismissed from power, from starvation made by the honorable Sena-

Then Campos, who was called to the Ministry tors who have preceded me was exceedingly

as its Premier, submitted it and had it ratified conservative. From information which I have

by the Cortes. In the interval of time, with received on my own account, I believe the

all the violated promises and broken pledges number very far exceeds that amount. I recol-

made by that agreement, the Cubans, more lect that only three or four days ago La Dis-
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elision, one of the two remaining papers pub-

lished in the city of Havana not suppressed

by the Spaniards, because favorable to the

Spanish government, said, in compliment to

the Red Cross Society, that Miss Barton and

her agents were to-day feeding over 300,000

starving people, and those were outside of the

thousands who are being fed by the supplies

received by the American consuls at the dif-

ferent ports.

We were told by the governor of the prov-

ince of Matanzas, a gentleman who has been

correctly represented here as a man of great

intelligence and large humanity, who evidently

felt deeply the miseries that surrounded him

on every liand, which he could not alleviate,

that he looked to God and the United States

of America for help for the starving people of

his province. I asked him this question :

" Why do you not permit the people concen-

trated around the walls of your city to

go abroad in that mt)st beautiful val-

ley of Cuba, the most fertile land on

earth, and pursue their vocations as

farmers and tillers of the soil?" He
said :

" Most of the men have died
;

they have neither homes to go to,

oxen to plough, implements to use,

seeds to sow, nor have they the

strength in their starved bodies to

use them if they had them."

I found, before I left that city, an-

other reason, and a more powerful

one, why these wretched creatures do

not leave the city if they are permit-

ted to do so. The governor said he

had signed over 4560 passes that were

issued to people to go beyond the

lines, and we were told that the gov^-

ernor would grant passes whenever

anybody requested them ; but of the

people who went beyond the lines

no one ever returned. We found,

upon examination, that Molinas, who

was the general in command in that

province, was denounced by Cubans

and Americans to be as bloody as

Captain-General Weyler in his meth-

ods and more heartless in his cruelty;

that any one with one of those passes

\vho was found beyond the barriers

would be immediately shot by the

military. So the people clung to

starvation and present safety, rather

than venture themselves among the

Spanish soldiery of the interior.

As I passed along the streets of Havana, the

capital city of the island, I saw a poor, crying

woman sitting upon a stone step, holding in

her arms a little child. My son threw some

money into her lap, and she looked at him

with something of indignation and scorn.

Then we saw the child was dead. I was ap-

pealed to for aid by a woman in the streets of

Matanzas, who followed me a square. I did

not have a cent. I said, " Tell this woman to

call on the American consul to-morrow." He
said to her, " Call on the American consul,

manana." With bitterness and scorn she said,

" Yes ; manana, manana ; that is what the

Spanish say."

The situation in Cuba is one which cannot

be exaggerated, nor can it be credited. You

must yourself see it to realize a picture of

things as they are, I defy any pen to exag-

gerate it.
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THE PRESIDENTS WAR MESSAGE
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITE I) STATES

01U<.1)IENT to that precept of the Con- I do so because of the intimate connection

stitution xvhicli comniands the Presi- of tlie Cuban question with the state of our

dent to -ive from time to time to the oxvn Union, and the grave relation the course

Con-ress information of the state of the Union which it is now incumbent upon the nation to

and \o recommend to their considerati(.n such adopt must needs bear to the traditional policy

measures as he shall judoe necessary and ex- of our G<nernment if it is to accord with the

pedient, it becomes my dutv now to address precepts laid down by the founders of the

your body with re-ard to the grave crisis that Republic and religiously observed by succeed-

has arisen in the relations of the United States ing Administrations to the present day.

to Spain bv reason of the warfare that for more The present revolution is but the successor

than three' years has raged in the neighboring of other similar insurrections which have oc-

Island of Cuba. curred in Cuba against the dominion of Spam,

11 '
1'^'^

extending over a period of nearly half a cen-

tury, each of which, during its progress, has

subjected the United States to great effort

and expense in enforcing its neutrality laws,

caused enormous losses to American trade and

commerce, caused irritation, annoyance, and

disturbance among our citizens, and, by the

exercise of cruel, barbarous, and uncivilized

practices of warfare, shocked the sensibilities

and offended the humane sympathies of our

people.

Since the present revolution began, in Feb-
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ruary, 1895, this country has seen the fertile

domain at our threshold ravaged by fire and

sword in the course of a struggle unequalled in

the history of the island and rarely paralleled

as to the numbers of the combatants and the

bitterness of the contest by any revolution of

modern times where a dependent people striv-

ing to be free have been opposed by the power

of the sovereign State.

Our people have beheld a once prosperous

community reduced to comparative want, its

lucrative commerce virtually paralyzed, its ex-

ceptional productiveness diminished, its fields

laid waste, its mills in ruins, and its people

perishing by tens of thousands from hunger

and destitution. We have found ourselves

constrained, in the observance of that strict

awaken, and has, indeed, aroused the utmost

concern on the part of this Government, as

well during my predecessor's term as in my
own.

In April, 1896, the evils from which our

country suffered through the Cuban war be-

came so onerous that my predecessor made an

effort to bring about a peace through the

mediation of this Government in any way that

might tend to an honorable adjustment of the

contest between Spain and her revolted colony,

on tlie basis of some effective scheme of self-

government for Cuba under the flag and sover-

eignty of Spain. It failed through the refusal

of the Spanish Government then in power to

consider any form of mediation or, indeed,

any plan of settlement whicli did not begin

agricultural interior, were driven into the

garrison towns or isolated places held by the

troops.

The raising and movement of provisions of

all kinds were interdicted. The fields were

laid waste, dwellings unroofed and fired, mills

destroyed, and, in short, everything that could

desolate the land and render it unfit for human
habitation or support was commanded by one

or the other of the contending parties and

executed by all the powers at their disposal.

By the time the present Administration took

office a year ago, reconcentration, so called, had

been made effective over the better part of

the four central and western provinces—Santa

Clara, Matanzas, Havana, and Pinar del Rio.

The agricultural population, to the esti-
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neutrality which our laws enjoin, and which

the law of nations commands, to police our

own waters and watch our own seaports in

prevention of any unlawful act in aid of the

Cubans.

Our trade has suffered ; the capital invested

by our citizens in Cuba has been largely lost,

and the temper and forbearance of our people

have been so sorely tried as to beget a perilous

unrest among our own citizens which has in-

evitably found its expression from time to

time in the National Legislature, so that is-

sues wholly external to our own body politic

engross attention and stand in the way of that

close devotion to domestic advancement that

becomes a self-contained commonwealth whose
primal maxim has been the avoidance of all

foreign entanglements. All this must needs

with the actual submission of the insurgents

to the mother-country, and then only on such

terms as Spain herself might see fit to grant.

The war continued unabated. The resistance

of the insurgents was in no wise diminished.

The efforts of Spain were increased, both by

the despatch of fresh levies to Cuba and by

the addition to the horrors of the strife of

a new and inhuman phase happily unprece-

dented in the modern history of civilized Chris-

tian peoples. The policy of devastation and

concentration inaugurated by the Captain-

General's bando of October 21, 1896, in the

province of Pinar del Rio, was thence extend-

ed to embrace all of the island to which the

power of the Spanish arms was able to reach

by occupation or by military operations. The

peasantry, including all dwelling in the open
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mated number of 300,000 or more, was herded

within the towns and their immediate vicinage,

deprived of the means of support, rendered

destitute of shelter, left poorly clad, and exposed

to the most unsanitary conditions. As the

scarcity of food increased with the devastation

of the depopulated areas of production, desti-

tution and want became misery and starvation.

Month by month the death-rate increased in

an alarming ratio. B}^ March, 1897, according

to conservative estimates from official .Spanish

sources, the mortality among the rcconccntra-

dos, from starvation and the diseases thereto

incident, exceeded fifty per cent, of their total

number.

No practical relief was accorded to the des-

titute. The over-burdened towns, already suf-

fering from the general dearth, could give no



aid. So-called

of cultivation " estab-

lished within the imme-

diate areas of effective

military control about

the cities and fortified

camps proved illusory as

a remedy for the suffer

in^:^. rhe unfortunates,

beinn^ for the most part

women and children,

with a^ed and helpless men, enfeebled by rlisease and

liunc^er, could not have tilled the soil without tools,

seed, or shelter for their own support or for rhe supply

of the cities. Reconcentration, adopted avowedly as a

war measure in order to cut off the resources of the in-

surgents, worked its predestined result. As I said in

my message of last December, it was not civilized war-

fare ; it was extermination. The only peace it could

beget was that of the wilderness and the grave.

Meanwhile the military situation in the island had

undergone a noticeable change. The extraordinary

activity that characterized the second year of the war, wdien the in-

surgents invaded even the hitherto unharmed fields of Pinar del Rio

and carried havoc and destruction up to the walls of the city of Ha-

vana itself, had relapsed into a dogged struggle in the central and

eastern provinces. The Spanish arms regained a measure of control

in Pinar del Rio and parts of Havana, but, under the existing con-

ditions of the rural country, without immediate improvement of their

productive situation. Even thus partially restricted, the rev^olutionists

held their own, and their conquest and submission, put forward by

Spain as the essential and sole basis of peace, seemed as far distant

as at the outset.

In this state of affairs my Administration found itself confronted

with the grave problem of its duty. My message of last December

reviewed the situation and narrated the steps taken with a view to

relieving its acuteness and opening the way to some form of hon-

orable settlement. The assassination of the Prime Minister, Canovas,

led to a change of government in Spain. The former Administration,

pledged to subjugation without concession, gave place to that of a

more liberal party, committed long in advance to a policy of reform

SCENK IN THE HOUSE AE I'ER THE READINC; OF THE WAR MESSAGE

Drawn by VV. A. R()(;krs

involving the wider principle of home -rule for Cuba and Puerto

Rico.

i'hc overtures of this Government, made through its new envoy,

(jeneral Woodford, and looking to an immediate and effective ameli-

oration of the condition of the island, although not accepted to the

extent of admitted mediation in any shape, were met by assurances

that home-rule in an advanced phase would be forthwith offered to

Cuba, without waiting for the war to end, and that more humane
methods should thenceforth prevail in the conduct of hostilities.

Coincidentally with these declarations, the new Government of Spain

continued and completed the policy already begun by its predecessor

of testifying friendly regard for this nation by releasing American

citizens held under one charge or another connected with the insur-

rection, so that by the end of November not a single person entitled

in any way to our national protection remained in a Spanish prison.

While these negotiations were in progress the increasing destitution

of the unfortunate reconcentrados and the alarming mortality among
them claimed earnest attention. The success which had attended

the limited measure of relief extended to the suffering American
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short of subjugation or extermination, negotiation or indirectly by means of legisla-

a final military victory for either side tion does not appear.

seems impracticable. The alternative With this last overture in the direction of

lies in the physical exhaustion of the immediate peace, and its disappointing recep-

one or the other party, or perhaps of tion by Spain, the Executive is brought to the

both—a condition which in effect ended end of his effort.

the Ten Years' War by the truce of In my annual message of December last I

Zanjon. The prospect of such a pro- said :

traction and conclusion of the present
--Of the untried measures there remain only : Rec-

strife is a contingency hardly to be con- ognition of the insurgents as belligerents; recognition

templated with ecjuanimity by the civ- of the indepenrlence of Cuba; neutral intervention

ilized world, and least of all by the to end the war by imposing a rational compromise

United States, affected and injured as between the contestants, and intervention in favor of

one or the other party. I s{)eak not of forcible annex-

ation, for that catmot be thought of. That, by our

code of morality, would be criminal aggression,"

we are, deeply and intimately, by its

very existence.

Realizing this, it appeared to be my
duty, in a spirit of true friendliness, no

SENATOR REDFIELD PROCTOR, Ol- VERMONT

Thereupon I r(,'viewed these alternatives, in

less to Spain than to the Cubans, who the light of President Grant's measured words,

have so much to lose by the prolonga- uttered in 1875, when after seven years of

tior ot the struggle, to seek to bring sanguinary, destructive, and cruel hostilities in

aDout an immediate termination of the Cuba he reached the conclusion that the rec-

war. To this end I submitted, on the ognition of the independence of Cuba was

27th ultimo, as a result of much repre- impracticable and indefensible; and that the

sentation and correspondence, through recognition of belligerence was not w^arranted

the United States Minister at Madrid, by the facts according to the tests of public

propositions to the Spanish Government law. I commented especially upon the latter

looking to an armistice until October i aspect of the question, pointing out the incon-

citizens among them by the judicious expen- for the negotiation of peace with the good veniences and positive dangers of a recognition

diture through the consular agencies of the offices of the President. of belligerence which, while adding to the al-

money appropriated expressly for their succor In addition, I asked the immediate revoca- ready onerous burdens of neutrality within our

by the joint resolution approved May 24, 1897, tion of the order of reconcentration, so as to own jurisdiction, could not in any way extend

prompted the humane extension of a similar permit the peoi)le to return to their farms and our influence or effective offices in the territory

scheme of aid to the great body of sufferers, the needy to be relieved with provisions and of hostilities.

A suggestion to this end was acquiesced in by supplies from the United States, co-operating Nothing has since occurred to change my

the Spanish authorities. On the 24th of De- with the S[)anish authorities, so as to afford view in this regard; and 1 recognize as fully

cember last I caused to be issued an appeal to full relief. now as then that the issuance of a proclama-

the American people inviting contributions in The reply of the Spanish cabinet was received tion of neutrality, by which process the so-

money orin kind for the succor of the starving on the night of the 31st ultimo. It offered, as called recognition of belligerents is published,

sufferers in Cuba, following this on the 8th of the means to bring about peace in Cuba, to could, of itself and unattended by other ac-

January by a similar public announcement of confide the preparation thereof to the insular tion, accomplish nothing towards the one end

the formation of a central Cuban relief com- parliament, inasmuch as the concurrence of for which we labor—the instant pacification

mittee, with headquarters in New York City, that body would be necessary to reach a final of Cuba and the cessation of the misery that

composed of three members representing the result, it being, however, understood that the afflicts the island.

American National Red Cross and the religious powers reserved by the constitution to the Turning to the question of recognizing at

and business elements of the community. Central Government are not lessened ordimiti- this time the independence of the present in-

The efforts of that committee have been ished. As the Cuban parliament

untiring and have accomplished much. Ar- does not meet until the 4th of

rangements for free transportation to Cuba May next, the Spanish Govern-

have greatly aided the charitable work. The ment would not object, for its

president of the American Red Cross and part, to accept at once a suspen-

representatives of other contributory organiza- sion of hostilities if asked for by

tions have generously visited Cuba and co- the insurgents from the general-

operated with the Consul-General and the local in-chief, to whom it would per-

authorities to make effective distribution of tain, in such case, to determine

the relief collected through the efforts of the the duration and conditi<Mis of

central committee. Nearly $200,000 in money the armistice.

and supplies has already reached the sufferers. The propositions submitted by

and more is forthcoming. The supplies are General Woodford and the reply

admitted duty free, and transportation to the of the Spanish (jovernment were

interior has been arranged, so that the relief, both in the form of brief memo-

at first necessarily confined to Havana and randa, the texts of which are be-

the larger cities, is now extended through fore me, and are substantially in

most, if not all, of the towns where suffering the language above given. The

exists. function of the Cuban parliament

Thousands of lives have already been saved, in the matter of "preparing"

The necessity for a change in the condition of peace and the manner of its do-

the reconcentrados is recognized by the Span- ing so are not expressed in the

ish Government. Within a few days past the Spanish memorandum ;
but from

orders of General Weyler have been revoked ; General Woodford's explanatory

the reconcentrados, it is said, are to be per- reports of preliminary discussions

mitted to return to their homes and aided to preceding the final conference it

resume the self-supporting pursuits of peace, is understood that the Spanish

Public works have been ordered to give them Government stands ready to give

employment, and a sum of $600,000 has been the insular congress full powers

appropriated for their relief. to settle the terms of peace with

The war in Cuba is of such a nature that, the insurgents—whether by direct
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surgent government in Cuba, we find safe pre-

cedents in our history from an early day. They

are well summed up in President Jackson's

message to Congress, December 21, 1836, on

the subject of the recognition of the indepen-

dence of Texas. lie said :

" In all the contests that have arisen out of the revo-

lutions of 1*" ranee, out of the (lis{)utes relating to the

Crowns of Portui^al and Spain, out 01 the separation

of the American possessions of l)otii from the Euro-

j)ean (jo\'ernnients. and out of the numerous and

constantly occurring struggk>s for doniijiion in Span-

ish America, so wist.'ly consistent with our just prin-

ciples has been the action of our (Government that we

have, under the most critical circumstances, avoided

all censure, and encountered no other evil than that

produced by a transietit estrangement of good will in

those against whom we have been l)y force of evidence

comj)elled to decide.

" It has thus made known to the world that the uni-

form policy and practice of the United States is to

avoid all interference in disputes which merely re-

late to the internal government of other nations, and

eventually to recognize the authority of the {)revailing

party without reference to our particular interests and

views or to the merits of the original contro\-ersy.

"... l>ut on this, as on every other trying occa-

sion, safety is to be found in a rigid adherence to

principle.

" In the contest l)etwcen Spain and the revolted

colonies we stood aloof, and waited not only until

the ability of the new States to protect themselves

was fully estal)lished, but until the danger of their

l)eing again subjugated hafl entu'ely passed away.

Tium, and not until then, were they rc^cognized.

"Such was our course in regard to Mexico her-

self. ... It is true that with regard to Texas the

civil authority of Mexico has been expelled, its in-

vading arn\y defeated, the chief of the Republic him-

self captured, and all present power to control the

newly organized government of Texas aiuiihilated

within its conlines; but, on the other liand, there is,

in api:)earaiice at least, an immense disparitv of physi-

cal force on the side of Texas. The Ah^xican Repub-

lic, under another I'^xecutive, is rallying its forces

under a new leafier, and menacing a fresh invasion

to I'ccover its lost dominion.

"Upon the issue of this threatened invasion the in-

dependence of Texas mav be ("onsidered as sus{)ended
;

and were there nothing i)eculiar in the relative situa-

tion of the United States and Texas, our acknowledg-

ment of its independence at such a crisis could scarce-

ly b(^ regarded as consistcMit with that i)rudent reserve

with which we have hitherto held ourselves bound to

treat all similar questions."

Thereupon /\ndrew Jackson proceeded to

consider the risk that there might be imputed to

the United States UK^tives of selfish interest in

view of the former claim

on our part to the terri-

tory of Texas, and of the

avowed purpose of the

Texans in seeking recog-

nition of independence as

an incident to the incor-

poration of Texas in the

Union, concluding thus :

" Prudence, tiierefore,

seenis to dictate that we

should still stand aloof and

maintain our present attitude,

if not until Mexico itself or

one of the great foreign pow-

ers shall recognize the inde-

{)endence of the new govern-

ment, at least until the lapse

of time or the course of

events shall have proved be-

yond cavil or dispute the

ability of the people of that

C(^untry to maintain tlieir

separate sovereignty and to

uphold the govcrinnent con-

stituted by them. Neitiier

of the contending parties

can justly complain of this

course. By pursuing it we

are but carrying out the long-

established policy of our

(joverninent, a policy which

has secured to us respect

and influence abroad and in-

spired confidence at home." SEiNATOR JACOB H. GALLUNGER, OE NEW HAMPSHIRE

SENATOR HERNANDO DE SOTO MONEY,
OE MISSISSHTT

These are the words

of the resolute and patriotic Jackson. They mand the recognition of belligerency in its

are evidence that the United States, in ad- favor." The same requirement must certainly

dition to the test imposed by public law as be no less seriously considered when the graver

the condition of the recognition of indepen- issue of recognizing independence is in ques-

dence by a neutral state (to wit, that the re- tion, for no less positive test can be applied to

volted state shall " constitute in fact a body the greater act than to the lesser; wliile, on

politic, having a government in substance as the other hand, the influences and conse-

well as in name, possessed of the elements quences of the struggle upon the internal

of stability," and forming dc facto, ''
\{ left policy of the recognizing State, which form

to itself, a state among the nations, reason- important factors when the recognition of bel-

ably capable of discharging the duties of a ligerency is concerned, are secondary, if not

state "), has imposed for its own governance rightly eliminable, factors when the real ques-

in dealing with cases like these the further tion is whether the community claiming recog-

condition that recognition of independent nition is or is not independent beyond perad-

statehood is not due to a revolted dependen- venture.

cy until the danger of its being again subju- Nor from the stand-point of expediency do I

gated by the parent state has entirely passed think it would be wise or prudent for this gov-

away^ ernment to recognize at the present time the

This extreme test was, in fact, applied in the independence of the so-called Cuban Republic,

case of Texas. The Congress to whom Pres- Such recognition is not necessary in order to

ident Jackson referred the question as one enable the United States to intervene and pac-

" probably leading to war," and therefore a ify the island. To commit this country now

proper subject for " a previous understanding to the recognition of any particular govern-

with that body by whom war can alone be de- ment in Cuba might subject us to embarrass-

clared and by whom all the provisions for sus- ing conditions of international obligation tow-

taining its perils must be furnished," left the ards the organization so recognized. In case

matter of the recognition of Texas to the di.s- of intervention our conduct would be subject

cretion of the Executive, providing merely for to the approval or disapproval of such govern-

the sending of a diplomatic agent when the ment. We would be required to submit to its

President should be satisfied that the Republic direction and to assume to it the mere relation

of Texas had become " an independent State." of a friendly ally.

It was so recognized by President Van Buren, When it shall appear hereafter that there is

who commissioned a charge d'affaires March 7, within the island a government capable of per-

1837, after Mexico had abandoned an attempt forming the duties and discharging the func-

to reconquer the Texan territory, and when tions of a separate nation, and having, as a

there was at the time no bona fide contest go- matter of fact, the proper forms and attri-

ing on between the insurgent Province and its butes of nationality, such government can be

former Sovereign. promptly and readily recognized and the rela-

I said in my message of December last: " It tions and interests of the United States with

is to be seriously considered whether the Cu- such nation adjusted.

ban insurrection possesses beyond dispute the There remain the alternative forms of inter-

attributes of statehood which alone can de- vention to end the war, either as an impartial
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neutral by imposing a rational compromise be-

tween the contestants, or as the active ally of

the one party or the other.

As to the first, it is not to be forgotten that

during the last few months the relation of the

United States has virtually been one of friendly

intervention in many ways, each not of itself

conclusive, but all tending to the exertion of a

potential influence towards an ultimate pacific

result, just and honorable to all interests con-

cerned. The spirit of all our acts hitherto

has been an earnest, unselfish desire for peace

and prosperity in Cuba, untarnished by differ-

ences between us and Spain, and unstained by

the blood of American citizens.

The forcible intervention of the United

States as a neutral to stop the war, according

to the large dictates of humanity and following

many historical precedents where neighboring

States have interfered to check the hopeless

sacrifices of life by internecine conflicts beyond

their borders, is justifiable on rational grounds.

It involves, however, hostile constraint upon

both the parties to the contest as well to en-

force a truce as to guide the eventual settle-

ment.

The grounds for such intervention may be

briefly summarized as follows:

First. In the cause of humanity and to put

an end to the barbarities, bloodshed, starvation,

and horrible miseries now existing there, and

which the parties to the conflict are cither

unable or unwilling to stop or mitigate. It is

no answer to say this is all in another country,

belonging to another nation, and is therefore

none of our business. It is specially our duty,

for it is right at our door.

Second. We owe it to our citizens in Cuba

to afford them that protection and indemnity

for life and property which no government

there can or will afford, and to that end to

terminate the conditions that deprive them of

legal protection.

Third. The right to intervene may be justi-

fied by the very serious injury to the com-

merce, trade, and business of our people and

by the wanton destruction of property and

devastation of the island.

Fourth, and which is of the utmost impor-

tance. The present condition of affairs in

Cuba is a constant menace to our peace, and

entails upon this Government an enormous

expense. With such a conflict waged for years

in an island so near us and with which our

people have such trade and business relations,

when the lives and liberty of our citizens

are in constant danger and their property

destroyed and themselves ruined, where our

trading vessels are liable to seizure and are

seized at our very door by war ships of a

foreign nation, the expeditions of filibustering

that we are powerless to prevent altogether,

and the irritating questions and entanglements

thus arising— all these and others that I need

not mention, with the resulting strained rela-

tions, are a constant menace to our peace, and

compel us to keep on a semi-war footing with

a nation with which we are at peace.

These elements of danger and disorder al-

ready pointed out have been strikingly illus-

trated by a tragic event which has deeply and

justly moved the American people. I have

already transmitted to Congress the report of

the naval court of inquiry on the destruction

of the battle-ship Maine in the harbor of Ha-

vana during the night of the 15th of February.

The destruction of that noble vessel has filled

the national heart with inexpressible horror.

Two hundred and fifty-eight brave sailors and

marines and two officers of our Navy, reposing

in the fancied security of a friendly harbor,

have been hurled to death, grief and want

brought to their homes, and sorrow to the

nation.

The naval court of inquiry, which, it is

needless to say, commands the unqualified

confidence of the Govenunent, was unanim.ous

in its conclusion that the destruction of the

Maine was caused by an exterior explosion,

that of a submarine mine. It did not assume

to place the responsibility. That remains to

be fixed.

In any event the destruction of the Maine,

by whatever exterior cause, is a patent and

impressive proof of a state of things in Cuba
that is intolerable. That condition is thus

shown to be such that the Spanish Govern-

ment cannot assure safety and security to a

vessel of the American Navy in the harbor of

Havana on a mission of peace, and rightfully

there.

Further referring in this connection to re-

cent diplomatic correspondence, a despatch

from our minister to Spain, of the 26th ultimo,

contained the statement that the Spanish Min-

ister for h^oreign Affairs assured him positively

that Spain will do all that the highest honor

and justice re([uire in the matter of the Ufaine.

The reply above referred to of the 31st ultimo

also contained an expression of the readiness

of Spain to submit to .ui arbitration all the

differences which can arise in this matter, which

is subsequently explained by the note of the

Spanish minister at Washington of the roth

instant, as follows

:

"As to the question of fact vvliich springs from the

diversity of views between the reports of the Ameri-

can and Spanish boards. Spain proposes tliat the facts

be ascertained by an impartial investi^^atic^n l)y ex-

perts, wliose decision Spain accepts in advance."

To this I have made no reply.

President Grant, in 1875, after discussing the

phases of the contest as it then appeared, and

its hopeless and apparent indefinite prolonga-

tion, said :

"In such event, I am of opinion that other nations

will be compelled to assume the responsibility which

devolves upon them, and seriously to consider the

only remaining measures possible— mediation and

intervention. Owing, perhaps, to the large expanse of

water separating the island from the Peninsula, . . .

the contending parties appear to have within them-

selves no depository of common confidence, to suggest

wisdom when passion and excitement have their sway,

and to assume the part of peacemaker,
" In this view in the earlier days of the contest the

good offices of tlie United States as a mediator were

tendered in good faith, without any selfish ])urpose,

in the interest of humanity and in sincere friendshij)

for both parties, but were at the time declined by

Spain, with the declaration, nevertheless, that at a

future time they would be indispensable. No intima-

tion has been received that in the opinion of Spain

that time has been reached. And yet the strife con-

tinues, with all its dread horrors and all its injuries

to the interests of the United States and of other

nations.

" Each party seems quite capable of working great

injury and damage to the other, as well as to all the

relations and interests dependent on the existence of

peace in the island; but they seem incapable of reach-

ing any adjustment, and both have thus far failed of

achieving any success whereby one party shall possess

and control the island to the exclusion of the other.
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Under these circumstances, the agency of others,

either by mediation or by intervention, seems to be

the only alternative which must sooner or later be

invoked for the termination of the strife."

In the last annual message of my imme-
diate predecessor, during the pending struggle,

it was said :

"When the inability of Spain to deal successfully

with the insurrection has become manifest, and it is

demonstrated that her sovereignty is extinct in Cuba
for all purposes of its rightful existence, and when a

hopeless struggle for its re-establishment has degener-

ated into a strife which means nothing more than the

useless sacrifice of human life and the utter destruc-

tion of the very subject-matter of tiie conflict, a situa-

tion will be presented in which our obligations to the

sovereignty of Spain will be superseded by higher

obligations which we can hardly hesitate to recognize

and discharge."

In my annual message to Congress, Decenn-

ber last, speaking to this question, I said:

"The near future will demonstrate whether the in-

dispensable condition of a righteous peace, just alike

to the Cubans and to Spain, as well as equitable to all

our interests so intimately involved in the welfare of

Cuba, is likely to be attained. If not, the exigency of

further and other action by the United States will

remain to be taken. When that time comes that

action will be determined in the line of indisputaf)le

right and duty. It will be faced, without misgiving or

hesitancy, in the light of the obligation this Govern-

ment owes to itself, to tlie people who have confided

to it the protection of their interests and honor, and
to humanity.

"Sure of the right, keeping free from all offence

ourselves, actuated only by upright and patriotic con-

siderations, moved neither by passion nor sellishness,

the Go^^ernment will continue its watchful care over

the rights and property of American citizens, and will

abate none of its efforts to bring about bv peaceful

agencies a peace which shall be honorable and endur-

ing. If it shall hereafter appear to be a duty imposed

bv our obligations to ourselves, to civilization and

humanity, to intervene with force, it shall be without

fault on our part, and onlv because the necessity for

such action will be so clear as to command the sup-

port and approval of the civilized world."

The l<Mig trial has proved that the object

for which Spain has waged the war cannot be

attained. The fire of insurrection may flame

or may smoulder with varying seasons, but it

has not been, and it is plain that it cannot be,

extinguished by present methods. The only

hope of relief and repose from a condition

which can no longer be endured is the en-

forced pacification of Cuba. In the name of

humanity, in the name of civilization, in behalf

of endangered American interests which give

us the right and the duty to speak and to act,

the war in Cuba must stop.

In view of these facts and of these consider-

ations, I ask the Congress to authorize and
empower the President to take measures to

secure a full and final termination of hostilities

between the Government of Spain and the

people of Cuba, and to secure in the island

the establishment of a stable government, ca-

pable of maintaining order and observing its

international obligations, insuring peace and

traiupiillity and the security of its citizens as

well as our own, <ind to use the military and

naval forces of the United States as may be

necessary for these purposes.

And in the interest of humanity and to aid

in preserving the lives of the starving people

of the island I recommend that the distribu-

tion of food and supplies be continued, and

that an appropriation be made out of the
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public treasury to supplement the charity of

our citizens.

The issue is now with the Congress. It is

a solemn responsibility. I have exhausted

every effort to relieve the intolerable condition

of affairs which is at our doors. Prepared to ex-

ecute every obligation imposed upon me by the

Constitution and the law, I await your action.

Yesterchiy, and since the preparation of the

foregoing message, official information was

received by me that the latest decree of the

Queen Regent of Spain directs General Blanco,

in order to prepare and facilitate peace, to

proclaim a suspension of hostilities, the dura-

tion and details of which have not yet been

communicated to me.

This fact, with every other pertinent con-

sideration, will, I am sure, have your just and

careful attention in the solemn deliberations

upon which you are about to enter. If this

measure attains a successful result, then our

aspirations as a Christian, peace-loving people

will be realized. If it fails, it will be only an-

other justification for our contemplated action.

William McKinley.

ExECurivR Mansion, April it, rSgS.

Representative C.uiiioii Senatur I'lkiiis Asst.-S\'c. Adee I .t.-CoI. Montg-oiiiery Secretary Porter Presiiient McKinley Asst.-Sec. Day Asst.-Sec. Cortelyoii Asst.-Sec. Priiden

Secretary Wihon Secretary Al^er

Postmaster-General Charles Emory Smith
Attorney-General Gri^ifs Secretary liliss

PRESIDENT Mckinley signing the ultimatum.—Drawn by T. de Thulstkup

THE response of the two houses of Con-

gress to the President's message, rec-

ommending armed intervention to stop

the war and check the hopeless sacrifice of

life in Cuba, was a joint resolution "for the

recognition of the independence of the people

of Cuba, demanding that the Government of

Spain relinquish its authority and government

in the Island of Cuba and withdraw its land

and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban wa-

ters, and directing the President of the United

States to use the land and naval forces of the

United States to carry these resolutions into

effect."

This momentous resolution, after mature

deliberation, was passed April 19, and received

the approval of the Executive April 20. The
full text of the declaration was as follows

:

" Whereas, The abhorrent conditions which

have existed for more than three years in the

Island of Cuba, so near our own borders, have

shocked the moral sense of the people of the

United States, have been a disgrace to Chris-

tian civilization, culminating, as they have, in

the destruction of a United States battle-ship,

with two hundred and sixty of its officers and

crew, while on a friendly visit in the harbor of

Havana, and cannot longer be endured, as has

been set forth by the President of the United
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States in his message to Congress of April 11,

1898, upon which the action of Congress was

invited ; therefore be it resolved by the Senate

and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled :

" Plrst—That the people of the Island of

Cuba are, and of right ought to be, free and

independent.

" Second— That it is the duty of the United

States to demand, and the Government of the

United States does hereby demand, that the

Government of Spain at once relinquish its

authority and government in the Island of

Cuba and withdraw its land and naval forces

from Cuba and Cuban waters.

" Third—That the President of the United

States be, and he hereby is, directed and

empowered to use the entire land and naval

forces of the United States, and to call into

the actual service of the United States the

militia of the several States to such an extent

as may be necessary to carry these resolutions

into effect.

" Fourth—That the United States hereby

disclaims any disposition or intention to exer-

cise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over

said island, except for the pacification thereof,

and asserts its determination when that is

accomplished to leave the government and

control of the island to its people."
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A copy of the joint resolution was at once

communicated to the Spanish Minister at

Washington, who forthwith announced, in a

letter to the Secretary of State—of which the

following is a translation—that his further con-

tinuance in Washington had become impos-

sible :

" Legation of Spain,

"Washington, April 20, i8g8.

" Mr. Secretary,—The resolution adopted

by the Congress of the United States of Amer-

ica and approved to-day by the President is of

such a nature that my continuance in Wash-

ington becomes impossible, and obliges me to

request of you the delivery of my passports.

"The protection of Spanish interests will

be intrusted to the P>ench Ambassador and

to the Austro-Hungarian Minister.

" On this occasion, very painful to me, I

have the honor to renew to you the assur-

ances of my highest consideration.

" Luis Polo y Bernabe."

"In response to your request," replied the

Secretary of State, " I have the honor to hand

you a passport for yourself, your family, and

your suite. I beg also to inform you that

arrangements have been made for a guard to

attend you during your presence in the terri-

tory of the United States."
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Simultaneously with the coininunication of

the joint resohition to Seilor Polo y Hernabe,

General Woodford, the American Minister at

Madrid, who had been kept fully informed of

the progress of debate thereon, was directed

to communicate it to the Govenmicnt of

Spain, " with the formal demand of the (jov-

ernment of the United States that the Gov^-

ernment of Spain at once relinqiu'sh its au-

thority and government in the Island of Cuba,

and withdraw its land and naval forces from

Cuba and Cuban waters. In taking this step,"

continued the telegram to General Woodford,
" the United States hereby disclaims any dis-

position or intention to exercise sovereignty,

jurisdiction, or control over said island, except

for the pacification thereof, and asserts its

determination, when that is accomplished, to

leave the govermnent and control of the isl-

and to its people under such free and inde-

pendent government as they may establish.

If by the hour of noon on Saturday next, the

23d day of April, instant, there be not com-

municated to this (lovcnnnent by that of

Spain a full and satisfactory res[)onse to this

demand and resolution, whereby the ends of

peace in Cuba shall be assured, the President

will proceed without further notice to use the

power and authority enjoined and conferrcMJ

upon him by the said joint resolution to such

extent as may be necessary to carry the same

into effect."

A copy of the instruction sent to General

Woodford had been given to Senor Polo y
l^ernabe, and thus Spain was officially notified

of the final demand made by the United States.

But General Woodford was not allowed to

deliver the ultimatum at Madrid ; for after the

instruction had reached him on the morning

of April 21, but Ijefore he could present it, the

Spanish Minister of St;ite notified him that

uj)on the President's approval of the joint

resolution the Madrid (jovernment, regarding

the act as "equivalent to an evident declaration

of war," had ordered its Minister in Washington

to withdraw, thereby breaking off diplomatic

relations between the two countries and ceasing

all official communication between their respec-

tive representatives. " The despatch," wrote

Senator Uodge, " was held back long enough

to enable the Spanish ministry to send General

Woodford his passports before he could present

the resolutions—a feat which called forth much
admiration on the Continent among those who
love diplomatic futilities, but which was as silly

as shams usually are in the presence of realities.

P^or the reality was war, and the precise manner

in which it w^as brought into existence was of

trifling consequence except to the arid diplo-

matic mind of liurope."

The following is the text of the note of dis-

missal received by General W^oodford at 7.30

o'clock on the morning of April 21 :
" In com-

LIGHT-ARTILLERY DRILL AT PORT TAMPA- LOADING AND FIRING.—Drawn by Max F. Klepper
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pHancc with a painful duty, I have the honor

to inform your Excellency that, the President

having; approved a resohition of both Chambers

of the United States, wliich, in denying the

legitimate sovereignty of Spain and in threaten-

ing armed intervention in Cuba, is equivalent

to an evident declaration of war, the (rovern-

ment of 1 lis Majesty has ordered its Minister in

Washington to withdraw without loss of time

from the iNorth i\merican territory with all

the personnel of the legation. By this act the

diplomatic relations which previously existetl

between the two countries are broken off, all

official commuuication between their respec-

tive representatives ceasing, and I liasten to

communicate this to your ILxcellency in order

that on your part you may make such disposi-

tions as seem suitable."

General Woodford immediately replied as

follows: "I have the honor to acknowledge

the receipt tliis morning of your note of this

General Woodford, having sent the above

reply by return of messeng'er to the Spanish

Minister of State, telegrai)hed as follows to

Washington: "Pearly this morning', immedi-

ately after the receipt of your open telegram,

and before I had communicated same to

Spanish Government, Spanish Minister for

P^^reign Affairs notified me that diplomatic

relations are broken between the two coun-

tries, and that all official communications be-

tween their respective representatives have

ceased. I accordingly asked for safe pass-

ports. Turn legation over to l^ritish embassy

aud leav^e ft)r l*aris this afternoon. Have
notified consuls."

" It will be i)erceived," said the President in

a message transmittiug the above correspond-

ence t(^ Cougress, "that the Government of

Si)ain, having cognizance of the joint resolution

of the Ignited States Congress, and in view

of the things whicli the President is thereby

seated beside her son, read in a clear, calm
voice to the standing legislators her speech
from the throne, of which the following is a

translation of the part relating to Cuban
affairs

:

" These complications have been brought

about by a section of the people of the United
States, who, noting the imminent application

of autonomy, foresaw that a free manifesta-

tion on the part of the Cuban people through

its Chambers was about to frustrate forever

the schemes against the Spanish sovereignty

formed by those who, with the resources and
hopes furnished from the neighboring coasts,

retarded the suppression of the insurrection in

that unhappy island. Should the Government
of the United States yield to this blind cur-

rent, the threats and insults which hitherto we
have been able to regard with indifference as

not being the expressions of the feelings of

i^'^'iA
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date informing me that tlie Spanish Minister

at Washington has been ordered to withdraw

with all [lis legation and without loss of time

from North American territory. You also in-

form me that by this act diplomatic relations

between the two countries are broken off, that

all official communication between their re-

spective representatives ceases. I have ac-

cordingly this day telegraphed the AnuMican

Consul-General at Barcelona to instruct all the

consular representatives of the United States

in Spain to turn their respective consulates

over to the British consuls and to leave Spain

at once. I have myself turned this legation

over to Her Britannic Majesty's embassy at

Madrid. That embassy will from this time

have the care of all American interests in

Spain. I now request passports and safe-con-

duct to the P'rench frontier for myself and the

personnel of this legation. I intend leaving

this afternoon at four o'clock for Paris."

required and authorized to do, responds by

treating the reasonable demands of this Gov-

ernment as measures of hostility, following

with that instant and complete severance of

relations by its action which by the usage

of nations acc(^mpanies an existent state of

war between sovereign powers."

The Queen Regent convoked the Spanish

C(^rtes April 20, several da)'s earlier than had

been originally intendcul. Preliminary meet-

ings were held by the several political groups

on the previous day, and the action of the

Congress of the United States was fully dis-

cussed. Sagasta, the Prime Minister, was for

war, and all the political leaders, as well as the

newspapers of the country, loudly echoed the

sentiment. Great excitement attended the

opening of the regular session, and the wildest

enthusiasm in behalf of the young King and

the Oueen Regent prevailed. Surrounded by

a scene of unusual splendor, the royal mother,
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the true American nation will become intoler-

able i)rovocations, which will compel my Gov-

ernment, in defence of the national dignity, to

break off relations with the Government of the

United States.

" In this supreme crisis the voice of Him
who represents divine justice on earth has been

raised in counsels of peace and prudence, to

which my Government has had no difficulty in

hearkening, strong in its consciousness of right

and of its strict performance of its interna-

tional duties.

" If Spain owes gratitude to the Holy Father

for his kind offices in favor of peace at this

critical moment, Spain also rests under an ob-

ligation to the great powers of Europe, who,

by their friendly attitude and disinterested

counsels, have strengthened our conviction

that the cause of Spain deserves universal

sympathy and that her conduct merits unani-

mous approval.
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Spain, it was demanded that said Government at once relinquish its

authority and government in the Island of Cuba, and withdraw its land

and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters; and the President of

the United States was directed and empowered to use the entire land

and naval forces of the United States, and to call into the actual

service of the United States the militia of the several States to such

extent as mi<^ht be necessary to carr)- said resolution into effect ; and
" Wlfl'-RlvAS, In carryin^^ into effect said resolution, the I'resident of

the United States deems it necessar\' to set on fo(>t and maintain a

blockade of the north coast of Cuba, including all ports on said

coast l)etween Cardenas and Bahia Honda and the port of Cienfuegos

on the south coast of Cuba :

"Now, tlierefore, I, William .AIcKinley, Pi-esident of the United

States, in order to enforce the said resolution, do hereby declare and

|)roclaim that the United States of America have instituted and will

maintain a blockade of the north coast of Cuba, in.cluding ports on

said coast between Cardenas and liihia Honda and the port of Cien-

fuegos on the south coast of Cuba, aforesaid, in pursuance of the laws

of the United States and the law of nations applicable to such cases.

An efficient force will be posted so as to prevent the entrance and
" It is possible, however, that an act of aggression is imminent, exit of vessels from the i)orts aforesaid. Any neutral vessel approach-

and that neither the sanctity of our right nor the moderation of ing any of said ports, or attempting to leave the same, without notice

our conduct, nor the express wish of the Cuban people freely man- or knowledge of th(.' establishment of such blockade, will be duly

ifested, may serve to restrain the passions and hatred let loose against warned by the conmiander of the blockading forces, who will endorse

the Spanish fatherland. In anticipation of this critical moment, when on her register the fact, and the date, of such warning, where such

reason and justice will have for their support only Spanish courage endorsement was made; and if the same vessel shall again attem})t to

and the traditional energy of our people, I have hastened the assem- enter any blockaded port, she will be captured and sent to the nearest

bly of the Cortes, and the supreme decision of parliament will doul)t-

less sanction the unalterable resolution of my Government to defend

our rights, whatsoever sacrifices may be imi)osed upon us to accom-

plish this task. In acting thus in um'son with the nation I not only

perform the duty which 1 swore to fulfd when T accepted the regency,

but I also seek to strengthen my mother-lieart with the confident be-

lief that the Spanish people will display a force which nothing can

shake until the time when it will be given to my son to defend in

person the honor of the nation and the integrity of its territory.

*' Though the future looms dark before us, though difficulties sur-

round us, they will not be beyond the powers and energy of our coun-

try, which in the end will triumpli. With an army and navy whose

glorious traditions make courage even more courageous, with a nation

united as one man in the face of foreign aggression, with faith in

God, who has always aided our ancestors in the great crises of our

country's history, we shall, with no less honor than of yore, pass

through this new crisis, which it is sought to bring upon us by prov-

ocations devoid of reason and of justice."

General Woodford's departure from Madrid, on the evening of April LIOII r^ AkTiLLLRV DRiLLlNi; ON TllL RKACII, I'ORT ta.mI'A

21, was not unattended with efforts at violence on the part of the S})an-

iards. By order of the Government, however, he was furnished with a convenient ])ort for such proceedings against her and lier cargo as

guard, and was escorted as far as the boundarv-line on his way to I'aris. prize as ma\- be deemed advisable.

On April 22 the President of the United States proclaimed a block- '^ Neutral vessels l>'ing in any of said j)orts at the time of the estal)-

ade of the north coast of Cuba, including i)oits between Cardenas lishment of such blockade will be allow ed thirt)- days to issue therefrom."

and Bahia Honda, and of the port of Cienfuegos on the south coast :

The proclamation of blockade was followed, on April 23, by the

"Whereas, By a joint resolution passed by the Congress and President's call for 125,000 volunteers :

approved April 20, 1898, and communicated to the Government of

"WlIKRICAS, A joint resolution of Congress was approved on the

twentieth day of April, 1898, entitled 'Joint resolution for the recog-

nition of the indei)eTidence of the i)eo[)]e of Cul)a, demanding that

the Government of Spain relinquish its authority and government

in the Island of Cuba, and withdraw its land and naval forces from

Cuba and Cuban waters, and directing the President of the United

States to use the land and naval forces of the United States to carry

these resolutions into effect'; and

"Whereas, By an act of Congress, entitled 'An act to provide for

temporarily increasing the mihtary establishment of the United States

in time of war, and for other purposes,' approved /\pril 22, 1898, the

President is authorized, in order to raise a volunteer army, to issue

his proclamation calling for volunteers to serve in the army of the

United States:

"Now, therefore, I, William McKinley, President of the United

States, by virtue of the power vested in me by the Constitution and

the laws, and deeming sufficient occasion to exist, have thought fit

to call forth, and hereby do call forth, volunteers to the aggregate

number of 125,000, in order to carry into effect the purpose of the

said resolution ; the same to be apportioned, as far as practicable,
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among the several States and Territories and the District of Cohim-

bia, accordini,^ to population, and to serve for two years, unless sooner

discharged. The details for this object will be immediatelv commu-
nicated to the proper authorities through the War Department."

On the 24th of y\pril a decree was published in Madrid announcing

the existence of a state of war between Spain and the United States,

and outlining the attitude of Spain to the question of privateering.

It was well understood that the United States would not issue letters

of marcpie or permit privateering; but much solicitude was expressed

in luirope and America to know whether Spain would resort to this

mode of warfare, and it was believed that the commercial nations of

luirope would restrain the Spaniards from privateering, and would

not permit the exercise of the right of search, but would insist on the

immunity of ships flying a neutral Hag. The following was the wording

of the royal decree in regard to the right and practice of privateering:

"There is an opinion that the fact that we have not adhered to

the Declaration of I'aris does not exempt us from the duty of re-

specting the princi])les therein enunciated. The princi])le Spain un-

(juestionably refused to admit then was the abolition of privateering.

The Government now considers it most indispensable to make abso-

lute reserve on this point, in order to maintain our libert\^ of action

and uncontested right to have recourse tc privateering when we con-

sider it expedient, first, by organizing immediately a force of cruisers,

auxiliary to the na\'\', which will be com|)osec! of vessels of our mer-

chant marine and with e(|ual distinction in the work of our navv.

^Mgm
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and House of Representatives of the United States of /Vmerica in

Congress assembled :

" 1. That war be, and the same is hereby, declared to exist, and that

war has existed since the 21st day of y\pril, A.l). i (ScjS, including said

day, between the United States of America and the Kingdom of Spain.

"2. That the President of the United States be, and he hereby is,

directed and empowered to use the entire land and naval forces of

the United States, and to call into the actual service of the United
States the mihtia of the several States, to such an extent as may
be necessary to carr\' this act into effect."

RA'miNG, PORT TAMl'A

"The Si)anish Government, upholding its right to grant letters of

marque, will at present confine itself to organizing, with the vessels

of the merchant marine, a force of auxiliary cruiscMs, which will co-

operate with the navy, according to the needs ot the campaign, and
will be under naval control,

"In order to capture the enemy's ships and confiscate tlu- enem\'*s

merchandise and contraband of war under whatever form, the aux-

iliary cruisers will exercise the right ot search on the high seas and
in the waters under the enem}''s jurisdiction, in accordance with intei-

national law and the regulations which will be published/'

On April 25th the I'resident sent to Congress a message urging an

immediate declaration of war. "1 recommend," said he, "the adop-
tion of a joint resolution declaring that a state of war exists between
the United States of .America and the Kingdom of Spain, and 1 urge
speedy action thereon, to the end that the definition of the inter-

national status of the United States as a belligerent power may be
made known, and the assertion of all its rights and the maintenance
of all its duties in the conduct of a public war may be assured,"

Ihis recommendation was quickly and (juietly answered by a bill,

passed by unanimous vote of both houses and approved on the same
(Jay the 25th ---declaring the existence of war from and including

^^l^ril 2 1 St, and re-enacting the provision of the resolution of April
20th directing the President to use all the armed forces of the nation
to carry that act into effect:

" A bill declaring that war exists between the United States of

America and the Kingdom of Spain. Be it enacted by the Senate

On the following day. the 26th of y\pril, the President issued, in fur-

ther fulfilment of international duty, a proclamation announcing the

treatment pro])osed to be accorded to vessels and their cargoes as to

blockade, contraband, the exercise of the right of search, and the im-

munit)' of neutral flags and neutral goods under enemy's flag. " In

the conduct of hostilities," wrote Mr, McKinley some months later,

"the rules of the Declaration of Paris, including abstention from re-

sort to privateering, have l)een olxserved b\' both belligerents, although

lUM'tluM- was a part}' to that declaration/'

Immediate notification ot the (wistence of war was telegraphed to

all the governments with which tlie United States maintained rela-

tions, in ortler that their neiitralit)' might be assured during the war.

To this notification the waricnis governments resj)onded with procla-

mations of neutrality. " It is not among the least gratif\-ing incidents

of the struggle," said the President in his next annual message, " that

the obligations of neutrality were impartially discharged by all, often

under dedicate and difficult circumstances."

The apprehension of coming strife had not been confined to the

two nations immediately invoUed. k>uro])e, more particularly conti-

nental Kurope, had watched with evident concern the approach of the

inevitable crisis ; and some few days after the transmittal to Congress

of the report of the Maine Court of Iiuiuiry Sir Julian Paunceforte,

Ambassador for (ireat Britain at Washington—having first, however,

assured himself that there was no design of menace on the part of

CLEANING UP AFTER DRILL, PORT TAMPA
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definite prolongation of which has become insuffer-

able."

It was thought for a time by some that the recej)-

tion by the American Executive of the European am-
bassadors in a collective capacity had emboldened one

or two of the Continental powers to attempt, a few

days later, the organization of h^urope for the purpose

of a distinct menace against the United States; and

it was said that the President might reasonabl)- have

declined to be addressed by the particular grou}) of

powers " which has of late years assumed to im])ose

its mandates upon all parts of the world." J^ut the

courteous and decisive reply to the joint note of the

powers, from wliich they could onl\' gather that the

United States would act upon its own responsil:)ility

and not upon their suggestion, doubtless put an end

to whatever may have been contemplated of friendly

or unfriendly intervention. On the iSth of April, and
again on the 26th, S|)ain appealed in vain to the pow-
ers

;
while on the other hand attempts were made, with-

out effect, to induce Si)ain to witlidraw from her hostile

attitude. " Idic pretences," sa}'s Senator Eodge, " wcvc
the Continental powers^-appcared before the President with the other over, the wrong which had lived on for three-quarters of a centur)^
representatives of the so-called "concert of luirope " to present a was now to be redressed, the restless, unsettled question was to get
joint note expressing the hope that peace might be maintained. " Tlie its true and right answer at last."

undersigned," the note read, "representatives of Germany, Austria- The severance of diplomatic relations between the United States
Hungary, France, Great Britain, Italy, and Russia, duly authorized in and Spain having changed the official attitude of the republic to
that behalf, address in the name of their resi)ectivc: governments a the insurgents, expeditions were immediately organized to give aid
pressing appeal to the feelings of humanity and moderation of the and sui)port to the Cubans in the way of supplying them with arms.
President and of the AmcM'ican people in their existing differences munitions of war, and supplies, wherever and whenever possible ; and
with Spain. They earnestly hope that further negotiations will lead officers were sent out from the Bureau of Military Information at
to an agreement which, while securing the maintenance of peace, will Washington to attempt the difficult and dangerous enterprise of as-

afford all necessary guarantees for the re-establishment of order

in Cuba. The powers do not doubt that the humanitarian and
disinterested character of this representation will be fully recog-

nized and appreciated by the American nation."

In response to this representation the President lianded to Sir

Julian Pauncefort, as dean of the diplomatic corps, the following

answer of the United States:

"The Government of the United States recognizes the good-

will which has prompted the friendly communication of the rep-

resentatives of Germany, Austria-Hungary, France, Great Britain,

Italy, and Russia, as set forth in the address of your excellencies,

and shares the hope therein expressed tliat the outconu^ of the

situation in Cuba may be the maintenance^ of peace between the

United States and Spain by affording the necessar\- guarantees

for the re-establishment of order in the island, so terminating the

chronic condition of disturbance there which so dee|)ly injures the

interests and menaces the tranquillity of the American nation by the

'•**-^ '

CAVALRY DKl'LOVKl) AS SK I R M ISi I KRS, I'ORl' I'AMI'A

certaining existing conditions m he islands of C'uba and Puerto Rico.

Their efforts were eminently succi^ssful ; :hey penetrated the eiumi\''s

country and obtained most accurate and valuable information regard-
character and consequences of the struggle thus kept up at our doors. ing the position of the military and naval forces, tlu^ defences, and the
besides shocking its sentiment of humanity

"The Government of the United States appreciates the humanita-
rian and disinterested character of the communication now made on

behalf of the powers named, and for its part is confident that equal

appreciation will be shown for its own earnest and unselfish en-

deavors to fulfill a duty to humanity by ending a situation tlie in-

r.^

HOKSKS AND MURES ON THK IMCRF/r RINK, I'ORT lAMTA

topographical and climatic features of the c(nintr\', all of which was
of great value in subsetpuMit militarx' operations.

One of these officers, Eieutenant /Vndrew .Somers Rowan, of the

Nineteenth United States Infantry, charged with a secret mission to

(ieneral (Garcia, landed on the south <^oast of Cuba the day the Span-
ish declaration of war was posted in Madrid. Leaving Washington
on the 9th of April, he liad taken the Atlas Fine steamship Adiron-

dack to Kingston, Jamaica, and had there awaited instructions In-

cable. After completing arrangements for the trip, to which end he

placed himself unreservedly in the hands of agents of the Cuban
Junta in Jamaica, he got his orders and left Kingston on April 23(1,

the day on which President McKiuley signed the i)roclamation c;dl-

ing for 125,000 volunteers, and two days before the formal declara-

tion of war on the part of the United States. He left Kingston,

Jamaica, at two o'clock, and, quietly crossing the l^ritish island in a

northwesterly direction to St. Anns, lie went aboard a little sailinir-

boat, whose captain he facetiously dubbed "my i)irate." One hun-
dred miles brought him to the coast-line of Santiagc^ Province, near
the jutting point wliere the Sierra Maestra lifts its peaks out of the
sea one of them, somewhat nearer Santiago, to a height of eight

thousand four hundred feet, while another, by Portillo, "is a mate,"
said the correspondent of Harrkr's Werria' at the time, "for any
mountain we have between the Mississippi and the Atlantic." Rowan's
"pirate" knew of the movements of the Spanish patrol-boats along
that majestic shore as though he himself controlled theuR He would
not land "el delegado Americano" immediately, but waited until the

I GO
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coast was clear. Then, rimninc:^ in by a place called Gran

Rincon. west of Portillo, he successfully discharo-ed his dutv

to the Junta and to his passeni^er. The latter found him-

self on shore in the care of other friends of free Cuba.

From the coast the first da)''s marcli took Rowan's party

well into the mountains. There the next day was passed in

collectini; provisions U^v the trip to Calixto Garcia's camp.

and in securing- information, too, as to the ij^eneral's where-

abt^uts, for they supposed he was still mox'ini:^ from place

to i)lace, in the manner of insurgents. " We did not know

where he was. We qot our know ledj^e as we went." Rowan
sa\s. On the 28th of April the Spaniards abandoned Ha\'amo.

(larcia entered and established himself comfortabl\' in that

famous old town. A da)- earlier (April 27th) R(^wan's |)art}'

set out across the Sierra Maestra ; on tlie 2(Sth. j)ressini^ on

towards the northeast, the}' j^ot amon;^ the foot - hills ; the

last day of the month found them neariuf^ the ^oal, but

marchin*^- a]on<^ a trail so rou<;"li that the\- were olad tf^ camp
on the rivcM- l^uey, " to swim, and sleej) in hammoeks."

The part}' reached Ha}'amo on the 1st of Maw Here

the\- saw the ])eople who iiad been exiled from the city three years they were rewarded with a beautiful view, not the least characteristic
l)efore. rushin.<( to claim their own ai^ain, now that the insurc^amts were feature in the landscape beino- an enormous palm forest stretching
established m the cit}-. Of a po[)ulation of about thirt}- thousand, northward. Vov hours their course lay through this stately growth
there were some two thousand left in the city; and of this remnant through brush, where the poisonous guao-tree gave lasting proof of
Rowan said the}- were "all insurgents at heart." its presence; then a fortress with walls of coral rock was passed;
The Spanish forts, when he arrived, were smouldering ruins, the and finally they came to the coast and to the saiinas (salt - work.s).

life of the eity beginning again, under changed conditions. In the The work of collecting the sea-water in kettles and evaporating it to
Ha\amo River, a third e)f a mile wide here, women were standing in obtain a supply of salt for the Cuban forces w^as carried on by of-

l;i;i'AklN(; TAeK-MlILKS FOR A MARCH, FOR t TAMPA

the shallows to wash their clothing on the bowlders.

IMie horses of the part\- weic; tied o|)})osite a Cub.m fkig that dis-

tinguished (jcU'ci.i's hecuUjuarters. Rowan was received in an agree-

|AKI\(. l.Hl) Ii()RSi:S ()!• DISMOUNFi;!) SK I R M Isl 1 1: RS K) INK RlvAK. I'ORT lAMTA

fenders in the arni}^ as a form of punishment.

Bre.ikers outside the capes were thundering in a way that seemed
decidedl}' unpleasant when one listened to them, with the little boat

much too small to hold all the party in full view. Even
when the weather grew calm enough for embarking, it

was necessary to send Dr. l^ieta and others back to

(leneral (iarcia, while only six embarked—Lieutenant
Row^in, General Callazo, Hernandez, his chief of staff,

and three sailors. After passing out and laying the

course due north, they met Admiral Sampson's fleet

on its way to Puerto Ivico. Wy a piece of good-luck

the party in the little life-boat overhauled a sjjonging-

steamer with a crew of thirteen negroes, who earried

them into Nassau. There the American consul made
arrangenuMits for sending Rowan by the schooner lu'crr

less to Key West, .it which place he arrived hve weeks

after his departure from Washington.

Lieutenant Rowan saitl that while crossing tlie island
able office, where he delivered the despatches that had been intrusted he felt as safe as though lie had been going up-town from Franklin
to him by the (Government of th(> U nit ed States. Scpiare to his hotel in New York. The impression he received of

'fhe /Xmerican delegate was invited to breakfist with tin- Cul)an (iareia and his men was distinctly favorable. \\c spoke of Garcia as
general; and tlien there was a "long talk," says Rowan, "and de a man of honor, who would keep his .igreement made with the Guv-
sp.itches passed between us, j\\ five o'clock he announced that he ernment of the United States to the extent of his ability,

had his despatches all ready, and asked me if 1 could start north, as While Lieutenant Rowan w^ls making his way from Cuba to Key
he wished to get his replies to the United States (Government as West, Lieutenant Henry H. Whitney, of the Military Liformation
soon as possible. He detailed (General Callazo, Colonel Hernandez, I^urean, an oflker noted for his skill in drawing and map -making,
and Dr. i^ieta. an expert on the diseases of that section, to accom- left Key West on a secret mission to l^uerto Rico. He spent two
pany me."

With these companions Rowan started awa\' that evenine. crossini:

Bayamo River, and camping near the Canto River before midnight.
At sunrise the next morning they took u[) the march again, crossed
the f'auto at Canto el Paso, and then made their wa\' through tropi-

cal jungle and over meadow-land, until, at Las AreMias. they went
into camp ior the night. Near Arenas they found a fortification

eonstructed during the 'feu Years' War. Next morning the}' started

at sunrise, and reached X'ictoria de las 'l\inas, outside of which ruined
town they met a force of (Aibans, about five hundred men. encamped
near a place called Piedras. Rowan inspected the fortifications, and
studied the plan of the siege by which (Garcia eaptured the town in

August, 1897, and on passing through Victoria de las Tunas di.s-

eovered that not a single building was habitable "the whole tiiiu",'

said he," was razed to the ground."
A long ride—about fifty-one miles, according to Callazo's compu-

tations—brought Rowan and his party to a hill called Daman uecos.
^vt the foot of which they camped. And now% being within striking

distance of the north coast, they devoted a day to preparations for

the voyage, making sails out of the canopies of their hammocks and
the like. Climbing to the top of the peak early the following day, CORORED CAVALRY DETRAINING AT PORT TAMPA
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weeks in exploring, under dis<guise,

the southern part of the ishmd. " At

one time," said a correspondent, " his

role was that of newspaper corre-

spondent ; at another time he had

all the appearance of beino a mem-

ber of the crew of the steamship

that took him to I'once. While t^o-

ing about among the Fuertoricpienos

he permitted his hosts to assume that

he was an English officer." lie col-

lected valuable information for use

in planning the Puerto Rican cam-

paign, and reached the United States

in safety after an absence of about a

month.

The first expedition with arms

and supplies for the Cubans was

started from Key West under the

direction of Colonel R. II. Mall,

Fourth Infantry. It landed on the

coast under charge of Captain J.J.

O'Connell, First United States In-

fantry, Lieutenant W. M. Crofton,

First Infantry, being the fust officer

to land on Cuban soil after the com-

mencement of hostilities. Several

other expeditions were made by

Colonel J. II. Dorst, Ficutenant C.

r. Johnson, Tenth Cavalry, and oth-

ers. An important expedition under

Lieutenant-Colonel Dorst, U.S.V.,

sailed from Key West to the north

of Nassau, New Providence ;
thence

directly south, landing at the har

bor of Banes, on the north coast

of Cuba, which had been held dur-

ing the Three Years' War by the

Cubans, where he remained five

LlKUTKNANr ROWAN'S ROUl'K ACROSS CUliA

'I'lic Dotted riiie is tlie r.(umdary between Saiiti.ii;n de Ciil,).i and I'lieito Priueipc

days, landing a steamer load of the

munitions of war most needed, in-

cluding 7500 rifles, 1,000,000 car-

tridges, 5000 uniforms, and other

material needed by the 10,000 Cu-

bans under General (larcia.

Also a strong expedition was or-

ganized, consisting (~)f 5000 men,

under the command of the senior

officer then at Tam|)a, Major-Gen-

cral \Y. R. Shafter, the olojective

point being Tunas, on the south

side of Cuba, where it was expected

to open communication with the

forces under General Gomez and

support and co-operate with him

in that mountain region, and also

to furnish all the supplies needed

by that force. This expedition,

when full}/ prejoared, was delayed

on account of the movement of a

Spanish fleet from Cape Verde Isl-

ands to the waters of the West

Indies, and the movement of the

American troops was suspended

awaiting the result of an expected

naval confiict. This movement was

thus referred to by the Secretary

of War in his annual report for

1 898 .

" Soon after the declaration of

war, a movement was contemplated

looking to the investment of Ha-

vana, and orders to that effect were

issued, and also for a reconnaissance

in force along the south coast of Cuba

;

but the movement of the enemy's

fieet changed these plans and culmi-

nated in the campaign of Santiago."

NINTH UNITED STATES INFANTRY IN LINE, TORT TAMPA, FLORIDA
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MOBILIZING THE AMERICAN ARMY
The merchant marine and the millionaire's

yacht were prepared for battle, and the re-

sponse to the call for volunteers in the army

was no less " instant and complete." The

sailor and the soldier alike stood ready for the

defence of the coast. The gatherinc^ of the

North Atlantic fleet in Southern waters had

its counterpart in the convergence of infantry,

ca\alry, and artillery at points of vantage in

the Southern States. And when the Asiatic

lleet was heard from it was found that an army

corps, with its artillery, supplies, and trans-

])orts, had been (juietly gathering for a voyage

across the wide Pacific.

Adjutant-General Menry C. Corbin reported

the strength of the army of the United States

on the 1st of April, 1898, as follows:

maI()r-(;i:nkral wkslia: merritt, u.s. a.

(Jcneral officers and staff corj)S

Cavalry
Artillery .

Infantry
Miscellaneous

Total

Officers
Knlisted

men

53^ ' 2,026

437
288

886

6,047

44<^^'

12,828— ^53

2,143 26,040
major-(;i:nkrai, joiin r. brooke, u.s. a.

Ar the breaking- out of the war between

the United States and Spain the prob-

lem was largely a naval one. '' Until

the (4ucstion of superiority%" said the Major-

General commanding the army, " between our

navy and the Spanish nav\% or such naval

forces as might be furnished by any other

European power or combination of powers

supporting the Spanish Government, was de-

termined, military o])erations had to be deter-

mined liy the success of our naval forces."

Hut while this consideration dul)' affected all

the warlike preparations on the part of the

United .States, the activity displayed in the

navy^ was fidly paralleled in the army. " h^very^

nerve," said the I'resident, " was strained to

meet the emergency." War vessels were put

in the best trim possible, and the units of the

arniv were recruited to their fidl war strength.

71

BRIG.-GENERAL WIELLVM R. SIIAFTER, U.S.A.

(Major-General, U. S. V.)

12

By act of Congress of March 8 the artillery

arm was increased, as alreatU' related, by two

regiments, the additional organizations to be

composed of twelve batteries each, two of

which in each regiment to be organized, at

the discretion of the President, as field artil-

lery. These regiments were designated in or-

ders as the Sixth and Seventh, respectively, the

heackpiarters of the Si.xth established at l^'ort

McIIenry, Maryland, and those of the Seventh

at h^ort Slocum, Long Lsland, New VcM'k, the

nucleus of each battery to be formed by the de-

tail of fifteen enlisted men obtained by trans-

fer from existing batteries other than those on

tlie Pacific coast.

Under general orders dated April 20 the

equipment of each battery^ of light artillery

was directed to include six guns and caissons,

one combined forge and battery wagon, and

one hundred horses.

An act of Congress, approved April 22, con-

stituted the Regular y\rmy one of two branches

of the army of the United .States in time of

war, tlie second branch being designated as

the Volunteer Army ; and on the following

day the President i.ssued his call for 125,000

volunteers, which was supplemented a month

later by a call for 75,000 additional volun-

teers.

C)n the 26th of April, the day following tlie

form;d declaration of war on the part of the

United States, an act was passed providing

for a considerable increase of the Regular

Army. It {)rescribed the peace organization of

each regiment of infantry—to consist of two

battalions of four companies each and two

immanned companies— and authorized the

I'resident, upon a declaration of war, to estab-

lish a third battalion of four companies each

in the infantry^ arm, and increased the enlisted

strength of a company of infantry to 106;

that of a troop of cavalry to lOO; of a battery

of heavy artillery to 200 ; of each battery of

light artillery to 173; of each company of

engineers to 150; and of the signal corps by

the addition of 10 corporals, lOO first-class

privates, and 40 .second-class privates. Under

169

the authority thus given a tliird battalion was

established for each regiment of infantry, and

a sufficient number, not less than 20, of non-

commissioned officers and men selected with

reference to their ability to assist in the in-

struction of the recruits, were ordered to t)e

transferred to the new companies from other

companies of the same regiment; and the

comj)any, tro(^p, and batterv organizations

provided for in that act were ordered recruited

to their war strength.

Under the authority conferred upon the

I'resident by the act approved April 26, to

add one second lieutenant to each battery of

artillery^ when recruited t(^ its war strength, he

directed, somewhat later, an increase of the

artillery arm of the service by the addition of

84 second lieutenants over and above the num-

ber provided for by act of the 8th of March.

BRIG-GENERAL JAMES F. WADE, U. S. A.

(Major-General, U. S. V.)



Major George S. Hotiart, Major F. von Schroeder

A'~Mst.nit \(liul 'iil-l.( Ml r il ("hu-f Ou irtcrma^tcr

Lieut. -Col. Curtis Guild, Jr., Major Russell B. Harrison, I.ieut. C. P. Carboiinell, I .ieut. AlKfrtio-i S irton,, 1 leut. }-it/hui,'li I ee, Ir.

Inspector-GcMCral Assistant I iispector-C.encral Aide \i'!'-
'^ "'

Ciptaiu R. I'. K Mrdiie,

Assistant Adjutant-General

Major \V. R. I.ivcrniore,

Cliiel I-,ns,niii.-er

Ll. lit. I ol o, 1 . Wond,
Chief ( oinnn^s<ii>

.MAJOR-GF.NKRAL FITZIILKiir LKK, U. S. V.,ANI) STAFF

From a I'lioto.sjrapl), CdjiyriKl't, IS'.tS, by (). P. Haven

The strength of the Rcf^nil.ir Army of the

United States, for each of the four months

following the outbreak of hostilities, is exhib-

ited in the table on page 172.

Three hundred and eighty-seven officers of

the Regular Army were nominated and con-

firmed in the several grades in the Volunteer

Army, as here indicated :

BRIG.-GENERAL WILLIAM M. GRAHAM, U. S. A.

(Majnr-( General, U. S. V.)

1 5 inaior-o-enerals.

45 bri<^afiier-<2;enerals.

58 assistant adjutant-<4cnerals.

16 inspector-i^enerals.

3 judi^e-advocatcs.

43 quartermasters.

21 commissaries of sul)sistence.

44 suri^eons.

1 paymaster.

22 ent^iiieers.

2 1 ordnance olFicers.

12 sii^iial otTicers, and

86 field officers of volunteer res.(inients.

" lUit in war" -to use the words of Mr.

Chamberlin—" the main reliatice of a country

like the United States is supposed to be not

in its regular army, but in its volunteers.

With us ' the army,' in case of such a war,

ceases to mean the regular standing army, and

comes to mean the volunteer citizen army."

To create and put into the field this volunteer

citizen force, laws were made at the national

capital, calls were issued from the White

House, and communication was had with the

various governors as commanders-in-chief of

the National Guard of their several States

;

and in less than one week from the issuance

of the call for volunteers the forces began to

arrive at the points of rendezvous for State

troops.

While the changes were being effected,

therefore, which residted in a substantial aug-

mentation of the Regular Army, as above de-

scribed, the Volunteer Army was brought into

being by act of Congress and call of the Pres-

ident. The joint resolution, approved on the

20th of April, demanding that Spain relinquish

its authority and government in the Island of

170

Cuba and withdraw its land and naval forces

from Cuba and Cuban waters, authorized the

President to use the land and naval forces of

the United States to carry the resolve into

effect. Congress followed this pregnant act

by the passage of a bill, approved yXpril 22,

providing " for the temporary incrt:ase of the

military establishment of the United States."

15RIG.-GENERAL JOHN J. C'OPRINGER, U.S.A.

(Major-General, U. S. V.)
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ENGINEERS EROM WEST POINT ARRIVING AT PORT TAMPA

By this law the organized and active land

forces were declared to consist of the Regular

Army and of the militia of the several States

when called into service, constituting two

branches designated, respectively, as the Regu-

larArmy and the VolunteerArmy of the United

States. It provided that " when the members

of any company, troop, battery, battalion, or

regiment of the organized militia of any State

shall enlist in the Volunteer Army in a body, as

Finally, by the act ap-

proved May II, Congress

authorized, in addition to

the volunteer forces pro-

vided by the act of April

22, the organization of a

volunteer brigade of engi-

neers from the nation at

large, to consist of not

more than three regi-

ments, and not more than

3500 men, possessing the

special qualifications for

engineer troops ; the offi-

cers of this bric^ade to be

appointed by the Secre-

tary of War. The same

act authorized also the

organization of an addi-

tional volunteer force, not

exceeding 10,000 men,

possessing immunity from disease incident to

tropical climates, the officers of this force to

be appointed by the President by and with

the advice of the Senate.

Under the authority conferred upon him by

the joint resolution of April 20 and the act of

April 22, the President issued his first procla-

mation, dated April 23, calling for volunteers

to the number of 125,000 men, to be appor-

tioned, as far as practicable, among the several
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Organization

General officers and staffs

Cavalry
Arlillery

Infantry
Miscellaneous ....

Total*

Enlistments in Regular Army

May

Enlisted

[line

Offi-

July

Enlisted

A ugust

Offi Offi- Enlisted 1 Offi- Enlisted

cers men cers men cers men
1

cers men

,S3S 2,674 535 5,012 550 \ 6,553 ! 548 7,980

43S 7.835 430 9,912 419 10,591 419 11,594

T,0^ 7,560 317 9,065 369 1 1,308 369 12,454

916 15,296 916 17.333 989 18,883 987 22,458
— 8,569

41.934 2,198

8,191

2.327

6,496

53.831 2.323

1.879

2,191 49.513 56.365

— 9.569 9,3,1 -— 6.586 — 3,400

"" Includes 5,3()5 men of hospital corps, which are exclusive of authoiized strength.

such company, troop, battery, battalion, or regi-

ment, the regiinental, company, troop, battery,

and battalion officers in service with the militia

organization thus enlisting tnay be appointed

by the governors of the States and Territories,

and shall when so appointed be officers of cor-

responding grades in the same organization

when it shall have been received into the ser-

vice of the United States as a part of the Vol-

unteer Army." It further provided that the

President might authorize " the Secretary of

War to organize companies, troops, battalions,

or regiments, possessing special qualifications,

from the nation at large, not to exceed three

thousand men, under such rules and regulations,

including the appointtiient of the officers thereof,

as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War."

The same law authorized the recruitment to

their maximum strength of all the accepted

organizations in the volunteer force and pro-

vided for the organization of regular and vol-

unteer troops into divisions of three brigades,

each brigade to be composed of three or more

regiments, and authorized the President, when-

ever three or more divisions were present in

the same army, to organize them into army

corps, each corps to consist of not more than

three divisions. Not more than one officer

of the Regular Army could hold a commis-

sion in any one of the regiments of the Vol-

unteer Army at the same time.

States, Territories, and the District of Colum-

bia, according to population, to serve for two

years unless sooner discharged.

The apportionment under this call, aggre-

gating five regiments and seventeen troops of

cavalry, sixteen batteries of light artillery, one

regiment and seven batteries of heavy artil-

lery, one hundred and nineteen regiments and

ten battalions of infantry, was as follows:

Alabama: Two regiments and one battalion of in-

fantry.

Arkansas: Two ref^iments of infantry.

California: Two regiments

and two battalions of infantry ;

four batteries of heavy artillery.

Colorado: One regiment of

infantry.

Connecticut: One regiment

of infantry, one battery of light

artillery, and two batteries of

heavy artillery.

Delaware : One regiment of

infantry.

Florida : One regiment of ]^

infantry.

Georgia : Two regiments of

infantry and two batteries of

light artillery.

Idaho : Two battalions of

infantry.

Illinois : Seven regiments of

infantry, one battery of light

artillery, and one regiment of

cavalry.

Indiana: Four regiments of

infantry and two batteries of

light artillery. STREET I
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Iowa: Four regiments of infantry.

Kansas: Three regiments of infantry.

Kentucky : Three regiments of infai.try and two

troops of cavalry.

Louisiana: Two regiments of infantry.

Maine: One regiment of infantry and one battery

of heavy artillery.

Maryland: One regiment of infantry.

Massachusetts: Four regiments of infantry and one

regiment of heavy artillery.

Michigan: l'V)ur regiments of infantry.

Minnesota: Thre(; regiments of infantry.

Mississippi: Two regiments of infantry.

Missouri: Five regiments of infantrx' and one l)at-

tery of light artillery.

Montana: One regiment of infantry.

Nebraska: Two regiments of infantry.

Nevada. One troop of cavalry.

New Mamj)shire: One regiment of infantry.

New Jersey: Three regiments of infantry.

New York: Twelve regiments of infantry and two

trooj)s of cavalry.

N(;rth Carolina- Two regiments and one battalion

of infantry.

North Dakota: Two battalions of infantry.

Ohio: Eight regiments of infantry, eight troops of

cavalry, and four batteries of light artillery.

Oregon: One regiment of infantry.

Pennsylvania: Fifteen regiments of infantry, three

batteries of light artillery, and three troops of cavalry.

Rhode Island: One regiment of infantry.

South Carolina: One regiment and one battalion

of infantry, one battery of heavy artillery.

South Dakota: One regiment of infantry.

Tennessee: Three regiments of infantry,

Texas: Three regiments of infantry and one regi-

ment of cavalry.

Utah : Two batteries of light artillery and one troo|>

of cavalry.

Vermont: One regiment of infantry.

Virginia: Three regiments of infantry.

Washington: One regiment of infantry.

West Virginia: One regiment of infantry.

Wisconsin: Three regiments of infantry.

Wyoming: One battalion of infantry.

District of Columbia: One regiment of infantry.

On the 25th of the following month the

President issued his second proclamation call-

ing for the additional force of 75,000 men. It

was determined to utilize so much of this ad-

ditional force as was necessary to bring up the

several State organizations in service to the

full legal strength, the remainder to be appor-

tioned among the several States and Terri-

tories according to their respective quotas as

nearly as possible. The apportionment under

this second call comprised sixteen batteries of

light artillery, three battalions of heavy^ artil-

lery, and twenty-two regiments, ten battalions,

and forty-six companies of infantiy:

Alabama: Two l)attalions of infantry.

California: One regiment of infantry.

Colorado : One battery of light artillery.

Connecticut: One regiment of infantry.

Georgia: One regiment of infantry.

Illinois: Two regiments of infantry.

Indiana: One regiment and two com panics of infantry.

Iowa : Two batteries of light artillery.

N CAMP, NINTH CAVALRY, PORT TAMPA
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Kansas: Two battalions of infantry.

Kentuci<y : One regiment of infantry.

Louisiana: Three batteries of b'ght artillery.

Maine : Three batteries of heavy artillery.

Marx'land : One battalion of infantr\-.

Massachusetts: One regiment of infantry.

Michigan : One regiment of infantr}'.

Minnesota: One regiment of infantry.

Mississipi^i : Si.x companies of infantry.

Missouri : One regiment of infantry.

Nebraska: One regiment of infantry.

Neyafia : Four companies of infantry.

New jersey : One regiment of infantry.

New York : Three regiments of infantry and three

batteries of light artillery.

North Carolina: Seven companies of infantry.

Ohio: One regiment and nine companies of infantry.

Oregon : Two batteries of light artillery.

Pennsxhania : I'^lex'cn companies of infantry.

Rhode Island : Two batteries of light artillery.

South Carolina: Two battalions of infantry.

Temiessee: One regiment of infantry.

Texas : One regiment of infantry.

Utah : One battery of light artillery.

Virginia: Tvyo battalions of infantry.

stri:ngth of the volunteer army for the four months preceding the outbreak of hostilities

OkGAMZA IION

Maior-(ienerals
Hrigadier-Cienerals

Adjutant-Cieneral's Department . . ,

Ins[)eclor-(ienerars I)ei)artment .

judge-Adyocate-Cienerars Department
Ouartermaster-Cieneral's Department .

Suf)sistenc-e Dei)artment
Medical De[)artment
i^ay Department
Cori>s of [{ngineers

Ordnance Dei)artment
Signal Corps
Engineers
Cavalry
Heavy Artillery

Light Artillery

Li fan try

May

Offi-

Total

1

1

^5

54
'9

6

34
-5

'9

12

lO

ID

285

69
5.562

6,224

Eidisted

men

5.972

1,836

1,706

109,066

I 18,580

1 KI'.NC.IH OF I'HE VoLUNiKKR Army

June July A

Offi-

ugust

Offi- Enlisted Offi- Enlisted Enlisted
cers men cers men cers men

12 — 18 — 21

70 -- 70 — 71 —
98

1

100 —
99 —

30
\

27 — 25 —
7

!

8 — 8 —
82

1

114 — 121 —
87 106 — 108 —
84 99 — 113 —
65: - 80 — 86 —

.

24
1

'- 28 — 28 —
— 20 — 24 —

.

IO[ 897 1 12 1,089 III 1,173
8[ 704 108 2,458 150 3,286

292 6,920 292 7,221 289 7,003
83 2,010 93 2,540 92 2,570
84 2,979 120 4,405 120 4,265

5-9<'^9 139,845

153.355

7.238

8,633

185,748

203,461

7,319 188,947

7,169 8,785 207,244
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Washington: One battalion of infantry.

West Virginia: One regiment of infantry.

Wisconsin : One regiment of infantry and one bat-

tery of light artillery.

Wyoming: One battery of light artillery.

Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Lidian Territory:
One regiment of infantry.

In view of the imminence of war and in

anticipation of the action of Congress and of

the call of the President for volunteers, reg-u-

lations were issued for the guidance and

government of prospective mustering of^cers,

whose duty it would be to inspect the vol-

unteer organizations that would be offered

for muster into the service of the United
States.

The patriotic response of the several States

under the first call for volunteers and the

activity of the officers detailed for duty in

mustering troops is indicated by the fact that

by May 31, a little more than a month after the

President's call, nearly 125,000 men had been

mustered into service. The mustering in of

the three regiments of cavalry was completed

by May 30 ; that of the ten regiments of im-

munes by July 30 ; that of the three regiments

of engineers by August 20, the last volunteer

organization being mustered in August 24,,

1898.

The table on page 174 shows the aggregate

strength of the Regular and of the Volunteer
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armies for each of the months of May, June,

July, and August.

As already stated, a comprehensive rear-

rangement of the several geographical depart-

ments into which, for facility of military

administration, the United States had been

divided, was ordered early in the year. Two
new departments—those of the Lakes and of

the Gulf—were created ; the Department of

the Missouri was reconstituted ; the depart-

ments of the Platte and of Texas discontinued,

and the geographical limits of other depart-

ments were rectified by General Orders issued

one month prior to the date of the War
Message.
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The southern and south-

western portion of the old

Department of the East was

erected into a new depart-

ment, that of the Gulf, and

the States of Ohio, Kentucky,

and Tennessee were trans-

ferred to the new Depart-

ment of the Lakes. The new

Department of the East con-

sisted of the New England

States, the States of New
York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware, Maryland,

West Virginia, Virginia, and

the District of Columbia.

The declaration of war with

Spain made the defence of

the entire Atlantic seaboard

against possible attack a ques-

tion of the utmost importance

FIFTH INFANTRY AT DRILL, I'ORT TAMPA—ON THF FIRIN(;-LINF

Territories of Arizona and

New Mexico. The State of

Wyoming, as described above,

was taken from the Depart-

ment of the Platte,

The States of California and

Nevada constituted the De-

partment of California until

July 12, 1898, when, by a

Presidential order of that

date, the Hawaiian Islands

and their dependencies— an-

nexed to the United States

by the resolution of Congress

approved July 7, 1898—^were

attached to and included in

the Department of California.

The territorial limits of the

Department of the Columbia

were extended eastward by

C.....V... ^.^ ^^. With this The Department of Dakota consisted of the addition of so much of the State of Idaho

object in view the governors of the several the States of Minnesota, North and South as had heretofore been included in the Depart-

littoral States were freely consulted and their Dakota, Montana, and so much of Wyoming ment of the Platte. On the declaration of

active co-operation enlisted in favor of pro- and Idaho as was embraced in the Yellow- war with Spain the Fourteenth Infantry, ex-

viding temporary garrisons, drawn from the stone National Park. Part of the State of cept two companies left in Alaska, and four

State militias, for those exposed points where South Dakota and the Yellowstone National troops of the P^ourth Cavalry, were withdrawn

no defences containing heavy guns existed. Park were added to this department from from this department to form part of the Phil-

or where the defences had either no garri- the discontinued Department of the Phitte. ippine expedition, while the Sixteenth Infan-

sons or only small ones. Infantry supports The old Department of the Missouri was try was ordered to the camp established at

were drawn, while war was in progress, from dismembered, the States of Missouri, Kan- Chattanooga.

The Department of the Pacific was created

AGGREGATE STRENGTH OF THE RECJULAR AND VOLUNTEER ARMIES FOR MAY, JUNE, JULY, AND AU(;UST, .898

Officers . . .

Enlisted men .

Grand total

NLay

S

<

fc/3

June

^^

t>» 2
u
<

S-i

<v

t/3

Zj ^ u,

bJD
—

'

tx-

<u c bfi

2,191

4T.934

44.125

6,2241 ^'4'5' 2.198: 7,169; 9.367

lulv August

t/3

t/3

>->

^. s
G ^
^ tH OJ

r^
0) 03

^ c u
ty: -^ Zti

OJ Q tn
'/ > —

1

.327^ 8,633 10,960^ 2,323^ 8,785 11,108

ii8!58o'i6o!5i449.5i3 153.355 202,868 53.93'|203,46i 257,392 56,365'207, 244 263,609
•^

i _ j

'

I
„ J I

i24,8o4li68.929l5i,7ii|i6o,524:2i2,235|56,258j2i2,094j268,352 58,688216,029 274,717

May 16; the Department of Santiago—includ-

ing Cuba and the islands and keys adjacent

and belonging thereto—August 10; and the

Department of Puerto Rico, October i, 1898.

On the 15th of April the regiments of the

Regular Army, with few exceptions, were or-

dered to proceed to designated points in the

South. These points were : Tampa, Florida ;

Mobile, Alabama; Chickamauga, Georgia ; and

New Orleans, Louisiana. The regiments came

from Washington, Idaho, California, Wyoming,

Montana, the Dakotas, Minnesota, Missouri,

Oklahoma, Arkansas, and, in fact, from nearly

some of the volunteer infantry, heavy artil- .sas, and Arkansas, and Indian and Oklahoma all the forts then occupied, some thirty in num-

lery, and light batteries organized under the Territories being constituted part of the new ber. April 23 the troops assembled in the

first call for troops, and the organizations department of the same name, and the States Chickamauga National Park, Camp George PI.

were recruited to war strength of twelve com- of Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois Thomas, were constituted a Provisional Army

panics. The number of men so utilized was, transferred to the newly created Department Corps under Major-General John R. Brooke,

approximately, 12,000. The troops while em- of the Lakes. The States of Iowa and Ne- Py direction of the President, May 7, 1898,

ployed as garrison supports were constantly braska, included in the new department, were seven army corps were constituted, embracing

drilled, and the discipline and efficiency attain- taken from the Department of the Platte, which both the Regular and Volunteer branches of

ed were highly creditable to the character and was abolished. the army, and later, June 21, the forces com-

length of service of the several organizations. The Department of the Colorado consisted prising the Philippine expedition were consti-

After the suspension of hostilities the infantry of the States of Wyoming (except so much tuted an army corps to be known as the Eighth.

supports were transferred to inland camps. thereof as was embraced in the Yellowstone The iMrst Army Corps, Major-General John

This Department of the Lakes consisted of National Park), Colorado, and Utah, and the R. Brooke, United States Volunteers, com

the States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Illi-

nois, and Indiana, taken from the old

Department of the Missouri, and of the

States of Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennes-

see, taken from the Department of the

East. The concentration, at an early

date, of most of the military organiza-

tions in this department almost stripped

it of troops, leaving but one officer and

a small detachment at each post to guard

public property.

The Department of the Gulf, in which

the troops were to be concentrated, con-

sisted of the States of South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and Missis-

sippi, taken from the Department of the

East, and of the State of Texas, which

constituted the Department of Texas,

discontinued.

±}$
irtj-:

manding, and the Third Army Corps,

Major-General James F. Wade, United

States Army, commanding, were organ-

ized at Camp Thomas, Georgia. Their

combined strength on the last day of

the months of April, May, June, July,

and August was as follows :

MoN III

i\pril ....
May ....
June ....
July . . . .

Autrust . . .

Officers

383
2,191

2,004

1,563

436

Enlisted

men

6,328

42,036

56,544
42,260

12,725

«^.««E<*^%
^ >.
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In July the Plrst Division of the First

Corps, under General Wilson, was de-

tailed for duty in Puerto Rico, and in

the following month the Second and
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Third divisions of that corps

were sent to Lexington, Ken-

tucky, and Knoxville, Ten-

nessee, respectively. The
Third Army Corps remained

at Chickamauga throughout

the summer.

The Second Army Corps,

M aj o r - G e n c ra 1 \V i 1 1 iam M

.

Graham, United States Vol-

unteers, commanding, was or-

ganized at Camp i\lger, near

Falls Church, Virginia. It

having been determined in

the latter part of July to dis-

continue Camp Alger, a new

site for a camp was selected

near Middletown, lYmnsylva-

nia (called " Camp Meade ").

The Second Division of the corps commenced

to move about August 2, and early in Septem-

ber the remainder of the corps left the first-

named camp. The strength of the corps for

the months from May to August is given be-

low, the figures for the last month including

the trooj)s at Camp Meade :

THE COLOR OF Tl IK RKGIMHNT JOINS TIIK RESERVE

IMoN'I'H

May .

I
line .

July .

Auiiust

Officers

342

54«

4'

3

Enlisted

men

7.45^^

20,053
'3.4H5

9.933

States Volunteers, command-
ing, with headquarters at Camp
Thomas, failed of organiza-

tion, and General Wilson was

assigned to the command of

the First Division of the

First Corps.

The Seventh Army Corps,

Major-General F'itzhugh Lee,

United States Volunteers,

commanding, was organized

at Tampa, May 29. General

Lee having been authorized

to establish his headquarters

at Jacksonville, the corps re-

moved to that place May 31,

with the exception of the First

Division, which remained at

Tampa.

A division. General Schvvan's, of the Fourth

Army Corps, at Mobile, was transferred June

20 to the camp at Miami, Florida, and on the

23d of that month was designated as the

First Division of the Seventh Army Corps.

This division was subsequently transferred

from Miami to Jacksonville.

UNriEl) STATES TRANSl'ORFS AT PORT lAiMPA WAIITNG TO CARRY TROOPS TO CUBA

MoNIH

May
June ....
July
AuiJfust ....

Officer;

9(>3

887
802
768

Enlisted

men

17,406

22,624

21,373
20,686

The organization of the Fourth Army Corps,

Major- General John J. Coppinger, United

States Volunteers, commanding, was begun at

Mobile. On the 2d of June the corps com-

menced the march to Tampa, and on July 23

the Third Division was transferred to Fernan-

dina, Florida. The corps having been ordered

to Huntsville, Alabama, the movement was

begun August 11, and by the end of the

month the only troops of the corps remaining

at 1 ampa w^as one officer and twenty -nine

men of the Signal Corps. The strength

present on the last day of each month named
was as follows

:

The Fifth Army Corps, Major-General Will- The following was the strength of this corps

iam R. Shafter, United States Volunteers, com- present on the last day of the months named :

manding, was organized at Tampa.

It embarked for Santiago June 7 and

sailed June 14. The strength present

on the last day of each month named

was as follows :

Month

May .

June
July .

AULTUSt

Officers

769
791
840
518

Enlisted

men

15.657

14.945
18,619

14.347

The repatriation of the Fifth Corps,

excepting the sick in hospital, was

completed August 24—seventy days

from date of sailing from Tampa.

The Sixth Army Corps, Major-

General James H. Wilson, United
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CAMP BA(iC;AGK AND EQUIFA(iE, SIXHI INFANTRY,

I AiVlPA

MoN'ni

May
June ....
"July

Auj^ust . . . ,

OtFicers
Kniisled

men

496 8.847

781 IH.375

909 23- 193
1,025 27.817

sylvania Infantry, four companies of

the Eighteenth and four companies of

the Twenty-third United States Infan-

try, two batteries of Utah artillery, and

a detachment of United States Engi-

neers—a total of 158 officers and 3428

enhsted men—arriving at their desti-

nation July 17.

The third expedition, under the

command of Generals Merritt, United

States Army, commanding corps, and

MacArthur, United States Volunteers,

sailed June 27 and 29, and consisted

of four companies of the Eighteenth

and four companies of the Twenty-

third United States Infantry, four bat-

teries of the Third United States Ar-

tillery, one company of United States

Engineers, First Idaho, First Wyo-

ming, Thirteenth Minnesota, and First

North Dakota Infantry, the A.stor Bat-

tery, and detachments of the hospital

and signal corps— a total of 197 offi-

cers and 4650 enlisted men—which ar-

tachments

—

a. total of 50 officers and 846 en-

listed men— arriving at destination August 24.

The seventh expedition, under command of

Eieutenant- Colonel Lee Stover, of the First

South Dakota Infantry, sailed July 29, and

consisted of four companies of the First South

Dakota and a detachment of recruits—a total

of 25 officers and 814 enlisted men— arriving

at destination August 31.

The total forces of the seven expeditions

made a grand total of 641 officers and 15,058

enlisted men. Other troops (beginning October

19) were afterwards sent to the Philippines.

The number of troops remaining at San

Francisco after the sailing of these seven ex-

peditions, and who had been designated for

the Philippines, was on the last day of each

month as follows :

-*Mn

*;^i^.*'

Month

May .

June
July.
August

Officer;

523

395
276
258

'f^*: -igH
^^^^

I'hilisted

men

10,793
1 1 ,660

7.47^

5,9<^«

The Eighth Army Corps, Major General

Wesley Merritt, United States Army, com-

manding, embraced the forces comprising an

expedition to the Philippines, the troops being

concentrated at San Francisco and forwarded

to Manila at different dates.

The first expedition for Manila, under com-

mand of General T. M. Anderson, United

States Volunteers, consisting of the First Cali-

fornia Infantry, Second Oregon Infantry, five

companies P^ourteenth United States Infantry,

and a detachment of California artillery— i i 5

officers and 2386 enlisted men— sailed May

25, arriving off Manila June 30.

The second expedition, under the command

of General F. V. Greene, United States Vol-

unteers, sailed June 15, and consisted of the

First Colorado, P^irst Nebraska, Tenth Penn-

;4 . :
,

''««*s**i|iiH

.;:#j^#|^

-nA?i"
5*-,
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rived at their destination July 25

and 31.

The fourth expedition, under

command of General E. S. Otis,

United States Volunteers, sailed

July 15, and consisted of six troops

of the P\)urth United States Cav-

alry, two batteries of the Sixth

United States Artillery, five com-

panies of the Fourteenth United

States Infantry, and detachments

of recruits—a total of 42 officers

and 1640 enlisted men ^— and ar-

rived at its destination August 21.

The fifth expedition, under com-

mand of Colonel H. C. Kessler, of

the P'irst Montana Infantry, sailed

July 19, and consisted of the P'irst

Montana Infantry and a detach-

ment of recruits—a total of 54 offi-

cers and 1294 enlisted men—arriv-

ing at destination August 24.

The sixth expedition, under com-

mand of General H.G.Otis, United

States Volunteers, sailed July 23,

and consisted of eight companies

of the First South Dakota and de-
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General Nelson A Miles, United States

Army, the Major- General commanding the

army of the United States, sailed from Guan-

tanamo, Cuba, July 2 1, with a force of 3554 of-

ficers and men, and landed at Guanica, Puerto

Rico, Julv 25. The troops sailing with him

on the Puerto Rican (expedition were the

Sixth Massachusetts and Sixth Illinois In-

fantry, batteries of regular artillery, a provi-

sional battalion of engineers formed from

Company H, First District of Columbia Vol-

unteers, a provisional compan\^ formed from

the Plrst Illinois Volunteers, and a detach-

ment of 34 privates of the United States Engi-

neers, and detachments of recruits, signal and

hospital corps. By July 31 he was reinforced

by General Schwan's brigade of the Fourth

y\rmy Corps and by part of General Wilson's

division of the P'irst Corps. The strength pres-

ent for July 31 and August 31 was as follows:

MoNTH

July. •

August

Officers

377
641

Philisted

men

9,084

16,332

The table on page 180 exhibits the strength
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and distribution of the army of the United on this duty at division or district headquar-

States in the war with Spain. This table in- ters will be through the office of the muster-

eludes 57 officers and 1464 enlisted men sent in^r officer of the department or corps, who

in July, under command of

Colonel Barber, of the First

New York Volunteer Infantry,

to the Hawaiian Islands.

MUSTERINCx THE
VOLUNTEER

ORGANIZATIONS

Instructions TO MusTERiN(;

Officers, Issued April 22

1. Only officers of the Reg-

ular Army (except in case of

necessity) will be detailed to

muster troops into and out

of the service of the United

States, and no officer will

make such musters unless de-

tailed for that duty by the

War Department.

2. For all musters of troops

i/i the field a mustering officer

will be detailed by the depai t-

ment or corps commander for

their respective commands, and

also one for each division or district. All rolls will exercise a supervision over the whole sub-

and communications sent to and from officers ject of the musters of the command.

ARMY WAGONS, MOBILE

As soon as the mustering oflficers are de-

tailed as herein directed their names will be

reported to the Adjutant-General of the Army.

Mustering officers are em-

powered to administer oaths

in all matters pertaining to

enlistment and mustering of

volunteers.

3. Each mustering ofificer of

a district or division will re-

port without delay to the

mustering officer at the next

superior headquarters all mus-

ters made by him, forwarding

two copies of the muster- in

and four copies of the muster-

out rolls, and delivering the

third and fifth copies, respec-

tively, to the individual offi-

cers or company commanders

concerned. Tliese rolls and

reports will be forwarded by

the mustering officer of a de-

partment or corps, who will

add his own report of such

musters as he may have made
and forward them, with one

copy of the muster-in and mus-

ter-out rolls, in each case, direct

to the Adjutant-General of the

Army, disposing of the other

copies of the rolls as prescribed in the directions

printed on the blanks for muster in and out rolls.

FIRST BATTALION, ELEVENTH UNITED STATES INFANTRY, AT MOBILE
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TMIRD CAVALRY AT ROSSVILLK GAP, ON ITS WAY TO CIIICKAMAUCJA

RFlSUMK OF STRKNCrrH AND DIS I'R I liUI'lON OF TKOOP-S

Command

M ay

O tri-

ce rs

Department of California
:

y8
Department of the Colorado .... I 45
Department of the Columbia . . . . : 21

Department of Dakota 24

Department of tlie East
i 53^

Department of the (iulf

Department of the Lakes
Department of the Missouri ....
First and Third Corps
Second Corps
Fourth Corps
Fifth Corps
Seventh Corps
Eighth Corps (Dept. Pacific) ....
F'uerto Rico
Department of Santiago
At State camps, en route, at recruitin*

stations, on furlough, etc

18

23

2,191

903
342
769
496

Enlisted

men

2,176

43'
662

12,093

4,93 [

22 [

757
42,036

17,406

7.45^^

15,657

8,847

L>'79

Ji'iy Autrust

Grand total

2,089

8,415

337 '^>

1 60, 5
1

4

om-
cers

87

39
3«
16

586
O T ->

"'3>

I

20 I

2,004

!

887

1

79'
78r

I

865 i

T -) T7

I'lnlisled

men

1,716

L250
997
722

15,576

5,792

597
591

56,544
22,624

20,058

14.945
i«.375

22, [24

O Ul-

cers

70
4'

41

67

577
249
28

20

'.563

802

548
890

909
917

377

JMi listed

men

L745
1.329

L2 56
2,056

17,240

7 228

646
598

42,260

21,378

18,619

23- '93
22.536

9,084

oiri-

t'ers

100

40

43
32

804
280
20

19

43^"^

768

413
5.8

1,025

899
641

299

ant -Colonel ment, the Adjutant, Quarterma.ster, and, wlien

— when six absolutely necessary, the medical officers there-

troops are or- of may be mustered into service, to aid in re-

ganized. Ma- cruiting the regiment, and for the prompt

jors—one for transaction of all other public business. The

every four non-coir missioned staff will in no case be mu.s-

trooj)s. tered in till the regiment is complete.

Artillery. 8. After a regiment has been mustered into

— Colonel service no commissioned officer will be mus-

4. Musteringofficers will not be relieved from and chaplain—when an entire regiment is or- tered in before producing a commission from

this duty or transferred to another command ganized. IJeutenant-Colonel—when six bat- the Governor of his State. After the com-

without authority from the War Department. teries are organized. Majors—one for every mission has been exhibited the mustering

5. An officer who is appointed to make a four batteries. officer will satisfy himself that a vacancy ex-

muster of any force into the service of the Infantry.—Colonel and chaj)lain—when an ists, in which case only can he make the mus-

United States, on arriving at the place desig- entire regiment is organized. IJeutenant- ter. The muster-in roll must show, over the

certificate of the mustering officer, tliat the

vacancy existed, and how it occurred. F(m-

example, if the vacancy resulted from death,

the remark will be, "vice Captain -, de-

ceased ;" if from resignation, " vice Lieutenant

•, resigned."

9. When volunteers are to be mustered into

the service of the United States, they will be

minutely examined by a medical officer of the

army detailed for that purpose, when practica-

ble, to ascertain whether they have the phy.s-

ical qualifications necessary for the military

service. Medical officers before being mu.s-

tered into the service of the United States

will be required to pass a satisfactory exami-

nation as to character and professional ability

before a board of army or civilian surgeons, or

both, designated by the Surgeon -General of

the Army. If there be no medical officers,

duly appointed, present, the mustering officer,

on consultation with the regimental com-

mander, will select and engage the services of

one or more physicians, having diplomas and

nated in his instructions, will, if the name of Colonel—when six companies are organized, of well-established capacities and character, to

the commander and captains be not given in Major—when four companies are organized. assist him in inspecting the officers and men

his order, obtain the information from the linginccrs.-QoXowQX and chaplain—when an to be mustered, and to attend upon and ac-

proper authority, generally from the executive entire regiment is organized. Lieutenant- company the troops on their march till relieved

of the State. And he must be satisfied that Colonel— when six companies are organized, by others regularly appointed. They will be

the whole number of companies for the desig- Majors—one for every four companies. borne on the muster-roll of field and staff as

nated command are present or on their way During the organization of a volunteer regi- acting surgeon and acting assistant surgeon

there, with organization complete, unless

otherwise directed, before he commences

the muster.

6. The organization of regiments, bat-

talions, and companies of volunteers or

militia will be as authorized by law, or

by regulations made by the War Depart-

ment, of which the mustering officer and

all concerned will be duly advised by the

Adjutant-General of the Army.

7. Field and staff officers of regiments

may be tnustered into service upon com-

pletion of the organization of regiments

or companies, as follows :

Cavalry.—Colonel and chaplain—when

an entire regiment is organized. Lieuten- UNITED STATES ARTILLERY ARRIVING AT CHICKAMAUGA
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-ulisted

men

2,390

1,516

1,416

955
23,248

7,262

185
s 2 2

12.725

20,688

9-933

14.347

27,817

22,046

i<''.332

6,74«

20.957 3,861 I 74739 477' 95-479

9,367
I

202,8()8 10,960
i 257.392 11,108 263,609
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(not embraced in recapitulation), with dates

and place of commencement of service, and in

the column of remarks, say, " Engaged at Balti-

more, July 25, by mustering officer, with ap-

proval of the regimental commander, to serve

as acting surgeon (or acting assistant surgeon)

in the regiment temporarily, and provisionally

mustered at the rate of pay and allowances of

that grade while serving, and for mileage from

place of discharge to his home, or the place of

general rendezvous."

10. Volunteers and militia are not to be less

than eighteen nor more than forty-five years of

age. Some exceptions may be admissible for

over-age in commissioned officers who are

otherwise well qualified, but in this the mus-

terino" officer must exercise a sound and rigrid

judgment.

11. The men having been accepted by the

surgeon, the company will be formed and faced

to the right. The mustering officer, accom-

panied by the surgeon, after inspecting and

accepting the captain and lieutenants, will

place himself about a dozen paces from, and

nearly in front of, the first sergeant, with the

captain near him, on his right, to call the

names. The second lieutenant will place him-

self by the left of the first sergeant, with

directions to keep the right—now front— file

of the company (not called) closed up to his

front, and to see that each man, when his

name is called, personally answers ^' Here'' in

a tone to be heard distinctly by the muster-

ing officer. At the instant of answering the

man will step off briskly to and in front of the

mustering officer, and pass on to join the first

lieutenant, who will form the company in the

same order as before, see that the rear-rank

men cover those in front, and intervals pre-

served between the grades, so that the num-
ber in each may be easily distinguished and

counted.

12. The mustering officer will be careful

that men from one company or detachment

are not borrowed for the occasion, to swell the

ranks of others about to be mustered in. To
this end, he will, at the conclusion of the mus-

ter in of each battalion or regiment (whether

mustered in by companies or not), cause the

entire force to be paraded for inspection ; and
in case any deception or fraud is discovered

to have been practised, he will immediately

report the fact to the Adjutant-General, that

the guilty parties ma)" be dismissed the service.

No volunteer will be mustered into the service

who is unable to speak the English language.

13. If the company be a mounted organiza-

tion the men will be on horseback, in one

rank, and the mustering officer will require

them to move out of the rank for inspection.

The horses will also be examined for sound-

ness and adaptability for service. No horse

under five nor over nine }'ears old should

be received. In addition to the usual ex-

amination of officers and men a test of horse-

manship must be made under the direction of

the mustering officer; and no person shall

be mustered into the mounted service who
does not exhibit good horsemanship and prac-

tical knowledge of ordinary care and treat-

ment of horses.

14. Much will depend on the efficiency of

the animals, and if the mustering officer is not

a good judge of horses in the qualities men-

tioned he must obtain the services of some

reliable disinterested person who is.

15. The horse equipments will consist of a

saddle, saddle blanket, bridle with curb bit

and tie rope or halter, all strong, well fitting,

and in excellent condition ; but no equipment

will be accepted unless of pattern adopted

for use in the United States army for like

purposes. Valuations of equipments shall not

exceed the United States ordnance price for

same, and the valuation of horses shall not

exceed the Government contract price for

animals for like use and purposes.

16, The mustering officer and captains of

companies will select three impartial men of

good standing who are judges of the value of

horses, and not members of any company, nor

owning or having interest in any horse there-

in, to appraise the horses and horse equip-

ments. The valuation will be the fair cash

price at the place and time—what the judges

would be willing to give were they purchasing

for themselves. And the assessed value for

horses and horse ec|uipments, subject to the

limitation stated in paragraph 15 of these in-

structions—the two separate—-will be put on

the muster-in roll opposite the owners' names,

and the appraisers, being sworn by the mus-

tering officers, will sign the certificate for that

ARRIVAL OF TWENTY-FIFTH INFANTRY AT CHICKAMAUGA PARK
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dead, captured, discharged, or otherwise absent ; and if the mustering

officer, in any particular case, shall have cause to doubt the report

entered on the rolls, he shall demand the oath of one or more persons

to prove the fact to his satisfaction. The rolls will also contain the

names of all persons who have been borne on all muster-rolls subse-

quent to the muster-in rolls, and the mustering of^cer will see that no

more persons of the several ranks or grades are mustered out of serv-

ice than were mustered in, unless fully satisfied that any excess was

regularly authorized and at the time entered on the rolls.

22. Five copies of the muster-out roll will be made and disposed

of by the mustering officer as follows: One to be sent to the Adju-

tant-General of the Army, two to the paymaster by whom the troops

are to be paid, one to the Adjutant- General of the State, and the

fifth to the company commander, who will retain the same.

23. Whenever volunteers, or militia, are mustered for final discharge,

on the expiration of their term of service, a discharge will be fur-

nished for each officer and enlisted man, w^hether present or absent,

except deserters. The blank discharges will be carefully filled in,

signed by the commanding officer for the field, staff, and band, by the

captains for their respective companies, and all countersigned by the

mustering officer and by him returned to those officers for delivery

to the individuals.

24. No officer of the general staff of the militia force will be mus-

tered into the service without special authority from the War De-

partment.

25. No muster in shall be dated back without authority from the

Adjutant -General, except upon proof that it could not have been

CALISTHENIC DRILL OF 'IWLNI'V-Fl FTIl UNLrEI) STATES INFANTRY
AT CHICKAMAUGA

purpose on the muster-in roll. And the valuation will be continued

on the subsequent rolls.

17. Every officer and man should be the owner of the horse in

his use ; no officer or other person belonging to the command (com-

pany or regiment) can be the owner of, or in any manner have inter-

est in, the horse in use by another.

18. When all the men have been called and accepted, the muster-

ing officer, accompanied by the captain, will count the number in

each grade, and see that they correspond with the number of names

on the muster-in roll, and agree with the prescribed organization.

19. The mustering officer will administer the oath of allegiance as

prescribed in the second Article of War to insure subordination and

faithful service on the part of officers and men who have by enrol-

ment and muster enlisted into the service of the United States. The

company will be directed to uncover heads and hold up right hands,

and then in a loud, distinct, and impressive manner the following

oath will be administered :

*'A11 and each of you do solemnly swear (or affirm) that you will

bear true faith and allegiance to the United States of America, that

you will serve them honestly and faithfully against all their enemies

whomsoever, and that you will obey the orders of the President of

the United States, and the orders of the officers appointed over you,

according to the Rules and Articles of War."

The oath having been administered, the mustering officer will cause

the officers and enlisted men to subscribe to the same by signing their

names in the appropriate column on the muster-in roll.

20. Three copies of the muster- in roll will be made, and as soon

as possible after muster in the mustering officer will forward one copy

to the Adjutant -General of the army, one copy to the Adjutant-

General of the State, and the third copy will be returned to the

regimental, company, or detachment commander.

21. The rolls for the mustering out of a regiment or other force himself mustered in, but without success, before the time at which he

will be compared with the muster-in rolls. All persons on the muster- now presents himself. These affidavits must be attached to the copy

in rolls, and absent at the final muster, must be accounted for, whether of the muster-in roll intended for the Adjutant-General.

26. No officer shall be mustered in to date prior to

the time that he has actually been performing the du-

ties of the grade into which he desires to be mus-

tered, nor prior to the time at which a vacancy is

proved to have existed by the regimental or company

records. If on the muster and pay rolls the applicant

appears mustered for pay in one grade, he cannot be

mustered into the service, to cover the same period, as

of any other.

27. When an officer or enlisted man receives a com-

mission or appointment advancing him to a higher grade,

and has not an opportunity of being mustered in, so as

to appear on the next muster-rolls as of the grade to

which he is commissioned or appointed, he shall be mus-

tered on the next muster-roll in his proper grade, accord-

ing to previous muster in, and a remark to the following

effect made on the muster-rolls opposite his name :
" Re-

WAITING FOR BREAKFAST-BATTERY D, FIFTH UNITED STATES ARTILLERY, ceived commission (or appointment) from the Governor

JUST ARRIVED IN CAMP AT CHICKAMAUGA of the State of
,
as , m the regiment
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m ade at an earlier date, which proof shall consist of the affidavit of

the officer, accompanied by that of his regimental or detachment

commander, setting forth that he has made all proper efforts to have
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q{ volunteers, on day of ; waiting

muster in since that date."

28. Musters into the new and out of the old grade

must be made for each appointment of a commissioned

officer, as well as when enlisted men are appointed com-
,

missioned officers. A discharge in orders, or by order ^

of the proper authority, is in all cases a muster out of

the service of the United States, and no muster-out rolls ,

will be furnished in such cases. L, ^, _ >- '_i_^^ .. i^-i..;" .J '• -j

[

.J^^^^^j^f^^:^^^^Wwmlmv^f'^^^i^i^^

29. Individual musters in and musters out must be Wk^^
made on separate rolls, and a separate roll must be made '

for each individual. Officers or enlisted men of differ- k-w
ent organizations must not be mustered in or out on the t'-,

'
^

'

^/iii^;v:'7''^^r?'*~^v*i^Kj(.'. • ^i$^''^@!ll^S&i&g|ilL\JaKH£4^aiHHBHIH^HHHB'-'^^

30. A muster once made will in no case be altered, j
i^;;^^^SmSbMm^msi¥Sliaa^m:fh^'JBK3gi^agw^»iigiyMlilg ifWlliilli^^ .-jSiA-?

except by authority from the Adjutant-General of the ^^jMpgWrTigg-i _„_,.^ i iiMnini iiiji ii iiiiwiiiiMiiiii ni

Army, and all applications for alterations must pass Ki^fta?«*:a^iullfflffiw*^^^

through the mustering officer, if ])ossible.
^V ... /^ . . , . .

TWKLF'riI INFANTRY MARCHING FROM RAILROAD TO CAMP AT CHICKAMAUGA
31. i^_.nlrsted men liavmg received commrssions or a])-

pointments will not be mustered in as commissioned

officers until they shall have been discharged as soldiers by the de- 1^\' the end of August, the Regular Army, exclusive of the Hospital
partment or C(M-ps commander. Corps, had been recruited to an enlisted strength of about 51,000

men.

Most of the regular infantry and cavalry regiments were included

INI) I VIDUA! ENI ISTMFNTS *" ^^^^ expeditionary forces sent out of the United States. This fact

and the scarcity of line officers (many of whom were necessarily en-
The act of Congress approved March 8, providing for the organ- gaged in milstering volunteers, or had received staff appointments in

ization of two additional regiments of artillery, thereby increased the the Regular Army, or had been commissioned in the Volunteer force)

made it not always practicable for regimental commanders to comply
fully with the instructions given them for recruiting their respective

regiments. Those, however, who were able to detail a number of re-

cruiting officers soon had their commands filled to the maximum
m^^ strength. The need of artillery officers with their regiments was so

^ ^k *
'?T^**

great that the recruitment of these regiments was seriously interfered

fB^S^^^Smiit^^M .
^g|>^^l^^^^^^™ J^y August the number was reduced to 58. The number of city recruit-

^^^^^^^^^^JK^^Wll^KF^^t^Ki^SIm y''''

m

''^'"" stations was maintained at about twenty-two throughout the

For staff departments -214

THIRD INFANFRY IN CAMP AT NEW ORLEANS
Total 29,521

authorized enlisted strength of the Regular Army by 1610 men. In- Of these 29,521 accepted applicants, 24,490 were native born and
structions were issued March 11 for manning these additional regi- 5031 of foreign birth; 27,140 were white, 2345 colored, and 36 Ind-
ments; and their recruitment to the full number authorized by act ians (scouts). The enlistments numbered 24,248, and the re-enlist-

of April 26, "for the better organization of the line of the army of ments, 5273. Excluding re- enlistments, the percentage of native-
the United States," authorized the expansion of these and of all born applicants for original enlistment was 87; the balance were
other regiments of the Regular y\rmy to war strength. naturalized citizens. The recruiting officers making the 29,207 enlist-

As Congress had already declared that war existed between the

United States and Spain, orders were at once issued requiring that - -

every effort be made by regimental commanders to recruit their com-
mands to their legal strength on a war basis, and they were author-

j

ized to send out regimental recruiting parties for this purpose. At
the same time instructions w^ere given to general service recruiting

officers at posts and city stations with a view to supplementing regi-

mental enlistments, by assignments of general service recruits, each

general service recruiting officer being authorized to forward recruits

to his own regiment to fill vacancies therein, when requested to do m^m^B^aBKKMKK^Z.i^.J^^W n ^~
-^ - . ^ ^ ^

so by his regimental commander. ^^^^HMMHI^^^HI^^BIi^SSBllL
While tlie two new artillery regiments were being recruited, the

number of enlistments increased from 725 in February to 1439 '"

March, and 2085 in April. Under the stimulus of war, 25,500 en- ^^'yf^'-; .
• -" '

.,-*fJ^^
listments were made for the Regular Army during: the months of '- , ' ^ /-**>,, •

'
* %

May, June, and July, notwithstanding the fact that during all this ^ ^\^:^^l,M^"^^ 'V
-' ^-V^C-W^- ^^.^f^^™"^^™"*^-'-""^

tune the organization and recruitment of volunteers were actively /'-^ '

*'^iS*""#--.^^i«. - ..>-..^. , -. ^^
progressing under the President's calls for 200,000 volunteers and ^^S'v"3 '''S^''^%^T'^^^^^^^^^
the act of Congress authorizing the organization of a volunteer bri-

rt^'r^f-'**^:-^"^- *.«*-/ -S*! "-*-' -<«^

gade of engineers, and an additional infantry force of 10,000 immunes. EIGHTEENTH INFANTRY IN CAMP AT NEW ORLEANS
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WASH-DAY IN THE CAMP OF THE SECOND H.LINOIS VOLUxNTEERS AT JACKSONVTELE, FEOIUDA

ments embraced in the first two items of the

foregoing list rejected 98,277 applicants—

a

little over yy per cent, of the number seeking

enlistment — as lacking in legal, mental, and

moral or physical qualifications; 5209 of these

were rejected as aliens, and 4788

for illiteracy.

The Adjutant-General, in his re-

port to the Secretary of War, said :

'* In assembling the regiments of

the Regular Army at the begin-

ning of the war with Spain the

character of the enlisted men ar-

rested attention. A distinguished

foreign officer, visiting the Fifth

Army Corps at Tampa, remarked :

' Every man looked fit to com-

mand.' Their conduct on trans-

ports, on the march, in battle at

El Caney, San Juan, and Santi-

ago, gave abundant evidence that

his good opinion was well placed.

The officers and men by their

valorous deeds and gallant con-

duct met the high expectation of

the country. It is worthy of note

that from the time the Fifth Army
Corps left Tampa— June 14— un-

til its return to Montauk Point-

August 24—the commanding gen-

eral was not called upon to order a trial of an

officer or a soldier by general court-martial."

Of individual enlistments made by the Gov-

ernment recruiting service for the Volunteer

Army, the Adjutant- General said: "Under

and in pursuance of the 1^-esident's proclama- tion, and were published in General Orders

tion of May 25, calling forth volunteers to dated June i.

the aggregate number of 75,000, and of the "These instructions provided for recruiting

act of April 22, providing that no new organ- to maximum strength the volunteer organi-

izations shall be accepted into the service from zations already accepted and mustered into

the service of the United States,

excepting the organizations from

certain States and Territories that

had already received, under the

President's first call, an apportion-

ment to the extent of their com-

bined quotas under the first and

second calls.

" Recruiting parties from the va-

rious volunteer organizations w^ere

sent to the localities where the

troops had been raised, enlistments

being also made at State camps

and in the field, and recruiting pro-

gressed rapidly, with the result that

the greater number of these organ-

izations were rapidly filled prior to

the signing of the protocol as a basis

for negotiations looking to the re-

establishment of peace between the

two countries.

" Following this action instruc-

tions were given to suspend volun-

teer recruiting, except the enlist-

ment of cooks, under the provisions

any State unless the organizations already in of the act of July 7, for organizations to re-

service from such State are as near to their main in the United States service."

maximum strength as the President may deem The total number of individual enlist-

necessary, general rules were formulated for ments thus made for the Volunteer Army

accomplishing the objects of said proclama was slightly over 40,000.

SECOND V^^LG1NE\ VOEUNTEERS AT THEH^ EH^'TV-EOURITI

ANN IVERSARV DINNER

COMPANY DRILLS, NEW YORK VOLUNTEERS, CAMP BLACK, LONG ISLAND —Drawn by E. M. Ashe
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SCKNP: at CAMI^ black, HFATPSTEAD plains, long rSLAND.— Drawm ry T. de Thulstrup

CAMPS, SUPPLIES, AND TRANSPORTATION
ON the 1st of April, 1898, the military

authorities of the United States were

amply provided with all necessary sup-

plies for the small standing army then under

their control. But on the 23d of that month,

when the first call for volunteers was issued, the

problem of providing for an army of 125,000

men presented itself. P^our days later the

Regular Army was increased to 61,184 men,

and a month later the call for 75,000 volunteers

was made. To this was added the ten regi-

ments of immunes, three regiments of cavalry,

three of engineers, and a regiment of the signal
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corps, making a grand total of about 275,000

soldiers called into service in a few weeks and

to be cjuickly, and as efficiently as possible,

provided with the military stores and supplies

requisite for their use, such as clothing and

ec}uipage, tents, band instruments, tableware

and mess furniture, equipments for bakeries,

fuel, forage, stationery, lumber, straw for bed-

ding for men and animals, materials for camp

and for shelter for troops and stores, furniture

for barracks, such as bunks, benches, chairs,

tables, lockers, heating and cooking stoves for

use in public barracks and cjuarters, tools for
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mechanics and laborers, wagons, ambulances,

carts, saddles, harness, water supply, and sewer-

age, plumbing, and illuminating supplies, and

materials for heating military buildings. Horses

for cavalry and artillery use, and horses and

mules for other purposes, were to be procured,

and grounds for military encampments must

be hired or purchased and the camps prepared

for the reception of the troops. Upon the

Quartermaster's Department was suddenly im-

posed the duty, also, of providing land and

water transportation for the troops called

into the field and for their munitions of
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war, equipments, and other articles of military The following are the principal articles periods : from July i, 1897, to April 30, 1898,

supply. that were manufactured at the Pliiladelphia, covering ten months prior to the commence-

"The matter of clothing and equipage," Washington, Jeffersonville, St. Louis, and San ment of the war, and from May i, 1898, to

said Quartermaster-General Ludington, - was Francisco depots; and for the purpose of August 15, 1898, the three and one-half months

one of the most important subjects that en- comparison the data are given in two different embracing the period of hostilities.

THE rLCKET-LIxN'E OK Till': R()lJ(;i[ RIDERS AT SAN ANTONIO

Horses in the Foreground and Mule I'ack-Train in the Distance

gaged the attention of this department. Prop-

erly to clothe and equip this large number of

soldiers for active and immediate operations

in the field was a problem of vast proportions.

The department set upon this task without a

moment's delay, every known expedient was

at once resorted to with a view to obtaining

the necessary quartermaster supplies. Many

difficulties were in the way. Contracts were

entered into for all the articles of clothing and

camp equipage for which there would be an

early demand, care being taken to prevent the

supply of articles of inferior quality. The

kerseys and flannels of standard quality used

for making army blouses and trousers were

not to be had in the market, and it was neces-

sary to have them manufactured. In the

meantime the department, as far as possible,

endeavored to procure articles conforming as

nearly as practicable to existing standards,

but had to resort, at first, to some extent, to

the purchase of dark-blue trousers so that the

men might be quickly supplied.

" The prompt supply of the large number of

tents required by the increased force was a

problem of difficult solution and called for

extraordinary endeavors.

" At the beginning of the w^r there was but

little cotton duck to be found in the United

States entirely suitable for military purposes,

the supply having been depleted by the large

demands for tentage for the Klondike region

and the extensive purchases by the Navy De-

partment. Efforts were made in every locality.

East and West, wherever it was found possible

to obtain the material and labor skilled to

manufacture tents. Through the courtesy of

the Post-Office Department the force of the

mail-bag repair-shop was placed at the dis-

posal of the War Department, which was of

great assistance.

" With all the perplexing difficulties con-

fronting the department in the matter of

clothing and equipage supplies, it is remarked

that in the short period of three and one-half

months an army of 275,000 men was equipped

with such supplies, and it is further remarked

that the army in Cuba, consisting of 16,000

men, leaving their tentage behind, arrived at

their camp at Montauk Point, New York, and

found a complete new outfit of tents and

clothing ready there for them."

Articles

July I, iS()7,
:

"May i, 189S,

to A|)r. 30, to Aug. I 5,

189S, 10 iH(jS, 3.V

montlis'i)c;u.-e :
months' war

period ])crio(l

Dress coats, all kinds
Overcoats, kersey, made and unniadc .

l^louses, made and unmade . . . . .

Coats, canvas fatigue

Trousers

:

Kersey, foot, made and unmade . .

Kersey, mounted, made and unmade
Canvas, fatigue

Overalls
Stable, frocks

Shirts, dark-blue flannel ......
Drawers, canton flannel

Tents

:

Conical wall •

IIosi)ital ...........
Wall
Shelter
Common

1 .94*^)

17.255

8,143

26,23(S

7.903
i2,9i<S

1 .44^)

3. "5
29,046

51,588

3-<'^

207

589

vf?
862

624
18.694

I '^'543
18,620

H6S9
17,888

17.947

5. '47

73.577
103,692

24
426
668

197,502

4.923

The following statement shows the principal articles that were i)ur

chascd or contracted for during the same two periods:

Ar rici.KS

July I, iS()7, May T, iSijS,

to .•\i)r. 30, to Aut^. 15,

TS9S, i(J 189S, 3 1:

monllis' jicacc
i

mouths' war

|)crio(l
j

period

Blankets, wool
Blouses . . .

Caps, forage

Canvas fatigue coats . . •

Canvas fatigue trousers . .

Drawers, canton flannel . .

Drawers, summer . . . .

Field and summer uniforms

Hats, campaign
Leggings
Overcoats
Ponchos, rubber . . . . .

Shirts, dark-blue flannel . .

Shoes

:

Barrack ....•••
Calfskin .......

Stockings

:

Cotton
Woollen

Trousers :

Foot ......••
Mounted •

Duck
Undershirts

:

Cotton
Woollen ......

Tents :

Common ....
Conical wall . .

Hospital ....
Shelter, halves .

W^all

Duck, tent, all kinds

Flannel

:

Blouse ....
Canton ....
Shirting ...

Kersey, sky-blue

pa 1 rs

do.

pairs

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

22,000

77,000

43.340

18,040

r 1,000

32.925

27,950

40,006

40,000

yards

do.

do.

do.

do.

382,354

40,000

23.114

68.754

5 4^'. 3 3'"^

274.232
230.000

31 ,60 [

3 '.590

50,000

1,056,990

153,169

476,705
588,800

I 29.000

3 2 5.3*'^ 5

54'"^.^^^

76,093

782,303

1 .996.699
1 50,942

387,756
33,000

1 15,000

[,312,656

44.356

43.077
716

5.920

174.877

7,982

1,494,828

333.679
1,008.51

1

675.620

577,208

For the principal issues made during the same two periods see table on ne.xt page.
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During the period of

hostilities with Spain

the United States [)tir-

chased 36,800 horses

and mules, at an ag-

gregate cost of $3,871,-

690.08 ; 5 1 79 wagons of

all kinds, at a cost of

§478,111.10; and28,oi2

sets of harness, at a cost

of $358,449.18. During

the same |)eriod there

were also purcliased

5130 field ranges, at a

cost of $106,742, and

5434 field desks, at a

cost of $38,471.80;

83,078 tons of coal were

contracted for, for use

of transport vessels, as

follows: Bought at

'Fampa, I^^lorida, 3306;

F ema n d i n a , ¥ I o r i d a

,

5547; Santiago, Ctd3a,

3978 ; Ponce, Puerto

Rico, 6422; Port Tam-

pa, Florida, 19,225 ;

Manila, Philippine Isl-

ands, 16,000; Flonolu-

lu, Flawaiian Islands,

28,600.

The orders for the

movement of the reg-

tdar troops to Chicka-

mauga. New Orleans,

Mobile, and Tampa,

which were sent out

by the Adjutant Gen-

eral about the middle

of April, were addressed

to the several depart-

ment commanders, and

designated the point of

destination and the

time at which the move-

ment was desired to

take place.

Chief quartermasters

of departments w^ere

charged with the nec-

essary transportation

arrangements. The
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troops were put in mo-

tion as fast as arrange-

ments with the raih-oad

companies could be per-

fected, and were rapidly

assembled at the points

desiL^iiated. In no case

was an}' delay report-

ed ; the troops were

PRINCIPAL ISSUES

Articles

CLorniXG
P)]ankets, wool . . .

l)l()uses

C'a[)s, forage ....
Canvas fatip^ue coats .

moved with despatch Canvas fatii^nc trousers

1 -
•

1 Cainioaiuii iiats .

and an entire absence 7. ' -^

iJrawers .

of accident. C^ant()n flannel

Upon th

the C)uar term aster- Overcoats

pairs

TT,^^-^,-, tL^ ,-.^^.^:..4- K . Summer doUpon tne leceint bv^ t • ^

pairs

o.

o.

r"" ..,r,,-.,l f,- ^,>^ flw^ A\'.,,. Rubber ponchos
(jcneial iiom tne War i^ 1 11 n 1 i

• .Dark-blue liannel shirts

Department of a list Shoes:

showin- the assi-n- J^;/-;^:'-^
-

P^V''"'^ '^ Callskm do.
ment of the volunteer Stockings:

forces to the several ^;?"*,V'
']''

\\ oollen do.
national encampments Trousers:

I-'oot do.

Mounted do.
Ihiflershirts

:

Cotton
WooHen

July I, 1S97,

to Apr. 30,

1S98, 10

months' peace
period

E(HJlPA(n^
Tents :

('ommon.
C'onieal wall

I lospital . .

Shelter, halves
Wall . . . .

MATERIALS

27.559
35.624
81,784

34.775

37.390
39.265

66,804

10,502

36,439
17,016

6,822

36,699

14.129

57,017

249.746

73.959

59.466

19,117

56,152

29,327

31,241
I 50,728

63.556
170,568

104,244

May 1,1898,

to Aug. 15,

1898,^3!
months' war

peruxl

289,762
302.126

17.304

59.099

59.693
496,196

104.598

609,347

397,670
'5.3^^3

299.497

553.672

60,998

516,436

1,174.872

51.473

321,519
46,626

575.672
57.«9i

1.971

486
44.676
1,212

>44
8,824

4.332

332,599
923 7,736

of mobilization, officers

of the Quartermaster's

Department through-

out the country were

directed, in anticipa-

tion of the required

movement, to examine

the list sup|)lied by the

War Department and

to familiarize them-

selves with the details Flannel

of the subject ; to con- P>louse yards

1, .1 ., 1 rr Cantcjn do.
suit the railroad orh- Shirtino- , . . do
cials interested in the Huck, cott(jn, for tents, all kinds do.

, ,

.

r ^
Kerse\', sky-blue, 22-oimce do.

transportation or the

troops, and to deter-

mine in advance as far as practicable all pre- of destination. Instructions were sent by
liminaries that could be settled before the telegraph, in all cases of the same date with

actual movement of the troops occurred, such the order of the Adjutant - General, to the

as determining routes of travel and rates for quartermasters most convenient to move the

each movement; so that when the troops troops. At the same time the commander of

should actually move no delay .should occur, the organization was informed by telegraph

and that they might be moved with comfort as to the officer charged with the movement,
and celerity. and the chief quartermaster at the national

On May 13 the Adjutant-General sent to encampment was also notified by telegraph

the Quartermaster-General his first orders for that the shipping officer would advise him by
the movement of volunteers—a separate order telegraph of the date of departure and prob-

for each organization—designating the point able time of arrival of each organization.

205,128

312.181

144,340
1,106,198

194.981

Under these instructions the volunteer troops

went to their destination with promptness and
remarkable freedom from accident or delay on
the route.

From April i to the breaking-up of Camp
Wikoff the aggregate movement of troops by
rail amounted to 17,863 officers and 435,569
men.

Low rates were secured by the Quarter-

master's Department in making these move-

ments, generally not exceeding i|- cents per

mile for passengers, and in many cases much
less, and about one-half the prevailing tariff

rates for freight in excess of one hundred and
fifty pounds per man carried free.

A special outfit was provided under orders

of the Secretary of War, to be used by the

Surgeon -General as a hospital train. This

train was made up of ten tourist sleepers,

two kitchen and dining cars, and a combined

passenger and baggage car. It was furnished

by the Medical Department, placed in charge

of its trained nurses, and kept exclusively for

the [)urpose of carrying sick and wounded to

points designated by the medical officers.

In anticipation of the need of ocean trans-

portation for tlie movement of troops and
supplies to Cuba, early action was taken by
communicating with the various American
steamship companies conducting the ocean

traffic on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts to as-

certain what vessels were available for charter

for that purpose, and an experienced officer

was sent to New York city to consult with the

companies and to inspect and report upon the

suitability of the vessels offered for charter.

Similar measures were taken at all other points

on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts wliere vessels

were offered for charter. Whenever practica-

ble an officer of the navy was detailed by that

department to assist the army officers in the

inspection. These precautionary measures en-

abled the government to select those vessels

best adapted for the service for which they

were specially required.

From the declaration of war to July i the

Quartermaster's Department chartered for ser-

vice on the Atlantic and Gulf waters 43 ves-

Culonel Wdod

THE ROUGH RIDERS AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.—Photogkaph by Barr

Lieutenant-Colonel Roosevelt
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sels, with a total tonnage of 104,201, and a car-

rying capacity of 1287 of^cers, 22,335 men with

their arms, ammunition, equipment, medical

and subsistence supplies, and 6746 animals.

There were also chartered 4 water-boats, with

a total capacity of 820,000 gallons, 3 lighters,

2 tugs, and i barge ; also 2 barges purchased.

In addition to the above there were char-

tered for the signal service of the army the

steamship Adria, used as a cable boat ; the

steamship Faiiita for the secret service, and

the steamer Gretclien for inspection purposes.

When naval operations in the harbor of

Manila required that provision be made for

the transportation of troops and supplies to

the Philippines, some difficulty was experienced

in securing transport ships on the Pacific coast

;

not because the steamship companies were un-

willing to charter their vessels to the govern-

ment, but from the fact that their ships were

engaged in their regular traffic across the Pa-

cific, and were not available until their arrival

at their home ports on the Pacific coast.

of extra tanks and the supply of barrels and

casks, and provision made for pure-air ventila-

tion. Many of the vessels were supplied with

electric plants for running fans and for lighting

the ship.

To provide for the transportation of the sick

and wounded the Quartermaster's Department

purchased from the Maine Steamship Company

the steamship/(^/j/^ Englis. This ship was fitted

up as a hospital ship, and appliances were pro-

vided for the care, comfort, and treatment of

the sick and wounded. The interior of the

ship was remodelled and provided with an elec-

tric plant for lighting and purifying. Steriliz-

ing and laundry plants and two steam launches

w^ere also provided. This hospital ship was

renamed the Relief, and was under the control

of the Medical Department of the army, with

an officer of that department detailed to com-

mand the vessel. The steamship Missouri,

wM*th her captain and crew, was tendered to

the government, and was fitted up and used

by the Medical Department as a hospital

army for the transportation of men, animals,

and army supplies. Fourteen large steam-

ships were purchased and fitted up for trans-

port service. Their total tonnage was 61,298,

and their carrying capacity 13,420 men and

6750 animals. Two of these vessels, the

Panama and the Rita, were .Spanish vessels

captured by the navy of the United States

and purchased by the War Department after

having been condemned as prizes.

During the war, camps wx^-e established by

the United States for military purposes at

Tampa, Florida; Mobile, Alabama; Camp

George II. Thomas, Georgia; Camp Alger,

Virginia; Camp Poland, Knoxvillc, Tennes-

see; Jacksonville, PTorida ; Miami, Florida;

Fernandina, Florida ; Camp Wikoff, at the

eastern end of Long Island, New York ;
Camp

Hamilton, near Lexington, Kentucky ;
Camp

George G. Meade, Pennsylvania; Camp
Wheeler, Pluntsville, Alabama; and Camp

Shipp, Anniston, Alabama. Temporary store-

houses, hospitals, and other buildings were

STREET OF LIGI1T-15ATTERV A, FIRST RECUMENT, NATIONAL OUARI) OF MISSOURI, AT CAMP STEPHENS, JEFFERSON BARRACKS, MISSOURI

Pliotograph by Strauss, St. I.ouis

In order that sufficient means of transporta-

tion might be secured, the War Department

found it necessary to ask Congress to grant

American registry to some available ships

which were under foreign registry.

Fourteen ships were chartered to July on

the Pacific coast, having a total tonnage of

41,152 and a carrying capacity of 629 officers

and 13,059 men, with their complete outfit of

camp and garrison equipage, arms, ammu-

nition, medical and subsistence stores for a

voyage of over 7000 miles.

The combined transport fleets on the At-

lantic and Pacific coasts up to July consisted

of 69 vessels of various classes, with a total

tonnage of 145,353 tons and a carrying capac-

ity of over 37,000 men.

To convert the vessels composing this fleet

from their ordinary uses as freight vessels into

safe and commodious transport ships required

considerable alteration. Sleeping accommo-

dations for the men and stalls for the animals

had to be constructed ; increased water capac-

ity had to be provided by the construction

transport ; and the Olivette, used for a time

as a water -boat, afterwards did good service

as a temporary hospital ship. Other vessels

were afterwards chartered for the use of the

army, and, as already stated, several steamers

chartered by the Navy Department were turned

over to the War Department to meet its ne-

cessities in the way of transporting troops.

There were also purchased for the service

of the army on the Pacific Ocean two large,

commodious steamships, the Seaudia and the

Arizona, which were fitted up, the former as a

hospital ship and the latter for the transporta-

tion of troops and supplies to the newly ac-

quired islands of the Pacific. These vessels

had a tonnage of 4243 and 5000 tons, respec-

tively, and with the four chartered after July

1st increased the total tonnage of the trans-

port fleet operating on the Pacific Ocean to

61,287 and the carrying capacity to over

20,000 men. Congress being averse to admit-

ting foreign ships to American registry, it was

decided to direct the purchase of vessels and

have them fitted up to meet the needs of the
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erected or hired, and tents floored. Water

facilities were provided, cither by driven wells,

pumping plants, or by connecting the camps

with city water mains. Many of the camps

were furnished with a number of portable

filters, and one with boilers for boiling water.

During the latter part of April five buildings

were rented at Key West, Florida, for a gen-

eral hospital. y\n office and store-room were

also rented, and temporary buildings con-

structed for kitchen, dining-room, and other

conveniences, and a water-supply system, in-

cluding distilling plant, was installed for the

hospital and post at Key West Barracks.

Many of the buildings at Fort McPhcr-

son, Georgia, Fort Myer, Virginia, and Fort

Thomas, Kentucky, were also used as general

hospitals.

On July 3 instructions were given for the

erection of tents and temporary buildings on

the Fortress Monroe reservation, Virginia, for

a general hospital to accommodate 500 patients

and TOO attendants. The work was completed

July 23. The establishment of a pavilion
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hospital of looo beds near Fortress Monroe
was also authorized and begun in the month
of July.

The following is a resume of the work done

by the Quartermaster's Department at the

Tampa military depot during the period of

hostilities

:

Army corps equipped 2

P>eight cars liandled (loaded or unloaded) 13.239
(XFiccrs and men transported 66,478
Horses and niules transported 15.309
Horses and mules received 11-3^^9

Horses and mules issued 9919
Wagons " set up" 604
Teams " broken out " (six mules) . . . . 141

Teams "broken out" (four mules) . . . 520
Pack trains e(]uijiped 21

Wasj^ons and amlxdances repaired . . . 699
Transj)orts fitted out 33
Transports cleared 78

At Chickamauga Park the same department
arranged for the transportation of 70,734 offi-

cers and men, 8366 horses, 6673 mules, and

1490 car-loads of freight, and attended to the

reception and distribution of a vast amount of

quartermaster, subsistence, and medical sup-

plies. There were also purchased at Chicka-

mauga 1836 horses and 2880 mules. At St.

Asaph, which was used as a subdepot con-

nected with Camp Alger, there were handled

6614 horses and mules, and 1075 wagons were

received, repaired, and issued.

Concerning food for the troops in the camps
of mobilization, the Commissary- General of

Subsistence reported as follows to the Secre-

tary of War: "On April 22, 1898, an officer of

the Subsistence Department was ordered to

proceed to Chickamauga National Park and
report to the commanding general at that

place. Subsistence funds were placed to his

credit.

" On May 14 2,700,000 rations were or-

dered shipped to Chattanooga, it being the

policy at that time to have at least three

months' supply, exclusive of daily consump-
tion, on hand at all times for the number of

troops at the camp. This extra supply was

intended for use in c^lse of immediate forward

movements.

"A subdepot was established at Camp
George IT. Thomas, in the Chickamauga Na-

tional Park, for convenience of making issues

to the camp.

" By the system of weekly reports to the

Commissary -General of Subsistence of the

number of complete field rations and of the

number of complete travel rations on hand at

the depot at Chattanooga and the subdepot
at Camp George PL Thomas, the supplies of

food at those points were kept up by regular

shipments from distant purchasing commissa-

KEY WEST BARRACKS—OFFICERS' QUARTERS

ries until the final abandonment of the Chicka-

mauga National Park as a camping-ground.

''The troops encamped at New Orleans,

Mobile, Tampa, San P^-ancisco, Miami, Jack-

sonville, P^alls Church, Middletown, Huntsville,

Anniston, and Lexington were supplied with

subsistence stores in the same way that the

troops at Chickamauga National Park were

supplied. With the exception of San P^ran-

cisco, the depot commissaries on duty at each

of these camps were required to make periodi-

cal reports to the Commissary-General of Sub-

sistence of the supplies of food on hand. Li

San l^^rancisco the troops were supplied directly

by the Chief Commissary of Subsistence of the

Department of California on duty in that city,

he drawing his supplies from the depot com-
missary there."

The contemporary pen and pencil pictures

of camp life at the various State rendezvous

and national points of concen.tration would
fill many volumes. The every-day life of the

soldier, everywhere and in all its phases, was
caught and recorded by the artist and the de-

scriptive writer. The following account of a

civilian's impressions of the first camp of mo-
bilization will recall to many a soldier the

echoes of the bugle, and will show how valu-

able are often the so-ceilled " minor " sources

of history.

CHICKAMAUGA
Bv JOPIN FOX, Jr.

P'rom the tiny stream that runs along the

base of the camp a low hill rises in a series

of natural terraces to the fringe of low trees

KEY WEST BARRACKS—MEN'S QUARTERS

on the summit, and on these terraces sit ofB-

cers and men, according to rank. P>om the

kitchen-tent ^^t the bottom the white tepees

of the privates and their tethered horses

—

camped in columns of troops—stretch up the

hill, and highest up is the tent of the sergeant.

On the first terrace above, and flanking the

columns, are the old army tents of company
officer and subaltern, and the guidons flutter-

ing in line, each captain with his lieutenants at

the head of a company street. Behind and on
the second terrace camp the majors—three

—

each facing the centre of his squadron. And
highest up on top of the hill, and facing, theo-

retically, the centre of the regiment, the slate-

colored tent of the colonel commands the camp.
To his right the lieutenant-colonel, to his left

the adjutant, the acting quartermaster, the

surgeons— senior and junior— and, last on
the line, the civilian. Such is the camp of

the Third Regiment of the United States

army.

A blast from a bugle at the break of dawn,
and the civilian started up from his cot and
lay down again. The air was chilly, the

ground under him was wet with dew, and the

flaps of his tent were yellow with the rising

sun. That blast was for the private at the

foot of the hill. The superiors above slept

on
; and, being attached temporarily to the

same, I, too, slept on—but not for long. A
dozen trumpets suddenly rang out an emphatic

complaint

:

I can't git 'em up !

I can't git 'em up !

I can't git 'em up in the morning.

I can't git 'em up

!

I can't git 'em up !

I can't git 'em up at all

!

The corporal's worse than the sergeant,

The sergeant's worse than the lieutenant,

And the captain's the worst of all

!

This is as high up, apparently, as the pri-

vate dares go, unless he considers the iniqui-

ty of the colonel quite beyond the range of a

bugle ; but the pathetic appeal was too much
for a civilian, who was already a trifle uneasy

as to just where—in the midst of salutes, rank

distinctions, rigid ceremony, and other pomp
and circumstance of war—he stood ; so I got

up, stepping from a nice cold foot-bath of

fragrant dew to a dapple-gray wash-basin that

stood on three wooden stakes outside. Just

then the trumpet again :
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Go to the stable,

All ye that are able,

And give your horses some corn.

For if you don't do it.

The captain will know it,

And give you the devil,

As sure as you're born !

The flaps of the quartermaster's tent alone

were open ; he had gone off at three o'clock

that morning to get the Ninth Cavalry off to

Tampa; so I made for the foot of the hill to

see the first stir of the camp.

It must have been a joy to Mr. Berg to go

through a camp of cavalry, for in that camp

there is no sterner law than horse ever first

and master afterwards. Each horse had his

nose in a mouth-bag and was munching corn,

while a trooper affectionately curried him

from tip of ear to tip of tail. Man and horse

were in perfect condition, and the camp was

as clean as a Dutch kitchen.

It was mess-call now :

Soupy, soupy, soupy

—

Without any beans !

An' coffee, coffee, coffee—

The meanest ever seen !

Only the coffee was very good. That day

the soldiers were to have " slum." Sometimes

they get hardtack fried in bacon grease, and

they give it a name that means slaughter if

applied to a man.

Everywhere I found an unfaltering loyalty,

running up from the ranks and concentrating

on the colonel, that must mean a telling esprit

de corps for discipline in camp and fighting

power in the field.

Colonel and staff were making matutinal

ablutions in the full glory of the risen sun

when I got back to headquarters, and when

we went into the mess-tent for breakfast the

trumpeter was calling the sick— who in the

field are really sick, who in post and garrison

are often merely weary :

Come and git your quinine,

Quinine, quinine, quinine!

Come and git your quinine,

And your pills !

Soon martial music came crashing across the

hollow from the camp on the next low hill,

followed by cheers, which ran along the road,

and were swollen into a mighty shouting when

taken up by the camp at the foot of the hill.

The Ninth was coming, and through the smoke

and mist the column moved into sight, headed

by a mounted band.

Tramp, tramp, tramp.

The boys are marching!

Along the brow of the hill, and but faintly

seen through the haze, came the cavalry, with

guidons fluttering along the column and a

train of big, ghostly army wagons behind.

The musicians of the Third started up with

a rousing march, when the mounted band

stopped, and the cheers passed after the

marching troopers through the park.

There was no mounted drill when the hour

for "boots and saddles" came. It was the

last day of the month, and muster-day for the

regiments, attended with a review and a rare

ceremony for the ever- scattered troops of a

regiment—the " escort to the standard."

There had been no escort to the standard

of the Third since '6i—the last time the vari-

ous troops were together—and the colonel said

that never in his life had he seen the ceremony.

He courteously asked the civilian to go with

his staff. The civilian, in innocence, agreed,

and a few minutes later a black war-horse stood

at his tent. The orderly called him Nigger,

and cautioned me not to pull him hard, for

when pulled Nigger had the playful habit of

rearing and falling over backward. As a cap-

tain of cavalry had had his leg broken the day

before in just that way, this was not cheering

news. Before the colonel's tent stood the

horses of the staff, around the colonel's big,

handsome, coffee-colored hunter, rich in trap-

pings of much splendor. On the earth the

colonel stood heavy, but in the saddle he was

a feather-weight, and he made a brave picture

as he rode away from the woods with three or

four superb horsemen in his rear. At the ^^g(i

of the drill-ground we were joined by a young

English officer of the Fourteenth Royal Artil-

lery in a picturesque uniform. With his short

stirrups and hunter's seat, he was a marked

contrast to the subalterns at his side, who

stood straight from their stirrups. Across the

long drill-ground stood the regiment, and from

it Captain Hardee, the " riding captain " of the

iMxirth Troop of the Second Squadron, was

directed to fall out, move by rear of the regi-

ment, and receive the standard and escort it to

its position in line. In column of platoons the

troop wheeled prettily around. A gleam of

sabres acknowledged the honor of presentation

to the standard, and the line wheeled and es-

corted the color- guard to the centre of the

rcfiiment. Then came the review, and the

colonel's staff dashed to the centre of the

field. Meanwhile Nigger's war-blood was ris-

ing. He could go forward, backward, and

sidewise with equal ease and about the same

speed, and he wanted his accomplishments

known. As the civilian had no spurs to check

his backward course, and knew no checkmate

to his side -shuffle, Nigger went those gaits

when he pleased ; and, instead of being with

the colonel on inspection of the regiment, the

civilian found himself occasionally on exhibi-

tion before the same.

It was a brave sight, that flash of sabres

eilong the long length of the drill-field, like

one leaping horizontal flame. Then the regi-

ment, led by the stern lieutenant-colonel, who

had the best seat I saw at Chickamauga,

moved past the staff at a walk and then at a

trot, and drew up a solid mass of silent living

statues. The little Englishman grew enthu-

siastic. " I would like to see them in action,"

he said. "They would go through the Span-

iards like a dose of salts."

Just then the colonel's spurs glistened; the

coffee-colored horse sprang into a swift gallop

to the head of the regiment, and the colonel

wound in and out of the columns of troops.

After which came the closer inspection of

side-arms; and then the roll was called to

know the men who could draw a month's pay

from Uncle Sam, and the muster was done.

It was guard-mount when I got back to the

camp of the Third. Out marched the band

in full uniform and the corps of trumpeters.

Out came the relief guard, and out marched

the adjutant from his tent on the hill. It is

not often that the regimental band has the

opportunity to play other music than a march,

and while the guns flash during inspection

there is always a slow tune of pathos that

must be greatly responsible for the hold that

the ceremony has on the hearts of soldier

and civilian. There was no band in the canq)

superior to the Third, and certainly no chief

trumpeter who, in lieu of the drum -major,

could swing his naked sabre with more dash

and vim, while the band performed a few

evolutions before it sank into silence, and, as

the relief guard marched towards the woods,

withdrew for the night.

The sun sinks rapidly now. The dusk falls,

and the pines begin the dirge of the many

dead who died under them five-and-thirty

years ago. They have a new and ominous

chant now—a chant of premonition for those

who may die, for the gallant soldiers who are

ea^^er to show that the heroic mould in which
fc>

their sires were cast is still casting the sons

to-day. Now from the darkness glow the

camp-fires far and wide over the old battle-

field.

Around the little fire on the hill sits the

colonel, with his fine, kind Irish face, Irish

eye, and Irish wit of tongue. Near him the

stern old Indian -fighter Chaffee, with strong

brow, deep eyes, long jaw, firm mouth, strong

chin; the adjutant, a kindly, courteous South-

erner; and the acting quartermaster, a superb

specimen of Kentucky manhood. The two

colonels are telling war stories ; the rest listen.

Every now and then a horse looms from the

darkness, and a visiting officer swings into the

liffht. Then comes tattoo, and finally, far,

far away, a trumpet is sounding " taps," then

another, and another, and another still. At

last, when all is quiet, taps rises once more

out of the darkness somewhere to the left.

This last trumpeter is an artist; he knows his

theme; he knows his power. The rest have

simply given a command :

" Lights out
!"

Lights out of the soldier's camp, say they.

Lights out of the soldier's life, says this one,

sadly ; and out of his own life just now, per-

haps, something as dear as life itself:

" Love, good-night."

A TRAIN-LOAD OF VISITORS, CAMP BLACK, NEW YORK.-Drawn by E. M.Ashe



REAR-ADMIRAL SAMPSOxN, U. S. N., COMMANDlxNG NORTH ATLANTIC FLEET.—Drawn by William Thorne

THE DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES WAR VESSELS

THROUGHOUT the year 1897, accord-

ing to the report of the Secretary of the

Navy, the vessels on the United States

North Atlantic station were busily engaged

in enforcing the observance of the neutral-

ity laws. "The department," said Secretary

Long, " exercised all possible vigilance and

activity in that regard. At the same time, the

condition of affairs in Cuba and the conse-

quences to the United States and Spain made

FROM OFFICIAL RECORDS

it evident that war might come between them."

On the nth of January, 1898, the commander-

in-chief of the European station was ordered,

as already related, to retain all the enlisted

men whose terms w^ere about to expire. The
Helena^ then on her way to the Asiatic station,

was directed to proceed to Lisbon to await

orders. The commander-in-chief of the South

Atlantic station was informed of the critical

condition of affairs in Cuba, and was directed

191

to proceed with the Cincinnati and Castine

from Montevideo to Para on the north coast

of Brazil. On January 24 the Maine was

ordered to Havana. "This," said the Secre-

tary of the Navy, " was the first visit of a

vessel of the United States navy to any port

in Cuba for several years, although the neces-

sity of protecting American interests made the

presence of our flag in Cuban ports desirable."

On the 15th of February the Maine was de-
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stroyed. Meantime, as has been seen, the sels were under the direct command of the Blockading Squadron. — Qomxwo^oxQ J. C.
commander-in-chief of the European station several squadron commanders, as the disposi- Watson, commanding, from May 6 to June 21.
was instructed to attach W\q Albany im^ Neiv tion of the vessels depended upon their loca- First North Atlantic Squadron.^— Commo-
Orleans to his command, and bring the latter tion. Vessels within signalling distance of dore J. C. Watson, commanding, from June
to the United States. The commander- in- Key West were under the command of the 21 to June 27; Commodore J. A. Howell,
chief of the Asiatic Squadron was ordered to commandant of the naval base at that place; commanding (rear-admiral, August 10), from'
assemble his squadron at Hong-Kong. The those on the western coast of Cuba were un- July i to close of hostilities.

Olynipia, under orders at that time to San der the orders of the commanding officer of Second North Atlantic Squadron. — Qom-
Francisco, was retained on the Asiatic station, the blockading division or of the commander modore W. S. Schley, commanding (rear-
The Oregon was ordered to proceed from of the First North Atlantic Squadron ; others admiral, August 10), from June 21 to close of
Bremerton, Washington, to San Francisco and on the east coast of Cuba, by reason of their hostilities.

prepare for a long voyage. Enlistments, even presence there, received their orders from Com- Eastern Squadron.—QomwM^iXoxQ J. C. Wat-
in excess of the established quota, were or- modore Schley or Admiral Sampson. son, commanding, from July 7 to Septem-
dered, to fill the complements of men for the Northern Patrol Squadron.-~On April 20, ber 20.

Columbia, Minneapolis, Miantononioh,3.nL\oi\\CY 1898, Commodore John A. Howell assumed Flying Squadron. —CommodovL^ W. S.
vessels. The North Atlantic Fleet was greatly command of the Northern Patrol Squadron. Schley, commanding, from beginning of war
strengthened, and vessels were concentrated in Tliis squadron consisted at first of the San to May 24, independently; from May 24 to
the neighborhood of Key West. A - Flying Francisco (Hag-ship), Prairie, Dixie, Yankee, June 21, under orders of Admiral Sampson.
Squadron" was organized under command of and Yoseniite. Naval Base, Key West, Florida.—Commo-
Commodore W. S. Schley, and stationed at On May 29 the Vanhee was detached from dore George C. Rcmey, commandino-, from
Fortress Monroe for the protection of any the squadron, and the services of the Vosemite May 7 to August 24.
point on the coast which might be menaced and Pi.rie being required in Southern waters,

by a Spanish fleet. the former was detached on May 30 and the LENGTH OF SERVlCh: OF VESSELS
Thus, before the actual outbreak of hostil- latter on June 13. During May the squad- ON NORTH ATLANTIC STATION

ities, the North Atlantic Fleet at Key West ron was strengthened by the addition of the Abarenda Lieutenant -Commander W. H.
covered Cuba; the Flying Squadron at Hamp- Columbia, Badger, iind Southcry. On June 9 Buford, commanding—from June 7, 1898, to
ton Roads stood ready to defend its own the Minneapolis was ordered to duty in the close of hostilities.

coast or to threaten that of Spain
;
and the squadron, and was stationed at Newport News, Alexander— CommiindcY \V. T. Burwell,

Asiatic Squadron at Hong-Kong only awaited Virginia, to guard the new battle-ships being commanding—from June 19, 1898, to close of
information of the declaration of war. constructed there. hostilities.

On the 19th of March the Oregon left San The Navy Department considering it advis- A niphitrite — C'dpUiin C. J. I^arclay, com-
Francisco for Callao, Peru. The department able to increase the efficiency of the blockade manding—from beginning of war to close of
issued orders to the Marietta, then at San of Cuba, Commodore Howell, on June 25, hostilities.

Jose de Guatemala, to precede her, in order was ordered to assemble the vessels of his Annapolis~~Qommi\\\d<ix J. J. Hunker, com-
to arrange for coal and to facilitate in every command, with the exception of the Minne- manding—from April 25, 1898, to close of hos-
way possible the passage of this powerful apolis, at Key West. Upon his arrival there, tilities.

vessel to reinforce the fleet in the North At- July i, with the San Francisco, Columbia, ylA^^7/d'-— Lieutenant G. C. Hanus, command-
lantic. From Callao she proceeded to Valpa- Prairie, Padger, and Southcry, he was assigned ing—from August 4, 1898, to close of hostili-

raiso, then to Sandy Point, Patagonia, and by Rear-Admiral Sampson to the command of ties.

arrived at Rio Janeiro on April 30, at which the first division of the North Atlantic Fleet. ylr/;/r;'M—-Commander L. C. Logan, com-
point the department advised the command- Flying Squadron.— T\\q Flying Squadron manding—from June 4, 1898, to close of hos-
ing officer of the declaration of war and of was under the command of Commodore W. tilities.

the sailing of a Spanish fleet from the Cape S. Schley, who, from the beginning of the war Accomac—Y.\\^^ W. S. Crosley, command-
de Verde Islands on April 29. She arrived to May 24, [898, acted independently, and from ing, to May 6, 1898; Boatswain J. W. Angus
off Jupiter Inlet, Florida, on the 24tli day of .May 24 until June 21, 1898, when the Flying assumed command May 6, 1898-—from begin-
May, in good condition and ready for service. Squadron ceased to exist, under the directions ning of war to close of hostilities.

and was ordered to Key West, where, after of Admiral Sampson. /Wi,'V7'—Commander A. S. Snow, command-
coaling, she took her place with the blockading Eastern Squadron.—Commodovi^ J. C. Wat- ing— from July i, 1898, to close of hostilities.

squadron and became a part of the command son, commanding.—During June and July the Bancroft—Comnvdndcv Richardson Clover,
of Admiral Sampson. department Issued orders for the formation of commanding—from May 9, 1898, to close of

In order to provide for the protection of the the Eastern Squadron, to which the following hostilities.

Atlantic coast between the capes of the Dela- vessels were assigned: Brooklyn— Ci\\it'dm F. A. Cook, command-
ware and Bar Harbor, Maine, a Northern Patrol Oregon, on July 7, 1898; Nezvark, on July ing—from May 24, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Squadron was organized, and was placed under 7 (detached August 3); Yankee, on July 7; 0.5-^rr—Lieutenant-Commander A. B. Spey-
the command of Commodore J. A. Howell on Yosemite, on July 7; Dixie, on July 7; Mas- ers, commanding—from June 7, 1898, to close
April 20. sachusetts, on July 9; Badger, on July 12; of hostilities.

A squadron called the Eastern Squadron, New Orleans, on ]u\y 17. Calumet—Yn^t Lieutenant W. H. Gushing,
Commodore J. C. Watson commanding from The colliers Abarenda, Akxander, Cassius, R.C.S., commanding—from Jul)- 21, 1898, to

July 7 to September 20, was organized with Ca'.sv?r, .SV///^//.?, and//^.v//;/, and the supply-ship close of hostilities.

the view of threatening the coast of Spain, r;A?f/V7' were attached to this squadron on Au- Castine— Qomnx^nd^x R. M. Berry, com-
but owing to the suspension of hostilities it gust 3, with orders to hold themselves in readi- manding—from beginning of war to close of
did not proceed upon that duty. uess at Hampton Roads to join the squadron, hostilities.

In addition, Commodore George C. Remey, At the time of formation of the Eastern CV/Z/V—Commander H. B. Mansfield, com-
who was in command of the naval base at Squadron, the department especially directed manding—from June 18, 1898, to close of hos-
Key West, was directed, on June 21, to exer- that the vessels assigned to it were to remain tilities.

cise command overall vessels within signalling under the orders of the commander-in-chief Cincinnati— Q'Ai^^m C. M. Chester, com-
distance, under the authority of Admiral Samp- of the North Atlantic station until the de- manding—from beginning of war to close of

son. During the entire period of hostilities a parture of the Eastern Squadron for Europe, hostilities.

portion of this fleet was engaged in the block- but as this squadron was never sent abroad G?///;///;/^;-—Captain J. H. Sands, command-
ade of the coast of Cuba. the vessels composing it always remained ing— from July i, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Of the following lists of vessels on the North under the orders of Admiral Sampson. O/.?/^/;/^'-—Lieutenant Albert Cleaves, com-
Atlantic station, the Pacific station, and the ' manding—from beginning of war to close of
Asiatic station, the first will show the dates NORTH ATLANTIC FLEET hostilities.

upon which the vessels named joined the Rear-Admiral W. T. Sampson, commander- /^rZ/wV—Commander J. H. Dayton, com-
North Atlantic Fleet and the length of their in -chief, from beginning of war to close of manding—from beginning of war to close of
service It is not possible to state what ves- hostilities. hostilities.
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KEY WES r.—MORNING WORK ON THE WAR-SI I IPS. —1)ra\v.\ by Carlton T. Chapman

Dixie—Commander C. H. Davis, command-

ing—from June i8, 1898, to close of hostilities.

(Northern Patrol Squadron, May 6 to June 18,

1898.)

Dolphin— Commander H. W. Lyon, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Dorothea— Lieutenant -Commander W. J.

Barnette, commanding, until August 9, 1898;

Lieutenant -Commander N. T. Houston re-

ported for command on August 9, i898~from

July I, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Du Pont—Lieutenant S. S. Wood, command-

ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Eagle—Lieutenant W. H. H. Southerland,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

Ericsson—Lieutenant N. R. Usher, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

E'ern—Lieutenant-CommanderW. S. Cowles,

commanding, until April 27, 1898; Lieutenant-

Commander Herbert Winslow reported for

command April 27th—from beginning of war

to close of hostilities.

Eish iY(^w/&—Lieutenant-Commander F. H.

Delano, commanding—from July 25, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

i^^^/^—Lieutenant William L. Rodgers, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

/t^/zV—Commander E. H.Gheen, command-

ing—from July 31, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Glacier—Commander J. P. Merrell, com-

manding—from July 22 (Eastern Squadron)

to close of hostilities.

Gloucester—Lieutenant - Commander Rich-

ard Wainwright, commanding—from June 2,

1898, to close of hostilities.

Gzvin— Lieutenant C. S. Williams, com-

manding—from July 8, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Hamilton—Captain W. D. Roath, R. C. S.,

commanding—from May i, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

//^?;/////;^7/—Commander PL G. O. Colby, com-

manding—from July i, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

//^?7e'/('—Lieutenant J. Hood, commanding

—

from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

HeleJia— Comm^ndQV W. T. Swinburne,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

///jr/— Lieutenant Lucien Young, command-

ing—-from June 24, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Hornet—Lieutenant J. M. Helm, command-

ing—from April 22, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Hudson^Y'nsi Lieutenant P"'. H. Newcomb,

R. C. S., commanding—from May 1 to close

of hostilities.

Indiana—Captain H. C. Taylor, command-

ing—from beginning of war to close of hos-

tilities.

Iowa—Captain R. D. Evans, commanding

—

from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Justin—Commander G. E. Ide, command-

ing, until July 10, 1898; Commander W. L.

Field reported for command July 10, 1898

—

from June 2, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Lancaster— Commander Thomas Perry,

commanding—from May 31, 1898, to close of

hostilities.
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Lebanon — Lieutenant - Commander C. T.

P^orse, commanding—from May 26, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Leonidas—Commander W. I. Moore, com-

manding— from June 11, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Leyden—Boatswain J. W, Angus, command-

ing, to May 6, 1898; Ensign W. S. Croslcy

assumed command May 6, 1898—from begin-

ning of war to close of hostilities.

Maehias— Commander J. F. Merry, com-

manding, to June 27, 1898 ; Commander W. W.
Mead reported for command June 27, 1898

—

from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

Manning— Captain F. M. Munger, R. C. S.,

commanding—from May 7, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Mangrove—Lieutenant- Commander W. PL

Everett, commanding, to June 7, 1898; Lieu-

tenant-Commander D. D. \^. Stuart reported

for command on June 7, 1898—from begin-

ninp; of war to close of hostilities.

Maple—• Lieutenant - Commander W. Kel-

logg, commanding— from May 15, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Marblehead— Commander B. H. McCalla,

commanding; promoted to captain August 10

—from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

Marietta— Commander F. M. Symonds,

commanding—from June 4, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Mayflower— Commander M. R. S. Mac-

kenzie, commanding—from beginning of war

to close of hostilities.

Massachusetts— Captain F. J. Higginson,

commanding—from May 24, 1898, to close of

hostilities.
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McKec—Lieutenant C. M. Knepper, com-

manding—from July 25, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

McLajic—^First Lieutenant \V. E. Reynolds,

R. C. S., commanding—from beginning of war

to close of hostilities.

JMcrriinac—Commander J. M. INliller, com-

manding — from j\Lay 5, 1898, to June 4,

1898.

J/w///cW(r;///c;//—Captain M. L. Johnson, com-

manding—from May 5, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Minneapolis—-Q.-A\)'i-A\\\ T. V. Jewell, com-

manding—^May 24, 1898, to June 6, 1898.

Montgomery—Commander (j. A. Converse,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

.]^;v'///—Captain II. D. Smith, R. C. S.—
from April 26, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Morris—Lieutenant C. L. Fox, command-

ing—from Jul)' 12, 1898, to close of hostili-

ties.

NasJiville— Commander Washburn Ma}^-

nard, commanding—from beginning of war to

close of hostilities.

Niagara—Commander G. A. l^icknell, com-

manding to May 30, 1898; Lieutenant-Com-

mander E. S. Prime reported for command
May 30, 1898—from May 3, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Newark—Captain A. S. Barker, command-

ing to August 6, 1898; Captain C. V. Good-

rich reported for command August 8, 1898

—

from June 25, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Neiv Orleans— Captain Wm. h^olger, com-

manding—from May 21, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Newport— Commander B. F. Tilley, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

New York—Captain F. E. Chad wick, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Oneida— Lieutenant \V. G. Miller, com-

manding— from June 2, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Oregon—^Captain C. E. Clark, commanding

to August 6, 1898; Captain A. S. Barker re-

ported for command August 6, 1898—from

May 26, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Oseeola— Lieutenant J. L. Purcell, com-

manding— from April 27, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Panther— Commander G. C. Reiter, com-

manding— from April 30, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Peoria— Lieutenant T. W. Ryan, command-

ing— from June 21, 1898, to close of hostil-

ities.

Piseataqua—Lieutenant -Commander N. E.

Nilcs, commanding—from July 21, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Ponipey— Commander J. M. Miller, com-

manding—from June 7, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Porter— Lieutenant J. C. h'remont, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Prairie—Commander C. J. Train, command-
ing—from July i, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Princeton—Commander C. H. West, com-

manding—from July 27, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Potomac—Lieutenant G. P. Blow, command-
ing—from July 13, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Puritan—Captain P. Y. Harrington, com-

manding to June 18, 1898; Captain Fred

Rodgers reported for command June 18, 1898

—from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

Resolute— Commander J. G. Eaton, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Rodgers—Lieutenant J. L. Jayne, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hos-

tilities.

San Francisco—Captain R. P. Leary, com-

manding—from July i, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Saturn—Commander S. W. Very, command,
ing to June 4, 1898 ; Commander G. A. Bick-

nell reported for command June 4, 1898—from

May 3, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Scindia—Commander E. W. Watson, com-

manding—from June 10, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Scorpion—Lieutenant- Commander Adolpli

Marix, commanding—from May 24, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Sioux— Ensign W. R. Gherardi, command-

ing—from May i to May 11, 1898.

Siren— Lieutenant J. M. Robinson, com-

manding—from July 25, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Solace—Commander A. Dunlap, command-

ing—from May 11, 1898, to close of hostilities.

KF.Y WEST.—TARGET PRACTICE—UNITED STATES CRUISER CINCINNATI FIRING A SIX-INCFI GUN.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman
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Soiithcry— Commander Walton Goodwin,

commanding—from July i, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Sterling—Commander R. E. Impey, com-

manding—from May 24, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Stranger—Lieutenant G. L. Dyer, command-

ing—from July 21, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Supply— Lieutenant-Commander R. R. Li-

gersoll, commanding—from May 26, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Suwanec—Lieutenant-Commander D. Del-

ehanty, commanding—from May 15, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Sylvia—Lieutenant G. IL Peters, command-

ing—from August 2, 1898, to close of hostili-

ties.

Talbot— Lieutenant W. R. Shoemaker, com-

manding—from July 10, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Teciiniseli—Lieutenant G. R. Evans, com-

manding—from April 23, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Terror—Captain NicoU Ludlow, command-

ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Texas—Captain J. W. Philip, commanding
;

Commodore from August 10—from May 24,

1898, to close of hostilities.

Topeka— Commander W. S. Cowles, com-

manding—from July 6, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Uncas— Lieutenant F. R. Brainard, com-

manding— from April 23, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Vesuvius—Lieutenant-Commander John E.

Pillsbury, commanding— from beginning of

war to close of hostilities.

Vicksburg—Commander A. B. H. Lillie, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Viking—Lieutenant-Commander J. C. Wil-

son, commanding—from July 22, 1898, to close

of hostilities.

F/,i77/—Lieutenant A. Sharp, Jr., command-

ing—from May 12, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Vulean—L i e u t e n a n t - Comm an d e r L II a r r i s

,

commanding—from Jidy i, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Wasp—Lieutenant A. Ward, commanding

—

from May i, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Wilmington—Commander C. C. Todd, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Windoni— Captain S. E. Maguire, R. C. S.,

from May 5, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Winslow—Lieutenant J. B. Bernadou, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Wonipatuek—Lieutenant C. W. Jungen, com-

manding—from April 26, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

Woodbury—Captain 11. B. Rogers, R. C. S.,

commanding—from May 8, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Yankee—Commander W. II. Brownson, com-

manding—from June 3, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities. (Li North Patrol Squadron from Ma}-

6 to May 29, 1898.)

Yankton— Lieutenant -Commander J. D.

Adams, commanding—from June 25, 1898, to

close of hostilities.

Yoseniite—Commander W. II. Emory, com-

manding—from June 4, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities. {\\\ North Patrol Squadron from May

6 to May 30, 1898.)

FLYING SQUADRON
Brooklyn—Captain V. A. Cook, command-

ing—from beginning of war to May 24, 1898.

Columbia—Captain J. H. Sands, command-

ing—from beginning of war to May 4, 1898.
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7v7?^7/;^//;/—Captain G. P\ Y. Wilde, com-

manding—detached from sc]uadron April 16,

1898.

Massaehusetts— Captain Y. J. PL'gginson,

commanding—from beginning of war to May

24, 1898.

Merriniac—Commander J. M. Miller, com-

manding—from April 9 to April 29, 1898.

Minneapolis—OAiAd^m T. F. Jewell, com-

mandinfj- from beginning of war to i\Iay 24,

New Orleans—Qi\\)'i'cm\ W. M. P\)lgcr, com-

manding—from May 9 to May 24, 1898.

Saturn — Commander S. W. Vcr)% com-

manding—from April 21 to April 29, 1898.

Scorpion— LieutencUit-Commander Adolph

Marix, commanding— from May i to Klay 24,

1898.

Sterling— Commander R. Y.. Lnpey, com-

manding—from May l to May 24, 1898.

Texas—Cci\AY\n J. W. Philii), commanding

—from beginning of war to Ma\' 24, 1898.

VESSELS ON SPECIAL SERVICE

Harvard—Captain C. S. Cotton, command-

ing— from April 30, 1898, to close of hos-

tilities.

.S7. Louis— Captain C. Y. Goodrich, com-

manding—from April 30, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

.S7. ./}?///—Captain C. D. Sigsbec, command-

ing—from May 5, 1898, to close of hostilities.

Yale—Captain W. C. Wise, commanding—

from May 2, 1898, to close of hostilities.

PACIFIC STATION
Rear-Admiral J. N, jMh.LKR, Cominauder-iu-Cliief

^4 /^^?/;'^>fi-— Lieutenant- Commander J. Y.

Moser to July 14, 1898; Lieutenant - Com-

mander C. K. Curtis from July 14 to August

I, 1898; Lieutenant-Commander J. Y. Moser
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again assumed command August i, 1898

—

from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

Bcuningtoii — Commander H. E. Nichols,

commanding to July 14, 1898; Lieutenant-

Commander J. F. iMoser, commanding, July

14 to August I, 1898; Commander E. D.

Taussig assumed command August i, 1898

— from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Corii'in—Captain W. J. Herring, R. C. S.,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

(J rant—Captain J. A. Slamm, R. C. S.,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

MoJiicaii— Commander G. M. Book, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Moiiadock- -Q-A^^'i'Axw \V. IT. Whiting, com-

manding—from beginning of war to June 25,

1898.

Monterey— Captain C. E. Clark, command-
ing to May 24, 1898; Commander E. If. C.

Leut/.e assumed command May 24, 1898 -

from beginning of war to June 7, 1898.

Perry—Captain W. J. Rilgore, R. C. S.

—

from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

PIiiladeIpJiia — Q^\^\z{\\-\ G. If. Wadleigh,

commanding—from Jul}^ 9, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

RusJl— Captain W. H. Roberts, R. C. S.

—

from beginning of war to close of hostilities.

Wheeling— Commander Lh-iel Sebree, com-

mandimj— from beei;innin2: of war to close of

hostilities.

ASIATIC STATION
Renr-Adniiral (iK(»R(iK Di-avky, I'omniandcr-in-Cliief

Pmltiniore—Captain N. M. Dyer, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Boston— Captain Frank Wildes, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties,

Ih'ntns —-Lieutenant V. L. Cottman, com-

manding—from August 4, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Cliarleston.—Captain Henry (ilass, command-
ing— from Jul)^ 4, 1898, to close of hostili-

ties.

Coneord— Commander Asa Walker, com-

manding— from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

JMeCnlloeJi—Captain D. B, Hodgson, R.C. S.,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

Monadnoek—Captain W, H. WHiiting, com-

manding—from August 16, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

JMonoeaey— Commander O. W. Farenholt,

commanding—from beginning of war to close

of hostilities.

Monterey— Commander E. H. C. Leutze,

commanding—from August 4, 1898, to close

of hostilities.

Auinshan— Lieutenant W. B. Hodges, com-

manding—from beginning of war to close of

hostilities.

Nero— Commander Charles Belknap, com-

manding—from August 16, 1898, to close of

hostilities.

Olynipia—Captain C. V. Gridley, command-
ing to May 25, 1898 ; Captain B. P. Lamberton
assumed command May 25, 1898—from begin-

ning of war to close of hostilities.

/V/;77^—Commander E. P. Wood, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

/vc?'A'/','*//—Captain J. B. Coghlan, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

Zafiro—Lieutenant W\ McLean, command-
ing—from beginning of war to close of hostili-

ties.

The following squadron general order, issued

off Santiago, July 11, will render clearer the

distribution of vessels on the North Atlantic

ON THE NIGHT PATROL—THE CRUISER CINCINNATI OVERHAULING A SUSPICIOUS STEAMER.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman
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Station: "The vessels of this command, in-

cluding those of the Flying Squadron, are

organized in two squadrons, as follows: J^1ag-

ship of commander-in-chief: U. S. S. JVcza

York. Attached to flag of commander-in-

chief for despatch and special duty: Glouccs-

tc7\ Vixen, Fr.s7/T7V/ .9, all torpedo-boats. 1^'lRS'l'

S(^UAl)RON

—

San Francisco (flag), Puritan, Ter-

ror, MiantononioJi, AvipJiitritc, Montgoincry,

Machias, Castine, Nashville, Newport, Annapo-

lis, Vickshurg, Dolphin, Bancroft, Mayflower,

Leyden, Tecumseh, Uncas, Hamilton, Morrill,

Hudson, Woodbury, Windoni, McLane, ffawk.

Wasp, Arnieria. SECOND S()UADRON —

Jhooklyn (flag), Iowa, Indiana, 7e.vas, Nezu

Orleans, Marblehead, Detroit, Helena, Wil-

mington, Scorpion, Suwanee, Wompatuek, Osce-

ola, Yankton, Hornet, liaolc. Hist, Mangrove,

Manning. The .S7. Paul, Yale, Harvard, and

67. Louis are not at present assigned to either

squadron. The Solace, Resolute, supply ves-

sels and colliers, are not assigned to either

squadron, but will be detailed as circum-

stances require. New vessels will be assigned

as they arrive, and the exigencies of the ser-

vice will require frequent changes between the

scjuadrons, which will be made from time to

time. Experience on the Cuban blockade

having demonstrated the difficulties and de-

lays incident to communication between ships,

it is directed that papers shall be sent by com-

manding officers directly to the commander-

in-chief, when, to send them through the

division commander, would impede public

business, but in such exigencies the division

commander shall be informed then, or sub-

sequently, if the matter is important, that this

has been done. The following vessels have

been assigned to the Eastern S(,)UADR0N,

intended for special service : Oregon (flag),

Massachusetts, Newark, Dixie, Yankee, Yoseni-

ite ; a supply vessel and several colliers."

THE MARBLEHEAD AT SECONDARY-BATTERY GUN-PRACTICE.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman
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ON THE SIGNAL BRIDGE.-" FOLLOW THE MOTIONS OF THE FLAG-SHIP T—Drawn by R. F. Zogbaum

THE NAVAL FORCE ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC STATION
DESCRIBING the situation as it existed

at the time of the declaration of war,

the President of the United States, in

his ensuing annual message to Congress, said :

'* Much alarm was felt along our entire At-

lantic seaboard lest some attack migrht be

made by the enemy. Every precaution was
taken to prevent possible injury to our great

U

cities lying along the coast. Temporary gar-

risons were provided, drawn from the State

militia ; infantry and light batteries were

drawn from the volunteer force. The Coast

Signal Service was established for observing

the approach of an enemy's ships to the

coast of the United States, and the Life-Sav-

ing and Light -House services co-operated,

201

which enabled the Navy Department to have

all portions of the Atlantic coast, from Maine

to Texas, under observation." The North

Atlantic fleet was under the command of Ad-
miral Montgomery Sicard until March 26,

when it was found necessary, on account of

his health, to relieve him from that onerous

and exacting duty. Captain Sampson, the
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senior officer present, who was thoroughly

familiar with the personnel and materiel of

the fleet, and with all the arrangements w^iich

had been made preceding the actual outbreak

of hostilities, was placed in command of the

fleet, with the rank of rear-admiral. The Fly-

ing Squadron, under Commodore Schley, act-

ed independently from the date of its organi-

zation until the 24th of May, when it was

placed under the command of Admiral Samp-

son. The Northern Patrol Squad-

ron was already in existence at

the outbreak of hostilities. The

Oregon was upon her long voy-

age around South America to

report for duty on the North

Atlantic station. It was known

that Spain was about to send

a fleet across the Atlantic ; and

how to cover the coast of the

United States, how to protect

the Oregon, how to run down the

Spanish armada, how best to pre-

pare for a blockade of the Spanish Antilles,

were among the principal considerations that

affected the early disposition of the naval

force on the North Atlantic station.

The following secret and confidential commu-

nication from Madrid was received by the Navy

Department April 16, and was transmitted to

naval commanders in Atlantic waters with early

precautionary orders issued by the department

:

" Yesterday the Spanish government began

to take extraordinary precautions to prevent

the getting-out of news relating to the move-

ments of ships or anything pertaining to war

preparations. It is quite probable, therefore,

that definite information in regard to these

subjects will be difficult, if not impossible, to

get. My latest information, wdiich I have

telegraphed to date, is to the effect that the

torpedo squadron, consisting of three destroy-

ers, three torpedo-boats, and the converted

no definite information, I believe the Pelayo

arrived at Cadiz yesterday, coming from Car-

taecna. It was intended that she should go,

after a few days' necessary delay in Cartage-

na, and it is reported that she was sighted in

the Strait of Gibraltar day before yesterday.

The Proserpina, Osado, Destruetor, Barcelo,

Retaniosa, Habana, Haleon, torpedo-boats and

destroyers, and the Vitoria, are now practically

ready in Cadiz, awaiting the arrival of the

Carlos V. and the Pelayo. The

Alfonso XIII. is also about ready

in Cartagena. The installation

for moving the guns by electric-

ity in the Carlos V. is not com-

pleted, and I am unable to get

at any estimate of the date when

she will be entirely ready for

service. It is said on good au-

FORT TAYLOR.—rnoroc.RAi'iiF.D HY Jamks P^urtox

cruiser Cindad de Cadiz, with the Colon and

Maria Peresa, are at the Cape de Verdes

awaiting instructions. It is said that the

Colon and Peresa left Cadiz in such a hurry

that they were not properly provisioned.

Provi.sions and coal have been sent to them.

I have no reason to believe that they have not

a full supply of ammunition. The Oqnendo

and Vizeaya, from Puerto Rico, should arrive at

the Cape de Verdes to-day. Although I have

,.- '..:::"•%, thority, however, that in an cmer-

gcncy she could be used at once,

working such parts as have not

power applied by hand. Work

is being pushed, also, as rapidly as possible,

on the Cisneros, but she can hardly be ready

for many weeks. The transatlantic steamers

Mexieo, Panama, Santo Domingo, San Angus-

tin, and Villaverde, now^ in Cuban waters, are

being armed as auxiliary cruisers. Nine trans-

atlantic steamers in Spanish ports at present

are also being armed as cruisers. To this

number should be added the Colnndna and

Normannia, recently purchased in Germany,

THE CUSTOM-HOUSE, KEY WEST-FORT TAYLOR IN THE DISTANCE.-Drawn by W. A. Rogers
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and the Giralda, now being converted in

Barcelona. This makes twenty-one auxiliary

cruisers concerning which I have quite definite

information. The two steamers bought in

Germany were strengthened there and are in

condition to receive their artillery and crew

when they arrive at Cadiz, which is expected

to-day. I call your special attention to the

newspaper slip which I enclose, entitled, ' Fe en

la Armada.' It was published in the Heraldo

of April 6, the leading and most influential

paper of Madrid. The Iinparcial of the fol-

lowing morning called attention to it, and

spoke in very severe terms of the impropri-

ety of a former Secretary of the Navy speak-

ing so unreservedly of such important matters

at this very critical time. The following is a

translation :

" ' We had an opportunity to-day to talk for

a long time with General Beranger, the last

Secretary of the Navy under the Conservative

cabinet. To the questions which we directed

203

to him concerning the conflict pending with

the United States, he was kind enough to

inform us that he confided absolutely in the

triumph of our naval forces. The attack on

our island ports is not to be feared, he said, by

an enemy taking advantage of the darkness of

night. The reason of this is that Havana, as

well as Cienfuegos, Nuevitas, and Santiago, are

defended by electrical and automobile torpe-

does, which can work at a great distance (have

a large radius of action). Sefior Canovas del
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Castillo, who did not neglect these

things, arranged for, in agreement

with me, the shipping to Cuba of

190 torpedoes, wJiicJi are surely lo-

cated in these ports at present. The

transportation and installation of

these war machines was in the

charge of the distinguished torpe-

doist, Senor Chacon. I have al-

ready said that we shall conquer

on the sea, and I am now going to

give you my reasons. The first of

these is the remarkable discipline

that prevails on our war ships ; and

the second, as soon as fire is opened

the crews of the American ships

will commence to desert, since we

all know that among them are peo-

ple of all nationalities. Ship against

ship, therefore, a failure is not to be

feared. I believe that the squadron

detained at the Cape de Verdes, and particular- '' Just at this moment, here in Madrid, every-

ly the destroyers, should have and could have thing is very quiet. Considerable turbulence

continued the voyage to Cuba, since they have is reported from the provinces. How great

nothing to fear from the American fleet. In this may be we are unable to judge, as the

this class of ships we are on a much higher government is keeping a sharp watch on the

level than the United States.' telegrams and docs not permit any very ex-

''The company 'Bander a Espanola ' has citing news to be disseminated. Tiiere was

been ordered to ' suspend the voyages of its some excitement, and for two days considcr-

ships to Havana.' Without definite infor- able danger of a mob, here in Madrid after

mation, I presume the government intends to the announcement of the proclamation of the

take these ships into service. Also the ' Cam- armistice in Cuba. That crisis is now appar-

pania Transatlantica' has ordered its ships not ently passed. Everybody here expects war,

to touch at Corunna hereafter, presumably for and the lower classes ardently desire it. The

the same reason as given above. government and the more intelligent classes

"It is said quite openly here that the in- dread it; are willing to do anything they can

tention of the government is to make some to avoid it without revolution, but will accept

kind of an effort on our coasts. This comes it if, from their point of view, it is forced upon

to me from so many sources that I am in- them. The press has fed the people with all

clined to believe they have this plan in view; sorts of nonsense about the superior bravery

but I have been unable to verify the re- of the Spanish sailor, the superior discipline

ports or to get at any of the details. on board the Spanish ships, and the greater

fighting power of the navy. The

belief in this superiority of the

Spanish navy over that of the

United States accounts, in a large

measure, in my opinion, for the de-

termination to fight us. This opin-

ion is shared also by many intelli-

gent persons— in fact, I believe, by

all Spaniards. They say they have

nothing to lose, they could not be

worse off with the war than with-

out it, as they arc about to lose

Cuba an}'how ; but they can do

incalculable damage to our com-

merce ; seriously injure, if not de-

stro}', our nav}% and, although they

would probably be beaten in the

end, they will have taught us a sal-

utary lesson in the meantime. One

of the most intelligent, best -in-

formed Spaniards I have met here,

a man who has travelled much, and claims

to have a great admiration for the United

States, and who knows much about our his-

tory and resources, a senator from the king-

dom, told me yesterday that the thing that he

dreaded most was the long period that the

hostilities would last. He was sure that three

years would be the very least that the struggle

would continue. It may be of interest to you

to know that he said he could very well under-

stand and appreciate the feelings and ambi-

tions of a young and powerful nation like the

United States for conquest. He could not

help having a great deal of sympathy with an

avowed proposition on our part to take the

islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico, the Cana-

ries, the Balearics, the Philippines, and even

to come to Madrid itself ; but what he could

not understand was that, while protesting a

desire for peace, a decided disinclination to

the annexation of any territory, the people of

-«!£fc«^

THE HELENA COALING AT THE GOVERNMENT DOCK, KEY WEST.-SHOWING BOATS SENT IN FROM THE BATTLE-SHIPS WHEN
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the United States had done everything in

their power to foment the rebelHon in Cuba,

and to make it impossible for Spain to over-

come it, either by peaceable or forcible means.
" I give you this as a matter of interest

solely, but it represents the attitude of the

intelligent, educated, and travelled Spaniard."

The Naval War Board, acting as an advi-

sory board to the Secretary of the Navy, kept

itself fully informed of the movements, re-

sources, condition, and plans of the Spanish

naval forces by various secret agents. By
these agents the department was promptly

informed of all important movements, though

at times, on the less vital points, information

was conflicting, and decisions had often to be

made as to what was most probably true. On
April 30, Ensigns W. II. Buck and H. II.

Ward, on duty at the Bureau of Navigation,

left the United States, having volunteered for

secret -service duty planned by the Bureau.

Both of these officers were in disguise and

travelled under assumed names and characters.

Ensign Buck remained in Europe, where he

followed and reported the movements of the

force under Rear-Admiral Camara ; and En-
sign Ward, after visiting Cadiz and reporting

the strength of the Spanish naval forces there,

went to the West Indies, where he was em-

ployed until July 18 obtaining and reporting

information in regard to the Spanish forces.

He visited San Juan, Puerto Rico, in June, and
was there seized and detained by the Spanish
naval and port authorities. He succeeded,

however, in getting the information which he
sought, and in leaving San Juan and cabling

his information to the department.

The following data concerning the famous

run of the Oregon, in her unique race against

time of nearly fifteen thousand miles, are sum-

marized from the log of the vessel. The an-

nexed table of distance, time, and consump-

tion of coal includes coal consumed for all

purposes at sea, but not coal used while lying

in port ; and the time figures are taken from

the time of getting fairly under way, the time

while entering and leaving port being elimi-

nated :
" The battle-ship left San Erancisco on

March 19, arrived at Callao, Peru, on April 4,

stayed there three days and took on coal ; en-

tered the Strait of Magellan on April 17, at

night ; could not then proceed ; had to wait

for day ; went through the Strait at top

speed ; reached Sandy Point, Southern City,

on April 18; was there until April 21; took

on coal
;
picked up Marietta and NietJieroy ;

proceeded for Rio ; reached there on April 30;

three days there ; coaled and received orders

from Washincrton. The Oreoon left Rio on

May 3 with the N'ictkeroy and Marietta, She

dropped them between Rio and Bahia. Upon
reaching the open sea, after leaving Rio,

target-practice with big and small guns was

indulged in at ranges varying from about two

miles down to less than one mile. She reached

Bahia on May 8 and left on May 9. She

reached Barbadoes on May 18 and was quar-

antined there. She coaled and left in a hurry

at night and reached Jupiter Inlet, Florida, on

ARRIVAL AT KEY WEST OF REFUGEES FROM HAVANA
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the approach of an enemy's vessel or of suspicious craft of any kind.

r:
"

"

Practically the entire Atlantic and Gulf coast-line of the United States

was under observation. '' While this service," said the Secretary of

the Navy, " was not called upon to report the movements of any of

the Spanish ships, it gave a feeling of security to the people nUmg

our entire coast line; and the experience gained by the instruction

of this large number of men in the use of the international code

flags and books, and of the 'wigwag' code and naval night signals,

wiU greatly add to the efficiency of such a service should it be neces-

sary again to organize it."

THE RUN FROM CALLAO
Captaix Clark's Report

The O;rov;i left Callao, Peru, on the evening of April 7 (one boiler

under repairs), having taken in during our stay of eighty hours i lOO

tons of coal (100 being in bags on deck). Had comparatively good

weather until we reached the strait, though a heavy swell, increased

by fresh southerly winds, made the ship pitch heavily, the jack-staff

sometimes disappearing under the solid seas that swept all but the

superstructure deck. The vibrations and the racing of the propellers

were very marked at times, but the condition of affairs and the de-

partment's instructions warranted a high rate of speed.

Entered the strait at about 3.30 ]\M. on the i6th, and that even-

1 ^1 u 4-1 ^ o,,,-f ino- nnchored outside Port Tamar. One of the severest gales of the

May 24 at dusk. A small boat was sent ashore through the su.f ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^,, ,^ ^^^^^,^ ,,d as the wind

and communicated with Washington. Orders were received to pro- season biokc bctoie

KEY WEST—GENERAL VIEW OE THE IIARF.OR

Torpedo-Roats P^r^er, Cushing, and Windon, at the Dock ;
Monitor Terror and Gunboats Nashville

and Helena at Anchor

ceed to Key West.'

Bremerton to San Francisco

San Francisco to Callao . .

Callao to Port Tamar . . •

Port Tamar to Sandy Point

Sandy Point to Rio . . .

Rio to Bahia
Bahia to Barbadocs . . .

Barbadoes to lupiter . . .

Jupiter to Key West . . .

Totals

Distance,

Knots

827.7

,076.5

,529.9

132.0

,247.7

700.0

,229.0

,683.9

280.0

Time,
lloiu-s

72

371
2 12

9
223
*

J 93
142

27

14,706.7

Speed,

Knots per

I lour

If.49
10.99

11.93

•4.55
10.08

11.55

n.86
10.37

Coal,

'I'ons

221.0

962.0

785.0
66.0

657.0
288.0
620.0

478.5

77-9

4.1554

!
KnotsKun
per Ton
of (,'oal

3-74

4.24
3.22

2.00

342

and rain became so dense that the abrupt shores could not be seen,

while no soundings could be obtained, the Oregon was for a time

awkwardly placed! Just before dark the anchors were let go on a

59
J-.5

^.(^

* Speed variable.

That the Oregon was able to communicate so readily with Wash-

ington while in Jupiter Inlet was due to the efficiency of the Coast

Signal Service organized in March under Captain John R. Bartlett, of

the navy. The coast line was divided into eight districts, in which

were distributed thirty-six signal stations, officered and manned en-

tirely by the State Naval MiHtia. Under instructions from the Sec-

retary of the Treasury, the Life-Saving Service and the Light-House

Service co-operated, and the observers of the Weather l^ureau were

also called upon. The different stations of the Signal Service were

connected with the general telegraph and telephone systems of the

country, and with the Life - Saving Service telephone lines which

linked together all the stations along the coast. When all these ar-

rangements were complete there were 2326 men on the lookout for

KEY WEST—THE GOVERNMENT DOCK-UNLOADING STORES FOR

TIIF (;OVKRNMENT SEA-WALL AT KEY WEST

rocky shelf, fringed by islets and reefs, in thirty-eight and fifty-two

fathoms of water, and they fortunately held through some of the

most violent gusts I had ever experienced.

Got underway the next morning, April 17, and anchored the same

evening off Sandy Point. The total run from Callao was made at

the rate of I ij knots per hour.

We found the hulk from which the coal (contracted for by Com-

mander Svmonds, who arrived with the Marietta a few hours later)

was to be' furnished loaded with wool, and during the next three days

our men were constantly transferring it to enable them

to get at tlie coal.

We left Sandy Point before daylight on the 21st,

and the same evening passed out of the strait, but

owing to the Mariettas low rate of speed, even under

favorable conditions, and to the head-winds and seas

encountered north of the La Plata, we only made Rio

on the afternoon of the 30th.

During the run, owing to the chance that the Span-

i.sh torpedo-vessel, the 7>;//r;7rr/^, might, if war existed,

sight us before dark and get near enough to despatch

a torpedo during the night, only the leading vessels

showed any lights, and these were screened at the

sides. The 8-inch and 6-inch guns were loaded with

shell, and ammunition for the rapid-fire guns was kept

on deck, four crews in each watch being stationed at

the guns. Orders for the manoeuvring of the two

ships in the event of falling in with a suspicious-look-

ing vessel were issued.

The spirit existing on board the ship, in both offi-

THE FLEET cers and men, can best be described by referring to
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instances such as that of the engineer officers in vokmtarily doubling

their watches when high speed was to be made, to the attempt of

men to return to the fire-room after being carried out of it insensible,

and to the fact that most of the crew, who were working by watches

day and night at Sandy Point, preferred to leave their hammocks in

the netting |a nautical expression, meaning that they were willing to

go without sleep] until they could get the ship coaled and ready to sail.

THE RUN EROiM RIO JANEIRO
Cai'iaix Clark's REPORr

ILwiNC received, during the night after my arrival at Rio Janeiro,

the department's cablegram of April 30, stating that war had been

declared and that the Spanish torpedo- vessel Tciiicrario had sailed

from Montevideo, probably for Rio Janeiro, and learning that the

American Minister was in Retropolis, though expected in Rio during

the forenoon, and the Consul-C-reneral having stated that the represen-

tations from me direct to the Brazilian Admiral would be well received

and acted upon, I sent an officer who explained to the Ih'azilian offi-

cer in command of the fiag-ship that the Orrovii, a $5,000,000 battle-

ship, might be disabled or even destroyed by the torpedo-vessel of tlie

nation that had blown up the Maine, and that I relied upon the Jha-

zilian naval forces to prevent any such act of hostility in their waters,

but that if the Teinci'ario entered the harbor and approached the

Oregon with a hostile purpose I must destroy her. I'he American

Minister having arrived during the afternoon, and the situation being

explained to him, he immediately communicated with the Ih^azilian

government. In the meantime, that the Toncrario might not have

A TVriCAL VIEW IN KEY WEST

break down during the voyage. She did not come out that night,

and if she got out the next morning it was only to stop again, for

it was late in the afternoon of the 5th that she joined us. Another

delay of several hours immediately followed, and that night, believ-

ing that the department needed the Oregon at the seat of war, and

knowing that if we fell in with a Spanish fleet of superior force, with

torpedo- vessels, I must make a running fight of it at full speed,

which meant leaving the Marietta and Nietheroy to escape the best

way they could, as even the former could not be counted a factor in

such an encounter, I ordered Commander Symonds to proceed to

Ikdiia with the Marietta and the Nietheroy, and, if need be, to run

ashore if there was no other way to avoid capture.

During the evening of tlie 8th of May I ran into Bahia, and on the

following evening sailed for the West Indies, having communicated

with the department and been authorized to proceed without further

dehi}'.

At 3.20 A.M., May 18, we anchored off Bridgetown, Barbadoes, hav-

ing been aided by the current during the run, but making an average

through the water of 11.73 knots.

The harbor police-boats immediately came alongside, and when the

health officer came on board we were regularly quarantined, having

come from Brazil. Soon after, I received a letter from the Governor,

enclosing a copy of the Queen's proclamation dated April 23, 1898.

THE (;OVERNMENT STORE IIOUSI-: A'l' KEY \YES'r

the excuse of approaching too close on the plea of entering the har-

bor and going to the usual man-of-war anchorage, 1 got under way

and went farther up the bay, giving the commanding officer of the

Marietta orders to send her steam-launch to the Tenierario if she ap-

peared and inform her commander that if she approached within half a

mile of the Oregon she would be sunk. The Marietta was ordered to 7 to 9, inclusive, the Chilean civil and naval authorities were especially

keep her search-light on the vessel all the time. Just before anchoring solicitous for lier safety, and took every precaution to prevent her re-

in the new berth word came fron:i the Minister that the Ih-azilian Ad- ceiving injury from outside sources. Previous to our arrival infor-

miral had ordered that if the /W/z^'mr/^^ appeared she would be stopped mation had reached the Chilean authorities that certain Spanish resi-

from entering the harbor, or, if permitted to enter,

would be convoyed by a Ih-azilian man-of-war to an

anchorage well up the bay. During the remainder of

our stay a cruiser was stationed near the entrance, and

at night her search-lights and those on Yox'i Santa

Cruz swept the entrance. In this, as in all other re-

spects during our stay, the Brazilian officials showed

b)' their acts that their expressions of sympathy and

hopes for our immediate success were genuine.

On the morning of ]\Iay 4, the Nietlieroy being

reported ready, the Oregon and the Marietta got

under way and went to sea, the Brazilian Minister

of Marine having stated that he wished an interval

of a few hours to elapse between the sailing of our

ships of war and the Niet/ieroy, and it was his sug-

gestion that if we went out in the morning the

Nietheroy should follow in the evening.

Having sent several officers to examine the Nie-

theroy, I had little expectation, after hearing their

reports, that she would sail on time or would fail to

COURTESIES EXTENDED BY THE CHILEANS
R]<:port oe Commander Symonds

WlllEE the Marietta was at anchor off Valparaiso, Chile, from April

UNEFED states MARINE HOSPITAL, KEY WEST
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dents of Valparaiso had threatened to destroy

the Marietta during her stay at that port, and

I was informed by the Intendente of the Port

that he had received instructions from the

President of Chile to see that the vessel was

not injured. Although we had a patrol-boat

about the vessel and made necessary prepara-

tions on board for a night attack, still these pre-

cautions were unnecessary, as by orders of the

civil authorities shore boats were not permitted

under any pretext to approach the vessel with-

in three hundred metres during the night, and

I learned that a government detective force on

shore closely watched suspected localities and

persons until our departure. Our arrival there

was at an inopportune time for coaling or

obtaining supplies, it being the latter part of

the holy week of Lent, including Holy Thurs-

day and Good-Friday, days receiving Chilean

national recognition ; still, all restrictions as to

labor and issuing of permits for the delivery

of stores afloat were removed in our case. I

called officially with the United States Minister

on the Intendente and the Captain of the Port

the day of our departure and thanked them in

person for the courtesies extended.

Coiiiniamlcr M.X'all:

MARINES AT SMALL-ARMS TARGET-PRACTICE ON THE MAKBLEllKAD

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL
SAMPSON

Suggested by Captaln Maiian and
Adopted March 23, 1898

In time of war the commander-in-chief must,

to a very great extent, control his own vessels

and act on his own responsibility; but the

department deems it worth while to lay be-

fore him certain suggestions for his considera-

tion, in connection with the probable uses to

which the fleet will be put in the event of war

with Spain.

Until it is possible to concentrate the fleet

and strike a telling blow at the Spanish ships,

it is probable that much of its work will be in

blockading Cuba. The department will en-

deavor to furnish the commander-in-chief with

a sufficient number of vessels to establish a

strict blockade, particularly of the western

half of the island, and of the ports of Hava-

na and Matanzas especially. Off much of the

coast, and off the smaller harbors, a single

vessel cruising to and fro may be all that is

needed, this vessel, of course, keeping in touch

with the rest of the fleet when |)ossible. Off

an important port, and notably off the port of

Havana, in the event of torpedo vessels being

within it, there should probably be three lines

of blockade. The inner line should consist of

small, fast vessels, either torpedo-boats or

revenue - cutters, tugs, and the like, impro-

vised to act as torpedo-boat destroyers and

scouts, whose station shall be close to the

mouth of the harbor. These vessels would, of

course, stop blockade-runners ; but their prime

object would be to prevent the egress of tor-

pedo-boats. They should not only watch the

latter, but should unhesitatingly attack them,

no matter what the odds may be at the mo-

ment. Even if sunk, they will have achieved

a most useful end if they cripple a torpedo-

boat. They should fire upon and chase any

hostile craft leaving port, and the vessels not

engaged should at once steam to the firing.

The department will give ample recognition

to gallantry and efficiency displayed by the

commanders of these craft, and

the men in command of them

will be expected to run risks and

take chances. Their duty is, at

all hazards, to prevent the pos-

sibility of an attack by the ene-

secondary-battery target-practice, monitor terror
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my's torpedo-boats upon the battle-ships and

squadron.

The second line will be placed two or three

miles outside of this inner one, and will con-

sist, so far as is possible, of vessels like the

Cincinnati or Detroit, which in case of need

could promptly go to the first line of blockade.

Outside of this second line will cruise the

squadron of battle-ships, which in the discre-

tion of the commander-in-chief may lie at a

considerable distance from the port, and may
change position after nightfall. Of course, no

definite rule can be laid down as to the position

of this squadron, for the commander-in-chief

must be guided by circumstances as they arise;

but it is worth calling his attention to the

fact that the battle fleet must keep the sea,

so as to make the blockade technically valid.

The efficiency of the blockade docs not de-

pend upon the immediate presence of the

fleet itself, but upon the fact that its sup-

port is always at hand, to support the inshore

squadron and prevent the latter from being

driven off by the enemy in port. A distance

of twenty-five miles may be near enough, and

if the position of the battle fleet can always

be changed after nightfall, the chance of suc-

cessful assault by the enemy's torpedo-boats

will be minimized. The department would

again repeat, however, that the captains in the

inshore squadrons must understand that their

duty is, at any hazard, to prevent hostile tor-

pedo-boats getting by them, to detect, and,

more than that, immediately to grapple with

and fight them under any circumstances. The

torpedo-boats, and even the torpedo boat de-

stro3'ers, lose nine-tenths of their menace when

detected ; and, moreover, they are fragile and

easily destroyed.

Each man engaged in the work of the in-

shore squadron should have in him the stuff

out of which to make a possible Cushing

;

and if the man wins, the recognition given

him shall be as great as that given to Cush-

ing, so far as the department can bring this

about.



C:0]\LiMODORE SCHLEY ON THE BRn)GE OF THE FLAG-SHIP BROOKLYN.—DR^^N^ by T. de Thulstrup

THE FLYING SQUADRON
J^v Oscar King Davis

Commodore Schley's Flying Squadron

was like its commander—ready for whatever

might come. From the technical point of

view, it w^as a curious combination of ships,

utterly lacking in homogeneity. The flag-ship

Brooklyn was an armored cruiser, fit to fight

almost anything afloat, and faster than any

ship in the Spanish navy ; the Massachusetts

was a battle-ship of the first class, a match for

any ship sailing under the red and yellow of

Spain ; the Texas j a lucky ship and a "happy"

ship now that Captain "Jack" Philip had got

her, was a battle-ship of the second class, faster

than the MassaeJmsetts, but not so heavily

armed or armored, yet bound to do her share

211

of whatever work was cut out, and, with the

new turret gear designed by Lieutenant

Haeseler, about four times as efificient as when

first commissioned. The other two ships, the

Minneapolis and Columbia, technically known

as protected cruisers, were built, not to fight

war- ships, but to prey on the commerce of

the enemy, and their safety lay in their amaz-

ing speed. They were the fastest war -ships
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afloat, and belonged properly to a

flying squadron.

But homogeneous or heteroge-

neous, the Flying Squadron was

an aggregation of ships whose per-

formance in the coming war would

bear watching, for two reasons

—

the character of the ofificers and

the temper of the men. No com-

mander-in-chief of a squadron ever

had a better or a finer set of offi-

cers to carry out his will than were

gathered in these ships to follow

the lead of Commodore Schley.

From fighting "Jack" Philip, the

senior captain, down through the

list of commanders to Jewell of

the Minneapolis, who had been

wearing his eagle only a few

months— Higginson, Sands, and

Cook — they were alert, active

strong, self-reliant men, who had proved their for battle in less than five minutes.

worth and demonstrated their pluck. w^onderful work.

The temper of the men was illustrated in Willingness and adaptability have

two ways. The ships had been at Fortress been characteristics of the sailors

CROWDS ON OLD POINT WHARF WATCHING THE DEPARTURE
OF THE FRYING SQUADRON

every ship in the squadron at tar-

get-practice, and what they could

do was matter of fact and not of

theory. It was wonderful and ter-

rible. When the squadron was out

for evolutions and drill, one morn-

ing was given to subcaliber prac-

tice. In that work a small rifle

was fitted into the breech of the

large gun, and fired. The practice

was in effect with the big guns,

but the cost was so small that

many rounds might be fired for

the cost of one service charge. At

that morning's sea-work the sea was

what a landlubber would call rough.

In the language of the sailors a

" stiff breeze " was blowing. The

targets were set at 8oo and looo

yards. To get elevation enough

for the small rifles to carry that

It was far the big guns were aimed as if at targets

4000 yards or more away. With ships pitch-

always ing and rolling, and targets bobbing up and

in the down, the gunners displayed an accuracy of
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THE FLYING SQUADRON LEAVING HAMPTON ROADS FOR A PRACTICE CRUISE

Monroe three weeks, close to many of the United States navy. There was a third char- aim and judgment which would make it ex-

delights of Jacky's heart. There had been acteristic, which had won many battles in the tremely uncomfortable for an enemy s ship,

work all day, and every day, sometimes even past and would maintain its amazing efficiency and almost impossible for a torpedo-boat to

on Sunday, with never a minute's shore leave, now -straight shooting. I saw the men of live long enough to endanger one of the ships.

and yet there had been no sort

of complaint. Never had men

jumped into their work more will-

ingly. Never had men worked

harder or accomplished more. The

flag-ship and the two battle-ships

had been in commission more

than a year, and their crews were

drilled to a marvellous state of

efificiency. The ofificers had but

recently joined the two commerce-

destroyers. Their crews were near-

ly two-thirds green men, some of

whom had never been to sea be-

fore, and some of whom came to

the ships after the cruisers joined

the squadron. Yet in this little

time they had settled down like

veterans, and when the call to

" general quarters " was sounded

every gun and division was ready

REVENUE-CUTTERS AT THE NORFOLK NAVY-YARD BEING FITTED

WITH RAPID-FIRE GUNS FOR THE AUXILIARY NAVY
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Not a shot fell far from the mark,

and many struck the targets. Ev-

ery man in the gun-crews took his

turn at the firing, and the poorer

marksmen were kept at it. It was

a convincing demonstration of the

truth of the old saying that " the

best defence against an enemy's fire

is a well-directed fire of your own."

Those fellows would take care of

their own fire, and it would be fast

and deadly in its accuracy. How
they could shoot

!

Every day of the waiting had

added to the efficiency of the

ships. Every drill had increased

the certainty of victory. Two of

the elements of victory are con-

tempt for the enemy and reliance

on self. Both of these the men

of the Flying Squadron had. Not
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THE SINGLE-TURRET MONITOR NAHANT, WITH NEW YOl<K NAVAL MILriTA ABOARD, OFF TOM I'KINSVI LLE, STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK

that they underestimated Spanish prowess

;

they despised Spanish tactics and treachery,

and they were confident that if it came to a

naval engagement the fight would not be h^ng.

Liberty and freedom are words to conjure with,

but, for the men of the squadron, " Remember

the Maine !" was a battle-cry that could lead

to but one result. There was a lowering of

the voice, a compressing of the lips, when the

great disaster in Havana Harbor came up in

the talk, that showed what the hearts of the

blue-jackets felt. The Maine was the call with

the men, whatever Congress might resolve or

oratory might declare, and a bitter penalty

Spain would pay before our men got full

satisfaction for the murder of their com-

rades. It was the coxswain of the Colum-

bia s launch who made this declaration of the

feeling of the men. Some one called out to

him :

'' There will be no war ; Spain will give up

Cuba."

Like a pistol-shot came the answer, '' Will

she give back our blue-jackets?"

It had been a weary wait in some ways. It

was not easy to go about one's work wnth the

contingency of war hanging in the balance.

But the officers had borne themselves well,

and their wives had shown the cheerfulness

and courage that befit women whose hus-

bands are about to go to war. It seemed

now as if the call could not be long delayed.

When it should come, it would find a ready

response, and one worthy the history and tradi-

tion of the American navy. It was a beautiful

thing to see how men and officers loved and

reverenced the flag. On the afternoon of

April 22 a merchantman was passed by one of

the war-ships, and dipped her ensign. It hap-

pened that on the cruiser the men were very

busy, and no one saw the salute for a minute

or so. The man who had dipped his flag

stood holding it in his hand, waiting for the

war-ship's response. The officer of the deck

caught sight of him.

"Jump aft there," he shouted to a sailor,

'' and dip that ensign ! My God ! here's a man

standing with the American flag in his hand,

and no one to answer him !"

In mess-room, quarters, and on deck, among

officers and men, the talk was of the war and

our part in it. No one knew when we should

go, or what we should be sent to do, but with

unfaltering confidence, and with resolute will-

in^i-ness and determination to do the best that

in them lay for the nation and the flag, the

officers and men of the Mying Squadron

calmly awaited the call to action. For some

of them perhaps it would be the last call. A
shotted hammock in a tropical sea might be

their station in their last watch and division

bill, but they were ready for the quick beat,

and God would take care of the rest.

the already surprising efficiency of the ships.

Most of this time was put in at subcaliber

practice. Thousands of rounds were fired,

and every man who was at all likely to be

called on for service at a gun had plenty of

chance to practise shooting that gun. Words

cannot tell the deadly, dreadful accuracy of

the shooting. To believe it one must have

seen it. But here are some of the results.

y\t 1200 yards subcaliber, equivalent to about

6000 yards with 8-incli rifles, the men on the

Pyrooklyn in one day put no bullets into

the target. The target consisted of a small

keg, in one end of which there was set a

staff bearing a red flag perhaps a foot and a

half square. When this target was brought

in there were twenty-four bullet marks in the

staff alone.

It is a characteristic of American sailors

to shoot straight. When the Neiv Orleans

came into Hampton Roads almost the first

thing Captain Folger did, after letting go the

anchor, was to put out a target for subcaliber

practice. The crew of the New Orleans was

composed partly of green men, and even the

experienced ones had hardly had time to be-

come familiar with the ship. But before the

afternoon was half over the Neiv Orleans was

using a target put up by the Texas, her own

having been shot away.

It was just so on all the ships. Each man

in each gun's crew pegged away at subcaliber

to his heart's content. There was the best

CAPTAIN CHARLES E. CLARK, OF THE OREGON

TARGET PRACTICE
By Oscar King Dayis

The order that took Commodore Schley's

ships out of Hampton Roads some weeks

later was a blessed relief to officers and men

alike. For weeks these ships had been ready

for battle. From Commodore to Jack-o'-the-

dust, every man had been waiting for the

chance. As the days went by and the or-

der did not come, the nervous tension grew

greater. Then there occurred on the ships

that which enlisted the sympathy and excited

the admiration of the on-looker. The strain

on nerves grew to a point where ordinarily

one might have looked for trouble, but not

a sign of giving way had there been, and

not a word of complaint. Surely there is

no military requirement so hard to bear as

being ready and having to wait ;
but in the

language of Commodore Schley, whose posi-

tion was the hardest of all, that " ought not

to form the basis of complaint to trained and

organized forces," and his officers and men

had shown that they believed him.

The weeks of waiting were put in to good

advantage. Every day increased a little bit

21tt
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spirit among the men, and a keen but friendly

rivalry in marksmanship. They worked faith-

fully and well, and all the time with the hope

that they would get an opportunity to make

their skill tell on some Spanish enemy. They

were preparing to "remember the Maine" in

terrible fashion. After the news of Dewey's

victory was received fully, and it became ap-

parent that wonderful gunnery was the great

factor in its amazing completeness, the men

of the Flying Squadron went at it all the

harder. As the ships lay at anchor in front

of the big hotels at Old Point Comfort, the

constant report of the rifles grew to be one

of the accustomed and uninteresting events

of the day, and excited no more interest on

the shore. But when the ships had sailed,

and seemed likely to demonstrate the value

of their practice, those who saw the straight

shooting watched the more eagerly for the

reports of the action. It would be hot and

desperate work for those upon whom Com-

modore Schley's " bullies" should demonstrate

their ability to " remember the Maine''

The Flying Squadron w'as ordered to sail

May 13. It was ordered to Key West May

14, and arrived at Key West May 18. It

was placed under the command of Admiral

Sampson May 24, and arrived off Cienfuegos

May 25. On the 27th it was ordered to

blockade Santiago. On the 21st of June, as

before related, the Flying Squadron ceased

to exist ; and from this latter date to the

close of hostilities Commodore Schley was

in command of the Second North Atlantic

Squadron.

NAVAL MILITIA GOING ABOARD A SINGLE-TURRET MONITOR AT THE LEAGUE ISLAND NAVY-YARD

Drawn by Fletcher C. Ransom
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"STRANGERS CLEAR THE SHIP !"—Drawn p.y R. E. Zogbaum

THE BEGINNING OF HOSTILITIES
THE retroactive declaration, on the part

of Coi^i^ress, of a state of war between

tlie United States and Spain, dated
" the existence of such war from and inchiding

the 2 1st day of April," the day upon which

Minister Woodford was notified that the

Madrid govxM-nment regarded as " equivalent

to an evident declaration of war" the Presi-

dent's approval of the joint resolution recog-

nizing the freedom of Cuba. The following

morning, Friday, April 22, at two minutes

15

past seven o'clock, " the guns of the NasJiville

cracked across the bows of the Bucna Ventura^

Rear- Admiral Sampson had received orders,

on the afternoon of the 21st, to institute an

immediate blockade of Cuban ports, and at

6.30 on the morning of the 22d the squadron

was heading southward on this errand. As
the sun rose, its rays fell upon a merchant

steamer coming from the west ; and by seven

o'clock the lookouts made out a single smoke-

stack, two masts, a black hull, and a cargo of

217

lumber that listed the vessel to port. Her

captain, ignorant of the state of affairs, was

ordering his colors run up that he might dip

them in honor of the war-ships that had been

lying so long at Key West. As the colors

caught the breeze, the lookout on the flag-

ship announced to Admiral Sampson and

Captain Chadwick, who stood with other

officers on the bridge, that the flag of the

stranger was the red and yellow of Spain.

Signal -flags went up; the NasJiville turned
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sharp to cross the Spaniard's bow ; and Gun-

ner Patrick Mallia fired a blank shot on the

port side of the merchantman. Then a solid

shot screamed over his bow ; his flag came

down, and Ensign Magruder and a prize-crew

went aboard and took the vessel to Key West,

escorted by the Nashville. The prize was the

Buena Ventura, Captain Lazarraga, of Bilboa,

sailing from Pascagoula, Mississippi, with about

$20,000 worth of lumber for Rotterdam.

The following prizes were also captured by

the blockaders during these last days of the

first month of the war. These vessels were

all Spanish, except the Almansa. Many of

them were released. The owner of the

Almansa was a Cuban ; his vessel was carry-

ing a cargo of firewood from Havana to Car-

denas, and was released :

April 22—Pedro. April 23

—

Miguel /over ;

Perdita; Sofia. April 24

—

Catalina; Matilde

;

Tres Hermanos. April 25

—

Almansa; Caudit ;

Panama; Pacquette ; Sol. April 26—Anibrosio

Bolivar. April 27

—

Anita ; Don Francisco ; mostly with vessels which, owing to the usual

Giiido ; Lola ; Quatro de Setiembre. April 29 Spanish carelessness, had received no warning

—Argonauto. April ^o—Mascota. of the fact that hostilities were about to break

CAPTAIN FRENCH E. CMADWICK
Of tlie A^t'-a York

while a few fast Spanish vessels succeeded in

running the blockade. But neither the suc-

cessful nor the unsuccessful attempts at run-

ning the blockade were of much importance.

A number of neutral vessels were captured,

but nearly all of them were released again,

for the American government, in adjudicating

their cases, showed a liberality which was quite

unheard of in former naval wars. About thirty

of the vessels captured during the war were

considered good prizes."

The fleet sailed across to the Cuban coast,

sighting land, about 4 P. M., some ten miles

east of Havana. Here the Ah'w York went

in chase of the Pedro, a merchant steamer of

Bilboa bound eastward from Havana with a

general cargo. The Pedro was soon captured,

and was sent to Key West.

About 10 A. M. of the 23d, as the fleet was

lying in wait for the Alfonso XII., then due

to arrive with Spanish troops, the Marblchead,

the Cincinnati, and the Neiv York closed in on

an armed vessel which was seen coming from

the east. The stranger began firing, and a

battle was expected ; but as the Americans

I MILE

Depth of Water

Principe Castle

Barracks 81 Powder Magazine
Sn^ Diego Fort

6 x" modern guns

THE DEFENCES OF HAVANA.—From the Official Chart Issued to the Vessels of the United States Navy

Concerning the character of some of the out. A few prizes were captured while mak-

smaller vessels captured, the following corre- ing a direct attempt to run the blockade, also

spondence passed between the Admiral and a few vessels were chased till they ran ashore,

the Secretary of the Navy

:

'' I find that a large number of fishing-

schooners are attempting to get into Havana

from their fishing- grounds near the Florida

reefs and coasts. They are generally manned

by excellent seamen, belonging to the mari-

time inscription of Spain, who have already

served in the Spanish navy, and who are liable

to further service. As these trained men are

naval reserves, have a semi-military character,

and would be most valuable to the Spaniards

as artillerymen, either afloat or ashore, I recom-

mend that they be detained prisoners of war,

and that I be authorized to deliver them to

the commanding officer of the army at Key

West.
" Spanish fishing-vessels attempting to vio-

late blockade are subject, with crew, to capture,

and any such vessel or crew considered likely

to aid enemy may be detained."

In a generally fair estimate of the conduct

of the war, Rear-Admiral Pliiddemann, of the

German navy, said :
" It can hardly be asserted

that the Americans carried on systematically

any destructive warfare as against Spanish

merchantmen. Those they did capture almost

ran into their hands, so to speak. This was

especially the case at the beginning of the war,

COMMANDER WASHBURN MAYNARD
Of the Nashville

were preparing for action she was discovered

to be the Italian war -ship Don Giovanni

Bansan saluting the Admiral.

The Spanish steamer Catalina having left

New Orleans with provisions for Havana, the

Helena was sent westward to intercept her.

Falling in, however, with the steamer Miguel

/over, carrying cotton and staves from New
Orleans to Barcelona by way of Havana, the

Helena took her to Key West as a prize, while

the Detroit captured the Catalina.

The capture of the armed Spanish liner

Panama by the light-house supply-ship Man-

grove, which occurred on the night of the

25th, was the source of much amusement in

naval circles. The Panama had sailed from

New York with a valuable cargo of food for

Havana. After the manner of the Spanish

Naval Reserve, she carried a number of four-

teen-pounders, and her speed was about four-

teen knots. The war- ships on the blockade

were on the lookout for the Panama; but it

fell to the lot of the "fat and comfortable"

boat of eight knots, which had been brought

along for cable-cutting purposes, to capture

the liner. The Mangrove had two six-pound-

ers at her bows, Captain Everett and his lieu-

tenants had their swords, and one of the

crew had a pistol. At eight o'clock the lights

of the Panama were seen. The Mangrove

swung herself across the Spaniard's bows, and



CAPTURE OF TIIK SPANISH STEAMER BUENA VEX7VRA, P.Y THE NASHVILLE, OFF KEY WEST, FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 23,1898

Drawn iiv CyXRi/roN T. Chai-man

Captain Everett brought her to with a couple at the rendezvous east of Havana, a war-ship The J/^^zr^M^rt'^/inamediately afterwards shelled

(^f shots from the six-pounders. Then he with white sides and a yellow smoke-stack was the fortifications and the gun-boats, and inflict-

borrowed the sailor's pistol and gave it to seen heading towards Havana. The signal- ed considerable damage.

Ensign Dayton as boarding officer; and, hunt- flag at the fore of the NasJivillc gave place "The blockade," said the Secretary of the

iiig up the Indiana, he borrowed a prize-crew to the national colors, and the call to quar- Navy, " was of an extremely arduous character,

to take the Panama to Key West. ters was sounded. Within three minutes the generally unrelieved by the exhilaration of

The first shots of the war fired at shore- Nashville was ready for action ; and it was re- combat. Many devoted officers and crews,

batteries occurred on the 27th, when the kited of one gunner that in his eagerness to from the beginning of the war to the end,

Nciv York, Pnritaii^^nd 67;/r/////^r// shelled the fight he "caressed his weapon like a sweet- rendered most valuable and conscientious

defences of Matanzas to prevent the construe- heart." The war-ship, however, proved to be service without opportunity for winning dis-

tion of new batteries. As the harbor of San- the friendly British cruiser Talbot,^ vessel tinction in battle." The German Rear-Admiral

tiago has been likened to a bottle, and that of more than four times the size of the Nash- already quoted said: "Blockading and cruiser

Havana to a hand with its fingers and thumb villc. Upon another occasion the little con- warfare were applied by both belligerents in

outstretched, Matanzas Bay is said to resemble verted yacht Scorpion, under Lieutenant-Com- the mildest possible form. Spain can hardly

a short-legged sock, with its mouth opening to mander Marix, ran up to the same British war- be considered in this connection. She could

the north and its foot pointing southwestward ship, determined to fight her had she turned do no blockading, and it is somewhat doubt-

inland. The vessels steamed in past Sabanilla out to be a Spaniard. ful whether it was quite voluntarily that she

Point on the west and Cape Maya on the east, On the 29tli the New York, while steaming abstained from capturing hostile merchant-

down the leg towards the Gorda Point at the along the coast west of Havana, sighted at the men. The Americans were enabled to main-

instep, where the Spaniards were erecting the port of Mariel some block-houses manned by tain to the end of the war quite an effective

new batteries, and opposite to which was the armed Spaniards ; and notwithstanding the blockade on the coasts which they designated

old fortress of Morillo Castle, at the heel. Saba- Admiral's argument against the killing of men as blockaded, by means of the large number

nilla, Maya, Gorda, Morillo, were the seaward where no object was to be attained by it, the of yachts and other steamers which they had

defences of Matanzas, the city lying at the toe men were loath to forego a little gun practice incorporated into their navy as auxiliary ves-

of the sock. At fifty minutes past noon the with such excellent targets. At Cabanas, how- sels, while their large ships were giving their

New York opened fire, and the Cincinnati ever, a few miles farther w^est, a company of attention to the hostile naval forces."

and Pnritan followed. The Spaniards replied, Spaniards opened fire from behind the brush,

but without effect. The batteries were soon which in return was shelled by the Neiv York.

silenced, and in twenty-nine minutes the action On the same day the Eagle, while recon-

was over and the vessels withdrew. noitring off the entrance to Cienfuegos, was

The Argonauto was a Spanish mail-steamer engaged by three Spanish vessels in that port,

which had evaded the blockaders off PLivana One of these vessels, the torpedo gun-boat

during the night, but was captured by the Galicia, was seriously injured; and after a

Nashville on the 29th, while on her way to short engagement the three vessels withdrew.

Cienfuegos. Eight officers, including

THE BLOCKADE

a relative of Weyler's—a colonel of the

Third Spanish Cavalry—and eight pri-

vates were found on the Argonanto,

and were held as prisoners of war. A
number of non-combatants, including

women and children, were sent ashore

near Cienfuegos.

While Captain Maynard, having sent

Ensign Kuenzli to Key West with the

Argonanto,\N2is looking for the Admiral

iMM

^.

SPANISH SHIP PEDRO, CAPTURED BY THE NEW YORK,

APRIL 22

By Lieutenant S. A. Staunton
Assistant Chief of Staff to Admiral Sampson

War began on April 21, and early on the

morning of April 22 eleven vessels

and four torpedo-boats moved towards

Havana.

The formation was one intended to

guard against surprise, and to be ready

for fighting. In one column, led by

the flag-ship New York, were placed

the heavy-armored vessels—the fight-

ing-line. In a parallel column, led by

the CincinnatijV^QXQ the lighter cruisers.

The Mayflower, Wilmington, and the
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COMMANDER JAMES li. DAV'J'ON

Of the Detroit

torpedo-boats were placed in advance and on

the flanks as scouts. There was no pageantry

nor pomp, no fluttering of

pennons nor phiying of

bands, no cheering, no by-

standers. The sun rose upon

fifteen gray masses, large and

small, steadily moving south,

the smoke pouring in black

clouds from their funnels.

War is a serious business,

and in that moment of its

commencement every one

felt it to be so.

There was a lack of defi-

nite information as to the

Spanish naval forces in Cu-

ban ports. It was known

that they contained a num-

ber of small cruisers and gun-

boats and some torpedo vessels ; but the con-

dition and speed of the last—the only vessels

likely to cause annoyance—were not known.

The Vizcaya and Oquendo, lately at Havana,

had gone to the eastward two weeks before,

but it was among the possibilities that they

might still be in West Indian, even in Cu-

ban, waters. As a matter of fact, they

were at that moment at the Cape de Verde

Islands, having joined Admiral Cervera on

the 19th.

The fleet approached Havana late in the

afternoon. Some delay was occasioned by

the chase and capture of a Spanish steamer,

and it was not until the next morning that the

vessels were distributed to their blockading

stations. We learned later that something

like a panic had been created in Havana by

the appearance of the fleet and the expectation

of an immediate bombardment.

The novelty of a blockade soon wears off.

It is the most monotonous and fatiguing and

the least satisfactory of all the operations of

naval warfare—a period of waiting and watch-

fulness, of constant attention to the positions

of the vessels, of unremitting lookout night

and day, of infinite observance of all the pre-

cautions of war. The dulness is varied by an

occasional chase ; but these, being all of about

the same character, soon cease to excite more

than a passing interest. The smoke of a

steamer is seen on the horizon, and a block-

ader dashes off to investigate. The steamer

holds her course, and if that draws away from

the pursuing vessel the incident develops into

a stern-chase, lasting sometimes several hours.

An enemy, of course, does her best to escape
;

and a neutral is wholly within her right in

ignoring the presence and movements of a

cruiser until a gun commands her to heave to
;

and as the belligerent right of search is an an-

noyance and vexation to neutrals, they do not,

as a rule, hesitate to stretch their privileges to

the farthest point consistent with safety. As
the cruiser, working her engines at top speed,

draws within gunshot of the flying merchant-

man, whicli with modern guns is from three

to five miles, she fires a blank charge. If this

does not appear to be seen or heard, she fires

a shell, directing it wide of the mark, and the

most obstinate skipper seldom risks the

chances of the third shot. A chase at night

is more dramatic. The strange vessel is

sighted at a shorter distance ; there is more un-

certainty as to her character, and more chance

of her escape. Whatever of mysterious im-

pression the gloom and obscurity of night

upon the sea convey is added to the effect.
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WITH THE BLOCKADERS
By Carlton T. Chapalvn

Aeter weeks of waiting and many false

rumors of war and of peace, a few lines came
on Thursday afternoon, April 2J, which created

more excitement and hurrying about and to

and fro than Key West had seen for many a

day, if ever. The '' rocking-chair fleet," that

had been discussing the situation and giving

opinions, and taking it easy meanwhile for so

long, were awakened as b\' magic, and there

was a wild rush to pack \\\) and be off. " On
to Havana !" was the cry, and in half an hour

the hotel had been emptied of newspaper men
and navy officers, while launches and cutters

were pulling and puffing from ships to the

landing with unwonted vigor. Soon the

greater part of the ships were pouring out

black smoke from their funnels and hoisting

up boats preparatory to getting under wa)\

Ours was the first despatch- boat to lea\x%

and went out to the flag-ship to learn, if [)ossi-

ble, when the fleet would move ; and about

midnight half of them began moving out, so

we immediately followed and went out, an-

choring near the flag -ship to wait further

movement.

It was a beautiful night, with every star

shining brightly in the calm

sky, and the sea seemed to

forget its usual habits around

Key West, and lapped gently

by ; while tlie ships Hashed

their search-lights and opened

and shut their red and white

signal - lights, saying lots of

things we could not under-

stand. Morning came, and

at da)'light we were moving

out, the ArTt' York leading

the way, and the torpedo-

boats and light cruisers

fruardin"" the ends of the

I me.

The rushing bows break the phosphorescent

water into weaves of silver ; the guns flash

tongues of vivid flame into the darkness

;

the long beams of the search -lights sweep

the horizon for the flying vessel, fix her and

hold her in their relentless glare, disclosing

her flag and rig, and even her name, as she

sullenly heaves to and awaits the boarding

visit.

Key West was the base of the northern

blockade for coal and supplies. The vessels

were assigned to the several ports, the greater

number being stationed in front of Havana,

because of its importance, and because its

powerful batteries, keeping vessels at a dis-

tance, made the blockading line a longer

one. The flag -ship maintained general su-

pervision, passing the greater part of the time

off Havana, but moving east and west at the

discretion of the Admiral. It was on one

of these expeditions that the so-called bom-

bardment of Matanzas took place— merely

a few shells thrown by the A^ezv York, Pur-

itan, and Cincinnati to discourage the erec-

tion of a new battery, but which, there hav-

ing been no fighting up to that time, and

the public being thirsty for excitement, the

newspaper men thought fit to magnify into

a battle.

220

Soon after six o'clock a

strange steamer api)eared,

bound up the coast and crossing the bows

COMMANDER WIITJAM T. SWINliURNE

Of the Helena
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of the fleet. The little Nashville started af-

ter her, and when she showed Spanish colors

spurted up to her, firing a blank shot at first,

to which the Spaniard paid no attention, only

ran the harder; but a six- pound solid shot

beautifully fired across his bows, and skipping

the water for a mile beyond him, changed the

views of the captain, and the Spanish flag

came down on the run and the engines reversed

instanter. This was the first shot of the war,

and we of the despatch-boat were fortunately

close at hand to see the whole thing. The

Nashville ran close up to her prize, and a board-

ing party took possession. She proved to be

the Buena Ventura, with a deck-load of lumber

and a general cargo. Ensign Magruder, with

a prize-crew, took charge of her, and the Nash-

ville convoyed her capture into Key West.

The fleet were keeping right on all this time,

except the torpedo - boat Wins-

loiv, which stood by the Nash-

ville for a time, and then scurried

off after the rest. Key West was

seventeen miles away, but we de-

cided to run in and report events;

so back we went, sending a boat

ashore with despatches, and start-

ing off immediately to rejoin the

fleet, which we did not see any-

thing of, however, nor any signs

of life in the breezy run across

the Gulf, until about 5 P.M., when

we came up with the Cincinnati,

which had just stopped the Nor-

wegian hRxkJomfRuland, bound

out from Havana. Lieutenant

Craven boarded her, and after

ascertaining her cargo and desti-

nation allowed her to proceed.

Tlie fieet by this time was in full

sight, and we were looked over

by a nimble torpedo-boat off in

the distance, which satisfied her-

self very soon that we were all

right. The Porter was seen pour-

ins out black smoke as she hur-

ried off after a sail on the dim

horizon. l\\ half an hour we

joined the fleet cruising slowly

about off the city of Havana,

whose lights could be plainly

seen. We made out the lights

of a steamer coming out, and

the Wilmington and torpedo-

boat Ericsson promptly put after

her and brought her to. She

proved to be the German steamer Renins, and

was allowed to proceed.

As the darkness deepened the ships were

lost entirely in the gloom, and, except for the

occasional flashing of signal - lights, nothing

could be seen ; and as we clung to the bridge

railing as the steamer rolled in the choppy Gulf

seas, the brilliantly lighted city, only a few

miles away, seemed quite cheerful. Did the

Havanese know they were blockaded ? Ap-

parently not until later in the evening, for

about eleven o'clock Morro light suddenly

went out, and a number of heavy guns were

fired, eight shots in all, and perhaps at us, as

ours was the nearest vessel in to the shore.

We were not able to find the flag-ship among

the others, and much speculation ensued as to

her whereabouts. On the morning of the 23d,

however, she was back among the fleet, which

was rolling and pitching about at a great rate,

especially the Wilmington, which could roll on the blockade proved their mettle. We
faster and farther than any other ship in the looked for exciting events in the near future,

navy, except her twin, the Helena. and ships and men were ready for what might

After some delay we managed to communi- come,

cate with the New York, and learned that she As we were about leaving the fleet for Key

had chased the Spanish liner Pedro the even- West, signals were shown from the flag-ship

ing before, and, after a hot run of nearly forty ordering the division of the squadron for

miles, brought her to off Matanzas. She was Mariel, Cardenas, and Matanzas. All were

promptly confiscated, and put in charge of under way and moving in an extended line,

Lieutenant Capchart and a prize-crew of four the ships to the eastward being the New York,

marines and eight sailors, and taken into Key Cincinnati, Wilmington, and Marblehead. The

West. The Ericsson, Lieutenant Usher, capt- Cincinnati, being some distance in advance,

ured a Spanish coasting schooner early on the was seen to turn suddenly, signalling a chase,

morning of the 23d, and the prize was then and, later, the strange vessel was seen to be a

jumping about at the stern of the (f/;/^/;/;M/z. man-of-war. Full speed was ordered, the

It was now known to be the intention to crews called to quarters, and the entire squad-

blockade the island, and the blockading squad- ron was soon in full pursuit. The Cincinnati

rons were to be formed as follows: was the first to come up with the stranger,

Off Havana, the Nezv York, lozva, Wilming- followed cXosQlyhy the Marl?lchead, New York,

and Wilmington. She proved to

be an Italian cruiser, instead of

a Spaniard, and proceeded on her

way. Tlic torpedo-boat Porter,

Lieutenant Fremont, soon after-

wards took a Spanish coasting

schooner loaded with one hun-

dred tons of sugar, and sent her

into Key West. Sunday morn-

ing early the torpedo-boat CiisJi-

ing and gunboat Wilmington

picked up two more schooners
;

one of them, the Candito, had a

deck-load of charcoal in bags, and

was brought up in tow of the

Wilmington ; the other capture

had not arrived near enough to

be ascertained when we left,

following in the wake of the

New York, which, just at this

time, 7 A.M., had made out a

large merchant steamer coming

up at full speed, followed by the

Detroit. A gun from the New
York brought her to at once,

when it was discovered that she

was already in possession of En-

sign Hurley H. Christy and a

prize -crew of sixteen men from

the Detroit. We went alongside

and found her to be the fine

steamer Catalina, of Cadiz, bound

from New Orleans to Havana

and Spanish ports, with a gen-

eral cargo in her hold, and a

special cargo on her promenade

deck of eighty crates of chickens,

ton, Helena, Dolphin, Mayfloiver, Vesuvius, which, being American, cackled joyously from

Ericsson, and Porter. Off Mariel, the Nashville, under the awnings, while the blue-jackets and

Castine, and some auxiliary cruisers. Off Ma- marines walking the deck smiled cheerfully

tanzas, the AmpJiitrite, Cincinnati, Du Pont, with visions of chicken dinners and prize-

Winslow, and auxiliaries. Off Cardenas, the money, and the late captain looked gloom-

Newport, Machias, Cushing, Eoote, and auxil- ily at us from the bridge he could no longer

iaries. A special division was to consist of the command.

Indiana, Marblehead, Detroit, and Mangrove, The Catalina was a fine steamer of about

which had recently been turned over from the 5000 tons, and easily valued at a half-million

Treasury Department and refitted and armed dollars. She was first sighted about 3 A.M.,

as a small cruiser. Most of the ships were at and brought to twelve miles northwest from

their posts or within a few hours' steaming of Morro Castle. She was afterwards released,

their stations. This still left the Puritan and The fleet at this time off Havana were the

Terror as reserve vessels. The Puritan arrived Nezv York, Indiana, Marblehead, Wilmington,

off Havana as we were leaving. The Terror Mangrove, and the torpedo-boats Porter and

was still at Key West. dishing, cruising up and down about twelve

Too much praise cannot be given to the miles off Morro light, the hills and valleys

torpedo-boat officers and men. They never showing beautifully blue in the morning light,

seemed to rest, and for nervy and skilful work Monday morning, April 25, about five o'clock,

one such day and night as had already passed we came up with the ships again, and followed
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the Nczv York on a run to the eastward half-

way to Matanzas. We hoped an expected

troop - ship from Porto Rico might be the

chase, but it proved to be of no importance,

and at nine o'clock we were again off Havana,

where the Hornet and Eagle, auxiliary cruisers,

arrived and joined the fleet. They brought

over some sailors and marines from the prize-

crews of the captured steamers at Key West,

who reported on board the flag-ship. The
ilclciiix came over soon after, having recoaled

at Key West after her long run to the south,

where she had picked up the fine Spanish

steamer Miguel Jover, of 5500 tons, and

brought her into port Sunday morning. Soon

after noon, the Neiv York moving in towards

tlie kind, we ran some distance farther in to

were quite as much afraid of us as we might

have been of them.

During the afternoon the Wilmiugton came
up with a captured schooner loaded with raw

sugar.

Soon after six o'clock, Morro Castle being

in plain sight, a steamer was seen coming out,

which we immediately started after. The
New York, the only ship of the fleet close at

hand, did not seem to notice her, and we had
caught up with the stranger, which flew the

British flag, and had a lot of people on board,

who waved to us, but they would not answer

our hail, and kept on at a high speed. The
Ne7v York w^as then seen to be coming up

with a great wave at her bows, so we ranged

alongside and awaited developments. Soon a

sea, ever watchful and ready, were the lead-

colored ships of the North Atlantic Fleet.

Rolling in the heavy swell as the north wind
whipped the strong Gulf current, or drifting

slowly in the white heat of still tropic days,

or lost in the gloom of night, they were as

constantly present. The stroke of the engine-

room gong would send them forging ahead in

an instant for the suspicious light, or traihng

smoke of passing steamer, or fleck of distant

sail on far horizon. To ofificers and men this

was a wearying task, taxing strength and tiring

the watchful eye. The hail of the lookout and
the prospect of sharp work would be welcomed
with joy. And things happened during those

opening days of the war that were worth tell-

ing about, and one that brought a smile of calm

THE MANGROVE AND THE rAXAMA.—\)\ir\\\^ HY Carlton T. Chapman

have a better look at a small fort which ap-

peared on the top of a high hill a half-mile

back from the shore. As we kept steadily on,

wondering if the place was deserted, a few

soldiers came out, and wdiile w-e were expect-

ing that they w^oidd fire at us, the entire garri-

son decamped, a dozen or more galloping off

on horseback, while the balance dropped out

of sight over the hill. We had a good look

at the place, which seemed to be a well-built

and well-planned fortification on the sun-baked

hill-side, with a straight road leading up, and
some beautiful palms and mango -trees near

the shore, the green w^ater shoaling up to a

white sandy beach. Promptly on our turning
away, the soldiers came back on the hill-top

;

but as they supposed us an armed vessel, they

blank shot was fired from the Neiv York, and

then a solid shot whistled across the Avatcr.

The English captain, apparently, did not want
to stop, and a third shot was fired so near that

it had the desired effect, and the Lueienue, of

London, came to a stop. We inquired for

news from Havana, and there was a great

chattering in Spanish from a crowd of passen-

gers, who furnished us with some copies of

La Lucha of that day's issue. After being

boarded and notified officially of the blockade,

the Luciennc proceeded on her way, giving an

unwilling salute in token of her objection to

being stopped.

Around the fair Cuban coast had now been

drawn the stern cordon of blockade ; all day

in sight of town and city or cruising far out to

223

amusement to one officer's face was the tale of

how the Mangrove captured the Panama, of

Barcelona, richly laden for Havana, and known
since the previous Wednesday to be en route

from New York. Armed and equipped, and

with speed sufficient to run away from more
than one of her foes, '* some torpedo fellow

will get her," no doubt ; but the race was not

to the swift in this case. On Monday after-

noon about 5.30 o'clock the innocent-looking

and comfortable light-house-tender, converted

into a man-of-war by mounting two 6-pounder

guns on her forward deck, her derrick-boom in

its usual place, and the big hoisting-machine

that was not meant for hoisting Spanish ships

out of water, but at least looked dangerous to

the Spanish captain, Lieutenant- Commander
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Everett, pacing the deck of his improvised Two shots were fired at her, and she refused

fighter, discovered the approaching Panama, to stop, when a 6-pounder was aimed for her

and chased after her, and might have kept bridge, and struck fair, knocking out her

on chasing her but for the sharp ring of his standard compass and injuring the man at

6-pounder gun that sent a soHd shot after the the wheel. This stopped the Guido, and Lieu-

fleeing ship, and then two more, aimed to be tenant Qualtrough and Carpenter Williard,

sufficiently near to be heard but not felt, with four marines and three sailors, took her

Getting near enough by this time. Lieutenant- in charge and navigated her to Key West,

Commander Everett hailed the Panama, and where she was anchored in Man-of-War Har-

informed her captain that if he did not stop bor. On Thursday night the injured sailor

the next shot would be through his ship, and was taken to the hospital and cared for.

not over it. How that was

translated we didn't know,

but it had the desired effect,

and her engines were prompt-

ly reversed. There was a big

crew and a lot of passengers

on the Panama, and also two

14- pounder guns mounted
amidships, and a machine-gun

on the bridge, all of which her

captors noted.

The crew of the Mangrove,

all told, amounted to thirty-

five men, and there was but

one pistol on board, and no

other small -arms except offi-

cers' swords. So Ensign Day-

ton buckled his own sword

bravely on, borrowed the pis-

tol, and with a couple of sail-

ors climbed up the black sides

of the prize and took posses-

sion. Both ships then moved

off in search of the Indiana,

from whom Lieutenant-Com-

mander Everett purposed bor-

rowing a prize -crew, for he

had no men to spare, and, if

his prize took a notion, she

might try to get away from

so small a force. So the guns

were kept pointed at her, and

after a while the Indiana was

found, and a prize -crew fur-

nished for the Panama, while

the Jackies grinned with joy

at the discomfited Spaniard.

After reporting to the flag-

ship, Lieutenant- Commander
Everett convoyed his capture

to Key West.

Paymaster Simpson had a

lively experience in bringing

the schooner Tres Ilcrmanos,

with eighty tons of sugar, into

port. She was captured off

Cardenas, and her crew^ taken

off, with the exception of her

captain, who made himself

very useful as cook. Paymas-

ter Simpson, with three sailors

as prize-crew, took charge of

the Tres Hermanos, and made

sail for Key West. They struck a gale of wind The Ambrosio Bolivar, with about $;o,ooo

with heavy head-seas, and had plenty to do in silver on board, was also captured by the

keepingthehttle schooner afloat. They finally Terror and brought to Key West. The silver

brought her safe into port. was hidden, and came to light in looking over

On Wednesday, the 27th, at 3 A. M., the the ship's cargo ; it was mostly in small coin.

Terror again made a capture, this time the On Friday afternoon, April 29, the Neiv

fine steamer Guido, from Corunna, Spain, to York, accompanied by the torpedo-boats Por-

Havana, with 750 tons of canned provisions, ter and Ericsson, left the Havana station and

The 7>rr^r was about seven miles off Cardenas went off Mariel, tw^enty-four miles west of

when the Guido came along with her lights Havana, where the Castine was keeping guard

out, and running away as fast as possible from over two small Spanish gunboats. There was

the Machias, which had first discovered her. supposed to be an intention of bombarding

22G

the place, but we were disappointed, as nothing

occurred, and the New York and the torpedo-

boats went on as far as Cabanas, off which

place we arrived about six o'clock. The Neiv

York, a little in advance, with the two tor-

pedo-boats lying near, was fired on by a coast-

guard of cavalry. The shots did no harm,

however, and were answered in a minute by a

puff of pink smoke from the Neiv York's port

battery, followed in quick succession by twelve

shots from her 4-inch guns, when the cavalry

disappeared, but came back

again as the A^ezu York moved

off. She again opened fire

with an 8 -inch gun, the last

two shots being aimed by

Captain Cliadwick himself;

all struck fairly in the midst

of the troopers, the last shot

sending a group of them fl\'-

ing in seventeen directions.

It was nearly dark by this

time, and the ships then turned

back for Havana.

ON BOARD THE /O^Fy^.—WIGWAGGING WITH A DARK LANTERN—AFTER-DECK

MATANZAS
By Rufus ¥. Zograum

Pr seemed much like the

usual summer cruising on the

bright morning of the 27th,

and the scene was similar to

what I had witnessed again

and again when with the fleet

off our own land far to the

northward. It was not uncom-

fortably hot on deck. On our

starboard beam the " Ever-

faithful Isle " loomed dimly

through the haze ; the blue

water, flipped and flawed by

a fresh breeze which drove

the white clouds across the

sky, tumbled merrily away to

the horizon ahead, astern, and

to port. It was hard to re-

alize, as I leaned on the sill

of an open window in the

chart-house, looking out over

the sea, that war was upon

us, and that from the blue

heights of the shore hostile

eyes were watching us, hostile

lips were cursing us, and that

we ourselves were but waiting

the opportunity to strike.

But the ship had changed

her clothes. Dull gray from

truck to water-line, where for-

merly spotless white and glis-

tening bright-work shot back

the sun's rays, she was stripped

of everything not necessary for the work for

which she was designed. Davits, stanchions,

and rail had disappeared ; no boats hung at

the sides, but were clustered, canvas-wrapped,

on the top of the superstructure; forw^ard, the

huge anchors, dripping with the spray that

showered over the bows, lay ponderously on

the bill-boards, while stretching out from tur-

ret and sponson the long, dark guns were

sleeping in the sunlight, lazily awaiting the

touch of the master's hand that soon was to

awaken "the like to kill that is inside them."
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Gradually we neared in towards the land.

Heiirhts and rollincr bills thickly covered with

dense green masses of foliage almost to the

water's Qc\gc met the white surf breaking on

shore ;
clusters and rows of tall, graceful palms

raised plumed heads ; here and there the light-

colored walls of a house appeared, but every-

thing seemed void of human life, and apparent

quiet reigned. In the distance two of our ships

were lying. " It's the Puritan and Cincinnati,

sir," said the quartermaster, who, glass to eye,

had been peering out of the next window for

some minutes. "They're pretty close in, and

I think that's Matanzas Harbor. Those two

ships are patrolling that part of the coast—so

I hear." We approached rapidly; the bright

colors of the signal-flags fluttered out from the

yard; all the ships were moving, the Puritan s

decks all awash, the water dripping and si)lash-

ing off her sides as she ploughed through the

water and rose and fell to the lift of the sea.

She was a powerful-looking monster, the very

ideal of all that is strong and terrible, her dark

and forbidding appearance relieved only by

the dear bright bit of bunting flying from her

mast. Slim and long, graceful in shape and

motion, the Cincinnati rode lightly on the

waves; her signal -flags were flying in long,

streaming lines, while the smoke rolled in

black volumes from her chimneys. On the

land over there the hills rolled back; the

haze of a town appeared behind a sandy point

stretching before us, where, half-way between

its end and the wooded banks farther on, a

yellowish mound marked the presence of a

battery.

"Sound general quarters!" Quick and

sharp came the order from the forward bridge

above me, and quick and sharp the trumpet

called the eager crew to the guns. See the

blue-jackets jump to their stations ; their eyes

blaze, their rugged faces glow with excite-

ment, but order and discipline maintain their

rule. Slowly, smoothly, without a hitch, the

great turrets swing around ; the guns move

up and down, sway slightly this way or that,

greedily seeking their point of aim. Slowly,

smoothly, the ships glide into position ; a mo-

ment's pause, and with a crash that shakes the

decks, followed by the roar of the projectile,

the 8-inch rifle on the port side sends forth

its hostile messenger. Instantly its mates

take up the refrain, and the thunderous song

of battle swells into chorus, the rolling beat of

Cincinnati s rapid-fire mingling with the deep

booming bass of Puritans monster guns.

Dusky clouds of earth and sand mark where

the shots have struck ; there is evident sur-

prise on shore, perhaps confusion and conster-

nation, for it is some moments before, with a

flash and a cloud of white smoke from the

battery, and the whir of his shell through

the air above us, the enemy answers our

challenge.

For several minutes the firing continued,

steadily maintained by one ship or the other,

replied to only 2X intervals by the Spaniards.

Some of the hostile shots fell near, but not a

vessel was struck; and the object of our at-

tack—the annoyance of the enemy in the con-

struction of new fortifications— having been

accomplished, our ships slowly withdrew, fol-

ON BOARD THE /0/F^.—WATCHING THE SEARCH-LIGHTS IN HAVANA
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' shots falling on the battery. Several shots

were fired at the battery on the eastern side

- , >', ._. of the harbor.

The fire was returned from the batteries,

several shell passing over the ship. The ship

was not struck and there were no casualties.

Total ammunition expended: Fifteen 8-inch,

sixty-one 4-inch, twenty-eight 6-pounder.

The conduct of all coming under my observa-

tion was exemplary.

CAPTAIN COLBY M. CHESTER

Of the Cincinnati

lowed by one last defiant shot from the hos-

tile lines.

Such, as I saw it, was the first engagement

in the war with Spain. Of little or no im-

portance in comparison with what the future

would undoubtedly bring to us, still it marked

an epoch in the history of the war; and the

splendid spirit displayed by the men, the per-

fect discipline and order that prevailed among

those who, with but very few exceptions, heard

the "shot fired in anger" for the first time,

showed beyond a doubt that, whatever might

happen thereafter, no disgrace at their hands

would come to the flag they served.

CAPTAIN CHADWICK'S REPORT

The Neiv York at 10.40 stood eastward

from the blockading position for Matanzas,

and at 11.55 stopped near the Cincinnati and

Puritan. We stood in again towards Matanzas,

and at 12.50 the Neiv York opened fire on

Morillo and Gorda batteries, at the entrance

of Matanzas Harbor. The fire was returned

from the batteries, but no damage was expe-

rienced by us. Several shell passed over and

beyond the ship. A number of our own shell

fell in the Gorda Point battery.

Shortly after the New York began firing the

Cincinnati and Puritan requested permission

to open fire, which was granted.

The action continued until 1. 19, when signal

" Cease firing " was made.

As this was the first time the ship had been

under fire, I would mention the conduct of all

concerned as notably excellent.

CABANAS
By Rufus F. Z()(;haum

How quiet everything was at night ! Noth-

ing but the subdued thud, of the propeller,

the drowsy hum of the engine, and the swish

of the water on the sides as the ship glided

through it. Some of the youngsters in the

junior officers' mess had been laughing and

singing a little while ago, but now all was

hushed and silent. No tattoo or taps
;
quietly

the men off watch had gone to their hammocks

or were lying on their blankets spread upon

the deck. Hardly a light showed anywhere;

only the battle-lanterns burned dimly through

their screens. Around the shotted and ready

guns the men on watch were gathered ; shot,

shell, and cartridge lay near by, while, loaded

rifle on shoulder, the vigilant sentries paced

to and fro. Up on the high bridges shadowy

figures loomed against the sky. The ship was

cleared for action ; the decks were swe|)t clean

of all obstructions; battle - hatches hid the

skylights ; every port was covered. Away off

yonder the coast, faintly visible against the

starlit sky, stretched along the horizon. A
great fire was burning there on the hill-side,

and to the westward a faint flash of silvery

light, moving to and fro in a long shaft, marked

where the enemy lay at Morro.

So many miles to the eastward, then over

with the helm and back again so many miles

to the westward, the watchful patrol went on.

The ship, a mere shadow against the dark

waters and scarcely lighter sky, moved silently
;

EXECUTIVE OFFICER POTTER'S
REPORT

The New York opened fire on the batteries

at the entrance of the harbor at 1 2. 50 P.M., and

continued until 1.19. The principal fire was

(directed against the Gorda Point battery, some

COMMANDER BOWMAN H. McCALLA

Of the Marhlehead

CAPTAIN PURNELL F. HARRINGTON

Of llie Puritan

everywhere wakeful eyes peered through the

night, on the watch for the least suspicious

object. The slightest blur on the surface

darker than the surrounding waters, the faint-

est gleam of light, was immediately reported

to the officer of the deck, and guns were

trained in the direction where light or shadow

had been seen. Anxious times for all hands

these night-watches, for it was reported that

some of the enemy's torpedo-boats were out

of Havana Harbor, and no one could tell

whence an unexpected blow might come.

Sometimes there was a momentary blaze from

the electric lamps on the foremast, just two

or three lights showing for a second, then ex-

tinguished again. Far off in the gloom an an-

swering gleam showed, as another of our pa-

trolling ships passed, saying '' Friend !" to the

challenge of the private night signal. Drift-

in"- clouds cast ccreat shadows over the sea;

now and then a wave broke into foam, show-

ing for a second in startling contrast with

the surrounding inky blackness. The breeze

hummed in mournful musical tune \\\ the

muzzles of the 4 -inch guns over the sides

like revengeful spirits longing to break loose.

The mind wandered far away to the Northern

home where the dear ones were. Heigh-ho !

CJtc sara sara ! I'm going to turn in !

Something has disturbed my sleep, and I lie

there in a semi-unconscious state for a moment

or two. Q\\wx-x-x-cliiink ! Q\\v\x-x-x-cJiunk ! in

quick, rhythmic, steady motion the engines are

working. Hello ! we're hitting it up ! There

must be a chase on, and I raise myself up on

elbow, broad awake now, and listening to the

rush of the waters alongside. The good ship

is trembling, and I feel the leap and bound of

her hull as she speeds along like a race-horse

on the homestretch. Hark! there goes the

bugle for'ard. Ta-ta-ra-ta ! breaking out loud

and shrill again farther aft. General quarters,

by Jove! Turn out, every mother's son of

you! Just as the sleepy mess-boys come

trooping in through the mess-room doors, and

the ammunition -hatch gapes open, I hastily

pull some outer clothing over my pajamas,

thrust my feet into my shoes, and make my
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way on deck. Everybody is astir. Officers,

some all equipped, others with sword and re-

volver buckled on over their night-clothes,

feet in slippers, are all ready at their posts

;

the men, just as they have been routed out of

their hammocks, barefooted, bareheaded, ac-

coutrements on, stand at the guns. The

for'ard search-light is working, sending a shaft

of brilliant light out over the starboard bow.

Bang! there goes one of the forward guns.

Hark to the shriek of the shell. " Turn on

the starboard waist light !" and another bright

ray darts into the gloom, and there in huge

Martello tower, the red -roofed houses of a

large town—Cabanas—appeared, and a beau-

tiful little bay, Mariel, lay before us. We saw

long tile-roofed lines of buildings—warehouses

probably, to judge from the docks hard by
;

and on a wooded hill on the right of the har-

bor's mouth a block-house rose above the trees

surrounding. Save for a little white vessel

which went scurrying away behind what seemed

to be islands, there were no signs of life that I

could make out, although like enough there

were panic and fear in the streets of the town

beyond. The masts of some vessels could be

conspicuous to an American man-o'-war again,

and probably, if the story were told to them,

they would appreciate the ancient tale in

which the principal characters consisted of a

monkey and a buzz-saw."

ON THE SOUTH COAST
Commander McCalla's Report

The Marblehead, in company with the

Eagle, sailed from the vicinity of Havana

Oliiters in 1m out Kauk C:.,l.VnKCUtcaeOH.,jo.:iaS,„uHshCawa,v l.icut.,|.A.M..ss..>.-,tl. l'.S.lnl,u,tn,iuCl>..r,a.nfPnso,u.rs I'ulisteil Men lu Rear Rank
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bulk, answering in graceful roll to the touch

of the sea, a steamer lies, and streaming from

the staff at her stern the friendly red flag of

Britain flutters in the breeze. "What ship

is that?" comes the hail from the bridge.

" Strathdee, of Glasgow," the prompt answer

comes back. " Stand by ! I shall send a boat

aboard," is the order from our ship. The

stranger's crew is gathered on her forecastle,

gazing curiously on the Yankee man-o'-war,

while on her bridge her officers stand, awaiting

the arrival of our boat, now tossing and tum-

bling on the waves between the ships. Our

visit is short. Friendly sentiments are ex-

changed between our boarding officer and the

steamer's skipper, who praises the vigilance of

our war-ships, stating that he had already been

held up twice that night.

Daylight and a bright, breezy afternoon

found us close in to the coast. A beautiful

land stretched before us, as, lazily steaming

along, we opened out one little cove after an-

other. We had passed close to the blockaded

city, so close that the powerful new batteries

that defended the entrance to the harbor and

far-famed Morro Castle were in plain view, and,

bathed in the afternoon light, the bright-hued

houses of Havana rose tier on tier on the sur-

rounding uplands. Although within range, the

Spanish guns maintained sullen silence.

Closer and closer we drew in to the coast.

Porter and Ericsson, our two accompanying

torpedo-boats, dancing merrily on either quar-

ter. Over a point tipped by an ancient white

seen faintly outlined against the houses, while

on the beautiful hills, where graceful palms

were swaying and thick masses of dark-green

foliage were melting and fading into the dis-

tance, smoke was rising. For some time we

lay there; up on the bridge the Admiral and

the officers of his staff were busy, their glasses

sweeping the land from point to point, and

evidently in consultation — what about was

none of my business.

Very slowly we took up our course again
;

outlying houses appeared on the heights,

some of them in ruins, others evidently the

buildings of some large estate. A great yel-

low house in a grove of trees was conspicuous;

we could see some moving objects, which our

glasses showed to be horsemen, quite a large

number, the enemy's cavalry apparently. No

further notice would be taken of them, but

they were evidently very desirous of attracting

our attention— a wish which we afterwards

proceeded to gratify to their full satisfaction.

It was not long before little rolling clouds of

smoke and the faint, distant prutt of volleys of

small-arms showed that they had opened fire

upon us. Quickly some of our 4-inch guns

are manned. Biff! biff! a shell, then another

and another, humming and buzzing like hor-

nets, return the compliments of the ship to

our friends ashore. Right in among them we

drop our cards, so to speak, and the gentlemen

"stand not on the order of their going, but go

at once.' " Perhaps," I thought, " th^y will

not be so eager to make themselves too openly
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about 10 A. M. of the 25th, delivering the mail

to the different vessels to the westward of that

city. I instructed Commander Maynard, of

the Nashville, that the Admiral had directed

him to accompany the Marblehead and Eagle

on the special duty of intercepting the Span-

ish transports Montserrat and Alicante, which

had left St. Pierre, Martinique, on the 23d for

Cuba.

In consequence of an undiscovered deflec-

tion of the standard compass of about half a

point, I had the misfortune to strand both the

Marblehead d.nd Eagle at 3.46 on the morning

of the 26th, and the division was delayed

twelve hours in consequence of this grounding.

On the morning of the 27th, the Russian

bark Vcrandi, of Wasa, was boarded and given

a copy of the President's proclamation con-

cerning the blockade of Cuban ports, and

the necessary entries were made on the ship's

register and log-book.

On the afternoon of the same day the Nor-

wegian steamer Condor, of Bergen, from Cien-

fuegos to New York, laden with molasses and

carrying Cuban refugees, was boarded, and

the necessary entries were also made on her

register and log-book.

About II A. M. of the 28th, arriving in the

vicinity of the bank discovered by the cable

steamer Silvertown, it occurred to me that the

cable might possibly have been laid on that

bank, although it is usual to avoid shoal water

for ocean lines.

I accordingly slowed down until the noon
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observations were in, and then steamed slowly

about the locaHty for an hour, expecting to

find the shoal ; but either the position of the

shoal was not correctly laid down on the chart

or else the strong currents in the vicinity af-

fected our position, for it could not be located.

Xot wishing to appear off Cienfuegos until

tlic following morning, the division steamed to

the northeast, near to Munos Point, with the

town of Trinidad in sight, perhaps fifteen miles

awav, and during the night of the 28th to the

^outhward and westward to clear Xagua Bank,

standing in towards Trinidad at 2 A.:m. of the

2()th, thence steaming along the coast to the

entrance to Cienfuegos.

Shortly after the arrival of the ships off the

entrance, beyond the range of the shore bat-

teries, a torpedo-gunboat, believed to be the

(iirlllcicr, came out from the inner harbor to a

point abreast Punta de la Cocos.

]]elieving the movement of the torpedo-

qiinboat might be an attempt to escape to the

eastward, the ships were placed so as to cover

the entrance to the harbor, after which she

steamed back into the harbor and disappeared

behind Punta de Pasacaballos.

At 10.55, the NasJiville having signalled that

She was laden with provisions, Mauser rifles

and ammunition, and a general cargo, only a

portion of which was entered in the manifest

of the steamer, government officials having at

the last moment taken space for cargo which

was not entered on the manifest.

There were also twelve bags of mail, which

were transferred to the NasJiville.

Ensign Kuensli and a prize-crew from the

NasJiville were sent on board, and the civilian

passengers, including the stewardess, with their

baggage, were sent into the harbor in two of

the xirgonautos boats. The officers and men
of the Spanish army were sent on board the

NasJiville, the officers and men of the steam-

er being retained on board to work her into

port.

All those on the Argonaut were treated

with the greatest courtesy, and nothing un-

usual occurred.

At about 12.10 r.M., wishing to obtain infor-

mation with regard to the prize, the command-

ing officer of the liagle was directed to take

his position off the mouth of the river while

the MarbleJiead steamed towards the Argoii-

aiito, about two miles away. The JMarbleJiead

had hardly reached the NasJiville and prize be-

ward of the old fort, first fired on the Eagle.

When the MarblcJtead arrived in the vicinity

of the Eagle, fire was opened on the torpedo-

gunboat, which shortly afterwards steamed in

behind Punta de Pasacaballos. In finding the

range of the torpedo - gunboat some of the

shell from the J^IarbleJiead passed over her, two

being seen to fall in the suburban town which

I have mentioned. A short time after, the

torpedo-boat again came out from the inner

harbor and lay close to the land behind the

point next inside Punta de la Cocos. Two
5-inch shell were then fired in the direction

from which the smoke from her funnel could

be seen above the lowland.

A battery on shore, supposed to be field

guns, near Punta de la Cocos, also opened fire

on the ships, together with a guard of infantry

at the light-house, who fired their rifles at the

EagJe.

There were no casualties, all of the shots

from the enemy's guns, with the exception of

two, falling short, the two referred to passing

over the MarbleJiead. The Spaniards did good

line-shooting.

At 5 r. M. of the 29th, the division left the

vicinity of Cienfuegos for the fleet off Havana,

The Detroit
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<i steamer was in sight to the westward, Com-
mander Maynard was signalled to stop or chase

the steamer.

This steamer proved to be the Spanish

steamer Argoiiaiito, of Cienfuegos, running

along the coast between Batabano and San-

tiago de Cuba. On board were eight Spanish

officers and eight Spanish soldiers of the army,
and several men, four women, and three chil-

*^^en as passengers.

fore the Eagle signalled that the enemy's tor-

pedo-boat was coming out of the harbor.

The MarbleJiead at once steamed towards

the Eagle, which shortly began to fire into the

entrance. The commanding officer of the

torpedo-boat, having placed himself close in

to the Punta de la Cocos directly in front of a

suburb, apparently of Cienfuegos, which had

been built about the castle above Placido Cove

and on the heights to the northward and east-
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the MarbleJiead having but sufficient coal to

reach Tortugas or Key West without taking

unnecessary risk, under the circumstances, and

the prize having only two days' coal supply.

On the 30th, believing that valuable infor-

mation might be found in the official mail

captured in the Argonauto, I directed Com-

mander Maynard to steam at full speed to the

flag-ship, in order that the Admiral might be

in possession of this mail as soon as possible.
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A new battery could be seen on the high minute or two the Marblehcad, which in the

kind north-northwest of the castle previously interval had been coming towards us at full

mentioned, and with glasses two large guns speed, opened fire with her 5-incli rapid-fire

seemed to have been mounted in embrasures. rifles, and succeeded in silencing both battery

In addition to the Gallicia it was reported and gunboat,

that there were two old gunboats and eleven Two of the enemy's shots passed close over

armed steam-launches in the harbor of Cien- the Eagle, another close astern, and another

fuegos.

THE ENGAGEMENT OFF
CI ENFUEGOS

FlKUTENANT SOUTI f KKLAXD'S RKPORT

At 12.30 r.M. of April 29, I received orders

from Commander McCalla, the commanding

officer of the division to which the Eagle was

attached, to proceed off the mouth of the en-

within a few feet of the bowsprit. There were

no casualties. Fifty- nine 6- pounder armor-

piercing shells were expended.

A CORRESPONDEN r ON THE
IOWA

\\\ lM<i-;i)i:i<ic J\i:.MiN(.ro\

I'lll': a[)palliiig sameness of that i)acing up

trance to the harbor of Cienfuegos, Cuba, and and down before Havana worketl on the

attempt to discover the character of the vessels nerves of every one, from captain to cook's

within, should they come out. police. We were neglected ;
no one came to

This order was obeyed at once, and at 12.50 see us. All the Key West trolley-boats ran

the Eagle reached the mouth of the entrance, to the Admiral's Hag, and we knew nothing

Her lookouts then discovered two torpedo- of the outside. We sj)eculated on the Fl)-

pose they served was that "Jackie" had some-

thing to swear at as he lay b\' his loaded gun

—something definite, something material, to

swear at. Also, two small gunboats developed

a habit of running out of the harbor— not

veiy far, and with the utmost caution, like a

boy wlio tantalizes a chained bear. And at

places in the town arose smoke.

"What is it?' asked the captain of marines.

" l)ig tobacco factories working overtime for

us," re[)lic(l Dr. Crandall.

1 was taken down into the machinery of the

ship. I thought to find in it some human in-

terest. Through mile after mile of under-

ground passages 1 crawled and scrandjled and

climljcd amid wheels going this wa\- and rods

l)!unging that, with little electric lights to

make holes in the darkness. ]\len stood about

in the overi)o\vering blasts of heat, sweating

and greasy and streakcxl with black— grave,

serious persons of su})erhuman intelligence -

men who havn: succumbed to modern science,

which is modern life. Daisies and trees and

the play of sunlight meant nothing to these

—
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boats and what appeared to be a torpedo gun-

boat lying within tlie harbor.

Within a very sliort time of her appearance

the enemy's vessels opened fire, two of them

starting for the entrance. The first shot, evi-

dently a sighting shot, struck the water in line

and about one hundred yards short. Immedi-

ately after, a second shot struck a little short

and a little ahead of us. This was instantly

answered from our port forward 6 -pounder

rapid-fire gun.

Slowly backing the vessel, with her broad-

side to the enemy, in order both to change

her bearifig and to bring as many guns as

possible to bear, the firing became rapid for

a few minutes and apparently effective, as the

enemy turned and retired. Appearances in-

dicated that one of the enemy's vessels had

been struck. [It was afterwards learned that

a 6-pounder projectile had passed through the

Gallieias boiler, and that a shell had passed

through her funnel.]

Within ten minutes the torpedo -gunboat

appeared as though coming out, and, with a

shore battery, opened fire upon the Eagle.

This fire was promptly returned. Within a

ing S(]uadr(^n, the Orciioii, the ai'm\', and the

Spanish. I had an impression that I was not

c.iught }'Oung enough to develop a love of

the sea, which the slow passage of each day

reinforced. I had formed a habit af damn-

ing the army for its procrastination, l)ut in

my heart of hearts 1 ^-Ceirned for it. [ wanted

to hear a "shave-tail " bawl ; I wantetl to get

some dust in ni}^ throat ; 1 wanted to kick

the dewy grass, to see a sentry i)ace in the

moonlight, and to talk the language of my
tribe. I resisted it: 1 suppressed m}-self; Init

my homely old first love came to haunt me,

waking and sleeping - -\-es, even when I looked

at that mountain of war material, tliat epitome

of modern science, with its gay white officers,

who talked of London, Paris, China, and Africa

in one breath. Oh, I knew I should fall on the

neck of the first old "doughd:)oy" or "yellow-

leg" I saw, and I didn't care if he was making

bread at the time !

The Morro light had been extinguished,

but two powerful searches fiashed back and

forth across the sk}-. " Good things to sail

by," the navigator said. " W^e can put them

out when the time comes." Anotlier pur-

they knew when all three were useful, which

was enough. They pulled the Icxxms, opened

and shut cocks, showered coal into the roar-

inij wlu'tc hells under the boilers; hither and

\-on they wandered, l)estowing mother -like

attentions on rod and pii)c. I talked at them,

l)ut they (le\eloi)ed nothing except preoccu-

j)ie(l professionalism. 1 believe the\' fairl}' wor-

sh!j)petl that throbbing mass of mysterious

iron ; 1 believe the)- loved that bewildering

power which the)- controlled. Its problems

entranced them : but it simply stunned me.

At last when I stood on deck I had no other

impression l)ut that of my own feebleness, and,

as I have said, felt rather stunned than stimu-

lated. Imagine a square acre of delicate ma-

chinery plunging and whirling and spitting,

with men crawling about in its demon folds!

It is woi for me to tell )-ou more.

Don't waste )-(Hir s)-mpathy on those men
below-decks- -they will not thank you ; they

will not even understand you. They are

" modern "—better off than " Jackie " and his

poor wandering soul—the)' love their iron baby,

so leave them alone with their jo)^ INIodern

science does not concern itself about death.
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THE NAVAL BATTLE IN MANILA BAY
THr> next cngai^cmcnt," said the Presi- notice bein^i,^ given, it repaired to Mirs Bay,

dent, in his annual message to Con- near I long-Kong, whence it |)roceeded to the

gress, " was destined to mark a memo- rhih|)pine Ishmds under telegraphed orders to

rable epoch in maritime warfare. The Pacific capture or destroy the formidable Spanish

licet, under Commodore George Dewey, had fleet then assembled at Manila. At daybreak

lain for some weeks at Hong-Kong. Upon on the 1st of May the American force entered

the colonial proclamation of neutrality being Manila Bay, and after a few hours' engagement

issued and the customary twenty-four hours' effected the total destruction of the Spanish

1<) !^33

fleet, consisting of ten warships and a trans-

port, besides capturing the naval station and

forts at Cavite, thus annihilating the Spanish

naval power in the Pacific Ocean and com-

pletely controlling the Bay of Manila, with

the ability to take the city at will. Not a life

was lost on our ships, the wounded numbering

only seven, while not a vessel was materially
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CAl'TAIN JOSKl'II 1!, COdllLAN

Of the K'ahi^h

injured. For this gallant achievement the

Congress, upon my recommendation, fitly be-

stowed upon the actors [)referments and sub-

stantial reward.

"The effect of this remarkable victory upon

the spirit of our people and ui)on the fortunes

of the war was instant. A prestige of invin-

cibility thereby attached to our arms which

continued throughout the struggle."

As early as January 27th the Chief of the

Iku'cau of Navigation ordered Commodore
Dewey, then at Yokohama, Japan, to retain

until further orders the crew of the scpiadron

wdiose terms of enlistment had expired ; and

on the day of the blowing-up of the Maine

the Assistant .Secretary of the Nav\' sent him

the following telegraphic despatch :

"Order the sriuadron, exce|)t the Moiiocacy,

to Hong-Kong. Kecj) full of coal. In the event

of a declaration of war with S[)ain, your duty

will be to see that the .S{)am'sh scpiadron does

not leave the Asiatic coast, antl then offensive

operations in Philipi)ine Islands. \\.cq.\) 01yili-

pid until further orders." A few days later

the Mo/iican was sent with ammunition to

Honolulu, where the Baltiuiorc was to receive

this supply and proceed at once to join the

squadron under Commodore Dewey. On the

6th of April Dewey i)urchased the English

steamship NansJiaii and her cargo of over

3000 tons of Cardiff coal, and engaged the

services of her crew. Three days later he

purchased for $90,000 the l\Ianihi-l long-lvong

steamship Zajiro and her provisions and fuel,

and placed aboard of her all his sp.ire ammu-
nition. On the 17th the revetiue-cutter ////^'//

McCullocJi w'as attached to the station with

her crew of 130 men, " all ready to fight." The
crews of the squadron w^ere already putting

the dull, dark drab war-paint on their vessels

when, on the 24th, Dewey received the follow-

ing despatch from Washington :

" War has commenced between the United

States and Spain. Proceed at once to Philip-

pine Islands. Commence operations at once,

particularly against the Spanish fleet. You
must capture vessels or destroy. Use utmost

endeavors."

The immediate proclamation of neutrality

by Great l^ritain compelling a departure from

IIong-Kong, the fleet sailed on the 25th to

Mirs Bay, a Chinese harbor a few miles to the

north. Two days thereafter, upon the arrival

of United States Consul Williams from Manila,

the fleet started across the rough China Sea

for the Philippines. The flag- ship Olympia

led, and was followed in order by the Balti-

more, Raleigh, Petrel^ Concord, and Hoston ; a

|)arallel line to starboard being headed by the

MeCnlloe/i, followed by the Nanshan and Za-

jiro, in the order named. Luzon was sighted

on the 30th, and l^olinao l^ay and Subig l^ay

were explored ; but the Spanish fleet not being

f(nind, the squadron proceeded to Manila Ikiy.

The story of the famous victory of the ist of

May is accurately told in the words of the prin-

Q\\yA\ participants in the battle ; wdiose official

rei)orts follow, with very little change except

the addition of the historical tenses and the

substitution of proper names or titles for the

pronouns of address.

Manila Bay lias been described roughly as a

four-sided body of water projecting iidand from

the southwest corner of the island of Luzon. Its

mouth is some six miles wide. A mile off shore

from the northern point is Corregidor Island,

a considerable body of land rising about six

hundred feet above the sea. The water be-

tween this island and the south point is nearly

five miles wide. About a half-mile from this

south beach is PT h^raile Island ; and the main

channel, known as Boca Grande, lies between

these two islands—Corregidor to the north,

\L\ Fraile to the south. About seventeen

miles from the mouth of the bay, and on its

southeastern shore, lies Cavite, where a s|)it

of land — a sort of Sandy Hook— projects

towards Manila, which lies a few miles farther

northeast, on the eastern shore of the bav.

Cavite arsenal extends eastward over another

point of land that juts out from the hook;

and the main body of water between the

arsenal and the shore is known as Bacoor P)ay,

while the smaller bod\' formed by the point of

the hook, named Sangley Point, and tlie land

on which the arsenal is built, is called the Ba)'

of C'anacao. It was in this retreat, sheltered by

hmd L)atteries,that the S|)anish fleet was found.

The first news of the victory in Manila Bay

reached the Unitetl States in a very incomplete

fi)rm through reluctant Si)anisli sources ; and

the American public anxiously awaited the

arrival of des[xitches by steamer at Hong-

Kong. Here, on the 7th of Ma}', the two

following messages from Commodore Dewey
were received and forwarded by cable to.

Washington :

" xManila, May i—The s([uadron arrived at

Manila at daybreak this morning. Imme-

diately engaged enemy and destroyed the

folk)wing Spanish vessels: Keina Crist ina,

Cast ilia, Don uintonio de iUloa, Don Juan de

.instria, Isla de Lurjon, Isia de Cnba, (ieneral

Lerjo, JMarqnez del Diiero, HI Correo, I \iaseo,

one transport, Isla de Afandanao, water battery

at Cavite. I shall destroy Cavite arsenal dis-

pensatory. The squadron is uninjured. P^ew

men were slightly w^ounded. I request the

department will send immediately from San

P'rancisco fast steamer with ammunition. The
only means of telegraphing is to the American

consul at Hong-Kong."
" Cavite, May 4— I have taken possession

of the naval station at Cavite, Philippine IsP

ands, and destroyed its fortifications. Have
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destroyed fortifications at bay entrance, paroP

ine ijarrison. Have cut cable to mainland. I

control bay completely and can take city at

any time, but I have not sufficient men to

hold. The scpiadron in excellent health and

spirits. The Spanish loss not fully known;

very heavy; 150 killed, including captain, on

Rei/ia Cristina alone. I am assisting and

protecting Spanish sick and wounded, 250 in

number, in this hospital, witln'n our lines.

Will ammunition be sent? I request answer

without delay. I can supi)ly scpiadron with

coal and provisions for a long period. Much

excitement at Manila. Scarcity of provisions

on account of not having economized stores.

Will [)rotect foreign residents,"

COMIMODORE DEWEY'S
ACCOUNT

TllK squadron left Mirs Bay on April 27,

immediately on the arrival of Mr. O. V. Will-

iams, L-nited States Consul at Manila, who

brought important information and who accom-

panied the sc[uaclron.

Arrived off Bolinao on the morning of April

30, and, finding no vessels there, proceeded

down the coast and arrived off the entrance to

Manila Ha\^ the same afternoon.

The /)Osto/i and Coneord were sent to recon-

noitre Port Subig, I having been informed that

the enemy intended to take position there. A
thorough search of the port was made by the

Boston and Coneord, but the Si)anish fleet was

not found, although, from a letter afterwards

found in the arsenal, it appears that it had been

their intention to go there.

P.ntered the Boca Grande, or south channel,

at 11.30 P.M., steaming in column at distance

at eight knots. After half the squadron had

passed, a battery on the south side of the

channel opened fire, none of the shots taking

effect. The Boston and MeCulloeh returned the

fire.

The sc[uadr()n proceeded .ccross the bay at

slow speed, and arrived off Manila at daybieak-.

CAPTAIN CHARLES V. GRIDLEY

Of the Olympia
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and was fired upon at 5.15 A.M. by three bat- farther south. At this point I sent a message

teries at Manila and two at Cavite and by the to the Governor-General to the effect that if

Spanisli fleet anchored in an approximately east the batteries did not cease firing the city

and west line across the mouth of Bacoor IW, would be shelled. This had the effect of

with their left in shoal water in Canacao Hay. silencing them.

The scpiadron then proceeded to the attack, At 11.16 A.M., finding that the report of

the flao-ship (V)7////>, under my personal direc- scarcity of ammunition was incorrect, I re-

tion, leading, followed at distance by the Bal- turned with the squadron to the attack. By this

tiiuon\ Rain'o-fi, Petrel, Concord, and J>os/on, in time the flagship and almost the entire Spanish

the order named, which formation was main- fleet were in flames, and at 12.30 P.M. the squad-

tained throughout the action. The scpiadron ron ceased firing, the batteries being silenced

opened fire at 5.41 A.M. While advancing to and the ships sunk, burned, and deserted,

the attack, two mines were exploded ahead of At 12.40 I'.M. the squadron returned and

the flagship, too far to be effective. anchored off Manila, the J\fro/ being left be-

The sc[uadron maintained a continuous and hind to complete the destruction of thesmaller

precise fire at ranges varying from 2000 to gunboats, which were behind the point of

SOOO yards, countermarching in a line ap- Cavite. This duty was performed by Com-

proximately parallel to that of the Spanish

fleet. The enemy's fire was vigorous, but

generally ineffective.

h^.arly in the engagement two launches put

out towards the Olyiiipia with the apparent in-

tention of using torpedoes. One was sunk and

CAI'TAIN N. MAVO DYER

Of the Bal/iiiiore

maiuler E. P. Wood in the most expeditious

and complete manner possible.

The Spanish lost the following vessels:

Sunk— Roiua Cristiiia, Cast ilia, Don An-

tonio (Ic Vlloa.

I^urned

—

Don Juan dc Austria, Isla de Lurjon,

the other disabled b}^ our fire and beached be- Isla do Cuba, General I.ezo, Marques del Duero

fore an opportunity occurred to fire torpedoes, lil Correo, Wlaseo, and Isla de Mindanao

At 7 A.M. the Spanish flag-shij) Reina Cristina (transport).

made a desperate attempt to leave the line and Captured--AV/'/V^ and Uereules (tugs), and

come out to engage at short range, but was re- several small launches,

ceived with such galling fire, the entire battery 1 was unable to obtain complete accounts of On May 2, the day following the engage-

of the Olynipia being concentrated upon her, the enemy's killed and wounded, but their ment, the s(]uadron again went to Cavite. A

that she was barely able to return to the shel- loss was very heavy. The Reina Cristina landing - party was sent to destroy the guns

ter of the point. The fires started in her by alone had one hundred and fifty killed, in- and magazines of the batteries there. The

our shell at this time were not extinguished eluding the captain, and ninety wounded. first l)attery, near the end of Sangley Point,

until she sank. The damage done to the squadron under was composed of two modern Trubia H. L.

At 7.^5 A.M., it having been erroncousl)' re- my command was inconsiderable. There were rifles of 15 centimeters cahber. 1 he second

|)orted to me that only fifteen rounds i)er gun uone killed, and only seven men in the scpiad- was one mile farther down the beach, and

remained for the 5-inch rapid-fire battery, I ron very slightly wounded. Several of the cousistcd of a modern Canet 12 centimeter

ceased firing and withdrew the s(iuadron for vessels were struck and even penetrated, but P. P. rifie Ijchind improvised earthworks.

consuUatioi^ and a redistribution of ammuni- the damage was of the slightest, and the On the 3(1 the military forces evacuated the

tion, if necessary. s([uadr()n was in as good condition after as Cavite arsenal, which was taken possession of

The three batteries at Manilahad kept up a before the battle. l)y .'i landing - |)arty. On the same day the

continuous fire from the I)eginning of the en- I d(Mibt if any commander-in-chief, under Kaleiol aud Baltimore securctl the surrender

gagement, which fire was not returned by the similar circumstances, was ever serv(Ml by of the l)atteries ou Corregidor Island, paroling

sciuadron. The first of these batteries was uKu-e loyal, efficient, and gallant captains than the garrison and destro)ing the guns,

situated on the south mole -head at the en- those of the scpiadron under my command. On the morning of May 4 the transport

trance to the Pasig River, the second on the Captain I'rank Wildes, connnanding the Ros- Manila, which had l)een aground in I5acoor

south bastion of the walled city of Manila, ton, volunteered to remain in command of his Jiay, was towed off and made a prize,

and the third at APdate, about one-half mile vessel, although his relief had arrived before

we left Hong-Kong.

Assistant Surgeon C. P. Kindleberger, of

ir the Olynipia, and (iunner J. C. Kvans, of the CAPTAIN GRPDLEY'S ACCOUNT
. ^ \ AV.s/rv/, also volunteered to remain after or-

ders detaching them had arrived. ON April 30 we stood down for the entrance

The conduct of my personal staff was excel- to Manila P)ay. At 9.42 P.M. the crew of the

lent. Commander W. P. Lamberton, chief of Olynipia were called to general quarters (the

staff, was a volunteer for that position and ship having been previously cleared for action)

gave me most efficient aid. Lieutenant T. M. and remained by their guns, ready to return

Brumby, flag lieutenant, and Ensign W'. P. the fire of the batteries if called upon.

Scott, aid, performed their duties as signal At about 1 1.30 P.M. we passed through Poca

officers in a highly creditable manner. The Grande entrance of Manila Pay. The lights

Olynipia being short of officers for the battery, on Corregidor and Caballo islands and on San

Ensign II. II. Caldwell, flag .secretary, volun- Nicolas Panks were extinguished,

teered for and was assigned to a subdivision y\fter the (:7/j7///>/V^ had passed in, the battery

of the 5-inch battery. ' on the southern shore of the entrance opened

Mr. J. L. Stickney, formerly an officer in the fire at the shii)s astern, and the MeCulloeh and

United States Navy, and, at the time of the the Fyoston returned the fire,

battle, correspondent for the New York Herald, At 4 A.M. of May 1 coffee was served out to

volunteered for duty as my aid, and rendered officers and men. At daybreak sighted ship-

valuable service. ping at Manila. Shifted course to southward

1 mention especially the coolness of Lieu- and stood for Cavite. At 5.06 two submarine

tenant C. G. Calkins, the navigator of the mines were exploded near us, Cavite bearing

Olynipia, who came under my personal obser- south-southeast, distant four miles. At 5.15

va'tion, being on the bridge with me through- battery on Sangley Point opened fire, but the

out the entire action, and' giving the ranges to shell fell short. Other shell passed over us,

the guns with an accuracy that was proved by ranging seven miles. At 5.41 A.M. we opened

the excellence of the firing. fire on Spanish ships with forward 8-inch guns,
COMMANDER ASA WALKER

Of the Concord
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which were soon followed by the 5-inch bat-

tery. A rapid fire was kept up until the close

of the action.

The range varied from 2(X)0 to 5600 yards.

A torpedo-boat ran out and headed for the

Olympia, but was finally driven back by our

secondary battery. She came out a second

time and was again repulsed. This time she

had to be beached, as several shot had hit her.

Batteries from Manila fired occasional shots

at the ships during the action, but did no

damage.

At 6.20 turned to starboard and headed

back in front of the Spanish line. The Olyin-

pia led the column three times to the westward

and twice to the eastward in front of the Span-

ish ships and shore batteries. On one occa-

sion the Spanish flag-ship Rcina Cristina w^as

hit by an 8-inch shell from our forward turret

and raked fore and aft. At 7.35 ceased firing

and stood out into Manila Vnxy.

The men went to breakfast.

Many of the Spanish ships were seen to be

on fire, and when we returned at i 1.16 to com-

plete the destruction of the Spanish fleet only

one, the l^oii Antonio dc Ulloa, and the shore

batteries returned our fire. The former was

sunk and the latter were silenced.

At 12.40 P.M. stood back to Manila liay and

anchored.

Besides making the ordinary preparations of

clearing ship for action, the heavy sheet chains

were faked up and down over a buffer of awn-

ings against the sides in wake of the 5-inch

ammunition hoists and afforded a stanch pro-

tection, while iron and canvas barricades were

placed in various places to cover gun's crews

and strengthen moderate defences.

The vessel was struck or slightly hulled as

follows

:

(i) Plate indented 1?, inches starboard side

of superstructure just forward of second 5-inch

sponson.

(2) Three planks torn up slightly in wake of

forward turret on starboard side of forecastle.

(3) Port after shrouds of fore and main rig-

fTintr

(4) Strongback of gig's davits hit and slight-

\y damaged.

(5) Hole in frame of ship between frames 65

and 66 on starboard side below main-deck rail

;

made by a 6-pounder.

(6) Lashing of port whale-boat davit carried

away by shot.

(7) One of the rail stanchions carried awa}'

outside of port gangway.

(8) Hull of ship indented on starboard side

one foot below main-deck rail and three feet

abaft No. 4 coal port.

The forward 8-inch guns fired twenty-three

shells. The ammunition hoist wms temporarily

out of commission on account of the blowing

of the fuse. The right gun worked well with

the electrical batteries. Battery of left gun

failed to explode the primer after the first

shot ; also resistance lamp in dynamo circuit

broken. Used percussion primers in this gun

with good results after the first shot.

The after turret fired thirteen shells. Had
three misfires with battery of right gun and

two with dynamo circuit, as fuses blew out.

In renewing fuses they were immediately

blown out ; so shifted to percussion primers

with good results. In left gun one shell

jammed, after which used half-full and half-

reduced charge, which fired it. Battery of

this gun gave good results. One primer failed

to check gas.

The smoke from the 5 -inch battery and

from the forward 8-inch guns gave consider-

able trouble, and in both turrets the object-

glass of the telescopic sights became covered

with a deposit from the powder and had to be

wiped off frequently.

The batteries for the 5 - inch guns found

to be unreliable. Used dynamcj circuit on

three guns with good results. Ammunition
poor. Many shell became detached from tlie

cases on loading and had to be rammed out

from the muzzle. Several cases jammed in

loading and in extracting. Guns and gun-

mounts worked well. Fired about 281 5-inch

shell.

The 6-poundcr battery worked to perfec-

tion, firing 1000 rounds, haired 360 rounds of

i-I)()under and 1000 rounds of small-arm am-

munition.

l^^rom 9.42 l'..\r. of April 30 till 12.40 P.M.,

Ma}' I, two divisions of the engineer's force

carrying messages and in keeping an accurate

account of the battle. One 6-pounder was

manned by a crew of marines, and two relief

crews for the 5-inch guns and two for the

6-pounders acted as sharpshooters under Cap-

tain W. l^iddle, U. S. M. C.

The range was obtained by cross bearings

from the standard compass and the distance

taken from the chart.

("OMMANDKK K. I'. WOOD
Of the I\-h\'l

worked the boilers and engines, keeping uj)

steam and working well, notwithstanding the

heat of the fire and engine-rooms. The third

division worked at their stations in the powder

division.

The ship needed no immediate repairs and

was in excellent condition to engage the en-

emy again at any time.

There were no casualties nor wounded on the

Olyuipia.

Where every officer and man did his whole

duty there is only room for general praise.

Pay Inspector 1). A. Smith, Meet Pay Clerk

Wm. J. Rightmire, and Pay Clerk \\\ M. Long

all volunteered for and performed active ser-

vice not recpiired by their stations. Ensign

H. H. Caldwell, secretary to the commander-

in-chief, volunteered for fighting duty, and was

assigned to the command of a subdivision of

the 5-inch battery. Mr. J. L. Stickney, corre-

spondent of the New York Herald (and for-

merly a naval officer of exceptional ability),

served as a volunteer aid to the commander-

in-chief, and rendered inv^aluable assistance in
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CAPTAIN COGHLAN'S ACCOUNT

Ar about 12.10 A.M. of May i, when passing

in column, natural order, ;d3reast of El Eraile

Island, at the entrance to the bay, 1 observed

a Hash, as of a signal thereon, and at about

12.15 A.M. a shot was fired from VA Eraile,

passing, I think, diagonally between the ]\'trcl

and the Ralcii^h. A shot was fired in return,

but without effect, b>' the starboard after

5-inch gun of the I\alci\^/i.

y\t 5 A.M., when the squadron was nearly

abreast tlie city of Manila and the flag-shi])

was turning to pass down towards Cavite, the

Lunetta Battery, of apparentl}' heav\' guns, at

Manila, opened fire and continuetl so long as

the squadron was in action. The Ra/cioii

shifted i)osition from starboard to port (inside)

quarter of the llaltiniorc, and held that posi-

tion until retired at 7.35 A.M. At a few

minutes after 5 A.M. the Ralcio-//, so soon as

the Spanish vessels at Cavite bore on the port

bow, opened fire with the 6-inch gun, and

then with the 5-ineh guns in succession, as

fast as they would bear. The secondary

battery guns did not seem to reach the enemy,
and their fire was soon stopi)ed and not again

used until the distance was considerably les^

sened. At 11.20 A.M., when signal was made
to re-engage, the Ra/i-io// started ahead full

speed (using reserve speed) to keep up with

the fiag-ship, but it was found to be impossible,

and, falling behind all the time, I cut across to

gain line abreast of Cavite P>attery just as the

fiag-ship passed the Iniltiniorc at that port, at

wliich time we o|)ened fire with all guns. At
12, in obedience to signal, tlie Ralcii^h attempt-

ed to get into the inner harl)or to destroy en-

emy's vessels, but, getting into shoal water

—twenty feet—was obliged to withdraw, and

so reported. While attempting to get inside,

the battery was used on a hostile vessel at

anchor (supposed to be the Doji Antonio dc

U//00!) until she sank. Not being able to find

a channel farther inside, and ever}'thing in

sight having been destro\x^d, the /v^r/^vV//, at

1.30 I'.M., withdrew and, later, anchored near

the fiag-ship.

The officers and crew behaved splendidl\\

f>ver\' one seemed anxious to do his whole

dut\', and, so far as I could learn, did it. Their

whole conduct was beyond praise.

The RalcigJi was struck but once, and then

by a 6-pounder shell, which passed through

both sides of the whale-boat (above her wa-

ter-line), and then glanced along the chase of

the starboard 6-pounder on our poop. The
gun was not injured, and the whaleboat but

slightly.

There were no casualties of any kind.

The Raleigh at the close of the engagement

was in as good condition as when it began,

and without any preparation could have fought

it over acrain.
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COMMANDER WALKER'S
ACCOUNT

Ix obedience to the Commodore's orders, I

took position in line. In passin<^ tlie city a bii^

L^iin opened on tlie fleet, to wliich 1 replied with

two shots. The Co/ii(U'(/ held her jjosition in the

line until the order to withdraw from action.

Later in the day I was ordered to burn a

transport. To arrive at the position of the

transport my course lay so as to open the

dockyard and vessels therein, at which 1 took

a few shots with the 6-inch batter)-. 1 suc-

ceeded in firin^i:^ the transi)ort.

L,very one of my subordinates did his whole

dutv with an enthusiasm and zeal be\'ond all

praise. I was particularly indebted to the ex-

ecutive officer, Lieutenant-Commander (jeori^e

P. Colvocoresses, for the cool, deliberate, and

efTicient manner with which he met each phase

of the action, and for his heart}' co oi)eration

in m\- phms. Lieutenant T. B. Howard, the

naxi^^ator, proved that, like his father, he was

read)' to offer liis life to his countrx' and fLi<;".

The officers of divisions— Lieutenant P. W.

llouri^i^an, powder ; Lieutenant C. INL McCor-

mick, third gun ; Lnsic^n L. A. Kaiser, second

L^un, and iMisii^m \V. C. Davidson, first s^un

performed every duty with zeal and alacrit)-.

Lnsign (). S. Knepper, in charge of signals,

performed the iluty as though he were in the

daily habit of being under fire. P.issed As-

sistant Paymaster h>. I). Ryan volunteered to

tcdvc charge of the after powder division, and

was most useful therein. The steam de})art-

ment, under Chief P^ngineer G. B. Ransom

and Passed .Assistant luigineer 11. \\\ Jones,

was in a perfect condition, working as though

on i)arade. Pay Clerk V. K. Hunt volunteered

to assist the surgeon. The crew, one and all,

worked with enthusiasm. I have nothing but

praise for every man.

There were no casualties. The C()//((>r(/ was

not hit.

The following is a list of the ammunition

expended: One hundred and fifteen 6-inch

full charges, sixty-seven 6-inch reduced ch.ir-

gcs, six shrapnel, one hundred and seventy-six

6-inch common shell, two liundred and twent)'

6 [)ounder cartridges, one hundred and twenty

3-pounder cartridges, and sixty i-[)ounder car-

tritlges.

ACCOUNT BY ITEUTENANT-COM-
]\L\NI)ER COLVOCORESSES

K\ecuU\c ()t]k:er i>f tlic Concoiti

At \2.2s a.m., M<iy I, 1898, the Concord,

being in her assigned position in the column

and cleared for action, entered the Hoca (jrande.

Wliilc passing LI Fraile a rocket was fired and

was soon followed by a shot from a battery

on shore. Ihe Concord returned the fire. A
second shot from the battery passed between

our main and mizzen masts and over. We
fired again, after which the battery did not

reply.

At 12.45 ^•^'- ^^'^' fired at a moving light on

the starbo.ncl (piarter, and it was extinguished.

At 5.05 A.M., while approaching the anchor-

age off Manila, we were fired upon by a shore

battery and two shots were exchanged ; w^e

also fired at a supposed torpedo-boat that ran

out from Cavite and was sunk by the Olynipids

guns. Another boat made for the O/ynipia,

but, meeting a warm reception, turned, ran on

the beach, and was abandoned.

The squadron, in splendid order, turned to

the right when off the city and advanced on

the Spanish fleet, which a])peared in line of

battle off Sangley Point, in Canacao Bay.

They opened upon us at once, but most of

their shots fell short. As we steamed past

the enemy's line each vessel of our squadron

delivered fire from her port battery, and the

effect was soon api)arent. The ensign of a

cruiser, which we took to be the Kcina Cns-

tiiur, was shot away, but hoisted again, and she

took fire at 7.25 A.M., apparently from the

effects of a shell from the Concord's thirtl di-

vision, and her fire-hose could l)e seen pku'ing

aloft.

Three complete tuins were made b\' our

scjuadron in front of the enemy's line, the

ships firing whenever the guns would bear.

i\t 7.40 A.M. we ceased firing, in ol)edience

to signal from the commander-in-chief, and at

8.10 A.M. the crews went to breakfast. At

('OMMAXI)KR r,l-:NJAMIN T. LAMin-.KTON

(liicf (if Stall to ConiiiKKlorc Dcucy

this time several of the enemy's sln^s were in

flames, and explosions took ])lace on board

one of them : some were sinking and others

withdrawing for protection behind Canacao

and Cavite.

At 8.30, in obedience to a signal from the

flag-shi}), ''Concord, go in and see what ships

are on fire," the Concord promptly proceeded

towards the Spanish line, but the order was

annulled.

At 9.25 a loud report was heard, which came

from one of the Sjjanish cruisers, and was fol-

lowed by flames and smoke.

At 11.45 ^^•^'- ^^^*^' squadron again stood in

for the enemy, when signal was made for the

Concord to destroy a large transport that was

anchored well inside in shallow water and

where there were a number of fish-weirs. In

passing we fired with great effect at the curtain

of the fort at Cavite and at two Spanish ves-

sels. At this time the battery work of all our

divisions w^as most excellent, exhibiting all the

coolness and precision of ordinary target prac-

tice. On arriving within 2500 yards of the
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transport we commenced firing with main

and secondary batteries, and at the first round

about ten boats loaded with men were seen to

leave her and land on the beach.

At 12.25 '^^^t a Spanish flag w^as flying in the

harbor exce])t from the staff of the sunken

cruiser Don Antonio dc Clloa, submerged be-

hind Sangley Point ; the Rcina Cristina was

a mass of flames, and sank near the bastion at

Cavite, and the Cost ilia was burning rapidly in

C.u'iacao l?a^^ The remaining vessels of the

Spanish fleet sought refuge behind the arsenal,

and several of them were on fire; the guns at

the Cavite and Sangley batteries had almost

ceased firing, and a white flag appeared on

the shears at the arsenal.

The Concord continued firing at the trans-

port in obedience to signal, and, to hasten

operations, the first cutter and whale-boat, in

charge of P'.nsigns Kaiser and Davidson, armed

for cutting out, were got into the water, the

former from the skid beams, with the greatest

promptitude and provided with inflammables;

but before they had gone any distance it was

discovered that the tnmsport was on fire, and

the boats were recalled and hoisted in. At

1.45 we started to rejoin the scpiadron, but

were ordered to go to the Petrel at Cavite,

where she had been sent to destroy the ves-

sels at the arsenal. She signalled as we an-

chored, " Have destroyed eight vessels here."

White flags were flying at various points on

shore, and there was no longer any resistance.

'Phe /)V.vA;// joined us at 5.30.

During the engagement a number of .shot

and shell passed over and near us, but neither

the vessel nor her crew received damage from

the enemy.

'Phe blocks of the whale-boat's falls and a

chest hanging over the cpiarter, several panes

of glass, and some crockery were injured by

the concussion of our own guns.

The zeal, energy, and steadiness displayed

by all the men and officers while under fire

were deserving of the greatest praise, and the

thorough and efficient working of the battery,

the promptness of the ammunition supply, the

completeness of pre[)arations for the care of

the sick and wounded, and the perfect vvork-

iu'^ of the outlines and mechanical devices re-

fleeted the highest credit upon each of the

officers of tlivisions and heads of departments

of the Concord.

CAPTAIN DYERVS ACCOUNT

Al' early daylight the fleet had reached a

|)()int close up to the shipping off the city of

Manila, when the signal was made, " Prepare

for general action." Spanish batteries near

Old Manila opened fire at long range at about

the same time. Flag-ship leading, with port

helm, bore down on the right of Spanish line

of vessels, formed in a somewhat irregular cres-

cent at anchor, extending from off Sangley

I'oint to the northeast, and in readiness to re-

ceive us, their left supported by the batteries

on Sangley Point.

p^ollovving the Olyurpids lead in close order,

the Baltimore s fire commenced with the port

battery at about 5.40 A.M., at a distance of

about 6000 yards.

Our column passed down the enemy's line,

turning with port helm as their left was

reached, engaging them with starboard bat-
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tery on the return. This manceuvre was per-

formed three times at distances from the en-

emy's ships varying from 2600 to 5000 yards,

when the Commodore signalled to '* withdraw

from action " at 7.35.

Upon reaching a convenient distance in the

bay, the Commodore signalled, "Let the peo-

ple go to breakfast"; and at 8.40, "Command-
ing officers repair on board the flag-ship."

While on board the flag-ship I received an

order to intercept a steamer coming up the

bay, reported to be flying Spanish colors.

Soon after starting on this duty I discovered

the colors of the stranger to be Britisli, and so

reported by signal, the Commodore having in

the meantime made general signal to get un-

der way and follow the Olynnpias motions,

the Baltimore being at the time some two

miles to the south-southwest of the flag-ship

on her way to intercept the supposed Spanish

steamer.

At 10.55 the Commodore made general sig-

nal, " Designated vessel will lead," with Balti-

vi07'cs distinguishing pennant, and in a few

minutes signal to " attack the enemy's batter-

ies or earthworks " and for fleet to "close up";

in obedience to which order the Baltimore led

in, with starboard helm, to a position off the

Cailacoa and Sangley Point batteries and

opened fire with starboard battery at a dis-

tance of about 2800 yards, closing in to 2200,

between which and 2700 yards our best work

was done, slowing the ship dead slow, sto[)ping

the engines as range was obtained, delivering

a rapid and accurate fire upon the shore bat-

teries and a gunboat just inside of Sangley

Point, afterwards proven to have been the Don

Antonio de Ulloa, practically silencing the bat-

teries in question before the fire of another

ship became effective, owing to the lead we

had obtained in our start for the supposed

Spanish steamer.

The fire of ships and batteries having been

silenced and the white flag displayed on the

arsenal buildings at Cavite, the Commodore
signalled, at 1.20, to "prepare to anchor," and

at 1.30, "Anchor at discretion."

The victory was complete.

The wind was light and variable during the

first engagement and from the northeast ; force

two to three during the second.

The firing devices gave considerable trouble,

extractors, sear springs, and firing-pins bend-

ing and breaking, and wedge blocks jamming.

Electric- firing attachments gave trouble by

the grease and dirt incident to firing insulating

the connections, so much so that shortly after

the engagement commenced they were aban-

doned for percussion, but coolness and steadi-

ness replaced defective parts in the shortest

possible time.

The ammunition supply was ample, and

the test was conclusive so long as electric

hoists remained uninjured.

The behavior of officers and men was be-

yond all praise. Of the accuracy and rapidity

of their fire the commander-in-chief was an

eye-witness. The steadiness and cool bearing

of all on board who came under my observa-

tion was that of veterans.

The fact that the ship was so rarely hit

gave few opportunities for conspicuous acts of

heroism or daring, but the enthusiasm and

cool steadiness of the men gave promise that

they would have been equal to any emer-

gency.

ACCOUNT BY LIEUTENANT-
COMMANDER BRIGGS

Executive Officer of tlie Baltimore

The Baltimore was engaged twice during

the day in company with the other vessels of

the squadron. The action of the battery and

the conduct of all connected with it and its

service were admirable. It is difficult to dis-

criminate where coolness and efficiency pre-

vailed throughout the ship's company. The
spirit and readiness of all wxM'e in the highest

degree commendable. The service of the

guns and the delivery of ammunition were

most prompt, and the supply of ammunition

was sufficient to meet all wants.

The B>altimore was struck five times, with

small projectiles, all of which, with one ex-

ception, exj)lo(lcd or broke up. The most

serious hit, ha|)pily attended with no serious

.
•<.

'thwart -ship alleyway, hitting the exhaust

pipe of the starboard blower, causing a slight

leak. A third shot struck about two feet above

the water-line on the port side, abreast bunker

B-iiO, passed into the bunker, cutting blower

drain and main air duct, and exploding in

bunker. A fourth shot came in about six feet

above the berth deck, starboard side, abreast

the forward end of the forward wMsh-room,

and broke up in a clothes locker. A fiftli

struck the starboard forward ventilator, slight-

ly bending it.

The upper cabin skylight, the after range-

finder, and the two whale-boats hanging at tlie

davits were all destroyed by the shock of dis-

charge from the 8-inch guns of the second

division.

The holes in the port side were temporarily

I)lugged with leak stoppers and afterwards

patched with rubber and iron patches.

No, 4 gun was got ready for use by the

afternoon of May 2, iMisign N. K. Irw^n devot-

ing intelligent personal efforts to the accom-

plishment of the work.
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injury to any officer or man, came from a 4.7-

inch steel projectile, which entered the ship's

side forward of the starboard gangway, about

a foot above the line of the main -deck. It

passed through the hammock netting, down-

ward through the deck planks and steel deck,

bending and crackiPig deck beam in ward-room

state-room No. 5, then glanced upward through

the after engine-room coaming, over against

the after cylinder of No. 3 6-inch gun (port),

carrying away lug and starting several shield

bolts and putting the gun out of commission
;

deflected over to the starboard side, striking a

ventilator ladder and dropping on deck. In

its passage it struck a box of 3-pounder ammu-
nition of the fourth division, exploding several

charges, and wounded Lieutenant Kellogg,

Ensign Irwin, and six men of the gun's crew

—none very seriously. A second shot came

in about a foot above the berth deck, just

forward of the blowers, passed through the
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COMMANDER WOOD'S ACCOUNT

The Petrel had been partly cleared for

action at I long -Kong and on the run to

Marn'la. Went to quarters for action at 9.45

P.]\L of April 30, and all preparations were

completed. Hammocks were not piped down,

but men were allowed to sleep at their guns.

The position of the Petrel was fourtli from

head of column, astern of Raleigh and ahead of

Coneord. We passed in throuL;h Boca (irande,

about one mile from El k^aile. All lights

were masked and only stern lights showing.

At 11.10 a rocket and light were shown from

Corregidor Island, and just as the Raleigh and

/V/rr/ came abreast El Erailc three shots were

fired from a shore battery on the rock, these

being promptly replied to by the Raleigh,

Coneord, and Boston. W^e steamed slow!}' up

the bay, and just as day was breaking, about

five o'clock, the shore batteries below Manila

began firing. It was scarcely light enough to

distinguish signals from the Petrel when flag-

ship made signal, " Prepare for action," so

signal was repeated from the Baltimore. Dur-

ing time column was forming and closing up

the batteries froin below Manila were firing.

As flag-ship stood to southward the ships and

batteries at Cavite began their firing, and

gradually, as we approached, we could make
out ships under way in harbor and three guns

on shore firing. The battery of the Petrel

began firing at 5.22 by the deck clock at a

range of 5000 yards.

The column circled three times from east to

west in front of shore, standing in a little nearer

each time, the first time being 3000 yards and

the third time 1800 yards. During these three

rounds the Petrel expended ninety-two 6-inch

common shells, eighty-two 6-inch full charges,

ten reduced charges, and two hundred and

fifty-three 3-pounders. Several times during

rounds had to cease firing on account of smoke

and in order to economize ammunition. The
greater part of our great-gun fire was at the

Reina Cristina and Castilla, the former steam-

ing around the harbor and the latter anchored

about 500 yards off Sangley Point ; but the

other and smaller vessels were fired at when
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opportunity offered. Especially was the fire

of the rapid-fire ij^uns aimed at a }'ello\v launch,

which was apparently a torpedo-boat trying

to turn our flank. The navigator. Lieutenant

]]. A. h^iske, was stationed in the top with a

stadiometer to determine the distance and re-

port upon the efficiency of the fire.

At 7.30 we ceased firing and withdrew from

action in obedience to a signal from flag-ship

to fleet to that effect. Tlie men were given

tlieir Ijrcakfast. While withdrawing tlie en-

emy continued firing until we were well

out of range, and the batteries below Ma-

nila were firing at intervals during break-

fast. At I I, when the signal was made to get

under wdv, the Petrel followed the Olynipia

and stood well in. While steaming across

run up. The surrender was immediately sig-

nalled to the fleet, and firing ceased.

In obedience to a signal from the flag-ship to

destroy all shipping in the harbor, Lieutenant

Hughes was sent with a whale-boat's crew of

seven men, this whale-boat being the only one

on the ship wdiich would float, to set fire to

the Don Juan dc Austria, Isia dc Cuba, Isla dc

Luzon, General Lezo, and Marques del Duero.

Afterwards Ensign J'\M'mier was sent to set

fire to the Velaseo and HI Correo. The Isla

de Cuba, Isla de Lurjon, and Don Juan de Aus-

tria wcyc aground and full of water when they

were fired. Their outboard valves were opened

and the ships allowed to fill. The breech-plugs

of 4-inch guns had been taken off and could

not be found. During the night the magazines

kind, the ship having been struck only once
just beneath hawse -pipe by a piece of shell

which burst just as it sank and threw a column
of water over the forecastle.

After the white flag was displayed, there

was apparently the greatest confusion in the

arsenal. Parts of the crews of the various

ships were there, and all were armed and were

constantly falling in and moving about
; yet

there was no evidence of any desire to con-

tinue the fighting, and, instead of any resistance

being offered to the destruction of the ships,

they were rather inclined to assist with their

advice and evinced a desire to surrender to the

first officer they met.

The action of ammunition was exceedingly

good. There was expended by the Petrel dur-

SUNDAY SERVICE ON THE KEINA CKISTINA

the fire the signal was hoisted for the Petrel

to pass insidt\

The Petrel left her station, passed outside

of the luiltiniore, and rounded Sangley Point

about 500 }'ards outside of where the Castilla

was burning. The fire was then directed at the

Don Antonio de Ulloa ; and when it was foimd

that she was sinking and deserted, the ship

passed farther inside and opened fire upon
the ships behind inner breakwater, and whose

masts were seen above the government build-

ings. During the firing on the Ulloa a white

flag with a Geneva cross was discovered in

range with her, and I stood in farther so as to

get it out of range. After the first two or

three shots fired through the public building at

ships behind the mole, the Spanish flag was,

at 12.30 P.M., hauled down and a white flag

of the Don Juan de Austria blew up. The
Manila was not burned, because the Spanish

officers begged that she be not destroyed,

as she was unarmed and a coast - survey

vessel. Lieutenant Fiske and Passed Assist-

ant Engineer Hall raised steam on the ship

on the morning of the 4th, and brought her

out. At the time she was aground. The
Don Antonio de Ulloa was sunk, and the Reina

Cristina and Castilla were burning in the outer

harbor.

Lieutenant Fiske was sent ashore and

brought off two tug -boats, the Rapido and

Hercules, and three steam-launches.

I was anchored in Cavite harbor from 12.50

to 5.20 I\M., when I got under way and re-

turned to the fleet.

There were no casualties or accidents of any
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ing action, one hundred and thirteen 6-inch

common shells, three 6-inch armor- piercing

shells, eighty-two 6-inch full charges, thirty-

four 6-inch reduced charges, and three hundred

and thirteen 3-pounder ammunition. Owing

to the heat due to firing, the pads swelled and

made it very difificult to lock the breech-plug.

Nothing would remedy this save shifting plugs,

replacing hot plug by the one from the other

gun which was cool. The wedge of firing-lock

jammed frequently, due to hot parts. This

was remedied by shifting locks.

The percussion primers worked very unsatis-

factorily ; sometimes four primers would be ex-

pended before one would act. Primers leaked

badly, causing excessive deposit in primer seat,

hard extraction, and delay in priming of gun

and requiring frequent boring of vent.
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The action of no one can be censured, the

conduct of every officer and man being excel-

lent. There was no confusion ; I should say

less than at ordinary target practice.

The loading was rapidly done and the firing

was deliberate. Due to the Commodore's cau-

tion to commanding officers that no ammuni-

tion should be wasted, Lieutenant Plunkett

fired the forward 6 -inch guns and Ensign

Fermier the after ones, and the work was

thoroughly done. Lieutenant Hughes sta-

tioned himself on the poop, as it was deemed

essential that he should not be with the com-

manding officer on the bridge. He materially

assisted Ensign Fermier by observing fall of

shot and tendering advice regarding pointing.

tenant Plunkett by observing the fall of shots

from the forward 6-inch guns.

I also mention the efficient service of the

engines. In order to maintain our position

and to take advantage of every opportunity,

the engine telegraph was in constant use from

full speed to stop, and the engine never failed

to respond in the quickest time possible.

This I considered to be due to the high state

of efficiency of that department, and the whole
credit was due to Passed Assistant Engineer

Hall.

I could make no statement regarding the

services of I'assed Assistant Surgeon Hrownell,

as the Petrel was most fortunate in havinir no
casualties.

plete. These boats were temporarily replaced

by two taken from the enemy.

No description of the manreuvres during the

action is included in this report. As regards

the J\frei, the first shot was fired at 5.22 A.M.,

and the last one, before hauling off for break-

fast, was fired at 7. 30 A.M. The times of be-

ginning and finishing the firing during the

second part of the action were, respectively,

11.30 A.M. and 12.30 P.M., at which latter time

the Spanish flag on the arsenal sheers in Cavite

was hauled down.

Approximately, about one-third of the entire

supply of ammunition on board for the 6-inch

guns was expended, including a large propor-

tion of common shell and full charges. So far

CORRKC.TDOR ISLAND

I call special attention to Lieutenant Hughes

—

to his gallantry in taking a boat's crew of seven

men and, in the face of a large armed force on

shore, setting fire to the five ships before men-

tioned. He was aware that he had the only

boat in the ship which would float, until the

steam whale-boat could be prepared.

Lieutenant Fiske stationed himself on the

fore cross-trees with stadiometer to measure

the range and report on the fall of shots. He
also took charge of the steam whale-boat to

cover Lieutenant Hughes in his operations in

burning the ships.

Lieutenant Wood had charge of the powder

division, assisted in the after part by Assistant

Paymaster Seibels. There was at no time a

halt in the firing due to failure of the powder

division.

Ensign Montgomery was in charge of the

signals, and materially assisted me on the

bridge. He also directed the fire of the for-

ward 3 -pounder when it was allowed to be

fired. He also afforded assistance to Lieu-

ACCOUNT HY LIEUTENANT
HUCxHES

I'^xccutive Officer of the l\-irel.

TllK /V/?77 was gradually cleared for action,

this work having been begun in Hong-Kong,

when the fore and foretopsail }'ards, fore trysail

gaff, ladders, diving outfit, part of the running

rigging, etc., were placed on board the trans-

port Naiishan, and completed the day before

the squadron entered Manila Bay. In the op-

eration of preparing the ship for action cer-

tain articles and material in the equipment

and construction departments were necessarily

thrown overboard. Among these may be men-

tioned all of the varnishes, inflammable paints

and oils, tar, turpentine, lumber, two boats'

strong backs, one turpentine chest, one ice

chest, one large hammock box, and the car-

penter's bench. During the action the dis-

charge of the after 6-inch guns shattered the

gig and first whale-boat, and they were cut

adrift, carrying with them their outfits com-
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as could be observed, the fuses acted exceed-

ingly well, all the shells bursting. Some com-

plaint was made by the officers commanding
gun divisions that the primers fretjuently failed,

both electric and percussion.

The bearing of all on board was satisfactory

in the extreme, and I can specially call atten-

tion to no one in this connection. With little

excitement, a quiet enthusiasm and the utmost

steadiness prevailed throughout the ship's com-

pany. The practice of the gun captains was

excellent, being both deliberate and precise.

After the action was over, in obedience to

instructions of the commander-in-chief, boats'

crews from the Petrel burned the following

Spanish ships lying in Cavite harbor : The
protected cruisers Don Juan de Austria, 11 60

tons ; Tsla de Luzon, 1050 tons ; Isla de Cuba,

1050 tons ; the gunboats General Lec.o, 520

tons; Marques del Duero, 500 tons ; /:/ Correo,

and one (not engined) name unknown.

On rejoining the squadron the /V/'7r/ towed

from Cavite to the anchorage off Manila two
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small tugs— the Rapido and Hercules— and 6-inch (port) was disabled and a spare one
three steam-launches, which were turned over substituted. The vent of the port after 6-inch

to the flag-ship. became choked up about the end of the first

No casualties occurred on board. The ves- engagement, and a spare mushroom was sub-

sel was not hit, save for a scratch on the stem, stituted. At 7,35 the fleet hauled off for a

and no repairs were necessary. rest and consultation. The enemy's ship

Reina Cristina and the smaller vessels had

withdrawn behind the point and were on fire.

The Castilia was apparently aground. This

ACCOUNT BY LIEUTENANT- latter vessel was set on fire and abandoned by

COMMANDER NORRIS the enemy.

. ^rr r , ^ 'H^^ actiott was resumed at 1 1. 10 A.M., the
Executive Oincer of the Boston

starboard battery being first engaged. The
The Boston, being stationed at the rear of reply was principally from the forts, but these

the column, did not come into action until were soon silenced. Advantage had been
after the other ships. Firing commenced taken of the interval to put the battery in

from the port main battery at 5.35, and con- order again. The breechings on No. 2 6-inch

tinued until 7.35 A.M. were replaced by the gunner's mate of the

The guns were served rapidly and well, division. The guns were still very hot, and
There being no quick and accurate method of the breech-plugs became still harder to work,
finding the range, it was found that a consider- The forward 8-inch gun was put out of com-

pierced ship's side fourteen inches above load-

line, passing through state-room No. 5 on port

side, exploding berth and drawers; one 2-inch

shot pierced the outside shell of hammock net-

ting on port side abreast after end of chart-

room, exploding on inside among some men's

clothing, setting it on fire; a shell grazed after

part of the main topmast, just above the lower

cap.

The discharge of the after 8-inch gun, when
it was pivoted to port and fired across the deck,

caused great damage in the rooms below on

the port side ; the seams of the deck were

opened to some extent.

Towards the end of the first period of firing

the electric-bell system of communication with

the central station became partially disabled,

the shock of the discharge breaking the

wires.

The ship's boats were covered with canvas

with their sails disposed on the inboard side.

THE BATTLE OF MANILA.—Drawn ky Cari/ion T. Chai-man

able number of the shots apparently fell short.

Had the ship been provided with a range-

finder, the effectiveness of the firing would
have been somewhat increased ; as it was, the

result was generally good. After passing the

enemy a countermarch was made, and fire was

opened with the starboard battery. This

manoeuvre was repeated several times, until

the enemy seemed to be silenced. During
this part of the engagement full charges with

common shell were used in all guns of the

main battery. The guns generally worked
well, but after an hour's fighting it was found

that most of the breech-plugs of the 6 and 8

inch guns were expanded by the heat, so as to

make it a somewhat difficult operation to close

the breech. After firing the forward 8-inch

for half an hour it was found necessary to

put in a new gas-check pad, and the firing was
then continued. The wire breechings of No.

2 6-inch gun (starboard) .were carried away
near the end of the firing. The lock of No. 3

mission for about twenty minutes from this

cause. At 12.20 the ship was turned around

and the port battery brought into play. At
12.40 P.M. *' cease firing " was sounded, a white

flag having been raised at Cavite.

During the whole engagement the ammu-
nition supply was kept up in a highly eflicient

manner. As soon as a gun was fired, another

charge was on hand. It was intensely hot on

the berth deck and in the magazines and shell

rooms. Several men of the after powder divi-

sion were temporarily disabled from this cause,

and men had to be taken from the second and

third divisions to fill their places.

The following very slight injuries resulted

from the enemy's fire: a 4-inch shell pierced

foremast thirteen feet seven inches above the

upper deck, going through from starboard to

port, cutting one swifter of standing rigging on

port side
; one 2-inch shell pierced turtle-back

five feet forward of port amidship 6-inch gun,

five feet from gun deck ; one 2-inch shell
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They received injuries from the discharge of

guns in their vicinity as follows:

First whale-boat : Side blown out and back

broken
; complete wreck.

First cutter: Starboard quarter blown off;

eight timbers and gunwale broken
;
planking

all over opened and split ; complete wreck.

Second cutter: Five planks blown out; bow^

timbers started, bow sagged ; stern timbers

broken away from fastenings and planking

started ; seams all opened ; complete wreck.

Third cutter : Whole port quarter broken

from fastenings; could be repaired on board.

Sailing-launch : Whole starboard strake on

port side blown off ; one after frame broken
;

could be repaired on board.

Dingy : Calking started ; could be repaired

on board.

Steam-launch : Starboard side three planks

blown off bow; wood ends started from stem ;

deck planks started
; boat spread

; planking on

starboard side started from fastenings; calking
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generally started
;

could not be repaired on No casualties occurred. until the surrender of the enemy. I was ably
board. The conduct of officers and men on this seconded by the officers and crew of my com-
There were no casualties among the crew, trying occasion was of the very highest quality, mand in every effort made to be in a state of

The shell which pierced the foremast did not and they bore themselves with courage and readiness to carry out promptly any orders
explode, but scattered small pieces of iron spirit and entirely to my satisfaction. It also which might have been si^Tnalled from the
from the mast, which •slightly scratched one or gave me pleasure to bear witness to the cour- flag-ship,

two of the occupants of the bridge. age and resolution of the Spanish fleet, and to .^

Too much cannot be said in praise of the say that they defended themselves creditably,

conduct of the officers and men who came under

my observation. Very few, if any of them, had

ever been under fire before, but their coolness

was remarkable. They were full of zeal,

energy, and enthusiasm, and were untiring.

Where the conduct of all was so commendable

it would be impossible to single out any indi-

ACCOUNT BY CAPTAIN HODGS-
DON, R.C.S.

ACCOUNT BY CONSUL
WILLIAMS

Heeding the mandate of the Assistant

Secretary of State, and by repeated request of

Dewev (>ridlcv I.aiiiberton

Commodore George Dewey, of the United
CONSTITUTIXC; the leading vessel of the re- States Asiatic Squadron, I left Manila on

vidual for special praise. One noteworthy serve squadron, the IMcCiillocJi was, when fire Saturday, April 23, and on Wednesday, April

27, at about i o'clock P.M.,

boarded the fiag-ship Oiynipia,

in Mirs Bay, near HongTCong.
After meeting the Commodore
and his captains and command-
ers in council, the Commodore
at once ordered his fleet to start

at 2 P.M. for Manila Bay.

On Saturday, April 30, Subig

Bay was reconnoitred because

of reported hiding of Spanish

fieet in its inner liarbor; but,

no fieet being there found, the

Commodore proceeded at once

to the south-channel entrance to

Manila l?ay; and while by many
reports mines, torpedoes, and

land defences obstructed the en-

trance, yet the fiag-ship led the

van, and between 10 P.M., April

30, and 2 A.M., May I, our fleet

of six war-ships, one despatch-

boat, and two coal-laden trans-

ports, passed all channel dan-

gers unharmed, despite shots

from forts, and at 2 A.M. were

all safe on the broad expanse

of Manila Bay.

After my departure, April 23,

and by drawing fire, to save

Manila if possible, all Spanish

war-ships went to their strongly

fortified naval station at Cavite,

where the inner harbor gave ref-

uge, and where potential sup-

port could be had from several

forts and well-equipped batter-

ies which extended several miles

right and left from Port Cavite.

At about 5.30 A.M., Sunday,

May I, the vSpanish guns opened

fire at both the Manila break-

water battery and at Cavite,

feature was the conduct of the

Chinese mess -men who were

stationed in the after powder

division. While they are usually

considered entirely alien in their

ideas and are not regarded as

good fighters, yet in this case

they displayed as much zeal,

bravery, and energy as any

other person. The uninter-

rupted ammunition sup[)ly in

the after i)art of the ship was

largely due to their efforts.

Three men who liad been sen-

tenced by general court-martial

to terms of impi'isonment and

who were made prison ers- at

-

large the day before the en-

gagement, displayed the same

zeal, bravery, and energy which

characterized the rest of the

crew.

COMMODOki: J)i:\VEV and IILS CAPIAINS, GRIDLKV and LAMJ5KRT0N

Photograjilied May 1, l^^l'S, on the Ouarter-dcck of the Olyvipia, by Josejih L. Stickney

ACCOUNT BY CAP-
TAIN ERANK WILDES

Ar daylight the merchant

ships off Manila were seen, and

soon after the Spanish fleet,

close in to Cavite. The llostoi

was the sixth in the column and

brought up the rear. Several

shots were fired by the batter-

ies in Manila, and two shots

were given in reply. At 5.35

A.M. action with the enemy
commenced, and was continued

at varying distances, steaming

in a circle, until 7.35 A.M., firing

with a fair degree of delibera-

tion and accuracy. At times

the smoke was dense, interfer-

ing very materially with mancjeuvring and opened, advanced as closely as was advisable from fleet and forts,

fii'ing. in rear of our engaged men-of-war—in fact, to With magnificent coolness and order, but

The Spanish fleet and shore batteries replied a point where several shells struck close aboard with the greatest promptness, our fleet, in

vigorously, and an attempt was made with an and others passed overhead—and kept steam- battle array, headed by the flag-ship, answered

improvised torpedo-boat, but our fire was over- ing slowly to and fro, ready to render any aid the Spanish attack, and for about two and a

powering, and the enemy received heavy dam- in her power or respond at once to any signal half hours a most terrific fire ensued,

age and loss. from the Olympia. A 9-inch hawser was got- The method of our operations could not

In obedience to signal,! withdrew from action ten up and run aft, should assistance be neces- have shown greater system, our guns greater

'^t 7-35 '^'itl g^i^'c the crew breakfast and rest. sary in case any of our ships grounded. At a effectiveness, or our officers and crews greater

At 11.10 the action was renewed and con- later hour during the day, just prior to the re- bravery; and while Spanish resistance was
tinned until the enemy ceased firing and his newal of the attack by our squadron, I inter- stubborn and the bravery of Spanish forces

ships were all burned, sunk, or withdrawn cepted the British mail steamer iii-w^Trt'^/rt:, in such as to challenge admiration, yet they were
behind the arsenal of Cavite. compliance with a signal from the flag-ship, outclassed, weighed in the balance of war
The Boston was struck four times by enemy's communicated to her commander the Commo- against the methods, training, aim, and bravery

shot, doing no material damage. Our own fire dore's orders in regard to his movements, and shown on our decks, and after less than three

destroyed three of our own boats and badly then proceeded to resume my former position hours' perilous and intense combat one of

damaged three others. of the morning, near the fleet, where I remained Spain's war-ships was sinking, two others were
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burning, and all others, with land defences,

had severely suffered, when our squadron,

with no harm done to its ships, retired for

breakfast.

At about lo o'clock A.M. Commodore Dewey
renewed the battle, and with effects most fatal

with each evolution.

No better evidence of Spanish bravery need

be sought than that, after the castigation of

our first engagement, her ships and forts

should again answer our fire. But Spanish

efforts were futile. Ship after ship and

battery after battery went to destruction be-

fore the onslaught of American energy and

training, and an hour and a half of our second

engagement wrought the annihilation of the

Spanish fleet and forts, with several hundred

Spaniards killed and wounded, and millions

in value of their government's property de-

stroyed. While amazing, almost unbelieva-

ble, as it seems, not a ship or gun of our fleet

had been disabled, and, except on the Pnilti-

inorc, not a man had been hurt.

One of the crew of the lyaltiinorc had a leg

fractured by slipping, and another was hurt

in the ankle in a similar manner, while four

received slight Oesh wounds from splinters

thrown by a 6-inch |)rojectile which pierced

the starboard side of the cruiser.

But in the battle of Manila l^ay the United

States squadron of six war-ships totally de-

stroyed the Spanish ileet of eight war-ships,

many forts and batteries, and accomplished

this work without the loss of a man !

History has only contrasts. Tliere is no

couplet to form a C()nq)arison. The only

finish fight between the modern war-ships of

civilized nations proved the prowess of Amer-
ican naval men and methods, and the glory is

a legacy for the whole people. Our crews

were all hoarse from cheering, and while we
suffered for cough-drops and throat doctors,

we had no use for liniment or surgeons.

l"o every shi|), officer, and crew, all [)raise be

given. As Victoria was answered years ago,

" Your Majesty, there is no second," so may 1

re[)ort as to our war -ships conquering the

S[)anish fleet in the battle of Manila l^ay

—

there is no first

—

"there is no second." The
cool bravery and efficienc}' of the Commodore
was echoed by every captain and commander
and down through tlie lines by every t)fficer

and man, and naval history of the dawning

century will be rich if it furnishes to the world

so glorious a display of intelligent command
and successful service as must be placed to the

credit of the United States iVsiatic Squadron

under date of May I, 1898.

It was my lot to stand on the bridge of the

pyaltijiiorc by the side of Captain D\'er during

1 tM ^

rj
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THE NAVAL BATTLE IN MANILA BAY

the first eni:^aq;cment, and to be called to the

fla<^-.ship Olyiiipia by the Commodore, at whose

side, on the bridge, I stood during the second

engagement.

THE SPANISH OEEICIAL
REPORT

Jiy Admiral Montojo

Ox the 25th of April, at ir I'.M., I left the

ba}' of Manihi for Sid^ig with a squadron com-

posed of the cruisers Rciiia Crist iiia, Don Juan
dc Austria, Isla dc Cuba, Is/a dc Luzon, de-

spatchd;)<)at Marques del Ducro, and the wood-

en crin'sei- Castilla. This last could mereh' be

considered as a floating batter}^ incapable of

manreu\'ring, on account of the bad condition

San Quintin and two old merchant vessels

which were sunk there.

With much disgust, I found that the guns

which should have been mounted on that isl-

and were delayed a month and a half. This

surprised me, as the shore batteries that the

navy had installed (with very little difificult)^)

at the entrance of the bay of Manila, under

the intelligent direction of Colonel of Naval

Artiller}', Senor Garces, and Lieutenant Benea-

vente, were ready to fight twenty-four days

after the commencement of the work.

I was also no less disgusted that they con-

fided in the efficacy of the few torpedoes which

they had seen fit to put there.

The entrance was not defended by torpedoes

nor by the batteries of the island, so that the

squadron would have had to bear the attack

thought that the situation was insupportable,

and that we should go to the bay of Manila
in order to accept there the battle under less

unfavorable conditions.

I refused to have our ships near the city of

Manila, because, far from defending it, this

would provoke the enemy to bombard the

plaza, which doubtless would have been de-

molished on account of its few defences. It

was unanimously decided that we should take

position in the bay of Canacao, in the least

water possible, in order to combine our fire

with that of the batteries of Point Sangley

and Ulloa.

I immediately ordered Del Rio to concen-

trate his forces in the most strategic point of

the arsenal, taking every precaution to burn

the coal and stores before allowing them to

TIIK KSCOLTA, WW. rklNCII'AI, Tl IDKOUGU FARE OK MANILA

of her hull. The following morning, being at

Subig, I had a conference with Captain Del Rio,

who, though he did not relieve my anxiety re-

specting the completion of the defensive works,

assured me that they would soon be finished.

In the meanwhile the cruiser Cast ilia, even

on this short cruise, was making much water

through the bearings of the propeller and the

opening astern. They worked day and night

to stop these leaks with cement, finally mak-

ing the vessel nearly water-tight, but absolutely

impossible to use her engines.

On the morning of the 27th I sailed with the

vessels to cover the entrance to the port of

Subig. The Castilla was taken to the north-

east point of the island of Grande to defend

the western entrance, since the eastern entrance

had already been closed with the hulls of the

of the Americans with its own resources, in

forty meters of water and with little security.

Our vessels could not only be destroyed, but

they coidd not save their crews. I still held a

hope that the Americans would not go to

Subig, and giv'e us time for more preparations,

but the following day I received from the

Spanish Consul at IIong-Kong a telegram

which said :
" Enemy's squadron sailed at 2

P.M. from Mirs 13a\/; and, according to reliable

accounts, they sailed for Subig to destroy our

squadron, and then will go to Manila."

This telegram showed that the enemy knew
where they could find my squadron ; and the

port of Subig had no defences.

The same day, the 28th of April, I convened

a council of the captains, and all, with the ex-

ception of Del Rio, chief of the new arsenal,
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fall into the possession of the enemy. I sent

the Don Jnail dc Austria to Manila to get a

large number of lighters filled with sand to de-

fend the water-line of the Castilla (which could

not move) against the enemy's shells and tor-

pedoes. At 10 A.M. on the 29th I left Subig

with the vessels of my squadron, towing the

Castilla by the transport Manila.

In the afternoon of the same day we anchor-

ed in the Gulf of Canacao in eight meters of

water. On the following morning we anchored

in line of battle the Rcina Cristina, Castilla,

Don Juan de Austria, Don Antonio de Ulloa,

Luzon, Cuba, and Marques del Duero, while

the transport Manila was sent to the Roads

of Bacoor, where the Velasco and Lezo were

undergoing repairs.

At 7 P.M. I received a telegram from Subig
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announcing that the enemy's squad-

ron had entered the port at three,

reconnoitring, doubtless seeking

our ships, and that from there they

had sailed with course for Manila.

The mail steamer Isla Mindanao

arrived in the bay. I advised her

captain to save his vessel by going

to Singapore, as the enemy could

not get into the entrance probably

before midnight. As he was not

authorized from the transatlantic,

he did not do so, and then I told

him that he could anchor in shal-

low water as near as possible to

Bacoor.

At midnight gun-fire was heard

off Corregidor, and at two on the

morning of the ist of May I re-

ceived telegraphic advices that the

American vessels were throwing

their search-lights at the batteries of the en- Petrel, and McCullocJi, and the two transports

trance, with which they had exchanged several Zafiro and NansJian.

shots. I notified the commanding general of The force of these vessels, excepting trans-

the arsenal, Sefior Sostoa, and the general-gov- ports that were non-combatant, amounted to

ernor of the plaza. Captain Sefior Garcia Pana, 21,410 tons, 49,290 horse - power, 163 guns

RIVER PASIG, FROM THE CITADEL, iMANILA

rapid-fire), 1875 crew, and a maxi-

mum speed of 12 miles.

At five the batteries on Point

Sangley opened fire. The first two

shots fell short and to the left of

the leading vessel. Tliese shots

were not answ^ered by the enemy,

whose principal object was the

squadron.

^i^jjkg This battery had only two Or-

donez guns, of fifteen centimeters,

mounted, and but one of these

could fire in the direction of the

opposing fieet.

In a few minutes one of the bat-

teries of Manila opened fire, and at

5.15 I made signal that our squad-

ron open fire. The enemy answered

immediately. The battle became

general. We slipped the springs

and the cables and started ahead

with the engines, so as not to be involved by

the enemy.

The Americans fired most rapidly. There

came upon us numberless projectiles, as the

three cruisers at the head of the line devoted

GA'l E IN THE WALL AT CAX'LIE

that they should prepare themselves. I di-

rected all the artillery to be loaded, and all

the sailors and soldiers to go to their stations

for battle.

The squadron being disposed for action,

fires spread, and everything in prop-

er place, we waited for the enemy's

arrival.

All the vessels, having been

painted a dark -gray color, had

taken down their masts and yards

and boats to avoid the effects of

projectiles and splinters, and had

their anchors buoyed and cables

ready to slip instantly.

At 4 A.M. I made signal to pre-

pare for action, and at 4.45 the

Austria signalled the enemy's

squadron, a few minutes after

which they were recognized, in

some confusion, in a column par-

allel with ours, about 6000 meters

distant— the flag - ship Olyrnpia

ahead, followed by the Baltimore,

Raleigh, Boston, Concord, Helena,

(many of which were rapid-fire), 1750 men in themselves almost entirely to fighting the AV/z/c?

their crews, and of an average speed of about Cristina, my rlag-ship. A short time after the

17 miles. The power of our only five effective action commenced one shell exploded in the

ships for battle was represented by 10,111 tons, forecastle and put out of action all those who
11,200 horse -power, 76 guns (very short of served the four rapid-fire cannon, making splin-

ters of the forward mast, which

wounded the helmsman on the

bridge, when Lieutenant Jose Nu-

nez took the wheel with a coolness

worthy of the greatest commenda-

tion, steering until the end of tlie

fight. Meanwhile, another shell

exploded in the orlo|), setting fire

to the crews' bags, which the}- were

fortunately able to control.

The enemy shortened the dis-

tance between us, and, rectifying

his aim, covered us with a rain of

rapid-fire projectiles. At 7.30 one

shell destroyed completely the

steering-gear. I ordered to steer

by hand while the rudder was out

of action. In the meanwhile an-

other shell exploded on the poop

HOUSE OF THE COMANDANTE. CAVITE and put out of action nine men.
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3d-Class Protected Cruiser Gefion
2d-Class Battle-Ship Deutschland,

Prince Henry's Flag-Ship

2d Class iiatfle-Shii) Kaiser,
Admiral von Diedrich's Flag-Ship

2d-Class Protected Cruiser Irene 'id-Class Protected Cruiser Kaiserin A ugttsfa

PRINCIPAL VESSELS OF THE GERMAN SQUADRON IN ASIATIC WATERS.—Drawn by H. Reuterdahl
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Another destroyed the mizzen masthead, bring- could with the few cannon which w^e still had that the object of her unnecessary and un-

ing down the flag and my ensign, which were mounted. timely visit was to discover whether it would

replaced immediately. A fresh shell exploded There remained the last recourse, to sink be possible for a Spanish torpedo-boat to get

in the ofificers' cabin, covering the hospital with our vessels; and we accomplished this opera- within range of our vessels without being dis-

blood, destroying the wounded who were being tion, taking care to save the flag, the distin- covered by us.

treated there. Another exploded in the am- guishing pennant, the money in the safe, the Then the Princess WilJicliiiiiia, lying off

munition-room astern, filling the quarters with portable arms, the breech-plugs of the guns, Subig Bay, notified the insurgents that she

smoke and preventing the working of the hand and the signal codes. would not permit them to attack the Spanish

steering-gear. As it was impossible to control I then'went with my staff to the Convent of troops at that point. At another time one of

the fire, I had to flood the magazine when the Santo Domingo de Cavite, to be cured of a the (German ships tried to sneak into the

cartridges were beginning to explode. wound received in the left leg, and to telegraph anchorage off the city of Manila at night, all

Amidships several shells of smaller caliber a brief report of the action, with preliminaries her lights being extinguished, a!ul her course

went through the smoke-stack and one of the and results. being an unusual one. She was detected, and

large ones penetrated the fire-room, putting It remains only to say that all the chiefs, promptly "brouf^ht to " by a shell across her

out of action one master gunner atid twelve officers, engineers, quartermasters, gunners, bows from the United States cruiser that was

men serving the guns. Another rendered sailors, and soldiers rivalled one another in on picket dut)' that night.

useless the starboard bow gun ; while the fire sustaining with honor the good name of the Our courteous and courtly Commodore

astern increased, fire was started forward by navy on that sad day. made no sign. Me was waiting until he

another shell, which went through the hull and The inefficiency of the vessels which com- could put an end to the whole annoyance

exploded on the deck. posed my little scpiadron, the lack of all classes with one crushing blow. At last the oppor-

The broadside guns, being undamaged, con- of the /rr^v^/z/zr/, especially master gunners and tunity came. He learned, on uncpiestionable

tinned firing until there were only one gunner seamen gunners
; the inaptitude of some of the authority, that one of the (lerman vessels

and one seaman remaining unhurt for firing provisional machinists, the scarcity of rapid- had landed provisions in Manila, thereby vio-

them, and the guns' crews had been frequently fire cannon, the strong crews of the enemy, lating neutrality. I was not present when he

called upon to substitute those charged with and the unprotected character of the greater sent his message to Admiral von Diederich, and

steering, all of whom were out of action. part of our vessels, all contributed to make therefore I do not speak from personal knowl-

The ship being out of control, the hull, more decided the sacrifice which we made for (^^'J^q. concerning it; but I learned the facts

smoke-pipe, and mast riddled \\\\.\\ shot, and, our country and to prevent the possibility of from a perfectly authentic source, as follows:

confused with the cries of the wounded, half the horrors of the bombardment of the city " Orderly, tell Mr. Ihumby I would like to

of her crew out of action, among whom were of Manila, with the conviction that with the see him," said Admiral Dewey, one forenoon.

seven ofificers, I gave the order to sink and scarcity of our force against the superior enemy " Oh, Brumby," he continued, when the fiag-

abandon the ship before the magazines should we were going to certain death and could ex- lieutenant made his appearance on the quarter-

explode, making signal at the same time to the pect a loss of all our ships. deck, " I wish you to take the barge and go

Cuba and Lurjon to assist in saving the rest Our casualties, including those of the arsenal, over to the German Hag-ship, (iive Admiral

of the crew; which they did, aided by others amounted to 381 men killed and wounded. von Diederich my conq)liments, and say that

from the Ducro and the arsenal. I wish to call his attention to the fact that the

I abandoned \\\ii Rciiia Cristina, directing vessels of his squadron have shown an extraor-

beforehand to secure her flag, and, accom- dinary disregard of the usual courtesies of

panied by my staff, and with great sorrow, I MAINTAINING THP] BLOCKADE naval intercourse, and that finally one of them

hoisted my flag on the cruiser Isla de Cuba. ,, , . ,, has committed a gross breach of neutrality in

After he had saved many men from the un- landnig provisions in Manila, a port which 1

fortunate vessel, one shell destroyed her he- Ir is a matter of international courtes}^ to am blockading."

roic commander, Don Luis Cadarso, who was permit the war -ships of a friendly neutral The Commodore's voice had been as low

directing the rescue. l)ower to enter a blockaded harbor at will, and as sweetly modulated as if he had been

The Ulloa, which also defended herself It is also one of the unwritten laws of naval sending Von Diederich an invitation to dinner.

bravely, using the only two guns which were etiquette that when a neutral vessel takes ad- W'hen he stopped s|)eaking, Brumby, who did

available, was sunk by a shell which entered vantage of tliis courtesy she shall be as care- not need any better indication of the Ccmimo-

at the water-line, putting out of action her ful as possible to do nothing to harass the dore's mood than the unusuallx' formal and

commander and half of her remaining crew% blockading fleet, and not to give even moral gentle manner of his chief, turned to go, mak-

those wdio were left remaining for the service encouragement to the blockaded forces. ing the usual official salute, and repl}'ing with

of the two guns stated. It would require too much space to repeat the customar\', "A\', ay, sir."

The Castilla, which fought heroically, re- all the annoyances to which the Germans lent " And, Brumby," continued the Commodore,

mained with her artillery useless, except one themselves during the early part of their stay his voice rising and ringing with the intensity

stern gun, with wdiich they fought spiritedly, in Manila waters. Their ships came into and of feeling that he felt he had repressed about

was riddled with shot and set on fire b)^ the went from the harbor at all hours of the day long enough, " tell Admiral von Diederich that

enemy's shells, then sunk, and was abandoned and night. When a steamer made her ap- if he wants a fight, he can have it right now !"

by her crew in good order, which was directed pearance to seaward, a German vessel would Brumby went with his message, and the

by her commander, Don Alonzo Algado. The run out to examine her with great promptitude. Commodore paced the (|uarter-deck in silence

casualties on this ship were twenty-three killed Afteronesuch instance, whichoccurredatatime for a considerable time, evidently working off

and eighty wounded. when the German V^ice-Admiral von Diederich's some of the high pressure that had brought

The Y4//.f/rzV?, very much damaged and on fire, flag-lieutenant was on board the CViv/z/zV?, Ad- forth his emphatic message to the German

went to the aid of the Castilla. The Luzon miral Dewey said to the German officer : Admiral. The latter sent back the extraor-

had three guns dismounted, and was slightly "One might almost think your ships were dinary reply that he had not known anything

damaged in the hull. The Ducro remained blockading Manila, and not mine." about these actions of his captains, and that

with one of her engines useless, the bow gun, The lieutenant chuckled complacently, as they w^ould not be repeated. When one con-

of twelve centimeters, and one of the redoubts, though he thought it was a compliment to siders the rigidity of discipline that is sup-

At 8 o'clock in the morning, the enemy's the activity of his commander-in-chief, but he posed to exist in the (jcrman navy, the char-

squadron having suspended its fire, I ordered was wholly unable to comprehend that, when acter of Admiral von Diederich's apology is

the ships that remained to us to take positions Dewey became so sw^eetly suave, it was a all the more incomprehensible.

in the bottom of the Roads at Bacoor, and good time to look out for squalls. But whatever may have been the new

there to resist to the last moment, and that One night one of the German steam-launches methods adopted by Admiral von Diederich to

they should be sunk rather than surrendered. came steaming towards our fleet at full speed, prevent his captains from violating neutrality

At 10.30 the enemy returned, forming a She was picked up by the search-lights of our and showing bad manners, they w^ere entirely

circle to destroy the arsenal and the ships squadron fully a mile away, and was kept in efficacious. There was never the least further

which remained to me, opening upon them a the focus of their rays until she came along- need to refer to the possibility of giving Com-

horrible fire, which we answered as far as we side. Our ofificers almost universally believed modore Dewey the job of disciplining them.
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U. S. Gunboat Naslnnlh. Small Boats Cutting Cables U. S. Auxiliary (nniboat IViiniojii U. S. Cruiser Marblehead

CUTTINCJ TIIK lELlXiRAPlI CAiiLES \'V CI KN FUK(i()S, UNDER FIRE OF SI'ANISII 15ATTERI ES.—Dkawn hy S. 11. Nealy

OPERATIONS IN THE WEST INDIES
FOELOWI N(} a comprehensive scheme of

general attack, powerful forces were as-

sembled, as has been seen, at various

points on the Athmtic and Gulf coasts of the

United States, to invade the S[)anish posses-

sions in the West Indies. Meanwhile, naval

demonstrations were made at several exposed

points, particularly at Cardenas, Matanzas, and
Cabanas on the north coast of Cuba, Cienfuegos

on its south coast, and San Juan, the capital of

Puerto Rico. Some of these demonstrations

were incidental, either to the general mainten-

ance of the blockade, the cutting of ocean ca-

bles, the prevention of the erection of fortifica-

tions by the enemy, or the search for a hostile

fleet that was known to have left luirope for

American waters; and all were influenced by
a spirit of humanity and forbearance, as it

was still hoped at the national capital that

Spain would recognize the futility of a war
with the United States and sue for peace.

On Wednesday, the 4th of May, one week
after the shelling of the defences of Matanzas,

Admiral Sampson sailed eastward '\\\ search of

the Spanish fleet ; and on P^riday Commodore
Watson took command of the blockading

squadron. On Thursday, the 5th, the tor-

pedo-boat Dupoiif, cruising off Matanzas, ob-

served, on the point near Matanzas light, a

number of Spaniards engaged in raising the

red-and-yellow flag; and it was conjectured

that the construction of batteries was still go-

ing on in spite of the lesson of the 27th of

April. On the afternoon of the following day,

therefore, the Dupoiit and the auxiliary cruiser

Hornet— two of the smallest vessels in the

navy of the United States—scouted close in-
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shore, and were received with a storm of bul-

lets from the rifles of a body of Spanish cavalry.

The little vessels opened fire with their cpn'ck-

firing guns, driving the cavalry to cover and

demolishing three block-houses. One of the

Matanzas batteries now fired an <S-inch shell at

the Dupoiit, but it fell short. Not a man on

either boat was hit by the bullets of the Span-

ish cavalry. On the morning of the 7th the

Ihtpoiit and //c^r/z^v' resumed the bombardment,

but failed to elicit a reply. The little Dupout

then decked herself with her gayest flags and

took the news to Key West, where she was re-

ceived by the troop-ship PantJicr with " a burst

of cheers and applause that was heard well into

the town."

At Cienfuegos, on the south coast, south-

east of Matanzas, and Cardenas, on the north

coast, east of Matanzas, occurred, on Wednes-

day, the ilth of May, the first tragedies of

the war. On the forenoon of that day boats

from the }rarbhJicad and Nashville cut two

cables off Cienfuegos under a heavy infantry

fire, during which they were supported by the

guns of the Marblehead and Nashville, and,

later, the Windoiu. In this action one man
was killed and eleven men were wounded.

On the afternoon of the same date the Ma-
ehias, Wilmington, Wiiisloiv, and the revenue-

cutter Hudson were engaged at Cardenas. The
Winslow, when well within the harbor, sud-

denly found herself under the fire of masked
shore batteries. Many of the enemy's shells

struck her, disabling her port main engine,

forward boiler, and steering engine, and set-

ting one compartment on fire. Ensign Worth
Bagley, her executive officer, and four of her
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crew were killed. Her commanding officer

was wounded, and the vessel, \\\\\\ the rest of

the crew, was only saved from entire destruc-

tion by the gallant action of the commanding
officer of the Hudson, who took his vessel in

under a severe fire and towed the Winslow
out. In connection \\\\\\ the same expedition,

a force was landed on Diana Cay, in Cardenas
Bay, to explode the harbor mines, which were

understood to be controlled from a station

on that cay. The station having been hur-

riedly abandoned, the y\merican flag was
hoisted over it. " This," said the Secretary

of the Navy in his report, " so far as the

records of the Navy Department show, was
the first raising of the American flag in Cuba
during the war."

The first land fight of the war took place

near Cabanas on Thursday, the 12th of May,
when a detachment of the P'irst Regular In-

fantry, under Captain Joseph IT. Dorst, of the

P\)urth Cavalry, landed from the steamship

(jiissie at Point Arbolitos with couriers and sup-

plies for the Cubans. The Spanish garrison

was routed with loss, and the Americans, hav-

ing seen the couriers safely mounted and w^ell

on their way westward, re-embarked without

casualty under cover of the guns of the Man-
ning and the Wasp.

On the morning of Thursday, May 12, while

the Gussie was steaming towards Cabanas,

Admiral Sampson, looking for the Spanish

fleet, was bombarding the defences of San

Juan de Puerto Rico. On April 29 a fleet,

composed of the Spanish armored cruisers

Cristobal Colon, Vizcaya, Alniirante Oquendo,

and Infanta Maria Teresa, and the torpedo-
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gunboats Furor ^ Terror, and Pliiton, had sailed

from the Cape de Verde Ishinds, under com-

mand of Admiral Cervera. As the destination

of this fleet was uncertain, Admiral Sampson

sailed east with a portion of the fleet under

his command for the purpose of observation.

He left Key West on the 4th of May on the

flag-ship Neiv York, and off Havana picked up

the loiva, Indiana, and Detroit. On the w^ay

east he was afterwards joined by the monitors

Terror and AnipJiitrite, and the Montgomery,

Porter, Wonipatnck, and collier Niagara.

Continuing eastward in the hope of finding

the enemy at San Juan, Puerto Rico, he found

it necessary, on account of the small coal sup-

ply of the monitors, to take them in tow, and

the squadron did not arrive off San Juan until

the morning of the 12th. A bombardment of

that place followed for two hours and a half,

but as there was no land force to hold it in

case of its surrender, and as the Spanish fleet

was not there, it was determined to return to

Havana, where it was possible Cervera might

have gone.

While the squadron was on its return the

following despatch was received from the Navy

Department

:

" The Spanish fleet from Cape Verde Islands

off Curasao, West Indies, May 14. Flying

Squadron en route to Key West, Morida.

Proceed with all possible despatch to Key

W'est."

CUTTING CABLES OFF
CIENFUEGOS

COMlMANDER McCALLA'S ACCOUNT

Having found out the location of the cables

leading from the south and west into the cable

house, near the light-house at the entrance to

Cienfuegos Harbor, I prepared to cut them.

The arrival of the collier Saturn, with the

Windoni, and the departure of the steamer

Adula with refugees from Cienfuegos on the

loth of May, placed me in a position where I

could make the attemi)t to cut tlie cable, sev-

ering communication with Havana.

Vox this purpose Lieutenant Southcrland

was directed to leave the station off Cienfue-

gos with the liagle sometime during the night

of the loth and steam to the westward, where

the cable was laid in shallow water near the

liglit-ship off Diego Perez Key. He was di-

rected to cut tlie cable, burn the light-ship

mentioned above, and destroy the light-house

off I'iedras Key.

Lieutenant C. McR. Winslow was placed in

command of the steam-launches and sailing-

launches from the NasJiville and MarbleJiead,

with Dieutenant V.. A. Anderson second in

command and Ensign Magruder having charge

of the steam-launches. The four boats were

to be used to drag for and to cut the cables off

Cienfuegos under the protection of the guns

of the NasJiville and Marblehead.

The details were carefully explained to Com-

mander Maynard and Lieutenant Winslow, and

the attempt was made on the morning of the

nth.

An infantry and cavalry force posted about

the cable house was driven from their position

by the guns of the Nashville and Marblehead,

and the four launches then dragged for and

succeeded in cutting the cables leading to the

south and to the west. The cable house w^as

destroyed by the guns.

Two cables were cut and a small one was

found inshore, but before this could be cut the

fire from the infantry with, evidently, a Maxim

gun was so severe as to compel the boats to

withdraw, as they were within 150 yards of the

enemy.

The enemy was so sheltered towards the last

by the gullies and ravines that the fire from

the ships could not keep down their fire en-

tirely.

The enemy, having concealed themselves in

the light-house and opened fire on the boats,

the light-house was destroyed.

I cannot speak in too high terms of the offi-

cers and men engaged in the four boats in cut-

ting the cables. Their work was performed

with the utmost coolness and intrepidity un-

der most trying circumstances.

Account \\\ Lieutenant Anderson, of

'T 1 1 t: Makblkiiead

HaviN(; been placed in charge of the steam

and sailing launches of the Marblehead, under

the command of Lieutenant Cameron McR.

Winslow, who was also in command of the

steam and sailing launches of the Nashville, I

reported to that officer about 6.30 A.M. on the

nth, and was directed by him to keep off his

starboard hand while going in.

In the steam-launch, in addition to the

regular crew of five men, there was a crew of

three men in charge of a i-pounder Hotchkiss

gun mounted on the forecastle ; also six men
of the marine guard, armed wdth rifles and

selected for their proficiency in marksmanship.

This boat was intended to cover the sailing-

launch while at work.

In the sailing- launch, which was used to

pick up and cut the cable, in addition to crew

of twelve men and coxswain, were the chief

carpenter's mate and blacksmith. These men

were armed with rifles and revolvers. I took

immediate charge of this boat.

After the beach had l^een shelled by the

Marblehead and Nashville and the cable house

and barracks destroyed, the boats approached

the shore in tow^ of the steam-launches. W^hen

opposite the cable house the sailing-launches

were cast off, and the steam-launches, in charge

of Ensign Magruder, took position about 150

to 200 yards from the beach and kept up a

fire directed on the supposed position of the

enemy.

A 6-inch armored cable was quickly picked

up by the launch from the Marblehead, and,

assisted by the Nashville s launch, was under-

cienfuegos, from the harbor
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Executive Officer of Torpedo-boat Wiushnv. Killed in Action in

Cardenas Harbor, May 11

run out to 12| fathoms of water, and there a

section the length of tlie boat was cut from

the cable. This cable led in about an east-

southeast direction from the cable house.

Ranges were taken and sketches made to re-

cover the end of the cable if desired.

A second 6-inch armored cable was found

bv the XasJivillcs launch, leading in a south-

erly direction from the cable house. This

cable was also picked up by the MarbleJicaif

s

launch about thirty )'ards from the beach, and,

after having been cut by us, was again cut by

the Xashvilles launch in about 5|~ fathoms,

and the section of about lOO feet coiled down

in the MarblchcacVs launch.

While the work of cutting the second cable

was going on the enemy opened a slow fire on

us, which was returned by such men in the mention: J. J. Doran, boatswain's mate, after

launch as were not actually engaged in cutting having received a very painful wound, en-

the cable. This fire, assisted by the steam- couraged the rest of the crew and the wounded

launches, silenced the fire of the enemy for a by his cheerful manner and talk. J. 1 1, i^en-

x;x\w{i. nett, boatswain's mate, and A. Sundquist, chief

A small cable was seen leading parallel and carpenter's mate, particularly distinguished

close to the second large cable. An effort was themselves by the intelligence and great

made while cutting the large ca-

ble to pick up the small one, but

the grapnel fouled the bottom

and was lost.

In searching for the small cable,

after cutting the second large one,

either a third large cable or a sec-

tion of the second cable nearer

the cable house was found. This

cable had been lifted within a

foot of the rail of the stern of

the launch, when the enemy, who

had taken a position within about

1 50 yards of tlie water, opened

on the boats with volley firing.

One man in the launch was badly

wounded at the first volley, and,

having been ordered by Lieu-

tenant Winslow to cast off, the

Ccd)le was slipped and the launch

started to return.

i'he enemy, who were evidently

in force, fired very rapidly at the

boats with rifies, machine-guns,

and, from some shells that fell

near the launch, I should judge

with i-pounder guns.

The cockswain having been

wounded just as the launch got started, I energy they displayed in the work. In the

steered the boat off and directed the crew to steam-launch, V. Gill, gunner's mate, and L.

keep down between the thwarts as much as

possible. In spite of this precaution, three

more men were wounded, the bullets pene-

trating the sides of the boat. Owing to the

bullet holes in the launch, she was making

water freely while going off, requiring con-

stant bailing.

A heavy ground-swell made the work of lift-

ing the cable difficult, and towards the ^\\<\ a

fresh onshore breeze sprang up, causing the

launch to ship some water after the weiglit of

the cable came on it, and made the work of

rowing off very slow.

The conduct of the men was wortli}^ of all

praise. They worked intelligently and cheer-

fully at the exhausting labor of picking up and

cutting the heavy cables, and, when under a

heavy fire and one of the crew badly wounded,

continued to work, without confusion, until

ordered to stop. Where every one did his
lieutENANT JOHN B. BERNADOU. U. S. N.

whole duty it is difficult to specify particular
,. ^ . . ,... ; w ^ ^ • a *•

•^

f
Commanding Torpedo-boat Wtnslow. Wounded in Action
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Chadwick, apprentice, remained exposed on

the forecastle of the launch under a very

heavy fire, and served the i -pounder gun un-

til ordered by me to cease firing.

BRINOTNC ASHORE THE BODY OE ENSION ^VORTH liAGLEV AT

BORT TAAH'A, ALVV 15.—Drawn by Clvdk D. V. Hunt

Commander Maynard's Account

Ar 6.46 A.M. the steam and sailing launches

of the MarblcJicad and NasJivillc, armed and

prepared for grappling and cutting cables,

under command of Lieutenant C. McR. Wins-

low, left their respective ships and stood in

for the reefs of Colorados Point under cover

of the guns of the Nashville. The latter,

after bringing the light-house to bear north-

west, headed in for the point, and, when within

1200 yards of the cable house to the eastward

of the light-house, at 7.45 A.M. opened fire

with the starboard batter)^ on that building

and a number of the enemy's soldiers who
were seen in a small eartlnvork near that

house.

The MarblcJicad took position to the west-

ward, at the entrance of the port,

and opened fire, and in a few

minutes the cable house was de-

stroyed and the enemy's troops

had disapi)eared, after firing a

few rounds from their small-arms.

The Nashville continued to stand

in towards the point until within

from 600 to 800 yards from shore,

firing continuously into the woods

and bushes to the riglit of the

light-house, The enemy not re-

turning the fire, the launches pro-

ceeded in close to the shore and

soon grappled and raised two

cables, which the}^ underran and

cut.

Hie Nashville continued to fire

rapidly until (S.18 A. At., after wldch

time, as there was no response

from the enemy, a slow fire from

the raj)id-fire guns was main-

tained.

Considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced in keeping the ship in

position off the cable-house point,

owing to the wind, which was

blowing directly on shore, and

also to a moderate swell. Aiming was much
interfered with by the smoke of our guns, as

it hung between the ship and the shore.

At about 9.45 A.M. the enemy, evidently

much reinforced, suddenly opened a scattering

rifle- fire, which increased to a heavy fire by

10 A.IVL, on our boats just as they had grappled

a third cable. The enemy were firing from

the light-house and from cover and bluffs to

the right of it. At 10.10 the boats retreated

towards their ships, wliile tlie Nashville steamed

in between them and the enemy, and at the

same time opened up a rapid fire on the

light-house and wherever else the enemy ap-

peared to be.

In obedience to Commander McCalla's sig-

nal and previous order, we had been careful

not to hit the light-house, but at this time,

when it was seen that the enemy were using

it as a cover, I directed the fire of the guns of

the Nashville against it in order to drive them

out.

The boats having been secured alongside of

the ship, on the side away from the enemy,
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the Nashville stood out of range, and after dis-

charging boats hoisted them at ii A.M.

The NasJiville was struck by many rifle bul-

lets, but no damage was done except cutting

some boat falls and running -gear. Several

persons on board were struck, but not seriously

injured.

In the sailing-launch of the NasJiville Robert
Volz, seaman, was seriously wounded, and Lieu-

tenant Winslovv was shot through the fingers

of his left hand. The boats received several

bullets through them, but were not much in-

jured.

I cannot praise too highly the coolness and
good behavior of all on board, officers and
men. Lieutenant A. C. Dilh'ngliam, the execu-

tive officer, deserved great credit for his cool-

ness and good judgment throughout the affair,

and especially towards the close of the engage-

ment, when, the commanding officer being

temporarily disabled by a shock, caused by
being struck over the heart by a rifle bullet,

he handled the ship and boats admirably.

with orders to keep up a fire on the hills and
chaparral. The fire from these two boats was
kept up incessantly while we were engaged in

the work of cutting the cables. The cable

going to the eastward was first grappled, and
was underrun by both sailing-launches, and a

section about 24 fathoms in length was cut out

of this cable, the sea end being cut in about

13 fathoms of water. The section of this cable

cut out was brought to the Nashville on the

return of the sailing- launch. After cutting

the first cable we proceeded in both sailing-

launches to the southwestward of the demol-

ished cable house and grappled within 60

feet of the beach for the cable leading west-

ward.

After about oneTialf hour's work we suc-

ceeded in grappling this cable. Great diffi-

culty was experienced in lifting it, and we
were only able to underrun 15 fathoms of it.

We cut a section out of this cable about 15

fathoms long and threw it overboard in deep
water, leaving the sea end of the cable in from

THE GUSSIE EXPEDITION—FIRST lu\[l!AKKATION OF UNFrED STAI-ES IROOrS FOR CUliA,
AT PORT I'AMPA, MAY IF—Drawn hv Erkdkric Rkmincton

the steam -cutters keeping up their fire. We
continued firing while in retreat, under a very

heav^y fire from the enemy, our men displaying

great coolness. Shortly after my launch was
taken in tow, while I was reaching for a fresh

rifle, I was struck in my left hand by an en-

emy's ball, but was not crippled, and I was
able to continue in command. We steamed
as rapidly as possible against a head sea for

the MarbleJiead ^\-\i\ the Nashville, keei)ing up
our fire as we retreated. One man in m\- boat.

Robert Volz, seaman, was shot in the head
and badly injured. The MarbleheaiVs boats,

though farther from the beach than the Nash-
ville s, suffered more loss.

No one in the Nashville s steam-cutter was
injured.

The work, owing to the heavy armored
cables used, i| inches in diameter, and the
heavy swell rolling in, was extremely difficult.

The water being clear, we were able to see

the cables at a great depth. Had it not been
possible to see the cables, it would have been
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to grapple
them, as the uneven formation of the coral

bottom continually caught our grapples.

The boats were splendidly supported by the

heavy fire of the iMarblehead Awd the Nashville.

Towards the end of the action the Nashville

took a position to the eastward and close in on
the reefs, and admirably covered our retreat,

crossing her fire with that of the Marblehead,
and passing quickly between our boats and the

enemy. Owing to the fact that the enemy had
excellent cover in the hills and chaparral, and
to the fact that they used smokeless powder,
it was impossible accurately to locate them. At
the last part of the engagement, just at the com-
pletion of our work, judging from the very hot
fire, the enemy must have been in large force.

I was abl\' supported by Ensign T. P. Magru-
der, in command of the steam-cutters, who dis-

played great coolness, bravery, and promptness
in carrying out my orders and in protecting

his men. Lieutenant E. A. Anderson com-
manded the sailing-launch of the Marblehead,
and did his work with coolness, bravery, and
intelligence, continuing the work, regardless

of the hot fire to which he was exposed, until

ordered bv me to desist.

Account by Lieutenant Winsfow, of
THE Nasi[]-iij,e

Under verbal orders from Commander Mc-
Calla, I proceeded about 7 A.M. with the steam-

cutter and sailing-launch of the Nashville and
the steam -cutter and sailing- launch of the

Marblehead to execute the duty assigned me.

After the ships had demolished the cable house

and had apparently dislodged the enemy from

the chaparral, hills, and rifle-pits, I proceeded

with the boats under my command directly

for the cable house, opening fire from the

Colt's automatic gun in the bow of the Nash-

ville s steam -cutter and from the i-pounder

cannon in the bow of the Marblehead's steam-

cutter, also from the sharp-shooters in both

steam-cutters. We cast the sailing-launches

off from the steam -cutters when about 300
yards from the beach. I was in the sailing-

launch of the Nashville; Lieutenant E. A.

Anderson, of the Marblehead, in the Marble-

head^s sailing-launch. Ensign T. P. Magruder
was left in command of both steam-cutters,

6 to 10 fiithoms of water. W'hile working
with the second cable, we discovered a third

cable, much smaller than the other two, parallel

to the cable leading to the westward. After

cutting the second cable we proceeded to

grapple this third cable.

Up to this time the enemy had from time

to time opened fire upon us, but we were able

to silence his fire by the fire from our steam-

cutters and the continuous heavy fire main-

tained by the Ufarblehead and the A'ashville.

While grappling the third cable, the enemy
apparently greatly increased his force and
opened a deadly fire on our boats. Believing

that we had cut the two important cables, and
knowing that we could not endure the terrific

fire of the enemy, I ordered the sailing-launches

to let go the third cable, and ordered the steam-

cutters to take the sailing- launches in tow.

W^e manned the oars of the sailing-launches

to keep the boats clear of the breakers until

the steam-cutters could take them in tow.

At the same time we opened fire from the

men in the sailing -launches not at the oars,
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Lieutenant Southerfand's Account

The lia^o^le reached the light-ship off Diego
Perez Island at 7 A.^^., and at once commenced
a search for the submarine cable connecting
Batabano with Cienfuegos.

A boat was sent to the light-ship and the

keeper's services secured to aid in the search.

Six lines were carefully run at varying depths
between the light-ship and a point of the shoal

to the eastward that was marked by a wreck,

the bottom being visible most of the time.

The Eai^le and two of her boats performed
this duty, but without a satisfactory result.

The strong wind and rough sea, the pilot's as-

surance that no good holding-ground could be
found for an anchorage, the evident fact that

the chart was extremely unreliable, and the

positive statement of the light -ship keeper
that no one had overhauled the cable in that

vicinity for over three years determined me
to abandon the search at 4 P. M. as fruitless, it

being more than probable that the cable was
buried deep in the sand of the reefs.
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HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN

In accordance with the division commander's J. B. Bernadou commanding-, appeared, the mined. There remained unexplored a third

order, the Hght-ship was then set on fire and revenue -cutter Hudson being already at the channel, between Romero and I^lanco cays,

was burning fiercely when the jS'rt'^/-? left. Her station. over which the minimum depth of water, as

keeper expressing a desire to go to Cienfuegos, A careful study of the chart showed that the shown by the chart, was if fathoms. As the

we took him on board the Eagle with his per- Wilmington could get inside the bay through rise of tide at this place was about i| feet, and

sonal effects and his own small boat. This another channel. With the approval of the as the Wilmington drew scant lo feet, I was

action on my part was principally due to the senior officer, the Wilmington, \\\Q\.ox\)^(\o-hodX directed to receive on board a Cuban pilot,

fact that the sea was too rough for him to get ^//w/^zf, and the ////<^/5^;/ proceeded inside the Santos, to take with me tlic revenue-cutter

ashore unaided. He stated that he was a bay, in off the city of Cardenas, to capture Hndson to sound this channel, and, in corn-

Cuban and had not received his salary from these boats if possible. It was not possible pany with the Hndson, to sweep the channel

the government for seven months. for the Wilmington to approach the wharves for torpedoes. This work I completed by

We reached Piedras Cay at sunset. Sent an nearer than 2000 yards or more, on account of noon, except the sweeping of the channel,

armed crew on shore and destroyed the lighting the depth of the water, the pilot being on board, which could not be done on account of the

apparatus and what pertained thereto. Two The gunboats could not be made out from the grounding of the ////^/.sv;//. That vessel touched

men were in charge of the light, and with them Wilmington, and the Winslow was directed to lightly, but managed to work off without in-

a small boy. These we found in a starving go closer in, to see if she could determine where jury. The Winslow, therefore, dragged the

condition, in consequence of which it became they were lying. She had proceeded probably channel with grapnels and returned to the

necessary to bring them on board for removal 700 or 800 yards inside of the Jr///;//////^?;/, when Wilmington, reporting to Captain Todd upon

from the island. They had been eight months a gun was fired from on shore, apparently from the practicability of the entrance.

without pay, three weeks without any com- the bow of a gunboat moored. The fire was The entrance was begun at 12.30. high tide,

munication with the outside, and five days at once returned from the [F//;;//;/^/^« and the the Hudson, on the starboard side, and the

without food. Winslo7f, the Hudson not yet being witliin Winslow, on the port side of the Wilmington,

range. A rapid fire was kept up on this and assisting in marking out shoal water. No ves-

other guns, the location of which could not sels were in sight on entering Cardenas Bay

THE ACTION AT CARDENAS be determined, whether they were on board save two square-rigged merchantmen with sails

vessels or not; but it was believed that there unbent, anchored directlv off the town. As
Commander Merry's Account

, ^^ i 1 • 1 r ._i 1 • • -^ 4.1 i . -ki '41
<- 1 + • 1 +was a battery behmd some of the shippmg it was thought possible that gunboats might

Having for some time conceived a plan to lying along the water front. attempt to escape, the Hudson was sent along

attack and cut out the three small gunboats After a rapid exchange of shots for about the ^vestern side and the Winslow along the

inside, but not having suitable ships, the ar- fifteen or twenty minutes, it was evident that eastern side of the bay to intercept them in

rival of the Wilmington and Winsloiv on the the JF/ks-^ic could not steer. In the meantime event of such movement; not finding them,

morning of May nth induced me to confer the Hndson had come up and opened fire, and the three vessels met off the town at a distance

with Commander Todd, of the Wilmington, ow the Winsloiv asked to be towed out, as her of about 3500 yards. When in this position,

the subject. He was anxious to participate. steering-gear had been disabled. The fire the Winsloiv was signalled to approach the

The Machias, Wilmington, Hudson, and from the Wilmington was continued until the Wilmington within hail, and I was chrected by

Winslow proceeded in as far as the obstruc- Winslow was out of the range of the shore Captain Todd to go in and investigate a small

tions would allow. The i/^?r///V7i- took up po- guns. The torpedo-boat seemed to be the gunboat then observed for the first time, paint-

sition about 2100 yards northeast of Diana main target at which the enemy fired, for she ed gray, with black smoke-stack, apparently not

Cay. The Wilmington, with the Hudson and was struck several times, one engine disabled, under steam, and moored to a wliarf, to the left

Winslow, proceeded to enter the inner harbor steering-gear shot away, and one boiler dis- of which arose a compact mass of buildings

between Romero and Blanco cays, where I abled. Her commanding officer. Lieutenant close to the water front. Torpedoes were set

felt quite certain there were no mines, the Bernadou, was wounded, but not seriously, for surface runs, the fans upon the war-noses

depth of water by chart being i| fathoms. Ensign Worth Bagley was fatally wounded, were run up so as to provide for explosion at

The three vessels found no trouble in entering, and died before he could be brought on board short range for use alongside of the gunboat,

and were soon steaming into Cardenas Bay. the Wilmington. Two enlisted men, John and all preparations were made for immediate

I opened fire on Diana Cay signal-station and Varveres, oiler, and John Deneefe, fireman, action.

sent the launch, with Ensign Willard in charge, first class, were killed on board the Winslow

;

At a distance of about 1500 yards, at which

to take possession of the station and find the two other men were fatally wounded, one of time the Winslow was advancing at about

wires and explode the mines, if possible, or them, J. V. Meek, fireman, first class, died in a twelve knots, which seemed to be her maxi-

cut them. No wires were found, however, boat while being transferred to the Wilming- mum speed in quite shoal water, the first gun

althouo-h strict search was made for them on ton; the other, Josiah Tunell, ship's cook, first of the engagement was fired from the bow of

the island and by dredging around it. class, died on the Wilmington after having the Spanish gunboat, marked by a clear puff

Mr. Willard accomplished the work in a been brought on board. One other man of of white smoke. This shot, which passed over

very excellent manner, destroying the station the Winslow, W. J. Patterson, fireman, first the Winslow, was at once replied to by that

and all government property, which had been class, was brought on board the Wilmington ship, and was the signal for the commence-

abandoned in a very hurried manner; and, as seriously but not fatally wounded. ment from the beach of a rapidly sustained

a signal of his success, hoisted the American fire, characterized primarily by a total absence

flag on the signal - station, and brought on of smoke. At the commencement of this

board the Spanish flag, together with the
,

firing I received a flesh wound in the left

^ ^- ' • 1 4.
' Lieutenant Bernadou s Account

4-],;,rii Ac fi.o n^fio.^ '^,\^^^^^cn^ n rionri i^<istation s signal apparatus. tnign. As tlie action advanced a cloud ot

At 1.40 P.M. fire opened from the Wilming- The Winslow arrived off Cardenas from haze collected on shore at the location of this

ton and Hudson and Winslow, ^nd was con- Matanzas at 9 A.M. on the nth, having left battery; and, when closest, I detected one or

tinued until 3 P.M., when the three vessels her station on the blockade off Matanzas to two gun flashes from among the buildings, but

commenced the return to the outer anchorage, obtain an additional supply of coal, the amount at no time could I detect the exact |)osition

Serious casualties occurred. \ sent the Hud- of fuel in her bunkers being reduced to five of the guns. My uncertainty as to the posi-

son to Key West with the dead and wounded, tons. The Machias and Wilmington were tion of the enem\' was attested by the com-

found at Piedras Cay. Upon making appli- manding officer of the Hudson and by officers

cation to Captain Merry, the senior officer commanding gun divisions on the Wilmington,

present, I was directed to apply to Captain who inquired of me shortly after the action

Commander Todd's Account Todd, commanding the Wilmington, for neces- what I made out to be the enemy's exact po-

ll PON the arrival of the Wilmington off sary supplies. sition.

Cardenas on the morning of May 1 1, to relieve On boarding the Wilmington I was informed At this time the wind was blowing from the

the Machias, three Spanish gunboats were by her commanding officer of his intention ships towards the shore. The first shot that

observed inside of what were believed to be to enter Cardenas Harbor on the afternoon pierced the Winslow rendered her steam and

mines. Soon after the arrival of the Wil- of that day. Of the three channels leading hand-steering gear inoperative and damaged

mington the torpedo-boat Winslow, Lieutenant through the cays, two were believed to be them beyond repair. Efforts to work the
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THE BOMBARDMENT OF SAN JUAN DE PUERTO RICO, MAY 12, 1S98.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman



Dust from exploding shells Detroit (hidden by smoke) Aviphitrite (behind Iowa)

Morro Castle J'ortcr /;,'(//<j;/^?, firing her l^i-inch guns Nt-7v \'ork Terror Joiva

THE I50MBARDMENT OF SAN JUAN DE PUERTO RICO, INLAY 12, RSiKS. Drawn i;v Carlton V. Chapman

hand steering-gear from aft were frustrated by

the wrecking of that mechanism and the rupt-

ure of both wheel ropes ; reh'eving tackles

failed to operate the rudder. For a short

time the vessel was held in her bows on posi-

tion by use of her propellers. She then swung

broadside to the enemy. A shot now pierced

her engine-room, rendering one engine inop-

erative. I directed my attention to maintain-

ing fire from her i-pounder guns, to keeping

the vessel constantly in movement, so as to

reduce the chances of her being hit, to en-

deavoring to withdraw from close range, and

to keeping clear of the line of fire of the IVil'

mington and Hudson. The use of the reinain-

ing engine, however, had the effect of throwing

her stern towards the enemy upon backing,

while going ahead threw her bow in the same

direction. Under the heavy fire of the Wil-

mingtonihe. fire of the enemy slackened. The
Spanish gunboat was silenced and put out of

action early in the engagement. The i-pounder

guns of the IVinslow were constantly in action

throughout the fight. Torpedoes were ready,

but there was no chance to employ them.

The Wins/ozu now being practically disabled,

I signalled to the Hudson to tow us out of ac-

tion. She very gallantly approached us, and

we succeeded in getting a line to her. Pre-

vious to this, the alternate rapid backing and

steaming ahead of the Winslow had had the

effect of w^orking her out from under the en-

emy's batteries, and in this way a distance of

about 300 yards was gained. Finding that we
were working out in this manner, I directed

Ensign Bagley to concentrate his attention upon

the movement of the Winslow, watching the

vessel so as to keep her out of the Wihiiiugtoii

s

WMy, and to direct the movements of the man
at the reversing gear, mechanical communica-

tion from deck to engine-rooin being impracti-

cable. This necessitated Mr. Bagley making

repeated short trips from the deck to the foot

of the engine-room ladder while directing the

vessel's course, and at the moment of being

on deck he stood abreast of the starboard gun

close to a group of men who had been stationed

below, but who had been sent on deck from

the disabled machinery. A shell hitting, I

believe, a hose-reel, exploded instantly, killing

Ensign Bagley and two others and mortally

wounding two. This accident, which occurred

at the close of the action, was virtually its

end ; the enemy fired a few more shots, but

was soon completely silenced by the heavy fire

of the Wilmington. The conduct of Ensign

li'igley and the men with him, as well as that

of the crew who survived the fight, was beyond

commendation. After seeing the dead and

wounded removed from the Winslow and con-

veyed on board the Wilmington, I turned over

the command of the ship to Gunner's Mate G.

P. Brady, my own injury preventing me from

performing active duty for the time being.

Lieutenant N1':wcomi5's Account

At 11.30 A.M., while off the main entrance

to Cardenas Bay, the Hudson was ordered by

the senior ofificer present to accompany the

Wilmington and the torpedo-boat Winslozu in-

side. All three vessels started immediately,

and after some preliminary soundings to deter-
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mine the best water, passed tlirougli Blanco

Channel into the ba}' and lieaded for Cardenas.

Abcnit I P.M., when abreast of Corajal Point,

the Hudson was ordered by the commanding
ofiicer of the Wilnnngton to " go out and look

at small craft." Steamed over towards Diana

Cay, and skirted the western shore of the bay.

l)isc(wered no vessels, and, observing that the

Wilmington and Winslow were ncaring Car-

denas, at 1.35 P..M. steamed towards them at

full speed. At i.45» when a little over a mile

distant from our vessels, sau^ firing commence
from the shore, which was immediately re-

turned by our ships. At 1.50, when within

range of the shore guns, the Hudson opened

fire upon them with her two 6-pounders. Ob-

serving that the Winslow was quite close in-

shore and exposed to the full strength of the

enemy's guns, ran up alongside of the ]Vilming-

ton and asked if we should go to the assistance

of the Winslow. Received the answer " Yes,"

and immediately steamed in to the immediate

vicinity of the /F///.s"/c^rc', keej)ing up a constant

and rapid fire from the Hudson's battery upon

the enemy's guns on shore. At 2.20 the com-

manding officer of the Winslow \-c\}o\i(:d his ves-

sel totally disabled and requested to be towed

out of range. Owing to the shoal water and

the rapid drift towards shore of the Winsloiv

(the wind was on shore), it was fully thirty

minutes before the Hudson succeeded in mak-

ing a line fast from the Winslow and starting

ahead with her. The enemy kept up a con-

stant fire during this time, wdiich appeared to

be especially directed towards the JVi/islozo,

which was returned at every opportunity by

the Winsloiv and Hudson. The Winsloiv was
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towed alongside the Wiliuiugtou, from which

vessel a boat was sent with a medical officer,

who transferred the dead and wounded from

the WuisUnv to the ]ViIj/iiiigto}i. Finally, at

about 3.30 P.M., all three vessels steamed out

of the bay, the Wiiishnc in tow of the Hudson.

At about dark I joined the MacJiias outside,

when the Wiiisloiv was anchored.

At 9.15 P.M. the Hudson started for Key

West with despatches for the senior officer

commanding that station, and carrying the

dead and wounded from the Winsloiv. I re-

ported to the senior officer commanding at Key

West at 7.10 on the morning of the 12th in-

stant. The only damage resulting to the Hud-

son during the engagement were a few slight

marks from small projectiles upon two of the

fire-room ventilators, and a few bullet marks

upon the outside of the pilot-house plating.

One hundred and thirty-five shells were fired

from the two 6-pounders during the action.

I testify to the remarkable bravery displayed

by Lieutenant Bernadou and the men of the

Winsloiv, and consider it as one of the greatest

privileges of my life to have been an e)'e-wit-

ness of their conduct at a time when many men

would have felt justified in abandoning all

hope.

THE GUSSIE EXPEDITION
Bv R. F. Z()(;i!AUM

It was well on in the afternoon as we neared

the entrance to Cabanas l^ay, and it was decided

to attempt a landing on Arbolitos, the point on

the western side. Sounding constantly, the big

red hulk of the Gussie crept closer and closer

in towards the reef. W^ith a roar of chain and

upward splash of spray the anchor took the

ground, and we swung slowly abreast the beach

— in sea parlance, " close enough to shy a bis-

cuit on shore." The gunboat Manning, with

gentle, easy dip and roll, lay just off our quarter

;

a little farther out to sea the graceful lines of a

diminutive cruiser, the United States gunboat

Wasp, showed up in a gray mass on the un-

broken surface of the sea. The Gussie was

short-handed, and it took some time to lower

the boats. Amid some confusion two of the

boats were filled and manned by the soldiers,

the boat first " shoved off " moving up the reef,

as if seeking an opening, the second pulling

direct for the shore. As it neared the reef the

swell began to lift it, sending it in quick-suc-

ceeding leaps rapidly forward, until in a burst

and smother of foam it plunged right into the

surf, almost disappearing from view. For a

moment we on the ship held our breath in

anxious expectation ; then, as we saw one

blue-clad form after the other boldly plunge

overboard and rush through the water, stum-

bling, falling full length, picking themselves

up again, in eager emulation to reach the land,

while others grabbed the gunwales of the boat

on either side, and, shoving it along between

them, carried it bodily up on the strand, an

enthusiastic shout burst out, as cheer on cheer

went up for the first American soldiers to set

foot on Cuban soil.

Meanwhile the first boat seemed to be hard

and fast on the reef, teetering up and down in

the swell like the Gussie s walking-beam ; but

the fine athletic fellows were out of her in a

jiffy, and soon, strung out in long skirmish-line

on the beach alongside their comrades, moved
forward into the bush. The Cubans were

quickly landed, and the task of setting the

horses ashore began. The great port, opening

at the side from the deck where the stalls were

placed, was swung wide, a line made fast to the

halter of the horse was passed to men in a

small boat alongside, and the startled animal

was pushed and driven to the opening, until

with a desperate leap he plunged into the

water. Guided by the man in the stern,

while his companion headed the boat for the

shore, the horse, snorting in alarm, but swim-

ming easily, reached the reef, and, finding

foothold, scrambled through the surf, making

for the shore, where he was soon standing

tethered to a tree, and apparently none the

worse for his experience. The second horse

gave less trouble ; or perhaps the men who

took him ashore had benefited by the expe-

rience of the first landing; and soon the third

animal was well on his way towards the beach.

On the hurricane-deck of the ship, lined up

under cover of the hay-bales, the men who

formed the covering party had been watching

the proceedings with anxious interest. Sud-

denly, some way up the beach, right on the

edge of the brush, we saw something moving.

Two or three blue figures emerged partly, and

were running forward, arms at a trail ; one

dropped on knee ; with (juick, jerky movement

up went rille to shoulder, and we saw the flash

of the discharge. " By God, they're attacked !"

speaks a voice at my side, and simultaneously

the air about us is filled with a whirring, hum-

ming sound, followed by a distant pattering

THE DETROIT SILENCES CAKUELA BATTERY—Drawn bv Carlton T. Chapman
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noise, like fire-crackers on Independence day. growing more violent every moment as the perfectly silent, and no flag or sign of activity
Zip! hum! buzz! the angry bullets come fly- swells ran in from the open sea. The men on any of them. The JF^/;//^z///r/{' disappeared
ing, and a thin blue haze floats over the brush waded into the water, pushing the boat before for a time under the shadow of the land, and
just beyond where one of the boats has been them, until the reef was reached, and scrambled then reappeared to our sight, steaming slowly
hauled up on the shore. ''Ten shun!" The in; some, up to their necks in the water, threw about. At this moment the loiva broke out
hardy figures behind the hay- bales become their rifles into the boat, and, cHnging to the a large American flag at the fore, followed
rigid. ''With magazines, load!" A momen- gunwales as the light craft was driven out over immediately by all the other ships, and in an
tary rattling and clicking of steel on steel, the swells, were dragged in by their comrades, instant or two afterwards the dull boom of a

"Aim just to the right of the boat on the A boat from the Manning, as close in to the gun sounded across the water. It was from
shore! Steady! Fire!" and like the discharge reef as it could get, lay on its oars waiting to the loiva. Then the Detroit, farther in and
of a single piece the volley hits back at the take Dorst off, and I own to a grateful feeling right under the guns of Morro, burst into
attacking enemy. Again and again, quietly of relief when, after struggling neck -deep flames and smoke. It seemed a minute or
and as on drill, the men respond to the orders, through the surf, I saw him safe in the stern- two before any reply came from the fort, but
The fire on shore rolls here and there, now sheets of the Mannings boat, the last to leave it was probably much less. A flash and puff
falling, now rising again, slacking finally to a the shore

few scattering shots, then dying away. Tlie

enemy's attack is repulsed, and he has retired,

leaving behind him the bodies of an officer THE BOMBARDMENT OF SAN
and two soldiers, victims of the first encounter

1 UAN
between American and Spanish soldiers on

Cuban shores. But, victorious as were our ^^^ Cari;i'0.\ I. CllAPMAN

men for the time being, their position on At 3 A.M. the fleet was off San Juan, the and clouds of heavy yellow dust hung over
shore was exceedingly precarious. Our morn- light showing for a time, but about 3.30 going the spots where her 8-inch guns had struck

of white smoke from Morro, and the eneacfe-

ment was on, and flash and heavy thunder of

guns, reverberating among the hills, followed

rapidly. The first shots from the Icnva and

Indiana fell short, sending up spurts of water

immediately under the fort. The Nciv York,

following, seemed to have the range better,

ing's work had shown us that

the country was swarming

with Spanish soldiery. Ca-

baflas was not far distant,

the enemy knew our force,

and it would not be Ion"'

before he could confront us

in overwhelming numbers.

We must try to make the

woods too hot to hold him,

and so word was sent to our

friends of the gunboats with

request to shell and drive

him away, while dispositions

were made to re-embark.

It was a pretty sight to

witness as the tw^o gunboats

moved slowly broadside to

the beach. Their fire swept

the entire length of the jun-

gle, and the boom of the

guns, the whir of the projec-

tiles, and the sharp burst of

the shells as they plunged

in among the trees mingled

in one continuous roar, and

were added to by the rumble

of the storm over the land.

Time was pressing, the after-

At this time the Detroit

was pouring in a perfect

fury of fire, her guns mak-

ing a continuous flare and

roar, so it became impossi-

ble to distinguish the mon-
itors and the Montgoinerv,

which had come into action.

All this time the torpedo-

boat ]\)rtcr was l)'ing close

in, her flags flying out defi-

antly, and occasionally tak-

ing a shot with her small

guns. The big ships draw-

ing out of action at this

time, she became a mark for

the fire of all three batteries,

and the water spurted up in

jets all about her; but h^re-

niont seemed to enjoy it, and did not budge an

inch. The Iowa, I/uiiana, ±Yfw York, and the

monitors having gone out of range, the fire

THE PORTKR KNdACING THE
BATTERIES OFF SAN JUAN

of Morro and San Cristobal batteries was con-

out suddenly. With a centrated on the /y>r/;'(?//, which lay quite close

glass the lights of the in off the Cafuiela water battery, which the

town could be plainly Detroit completely silenced after a time. The
seen, and low in the sky Montgomery during this first attack lay astern

a wanin"; moon shed its of the Detroit, and directed her fire aL^ainst

pale glow over the rough Canuela. She was signalled, however, to drop
noon was waning, the tide was falling, and the sea and looming masses of the ships. The out of the line of fire, to give the heavier ships
roar of the surf struck heavier and heavier on single red light showing only from the rear a better chance. So, to their sorrow, the ^lAw/-

the ear. Captain Dorst, the officer in com- told the fleet the position of the flag -ship, goniery people did not have all the opportu-
mand of the expedition— his boat upset on the hnua. Not a single light showed from nity they wanted to distinguish themselves,
landing, casting him and all its occupants into any other ship, nor was there a sound, ex- At eight minutes past six the Iowa, having
the sea—stood with the Cubans by the trees cept the swash of the water and the piping made a wide circle, came back to the attack,

where the horses were. wind that whistled through the rigging. The followed closely by the Indiana and New York,

Word had been brought off to the ship that moon, hidden at times behind dark masses of and, reserving her fire till close in front of

our allies, alarmed by the presence of the clouds, gave the scene a weird and romantic Morro, began with her forward 12-inch guns,
enemy, hesitated to carry out the mission for aspect. Soon the first streaks of dawn lighted The first two shots struck fair and square on
which they had been put ashore

; but now up the gloomy hills, and made the position of the top of the hill and among the buildings of

we saw them saddling the horses, and soon our ships and the harbor and forts plain enough. Morro, sending up a vast cloud of sickly yellow
they had mounted and were riding off up the We were right off the entrance of the harbor, dust, that hung there for some minutes; this

shore,picturesque figures in their wide-brimmed and in advance and close in were the Wonipa- was followed by her broadside battery, which
hats and loose cotton garments. Our men iuek, Porter, i\\\<\ Detroit, ioWow^t^hy \\\q hnva. for the time seemed to silence the fire of

had gone forward into the bush again, ready The Wonipatnck seemed to be cautiously ap- Morro completely, San Cristobal and San Ge-
to repel the enemy should he renew the attack, proaching the entrance to the port. She had ronimo keeping up a continuous fire, how-
but now the bugle sounded the recall, and we gone in to put down stake-boats as steering- ever. The Indiana followed quickly the Iowa,
saw them emerging from the trees and gather- guides. The monitors Terror and AmpJiitrite the heavy roar of her 13-inch guns reverberat-
ing in squads on the beach. It was going to were close on the port side of the despatch- ing like the heaviest thunder, and the flash of

be more difficult to re-embark even than it boat at this time, and we crossed the bows of fire followed by the thick yellow smoke com-
had been to land. The boats had to be the Terror to get to windward and be in posi- pletely obscured her for the instant ; from the
shoved out to the reef, where the water deep- tion for a better view of what might follow. New York came the thunder of her 8-inch guns,
ened abruptly, and the surf was angry and The ships were lined up in fighting order, but and from the two monitors the deep roar of
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their lo-inch turret guns. The scene at this

time was grand and awe-inspiring. The crest

of the high hill on which San Juan is situated

was wreathed in circles of pale smoke hanging

in curious forms about the guns, and relieved

by the blue mountains beyond. Glimpses of

the buildings of the town, fort, and barracks

could be seen at times, while the flash and roar

of the guns came steadily from all the batteries.

Close in under the shore, which is backed to

the west of the harbor by high ranges of hills,

lay the ships, flame and smoke bursting from

their sides ; all around them, over, and short of

them fell the fire of the forts' shells from the

old guns of Morro, bursting in tlie air, and jets

of white water showing where solid shot had

struck. Every instant or two the deeper roar

of a 13-inch gun would swell the chorus, and

along the top of the hill, and particularly about

Morro, hung a heavy mass of dust and debris,

spreading out and sinking slowly, and telling

where the shots w^ere falling. Still the forts

were not silenced, though their fire slackened

perceptibly during this attack. We were lying

at this time to the windward of the fleet and

about three or four miles off San Geronimo,

making a fair target for their modern 8-inch

guns, which had been well served, and had

kept up a continuous fire ; not being in

range of the fleet, they had not suffered,

and while the ships were drawn off to form

for the third attack, they paid us the com-

pliment of firing at us. The first shot was

wide of the mark, but the second whistled

unpleasantly near overhead, while the third

came so near that had there been a frac-

tion of an inch less elevation to that gun

we would certainl}/ have been struck ; as it

was, it passed over our heads and struck the

water 100 yards beyond.

At 7.22 the Iowa again returned off the

fort, firing slowly and with accurac}', and

followed by the Indiana and New York.

The Iowa fired only once from her forward

turret guns this time, but remained for

some minutes under the fire of the fort,

a shell from Morro bursting over her and

splintering one of her whale-boats, injuring

three men stationed at the secondary bat-

ter). The Portc)' had been signalled to leave

her dangerous position, and moved over near

the loiva. At least a dozen shots fell in the

water about them, sending up spurts of foam

but doing no harm. The Indiana and Nrw
York remained in front of the forts nearly

half an hour, pouring in a slow but careful

fire, that at times covered the hills with dust

and obscured the ships in their own smoke.

When they drew off, as they did at a few

minutes past eight o'clock, the Terror and

AnipJiitritc remained, and the latter continued

for some time to pour a heavy fire into the

forts, whose reply was now coming slowly and

at intervals, San Cristobal and San Geronimo

alone keeping up a regular fire.

While the firing was at its height smoke and

flames came from the buildings on the hill,

and at one time the whole place seemed to be

ablaze, l^^rom the opening of the engagement

the entire city of San Juan was in a state of

dreadful panic. It was known three days be-

fore, by cable from Cape Haiti, that Sampson's

fleet was on its way to Puerto Rico, and many
of the inhabitants had fled inland ; but when

the opening guns announced the arrival of the

enemy the rush to get out of town became a

panic, people paying any price for carriages to

cirive ten miles into the country. San Juan
lies on the inner side of a high hill, the northern

side of which is crowned by tlie fortifications.

Owing to the heavy swell and consequent un-

certainty of elevation, many shots from the

ships fell into the town, destroying buildings,

public and private, with a loss of life that is

not known to us at present.

In the harbor were a number of neutral ves-

sels. Among them the French steam-frigate

AmiraI Riga 11It dc Gcnonilly. This vessel ar-

rived at St. Thomas the next day, and we
learned from her that many shots had fallen

about her, but, fortunately, had not struck near

enough to do any damage.

Soon after eight o'clock the firing ceased

entirely, except for an occasional shot from

the forts that did no harm.

By 8.30 o'clock the fleet had been drawn off

out of danger, and then we learned that the

NcwYork had also been struck by a shell, that

burst over the port 8-incli broadside gun, kill-

ing one man, able seaman l^^ank Wildmark,

and injuring Samuel l^^eltman (leg broken),

ordinary seaman, and Michael Murpliy, Will-

iam Rupp, and Michael Spron slightly.

the fortifications of san juan

Rkar-Admiral Sampson's Account

Upon approaching San Juan it was seen

that none of the Spanish vessels were in the

harbor. 1 was therefore considerably in doubt

whether they had reached San Juan and again

departed for some unknown destination, or

whether they had not arrived. As their capt-

ure was the object of the expedition, and as

it was essential that they should not pass

to the westward, I determined to attack

the batteries defending the port, in order

to develop their positions and strength, and

then, without waiting to reduce the city or

subject it to a regular bombardment—which

would require due notice—turn to the west-

w^ard.

Our progress had been so much slower than

I had reason to anticipate, from Key West to

Puerto Rico, owing to the frequent breakdowns

of the two monitors, which made it necessary

to tow them both the whole distance, and also

to the disabled condition of the Indiana, that

eight days had been consumed instead of five,

as I had estimated.

I commenced the attack as soon as it was

good daylight. This lasted about three hours,

when the signal was made to discontinue the
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firing, and the squadron stood to the northeast

until out of sight of San Juan, when the course

was laid for the westward, with the view of

communicating w^th the department at Port

Plata to learn if the department had obtained

information as to the movements of the Span-

ish vessels.

At Cape Ilaytien I received word from the

department that the Spanish vessels had been

sighted off Curasao on the 14th instant, and I

was directed to return with all despatch to

Key West.

As stated in my telegram, no serious injury

was done to any of the ships, and only one

man was killed and seven wounded slightly.

The following notes were taken during the

attack

:

Weather fair; very light breeze; long swell

from northward and westward.

3.30: Breakfast.

4 : Call " All hands " to complete clearing for

action. Squadron standing in for San Juan,

the lights of the town being plainly visible,

Detroit leading; Wonipatuck on starboard

bow to anchor boat for turning stake as pro-

vided in my " Order of battle "—second plan

of action ; the other ships in column as follows:

Iowa, Indiana, Ne7u York, A niphitrife, Ter-

ror, and Montgomery. Speed, 4 knots.

4.58: Detroit inshore, standing across

harbor entrance. In this passage across

the front of the harbor, and very close to

the town, the Detroit received no fire at

all. No Spanish flag was flying on the

Morro or elsewhere. No Spanish vessels

could be seen in the harbor. There was

one merchant steamer in the inner harbor.

5 : Sounded " (leneral quarters."

5.16: Iowa began firing on the Morro

with forward 6-pounder, and then with all

starboard battery. Smoke hanging over

the ship made firing slow.

5.24: First return shot from the shore

batteries.

5.30: hnva turned from the batteries, cir-

cling to the westward.

5.59: Made signal '' P\>rm column."

6.09 : Made telegraphic signal " Use only

large guns." The smoke from the smaller

guns had been interfering with the fire of the

heavier guns. The column was headed in for

the batteries in the same line of attack as in

the first round.

6. 15 : Detroit seen standing away from the

Morro, with the Montgomery not far off her

port beam. P>om the time when the shore

batteries began firing (5.24) until this time

(6.1 5) the Detroit had been lying close inshore,

between the line followed by the squadron and

the Morro, and she had been subjected to what

seemed a concentrated fire of all the shore bat-

teries for all this time, she in the meanwhile

pouring in broadsides from her own rapid-fire

battery.

6.30: Made signal to Detroit and Montgomery

not to follow battle-ships. By this time all the

shore batteries had been developed, and they

w^ere more numerous than the information

received had led me to suspect.

6.35 : Iowa began firing at Morro on the

second round; range, 1500 yards.

6.40: loiva ceased firing. Almost calm;

smoke hanging over the shore fortifications,

pretty effectually screening them.

7.12: Amphitrite signalled ** After turret

disabled for to-day."
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7.16: loiva began firing on the tliird round.

7.38 : Signalled to Deti^oit and Moiitgoincry
'* Report casualties." Received replies as fol-

lows : Detroit,'' o\' Montgomery,'' o''

7.45 : Iowa sounded " Secure."

7.45: Made signal "Form column, ^course

northwest," and hauled down the signal at

8.01.

8.12 : Made signal " Report casualties."

8.15: The Terror, which had been lying

close inshore engaged with the fortifications,

ceased firing.

8.47 : Neiv York reported " i killed, 4 wound-
ed." All other ships reported no casualties,

except the AmpJiitrite, which reported the

death of one gunner's mate from the effects

of heat.

Captain Evans's Account

FOTLOWING the instructions contained in

the commander-in-chief's order of battle, the

hnva entered the firing-line at 5.15 A.M.

The crews of the port secondary battery

were sent below in the casemate.

At 5.17 two shots were fired from the 6-

pounder on the starboard forward bridge and

one shot from the starboard 8~inch turret. Af-

ter this the entire starboard battery became
engaged.

The fire was directed against Morro battery.

The speed maintained while passing over

the firing-line, about 1500 yards in length,

was from four to five knots; and the fire was

continued for about eight minutes, until 5.25.

The ranges varied from 2300 to iioo yards.

The commander-in-chief having ordered the

discontinuance of the use of the light battery,

all the crews of the starboard battery were now,

about 5.30, ordered below, within the casemate.

The ship was then hauled off shore, in accord-

ance with instructions, and stood slowly to the

northwest ; turned again to the eastward, re-

entered the firing-line, and, followed by the

squadron, made two more runs, three in all,

over the firing-line, firing principally at the

Morro, but during the last run some shots

were fired at the eastern battery.

While on the return course, steerin"- north-

west after the second run, a shell of 6 or 8 inch

caliber (estimated from the base plug and frag-

ments found) exploded at the after-port skid

frames, beneath the boats. The fragments of

this shell wounded three men and injured

the first whale-boat, sailing-launch, joiner-work

about the bridge, and inflicted other slight

damages. This shell was probably fired from
the eastern battery, the most important of all

the batteries at San Juan.

It was noticeable that all shots striking, or

striking near, vessels were made when the ves-

sels were on the outer or return course, and
the greater part of these were fired by the

eastern battery.

At 7.25 the Iowa completed its third run,

and, after steaming to the northwest, the bat-

tery was secured, as oidcred by the commander-
in-chief, and the action discontinued.

I consider that this engagement has demon-
strated the efficient condition of the battery of

the Iowa under service conditions and the ad-

mirable spirit of the officers and men.

The smoke hanging about the ship and
about the batteries during the engagement so

obscured the latter that the fire of this vessel

was rendered very slow. The breeze was ex-

tremely light, force about I.

There was a long ground-swell setting to the

southward.

The battery of the Iowa was in all respects

ready for immediate service after the engage-

ment.

Commander Davion's Account

Af'1M':r receiving the order from the torpedo-

boat Porter to precede the fiag-ship, taking

soundings, the Detroit stood in until I judged

her to be about one-half mile from the reef;

she then stood east until Fort Canuela and

the western end of Cabras Island were in

range, when she was headed east by south.

Shortly afterwards \o\ fathoms was obtained,

and from the appearance of the rollers I judged

myself too far in and headed off to east by

north until abreast the eastern end of Cabras

Island, when she was again brought to east

by south. When the western batteries of

Morro were screened, the ship was turned

short around and headed towards the entrance

of the harbor. By stadiometer measurement
on the light-house she was found to be iioo

yards from the Morro. In this position further

developments were awaited—the crew at quar-

ters, the guns loaded but breech-blocks open.

Very few signs of life were observed on

sliore. Signals were being made at the semi-

phore station, and a few men were seen hurry-

ing about the Morro, apparently carrying ram-

mers and sponges. With the light as it was it

was difificult to determine accurately the posi-

tion of the guns.
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At 5.15, the loiua having commenced firing,

the Detroit opened fire with the port battery

on the northern face of Morro ; frequent pauses

were made to allow the smoke, which was
very dense, to clear. As the Iowa api)roached

our quarter, ''Cease firing" was sounded, in

order not to obscure her view. At this time

guns were seen to be firing from the eastern

forts, the shot dropping outside of us. When
the loiva was clear the firing from the Detroit

was recommenced, a portion of it being directed

at the eastern forts. This was continued until

the fleet passed, " Cease firing " being sounded
whenever it was judged our smoke would
interfere with the fire of other vessels. After

the Terror passed, the Detroit was turned and
followed her out. V^y this time shot were
dropping on all sides of us, but at long inter-

vals. They appeared to be the result of chance,

and not of accurate aim. The ship was not

struck and no casualties occurred. During
the remainder of the engagement the Detroit

remained out of range, in obedience to a signal

not to follow the fiag-ship.

The behavior of every one on board was
excellent. The only fault I found was a ten-

dency to fire more rapidly than the circum-

stances justified. From this cause and the

ground-swell a considerable amount of ammu-
nition was wasted. There being no junior

officers on board, Passed Assistant Pa3'master

Arms volunteered to take charge of the after

powder division, and Paymaster's Clerk Iglehart

to act as my aid on the bridge.

The battery was practically in the same con-

dition after as before the engagement.

Cai'tain Ludlow's Account

Ar 4 A.M., weather clear and pleasant, wind
liglit, easterly, and the sea smooth, the 'Terror

was in her position in column, at distance in

accordance with the plan of battle. The lights

of the city of San Juan de l\ierto Rico were

in sight on the port bow, the course being

S. S. E.
I

\l., magnetic. At daybreak we
sighted high land on the starboard bow. I

called all hands, cleared ship for action, and

we went to general quarters. At about 4.50

the flag-ship Iowa, leading the column, opened
fire on the batteries, heading east by south.

The other vessels in column opened fire as

soon as range was obtained, the Montgomery
and Detroit firing, the former from a position

outside of P\^rt Canuelo, the latter lying under

the Morro. The forts and batteries rej^lied

briskly to the fire of the squadron. The Terror

opened fire at 5.13 from starboard 6-pounder,

immediately followed by the forward turret

and then the after turret, as soon as guns

could be brought to bear. The smoke was so

thick under the Morro Hill and in the harbor

that I ceased firing for several minutes and

stopped the ship to await a clear chance. I

was obliged, however, to keep station, and pro-

ceeded. Our first shots were fired into the

inner harbor in hopes of striking any vessels

anchored there, the smoke being so thick I could

see nothing. When the air cleared a little I

could see that the harbor was unoccupied, and

fired no more shots in that direction.

The Terror made the circuit three times,

each time approaching closer to the batteries,

and during the third round stopped, with both

turrets on starboard beam, and fired at a bat-
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terv which seemed to be the most vicious,

situated a short distance to tlie south of the

IMorro. I saw one shell from the right gun,

forward turret, explode in this batter}-, I threw

several shells across the neck of land, hoping

to strike an}' vessel in the inner harbor. The

Ikig-ship made signal at ab(nit 5.45 to use onU'

tlie large guns. The secondar}- battery then

ce.ised firing, and the men were ordered to take

cover behind the turrets or belou' the armored

deck.

I had no idea of the amount of damage done

to the batteries, but at about 6.30 I observed

a very noticeable diminution of their fire.

When the Terror came out, at 8.45, the bat-

teries pitched shell after her cjuite rapidly out

as far as about 6000 yards. The Terror came

away at a speed of about four knots, in obedi-

ence to signal from the flag-ship. Not a pro-

jectile struck the Terror at any time, although

a fuse and some small pieces of shell were

picked up about the decks.

I am most gratified to report that the con-

duct of every officer and man under my com-

mand was everything that could be desired.

Idle forward turret division. Lieutenant Coff-

man in charge, was more especially under my
observation all the time, and all hands were

cool, alert, and full of enthusiasm. Lieuten-

ant-Commander Garst took especial charge of

the after end of the ship, with Lieutenant

Dunn in charge of after turret. Ensign Ter-

hune, in charge of the secondary battery, as-

sisted Lieutenant Oualtrough in signals after

fire from that battery was discontinued. Lieu-

tenant Hubbard had charge of the berth-deck

division. The engines res|)onded promptly to

every signal made, and everything connected

with them worked well.

Absolutely no damage was done to the

Terror by the enemy's fire, with the exception

of the loss of part of the leadsman's apron,

port side, which was carried away by a shell

passing near it.

CAPTATX CirADwick's ACCOUNT

Ali. hands on the Ne70 York were called at

3 A.M., and the crew went to breakfast at 3.30,

at 4.56 w^ent to cjuarters, and stood in, third in

column, as by the order of battle laid down by

the commander-in-chief, the New York follou^-

ing the movements of the Iowa and Indiana

and making a circuit of the batteries three times.

The following are tlie times: First circuit,

commenced firing at 5.27 A.M., ceased 5.45 ;

second circuit, commenced firing at 6.55 A.M.,

ceased 7. 1 1 ; third circuit, commenced firing at

7.29 A.M., ceased 7.46.

Time from open fire to cease fire, two hours

and nineteen minutes; time engaged in firing,

fifty-one minutes. During the whole period,

from 5.27, when we began firing, until 7.46

—

namely, two hours and nineteen minutes—the

ship was under the fire of the enemy, wdiich

at times was very heavy.

A great number of projectiles struck in the

vicinity of the New York, chiefly passing be-

yond, but the ship itself was struck but once,

namely, by a 6-inch shell, udiich came aboard

about six feet above the after end of the super-

structure deck, taking off the top of the after

stanchion on that deck, exploded, killing one

seaman and wounding four at the port waist

8-inch gun, totally destroying the fourth cutter

and the port search-light, piercing the ventila-

Capfain Taylor's Account

tors and smoke-pipes in many places, and mak- LIEUTENANT FREMONT'S ACCOUNT
ing a number of small holes in other boats. [Written for Harpeu's Magazine]

This shot struck about 7.40, as the ship was APRIL 22 found the torpedo-boats tuned
making her third circuit and was headed out up to the highest pitch and anxious for a

from the batteries. It was supposed to have chance to try themselves, and it was with

been fired from the eastern battery, then about great hopes and unlimited enthusiasm that

5000 yards distant. we started across to Havana that memorable
r^verything worked well on board the ship, morning,

except that considerable difficult}' was ex- It was rough— rough even for the Gulf

perienced from the jamming of primers in the Stream—and that day and night showed us

vents of the 8-inch guns, causing the lock ex- that the life on board the Porter was going to

tractors to break, and in the after turret the be a struggle with nature, a test of pliysical

locking-catch on the face-plate of the right- endurance. The Porter s motion in such a

hand gun jammed and had to be repaired, sharp sea as nearly all the time runs off the

causing considerable delay in the firing of the coast of Cuba was, to say the least, uncomfort-

gun. The conduct of the officers and men able. The roll was from 30 to 45 degrees each

was most commendable. wa}-, and twenty-five times a minute, with

The efficiency of fire was no doubt some- occasionally an extra roll thrown in, which

what less than it ought to have been on was beyond the registering limit of the indi-

account of a ver}^ heavy swell setting in from cators, and made you w^onder wdiy she took

the north - northwest, evidently the effect of the trouble to come back', it seemed so much
a he.ivy gale to the northward. easier just to go on all the way round.

The only injuries to the ship, excepting To rest and sleep in such conditions is very

those named as occurring through the explo- difficult, and is only possible when physical

sion of the 6-inch shell, were from the coiicus- exhaustion cnxrcomes every other feeling;

sion of firing the 8-incli guns, by which the and then the sleep is so broken that it ill fits

flooring on the starboard side of the forward one to renew the exacting duties of handling

bridge was started and partially blown away, the delicate mechanisms of the boats, or exer-

tlie wings of the after bridge stowed on Q^\^ge:. cise the cool judgment and instant decision

alongside the superstructure shattered, as also demanded by the service.

the starboard waist search-light ; the starboard In addition to this, the heat below w^as such

life-buoy was also blown away. that no one went there except on duty. The

This slightness of injury was extraordinary, life was on deck : those on duty at their posts

considering the incessant fire to which the were on their feet; the remainder, if not

ship was subjected for so prolonged a period. struggling with their very simple meals, were

trying to get some sleej), stretched out and

wedged in between torpedo-tubes and rail, or in

some place that prevented their sliding round.

In spite of its apparent severity, this open-

l)URlN(i the night of May ir the Detroit air life proved most healthful, for whenever

made final preparations for battle, and at day- the boat went into port for a day or two, or

light, following the movements of the Iowa, had comparatively smooth water, every one

which carried the Admiral's Hag, I approached at once recovered his energy and good temper,

the entrance to the harbor, opening fire u[)on The absence of routine and routine drills, the

the Morro at about 4500 yards, and continued constant excitement of the rapid motion, the

a gradual approach east by south until within freciuent accidents to the machinery, and the

I 500 yards, at which point the ///^/m/m turned struggle to repair the latter and at the same

in the wake of the A^zcvnind returned to the start- time keep the boat going— all kept up a feel-

ing-point. This round

was made a second and

third time under practi-

cal!}^ similar conditions,

except that in the second

and third rounds the In-

diana stopped for a long-

er period in making the

turn in order to keep her

starboard broadside bear-

ing longer. It was nec-

essary to cease firing fre-

c|uently wdiile the smoke

from the fleet and the

batteries obscured tlie

enemy's positions. The

total number of projec-

tiles expended was 187.

The Detroit was not

struck, and there were no

casualties.

The turrets, guns, and

mounts remained in good condition and un- ing of excitement and expectation which

affected by the firing. reconciled us to every hardship, and made us

I am glad to be able to commend the execu- feel that we were right where we wanted to

tive officer, Lieutenant-Commander J. A. Rod- be ; and all we asked for was a chance—some-

gers, and all officers and men for the good or- thing that never came for the torpedo-boats

der and absence of confusion which prevailed, during the war.
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HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN
Hopes that our chance had come were high board had it not been for the gallantry of our proposed return to pick up the messengerson X\.^ Porter the first day off Havana. A American sailors- the crew of the Hudson, but we never went back, as we found ofdersn>an-of-war was sighted under the land, and who, literally fighting with one hand and help- awaiting us at Key West to join the fla.-shipthe Nnv York, Marblehead, Wilmington, and ing the wounded with the other, remained un- in the expedition to Puerto Rico

°

l^rter started in for her
;

but it turned out to der fire until they could pull the disabled Wins. There had been no real f^^htinc. uo to thisbe an Itahan, and the only guns u.ed were kn. out to safety. time, and we started with jtleasant anticipa-
those fired m .salute. Immediately afterwards About two o'clock one morning a steamer tions of .seeing some. The cruise proved to
the/'^/-/.T5.sorrowat the lost opportunity was was reported running towards Havana. It be the hardest and longest ever made bv ipartly assuaged by the capture of a schooner was an ideal night for torpedo attack, dark, torpedo-boat. It lasted three weeks durin.'.w.thm range of the guns of the eastern bat- with a .strong wind blowing and occasional which 2800 miles was run bv the Porter sometenes of Havana When the crew of the light rain-squalls. She was allowed to pa.ss, of it at high .speed ; and while no breaks orschooner found they were not to be murdered but nothing definite could be made out, and, accidents occurred that could not be remedied
at once, as they had been led to believe, they as the Porter was well off to the eastward of by the crew, it proved one continuous strug^ewere not only reconc.led to the.r fate, but Havana, the supposition was that it could not with small but incessantly occurrin-. breakages'vo untanly gave us information of more sugar- be one of the blockader.s. due to the strain of constant running in a heav';laden vessels due the next day. The rough- Dropping into her wake, our speed was in- sea, and allowed but little rest for the vessel's
ness and teo.um of that day were easily en- crea.sed, all hands were called to their stations, mechanics. Running, as the squadron' did
dured m the hope of more prizes on the and every preparation made for attack. The without lights, it required the most ceaselessmorrow The hopes were realized

;
daylight Porter was now closing rapidly in, and through vigilance to keep in position and not run intofound the lorter steammg slowly for the flag- the smoke we could make out that the vessel some vessel. Tor the torpedo-boats this was

ship to report, w,th a 200-ton-schooner load of ahead was a man-of-war, and a large one. At especially hard, as there were but two officers
sugar in tow this time the whereabouts of the Spanish to a boat, and one of the.se had to be on M-atchThis ended the first forty-eight hours of the armored cruisers was unknown, and from what night and day. This severe duty taken in con
war. No one in the P^r/<T had .slept a half-hour we then could see of the ves.sel ahead .she nection with the fact that what rest we <^ot wis
at a time, and every one was looking hollow- answered their description perfectly. More of a very unsatisfactory kind made iL duty
eyed and worn out. Fortunately the next few steam was put on, and the Porter rushed up extremely wearing. Had the weather been
days were the smoothest .seen off Havana, and close on the quarter of the chase, well within as hot as that which the Porter experienced
regular blockading duties were taken up, the torpedo distance and still undiscovered. Being later on the south coast of Cuba it is probable
lorter s station being on the inside line, as near now so close that, even if discovered, we could that the crew would have succumbed As it
the Morro as possible. The nights were spent not be stopped before the torpedo was di.s- was, we went through in fairly good state
in working in as closely as we could, waiting charged, and wishing to make no mistake, the only two men givin<T out on the cruise
for a chance at anything that might attempt night signal was made for an instant and then At the bombardment of San Juan the Por
to get out of Havana, to capture it if a mer- turned off. It brought no answer. /,; took a more prominent part than waschantman, to torpedo it if a man-of-war. Excitement on the Porter was at fever-heat, either intended or desired, but fortunatelv

frequently, in the anxiety to discover and the enforced silence and the nervous ten- escaped without harm. The apparently safewhether the strange craft were friend or foe sion were hard to bear. That we had found position a.ssigned to the Porta- was taken
without betraying her own presence, a tor- the enemy, and that we had him all to our- and the first round of the attackin-. ves-pedo-boat was fired on by her own friends, .selves, and had him where there was no pos- sels was completed, when the wall that wasThe blockading squadron were taking no sibility of his getting away, was such an un- supposed to be without guns developed achances of any kmd of approaching dark lit- hoped-for opportunity that nothing .short of strong and active battery. As the attackin^^te craft, and u.sed the Western method of firing and cheering would express what we ships were then making the turn out at seashooting first and inquiring afterwards. In felt, and the effort to express these was most preparatory to returning for the second round,
the excitement consequent on the signal " En- difficult. To make a.ssurance doubly sure, the little /V/.r occupied a position of undueemys torpedo-boat sighted, even torpedo- the night signal was again made, and the for- prominence, and in consequence received the
boats engaged each other This happened w^ard gun fired, immediately followed by a entire attention of this battery, directly underone o the_fir.s nights off Havana. I he mo- second. That we were now discovered was which she lay. It is hard to understand howment the signal was made, all the scouting ve-s- evident, and in a moment signal-lights were such a .storm of projectiles could all have
sels m that vicinity converged at full speed shown and a gun fired at u.s. The .signal-lights mis,sed her; but it was not a chance to betowards the point where the signal stars had shown were the ,.rong ones for that night, and risked a second time, and before the battery
been seen. Suddenly out of the gloom of only served to strengthen our conviction that could fire again the /Wrr was tnrnin- out atnight and right across the bows of the /V/.r the chase was an enemy. Full speed was full speed, firing back with her r-p^unders
rushed a dark object the sparks from its fun- rung on the Porter, and the final rush to tor- and swallowed up in a cloud of black smoke
nels and the dun outline marking it distinctly pedo was made, when, just in the nick of time, from her own funnels It was a narrow es
as a torpedo-boat. No questions were asked the identity of the ship was recognized, and, cape, and it was evident that our report ofby t\.^ lorter, for we knew no other torpedo- amidst shouting of orders to cease firing and "no damage and no casualties" was receivedboat of ours was on that section of the block- hails through the megaphone demanding ex- by the flag-ship with much relief
ade^ There was a heavy sea, and dense clouds planations, the vessels were brought to a stand- Cervera's fleet was now reported as bein-^ be-
of black smoke were sweeping down between still within .00 yards of each other, and mutual hind us, and the squadron started at once backus from our low funnels. 1 his fortunately explanations made. towards Key West, the Porter keeping up con-caused the first shots to go wild, and instantly. Blockading duty .settled down into a steady, nection through the cable stations at the va-
in answer to our fire, the night signal was monotonous routine, and we welcomed the rious ports along the homeward track It was
shown It was one of our own boats that had orders that .sent us to communicate with the tough service, for high speed had to be madecome from Cardenas with despatches, and she shore after dark- and try and get a messen- however rough the water or however thick thewas looking for the flag-ship. A joking apology ger from Havana. Though unsuccessful, this w-eather. Unknown ports must be entered asand a hearty laugh from us all ended our little led to the Porters being sent off 200 miles often as not at night, without pilotage ; and on
encounter, and the two boats parted, not to along the enemy's coast, away from all our that coast a mistake means in all probabilitymeet again for weeks-not until the /V/.r, re- blockade -line, and directly into the haunt of the loss of the vessel, for the sea is always
turning to Key West from her crui.se to Puerto the enemy's gunboats, to land messengers to heavy and the shore is a net-work of coral
R.co found the fr.«./.ter battle - scarred and General Gomez. We found the enemy's gun- reefs. Good-luck, however, attended the /V-
torn by the enemy's shell, her captain wounded, boats at the entrance of the very bay we were tcr, and when she did finally strike a reef it
and her executive and five of her crew dead, ordered into, and in the morning had the pleas- was inside a harbor and in smooth water and
It was no laughing matter this time

;
but, with ure of driving three of them before u,s. They she escaped with slight damage-so little in

all Its horror, the uppermost feeling in us was returned in the afternoon, reinforced by two fact, that she was able to steam to Mobile and
that of Pnde m the gallant fight they had made larger vessels, and nearly closed the exit from repair damages, joining the flag-ship again on
in all but hopeless circumstances- circum- the bay to us before we could get out. We the sixth day, just in time to accompany the
stances that would have proved fatal to all on expected more trouble with these vessels on Neio York and Ore<ron to Santia^^o
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THE MILITARY EXPEDITION TO THE PHILIPPINES

UPON the receipt at Wasliington of news

of Dewey's victory in the P^ar East,

reinforcements were hurried to Manila

under the command of iNIajor-General Merritt

and firmly established within sight of the cap-

BRIG.-GENERAL THOMAS M. ANDERSON

Eormerly Colonel 14th Infantry

ital, which lay helpless before the guns of the

American squadron.

On the /th day of May the government of

the United States was advised officially of the

victory at Manila, and at once inquired of the

commander of the fleet what troops would be

required. The information was received on

the 15th day of May, and the first army expe-

dition sailed May 25th and arrived off Manila

June 30th. Other expeditions, as already

related, soon followed, the total force, during

the period of hostilities with Spain, consisting

of 641 officers and 15,058 enlisted men,

" Only reluctance to cause needless loss of

life and- property,!' said the President of the

United States, "prevented the early storming

and capture of the city, and therewith the ab-

solute military occupancy of the whole group.

The insurgents meanwhile had resumed the

active hostilities suspended by the uncom-

pleted truce of December, 1897. Their forces

inv'csted Manila from the northern and eastern

side, but were constrained by Admiral Dewey

and General Merritt from attempting an assault.

It was fitting that whatever was to be done in

the way of decisive operations in that quarter

should be accomplished by the strong arm of the

United States alone. Obeying the stern precept

of war which enjoins the overcoming of the ad-

versary and the extinction of his power wdier-

ever assailable as the speedy and sure means

to win a peace, divided victory was not permis-

sible, for no partition of the rights and respon-

sibilities attending the enforcement of a just

and advantageous peace could be thought of."

The insurrectionary movement here referred

to by the President was one of the frequent

rebellions which had occurred in the Philippines

while under Spanish rule. A conspiracy of the

Filipinos had developed into open rebellion
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during 1896, and General Prime Rivera, who

was appointed Governor in the latter part of

1897, had been charged by the Spanish govern-

ment with instructions to carry out a scheme of

reforms. In December of that year terms were

arrived at with the insurgent general Aguinaldo

and other leaders for their submission. A num-

ber of these leaders were deported and went to

Mong-Kong ; and, despite a small rising against

the taxes in March, 1898, a semblance of peace

was maintained until the appearance of the

American Asiatic Squadron in the Bay of

Manila. Then, to use the words of an English

writer, '' the rebels came again to the fore."

Aeuinaldo and other leaders crossed the China

Sea, took the field, and were engaged in the

investment of Manila from the land side upon

the arrival of the American troops that were

sent from San P^-ancisco at the call of Admiral

Dewey.

OFF FOR MANILA
Bv Oscar Kinc; Davis

i\s I sat in front of the hotel at P\)rt Mon-

roe, the telegraph- operator came across the

street with this message in his hand :

" Go to Washington with all haste. Get

army passes and passports, and hurry to San

P^ancisco to go to Philippines."

Half an hour to pack up and catch a train.

The first expedition was due to leave San P^ran-

cisco in five days. By the closest w^ork it could

be caught. A frantic rush about the depart-

ments in Washington the next morning—War,

Navy, and State—and then across the continent.

Plow peacefid it was at the start ! As we

whizzed throuirh the little stations the farmers

wxM-e bringing in their milk-cans, just as if no

cruns were waitinij to roar about Cuba and no

soldiers were getting in shape to sail for Manila.

Market-gardeners with crates of berries and

garden-truck were loading iq:) the platforms

here and there as we shot along. Rows of

'buses stood idly waiting in the sunshine at

the stations wdiere we stopped. Then the

limited, and no war at all. Business men

dictating business letters to the train stenog-

rapher, the last magazines, the latest novels,

idle gossip about the scenery and the back-

ward spring, and the peaceful calm over all.

Thus for a day and a night, and another day

and another night, and then Omaha and sol-

diers and the outward and visible signs of war-

like preparations again. Now straight out

through Nebraska. Somewhere troops are on

the move to-day for the rendezvous at San

iM-an Cisco. They are going over this road,

and the people are beginning to turn out to

cheer them on. Here a little company with a

fiag. There a band of school- children with

flowers. Then a whole town full of flags, and

now a band. At last Grand Island and a long

wait, and here the soldiers catch us—the first

battalion of the First Regiment of Nebraska

Volunteers. The town throbs with excitement.

It pours itself into the open space about the

station, and cheers itself black in the face as

the troop-train rolls in. There are Grand Isl-

and boys in the blue- uniformed crowd in the

train, and Grand Island shouts aloud in pride.

The soldiers lean out of the windows, and the

Grand Island girls run along beside the cars
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and grasp their hands and kiss their faces and

throw them flowers and give them good things

to eat, and everybody is laughing and shout-

ing and cheering in hysterical happiness. Oh,

war is grand now ! The boys are brave and

young and sturdy, and very fine in their uni-

forms, and all the trouble and the heart-break-

ing weariness and toil and the danger are far

away. So it's cheer again, and laugh and

shout, and one cheer more as the train pulls

out, and then back home again, where the boy's

room is vacant, to the long, sober, quiet reali-

zation of the side that shows no glamour.

On with the train through the night, and in

the morning the flat, desolate, barren, bunch-

grass country, and Cheyenne. It's very early,

but the crowds are out already. The troop-

train rolls in, the soldiers swarm out for a bit

of a run to limber up after the cramped night

in a day coach. There's hot coffee aplenty

here, and more girls to kiss and give buttons

to ; and before there's been half a chance to go

around the bugles are singing out the "as-

sembly," and it's rush back for your car or

disgrace your regiment by being left behind.

Now the mountains and snow and cold, raw

wind. Up through the clear morning, over

the blinding snow ; clouds in the valley below

us, black and sullen ; but above, the bright

sunshine and bracing breeze. Cities, towns,

and villages all left behind now— just an

occasional section -house, or a ranch, but at

nearly every one a flag, and somebody—often

only a child, but always some one—to cheer

as the soldiers pass. Then I.aramie, and more

coffee—no, it was ordered for the third division,

and we can't have it. So on to Rawlings ; and

here Indians have joined the crowd waiting at

the station—stolid, wrinkled-faced old bucks,

and squaws in gaudy blankets. Some one

shoots a gun by way of making more noise

than he can get out of his throat. Instantly

half a hundred others follow suit, and the

boys hear the first volley of the war—fired by

friends. Then Rock Springs, and a holiday.

BRIG.-GENERAL ERANCIS V. GREENE

Eormerly Colonel 71st New York Volunteers

Schools dismissed, shops closed, mines shut

down, and children, shopkeepers, miners, and

band, with all the anvils from the blacksmith-

shops adding their ear-cracking roar to the

freneral din of shouts and cheers and blare of

brass horns. The train rolls in to the accom-
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paniment of the E-flat tuba, booming out

above all the frightful racket a steadfast and

undisturbed bass to ** The Star-spangled Ban-

ner." Purple- faced from his exertion, with

eyes starting out of their sockets, but with

triumphant determination in his soul, the E-

flat tuba bellows away, the conquering hero

of that chaos of sound.

Then Green River and supper, and a chance

to fall in by platoons and run about for ten

minutes to warm up and stir the blood and

ease the stiffened legs. And then night again.

But no let-up to the noisy welcome. It re-

mains for Evanston to fit the capstone to the

a mob. They started at seven o'clock, and it

was noon when they reached the shelter of the

pier shed. The [)olice were utterly powerless to

clear the streets. Mounted men cleared a path

no longer than their horses. On the instant as

they passed the crowds that filled the streets

swarmed back across the path of the soldiers.

It was a glorious day. The sun rode through

a sky of unspotted blue, and a fresh breeze

from the west cracked the myriad banners

that floated from the house-tops like whips.

Scarcely a window along the line that did not

show at least one flag. The crowds in the

street bore flowers by the armful—wreaths of

More impressive than the great spectacle of

General Grant's return from the Orient was

the farewell whicli San Francisco gave to the

first Philippine expedition. The bay was

alive with steamers, tugs, yachts, launches,

and row-boats, and when the three great

steamers weighed anchor and moved down
the bay and out towards the Golden Gate the

sight was one long to be remembered. Hun-
dreds of whistles sounded their shrill note,

cannon boomed, and cheers of thousands on
the water and on neighboring hills almost

drowned other sounds of God-speed and good-

bye. The City of Peking sailed first; behind

her came the Australia and the City of
Sydney. Only a few minutes were re-

quired to bring the steamships out op-

posite the Presidio. Then against the

rays of the setting sun they showed out

as clear as an etching, every rope and
spar fine and sharp, as their prows were
pointed due west over the ocean that a

Spaniard first saw from the heights of

Darien.

CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, NEBRASKA, AND KANSAS REGIMENTS IN CAMP AT BAY DISTRICT,
SAN FRANCISCO.

—

Puotograpii hv Edwin R. Jackson

AT MONO L U L U

By Oscar King Davis

The tw'o days spent in Honolulu by
the soldiers of General Anderson's bri-

gade of General Merritt's Philippine army
were a most decided change from the

lazy life of the days aboard the trans-

ports. Loafing on the hurricane-deck,

w^atching the flying-fish, and speculating

on the end of man, in particular the man
who went to the Philippines as a private

riot-making by turning loose a fiendish chorus great long-stemmed American Beauties, sweet- soldier, gave place to positive, emphatic things
of steam-whistles at midnight, and adding their peas, carnations, violets, pansies, geraniums— to do, most desirable things too, in a most
dreadful din to the wild tumult of cheers and blossoms of all the thousand kinds that teem delightful city. Honolulu had developed for

horns that wake the tired soldiers and keep in the Golden State. They threw them at the herself lately a Hawaiian version of '* There'll
their eyes open hours after Evanston was miles men and over their necks, hung them on their be a hot time in the old town to-night." They
behind. That was the climax of the noise- shoulders, piled them on their knapsacks, tossed said it very briefly, but for two days they had
makers' art. The fondest dreams of Hallowe'en them over their guns, and, for want of other been saying it a great many times. " IVelc kc
or Fourth of July night never stirred the breast ways of demonstration, threw them on the nao;' they said, and you heard it everywhere.
of any boy with thought of such noise as ground for a carpet for the soldiers. Thou- They had been living up to it, too. There had
Evanston called a welcome to sleepy soldiers, sands of small flags added to the brilliancy of been a hot time— such a hot time as even
Day again, and the Nevada desert. Provi- color. They were pinned to the soldiers' hats, Honolulu, noted for hospitality, had not seen

dence had been good to the boys, and rain that stack in their rifle-barrels, jammed into their before. It began when the three troop-ships,
fell in sheets kept down the dust that usually knapsacks or blanket-rolls—any place where City of Peking, Australia, and City of Sydney
makestravel across the desert so uncomfortable, they would stick. So the First California were sighted on Wednesday afternoon, and
But big towns and little towns, villages, and marched away, the first United States soldiers there had been scarcely a moment's cessation
solitary houses turned out to cheer. One more to make attack on a foreign land oversea. since. The whole city turned out to welcome
night, and then California. And if the other Only two airs marked the departure. The the transports in. The wdiarves were throno-cd.
States had welcomed the Nebraska soldiers, bands that marched with the regiment played and there wxM'e constant volleys of cheers, until
what of California? It was holiday all along one of them. Over and over again they played even after the ships were in their berths. As
the road. Women and children swarmed it, and always the same— '' The girl I left be- soon as gang-planks were down the serious
about the train at every stop, and while the hind me." And all along the line the crowd business began. There were receptions at
men and boys split their throats the women responded in a booming chorus of once at the clubs for the officers, and they
and girls scattered flowers and fruit among the .

, ^, ,, ,. ^ ,.. ,

were not over until early in the mornincr.
^\A\ T. • f *. • t 1

John Browns knapsack is strapped upon his back, ,^ , ^
soldiers. It was a procession of triumph clear ^

* , ,. , ,. Kan o ani the dnwTcrpr mipon InH fiF^n11:^ And his soul goes marchirm on."
jvapioiam, ine aowager queen, nad taken

to their camp out back of San I^rancisco, not the opportunity of the arrival at Honolulu of

So down to the pier. And then form up the Charleston to arrange for the presentation
again out of the straggling mass, surrounded of a beautiful silk flag to the ship which brought

But it was not until May 23 that San Fran- by and mixed up with friends. Now good- home the body of her husband, King Kalakaua,
Cisco turned out in force. On that morning byes are over. The trooper is just ahead, who died in San Francisco. The formal pres-
the First California Volunteers marched from Make-believe is ended, war begins. entation occurred on the mornin<T after the

the least part of which was the march up

through the streets of that city.

their camp at the Presidio to the mail dock and

boarded the transport City of Peking. They
started out in heavy marching order—blankets,

knapsacks, and all on their backs—forty pounds

or more to the man. It was a long tramp over

wretched cobblestone pavements, and the last

.. ,,n ,, ,^, , V . . , ,

troopers got to Honolulu, being delayed for
"Wheel! Oh, keep your touch; were goin round a ,, a 1, , /-.-

(.Q,.„gj-
tliat purpose. All the officers were present.

Time! Mark time, an' let the men be'ind us close.
'^'^^^ ^'^^' United States diplomatic rcpresenta-

Lord! the transport's full, an' 'alf our lot not on 'er

—

tives. The presentation was made by Kapio-
Cheer, oh, cheer! We're goin' off where no one lani's nephew's, Prince Cupid and Prince David,

'^"°^^'^- vvho made the address. Afterwards there was
two miles of it was not a march in company - Front! The faces of the women in the 'ouses a luncheon on the ship. President Dole re-

formation, but a single-handed fight through Ain't the sort o' things to take aboard the ship." ceived the officers the same afternoon. The
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men were permitted to go ashore, half a com-

pany at a time, and the}- did have such a i^ood

time. They wandered about the streets, star-

in^^" at the curious shops, and they swarmed on

the beach at Waikiki and went swimmini^ in

the surf. Tlie Kapiokmi I'ark was open for

them, and the i^overnment and Hawaiian bands

<rave a concert.

Frida}', June 3, was the great day- -it was

feast-day for the boys. Arrangements had

been made to give every soldier in the brigade

a ''square meal." All the city had conlribuled.

Tables were set up under the trees in the

grounds about the government buildings, and

spread with everything that even a hungry

soldier who had had nothing but government

rations for seven days could name as part of a

" square meal." The g(^vernment band was

there to accompany the great feast wuth sweet

music. At 9.30 in the morning the soldiers

left their ships and marched up by companies.

They filed into the government grounds, and

attacked the tables in battalion front.

Every man in the expedition, except the un-

lucky chaps who had been detailed to sentry

reply, lioped that annexation would soon be an

accomplished fact.

President Dole held an informal reception in

the government building for the soldiers who
were feasting in the grounds. Little groups

of them were presented to him constantly.

The hospitality of Honolulu was remark-

able ; the exhibition of it in the last two days

was something no man who witnessed it would

ever forget. But through it all this curious

feature had struck the soldiers with especial

ft)rce : the flags that greeted the arrival of the

transports, fluttering from a forest of tall poles,

from every prominent building, and from scores

of resiLlences, that waved in hundreds in the

streets, were the stars and stripes. Yet over the

government buildings there floated a strange

ilag—the banner of the Hawaiian Republic.

The gentlemen and ladies who so royally ex-

tended their hospitality were Americans. The

language they spoke was English. The men
we dealt with in the shops were Americans;

we bought goods made in the United States,

and we paid for them with United States

money; we rode about in carriages built in

and we should see the flags waving over

Dewey's ships in Manila 13ay. It had been a

long, hard trip, broken only twice—at Hono-

lulu and at San Luis dApra—but each was a

memorable occasion. It was the day after we

left Honolulu that w^e first heard of Guam.

That day Captain Glass, of the Charleston,

which convoyed the troop -ships from the

Hawaiian Islands, opened the sealed orders

which he had been instructed to read when

out of sight of land after leaving Honolulu.

These orders directed him to call at Guam,
one of the Mariana, or Ladrone, Islands, capt-

ure the governor and all ofBcials and soldiers,

and destroy any fortifications at Agafia, the

capital, or in the harbor of San Luis dApra,

the port of Agana.

The message from Captain Glass wigwagged

to the transports, making public these orders,

stirred up a lot of enthusiasm among the

soldiers. Straightway charts and Pacific di-

rectories were hauled out and studied for in-

formation about the Ladrones and Guam.

15ut it ([uickly became apparent that most of

our information would be obtained by personal

CAIJFORNrA VOLUNTEERS SAYING (iOOI)-15VE, ON THE WHARF AT SAN FRANCISCO, I5EF0RE EM BARKINO.—Drawn by J. A. CAinLL, San Francisco

duty, was in the hungry army. Every man got

what he wanted. There was a great (piantity

of soda and mineral water, and 3500 quarts of

water that had been boiled and then cooled.

The boys strolled about the grounds after the

feast was over, and in the afternoon went out

to Waikiki for surf-bathing. Every soldier in

town was decorated with wreaths of flowers,

and many of them were half concealed by the

leis.

In the morning Chief-Justice Judd, on be-

half of the Sons of the Revolution resident in

Honolulu, delivered a formal address of wel-

come to General Anderson. The general, in

the United States and pulled by American

horses; we were at home, and our own flag

waved over our heads constantly. But over

the government buildings the strange flag still

floated— Hawaii was still a foreign land.

THE TAKING OF GUAM
By Oscar King Davis

Observation taken June 27 showed us to

be in latitude \f 9' north, longitude 126° 26'

east. Three days more, perhaps only two,
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contact, for the directories knew precious little.

The ships held a steady and uninterrupted

course towards the little island, unbroken by

the sight of a single sail, and varied only by

the occasional target practice of the Charles-

ton, until the afternoon of June 15, when there

was a time. The practice of the cruiser had

been particularly interesting, as it indicated

—

or we thought it did, and that served as well

—that Captain Glass expected to have to use

his guns in capturing Guam. But this after-

noon it was not subcaliber at boxes tossed

over from the Peking and floating by, but

regular practice with the big guns and service
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charges, at a regular pyramidal cloth target set adrift from the cruiser

herself. This surely was preliminary to fort-destruction. Besides this

practice, there was a conference of all the captains and General An-

derson on the Australia, and arrangements for the attack on Guam
were completed.

Considering the fact that the Charleston s crew was composed largely

of green men, the shooting was very good. The range was about two

miles, and every shot would have struck a ship, except possibly the

first. Two rounds were fired from each of the 6-inch guns in the port

and starboard broadside batteries, and from the bow and stern 8-inch

rifles. Captain Glass was greatly pleased with the practice.

Early on the morning of Monday, June 20, land was seen. The

convoy had come to the westward of the island of Guam, thereby

avoiding the signal station at Point Ritidian, and caught sight first

of the rocky shore north of Agana Bay. The Charleston cleared for

action, and with the men at general quarters went into Agana Bay

to look around. The morning w^as thick with frequent rain squalls,

which blotted out everything even at a short distance from the ship.

return Captain Glass's salute as soon as they could borrow- some

powder for a couple of old guns they had ashore. They were thun-

derstruck on being informed of tlie real situation, and when told that

Manila was in Dewey's hands, practically, the Spanish fleet destroyed,

and that they were prisoners of w^ar, they were most unhappy. Francis

Portusac, a native of Guam and an Agana merchant, who was natural-

ized in Chicago in 1888, was with the officials to act as interpreter;

but Captain Glass used him more as a bureau of information about

the island. P'inally the captain paroled the Spaniards for the day,

and sent them aw'ay in their boats with a verbal message to the

Governor, Lieutenant-Colonel Don Jose Marina y V'ega, to hurry up

and pay his official call. That evening Governor Marina sent Cap-

tain Glass a message to the effect that the military regulations of

Spain forbade him to set foot on a foreign vessel, but he would be

pleased to see tlie captain at his office in the morning. Captain Glass

replied that he would see the Governor himself, or send an officer to

represent him.

The next morning Lieutenant William l^raunersreuther, the navi-

gator of the Charleston, with

iMisign Waldo Lvans and five

men,wxMit ashore. Lieutenant

Brauncrsrcuther carried a for-

mal note to the (jovernor from

Captain Glass, which gave him

thirty minutes in which to sur-

render unconditionally. The
urns of the Charleston w^ere

ready to enforce the demands.

Lieutenant Bran nersreut her

met the Governor at the land-

ing-place at the native village

VOLUN TEKRS KMr.ARKTNG OX 'X\\\l CITY OF /V^A'AVr;.—Drawn by J- A. Caiuii.

The Charleston w-ent boldly into the harbor, and as

close to the shore line as the dangerous coral reefs

would allow, but the bay was empty. Then down past

Devil's Point and Apepas Lsland she steamed, with the

transports trailing behind and half a mile or more far-

ther out to sea.

As the cruiser passed Apepas Lsland her officers

made out, over the low-lying rock, the spars of a ves-

sel at anchor in the bay of San Luis d'Apra. Apepas

Lsland cleared, the vessel showed full and white, and

Captain Glass thought he had a Spanish gunboat, but

she set the Japanese flag as soon as she made out the

war-ship, and proved to be the copra-trading brigantine

Minatogaiva, of Tokio. The cruiser went on past Lu-

minan Reefs, and turned in by Point Orote, along the

north shore of the little peninsula. The cliffs rise

sharp out of the water, like the Palisades of the Hudson, and against of Piti. With the Governor were Cai)tain Duarte, of the Spanish

them the Charleston, in war-paint, was hardly visible. Old Fort Sant army, his secretary, the port captain, Lieutenant Gutierrez, and Dr.

lago, on the point, dismantled long ago, made no opposition to the Romero. In presenting the note from Captain Glass, Lieutenant

cruiser's advance, but as she rounded the next point, and saw Fort l^raunersreuther said, in Spanish:

Santa Cruz ahead, hope revived in the hearts of the silent men at " I have the honor to present a communication from my com-

the guns. Then Captain Glass gave the order to try out the old fort mandant. I am authorized to wait one half-hour for your reply. Li

with the 3-pounders, and the men were happy. The firing began at presenting this communication 1 call your attention to the fact that

3000 yards, and for four minutes the little shells burst in and around we have, as you see, three large ships in the harbor, and a fourth

Fort Santa Cruz in a fashion which made the solitary Chamorro [the Sydney had remained outside] outside ready to come in. One

setting his fish -traps behind the fort row for his life to get out of of these ships is a modern war-vessel of high power, with large guns.

range. Thirteen shells were fired, the last at 2600 yards, and, there The others are transports full of soldiers. We have a large force

being no response, the action of Guam ended. The troop-ships could here. I call your attention to these facts in order that you may not

see but not hear the shooting, and every shell got a round of wild cheers, make any hasty or ill-considered reply to the note of my com-

The shelling of Santa Cruz brought a fairly prompt response in the mandant."

persons of Lieutenant Garcia Gutierrez, of the Spanish navy, captain Governor Marina bowed and thanked Lieutenant Braunersreuther,

of the port of San Luis d'Apra, and Dr. Romero, of the Spanish army, took the note, and retired with his staff into his office. From its

health officer, who rowed out in their boats, flying the Spanish flag, window, if he chanced to look out, he could see the steam-launch

to see if the health of the Charleston were good, and to promise to of the Charleston towing a string of boats full of men up tow^ards
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the landing-place. In the boats were Lieu-

tenant Myers, of the United States Marine

Corps, from the Charleston, with forty marines

from the ship, and part of Company A, Second

Oregon, Captain H. L. Heath, from the Aus-

tralia. This was the first detachment of the

landing-force which General Anderson and Cap-

tain Glass had agreed on the night before. The

rest of Company A, and Company I^, Captain

A. T. Prescott, were waiting on the Australia

for the launch to return and tow them to land.

To their intense disgust, not a man of them

set foot on land. The first detachment tied

up to the Japanese brigantine while the launch

went back for the rest, and before it came

back the work had all been done.

P^or twenty-nine minutes Lieutenant Brau-

nersreuther waited, watch in hand, for the

reply. Then Governor Marina came out of

his office with a sealed letter addressed to

Captain Glass. " It is for your commandant,"

he said, as Lieutenant Braunersreuther broke

2t]9

it open. " I represent my commandant here,"

was the reply. Governor Marina had written:

"Sir,—In the absence of any notification from my

government concerning the relations of war between

the United States and Spain, and without any means

of defence, or the possibiUty of defence in the face

of such a large opposing force, I feel compelled, in

the interests of humanity and to save life, to make

a complete surrender of all under my jurisdiction.

Trusting to your mercy and justice,

" I have the honor to be," etc, etc.
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So Guam was surrendered, with

all the Mariana Islands. The un-

happy Governor had no notion

that the force which had threat-

ened him was intended really for

Manila, and thought that it had

been sent out solely against the

Mariana group. He had but fifty-

four Spanish regulars and a com-

pany of Chamorros, and was, as

he said, quite without means of

making a defence. Lieutenant

Braunersreuther required him to

write an order to Lieutenant Ra-

mos, in command of the troops at

Agafla, to have them on the pier

at Piti, with all arms, accoutre-

ments, and ammunition, and the

four Spanish flags on the island,

at four o'clock that afternoon

That done, the Governor wrote a

long farewell to his wife, telling

her to send his clothing and per-

sonal effects to Piti at once. He
offered the letter to Lieutenant

Braunersreuther to read, as he

had done the order to Lieutenant

Ramos. The Charlcstoiis officer

waved the letter away, and said,

'' No, no ; that is not for me."

Apparently that courtesy was

more than the Governor had ex-

pected. He put his head down
on his desk and fairly broke down
and cried. When he regained his

composure, he and his staff took

ON BOARD THE (V/AWl—THE LAST VUaV OE HOAH-:

toils boats, the soldiers passed

over their belts, bayonets, and

other accoutrements. When the

regulars had been thus disarmed

and had reformed in line, the

natives went through the same

form.

Then Lieutenant Braunersreu-

ther stepped out in front of the

marines, followed by the two Span-

ish officers. The marines pre-

sented arms, and the Spaniards

gave their swords and their re-

volvers to Lieutenant Brauners-

reuther

Then the Spanish regulars

learned for the first time that

they were to be held as prisoners.

Lieutenant Braunersreuther told

them that they might say good-

bye to the Chamorros. There

was a great outcry and much em-

bracing. The natives could harcll\-

repress the evidences of their sat-

isfaction, and as soon as they were

sure that they wxT'e to be set free

from the Spanish yoke, they be-

gan ripping the Spanish buttons

off their uniforms and the little

insignia of their service from their

collars. I^uttons and collar marks

they threw away by handfuls, and

the CJiarleston's marines and blue-

jackets picked them up as souve-

nirs. The Chamorros took the

farewell messaijes of their old

places in the Charleston's boat, and were taken on the Australia and Peking played the "Star- comrades and scattered. Then the Spaniards

aboard the cruiser. On the way the boat spangled Banner," and the soldiers and sailors were put in a big barge and taken out to the

passed the two detachments of the landing- on the troop-ships and cruiser gave three times Charleston. The two officers and the four

party, and ordered them back to the yI//'^Y/72'//W. three for Uncle Sam's new island. Spanish flags went in Lieutenant Brauners-

Soon after the arrival of the prisoners on the The Sydney had been ordered to come in reuther's boat. The Sydney had anchored

Charleston, Captain Glass took a large United from outside the reef, and as soon as Captain near the Charleston by this time, and all the

States flag and went in his barge to Fort Santa Glass got back from raising the flag over Santa prisoners were put aboard her at once. The
Cruz, where he hoisted the stars and stripes on Cruz he made arrangements with Captain Pills- officers were put two in a state-room and the

the old Spanish staff. As the first broad red bury, with General Anderson's permission, to men were sent below. Armed guards watched

stripe rose over the ruined battlements, the quarter his prisoners on the transport. Lieu- them wdiile the ship was in the harbor, but

6-inch rifles of the Charleston roared out the tenant Braunersreuther then took the Charles- they all had plenty of freedom to move about,

national salute. Formal possession had been toifs marines, under Lieutenant Myers, and The officers' baggage came out to the ship the

taken of Guam. At the same time the bands with Ensign Evans and Dr. Farenholt went next morning, and some of the clothing of the

into Piti to receive the surrender of the Span- men. The captured arms consisted of fift)'-

ish soldiers. The troops were waiting for him four Mauser and fifty-four Remington rifles,

in the boat-house at the landing-place. With with belts, cartridge-boxes, and bayonets, 7500

Lieutenant Ramos in command was Lieu- rounds of Mauser ammunition, and about as

tenant Berruezo, both of the Spanish naval much for the Remingtons.

infantry. The comi)any of regulars was drawn While this was going on the Charleston had

up in line on one side of the boat-house, and been taking coal from the Peking. It was put

on the other side, f;icing them, were the fifty- in sacks in the Peking s bunkers, hoisted into

four Chamorros. The regulars were armed a boat, and towed over to the cruiser. There

with '96 model Mausers, and had two great the sacks were hoisted on board and dumped
boxes of ammunition. The natives carried into the bunkers, and then they were sent back-

Remington 45-90's, and had about two bushels for more. W^orking constantly for two days,

of cartridges loose in a big box. the cruiser got 125 tons from the troop-ship,

Lieutenant Myers took his marines through and on the morning of Wednesday, June 22,

the boat-house and formed them in line fac- four weeks from the day we left San Francisco,

ing the water. The left of the line moved we wx^-e ready to leave Guam on the last stretch

forward left oblique, turning the flank of the of the road to Manila,

boat-house, and the Spaniards were helpless

in a trap, if they had cherished any notion of

making a last stand. But they had not. At
Lieutenant Braunersreuther's command the

regulars stepped forw^ard, man by man, to

Ensign Evans, who stood near the landing-

stage, broke open their rifles, and showed them
to be not loaded, then handed them to him. seen so many brass buttons, and under the ex-

THE LAST MAN ABOARD!—AN INCIDENT OE As Ensign Evans passed the guns on to blue- citement of preparations for the invasion of

THE SAILING OF THE CITY OF PEKING jackets, who stowed them in one of the (^7/^?;-/^.^- the Philippine Islands the city was exclusively
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WITH GENERAL GREENE
Bv John F. Bass

It was a long time since San Francisco had
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cTivcn up to things military. Whenever new

detachments of troops arrived the crowd

clioked the streets, and all traffic along the

line of march was stopped. In skirting the

edge of this crowd and feeling its pulse, one

could only come to the conclusion that their

pleasure in the swing and dash of martial

display came of a light-hearted pride that at

last thev had an army like other countries,

rather than from any deep appreciation of

what war really meant.

However, the people of San Francisco de-

served the greatest praise for the generous hos-

pitality they had shown. The Red Cross had

been especially active. Arriving troops were

marched into a long hall, where the Red Cross

crave them a hearty meal. Some of the lead-

ing society women waited on the tables. This

kind treatment was thoroughly appreciated by

the men. C^ne day one of the Volunteers

handed his waitress, a daughter of a Cali-

fornia millionaire, a tip of ten cents, with the

assurance that he had not had so good a meal

since he left his home in Pennsylvania.

Between two hills, in the outskirts of the

city, lay Camp Merritt. At one end of the

camp began the Golden Gate Park, with its

Tenth Pennsylvania, were well equipped and

smart, and made an excellent showing by the

side of the Regulars on the drill-ground. In-

deed, if there was any delay in sending off the

second expedition for Manila, it \vas not that

a sufficient number of trained men was lack-

ing, but because the steamship companies

were slow in fitting up the transports, and the

government seemed unable to turn out rapidly

the required number of duck uniforms which

were necessary for a campaign in a tropical

climate.

P^or all the apparent delay in getting off

troops, the wonder was, considering our inex-

perience, that preparations were so near com-

plete.

The days of Lexington were over, when a

farmer could take down his old gun and go

potting the enemy on his own account. The

soldier of 1898 must know something of the

intricate tactics of modern warfare. The non-

commissioned officer, "the backbone of every

army," must be formed. In luiropean armies

it took a year to bring men up to the ordinary

duties of a soldier from the time of individual

drill to the grand manoeuvres, and this when

all the officers were trained to their profession.

tinental troops, the superior determination and

life of the men immediately struck one. They
marched as if they were going somewhere and

meant to get there. I understood that exces-

sive finish in drilling was not aimed at in our

army, as it was supposed to make mere ma-

chines out of the men. According to this

standard, the "painfully' perfect" company

was not looked upon with favor.

On the 14th of June Market Street was

packed with pushing, eager spectators. 'Way

up above the people, on the sky-pointing Call

Building, a little cannon pounded its monoto-

nous salute to the troops who were marching

down from Camp Merritt to embark on their

long journey to the Philippines. On opposite

corners of the street two noisy bands, proudly

testifying to the patriotism of advertising

agents, drowned each other in a hurly-burly

of chaotic dissonance. The street-cars, blocked,

began to stretch out in a broken line of yellow,

green, and red. Then the crowd opened in

the middle of the street and crushed back to

the sidewalks. With guidon flying, the Utah

Light li'ittery came swinging around the cor-

ner, in the lead. The people cheered, and

pushed out again close to the marching line.

THE CITY OF PEKING, AUSTRALIA, AND CITY OF SYDNEY PASSING OUT OF THE GOLDEN GATE, MAY 26, 1808.—Photograph by Wehjner

thick masses of bright foliage, its smooth

greensward, and w^ell - kept winding roads.

Here and on the hill -side above the camp

squads drilled daily. The sandy ground of

the camp was separated by wooden fences into

lots, each reserved for one regiment. Around

the barriers, eager to talk to the soldiers, visit-

ors gathered. Women predominated, and

they nearly all begged the soldiers for but-

tons. I saw one soldier, on arriving in San

P^rancisco, deliberately cut all the buttons from

the front of his coat and throw them among
the crowd. This fad of button-collecting had

become such a nuisance that officers jokingly

declared that unless the troops moved on soon

the army of occupation in the Philippines

would have to rely on pins.

The twelve thousand troops then at Camp
Merritt, coming as they did from every part

of the Union, differed materially in preparation

and equipment. Some of the States w^ould

not allow the militia to take their uniforms

with them, and the men came in a very ragged

condition. Luckily the Red Cross had fur-

nished many of these soldiers with shoes and

other articles of clothing. It w^as noticeable

that these same troops w^ere the least efficient

in their drill. Other regiments, such as the

The hardy mountaineers of Greece, who had

carried rifles all their lives, found that a knowl-

edge of field tactics limited to lying on moun-

tain ridges and shooting at Turks was not

sufficient for the requirements of modern war.

There is no occupation in which the accurate

and instinctive knowledge of details is more

essential than in that of the soldier. In battle

the coolest man may lose his head ; he must

then depend on habit—and military habit was

very foreign to our country, where every man

was accustomed to act independently.

To add to these difficulties the campaign in

hand wms one of foreign conquest, and the ex-

pedition wdiich went to the Philippines must

be efficient in itself. The difficulties were

thoroughly appreciated. One of the most

experienced officers at headc[uartcrs said to

me, "The details of the expedition are all

experimental with us ; every question that

comes up is new."

The difficulties were lightened, however, in

the splendid material with which the officers

had to deal. None of the troops, it is true,

came up to European standards in finish ; but

they were learning rapidly, and they brought

to the task an unlimited supply of good-will

and energy. In comparing them with Con-
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A tall girl flapped a highly scented handker-

chief close to the soldiers' faces in odoriferous

farewell.

The boys had already marched some miles

under the hot sun ; their brown, manly faces

were streaked with dirt. They were heavily

loaded with knapsacks and ammunition, and

over the shoulder was strapped in hot bulk the

blue-gray blanket. Some men had engaged

the willing services of the street arabs to car-

ry extra rifles, bags, and other impedimenta.

These small citizens, proud to help the nation's

warriors, stretched their short legs in a vain

endeavor to keep step. The spectators pressed

so closely about the marching troops that one

soldier shouted out, ** Give us more air !"

About the docks those who could not get

inside stood around envying the more fortu-

nate personal friends of the soldiers who were

allowed to pass inside of the cordon. The

regiments were stretched along the dock,

seated on their unrolled blankets, while good

angels from the Red Cross, with bright-colored

dress and dishevelled hair, hurried about,

pitcher and basket in hand, administering to

the soldiers' wants. There was a decided

smell of bread-and-butter about the place.

Friends squatted around the volunteers in
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groups. The good-looking soldier had a girl on each side, and

was weighted down with flowers and good things.

All day the ships were loading. Cannon swung in the air,

bumped against the ship's side, and finally landed on the deck.

At last every man was on board, and amidst great shouting and

blowing of whistles the boats moved into the bay and anchored.

The night was very warm, and every one was uncomfortable,

but happy in the thought that he was among those chosen to

start. The men had not been assigned to their bunks yet, and

they were packed about like sardines on the deck. A concert

was organized, and all joined boisterously in the chorus. At last

taps were sounded and lights were out, and the men tried to find

a soft place on the smooth boards. On the deck above, the

officers paced up and down, smoking and telling yarns, while the

ship swung lazily in the tide.

Next morning the ships woke up with the first gray of dawn-

ing. "Jimmy Green" drank his coffee and chewed his hardtack.

The sun came up, and soon the decks were sweltering hot, with

no wind blowing. The soldier threw off his coat, and sought

every convenient shelter to write his farewell letter home.

At noon a great tug-boat came puffing up alongside, bringing

a crowd of enthusiastic Red Cross girls waving flags and throw-

ing flowers. The quizzical old captain at my side whispered in

my ear, " The women arc having the time of their life, but they

have done lots of good."

The soldiers ran up in the rigging and crowded to the edge of

the boat as the tug bumped up against our side. The girls threw

flowers and packages of good things among us. Other tugs and

pleasure boats came out and surrounded us, until w^e were the

centre of a little fleet. On board the various boats the bands

played the "Star-spangled Banner" and "Marching Through

Georgia." The excitement grew, and amid Avaving flags the

crowd on board the Red Cross tug broke out into old familiar

airs. The high voices of the women floated over to us in soft,

melancholy good-bye. It was a sight not to be forgotten.

We were to stop at Honolulu, there stay some days, awaiting

orders which were to come to us from the Bclgic^ sailing from

San Francisco on Saturday, the i8th. There was no cable to

Honolulu. Rumor had it that our delay there meant that we

would be expected to take possession of Hawaii in the name of

Uncle Sam. If we should see the annexation dc facto it would

be a glorious sight.

Brigadier-General Greene came on board with his orders. The

ship shouted him an enthusiastic welcome. The signal was given,

and at last we started, the China leading, followed by the Zclaiidia,

Senator, and Colon. I counted fifty excursion-boats, all blowing

whistles and flying flags. Crow^ls lined the docks, and the forts

eave us the brifradier salute. We were off for Manila.

On the 22d, at sunrise, we saw the green hills above Honolulu,

and very welcome was the sight to our sea -wearied eyes. A
heavy mist hung over the city, which slowly lifted as w^e entered

the harbor. At the wharf a few people with a brass band had

already gathered to meet us, but most of Honolulu was still

asleep. Gradually it awoke and came down to the wharf. The

soldiers were not allowed to leave the ship; and the people ex-

pressed disappointment, for they wished to take the soldier and

regale him with the best they had, and prove that they were

really worthy of annexation. Later the men were marched down

a long dusty road to the sea-shore, where they all had a good

swim. Between the sand-bar, half a mile out, and the shore one

thousand soldiers plunged as in a huge bath-tub. All were after-

wards refreshed with a good meal along great tables in the palm-

filled garden of the palace, under the green canopy of lofty trees.

The girls of Honolulu, in their best frocks of white muslin and

bright ribbons, pounced upon the soldiers and strung wreaths of

flowers about their necks. Watching the scene, I turned to an

old citizen of Honolulu and asked him :
" Why do you wish for

annexation ? You seem perfectly happy without it." He tucked

his arm under mine and led me up to lunch at the Officers' Club,

which had opened its heart and its doors wide to the American

officers. He stopped me before the club door and pointed out

to me a long line of polished quick-firing guns.

"Have you noticed those Maxims? The childlike native some-

times wakes up. We never know when it is coming."

On Fourth of July, with the peep of dawn, we, nearest of all

Americans to the 190th degree of longitude, had the honor, in all
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probability, of beginning the cel-

ebration. Where they came from

I do not know, but a few fire-

crackers were fired before the

officer of the day put an end

to this innocent but dangerous

amusement.

Down on the horizon a long

white line pops up, and the shouts

of "Land! land!" break from

our ship-weary hearts.

" Wake Island, a coral atoll 19°

1
1' north, by 166'' 33' east," shouts

down the captain from the bridge.

As we draw near, two open boats

are lowered, and General Greene

celebrates the h^ourth in earnest

l)y laising the American flag on

the island. A dreary sun-beaten

spot we find it, glistcm'ng with

white coral and shells, and cov-

ered with a sickly growth of low

shrubs. This barren waste stretches along for

twenty miles. An oblong lagoon, cut from

the sea by shallow reefs, over which the waves

constantly break, eats its way into the heart

of the island. Perhaps this heretofore un-

claimed island may some day be used as a

telegraph post, or even a coaling station. It

lies w(-ll on the way to Manila, and therefore

has been visited only by a few exploring ex-

peditions and unfortunate castaways. Leav-

ing the stars and stripes to be torn to pieces

by indignant gulls, who in flocks fearlessly

swept down upon us and pecked at our hats,

we returned to the China.

At Guam Island we had expected to meet one
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of the American gunboats sent out to join us;

and the absence of the expected convoy caused

uneasiness, which finally ended about midnight

in a scare. Like the rush of water through an

open lock the rumor spread through the ship

that a Spanish gunboat was sighted off our

starboard bow. I rushed up the companion-

way, and as I passed between the decks a tall,

lanky Volunteer stuck his head through a door

and called out in a hoarse whisper, ''Cheese it

!

we're pinched I" Could it be that I was not

on the Pacific, but really on the Bowery?

However, we met no Spanish gunboat, and

steamed safely and jubilantly on to the Bay of

Manila and up alongside of our brave little

fleet at Cavite. The tars gave us a roaring

cheer, which w^e answered with a will, and a

few of us who did not w^ear uniforms jumped

into boats and put for the shore.

the steamer to lie to and hammer
the vicious sea for seventeen lone

hours. The transport was fortu-

nately not crowded beyond the

measure of comparative comfort,

although the lower deck, where

the men were berthed in five

rows of double bunks three tiers

high, cannot be said to have of-

fered the most sumptuous ac-

commodations. The chief sub-

ject of complaint had been the

lack of mess-room for eating, and

the men found it at times very

difficult to manage their mess-

tins and their cups of soup or

coffee without any available ta-

ble-room to balance them on.

General Merritt, however, at

considerable discomfort to him-

self and to his officers, did not

restrict the movements of the

Cavite seemed to us a paradise indeed, with men on the decks, and they wandered at will at

its great shade trees, its quaint buildings, and all times of the day and night all over the shi[),

the very little natives, with very little clothing, except, of course, in the saloon and social hall,

who crowded curiously about. It would take where the officers were (Quartered in comforta-

about five able-bodied Filipinos to make one ble, airy state-rooms. On the lower deck, ad-

Jimmy Green, of Troy, New York: and yet mirably ventilated through a large forward

the quartermaster assured me that five of these hatch, and several small ones with wind-sails,

thin dwarfs would do as much work as twenty- the Astor Battery was quartered forward, K
five of our brawny soldiers. I^attery of the Third Regular Heavy Artillery

On the i6th Lieutenant Lazelle, of the Eigh- in the waist of the ship, and 11 Battery near the

teenth Infantry, who died on the Colon, was stern. After the storm was over and we were

buried in the old fort. A more appropriate able to stand away on our true course again,

grave for a soldier could not well be imagined, the men were not slow to crawl out from their

Overlooking the sea, in a space one hundred quarters, and the decks were covered by a

yards square, surrounded with ancient battered chattering, hai)py crowd, apparently devoting

walls, with old dismounted guns and cannon- the larger part of their time to the consump-

balls lying about, the grave was dug. Native tion of food. Many of them produced tins of

men, women, and children in rags of variegated preserves and other delicacies to tempt their

hues crowded the walls. Slowly, with muffled appetites, jaded by the turmoil of the past

beat of drums, the funeral passed in through days. The chronic grumblers found the bill

the old stone gate. The officers crowded close of fare too solid and heavy for any human

about the grave, feeling, over their first dead being to eat ; they even went so far as to criti-

among these strange surroundings, the strong cise the liberality with which the rations were

need of standing side by side. Three volleys, dispensed. But the grumblers we have al-

and then the trumpeter steps to the open ways with us, although they found on this

grave and blows for the last time " taps " for boat few active supporters and plenty of phil-

his officer. osophical opi)onents.

— -^ - — Fourth of July, fortunately, turned out a

perfect day. Certain crude luxuries, like

apple-duff, were added to the bill of fare of the

soldiers, and an impromptu entertainment was

managed on the upper deck. Father Doherty,

The departure of the AVzty^^r/ on the morn- the chaplain of the expedition, followed the

ing of the 29th of June was accomi)anied by reading of the Declaration of Independence

the display of fervent patriotic enthusiasm by Colonel Whipple with a vigorous and in-

which the emotional people of San Francisco spiring though brief oration, and the glee club

had not restrained on the occasion of the sail- of the Astor J^attery sang the usual patriotic

ing of other detachments of the Philippine ex- songs. As there was no band aboard, the

pJdition. But the departure of the Newport popular music of the day, often sung to words

with General Merritt, his personal and depart- written by a witty member of the coterie,

ment stafl', together with about five hundred furnished the only entertainment of a musical

picked troops, caused a degree and

quality of excitement which was

most gratifying to witness. Scarce-

ly had we turned our thoughts from

the friends we were leaving to the

consideration of personal comfort,

scarcely had we time to note the

vanishing of the bold outlines of

the noble headlands of the Golden

Gate into the gray veil of summer

mist, before we were headed and

lashed by the advance gusts of a

severe gale, which soon compelled
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order possible aboard. In the saloon, after

luncheon, a short list of toasts was drunk in

punch strong enough to satisfy a Russian, and

thus we, with no cloud over our spirits, with-

out a thought of the uncertainties of the

future, which, it must be confessed, come to

all of us at times, cheered by the companion-

ship of sympathetic friends, and unconsciously

exalted by the ineffaceable memories of the

festival at home, pricked off a red-letter day

in our calendar. Who could tell when and

where we should put another indelible mark
to record an event to be remembered in the

history we were helping to make?
A slight accident to the machinery on the

afternoon of the 5th stopped the revolution

of the screw for five hours and more. The
teeming life on the boat seemed suspended

for a moment at the sudden pause in the for-

ward motion, and then took a new and more

active start. Sharks were seen in great num-

bers, and several were hauled up the side, but

officers appeared shy as school-boys at first in

suits of gray linen with blue or red trimmings.

Helmets of unexpected shape and startling

size were produced, and, but for the knowledge

that this was to be only a brief pause in our

voyage, we should all have felt much as the

passengers on an Atlantic liner do when

Queenstown is passed or the Lizard sighted.

The hazy outlines of Molokai shimmered in

the distant horizon to the south just before

sunset.

When we landed, early in the morning, the

little town was already given over to peaceful

military occupation. Soldiers everywhere,

most of them, following the pleasant custom

of the island, decorated with wreaths of pinks

and garlands of fragrant leaves and flowers.

In the shade of great trees and palm-thatched

bowers in the grounds of the old palace tables

were laid, heavy with tropical fruits and more

solid food ; and already, long before noon,

hundreds of ladies had assembled to welcome

ready nearly all coaled when we reached Hon-

olulu on the 7th, and in the evening they were,

with one exception, sent outside the reef, to

free the little harbor, already much overcrowd-

ed, there to await the Ncivport, and to start

on the long voyage together. W^e were or-

dered to be on board at eleven o'clock the

next morning— an hour which promised to

come far too quickly for even the most unemo-

tional among us—and the brief period which

w^as allowed us on shore was improved with

almost hysterical activity. General Merritt

was met, on landing, by Consul-General Hay-

wood, who proved to be a most efficient and

energetic guide ; the courtesies of the Pacific

Club were tendered to the General and his

staff, and the forenoon was spent in a pleasant

visit to Minister Sewall, in a call upon Presi-

dent Dole and his cabinet, and in other for-

malities. The chief embarrassment to both

officers and men was the lavishness, and, with-

al, the kindly urgency, of the hospitality. Noth-

THE OUrKR (lATE OF THE AKSENAE VVRD, (WVIl'E-SPANTSII WRECKS TN THE DISTANCE
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each one succeeded in breaking away just as

the men with cheers and laughter had hauled

his vicious head up to the rail. This pastime

was perforce suspended as soon as the screws

began to churn the water again and the monot-

ony of the trip, if that can be called monot-

ony which was a succession of amusing human

incidents. Then naturally all thoughts were

turned towards Honolulu. The last day be-

fore reaching port was the happiest day of the

week on the water. Eager to have a run on

shore, and anticipating pleasures which did

not fully materialize, imagining prospective

beauty of tropical scenery which was more

than realized, the whole ship's company were

in a state of mild exultation. The quarter-

masters issued shore-going suits of tan-colored

linen, with thin underwear, and the non-com-

missioned officers made up their squads for

landing. The excitement of trying on the

new clothes and the occupation of the letter-

writing made the day seem all too .short. The

the soldiers, and, after the feast was over, Mrs.

Dole, wife of the President of the Hawaiian

Republic, and her friends held an informal

reception on the green. Hawaiian hospitality

has unique and fascinating elements of grace

and picturesqueness in it which make such a

festival as I have briefly alluded to the most

perfect in the world. Nor were the men who

enjoyed it unworthy of it or unappreciative of

its rare qualities. Marshal Brown, who was

at the head of the police force of the island,

informed me that up to that date not a single

arrest of a soldier had been made, and not a

disturbance of the peace of any kind had been

reported to him. This, with all restraints of

discipline temporarily suspended, with all the

excitement of novel surroundings and the

temptations of abundant hospitality, proved

the temper of the men, and was worth as

much to the cause they were fighting for as a

victory in the field.

The five other steamers of our fleet were al-
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ing could be too good for a soldier ; almost

every man was decorated with wreaths of

pinks and fragrant tropical blossoms, twined

around his hat and hun"" around his neck and

across his shoulders.

Every one wore a badge with eagle and

crossed flags, and the motto "Aloha nui to

our Bo)'s in Blue "—an expression of loving

welcome, suggesting in its phraseology a kin-

ship of sentiment, if not of blood, anticipating,

ijideed, a union of interests which the long-

desired annexation would confirm and estab-

lish. The spectacle of great, brown, hardy

soldiers from the Northwest running about

the town like so many children on a picnic,

with wreaths and flowers and tropical fruits,

sometimes accompanied by happy natives,

sometimes driving with the ladies of society

in sumptuous equipages, sometimes lounging

on the shady lawns of the bungalows under

palm and pepper trees, sometimes dashing

along on bicycles, all as careless as school-boys
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—this spectacle, forsooth, is not to be described,

and cati never be forgotten. Rehictantly the

soldiers boarded the crowded transports again
;

still more reluctantly did those whose fore-

sight secured for them the enjoyment of a

clean, airy room in the hotel, and who were

able to enjoy something of the unique Ha-

waiian hospitality, break away from the fas-

cinating place, whose irresistible delights were

only beginning to unfold themselves when the

cruel moment of departure arrived.

A rumor that the Cadiz fleet had passed

through the Suez Canal reached Honolulu b}''

our boat, and was partly confirmed by news-

papers brought by a quick steamer which left

V^ictoria two days after we sailed from San

I'^'ancisco. This rumor caused a certain anx-

iety at Honolulu, for the story of the Spanish

occupation of P(Miapi in the Carolines, in 1888,

and the consequent interruption of successful

mission -work, was still vividly remembered

there ; and, besides, the citizens were hyper-

conscious of their position as avowed friends

of the United States in the i)resent crisis, and

naturally considered the vo\'age of St)anish

cruisers for revenge and concptest (juite within

the range of possibilit}'. The de[)arture of

(jcneral IMerritt and his fleet caused, therefore,

a lively exhibition of sentimental and patriotic

interest, and the wharf was crowded with our

new-found friends long before the hour of sail-

ing. Officers and men on the Newport were

adorned as for a carnival festivity, some of

them, in fact, almost smothered with flowers.

The citizens sent as an escort the fine

Hawaiian band, which played patriotic airs as

we slowly steamed along the narrow channel in

the reef towards the distant group of steamers

awaiting our arrival before starting on the long

vo\'age. It was found, on reaching them, that

one of the vessels was slightly disabled, and

therefore, after an hour of busy signal-work.

General Merritt, to the satisfaction of every one

on the Newport, decidetl to lay the course of

his transport straight to the Philippines by way

of Farallon de Pajaros, the most northerly isl-

and of the I.adrones, and to leave the rest of

the fleet to follow the ],)lan originally decided

u])on, namely, to make first for the island of

(juam in the Ladrones, where, it was believed,

the monitor Monterey would be overtaken,

and then to steer for the general line of ren-

dezvous, beginning at a point 600 miles due

east from Cape Engafio, the northeastern point

BARRACKS OF SPANISH MARINES, NEAR MAIN GATE OF ARSENAL.—Drawn by Charles Broughton after a Sketch by John T, McCutcheon
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of the island of Luzon. Farallon de Pajaros and, unlike the hammocks and folding-bunks pure Castilian, and surely a wide ignorance of

is 450 miles north of Guam, and the route to in use on the English troop-ships, could not be it prevailed, but a useful vocabulary was rapidly

Manila taken by the Neivport would be about removed to make room for mess-tables. They acquired, and even some fluency in speaking

4970 miles, as against almost 5100 miles on accommodated more men in a given area, but the language might be credited to some earnest

the course followed by the other vessels. The the system compelled the occupants to eat students. Boxing was indulged in by the men
convoy of the monitor was certainly desirable, their food and perform the manifold minor every evening, and impromptu conversaziones

but the delay caused by the increased mileage duties of soldier life wherever and whenever were organized by the officers, and at twilight

and the reduction of speed necessary to keep they could find a place on the crowded boat, nearly every evening some officer related an

in sight of the other ships would have caused It was therefore necessary to allow the men interesting experience. Colonel Jhainard's

the 7W'2x//^r/ to lose three days at least. Some- free run of all the decks, except a small space story of the Greely expedition will long re-
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where on the line of rendezvous it was ex-

pected that a vessel sent by Admiral Dewey
would meet us to escort us into port, or at

least to give us news of the situation there for

our guidance.

For ten whole days we ran at an average of

about 310 miles, in weather absolutely perfect,

and with a thermometer standing between

80° and 85° day and night. A following trade-

wind of about the same speed as we were mak-

ing made the heat seem much more oppressive

than these figures indicate ; but an occasional

shower apparently cooled the air, although the

mercury scarcely ever fell a degree.

For ten days not an object broke the horizon,

and the monotony of its sharp line was only

varied by the slanting dashes of small showers

as they slowly moved across the water. For

ten days we saw nothing on the ocean more

interesting than great schools of flying- fish

and an occasional gull or albatross. The busy,

teeming life on the steamer was a continuous

entertainment, and the ten days, which would

otherwise have been deadly monotonous, passed

with extraordinary rapidity. The men's quar-

ters were cramped enough below, but the ven-

tilation was good, the temperature at least a

degree and a half lower than in the saloon,

and the troop-deck was kept scrupulously clean.

The bunks were, however, fixed and stationary,

reserved for the officers between the deck-

houses.

The Astor Battery pre-empted the roof of

the saloon deck-house, and many of them
bivouacked there among the life -rafts and

spars, and the sound of music and merriment

was often heard above the awnings until late

at night. K Battery, of the Third Regular

Heavy Artillery, swarmed all over the bow ; 11

Battery gathered on the stern, and stragglers

from all three batteries were found at night

stretched all over the hurricane-deck. After

leaving Honolulu a system of squad drills in

calisthenics and the manual of arms was carried

on with great regularity, for the weather seldom

interfered with these exercises, and there was

no sea-sickness. There was no deck-room for

parade, and the regulations about dress were

not strictly enforced. Indeed, there was almost

full liberty given to the men in this respect,

and some of the officers themselves wore tennis

suits and other civilian clothes for a larger part

of the voyage. As for occupations and pas-

times, they were so numerous that the days

were all too short to exhaust the programme.

Officers and men spent a great deal of time in

the study of Spanish, and little groups busy

over the same book occupied every retired

corner at certain times of the day. Perhaps

there was some indifference to the music of
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main in the memory of those who gathered

around him in the warm evening air, and,

dressed in the lightest possible garments, lis-

tened to the dramatic tale of life in the ice

and snow of the far North. General Merritt

gave a vivid but brief picture of an incident in

the Civil War ; Major Thompson, of the signal

corps, told of the Custer massacre ; Surgeon

Woodruff turned our thoughts to the disturb-

ing theories of degeneracy
; the y\stor l^attery

furnished a well-equipped variety troupe on

more than one occasion, and so the evenings

succeeded each other with pleasant entertain-

ment.

We ran into Spanish waters on the evening

of the tenth day from the Hawaiian Islands,

and then the real object of our voyage, lost

sight of but not forgotten in the diversions of

the trip, came strongly to our minds again,

and the fertile imaginations pictured all sorts

of adventures to be in store for us before we
should reach Manila, if, indeed, we got there

at all. It was with a sense of appreciation of

the possible uncertainties of the situation in

these waters that we had gayly sailed away
from Honolulu, but all anxiety was soothed

away as we quietly went along, and no one

seemed to think very much about anything.

But at four o'clock on the afternoon of the

19th (we had lost a day at the i8oth meridian,
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it must be remembered) the great pyramid

of the island volcano Assumption was dis-

covered looming up boldly to the southwest.

A few moments later, on the distant horizon,

directly in our path, a tiny white wreath of

smoke made a bright spot against the gray of

the low clouds, and we rapidly ran up in the

mirage the symmetrical cone of the Farallon

de Pajaros, with its immense plume of sulphur

steam drifting fcU" away to the northeast, puff-

in'^ up in huge rounded masses many hun-

dreds of feet above the summit. A most

<Tor<Teous and dramatic sunset, with the great

active volcano and its cloud of steam strong

in contrast against a kaleidoscopic sky, kept

every one watching its rapid transformations,

until all the light went out of the west and

Venus blazed brightly in our path. The vol-

cano is over a thousand feet in height, and

rises directly out of the ocean in the form of

a slightly depressed cone, with a small rugged

promontory jutting out to the southward.

The crater is apparently about two hundred

and fifty feet across, and, judging from the

strong reflection on the steam-cloud, it is full

of molten lava. We had the mountain abeam

and about four miles distant at a quarter past

eight, only six minutes later than Captain

Saunders had promised ten days before. Our

course was slightly changed to the southward,

and in an hour the red light of the crater had

disappeared astern.

Time now began to drag a little, as it al-

ways does towards the end of a long voyage,

and the soldiers no longer talked of their pres-

ent discomforts, but of the probable future

o'clock on the morning of the 22d, and we

began to look for signs of vessels to the west-

ward. The sea was almost without a ripple,

for tne trade-wind hatl died away altogether,

and tne horizon-line was clear and sharp. The

heat rose gradually to S/°, where it remained

without perceptible variation day and night,

and threatening clouds hung over the western

sky. Late in the afternoon of the 24tli we

saw through the veil of mist and between the

distant showers of rain the headlands of Cape

Engano, and before midnight were well in the

middle of the narrow strait between that point

and the l^abuyan Islands. At daybreak Sun-

day morning we entered the China Sea, and

shortly after, passing a large steamer a dozen

miles to the northward, which went on its

course without so much as showing a flag, we

stood away to the southward, towards the en-

trance to Manila Bay, less than three hundred

miles distant.

lleavy rains and wind squalls made our last

nit^fht disagreeable and very uncomfortable for

everybody. At ten o'clock on the morning of

Monday, the 26th, we passed the luxuriantly

wooded and beautiful islands at the entrance of

the harbor, and in a few moments saw in the

distance the towering masts of a man-of-war

off Cavite and a forest of smaller spars beyond.

Shortly after eleven o'clock the Gw<W7/ steamed

out to meet us, and an officer came aboard,

bringing the news of the fall of Santiago, the

destruction of the Spanish fieet in Cuban

waters, and the annexation of Hawaii. Ad-

miral Dewey visited General Merritt after the

steamer had dropped her anchor.

President of the revolutionary government of

the Philippines.

We made our way along the wharves of the

arsenal, past the machine-shop—-left intact by

the Spaniards, and now noisily worked by the

American workmen — down the long walk

shaded with luxuriant trees and lined with

low flat barracks, where the American soldier

slept, cooked, and hung out his washing.

Everywhere the grounds were crowded with

ragged, stolid, silent natives, some working,

some standing about, some begging, their

whole attitude that of indifference. An oc-

casional leper dragged himself along. Down
in one corner of the wharves had settled a

regular colony of dark-skinned Pllipinos, em-

ployed in transporting troops and stores on

their long bambo-covered casco-boats. Their

emaciated little children played about, and

their women appeared to be constantly em-

ployed in washing their rags and scouring their

primitive pots and kettles. A very cleanly lot

they seemed, considering their resources.

Well in the middle of the grounds stood

General Anderson's headquarters. As we

went up the steps a tall man rather shabbily

dressed preceded us. We noticed his military

bearing, and were told that he was the captain

of one of the Spanish men-of-war which lay

with projecting spars at the bottom of Cavite

Harbor. Following his footsteps, we of neces-

sity overheard what he said to the general's

aide:

" Sefior, I borrowed, some time ago, two

hundred dollars from Admiral Dewey to pay

off my men. I have come to repay the debt."

nUST COLORADO VOLUNTEERS LANDINC, ON THE nEACII NEAR CAMI' TAMBO-CRUISER BOSTO.V IN REAR OF rSAB£r.
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operations. The wise words of the veterans

were listened to witli earnestness and atten-

tion, and discussions on the field operations,

the new system of formation, the use of the

weapons, and on kindred topics were heard on

all sides. The non-coms., too, began to have a

more paternal authority over the men, and

even to a casual observer there were signs of

awakened interest in the soldier's trade. The

six- hundred -mile point was passed at one

IN THE INSURGENTS'
TRENCHES

By John V. Bass

To "-et through the American lines and into

the insurgents' trenches it was necessary to

have two passes. One was easily obtained at

General Anderson's headquarters; the other

was a matter of long diplomatic negotiations

at the headquarters of General Aguinaldo,
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He turned his profile towards us, and we

noticed how thin he looked. He must have

starved himself to collect the money. With a

very straight back he counted out the Spanish

bills, and turned to go.

" Will you not take a receipt ?" asked the

aide of General Anderson.

" Never from an officer," answered the gray-

haired old gentleman, with a courtly, old-fash-

ioned bow.
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Here, at least, was a true Spanish caballero.

Leaving the arsenal, we walked through the

narrow streets of Cavite, crowded with nut-

brown natives in loose garments of bright

colors.

At the wharf outside the town we got into

our long dug-out, dignified by the name of

Harper s Weekly Despatch-boat, which, under
the steady strokes of our four silent boatmen,
took us to Bacoor, to which place General

Aguinaldo had moved from Cavite.

We were entertained by the secretary^ of

Aguinaldo, who, in the reflected grandeur of

his master, was also a very great man. He
was very polite, but never allowed himself to

show anything like interest in what was going

on about him. With inscrutable face he dis-

cussed the political situation, after the fashion

of a man of the world who is rather bored.

nightfall four of us started on the muddy road

which led direct to Manila; our fat interpre-

ter, the quondam keeper of a sailors' boarding-

house in the capital, showed symptoms of

turning tail.

'* It is very dangerous," he ventured, after

an animated conversation with some na-

tives.

*' Very well
; you go ahead, Ruis, and ward

off danger." This plan did not seem to please

Ruis, for he very soon dropped behind, saying

that he would see that no one took us by
surprise from the rear.

About a mile out we came to our own out-

posts
; the men were having a good time,

singing " Marching Through Georgia."

" Not much like the English army in the

field," remarked our Yorkshire man, who had
seen twelve years of British service. " No

in the darkness. In the insurgents' trenches

along the road ragged Filipinos, rifle in hand,

lay stretched in the rain, watching for the

enemy. On our right a desultory firing be-

gan, and we asked to be taken to the place

where they were fighting. Ruis consulted

with the leaders, and after many protests that

it would be most dangerous, a guide was given

us, who led us through swamps and bogs tow-

ards the firing-line. For some reason, tramp
as we would, we did not seem to get there.

At last we reached another barricade, only a

short distance from the fighting. The com-
mandant of this position informed us that the

insurgent lines at this point were so scattered

that the soldiers had orders to fire on any one

approaching during the night. They were
evidently afraid of a flank movement on the

part of the Spaniards. Much against our will

r.RINGINCl IN A WOUxNDKD INSURliENT FROM THE TRENCIIKS,—Skkkiiki. liv John T. McCi tcmkon

For all his society airs, he put us some rather

difficult questions. " The Americans have,

of course, come to give independence to the

Philippines?" " Do we not find the people as

worthy of self-government as the Cubans?"
" Why will General Anderson not recognize

the government of President Aguinaldo?"

To all these questions we made answer as best

we could, and after an hour's delay in getting

our passes w^e rose to go, with a feeling that

it was really we who had been interviewed.

A very clever young man, this secretary of the

President. One thing, however, we were

given to understand—that only so long as the

Americans favored the independence of the

islands might they expect friendly treatment

from the insurgents.

An hour's row brought us to Camp Dewey,

where, wishing to see the fighting in the insur-

gents' trenches after dark, we waited. At

man on outpost duty is even allowed to light

a cigarette."

A short distance ahead we ran upon the

last American picket.

The road became more muddy and rough.

It might have been possible to get cannon

along those paths, but, once at the front, it

would have been impossible to move them
back again in a hurry. We floundered about

in the blackness, and, to add to our discom-

forts, it began to rain. Not as it rains in

i\merica, but as if some one were throwing

buckets of water on the particular spot where

you happened to be. Two miles from camp
we stumbled over the first insurgent barricade,

a rude structure of bamboo and dirt thrown

across the road. Passing this, we finally

reached the fighting- line of the insurgents.

Here two muzzle-loading cannon threatened the

Spanish lines, some two hundred yards ahead
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we were obliged to accept the hospitality of

the commandant, and spend the night in an

improvised hut fifteen feet square, where we
were crowded with twenty-five insurgents and
a large population of vermin.

With the first light we went into the insur-

gents' trenches, and were much impressed with

the strength of the Spanish earthworks. With
block -houses at regular intervals, only about

two hundred yards separated the insurgent and
Spanish lines. While we were in the trenches

a fusillade was opened on both sides, apparently

for our benefit. Much ammunition was wasted

and no harm done. Farther on we ran across a

Krupp gun which the insurgents had taken from

the arsenal and brought into position. So far as

we could judge, both sides confined themselves

to lying behind their earth-works and firing at

each other—a method of campaign likely to

be dragged on indefinitely without any result.
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THE RUNNING-DOWN OF THE SPANISH FLEET
ADMIRAL SAMPSON having arrived off

lY ^'^^^ J^''^'''
o^^ ^^^^ morning of Alay 12,

the bombardment of that phice ensued,

as ah-eady rehited, and it was seen that Cer-

vera's squadron was not in the port. It was

clear that the Americans would have had little

difficulty in forcing the surrender of the place ;

but the fact that they would have been held

several days in completing arrangements for

holding it, that part of their force would have

to be left to await the arrival of troops to gar-

rison it, that the movements of the Spanish

fleet were still unknown, that the Pdying

Squadron was still at Hampton Roads, and

that Havana was thus open to possible entry

bv Cervera while the American naval forces

were a thousand miles distant, made an im-

mediate movement towards the Cuban capital

imperative. Reluctantly, therefore, Sampson

left San Juan and stood westward for Llavana.

While on the way, he was notified of the pres-

ence of the Spanish fleet off Cura(^ao, and was

instructed to proceed quickly to Key West,

whither also the Plying Squadron had been

ordered.

Meanwhile the .S7. Louis, which had joined

the squadron under Admiral Sampson, was or-

dered to proceed to Santiago and Guantanamo

for the purpose of cutting cables; to Ponce,

Puerto Rico, for the same purpose, and thence

to St. Thomas to await orders. This work

was bravely done under exposure to the en-

emy's fire. "Captain Goodrich," said Samp-

son, " from the first rendered valuable assist-

ance in severing telegraphic communication

between Cuba and the outside world. This

was difficult, because the Cubans had placed

dummy cables so that it was impossible to

learn when a cable was cut."

On the morning of the 17th of May the flag-

ship left the squadron in the Bahama Channel

and proceeded to Key West. That afternoon

the Dupoiit was met with a despatch from

Washington stating that the Spanish fleet had

munitions of war destined for the defence of

Havana, and was under imperative orders to

reach Havana, Cienfuegos, or a port connected

with Havana by rail , and that as Cienfuegos

appeared to be the only port fulfilling the con-

ditions, the Plying Squadron would be in-

structed upon arrival at Key West to proceed

to Cienfuegos. Listructions were at the same

time given to Admiral Sampson to increase

the Pdying Squadron by such armored ships

as he might deem desirable.

On the 19th the Plying Squadron, composed

of the Brooklyn, Texas, MassacJiusctts, and

Scorpion, sailed from Key West for Cienfuegos

with instructions to establish a l)lockade at

that place as soon as possible. On the 20th,

the Iowa, Castinc, and the col-

lier Mcrriniac sailed to join

Commodore Schley's squad-
|

ron off Cienfuegos. On the \

same day the Navy P)epart-

ment informed Admiral
Sampson of a report that

Cervera 's squadron was at

Santiago de Cuba, and ad-

vised him to order Commo-
dore vSchley to proceed off

that port with the vessels

under his command.

Sampson left Key West for
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the Havana blockade on the 2 1st, having pre- no means satisfied that the Spanish squadron

viously sent the Jhipont with despatches to was not at Cienfuegos, and that he would,

Schley and ordered the MarblcJicad and Ragle therefore, remain off that port with his squad-

to join the Pdying Squadron. By the Marble- ron. The Wasp was sent on May 27 to carry

head orders were sent to Schley advising him advices to Commodore Schley, informing him

that the Spanish squadron was probably at that daily confidential reports received at Key

West from Havana stated that the Spanish

squadron had been in Santiago from the 19th

to the 25th, inclusive, and directing him to

proceed wdth all possible despatch to that port.

At this time two telegrams dated Cienfuegos,

May 24, were received by Admiral Sampson

from Commodore Schley, stating that coaling

off that port was very uncertain ; that he had

ascertained that the Spanish fleet was not in

Cienfuegos, and would go eastward on the next

day, the 25th, but that on account of short

coal supply in ships he could not blockade if

the Spanish squadron was in Santiago, but

would proceed to the vicinity of Mole St.

Nicholas, on the western coast of Haiti, from

which point he would comm,unicate.

Upon the receipt of this information Samp-

son decided to go to Key West for coal, and,

if authorized by the Navy Department, to

proceed to Santiago in person. The Neiv

Orleans was instructed on this same day. May

27, to proceed as rapidly as possible to that

port in company with the collier Sterling; and

with orders to Commodore Schley "to remain

on the blockade at Santiago at all hazards,

assuming that the Spanish vessels are in that

port." This order further directed that the

collier Sterling- should be used to obstruct the

Santiago de Cuba, and directing him, if he were channel leading into the harbor, and that in

satisfied that it was not at Cienfuegos, to pro- the meantime the utmost care should be exer-

ceed with all despatch to Santiago, and upon cised that none of the Spanisli vessels in that

arrival there to establish communication with port be allowed to escape. Admiral Sampson

DON l'.\S(,)UALE 1)H CKKVKKA V 'l( )l'l';rE
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Adniiral, Sixanish Navy

some of the inhabitants and ascertain definite-

ly whether the ships were in port or not. The

Hawk followed wmTIi duplicate despatches,

which were delivered to Schley (M1 the 23d.

arrived at Key West on May 28 and cabled

to Commodore Schley, advising him that the

Neiv Orleans would meet him off Santiago on

May 29 with important despatches, and further

THE

On the 22d Sampson received a despatch emphasizing the importance of immediate

from Key West stating that Cervera's squadron communication with persons ashore, in order

was in the harbor of Santiago on the morning to ascertain definitely whether or not Cervera's

of the 2 1st; also a telegram from Washington squadron was in the port of Santiago,

stating that it was expected to visit San Juan, Commodore Schley left Cienfuegos on the

Puerto Rico, and if Schlev found that it had evening of the 24th, and at 5.30 I'.M. on the

left Santiago he should follow it. 26th reached a point twenty miles or more to

At 8 A.M. on the morning of the 23(1 Admiral the southward and eastward of Santiago, where

Sampson left off Havana, sailing eastward, the squadron stopped while repairs were made

with a view to occupying St. Nicholas Channel to the collier Merriniac. At 7.50 P.M. he sig-

in such manner as to prevent the approach of nailed to the squadron: "Destination Key

the Spanish scpiadron in that direction. The West, via south side of Cuba and Yucatan

Monto;oniery joined him on the 24th, with de- Channel, as soon as collier is ready. Speed,

spatches stating that information had been 9 knots." About 9 P.M. the squadron got

received to the ^Tfect that Cervera's squadron under way, and, after steaming to the westward

had not left Santiago. On the 26th Admiral until 11.20 P.M., stopped to make repairs to

Sampson received from Commodore Schley a the Yale. On the morning of the 27th the

letter dated May 23, stating that he was by Harvard, from Mole St. Nicholas, delivered to

Commodore Schley the fol-

lowing despatch from Wash-
"" ^ ""

^

I ington: "Proceed at once

I and inform Schley and also

the senior officer present off

Santiago as follows : All de-

partment's information indi-

cates Spanish division is still

at Santiago. The department

looks to you to ascertain facts,

and that the enemy, if therein,

does not leave without a de-

SPANISH SQUADRON AT THE CAPE VERDE ISLANDS cisive action. Cubans familiar

,, , with Santiago sav that there
From a Photograph obtained for the (.overiiment by an American Consul »
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are landing-places five or six nautical miles

west from the mouth of harbor, and that there

insurgents probably will be found and not the

Spanish. From the surrounding heights can

see every vessel in port. As soon as ascer-

tained notify the department whether enemy
is there. Could not squadron and also the

Harvard coal from Merrimac leeward off Cape

Cruz, Gonaives Channel, or Mole, Haiti? The
department will send coal immediately to

having again moved westward, the signal

" Stop " was made to the Flying Squadron,

after which the Texas and Marblehead went

alongside the Merrimac and coaled. The
squadron was at that time distant about forty

miles to the southward and westward of San-

tiago. The Flying Squadron remained here

until 1. 1 2 P.M. of the 28th, when signal was

made to return in the direction of Santiago.

This course was kept until a little after dark.

sels were to close in at once upon any of Cer-

vera's ships coming out, was provided for in

standing orders.

*' The next act in the war," wrote the Presi-

dent of the United States, "thrilled not alone

the hearts of our countrymen, but the world,

by its exceptional heroism. On the night of

June 3, Lieutenant Hobson, aided by seven

devoted volunteers, blocked the narrow outlet

from Santiago harbor by sinking the collier

DAILY POSITIONS OF THE SPANISH SQUADRON UNDER ADMIRAL CERVERA, ACCORDING TO THE LOG-BOOK OF THE CRISTOBAL COLON
(The figures between the dates indicate distance in nautical miles)

Mole. Report without delay situation at San-

tiago de Cuba." At 11 o'clock of the same

day Commodore Schley signalled to the squad-

ron, " Can you fetch into the port of Key
West with coal remaining? Report by sig-

nal." At noon the Harvard left, carrying

this reply to the despatch received from Wash-

ington : ^^Merrimac engines disabled ; is heavy
;

am obliged to have towed to Key West. Have

been unable absolutely to coal the Texas,

Marblehead, Vixen, Brooklyn from collier, all

owing to very rough sea. Bad weather since

leaving Key West. The Brooklyn alone has

more than sufficient coal to proceed to Key

West; cannot remain off Santiago present

state squadron coal account. Impossible to

coal leeward Cape Cruz in the summer, all

owing to southwesterly winds. . . . Much to

be regretted, cannot obey orders of depart-

ment. Have striven earnestly; forced to pro-

ceed for coal to Key West by way of Yucatan

Passage. Cannot ascertain anything respect-

ing enemy positive. . . . Very difficult to tow

collier, to get cable to hold."

Later in the day, the squadron meantime

when the squadron stopped for the night

about ten miles to the southward of Santiago,

with the Marblehead 'SQ.owXXn^X.v^o miles inside

the squadron. Early on the morning of the

29th a Spanish man-of-war, the Cristobal Colon,

was seen lying at anchor inside the harbor

entrance, and later a second man-of-war and

two smaller vessels. At 10 A.M. Commodore
Schley cabled that Cervera's squadron was at

Santiago. On the morning of the 3Lst, with

the Massachusetts, Iowa, and New Orleans, he

exchanged fire with the ships inside the harbor

and the forts at a range of about seven thou-

sand yards.

On June i Admiral Sampson arrived off San-

tiago and found Commodore Schley's squadron

in column to the westward of the mouth of the

harbor. Immediately upon the concentration

of these two forces at Santiago a close and

efficient blockade was established. Admiral

Sampson in command. The harbor was close-

ly guarded day and night by the American

ships in a semicircle. Powerful search-lights

were thrown upon its entrance during the night.

A plan of attack, by which the American ves-
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Merrimac in the channel, under a fierce fire

from the shore batteries, escaping with their

lives as by a miracle, but falling into the hands

of the Spaniards. It was a most gratifying

incident of the war that the bravery of this

little band of heroes was cordially appreciated

by the Spanish Admiral, who sent a flag of truce

to notify Admiral Sampson of their safety

and to compliment them on their daring act.

They were subsequently exchanged July 7."

" This attempt," said the Secretary of the

Navy in his report, ''though unsuccessful in

its object, was daringly executed. It is now
one of the well-known historic marvels of na-

val adventure and enterprise, in which Naval

Constructor Hobson and his men won undy-

ing fame."

Another hero whose intrepidity was at this

time called into action by the exigencies of

the situation was Lieutenant Victor Blue, of

the Suwanee, who on two occasions, at the

request of Admiral Sampson, undertook to

locate the position of the Spanish fleet in the

harbor of Santiago. To accomplish this it

was necessary to travel on the first occasion,
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June 1 1, over a distance of seventy-three miles,

and on the hitter, June 25, a distance of sixty

miles, mostly through territory occupied by

the intrenchments of the Spanish army.

" Bv June 7," said the President, "the

cutting of the last Cuban cable isolated the

island. Thereafter the invasion was vigor-

ously prosecuted." On June 7 the Marbif-

head ixnd YaJikee took possession of the lower

bay of Guantanamo as a harbor of refuge for

the American fleet, and on June 10 the first

battalion of marines was landed there and

went into camp. For three days and nights

these men, supported by the Marblchcad and

Dolphin, fought almost constantly. The posi-

tion which they defended was a most important

one for the fleet, as it was necessary to have

near at hand a harbor in which ships could be

coaled and repaired in safety. The following

official recognition of the work of the Marine

Corps was published by the Navy Department

at the close of hostilities: "The First Marine

Battalion, composed of six companies, one of

which was an artillery company, was organized

at New York, under Lieutenant-Colonel Hunt-

ington, and equipped for service in Cuba. The

command numbered 24 commissioned officers

and 623 enlisted men, and under instructions

from the department sailed for Key West on

April 22 on board the transport PantJicr. On

June 7 the Panther left Key West for Guan-

tanamo Bay, Cuba, where she arrived on the

loth, and the battalion landed and went into

camp. This was the first permanent landing

mand remained in camp at Guantanamo from

the lOth of June to the 5th of August, and did

not lose a man by disease, while the cases of

sickness was only 2 per cent. This speaks for

the careful preparation of the battalion for the

service which devolved upon it, and for the

viiiilance and care of those intrusted with the

health and comfort of the men. But praise is

not alone due to those officers and men of the

Marine Corps who served with the First Marine

Battalion. The records are full of incidents

in which conspicuous and gallant service was

rendered."

On the 15th of June the Texas, Marblchcad,

and Suwancc proceeded into Guantanamo

Harbor, and, after engaging and silencing the

adjacent fort and battery, took possession of

that harbor. The Yankee had successfully en-

gaged a gunboat and batteries off Cienfuegos

on the 13th; and on the 29th the Eagle and

Yankee had an engagement with a force of

Spanish cavalry off the mouth of the Rio

Hondo, Cuba. On the 30th the Hist, IVom-

patnck, and Hornet, while making a recon-

naissance between Cape Cruz and Manzanillo,

were engaged with the enemy's vessels, field

batteries, and infantry at Manzanillo. The

Hornet was struck many times, and had her

main steam-pipe cut, being thereby absolute-

ly disabled. The Wovipatuck gallantly towed

the Hornet out of danger. Another action oc-

curred at Manzanillo on July i, in which the

same Spanish gunboats were engaged on one

side and the Scorpion and Osceola on the other.

On the morning of the 22d of May the

squadron stood in for the entrance of Cienfue-

gos Harbor to reconnoitre, and later in the day

passed the entrance twice, close in. As I had

heard the firing of guns on the previous after-

noon in the direction of the port, and as there

was considerable smoke observed in the har-

bor, I was led to believe that the Spanish

squadron might have arrived there. That day

the Dupont joined me with despatches from

Admiral Sampson, directing that the blockade

of Cienfuegos be preserved and that the Scor-

pion be sent to communicate with the Minne-

apolis and Plarvard, off Santiago. Also on this

day the loiva joined the squadron.

A line of blockade was established about

four miles offshore, and at night an inshore

line was maintained, consisting variously of

the Scorpion, Dupont, and Castine, the last-

named vessel arriving on the 23d, convoying

the Mcrriniac.

Also, on the 23d, the Hazvk arrived with

despatches from Admiral Sampson, directing

me to move eastward with the squadron to

Santiago, if satisfied that the enemy's vessels

were not in Cienfuegos. Not being satisfied

at this time that they were not there, I held

my position, being further strengthened in my
opinion by the fact that I was informed by

the captain of the British steamer Adula

that when he left Kingston a cablegram had

been received, on the Thursday preceding my
arrival off Cienfuegos, stating that the Span-

ish squadron had sailed from Santiago.
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by our forces on Cuban soil. On the follow-

ing day the camp was attacked by a force of

Spaniards, and from that time until the 14th

was constantly under fire. Assistant Surgeon

John Blair Gibbs and five enlisted men were

killed. Too much praise cannot be given

these officers and men for the gallantry and

discipline displayed under the trying conditions

which confronted them almost immediately

upon landing on Cuban soil. For three days

and nights they were compelled to remain

constantly under arms, repelling the Spanish

attacks, and this, too, in a semitropical country,

where the dense undergrowth afforded shelter

to the sharp-shooters of the enemy. This com-

OPERATIONS OF THE FLYING
SQUADRON

As Told by Commodore Schley

The squadrQU sailed from Key West on the

morning of the 19th of May for Cienfuegos,

Cuba, in obedience to orders from Rear-Ad-

miral Sampson. In company with the Brook-

lyn (flag-ship) were the Massachusetts, Texas,

and Scorpion. En route, passed the Marble-

head, Nashville, and Wasp, communicating

with the last-named vessel. Off Cape San An-

tonio communicated with the Cincinnati and

Vesuvius, scouting.
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The Iowa, Castine, and Dupont took coal

from the collier on that day, the loiva partic-

ularly needing coal, as she had sailed from

Key West to join the squadron before com-

pletely coaling, and consequently was consider-

ably short.

On the 24th the Marblehead, Vixen, and

Eagle joined the squadron, and the Marble-

head and Eagle were immediately sent to

communicate with the insurgents to the west-

ward of Cienfuegos, and to furnish them with

ammunition, clothing, and dynamite. Upon

Commander McCalla's return, in the course

of the afternoon, he reported to me that he

had obtained information that the Spanish
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squadron was not in Cienfuegos. Despatches
were at once sent by the Dupont to Admiral
Sampson and to Commodore Remey for the

Navy Department, indicating that the squad-
ron would move towards Santiago de Cuba.

Great difficulty was experienced in coaling

the Texas, on account of her projecting spon-
sons, in any seaway whatever, and only under
the most favorable conditions could she go
alongside a collier. In anything more un-

favorable than absolutely smooth water there

was great danger of injury either to the Texas
herself or to the collier. In this connection
the advantage of a tumblehome to the side

was very marked, insuring great freedom from
accidents due to projections on the ship's

side.

After dark on the evening of the 24th the
squadron stood to sea, to the eastward, with
the Brooklyn, Massachusetts, hnva, and the

Texas in column natural order; the Marble-
Jiead, Vixen, and Eagle on the outer flank, and

source of considerable anxiety, as, with the

weather conditions that had prevailed since

leaving Cienfuegos, it appeared absolutely

necessary to abandon the position off San-
tiago and seek a place where the vessels could
be coaled and the collier's machinery repaired.

Off Santiago the St. Paul, Yale, and Min-
neapolis were sighted and communicated with.

The Minneapolis reported that she only had
sufficient coal to reach Key West, and that

her machinery was in bad condition. The
coal supply of the two other scouts was also

much reduced. Arrangements were at once
made whereby the Yale was to tow the collier,

and, as the prospect did not seem favorable

for replenishing the meagre coal supply of the

other vessels, the squadron stood to the west-

ward, towing the collier. The operation of

taking the collier in tow proved to be quite

difficult, owing to the size and weight of the
two ships and the repeated parting of the tow-
lines. Finally, however, after twenty- four
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the collier inshore of the battle- ships. The
Castinc was left at Cienfuegos to notify the

Seorpion on her return, should she not be

sighted by us, to proceed to Key West in com-
pany.

The run to Santiago was marked by rain

and rough weather to such an extent that the

Eagle was unable to keep up a speed of 7.5 to

8.5 knots, and fell behind so much as seriously

to delay the squadron, which was forced to

slow to a speed of from 4 to 5 knots for her

to regain and hold her position. As this

rough head-sea continued, with no apparent

prospect of abating, and as the Eagle s coal

supply was becoming dangerously low, she

was sent to Port Antonio, Jamaica, for coal,

with directions to make the best of her way
back to Key West.

On arriving off Santiago de Cuba, the collier

Merrimac was disabled by the breaking of her

intermediate pressure-valve stem and the crack-

ing of the stuffing-box. This served as a

further embarrassment to the squadron and a

hours' unremitting exertions, the collier's chain

cable was gotten to the Yale and the squadron
proceeded. The St. Paul was ordered to re-

main off Santiago until her coal supply would
no longer permit of further delay.

After standing to the westward for about
three hours, or about twenty -five miles, the

conditions became less unfavorable and the

squadron stopped. The Texas and Marble-

head were sent alongside the collier, whose
injury had been temporarily repaired, and
coaled during the night.

Inasmuch as it was known that, in case the

Spanish squadron had reached Santiago, Ad-
miral Sampson was able to block any move-
ment of the enemy through the Bahama Chan-
nel, my intention in standing to the westward
was, should it become necessary, to bar any
effort of the enemy to reach Havana by a dash
through the Yucatan Passage.

On the 28th instant continued coaling the

Texas and Marblehead, and later the Vixen.

In the afternoon, having managed to get suffi-
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cient coal into these vessels to enable them to

remain with the squadron, shaped course for

Santiago, off which port we arrived about dusk.

Established an inner picket-line consisting of

the Vixen and Marblehead, the remainder of

the squadron lying to off the entrance of the

port, about four to five miles out.

The next morning, the 29th, steamed in to

examine the entrance to the harbor, and sighted

the Cristobal Colon, apparently moored, head
and stern, across the wx\stern channel around
Cay Smith ; also one of the vessels of the

Virjcaya or Infanta Maria Teresa class moored
in the eastern channel, and two small torpedo-

boats. Later in the day made out the military

tops of a third vessel farther up the harbor.

A close blockade of the harbor was main-
tained, and no vessels entered or left after our
arrival. On the morning of the 29th H.M.S.
Indefatigable came up to the line of blockade
and made signal " Request permission to com-
municate with the Commodore," which was, of

course, granted. A boarding officer came on
board the Hag -ship with a letter from the

commanding officer, Captain L. A. Primrose,

requesting permission for his vessel to pass

the line of blockade in order to communicate
with her Majesty's consul at this port. My
reply was that there could not be the slightest

objection to his doing so. Instead, however,
of availing himself of the permission, the Lide-

fatigable at once steamed off in the direction

from whence she came, signalling " No harm
done for courtesy." It may have been that

his learning that the Spanish fleet was in this

port was of more importance than her Ma-
jesty's consul, and he may have desired first

to communicate with his government from

Jamaica.

On the 30th the New Orleans arrived, con-

voying the collier Sterling.

On the 31st of May, as the Brooklyn, Texas,

and Marblehead were coaling, I shifted my
broad pennant to the Massaehusetts, and, to-

gether with the loiea and Xew Orleans, steamed
in from a position about five miles southwest

of the entrance. At 12.45 ni'ide signal, *' Clear

for action," and at 1.05 the signal for " General

quarters." The speed was set at ten knots,

with the three vessels in column at distance,

the Massaehusetts leading and the Iowa follow-

ing the Neio Orleans.

I stood in with port helm heading gradually

to about N.IL, then easing to E.N.K. The
distance having decreased to about 7000 yards,

I headed east, and at 2, the Colon having been
opened out in the entrance, we commenced
firing with our port batteries, using the guns
of greatest range on the Colon and the smaller

ones against the fortifications.

Our fire was at once returned by the ships

inside the harbor (firing at random over the

land) and by the forts to the eastward and
westward of the entrance and on Cay Smith;
also by the Colon. At 2.10 ceased firino-,

turned with port helm to W. by S., and
slowed. Headed offshore at 2.23 and stood

out of range. The shore batteries and the

Colon continued firing until about 3 P.M.

None of our vessels was struck, although

the shots fell over and around them. I learned

from insurgent sources that the Reina Mer-
cedes was struck by a shell and eight men were

killed
; also that a number of shots struck the

Morro.

The reconnaissance developed the fact that
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the Spanish vessels were in the harbor and

that the fortifications were well provided with

long-range guns of large caliber. They used

smokeless powder almost exclusively, with the

exception of the batteries to the westward of

the entrance.

CAF>LE- CUTTING BY THE
ST. LOUIS

As Told \\\ Captain Goodrich

Ox the night of May 16 I made an attempt

to cut the Santiago-Jamaica cables, going my-

self in the Woiiipatuck. Unluckily, we were

discovered by a patrol-boat, and, not knowing

what might be the resources of the defence in

guns and search-lights, I deemed it prudent to

withdraw.

1 took with me Lieutenant Catlin and eight

marines. Chief Officer Segrave, Third Officer

Smith, Second Engineer Preston, and several

men from the .S7. Louis ship's company, under

Mr. Segrave's orders, for the purpose of pick-

ing u]) the cable.

It is a pleasure, as well as a duty, to report

in commendatory terms the conduct of Lieu-

tenant Carl W. Jungen, commanding the Woiii-

patuck.

Mr. Segrave and his associates were volun-

teers, )x-t they did not hesitate to incur great

risks and to expose their lives to an attack

from an unseen foe in the dark.

On the 18th, at daylight, being then some

seven miles off Santiago light and the Morro

Castle, I steamed with the St. Louis on various

courses, gradually approaching the fortifica-

tions. The water is so deep close to, that

with the meagre and improvised appliances at

my command I was obliged to come within

1.3 miles of the Castle. I had no sooner

hooked the cable in over fivx^ hundred fathoms

of water than I was fired upon from the Morro,

and from a new work to the westward of the har-

bor, and, most formidable of all, from a mortar

battery on Casper Point. Of course, with the

very modest broadside of the St. Louis, aided

by the one 3-pounder of the IVouipatuck, which

joined me just as the firing began, it was im-

possible to do much execution on the fortifica-

tions. Nevertheless, we silenced the one gun

on the Morro which was placing its shot dan-

gerously close, both over and short of us; the

crew, as could be plainly seen, running away

from their piece. Similarly our fire silenced

the western battery. From the mortar battery

above mentioned the projectiles came with

singularly good aim, both as to direction and

distance, falling close aboard, some not one

hundred feet away, and rendering our position

extremely uncomfortable. The damage of

which one of their shells was capable might

have been serious, even to wrecking or com-

pletely crippling this fine and costly vessel.

Our position was now extremely uncomfort-

able, but we held firmly on to the cable, firing

all the time, and steamed slowly out of range,

where we could pick up the cable at leisure.

We cut out quite a length. It may be said

with absolute exactness that \vq not only suc-

ceeded in our undertaking, but had to fight

for our success in a ship entirely unsuited to

fighting.

The action, wdiich took place at 2500 to

3000 yards, lasted forty-one minutes. There

were no injuries to either ship and no casual-

ties among the officers or men.

Lieutenant Carl W. Jungen, in his little ves-

sel, the Wouipat uc/v\i\l\l\q(\ a most praiseworthy

display of coolness and pluck in battle to his

uniformly zealous and intelligent co-operation

with me previously.

My thanks are due to Ensign U. S. Payne

and to Lieutenant A. \V. Catlin for their

faithful labors in preparing a set of raw re-

cruits for battle and for coolness and courage

under fire.

The officers were not appointed in the navy

nor were the men enlisted, yet greater bravery

in action or more devotion to their fiag than

theirs could not have been shown. With shells

whistling over their heads, the gang of men
wdio, under Chief Officer Segrave, were em-

ployed on the forecastle in the dangerous task

of heaving up the telegraph cable, never

flinched, but stuck to their posts to the end.

I regret my failure to cut the French cable

at Guantanamo on the morning of the 19th.

The port was guarded by a Spanish gunboat,

carrying heavier guns than the 6-pounders of

the St. Louis ; she was commanded by an offi-

cer who did not hesitate to attack us. Doubt-

less he had been informed from Santiago de

Cuba of the light nature of our batteries, and

had been warned to be on the lookout for us.

In addition, there was a small gun on shore.

I sent the Wonipatuck into the mouth of the

harbor to drag for the wire, while I lay just

outside. She caught the cable shortly before

the action. It was only after a hot engage-

ment of forty minutes, in which both ships

took part, that the necessity of abandoning

my enterprise in that locality was forced upon

me. To have remained longer might have

cost the loss of the ship, for she was very

vulnerable.

Again it is my agreeable duty to »peak

highly of Lieutenant Jungen in battle. He
obeyed my signal to withdraw with great

reluctance after a very pretty fight. Also

Chief Officer T. J. Segrave deserves recogni-

tion for faithful work under the enemy's fire.

On the morning of May 20, and outside the

marine league off Mole St. Nicholas, I broke

the P^rench cable to Cuba ; and on the morn-

ing of the 22d, at daylight, I commenced grap-

pling for the cable to the westward of Ponce,

Puerto Rico. The bottom along the south

shore of that island is very irregular and rocky,

requiring special apparatus, which I did not

possess. After opening out my last two grap-

nels I abandoned the attempt for the present,

in the expectation of obtaining more definite

information as to favorable points at which to

attack this cable, and of providing myself with

WATER-BATTERY AT ENTRANCE TO HARBOR OF SANTIAGO DE CUBA
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suitable appliances. The evidence of un-

charted dangers to navigation were but too

manifest, and I felt that it would be unwise

to risk the ship in such places.

I hoped that on my return I might be given

the Mangrove, with her grappling outfit, and a

cruiser to drive off the smaller vessels of the

enemy, which, armed with better guns than

mine, were able to interrupt the work. Cable

grappling is a very slow and tedious opera-

tion, often necessitating repeated drives over

the same ground. The good -fortune w^liich

attended our efforts was, I was told, quite ex-

ceptional in cable practice, and was due, in my
opinion, to the unusual skill of Chief Officer

Segrave.

THE SINKING OF THE
MERRIMA

C

Admiral SaxMlson's Account

I DECIDED to make tlie harbor entrance

secure against the possibility of egress of the

Spanish ships by obstructing the narrow part of

the entrance by sinking a colh'er at that point.

Upon calling upon Mr. Hobson for his pro-

fessional opinion as to a sure method of sinking

the ship, he manifested a most lively interest

in the problem. After several days' considera-

tion he presented a solution which he consid-

ered would insure the immediate sinking of

the ship when she had reached the desired

point in the channel. This plan we prepared

before we readied Santiago. The plan in-

cluded ten electric torpedoes on the outside

of the ship, each of 78 pounds of gunpowder,

sinking the ship partially before going in,

cutting the sea-valves, and opening the cargo

ports. The plan contemplated a crew of only

seven men and Mr. Ilobson, who begged that it

might be intrusted to him. The anchor-chains

were ranged on deck for both the anchors, for-

ward and aft, the plan including the anchoring

of the ship almost automatically.

As soon as I reached Santiago and had the

collier to work upon, the details w^ere com-

menced and diligently prosecuted, hoping to

complete them in one day, as the moon and

tide served best the first night after our arrival.

Notwithstanding every effort, the hour of four

o'clock in the morning arrived and the prepa-

rations were scarcely completed. After a care-

ful inspection of the final preparations I was

forced to relinquish the plan for that morning,

as dawn was breaking. Mr. Hobson begged

to try it at all hazards.

The morning of June 3 proved more pro-

pitious, as a prompt start could be made.

Nothing could have been more gallantly exe-

cuted. We waited impatiently after the firing

by the Spaniards had ceased. When they did

not reappear from the harbor at six o'clock I

feared they had all perished. A steam-launch,

which had been sent in charge of Naval Cadet

Powell to rescue the men, appeared at this

time, coming out under a persistent fire from

the batteries, but brought none of the crew.
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A careful inspection of the harbor from the

Nciv York showed that the JMcrriuiac had been

sunk in the channel somewhat farther in than

had been intended.

In the afternoon the chief of staff of Ad-

miral Cervera came out under a flag of truce

with a letter from the Admiral extolling the

bravery of the crew in an unusual maimer.

I could not myself too earnestly express my
appreciation of the conduct of Mr. Hobson and

his gallant crew. I venture to say that a more

brave and daring thing has not been done since

Cushing blew up the xYlbcniarlc.

Commander J. M. Miller relinquished his

command of the Merrimac with the very

greatest reluctance, believing he should retain

his command under all circumstances. He
was, however, finally convinced that the at-

temjjt of another person to carry out the mul-

titude of details which had been in preparation

by Mr. Hobson might endanger its proper ex-

ecution. I therefore took the liberty to relieve

him for this reason only. There were hundreds

of volunteers in the squadron who were anxious

to participate. There were 1 50 from the Iowa,

nearly as many from the NiivYork, and large

numbers from all the other ships, officers and

men alike.

As Told \\\ Senator Lodce
[In Haki'ek's Ma(;azi\e]

The first movement of Admiral Sampson

was to obstruct the narrow channel. He did
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not hope to block it permanently, for he knew

that any obstruction could sooner or later be

removed by dynamite. But he believed, and

with reason, that he could obstruct it tem-

poraril}^, and his object was to gain time for

the arrival of the troops, whose coming was

already announced, and whose presence would

be absoluteh' necessary to enable him to get

at the Spaniards, either b}' forcing Cervera to

leave the harbor or b\' obtaining control of and

clearing the mine-fields so that he could him-

self enter and attack. To attain this object he

decided to sink a collier in the cliannel, and

o-ave orders to that effect to Captain Folger

when he sent him off on May 27 to Santiago.

On the 29th he opened the subject to Lieu-

tenant Richmond lV\irson ITobson, a young

naval constructor of marked ability and energy,

and by the time the fleet reached Santiago, on

June I, Ilobson had prepared his plans, which

were so thorough and excellent that the Ad-

miral decided to place the perilous and impor-

tant work wholly in the hands of the young

officer. Thus far nothing had been done tow-

ards closely locking Cervera up in his retreat,

but as soon as Admiral Sampson arrived the

McrriiJiac was selected to be sunk in the

channel, and the work of stripping her and

making ready the anchors which were to hold

her, and the torpedoes which were to shatter

her bottom, went forward with hot haste un-

der the direction of Lieutenant Ilobson. The

call for volunteers was made by signal, and

hundreds of the sailors came forward. Men
begged to be taken, implored Ilobson to

choose them, and turned away utterly miser-

able because they could not go on a desperate

undertaking, which every one believed meant

certain death. Mere was a very fine and noble

spirit, telling what the American navy was,

and why it was soon to be victorious—some-

thing here quite worthy of the consideration

of Spain, which had so insisted upon senseless

war.

Mobson finally selected from the crowd of

applicants, Phillips, Kelly, Mullen, and Deig-

nan, of the Mcrriiiiac, because they were famil-

iar with the ship; then he took Charette, a

gunner's mate, and Montague, chief master-at-

arms, from the Xczu Yo?'k,i\x\d thus completed

his little crew. Commander MiUer, of the

Mcrriniac, was bitterly disappointed when the

Admiral told him he could not go, but that

did not prevent him from giving every advice

and help to the men who were going on his

ship. The preparations, although pushed with

such intense energy, were so many, that it was

difficult to get them finished, and the night

was far gone when all was done. At last the

ship started, and then there was more delay in

trying to tow the launch, which was to run in

as near as possible, and wait to rescue any sur-

vivors after the ship had sunk. When they

finally set forth there was aheady a streak of

light in the east, and as the Mcrriniac was

steaming to the harbor entrance, the torpedo-

boat Fremont dashed up with an order of re-

call from the Admiral. Back went the Mcrri-

mac, and a day of waiting and suspense

followed, not easy to bear when men's nerves

are strung to such work as lay before I lobson

and his crew. Mullen, utterly exhausted by

his labors in preparing the ship, gave out, and
his place was taken by Murphy, a cockswain

on the loiva. Robert Crank, the assistant en-

gineer of the ship, with bitter disappointment,

was ordered away at the last moment and not

allowed to go. Finally the long day passed,

night came, and at half past three in the morn-

ing the JMcrrimac started again, this time with

an additional man, Clausen, who was cockswain

of the barge, and had come on board with En-

sign Powell. He asked permission to go, and

was accepted by Hobson, thus getting his

chance at the great prize of death in bat-

tle. This time there was no recall ; on she

went, every man at his post, the young lieu-

tenant standing upright and alone on the

bridge, Deignan at the wheel, steering coolly

and taking every order with absolute correct-

ness, and not a sailor moving except at the

word of command. Nearer and nearer the

doomed ship went, with gradually slackening

speed. Then the Spaniards saw her, and there

came a storm of shot and shell, fierce, resist-

less, like a torrent. Still on the ship steered,

still slackening in speed—goes too far, as the

event proved, her steering-gear having been

shot away, and the lashings of Montague's

anchor, which dropped too soon—and then,

torn by her own torpedoes and by those of the

enemy, sinks far up in the channel. The

parting of the anchors, the loss of the steering-

gear, and consequent running in too far, the

sweep of the current, combine, and she goes

to the bottom, lying lengthwise, and not

across. The crew, every task performed, lie

at the appointed place upon the deck in the
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ASSISTANT NAVAL-CONSTRUCTOR RICHMOND
PEARSON IIOBSON

The Merrimac s masts were plain-

ly visible, and I could see the heads

of my seven men as they followed

my example and made for the float

also. We had expected, of course,

that the Spaniards would investi-

gate the wreck, but we had no idea

that they would be at it as quickly

as they were. Before we could get

to the float, several row-boats and

launches came around the bluff from

inside the harbor. They had officers

on board and armed marines as well,

and they searched that passage, row^-

ing backward and forward, until the

next morning. It was only by good-

luck that we got to the float at all,

for they were upon us so quickly

that we had barely concealed our-

selves when a boat with quite a

large party on board was right be-

side us.

Unfortunately, we thought then,

but it turned out afterwards that

storm of projectiles, the torpedoes exploding nothing more fortunate than that could have

beneath, and go down with the reeling ship happened to us, the rope with which we had

into the whirl of dark waters. They have secured the float to the ship was too short to

done their duty. The Merrimac, as she lies allow it to swing free, and when we reached it

now, makes the entrance perhaps a little more we found that one of the pontoons was entirely

difficult, but does not block it. So far the out of the water and the other one was sub-

attempt fails, but the brave deed does not merged. Had the raft lain flat on the water we
fail, for such gallantry is never a failure. It could not have got under it, and would have

rouses and uplifts the American people, for

these men are theirs ; it appeals to the lovers

of daring the world over ; it is a shining and

splendid feat of arms ; it tells to all what the

American navy is ; it ranks Hobson with

Gushing when he pushed his torpedo against

the Albemarle, with Decatur when he fired

the Philadelphia. And the men who did the

deed cling, chilled and spent in the water, to

the raft which is fast to the sunken ship, and

in the darkness are not hit or found, but in

the morning are taken off by Admiral Cervera,

who greets them as " valiente." On the

American side, brave young Powell, creeping

about with his launch, in the midst of a heavy

fire from the batteries, on the chance of rescu-

ing Hobson and his men, comes out at last, had to climb upon it, to be an excellent target

much fired at, but with no one of the Merri- for the first party of marines that arrived. As
mac crew on board; and when he closes his it was, we could get under the raft, and, by put-

report, saying simply, "and no one came ting our hands through the crevices between

back, sir," the fleet fear the worst, and believe the slats which formed its deck, we could hold

that the gallant deed has been paid for with our heads out of water and still be unseen,

eight lives. But later in the day comes out a That is what we did, and all night long we
Spanish boat, with a flag from Admiral Cervera, stayed there with our noses and mouths barely

to announce that Hobson and his sailors are out of the water.

prisoners, alive and well, and little hurt. It is None of us expected to get out of the

sad that for the sake of Spain they could not affair alive, but luckily the Spaniards did not

have remained with Admiral Cervera—a brave think of the apparently damaged, half-sunken

man facing inevitable ruin with courage—but raft floating about beside the wreck. They
they were turned over to the military authori- came to within a cable's length of us at inter-

ties on land, who placed them and kept them vals of only a few minutes all night. We
for some days in the Morro Castle, in range could hear their words distinctly, and even in

of the American bombardment. the darkness could distinguish an occasional

glint of light on the rifle-barrels of the marines

^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^ j^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ officers' uniforms. We
were afraid to speak above a whisper, and for

a good while, in fact whenever thev were near

CADET JOSEPH WRIGHT POWEEL

which were running before a pretty stiff breeze

when we went in, blew over, and then by the

starlight we could see the boats when they

came out of the shadows of the cliffs on either

side, and even when we could not see them we
knew that they were still near, because we
could hear very plainly the splash of the oars

and the grinding of the oarlocks.

Our teeth began to chatter before very

long, and I was in constant fear that the Span-

iards would hear us when they came close. It

was so still that the chattering sound seemed
to us as loud as a hammer, but the .Spaniards'

ears were not sharp enough to hear it. W^e

could hear sounds from the shore almost as dis-

tinctly as if we had been there, we were so close

to the surface of the water, which is an excel-

lent conductor, and the voices of the men in

the boats sounded as clear as a bell. My men
tried to keep their teeth still, but it was hard

work, and not attended with any great success

at the best.

We all knew that we would be shot if dis-

covered by an ordinary seaman or a marine,

and I ordered my men not to stir, as the boats

having officers on board kept well in the dis-

tance. One of my men disobeyed orders and

started to swim ashore, and I had to call him
back. He obeyed at once, but my voice

seemed to create some commotion among
the boats, and several of them appeared close

beside us before the disturbance in the water

made by the man swimming had disappeared.

We thought it was all up with us then, but the

boats went away into the shadows again.

There was much speculation among the

Spaniards as to what the ship was and what

we intended to do next. I could understand

many of the words, and gathered from what I

heard that the officers had taken in the situ-

ation at once, but were astounded at the au-

dacity of the thing. The boats, I also learned,

were from the fleet, and I felt better, because

I had more faith in a Spanish sailor than I had

in a Spanish soldier.

When daylight came a steam-launch full of

officers and marines came out from behind the

cliff that hid the fleet and harbor and advanced

towards us. All the men on board were look-

ing curiously in our direction. They did not

see us. Knowing that some one of rank must
be on board, I waited until the launch was

quite close and hailed her.

My voice produced the utmost consterna-

tion on board. Every one sprang up, the

marines crowded to the bow, and the launch's

Lieutenant Hobson's Story

I swam away from the ship as soon as I us, we breathed as easily as we could. I ordered

struck the water, but I could feel the eddies my men not to speak unless to address me, and
drawing me backward in spite of all I could do. with one exception they obeyed.

That did not last very long, however, and, as After we had been there an hour or two the

soon as I felt the tugging cease, I turned and water, which we found rather warm at first,

struck out for the float, which I could see dimly, began to get cold, and my fingers ached where
bobbing up and down over the sunken hull. the wood was pressing into them. The clouds,
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ens:i'"ies ^^'cre reversed. She not only stopped, but she backed off taking the depositions of the lieutenant and seven men who had

until nearly a quarter of a mile away, where she stayed. The marines been taken prisoners.

stood ready to fire at the word of command when we clambered out The former, Mr. Hobson, twenty-seven years old, born in the State

from under the float. There were ten of the marines, and they would of Alabama, was a lieutenant in the corps of naval constructors, who,

have fired in a minute had they not been restrained. in the United States, study in the naval college, and those first pro-

I swam towards the launch and then she started towards mc. I moted are assigned to that corps. I state this so that it may not

called out in Spanish :
" Is there an officer on board ?" An officer an- seem strange that he commanded the Mcrrimac ; for, as they were

swered in the affirmative, and then I shouted in Spanish again: "I officers of the navy, they could build and command ships,

have seven men to surrender." I continued swimming, and was seized Upon learning the object of the visit, the prisoner, from whose

and pulled out of the water. room a great extent of the sea and part of the blockading fleet

As I looked up when they were dragging mc into the launch, I could be seen, asked why the British Consul, who was in charge of

saw that it was Admiral Cervera himself who had hold of me.

He looked at me rather dubiously at first, because I had been

down in the engine-room of the Mcrrimac, where I got cov-

ered with oil, and that, with the soot and coal-dust, made my
appearance most disreputable. I had put on my officer's belt

before sinking the Mcrrimac, as a means of identification, no

matter what happened to me, and when I pointed to it in

the launch the Admiral understood and seemed satisfied. The

first words he said to me when he learned who I was were,

" Bienvenido se usted," which means '"You are welcome."

My treatment by the naval officers, and that of my men also,

was courteous all the time that I was a prisoner.

D.Tomas Bay

A Spanish Account

At 3.30 on the morning of June 3 gunshots were heard

towards the mouth of the harbor, and the firing became very

lively. At 4 o'clock it was learned at the Comandancia dc

Marina that a merchant vessel had come very close to the

mouth of the channel, that the

batteries had fired at her and she

had not answered, and at that

moment she w^as inside ;
shortly

after, she passed by the bow of

the Rci/ia Mercedes, which was

moored between the Zocapa and

Cay Smith, wath her bow towards

the channel which she was de-

fending with her two i6-cm.Hon-

toria guns and Whitehead torpe-

does. By 4.20 the firing, which

had been very violent, ceased.

At 4.30 it was learned that the

hostile ship had gone down in

the mouth of the channel, close

to Punta Soldado, but without

obstructing it. At 5.30, it now

being daylight, very slow firing

was again heard, which ceased at

6. At 5.30 the Commandant of

Marine went to the mouth of

the harbor in the steam-launch.

When he returned, we learned

that one of the merchant vessels

forming part of the American

fleet, called the Mcrrimac, with

two masts and one smoke-stack,

larger than the Mcjico, had forced

the entrance at 5.30; that she

had been sunk in the channel

close to Punta Soldado by the

guns of the Mercedes and the

Caba7iitas Bay
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the United States Consulate, was not

present when his deposition was to

be taken ; and he wanted to know

whether I belonged to the army or

the navy, what might be the conse-

quences of his statements, and by

whose authority he was being ex-

amined ; and he stated that, since he

had been taken prisoner by Admiral

Cervera himself in his own boat (as

was true), it was his understanding

that he could and should answer

only Admiral Cervera, or some one

delegated by him. And although all

this was said in the very best form

and with a thousand protestations

of his respect and deference for me,

it did not prevent our positions

from being reversed, and, far from

my asking the prisoner any ques-

tions, it was he, on the contrary,

who asked them of me. I told him

so, asking him through the inter-

preter to state categorically whether

he was disposed to answer. He re-

rapid-fire guns of the battery below the Zocapa, and was lying in the plied he was ready to answer the questions which he thought

direction of the Socapa, without obstructing the entrance or prevent- he ought to answer, but not those which he deemed untimely,

ing our ships from going out, and that one lieutenant and seven Therefore, and in order not to lose time, I at once asked hmi one

sailors, forming her crew,^iad been captured and were on board the question which I knew beforehand he would refuse to answer-

Merccdes. During the day the officer and seven men of the Mcrri- namely, by whose order and for what purpose he entered the har-

mac were transferred to the Morro. bor. He replied : " By order of Admiral Sampson
;
the second part

On the 4th of June, at 10.30 A.M., the present writer, Lieutenant I cannot answer." I then deemed my mission at an end and had

Jose Miiller y Teijeiro, second in command of the naval forces of the fact set down.

the province of Santiago de Cuba, as judge, accompanied by the A few days later this officer was transferred to quarters on the

aid of the Captain of the Port, Senor Leguina, as secretary, and the Reina Mercedes that had been prepared for him, and the seven men

government interpreter, Senor Isidoro Agostini, went to the Morro to other quarters on the vessel, where they remained until they

in the steam-launch of the Captain of the Port, for the purpose of were released.
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LOCATING CERVERA'S VESSELS
Lieutenant Blue's Experience

On the nth of June I left the Suwanee off

Aserraderos Point and proceeded to the camp
of the insurgent forces, about one mile inland,

finding General Rabi in command. On explain-

ing to him that I was under orders from Lieu-

tenant-Commander Delehanty to proceed to

a good point of observation near the Bay of

Santiago de Cuba for the purpose of observing

unmistakably the enemy's fleet, he gladly fur-

nished me with a trustworthy guide and a good

mule. In company with the guide, Major

Francisco IL Masaba y Reyes, I left the camp
about 10.30 A.M. of the nth, and, taking gen-

erally a northerly course, arrived late in the

afternoon at a Cuban outpost, about fifteen or

twenty miles to the northward and westward

of Santiago. The commander of this outpost

furnished me with three additional guides to

take me through the Spanish lines. After

going through the Spanish lines and travelling

an hour after nightfall, the guides concluded

that it was dangerous to proceed any farther

until next morning, whereupon we camped at

the house of a Cuban sympathizer. The next

morning we proceeded about twelve miles

farther to a point on a hill-top a little to the

westward of the north end of the bay and

about three miles distant from it. From this

point I had an almost unobstructed view of

the entire bay except the part south of Smith

Cay. In the bay I counted five large vessels

LIEUT -COL. ROBERT W. II UN'l"L\(n ON

Commanding Eirst Rattalion of Marines

that were unmistakably men-of-war. Three of

these answered the descriptions of vessels of

Admiral Cervcra's squadron. One could not

be seen sufficiently well to describe definitely

anything more about her than that she was a

large vessel and had one smoke -pipe. The
fifth was a large white vessel anchored near

the city, and was said by the Cubans to be old

and useless. Another large vessel was anchored

near the city, but whether a man-of-war or

merchant vessel I was unable to make out on

account of the poor background.

Anchored near the city were also three

smaller men-of-war, one of about 1500 tons

displacement, one of about 800, and the last

was what I made out to be a small gun-

boat.

Near the entrance to the bay was a vessel

under way, which, judging from her relative

dimensions, I took to be a destroyer. Two
other vessels resembled torpedo-boats, but I

was unable to state positively their char-

acter.

Two launches and a larger vessel were in

the channel near the position of the Alcr-

riuiac.

I remained at the place of observation about

an hour and a half, and then started back on

the return trip. I was fully satisfied from my
own knowledge that the vessels I saw were

those of Ccrvera's squadron.

The point of observation was in plain view

of a Spanish garrison about 1000 to 1200 yards

away. On our return, Cuban sympathizers

informed us that the road we passed over the

day before was occupied by the Spanish troops.

This necessitated our taking another route.

Different people along the road would inform

us how to proceed to keep clear of the Span-

iards.

On the nth considerable firing could be

heard at various places along the route, and

the smoke at Spanish camps could occasion-

ally be seen a mile or two away.

I arrived at the headquarters of General

Rabi on the night of the 12th, and joined the

ship off Aserraderos Point the next morning.
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Second Tour of Lieutenant Blue

In obedience to orders to proceed inland

to a good point of observation for the pur-

pose of locating the positions of the enemy's

ships in the harbor of Santiago de Cuba, I

landed on shore about 6 P.M. of the 25th of

June. I happened to meet General Garcia's

chief of staff, who was about to embark on

one of the transports that were taking troops

to Altares. On explaining to him my mission,

he gave orders to have me taken to the Cuban

front, where I would be furnished with a neces-

sary guard for going through the Spanish lines.

I reached Colonel Cebreco's camp at midnight,

and learned that his troops had been engaged

in fighting the Spaniards all that day. This

camp was about one mile inland from Point

Cocal and about twenty-four miles from Aser-

raderos Point, where I landed.

After reading the letter sent by Garcia's

chief of staff, for him to furnish me with a

suitable guard, the colonel appeared very

much displeased, as he was reluctant to send

his men through the lines. However, he gave

the necessary orders, and early the next morn-

ing I set out from his camp with six soldiers.

Going to the northward and eastward for

several miles, I reached the outer picket- line

of the Cuban forces. This line was posted

on a hill and fronting a Spanish intrenchment

600 to 700 yards away. At this place it w^as

necessary to leave the mules and to proceed

the rest of the way on foot. In order to reach

a good point for observation of the harbor, it

was necessary to go on the eastern end of the

same hill on which the enemy was intrenched,

and in so doing pass near another intrench-

ment to the northward. In order to avoid

the enemy's pickets we had to proceed very

cautiously, at one time creeping through long

grass and at another climbing the steep side

of a mountain. In going up this mountain it

was necessary to cross the main road from the

Spanish camps to the city several times. In

doing so, scouts and Hankers were thrown out

to watch the turns in the road and signal the

rest of the party if the way was clear. By

proceeding step by step in this manner we

assistant-surgeon JOHN BLAIR GIBBS

Killed in the Spanish attack on Camp McCalla, Guantauamo Bay
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managed to reach the point of observation,

two miles inside the lines, after four hours'

time. After passing through a field where

sugar-cane and sweet -potatoes were growing

in abundance, I came to the conclusion that

the Spanish soldiers in that section could not

be in want of food. In fact, we subsisted

that day on sugar-cane and mangoes, which I

thought were very palatable indeed.

yVlthough at times it was necessary to pass

through open places, yet for the greater part

of the time we were screened by the thick

foliage of the undergrowth on the mountain.

P^rom the trunk of a tree that projected

beyond the dense growth on the mountain-

side I obtained an almost perfect view of the

entire harbor. The channels on the east and

west of Smith Cay were the only parts shut

out from view.

Eight men-of-war were observed, four of

them being the armored cruisers of Cervera's

squadron. None of these vessels, as far as I

could discover, had steam up. Two small

vessels were also sejn south of Smith Cay: one,

wdiich I thought to be a destroyer, steamed

to the south side of Smith Cay; the other,

which I could not clearly make out, was lying

close to the land east of the channel.

After staying about an hour at the place of

observation I set out on the return trip, and

reached the Cuban picket- line shortly after

dark without incident during the day.

As far as I could learn from the Cubans,

several thousand Spanish troops had been

concentrated in that section to repel the
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advance of any Americans that might be land-

ed west of Santiago. They were intrenched

on hills in strong positions that commanded
the roads leading to Santiago. There were at

least four of these intrenchments.

OPERATIONS AT GUANTANAMO
By Carlton T. Chapman

The coast of Cuba along the south side of

the province of Santiago is one succession of

desolate hills, rising smoothly from the sea in

most places, but dropping off now and then in

steep cliffs of limestone or granite rock. In

the face of these sea-walls are many caves,

hollowed out by the action of the waves, and

around them and into them the waters boil

and fret, set on by the ground-swell and urged

by the almost constant wind. Beyond this

land troops to march on Santiago. A refuge

for the fleet and a coaling-station being neces-

sary on this coast, Guantanamo was selected

as an available spot, and accordingly, on Tues-

day, June 7, the Marblehcad, accompanied by

the St. Louis and Yankee, steamed up there

from the fleet, the MarbleJiead and Yankee

going in and throwing a few shots into the

block-house on the hill and the houses along

the beach on the inside of Windward Point,

and looking about to note the possibilities of

the place.

A cable line ran from Santiago to Kingston,

another to Guantanamo, and from there to

Mole St. Nicholas, Haiti. There was a per-

fect net-work of wires running out of Santiago,

and on Monday, the 6th, after the bombard-

ment in the morning, the .S7. Louis and cable

steamer Adria got to work and cut the last

one, as they supposed. Off Guantanamo the

.SV. Louis immediatel}^ began grappling for the

bling water that we had known outside. The
bay was once called Cumberland Harbor, and

now, I thought, would be a good time to re-

name it.

On board the MarbleJiead \.\\q lookouts never

ceased to watch the fort and the gunboat,

whose mast and funnel we could see over the

low point which hid the deeper bay beyond.

The loaded guns gave out on all sides their

warning, and, though a thousand eyes watched

the scene from the thicket-hidden shores, no

sound of gun disturbed the peace of the day.

Friday morning tlie transport Pa]ither, in

company with the Yosemife, arrived with the

United States marine battalion, six hundred

and fifty men, under command of Lieutenant-

Colonel Huntington. They anchored close in

off the beach, and, after shelling the place and

setting fire to the shanties and remains of the

block-house on the low hill, the marines went

ashore. The cable station, a one -story cor-

THE AUXILL\RV CRUISER yANKEK

first range of rocky hills, covered with low and

scraggly gray-green vegetation, is a series of

steep and forbidding ranges, backed by moun-

tains that loom blue and distant or hane near

by over the lower hills. Precipitous and gashed

with deep ravines, they offer no sign of human
life or comfort, and on many of their ridged

sides the foot of man rarely if ever treads.

This is the kind of coast that extends west-

ward from Cape Maisi two hundred miles, and,

with the exception of tiny coves where small

boats may land, there are no harbors that offer

protection to vessels of any size, save two

only—one where the hills sweep northward

around the pliteau in which is set the snug,

landlocked harbor of Santiago de Cuba, and

the other the beautiful Bahia de Guantanamo,
thirty-nine miles to the eastward. Eight miles

east of Santiago there are a small town and

cove in which an American company has built

a large iron pier to which vessels come to load

with iron ore, and where it was purposed to

cable to Mole St. Nicholas, and found and cut

it in short order, the MarbleJiead and Yankee

remaining inside in plain sight of the fort at

Caimanera ; at dusk the fort fired some shots,

and a Spanish gunboat mounting seven 4.7-inch

guns came out and gave them battle for a few

minutes, and then hastily retired. There were

mines in the channel farther on, which alone

prevented the two ships from going up and

settling matters at once. A collier was sent

up from the fleet on Wednesday, with the

Dolphin and J Yaw/, and when we steamed into

the beautiful bay on Thursday we found the

MarbleJiead on guard, and the little cruiser

Vixen coaling from the Sterling. Over the

point of land the Spanish flag waved above the

fort, but the stars and stripes flew in the harbor

and had come to stay. The calm water and

white beach, shining in the sun, with the rich

foliage along the wooded shores and high, blue

hills beyond, made the place extremely peaceful

and attractive after the rugged hills and tum-
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rugatcd-iron affair, w^as shot full of holes, but

left standing. The fishermen's houses were

burned down, for fear of contagion. Taking

possession of the hill -top, they immediately

began clearing away the wreckage, throwing

up intrenchments, and setting up tents and

camp equipage at the foot of the hill, among
the palms and bushes. On the highest point

a tall staff was raised, and for the first time the

American flag floated in possession of the soil

of Cuba.

Sad, dirty soil it was to the tired men who
toiled all day in the heat and lay on their arms

at night, eaten by mosquitoes, and in expecta-

tion of attack at any moment. From the very

first the marine battalion had behaved splen-

didly. The transport Panther had been fitted

out with remarkable expedition— her stores

" broken out," as sailors say, from the navy

storehouse at the New York Navy-yard and

put aboard in twenty -four hours. Jammed
into narrow quarters on the PantJier, the men
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had to suffer great inconvenience, and when

finally landed and camped on the sand -spit

called Camp Sampson at Key West they were

not much better off, and suffered from heat,

Hies, and mosquitoes as much as they would

have suffered in Cuba; but their fine appear-

ance and the good behavior of the men, as

well as their quick and efficient readiness for

instant work, spoke volumes for the officers

and men of the marine corps.

Friday night and Saturday passed in con-

stant work, getting camp and intrenchments

ready, and the men were worn out with loss of

sleep and severe labor when darkness came

down on Saturday.

Late in the afternoon two pickets, wlio were

posted some two miles away from the camp,

were eating a bite of supper and taking a rest

under some trees, hilled into carelessness by

the quiet that had so far reigned. These

two men, privates Dunphy and McColgan,

were shot and instantly killed by a Spanisli

lieutenant and his men, who had crept un-

observed through the woods and fired at close

range.

At 7 o'clock the Spaniards began firing from

all sides and at close quarters. From the hills

and black shadow of the trees came the sharp

crack of the rifles, the bullets thudding on the

ground, whirring through the air, chipping off

branches and leaves of trees, and falling in a

hail in the w^ater. There were several boats

near the shore, and three war- ships lying

quietly at anchor in the still bay. The ]\Iar-

blcJicad fired several shots, but, as its fire would

have been as dangerous to friend as to foe, it

could do little.

The marines had quickly formed, and from

their position on the low hill came a steady

return fire, checking the attack, and driving it

back after a time. All night the shots were

popping, now^ rising in furious volle}'s and

again sinking away to scattered reports. One
of the first to fall was Assistant-Surgeon Gibbs,

who was shot in his tent door, having just re-

marked, when the firing began, that he did

" not want to be killed in such a place."

On Sunday morning the Texas came in, and

sent ashore two Colt automatic guns, which

were dragged up and set in position at the top

of the hill.

In the Saturday-night attack Sergeant Smith
was killed, and early in the morning Lieuten-

ant Neville with a platoon of men went out

to find his body and bring it in. They were

attacked by a strong force, and had to fall

back. The bodies of McColgan and Dunphy
were recovered, and, with that of Dr. Gibbs,

were buried at ten o'clock on the southern

slope of the hill, the enemy firing so heavily

that the funeral -party had to take to their

guns, and the salutes that were fired over the

graves were solid shot that whistled in among
the Spaniards.

Sunday night the firing began again in

heavy volleys, and the w^ar-ships took a hand,

word being passed by megaphone where to

fire, when the MarblclLcad sent shell after

shell among the enemy ; one, by request, as

close as one hundred feet east of the little

hill which the marines were holding. The
Spaniards were very much afraid of the ships,

as they had learned by experience how much
execution they could do.

Monday remained fairly quiet, occasional

shots being exchanged, and the men lying by

their guns in readiness for an alarm. Serjeant

Smith was buried to-da}%with Sergeant-Major

Good, a splendid soldier, who had spent many
years in the service, and who was devoted to

his duty.

Tuesday morning, about seven o'clock, while

half the marines were at breakfast in the camp
at the foot of the hill, the Spanish began firing

from the woods to the eastward. The men
at breakfast, having stacked their guns at the

top of the hill, broke out fresh boxes and ral-

lied, driving back the attacking party. The
Marblclicad's launch, coming inshore at this

time, opened fire on the Spaniards, chasing

them along the beach with her rapid-fire

I -pounder.

It was then determined to clean the enemy
out of the woods, and an attacking force under

Captain Elliott was sent out—Spiccr's and

Elliott's companies, C and D, with Company
A, divided into platoons under Lieutenants

Ingate and Magill. Divided among the com-

mands were about fortv Cubans.
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Ingate's column was misled by his guide,

who was then disarmed and brought back

under arrest. The platoon of C()mj)any A,

under Lieutenant Magill, went around to the

eastward and drove the enemy back towards

tlieir camp and block-house near the shore on

the south side of the i)oint, where were Elliott's

and Spicer's commands, having followed the

shore to westward, driving the Spaniards before

them ; and between the two fires they were

completely whipped and driven off, their block-

house and water-supply destroyed, and helio-

graph-signal outfit captured. The enemy's

loss in killed and wounded exceeded the en-

tire number of the attacking party. Several

of the Cubans were killed or wounded, and

many of the marines were so utterly ex-

hausted that but for the timely aid of the

Dolphin, which had steamed around the coast

and sent in her boats to bring off the wound-

ed, many would have dropped from sheer ex-

haustion.

The still water and air of quiet that prevailed
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on Wednesday, the 15th, were in great con-

trast with the turmoil and battle of Tuesday
—the voices of men, the whir of a steam-launch,

or plash of oars came in subdued notes across

the broad surface of the beautiful bay.

The Aharcnda, big and black, loaded with

coal, and armed with 6 -pounder guns, lay

near us, and had on board the seventeen

prisoners captured on Tuesday. They were

much averse to climbing up the slim rope lad-

der that reached to her deck, but at least have

had enough to eat by this time. They all

looked half-starved, and reported scarcity of

food, though every one and all the men found

dead in the woods were loaded down w^ith am-

munition. The captured lieutenant was taken

on board the MarblcJicad, and I saw him sit-

ting at the hospitable w^ardroom table and

making himself quite at home. Over towards

the western shore the PatitJier, Yoscuiitc, and

Stcrl'uig were lying \\\ a bunch together. The
Porter lay alongside the Abareiida — small,

spirited, and tireless. The DoIpJiin and J\lar-

blcJicad swung clear of the other ships, with

their guns ready for instant service. On shore

the flag floated over the hill, the white tents,

and swarming marines, Avho looked like big

brown ants moving about on the fresh red

earth of their intrenchments. Tents were go-

ing up on the hill, and at the foot, near the

mess-tents and hospital, the Cuban forces were

setting up shacks built of palms, cleverly put

together with the Indian-like wood-lore of these

people.

The sun blazed hot on the hill, and the flag

drooped in the faint breeze ; the green rounded

slopes beyond simmered in the glaring light

and were still, with big black birds hovering

over and dipping in among the trees.

The roughly built landing was surrounded

with boats. Distilled water from the J\nithcr

came in, in large barrels loaded into a cutter,

and a sergeant superintended dealing it out to

the men, who filled their canteens and supplied

their mess-kettles—good, pure water, if it was

rather warm. hLarlier in the day every man
who could was splashing about in the cooling

sea, having a good swim and getting the kinks

out of his tired limbs. All day, in fiict, ex^

cept at high noon, men were in the water,

washing the red dirt of Cuba out of their sys-

tems and scrubbing their clothes, after five

days of incessant toil and fighting. The clean

deep sea-water, clear as crystal, and washing

the sands within ten feet of their mess-tents,

was a great blessing to the men, and they en-

joyed it, even if sharks were lurking farther

out. The Cubans alone seemed to despise

such trifles, and, once they swung their ham-

mocks under the palm tents, they stuck to

them until they were turned out for duty.

About 10.30 o'clock a procession of boats

left the iMarblehead and moved in to the land-

ing— a cutter first, with officers and armed

men, and then a steam-launch towing a boat

with men in bow and stern, and midship a

silent figure covered with a flag—a Cuban who
had been wounded the day before and had

died on the ship. The boats landed at the

little pier. A bugler sounds a few notes of the

Dead March, and the column moves slowly up

the brown hill. Flags are half-masted, and the

soldier who had died bravely for *' Cuba libre"

is laid to rest beside the others who had given

their lives for his cause as well as for their own

starry flag; a silence for a time, and then a
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volley which marked the end, and the bugles

blow a quicker step.

On board the Dolphin, in the great cool

wardroom, now shorn of its luxurious fittings,

lay three other poor Cubans, one very badly

wounded, but being cared for by the good

doctor. A fine-looking black fellow, done up

in bandages and lying patiently on the long

divan, opened his eyes as I gazed sympathet-

ically at him for a minute, and then smiled in

a proud way, as a soldier should who knew he

had done his duty.

About one o'clock the Texas came steam-

ing rapidly into the bay, and, signalling the

Marblehead to follow, swung around the low

point of land which marks the entrance to the

upper bay, at the head of which are the town

and fort of Caimanera. The channel was

known to be full of mines, and for several

nights the Marbleheacfs launch had tried in

vain to locate them or drag up the wires; but

the Texas had orders to destroy the fort and

drive out the thousand or more soldiers sta-

tioned there. So on she went, regardless, and

the Marblehead quickly followed, and took

position some distance beyond the Texas and

to the left. It was a very pretty sight, and

the Texas seemed to be calling by special in-

vitation on the Dons. She swung up as close

to the forts as she could go, dropped her

anchor, and immediately opened fire from her

port 1 2-inch and 6-inch guns. The Marble-

head was close behind, and her 5 -inch guns

flashed and roared amid the deeper thunder

of the battle - ship's big turret - guns. The
Suwanee had come from the fleet to take a

hand in the proceedings, and she now took

position to the right, and as near the shore

as she could get, firing with her 4-inch and

6-pounder guns. The St. Paul had come in

during the morning, and lay farther out in the

bay. Men crowded her rigging and swarmed

at the mast-head and from every lofty perch

on the Dolphin and all the vessels in the harbor.

It was like a grand-stand view. Over the low

shore they could see it all—the ships, the red-

tiled roofs of town and fort, and where the

shells struck and sent up the dust in thick

clouds. The marines on their hill -top had

even a better view, and lined up, watching it

all with the greatest interest. The high hills

in the background had been veiled in rain

half the time during the past week, though

not a drop had fallen down our way, and

now the dark -blue thunder -cloud lowering

in the background made a fine setting for

the ships and the wreathing smoke that

floated across the bay and melted into the

distance.

We of the despatch-boat had followed up

after the ships, and lay as near as we could

get to the Suwanee. The Marblehead's launch

with a boat in tow was out looking for mines.

They suspended their work temporarily and

drew out of the way.

The Texas opened fire at forty-five minutes

past one, and her shots followed one after the

other with great deliberation and accuracy.

Cheers burst frequently from the men watch-

ing as a shell from the 12-inch gun struck the

fort, sending up a great cloud of yellow dust,

followed by the tremendous roar of the big

gun. The flash of the discharge and the ef-

fect of the exploding shell seemed to be in-

stantaneous ; the eye could not note the dif-

ference ; then came the smoke rolling and

swelling out in a vast cloud, and the shock of

explosion reverberating and ringing in our ears.

Awe-inspiring as a thunder-storm is, the

rapid firing of these big guns was even more

so, and as one watched the dirt and dust

spreading out in a thick cloud the force

seemed greater than it really was.

As only half the men on the Texas were en-

gaged at the guns, her decks aft were crowded

with men ; officers on the bridge watched with

glasses the effect of the shots, and Jackies, no

less interested, climbed up anywhere to get a

better view. The hose was kept playing to

cool the ship, and a stream of water was run-

ning off the deck the entire time. We had

the ship silhouetted by her own smoke most

of the time, standing out in bold relief against

the smoke and flame one instant, and the next

enveloped in a thick haze.

Except for a few shots from the fort in the

early part of the action, there was no reply to

all this ; its fire was badly aimed, as usual, and

as ours became hotter, no doubt the garrison

CAPTAIN CASPAR F. GOODRICH
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skedaddled. The Marblehead fired a number

of shots into the barracks in the town, and

after an hour and a quarter the firing ceased

and the Texas withdrew. Having been in

close enough to stick her nose into the mud,

she left a trail of roiled water behind her. The

Marblehead, in getting into position in the

midst of the work, fouled a mine with her pro-

peller blades ; the ship was stopped, the wire

hauled on board, and Lieutenant John Nickels,

executive officer, calmly sawed off the connec-

tion. They afterwards pulled the thing on

board, and we saw it on the poop-deck when
the ship got back to her anchorage—a small

can-buoy it looked, painted red, and with a lot

of small barnacles sticking to it ; it was dated

1896. Lieutenant Noel took off the war-head

and dissected it. Inside was an iron can con-

taining one hundred pounds of gun-cotton, and,

had the contact been struck, it is probable that

the Marblehead would have been destroyed.

The launch tarried behind after the ships went

back to their station, and continued dragging

for mines. They found one after a while, and
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were getting it up when a lot of Spanish troops

on shore opened fire on them. The bullets

struck the launch and fell in the water all

about the two boats. The i-pounder rapid-

fire gun was quickly turned on, and the men
grabbed their rifles and returned the fire vigor-

ously. The I -pounder was banging away at a

great rate, when the mounting got loose, and

the gun jumped clear overboard.

Hearing the firing, the Suwanee hurried

back and began shelling the bushes with her

6-pounders, and, turning two Colt automatics

loose on the hidden enemy, soon drove them

off. The quick ping! ping! ping! of the

little automatic's " lead squirts," as the sailors

called them, had a mighty comfortable sound

when you were behind them. The launch got

the mine and towed it alongside the ship, from

where it was taken ashore.

Wednesday night and Thursday passed un-

eventfully, the war-ships turning their search-

lights on the shore at night and keeping a

close watch for trouble. On Friday morning

the Oregon came in for coal, and soon had two

big colliers on either side of her. As the

bushes and trees on the north shore of the

bay were still full of Spaniards, who only

waited for an opportunity to pick off a man
or two, the Marblehead, Dolphin, Suzvanee, and

.SV. Paul began shelling them out about ten

o'clock, and fired for half an hour. The St.

Paul, astern and slightly outside of us, made
music with her shells that whistled through

the air at a great rate. In the afternoon the

Oregon, after coaling, fired a few shots at the

railroad station and telegraph offices in Caima-

nera; a train was standing on the track, and

at the first shot stood not on the order of its

going, but went shrieking up the line.

On the morning of Saturday, the i8th, about

six o'clock, we saw a white flag waving on the

shore where Friday's firing took place. The
Porter went in and sent a boat to bring off a

man who claimed to be a Cuban ; he was

taken on board the Marblehead and given a

suit of clothes and a square meal, and sent

ashore to the Cubans armed with a Lee rifle

and cartridge-belt with U.S.N, on it ; later in

the day it was reported that he had decamped,

proving to be a spy. Notices had been posted

up in the woods to the effect that men who
wanted to surrender would be well treated

;

the Spanish officers had told their men that

they would be killed if captured. One man
came in with three Mauser rifles and a knap-

sack full of cartridges ; he said that he had

been in Cuba eleven months, had fine things

promised him, but had never received any

pay, and had had nothing to eat for three

days; under the circumstances, he had decided

to become an American if they would let him.

A party of Cubans on this Saturday afternoon

explored the strip of woods shelled on Friday,

and found over fifty dead Spaniards as a result

of the firing.

About noon the Marblehead's launch, with

Lieutenant Anderson in command, went up

to Caimanera with a flag of truce to arrange

an exchange of prisoners, with a view to get-

ting Hobson and his men out of Morro.

Nothing was accomplished, but the launch

people reported that the fort, though badly

damaged, was being repaired and new guns

set up, and that the gunboat looked spick

and span and ready for business still. All

were well ashore except some of the Cubans,
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who were suffering from overeating and tight

shoes, having never, many of them, worn shoes

before in their lives. They had a bright new

Cuban flag over their camp, and for them

the prospects were brightening considerably.

There was no doubt of their loyalty or courage,

the last words of many of those who were

killed being " Viva Cuba libre !"

ENGAGEMENT OF THE YANKEE
OFF CIENFUEGOS

As Told uv Commander Brownson

On Monday, June 13, while lying eight to

ten miles southwestward from San Juan Peak,

a steamer was seen close inshore to the east-

ward of the entrance to Cienfuegos, heading

to the eastward.

The Yankee was immediately cleared for ac-

tion and headed for the entrance, with the

crew at quarters, when the steamer turned to

the westward, and, after lying dead in the wa-

ter for some time near Colorado Point, turned

towards us.

We had by this time made her out to be a

low steamer, about two hundred feet in length,

flying the Spanish colors, with one smoke-stack,

one mast between pilot-house and stack, and

a bridge over the pilot-house. Her awnings

were spread over the pilot-house and over the

gangways abreast of it.

When the steamer turned towards us we
were running directly towards the mouth of

the harbor at full speed. When we had ap-

proached within two thousand yards, being at

the time within about five thousand yards of

the batteries at the entrance and approaching

them rapidly, I put the helm aport, hoisted

our colors for the first time, and opened fire

with the port forecastle 5-inch gun, followed

at once by all the port battery, whenever they

could see the enemy. This fire was imme-

diately and spiritedly returned by the gun-

boat. The wind was very light at the time,

and she was almost constantly shut out, either

by the smoke of our guns or of her own. This

was notably the case after the first fire from

the forecastle gun.

As soon as our helm was put aport the gun-

boat made the same move, but turned at once

towards the harbor, going very fast. We ran

to the northward and eastward, with all the

port battery bearing on and firing at him, until

he was wxU under the forts to the westward

of the entrance.

The battery to the eastward of the entrance

of the harbor, near the ruins of the light-house,

opened on us as soon as the gunboat sheered

out of range, we being at the time within four

thousand yards of it. As the steamer was grad-

ually drawing too far abaft the beam to use our

port guns, the helm was put hard aport and

the ship swung around to the northward and

westward, heading towards the gunboat again,

which was lying close under the land near the

entrance, and also towards the battery on the

hill back of Sabanilla Point.

The two batteries and the gunboat, assisted

by another smaller boat which had come out

early in the action, kept up an incessant fire

on us until we approached within from four

thousand to five thousand yards of the Saba-

nilla batteries, when I swung her again with

the starboard helm so as to bring all our star-

board guns to bear on the steamers again, and

we soon drove both of the enemy's vessels

into the harbor.

I am of the opinion that, had it not been for

the serious interference of the smoke with the

fire of our guns, we would have destroyed the

larger gunboat, notwithstanding the fire of the

batteries. But the wind was light from the

southward, and it was impossible to manoeuvre

the ship so that the smoke did not hang close

under our lee, not only shutting out the object,

but also preventing our gun pointers from see-

ing the fall of their shot.

Notwithstanding the large number of shells

which dropped near the ship, both from the

batteries and from the gunboats, there was

only one casualty — that of S. P. Kennedy,

landsman, who was struck by a piece of shell

which entered the port of No. 8 gun, striking

him in the shoulder and inflicting a serious

wound.

P'rom the firing of the larger vessel it could

be seen that she had at least four guns in

broadside—one forward, one aft, and two in

waist. The battery on Sabanilla Point ap-

parently had five or six guns.

The last shots we fired, after the steamers

for about ten minutes, several shots in the

meantime having struck the water within fifty

yards of us, when a large force of cavalry was

sighted on a plateau back of the beach. The
Eagle immediately opened fire with her star-

board forward and after 6-pounders and Colt's

automatic. The first shot fell in the midst of

a large group of the enemy and must have

done considerable execution. It caused them

to mount and proceed at full speed towards

the interior.

In the meantime the Yankton, which was

passing outside of the Eagle, bound to Trini-

dad, was signalled as to what was going on.

She joined the Eagle and opened fire, making

very good shooting.

The fire was continued from both vessels

until the enemy disappeared over a ridge some

five thousand yards distant.

Shortly after our fire ceased the Dixie came

near and I reported all the circumstances to

Commander IJavis, and also that we had just

seen another body of men some distance back

of the beach.

He then directed me to land the Cubans at

a point thirteen miles to the westward of Cien-

fuegos, for which place the Eagle was immedi-

ately headed.

Shortly after leaving the Dixie she opened

fire on the shore, from which I presume another

body of the enemy had appeared.

Eighty-six 6-pounder A. P. shells were fired

during the action.
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had disappeared up the harbor, were directed at

the Sabanilla battery, and one of them landed

directly in it. P^rom a large volume of smoke

that rose a few minutes later, when there was

no evidence of a gun having been fired, it was

thought that some explosion had taken place

in the battery.

THE EAGLE, YANKTON, AND
DIXIE OFF RIO HONDO

As Told p,v Lieutenant Southerland

At six o'clock on the morning of June 29 the

Eagle arrived off the mouth of the Rio Hondo,

about twenty-three miles to the southward and

eastward of Cienfuegos light-house, for the pur-

pose of landing a captain and two privates of

the Cuban army, by order of Commander C.

H. Davis, commanding the Dixie and senior

ofHcer present.

At 8.30, while cruising back and forth near

the river's mouth, awaiting the appearance of

a Cuban force in answer to our steam-whistle

signals, shots from the shore were heard and

projectiles were seen to strike the water short

of us. No signs of an enemy could be seen
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ENGAGEMENTS AT MAN-
ZANILLO

Lieutenant Young's Account

In obedience to orders from the commander-

in-chief, I proceeded with the Hist to Cape

Cruz, south of Cuba, arriving there early on

the morning of June 30. The Wonipatiick,

under the command of Lieutenant Jungen,

arrived about the same time. The Hornet,

under the command of Lieutenant Helm, was

cruising off the cape.

Poinding I was the senior officer present, I

opened the Admiral's communication in re-

gard to the stopping of the inside traffic west

of Cape Cruz and in Manzanillo, and to make

a reconnaissance as early as possible.

With an excellent Cuban pilot on board,

I immediately made plans accordingly, and,

after sending the Hornet to take possession of

a schooner that was trying to make her way

inside, the three vessels were formed in column

at half-distance, with the Hist leading and the

Hornet in the rear, a formation that was main-

tained throughout the day, except as herein-

after mentioned.

The schooner was anchored, and was found

to be the Nickerson, said to be English, but

she was loaded with provisions and had four

Spanish subjects on board in addition to her

crew.

The Hornet being short of officers and men,

Ensign McDougall and one man from this

ship and one from the Wompatuck, all armed,

were placed on board to relieve those from the

Hornet.

Ensign McDougall was given instructions to

take possession of her log and papers, and hold

all on board, as well as the vessel, until the ar-

rival of another of our ships, or until our return.
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In the meantime Lieutenant Percell, in the

Osci-o/a, had been given instructions to proceed

to and watch the entrance to the Quatros

Reales Channel to prevent any vessel from

escaping. The column then, at 8.15 A.M.,

entered the Azuraga Pass at a uniform speed

of ten knots. Upon turning the point that

opened out into Niguero Bay, I made out a

Spanish gunboat at anchor under the block-

houses of the army on shore. There not be-

ing enough water for tlie Wompatiick to enter

the bay, she was directed to remain in the

channel to prevent the gunboat's escaping

behind the key. The Hornet was directed to

follow this vessel at close distance, and we
headed in.

The gunboat made an effort to hide behind

the point that we afterwards found to be alive

with soldiers, our approach evidently having

been signalled from the heliograph on the West

Cay.

With the aid of the pilot and the lead, we

succeeded in getting well into the bay and un-

covered the gunboat. We immediately opened

fire, which was returned by a machine-gun aft

and a 3-pounder in the bow of the gunboat,

at a distance of 1500 yards. The Hist got

aground close in, as did the Hornet, which at

first interfered with the range of the Hornet's

guns, but they soon got afloat.

The third shot from the 3-pounder of the

Hist struck the gunboat's stern and silenced

the machine-gun aft. V>y this time a perfect

fusillade of small-arms opened on us from the

wooded point, at a distance of not more than

400 yards, but they were soon silenced by the

Maxim 37-millimeter and a few well-directed

shots from the 3 and 6 pounders.

The gunboat, finding that she could not

make her escape in that direction, steamed

deliberately across the harbor, under cover of

the shore and shoal water, keeping up a con-

tinuous fire from her 3-pounder. She was hit

by both of our vessels repeatedly, and, in a

crippled condition, got in behind one of the

smaller keys, which, however, did not conceal

her, and a shot from the 3-pounder of the Hist

striking her amidships, she blew up.

The fire of the gunboat was too high, but

during the action both of our vessels were re-

peatedly struck by the small-arm fire from the

ambuscade. We had no casualties.

Having completed the destruction of this

vessel, the column reformed, and, after pass-

ing through Balandras Channel, headed for

Manzanillo. The heliograph tower on the key

was shelled in passing. On the way up, a

sloop with soldiers on board was discovered

close inshore, and a few shells drove them on

shore and to the bush.

Passing to the left of Giva Keys, we headed

in and opened up the harbor of Manzanillo.

Upon a nearer approach, we discovered that

instead of four small gunboats, as mentioned

in the Admiral's instructions, we found a cres-

cent formation of nine vessels stretched across

the harbor, close inshore— a large torpedo-

boat on the right in entering, and a good-

sized gunboat on the left, with three smaller

gunboats in the middle, all armed with ma-

chine-guns and 3 and 6 pounders. On the

right the line was flanked by a big smooth-

bore gun on Caimanera Point, and on the left

by four large pontoons, armed with 6 -inch

smooth-bore guns that did effective work in

the fight which followed.

To the rear the line was supported by a

heavy battery of field-artillery on the water

front and several big guns in a fort on the hill,

while the shore line for over two miles in

length was lined with soldiers, who kept up a

fusillade of small-arms during the entire fight.

I rounded Caimanera Point and headed

directly into the harbor, and when within

1000 yards of the large torpedo-boat I opened

the fight with the bow 3-poundcr, and, putting

the helm astarboard, and just turning over,

brought the broadside guns into action, and,

followed by the other two vessels, passed along

the entire front.

We commenced action at 3.20 r.M. and came
out at 5, thus being under a heavy fire from

the enemy for one hour and forty minutes.

Most of the enemy's shot passed over, while

ours had a tendency to fall short. IL^wever,

they had our range very accurately, and suc-

ceeded in striking this vessel eleven times, one

shot passing clear through the engine-room

hatch and another exploding inside the hatch,

both taking effect within a few inches of the

main steam-pipe, which certainly would have

been damaged had it not been well protected

by bales of waste and a lot of cork fenders.

W^ith the exception of the above-mentioned

damages, we suffered no further, and the only

casualties were three men scalded by escap-

ing steam on the Hornet ; the enemy lost one

gunboat, a sloop loaded with soldiers, and a

pontoon, with the large torpedo-boat disabled

and several gunboats seriously injured, and with-

out doubt sustained quite a loss of life.

LIEUTENANT JOHN L. rURCELE
Of tlie Osi-i'ola

Another shot ploughed up the deck of the

bridge.

The Hornet was struck a number of times,

one shot cutting the main steam-pipe shortly

after going into action, disabling her. Not-

withstanding this accident, she gallantly kept

up an uninterrupted fire after and during the

time she was being towed out by the ]Vonipa-

tiiek. \x\ this crippled condition she succeeded

in sinking one gunboat and a sloop loaded

with soldiers. The WouipatJiek was struck sev-

eral times, one shot, near the water-line, fjoincf

clean through her.

As soon as I saw the steam escaping from

the Hornet 1 signalled the Wonipatuek, which

was close to her, to take her in tow, and

Lieutenant Jungen deserves great credit for

the cool manner in which he handled his

vessel under a galling fire as he came to the

rescue.

The Hist backed down to render assistance,

and was signalled " No further aid needed,"

whereupon she was headed in for the large

pontoon that was doing serious work with the

old 6-inch smooth-bore guns, and in a short

time we landed a shell that set fire to the old

pontoon and burned her.
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THE SECOND DAY'S ENGAGE-
MENT

As Related by Lieutenant-
Commander Marix

At 4 P.M., July I, and immediately after

our arrival off the port of Manzanillo, the

Seorpion and Oseeola entered the harbor to

attack the four Spanish gunboats that were

seen inside.

After entering the harbor between the second

and third southernmost of the Manzanillo ca3/s,

we went ahead full speed ; and when about

2000 yards from their vessels and about 1400

yards from the shore abreast of us, five vessels,

five shore batteries, and musketry all along the

shore opened fire upon us simultaneously, and

kept up an incessant fire throughout the whole

engagement. They seemed to have plenty of

ammunition.

The firing of the enemy was good through-

out ; too high at first, but rapidly improving.

After we had been under fire about twenty

minutes they had evidently got our range, and

shot and shell struck all around and between

both vessels. At this time I decided to turn

around and steam out. W^e were then less

than 1000 yards from the shore, and the Gat-

ling gun of the Oseeola was doing good work

to keep down the musketry fire.

Our firing was deliberate, and must have

done considerable damage ; but we could not

get at the gunboats because they kept in shoal

water and carefully kept bows on, presenting

very small targets. One of our 5-inch shells

was seen to strike the receiving-ship square in

the bows. I regretted that we could not steam

right past the city and endeavor to sink the

gunboats as we went along; but we knew
nothing about the channels and had to return

by the one we had found by the use of the

lead and the appearance of the water.

We were opposed by five vessels— viz., one

receiving- ship, housed over, with guns for-

ward, one gunboat of about 1000 tons, two

of from 300 to 400 tons, and one very small

gunboat—and on shore by five batteries, the

princii)al one being above the cit}% about

half-way up the hill. This was the only one

we made out before we entered the harbor.

Three other batteries were along the water

front between us and the city, and the fifth

one abreast of our entrance. I did not believe

that they had any modern guns of large caliber,

but they certainly had some large guns and

quite a number of smaller modern guns.

It was remarkable that no one was struck

and neither ship hurt. The Seorpion was

struck on the outside, slightly, in twelve

places; the nose of a shell entered the galley,

and the deck was torn in several places by

pieces of shell.

After leaving the harbor we remained out-

side, close to the entrance, until dark, but they

did not come out.
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SAN riAdO'S MORRO CASTLE, AT THE IIARI'.OR ENTRANCE

OPERATIONS ON THE BLOCKADE
THE more prominent incidents connected

with the blockade of the Spanish ports

of Cuba have been described in detail.

A general view of the blockade of Santiago is

presented below in Admiral Sampson's account.

On the 19th of June the .SV. Paul left the

squadron and proceeded to institute a block-

ade of San Juan de Puerto Rico, whither she

was followed by the Yosciiiitc. On the 2 2d

tlic .S7. Paul engaged off San Juan the torpedo-

boat Terror, supported by the gunboat Isabel

11, , and drove them both into port, the former

being so seriously injured that she had to be

run on shore when inside. y\nother fight oc-

curred off San Juan on the 28th, when the Yo-

seuiite, manned by the Michigan Naval Militia

under Commander William PL Emory, success-

fully engaged the Spanish batteries, two cruis-

ers, and the torpedo-boat destroyer Terror, and

wrecked the transport Antonio Lope.'::, loaded

with supplies for the town. Captain Bartlett,

Chief of the Auxiliary Naval P^orce, writing of

the work of the Naval Militia, said :

" The department called upon the States

of New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, and

Maryland to furnish officers and men for the

merchant steamers purchased for the war and

renamed the Yankee, Prairie, Yosemite, and

Pixie. This was in accordance with the sugges-

tion that some of the older organizations of

Naval Militia were competent to furnish offi-

cers and men for sea-going vessels. This call

was one which taxed to the utmost the re-

sources of the Naval Militia organizations, com-

ing closely as it did upon that for volunteers

to man the monitors, but it was responded to

with most gratifying alacrity. To fill the com-

plement of these vessels, each organization

called upon contributed about two hundred

and fifty men. As examples of the prompt-

ness with which the call was met, the contingent

from the P^irst Naval Battalion, New York, re-

ported uniformed, armed, equipped, and ready

for duty in six hours after receiving notice;

and the contingent from the Massachusetts

Naval l^rigade, which was notified at i o'clock

on a Saturday afternoon, arrived at the New
York Navy-Yard, fully prepared for service on

the Prairie, at 9 o'clock the next morning. P^or

the first time in the history of the navy, pro-

fessional men, business men, and men of leisure

and of the highest education were brought into

the lower ratings, and served with great in-

telligence and enthusiasm; and after a short

experience made good men -of- war's -men, al-

though they had had little or no training as

sea-going sailors, and exhibited some of the

lack of knowledge of the care of property and

themselves that is common to all volunteers."

20

THE BLOCKADE OE SANTIAGO
Ad.mirae Sami'son's Account

Lmmedlvfelv on arrival, on the morning of

June I, I steamed down past the entrance to

Santiago PLirbor, and saw, lying close within,

the Cristobal Colon and one of the Virjeaya

class. Both of these got up steam and moved

up into the harbor out of sight.

Preparations were at once made for sinking

the collier Merriniae in the entrance, the port

watch of the New York being sent on board.

The night of this day was particularly favor-

able for the enterprise, the tide, the time of

setting of the moon, etc., all conjoining most

favorably. Unfortunately the preparations

were not completed before daylight of the 2d,

and the expedition had to be postponed to

the next night, when, at 3.30 A.M., June 3, she

went in and was sunk. vShe did not sink un-

til she was much higher in the channel than

was intended. This was owing to the failure

of her steering-gear, and to a partial failure of

the torpedoes arranged along her side to ex-

plode. On June 2 the following order of bat-

tle was issued :

"The fleet off Santiago de Cuba will be

organized during the operations against that

port and the Spanish squadron as follows:

" P^irst squadron (under the personal com-

mand of the Commander-in-Chief).— New
York, Iowa, Oregon, New Orleans, Mayflower,

Porter.

" Second squadron (Commodore Schley).

—

Brooklyn, Massaehusetts, Texas, Marblehead,

Vixen.

" Vessels joining subsequently will be as-

signed by the Commander-in-Chief. The

vessels will blockade Santiago de Cuba closely,

keeping about six miles from the Morro in the

daytime, and closing in at night, the lighter

vessels well in shore. The first squadron will

blockade on the east side of the port, and the

second squadron on the west side. If the

enemy tries to escape, the ships must close

and engage as soon as possible, and endeavor

to sink his vessels or force them to run ashore

in the channel. It is not considered that the

shore batteries are of sufficient power to do

any material injury to battle-ships.

" In smooth weather the vessels will coal on

station. If withdrawn to coal elsewhere, or

for other duty, the blockading vessels on

either side will cover the angle thus left va-

cant.

On June 3, about 3 P.M., the Spanish tug

Colon came out of Santiago liarbor flying a

flag of truce, and the Vixen was sent to meet

her. The Spanish fleet-captain, Bustamente,
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came on board with a letter from Admiral
Cervera to Admiral Sampson announcing the

safety of the Merriniaes crew. Towards mid-

night the Mayjlozaer left for Key West, via

Mole St. Nicholas, taking the following tele-

grams to the Secretary of the Navy :

" Some observations made to-day by a relia-

ble Cuban, in accordance with my instructions,

make four Spanish armored vessels and two
Spanish torpedo-boat destroyers in Santiago

at that time. Repairs and more coal needed

by them."

" Have received reliable information from

Cuban officers that the Spanish force in the

vicinity of Santiago consists of 7000 men, in-

trenched in Juraguacito and Daiquiri
; 5000

men in Santiago de Cuba; in Morro de Cuba,

400 men ; at other points in the bay, 100 men,

with small rapid-fire gun and submarine mines

at various points. With superior force and

insurgent force, which is ready, though mostly

needing arms, Santiago de Cuba must fall,

with ships in port, which cannot be entered

against obstructions and mines."

On the 4th the following order of battle was

issued :

" The Texas, Massaehusetts, loiva, and the

Oregon will take positions 4000 yards from

P^strella Point and opposite the entrance to

the port of Santiago in the order named from

west to east in such position as to be able to

observe the wreck of the Merriniac, and will

fire upon any parties which may be seen work-

ing about it. If the fire be opened by the

batteries, it will be returned and an endeavor

made to destroy them.

"The senior ofificer of the above-named
ships will have charge of carrying out these

instructions.

" In case of opening fire upon the batteries,

the Brooklyn, MarbleJiead, and the Vixen will

take an enfilading position 4000 yards to the

westward of the entrance and well inshore, and

the Neiv York, Neiv Orleans, and the Yankee

a similar position to the eastward, and will

engage the batteries at the same time with

the battle-ships.

" Pairing directly upon Morro Castle will be

avoided, as our men from the Merriniac are

confined there.

" The battle-ships will take the above posi-

tions when signalled to do so by the Com-
mander-in-Chief, and will occupy them until

signalled to withdraw, when blockading sta-

tions will be resumed."

On the 5th I issued the following battle

order and plan for proposed attack on batteries

June 6

:

" Preparations will be made to engage the
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batteries Monday morning, June 6, at 7 o'clock, advanced, I have decided upon the follow- dark to 8 I'.M., from 8 P.M. to lo r.M.—in

The men should be given their breakfast at ing, which will be maintained until further keeping one search -light directly on the har-

5.30, and the divisions ready to form at 6 orders: bor entrance, maintaining carefully during that

q'^^Iq^,]^^ "The weather permitting, three picket- time their blockading positions. Should a

"When preparatory signal is made ships launches, detailed from the ships of the squad- vessel's lights fail, the next in order will at

will form south of the Morro as follows: ron each evening, will occupy position one once take up the duty.

"Western column (heading woxVa).—Brook- mile from the Morro—one to the eastward, one "The picket-launch and vedette stationed

lyn, Marblchead, Texas, Massachusetts. to the westward, and one to the southward of south of the Morro will move to one side or

"Eastern column (heading north). — TW'Je/ the harbor entrance. On a circle drawn with the other sufficiently to get clear of the beam

York, Yankee, New Orleans, Oregon, hnva. a radius of two miles from the Morro will be of light.

"When signal of execution is made, the stationed three vessels, the F/lm/ to the west- " The vessel on each flank, the />V^W7jv/ and

columns will move ahead. The commander ward, from one-half mile to one mile from the the Texas on the western side, the New York

of each division will make such signals as may shore, the Sitwanee south of the Morro, and the and New Orleans on the eastern side, will take

be necessary to bring his division into position. Dolphin to the eastward, between one-half mile two-hour turns in using one search-light from

forming circles drawn at 3000 yards from the and one mile from the shore. The remaining time to time on the coast-line, swinging it

eastern'' and western batteries, one column vessels will retain the positions already occu- towards the Morro, but avoiding the illumina-

heading in a northwesterly and the other in a pied, but they will take especial care to keep tion of the flanking vedettes on the inside line,

northeasterly direction. This will be best ac- within a four-mile circle. The light should never be turned off more

complished by changing direction of columns, "All vessels may turn their engines when- than five minutes at a time. From tmie to

the easterly column to the northeastward and ever desirable, to keep them in readiness for time the horizon outside will be swept.

the westerly column to the northwestward, immediate use, and while so doing may turn "Attention is called to bad and careless

running in these directions until south of the in a small circle, but without losing proper handling of search-lights. Last night some of

indicated positions, then heading all vessels of bearing or distance. the lights were kept high in the an- and were

the division north simultaneously, turning " I again call attention to the absolute neces- again swept rapidly from side to side. Under

again into column when the distance of 3000 sity of a close blockade of this port, especially such circumstances a search-light is worse than

yards has been reached. Vessels will be 400 at night and in bad weather. In the daytime, useless.

yards apart and will retain their positions, the " The beams must be directed to the horizon

westerly column using the starboard battery and must be moved very steadily and slowly.

and the easterly column the port batterv- Not less than three minutes should be employed

" On signal from the Commander-in-Chief '" sweeping through an arc of 90 degrees,

both columns will open fire, or fire will be ^^ ^v. ''The best way to discover a torpedo-boat

opened in case the enemy begins. ^ ^ \ '-^ b)' 'ts smoke, and even this will not be seen

" Bearings will be taken carefully, and dis- —
I

^"^^^^^^ the light is very well handled.
'

tances obtained with all practicable accuracy. j1» i^ ' The Yankee was sent on this date to St.

" The Dolphin will take position to the east- »^ i'
Nicholas Mole with the following despatch to

ward and the Smvanee and Vixen to the west- IHK / ^^'"^ Secretary of the Navy :

ward, for the purpose of looking after any H|#-' " Yesterday morning sent from the blockade

musketry fire from shore. iS^^I '^^' Marblehead and the Yankee to arrive at

"The fire will be deliberate and continued ^^BlSW Guantanamo early daylight. Ihey entered

until the batteries are silenced, or an order to ^j^HHiBlK- ^''''^'''' ^'"^'"'"'^ possession of lower bay im-

cease firing has been made." MBH^^T mediately after their arrival, and small gun-

About 6.30 A.M. of the 6th the vessels formed "'^^1' ^^^'^' defending position, retreated without

two columns, as per order of battle issued pre- ^ ^ ^^^K ' \ '^'^'^^ '° '^'' "^^^''' ^^^ ""^"''^"
'"

''^'"'''''''^

vious date. At 6.43 called to general quarters, | r^^^^ \
' with the lower bay by a narrow passage_ de-

ships standing in towards the batteries. At I .i^''^''
"'

\
f<-^nded by eleven mines. Iheir instructions

7.38 made signal "Commence firing." At 7.41
, ,.,„,,.,,

^'''' "^^ '^ ''''''' ^^^" ''^'^''' ^'''''''''' ''^ '^^'

^^
. r !, n 1

• •
,; . V tfh. uJ,.r.r

LIEUTENANT JOHN C. FREMONl
|^ ^^^^ ^^ j.^lj i^^^.^r bay for the accommo-

opened fire, the flag-ship aiming at the batteiy ^.^y

,

j

east of the Morro at 6000 yards. At X.05
'" "" '"''"'

^1^"^"" °f °"'- -^'"l'^'
^""l ""^ ^^'^^^ successfully

hoisted "Cease f^rin^.," when general firing was accomplished. The crew o cable-steamer

discontinued, but individual firing at slower rate if clear, the distance shall not be greater than A,/na spent several days searching for Jamaica

of speed was continued until 9.40. The N,,o si.x miles; at night, or in thick weather, not cable from Santiago, and destroyed second

York had worked in to within 2000 yards of more than four miles. The end to be attained cable, the 67, Loms having cut first. l?ut the

the Morro batteries and engaged in deliberate justifies the risk of tori.edo attack, and that crew of the Adna has refused to do any more

firin<T At 1008 made signal " 1-lesume block- risk must be taken. The escape of the Span- work, on grounds that work required of them

adin- station." At 10.20 flag-ship sounded ish vessels at this juncture would be a serious is illegal. Therefore cable from Santiago to

„ Secure
" blow to our prestige and to a speedy end of Cienfuegos has not been cut, but all communi-

In the afternoon I sent the following de- the war." cation between Cuba and outside world has

snatch to the Secretary of the N.ivy by one On the 8th I issued the following memo- been cut off. As there is some doubt that

of the newspaper tugs going to St. Nicholas randum regarding the use of search - lights, both Jamaica cables have been cut, suggest

iy,ty|g. This was undoubtedly one of the most impor- that department make inquiry into tins sub-

" Bombarded forts at Santiago to-day at taut elements in making the block.ide success- ject. 1 suggest further that as the crew of

7 ,0 A M to 10 A.M., and have silenced works ful, in that it made it impossible, as was after- the A.iria has failed in their contract, they

quickly without injury of any kind, though wards stated on board the AVrc York by the .should not receive compensation after the

stationed within 2000 yards. If lO.OOO men captain of the Co/on, for the Spanish squadron time at which they refused to do duty. As

were here city and fleet would be ours within to leave at night. The entrance was by this soon as possible I hope to have communication

forty-eiHit hours. Every consideration de- means brilliantly lighted, so that the move- by telegraph between Guantanamo and the

mands immediate army movement; if delayed, ments of the smallest boat could be seen United States through iM-ench cables and will

city will be defended more strongly by gnus within. A later modification kept a second inform the department as soon as it has been

taken from fleet
" battle-.ship close to the illuminating ship, .so established. Under these circum.stances, again

About midnight the i/rtr^A-/««,/ and Yauhe that the fir.st of these two should be able to I urge upon the department to expedite the

left for Guantanamo use her guns without disturbing the illumina- arrival of troops for Santiago de Cuba, the

On the 7th the following memorandum was tion. difficulty of blockading the Spanish ships daily

issued regarding methods of blockade: <• During the dark hours of the night search- increa.sing; and as dark and stormy mghts

" After careful consideration of the various lights will be used as follows : approach, difficulty must be increased greatly,

schemes of maintaining an effective blockade " The Iowa, Oregon, and the MassachnsMs Army should be here now. The Spanish force

of Santiago de Cuba at night which have been will take turns of two hours each-?>., from on north side of Cuba is insignificant absolute-
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ly, and can offer no impediment whatever.

One cruiser could look after the whole. Va/i-

kee will wait until one for answer. The

Marblehead will remain at Guantanamo. I

request that you send Vesuvius at once to

Santiago."

About I P.M. of the 9th the Dolphin returned

from Mole St. Nicholas with the following de-

spatch from Key West

:

"Tuesday, 9 P.M., fifteen nautical miles

north one -half east Bahia de Cadiz Light,

Eagle sighted north - northwest. Signal ex-

changed among ^^ ^" ^ Pursued about three

nautical miles without bringing vessels in sight.

At 9.45 P.M. sighted stern-light armored cruiser

N.|-E. Showed private signal twice. Armored

cruiser flashed truck-light. Protected vessel,

two torpedo - destroyers, fleet formation an-

swered. Eagle scouted abreast until character

Spanish vessel was ascertained. Communi-

cated immediately with Lebanon, at Piedras

Cay, suggesting to her captain to send this

news to fleet off Havana. Eagle then pro-

ceeded with all despatch to Key West. One
deep-sea torpedo -vessel chased Eagle for a

short time. Except stern-light and occasional

signal, four vessels total darkness. PantJier

left last night to join Yosemite, off Havana,

for convoy. Nashville, with Watson, left here

about same time ; supposed they know the

news. Resolute confirms it."

I placed no confidence whatever in this

information, though so specific. During the

next morning the Yosemite, Panther, Arnieria,

Seorpion, and Supply arrived, the PantJier

bringing the First Marine Battalion and the

Arnieria a supply of ammunition. The Yan-

kee also arrived from Mole St. Nicholas, and

reported having passed a squadron of eight

vessels, one of which was a battle-ship.

The arrival of the ships mentioned explained

the squadron seen by the Yankee. The Yankee

had been observed by them, and the Seorpion,

which was acting as convoy to the Arnieria

and Supply, had fired upon her, taking her for

a torpedo-boat, but the Yankee was so dis-

tant that these reports had not been heard,

and the flashes were taken for signals. This

still further convinced me of the error of the

Eagle s report, and showed how easily the

most experienced may be deceived at night

at sea.

On the loth the following despatch of the

8th was received from Washington :

"The Spanish armored cruiser, first-class,

torpedo-destroyers are reported by Eagle and

Resolute yesterday and last night, and therefore

the army expedition is stopped temporarily
;

convoy is distributed to scour the straits and

reinforce the blockade of Cuba ; send two

of your fastest armored vessels to search

through Nicholas Channel, Cuba. ^" "^ "^' at

Key West, and thence reinforce convoy too.

We mean to start this as soon as convoy is

strong enough, the delay being only temporary.

Are you sure all four Spanish armored cruisers

are at Santiago? Six hundred md^nnQS, Pan-

ther, started for you last evening, convoyed by

auxiliary No. 596 {Yosemite).''

The following memorandum was issued on

the loth:

"The use of the search-lights during the

dark hours of last night clearly indicates that

the lights can be used with the greatest effi-

ciency if sufficient care is taken for this purpose.

It is absolutely necessary that the beam of

light should be held steadily up the channel

into the harbor.

" Under these circumstances it is believed to

be practically impossible for a vessel to escape

detection in any attempt to come out. I there-

fore enjoin the commanding ofificers of the

Iowa, the Oregon, and the Massaehusetts to

move forward into their positions, not more

than two miles from the entrance, wdth the

entrance bearing north by east; the Iowa, ar-

riving first, at 7.30, will place her light square-

ly up the entrance into the harbor and hold it

steadily, except during the time required to

change from one search -light to another, as

may be required. At the end of two hours

from 7.30 P.M. she w'ill be relieved by \\\q: Massa-

chusetts, each of these vessels going back to

her blockading position, three miles from the

entrance.

" It is most important that the lights should

be held as nearly stationary as possible, and

that no discrimination be left to the person

manipulating the light. It is believed that this

method of using the search-light will prove to

LIEUTENANT NATHANIEL R. USHER

Of tlie Kricsson

be all that is necessary or advantageous in

blockading the harbor,"

The Yankee went to St. Nicholas with the

following despatch

:

" Have no confidence in the report of

Eagle as to nationality or character of the

vessels, and consider very unwise to suspend

operations on this account ; but even if it is

found correct, there is sufficient force to fur-

nish convoy. Armored vessel was probably

Talbot, which was sighted Thursday, at 9 A.M.,

by the Scorpion standing to the east; am

confident no large ship could have escaped

from here. Am endeavoring to obtain in-

formation from Santiago as to wdiat vessels

are inside to-day. Delay seems to me most

unfortunate. Marine battalion arrived this

morning and will land at Guantanamo to-day."

The Panther was sent on the same day to

Guantanamo in company with the Yosemite.

The marine battalion was there landed and

established in camp.

On the nth of June the St. Louis arrived

with the British steamer Timckenham (collier),

which she had captured off Jamaica. The

Twickenham was sent into Key West.

The following despatches to the Secretary

of the Navy were sent to Mole St. Nicholas

by the St. Louis :
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" Upon receiving department's authority to

exchange prisoners, sent immediately these

proposals under flag of truce to the Spanish

Admiral: To exchange for Hobson and his

seven men First Lieutenant Pius Giner Gasta-

minza, of Sixth Battalion Lower Peninsular,

one second lieutenant, name unknown, one

sergeant, five privates. The Spanish Admiral

informed me Hobson and his men have been

delivered to General commanding the terri-

torial division of Cuba, at Santiago, and that

the latter had reported the case to General-in-

Chief, resident at Havana, and therefore all

arrangements in case must be dealt witli

through latter. Therefore request that de-

partment take the necessary steps to effect

this directly through authorities at Havana, as

desired results can probably be effected more

cjuickly than to have negotiations carried on

from Santiago. My letter to the Spanish

Admiral proposed exchange should be accom-

plished after an agreement by delivering

prisoners confined at Atlanta, Ga., to the

Spanish authorities at Havana, and that we

would receive Hobson and his associates from

them at Santiago. Department would per-

haps do well to follow same plan of exchange

in these negotiations."

" The following is a resume of a letter from

General Garcia to Miles, which I send thus as

the only means of its reaching him. Miles's

letter received through Colonel Hernandez on

June 6. Garcia regards his w^ishes and sug-

gestions as orders, and will immediately take

measures to concentrate forces at the point

indicated, but cannot do so as early as desired

on account of his expedition to Port Ikmes,

Cuba, but he will march without delay. All

his subordinates are ordered to assist to dis-

embark the United States troops and to place

themselves under orders. Santiago well forti-

fied with advanced intrenchments, but he be-

lieves positions for artillery can be taken as

Miles desires—approximately, 12,000 regulars

and 3000 militia, between Santiago and Guan-

tanamo. He has sent forces in order to pre-

vent aid getting to Santiago from Holcjuin.

Repeats every assurance of good -will and

desire to second plans."

"The vessels seen by the Eagle were the

Arnieria, Seorpion, and Supply. They were

in just that position at time named. The
number is unimportant, as the Yankee, coming

from Mole, Haiti, Thursday, at 11 P.M., mis-

took the five vessels arriving yesterday for eight

or nine vessels under convoy battle-ship. Li

the morning the battle-ship resolved itself into

the Scorpion. General Rabi at Acerraderos

with 500 men ; Garcia expected there to-day."

The following memorandum was issued on

the I ith :

" Until further orders, the battle-ships Iowa,

Oregon, and the Massachusetts will employ

their search-lights in the manner so success-

fully employed during the last two nights.

Care will be taken, however, to go in close

enough to make the light wholly effective

for the purpose desired. The picket -boats

report that the lights at times are too weak

because of the distance of the ships. The

lights will be employed from 7.30 till daylight

as follows

:

"The sequence of ships wm'U be Iowa, Oregon,

Massaehusetts. To-night, June 11, the Massa-

chusetts will begin at 7.30 and continue until

9.30, the Iowa from 9.30 to 11.30, the Oregon
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from 11.30 to 1.30, the Massaclmsetts from

1.30 to 3.30, and the Iowa from 3.30 to day-

light.

"On June 12 the Iowa will begin at 7.30,

on June 13 the Oregon, and on June 14 the

Massachusetts again, and so on.

" The vessel using the light shall keep the

entrance of the harbor bearing north by east.

The instructions of my memorandum of June

10, 1898, will be followed.

" Regard must be had for the state of the

atmosphere. If it is hazy, an effective illumi-

nation of the harbor entrance will require a

closer approach."

On the 1 2th the torpedo-boat Porter arrived

from Guantanamo and brought Commander
McCalla's report that " yesterday a scouting-

party of one sergeant and two privates from

the marine camp were killed and their remains

mutilated by a party of regular Spanish soldiery

or guerillas in their employ. Dr. Gibbs w^as

killed about i A.M. this morning in the camp,

and Corporal Glass accidentally shot himself

through the hand. It is possible that Dr.

Gibbs may have been killed accidentally by one

of our own men during the fire which took

place about that time."

The Yankee was sent to Cienfuegos and the

Yoseniite to the west end of Jamaica to look rously mutilated. Surgeon Gibbs killed, ap-

for the Spanish steamer Purisshna Concepcion. parently accidentally, by our own men. (The

IJKU r.-COMMANl)ER JOHN E. IMLLSIiUKV

Of the Vfsiri'itts

During the night the Vesuvius went in close

to shore and fired three shots— two at the

western battery and one into the channel, be-

tween Cay Smith and the mainland.

During the morning watch, just after day-

light of the 14th, the Neiv Orleans was ordered

in and engaged the battery to the east of the

Morro, with the idea of preventing a contiiuui-

tion of work and the replacing (^f guns which

might have been dismounted. She soon be-

came actively engaged with both batteries, and

fired with accuracy and effectiveness for about

twenty minutes. Though a number of shells

fell near the New Orleans and llag-ship, neitlier

was struck.

Sent the following despatch to the Secretary

of the Navy by the Gloucester, with orders to

send it from Guantanamo, if |)ossible ; if not,

from Mole St. Nicholas:

"Affairs at Guantanamo much more satis-

factory. Our forces have been reinforced b)'

fifty Cubans, who are reported l))- Commander

McCalla as of greatest assistance, k^ive hun-

dred more are expected, who need Springfield

rifies. Fleet will supply clothing and food as

far as possible. Fleet needs supply of both."

On the [4th a force of marines and Cubans

attacked the enemy, who was routed. Forty

bodies were found. One lieutenant, one cor-

poral, and fifteen privates captined. The

SANTIAOO, FROM THE HARBOR

The Vesuvius arrived on the 13th from scout-

ing in the Old Bahama Channel, the St. Paul

from New York, and the St. Louis from Mole

St. Nicholas with despatches, whither she at

once returned. The collier Seindia arrived at

Guantanamo Bay.

Received the following despatches from

Washington :

"On account of the army expedition, it is

most essential to know positively if all of Cer-

vera's armored vessels are actually at Santiago

de Cuba. Inform the department as soon as

possible."

"After you have a suitable base on shore,

could we authorize to allow the repair and

operation of the French cable between your

base and Mole, Haiti?"

" The department considers you should have

a cruiser off San Juan, Puerto Rico, to observe

the port."

"Army expedition starts this afternoon from

Tampa, Fla., for Santiago de Cuba."

The following despatch was sent by the St.

Louis to the Secretary of the Navy :

" Lieutenant Blue has just returned, after

a detour of seventy miles, to observe inside

Santiago Harbor; reports Spanish squadron

all there. Spanish made vigorous attack on

Guantanamo camp. An outpost of four ma-
rines killed and their bodies were most barba-

report of mutilation arose from the effect of block-house was partially destroyed, the well

the Mauser bullets, and was later corrected.)" from which they got their supply of water

destroyed, and the heliograph apparatus capt-

ured. Our loss was two Cubans killed and

four wounded, two marines wounded. Twenty-

three marines were overcome by heat, but all

recovered. The Dolphin accompanied the force

on the sea-front and shelled the enemy. The

force of the enemy was stated by the lieutenant

captured at two hundred, by the privates at

about four hundred and fifty. The enemy

was reinforced by troops from Caiman era, and

the Texas and Suwanee were consecjuently sent

to destroy the fort and capture the gunboat

used in transporting men.

The following order of battle was issued on

the 15th; also memorandum and addendum

to order of battle :

"An examination indicates that the Span-

iards have been atlding to the defences to the

east and west of the entrance. Apparently

there are mounted (^n the left of the western

battery two ship's guns, and on the right hand

of the same battery two or three old guns.

On the eastern battery, to the right of the

light-house, are mounted three old guns and

possibly several smaller rapid-fire guns.

"The squadron will be prepared to-morrow

CAPTAIN WILLIAM N. FOLGER morning at early daylight to shell both of

Of tlie AVrc Orleans these batteries.
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*' There will be no special formation for this

purpose, but vessels will at early dawn care-

fully adjust their positions and blockading

distances of three miles, and go quietly to

general quarters, the men having been called

early enough to have had their early coffee.

The New York and the Nezv Orleans will ex-

change blockading positions.

'' When signal is made, vessels will move
towards the harbor entrance at a speed of five

knots. Arrived at a distance of 3000 yards,

each ship will stop and turn to present her

broadside, the Nezv York, Nezv Orleans, Or-

egon, and lozva turning with port helm, and

the Brooklyn, Texas, and the Massachusetts

with starboard helm. This stopping and turn-

ing will be done without signal, but all vessels

should endeavor to arrive on the firing-line at

the same moment. After turning, distance

should be closed to 400 yards, using the en-

gines again if needed. The vessels will re-

tain the positions thus taken as nearly as

possible, moving in closer, if necessary, in

order to see their targets and render their

fire effective.

" On signal from the Commander-in-Chief,

of the entrance to Santiago of four miles, and

this distance must not be exceeded.

"If the vessel is coaling, or is otherwise re-

stricted in her movements, she must never-

theless keep within this distance.

" If at any time the flag-ship makes signal

which is not visible to any vessel, such vessel

must at once approach the flag-ship or repeat-

ing vessel to a point where she can read the

signal.

" Disregard of the directions which have

already been given on this head has led to

endless confusion. Many times during the

day the fleet is so scattered that it would be

perfectly possible for the enemy to come out

of the harbor and meet with very little oppo-

sition.

" The Commander-in-Chief hopes that strict

attention will be Gfiven to this order."

" Addcnduni to Order of Battle

*' Reduced charges will be used in all guns of

8-inch caliber and above, with the correspond-

ing sight-marks to increase the angle of fall of

the projectiles and the probability of destroy-

ing the batteries."

THE GLOUCESTER BRINGING CAPTAIN CHADWICK TO SEE GENERAL SIIAETER

all vessels will open fire, or fire will be opened

in case the enemy begins.

''Bearings will be taken carefully and dis-

tances obtained with all practicable accuracy.

" The Vixen will take position inshore on the

western side and the Seorpion on the eastern

side, and look out for the musketry fire from

shore. They will be slightly outside the flank

ship, and where they can enfilade any infantry

fire directed upon the ships.

"The fire will be deliberate, and, after the

batteries are silenced, will be carefully directed

to their destruction. Ammunition will not be

thrown away. Careful instructions will be

given to gun captains not to fire unless they

can see their mark, which in this case will be

the enemy's guns.

"The Vesiivius AX\<\ i\\Q Porter will remain on

the east side out of range of the batteries."

" Memorandum

" The Commander-in-Chief desires again to

call the attention of commanding officers to

the positions occupied by the blockading fleet,

especially during the daytime, and it is now

directed that all ships keep within a distance

The fort in Guantanamo l^ay was destroyed

on this day by the 7exas and Marblehead and

Suzvauee. One torpedo was picked up by the

Marblehead's screw. There was no serious

fighting reported ashore during the 14th.

On the i6th, following the order of battle

of the 15th, the batteries were bombarded at

early dawn. They were quickly silenced and

the fire was continued half an hour, and prob-

ably did much damage, as no shots were fired

at the ships as they withdrew.

The following telegram from Washington,

dated the 14th, was received via Mole St.

Nicholas on the 17th :

" From very reliable source it is learned that

five small Spanish unprotected vessels and one

armed transport at San Juan, Puerto Rico, no

more (?). Army supply is nearly out of pro-

visions. Twenty- two thousand tons of coal

there and only three hours' supply of shell at

their fort, but would be well not to trust too

much statement about shell. Department

advises you blockade at once cruiser and

transport at San Juan, Puerto Rico, and pre-

vent escape. Is Terror one of them ? Our

army and convoy are leaving Tampa."
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The following telegram was sent via Mole
St. Nicholas by the Scorpion to the Secretary

of the Navy :

"Bombarded the batteries on June 16 for

forty-two minutes, firing very accurate. The
batteries were silenced completel\\ Meet not

injured. We are providing Cubans as far as

possible with clothing, food, arms. These and

supplies of all kinds much needed by fleet.

Cubans much assistance at Guantanamo, where

everything is now reported quiet. Intercepted

letter from Guantanamo to Spanish command-
ing army officer at Santiago reports there is

only a small quantity of food, not more than

sufficient for this month, half-rations. Deserter

from the Reina Mercedes states Merriiiiac docs

not block up channel; she is too far in the har-

bor. There is no possibility, however, of any-

thing coming out without our kn.owledge ; a

battle-ship is every night at a distance of one

mile from entrance illuminating the channel

most clearly. I again urge earnestly army
move with all possible celerity, h^ine weather

may end any day."

On the 19th of June I sent the following

telegram to the Secretary of the Navy:

"Cienfuegos blockaded by Yankee, Cape

Cruz and vicinity by Dixie. When some of

the light-draft vessels arrive, they will be sent

to cruise in the vicinity of Manzanillo, Cuba,

and Isle of Pines. The President may declare

immediately the blockade of whole southern

coast. Auxiliaries Nos. 557, 596 are on the

way to blockade San Juan, l\ierto Rico. Will

send back to north coast of Cuba all vessels

constituting convoy as soon as they arrive. A
part will go by Cape Maysi and part Cape San

Antonio, so as to blockade temporarily the

whole coast of Cuba. R ifles enough. Request

500,000 rounds of Springfield riile amnumition,

.45 caliber. All foreign cables have been cut

by (joodrich; last one on 18th. Recommend
that isolation be made com[)lete between Key
West and Havana. Any communication sure

to furnish Blanco information."

My cliief of staff went down to Aserraderos

in the Vixen to examine the facilities for land-

ing at that point and the points between there

and Santiago de Cuba, lie returned, bringing

with him General Calixto (jarcia, General of

Division Lora, and several officers of their

staffs. General Garcia had about 4000 men
back in the country, probably forty-five miles

by road from Santiago de Cuba^— two da}\s'

march. He had left behind him 3000 men,

who were engaged in observing the Spanish

forces, numbering about 8000 or 10,000, at

Holguin, in order to prevent their moving

south to the relief of Santiago. All of these

7000 men were well armed and supplied with

ammunition, the Plorida expedition which

landed at Banes having supplied all deficiencies.

The fleet of transports of the Fifth Army
Corps and its convoys arrived at a point fifteen

miles to the southward at noon of June 20.

I at once sent my chief of staff in the Gloucester

to communicate with General Shafter. The
general came up to the blockading line in the

Seg?tranca,iin(\ I proceeded with him to Aserra-

deros, where we had an interview with General

Garcia, and a landing was arranged for at Dai-

quiri, 3000 of Garcia's troops to be brought up

from Aserraderos and landed as soon as possible.

On the 2 1st the cable at Guantanamo was

connected with that at Mole St. Nicholas, and

an oflfice opened there for general telegraphic
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Drawn by T. de Thulsirup, after a Sketch by Howard F. Sprague

use. On the same day I issued the following

order of battle:

"The army corps will land to-morrow morn-

ing, the entire force landing at Daiquiri. The
landing will begin at daylight, or as soon

thereafter as practicable. General Castillo,

with looo men, coming from the eastward of

Daiquiri, will assist in clearing the way for an

unopposed landing by flanking out the Spanish

forces at that point.

" Simultaneously with the shelling of the

beach and block-houses at Daiquiri, the Ense-

nada de los Altares and Aguadores, both to

the eastward of Santiago, and the small bay

of Cabanas, about two and a half miles to the

westward of Santiago, will be shelled by the

ships stationed there for the purpose.

" A feint in force of landing at Cabanas will

be made, about ten of the transports, the last

to disembark their forces at Daiquiri, remain-

3U5

ing during the day or greater part of the day

about two miles to the southward of Cabanas,

lowering boats and making apparent prepara-

tions for disembarking a large body of troops.

At the same time General Rabi, with 500

Cuban troops, will make a demonstration on

the west side of Cabanas.
** The following vessels are assigned to bom-

bard the four points mentioned above : At
Cabanas, the Scorpion^ Vixen, and Texas. At
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Aguadores, the Eagle and Gloucester. At En-

senada de los Altares, the Hornet, Helena, and

Baneroft. At Daiquiri, the Detroit, Castine,

Wasp, and Neiv Orleans— the Detroit and

Castine on the western flank, the Wasp and

New Orleans on the eastern flank. All the

vessels named will be in their position at day-

light.

"Great care will be taken to avoid the

wasteful expenditure of ammunition. The

firing at Daiquiri will begin on signal from

the Nezv Orleans.

" At Cabanas it is probable that after a few

minutes, unless the firing is returned, occa-

sional dropping of shots from the smaller

vessels will be sufficient, but the semblance of

covering a landing should be maintained, the

ships keeping close in.

" At Aguadores and Ensenada de los Altares

the same rule should prevail. At Daiquiri,

the point of actual landing, vessels will, of

breaking through should he attempt to get

out of the port.

" The Suivanee, Oseeola, and Wompatnek will

be prepared to tow boats. Each will be pro-

vided with two 5 or 6 inch lines, one on each

quarter, each long enough to take in tow a

dozen or more boats.

" These vessels will report at the Neiv

York at 3 A.M. on June 22, prepared to take

in tow the ship's boats, which are to assist

in the landing of troops, and convey them to

Daiquiri.

"The Texas, Brooklyn, Massachusetts, Iowa,

Oregon, Nezv York, and Indiana will send all

their steam-cutters and all their pulling boats,

with the exception of one retained on board

each ship, to assist in the landing. These boats

will report at the lYew York at 3 A.M.

" Each boat, whale-boat, and cutter will have

three men, each launch five men, and each

steam-cutter its full crew and an officer for

vessels engaged in blockading Santiago de Cuba

is earnestly called to the necessity of the ut-

most vigilance from this time forward, both as

to maintaining stations and readiness for action,

and as to keeping a close watch upon the har-

bor mouth. If the Spanish Admiral ever in-

tends to attempt to escape, that attempt will

be made soon."

On the 22d I received the following letter

from General Shaft er

:

" HEAiKjUAKrKRS FFfru Ari\iv Corps,

"On board S.S. S(\i^-uranca,

"At Sc'd, Jicnc 22, 1898.

" Sir,— I shall commence landino- this morning. It

is my intention to proceed from Daiquiri to Santiago

as rapidly as I can and take some of my land trans-

portation. The animals are in absolute need of some

rest, and for that reason I may not get very far to-

day.

" I request you to keep in touch during the advance

and be prepared to receive any message I may wish

THE /'(?A' 77^ A', WITH THE S(,)UAI)KON, AWAITINC; THE ADMIRAL'S ORDERS

course, use their artillery until they have

reason to believe that the landing is clear.

They will take care to make the firing de-

liberate and effective. As General Castillo's

column, approaching from the eastward, is

likely to come within range of the guns, sharp-

eyed quartermasters with good glasses will be

stationed to look out for the Cuban flag, and

care will be taken not to direct the fire towards

any point where that flag is shown.

"The Texas and Brooklyn will exchange

blockading stations, the Texas going inside,

to be near Cabanas. The Brooklyn, Massa-

chusetts, lozva, and Oregon will retain their

blockading positions, and will keep a vigilant

watch on the harbor mouth. The Indiana will

take the Nezv Orleans position in the block-

ading-line east of Santiago and between the

flag- ship New York and the shore. This is

only a temporary assignment for i\\Q Indiana to

strengthen the blockading-line during the land-

ing and to avoid any possibility of the enemy

their own management. In addition to these

men each boat will carry five men, including

one man capable of acting as cockswain, to

manage and direct the transports' boats. Va\q\\

steam-launch will be in charge of an officer,

who will report to Captain Goodrich. Care

will be taken in the selection of boat-keepers

and cockswains to take no men who are gun-

pointers or who occupy positions of special

importance at the battery.

" Unnecessary oars and impedimenta should

be removed from the pulling boats for the

greater convenience of the transportation of

troops, but each boat should retain its anchor

and chain.

"Captain C. F. Goodrich, commanding the

St. Bonis, will have, on the part of the navy,

general charge of the landing.

"The Nezv Orleans will send her boats to

report to Captain Goodrich upon her arrival at

Daiquiri.

" The attention of commanding officers of all

to transmit from along the bluffs or any of the small

towns, and to render any assistance necessary.

" Very respectfully,

"W. R. Sh AFTER,
" Major-General, U. S. V., Commanding.

" Admiral SAAri'SON,

"Commanding U. S. Fleet off Santiago de Cuba."

ENGAGEMKNT BETWEEN THE
ST. PAUL AND TEIE TERROR
As REEATED 15V CaPTAEX SiGSbEE

On June 19 the St. Paul, having transferred

many of her own stores and some arms and

ammunition to other vessels, parted company

with our squadron off Santiago de Cuba.

Under orders from the Commander-in-Chief,

I proceeded to San Juan, Puerto Rico, to

institute a blockade of that port. My orders

included the information that the Yoseniite,

Commander W. H. Emory, would soon join
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the5/.P^/^/off San J uan, thus enabling me to I was afterwards informed from different EXTRACT FROM "THE WAR
proceed to New York for coal, the necessity for sources that the Terror was taken in tow by BUDGET"
which would soon arise. The St. Paul, with a two tugs on her arrival in the harbor, and that

, . •!• T* r\ • c «-
[A periodical printed on the 6/". /'rt«/J

view of intercepting Spanish vessels, proceeded she was m a smkmg condition. One intormant

at a moderate speed by the route south of Haiti said that she was grounded for safety and her We came off the port early on the 22d.

and through the Mona Passage. She wasunsuc- crew sent ashore, and pumps sent to her assist- The weather was fair, the trade-wind blowing

cessful in her search, and arrived off San Juan ance. All accounts agree that she was struck fresh from the eastward and raising somewhat

at 8 A.M., Wednesday, June 22, at which time three times, and that one of her engineers and of a sea. At about 12.40 the third-class cruiser

the weather was clear, a strong trade-wind was one of her crew were killed. I was also in- Isabel 11.
,
or one of her class, came out and,

blowing, and the sea was moderately rough. formed that others of her crew were wounded, steaming under the Morro until she was abreast

At 12.40 P.M. of that day our emergency that much damage was done, and that repairs of the batteries, commenced edging out towards

signal for manning the guns was sounded by were immediately begun and were continuing us, firing at such a long range that her shots

dit-ection of the officer of the deck. Lieutenant day and night. One shot was said to have were ineffective. As her purpose evidently

J. A. Pattson. I went at once to the bridge, raked her deck and another to have gone was to put us wdthin fire of the batteries, we

where I was shown a bark -rigged Spanish through her side into her after engine-room, took but little notice of her, lying still and

cruiser making slowly out of the entrance of Her rudder or steering-gear was said to have occasionally sending in our largest shell at her

San Juan, with her head to the eastward, been injured. Although my information came to try the range. Soon afterwards she dropped

She was either the Infanta Isabel or Isabel II., from persons who saw the exterior of the vessel to the westward, and the torpedo-boat destroyer

which were sister- ships of the Don Juan de after her return to the harbor, I was naturally Terror, or it may have been her sistci-ship the

Austria, sunk at Manila. The .S7. Paul was not able to get a technical description of her /v/?w, was sighted steaming along shore under

lying without headway, head to the wind, internal injuries. A large number of people the batteries. Captain Sigsbee watched her for

which was east. She held her position, while were assembled on the high bluff of San Juan a while and worked along with her in order to

the Spanish cruiser steamed slowly seaward, to see the engagement. separate her from the cruiser and keep her in the

manceuvred, and opened fire at long range. After the 7Vr;w had reached the harbor, the trough of the sea if she came for us. She then

under close protection of the shore batteries, cruiser reappeared outside accompanied by a circled to get up speed and headed for us, firing

which mounted a large number of modern gunboat. Both stood round the Morro and con- straight as far as direction went, but her shots

8-inch and lO-inch guns. None of the Span- tinned slowly for a considerable distance to the fell short. When within range of our guns

iard's shot reached us on direct fire, although eastward, well inshore and far beyond the range the signal ''Commence firing" was made, and

several may have passed over us on ricochet, of the.S7./k///'5 guns. So well within the range for several minutes we let fiy our starboard

The St. Paul replied only by an occasional of the San Juan batteries were they that I could battery at her at from fifty-five hundred to six-

shell to test the range ; nevertheless, the see no reason for their manceuvre except to thousand yards, the shells striking all around

Spanish cruiser continued her ineffective fire. decoy the .SV. Paul within fire of the batteries, her. This stopped her; she turned her broad-

At I P.M. a torpedo-boat destroyer, having At this time the St. Paul was heading west, side to us, and her fire soon ceased. She then

the characteristic marks of the Terror and practically in her former position, but occa- headed inshore to the southward and westward,

believed to be that vessel, came out of the sionally gathering slight headway to maintain going slow, and it was evident to all on board

harbor and steamed around the Morro to the the wind and sea directly astern. At 4.45 I'.M. that she was crippled, drifting well leeward of

eastward. The .S7. Paul then steamed very the St. Paul was turned and lieaded east, on a the main harbor entrance. Off the Morro she

slowly to the eastward, parallel to the shore- course nearly parallel to that which the Spanish Hashed some signals to the shore, and afterwards

line of the city, keeping the Terror on such a vessels were apparently steering. Those ves- a tug came out and towed her into the harbor.

bearing that in making a dash at the .S7. Paul sels immediately turned and then retired to All this time the cruiser was firing at us,

she would be obliged to proceed in the trough the harbor. During the entire affair the St. and some of her shots and those of the Terror

of the sea. Our manceuvre had the further Paul maintained her position near the city, fell pretty close. The cruiser followed the

object of throwing the Spanish cruiser com- She was not hit. Terror back towards the port, and soon after-

pletely out of range to the southward and west- The rapid and accurate fire brought to bear wards was joined by a gunboat, and the two

ward while we engaged the Terror. About on the Terror by the .S7. Paul whose crew steamed under the batteries to the eastward.

1.20 P.M. the Terror, then nearly in reach of had been under drill less than one month and Put when the St. Paul, making an inshore turn,

our heavier guns, the fire of which I was reserv- a half against adverse conditions, refiected seemed to be going for them, they returned to

ing, suddenly opened fire and steamed for us great credit on the executive officer. Lieu- the harbor and we saw no more of them,

at high speed, with the evident intention of tenant Commander Wm. M. Driggs, and on The Spaniards seemed to have settled this

making a dash to torpedo the .S7. 7'^?/^/. The the divisional officers, Lieutenants J. M. Poyer, whole matter in advance as they wished to

St. Paul held her position practically without R. Osborn, Geo. Young, IL Dixon, and En- have it, for the towns-people came out on the

headway, head to the eastward, and awaited signs C. S. Pookwalter, W. V. N. Powelson, bluffs to see the Yankee driven off or sunk,

the attack. When the yW'/w was 5400 yards and A. L. Cowell. The .S7. /'^?///, by reason and the cruiser flew^ an ensign at her gaff almost

distant the St. Paul opened fire, the accuracy of her great complexity of arrangement and as big as a maintopsail.

and volume of which were admirable. Al- the remoteness of many of her parts from the The Isabel h bark -rigged and carries four

though the distance was great, it was apparent bridge, was a difficult and trying command in 47-inch breech-loading rifies, four 2.7-inch

that our heavier shells were falling rapidly that sphere of action. It therefore gratified breech-loading rifles, eight machine-guns, and

around the T^^rr^r and close to her. Suddenly me greatly to find that her discipline and skill two torpedo-tubes. The 7:error has two 14-

that vessel headed up into the wind, broadside had been demonstrated to be good in emer- pounders, rapid fire; two 6- pounders, rapid

to the St. Paul, as if injured, but kept up a fire gency. fii'e
;
two i-pounders, automatic Maxims, and

from her battery, he-r shot falling short. I was The following gentlemen were on the bridge two torpedo-tubes. Length, 220 feet ; estimat-

looking at her from the upper bridge with bi- with me at the time, in readiness for service, ed speed, 28 knots.

nocular glasses of great power, and at this time and their bearing w^as entirely admirable: We know that the /Vrr^;;- was struck three

I saw a shell explode, apparently against her Lieutenant J. C. Gillmore, U. S. N., naviga- times, and that one shot, entering the engine-

hull abaft the after smoke-stack. She imme- tor; Lieutenant S. Nicholson Kane, U. S. N., room, killed an engineer and a fireman. And

diately turned with port helm and stood in for captain's aid and signal officer ; Ensign O. P. from what we regard astrustworthy information,

the harbor at considerable speed, her behavior Jackson, U. S. N., assistant navigator. we are inclined to think that she was seriously

giving evidence of damage. Instead of stand- Chief Engineer John Hunter, U. S. N., damaged, requiring the assistance of tugs to

ing in through the channel close to the Morro, whose position was one of great prospective keep her afloat,

whence she had issued to begin her attack, she responsibility under the circumstances, should

fell a long distance to leeward. When down also be mentioned most favorably.

towards Cabras Island, she rounded to and Although the St. Paul was an enormous THE YOSEMITE AT SAN JUAN
stood to the southward and eastward towards ship, she had not a great battery. At the

^^ Gunner's Mate Edwin Dfnby
theharbor, apparently not under good manage- time of the action she underwent the novel

ment. The Spanish cruiser showed concern experience of receiving and accepting the On the 13th day of April, 1898, the United

by standing in after her. dash of the torpedo-boat destroyer. States auxiliary cruiser Yoseuiite, prior to that
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HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN

time El Slid, of the Morgan line of freighters, ular, that mention of them is scarcely nee- vigor. It must have appeared like a joke to

was put into commission in the government essary. the Spaniards. The Supreme Court of the

service. The steam-launches of the Yosemite, Marble- United States has taken that view of it, or at

She was a steel steamer, 408 feet in length, head, and Scorpion were sent up the river tow- least has declared that such a blockade was

single screw, 15 knots speed. She was built ards Caimanera, and there patrolled through- "no blockade." But at the time the joke was

in 1895, and was stanch from stem to stern, out the night, in constant danger from the on the Yellow and Red, and a decidedly prac-

The work of converting her went on rapidly. enemy's mines, under the guns of his fort and tical one it proved.

It may be of interest to recite briefly what it in range of his Mausers. Their purpose was The Yoseuiite passed to and fro during the

means to convert a vessel of the merchant to watch for attempts by the Si)aniards at day just out of range of the guns of the Mono,

marine into a fighting ship of war. There torpedoing our vessels. A noise, a spark, a overhauling every sail that appeared in sight.

was no armor put upon the Vosemite, the only betrayal by the enemy's patrols, and they At night she would put to sea some miles and

attempt at protection being the storing of sev- were lost; but morning came, and with it they keep moving to elude the enemy's torpedo-

eral hundred bags of coal around the engines returned in safety. boats, which there was strong reason to sup-

on the berth-deck. Three magazines were The Yoseiiiites crowning achievement was pose came out on several occasions to find her.

built in the hold, from which steam ammuni- the victorious battle which she waged against Then as dawn approached she would return to

tion-hoists—little steel boxes running in ways heavy odds, 700 miles from the nearest assist- her station off San Juan.

of steel—led to the decks above. Numbered ance. On the morning of the 28th day of June,

hooks for the hammocks of the crew were put At 2 o'clock P.M. on June 25th the Yoseuiite just as the shaggy cloud -fringed dawn was

in the deck beams. arrived off the harbor of San Juan de Puerto giving place to daylight, the Yoseniite arrived

Ten 5-inch, six 6-pounder rapid-fire guns, Rico. She found there the great auxiliary north of the Morro, about eight miles to sea.

and two Colt's automatic miichine-guns, formed cruiser St. Paul maintaining a blockade of the She was enveloped in a rain-st(jrni, and a black

her armament port. cloud rolled over her. As the cloud passed

On May 7th her crew, consisting of the The St. Paul stated that two days before away there was seen stealing towards the har-

Michigan State Naval Brigade, were received she had had a battle with the torpedo-boat de- bor from the west a large three-masted steamer,

aboard and assisted the yard workmen in the stroyer 7>r;w, and that one of her batteries was about twelve miles distant, which was subse-

alterations and additions indicated. These out of order. The two ships took station on quently learned to have been the .-^I///^;///^; A^V^^,:'.

were completed on May 17th. On that day either side of the San Juan Harbor mouth and In order to intercept her the Yoseiuite must

the .ship, which had gone into

YOSE/^/T£

,bo
A-r

Loprz
^k

^PT. SALINAS
i^'&fi) CABRAS I.

K^ORT MORf

iGNAL STATION
ON SIDE OF HILL LOW LAND

HILL
•

SIGNAL STATION

ON SIDE OF HILL
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cross the zone of Morro's fire.

This she started to do at full

speed, making for a point some

distance ahead of the blockade-

runner.

As soon as it was practicable a

shot from one of the Yoseuiite s

bow guns was fired across the

bow of the stranger, and a second

in rapid succession. The answer

was a cloud of black smoke from

the stack of the enemy. She

was running for it in full earnest,

and only cjuick work could stop

her.

The Yoseuiite needed all her

speed. As soon as it became

clear that it was to be a fight

instead of a capture, the order to

fire on the stranger was given,

and 6-pound shells flew like flies

dock a dirty merchantman, fresh

from a trading venture, came

out a spotless gray man-of-war,

ready for whatever service her

country might demand. It may

be noted in passing th.it the

vessels of the navy had begun

to receive their " war paint " as

early as the month of March, in

accordance with the following

circular letter dated the 27th

:

" All vessels except torpedo-

boats will be painted lead-color.

Commanding officers can obtain

a sample color by sending to flag-

ship if not otherwise supplied.

Boats, guns, hand-rails will not be

painted at present. The order

applies to hull, superstructures,

masts, and smoke-stacks, etc."

The Yoseuiite was manned by 239 men, of there spent the night. The next day the St. from the starboard battery,

whom all but captain, executive officer, navi- 7'.?/// ranged alongside the Yoseuiite,\\\W\\\\ hail- At almost the same moment the Lopez, evi-

gator, one ensign, lieutenant of marines, and ing distance, and Captain Sigsbee said, through dently becoming convinced that she could not

marine guard of forty men were members of his megaphone, that he was short of coal, and make the harbor, turned and dashed ashore

the Naval Brigade, recruited mainly in the one of his batteries was out of order, and that full speed at a point about six miles west of

cities of Detroit and Saginaw. he would sail at once for New York ;
he added the Morro.

Ship and crew were therefore well matched, that the Yoseuiite was in a very dangerous The Yoseuiite then approached within about

both fresh from the walks of peace. position, as he had heard from the captain of four miles of the stranded vessel and proceeded

Except in actual battle the crew had but a vessel overhauled that the Terror was being to pour .shells into her. Her crew put ashore

one opportunity for target practice with service repaired and would be out again in a few days, very hastily in the small boats. In the mean-

ammunition, and that was on the occasion of He stated that her captain was a very brave time, over the face of the distant gun-pierced

trying the guns, when thirty-one 5-inch com- man, and that the Yoseuiite might surely ex- cliff a white cloud suddenly obtruded, and the

mon,and eighteen 6 -pound A. P. shells were pect an attack. He would telegraph Admiral roar of a great gun told that the Morro had

expended. Sampson for immediate reinforcements, as one opened. Thirty-five seconds after the appear-

The deeds of the Yoseuiite rendered her ship was entirely inadequate for the work at ance of the smoke, a huge projectile dropped

position an eminent one in the naval history San Juan. Repeating that the Yoseuiite was into the sea in perfect line, and distant from

of the war. She was on the Havana and in a very dangerous position and admonishing the lWr/////t' not more than one hundred yards.

Santiago blockades. She convoyed the Pan- the utmost caution. Captain Sigsbee steamed Morro continued to fire with vicious frequency

titer from Havana to Guantanamo, and assisted away. and accuracy during the entire engagement.

with her boats and under her guns in the Consider the situation : An absolutely un- The guns of the American vessel could not

landing of the marines. These marines there protected auxiliary cruiser left alone in front reach the far larger-caliber battery on the hfll.

effected the first successful American footing of the strongest fortress in the Spanish West So she continued manceuvring rapidly to avoid

on Cuban soil during the war. Their gallant Indies, where also lay at least two cruisers, being struck, firing meanwhile into the Lopez.

seventy-two hours' fight against odds will for- each of a strength idmost equal to her own. And then, having completed the destruction

ever reflect honor upon the corps. And here besides the notorious torpedo-boat destroyer of the Lopez, and as the fire from the Morro

also occurred, on June lOth, one of those r^T/w—and the nearest help 700 miles away ! was becoming uncomfortably close, she retired

simple deeds of bravery that seem to come However, with brazen impudence she took out of range, and the ship's company went to

so naturally to our sailors, volunteer or reg- up her station and began the blockade with breakfast.
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ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN THE YOSKMI'J'E AND THE SPANISH EORTS AND WAR-VESSELS AT SAN JUAN, JUNE 28

In half an hour the Voscinitc returned to tlic

attack. In tlic meantime the protected cruiser

Alfonso XIII., the cruiser Isabel 11. , the gun-

boat CiCJicral Conclia, and a torpedo-boat had

emerged from the liarbor and were making

for the stranded steamer. They opened fire

immediately upon the Yosciiiitc and were re-

inforced, as before, by the Morro.

Their guns, as well as those of the fort,

were of larger caliber than the 5-inch rapid-

fires of the American. But this was a disad-

vantage easily remedied. Whirling fiercely

upon the enemy, she dashed at them in tlie

teeth of a heavy fire. As soon as she came

COMMANDER WILLIAM 11. EMORY
Of the YoSemite

within range a perfect whirhvind of fire swept

from the five 5-inch and three 6-pounders

composing her broadside batteries, first port

and then starboard, as she changed position

to allow the guns to cool. The guns were

served with terrible rapidity. The ship was

enveloped in smoke from stem to stern. The

roar of the 5 - inch and the bark of the 6-

pounder guns seemed almost continuous,

h^rom the Morro and the enemy's vessels

came the steady thunder of their great ord-

nance. But the American fire was too rapid

and accurate to be long withstood. The

Spanish vessels ceased to advance, and pres-

ently the smaller of the two, taking a heavy

list to port, turned and staggered back into

the harbor, while the cruiser retired near to

the mouth of the harbor and discontinued

the engagement.

l^ut the little torpedo vessel, with the in-

trepidity usually associated with vessels of her

type, came down the coast in a shower of pro-

jectiles and hid behind the Lopez. Then she

stuck her nose out and spat at the Yoscmiie

with a small-caliber rapid-fire gun.

Victorious and unscathed, the Yosemite \\\qx\

withdrew out of range of the Morro, firing a

few^ more shots at the Lopez in passing. For

the rest of the day she strutted up and down

with battle -flags flying and a chip on her

shoulder, waiting for the Spaniards to come

out and renew the engagement. Once it

seemed they w^ould gratify her. They started

to move down the coast, but, noticing a sig-

nificant movement of the American vessel,

they again withdrew.

What execution was done upon the enemy

it is impossible to say. The American vessel

was not touched, though at least fifteen shots

fell within less than half a ship's length, and

several fell so close that they splashed water

upon her decks.
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She expended in this action two hundred

and fifty -one 5 -inch shells, common and

armor- piercing, twenty -three shrapnel, and

fi ft y-siX 6-po u n d ers.

The action was in every sense an American

victory, and the Spaniards, greatly superior in

force though they were, made no attempt again

to molest the Yoseniite.

0\\ the 4th of July the American vessel,

lying as usual just out of range of the Morro,

ran up her fiags and fired a national salute at

high noon.

The Yoseinitc remained alone at San Juan,

overhauling many vessels but making no capt-

COMMANDER CHARLES H. DAVIS

Of the Dixie
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veyed by a United States vessel to the harbor Holguin to prevent sending reinforcements to

of Banes, carried the following letter from me Santiago."

Also, the following is an extract from a

cablegram from Admiral Sampson to the

Secretary of the Navy, which was repeated

to me at Tampa, June 12, for my informa-

tion :

" Genera] Miles's letter received through

to General Garcia

:

" Dear General,— I am very glad to have received

your officers, General Enrique Collazo and Lieutenant-

Colonel Carlos Hernandez, the latter of whom returns

to-night with our best wishes for your success.

" It would be a very great assistance if you could

LIEUTENANT SPENCER S. WOOD
Of the Dtipont

ures, until July 14th, when she was relieved by

the Nezv Orleans, and her men heard for the

first time the story of Cervcra's defeat. vShe was

attached to Watson's squadron for Spain, but

the squadron never sailed. Her crew was dis-

charged August 22d, and was received in De-

troit upon its return with the most tremendous

demonstration which the city had ever seen.

After the close of hostilities between the

United States and Spain the Yoscmitc was

again converted, this time into a sumptuous

man-of-war yacht to convey the new Governor

of Guam to his station, and to serve thereafter

as his war-vessel and headcpiarters. She was

admirably adapted to her new service.

THE CUBANS AT SANTIAGO
As Reeatei) 15V Gex1':ral Mills

Lieutenant Rowan, returning from his

journey to Cuba, brought with him to Wash-

ington Brigadier- General CoHazo and Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Hernandez, of General Garcia's ble reinforcement coming to that garrison. While

staff. He also brought very important infor- this is being done, and before the arrival of our army

mation concerning the active operations of the

Cubans against the Spanish troops, and the

location and strength of the Spanish forces in

the eastern part of Cuba, numbering at that

time some 31,000 men. The two Cuban offi-

cers mentioned accompanied me to Tampa,

and Colonel Hernandez, having received per-

mission from the Navy Department to be con-

have as large a force as possible in the vicinity of the Colonel Hernandez on June 6. Garcia re-

harbor of Santiago de Cuba, and communicate anv 1 1
• • 1 i *,• 1^ ^ gards his wislies and suggestions as orders,

information, by signals, which Colonel Hernandez will
'

,• , -n i

'

, . ^ -.1 . ^ and immediatelv will take measures to con-
explain to you, either to our navy or to our army on ^

its arrival, which we hope will be^)efore many days. centrate forces at the points indicated, but he

"It would also assist us very much if you could is unable to do so as early as desired on ac-

drive in and harass any Spanish troops near or in count of his expedition to l^anes Port, Cuba,

but he will march without delay. All of his

subordinates are ordered to assist to disem-

bark the United States troops and to place

themselves under orders. Santiago dc Cuba

well fortified, with advanced intrcnchments,

but he believes position for artillery can be

taken as Miles desires. (Approximate) twelve

thousand (12,000) regulars and three thousand

(3000) militia between Santiago and Guanta-

namo. He has sent force in order to prevent

aid going to Santiago from Holguin. Repeats

every assurance of good-will, and desires to

second plans."

It will be observed that General Garcia re-

garded my recpiests as his orders, and promptly

took steps to execute the plan of operations.

He sent 3000 men to check any movement of

the 12,000 Spaniards stationed at Holguin.

A portion of this latter force started to the

relief of the garrison at Santiago, but was

successfully checked and turned back by the

Cuban forces under General Feria. (jeneral

Garcia also sent 2000 men, under Perez, to

oppose the 6000 Spaniards at (juantanamo,

and they were successful in their object. He
also sent 1000 men, under General Rios,

against the 6000 men at Manzanillo. Of this

garrison, 3 500 started to reinforce the gar-

rison at Santiago, and were engaged in no

less than thirty^ combats with the Cubans on

their way before reaching Santiago. With

an additional force of 5000 men General
if you can seize and hold any commanding position Garcia besieged the garrison of Santiago,
to the east or west of Santiago dc Cuba, or both, that

would be advantageous for the use of our artillery, it

will be exceedingly gratifying to us.

" With great respect and best wishes, 1 remain, very

respectfully,
" Nklson a. Miles,

''Major-General, Coiiiiiiandiiig United States Army."

CO iM xM A N I ) 1 ; k ( : 11 A R I , r:s 1 .
1" R .\ I

N

Of tlic Prairie

vSantiago de Cuba, threatening or attacking tliem at

all points, and preventing, by every means, any possi-

soldiers of the cuban ariMY

From a Photograph taken at the time of the landing of the American army

taking up a strong position on the west side

and in close proximity to the harbor, and

he afterwards received General Shafter and

Admiral Sampson at his camp near that

place. He had troops in the rear, as well

as on both sides, of the garrison at Santi-

This letter was sent in anticipation of the ago before the arrival of our troops,

movement of the command un-

der General Shafter, which sailed

twelve days later. Colonel Her-

nandez left Ke\^ West with it

June 2 ; General Garcia received ,1'

it June 6, and I received his re-

ply by cable June 9, of which

the following is a copy:

" Will take measures at once

to carry out your recommenda-

tion, but concentration of force

will require some time. Roads

bad and Cubans scattered. Will

march without delay. Santiago

de Cuba well fortified with ad-

vanced intrcnchments, but be-

lieve good artillery position

can be taken. Spanish force

approximate 12,000 between

Santiago de Cuba and Guan-

tanamo
; 3000 militia. Will

maintain a Cuban force near

:M2

(;ENERAL OARCIA and LRIC.-OENERAL LUDLOW
Taken during their conference at the time of tiie landing of llie American army



GENERAL SHAFTER AND ADMIRAL SAMPSON LANDING ON THE BEACH AT ASERRADERO, JUNE 20, TO CONFER WITH
GENERAL GARCIA.—By T. de Thulstrup
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MAJ()R-(iKNKRAL WILLIAM R. SHAFl^ER, C()MAL\NI)L\(r THE LIFni ARMY CORPS, DIRPXTING THE
EMILVRKATIOxN OE TRO()I\S AT PORT TAAH'A.-^ Drawn p.v T. dk Thulstrup

THE INVASION OF CUBA
IN

the month of May the Navy Department

advised Admiral Sampson of the intention

of the War Department to send about

thirty transports with troops from Tampa to

Santiago, and instructed him to provide a suit-

able convoy.

On June 4, in reply to a telegram from the

Navy Department asking if the convoy was

ready, the commandant of the naval base at

Key West stated, " Vessels all ready."

21

On June 8 information was received at

Tampa, through the naval base at Key West,

from two different sources, indicating the pos-

sible presence of a force of Spanish vessels in

St. Nicholas Channel. The War Department

was informed of this news, and orders were

issued to Admiral Sampson to reinforce the

convoying squadron by two armored vessels.

On the next day the expedition was directed

to proceed without regard to this information,

318

as it was discredited both by Admiral Samp-

son and the department, and the following

telegram was sent

:

" The expedition will proceed without refer-

ence to the Spaniards. Department will inform

Commander-in-Chief North Atlantic Station

and the War Department of this."

A suitable convoy was retained at Tampa
until the transports were ready. The army

expedition finally left Tampa on the 14th, the
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Navy Department having ren-

dezvoused additional vessels off

Rebecca Shoals, where the trans-

ports arrived at 8 P.M. June 15,

and thence proceeded to San-

tiago.

Upon arrival of the convoy

off Santiago Admiral Sampson

sent his chief of staff to com-

municate with General Shafter.

The chief of staff took with him

a chart of Santiago Harbor, and

explained to General Shafter

that, in order to enable the ves-

sels of the navy to enter, it was

necessary that the positions oc-

cupied by the eastern and west-

ern batteries of the enemy should

be carried. The possession of

these points insured the destruc-

tion of the mines, the entrance

of the naval vessels, and an at-

tack upon Admiral Cervera's

squadron. To this plan Gen-

eral Shafter gave cordial assent.

The landing-place on which he

finally decided was Daiquiri.

General Shafter reported to

Admiral Sampson on June 22

his intention to commence the

landing of troops, and Admiral

Sampson put an officer in charge

of the disembarkation, which was

begun during the forenoon of

the 22d by means of the steam-

launches and cutters from the ships of the

squadron. The naval vessels shelled the coast

about Daiquiri, and a demonstration was made

fantry and cavalry, will be sup-

plied with five hundred rounds

of ammunition per man.

" 8. All troops will carry, in

addition to the fourteen days'

field rations now on hand, ten

days' travel rations.

"9. The minimum allowance

of tentage and baggage, as pre-

scribed in General Orders 54,

Adjutant- General's Office, cur-

rent series, will be taken.

" 10. In addition to the ra-

tions specified in paragraph 8 of

this order, the chief commissary

will provide sixty da}'s' field ra-

tions for the entire command.

"II. All recruits' and extra

baggage, the latter to be stored,

carefully piled and covered, will

be left in camp, in charge of a

commissioned officer, to be se-

lected by the regimental com-

mander. Where there are no

recruits available, the necessary

guard only will be left.

" 12. Travel rations will be

drawn at once by the several

commands, as indicated in para-

graph 8.

FRANSFERRTNG STORES FROM TRAIN TO TRANSPORTS

Pn<)'ro(^,RAPii i!\' Jamks IU'rion

" 2. The Battalion of Engineers.

This order was afterwards

changed to include twelve

squadrons of cavalr)',all of which

were dismounted because of lack

of transportation for the animals,

and because it was believed from the best

" 3. The detachment of the Signal Corps. sources of information obtainable that mount-

"4. Five squadrons of cavalry, to be selected cd cavalry could not operate efficiently in the

at Cabafias to engage the attention of the ene- by the commanding general of the cavalry neighborhood of Santiago. This was found

mv. All the troops were successfully landed division, in accordance with instructions pre- subsequently to be correct,

by the boats of the navy, and the joint opera-- viously given. The facilities at Tampa and Port Tampa
"5. l^'our batteries of light artillery, to be for embarking the troops and the large amount

commanded by a major to be selected by the of supplies required were inadequate, and with

commanding officer of the Light Artillery the utmost effort it was not possible to accom-

Brigade. plish this work as quickly as I hoped and

"6. Two batteries of heavy artillery, to be desired,

selected by the commanding office!' of the siege On the evening of June 7 I received orders

artillery battalion, with eight siege guns and to sail without delay, but not with less than

eight field mortars. 10,000 men,

"
7. The l^attalion of Engineers, the in- The orders referred to caused one division

tions of the army and navy began, which finally

resulted in the surrender of Santiago.

THE EXPEDITION TO SAN-
TIAGO

As Related by General Shafter

The expedition was undertaken in com-

pliance with telegraphic instructions of May

30, 1898, from Headquarters of the Army, in

which it was stated: "Admiral Schley reports

that two cruisers and tw^o torpedo-boats have

been seen in the harbor of Santiago. Go with

your force to capture garrison at Santiago, and

assist in capturing harbor and fleet."

On this date there were a large number of

transports in Port Tampa Bay, which had been

collected for the purpose of an expedition

which it had been previously contemplated I

should command, and for such other emergen-

cies as might arise. Orders were immediateh'

given for loading aboard those transports the

necessary subsistence and quartermaster's sup-

plies, and for the embarkation of the author-

ized number of troops and their material.

General orders from headquarters, indicating

the organizations it was at first proposed to

take, were as follows :

"The following troops will hold themselves

in readiness to move immediately on board

transports upon notification from these head-

quarters :

" I., The Fifth Army Corps. HOW the rough riders rode roughly to port TAMPA.—PaoTOGRAi'H by James Burton
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composed of volunteer troops—commanded by

Brigadier- General Snyder, and which it had

been intended to include in my command—to

be left behind. I was joined, however, by

Brigadier-General Bates, who had already ar-

rived on transports from Mobile with the Third

and Twentieth Infantry, and one squadron of

the Second Cavalr\', with their horses— the

latter being the only mounted troops in my
command.

After some of the transports had already^

reached the lower bay, telegraphic instructions

were received from the Secretary of War di-

recting that the sailing of the expedition be

delayed w.iiting further orders. This delay

subject, it is appropriate to add that the opin-

ion was general throughout the army that the

travel ration should include tomatoes, begin-

ning with the first day, and that a small quan-

tity of canned fruit would prove to be a most

welcome addition while travelling at sea in the

tropics ; if the future policy of our govern-

ment requires much transportation for the

military forces b\' sea, definite arrangements

should be determined upon to provide the

necessary hammock accommodations for sleep-

ing. Hammocks interfere immeasurably less

than bunks with the proper ventilation of the

ships, and during the day can be easily re-

moved, thus greatly increasing space for ex-

Castillo at the little town of Cujababo, a few

miles east of Daiquiri. I accepted his offer,

impressing it upon him that I could exercise

no military control over him except such as

he would concede, and as long as he served

under me I would furnish him rations and

ammunition.

Ever since the receipt of my orders I had

made a study of the terrain surrounding San-

tiago, gathering information mainly from for-

mer residents of the city, several of whom were

on the transports with me. At this interview

all the possible points of attack w-ere for the

last time carefully weighed, and then, for the

information and guidance of Admiral Samp-

OFK I'O SANTIAGO—ON THE DOCK A'l' TORT TAMPA— LOADING 1 HE TKANSTOR IS.— Piiotograi-h by James Burton

was occasioned by the navy reporting that a

Spanish war-vessel had been sighted in the St.

Nicholas Channel. The ships in the lower bay

were immediately recalled. On the next da)-,

in compliance with instructions from the Ad-

jutant-Cjcncral of the Arm\% the necessar}' steps

were taken to increase the command to the

full capacity of the transports, and the ex-

pedition sailed on June 14 with 815 officers

and 16,072 enlisted men.

The passage to Santiago was generally

smooth and uneventful. The health of the

command remained remarkably good, notwith-

standing the fact that the conveniences on many
of the transports, in the nature of sleeping

accommodations, space for exercise, and closet

accommodations, were not all that could have

been desired. While commenting upon this

ercise ; moreover, they greatly diminish the

danger of fire.

While passing along the north coast of Cuba,

one of the two barges w^e had in tow broke

away during the night, and was not recovered.

This loss proved to be very serious, for it de-

layed and embarrassed tlie disembarkation of

the army. On the morning of June 20 we

arrived off Guantanamo Bay, and about noon

reached the vicinity of Santiago, where Admiral

Sampson came on board my headquarters trans-

port. It was arranged between us to visit in

the afternoon the Cuban general, Garcia, at

Aserraderos, about eighteen miles to the west

of the Morro. During the interview General

Garcia offered the services of his troops, com-

prising about 4000 men in the vicinity of

Aserraderos, and about 500 under General
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son and General Garcia, I outlined the plan

of campaign, which was as follows :

With the assistance of the small boats of the

navy, the disembarkation was to commence on

the morning of the 22d at Daiquiri. On the

2 1st 500 insurgent troops were to be transferred

from Aserraderos to Cujababo, increasing the

force already there to 1000 men. This force

under General Castillo was to attack the Span-

ish force at Daiquiri in the rear at the time of

disembarkation. This movement was success-

fully made. To mislead the enemy as to the

real point of our intended landing, I requested

General Garcia to send a small force, about

500 men, under General Rabi, to attack the

little town of Cabanas, situated on the coast a

few miles to the west of the entrance to San-

tiago Harbor, and where it was reported the
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enemy had several hundred men
intrenched, and from which a trail

led around the west side of the

bay to Santiago.

I also requested Admiral Samp-

son to send several of his war-

ships, with a number of my trans-

ports, opposite this town for the

purpose of making a show of dis-

embarking there. In addition I

asked the Admiral to cause a

bombardment to be made at Ca-

banas, and also at the forts around

the Morro, and at the towns of

Aguadores, Siboney, and Daiquiri.

The troops under General Garcia

remaining at Aserraderos were to

be transferred to Daiquiri or Si-

boney on the 24th. This was

successfully accomplished at Si-

boney.

These movements committed

me to approaching Santiago from

the east over a narrow road, at first in some
places not better than a trail, runnitig from

Daiquiri through Siboney and Sevilhi, and

making attack from that quarter. This, in

my judgment, was the only feasible plan, and

subseciuent information and results confirmed

my judgment.

SF.CDNI) MASSACIIUSK'ns VOIAJNTEKKS WAITING VO (JO ABOARD
'rivANvSl'OK'r.— I'liojocKAi'ii i!V fA>n'.s BrkioN

of it, will be disembarked by the battalion

commander and brought to the assistance

of the troops engaged. If no serious op-

position be offered, this artillery will be

unloaded after the mounted squadron.

"2. All troops will carry on the person the

blanket roll (with shelter tent and poncho).

On the morning of the 22d the army com- three days' field rations (with coffee ground),

menced to disembark at Daiquiri. The fol- canteens filled, and 100 rounds of ammunition
lowing general order indicates the manner in per man. Additional ammunition, already

which the troops left the transports, and the issued to the troops, tentage, baggage, and

amount of supplies carried immediately with company cooking utensils will be left under

them : charge of the regimental (juartermaster, with
" I. Under instructions to be communicated one non-commissioned officer and two privates

to the proper commanders, troops will disem- from each company.

bark in the following order

:

''3. v\ll persons not immediately on duty
" First. The Second Division, Fifth Corps with, and constituting a part of, the organi-

(Lawton's). The Gatling-gun detachment zations mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs

wmU accompany this division. will remain aboard ship until the landing be

"Second. General Bates's brigade. This accomplished, and until notified they can land.

brigade will form as a reserve to the "4. The chief quartermaster of the expe-

Second Division, Fifth Corps. dition will control all small boats, and will

"Third. The dismounted cavalry division distribute them to the best advantage to dis-

(Wheeler's). embark the troops in tlie order indicated in

" P'ourth. The h^irst Division, hMftli Corps paragraph i.

(Kent's). " 5. The ordnance officer, Second Fieuten-

" Fifth. The squadron of the Second Cavalrx' ant l^rooke, h\)urth Infantrx', will put on shore,

(Rafferty's). at once, 100 rounds of ammunition per man, and
" Sixth. If the enemy in force vigorously re- have it ready for distribution on the firing-line,

sist the landing, the light artillery, or part "6. The commanding general wishes to im-

press officers and men \\'ith

the crushing effect a well-

directed fire will have upon

the Spanish troops. All offi-

cers concerned will rigidly

enforce fire discipline, and

will caution their men to

fire only when the\' can see

the enemy."

The small boats belong-

ing to the navy and to the

transports, together with a

number of steam-launches

furnished by the navy, were

brought alongside and load-

ed with troops as prescribed

in the order just quoted.

When General Fawton's di-

vision was fairly loaded in

the small boats, the latter

were towed in long lines

by the steam-launches tow-

ards the shore. The sea

8 It)
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was somewhat rough, but by the

exercise of caution and good judg-

ment the beach was reached and

the troops disembarked satisfac-

torily. As a precaution against

a possible attack u|)on the part

of any Spaniards who might have

been hidden in the adjacent block-

houses and woods, the nav>' opened

a furious cannonade on these

places while the troops were mov-

ing towards the shore. It was

learned afterwards that the Span-

ish garrison had retired in the di-

rection of Siboney soon after da\--

light.

By night about 6000 troops

were on shore. (General Dawton
was ordered to push down a strong

force to seize and hold Siboney.

On the 23d the disembarkation

was continued and about 6000

more men landed. Early on this

date General Fawton's advance reached Si-

bone}% the Spanish garrison of about 600

men retiring as he came iqz), and offering no

opposition except a few scattering shots at

long range. Some of the Cuban troops pur-

sued the retreating S[)aniards and skirmished

with them. During the afternoon of this date

the disembarkation of Kent's division was

commenced at Sibonc)-, which enabled me to

establish a base eight miles nearer Santiago,

and to continue the unloading of troops and

supplies at both points.

The disembarkation was continued through-

out the night of the 23d and 24th, and b}' the

evening of the 24th the disembarkation of my
command was practically completed.

THE ARiMY OF INVASION
Tilt: Ixsi'ia tor-Gexkral's Account

Port Tamra was selected as the place for

the embarkation of the first expedition for the

invasion of Cuba, the arm\' of invasion being

untler the command of ]\Iajor-(jeneral William

R. Shafter, U. S.V. Port Tampa is at the head

of Tampa Ba\% and about thirt\' miles from the

bar. It could be easily protected— from such

small Spanish vessels as could threaten it—by
two or three small vessels of our navy. The
distance from Port Tampa to Cuba is shorter

than from an\' other port of oiu- mainland.

1^^'om the city of Tampa to the port is about

ten miles. The countr\' is fiat and sand}',

covered with an open [)ine forest. The dock-

ing facilities at Port Tampa were for steamship

lines running from this point to the various

points in the (lulf of Mexico. The railw;i\'

facilities consisted of a single line of a single-

track railroad, connected with the Northern

and Eastern roads near Jacksoiu'ille, some

200 miles from Tampa. Great congestion

occurred on this road, and, consequently, delay

in bringing troops and supplies. Whether this

could have been remedied, in part at least, by

special management under militar\' authority,

or otherwise, or by adopting another point of

departure, was a matter worthy of inquiry and

consideration.

The troops were encampeci in the vicinity of

Tampa for several weeks before actually going

on board ship, during which time their facilities
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for drill, target practice, or military exercises

were limited. The health of the troops was

crenerally good, though the climate was hot

—

much hotter than most of the troops were

accustomed to. Good potable water was not

to be found in the vicinit}% but was brouglit

from a distan.ce. The transports employed

were those engaged, for the most part, in trade

between the United States, the West Indies,

and Central America. Some of the transports

were freight steamers, and were fitted up be-

tween decks with temporarx' berths for the

accommodation of the troops. As a rule,

these berths were quite narrow, and in tiers of

three. Ventilation was not good. In some

cases temjiorary structures were made on the

upper decks to accommodate the officers, there

not being sufficient cabin room on the ships.

iVnimals were as a rule carried on steamers

built for that pur[)ose. After the transports

were loaded it was found that some were over-

crowded, and it was feared that fevers mi^ht

out to a much greater length than during the

daytime, and several instances occurred of ves-

sels having barges in tow being obliged to fall

entirely behind the column; and one lighter

was completely lost, and one steamer ordered

to accompany the fleet failed to do so.

The convoy consisted of five small naval

vessels until the fleet reached a point between

the Dry Tortugas and Key West, where ten

more naval vessels, one of them being the

battle-ship Indiana, joined the fleet, making a

convoy of scMiie fifteen vessels along the north-

ern coast of Cuba. The weather was fine from

the time the fiieet started from Tampa until

it reached the southern coast of Cuba, the only

rough water encountered being that in the

Windward Passage. Only a few animals died

en route. The fleet sailed from Fort Tampa
on June 14, and arrived off Santiago de Cuba
June 20.

The coast of Cuba in the vicinity of San-

tiago Bay is steep and rock\', with few good

and to the navy. The navy furnished the steam
launches to tow these boats back and forth be-

tween the shore and transports. The distance
recjuired of some appeared excessive, and com-
munications between vessels habitually slow.

As soon as landed, the troops formed and
moved inland, taking up positions along the

banks of the Daiquiri River, and extending to

a distance of about three miles from the village

of Daiquiri. A number of Cubans who had
been landed the night previous at a point east

of Daiquiri marched westward and entered

Daiquiri from the land side at about the same
time our first troops landed. Under the

circumstances, the landing of our troops was
necessarily slow. No horses were landed on
the first day, and less than one division of

soldiers succeeded in getting ashore. On the

23d the landing of troops continued, and the

advance pushed on to Siboney, a coast vil-

lage about nine miles distant from Daiquiri.

Horses and mules were landed by swimmiu"-,

sp:vK\'rv-FrRST new vork voluxtkers (;oing ahoard rRAXspoRr vigilancia at port tampa

break out from the unsanitary condition result-

ing from crowding. Other transports were

brought in and the number of troops on the

crowded vessels was reduced. It may be

stated here that there was very little sickness

among the troops on the journey, although it

was a longer one than was contemplated when
the trooi)s were put aboard. It was necessary

to tow lighters and water- carrying vessels,

which resulted in reducing the speed of the

fleet much below that of the ordinary speed
of the slowest vessel in the fleet. One of the

scows bought at Tampa was lost en route, and
the landing facilities were far from adequate;
so that both the embarkation and debarkation

were most laborious, though conducted by
men of the utmost energy

After passing the bar the transport fleet was
formed up in three columns, the columns be-

ing about 1000 yards from each other, and the

distance between the vessels in the same col-

umn being about 400 yards. It was found
that during the night the column would string

landing-places. There was at Daicpiiii an iron

pier, used by a railroad company for unloading

iron-ore, and also a part of a wharf was still

standing. The beach, while having considera-

ble surf, was still not too rough to permit of

the landing of horses and nnules by swimming
ashore. On the 20th a reconnaissance was

made east and west of Santiago I^ay, and the

commanding general went ashore at Aserra-

deros, about eighteen miles west of Santiago.

This point was in the hands of the Cubans, and

the landing was made for the purpose of a con-

ference with (jeneral Garcia, the Cuban leader.

On June 2 1 plans for landing were made out

and transmitted to the various commanders.

On the 22d the navy bombarded all the vil-

lages along the coast in the vicinity of San-

tiago, and under the cover of this fire an un-

opposed landing was made by our troops at

Daiquiri. As the water in the small bay was

not deep enough for ships to come alongside

the wharf, it was necessary to make the land-

ing in small boats belonging to the transports
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and in the afternoon we began to land troops

at Siboney, where the beach, though not ex-

tensive, was much smoother than at Daiquiri.

There was no wdiarf at Siboney, but later on a

small one was built by the engineers from

timbers found in a sawmill near by, belonging

to the Juragua Mining Company. Perhaps a

battalion would have been captured at Siboney

if a single staff officer had had a horse to carry

the order.

On the 24th the landing of troops continued
;

the advance, early in the morning, reached the

point Las Guasimas, about four miles west of

Siboney, where a skirmish had occurred the

day before between Cubans and Spaniards, in

which one Cuban was killed and eight wounded.

Here our advance met a portion of the enemy,

posted behind stone walls on a very high and

steep hill, and facing a point in the road which it

was necessary for our troops to pass on march-

ing from a sunken road into the open space.

Here occurred what has since been called the

action of Las Guasimas.
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CONVOYING THE TROOPS TO
CUBA

Captain Taylor's Account

In obedience to the orders of Commodore

George C. Remey, commanding ncival base,

Key West, I proceeded in the Indiana, with

the Detroit, Castinc, Manning, Wasp, Eagle,

Wonipatuck, and Osceola, on June 14, 1898, at

5.30 P.M., to the rendezvous off Rebecca Shoal

hght, to await the arrival of the transports

from Tampa.

We remained that night at the rendezvous,

and at daylight sent a scout ahead to meet

the convoy. The scout returned, reporting

nothing seen. The Eriesson joined the con-

voy. I sent ahead another scout in the after-

noon, which returned in company with the

Hornet. The commanding officer reported

transports approaching at seven knots speed

and straggling, owing to the slowness of those

towing lighters.

At 8.30 I'.M., June 15, the transports were

sighted. h^ormed column of our force and

steamed on the right Hank of the main body

till daylight, June 16, when made signal,

"Take order of cruising"; also signalled speed,

" Eight knots." At 8 A.M. fired a salute of

thirteen guns in honor of Major- General

Shafter. Communicated with him by the

JVasp, and on her return left the Indiana and

paid official visit to him on board the trans-

port Segnranea. Mad great trouble in keep-

ing the transports closed up. The torpedo-

boat Rolgers joined the scpiadron, and the In-

diana took her in tow.

At 1.30 sighted the Montgomery standing

over from Cuban coast Hying the flag of Com-

modore Watson, and fired a salute of eleven

guns, which was returned by seven guns from

the Montgomery. The Montgomery remained

ahead and inshore of the convoy during the

day and night.

At daylight on the 17th found the column

very much strung out. At 7.10 the Annapolis

signalled " Shoal water." Changed course to

S.S.E.,to bring the left flank into the channel.

At 8.40 sighted Paredon Grande light-house.

The Eagle brought message from the General

requesting that the column be stopped to allow

the rear vessels to close up. This I regarded

as impracticable, as we were ap[)roaching the

narrow part of Old Bahama Channel, and the

General was informed that we would stop as

%^<,t,fsa**-/miiii^^Mi,'ii'':.i'^^'''^^

LANDING AT THE PIER, DAIQUIRL—Photograph by James Burton
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LANDING TROOPS UNDER DIFFICULTIKS IN A HEAVY SEA

soon as we were through this channel About

noon sent the llclcua in to scout along the

shore, and to rejoin at 7 P.M.

At 3 P.M. skewed to six knots, as the column

was stragghng badly. Detailed the Bancroft

to look out for stragglers and to remain b}-

them, Wasp to assist. Detroit was given charge

of the rear division. Sighted the Arnicria

standing to the westward. On June 18, about

7.30 A.M., stopped the convoy and signalled

" Close up." Coaled the Rodgcrs while wait-

ins" for the column to close up. At 1 1 A.AE all

the fleet and transports in sight went ahead

at six knots, Annapolis guide. About noon

sent the Helena inshore to scout till 7 P.NE,

when to take station. vXgain ordered the luin-

croft to remain in rear of all transports, and

to protect any stragglers. Received a message

from General Shafter that the Gussie needed

water for her cargo of mules. Attempted to

keep column closed at seven knots, but found

it impossible, so reduced speed again to six

knots at 8 VM.

At 6 A.M. on the 19th sent Wonipatnek down

the columns to find out what ships were strag-

oline. Sent Helena in chase of a steamer

SWIMMING HORSES ASHORE

standing to the southward across the head of

the column. Helena returned, reporting it an

Knclish steamer bound for Morant l^MUt, J
a-

maica. At 7 A.M. made Great Inagua Lsland

ahead. Sent Helena to convoy the Gussie to

Matthew Town for water. At request of the

(General the Olivette was sent in to Matthew

Town to water the (inssie, pending the arrival

of the water- schooner, which was ordered

there. Sent Oseeola to rear to find Jyaueroft,

and order her to take the City of Washington

and schooner to Matthew Town to water the

Gussie, and then bring them all to the Com-

mander-in-Chief at Santiago de Cuba. Sent

Wonipatnek ahead to inform the Commander-

in-Chief of our approach.

The Rodgers, in attempting to take a line

from the Indiana, had a man knocked over-

board, and, although a diligent search was

made for him, he was not found.

At 6.30 A.M. on the 20th sent the Erlesson

ahead to communicate with the fleet off San-

tiafi-o. Sent the Rodorrs in to Guantanamo.

At 9.45 A.M. sighted the Morro of Santiago

and the ships of the fleet. The Gloueester,

with the chief of staff on board, came out

from the fleet and communi-

cated with the headquarters

ship, which went in towards

the fleet. The column was

stopped about fifteen miles

offshore. During the after-

noon the Bancroft and Wasp

arrived with the two strag-

gling transports, making the

entire number. Ik^fore dark

got the convoy in forma-

tion, heading offshore, and re-

mained stopped until 7 A.M.

on the 2 1st.

The .S7. Louis came out

from the fleet, and, upon in-

vitation of the chief of staff,

I joined him and the major-

general on board the Segu-

ranca. At this meeting was

arranged the position of the

transports in the formation

for landing and the time and
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place of debarkation. The naval vessels were

at once put to work rearranging the formation

and assigning the transports to their new sta-

tions. Owing to the trouble experienced in

keeping stations when stopped the night be-

fore, 1 decided to keep the column in motion

during the night and gradually to change

course until da)dight. At daylight on the 22d

the heads of the columns were in position off

Daiquiri, and the naval vessels were sent to the

rear to close up the lagging transports. As soon

as the ships were in position and the debarka-

tion about to begin, the Indiana hauled down

the senior officer's pennant and stood to the

westward to take station assigned in the block-

ading-line. It had been my hope to be allowed

to complete this service by joining in the fire

upon the beach at Daiquiri, but the orders re-

ceived from the Commander-in-Chief, through

the chief of staff, were imperative that I should

leave Daiquiri as soon as the vessels of the

convoy 1 had had charge of should arrive

there.

On the afternoon of the 21st, while on board

the Seguranca, I was handed a communication

from General Shafter in regard to getting his

o-enerals on board his ship for consultation.

No notice of the General's wishes had been

communicated to me, either by signal or any

other means, up to this time. 1 at once ordered

the Bancroft to go around and collect the gen-

erals, as the quickest way. The transports were

netting into their new positions, and it was

with difficulty they could be induced to stop.

Also, the sea was rough, and to get them in

and out of the boats caused loss of time. 1 low-

ever, the Bancroft did her work well, and con-

tinued it until midnight.

I regarded the placing of the ships at Dai-

quiri at daylight in proper order as of the ut-

most importance, and, had any time been lost

in getting the columns again in motion, much

delay would have resulted. Had General Shaf-

ter's wdshes in this matter been made known

to me in the forenoon or morning of the same

day, all could have been arranged.

In bringing this duty to a successful con-

clusion, I desire to say thatCommander Hunker

turned over the convoy to me in excellent order
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at Dry Tortugas, and my thanks were due

to him and to all the commanding officers

of naval vessels for their vigilance and well-

directed efforts, which made it possible for

this large convoy to arrive at its destina-

tion without loss or accident.

PREPARATIONS FOR LAND-
ING THE TROOPS

As Told 15V Admiral Sampsox

DURlXc; the week ending June 22 we

were actively engaged in examining the

various points of landing possible, and on

the 17th an attempt was made at early day-

light to examine Cabanas Bay, the forces

being under the charge of Lieutenant Mar-

low, and consisting of two steam - cutters,

one from the AVic York in charge of Naval

Cadet Powell, and one from the JMassachu-

sctts in charge of Naval Cadet Hart. The

entrance is extremely narrow, leading into

a small bay. The launches were, however,

subjected to so heavy and continued a fire

at short range that they were obliged to re-

treat. Much of the fire was from within

fifty yards, and though the two boats were

struck seventeen times, no one, fortunately,

was injured. Lieutenant Harlow, in his re-

port, particularly praised the conduct of Cadets

Hart and Powell and Cockswains O'Donnell

and Blom.

On the 19th General Garcia and his staff

paid a visit to the ship, having arrived that

morning at General Rabi's camp at Aserraderos.

He had left 4000 of his men, whom he had

advanced to within two days' march of Santi-

ago, and had come to the coast for the pur-

pose of consultation. Three thousand troops

were left behind near llolguin, to observe

some ten thousand Spanish troops which were

concentrated there, and to prevent their pas-

sable in the direction of Santiago.

My impressions of General Garcia were of

the most pleasant character. He was a large,

handsome man, of most frank and engaging

manners, and of most soUlierly appearance.

He remained some time on board, though, un-

LANDING COMMISSARY STORKS TIIROUCIH I'llH SURF

fortunately, so sea-sick that he was obliged to

lie down during the whole of his visit.

The fleet, by my direction, furnished arms,

clothing, and food to the extent of its ability

to the Cuban forces both east and west of

Santiago. Much was done in this direction

by our ships at Guantanamo, and Commander

McCalla there was most energetic in rendering

them all assistance possible. That the returns

for the aid rendered would be good we had

the best evidence in the activity and courage

shown by the Cubans at Guantanamo, and

Commander McCalla was most eulogistic in

reference to their conduct.

The forces available were estimated as 600

under General Perez, near (kiantanamo Bay;

600 under General Castillo, near Point Sigua,

some few miles east of Daicpiiri ; noo under

General Rabi, at Aserraderos, and 7000 un-

der General Garcia, distributed as mentioned

above.

On the morninij of the 20th I received by

the Woinpatuck a letter from Captain Taylor,

of the Indiana, stating that the transports con-

voying the army would arrive during the day.

1 sent Captain Chadwick, my chief of staff,

on board the Gloucester to meet the fieet and

convey my compliments to General Shafter,

with the recpiest that he would come in the

Scii^nranca to the blockade-line.

On the arrival of (jeneral Shafter, about

noon, I went on board, and shortly after we

steamed to Aserraderos, eighteen miles to the

west, and we together paid a visit to Generals

Garcia and Rabi. (General Castillo had pre-

viously been sent for from Point Sigua.

Arrangements were then made with reference

to our future operations. It was regarded

that the army should be debarked at Daiquiri

on the morning of the 22d, that 500 of General

Rabi's men should be transported from Aser-

raderos to a point (Cujababo) five miles west

of I>a Sigua, to join there the forces under

General Castillo, this whole force then to assist

IVonipatuck Sco7'pioH
Detroit

SHELLING THE SPANLVRDS OUT OF ITIE SHORE ROADS.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman

Suwanee
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in the landing of the army by assaulting on

the flank the Spanish force at Daiquiri, and

that during the landing at Daiquiri a feint

should be made to the westward of the

entrance to the harbor of Santiago by men-of-

war and transports, assisted by 500 men under

General Rabi. This was all carried out. It

was further arranged that General Garcia's

forces, now two days from Santiago, should

be diverted to Aserraderos, and should be

there embarked on the 24th, to join our troops

landed at Daiquiri.

The Texas engaged, or fired upon, the vicin-

ity of the entrance to Cabaftas Bay, and during

the forenoon was more or less engaged with

the western battery. She did excellent firing

at some 4000 yards' range. She was struck by

one shell, and one man was killed and eight

wounded.

At 10.30 I left the blockade and went to

the eastward to observe the progress of our

attempt at disembarkation. Our vessels, sta-

tioned as per order of battle, were actively fir-

ing at Aguadores and Ensenada de los Altares,

known locally as Siboney, and at Daiquiri.

Our fire, however, at Daiquiri I found was sim-

ply preparatory to the actual landing of our

troops, as practically no resistance was made.

The Spaniards apparently at once retreated

from this point, as also from Siboney.

The progress of disembarkation was ren-

dered somewhat difficult by a heavy sea, the

heaviest which we have had during the three

weeks the fleet has been stationed here, owing

to a stiff blow off the coast of Jamaica.

THE CONFERENCE AT ASER-
RADEROS

By Caspar WiiriNEV

The entire meeting was exceedingly in-

teresting and picturesque in settitig. We left

the transport fleet off Santiago and steamed

west twelve miles, where we hove to about

three miles off shore; then, in three small

boats, General Shafter and the important mem-

bers of his staff, and Davis, Bonsai, Reming-

ton, and I, rowed to the shore, the General's

boat leading, and ours next. As we approach-

ed we discovered about one hundred Cubans

on the beach; and as the General's boat got

into shallow water two Cuban officers rode out

r,

CIIIKF-TRUMPKIKR C. W. PLAT'l', OF THE
"ROUGH RIDERS," RATS I NO THE AMERICAN'
FLAG AT DAI(.)UIRI

on horseback to greet him, while a score of

Cubans waded in, and, catching hold of the

General's boat, haided it on shore. The bal-

ance of us waded up to our middle.

As wx^ reached dry land the Cubans gathered

around; some shouted "Cuba libre! Viva

Americanos!" and all seemed eager to show

their appreciation of our efforts in their be-

half. After a short audience given to the

crowds which pressed upon us, we took up our

march towards Garcia's camp. For a mile we

followed a narrow winding trail, going up grade

always, and at times steeply. The Cubans had

fallen in behind us and acted as escort, and all

along on the trail other Cubans stood here and

there at present arms, or gravely saluted us as

we went past.

Finally we reached the foot of a small emi-

nence which crowned the mountains running

down to the sea. From the foot to the top

two lines of Cuban soldiers stretched, perhaps

three hundred in all; and as we began the

climb to the top, on which was Garcia's canq),

or, rather, the hut in which a rendezvous had

been agreed upon, they all presented arms, and

a tiny bugle gave forth a most plaintive wel-

come.

The conference lasted an hour or there-

abouts, and during it the Cubans filed past

several times, evidently in an attenqjt to im-

press us—as on the stage twenty soldiers will

parade in front and pass around behind the

scenes to the front again, to give the appear-

ance of a regiment.

They were all armed with rifles, some had

machetes also, and all looked well nourished.

None of the soldiers had shoes, and their

clothes were ragged, but certainly seventy-five

per cent, of them never had worn a shoe, and

never woidd. General (larcia was a good-look-

ing man of much dignity.

After the conference the Cubans formed a

hollow square, and once again the plaintive

sound of the bugle heralded our approach ;

we passed through the square under an escort

of twenty men, and all the square fell in be-

hind us.

On the 22(1 the troops began their landing

at Dcu'quiri. Tlie Xciv Orleans, Detroit, Cas-

ti)u\ and \\\xsp were directly in front of the

harbor, and back and very near came our

ship. Two miles back were the remainder

of the transports. About 2000 troops were

got into small boats towed by launches, and

when they started towards shore the gun-

boats opened fire— and such a fire! They

simply riddled the town, setting fire to what

the Spaniards had not had time to fire before

running away, and the marksmanship was

splendid. It was great-— the excitement of

stealing \\\) to shore under fire and the pros-

pect of a fight made the blood course. The

Spaniards cut and run, and gave no fight.

Simultaneously with the bombarding at this

point, other points five and eight miles west

of here were shelled and the settlements fired.

CUBAN REINFORCEMENTS LANDING AT SIBONEY

\ H E 1 ) I S E M WARK A \ I O N

As Toed \\\ Captain Goodrk ii

iVr 4.30 A.M., June 22, the .SV. Louis was at

her rendezvous at Daiquiri and within a mile

and a half of the great pier. This position

was taken in order to demonstrate to the

transport captains that the a[)proaches were

[)erfectly safe. The steam - cutters, sailing-

launches, cutters, and whale-boats detailed

from certain other vessels of the fleet arrived

about 6 to 6.30 A.M., in tow of the Suivaiiee

and Wompatiiek. Some steam - cutters came

up under their ow!i power. The ^7. Louis

furnished a large number of boats, which could

carr}^ at one trip nearly looo men, or rather

more than half the capacity of all the boats

employed. About half of the boats of the

St. Louis were manned by volunteers from

the fire-room. The types of boats may be

arranged in the following order of individual
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value for the work under consideration : l^^irst,

navy sailing - launches ; second, life -boats of

the St. Louis; third, navy -cutters ; fourth,

collapsible boats of the St. Louis ; fifth, navy

whale-boats.

A great deal of delay was experienced in get-

ting the first batch of troops in the boats—the

causes being numerous and largely avoidable.

Some confusion at the outset was occasioned

in getting the steam-cutters and their tows in

readiness, but this was as nothing in compari-

son with the hinderance caused by the remote-

ness of the transports from the shore. The

Knickerbocker, a veiy important member of the

fleet, with 6oo men to be landed in advance

of the arm\', had lost herself during the night

and only appeared in the afternoon. In the

meantime four steam-launches, with eleven

boats in tow, were vainly seeking her far out at

sea. My plans were also disarranged through

the absence of certain steam-launches, and of

tlic steam-barge Laura, all of which had been

j)romised me. I may, in all frankness, add that

neither the boats' crews nor the boats' officers

were as familiar at first with the quickest

method of getting a soldier into a boat, and of

carr\ing on this special duty generally, as they

soon became. However, shortly after 9 A.M.

a sufficient numl)er of boats were filled with

troops to warrant the advance"-the preconcert-

ed signal to this effect was hoisted on board the

Woiiipatuck, to which vessel I had transferred

myself with m\' aids, Lieutenant Catlin, U. S.

Marine Corps, and Mr. Richard S. Palmer.

The New Orleans, Detroit, Castiiu\i\\\^ Wasp

then opened a fire heavy enough to drive out

the whole Spanish army in Cuba had it been

there. So far as known no re{)ly was made.

The Suwance, which had been assigned to

my particular assistance, kept close by on the

port quarter of the Wouipatuek, and shelled

the low woods to the west of Daiquiri, the

Woiiipatiick, in the advance, firing a few timeS

also. Following the Wonipatuek were the

steam-cutters with their tows of boats laden

with troops.

Happily, no opposition was encountered,

and, also happily, the smaller or inner pier

was found to be available for landing. Mid-

shipman llalligan, of the llrooklyn, was the

first man ashore, at a little before lO A.M.

VIEW INLAND FROM THE CAMP AT DAIQUIRI.—PiioroiaiAni m James Burton
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The troops landed as rapidly as the hcav}'

swell alongside the pier would permit, and

the landing-, once begun, continued all day.

l^y 6 P.M. some 6000 troops were ashore and

the army abundantly capable of holding its

own.

By the middle of the afternoon the boats'

crews and officers had acquired the most expe-

ditious and convenient methods of receiving

and discharging troops, while the beach-master,

Lieutenant F. K. Hill, had systematized the

approach to and handling of boats at the dock,

so that a continuous stream of men disembark-

ing could be maintained. A larger number

would have been scored had the transports not

as a rule kept from two to five miles off.

The next morning, June 23, the landing

began afresh. Profiting by our experience of

the preceding day, the operation of landing

reached and maintained a surprisingly high

rate. As before, the only drawback was the

remoteness of the transports from the dock.

The Osccvla, on the 22d, and the steam-lighter

Laura, on the 23d, brought in, the former

some 200 men, the latter some 350. As the

Laura could and did go alongside the dock,

she proved of notable assistance.

On the afternoon of the 23d the major-gen-

eral in command of the Fifth Army Corps

informed me that he had determined to land

men at Siboney, or Ensenada de los Altares,

about four miles to the westward of Daiquiri

and that much nearer Santiago. Accordingly,

the entire lot of boats was sent to Siboney,

w^here the .SV. Louis followed them. Happily,

a convenient and safe anchorage was found for

the ship, encouraging the transports to come

closer in. Moreover, General Shafter, in re-

sponse to my request that the transports should

be made to come nearer, had placed their cap-

tains unreservedly under my orders, so far as

the landing was concerned. In consequence

of this order I was enabled to go on board a

transport as it came in, assure the captain that

his responsibility for the safety of his ship

ceased the moment he obeyed my instructions,

take charge of her, and berth her near the

shore. In this w^ay but a small distance was

covered by the boats in transit, and the land-

ing went on most rapidly in spite of the

surf, which at times was quite heavy. Dur-

ing the night the beach was illuminated by

the .S7. Loiiis\s search-lights, so that the work

went on almost as easily and quickly as in

the daytime.

The disembarkation continued during the

24th, 25th, and 26th, an immense amount of

ammunition, food, and forage being taken

ashore by the navy, so that the troops and

animals could be subsisted. The speed of land-

ing at Fos Altares was, normally, 600 Ameri-

cans or 1000 Cubans per hour.

On the afternoon of Sunday, June 26, the

.SV. Louis returned to the fieet off Santiago,

bringing with her all the boats, except five

steam -cutters, which had been already sent

back on the 24th instant; also Oregon's boats.

The usefulness of a liuge vessel like the .S7.

Louis, possessing great resources in the shape

of accommodations, supplies, and personnel,

was amply demonstrated on the occasion just

described. Vox four days and nights she acted

as mother- ship, feeding and berthing nearly

two hundred extra men and officers; coaling,

watering, and rei)airing steam-cutters ; furnish-

ing voluntary relief- crews of machinists and

firemen for the latter for night work; hoisting

at her davits at sundown all navy pulling-boats

not detailed for night duty; and all this with-

out even taxing her facilities. There seemed

to be room for everybody and the means to

supply every want.

k^or the success of the undertaking, which,

I had reason to believe, was generally con-

sidered to have reflected great credit on the

naval service, I was deeply indebted to my sub-

ordinates, who manifested unflagging zeal and

great ability in discharging an irksome, deli-

cate, and, at times, dangerous duty.

At the earnest request of Colonel Weston.
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GROUP OF THATCHED HOUSES AT SIBONEY
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THE CAMP AT SIIJONKY (KNSKNADA DK LOS ATTARKS)—TRANSPORTS IN IIARl'.OK

of the Commissary Department, I left him by Colonel Weston, and of the results he

two sailing-launches, with a man in charge of achieved under my eyes.

On the 27th the .S7. Louis accompanied the

Yale to Siboney and landed 1300 troops from

the latter ship, the Yale furnishing a whale-

boat and a cutter to assist. The steam-cutters

were from the hidiana, Massachusetts, and

Oregon. On the .S7. Louis s return to Santiago

that evening, the last of the boats detailed

from other ships to take part in the landing—
viz., the Oregon s steam-cutter and whale-boat

—

were sent back to their own ship. The use-

fulness of steam-cutters in towing empty boats

off and full boats in cannot be exafrcrerated.

The service was hard and continuous. I

marvel only that breakdowns were so few and

slight.

Of the navy boats, one Brooklyn cutter,

beached at Daiquiri the first day, was the only

one entirely lost; all, however, were more or

less bruised and a few somewhat damaged,

unavoidably.

The .S7. Louis received and cared for se\'en

men on the 24th ultimo, wounded in the

action of that day. Surgeon R. Llo}'d Pai'ker

rendering valuable service. It was during

this affair, when word came from shore that

the Spaniards were driving back our troops,

that the St. Louis fired a number of shells in

the supposed direction of the enemy, some of

which by good luck were reported to ha\'e

fallen in his midst.

At the beginning much delay was caused b}'

Lighter with Stores

THE CAMP AT ENSENADA I)E LOS ALTARES.—(" The St. Louis Vt\^i licr searclilip;ht on the beach, and tlie soldiers went in s\vimnun_<;."--~/'>vw a CorrcspoiutnU's Lrttcr.)

each, for the purpose of un-

loading the steam - lighter

Laura. He expressed him-

self as able with the Laura

and the launches to feed

30,000 men before Santi-

ago; without the launches,

as powerless. While it may
be somewhat irregular to

comment upon the actions

of an officer of another

branch of the service, I can-

not refrain from mentioning

my admiration of the ener-

gy, tact, and .skill displayed SIBONEY—THE HLLL TO THE LEFT SHOWING TRAH.
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TO LAS GUASBL\S

the timidit}' of the troops

in getting into the boats;

in other cases on account

of orders not having arrived

on board the transports to

disembark their troops, caus-

ing much loss of time, the

boats shoving off uidoaded.

In other cases delay was

due to the efforts of com-

pany officers to make the

landing by companies in-

stead of filling the boats to

their fid lest capacit}^ on each

of their trips.
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THE AMERICAN TROOPS EEAVINCi CAMP AT DAK^UIRI FOR I'llE ATTACK ON SANTEKX).— Ph<» iocrai'K isv James Burion

THE INVESTMENT OE SANTIAGO
THE landing of the Americans at Dai-

quiri," said the German Rear-Admiral

riiiddemann in his Comments, already

referred to, " was the largest landing effected

since that of the Western powers at Balaklava.

The voyage and the landing were effected in

the most beautiful weather; the Americans

had good luck, as they always did. The forces

were landed unmolested." Of this landing

Senator Lodge wrote :
" It was a very excel-

lent piece of work, thoroughly and punctually

performed, exciting admiration among foreign

onlookers, who had just beheld with amaze-

ment the performances connected with the

embarkation at Tampa."

"On the 24th of June," said the I'resident

of the United States, "took i)lace the first

serious engagement, in which the Eirst and

Tenth Gavalry and the Eirst United States

Volunteer Cavalry, General Young's brigade

of General Wheeler's division, participated,

losing heavily. % nightfall, however, ground

within five miles of Santiago was won. The

advantage was steadily increased. On July ist

a severe battle took place, our

forces fjaining the outworks

of Santiago ; on the 2d El

Caney and San Juan were

taken after a desperate

charge, and the investment

of the city was completed.

The navy co-operated by

shelling the town and the

C(~)ast forts."

Of the "first serious en-

eaeement " here mentioned

by the President, and partic-

ularly of the Eirst United

States Vohmteer Cavalry,

popularl)' known as the

" Rough Riders," Senator

Lodge wrote in his article

in EIarpek's Mac.AZINE on

" The Spanish - American
War": "This regiment, en-

listed, officered, disciplined,

and equipped in fifty da3^s,

may well be considered for a

moment as it moves forward

to action only two days after its landing. It

is a very typical American regiment. Most

of the men come from Arizona, New Mex-

ico, and Oklahoma, where the troops were

chiefly raised. There are many cowboys,

many men of the plains, hunters and pio-

neers and ranchmen, to whom the perils and

exposure of frontier life are a twice-told tale.

iVmong them can be found more than two-

score civilized but full-blooded Indians- -

Americans b\' an older lineage than any of

those who were fighting for the domination

of the New World. Then there are boys from

the farms and towns of the far-western Terri-

tories. Then, again, strangest mingling of all,

there are a hundred or more troopers from the

East- graduates of Vale and Harvard, mem-

bers of the New Vork and Boston clubs, men

of wealth and leisure and large opportunities.

They are men who have loved the chase of big

game, fox-hunting, and football, and all the

sports which require courage and strength and

are spiced with danger. Some have been idlers,

many more are workers, all have the spirit of
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From notes taken In

the field by

CASPAR WHITNEY.

Tlie topopraphy U only approximately correct. The idea U to

show merely the relative position offorces, roadu, j-c.

adventure strong within them, and they are

there in the Cuban chaparral because they seek

perils, because they are patriotic, because, as

some think, every gentleman owes a debt to

his country, and this is the time to pay it. And
all these men, drawn from so many sources, all

so American, all so nearly soldiers in their life

and habits, have been roughly, quickly, and

effectively moulded and formed into a fighting

regiment by the skilful discipline of Leonard

Wood, their colonel, a surgeon of the line, who
wears a medal of honor won in campaigns

against the Apaches; and by the inspiration

of Theodore Roosevelt, their lieutenant-colonel,

who has laid down a high place in tlie adminis-

tration at Washington and come hither to Cuba

because thus only can he live up to his ideal

of conduct by offering his life to his country

when war comes.

"These 'Rough Riders,' as they have been

popularly called, marched along the westerly

trail, so shut in by the dense undergrowth that

it was almost impossible to throw out flankers

or deploy the line, and quite impossible to see.

And then suddenly there

were hostile volleys pouring

through the brush, and a

sound like the ringing of

wires overhead. No enemy

was to be seen. The smoke-

less powder gave no sign.

The dense chaparral screened

everything. Under the in-

tense heat men had already

given way. Now they be-

gan to drop, some wound-

ed, some dead. The 'Rough

Riders' fire and advance stead-

ily, led onward by Colonel

Wood and Lieutenant-Colo-

nel Roosevelt. A very try-

ing place it was for perfectly

new troops, with the burning

tropical heat, the unseen en-

emy, the air filled with the

thin noise of the Mauser bul-

let. But there was no flinch-

ing, and the march forward

went on.

Regulars

©
buried

Reserve

S, EHGBS., N.Y.
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COLONEL THEODORE ROOSEVELT, OF THE "ROUGH Rn)ERS"

"Along the eastern road the regulars ad-

vanced with equal steadiness and perfect cool-

ness. They do not draw the public attention

as do the volunteers, for they act just as every

one expected, and they are not new, but

highly trained troops. But their work is done

with great perfection, to be noted in history

later, and at the time by all who admire men
who perform their allotted task in the sim-

ple line of daily duty, bravely and efificiently.

Thus the two lines moved forward constantly,

along the trails and through the undergrowth,

converging to the point at which they aimed,

and Colonel Wood's right flank finds the an-

ticipated support from the advancing regulars.

The fire began to sweep the approaches and

the strong rock forts on the ridge. Spaniards

were seen at last, apparently without much
desire to remain in view ; the two columns

pressed forward, the ridge was carried, the

cross-road reached, and the fight of Las Guasi-

mas had been won."

THE ADVANCE UPON
SANTIAGO

General Siiafter's Story

The orders for June 24 contemplated Gen-

eral Lawton's division taking a strong defen-

sive position a short distance from Siboney,

330

on the road to Santiago ; Kent's division was

to be held near Santiago, where lie disem-

barked
; l^ates's brigade was to take position

in support of Lawton, while Wheeler's division

was to be somewhat to the rear on the road

from Siboney to Daiquiri. It was intended

to maintain this situation until the troops and

transportation were disembarked and a rea-

sonable quantity of necessary supplies landed.

General Young's brigade, however, passed be-

yond Lawton on the night of the 23d-24th,

thus taking the advance, and on the morning

of the latter date became engaged with a Span-

ish force intrenched in a strong position at Las

Guasimas, a point on the Santiago road about

three miles from Siboney. General Young's
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force consisted of one squadron of the h^irst

Cavalry, one of the Tenth Cavahy, and two

of the First United States Volunteer Cavahy;

in all, 964 officers and men.

The enemy made an obstinate resistance,

but were driven from the field with considerable

loss. Our own loss was one officer and fifteen

men killed ; six officers and forty- six men

wounded. The reported losses of the Span-

iards were nine killed and twenty-seven wound-

ed. The engagement had an inspiring effect

upon our men, and, doubtless, correspondingly

depressed the enemy, as it was now plainly

demonstrated to them that they had a foe to

meet who would advance upon them under a

heavy fire delivered from intrenchments. ( Gen-

eral Wheeler, division commander, was present

during the engagement, and reported that our

troops, officers and men, fought with the great-

est gallantry. This engagement gave us a well-

watered country farther to the front on which

to encamp our troops.

My efforts to unload transportation and sub-

sistence stores, so that we might have several

days' rations on shore, were continued during

the remainder of the month. In this work I

was ably seconded by Lieutenant - Colonel

Charles F. Humphrey, deputy quartermaster-

general U. S. A., chief quartermaster, and by

Colonel John F. Weston, assistant commis-

sary-general of subsistence, chief commissary ;

but, notwithstanding the utmost efforts, it was

difficult to land supplies in excess of those re-

quired daily to feed the men and animals, and

the loss of the scow, mentioned as having broken

away during the voyage, as well as the loss at

sea of lighters sent by the Quartermaster's De-

partment, was greatly felt. Indeed, the lack of

steam-launches, lighters, scows, and wharves

could only be appreciated by those who w-ere

on the ground directing the disembarkation and

landing of supplies. It was not until nearly two

weeks after the army landed that it was possible

to place on shore three days' supplies in excess

of those required for the daily consumption.

After the tMigagement at Fas (niasimas, and

before the end of the month, the army, includ-

ing General Garcia's command, which had been

brought on transports to Siboncy from Aser-

raderos, was mostly concentrated at Sevilla,

with the exception of the necessary detach-

ments at Daiquiri and Siboney.

On June 30 I reconnoitred the country

about Santiago and made my pliin of attack.

iM-om a high hill, from which the city was in

plain view, 1 could see the San Juan Hill and

the country about VA Caney. The roads v/ere

very poor, and, indeed, little better than bridle-

paths until the San Juan River and Fl Caney

were reached.

The position of Fl Caney, to the northeast

of Santiago, was of great importance to the

enemy as holding the Guantanamo road, as

well as furnishing shelter for a strong outpost

that might be used to assail the right flank of

an\- force operating against San Juan Hill.

In view of this I decided to begin the attack

next day at VA Caney with one division, while

sendinir two divisions on the direct road to

CAPTAIN ALLAN K. CAPRON

Troop L, "Rough Riders." Killed at Las Guasimas
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Santiago, passing by FA Po/o House, and as a

diversion to direct a small force against Agua-

dores. from Siboncy along the railroad by the

sea, with a view of attracting the attention of

the Spaniards in the latter direction and of

preventing them from attacking our left flank.

During the afternoon 1 assembled the divi-

sion commanders and explained to them my
general plan of l)attle. I>awton's division,

assisted by Capron's Light l^attery, was order-

ed to move out during the afternoon towards

Fl Caney, to begin the attack there early the

next morning. After carrying I^^.l Caney, Law-

ton was to move by the Caney road towards

Santiago, and take ])osition on the right of

the line. Wheeler's division of dismounted

cavalry and Kent's division of infantry were

directed on the Santiago road, the head of the

column resting near VA Fozo, towards which

height Grimes's Battery moved on the after-

noon of the 30th, with orders to take |)osition

thereon early the next morning and at the

proper time prepare the way for the advance

of Wheeler and Kent on San Juan Hill. The

attack at this point was to be delayed until

Lawton's guns were heard at Fl Caney and

his infantry fire showed that he had become

well engaged.

The remainder of the afternoon and night

was devoted to cutting out and repairing the

roads, and to other necessary preparations for

battle. These preparations were far from what

I desired them to be, but we were in a sickly

climate ; our supplies had to be brought for-

ward by a narrow wagon-road, which the rains

might at any time render impassable ; fear was

entertained that a storm might drive the ves-

sels containing our stores to sea, thus separat-

ing us from our base of supplies; and, lastly, it

was reported that General Pando, with 8000

reinforcements for the enemy, was f/i route

from Manzanillo, and might be expected in a

few days. Lender these conditions I deter-

mined to give battle without delay.

Early on the morning of July i, Lawton was
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I'hf Seventh Rei;nlar Infantry, cliarginR througli tlie fields at the north of E! Caney, are cutting tlieir way througli tite wire fence. Major Corliss, who is prominent in the

foreground of the picture, was at this time ])ierced throng!) the slioulder i)y a Mauser hidlet

in position around El Caney, Chaffee's bri<,-acle (;rimes's battery to oi)en fire from tlie lieii^dits General Sumner, which was lying concealed

on the right, across the Guantanamo road, of h:i Pozo on the San Juan block-house, which in the general vicinity of the El Pozo House,

Miles's brigade in the centre, and Ludlow's could be seen situated in the enemy's intrench- was ordered forward with directions to cross

on the left. The duty of cutting off the ments extending along the crest of San Juan the San Juan River and deploy to the right on

enemy's retreat along the SantiagJ road was Hill. This fire was effective, and the enemy the Santiago side, while Kent's division was to

assigned to the latter brigade. The artillery could be seen running away from the vicinity follow closely in its rear and deploy to the left.

()l)ened on the town at 6.15 A.NE The battle of the block-house. The artillery fire from El These troops moved forward in compliance

here soon became general, and was hotly con- Pozo was soon returned by the enemy's artil- with orders, but the road was so narrow as to

tested. The enenty's position was naturally Icry. They evidently had the range of this render it impracticable to retain the column-

strong, and was rendered more so by block- hill, and their first shells killed and wounded of-fours formation at all points, while the

house^s, a stone fort, and intrenchments cut several men. As the Spaniards used smoke- undergrowth on either side was so dense as to

in solid rock, and the loop-holing of a solidly less powder, it was very difficult to locate the preclude the possibility of deploying skirmish-

built stone church. The opposition offered position of their pieces, while, on the contrary, ers. It naturally resulted that the progress

by the enemy was greater than had been the smoke caused by our black powder plainly made was slow, and the long-range rifles of the

anticipated, and prevented Lawton from join- indicated the position of our battery. enemy's infantry killed and wounded a number

\

'i.ill

1st Infantry

Artillery

ing the right of the main line during the

day, as had been intended.

After the battle had contin-

ued for some time l^ates's

brigade of two regiments

reached my he ad c{u art ers

from Sibone\'. I directed

him to move near El Cane\',

to gi\'e assistance, if neces-

sary. He did so, and was

put in [)osition between Miles

and Chaffee. The battle con-

tinued with varying intensity

during most of the day and

until the place was carried

by assault about 4.30 P.M.

As the Spaniards endeavored

to retreat along the Santiago

road, Ludlow's position ena-

bled him to do verv effective

work, and practically to cut

off all retreat in that direc-

tion.

After the battle at El Ca-

ne}' was well opened, and

the sound of the sinall-arm

fire caused us to believe that

Lawton was driving the en-

emy before him, I directed
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AT SAN JUAN, JULY 2D, 1898.

From notes taken in

the field by

CASPAR WHITNEY.
Trie topography is only appronmately correct. The idea is to

show merely the relative position offorces, roads, fc.

At this time the cavalry division, under of our men while marching along this road, and

before there was any oppor-

tunity to return their fire. At

this time Generals Kent and

Sumner were ordered to push

forward with all possible haste

and place their troops in po-

sition to engage the enemy.

General Kent, with this end

in view, forced the head of

his column alongside of the

cavalry column as far as the

narrow trail permitted, and

thus hurried his arrival at

the San Juan and the forma-

tion beyond that stream. A
few hundred yards before

reaching the San Juan the

road forks, a fact that was

discovered by Lieutenant-

Colonel Derby of my staff,

who had approached well to

the front in a war balloon.

This information he furnished

to the troops, resulting in

Sumner moving on the right-

hand road, while Kent was

enabled to utilize the road

to the left.
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Artillery and Mortar Positions shown on San Juan Ridge—were not taken until after July 3
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General Wheeler, the per-

manent commander of the cav-

alry division, who had been

ill, came forward during the

morning, and later returned

to duty and rendered most

gallant and efficient service

during the remainder of the

day.

After crossing the stream

the cavalry moved to the

right with a view of connect-

ing with Lawton's left when

he could come up, and with

their left resting near the San-

tiago road.

In the meantime Kent's di-

vision, with the exception of

two regiments of Hawkins's

brigade, being thus uncov-

ered, moved rapidly to the

front from the forks previous-

SPANISH EARTH-WORKS AND TRENCHES AT EL CANEY

During the afternoon Ma-

jor Dillenback, by my order,

brought forward the two re-

maining batteries of his bat-

talion and put them in posi-

tion at El Pozo, to the left

of Grimes. Later in the af-

ternoon all three batteries

were moved forward to posi-

tions near the firing-line, but

the nature of the country and

the intensity of the enemy's

small-arm fire was such that

no substantial results were

gained by our artillery in the

new positions. The batter-

ies were intrenched during

the night. General Duffield,

with the Thirty-third Michi-

gan, attacked Aguadores, as

ordered, but was unable to

accomplish more than to de-

ly mentioned in the road, utilizing both trails, tenants Smith and Shipp were killed, and Colo- tain the Spaniards in that vicinity.

but more especially the one to the left, and, nel Carroll, Lieutenants Thayer and Myer, all After the brilliant and important victory

crossing the creek, formed for attack in the front in the cavalry, were wounded. gained at El Caney, Lawton started his tired

of San Juan Hill. During this formation the Great credit is due to Brigadier- General troops, who had been fighting all day and

Second Brigade suffered severely. While per- H. S. Hawkins, who, placing himself between marching much of the night before, to connect

sonally superintending this movement, its gal- his regiments, urged them on by voice and with the right of the cavalry division. Night

lant commander. Colonel Wikoff, was killed, bugle-calls to the attack so brilliantly executed, came on before this movement could be accom-

The command of the brigade then devolved In this fierce encounter words fail to do plished. In the darkness the enemy's pickets

upon Lieutenant-Colonel Worth, Thirteenth justice to the gallant regimental commanders were encountered, and the division commander,

Infantry, who was soon severely wounded, and and their heroic men, for, while the generals being uncertain of the ground and as to what

next upon Lieutenant-Colonel Liscum, Twenty- indicated the formations and the points of might be in his front, halted his command and

fourth Infantry, who, five minutes later,also fell attack, it was, after all, the intrepid bravery reported the situation to me. This information

under the terrible fire of the enemy, and the of the subordinate officers and men that was received about 12.30 A.M., and I directed

command of the brigade then devolved upon planted our colors on the crest of San Juan General Lawton to return by my headquarters

Lieutenant-Colonel Ewers, Ninth Infantry. Hill and drove the enemy from his trenches and the El Pozo House as the only certain way

While the formation just described was tak- and block-houses, thus gaining a position of gaining his new position,

ing place. General Kent took measures to hurry which sealed the fate of Santiago. This was done, and the division took position

forward his rear brigade. The Tenth and In this action on this part of the field most on the right of the cavalry early next morning.

Second Infantry were ordered to follow Wi- efficient service was rendered by Lieutenant Chaffee's brigade arriving first, about half past

koff' s brigade, while the Twenty-first was sent John H. Parker, Thirteenth Infantry, and the seven, and the other brigades before noon,

on the right-hand road to support the Eirst Gattling-gun detachment under his command. On the night of July i I ordered General

Brigade, under General Hawkins, who had The fighting continued at intervals until night- Duffield, at Siboney, to send forward the

crossed the stream and formed on the right of fall, but our men held resolutely to the po- Thirty-fourth Michigan and the Ninth Massa-

the division. The Second and Tenth Infantry, sitions gained at the cost of so much blood chusctts, both of which had just arrived from

Colonel E. P. Pearson commanding, moved and toil. the United States. These regiments reached

forward in good order on the left of the divis- I was greatly indebted to General Wheeler, the front the next morning. The Thirty-fourth

ion, passed over a green knoll, and drove the who, as previously stated, returned from the was placed in rear of Kent, and the Ninth was

enemy back towards his trenches. sick-list to duty during the afternoon. His assigned to Bates, who placed it on his left.

After completing their formation under a cheerfulness and aggressiveness made itself Soon after daylight on July 2 the enemy

destructive fire, and advancing a short distance, felt on this part of the battle-field, and the in- opened battle, but because of the intrench-

both divisions found in their front a wide bot- formation he furnished to me at various stages ments made during the night, the approach of

tom, in which had been placed a barbed-wire of the battle proved to be most useful. Lawton's division, and the presence of Bates's

entanglement, and beyond which there was a My own health was impaired by overexer- brigade, which had taken position during the

high hill, along the crest of which the enemy tion in the sun and intense heat of the day night on Kent's left, little apprehension was felt

was strongly posted. Nothing daunted, these before, which prevented me from participating as to our ability to repel the Spaniards,

gallant men pushed on to drive the enemy from as actively in the battle as I desired; but It is proper here to state that General l^ates

his chosen position, both divisions losing heavi- from a high hill near my headquarters I had and his brigade had performed most arduous

ly. In this assault Colonel Hamilton, Lieu- a general view of the battle-field, extending and efficient service, having marched much of

from El Caney on the right to the left of the night of June 30^ July i, and a good part

our lines on San Juan Hill. My staff-offi- of the latter day, during which he also par-

cers were stationed at various points on ticipated in the battle of El Caney, after which

the field, rendering frequent reports, and he proceeded, by way of El Pozo, to the left

through them by tlie means of orderlies of the line at San Juan, reaching his new posi-

and the telephone I was enabled to trans- tion about midnight.

mit my orders. During the afternoon I All day on the 2d the battle raged with

visited the position of Grimes's battery more or less fury, but such of our troops as

on the heights of ¥A Pozo, and saw Sumner were in position at daylight held their ground,

and Kent in firm possession of San Juan and Lawton gained a strong and commanding

Hill, which I directed should be intrenched position on the right.

during the night. My engineer officer, About 10 P.M. the enemy made a vigorous

Lieutenant-Colonel Derby, collected and assault to break through my lines, but he was

sent forward the necessar}^ tools, and dur- repulsed at all points.

ing the night trenches of very consider- On the morning of the 3d the battle was

able strength were constructed. renewed, but the enemy seemed to have ex-BLOCK-HOUSE
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pended his energy in the assault of the previous

nis^ht, and the firing along the Hues was desul-

tory until stopped by my sending the following

letter within the Spanish lines:

" Hkadquartkrs UNrrED Siaiks Forces.

" Near San Juan River,////)' 3, 1898—8.30 a.m.

"Sir,— I shall be obliged, unless you surrender, to

shell Santiago de Cuba. Please inform the citizens

of foreign countries, and all women and children, that

they should leave the city before ten o'clock to-mor-

row mornini(.

" Very respectfully, your ol)edient servant,

" W I LEI AM R. SHAE'IER,

" Major-General United States Volunteers.

" The CoNiniandi/i:^' Gtitcral of the Spanish Forces,

Saiitidi^'o de Cuba."

To this letter I received the following reply:

"Saxiiaco de Ccr.A, ////i' 3, 1898.

" His I'lxcellenev the {iene>-a/ Cofiiuiaiuh'iie; /''orees of

the rn/fed States near San fuan Rh'er :

"Sir,— I have the honor to rej)ly to your communi-

cation of to-day, written at 8.30 A.M. and received at

I P.M., demanding the surrender of this city, or in the

contrary case announcing to me that you will bombard

this city, and that I advise the foreigners, women, aiul

children that they must leave the city before ten

o'clock to-morrow morning.

"It is my duty to say to you that this city will not

tiie city, I have the honor to announce that I will

delay such action solely in their interests until noon

of the 5th, provided that during the interim your

forces make no demonstration whatever upon those

of my own.
" 1 am, with great respect, your obedient servant,

" WlEEIAM R. ShAEIER,
" Major-General United States Army."

I\Iy first message went m under a flag of

truce at 12.30 P.M. I was of the opinion that

the Spaniards would surrender if given a little

time, and I thought this result would be has-

tened if the men of their armv^ could be made

to understand that they would be well treated

as prisoners of war. Acting upon this pre-

sumption, I determined to offer to return all

the wounded Spanish officers at El Caney^

who were able to bear transportation, and u ho

were willing to give their pcU'oles not to serve

against the forces of the United States until

regidarly exchanged. This offer was made

and accepted. These officers, as well as sever.d

of the wounded Spanish privates, twent\'-seven

in all, were sent to their lines tinder the escort

of some of our mounted cavalry. Our troops

were received with honors, and I had every

reason to believe that the return of the Spanish

when the battle was fiercest and when the

important and strong positions of El Caney

and San Juan were captured.

A few Cubans assisted in the attack at El

Caney, and fought valiantly, but their num-

bers were too small to change materially the

strength, as indicated above. The enemy

confronted us wMth numbers about equal to

our own ; they fought obstinately, in strong

and intrenched positions, and the results ob-

tained clearly^ indicated the intrepid gallantry

of the company officers and men, and the

benefits derived from the careful training and

instruction wdiich had been given in the com-

pany in recent years in rifle practice and other

battle exercises. Our losses in these battles

were 22 officers and 208 men killed, and 81

ofiicers and 1203 men wounded; missing, 79.

The missing, with few exceptions, reported

later.

EAS QUASIMAS
Gknkkal Young's Account

I MOXl'I) from my bivouac near the landing,

with headcpiarters brigade, the First Volunteer

GENERAL HAWKINS AT SAN jUAN.—-Drawn i;y R. F. Zogisai m

surrender, and that I will inform the foreign consuls

and inhabitants of the contents of your message.

" Very respectfully,

"Jose Torae,

"Commander-in-Chief P^ourth Corps."

Several of the foreign consuls came into my
lines and asked that the time given for them,

the w^omen, and children to depart from the

city be extended until ten o'clock on July 5,

This induced me to write a second letter, as

follows :

"SANi'iAcio DE Cuba,///'/)' 3, 1898.

" Sir,— In consideration of a request of the consular

officers in your city for further delay in carrying out

my intentions to fire on the city, and in the interests

of the poor women and children who will suffer very

greatly by their hasty and enforced departure from

prisoners produced a good impression on their

comrades.

The cessation of firing about noon on the 3d

practically terminated the battle of Santiago ;

all that occurred after this time may properly

be treated under the head of the siege which

followed. After deducting the detachments

retained at Siboney and Daiquiri to render

those depots secure from attack, organizations

held to protect our flanks, others acting as

escorts and guards to light batteries, the mem-

bers of the hospital corps, guards left in charge

of blanket-rolls which the intense heat caused

the men to cast aside before entering battle,

orderlies, etc., it is doubtful if we had more

than 12,000 men on the firing-line on July 1,

Cavalry (Wood'.s), one squadron of the First

United States Cavalry (Bell's), one squadron

of the Tenth United States Cavalry (Norvell's),

and the Hotchkiss mountain -gun battery (4

guns. Captain Watson, Tenth Cavalry, tempora-

rily commanding), all dismounted. The remain-

der of the brigade was ordered to follow early

the following morning on receiving its rations.

I arrived at Siboney with the head of the

column at about 7 p.m., where I bivouacked

for the night with the First Volunteer Cavalry,

the two squadrons of the First and Tenth

United States Cavalry and the battery being

delayed by the crowded condition of the trail

and the difficulty of following through the jun-

gle after night.
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SAN TUAN RII)C;E and I!I/)('K-I1()USK

the sound and direction of

liis fire. However, had it not

been for this dense jungle,

the attack would not have

been made against an over-

whelmino force in such a po-

sition. Headway was so dif-

ficult that advance and sup-

port became merged and

moved forward under a con-

tinuous volley-firing, supple-

mented by that of two rapid-

fire guns. Return firing by

my force was only made as

I reported to General

Wheeler, and from him

learned of an engagement

between Cubans and Span-

iards in that vicinity during

the day, resulting in the re-

pulse of the former with

some loss. Later I met Gen-

eral Castillo, the commander

of the Cuban forces, who

gave me a full description

of the topography of the

country and much informa-

tion regarding the Spanish

troops, their manner of fighting, etc. General At 7.20 A.M., the right column being masked here and there a small clear spot gave a

Castillo expressed the belief that although the in an open glade, Captain Mills with a patrol sight of the enemy. The fire discipline of

Spaniards had successfully resisted his attack, of two men advanced, antl discovered the enemy these particular troops was almost perfect,

they would fall back to Santiago during the located, as described by General Castillo, in a The ammunition expended by the two squad-

night; but he also stated that he had received locality called Las Guasimas, from trees of that rons engaged in an incessant advance for one

information that they were being reinforced. name in the vicinity. After having carefully hour and fifteen minutes averaged less than

Deeming it essential that positive infor- examined the enemy's position, 1 prepared to ten rounds per man. The fine cpiality of these

mation should be obtained as to the position develop his strength. Canteens were ordered troops is also shown by the fact that there was

and movements of the enemy in our front, I filled, the Motchkiss battery was placed in i)o- not a single straggler, and in not one instance

asked and obtained from General Wheeler sition in concealment at about nine hundred was an attempt made by any soldier to fall out

authority to make a reconnaissance in force yards, and Bell's squadron was deployed, with in the advance to assist the wounded or carry

for this purpose. General Castillo having Norvell's in support. back the dead. The fighting on the left fiank

promised to assist and co-operate with me On discovering the enemy I had sent a Cuban was equally creditable and was remarkable,

with a force of 800 effective Cubans. guide to warn Colonel Wood, and, knowing and I believe unprecedented in volunteer troops

Leading from Siboney there are two roads, that his column had a more difficult route, and so (Quickly raised, armed, and equipped.

or more properly trails, one to the eastward, would recjuire a longer time to reach the posi- Our total losses were one officer and fifteen

the other to the westward of the little town, tion, I delayed the attack some time in order men killed: six officers and forty-four men

which unite about one mile before reaching Se- that the development on both Hanks should wounded. Forty-two dead Spanish soldiers

villa and a little in advance of the scene of the begin simultaneously. During this delay Gen- were found, the bodies of nearly all of whom

Cuban-Spanish engagement. The trails are at eral Wheeler arrived and was informed of my had been thrown into the jungle for conceal-

no point more than one and a half miles apart, dispositions, plan of attack, and intentions, ment. Spanish newspapers of Santiago the

I concluded to move by the two trails. After an examination of the position by him, day after the battle gave their loss as seventy-

General Castillo having informed me that his and his approval of my action, I ordered the seven killed. It was known that many wound-

outposts covered both. I consequently di- attack, and it was executed in a manner win- ed were carried to the city.

rected Colonel Wood to move with his regi- ning the admiration of the division commander Every possible attention was given to the

ment by the western route, cautioning him and all present who witnessed it. wounded, and the medical officers were unre-

to keep a careful lookout and to attack any The Spanish forces occupied a range of high mitting in their efforts to alleviate their suffer-

Spaniards he might encounter, connecting in hills in the form of an ol)tuse angle, with the ings. Circumstances necessarily limited their

the latter event by the right IFink with the salient towards Siboney. and with an advance appliances to the first-aid order. The wound-

other column while trying to gain the en- party on the trail on which 1 had been mov- ed were carried on improvised litters to Sibo-

emy's right flank. Colonel Wood marched ing. The attack of both wings was simul- ney, and the dead were carefully buried on

about 6 A.M. of the 24th, and I sent my per- taneous, and the junction of the two lines the battle-field, a proper record of their burial

sonal aides. First Lieutenant T. R. Rivers, occurred near the apex of the angle on the being kept.

Third Cavalry, and Second Lieutenant W. R. ridge, which had been fortified with stone landing, when the ridge was carried, that

SmedbercT Fourth Cavalrv, to accompany his breastworks fkmked by blockdiouses. many of my men had become exhausted by

column. The Spaniards were driven from their posi- the excessive heat and exertion, I ordered a

The other, the right column, marched at tion and fled precipitately towards Santiago, halt and occupation of the captured position.

5.45 A.M. I moved with it, accompanied by The attacking force numbered 950 men. while Had I had at hand at the time of the assault

Captain A. L. Mills, assistant adjutant-general, that of the enemy, at first estimated at 2000, a force of mounted cavalry, the fruits of our

I proposed to attack the enemy in front and was afterwards leartied from Spanish sources victory would have been more apparent.

on his left if I found him in position. to have been 2500. The Cuban military au- General Castillo did not appear on the field,

thorities claimed the Spanish nor did any of his troops come to the front

strength was 4000. It was also until the firing had ceased. No other troops

reported that Lieutenant-Gen- than those mentioned were engaged in the

eral Linares, commanding tlie action. Three troops of the Ninth United

Spanish forces in eastern Cuba, States Cavalry arrived on the left after the fir-

aiid two other general officers ing had sto|)ped, and were posted as pickets

were present and witnessed the until relieved by General Chaffee's brigade of

action. i'he fire of the enemy General Lawton's division, which then took

was almost entirel}' by volleys, the advance.

executed with the precision of The action of all officers and men, so far as

parade. my personal observation extended, was superb.

The ground over which the Captain Knox, after being shot through the

right column advanced was a abdomen, and seeing his lieutenant and first

mass of jungle growth, with sergeant wounded, gave necessary orders to

wire fences, not to be seen un- his troops and refused to allow a man in the

til encountered, and precipitous firing-line to assist him to the rear; Lieuten-

heights as the ridge was a])- ant l^yram, after having his scalp wound

proached. It was impossible dressed, and knowing his captain (Knox) to

for the troops to keep touch be wounded, assumed command of his troop,

along the front, and they could but fell fainting while pushing to the front;

onl\' judge of the enemy from Captain Mills, the only member of my staff
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present with me on this part of the field, was

most conspicuous for his daring and unflagging

energy in his efforts to keep troops in touch

on the line, and in keeping me informed of

the progress made in advancing through the

jungle. Both Colonel Wood and Lieutenant-

Colonel Roosevelt disdained to take advantage

of shelter or cover from the enemy's fire while

any of their men remained exposed to it—an

error of judgment, but happily on the heroic

side. The behavior of all men of the rcgular

and volunteer forces engaged in this action

was simply superb, and I felt highly honored

in the command of such troops.

The chief results following from this action

with the Spaniards were- a test of the valor

of the opposing forces ; the spirit of superiority

it fixed in our own ; the opening of the road to

the gates of Santiago de Cuba; and the gaining

of a beautiful camping-ground for our army on

the heights overlooking that

cit}% which could now easily

be taken at our leisure.

thil rough riders
at las guaslmas

As Told I'.v Colonel Wood

I LKF r camp at the sea-coast

at 5.40, proceeding by trail in

the direction of the town of

Sevilla. On reaching the top

of the mesa an advance-guard

was thrown out and every pre-

caution taken against surprise,

as we had positive information

that the enemy was ahead of

us in force. The character of

the country was such that re-

connoitring was extrcmeh' dif-

ficult ; the dense growth of un-

derbrush rendered the rapid

movement of flanking -parties

practically impossible. At 7.10

our advanced point discovered

what they believed to be signs

of the immediate presence of

the enemy. The command
was halted and the troo])s de-

ployed to the right and left in

open skirmish order and the

command ordered to advance carefully. The

firing began almost immediately, and the ex-

tent of firing on each fiank indicated that we

had encountered a very heavy force. Two
additional troops were deployed on the right

and left, thus leaving only three troops in re-

serve. It was soon apparent that their lines

were overlapping us on both flanks. Two
other troops were rapidly deployed, one

on the right and one on the left, which gave

our line a length about equal to their own.

The firing about this time was exceedingl}^

heavy, much of it at very short range, but on

account of the heavy undergrowth compara-

tively few men were injured at this time. It

was about this time that Captain Capron was

mortally wounded. The firing on his imme-

diate front was terrific. The remaining troop

was sent to the front and the order given to

advance very slowly.

Men and officers behaved splendidly, and

advanced, slowly forcing back the enemy on

the right flank. We captured a small block-

house and drove the enemy out of a very fully carried the ridge before mentioned. This

strong position in the rocks. We were now left us in complete possession of the entire

able to distinguish their line, which had taken Spanish position.

a new^ position about 800 or looo yards in Our troops were too much exhausted and

length and about 300 yards in front of us. overcome with the heat and hard work of the

The firing was exceedingly heavy here, and it two preceding days to continue the pursuit.

was here also that we had a good many men Flad we had any mounted men or even fresh

and several officers wounded. Our men con- foot-troops, I think we could have captured a

tinned to advance in good order, and steadily large portion of their force, as they seemed

forced the Spanish line back. completely disheartened and dispirited.

We now bci^an to get a heavy fire from a About thirty minutes after the firing had

ridge on our right, which enfiladed our line.

This ridge was the position which was being

attacked by two squadrons of the regular

ceased three troops of the Ninth United States

Cavalry, under Captain Dimmick, reported to

me, and I advanced them, forming a heavy

cavalry, and was held in very strong force by line of outposts covering our entire front, at a

the Spanish in small rock forts along its entire distance of about 800 yards from our line,

length, supported by two machine-guns. About two hours after the fight was over a

Having cleared our right Hank, we were able number of Cubans came up and made a short

to pay some attention to the Spanish on the reconnaissance as far as Sevilla and reported

above-mentioned ridge, and centred upon it that the Spanish had apparently fled into San-
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the fire of two troops. This fire, with the

attacking force on the other side, soon com-

pleted the evacuation of this end of the ridge,

and the regular assault completed the evacua-

tion along the entire length of the ridge. Of

the Spaniards who retreated from the ridge

some few fell into line, but apparently only re-

mained there a moment, when large masses of

them were seen to retreat rapidly, and we were

able to distinguish parties carrying litters of

wounded men.

At this time my detached troop had moved

out to the left to take the right end of the

Spanish line in flank. This was successfully

accomplished, and as soon as this troop gained

its position " Cease firing and advance " was

ordered. Our men advanced within 300 yards

of the enemy, when we again opened heavy

fire. The Spanish broke under this fire and

retreated rapidly. We advanced to the last

position held by them and halted, having

established before this a connection on our

right with the regular troops, who had success-
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tiago, as they found no evidence of them.

They reported a quantity of blood along the

trail and a quantity of abandoned equipments,

and every evidence of a complete rout from

the point of their break in our front to Sevilla.

In regard to the conduct of the officers and

men, I can only say that one and all behaved

splendidly. Captain Capron died shortly after

the termination of the fight. I cannot say

enough in commendation of the gallant con-

duct of this officer. His troop was in advance

and met the enemy in very heavy force and

resisted them and drove them back, and it was

in the performance of this duty that the cap-

tain was mortally wounded. The service he

performed prior to his death and the work of

his troop subsequently to it were of the very

greatest value in connection with the success

of the engagement. Captain Capron's loss

was an irreparable one to the regiment. Major

Brodie was shot through the arm while on

the firing-line. Captain McClintock, also, had

both bones of his leg broken on the firing-line.
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Lieutenant Thomas, Captain Capron's first

lieutenant, was shot shortly after the fall of

Captain Capron.

We found no wounded Spaniards, but all

along the line we found their abandoned

equipments, and there was every evidence of

a large number of wounded. We discovered

about forty dead Spaniards. There might

have been some mistake in the figures, owing

to the jungle character of the country, and it

seemed probable that a careful search might

reveal many more. The First Squadron was

under the command of Lieutenant- Colonel

Theodore Roosevelt, and the Second under

Major Alex. O. Brodie. Both of these offi-

cers deserve great credit for the intelligence

and courage with which they handled their

men. This remark would apply to all offi-

cers.

I desire to express my appreciation of the

gallant and effective services of Captain Mc-

Cormick, Seventh Cavalry, attached to my

The reduction of El Caney being determined

upon, and being on the right flank of the gen-

eral advance on Santiago de Cuba, the duty

devolved on the Second Division, to which

was attached Light Battery E, First Artillery,

commanded by Captain Allyn Capron, First

Artillery. After due reconnaissance by the

division and brigade commanders, the move-

ment began about 3 P.M. on June 30 from the

division camp, about four miles east of San-

tiago, on the main road from Siboncy through

Scvilla.

The light battery first opened on a column of

Spanish troops, which appeared to be cavalry

moving westward from El Caney, and at about

two miles' range, resulting, as was afterwards

learned, in killing sixteen in the column. The
battery remained during the action at its first

position until about 2.30 P.M., when it was

moved to a new position south of and about

1000 yards from certain blockhouses in tlie

town, where a few shots, all taking effect, were

EL CANEY
GeneRx\l Breckinridge's Account

The artillery opened fire about 7 A.M. The
battery was entirely beyond the reach of small-

arms fire, and the enemy had no artillery. The
battery opened fire with shrapnel at what ap-

peared to be a column of cavalry moving along

the road from EI Caney towards Santiago, then

fired a few shots at the block-houses, then a few

at hedges where the enemy's infantry seemed

to be located, and then fired a few shots into

the village. At about eleven o'clock the bat-

tery stopped firing; during all this time a con-

tinuous fire of musketry, partly firing at will

and partly by volleys, was kept up in all parts

of the lines. Our lines were drawing closer

towards the enemy's works, and the brigade in

reserve was brought up on the line. General

Ikitcs's Independent Brigade reached the posi-

tion in the afternoon and also went into the

line, all closing in towards the village. Between

the wounded, (;oing to the rear, cheering THE AMMUNrnoN-TRAIN.—Drawn 1!V Frf.dkric Kimingtox

regiment, for any duty to which I assigned

him ; also of Captain Rivers and Lieutenant

Smedberg, of General Young's staff, whose

services were of the greatest value and per-

formed under heavy fire.

EL CANEY
General Lawton's Account

The town of El Caney is situated at an

important point about four miles northeast of

Santiago de Cuba, on the main road from

Guantanamo to that city, where reinforce-

ments for the Spanish garrison of Santiago de

Cuba would probably concentrate. The town

was strongly fortified with numerous block-

houses within its limits and on the roads lead-

ing thence. On a prominent hill of the town

was a stone fort, surrounded, as was afterwards

known, by intrenchments cut in solid rock.

fired. This firing terminated the action, as the

Spanish garrison were attempting to escape.

General J. C. l^atcs. United States Volunteers,

with two regiments of his Indej)endcnt Bri-

gade, the Third and Twentieth Infantry, hav-

ing been sent by the major-general command-
ing the forces of the United States in C^uba to

relieve the Second Brigade of the Second Di-

vision, these holding the main road from VA

Caney to Santiago, so as to permit it to join in

the attack, also came forward, joined in the at-

tack, taking position between the Second and

Third brigades, and rendered material assist-

ance, especially in the assault of the stone fort.

During the action I was accompanied most

of the time by Major- General J. C. Breckin-

ridge, Inspector-General United States Army,
as a spectator, and had the advantage of his

valuable suggestions and advice during the

day. His horse was shot under him in the

advance upon Santiago on the morning of the

2d instant.
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one and two o'clock the division commander
directed the battery of artillery to concentrate

its fire upon the stone fort, or block-houses,

situated on the highest point in the village on

the northern side, and which was the key-point

to the village. This fort was built of brick,

with walls about a foot thick, about 45 by 35

feet, with semicircular bastions diagonally op-

posite each other. The practice of the artillery

against this was very effective, knocking great

holes into the fort and rendering it untenable.

The infantry of Chaffee's, Bates's, and Miles's

brigades then made an assault upon the work

and carried it. There w^ere a number of small

block-houses on the other side of the village,

from w^hich a strong fire was kept up for some
time after the stone fort had fallen. Word was

sent to the commander of the artillery to bring

his battery down so as to take these block-

houses, but by the time the battery arrived the

fire had ceased. But there w'as one block-house

still occupied by the Spaniards, and at this the
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battery fired four shots, resulting;-

in the loss of a number of Span-

iards killed inside the block-house.

Orders having reached the divi-

sion commander in the meantime

to withdraw his forces as soon as

possible and come into touch with

the division on his left, our troops

were not moved into the village,

but were ordered to bivouac near

the road leading into the cit\' of

Santiago. 1 was with (General

Lawton's command from daylight

on July I until about seven o'clock

on the morning of July 2.

EE CANEY
ACCOILX'I^ 15V Gknkkai, Batks

SAX

Mv brigade left Siboney on the

evening of June 30, at 8.30, and

marched up over the hill traik We
followed this trail to its junction

with the main road, and proceedetl

along the main road in the dark to the place

just vacated by Wheeler's cavalry division as

a camp. Here we found General Wheeler's

headquarters tents still standing, and went

into camp in the rear of them about mid-

night. We struck camp at 6.30 A.M., July i,

and marched to a point adjacent to General

Shafter's headcpiarters, where I reported in

person to General Shafter. At 10.5 A.M. 1

moved my brigade from this location to with-

in about one and a half miles of VA Caney

and met General Lawton upon the road at

this point.

After a consultation with him lasting some

minutes, I halted my brigade upon the road

in order to give an opportunity for the placing

of a battery that General Lawton expected to

put in position between Colonel Miles's right

and General Chaffee's left. I waited some

time for this to be done, but, the batter\' not

putting in an appearance, 1 moved m\- brigade

down the road in the direction of El Caney,

crossed the San Juan River, and, taking the

first cross-roads, moved to the right to a posi-

lUAN IllLL-POKTION OK Tl 1 K LINH HELD 15V THE NINTH UNTTED STATES INFANTRY

tion upon this cross-road to the right of the

brigade commanded by Colonel Miles and

pushed rapidly to the front. After my bri-

gade had remained in this road for some

time under a heavy fne, we moved to the

right to the assault of a small hill, occu-

pied upon the top by a stone fort and well

protected by riile-pits. General Chaffee's

brigade charged them from the right, and

the two brigades, joining upon the crest,

opened fire from this point of vantage, lately

occupied by the Spaniards, upon the village

of VA Cane\-.

h'rom this advantageous position the Span-

iards were easih' tlriven from place to place in

the village proper, and as fast as tliey sought

shelter in one building were driven out to seek

shelter elsewhere. The shari)-shooters of my

command were enabled to do effective work

at this point. The town proper was soon

pretty thoroughly cleaned out of Spaniards,

though a couple of block-houses upon the hill

to the right of the town offered shelter to a

few, and some could be seen retreating along

OENERAL WHEELER'S HEADQUARTERS, SAN JUAN
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a mountain road leading to the northwest. A
part of these made a stand in a field among

some bowlders. The Third United States

Infantry, under command of Colonel John

11. I'age, and the Twentieth United States

Infantry, under command of Major W. S.

McCaskey, performed most efficient and

meritorious services in the engagement be-

fore the village of El Caney. At about

4.30 r.M. the firing from the village had

practically ceased, and, as General Ludlow's

brigade was then moving up the valley from

the left upon the village, it was deemed un-

wise to charge IT Caney, as our troops would

have been subjected to the fire from this

brigade.

After consultation with General Chaffee, I

withdrew my brigade, hoping there was yet

time to aid in the attack more to the left.

My command having had a long, hard march,

this withdrawal took more time than antici-

pated. Darkness was coming on. I therefore

halted the command at the first water at which

we arrived, and i)roceeded in person to report

to the corps commander, and

was then ordered to the extreme

left. I immediately moved the

command, and reached this posi-

tion at midnight. My command

had been then continuously march-

ing or fighting for twenty-seven

hours and a half, with the exception

of six and one-half hours spent near

General Wheeler's headquarters.

On the morning of July 2 I placed

the Twentieth Infantry on the left

of the Second Infantry and in con-

tinuation of their line, and held

the Third Infantry in reserve near

the brigade of Colonel Pearson,

of General Kent's division, as that

part of the line seemed to need

strengthening. The loss in action

at El Caney suffered by my brigade

was three killed and ten wounded ;

on the 2d of July it was one killed

and eighteen wounded. The

wounded included Captains Rod-

man and Moon, of the Twentieth

Infantry.
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BRIG.-GENERAL H. W. LAWTON

SAN JUAN
General Wheeler's Account

Alter the engagement of June 24, I pushed

forward my command through Sevilla into the

valley, Lawton's and Kent's commands occu-

pying the hills in the vicinity of that place.

After two days' rest, Lawton was ordered for-

ward, and on the night of the 30th instructions

were given by Major-General Shafter to this

officer to attack El Caney, while the cavalry

division and Kent's division were ordered to

move forward on the regular Santiago road.

The movement commenced on the morninir

of July I.

The cavalry division advanced and formed

its line with its left near the Santiago road,

while Kent's division formed its line with the

right joining the left of the cavalry division.

Colonel McClernand, of General Shafter's

staff, directed me to give instructions to Gen-

eral Kent, which I complied with in person,

at the same time personally directing General

Sumner to move forward. The men were all

compelled to wade the San Juan River to get

into line. This was done under very heavy

fire of both infantry and artillery Our bal-

loon having been sent up right by the main
road, was made a mark of by the enemy. It

was evident that we were as much under fire

in forming the line as we would be by an

advance, and I therefore pressed the command
forward from the covering where it was formed.

It merged into open space, in full view of the

enemy, who occupied breastworks and bat-

teries on the crest of the hill which overlooked

Santiago, officers and men falling at every

step. The troops advanced gallantly, soon

reached the foot of the hill, and ascended, driv-

ing the enemy from their works and occupy-

ing them on the crest of the hill.

To accomplish this required courage and

determination of a high order on the part of

the officers and men, and the losses were very

severe. Too much credit cannot be given to

General Sumner and General Kent, and their

gallant brigade commanders, Colonel Wood
and Colonel Carroll of the cavalry, General

Hamilton S. Hawkins, commanding First Bri-

gade, Kent's division, and Colonel Pearson,

commanding Second Brigade. Colonel Car-

roll and Major Wessels were both wounded
during the charge, but Major Wessels was en-

abled to return and resume command. General

Wikoff, commanding Kent's Third Brigade,

was killed at 12.10. Lieutenant-Colonel Worth

took command and was wounded at 12.15.

Lieutenant -Colonel Liscum then took com-
mand and was wounded at 12.20, and the com-
mand then devolved upon Lieutenant-Colonel

Ewers, Ninth Infantry,

Upon reaching the crest I ordered breast-

works to be constructed, and sent to the rear

for shovels, picks, spades, and axes. The
enemy's retreat from the ridge was precipitate,

but our men were so thoroughly exhausted
that it was impossible for them to follow.

Their shoes were soaked with water by wad-
ing the San Juan River, they had become
drenched with rain, and when they reached the

crest they were absolutely unable to proceed
farther. Notwithstanding this condition these

exhausted men labored during the night to

erect breastworks, and furnished details to

bury the dead and carry the wounded back in

improvised litters. I sent word along the line

that reinforcements would soon reach us, that

Lawton would join our right, and that General

Bates would come up and strengthen our left.

After reaching the crest of the ridge General

Kent sent the Thirteenth Regulars to assist in

strengthening our right. At midnight General

Bates reported, and I placed him in a strong

position on the left of our line. General Law-
ton had attempted to join us from El Caney,

but when very near our lines he was fired upon
by the Spaniards and turned back, but joined

us next day at noon by a circuitous route.

During all the day, on July 2, the cavalry divi-

sion, Kent's division, and Bates's brigade were

engaged with the enemy, being subjected to a

severe fire and incurring many casualties, and
later in the day Lawton's division also became
engaged.

SAN JUAN
General Kent's Account

On the afternoon of June 30 I moved my
Second and Third brigades (Pearson's and
Wikoff's) forward about two miles to a point

on the Santiago road near corps headquarters.

Here the troops bivouacked, the ¥\vst Brigade

(Hawkins's) remaining in its camp of the two
preceding days, slightly in the rear of corps

headquarters.

On the following morning (July i), at seven

o'clock, I rode forward to the hill where Cap-

tain Grimes's battery was in position. I here

met Lieutenant-Colonel McClernand, assistant

adjutant- general Fifth Corps, who pointed

out to me a green hill in the distance which

was to be my objective on my left, and either

he or Lieutenant Miley, of Major-General

Shafter's staff, gave me directions to keep my
right on the main road leading to the city of

Santiago. I had previously given the neces-

sary orders for Hawkins's brigade to move
early, to be followed in turn by Wikoff and

Pearson. Shortly after Grimes's battery

opened fire I rode down to the stream and

there found General Hawkins at the head of

his brigade at a point about two hundred and

fifty yards from the El Pozo sugar -house.

Here I gave him his orders.

The enemy's artillery was not replying to

Grimes's battery. I rode forward with Haw-
kins about one hundred and fifty yards, closely

followed by the Sixth Infantry, which was

leading the First Brigade. At this point I

received instructions to allow the cavalry the
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right of way, but for some unknown reason
they moved up very slowly, thus causing a

delay in my advance of fully forty minutes.

Lieutenant Miley, of General Shafter's staff,

was at this point, and understood how the

division was delayed, and repeated several

times that he understood I was making all the

progress possible. General Hawkins went
forward, and word came back in a few minutes
that it would be possible to observe the en-

emy's position from the front.

I immediately rode forward with my staff.

The fire of the enemy's sharp-shooters was be-

ing distinctly felt at this time. I crossed the

main ford of the San Juan River, joined Gen-
eral ILawkins, and with him observed the ene-

my's position from a point some distance in

advance of the ford. General 1 lawkins deemed
it possible to turn the enemy's right at Fort

San Juan, but later, under the heavy fire, this

was found impracticable for the First l^rigade,

but was accomplished by the Third Brigade

coming up later on General Hawkins's left.

Having completed the observation with my
staff, I proceeded to join the head of my divi-

sion, just coming under heavy fire. Approach-
ing the First Brigade, I directed them to move
alongside the cavalry (which was halted). \Vc
were already suffering losses caused by the

balloon near by attracting fire and disclosing

our position.

The enemy's infantry fire, steadily increasing

in intensity, now came from all directions, not

only from the front and the dense tropical

thickets on our flanks, but from sharp-shooters

thickly posted in trees in our rear, and from
shrapnel apparently aimed at the balloon.

Lieutenant -Colonel Derby, of General Shaf-

ter's staff, met me about this time and in-

formed me that a trail or narrow way had been

discovered from the balloon a short distance

back leading to the left to a ford lower down
the stream. I hastened to the forks made b\-

this road, and soon after the Seventy-first New
York Regiment of Hawkins's brigade came up.

I turned them into the by-path indicated by
Lieutenant-Colonel Derby, leading to the lower

ford, sending word to General Hawkins of this

movement. This would have speedily deliv-

ered them in their proper place on the left of

their brigade, but under the galling fire of the

enemy the leading battalion of this regiment

was thrown into confusion and recoiled in dis-

order on the troops in rear.

At this critical moment the officers of my

BRIG.-GENERAL JACOB F. KENT
Photograph by Savage
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staff practically formed a cordon behind the

panic-stricken men and urged them again to

p-o forward. I finallv ordered them to lie down

in the thicket and clear the way for others of

their own regiment who were coming up be-

hind. This man}- of them did, and the Second

and Third Battalions came forward in better

order and moved along the road towards the

fork. One of my staff-officers ran back, wav-

ing his hat to hurry forward the Third Brigade,

who, upon approaching the forks, found the

wa}- blocked by men of the Seventy-first New
York. There were other men of this recfiment

crouching in the bushes, many of whom were

encouraged by the advance of the approach-

ing column to rise and go forward. As already

stated, I had received orders some time before

to keep in rear of the cavalry division. Their

advance was much delayed, resulting in fre-

quent halts, presumably to droj) their blanket

rolls and due to the natural delay in fording a

stream. These deku's under such a hot fire

grew exceedingly irksome, and I therefore

pushed the head of my division as quickly as I

could towards the river in column files of twos

paralleled in the narrow way by the cavalry.

This quickened the forward movement and

enabled me to get into position as speedily as

possible for the attack. Owing to the con-

gested condition of the road, the progress of

the narrow columns was, however, painfully

slow. 1 again sent a staff -ofiicer at a gallop

to urge forward the troops in rear.

The head of Wikoff's brigade reached the

forlvs at 12.20 V.M. and hurried on the left,

stepping over prostrate forms of men of the

Seventy-first. This heroic brigade, consisting

of the Thirteentli, Ninth, and Twenty-fourth

United States Infantry, speedily crossed the

stream and were quickly deployed to the left

of the lower ford. While personally superin-

tending this movement Colonel Wikoff was

killed ; the command of the brigade then

devolved upon Lieutenant - Colonel W^orth,

Thirteenth Infantry, who immediately fell

severely wounded, and then Lieutenant-

Colonel Liscum, Twenty- fourth Infantry,

who five minutes later also fell under the

withering fire of the enemy. The command
of the brigade than devolved upon Lieuten-

ant-Colonel E. r. Ewers, Ninth Infantry.

Meanwhile I had again sent a staff-officer to

hurry forward the Second Brigade, which was

bringing up the rear. The Tenth and Second

Infantry, soon arriving at the forks, were de-

flected to the left, to follow the Third Brigade,

while the Twenty-first was directed along the

main road to support Hawkins.

Crossing the lower ford a few minutes later,

the Tenth and Second moved forw^ard in

column in good order towards the green

knoll already referred to as my objective

on the left. Approaching the knoll, the

regiments deployed, passed over the knoll,

and ascended the high ridge beyond, driving

back the enemy in the direction of his trenches.

I observed this movement from the Fort San

Juan Hill. Colonel E. P Pearson, Tenth In-

fantry, commanding the Second Brigade, and

the officers and troops under his command,
deserve great credit for the soldierly manner
in which this movement was executed. Prior

to this advance of the Second Brigade, the

Third, connecting with Plawkins's gallant

troops on the right, had moved towards Fort

San Juan, sweeping through a zone of most

destructive fire, scaling a steep and difficult

hill, and assisting in capturing the enemy's

strong position (P^ort San Juan) at 1.30 P.M.

This crest was about one hundred and twenty-

five feet above the general level, and was de-

fended by deep trenches and a loop-holed brick

fort surrounded by barbed-wure entanglements.

l"or the capture of the hill, credit is almost

equally due the Sixth, Ninth, Thirteenth, Six-

teenth, and Twenty-fourth regiments of infan-

try The Thirteenth captured the enemy's

colors weaving over the fort, but unfortunately

destroyed them, distributing the fragments

among the men, because, as was asserted, " It

was a bad omen," two or three men having

been shot while assisting the captor, private

Arthur Agnew, Company H, Thirteenth In-

fantry The greatest credit was due to the

officers of my command, whether company,

battalion, regimental, or brigade commanders,

who so admirably directed the formation of

their troops, unavoidably intermixed in the

dense thicket, and made the desperate rush

for the distant and strongly defended crest.

I have already mentioned the circumstances

Ceiiyriylit, Ib'JS, by Ai
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of my Third Brigade's advance across the ford,

where in the brief space of ten minutes it lost

its brave commander (killed) and the next two

ranking officers by disabling wounds. Yet in

spite of these confusing conditions the forma-

tions were effected without hesitation, although

under a stinging fire, companies acting singly

in some instances, and by battalion and regi-

ments in others, rushing through the jungle,

across the stream waist-deep, and over the

wide bottom thickly set with barbed-wire en-

tanglements. Plrst Lieutenant Wendell L.

Simpson, adjutant Ninth Infantry, acting

assistant adjutant-general Third Brigade, was

noticeably active and efficient in carrying out

orders which I had given him to transmit to

his brigade commander, who no longer existed.

The enemy having retired to a second line

of rifle-pits, I directed my line to hold their

positions and intrench. At ten minutes past

3 P.M. I received almost simultaneously two

requests—one from Colonel Wood, command-

ing a cavalry brigade, and one from General

Sumner—asking for assistance for the cavalry

on my right, " as they were hard pressed." I

immediately sent to their aid the Thirteenth
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Infantry, who promptly went on this further

mission despite the heavy losses they had al-

ready sustained.

Great credit is due to that gallant officer

and gentleman, Brigadier-General H. S. Haw-
kins, who, placing himself between the two

regiments, leading his brigade, the Sixth and

Sixteenth Infantry, urged and led them by
voice and bugle calls to the attack so success-

fully accomplished. My earnest thanks are

due to my staff-officers present at my side and

under my personal observation on the field.

General WHieeler, though ill and suffering, was

so perfectly at home under fire that he inspired

all of us with assurance.

At daylight on the morning of July 2 the

enemy resumed the battle, and firing contin-

ued throughout the day, part of the time in a

drenching rain. At nightfall the firing ceased,

but at 9 P.M. a vigorous assault was made all

along our lines. This was completely repulsed,

the enemy again retiring to his trenches. The
following morning firing was resumed and con-

tinued until near noon, when a white flag was

displayed by the enemy and firing was or-

dered to cease.

SAN JUAN
LIKUTKNANT-COPONKL RooSEVKPT's

Account

On July I the P^irst Volunteer Cavalry

Regiment, wM'th myself in command, was moved
out by order of Colonel W'ood, commanding
the Second Cavalry Ih'igade, directly following

the P^irst Brigade. Before leaving the camp-
ing-ground several of our men were wounded
by shrapnel. After crossing the river at the

ford we were moved along and up its right

bank under fire, and were held in reserve at a

sunken road. Here we lost a good many men,

including Ca])tain O'Neil, killed, and Lieu-

tenant Haskell, wounded. We then received

orders to advance and support the regular

cavalry in the attack on the intrenchments

and block-houses on the hills to the left. The
regiment was deployed on both sides of the

road, and moved forward until we came to the

rearmost lines of the regulars. We continued

to move forward until I ordered a charge, and

the men rushed to the block-houses and rifle-

pits on the hill to the right of our advance.

They did the work in fine shape, though suffer-

ing severely. The guidons of Troops E and

G were first planted on the summit, though the

first men up were some A and B troopers, who
were with me.

We then opened fire on the intrenchments

on a hill to our left, which some of the other

regiments were assailing and which they carried

a few minutes later. Meanwhile we were under

a heavy rifle fire from the intrenchments along

the hills to our front, from whence the enemy

also shelled us with a piece of field artillery

until some of our marksmen silenced it. When
the men got their wind we charged again and

carried the second line of intrenchments with

a rush. Swinging to the left, we then drove

the Spaniards over the brow of the chain of

hills fronting Santiago. By this time the regi-

ments were much mixed, and we were under

a very heavy fire, both of shrapnel and from

rifles from the batteries, intrenchments, and

forts immediately in front of the city. On the

extreme front, I now found myself in command,
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with fragments of the six cavahy regiments

of the two brigades under me. The Spaniards

made one or two efforts to retake the h'ne,

but were promptly driven back.

Both General Sumner and Colonel Wood
sent me word to hold the line at all hazards,

and that night we dug a line of intrcnchments

across our front, using the captured Spaniards'

intrenching tools. We had nothing to cat

except what we captured from the Spaniards;

but their dinners had fortunately been cooked,

and we ate them with relish, having been

fighting all day. We had no blankets or

coats, and lay by the trenches all night. The

Spaniards attacked us once in the night, and

at dawn they opened a heavy artillery and

rifle fire. Very great assistance was rendered

us by Lieutenant Parker's Gat ling-gun battery

at critical moments; he fought his guns at the

extreme front of the firing-line in a way that

repeatedly called forth the cheers of my men.

One of the Spanish batteries which was used

wounded, and there were about half a dozen

missing. The great heat prostrated nearly

forty men, some of them among the best in

the regiment. Besides Captain O'Neil and

Lieutenant Haskell, Lieutenants Leahy, Deve-

reux, and Carr were wounded. All behaved

with great gallantry. As for Captain O'Neil,

his loss was one of the severest that could have

befallen the regiment. He was a man of cool

head, great executive capacity, and literally

dauntless courage.

The guerillas in trees not only fired at our

troops, but seemed to devote themselves espe-

cially to shooting at the surgeons, the hospital

assistants with Red Cross bandages on their

arms, the wounded who were being carried in

litters, and the burying-parties. Many of these

guerillas were dressed in green uniforms. We
sent out a detail of sharp-shooters among those

in our rear, along the line where they had been

shooting the wounded, and killed thirteen.

To attempt to give a list of the men who

Most of them fought until the end of the

day.

Trooper Oliver B. Norton, of B, who with

his brother was by my side throughout the

charging, was killed while fighting with marked

gallantry. Sergeant Ferguson, Corporal Lee,

and Troopers Ik-ll and Carroll, of K ; .Ser-

geant Dame, of Troop V. ; Troopers (joodwin,

Campbell, and Dudley Dean, and Trumpeter

J^\)ster, of B; and Troopers Greenwald and

Bardelas, of A, were all worthy of special men-

tion for coolness and gallantry. The most

conspicuous galhintry was shown by Trooper

Rowland. He was wounded in the side in our

first fight, but kept in the firing-line. He was

sent to the hospital next day, but left it and

marched out to us, overtaking us, and fought

all through this battle with such indifference

to danger that I was forced again and again to

rate and threaten him for runm'ng needless risk.

Great gallantry was shown by four troopers

whom I could not identify, and by Trooper

_/ftr<''.

IN THE REAR OE THE RAT TEE—WOUNDED OX ITIJ': SAN JUAN ROAD.—Drawn by Erfdkric Remington

against us was directly in front of the hos-

pital, so that the Red Cross flag flew over the

battery, saving it from our fire for a consider-

able period. The Spanish Mauser bullets made

clean wounds ; but they also used a copper-

jacketed or brass -jacketed bullet which ex-

ploded, making very bad wounds indeed.

We continued to hold the ground ; the food

was short, and until the 4th we could not get

our blankets, coats, or shelter-tents, while the

men lay all day under the fire from the Span-

ish batteries, intrcnchments, and guerillas in

trees, and worked all night in the trenches,

never even taking off their shoes. But they

were in excellent spirits, and ready and anxious

to carry out any orders they might receive.

At the end of the first day the eight troops

were commanded, two by captains, three by

lieutenants, two by second lieutenants, and one

by a sergeant who was made acting lieutenant.

We went into the fight about four hundred

and ninety strong ; eighty-six were killed or

showed signal valor would necessitate making

up an almost complete roster of the regiment.

Many of the cases which I mention stand

merely as examples of the rest, not as excep-

tions. Captain Jenkins acted as major, and

showed conspicuous gallantry and efficiency.

Captains Lewellen, Muller. and Luna led their

troops throughout the charges, handling them

admirably. At the end of the battle Lieu-

tenants Kane, Greenwood, and Goodrich were

in charge of their troops, immediately under

my eye, and I particularly commend their

conduct throughout. Lieutenant Franz, who

commanded his troop, also did well.

Corporals Waller and Fortesque and Trooper

McKinley, of L; Corporal Rhoads, of Troop

D; Troopers Allerton, Winter, MacGregor,

and Ray Clark, of F; Troopers Bugbee, Jack-

son, and Waller, of A ; Trumpeter i\Licdonald,

of Troop L ; Sergeant Hughes, of Troop B ;

and Trooper Geiven, of G, all continued to

fight after being wounded, some severely.

Winslow Clark. It was after we had taken

the first hill. I had called out to rush the

second, and, having by that time lost my
horse, I climbed a wire fence and started tow-

ards it. After going a couple of hundred

yards, under a heavy fire, I found that no one

else had come ; as I discovered later, it was

simply because, in the confusion, with men

shooting and being shot, they liad not noticed

me start. I told the five men to wait a mo-

ment, as it might be misunderstood if we all

ran back, while I returned and started the

regiment ; and as soon as I did so the regi-

ment came with a rush. Meanwhile the five

men coolly lay down in the open, returning the

fire from the trenches. It is to be wondered

at that only Clark was seriously wounded; and

he called out, as we paused again to lay his can-

teen where he could reach it, to continue the

charge and leave him where he was. All the

wounded had to be left until after the fight, for

we could spare no men from the firing-line.
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CrloKccsti-r N'-.v York

COM BIN K I) Si:A AND LAND ATTACK AF A( lU A DOR i:S, JULY 1

Smvanec -i^Ul ^Ticlligan Volunteers attacking on land

-Dkwvn ]!V Carlton' T. Chai'.man

THE NAVAL BATTL?: OF SANTIAGO

ON July 3, immediately tollowiiiL^ the

brilliant achievement of the American

land forces in front of Santia^^o, oc-

curred the decisive naval combat of the war.

The Spanish fleet, attempting to lea\-e the

harbor of Santiago, was met by the American

squadron under command of Admiral Sam[)-

son. In less than three hours all the Spanish

ships were destroyed, the two torpedo-boats

being sunk, and the Maria l\n'csa, Alinirantc

Oqucndo, Vizcaya, and Cristobal Colon driven

ashore. The Spanish Admiral and over sixteen

hundred men were taken prisoners, while

the Spanish loss of life was deplorably large,

some six hundred perishing. On the Amer-

ican side but one man was killed, on the

Brooklyn, and one man seriously wounded.

Although the American ships were repeat-

edly struck, not one was seriously injured.

" Where all so conspicuousl}' distinguished

themselves," wrote the President of the

United States, '' from the commanders to

the gunners and the unnamed heroes in

the boiler-rooms, each and all contributing

towards the achievement of this astounding

victory, for which neither ancient nor mod-

ern history affords a parallel in the com-

pleteness of the event ami the marvellous

disproportion of casualties, it would be

invidious to single out any for especial

honor. Deserved promotion rewarded the

more conspicuous actors the nation's pro-

foundest gratitude is due to all of these

23

brave men who by their skill and devotion in

a few short hours crushed the sea- power of

Spain and wrought a triumph whose decisive-

ness and far-reaching consecpiences could

scarcely be measured. Nor could we be un-

mindful of the achievements of our builders,

mechanics, and artisans for their skill in the

construction of our war-ships. With the ca-

tastrophe of Santiago, Spain's effort upon the

ocean virtually ceased. A spasmodic effort

towards the end of June to send her Mediter-

ranean fleet under Admiral Can^ara to relieve

MORRO CASTLE, SANTIAGO
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Manila was abandoned, the expedition being

recalled after it had passed through the Suez

Canal."

THE SUCCESSION OF EVENTS
AS Ri:LArKi) nv

The Si':cretary oe the Navy

All the troops were successfully landed by

the boats of the navy, and the joint operations

of the army and navy began which finally

resulted in the surrender of Santiago. On

July I, in accordance with a request from

(ieneral Shafter of June 30, the forts at

iXguadores were bombarded and a demon-

stration made at the entrance of the harbor

of Santiago; and on July 2 the batteries at

the entrance of the harbor were heavily

bombarded, especially the Punta Gorda

battery, by the Oregon and Indiana. A
report of this bombardment was sent to

General Shafter, and Admiral Sampson

stated that it was impossible to force an

entrance to the harbor until the channel

could be cleared of mines, which could

only be done after the forts at the en-

trance of the harbor were taken by our

troops. General Shafter replied that it

was not possible to say when he could

take the batteries at the harbor's mouth,

and urged that an effort be immediately

made by the navy to force an entrance.
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Admiral Sampson wrote to General Shafter

that the forts which had been bombarded by

the squadron could not inconvenience the

army in capturing the city, as they could not

fire except to seaward ; that as the channel to

the harbor was strewn with observation mines

an effort to force an entrance would result in

the sinking of one or more naval vessels and

in closing the entrance to the harbor; but

that if it was desired that the navy should

attempt to force the entrance he would at

the Morro, the Spanish squadron was seen

steaming out of the harbor entrance. This was

at 9.30 A.M. The vessels of the blockading

squadron were, as usual, in their designated

positions, making a semicircle about the harbor

entrance, counting from the eastward in the

following order: Indiana, Oregon— the Nczv

York's place being between these X.\vo— Iozva,

Texas, and Brooklyn. The Massaehusetts had

gone that morning to Guantanamo for coal.

The Gloucester and Vixen lay to the eastward

Shell from the Nciv York

^^*1S^

Fort Mouth of River

DESTRUCTION OF THE FORT AT AGUADORES, JULY 1.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman

The Suiuanee's three splendid shots: the first tilted the flag-staff; the second tore the flag in U\o\ tlie third carried it away

once prepare to undertake it, although he had

hoped that an attack by the army on the shore

batteries from the rear would leave the navy

at liberty to drag the channel for torpedoes.

On the morning of July 3, an interview hav-

ing been prearranged between General Shafter

and Admiral Sampson, the latter, in the flag-ship

New York, left the fleet for Siboney. When
the flag-ship was about four miles east of her

blockading station, and about seven miles from

and westward of the harbor entrance, close to

the land. The torpedo-boat Ericsson was in

company with the flag-ship.

Admiral' Cervera's squadron came out of the

harbor in the following order: Infanta Maria

Teresa, Vi£;caya, Cristobal Colon, Alniirante

Oqnendo, and the torpedo-boat destroyers Pin-

ton and Furor. The New York turned and

steamed for the escaping fleet, flying the signal

to close in towards the harbor entrance and at-
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tack the vessels; but our ships had alread}^, in

accordance with standing orders, at once en-

gaged the Spanish ships with the utmost spirit

and vigor, and in the course of a running fight,

which continued until 1.20 P.M., the latter wxtc

completely destroyed and sunk, and the famous

victory, with its splendid credit to oflicers and

men, was won. The casualties on our side

were one man killed and ten wounded, most

of them in the drum of the ear by the con-

cussion caused by the guns. Our ships suffered

no injury of any account. Ad-

miral Cervera, about 70 officers,

and 1600 men were made pris-

oners, while about 350 Spaniards

were killed or drowned and 160

wounded. Many of the enemy

were rescued from their sinking

ships by our men. The prison-

ers, except the officers, who were

sent to Annapolis, were brought

to Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

and kept in Camp Long, on

Seavey's Island, in the harbor of

that city, until they were released.

During this time they were fed

and clothed and com fortabl}' cared

for. There was little sickness, and

the wounded and ailing soon re-

covered under good treatment.

On July 4, at night, the Span-

ish cruiser Reina lilercedes, which

had not left Santiago with Cer-

vera's squadron, was seen steam-

ing out of the harbor. She was

sunk just before reaching the nar-

row part of the entrance channel,

presumably by the fire of the

JMassacliusetts and Texas. The

object of this manceuvre was

doubtful, but it had the effect of

further obstructing the channel.

On July 5 the department tel-

egraphed to Admiral Sampson

that the President had issued

the following order :
" General

Shafter and Admiral Sampson

should confer at once for co-

operation in taking Santiago."

General Shafter immediately re-

quested Admiral Sampson to

come to him for conference. On
the next day Admiral Sampson,

being ill, sent his chief of staff,

who had a conference w^ith Gen-

eral Shafter, in which it was ar-

ranged that, in case the Spanish

commander refused the second

demand for surrender, a contin-

ued bombardment of Santiago

should be begun by the fleet on

the 9th ; that, if this were not

sufficient, there should be an as-

sault on the Socapa battery by

the marines and Cuban forces,

and an effort made by some of

the smaller ships of the squadron to enter

the harbor.

On July 10, the squadron, complying with

the request of General Shafter, began a further

bombardment of Santiago. This was con-

tinued on the nth. At 12 M. General Shafter

signalled :
'' Please continue firing with heavy

guns until i o'clock, and then cease firing until

further orders." At 4.45 P.M. the Brooklyn

reported to the flag -ship: "General Shafter
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states that fire from ships is very accurate,

shell fallini,^ in city; lines have been advanced.

Fla<^ of truce went forward to demand uncon-

ditional surrender. Will communicate with

vou fully directly to Aguadores as to time of

firing and result of truce."

On July 12 the Admiral received a despatch

from General Shafter stating: "My lines are

now complete to the bay north of Santiago.

Your shots can be observed from there per-

fectly, at least those that fall in the town.

I'lames followed several shots

fired to-day." At 8.IO r.M. Gen- ,-

oral Shafter signalled :
" A truce

^

*

now exists, and will probably

continue all day to-morrow, the

13th."

On July 13, at 9.5 A.M., Ad-

miral Sampson signalled to Gen-

eral Shafter: "As Commander-in-

Chief of the naval forces engaged

in joint operations, I expect to

be represented in any conference

held to arrange the terms of sur-

render of Santiago, including the

surrender of the shipping and the

harbor. Questions are involved

of importance to both branches

of the service." This was replied

to at 2.40 I'.M. by General Shaf-

ter, as follows: "I shall be glad

to have you represented, but

difficult to let you know. Con-

ference may take place at any

hour."

At 1. 15 P.M., on the 14th, Gen-

eral Miles telegraphed to Admiral

Sampson :
" I will be glad if you

will send to these headquarters

an officer to represent you dur-

inir neijotiations for evacuation."

At 1.38 P.M. General Miles was

replied to: "When do you want

Admiral Sampson's representa-

tive there ?" At 2.23 P.M., before

any arrangement could be made

by which Admiral Sampson could

send a representative to the head-

quarters of the army. General

Miles telegraphed :
" Enemy has

surrendered."

On the next day, July 15,

General Miles advised Admiral

Sampson that the surrender had

not actually been concluded,

and then on the 16th wrote

him that at the request of the

Spanish officials delay had been

granted to communicate with the

government at Madrid. This

letter enclosed a copy of the

agreement of capitulati(^n. Later

in the day General Shafter tele-

graphed as follows :
" Enemy

has surrendered. W'ill you send

some one to represent navy in the matter?"

Admiral Sam[)son's chief of staff arrived

at the front at the earliest hour it was pos-

sible for him to do so, and informed Gen-

eral Shafter of Admiral Sampson's expec-

tation that, in view of the fact that Santi-

ago had surrendered in face of the joint op-

erations of the army and navy, he be one

of the signatories to the agreement of ca-

pitulation. This General Shafter declined to

pf^rmit-

OE THE BATTLE
ADAHRAL SAMPSON'S ACCOUNT interview with General Shafter, who had been

suffering from heat prostration. I made ar-

rangements to go to his headquarters, and my
The enemy's vessels came out of the har- flag-ship was in the position mentioned above

bor between 9.35 and 10 A.M., the head of the when the Spanish squadron appeared in the

column appearing around Cay Smith at 9.31 channel. The remaining vessels were in or

and emerging from the channel five or six near their usual blockading positions, distrib-

minutes later. uted in a semicircle about the harbor en-

The positions of the vessels of my command trance, counting from the eastward to the

off Santiago at that moment were as follows: westward, in the following order : The I/n/ur/m

The flag-ship AVif ]\u'/c was four miles east of about a mile and a half from shore, the Oregon
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Effect of Fire from the Fleet on Fort Morro, G.80 A.M.

her blockading station and about seven miles

from the harbor entrance. She had started

for Siboney, where I intended to land, ac-

companied by several of my staff, and go to

the front to consult with General Shafter. A
discussion of the situation and a more definite

understanding between us of the operations

proposed had been rendered necessary by the

unexpectedly strong resistance of the Spanish

garrison of Santiago. I had sent my chief of

staff on shore the day before to arrange an

34:7

— the A^fw York's place being between these

two—the lozm, Texas, ^nd Brooklyn, the latter

two miles from the shore west of Santiago.

The distance of the vessels from the harbor

entrance was from two and a half to four

miles, the latter being the limit of day block-

ading distance. The length of the arc formed

by the ships was about eight miles. The

Massachusetts had left at 4 A.M. for Guanta-

namo for coal. Her station was between the

Iowa and Texas. The auxiliaries Gloucester
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and Fzav;/ lay close to the land and nearer the Corsair -- dwd had a good battery of light ammunition were exploding, and it was not

harbor entrance than the large vessels, the rapid-fire guns. She was lying about two known at what moment the fire would reach

6'/^//a'^/^T to the eastward and the F/;tr;no the miles from the harbor entrance, to the south- the main magazines. In addition to this a

westward. The torpedo-boat Ericsson was in ward and eastward, and immediately steamed heavy surf was running just inside of the

company with the flag-ship and remained with in, opening fire upon the large ships. Antici- Spanish ships. I^ut no risk deterred our offi-

her during the chase until ordered to discon- pating the appearance of the /Y/z/^v/ and /v/;w, cers and men until their work of humanity

tinue, when she rendered very efficient service the Gloucester was slowed, thereby gaining was complete,

in rescuing prisoners from the burning J7.sr<'?'jv?'. more rapidly a high pressure of steam, and There remained now of the Spanish ships

The Spanish vessels came rapidly out of the when the destroyers came out slie steamed only the Cristobal Colon, but she was their

harbor, at a speed estimated at from eight to for them at full speed, and was able to close best and fastest vessel. Forced by the situa-

ten knots, and in the following order : Infanta to short range, while her fire was accurate, tion to hug the Cuban coast, her only chance

Maria Teresa {^c\g-'TX\\\)),Virjeaya, Cristobal Co- deadly, and of great volume. During this of escape was by superior and sustained speed.

lon,And\\iG Almijuinte Oqnendo. The distance fight the Gloucester was under tlie fire of the When the Vizrajuz went ashore, the Colo/i was

between these ships was about 800 yards, which Socapa battery. Within twenty minutes from about six miles ahead of the Brooklyn and the

means that from the time the first one became the time they emerged from Santiago Harbor Oregon; but her spurt was finished, and the

visible in the upper reach of the channel until the careers of the J')iror and the Pluton were American ships were now gaining upon her.

the last one was out of the harbor an interval ended, and two-thirds of their people killed. Ik'hind the Brooklyn and the Oregon came the

of only about twelve minutes elapsed. Follow- The /'//r^^r was beached, and sank in the surf; Texas, Vixen, and Ara' York. It was evident

ing the Oqueneio, at a distance of about 1200 the Pluton sank in deep water a few minutes from the bridge of the Neio York that all the

yards, came the torpedo-boat destroyer J^luton, later. The destroyers probably suffered much American ships were gradually overhauling the

and after her the /v/n;;-. The armored cruisers, injury from the fire of the secondary batteries chase, and that she had no chance of escape.

as rapidly as they could bring their guns to of the battle -ships loiua, Ineiiana, and the At \ 2. ^^o the Brooklyn and the Oregon o\^cn(i(\

bear, opened a vigorous fire upon the block- Texas, yd I think a very considerable factor fire and got her range—the (:>t;^'v?//\s- heavy shell

ading vessels, and emerged from the channel in their speedy destruction wuis the fire, at striking beyond her—and at 1.20 she gave up

shrouded in the smoke from their guns. close range, of the Gloucester s battery. After without firing another shot, hauled down her

The men of our ships in front of the port rescuing the survivors of the destroyers, the colors, and ran ashore at Rio Torquino, forty-

were at Sunday "quarters for inspection." The Gloucester (\\d excellent service in landing and eight miles from Santiago. Captain Cook, of

signal was made simultaneously from several sccmmg \.\\q Q{'q\\ oi i\\Q Bifanta Maria Teresa, the Brooklyn, went on board to receive the

vessels, 'T^iemy's ships escaping," and general The method of escape attempted by the surrender. While his boat was alongside, I

quarters was sounded. The men cheered as Spaniards, all steering in the same direction, came up in the New York, received his report,

they sprang to their guns, and fire was opened and in formation, removed all tactical doubts and placed the Oregon in charge of the wreck,

probably within eight minutes by the vessels or difficulties, and made plain the duty of to save her, if possible, and directed the prison-

whose guns commanded the entrance. The every United States vessel to close in, imme- ers to be transferred to the Resolute, which

Neiv York turned about and steamed for the diately engage, and ].)ursue. This was promptly had followed the chase. Commodore Schley,

escaping fleet, fiying the signal, "Close in tow- and effectively done. As already stated, the whose chief of staff had gone on board to re-

ards harbor entrance and attack vessels," and first rush of the Spanish squadron carried it ceive the surrender, had directed that all their

gradually increasing speed, until towards the past a number of the blockading ships, which personal effects should be retained by the offi-

end of the chase she was making sixteen and could not immediately work up to their best cers. This order I did not modify. The Cris-

one-htdf knots, and was rapidly closing on the speed; but they suffered heavily in passing, tobal Colon was not injured by our firing, and

Cristobal Colon. She was not, at any time, imdWxQ Infanta Maria l\'resa 'A\\d\.\\iz Oquendo probably not much injured by beaching, though

within the range of the heavy Spanish ships, were probably set on fire by shells fired during she ran ashore at high speed. The beach was

and her only part in the firing was to receive the first fifteen minutes of the engagement, so steep that she came off by the working of

the undivided fire from the forts in passing the It was afterwards learned that the Infanta the sea. J^ut her sea-valves were opened and

harbor entrance, and to fire a few^ shots at one Maria Teresas fire-main had been cut by one broken, treacherously, I am sure, after her sur-

of the destroyers, thought at the moment to of our first shots, and that she was unable to render; and despite all efforts she sank. When

be attempting to escape from the Gloucester. extinguish fire. With large volumes of smoke it became evident that she could not be kept

The Spanish vessels, upon clearing the har- rising from their lower decks aft, these vessels aOoat, she was pushed by the Arw York bodily

bor, turned to the westward in column, in- gave up both fight and flight, and ran in on up on the beach, the Neio YorlSs stem being

creasing their speed to the full power of their the \^c:AQ\v—\\\(iIifaiitaMaria '/rmsv? at about placed against her for this purpose— the ship

engines. The heavy blockading vessels, which 10.15 A.M. at Nima Nima, six and a half miles being handled by Captain Chadwick with ad-

had closed in towards the Morro at the instant from Santiago Harbor entrance, and the.]/////- mirable judgment— and sank in shoal water,

of the enemy's appearance, and at their best rante Oquendo at about 10.30 A.M. at Juan and, it was thought, might be saved. Had

speed, delivered a rapid fire, well sustained and Gonzales, seven miles from the port. this not been done she would have gone down

destructive, which speedily overwhelmed and The Vizcaya was still under the fire of the in deep water and would have been, to a cer-

silenced the Spanish fire. The initial speed leading vessels ; \\\c Cristobal ColonXvAd dxcxww tainty, a total loss.

of the Spaniards carried them rapidly past the ahead, leading the chase, and soon passed I regarded this complete and important vic-

blockading vessels, and the battle developed beyond the range of the guns of the leading tory over the Spanish forces as the successful

into a chase, in which the 7>;w/7j7/ and Texas American ships. The Vizcaya was soon set finish of several weeks of arduous and close

had, at the start, the advantage of position, on fire, and, at 11.15, she turned inshore and blockade, so stringent and effective during the

The Brooklyn maintained the lead until the was beached at Aserraderos, fifteen miles from night that the enemy was deterred from making

Oregon, steaming with amazing speed from Santiago, burning fiercely, ;nul with her reserves tlie attempt to escape at night, and deliberately

the commencement of the action, took first of ammunition on deck already beginning to elected to make the attempt in daylight. That

place. TXxt lozva 7xwd\.\\e Indiana having done explode. When about ten miles west of San- this was the case I was informed by the com-

good work, and not having the speed of the tiago the Indiajia had been signalled to go manding officer of the Cristobal Colon.

other ships, were directed by me, in succession, back to the harbor entrance, and at Aser- It seems proper to describe briefly here the

at about the time the Fi;jeaya w-as beached, to raderos the loioa was signalled to " Resume manner in which this was accomplished. The

drop out of the chase and resume blockading blockading station." The Io:oa, assisted by harbor of Santiago is naturally easy to block-

stations. These vessels rescued .many prison- the Ericsson and the Hist, took off the crew ade, there being but one entrance, and that a

ers. The Vixen, finding that the rush of the of the Vi::;caya, while the Harvard and the narrow one, and the deep water extending

Spanish ships would put her between two fires, Gloucester rescued those of the Infanta Maria close up to the shore-line, presenting no diffi-

ran outside of our own column and remained Teresa and the Alniirante Oquendo. This culties of navigation outside of the entrance.

there during the battle and chase. rescue of prisoners, including the wounded, At the time of my arrival before the poit—

The skilful handling and gallant fighting of from the burning Spanish vessels was the June i— the moon was at its full, and there

the Gloucester excited the admiration of every occasion of some of the most daring and gal- was sufficient light during the night to enable

one who witnessed it. She was a fast and en- lant conduct of the day. The ships were any movement outside of the entrance to be

tirely unprotected auxiliary vessel—the yacht burning fore and aft, their guns and reserve detected ;
but with the waning of the moon
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and the coming of dark nights there was op-

portunity for the enemy to escape, or for his

torpedo-boats to make an attack upon the

blockading vessels. It was ascertained with

fair conclusiveness that the Merriniac, so gal-

lantly taken into the channel on June 3, did

not obstruct it. I therefore maintained

the blockade as follows : To the battle-

ships was assigned the duty, in turn, of

lighting the channel. Moving up to the

port, at a distance of from one to two
miles from the Morro—dependent upon
the condition of the atmosphere— they

threw a search- light beam directly up
the channel, and held it steadily there.

This lighted up the entire breadth of the

channel for half a mile inside of the en-

trance so brilliantly that the movement
of small boats could be detected. Why
the batteries never opened fire upon the

search-light ship was always a matter of

surprise to me; but they never did. Sta-

tioned close to the entrance of the port

were three picket launches and, at a little

distance farther out, three small picket

vessels— usually converted yachts -and,

when they were available, one or two of

our torpedo-boats. With this arrange-

ment there was at least a certainty that

nothing could get out of the harbor un-

detected. After the arrival of the army,

when the situation forced upon the Span-

ish Admiral a decision, our vigilance in-

creased. The night-blockading distance

was reduced to two miles for all vessels,

and a battle -ship was placed alongside

the search-light ship, with her broadside

trained upon the channel, in readiness to

fire the instant a Spanish shi[) should ap-

pear. The commanding officers merited

the greatest praise for the perfect man-

ner in which the}' entered into this plan

and put it into execution. The Massa-

cJiiisctts, which, according to routine, was

sent that morning to coal at Guantanamo,

like the others had spent weary nights

upon this work, and deserved a better

fate than to be absent that morning.

When all the work was done so well it

is difficult to discriminate in praise. The
object of the blockade of Cervera's scpiad-

ron was full}' accomplished, and each in-

dividual bore well his part in it - the

commodore in command of the second

division, the captains of ships, their offi-

cers and men. The fire of the battle-

ships was powerful and destructive, and

the resistance of the Sixanish squadron

was, in great part, broken almost before

they had got be}'ond the range of their

own forts. The fine speed of the Ori\^oii

enabled her to take a front [position in

the chase, and the Cristobal Colon (\\(\ not

give up until the Orco^on had thrown a

13-inch shell beyond her. This perform-

ance added to the already brilliant record

of that fine battle-ship, and spoke highly

of the skill and care w'ith which her ad-

mirable efficiency had been maintained

during a service unprecedented in the

history of vessels of her class. The
Brooklyn's \\esterlv blockading position

gave her an advantage in the chase which

she maintained to tlie end, and she em-

plo}^ed her fine battery with telling ef-

fect. The Texas and the New York

were gaining on the chase during the last

hour, and, had ain^ accident befallen the

Brooklyn or the Oregon, would have speedily

overhauled the Cristobal Colon. From the

moment the Spanish vessel exhausted her

first burst of speed the result was never in
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doubt. She fell, in fact, far below what might
reasonably have been expected of her. Care-

ful measurements of time and distance gave
her an average speed, from the time she cleared

the harbor mouth until the time she was run

on shore at Rio Tarquino, of 13.7 knots.

Neither the Neiv York nor the Brooklyn

stopped to couple up their forward engines,

but ran out the chase with one pair, getting

steam, of course, as rapidly as possible on all

boilers. To stop to couple up the forward

engines would have meant a delay of fifteen

minutes, or four miles in the chase.

Several of the ships were struck—the Brook-

lyn oftener than the others^-~^but very slight

materiid injurv was done, the i^reatest bein^r

aboard the loii'a. Om loss was one man killed

and one wounded, both on the Brooklyn. It

is difficult to explain this immunity from loss

of life or injury to ships in a combat with

modern vessels of the best type, but Spanish

gunnery was poor at the best, and the superior

weight and accuracy of our fire speedily drove

the men from their guns and silenced their

fire. This is borne out by the statements of

prisoners and by observation. The Spanish

vessels, as they dashed out of the harbor,

were covered by the smoke from their own
guns, but this speedily diminished in volume
and soon almost disappeared. The fire from

the rapid-fire batteries of the battle -ships

appeared to have been remarkably destruc-

tive. An examination of the stranded vessels

showed that the Alniirante Oqiiendo es[)ecially

had suffered terribly from this fire. Her sides

were everywhere pierced and her decks were

strewn with the charred remains of those who
had fallen.

C O M M O D R \l S C II L E Y '

S

R E P O R T

TO THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

^'^'1' 9-35 ^"^-^I" Admiral Cervera, with the

Infanta Maria Teresa, llrjeaya, Oquendo,

Cristobal Colon, and two torpedo-boat destro}--

ers, came out of the harbor of Santiago de

Cuba in column at distance and attempted to

escape to the w^estward. Signal was made
from the Iowa that the enemy was coming
out, but his movement had been discovered

from the Urooklyn at the same moment. The
Brooklyn was the farthest west, except the

Vixen, in the blockading line. Signal was
made to the western division, as prescribed in

your general orders, and there was immediate
and rapid movement inward by your squadron
and a general engagement at ranges beginning

at I 100 yards and varying to 3000 }-ards until

the J'iseaj'a was destroyed, about 10.50 A.M.

The concentration of the fire of the squad-

ron upon the ships coming out was most fu-

rious and terrific, and great damage was done
them.

About twenty or twenty-five minutes after

the engagement began, two vessels, thought to

be the Teresa and Oqueiido, and since verified

as such, took fire from the effective shell-fire

of the squadron, and were forced to run on the

beach some six or seven miles west of the

harbor entrance, where they burned and blew
up later. The torpedo-boat destroyers were
destroyed early in the action, but the smoke
was so dense in their direction that I cannot

say to which vessel or vessels the credit be-
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loi\i^s. This, doubtless, was better seen from

your flag-ship.

The Vi'jcaya and Colon, perceiving the dis-

aster to their consorts, continued at full speed

to the westward to escape, and were followed

and engaged in a running fight with the

Jh'ook/yii, '/o.vas, foiiur, and Oregon until 10.50,

when the Vv::caya took fire from our shells.

She put her helm to port, and, with a heavy

list to port, stood inshore and ran aground at

iXserraderos, about twenty-one miles west of

Santiago, on fire fore and aft, and where she

blew up during the night. Observing that she

had struck her colors, and that several vessels

were nearing her to capture and save her crew,

siirnal was made to cease firing. I'hc Oj-rcou

having proved vastly faster than the other

battle -ships, she and the Ih'ooklyn, together

with the Texas and another vessel which

proved to be your Hag-ship, continued west-

ward in pursuit of the Colon, which had run

lyii and the Oregon, was turned over to you as

one of the trophies of this great victory of the

squadron under your command.

During my official visit, a little later, Com-
mander Eaton, of the Resolute, appeared and

reported to you the presence of a Spanish

battle-ship near Altares. Your orders to me
were to take the Oregon and go eastward to

meet her, and this was done by the Brooklyn,

with the result that the vessel reported as an

enemy was discovered to be the Austrian

cruiser Kaiserin Maria Theresia, seeking the

commander-in-chief.

The Brooklyn occupied the most westward

blockading position, with the Mxen, and, be-

ing more directly in the route taken by the

Spanish squadron, was exposed for some min-

utes, possibly ten, to the gun-fire of three of

the Spanish ships and the west battery, at a

range of i 500 yards from the ships and about

3000 yards from the batteries; but tlie vessels

acted with conspicuous courage ; although

unable to engage the heavier ships of the

enemy with his light guns, nevertheless he

was close in to the battle -line under heavy

fire, and many of the enemy's shot passed

beyond his vessel.

I beg to invite special attention to the con-

duct of my flag -lieutenant, James H. Sears,

and Ensign Edward McCauley, Jr., aide, who
were constantly at my side during the en-

gagement, and who exposed themselves fear-

lessly in discharging their duties; and also to

the splendid behavior of my secretary, Lieu-

tenant B. W. Wells, Jr., who commanded and

directed the fighting of the fourth division

with splendid effect.

I would commend the highly meritorious

conduct and courage in the engagement of

Lieutenant Commander N. E. Mason, the

executive officer, whose presence everywhere

over the ship during its continuance did much

aya Cristoluil Colon M:l>!ll /'lll.Ut A liiiiriDite Oqiioido Furor and P/ti/oii

I 'i.vcii, turning out /oniaOrcfi;oii Texas
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close inshore, evidently seeking some good

spot to beach if she should fail to elude her

pursuers.

This pursuit continued with increasing speed

in the Brooklyn, Oregon, and other ships, and

soon the Brooklyn and Oregon were w^ithin long

range of the Colon, when the Oregon opened

fire with her 13-inch guns, landing a shell close

to the Colon. A moment afterwards the Brook-

lyn opened fire with her 8-incli guns, landing

a shell just ahead of her. Several other shells

were fired at the Colon, now in range of the

Brooklyn's and Oregon's guns. Her com-

mander, seeing all chances of escape cut off,

and destruction awaiting his ship, fired a lee

gun and struck her flag at 1.15 P.M., and ran

ashore at a point some fifty miles west of San-

tiago Harbor. Your flag-ship was coming up

rapidly at the time, as was also the Texas and

Vixen. A little later, after your arrival, the

Cristobal Colon, which had struck to the Brook-

of the entire scjuadron, closing in rapidly, soon

diverted this fire and did magnificent work at

close range. I have never before witnessed

such deadly and fatally accurate shooting as

was done by the ships of your command as

they closed in on the Spanish squadron, and I

deem it a high privilege to commend to you,

for such action as you may deem proper, the

gallantry and dashing courage, the prompt de-

cision, and the skilful handling of their respec-

tive vessels of Captain Philip, Captain Evans,

Captain Clark, and especially of my chief of

staff. Captain Cook, who was directly under

my personal observation, and whose coolness,

promptness, and courage were of the highest

order. The dense smoke of the combat shut

out from my view the Indiana and the Gloit-

eester, but as these vessels were closer to your

flag-ship, no doubt their part in the conflict

was under your immediate observation.

Lieutenant Sharp, commanding the Vixen,
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to secure the good result of this ship's part in

the victory.

The navigator. Lieutenant A. C. Hodgson,

and the division officers, Lieutenant T. D.

Griffin, Lieutenant W. R. Rush, Lieutenant

Edward Simpson, Lieutenant J. G. Doyle,

Ensign Charles Webster, and the junior divi-

sional officers were most steady and conspicu-

ous in every detail of duty contributing to the

accurate firing of this ship in her part of the

great victory of your forces.

The officers of the Medical, Pay, Engineer,

and Marine corps responded to every demand

of the occasion, and were fearless in exposing

theinselves. The warrant-officers, Boatswain

William L. Hill, CarpenterG. H. Warford, and

Gunner F. T. Applegate, were everywhere ex-

posed, in watching for damage, reports of which

were promptly conveyed to me.

I have never in my life served with a

braver, better, or worthier crew than that of
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the Brooklyn. During the combat, lasting back for the enemy, whose ships were seen ever, that the Colon would give us a lengthy
from 9.35 A.M. until 1.15 P.M., much of the time successively coming out at a high speed. The chase, and at noon the crew left quarters and
under fire, they never flagged for a moment, flag-ship Infanta Maria Teresa was first, then went to dinner.

and were apparently undisturbed by the storm another armored cruiser of the same class About 12.50 the Oregon opened fire, and
of projectiles passing ahead, astern, and over (which turned out to be the Vhcaya), followed some of her shell were observed to strike be-
the ship. by the Cristobal Colon, an armored cruiser yond the Colon. This made her capture a
The result of the engagement was the de- {Oqncndo), and the torpedo-boat destroyers foregone conclusion, and shortly after one

struction of the Spanish squadron and the Fnror and Pluton. o'clock she turned in towards shore and soon
capture of the Admiral and some thirteen to The nearer ships had immediately engaged, struck her colors. She had been beached at

fifteen hundred prisoners, with the loss of and by the time we were off the entrance, one, a small inlet known as Rio Tarquino. By the
several hundred killed, estimated by Admiral the flag-ship, was already afire and was soon time we arrived a boat was alongside her from
Cervera at six hundred men. ashore. The Indiana and Gloucester were ac- the Brooklyn, and Captain Cook, the boarding
The casualties on board the Brooklyn were: tively engaged with the torpedo-boats. The officer, came alongside the New York and re-

G. H. Ellis, chief yeoman, killed; J. l^urns, Xeiu York fired some 4-inch shell at the one ported. The Arrc York then sent a boat to
fireman, first-class, severely wounded. The nearer the port, towards which she was headed take possession, the commanding officer goitig

marks and scars show that the ship was struck atid to which sh- seemed attempting to return, in the boat. I was received by the commo-
about twenty-five times, and she bears in all but she was already practically out of the fight, dore of the squadron, the captain, Captain de
forty-one scars as the result of her participation The boiler of the more advanced one had Navio Don Kmilio Morcu, and Captain de
in the great victory of your force on July 3, blown up, showing a vast column of condensed Navio, of the first-class, Don Jose de Paredes
1898. The speed -cone halyards were shot steam. During this time the batteries, whose y Chacon (which latter had been civil governor
away, and nearly all the signal halyards. The line of fire we had crossed close to, repeatedly of Santiago and had only just been attached
ensign at the main was so shattered that in fired upon us, but without effect. No return to the squadron). I arranged for the transfer
hauling it down at the close of the action it was made to this fire. A shell from the west of the crew and officers, a division to each
fell in pieces. battery fell within two hundred yards of the ship present, and the engineer force to be left

I,congratulate you most sincerely upon this ship when we were over four miles to tlie west- aboard. While aboard, however, the Resolute
great victory to the squadron

under your command, and I

am glad that I had an oppor-

tunity to contribute in the

least to a victory that seems

big enough for all of us.

From Captain luilate, of

the Vizcaya, and the second

in command of the Colon,

Commander C o n t r e r a s, J

learned that the Spanish Ad^

miral's scheme was to con-

centrate all fire for a while on

Xhiz Brooklyn,:{n{\ the Vizeaya

to ram her, in ho|)es that if

they could destroy her the

chance of escape would be

increased, as it was supposed

she was the swiftest ship of

your squadron. This explains

the heavy fire mentioned and

the Virjeayds action in the

earlier moments of the en-

gagement. The execution of

this purpose was promptly
^' '-

-^

tight doors, etc., was of no
defeated by the fact that all ,ivail. A large number of
the ships of the squadron advanced into close ward and we had thought ourselves entirely sea-valves had been treacherously opened and
range and opened an irresistibly furious and out of range. We stood on, leaving the the valves so broken as to make it impossible
terrific fire upon the enemy's squadron as it ^Vcwrr.sVrr, which had shown herself so capable, to close them. The ship thus slowly settled.

was coming out of the harbor. to look after the survivors in the torpedo-boats. At 7.30 she came afloat and came out into
I cannot close this report without mention- By this time a second cruiser was ashore and deeper water. The officer in char^Tc (Lieu-

ing in high terms of praise the splendid con- burning (tlie Alniirante Oquendo), while the tenant -Commander Cogswell) had let <^o an
duct and support of Captain C. E. Clark, of the third, the Vizeaya, and the Cristobal Colon anchor, but as it was clear that if she went
Oregon. Her speed was wonderful and her were still steaming rapidly westward. The down in water of the depth in which she was
accurate fire splendidly destructive. Indiana was now signalled (11.26 A.M.) to she could never be recovered, the AVw ]7W''.?

return to the blockading position to look after stem was placed against her quarter, and later,

anything which might be there. Very shortly a line being taken from our own bow to hers,

the Vizeaya turned shoreward, smoke began to the Colon was forced inshore. It was by this

issue from her after part, and by the time that time dark, but, using a search-light, we' were
she was ashore on the reef at Aserraderos enabled gradually to force the ship in on the

The Nezv York had started at 8.50 for the (fifteen miles west of Santiago) she was ablaze, beach, the chain' being paid out at the same
army-landing at Siboney, the commander-in- The A'icw had signalled a little before that she time. She thus sank in a very moderate
chief having an appointment with the general had surrendered, and stopped off this place, depth of water, and it seemed very probable
commanding the army. A few minutes after where she gave much assistance in the rescue that she might be saved.
the crew had been called to quarters for Sun- of the Vt:zeayds people. At 11 P.M. the flag-ship returned to Santi-
day inspection, firing was heard and a ship was The New York stood on in chase of the ago, leaving the Texas and Oregon in charge
seen leaving the harbor entrance

; the helm Cristobal Colon, with ahead of us the Brooklyn, of the prize.

was at once put over, the crew called to gen- Oregon, Texas, and Vixen—ihc Oregon being Though the New York was not able to come
eral quarters, signal "Close in towards harbor much nearer inshore of the two headmost to action with any of the larger ships on ac-
entrance and attack vessels" made, orders ships, but not in gunshot. We were rapidly count of her distance to the eastward, every
given to spread all fires, and the ship headed increasing our speed. It was evident, how- nerve was strained to do so, and all was done
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/'/idOH Furor

THE ai.OUCESTER AND THE SPANISH TORPEDO-BOATS

The I'liror is in a sinking txjndition, and the fliUoii is lieadini; for sluire

arrived, and it was arranged

to transfer the whole number
to her.

I had taken with me the

fleet surgeon, an engineer

officer, and the carpenter to

examine and make secure

ever\'thing necessar}\ The
engineer officer reported to

me that she was makincf wa-

ter aft. I had previously had

soundings taken and found

eight feet at the bow and

seventy at the stern, so that

but a small portion of the

ship was ashore. I returned

as quickly as possible to the

flag-ship to report the situa-

tion. The Oregon was sig-

nalled to take charge, and

the men were hastened on

board, a number being sent

also from the Neio York.

Our work of closing water-

CAPTAIN CHADWICK'S
A C C O U N T
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THE INFANTA iMARIA TERESA ASHORE AND AEH^I-:.—Drawn I!V Carlton T. Chai-.man

that could be done. Our speed had rapidly

increased so that we were going not less than

seventeen knots at the end. We were im-

mediately astern while all others were con-

siderably to seaward. We were thus in a

position to prevent a possible doubling to the

rear and escape to the southeast ; and there

can be no question that we would have quickly

overhauled the Colon had she continued her

flight, and would have insured her capture

had there been an accident of any sort to the

other ships in pursuit.

The officers and crew, as they always had

done, acted in the most enthusiastic and com-

mendable manner. They had worked into so

complete a system that the ship was practically

instantaneously ready for action, and while all

were deserving of commendation and credit, I

think it no derogation from the deserts of

others to name particularly Lieutenant -Com-

mander Potter, to whom as executive officer so

much of the ship's efficiency was due, and Chief

iMigineer McConnell, who had kept the machin-

ery in the admirable order which enabled us

at all times to develop the ship's full speed.

CAPTAIN COOK'S ACCOUNT
At 9 A.M., July 3, I gave orders and arrange-

ments were made on the Ih-ooklyu for general

muster at 9.30 A.M. At 9.30 A.M. the cncm}^

were telegraphed by the loioa as coming out.

At the same time they were discovered by the

quartermaster on watch, N. Anderson, of the

Brooklyn, and reported to the officer of the

deck. The executive officer, Lieutenant-Com-

mander Mason, who was on deck about to

execute the order for general muster, imme-
diately gave the order, " Clear shi[) for action

and general quarters." Signal was made at

the same time, " k^nemy coming out— action."

I went immediately forward, stood for the ene-

my, and gave orders to get steam on all boilers.

We started with steam on three boilers, at about

twelve-knots speed.

The head of the Spam'sh scpiadron, in col-

umn, was just outside the entrance of the

harbor of Santiago hc<iding about southwest.

The Si)anish squadron consisted of the Maria
Teresa *,flag), Mr.caya, Oquoulo, and Colon, and

two torpedo-destroyers. V^c opened fire on

the leading ship in five minutes from the dis-

covery.

The port battery was first engaged as we

stood with port helm to hecul off the leading

ship, and giving them a raking fire at about

1500 yartls range. The enemy turned to the

westward to close into the land. We then

wore around to starboard, bringing the star-

board battery into action. The cnem\' hugged

the shore to the westward.

The Brooklyn, leading, was followed b\' the

Bc.vas, lozoa, Oroy^on, Indiana, and (]lonccstcr.

The Vixen, which had been to the westward

of us on the blockade, ran to the southward

and eastward of us, and kept for s(Miie time off

our port side, distant about lOOO \'ards, evi-

dently intending to guard against torpedo

attack upon our ship. The shell passing over

us fell very thick about her, some passing over

her. At this time the firing was very fast and

•> .^ p

the whistling of shell incessant, and our escape

with so little injury was miraculous, and could

only be attributed to bad marksmanship on the

part of the enem\^ The Maria Teresa, which

had dropped astern while we were wearing,

under the heavy fire of our (leet ran ashore,

the Mrjeaya, Oqnendo, i\nd Colon continuing on

and gaining in distance.

The T>rooklyn was engaged with the three

leading ships of the enemy, which were forging

ahead, the Texas, loioa, and Indiana keeping

up a heavy fire, but steadily dropping astern.

The Oreyon also was keeping up a steady fire

and was coming up in the most glorious and gal-

lant style, outstripping all otliers. It was an in-

si)iring sight to see this battle-ship, with a large

white wave before her, and her smoke-stacks

belching forth continued puffs from her forced

draught. We were making fourteen knots at

the time, and the Ore^i^on came up off our star-

b()<u(l (piarter at about 600 \'ards, and main-

tained her position, though we so(^n after in-

creased our speed to fifteen knots, antl just

before the Colon surrendered wei'e makiu"'

nearl)- sixteen.

The Oquendo, soon after the falling out of

the Teresa, dropped astern, and, on fire, i^an

ashore. The JV.c.tvrjv? and 6
"^V^v/ continued on,

under fire from the Brooklyn and Oregon.

The other vessels of our fleet were well astern

and out of range. The Texas was evidently

coming up fast. At about 10.53 \.\\. the

ITeaya was seen to be on fire, and the C(>lon

passed inside of her with increased speed, took

the lead, and gradually forged ahead. The
Cirjeaya soon after ran on the beach, ablaze
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with fire. We signalled the Oregon to eease

firing on the yir^caya, as her flag was down.

Firing immediately ceased, and we both con-

tinued the chase of the Colon, now about 12,000

vards away. Tlie ranges ran from i 500 to 3000

yards with the l^irjcciya as she kept in and out

from the coast. We steered straight for a

distant point near Cape Cruz, while the Colon

kept close to the land, running into all the

bights. She could not have come out without

crossing our bows, and we were steadily gain-

ing on her. We were getting more steam all

the time, and now had four and one-half boilers

on, and the remaining one and one-half nearly

ready.

After running for about fifty miles west from

the entrance, the Colon ran into a bight of land,

beached, fired a gun to leeward, and hauled

down her fl<ig. The Orcovn and Ih'ook/yn had

just previously begun to fire upon the Colon

and were landing shell close to her.

I was sent on board by Commodore Schley

to receive the surrender. The captain spoke

English, and received me pleasantly, though

naturally much depressed. lie surrendered

unconditional!}', lie was polite, shook hands,

and said that his case was ho|)eless, and that

he saw that we were too much for him, I was

on board about fifteen minutes. As we came

from the Colon the flag-ship lVoivyo?-k came in

with the Texas. I reported on board the flag-

ship to Rear-Admiral Sampson. I stated to

him that I believed the Colon could be gotten

off the beach.

During the entire action I was in constant

communication witli Commodore Schley, so

that I was enabled promptly to execute his

orders and instructions. The officers and crew

behaved with great and unexceptionable cool-

ness and bravery, so that it was difficult to

discriminate. They were encouraged in their

best efforts by Commodore Schley's enthusi-

asm, and by his cheery words, " Fire steady,

boN's, and give it to them."

The executive officer, N. E. Mason, with

his usual zeal, was continually at the battery

directing the firing and keeping me well in-

formed of the exact condition of the ship, and

in encouraging both officers and men by his

example of coolness and courage.

Lieutenant Hodgson was on the bridge

coolly and deliberately taking bearings, and

measuring and giving ranges. He was assisted

in getting ranges and noting time by Chief

Yeoman George Ellis, with a stadiometer, until

Ellis was killed by a passing shell.

The officers of the divisions, Lieutenants

T. 1). Griffin, W. R. Rush, E. Simpson, J. G.

I)o>le, B. W. Wells, and Ensign Webster, all

performed their full duties deliberately and

efficienth'. The nav.il cadets in divisions

were cool and efficient, Naval Cadets Ilalligan,

Marble, Abele, and Cronan having especially

been noticed for good service. Lieutenant

B. W. Wells, secretary to Commodore Schley,

volunteered for command of a division, and was

given the fourth division, thus enabling me to

station a commissioned officer in a turret.

Too much praise cannot be given to the en-

gineer's department for the hard work done

by all in steadil}' raising the steam until the

speed rose from twelve to sixteen knots.

The marines did splendid service at the guns

and at their stations. The orderlies carried

messages quickly and effectively. Captain

Murphy and Lieutenant Borden were constant

in their visits to the different stations, to be

assured of efficiency.

Medical Inspector Paul Fitzsimons and Past

Assistant Surgeon De Valin w^ere in constant

attendance at the divisions and on deck to be

ready for any emergency.

Flag- Lieutenant James H. Sears was par-

ticularly active, standing in the open, direct-

ing signals, reporting fall of shot and position

of the enemy. He was cool and firm in his

duty.

Ensign McCauley attended personally to sig-

nals while constantly under fire, at one time

mounting the forward turret and making the

wigwag himself. His coolness w^as conspicu-

ous.

The boatswain, Mr. Hill, w^as continually

about the forecastle, ready for any duty, and

materially assisted in watching the fall of shots,

and thus checked the ranges.

The gunner, F. T. Applegate, rendered very

valuable and conspicuous service at the battery,

making repairs wherever practicable during the

action.

The carpenter, G. H. Warford, was on the

alert, w^atching for effects of shell and in ex-

amining compartments, pipes, and valves.

The signalmen, under Chief Quartermaster

O'Connell, all stood in the open and performed

their duties courageously.

I call especial attention to the valuable and

conspicuous services rendered during the ac-

THE ALMIKANTE OQUENDO ASHORE AND AFIRE.—Drawn bv Carlton T. Chapman
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tion by B. Gaynor (gunner's mate, first-class).

Gaynor was a natural mechanic and a very in-

telligent man, and he went from gun to gun

repairing breaks, and was constant in his work

keeping them in condition for use.

Chief Gunner's Mate D. F. Diggins was in

all parts of the ship attending faithfully and

coolly to the electric apparatus.

N. Anderson (quartermaster, first-class) was

a particularly bright seaman. He was at the

wheel and kept the ship steadily on her course.

He had been particularly known in the ship as

a valuable man.

N. Morrissey (landsman) twice got out on

the muzzle of a forward 6-pounder and backed

out a jammed shot. Private Macneal, U. S.

M. C, also went out on the muzzle of the

forecastle 6-pounder and cleared a jammed
shot.

We had but two personal casualties, George

H. Ellis (chief yeoman) killed, and J. Burns

(fireman, first-class) wounded. The ship was

struck twenty times by whole shot and many
times by pieces of bursting shell and from

small shot of machine-guns. No serious in-

jury was done to the ship, and all repairs

could be temporarily done by the ship's force,

excepting to the 5-inch elevating gear. The
smoke-stacks were hit in several places; the

signal halyards, rigging, and flags w^ere cut in

many places. The flag at the main was de-

stroyed, being much cut by shot and flying

pieces of shell. The 8-inch guns worked satis-

factorily ; some trouble and delay was caused

by jamming of locks. The turrets worked

well. The 5-inch battery gave great trouble

with the elevating gear. At the end several

were rendered useless for battle. Two were

bulged at the muzzle. We fired 100 rounds

of 8-inch, 473 of 5-inch, 1200 of 6-pounder,

and 200 of i-pounder ammunition.

The splendid and efficient work done in

the engine and fire rooms was largely due

to the zeal and intelligence of P. A. Engineer

Carter, who went immediately to his station

in the engine-rooms and was unremitting

throughout the action in his efforts to get the

best speed.

CAPTAIN CLARK'S ACCOUNT
At 9.30 a.m. the Spanish fleet w^as discovered

standing out of the harbor of Santiago de Cuba.

They turned to the westward and opened fire,

to which our ships replied vigorously. P^or

a short time there was an almost continuous

flight of projectiles over the Oregon, but when
our line was fairly engaged, and the loiva had

made a swift advance as if to ram or close, the

enemy's fire became defective in train as well

as range. The Oregon was only struck three

times, and at least two of these were by frag-

ments of shells. We had no casualties.

As soon as it was evident that the enemy's

ships were trying to break through and escape

to the westward we went ahead at full speed,

with the determination of carrying out to

the utmost the order " If the enemy tries to

escape, the ships must close and engage as

soon as possible and endeavor to sink his ves-

sels or force them to run ashore." We soon

passed all of our ships except the Brooklyn,

bearing the broad pennant of Commodore
Schley. At first we only used our main bat-

tery, but when it was discovered that the ene-

my's torpedo-boats were following their ships

we used our rapid-fire guns, as well as the

6-inch, upon them with telling effect. As we
ranged up near the sternmost of the ships

she headed for the beach, evidently on fire.

We raked her as we passed, pushing on for

the next ahead, using our starboard guns as

they were brought to bear, and before we had

her fairly abeam she too was making for the

beach. The two remaining vessels were now
some distance ahead, but our speed had in-

creased to sixteen knots, and our fire, added to

that of the Brooklyn, soon sent another, the

Vizcaya, to the shore in flames. The Brooklyn

signalled, *' Oregon, well done." Only the

Cristobal Colon was left, and for a time it

seemed as if she might escape ; but when we
opened with our forward turret guns and the

Brooklyn followed, she began to edge in towards

the coast, and her capture or destruction was
assured. As she struck the beach her flac;

came down and the Brooklyn signalled, "Cease

firing," following it with " Congratulations for

the grand victory, thanks for your splendid

assistance."

The Brooklyn sent a boat to her, and wlien

the Admiral came up with the Neiv York, Texas,

and Vixen, she was taken possessioti of. A
prize crew was put on board from the Oregon

under Lieutenant -Commander Cogswell, the

executive officer, but before 1 1 P.M. the ship,

which had been filling in spite of all efforts to

stop leaks, was abandoned, and just as the crew

left she went over on her side.

I cannot speak in too high terms of the

bearing and conduct of all on board our ship.

When they found the Oregon had pushed to

the front, and was hurrying to a succession of

conflicts with the enemy's vessels if they could

be overtaken and would engage, the enthusiasm

was intense.

As these vessels were so much more heavily

armored than the Brooklyn, they might have

concentrated upon and overpowered her, and

consequently I am persuaded that, but for the

way the officers and men of the Oregon steamed

and steered the ship and fought and supplied

her batteries, the Colon, and perhaps the Vi:::-

eaya, would have escaped.

LIEUTENANT USHER'S
ACCOUNT

On the morning of July 3, 1898, the torpedo-

boat /:V/c\s-j.7;// was proceeding under half-speed

on the starboard quarter of the flag-ship AU'w

York towards Siboney when the enemy was

sighted coming out of Santiago entrance, we
being then five or six miles to the eastward of

**•»;,:,—-sdBHiK^^^
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THE LAST OF CERVERA'S FLEET
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THE OREGON OVERHAULING THE VIZCAYA AND CRISTOBAL COLON OFF SANTIAGO, JULY

Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman

the Morro. The vessels of our fleet were firing

on the enemy. The hehn was put hard aport

at once and full power put on as speedily as

possible, and the course directed towards the

enemy's ships, the crew at quarters, and the

vessel in all respects ready to deliver torpedo

attack. By the time we had turned to west-

ward two of the enemy's vessels were out in

plain sight. They were followed at short in-

tervals by the other two cruisers, and then, after

a longer interval, by the two torpedo-boat de-

stroyers. The fire of the shore batteries sup-

ported the ene^my's fleet, and the fire of both

fleets was rapid and continuous. The flag-

ship Neiv York had hoisted signal 260, "Close

in towards harbor entrance and attack vessels."

The Ericsson proceeded as fast as possible, the

steam-pressure and speed gradually increasing.

The shore batteries at entrance to Santiago

were directing their fire on the Gloucester at

this time, which was hotly engaged with the

two torpedo-boat destroyers. At full speed

we drew near the entrance, and as we passed,

and afterwards, the fire of the shore batteries

was directed on us. Several shell struck near

us, short or beyond, and two burst overhead

and over.

The Ericsson was not struck. The Brooklyn,
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Texas, Oregon, lozva, and Indiana were closely

engaged with the Colon, Vizcaya, Oqucndo, and

Maria Teresa ; the firing was furious. As we

drew near, the two torpedo-boat destroyers

were seen to strike to the Gloucester, and the

Maria Teresa and Oqucndo to run ashore, strike

their colors, and display white flags. They were

both on fire, and clouds of steam were arising

from their hatches and ports. The Indiana

remained near them, the /(3ze/<;? directed her fire

on the Vizcaya, and the Oregon joined in the

chase of the Colon. The course of the Erics-

son was directed towards the Viscaya, prepared

to deliver torpedo attack, but before we could
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ic Erics-

M\s, most

icled, and

she returned to the Iowa, towing the Vif:cayas

cutter, also filled with prisoners. Tliese were all

put on board the Iowa, and the Ericsson was by

arrive within striking distance the Virjcaya was seen to strike to her directed to verify the information given by the Resolute, which

the lozva, run ashore, and burst into flames, her engines being left came up from eastward, and signalled, " Enemy's ships to eastward."

running and clouds of steam issuing from all her opem'ngs on deck Spoke Resolute, which reported that she had made out an enemy's

and in her sides. The course of the Eriesson was then set for the battle -ship off Siboney ; then spoke transport Comal, which had

Colon, which was running very fast to the westward, pursued by the only seen the signal displa\-ed by the Resolute ; then spoke Ilar-

Brooklyn, Texas, and Oregon. As the Eriesson was hauling away vard, which also reported having made out an enemy's battle -ship
;

from the Nezv York in the chase, signal was made, interrogatory, requested Harvard to notify Iowa, and proceeded under full speed to

2872, "Request permission to continue the chase." The flag-ship eastward. Off vicinity of Siboney sighted Indiana ^nd an Austrian

hoisted negative, and by wdgwag signal directed the Eriesson to battle -ship. The Indiana signalled Eriesson to come within hail,

pick up men in the water astern. Turned with port helm and found and directed that we proceed under full speed to westward to

and picked up one man afloat on a piece of wreckage, and then re- notify our vessels of presence of Austrian battle -ship Kaiserin

turned to the chase, the New York in the meantime chasing fast Maria Theresia, whicli, desiring to go into Santiago, had been re-

after the Colon. As we came up with the Iowa, lying about two fcrred to the commander-in-chief in view^ of the existing condi-

miles seaward of Vi^eaya, the Eriesson was hailed and directed to tions. Proceeded as directed until up with lozca ; reported to

go inshore and rescue the crew of the J'iceaya from the burning Iowa, and that our coal was almost gone, and that we were using

vessel. Ran close alongside the Virjeaya and sent small boat to her, salt feed in the boilers, the vessel only carrying two hours' fresh

boats from lozva pulling in also at same time. Edward Ryan, gun- feed at full power, and the Eriesson then having been over four

ner's mate, second-class, manned the small boat and brought off the hours under full power. Received permission to return to east-

officers and men from the stern of the Viaeaya, a duty of great dan- ward, and proceeded until signalled by Harvard to come within

ger. Explosions from the ammunition on board the Virjeaya began hail; by her was directed to tow her boats to and from the burn-

about this time, and her guns, wdiich had been left loaded, were ing wrecks of the Spanish cruisers Maria Teresa and Oquendo. This

fired one after the other by the flames. The Virjeaya was on fire w^as accordingly done until no more persons remained to be rescued

fore and aft, but the mass of the fire was aft, and the position of from the two vessels, the remaining prisoners being all ashore on

the Ericsson was perilous in the extreme, and only the urgency of the beach. Received permission from the commander of the Har-

the occasion caused her to remain. Rescued eleven officers and vard to proceed to eastward. About 6 P.M. spoke lozva, and re-

about ninety sailors and marines from the vessel, many of them ceived permission to go to Guantanamo for coal and w^ater, at which

sorely wounded. The Spanish were no sooner taken on board than harbor the Ericsson arrived at 9.45 P.M., and reported the victory

they urged immediate withdrawal of the Ericsson, but this vessel to commanding officer U. S. S. MassacJmsctts, the j^enior officer

remained until all alive had been taken from the Virjeaya by the present.

Ericssofis small boat and the boats from the lozjoa. One of the There were no casualties on board the Ericsson.
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Cristohi! Co/oii Brooklyn

"A HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN."—Drawn by W.A.Rogers

'Vhc band of tlie l)attlc-sliii) Or<\^vii, on llie forward l;] iiicli gun-turret, celebrating the surrender of the Cristobal Colon, July 8, immediately after the victory

THE NAVAL BATTLE OF SANTIAGO.-CoA^r/A^^^/)

CAPTAIN PHILIP'S ACCOUNT

At daylight on the morning of the 3d the

Texas stood out from the entrance to the

harbor, taking day-blockading position, about

three miles from the Morro (the Morro bear-

ing north-northeast).

At 9.35, the Morro bearing N. by E. |^ E., dis-

tant 5 100 yards, the enemy's ships wore sighted

standing out of the harbor. Immediately gen-

eral signal 250 was made; this signal was fol-

lowed by the lowas almost at the same time.

24

The ship, as per order, was heading in tow-

ards the entrance ; went ahead full speed, put-

ting helm hard astarboard, and ordering forced

draught on all boilers. The officer of the deck,

Lieutenant M. L. Bristol, had given the general

alarm and beat to cjuarters for action at the

same time.

As the leader, bearing the Admiral's flag,

appeared in the entrance, she opened fire, which

was, at 9.40, returned by the Texas at range

of 4200 yards while closing in. The ship lead-

ing was of the Vizcaya class and the flag-ship.

3(>1

Four ships came out, evidently the Vizeaya,

Oqiiendo, Maria Teresa, and Colon, followed by

two torpedo-boat destroyers. Upon seeing

these two we immediately opened fire upon

them with our secondary battery, the main

battery at the time being engaged with the

second and third ships in line. Owing to our

secondary battery, together with the loiva and

Gloucester, these two destroyers were forced to

beach and sink.

While warmly engaged with the third in line,

which was abreast and engaging the Texas, our
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fire was blanketed for a short time by the Oregon

forging ahead and engaging the second ship.

This third ship, after a spirited fire, sheered

inshore, and at 10.35 r^" '^P a white flag. We
then ceased fire on the third and opened fire

with our forward guns at long range (6600

yards) on the second ship (which was then en-

gaged with the Oregon) until 1 1.5, when she

(the enemy's second ship) sheered in to the

beach, on fire.

At 1 1. 10 she struck her colors. We ceased

fire and gave chase, with Brooklyn and Oregon,

for the Colon, until 1.20, when she sheered in

to beach and hauled down her colors, leaving

them on deck at foot of her flag-staff. We
shut ofi^ forced draught and proceeded at mod-

erate speed to close up.

During this chase the Texas was holding her

own with the Colon, she leading us about four

miles at the start.

The entire battery of the Texas remained in

a most excellent condition and ready for any

service required by the commander-in-chief.

The bearing and performance of duty of all

officers met with my entire approval.

CAPTAIN TAYLOR'S ACCOUNT
At 9.37 A.M., while the crew of the Indiana

were at quarters preliminary to general muster,

I noted two guns fired from the hnva and

general signal "Enemy's ships escaping" fly-

ing. I at once cleared ship for action, and the

crew were at the guns in a remarkable short

time, all officers and men showing an alacrity

that indicated clearly their pleasure at the

opportunity offered them.

The Spanish squadron was seen emerging

from the harbor, and in a few moments a

general action ensued. The leading ship,

which proved to be the Infanta Maria Teresa,

flying the flag of Vice-Admiral Cervera, was

followed by the other vessels of the squadron

as follows: Vij^eaya, Cristobal Colon, Oquendo,

and the torpedo-boat destroyers Furor and

Pluton. The enemy's vessels headed to the

westward and our ships headed in the same

direction, keeping as nearly abreast of them

as possible.

The Indiana fired on all of them as they

came out one by one, and continued the

action later by firing principally on the Maria

Teresa, Oquendo, Furor, and Pluton. Several

of our shells were seen to take effect on these

vessels. Our secondary - battery guns were

directed principally on the destroyers, as were

the 6-inch guns. The destroyers were sunk

through the agency of our guns and those of

the Gloucester, which vessel had come up and

engaged them close aboard.

The initial fire of the last two ships was

directed at the Indiana, and, although falling

very close, only striking the ship twice, did no

injury to ship or crew.

Our ranges were obtained by stadiometer

angles on Morro as the ships emerged, and

then by angles on the tops of the rear ships.

The ranges were from 4500 to 2000 yards,

observed from the top. From the bridge I

could see that our shooting was excellent and

showed its effect. One of our 13-inch shells

was seen to enter the Maria Teresa under the

quarter-deck and explode, and that ship was

observed on fire very shortly afterwards.

About 10.15 A.M. we observed the Maria

CAPTAIN n. C. TAYLOR
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Teresa and Oquendo on fire and heading for

the beach, the fire from their guns having

ceased. We then devoted our special atten-

tion to prevent the escape of the destroyers,

which appeared more than a match for the

Gloucester, she being the only small vessel

near to engage them. They were soon seen

to blow up, apparently struck by our 6-inch

and 6-pounders. We now fired our large guns

at the Vi::caya, which was at long range. She

made for the shore soon after, on fire and

battery silenced. These ships hauled down
their colors as they made for the beach. The
Spanish flag-ship hoisted the white flag as she

grounded.

We now ceased firing. The Colon was

observed well over the western horizon, closely

pursued by the Brooklyn, Oregon, and Texas,

offshore of her. The flag- ship Neiv York,

steaming full speed to the westward, as soon

as the Vizcaya surrendered, signalled us '* Go
back and guard entrance of harbor." Several

explosions were observed on board the burning

ships. At noon we turned and stood to the

eastward for our station, in obedience to the

above signal. Observed the Harvard and

several transports standing to the westward.

About 12.30 the Resolute came within hail

and informed us by megaphone that a Spanish

battle-ship was sighted to the eastward, stand-

ing towards us. Later the Harvard passed,

confirming the information, and adding that

CAPTAIN R. D. EVANS
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the ship was painted white. We made out the

vessel ahead and stood for her with our guns

bearing. She proved to be the Austrian

armored q.xmX't^q.x Kaiserin Maria Theresia. She

sent an officer on board and requested permis-

sion to enter the harbor. I referred him to the

commander-in-chief. She then stood on to the

westward and we resumed our station.

During this action we used no armor-piercing

shell except the smokeless-powder 6-pounders,

and the good effect of the common shell is

shown by the fires on the enemy's ships and

the short time taken to disable them without

piercing their armor, and with almost no in-

jury to our ships.

The guns and mounts worked well ; only

two failures of electric primers noted.

During the afternoon I sent boats with

surgeon on shore to the burning vessels to

assist in caring for the wounded. The boats

returned, bringing i wounded officer and 17

men as prisoners.

Received also during the afternoon and

night prisoners from the Gloucester and Hist,

in all 7 officers and 217 men, which were on

the 4th transferred to the .SV. louis.

The conduct of the officers and crew was

in every respect commendable ; coolness and

good discipline prevailed, coupled with a

marked enthusiasm. This desirable condition

of affairs was largely due to the efforts of the

officers, and I commended to the commander-

in-chief the executive officer. Lieutenant Com-

mander John A. Rodgers, and all the officers

of the ship for the part taken by the Indiana

in bringing about this great victory and the

complete destruction of the enemy's squadron.

COMMANDER EATON'S
RELATION OF EVENTS

As Witnessed erom tjie KEsoiirrE

Tme Resolute,\\\\\z\\ I commanded, lay just

east of the Indiana, distant from her 1000 feet,

and about 2.6 miles from the Morro, when the

JMaria Teresa was sighted.

The Indiana had been nearer the Morro, but

about nine o'clock circled to the eastward with

a port helm, leaving the Resolute within the

arc of the circle described by the fleet. The

Resolute was then turned under a slow bell,

and stopped when the Indiana was due west

of us and just outside the circle of fighting

ships. The Gloucester was to the northward

and eastward, and nearly off Aguadores.

As the Maria Teresa appeared, the Iowa

fired a 6-pounder and hoisted signal. Within

a few seconds of this shot (not more than five

or ten) all the Spanish batteries opened, and

at the same instant the port broadside of the

Maria Teresa was discharged. It seemed to

me then that all, or nearly all, of these shot

and shell were fired at the Indiana, and as the

Resolute lay directly in line the water around

the Indiana and the Resolute was alive with the

fall of projectiles.

Before the Vizcaya appeared the Indiana

opened fire with her heavy guns and, with

screws whitening the water astern, was heading

for the Morro.

As the Vizcaya came out, I distinctly saw

one of the Indiana s heaviest shell strike her

abaft the funnels, and the explosion of this

shell was followed by a burst of flame which
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I want t.) make pul.lic acknowledgment here that I believe in God, the Father Almighty. I want^ all you officers and men to lift your hats, and from your hearts

offer silent thanks to the Almighty"

for the moment obscured the after part of the

The ]l.zcaj'a fired her port battery apparent-

ly at the Indiana, for many of the shell struck

about and bevond the Resolute, which was then

heading east.

The Cristobal Colon, as soon as she was clear

of Morro Point, fired her first broadside at the

Indiana.

The Oqncndo, in coming out, also fired her

first broadside at the Indiana, and I could see

some of the Indiana s shell strike the Oquendo

as she steamed south.

Following close astern of the Colon and

the Oquendo came the destroyer Furor, and

I distinctly saw her struck by an 8 -inch or

13-inch shell from the ///^//Vz//^?, which was fol-

lowed by an explosion and flames on board

the Furor.

During all this time the Indiana had been

steaming ahead, and I roughly estimated that

she was then about 3000 yards from the

Oquendo and the Furor.

The Resolute was almost in line with the

Indiana, and I could clearly follow the course

of her projectiles.

The other ships engaged, except the Oregon,

and occasionally the Brooklyn, which showed
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at times to the southward of the other vessels

(the Resolute being by this time well to the

eastward), were hidden in smoke.

P>om the position of the ships engaged it

appeared to me that the Indiana was the first

to close with the escaping enemy, and, though

I could see the Teresa and Vizeaya sweeping

across her course, it was apparent that the

Indiana s shells were the first to reach them.

This was due, first, to the Indiana s prox-

imity, and, second, to the fact that the Indiana

had a fair beam target on each ship as she

came out.

The Oregon had this in a less degree, and
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the other vessels engaged seemed to have Immediately upon sigliting the leading ves- while the main battery continued to engage

fired their first shell when the Spanish ships sel fires were spread, and the hnva headed the Vizcaya, Oqucudo, and Maria Teresa.

were four points on. towards her. About 9.40 the first shot was The fire of the main battery of the loiva

In addition to the heavier shell noted as fired from the Iowa, at a distance of about when the range was below 2500 yards was

striking the enemy, we could count many 6000 yards. most effective and destructive, and after a

lighter projectiles from the secondary battery The course of the Iowa was so laid that the continuance of this fire for perhaps twenty

exploding on board, and, as the Indiana s fire range speedily diminished. A number of shots minutes it was noticed that the Maria Teresa

was incessant, I took these to be from her guns, were fired at ranges varying between 6000 and and Oquendo were in flames and were being

The Spanish officers who were prisoners 4000 yards. The range was rapidly reduced to headed for the beach. Their colors were

from the Colon and the Viaeaya told me that 2500 yards, and subsequently to 2000 and to struck about 10.20, and they were beached

the fire from the Indiana and the Oregon as 1200 yards. about eight miles west of Santiago.

they passed from the harbor was deadly in its When it was certain that the Maria Teresa About the same time (10.25) the fire of the

destructiveness, and that although the Colon would pass ahead of us, the helm was put to Iowa, together with that of the Gloueester and

escaped with small injury, due to her greater starboard, and the starboard broadside deliv- another smaller vessel, proved so destructive

speed and being in a measure covered by other ered at a range of 2500 yards. The helm was that one of the torpedo-boat destroyers (/Y?/-

ships, the Vizcaya was hopelessly crippled be- then put to port and the ship headed across toil) w^as sunk, and the luiror was so much
fore she had gone a mile from the Morro. the bow of the second ship, and as she drew damaged that she was run upon the rocks.

ahead the helm was again put to st.uboard After having passed, at 10.35, the Oqueiido
_

^^^^ ^^^^ received in turn the full weight of and Maria Teresa, on fire and ashore, the

our starboard broadside at a range of about Iowa continued to chase and fire upon the

1800 yards. The hnva was again headed off Vizeaya until 10.36, when signal to cease fir-

On the morning of the 3d of July, while the with port helm for the third ship, and as she ing was sounded on board, it having been

crew of the Iowa was at quarters for Sunday approached the helm was put to starboard discovered that the Vizeaya had struck her

inspection, the leading vessel of the Spanish until our course was approximately that of colors.

squadron was sighted at 9.31 coming out of the Spanish ship. In this position, at a range At 11 the [o7va arrived in the vicinity of the

the harbor at Santiago de Cuba. Signal of 1400 yards, the fire of the entire battery, l^izeaya, which had been run ashore, and, as

** Enemy's ships coming out" was imme- including rapid-fire guns, was poured into the it was evident that she could not catch the

diately hoisted and a gun fired to attract enemy's ship. Cristobal Colon, and that the Oregon, Brook-

attention. The call to general quarters was About ten o'clock the enemy's torpedo-boat lyn, and New York would, five cutters— two

sounded immediately, the battery made ready destroyers Furor and Pluton were observed to steam—were immediately hoisted out and sent

for firing, and the engines rung full speed have left the harbor and to be following the to the Vizeaya to rescue her crew. Our boats

ahead. Spanish squadron. At the time that they succeeded in bringing off a large number of offi-

The position of the Iowa at the time of were observed, and in fact most of the time cers and men of that ship's company, and in

sighting the squadron was the usual blockad- that they were under fire, they were at a dis- placing many of them on board the torpedo-

ing station off the entrance of the harbor, tance varying from 4500 to 4000 yards. As boat /f;7V.s\s7;;/ and the auxiliary despatch vessel

Morro Castle bearing about north and distant soon as they were discovered the secondary IJist.

about three to four miles. The steam at this battery of the Iowa was turned upon them, y\bout 11.30 the New York passed, in chase

CAPTAIN EVANS'S ACX^OUNT

time in the boilers was sufficient

for a speed of five knots.

After sighting the leading vessel,

the Infanta Maria Teresa (Admiral

Cervera's flag-ship), it w^as observed

that she was followed in succession

by the remaining three vessels of the

Spanish squadron, the Vizeaya, Cris-

tobal Colon, d^nd Abnirantc Oquendo.

The Spanish ships moved at a speed

of about eight to ten knots, which

was steadily increased as they

cleared the harbor entrance and

stood to the westward. They main-

tained a distance of about 800 yards

between vessels. The squadron

moved with precision and stations

were well kept.
THE KEINA MERCEDES, SUNK IN THE HARBOR OE SANTLVGO

BY SAMPSON'S GUNS

of the Cristobal Colon, which was

endeavoring to escape from the

Oregon, Brooklyn, and Texas.

We received on board the hnva

from the Jlzeaya, Captain Eulate

(the commanding officer) and twen-

ty-three officers, together with about

two hundred and forty-eight petty

officers and men, of whom thirty-

two were wounded. There were

also received on board five dead

bodies, which were immediately

buried with the honors due to

their grade.

The battery behaved well in all

respects. The ship was struck in

the hull, on the starboard side,

during the early part of the en-
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o-a^Temcnt, bv two projectiles of about 6-inch

Cciliber, one striking the hull two or three feet

above the actual water-line and almost directly

on the line of the berth deck, piercing the

ship's side between frames 9 and 10, and the

other piercing the side and the coffer-dam be-

tween frames 18 and 19. These two wounds,

fortunately, were not of serious importance.

Two or three other projectiles of small caliber

struck about the upper bridge and smoke-

stacks, inflicting trifling damage, and four

other small projectiles struck the hammock
nettings and the side aft.

There were no casualties among the ship's

com pan}' to report. No officer or man was

injured during the engagement.

After having received on board the rescued

more gallant service. I cannot express my
admiration for my magnificent crew. So long

as the enemy showed his flag they fought like

American seamen ; but when the flag came

down they were as gentle and tender as Ameri-

can women.

L I E U T E N A N T CO M M AND E R
WAINWRIGHT'S ACCOUNT
At the battle of Santiago, on July 3, the

officers and crew of the Gloucester were un-

injured, and the vessel was not injured in hull

or machinery, the batter}^ only requiring some

slight overhauling.

It was the plain duty of the Gloucester to

generally, was largely due to the intelligent and

unremitting efforts of the executive officer,

Lieutenant Harry P. Huse. The result is

more to his credit when it is remembered that

a large proportion of the officers and men were

untrained when the Gloucester was commis-

sioned. Throughout the action he was on the

bridge and carried out my orders with great

coolness. That we were able to close in with

the destroyers—and until we did so they were

not seriously injured— was largely due to the

skill and constant attention of Fast Assistant

Engineer George W. McElroy. The blowers

were put on and the speed increased to seven-

teen knots without causing a tube to leak or a

brass to heat. Lieutenant Thomas C. Wood,
Lieutenant George H. Norman, Jr., and Ensign

SPANISH J'RISONKRS FROM ADMIRAL CKRVERA'S FRKET AT SEAVEY'S ISLAND, POR TSiMOUTIl, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Captain Emilio Diaz Mareau, of llie Cristobal Colon, clieclving off the names of llie men of tlie Vizcaya and Colon

crew of the ]^irjcaya, the loivcx proceeded to the

eastward and resumed the blockading station

in obedience to the signal made by the com-

mander-in-chief about U.30.

Upon arriving on the block<iding station,

the Gloucester transferred to the Iowa Rear-

Admiral Cervcra, his flag- lieutenant, and the

commanding officers of the torpedo-boat de-

stroyers /v/n;;- atid Plutou, and also one man of

the Oquendo s crew, rescued by the Gloucester.

Naval cadets Frank Taylor Evans and John
E. Lewis, and five men belonging to the Massa-

chusetts were on board the loiva when the en-

emy's ships came out. They were stationed at

different points and rendered efficient service.

The officers and men of the loiva behaved

admirably. No set of men could have done

look after the destroyers, and she was held

back, gaining steam, until they appeared at

the entrance. The Indiana poured in a hot

fire from all her secondary battery upon the

destroyers; but Captain Taylor's signal, "Gun-

boats close in," gave security that we would

not be fired upon by our own ships. Until

the leading destroyer was injured our course

was converging, necessarily ; but as soon as

she slackened her speed we headed directly

for both vessels, firing both port and starboard

batteries, as the occasion offered.

All the officers and nearly all the men de-

served my highest praise during the action.

The escape of the Gloucester was due mainly

to the accuracy and rapidity of the fire. The

efficiency of this fire, as well as that of the ship

John T. Edson not only controlled the fire of

the guns in their divisions and prevented waste

of ammunition, but they also did some excel-

lent shooting themselves. Acting Assistant

vSurgeon J. F. Bransforci took charge of one of

the guns and fired it himself occasionally.

Acting Assistant Paymaster Alexander Brown

had charge of the two Colt guns, firing one

himself, and they did excellent work. Assis-

tant Engineer A. M. Proctor carried my orders

from the bridge and occasionally fired a gun

when I found it was not being served quite

satisfactorily. All were cool and active at a

time when they could have had but little hope

of escaping uninjured.

Lieutenants Wood and Norman, Ensign

Edson, and Assistant Engineer Proctor were
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in charge of the boats engaged in saving life, as the monotonous reports of an automatic plosions took place on the F?/r(?r, and presently

They all risked their lives repeatedly in board- gun could be heard after the 2500-yard range —at about 11.30—she threw her bows in the

ing and remaining near the two destroyers and was passed, and the zone of fire could be dis- air, and, turning to port, slowly sank in deep

the two armed cruisers when their guns were tinctly traced by a line of splashes describing water.

being discharged by the heat and their maga- accurately the length of the ship and gradually The following were rescued from the de-

zines and boilers were exploding. They also approaching it. But at a distance variously stroyers : Furor— Commander Carlicr, Lieu-

showed great skill in landing and taking off estimated from ten to fifty yards, the auto- tenant Arderius (badly wounded), three petty

the prisoners through the surf. matic fire suddenly ceased. It was afterwards officers, fourteen enlisted men; total, nine-

Admiral Cervera and his officers and men found to be from a i-pounder Maxim, and the teen. /Y///'^//— Commander Vazquez, Lieu-

were treated with all the care and considera- execution aboard would have been terrible tenant Boado, four petty officers, twenty en-

tion possible. They were fed and clothed as during the few minutes that must have elapsed listed men
;

total, twenty-six.

far as our limited means would permit.

ACCOUNT BY LIEUTENANT
HUSE

Executive Officer of the Gloucester

before the ship was sunk had the fire reached While one of our boats was still ashore,

us. Meanwhile the service of our own guns seeing heavy clouds of smoke behind the next

was excellent, and at a range of 1200 yards the point the ship was moved in that direction,

two 6-millimeter automatic Colt rifles opened the men being at quarters and everything in

on the enemy. The Pluton had now (about readiness for further action. On rounding the

10.15) slackened her speed, showing evident point two men-of-war were found on the beach

signs of distress, and our fire was concentrated burning fiercely aft, the majority of the crew

on the Furor. The range was decreased to being crowded on the forecastle and unable

AT9.43 A.M., the 6"A?//rrj/^r then being about six hundred yards, and at this distance the apparently to reach land, only two hundred

3000 yards southeast of Morro, the oflicer of majority of shots appeared to strike. The yards away. Our boats, under Lieutenant

the deck reported that the Spanish fleet was Pluton was run on the rocks about four miles Norman and Ensign Edson, put off to the

coming out of Santiago. All hands were called west of Morro and blew up. Our crew cheered nearer vessel, which proved to be the flag-ship

to general quarters, the captain came on the

bridge, and I took the deck. Fire was opened

at 3500 yards from the after guns (3-pounder

rapid-fire); and, as they w^ere brought to bear,

from the bow gun (3-pounder rapid-fire) and

the starboard guns forward (6-pounder rapid-

fire). The fire -room blowers were started,

and, turning to starboard, the range was de-

creased to 3000 yards. Four Spanish cruisers

came out in column and stood to the westward

close inshore. In the belief that the two tor-

pedo destroyers known to be in the harbor

would come out, the captain directed me to slow

down and wait for them, keeping up a deliber-

ate fire on the cruisers from the port battery.

There was no other gunboat with the fleet at

the time, and the battle-ships hnva, Indiana,

Oregon, and Texas, and the armored cruiser

Brooklyn were engaged with the four Spanish

vessels, Cristobal Colon, Oquendo, Vizcaya, and

Infanta Maria Teresa (flag), all standing to the

westward under full head of steam. The forts

on shore kept up a slow fire throughout the

action till it was evident to them that our

boats were being used to rescue Spanish sea-

men, when their fire ceased.

When the larger vessels were well clear and

the rear one about 1500 yards to the westward

of the Morro, the destroyers Pluton and Furor

came out and followed in their wake. At

once we opened rapid fire on them from the at the sight of the explosion. The Furor

starboard battery at a range of 2500 yards, soon commenced to describe circles with a the blockading station, the assistant chief of

and the engines were run at full speed, the starboard helm, her fire ceased, and it became staff hailed from a torpedo-boat, and, after in-

ship heading about west-northwest. Presently apparent that she was disabled. A white rag quiring about our casualties, added, "The

signal was made from the ///^//V?;/^?, '* Gunboats was waved from forward, and we stopped Admiral admired your splendid work."

will advance." After this signal it appeared firing. Lieutenants Wood and Norman and By order of Captain Evans, the Admiral and

that the fight between the Gloueester and the Assistant Engineer Proctor were sent to rescue his staff were transferred from the Gloueester

two apparently uninjured destroyers was a the crews and to see if the prizes could be to the loiva, all other unwounded prisoners

thing apart from the battle in which the larger saved. These found a horrible state of affairs were sent to the Indiana, and the twenty-two

ships were engaged. The starboard forward on the Furor. The vessel was a perfect sham- wounded were taken to Siboney and put on

guns (one 3-pounder and two 6-pounder rapid- bles. As she was on fire and burning rapidly, board the army hospital-steamer Olivette. One

fire) were turned on the leading vessel, the they took off the living and then rescued all wounded prisoner died on board and was buried

Pluton, while the starboard after gun and the they could find in the water and on the beach, at sea on the w^ay back from Siboney.

stern gun (both 3-pounder rapid-fire) were The Pluton was among the rocks in the surf A comparison of the armament of the con-

aimed at the F?/r^r. The speed of the 6^/^//^'^-- and could not be boarded, but her crew had tending vessels is interesting:

ter was gradually increased to over seventeen made their way ashore or were adrift on life- Furor. — \.QW'g\\\, 220 feet; displacement,

knots, and then we were slowly overhaul- buoys and wreckage. These were all taken 370 tons; armament, two 14- pounder rapid-

ing the torpedo destroyers and closing in on board. I afterwards learned that the Nezv fire guns, two 6-pounder rapid-fire guns, two

towards them. The fire from both sides was York passed a number of men in the water i-pounder Maxim automatic, two 14-inch tor-

vigorous, but, while many shots struck the who had doubtless jumped overboard from pedo-tubes ; complement of men, 67.

water close alongside or went whistling over the destroyers to escape our fire. All these Pluton.—The same.

our heads, we were not hit once during the were probably drowned. Gloueester i^dX^\\\^y^c\\\. Corsair, ^.Y.Y.Z).

whole action. This was the more remarkable While this work was going on several ex- —Length, 241 feet; displacement, 800 tons;
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Infanta Maria Teresa, and rescued all on board

by landing them on the beach through the

surf. Lieutenant Norman formally received

the surrender of the commander-in-chief and

all his officers and men present, and, as soon

as all hands had been transferred ashore,

brought on board the Gloueester all the higher

officers, including the Admiral. Lieutenant

Wood meanwhile rescued the remaining sur-

vivors on board the Oquendo, the second of

the burning vessels.

The Spanish officers not feeling that the

prisoners on shore were secure from attack by

Cuban partisans, by the captain's orders I

directed Lieutenant Norman to land with a

small force, establish a camp on shore, and

hoist the United States flag over it. He took

with him all the rations that could be spared

from the stores aboard.

There were several incidents of interest

which I will refer to briefly: The colors of the

Furor and Oquendo were brought on board by

Lieutenant Wood, and the colors of \\\q Pluton

by Mr. Proctor.

The flag -ship Neiv York, while hastening

from Siboney to join in the general action, saw

the Gloueester close to her two disabled an-

tagonists and cheered her as she went by.

The Indiana made the general signal to the

Gloueester, " Congratulations."

During the night, the ship then being on
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armament, four 6-pounder rapid-fire guns, four

3-pounder rapid-fire guns, two 6-iiiillimeter

Colt automatic ; complement of men, 93.

The action was a remarkable one. The ma-

teriel of the enemy was superior in every re-

spect; and yet, having destroyed two vessels,

either one of which would have been a fair

match for the Gloucester, and inflicted terrible

loss to XXx'tXx personnel, I had to report not one

casualty. This result I attributed wholly to

the accuracy and rapidity of our fire, which

made the proper service of the guns on board

the Spanish ships utterly impossible. In this

opinion I was borne out by the statements of

our prisoners, wdio commented on the awful

destructiveness of our fire, and spoke of their

unsuccessful efforts to use their torpedoes, the

crews being swept away repeatedly by burst-

Harbor. I went on deck and almost imme-

diately sighted the leading vessel of the Span-

ish fleet standing out of the entrance. Some
of the vessels of our fleet were closing in tow-

ards IMorro and firing.

The VLre/i was heading towards the Morro.

The engines were ordered ahead at full speed

and the helm put hard aport, the object being

to cross ahead of the leading Spanish vessel,

and thus not obstruct the gun-fire of our own
fleet, the shells from which soon began to fall

about the position we had just left.

The leading Spanish vessel opened fire on

the Vixen with her starboard bow guns, the

projectiles from which passed over us, all being

aimed too high. I estimate the number of shots

fired at us at this time to have been between

five and ten.

another half-mile. The course west-southwest

was again ordered, and when steadied on it

we were at an estimated distance of about

five miles from the shore. From about 10.15

the courses and times of changing were as

follows: At 10.15 changed course to W. \ S.,

at 10.56 to N.W. by N., at 11 W.N.W., at

1 1.5 W. by N., at 11. 10 N.W. by W., at 11. 15

W. by N., at 11.30 W. by S., at 1.50 W. by N.

All these courses were by the steering compass,

and the speed was estimated from twelve to

thirteen and a half knots per hour.

Seeing that the Spanish vessels were out of

range of our guns, while we were well within

range of theirs, we reserved our fire.

About 11.6, having approached within range

of the Vi::caya^ we opened fire with our star-

board battery at an elevation of 5000 yards

Camp of troops guarding stores Camp of the wounded
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ing shell. They also referred to the deadly

effect of the Colt automatic 6-millimeter guns,

and said that the projectiles from tliese passed

clean through the vessels.

LIEUTENANT SHARP'S
ACCOUNT

Between 9.35 and 9.45 a.m. the Vixen was
at a point about four miles to the westward of

Morro, and at a distance of about one and a

half miles south of the shore- line. At about

9.40 it was reported to me that an explosion

had taken place in the entrance of Santiago

As the Vixen gathered headway her liead

came to about south by east, opening the

Brooklyn up about two points on our port

bow ; steadied her and steamed on about this

course until we had reached a position about

a mile to the southward and westward of the

Brooklyn, which was now turning with port

helm and firing her guns as they bore on the

enemy's vessels. At 9.50 hoisted signal No.

252. The course was then ordered changed

to west-southwest, the intention being to steer

a parallel course to that of the Spanish fleet.

By some mistake the quartermaster steadied

the helm on southwest by south, which was

soon discovered, but not until the Vixen had

increased her distance offshore by perhaps
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for the 6-pounder guns, and extreme elevation

for the i-pounders ; continued the fire for six

minutes, when, seeing that the ensign of the

Vizcaya was not flying, at 11. 12 I ordered

cease firing. We expended twenty -seven

6-pounder armor-piercing shells and eighteen

i-pounder common shells.

After passing Aserraderos the course was

held at from west by north to west by south,

heading for the point on the western horizon.

Average speed, about twelve to thirteen and a

half knots ; average number of revolutions,

105 per minute; average steam pressure, 122^

pounds.

The Brooklyn and Oregon bore on the port

and starboard bows respectively, and were
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LIEUT.-COMMANDER RICHARD WAINWRIGHT
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gradually dropping the Vixen astern, as was

the Cristobal Colon, which was running closer

inshore. About 12.25 the Oregon opened fire

on the Colon, as did also the Brooklyn, feeling

their way up to the range, which was appar-

ently obtained after the fourth or fifth shot.

About 1.20 the Oregon and Brooklyn headed

inshore about four points. About 1.28 the

Texas hoisted signal, '' Enemy has surren-

dered." This signal was repeated to the New
York by the Vixen. At 2.30 the Vixen stopped

off Rio Tarquino, in the vicinity of the Oregon

and Brooklyn. The Cristobal Colon was close

inshore, bows on the beach, her colors down,

lying on the deck at the foot of her flag-staff.

The following notes were taken during the

chase by my orders upon the suggestion of

Lieutenant Harlow. These notes were written

by Assistant Paymaster Doherty. The inci-

dents and times were given by Lieutenant

Harlow, whose watch was five minutes slow of

deck-clock time. The times taken after 10.30

are accurate ; those taken before that time

were estimated.

NOTES BY LIEUTENANT
HARLOW

Executive Officer of the Vixen

At 9.45 A.M. reported tug coming out of

harbor. Mr. Harlow examined it through a

glass and discovered it to be a Spanish cruiser

flying what was probably an Admiral's flag.

Notified commanding officer, called all hands

to quarters, and stood to southward. Brooklyn

hoisted signal No. 250. The leading vessel had

about changed course to west when second

vessel appeared, followed shortly afterwards by

the Colon. The first two vessels were evidently

the Vizcaya and Oquendo or Maria Teresa.

Fleet closing in and opening fire. About 10

A.M. enemy's leading vessel had headed to

west, full speed, followed by the others. The

Brooklyn, at 10, was nearest vessel, and, stand-

ing to north, engaged two leading ships.

At this time the two leading ships were quite

close together, with an interval of, perhaps,

three-fourths of a mile between second ship

and Colon. About 10.5 the Brooklyn began to

turn with port helm and made a complete turn

to eastward, coming around so that when again

heading west the enemy's two leading ships

bore well on her starboard bow and the Colon

on her starboard quarter. For the next fifteen

minutes the Brooklyn sustained and returned

the fire of the two leading ships, with an occa-

sional shot from the Colon.

The Vixen steered courses of various time

intervals, of south, southwest by south, and

about 10.15 was going ahead full speed W. -| S.

(steering compass). The shells that went over

Brooklyn struck close ahead, astern, and on

starboard beam of Vixen, and several passed

directly over, a piece of bursting shell going

through the flag at main-mast head.

At 10.32 A.M. Colon and first boat close to-

gether, just clear of Brooklyn's bow. Colon

evidently passing ahead. The first ship that

came out of harbor stopped off Juan Gonzales,

undoubtedly on fire. Oregon forging ahead and

firing ahead. Enemy's destroyers to westward

of Cabanas, evidently engaged by loiva and

Texas and apparently on fire. Indiana a little

to the westward of Morro.

At 10.34 Colon still gaining. Ship which led

before rapidly dropping behind, and two on

fire near Juan Gonzales. Colon reserving fire.

Colon commenced firing again at 10.37. ^'^^

other United States vessels in sight, Texas

LIEUTENANT ALEXANDER SHARP, Jr.

Of the Vixen

and Iowa in rear of Oregoii five to six miles.

Distance between Iowa and Indiana about

four miles. Colon slacking up.

At 10.40 second vessel just clear of stern of

Brooklyn. Vixen distant about five miles.

Oregon gaining rapidly. Colon using only

smokeless powder.

At 10.46 Brooklyn forged ahead from our

point of view. Oregon fired 13-inch from for-

ward gun.

At 10.47 Bexas considerably ahead of loiva

and gaining rapidly.

At 10.48 shell from Brooklyn burst apparent-

ly alongside of second vessel. Texas passed

Juan Gonzales at 10.49. Indiana off Cabafias

at 10.49. Vixen -aX. 10,50 veered inshore, head-

ing about north-northwest.

At 10.53 Texas gaining. Iowa off Gonzales.

Yacht and Indiana off Guyacabon.

At 10.54 Vi::eaya (?) evidently on fire and

heading for beach, with a heavy list to port

quarter.

At 10.56 Viz'eaya heading for Aserraderos.

Texas coming up five miles distant. Vizeaya,

at II, with colors flying, nearly ashore at

Aserraderos.

At I I.I llzcaya ported helm and headed
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about east. Texas fired forward gun. lozva

and New York close offshore, and torpedo-boat

astern of Nezv York about one mile.

At 1 1.4 Viseaya starboarded and stood close

inshore.

At 1 1.5 Vixen opened fire on Viseaya, and

at 1 1.7 her colors came down and orders were

given on board the Vixen to cease firing.

At 11.9 sudden burst of fire from her, and

probably sinking.

At 1 1.
1
5 Texas and other ships reserved

their fire. lozua gaining on Texas. Vessels

in sight at \ 1.16, lozva and Indiana; Bidiana

at least ten miles from Colon. Vessel ashore

at Aserraderos probably flag-ship.

At I L20 lozva evidently had stopped.

At I L24 flames were seen bursting from the

V^irjeaya.

At I L26 the Virjeaya exploded, followed at

11.30 by another explosion, probably maga-

zine, with large sheets of flame. Other ex-

plosions at 11.33, IL35, 11.36, and IL41.

At I L42 the position of the ships as seen

from the Vixen w\as as follows : The Coloji

close inshore, distant about seven miles from

the llxen ; the Oregon about one point on the

starboard bow, distant about one and a half

miles; the Brooklyn one point on starboard bow,

distant about three miles ; the Texas on star-

board quarter, distant about one mile; lozva

two points on starboard quarter, distant about

eight miles ; Nezv York one point on starboard

quarter, distant about ten miles; the two lat-

ter apparently off Boca del Rio. No other ves-

sels in sight. Smoke of ships dcstro3^ed off

Juan Gonzales in sight, but hulls invisible.

At IL52 another explosion occurred on the

\drjeaya.

Position at noon practically the same, ex-

cept Texas gaining rapidly. Vixe/i abreast

of Cevilla, thirty miles west of Santiago.

Texas bearing three points on starboard quar-

ter, distant one mile. Oregon and Brooklyn

one point on starboard and port bows respec-

tively, distant four and five miles. Colon two

points on starboard bow,distant about ten miles,

close under the hill Bayamita. Jlxen shifted

Nos. 2 and 3 i-pounder guns upon their mounts

at 12.3, No. 3 i-pounder being disabled.

At 12.5 Nezv York was in line with burning

ship at Aserraderos, about nine miles distant.

At 12.15 Texas on starboard quarter. Vixen

heading west by south. Nezv York two points

on starboard quarter and evidently gaining.

COMMANDER J. G. EATON
Of the Resolute
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The Indiana, listed to starl)oar(l by swinging out her big guns, is firing lier 8 inch broadside

On\o;on one -half point on starboard bow.

Ih-ooklyii one point on port bow, distant nine

miles. Colon one point on starboard bow, dis-

tant ten miles, half - way between third and

fourth hills. Oregon started firing at 12.20,

her shot falling short. Fired only one shot

from 13-inch gun.

At 12.23 Oregon fired again ; shot struck a

little ahead of Colon, and appeared to pass

over her. Colon is almost hull down from the

I Ixeji. Brooklyn started firing at 12.26; struck

very short, about two -thirds of distance to

Colon; second shot at 12.26, about three-

fourths distance to Colon ; third shot at 12.27,

about four- fifths distance to Colon; fourth

shot about five-sixths of distance.

At 12.29 the Oregon fired again; shot went

over. There were thirteen seconds between

the flash of the Brooklyn's shot and the time

the shell struck the water.

At 12.50 the Texas bore one point forward

of the starboard beam.

At I.I 5 the Brooklyn and Oregon headed in

about four points.

At 1.23 the Texas hoisted signal, "Enemy
lias surrendered." The Colon lying at Rio Tar-

quino. Boat from the B>rooklyn went along-

side Colon's starboard side at two o'clock.

CAPTAIN COTTON'S ACCOUNT
Ox Sunday, the 3d of July, the Harvard,

under my command, was at Altares, Cuba,

discharging the military stores brought in the

ship with the troops from Newport News.

Nearly all of the boats and the majority of

the officers of the ship w^ere employed in this

work. Some of the boats were away from the

ship discharging their loads, and others were

alongside loading.

At 10.45 ''^•^^- t^^^ Resolute passed Altares at

a considerable distance, standing to the east-

ward, sounding her whistle vigorously and fly-

ing a signal which announced that the Spanish

fleet had " fled." With the utmost despatch

I recalled the boats and officers to the ship,

hoisted the former, sent the steam-launch on

shore, got under way, and stood to the west-

ward to join the Admiral. The ship was

cleared for action.

I had previously observed that the fleet was

firing, but supposed that it was a bombardment

of the Morro and the neighboring batteries.

The ships of the fleet had meantime disap-

peared to the westward, none being in sight

when I came out from behind the land where

I could command an uninterrupted view of

the coast west of Morro.

I soon came up with the wrecks on shore

of two of the smaller vessels and two of the

cruisers of the Spanish fleet, and shortly after-

wards with the wreck of a third cruiser, all of

the cruisers burning fiercely.

1 had meantime passed the Indiana and one

of our torpedo-boats, standing to the eastward

in search of the missing Spanish cruiser, and

informed them that a large Spanish battle-ship
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or cruiser was in sight to the eastward of Dai-

quiri. They immediately stood on in chase,

but the supposed enemy was ascertained later

to be the Austrian cruiser Kaiserin Alaria

Theresia.

At the most westerly of the three wrecks of

the Spanish cruisers, the Virjeaya, I found the

battle-ship Iowa and communicated with her.

Learning from Captain Evans that Admiral

.Sampson, in the Neiv York, was in chase of the

Cristobal Colo}i and was probably many miles

to the westward, I decided not to go farther

in that direction.

Shortly afterwards the loiva and i\\Q Harvard
stood to the eastward, and upon reaching the

wrecks of the Oqiiendo and Maria Teresa Cap-

tain Evans informed me that the oflficers and

crews of both vessels were on shore in great

distress and suffering for want of food, and

asked me if I would rescue them—a request

with which I of course instantly complied, and

which would have been unnecessary had I pre-

viously known the circumstances concerning

them.

I took the Harvard in as near the wrecks as

I deemed to be prudent, and at 4.40 P.M.

lowered nine of our boats and sent them in to

the shore to rescue the survivors. This work

continued until 9.45 P.M., when the last boat-

load of Spanish prisoners came alongside.

During the greater part of the time the steam-

cutter of the Indiana rendered valuable assist-

ance in towing our boats to and from the shore.

We had the good-fortune to rescue thirty-five
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officers and six hundred and thirty-seven men,

without accident to them or to our boats, not-

withstanding the fact that the landing was

through the surf, and dangerous as well from

the incessant explosion of ammunition on

board the Spanish cruisers, both small and

large, as from the surf. The boats were han-

dled with skill and judgment by the officers

in command of them, who were Lieutenants

Beale, Roberts, Davis, and Bradshaw, Ensigns

Turner and Cuming, and Cadets Noa and

Bruff, whose conduct and that of the boats'

crews was commendable.

Among the rescued were thirty-eight sick

and wounded. At ten o'clock I steamed on

to rejoin the ships off Santiago, reaching them

at 10.55 I'-M., with the junior medical officer

of the Indiana and a lieutenant and a boat's

crew of the Gloucester.

The Spanish officers and men received every

attention that it was possible to bestow upon

them for their comfort and welfare. Some of

them came on board wholly nude, and many
with only a shirt or trousers. As soon as pos-

sible after their arrival on board they were

provided with food and necessary clothing.

About three hundred working-suits and many
shoes and canvas hats were issued to them.

The sick and wounded were attended by our

own medical staff, assisted by two of the Span-

ish medical officers, who were among those

rescued.

Lieutenant Joseph Beale, of the Harvard,

was the senior officer in charge of the trans-

portation of the Spaniards to our ship, and I

invite attention to the terms in which he speaks

of the highly commendable conduct of the

officers and men associated with him in the

successful accomplishment of an important and

humane duty, and one not without exposure

to danger.

Sixteen of the most severely wounded men
were transferred to the U.S. hospital-ship

Solace. None of the Spanish officers on board

of the Harvard was so seriously wounded as

to require transfer to that vessel.

LIEUTENANT BEALE'S STORY
OF THE

Rescue of Survivors

The first two boats were sent at 4.40 P.M.

to the Oquendo, then ashore in Juan Gonzales

Bay and burning fiercely. Fifteen exhausted

men were here saved, most of them hanging

on lines from the bows to escape the fire, and

all of them in the last extremity from heat,

smoke, and fright. In the meantime six more

of the heavy ship's boats proceeded to the

adjoining bay, called Praya Nima Nima, where

the Maria Teresa was ashore and afire, with

her bow not more than seventy -five yards

from the beach. The first boat in made fast

to a small chain hanging from the bows of the

ship and veered in through the surf close to

the beach, sending a line ashore. The sur-

vivors were taken into the boat over this line

and transferred to the next boat ahead, which,

when loaded, shoved off and pulled straight

for the Harvard, passing within a few yards of

the burning ship.

In this way most of the survivors were taken

off. Two boat-loads of the most seriously

wounded were placed in a beached six-oared

CAPTAIN F. J. IIIGOINSON

Of the Massachusetts

cutter of the Gloucester and taken off by her

crew. The steam -cutter of the Indiana was

most useful in towing our heavy boats, and

in one instance pulled one of them off the

beach.

A detail of officers and men from the Indi-

ana and Gloucester was most useful in helping

the Spaniards to the boats and succoring the

wounded. For five hours the men worked

close to a fiercely burning ship amid the inces-

sant explosion of small-arm ammunition, at

least one explosion of a more serious character

taking place, and, although warned frequently

by the Spanish officers that a great explosion

forward might take place at any moment,
worked coolly and steadily.

In five hours six hundred and thirty-seven

Spanish officers and men, all of them worn out

and many seriously wounded, were taken from

the burning Oquendo or through the surf and

transferred to the Harvard, without accident

to man or boat, by crews of men, most of whom
had been in the service only one month. Such

a happy result under such trying surroundings

could only have been brought about by the

sustained courage of the men and their offi-

cers. I call attention particularly to the hu-

mane way the men handled and helped the

Spaniards into the boats, treating them in all

respects as comrades in distress. The hu-

manity displayed by our men was fully equal

to their courage.

CAPTAIN F. A. COOK
Of the Brooklyn
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ACCOUNT BY LIEUTENANT
HAZELTINE

commandinc; the iilst during the
Events Narrated

At 9.35 A.M., while the Hist was imme-
diately astern of the flag- ship Neiv York,

following her to Altares, and when about

five miles to the eastward of Morro Castle,

the enemy was discovered leaving the harbor.

Turned immediately with the port helm

and steamed full speed to the westward, in

wake of flag-ship. About 9.45 flag-ship made
general signal " Close in to mouth of harbor

and attack enemy." At 9.45 beat to general

quarters. Speed at first seven knots, increas-

ing gradually to eleven.

While running past the forts the Hist was

fired at six times, several shells striking very

near.

About 10.40 A.M. passed the Gloucester

close inshore, and about three miles to the

westward of Morro, standing by the wrecks of

the Spanish destroyers Pluton and Furor.

Made out the two vessels ashore and burn-

ing in Juan Gonzales Bay to be the Infanta

Maria Teresa and Alniirante Oquendo, and

the Hist was headed inshore towards them to

pick up the survivors.

While thus standing in, the New York

HerahVs despatch-boat Golden Rod came up

and hailed, requesting that we take Surgeon

Simons, of the Iowa, who had been ashore

with the army the previous day, and whom
they had on board, to his ship, as he feared

there had been many casualties.

Dr. Simons was sent on board, and the Hist

was again headed to the westward, and steamed

full speed the nine miles to Aserraderos, where

the Vizeaya lay beached and in flames, and

off which lay the loiva. About five miles to

the westward of Juan Gonzales Bay, passed

the Indiana standing to the eastward.

About 11.45, after sending Surgeon Simons

on board the loiva, I was directed by Captain

Evans to stand inshore to the wreck of the

Vi^caj/a, and assist in the rescue of her crew.

The Vi^zcaya was reached at 11.55. Found

the torpedo-boat Ericsson standing by her,

also a number of the loivas boats. Imme-

diately lowered our four boats and sent them

to the rescue.

The first twenty- three picked up by our

boats were placed on board the Ericsson, which

shortly after steamed out to the Iowa, and

thence to the eastward.

The Iowa, after taking on board a number of

prisoners, recalled her boats, and also steamed

off to the eastward.

During the next five hours the Hist lay close

to the burning wreck, and rescued one hundred

and forty-three more from the ship, water, and

shore. Nearly all were nude and very hungry,

claiming to have had no food for the previous

twenty -four hours. They were immediately

furnished with clothing, food, and drink.

Of the one hundred and sixty-six picked up,

some twenty were wounded, five or six des-

perately. Several had been given first aid by

Cubans on shore. All possible medical assist-

ance was given them.

Lieutenant F. H. Hunicke and Assistant

Engineer E. S. Kellogg had charge of the

boats, and for an hour or more laid alongside

the Viscaya, taking men from her bow, side,

and stern, and from the water, during all of
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which time she was on fire fore and aft and

the explosions on board were ahnost inces-

sant, thus making this work exceedingly haz-

ardous. The petty officers and entire crew

took turns in manning the boats for this dan-

gerous duty.

About 2 P.M. the Rcsolitfc passed to the

westward, displaying signal " Enemy's ship in

sight"; and soon after made out a battle-ship

flying the Austrian colors, and also an interna-

tional signal, " D. C. J.," signifying "Austrian

colors."

The Cubans on shore at Aserraderos did not

fire on the Spaniards. In fact, when our boats

were taking the Spaniards from the beach the

Cubans rendered valuable assistance.

Lieutenant -Colonel Juan Vaillant, com-

Landed Lieutenant Sears at 2.30 A.M., and at

4.30 left Altares for Santiago. Placed Lieu-

tenant Sears on the Brooklyn at 6 o'clock, and

at 6.30 A.M., July 4, joined the flag-ship lYnu

York off Santiago.

COMMANDER EATON'S
ACCOUNT

The Resolute having arrived off Santiago

at 6 A.M., I reported in person on board the

flag-ship to the chief of staff, and from him

received orders to remain in the vicinity until

further orders. While lying to the northeast

of the line, just to the eastward of the In-

diana, we sighted the leading vessel of the

Having then received orders to proceed to

Guantanamo, I headed in that direction, sig-

nalling to the Harvard as we passed Altares

that the Spanish fleet was coming out.

At 10.20, when off Daiquiri, we sighted a

large man-of-war, painted a dingy white, with

two funnels and two military tops, standing

to the westward. On proceeding nearer we
made out what I took to be the Spanish flag,

together with a signal which I could not read.

Heading the ship to the southward to pass

around him, the stranger put his helm to star-

board and apparently stood after us to sea.

Being convinced by this manoeuvre on his part

that he was an enemy, I at once headed to the

westward, and, running down to the fleet of

army transports, warned them to sea.

P.lock-house Railroaa Round-house U. S. Hospiial-.ship Relief Store-sliip
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manding Cuban camp at Aserraderos, paid a

visit to the Hist.

About 5.30 P.INL, after having taken on board

the last survivor, the Hist was headed to the

eastward, and steamed full speed for Santiago,

arriving off there about seven o'clock. Re-

ported to Captain Taylor, of the Indiana, and

requested a surgeon, who was immediately

sent. I was then directed to report to Cap-

tain Evans, of the Iowa,\^\\o ordered that the

prisoners, including the wounded, be trans-

ferred to the Indiana. This was accomplished

by 11.15.

At 11.45 P-^l- the Brooklyn came up, and,

after hailing, sent on board Flag- Lieutenant

Sears, for immediate transportation to Altares,

with despatches from Commodore Schley.

Spanish fleet coming out. At the same time

the loiva fired a shot.

We at once headed the ship to the eastward,

but had not got her steady on her course

before a lO-inch shell struck about forty feet

from the starboard side of the ship abreast

the pilot-house, and a minute later a 6-inch

shell struck about seventy feet astern the ship.

During the next five minutes a number of pro-

jectiles struck the water beyond and about her.

Making all the speed possible, I headed for

Altares in order to communicate with the

commander-in-chief. Before reaching Altares

I m.et the flag-ship New York coming to the

westward, and communicated to her that the

Spanish fleet was coming out and standing to

the western part of the line.
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In repassing Altares I also signalled to the

Harvard that an enemy was coming from the

eastward.

Continuing my course to the westward, I

crossed the entrance to Santiago Harbor, and

the Socapa battery fired two shots at us; the

first, from a large gun, passed directly over the

pilot-house, and the second, apparently a 6-inch

shell, passed over the forecastle of the ship.

Shortly after passing the southern entrance

I sighted a wreck burning on the beach, and a

little later discovered the Gloucester standing

by a second wreck, apparently to save her crew.

These wrecks, together with three others that

we sighted, were all blazing fiercely, and two

of them blew up with a loud report and a large

volume of smoke shortly after we passed them.
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At 12.45 I communicated with the Indiana Keller's experiences at the rescue of the Ad- we neared the boat we found out there was a

and told her of the man-of-war I had sighted miral and the crew of the flag-ship of the heavy surf. The ship was lying broadside tow-

off Daiquiri. Captain Taylor ordered me to Spanish fleet at Santiago, July 3. The story ards the beach. \Vc crossed her bow, and I

proceed at once to the commander-in-chief with was dictated to a stenographer by Keller, and passed the remark to Mr. Edson that the surf

the information. is told in his own language. Keller is an old was so heavy that we could not land through

At 1.
1
5 I communicated with the Iowa and man-of-war's man, but for many years he has it. I told him we should have to go around

notified Captain Evans that I had sighted a followed the occupation of ship-rigger. At the the bow and try to get a line. Mr, Ensign

Spanish man-of-war off Daiquiri, and at his re- breaking-out of hostilities he volunteered, and Edson told me: " Damn it, keep your mouth

quest assisted in recalling some of his boats served his country as boatswain's mate on board shut. I'm in charge of this boat." After

from the wrecks near by. the U. S. S. Gloucester. The incident in which that I thought it was advisable for me to keep

I then proceeded to the westward and found Keller took part is thus described in the offi- quiet, as I was told by the officer in charge.

the flag-ship with her consorts lying off the (S^r/.?- cial report of Dr. John Tracy Edson, acting We rounded the bow of the boat, which we

tobal Colon, which was aground at the mouth ensign, U. S. N., of the Gloucester

:

found out was the Maria Teresa, the flag-ship

of a small stream. Here I received 508 Span- "After the Iniror had been sunk and the of the Spanish fleet. Mr. Edson took the

ish prisoners, of whom 494 were enlisted men Pluton had exploded, I was sent wdth my divi- painter of the cutter in his hand and lifted it

and 14 were officers. I also received a guard sion in command of the ship's cutter, with up towards the forecastle of the Spanish man-

of 25 marines, and commissioned an officer to instructions to rescue the crew^ of the Infanta of-war, to make them understand, I suppose,

assist in guarding the prisoners. Maria Teresa. As we approached the vessel, that they were to give us a rope, which we

At II P.M. I got under way and proceeded which was in flames, I saw the crew crowded intended to make fast ashore, so that we could

to Guantanamo Bay, where I arrived at 7.30 forward on the forecastle, and I noted that the haul our boat to and fro off the beach. They

A.M. of the 4th. vessel lay nearly broadside on to a sandy beach, gave us a line, and we headed for the shore.

At the time action began, and during action, distant about two hundred yards. As we about two hundred }'ards.

while the Resolute was under fire from the en- neared her 1 held up a rope's end to indicate When we reached the surf Mr. Edson called

emy, she carried in one of the upper state- my purpose. A line which they gave me I for a volunteer to take the line ashore. Sea-

rooms on the hurricane deck 240 pounds of dry took to the beach, and called for a good swim- man l^rown responded. lie took the line

gun-cotton with detonators, and on the lower mer to take it through the surf. Otto l^rown round his neck, and jumped overboard with-

deck 23,000 pounds of wet gun-cotton in mines, responded so manfully to my call that it was out the order of Ensign Edson. He hesitated

The destruction of the ship might have resulted easily seen that he was the right man for the a little before he jumped, because he had no

from the explosion of a single shell, especially work. With the line about his neck, he fought orders. After he had fought in the water

in the dry gun-cotton. As many shells struck against the breakers for twenty minutes. He about ten minutes he was getting exhausted.

around, about, and beyond the ship, she was returned once to the boat for a rest. The line Our officer in charge saw^ that he could not

during two epochs of the day in serious danger, was more carefully tended after this by William make the beach, so he backed the boat in and

G. Bee, and, after another struggle, the cutter picked him up. " Brown," said he, "you were

being closer in this time, he made the beach, a little too hasty. I didn't mean you to jump

T 1-4 17 QTni-? V OF PFP VFP A'^ ^ '''^'^^ Keller also through the surf to secure overboard at the present time. I was getting

the line ashore. The cutter was hauled to and the boat a little nearer before I sent you off."

ILU 1 from the ship along this line, carrying each Mr. Edson gave me the orders to go in a

IWASin the forward tower of the ////^?///^?JA7- time eight or ten men from the burning wreck, little nearer to the beach. As we neared the

ria 7>;7'i-<^, by the side of Admiral Cervera, who As we neared the beach each time, I found it beach, Mr. Edson thought that Brown could

was as calm as though he had been at anchor in necessary to throw one or more of the Span- make the beach in safety. He ordered him to

his own cabin. He was observing the channel iards into the water in order to expedite the go ahead. At that I asked permission to help

and the hostile ships, and only said these words

:

work. The men were immediately grabbed by Brown out. Mr. Edson said, " Can you swim ?"

"Pilot, when may we shift our helm?" Hehad Keller or Brown, and passed along the line to I told him, "Yes, sir." He said, "Well, Keller,

reference to turning to starboard, which could the beach. In this manner the cutter landed go ahead."

only be done after we had passed the Dia- about tw^o hundred officers and men, and I be- 1 tore my clothes from my body, and I

mante Bank. After a few seconds he said : lieve that Admiral Cervera was among the jumped overboard and swam towards Brown,

" Pilot, advise me when we may shift our number. and helped him to carry the line ashore.

helm." " The only other boat engaged in this rescue When we got there I saw about forty- five

" I will advise you, Admiral," I answered. was the gig from the Gloucester/\\\ Q\\-^x^g& oi Spaniards, and their boats, which had been

A few moments later I said; "Admiral, our Lieutenant Norman. We worked frequently smashed to pieces on the rocks. As soon as

helm may be shifted now." in association, and succeeded in rescuing every we could, I and Brown ran up to a tree. I

In a moment the Admiral, without shouting, soul on board without losing a single life, took half a turn with the line around the tree,

without becomingexcited, as calm as usual, said: Among the rescued were many w^ounded who and then turned round and called upon the

"To starboard," and, the next minute, "Plre!" required much assistance. This was ably Spaniards the best way I could, " Wiene qui
!"

At the same moment, simultaneously, the two rendered by Keller and Brown, who remained That means, "Come here." Those addressed

guns of the turret and those of the port battery in the water for about two hours. came to us, and I told them to give us a pull,

fired on a ship which seemed to me to be the " During the whole time that the men were so that we could stretch the line.

Indiana. I thought the ship was sinking. I engaged in the work there were occasional After the line was made fast I sang out to

cannot tell you all that passed. By this time reports on board, as from exploding ammu- Ensign Edson, the officer in charge: "The

there were already many dead and wounded in nition. As we left the wreck for the Glouees- line is fast, sir. Go ahead." He responded,

the battery, because they had been firing on us /rr, the fire had reached the forward turrets, "All right." While Mr. Edson was hauling

for some time, and I believe that in spite of so that nearly the whole ship was aflame, his boat towards the Maria Teresa to save the

the water that was in the ship she was already One of the il-inch guns was discharged, send- officers and men, I remarks to Otto Brown,

on fire then. The Admiral said to me : ing a shot into the water close alongside of us." seaman, "By gosh! that line is very poor,

"Good-bye, pilot
;
go now—go, and be sure Otto." Brown said, "It looks very poor,

1 ,, " 1 1 THE NARRATIVE OF I'ETER KELLER t- n " t .- i 4-1 r • 1 1 jyou let them pay you, because you have Keller. I took the hue m my hands, and

earned it well." And he continued to give Keller's account of his part in the rescue is rubbed it and smelt it. It smelt to me like

his orders. as follows : the rope was pretty bad—that is, an old rope.

When the whale-boat w^as called away from I turned round and asked one of the Span-

XWT7 PT7Qr"TTT7 C\\a X 1-T "FT QPAMTQT-T ^^^^ Gloucester, I stood forward, alongside of iards if there was any Spanish officer ashore.

mv eun, lookme towards the Spanish de- 1 he man told me, " Yes. 1 said, " \\ here .^

A OM I R A T
-^ fc>

'
fc> I

stroyers. When the orders came to low^er the and he pointed out with his finger an officer

iA Contemporary Accountfrom ^^^^<,^^^sU^o^^.^^^
^,^^'^qx , wc lowcrcd the cuttcr with all the clad iu undcrshirt aiid drawers,\vith a white

INTRODUCTORY crew. Mr. Ensign Edson, who was in charge, cap on, and told me in Spanish, " Almiranto "
;

The following article is a verbatim account, ordered me to steer for one of the burning that means as much as " There is the Admiral."

now put in print for the first time, of one Peter ships, which we didn't know by name. After I went up to Admiral Cervera, who had
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half a cigarette in his fingers, and told him,

" Admiral, be so kind and tell one of your

officers aboard they should give us a better

line if they want us to save all his people,

because I found out that the line was very

poor." Admiral Cervera turtied round and

told one of his officers, in Spanish, to hail the

Maria Teresa and tell them to give us a better

rope. The answer he got from the Maria

Teresa, from one of the officers, was that they

could not give us any better rope, because

ever)^thing was afire.

Then I asked Admiral Cervera if his mag-

azines—powder-magazines—were under water.

Admiral Cervera told me the after magazine

was under water, but the forward one he was

not sure of. I passed the remark to Otto

'* Hombre no massa !" That means, " Don't

kill." It seemed to me he understood. Then
I asked him in Spanish, " Diena Vds. oficiales

Cubanos?" He responded, " Si, sefior." He
turned around and pointed the captain out to

me, and told me, " El capitan." That means,
" He is the captain of the company."

I went to him and said, *' I am an American

petty officer, and my officer in charge is in

the boat, and as he cannot speak to you, I

make it my business to tell you that these

Spaniards are United States prisoners of war,

and they cannot be touched by your people
"

— that means, by the Cubans—"and I will

make it my business, when I go back, to tell

my division officer, Mr. Ensign Edson." He
responded to me, " I will take care of them,

Lieutenant Norman, hove in sight, and I saw

Lieutenant Norman talking to Mr. Edson.

After that I saw the gig and cutter working

frequently to and fro from the beach.

There were some men on the davit-falls of

the burning ship, and I told Mr. Edson, "Those

men hanging on the davits, it would be good

to go around there and save them." As we
had been rescuing these people the small am-

munition and the big ammunition was being

exploded right and left, so that the boats'

crews in charge of Mr. Edson and Mr. Norman
w^ere in danger of being destroyed any moment.

After the officers and crew had been rescued

from the forecastle, Mr. Edson, with the cutter,

went astern of the Maria Teresa. There was

a couple of men hanging on a boat's fall ; he
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Brown :
" My God ! if we don't get other help

we can't save those people ! That rope is

very poor."

l^y this time Mr. Edson came back from

the Maria Teresa with the first load of Span-

iards. As he neared the beach—we w'ill say

about seventy-five yards—^he threw the Span-

iards overboard, and I and Brown received

them and brought them ashore in safety.

When Mr. Edson went back for another

load, I noticed some Cubans coming down.
I know they were Cubans, because they had
their rifles, ammunition, and machetes. They
were running towards the Spaniards. I could

see that the Spaniards were trembling, and
that the Cubans were preparing to fire at

them. I jumped towards the first one I met,

and told him in Spanish, the best way I could,

and they won't be touched." Then I told

him that 1 thought it would be a good thing

to draw a cordon around them, so that they

don't run away from us, because I thought if

they did they might get shot by the Cubans.

The work of rescuing w'ent on, to my best

knowledge, for about two hours. Amongst
those rescued from the Maria Teresa were

many w^ounded, and wounded very heavy.

As I remember, one man was shot all to

pieces. Ensign Edson and one of the boat's

crew lifted him up carefully out of the cutter,

lowered him in the water, and I and Brown

had to take him ashore through the surf more

dead than alive. As far as I understood after-

wards, that man died on the beach.

After we had about three or four loads put

safe ashore by the cutter, the gig, in charge of
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picked up those men, put them in the gig, and

left for the Gloueester, Mr. Norman, with the

Glotieesters gig, brought the last load of Span-

iards ashore. After I and Brown had taken

them through the surf, and Brown had re-

turned to the gig, Mr. Norman, who was in a

hurry to return to the Gloucester, hollered to

me, where I was on shore, and said :
" Keller,

you better hurry up, else you get left."

I jumped in the surf, and as I swam to the

stern-post of the gig, I told him, "Mr. Norman,

the Admiral is ashore." Mr. Norman told me,

"Hell! is he ashore?" I said, "Yes, sir.

Don't you want him aboard ?" He said, "Yes
;

go and get him."

I jumped in the surf again, swam ashore,

went towards the Admiral, and I told him:

"Admiral, will you be so kind and come along
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with me? The officer in charge of the gig

would like to have you to come aboard the

Gloucester^ The Admiral extended his right

hand, patting me on my shoulder, and said,

"Yes, boy." Returned around and asked me
if he could take his officers along with him.

I told him, " Yes, sir." Then he called on his

son, and the captain of the Maria Teresa, and

his whole staff, and we proceeded towards the

boat. As we proceeded towards the boat

Brown was waiting for us.

The Admiral, Brown, and I jumped in the

surf. I told the Admiral to get his hand around

my neck and the other hand around Brown,

and he did it, and we swam towards the gig.

When we reached the gig, the Admiral put his

hand on the toll-board of the gig. Mr. Norman

extended his hands and got hold of his both

hands, while I and Brown lifted him up and

put him in the gig. Then we went back and

went after the captain. As the captain was

wounded and was helpless, I and Brown had

to carry him through the surf. When we came

to the gig he extended his right hand, as his

left hand was wounded. Mr. Norman extended

his hands, grabbed his right hand, and I and

Brown took him by the legs and lifted him

up carefully. By this time he was taken by

Boatswain's Mate Thompson and let down in

the gig.

Then we went back again and got the doc-

tor, and some of the junior officers, and Cer-

vera's son, and brought them to the gig. Then

we left and proceeded towards the Gloucester.

As we rounded the bow of the Maria Teresa

the Admiral told us not to go too close, because

there is some of the ii-inch guns elevated and

loaded, and they might explode any minute.

At this time I was sitting on the tiller, and

Lieutenant Norman told me to keep her off.

I hardly did keep her off, w^lien one of the guns

exploded, and the shell dropped right in front

of us, about ten yards, into the water.

We proceeded towards the Gloucester.

During the voyage Admiral Cervera told Mr.

Norman, " I surrender to you American peo-

ple, but I don't recognize the Cubans; 1 don't

surrender to the Cubans. And please, for

Heaven's sake, send some of your men to

watch my men, as I am afraid that those men

will be killed by the Cubans."

As we came alongside the Gloucester on tlie

starboard gangway, I saw Captain Wainwright

and Lieutenant Huse receiving Admiral Cer-

vera and his staff. There were side-boys, and

he was given the full honor of Admiral, and

the chief boatswain's mate piped him over the

side. Then I saw Admiral Cervera hand in

hand with Captain Wainwright, and they all

went aft to the quarter-deck, where he and his

staff went down in the officers' cabin.

I got out of the boat and jumped aboard

the ship. As I went forward I saw the pris-

oners from the Pluton and Furor underneath

the awnings, and I saw the two Colt automatic

rapid-fire guns trained on them. I tried to

get forward and talk to some of those pris-

oners, but there were guards stationed, and I

was not allowed to do so.

I turned around and I saw lots of coffee

—

three or four coffee-cans standing around the

deck— and some hard bread. I was very

tired, and thought that a little coffee would

strengthen me up. I went to get a cup of

coffee, when I met Dr. Bransford. I told

him :
" I feel weak. I have been in the water,

I and Brown, for a considerable time." He
said, " Come down and I will give you some-

thing." I called Brown, and we went to-

gether down below. The doctor give us a

tumbler of whiskey each, and told us to keep

quiet, because we had been working too hard.

On the berth-deck, where the sick-bay was,

I saw the wounded Spaniards and the heavy

wounded laying around on the deck, and Dr.

Bransford and the sick- nurse attending to

them. As I returned I met Ensign Edson on

the steps going dowm to the sick-bay to attend

to the wounded, for he had been a doctor before

he entered the service. I passed the remarks

to Brown :
" That's very nice, ain't it, Otto ?

Mr. Edson is going to help Dr. Bransford

now." I and Brown stopped at the skylight

and looked down on the berth-deck, and saw^

Mr. Edson attending to the lieutenant of the

Plutou, Then I felt kind of dizzy. I tried

to lay down for a few minutes, but I could not

rest. When the cutter was called away the

second time, I tried to go in it, but Mr. Nor-

CAl'TAIN^ CHARLES S. COTTON
Of the Harvard

man told me not to go, as I had done good

w^ork and was too tired, and he was afraid I

mifjht cret sick. I turned around and w^ent

forward ; then I saw Mr. Edson attending to

one of the w^ounded. That same fellow^ died

about five o'clock in the afternoon, and was

buried at sea.

After we had everything straightened up

aboard the Gloucester, and the wounded was

pretty well attended to, with the best com-

fort we had to give them, we transferred our

prisoners to the hnva. I saw that some of

those prisoners did not want to leave us.

Ensicrn Edson cfot hold of them and coaxed

them to get in the boat, giving them to un-

derstand, the best way he could, that nothing

would happen to them. They obeyed his

orders and went in the boat, while I stood on

the gangway and assisted them.

After all these prisoners were transferred

from the Gloucester, they sent boats from the

Olivette for the wounded, for we did not have

places for them on board, and no comforts.

Amongst these wounded were some very heavy
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wounded, and it was very difficult to get them
out of the berth-deck. Mr. Edson come to me
and told me to rig some kind of gangway to

get them into the boat out of the hold. I

understood what Mr. Edson wanted me to do,

but we did not have much lumber aboard,

only a few boards, and I could not rig the

thing Mr. Edson w^anted, so I suggested that

w-e use boards, and send them up on the boards.

Mr. Edson misunderstood me, and thought the

plan would not work. After I explained to

him, he came to the conclusion that it would

w^ork, and told me, "Go ahead, Keller."

We took each a badly wounded man, laid

him on a board, with the hammock he was in,

lifted the board up from below, and two men
on deck hauled the board with the wounded
man and hammock and laid him on the deck.

Then Mr. Edson told me to do the same way
in getting them over the side into the Olivette s

boats. In this way we hauled out three heavy-

w^ounded men and put them in the boats. The
light-wounded were assisted partly by me and

by Mr. Edson, and in this way we brought

them all into the boat.

After the wounded were all gone, and the

prisoners all gone, there was one dead man to

be buried. Mr. Huse gave orders to Otto

Brow^i to sew the body up in a liammock, i)ut

some ballast on his feet, and get him ready.

After everything was done, Mr. Huse called

me and told me to call all hands to quarters.

I called all hands to quarters, and we laid the

dead man on a board, covered him with a

captured flag from the Pluton, and brought

him aft. Mr. Huse called the master-at-arms,

Mr. P. A. Mehan, to read a C()U|)le of chapters

out of the Bible, while the whole ship's crew

was present, captain and all. After this was

done we took the dead man, marched around

the ship, put him on a rail, and Mr. Huse told

me to pipe him over the side. Piping over

the side is the greatest honor a man can get

aboard a ship, and these honors are given only

to an officer or a dead man. So we buried the

man with full honors.

After this was done Mr. Huse told me to

"pipe down" — which means to disband.

Then we went back to Santiago and resumed

our station for the night on the blockade.

A SPANISH ACCOUNT
P^ROM F.L LMPA/^CJAL, OF MADRID

The Admiral went out at 9.30 A.M., know^-

ing, he says, what must necessarily happen,

and w^hat he had so many times foretold.

"The first ship," he says, "that went out

was the flag-ship Maria Teresa, followed by

the J^iscaya, Colon, Oquoido, and finally the

destroyers, all under full steam.

" When the ships went out the engines were

under such high pressure that the enemy was

surprised, and subsequently expressed great

admiration on that account.

"At 9.35 A.M. the Maria Teresa attacked

and opened fire on a hostile battle-ship of the

type of the Indiana, and on the hnva, then

rushed upon the Brooklyn, which, on account

of her greater speed, offered for us the greatest

danger."

Admiral Cervera then enumerates the ships

composing the hostile fleet, among which

special mention should be made of the Nezv
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York, Admiral Sampson's flag-ship, the Brook-

lyn, Commodore Schley's flag-ship, and the

battle-ships loiva, Texas, Oregon, and Indiana,

besides armed transatlantic liners.

Our fleet followed the course prescribed

beforehand, and, the American ships coming

alongside, the battle soon became general.

"There could be no doubt as to the out-

come," says Cervera, " but I should never have

believed that our ships would be destroyed so

rapidly."

The first injuries which the Infanta Maria

Teresa had the misfortune to sustain consisted

in the bursting of an auxiliary steam-pipe and

of the water-mains.

Early in the battle Commander Concas, who
was fighting with the greatest bravery, fell,

wounded. Cervera then took command, in-

tending that the second commander should

take the place of the first ; but this could not

be carried out on account of the heat of the

battle.

The dead and wounded were falling inces-

santly.

Admiral Cervera's apartments had taken fire

through the explosion of some 57-mm. shells.

There was not sufficient water to be had to

extinguish the fire, which soon spread.

Cervera gave orders to an adjutant to flood

the after compartments.

In view of the absolute impossibility of

defending the ship any longer in that position,

she was directed, with the greatest possible

speed, towards the beach west of Punta Ca-

brera, where she ran ashore just at the moment
when the engine stopped.

The second and third commanders agreed

with the Admiral that it was altogether im-

possible to continue the fight, and the Maria

Teresa hauled down her flag, which did not

fall into the hands of the enemy, the flames

having destroyed it. The compartments were

then flooded.

The fire invaded the forward deck without

giving the crew time to escape ; they were

saved with the assistance of two American

boats.

Among the wounded were Lieutenant Lopez

Ceron and Ensign Carrasa. The following were

missing: Captain of Infantry II. Rodriguez,

who, according to Admiral Cervera, was killed

by a projectile ; Ensign Francisco Linares,

Second Surgeon Julio Diaz, Mrst-class Machin-

ist Juan Montero, and Second-class Machinist

Jos^ Melgares. The body of the latter after-

wards drifted to the shore.

Those who knew how to swim jumped into

the water; finally a rope was thrown to the

shore.

A Spanish boat was lowered, but sank, owing

to the injuries it had received ; a steam-launch

had the same fate.

Cervera jumped into the water, followed by

his son and two seamen.

Many reached the shore swimming, most of

them arriving there naked.

The American officer who was in command
of the life-saving boats invited Admiral Cervera

to go to the yacht Gloncester, which he did,

together with his flag-ofificer, who had been

wounded, and his adjutant and the second

commander of the Teresa, who was the last

one to leave the ship.

The Oquendo stranded half a league from

the Maria Teresa, and the Vizcaya and Colon,

pursued by hostile ships, were lost from sight.

According to the purser of the Oquendo, the

history of this ill-fated ship was as follows

:

" The unequal battle became more so when

a hostile projectile entered the forward turret,

killing the v^\\o\q personnel, yN\\.\\ the exception

of one gunner, who was badly wounded. Of

the 14-cm. battery two guns only remained in

action, and these fought with incomparable

energy. The after turret was soon without a

commanding officer; he had been killed as he

opened the door, being almost asphyxiated

inside of the turret. There were two fires on

board the Oquendo, one in the orlop deck for-

ward, which was soon gotten under control,

and the other in the stern, which could not

be suppressed, the pumps failing to give water.

From the very beginning of the battle the

14-cm. ammunition hoists failed to w^ork.

When our commander, Mr. Lazaga, saw that

the fire could not be controlled and that all

the guns were out of action, he prepared to

beach the ship, first giving orders to discharge

all the torpedoes in order to prevent the enemy
from approaching. Driven to the last extreme,

and after consulting with all the officers pres-

ent, he ordered the flag to be hauled down.

The second and third commanders and three

VICE-ADMIRAL CAMARA

lieutenants had already been killed, and while

Mr. Lazaga was directing the rescue of the

creu^ he gave his own life for his country.

The men of the Oquendo witnessed calmly

and without becoming terrified the constant

explosions on board, determined above all

things that the enemy should not set foot on

the ship."

" When the American officer invited me to

go to the Gloueester,'' says Mr. Cervera, " I

gave instructions to the third commander of

the Teresa, Mr. Aznar, for the re-embarkation,

and I heard nothing further from him.

*' On board the Gloucester were twenty

wounded from the destroyers, the command-

ers and three officers of the Teresa and the

purser of the Oquendo, and about ninety-three

men of the crews of the ships. We were the

object of the greatest solicitation, all being

anxious to administer to our needs, nearly all

of us having arrived there naked.

"The commander of the Gloueester said:

' The vessel is small to receive so many people.

I will try to find a larger one.'

" The insurgents had about two hundred

men of the fleet, among them five or six

wounded. I spoke with some of them, and
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they said if we would go with the rebels they

would assist us. I thanked them and added :

'We have surrendered to the Americans. If

you have surgeons I should be grateful if they

would attend the wounded on the shore, some

of whom are in a serious condition.'
"

The commander of the Gloucester offered

Admiral Cervera that he would ask the in-

surgents for the men they were holding from

the fleet.

Mr. Cervera, proceeding with his narrative,

says

:

" We proceeded westward until we met the

nucleus of the fleet ; some of us were trans-

ferred to the loiva, others to the hospital-ship.

" On board the Gloucester I asked the com-

mander of the destroyers for news, and learned

the disastrous fate of these two ships.

"Villamil found a glorious death in the

battle, and the best proof of how the Furor

fought is found in the great number of casual-

ties she had. The commander of the Pluton

was wounded in one foot."

On board the loiva Admiral Cervera was

received with military honors.

" On the gangway," he says, *' I saw the

commander of the Vizcaya wearing his sword,

which the commander of the loiva did not

wish to take from him on account of the valor

the former had displayed in the battle."

From the loiua, where he remained until 4

P.M., Admiral Cervera was transferred to the

cruiser .SV. louis, where he found the second

commander of the fleet, Mr. Paredes, and the

commander of the Colon, Mr. Diaz Moreu.

The hostile forces were three times as large

as ours.

The Admiral produced a telegram which he

sent to our government immediately after the

battle, and in which it was stated that there

had been six hundred killed and many

wounded.

The Pluton was not sunk, but succeeded in

running ashore.

Cervera's account devotes a long paragraph

to the eulogy of the chivalry and courtesy of

the enemy. They clothed the naked, giving

them everything they needed; they suppressed

their shouts of joy in order not to increase the

suffering of the defeated, and all vied in making

their captivity as easy as possible.

Among tlie prisoners there were with Ad-

miral Cervera the second commander, one

chief, four officers, and thirty-two men of the

Maria Teresa ; the purser and thirty-five men

of the Oquendo ; three commanders, eleven

officers, seven midshipmen, and three hundred

and forty-seven men of the Vizcaya ; the three

commanders, fourteen officers, and one hun-

dred and ninety-one men of the Colon; the

commander, the first machinist, and ten men

of the Furor ; and the commander, one officer,

and nineteen men of the Pluton; also Lieu-

tenant Enrique Capriles, who was on board

the Vizcaya, but did not belong to her crew.

Most of the prisoners were taken to the

steamer Solace.

Cervera's narrative concludes with the fol-

lowing words

:

" The 3d day of July has been one of terrible

disaster, as I had foreseen. Nevertheless, the

number of dead is less than I had feared.

'' The country has been defended with honor,

and we have the consciousness of duty well

done, but with the bitterness of knowing the

losses suffered and our country's misfortunes."
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THE CAPITULATION OF SANTIAGO
FOLLOWING the victories of Las Guasi-

111 as, El Caney, and San Juan, and the

destruction of Cervera's fleet, the city

of Santiago was closely besieged by land,

while the American ships guarding the entrance

to the harbor cut off all relief on that side.

After a truce to allow of the removal of non-

combatants, protracted negotiations continued

from July 3d until July 15th, when, under

menace of immediate assault, the [)relinii-

naries of surrender were agreed upon. On

the I /til General Shafter occupied the city.

The capitulation embraced the entire eastern

end of Cuba. The number of Spanish soldiers

surrendering was 22,000, all of whom were

subsequently conveyed to Spain at the expense

of the United States. "The individual valor

of officers and soldiers," said the President in

his annual message, " was never more strik-

ingly shown than in the several engagements

leading to the surrender of Santiago, while

the prompt movements and successive vic-

tories won instant and universal applause.

To those who gained this complete triumph,

which established the ascendency of the

United States upon land as the fight off

Santiago had fixed our supremacy on the

seas, the earnest and lasting gratitude of the

nation is unsparingly due. Nor should we

alone remember the gallantr\^ of the living;

the dead claim our tears, and our losses by

battle and disease must cloud any exultation

at the result and teach us to weigh the awful

cost of war, however rightful the cause or

signal the victor}'."

The situation during the investment and

negotiations for surrender was described b}'

Inspector-General Breckinridge in the follow-

ing words .
" On the 3d there was compara-

tivel)' little firing on either side. In the morn-

ing the Spanish fleet left the harbor and

attempted to escape to sea, but was destroyed

by our nav\' K'ing in wait for it outside the

iKirbor. General Shafter sent in a demand
for the surrender of the Spanish forces and

city of Santiago.

" P'roni this time until the surrender of the

army and the cit}' there was no firing except

25

on the afternoon of the loth, when a desultory

bombardment of the lines and city was made

by our artillery, beginning about half past

four and lasting until nearly dark, accom-

panied by very little small -arms firing on

either side, and resulting in few casualties

and probably not a very great amount of

damage. The navy took part in this bom-

bardment from a ])oint outside of the en-

trance to the harbor.

"In demanding the surrender of the town

we notified the enemy of a bombardment in

case the city were not surrendered. Permission

was given for the non-combatants to leave the

city. They did leave in the following days

to the number of perhaps 20,000, filling the

neighboring villages and roads with destitute

people, mostly women and children. It then

seemed to fall to our lot to see that these

people did not starve in a desolate country,

and to be as much our duty to take care of

these people, whom our policy had driven

from their homes, as it was for Spain to feed

the rcconaiitrados, whom they drove from

their homes under their war policy The

task was not insignificant.

" P^-om the 1st of July on we continued to

extend our lines on both flanks, but especially

around towards our right, until the city was

completely invested on the eastern and north-

ern sides. Spanish reinforcements had been

expected from the north, and, besides that, the

city was not so strongly defended on this side

as on the east. Our lines of intrenchments

were occupied as follows

" On the extreme right, the Cubans under

General Garcia, next, Lawton's division , next,

Wheeler's division of dismounted cavalry,

next, Kent's division , and, on the left, Bates's

Independent Brigade. A brigade of volun-

teers, under General Duffield, was left at Sibo-

ney and vicinity.

" There was a heavy rain on the afternoon of

July 10, heavy rain that night and nearly all

day of the T ith, with very heavy rain at night.

1die water supply of the city of Santiago was

cut on the 8th of July. This, it is thought,

had very little effect, on account of the heavy

rains that followed and the ample cisterns

which the city of Santiago contains.

" The liszht batteries, which arrived with our

other troops on the 9th of July, began to unload

as soon as possible, but the roads were rendered

so bad by the rains, which followed almost im-

mediately, that it was next to impossible to

get them up to the front. Two batteries,

however, did arrive before the close of hostili-

ties. The others were stopped on the way.

"General Miles, commanding the army,

reached headquarters in the field on the after-

noon of July 12, and held a conference with

the Spanish commander on the \l\.\\. He was

present at the capitulation on the 14th, and

returned to his ship in the port of Siboney on

the same day."

Somewhat more in detail, the Secretary of

War of the United States thus described the

course of events connected with the close of

the Santiago campaign " After the cessation

of firing about noon on the 3d, the surrender of

the Spanish forces was demanded by General

Shafter. This being refus'ed, the commanding

general of the Spanish forces was notified that

the bombardment of Santiago would begin at

noon of the 5th, thus giving two days to enable

the women and children to leave the city,

"On July 3 the Spanish fleet fled from the

harbor and was destroyed by our navy The

surrender being again demanded on July 4,

negotiations were renewed. No engagement,

however, took place until July 10, when at

4 I'.AL the Spaniards opened fire, which was

soon silenced. On the morning of the next

day the bombardment was renewed, and con-

tinued until 2 P.M., when upon another demand

for the surrender of the enemy the firing ceased

and was not again renewed.

" Major-General Miles arrived off Santiago

July II, and that evening communicated with

General Shafter by telephone, and on the 12th

arrived at General Shafter's headquarters. On

July 13 and 14, he, with General Shafter, met

the Spanish commander under flag of truce

between the lines, to discuss the surrender of

the Spanish forces. On the afternoon of July

14 General Miles left General Shafter's head-

377
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quarters and soon thereafter went on board

ship, preparatory to sailing for Puerto Rico.

On July 17 the Spanish commander, General

Toral, surrendered the city, including the

troops in Santiago and the surrendered dis-

trict, upon our terms, and at noon of that date

the American flag was, by order of General

Shafter, hoisted over the Governor's palace.

"The shipment of the Spanish prisoners

to Spain, under the agreement, commenced
August 9 and ended September 17. Total

number of people shipped was 22,864.

" On August 4 General Shafter received

orders to embark his command for Montauk
Point, New York. The movement continued

until August 25, when he sailed with the last

of his troops, except a few left in hospital,

sick, turning over the command of the de-

partment to Major-General I.awton."

able force at San Luis, twenty miles to the

north.

In the battle of Santiago the Spanish navy

endeavored to shell our troops on the extreme

right, but the latter were concealed by the in-

equalities of the ground, and the shells did

little, if any, harm. Their naval forces also

assisted in the trenches, having 1000 on shore,

and I was informed that they had sustained

considerable loss; among others, Admiral Cer-

vera's chief of staff was killed. Being con-

vinced that the city would fall, y\dmiral Cer-

vera determined to put to sea, informing the

GENERAL S H A F T E R ' S

A C C O U xN T

The arrival of General Escario on the night

of July 2, and his entrance into the city, wx^re

not anticipated, for although it was known, as

previously stated, that General Pando had left

Manzanillovvith reinforcements for the garrison

of Santiago, it was not believed that his troops

could arrive so soon. General Garcia, with

between 4000 and 5000 Cubans, was intrusted

with the duty of watching for and intercepting

the reinforcement expected. This, however,

he failed to do, and General Escario passed

into the city along on my extreme right and

near the bay. Up to this time I had been un-

able to complete the investment of the town

with my own men; but to prevent any more

reinforcements from coming in or the enemy
from escaping, I extended my lines as rapidly

as possible to the extreme right, and com-

pleted the investment of the place, leaving

General Garcia's forces in the rear of my right

flank to scout the country for any approaching

Spanish reinforcements, a duty which his forces

were very competent to perform.

It had been reported that 8000 Spanish

troops had left Holquin for Santiago. It

was also known that there was a consider-

BRIGADIER-GENERAL WHJTAM LUDLOW
Drawn by Fredkric Remington

P^rench consul it was better to die

fighting than to sink his ships,

^•j* ,. The news of the great naval vic-

'^''
tory which followed was enthusi-

astically received by tlie army.

The information of our naval

victory was transmitted under flag

of truce to the Spanish commander

in Santiago on July 4, and the sug-

gestion again made that he surren-

der to save needless effusion of

blood.

On the same date I informed

Admiral Sampson that if he would

force his way into the harbor the

city would surrender without any

further sacrifice of life. Commo-
dore Watson replied that Admiral

Sampson was temporarily absent,

but that in his (Watson's) opinion

the navy should not enter the

harbor.

Li the meanwhile letters passing

between General Toral and my-

self prevented the resumption of

hostilities. Each army, however,

continued to strengthen its intrcnchments.

1 was still of the opinion that the Si)aniards

would surrender without much more fighting,

and on July 6 called General Toral's attention

to the changed conditions, and at his request

gave him time to consult his home govern-

ment. This he did, asking that the British

consul, with the employe's of the cable com-

pany, be permitted to return from El Caney

to the city. This I granted.

The strength of the enemy's position was

such that I did not wish to assault if it could

be avoided.

An examination of the enemy's works, made

after the surrender, fully justified the wisdom

of the course adopted. The intrcnchments

could only have been carried with very great

loss of life, probably with not less than 3000

killed and wounded.

On July 8 General Toral offered to march

out of the city with arms and baggage, pro-

vided he would not be molested before reach-

ing ITolquin, and to surrender to the American

forces the territory then occupied by him. I

replied that while I would submit his proposi-

tion to my home government, I did not think

it would be accepted.

Li the meanwhile arrangements were made

with Admiral Sampson that when the army

again engaged the enemy the navy would

assist by shelling the city from ships stationed

off Aguadores, dropping a shell every few

minutes.

On July 10 the P^irst Illinois and the P^irst

District of Columbia arrived and were placed

on the line to the right of the cavalry division.

This enabled me to push Lawton farther to

the right and practically to command the

Cobra road.

On the afternoon of the date last mentioned

the truce was broken off at 4 I'..\L, and I de-

termined to open with four batteries of artillery,

and went forward in person to the trenches to

give the necessary orders, but the enemy an-

ticipated us by opening fire with his artillery

a few minutes after the hour stated. His

batteries were apparently silenced before night,

while ours continued playing upon his trenches

until dark. During this firing the navy fired

from Aguadores, most of the shells falling in
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nient by the navy and my field-guns was re-

newed, and continued until nearly noon, and

on the same day I reported to the Adjutant-

General of the army that the right of Lud-

low's brigade of Lawton's division rested on

the bay. Thus our hold upon the enemy was

complete.

At 2 r.M. on this date (the nth) the sur-

render of the city was again demanded. Tiie

firing ceased, and was not again renewed. J^y

this date the sickness in the army was increas-

ing very rapitlly, as a residt of exposure in the

trenches to the intense heat of the sun and the

heavy rains. Moreover, the dews in Cuba are

almost equal to rains. The weakness of the

troops was becoming so apparent that I was

anxious to bring the siege to an end, but, in

common with most of the officers of the army,

I ditl not think an assault would be justifiable,

especially as the enemy seemed to be acting

f'
in good faith in their preliminary propositions

i to surrender.

'j\ On July 1 1 I wrote General Toral as follows:

"With the largely increased forces which have

come to me, and the fact that I have your line

of retreat securely in my hands, the time seems

fitting that I should again demand of }'our

Excellency the surrender of Santiago and of

your P^xcellency's army. I am authorized to

state that, should your Excellency so desire,

the government of the United States will

transport the entire command of your Excel-

lency to Spain."

General Toral replied that he had communi-

cated my proposition to his general-in-chicf,

General l^lanco.

On July 12 I informed the Spanish com-

mander that Major-General Miles, commander-

the city. There was also some small-arms in-chief of the i\merican army, had just arrived

firing. On this afternoon and the next morn- in my camp, and requested him to grant us a

ing we lost Captain Charles W. Rowell, personal interview on the following day. He
Second Infantry, and one man killed, and replied that he would be pleased to meet us.

Lieutenant Lutz, Second Infantry, and ten The interview^ took place on the 13th, and 1

men wounded. informed him that his surrender only could

On the morning of July 11 the bombard- be considered, and that, as he was without

r.RKJADIKR-ClENKRAL ADXA R. CIIAFFKE

Drawn isy I'RF.dkric l\KNn\(;roN

R.RKIADIKR-GHNKRAL SAMUEL. S. SUMNER

Drawn f.y Eredkric Remington

hope of escape, he had no right to continue

the fight.

On the 14th another interview^ took place,

during which General Toral agreed to surren-

der, upon the basis of his army, the Fourth

Army Corps, being returned to Spain, the

capitulation embracing all of eastern Cuba

^p**^-^

'^^^^

p(f.*^^

mi.LLlJj

GENERAL VIEW OF THE TOWN OF EL CAN EY.—Photograph by James Burton
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east of a line passing from

Aserraderos, on the south, to

Sagua de Tanamo, on the

north, via Palma Soriano. It

was agreed that commissioners

should meet during the after-

noon definitely to arrange

the terms of surrender, and I

appointed Major- Generals

Wheeler and Eawton and

Lieutenant Miley to represent

the United States.

The Spanish commissioners

raised many points, and were

especially desirous of retain-

ing their arms. The discus-

sion lasted until late at night

and was renewed at 9.30

o'clock next morning. The

terms of surrender finally

agreed upon included about

12,000 Spanish troops in the city and as many
more in the surrendered district. officials who were willing to serve were rc-

It was arranged that the formal surrender taincd in office, and the established order of

should take place between the lines, on the government was preserved as far as consistent

morning of July 17, each army being repre- with the necessities of military rule.

sented by one hundred armed men. At the I soon found the number of officials was

TAKINC; WOUNDED TO DI\'ISION DOSl'llAL

In taking charge of the civil government all

ceipts had, up to my departure,

been $102,000.

On August 4 I received or-

ders to begin the embarkation

of my command and ship them

to Montauk Point, Long Isl-

and, New York. The move-

ment continued without inter-

ruption until August 25, when
1 sailed for ]\Iontauk with the

last troops in ni}' command,
turning over the command of

the district to Major-General

Law ton.

Before closing, I wish to

dwell upon the natural obsta-

cles 1 had to encounter and

which no foresight could have

overcome or obviated. The
rocky and precipitous coast

afforded no sheltered landing-

places, the roads were mere bridle-paths, the

effect of the tropical sun and rains upon un-

acclimated troops was deadly, and a dread of

strange and unknown diseases had its effect

on the army.

7\t Daiquiri the landing of the troops and

SECOND I)I\ ISION 110S]M'I'AL IN riU-: IIEI.D AT EL CANia'

time appointed I appeared at the place agreed

upon, with my general officers, staff, and one

hundred troopers of the Second Cavalry, under

Captain Brett. General Toral also arrived,

with a number of his officers and one hundred

infantry. We met midway between the repre-

sentatives of our two armies, and

the Spanish commander formally

consummated the surrender of the

city and the 24,000 troops in San-

tiago and the surrendered district.

After this ceremony I entered

the city with my staff and escort,

and at twelve o'clock noon the

American flag was raised over the

Governor's palace with appropriate

ceremonies.

The Ninth Infantry immediate-

ly took possession of the city, and

perfect order was maintained. The
surrender included a small gun-

boat and about two hundred sea-

men, together with five merchant

ships in the harbor. One of these

vessels, the Mexico, had been used

as a war vessel, and had four guns THE OLD
mounted on it.

excessive, and I greatly reduced the list, and stores was made at a small wooden wharf
some departments were entirely al)olished. which the Spaniards had tried to burn, but
A collector of customs, Mr. Donaldson, ar- unsuccessfully, and the animals were i)ushed

rived soon after tlie surrender, and, due to into the water and guided to a sandy beach
his energy and efficiency, this department was about two hundred yards in extent. At Sibo-

soon working satisfactorilx-. The total re- ney the landing was made on the beach and

at a small wharf erected bv the

engineers.

CHURCH AT EL CANEY—REFUGEES FROM SANTIAGO
LINED UP FOR DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD

380

I had neither the time nor the

men to spare to construct perma-

nent wharves.

In spite of the fact that I had

nearly looo men continuouslv at

worlv on the roads, they were at

times impassable for wagons.

The San Juan and Aguadores

rivers would often suddenly rise so

as to prevent the passage of wag-

ons, and then the eight pack-trains

with the command had to be de-

pended upon for the victualling of

my army, as well as the 20,000 ref-

ugees, who could not in the inter-

ests of humanity be left to starve

while we had rations.

Often for da}'s nothing could be

moved except on pack-trains.
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yVftcr the <^rcat pli\sical strain and exposure

of July I and 2, the malarial and other fevers

bei^^an rapidl\' to advance throughout the corn

mand,and on July 4 the yellow-fever appeared

at Sibone}'. Though efforts were made to keep

this fact from the army, it soon became known.

The supply of quartermaster and commissary

stores during the campaign was abundant, and,

notwithstanding the difficulties in landing and

transporting the ration, the troops on the hring-

linc were at all times supplied with its coarser

components—namely, of bread, meat, sugar, and

coffee. There was no lack of transportation,

for at no time up to the surrender

could all the wagons I had be used.

The sick and wounded received

every attention that it was possible

to give them. The medical officers

without exception worked night and

day to alleviate the suffering, which

was no greater than invariably ac-

companies a campaign. It would

have been better if we had had more

ambulances, but as many were taken

as was thought necessary, judging

from previous campaigns.

The discipline of the command

was superb. Not an officer was

brought to trial by court-martial,

and, as far as I know, no enlisted men.

This speaks volumes for an army of

this size and in a campaign of such

duration.

A truce is on. The band that helpt'd the

wounded in the wake of Chaffee's charging

brigade is playing " Calvary."

"
I losanna !"

It is the most cheerful spot on a l)attle-

fleld -the trenches -and a comparatively safe

spot for the non-combatant even during action.

Men at the front see their comrades drop,

usually without an outcry, and pass on, if

advancing, under an excitement of conflict

that quickl}' makes them callous. At the

trenches, and after sharp action is over, the

dead are buried, the wounded and the sick

are carried to the rear—to be seen no more,

unless they come back to take a place in the

ranks again. The firing dies down to the

popi)ing duel of shar[) - shooters and the un-

canny whistle of a vagrant shell. A short

peace of reaction follows, which quiets the

strained nerves, but does not last long; the

men get restless and impatient (fuickly. But

while they may sit in the sun by day and

sleep in the mud at night, as they did here

before Santiago, they are saved contact with

that ghastly road of choking odors and chok-

incf memories that leads through the rear, and

A COR R ES P( )N D E N I'S

ACCOUNT
Bv John Fox, Jr.

Chaffee's Headquarters,
July 10.—Sunday at the trenches.

the ground over which the AMERICANS CHARGED TO TAKE THE BLOCK-HOUSE ON THE

SAN JUAN HILL
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to tlie still pitiful pictures under the hospital

tents at Siboney. Moreover, durinjr action

the Spanish fire sweeps that same road be-

tween the base of the hill under the trenches

and the woods, and makes the zone of just

getting to the front or just getting away more

dangerous even than the front itself; and then

to the man who must go to the rear there

has always been the inglorious and enraf];ing

possibility of being potted in the back by a

sharp-shooter from a royal palm or a mango-

tree. Lastly, the bands play up and down
the lines, and, especially when a truce comes,

a curious spirit of holiday pervades the air.

There is nothing more incongruous, notln'ng

more grotesque, on the field after a battle

than the sight of a bass-drum or a big bass-

horn lying, as I saw several on the afternoon

of July I, just under the conquered Spanish

trenches. But it is very fine and inspiriting

next morning to hear both booming to a

Sousa march or a jolly negro melody; and it

is moving beyond words just now to hear

"Calvary" swelling reverently

overhead and breaking gently

against the still, green spires

that far up the valley thrust

themselves now and then into

cloudland.

" Hosanna ! Glory to God !"

The wind is gentle and cool,

the air is clear and brilliant, the

sun shines, the mountains are

divine in majesty and peace,

but it is glory to the God of

Battles that band is playing now,

for the memories of K\ Caney

still bleed, and with more than

half a circle of bayonets we in-

vest Santiago ; a truce is on, and

we are expecting the Spaniard

to give up his plucky figlit.

Last night Major - General

Lawton, who is never to be

caught napping, for the reason

that he never seems to sleep

(I believe he never went to his

cot the first week except to

have the shirt in which he

came ashore restored to its

original color), shot out his right flank a mile

and a half, so that, with the Cubans, out of

whom he can get more work than any other

general in the army, he holds El Cobre road

—the last avenue of escape for the Spaniards

to the hills.

General Ludlow is next to the Cubans, and

keen, watchful, untiring Chaffee— a major-

general, too, since his reckless courage and

strong fight at El Caney—touches Ludlow's

left flank on one side, and, on the other, the

right flank of that nimble old veteran, who
scales trees for personal reconnaissance and

mounts his horse for battle from an ambu-
lance—General Wheeler. Of this division, and

of the whole line, indeed, Colonel Roosevelt,

of course, has the shortest air-line from his rifle-

pits to the Spanish trenches. Kent's division

starts from Wheeler, following ever the throt-

tling sweep of a circle.

So that the wings of the army are more than

half shut, like the wings of our bird of freedom

when he drops through the air for prey.

Therefore we have sent the Span-

iard word that unless he gives up

the fight this day the awful rend-

ing of beak and claws shall begin

again, and the iron wings shall be

folded closer. Meanwhile thelit-

tle men in light blue sit calmly

on the edge of their trenches and

smoke cigarettes, while the big

men in dark blue sit on the ed^e

of theirs and good - humoredh^

cast tobacco juice towards San-

tiago. Down in the hollows mid-

way between the lines are Span-

ish soldiers and American soldiers

gathering yams and mangoes,

with only a narrow cocoanut

grove between them. h\M- half

an hour I watched two of the

Americans trying to round up

and drive into our lines half a

dozen horses that were running

loose in a field and belonged to

Spanish officers, until a major,

fearing that the mischievous

dare-devils might bring on an

engagement during a truce, sent a lieutenant

down to stop them. The lieutenant rode a

gray mule as a flag of truce, and I rode down
witli him, but the Spaniards paid as little atten-

tion to us as they paid to the men we were

after, and the lieutenant rebuked these men
with a stern severity in his voice that was not,

I'm sure, in his heart, and they let the horses

alone. At one point along the line two Span-

ish officers came towards our trenches and sicf-

nailed for our officers to approach, which they

did. The Spaniards said they had been trying

to get over for two da}'s, and 1 am told the}'

were good fellows ; that tliey brought along a

little rum, and Spaniard and American drank

mutual healths, and swore with equal hearti-

ness at the Cuban, and declared that motive

of the war a wicked shame. And by-and-b\%

when peace was come, they would have a din-

ner at the Waldorf, and talk it all over, and be

decorously merry.

However, the rumor now is that the Span-

iards are not going to surrender to-day, and

FIRST VIEW OF SANTIAGO FROM THE HILLS—ABOUT FIVE MILES DISTANT
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wc begin tirins^^ at noon. Meanwhile we have

triven the enemv nine round daws of fair

weather in whieh to recover his spirits, gather

yams, and make good and ready for his fight

in the hist ditch.

There are many others besides us who are

anxious to get into Santiago—eighteen thou-

sand others, indeed—the half-starved refugees

who came out of Santiago wlien we announced

that we meant to shell the town, and are waiting

at the little conquered town of E\ Caney for

the time when they may go home

again. I was there yesterday af-

ternoon, under the guidance of the

Majc^r, with whom I came down

on the Iroquois, and it is a dis-

tressing scene. The town is built

about a plaza, and the houses

—

those that are not thatched hovels

—are low, and have blue walls and

red-tiled roofs. At the liead of

the plaza stands a big and very

old catliedral, which is a store-

house just now for Uncle Sam,

whose generous right hand reaches

daily from the door to give rations

to his enemy as to himself, while

the left stays under his coat-tails

uidvuowing. They are mostly

women and children, the refugees

— white w om e n
, ye 1 1o \v women,

brown women, and black women
;

and babies black, babies brown,

babies yellow, and white babies,

ludicrous mites, some of them, and

nearly all as naked as they were at

birth. Some of the women were the

wives and widows of Spanish officers, and the

few men in the crowd were sick or aged or strag-

gling Cubans. Most of the refugees expected

to be out of Santiago for only a day or two, so

even the well-to-do were hungry, and tlie poor

and the rcconcoitrados were nearly starved.

The distribution of rations, in spite of priest

and soldiers, was in consequence little triore

than a mob-like fight for hardtack. It is such

a town as would have about one thousand in-

habitants in our States. Iinagine, then, how

these refugees are crowded ! The plaza is a

swarm of women and children ; the streets, the

curb-stones, the narrow sidewalks are massed

with women and children ; so are the porches,

door-steps, doorways, hallways; the backyards

and side yards are full, and so is the little creek

that runs between the town and the shattered

stone fort which Chaffee stormed. And always

the cry is, "Mucha hambre! mucha hairibre!"

But when they are not hungry they are as

laughing and light-hearted as though they had

«ii^
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not a care in the world and would never gci

hungry again. Not one over five years of age

and under sixty but knew the Major—who had

been playing the part of a summer Santa Glaus

in the town—and had a smile for him ; and for

each the Major had a smile, while tlie fat little

priest who gave out the bread called him his

brother, and embraced him as such. And how

the dusky groups of roguish girls in tlie porches

flashed dark eyes and white teeth at him as he

rode by, and how the Major smiled back and

loved it all

!

The Major has done his work well. During

the fight around El Caney his duties led him

several times into the "jaws of hell," as he

says, and he went in— not without flinching,

for the Major is frank, but he went in. Once

he was sent with a guard of five troopers to

find General Ludlow.

''The bullets in one lane were like hail,"

said the Major. ''
' Don't go down there, sir,'

said a soldier. 'You'll be killed. General

Ludlow is back there.' 1 rode back through

that awful lane. ' Where is General Ludlow ?'

I said to a soldier. 'General Ludlow
—

' he

said, and a bullet caught him in the forehead,

and he fell dead. I was sent to another place,

and another, and I couldn't find him. Finally

I went to an old officer. 'Colonel,' I said,

' I've been looking for General Ludlow for

two hours, and can't find him. I've got five

troopers here. I'm not married myself, and

of course I don't care for myself, but they're

all married men, and I've got to think of them.

I don't want to risk their lives any more.

Now, I'm a tenderfoot, and I ask you frankly

what ought I to do?' 'Don't you report to

your superior officer,' said the colonel, ' until

you have found General Ludlow.' That was

enough for me, and off I started ; but I said

to the troopers, ' You needn't come, not a

one of you.' But every one came. Once I

got ahead of our own line. I heard a click,

looked up, and there was a Spanish picket-

post not fifty yards away, with their guns

levelled. I lay down on my horse and skipped.

The bullets whistled, but I wasn't touched.

Finally I did find him. ' This w^ay, Webb, my
boy,' he called from the woods. It was hot

in there. 'Stoop, sir; stoop,' said a soldier;

and as I stooped the poor fellow himself got

a bullet in the breast. ' Here you are,' called

the general, who was standing straight, with

his shoulders squ;u"ed. I straightenetl up'my

backbone too, though 1 never felt so humble in

m\' life, and 1 gave my message and started

away. When I had got off fifty yards the

general called me back through that death-

hole. I left again, and if he didn't call me
back (rgaiii .' ' CJeneral,' 1 s;iid, 'for (jod's

sake, don't call me back any more.' Me

laughed, and didn't ; and here I am."

So, now that promotions rustle the Cuban

air, the Major sa\-s frankl}', and with logic

and justice: "If T am a staff-officer, put me
back in the rear and let me be

ornamental. If 1 am to have

duties steadilv on the firing-line

and ahead of it, as 1 had. and do

them, as I did - -here's So-and-so

and So-and-so beingmade colonel,

brigadier-general, and major-gen-

eral ~ -what do 1 get?"

Noon now, and the Spaniards

decline to surrender. We shall

begin bombarding at four. Mean-

while here is the story of the

day's advance towards Santiago,

brought up b\' a croaker from the

rear : The correspondent's ham-

mock swung, at corps headquar-

ters, from the limb of a mango-

tree. The siege-guns were behind

because the roads were bad ; the

pack - mules tramped through

mud ; the \\'agons creaked through

mire; and men on foot ---even

the wounded, one day— waded

the bridgcless creek four or five

times between front and the

rear, and yet a body of volun-

teers and an engineer or two

were busy all morning cutting

a wagon - road through thick

brush to the top of a low hill

about three- Cjuarters of a mile

awa\\ At noon, while staff-offi-

cers, aides, and attaches were at

38-J:

lunch, came the order to move
camp. Lunch stopped short, off

hustled aide and attache, the big

wagons rolled in, and there was

a great falling of tents and a

mighty bustle for fear the wag-

ons might roll out again before

each man had his outfit tossed

in. Such was the hurry that

even the solemn and elegant at-

taches hurriedly helped to fold

their own things. Out came the

guard of mounted troo])ers, out

the guard of infantr)% out the

Si)anish prisoners, and out the

correspondents, who sought to

keep in touch with the source of

the done, the doing, and the un-

done ; out came the commanding

general, mounted, and with his

left f(KH swathed ; out the very

tall aide and the coui'tly inspector-

general and other members of

the staff ; out the attaches and

their orderlies and servants— all

mounted — evervbody mounted

except the infantry, the Spanish

prisoners, and the correspondents, whose horses

were left behind at Tampa. The general led the

wa\% followed by the very tall aide, the courtly

inspector-general, the other staff-officers, the at-

taches, the troopers, the three big army-wagons

with their six -mule teams, the infantry, the

Spanish prisoners, and the correspondents—and

the long train wound laboriously along and up

the wagon-road cut that morning through thick

l)rush by engineer and \olunteer, when the

one rc^ad from front to rear was muddy and

bridgeless, and the siege-guns were still where

they stayed till the end—behind. Now and

then the procession halted for axe-men to clean

out a bush and broaden the road here and there,

J)ut in time it crawled slowly to the to^) of the
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hill. There the general swept horizon and hill with his eye for

perhaps three minutes. Then he turned his horse. The very

tall aide turned his horse. The courtly inspector- general, the

aides, and attaches turned theirs. Turned, too, the heavy wagons,

creaking, and the six mules each : turned troopers, infantry, Span-

ish prisoners; turned correspondents— aside into the grass to

laugh ; and as the long train wound up, so wound it down—down

the trail that engineer and volunteer had laboriously cut through

thick brush that morning, and back to the same still smoking

camp. There the general swept the scene with his eye, rode to

a fresh spot a little way off. and halted. And there, one hundred

yards from where it sat before, sits the general's camp to-day.

The hammock of the correspondent swings from the same limb

of the mango-tree.

The poor wounded have had a hard time. Apparently the

powers thought there were not going to be any wounded ; and,

without doubt, few on Cuban soil dreamed there would be so

man)-. The wounded at l>as Guasimas were carried three miles

to Siboney b\' hand, for when that fight was over not a wagon for

ammunition, supplies, or hospital needs was on shore.

Especially at El Caney, men not seriously wounded lay for hours

awaiting their turn after the men who were worse hurt. Nowhere

were hospital preparations complete enough in tents, medicine, nurses,

or surgeons-—on the field, in the rear, or at Siboney. At Siboney the

surgeons had not time to get the names, or even to count the number

brought in. If you wanted to see a wounded friend, you had to walk

the aisle between the row of bandaged soldiers until )'ou found him.
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And the way those brave fellows took their suffering! Sometimes

the jolting ambulances were too much, and soldiers would pray for

the driver, when he stopped, not to start again. One man groaned.

"Grit yer teeth," said another, an old Irish sergeant, sternly—"grit

yor teeth ; there's others that's hurt here except you."

The sergeant himself was shot through the head, and thereafter no

man in that ambulance uttered a sound. It was the slightly hurt, the

men w^ho were wounded in the leg or arm, who made the most noise.

Three men were brought into a hospital from San Juan.

The surgeon took the one who was groaning. He had a

mere scratch on one leg. Another was dressed ; and as the

third sat silently on a chair, still another was attended, and

another, before the surgeon turned to the man who was so

patiently awaiting his turn.

"Where are you hurt?"

The man pointed to his left side.

"Through?"
" Yes, sir."

That wounded courtier Cosby, feverish, trembling, w-ith a

scraped temple, a badly wounded hand, and a bullet in his

chest, staggered painfully some ten miles, waving off all as-

sistance, and confessing at last, as he sat on the beach in the

broiling sun, waiting to be taken to a hospital-ship, that if it

were handy, and could be got without too much trouble, he

thought he would like a canned peach.

Out from the firing-line at El Caney staggered a soldier with

half his face shot away, and went staggering to the rear with-

SPANISII FORT AM) TRFiNCil, SANTIACK)

out aid. On the way he met a mounted staff-officer, and he raised

his hand to his hatless, bleeding forehead in a stern salute, and, with-

out a gesture for aid, staggered on. Th( officer's eyes filled with

tears.

" Eieutenant," said a trooper, " I'm wounded."

"Can you get to the rear without help?"

" I think I can, sir," and he started. After twenty paces he pitched

forward—dead. His wound was through the heart.

Such are the men who sleep in Cuban soil, who lie in the hospitals

and on the transports at Siboney and on the big white re-

lief-ship, that was as grateful a gift from home as though

it had come from the Almighty Himself.

It is now half past three, and firing will begin at four.

i\n army buckboard, drawn by a mule and driven by a

large gentleman in a pith helmet, is moving along the base

of the hill. Here and there a major or colonel, or perhaps

a brigadier-general, looks stern. Some of the captains smile.

A lieutenant or two grins broadly, and the sarcastic private

in the trenches curses bitterly. Our commanding general

is passing b\\

I have just come down from the trenches to Roosevelt's

tent. The hill under the firing-line looks like the abode of

cave-dwellers, so burrowed is it with bomb-proofs, which are

merely shallow earth caves dug into the side of a hill with

the point of a bayonet, and covered with flat, projecting

roofs of planks and layers of dirt. The men dug bomb-

proofs and trenches most willingly, especially the negro

troopers. " Foh God," said one, as he swung his pick at

dusk after the fight of San Juan, "I never thought I'd git

to love a pick befoh
!"

The men up at the trenches are ready. Their cartridges

are piled along the edge of the pits—in the tops of corned-beef cans,

on pieces of boards, in little hollows scooped from the dirt—and every-

body is eager and expectant. Sergeant Borrowe, bronzed and grimy,

is at the breech of his long dynamite-gun, as keen for an experiment

as a child with a Christmas toy that he has not fully mastered. A
young German stands at a machine-gun not far away.

" It iss nervous at first," he says, " just waiting. But after the shoot-

ing begins it iss all right. I hear no bullets—nutting—the gun makes

"A TRUCE IS ON!"
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SO much noise. Two of my men were killed

the udder day, and 1 shoot on for two hours

and not know it."

Across the air-line from Roosevelt's outer-

most trench I could see a j^roup of Spanish

ofHcers ride hastily to the Httle house opposite

and then gallop along the line. Those fellows

seem to do things with great ceremony across

there. The officers were evidently giving

orders when to begin fire, for, as they passed,

the straw hats began to drop out of sight in

the Spanish trenches. Pretty soon the Spanish

flag went up, about one hundred yards from

the still flying flag of truce. Then down came

the white flag, and up it went again—^whim-

sically. Then a Spaniard seized it, shook it

across at the Americans, and pulled it down
permanently. But no Spaniard fired. lie

rarely does first ; he is too polite, I suppose.

So we are waiting in Roosevelt's tent for

our signal-gun, which is to thunder out on the

right flank. A storm is coming. There is

vertical lightning up and down the big black

mountains in the east. The wind is high, and

blowing the plumes of the palm towards San-

tiago. After it comes a thick gray mist of rain

from the mountains, and the drops strike the

tent overhead. It is three minutes after four,

and no signal-gun yet. I suppose we are wait-

ing for the storm to pass.

"Have you read Salanunbo f asks a voice

outside, with an intonation that one hears in

a Harvard class-room ;
" and do you remem-

ber Hanno, the fat general, who lay in the

shade and scratched himself with a golden

spatula?"

Nobody answers; that first shot comes!

An hour and a half later, and the firing has

quieted down to the popping duel of the sharp-

shooters. We are in the tent again, and an

occasional Mauser ball whistles overhead. It

is curious, but even the tent-flaps seem to be

some sort of protection against those nasty

little insects. The bombardment was, after all,

very mild, and this is how it seemed: When
the first gun roared to the right, a rattling ran

down the line towards us, and the Mausers be-

gan to pop and sing. Everybody sprang to

his feet and followed Colonel Roosevelt up the

hill, each man bending low to lessen the danger

surface that his anatomy presented to the bul-

lets coming over the hill. Davis forgot his

glasses, and coolly went back for them. I

waited for him awdiile— a very little while—
but when several bullets spat around me rather

viciously and rather near, I accepted the hos-

pitable invitation of two Rough Riders and

crawled under a bomb-proof, between Lieu-

tenant Greenway and Captain Llewellyn.

There were about twenty of us in there. The
planks overhead were thin, the cracks between

them were wide, and the dirt on top was shal-

low—very shallow. " We're all right exce{)t

for the shrapnel," said the captain several

times. Every now and then a soldier would

stick his head outside, or go out to light his
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pipe or for some other reason, and the captain

would call him down sharply:

"Get down there! We don't want to be

bothered with wounded men now. Get down !"

We could hear the steady flutter of the

machine-gun, the rapid-fire Colt's going like

an old-fashioned mowing-machine in a mead-

ow, and now and then a shell.

"All right," repeated the captain, " except

for the shrapnel."

And the shrapnel were friendly ; I could

not tell that a ball touched the bomb-proof.

The Spaniards were not firing heavily. They

were evidently saving their ammunition and

waiting for another wm'LI American charge

—

which never came; and so the bombardment

ended in about an hour, as the rain had ended

—in a slow patter, an occasional drop, and

then in stillness. Indeed, I can almost liken

an action of this sort at the trenches to an ex-

pected rain-storm in which there is a good

deal of lightning. It thunders, the drops be-

gin to patter, and you run for shelter, and

you lie in comfort and in safety, except for

the chance of being struck by lightning, which

flashes sometimes uncomfortably near. Hy-

and-by the storm passes, the rain quiets down

to random drops, and you come out into the

air, look around at the heavens, and stretch

yourself.

Loud cheering rose at the trenches as we

turned away, and somebody said that Ser-

geant Borrowe had tossed a Spanish cannon,

a tree, and a mass of mingled breastwork and

Spaniards into the air with one charge from

his terrible gun. At General W'heeler's head-

quarters, farther down, the report was that the

Rough Riders, without orders, had charged

along their air-line and had captured the

Spanish trenches. Somebody said the one

rumor was not true, but nobody seemed to

think the other at all improbable.

There was but one fatality on our side that

afternoon, and that w-as a tragedy. On the

left flank Captain Rowell, of the Second In-

fantry, was instantly killed by a Spanish shell.
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As a first lieutenant he had waited twenty years for promotion,

and liis promotion outran his death but a few days.

Next morning, after tlie Sunday bombardment, we sent word

over to ask the Spaniard if now he would be good. General

Toral replied that he would at least be better if the home gov-

erimient would let him. So we gave him time until the follow-

ing^ Thurstlay in which to communicate with Madrid. In the

beginning he declined any and all terms of surrender; then an

unconditional surrender; then he was willing to march out with

the full honors of war, bearing his arms, with his flag flying, and

the American soldier doing it homage, to march into another

province, and thus be ready to fight us again some day. Now

he was considering any terms that did not involve humiliation

to Spanish honor and Spanish pride. Meanwhile the heroic

figure of General Miles had appeared one fine morning, superbly

mounted, and a reverent "Praise God!" ran along the lines.

And General Randolph, too, of the artillery. I saw the latter

at the front but once. He disappeared then, but I noticed that

fnins be^an to roll up from the rear as though they had wings,

and I knew the siege-guns, if needed, would follow, even if they

had mountains to climb. There was nobody who did not have

a cheerful eye on General Randolph.

Thursday came, and the word went round that the Spaniard

had come down from his high horse. He would stack his arms, march later they would have to go—home. Maybe he really thought we

out, evacuate tlie province, surrender all the troops in it—some 20.000 were 50,000 strong— a l^^rench refugee had brought out word that

. and in return we should feed them and Cciny them back to Spain. such was the Spanish belief at Santiago—and on this supposition not

The sunny air straightway was rent with cheers. The sickest man in one of the men who loved our commanding general least but gave

one regiment sprang from his blanket and led all his comrades in a him full credit for his bull-dog persistency and for the stark audacity

foot-race for the trenches, there to join in the hallelujahs. Still, the of his first demands, l^ut the Spaniard, whatever his reason, was this

doubting were suspicious. The wily Spaniard must be up to some time in earnest, and out under the peace tree between the lines a

fame. Perhaps he was contemplating general peace at Madrid, and commission was appointed on each side to draw up the terms. The

perhaps he was merely "working" our opulent government for the surrender was sure, and a courteous Englishman raised his hat to the

transportation of as many of his troops as possible, where sooner or victorious general, and asked if he would be permitted to enter San-

tiago and witness the raising of the flag. Rasping oaths

form the chief part of the general's vocabulary.

" Not a rod," the Englishman was told, violenth\

"If any newspaper man goes into that town I'll have him

shot, ."

Therefore the obedient and the orderly went quietly back

to their transports at Siboney, while the disobedient or the

disbelieving remained on the field and marched into Santiago

and saw the colors raised.

It happened at noon on Sunday, the 17th. The soldiers

were drawn up at parade rest along the great ten-mile circle

of the trenches and stood facing Santiago. They could see

nothing—only the red roofs of the town—but the batteries

were to thunder word when the red-and-yellow flag of de-

feat went down and the victorious Stars and Stripes rose up.

While they waited, men in straw hats and blue clothes ap-

peared in an open field towards Santiago and began swing-

ing hammocks and tethering liorses, while men in Panama

hats advanced to the American trenches, saluting courteously.

The Americans sprang across the trenches to meet them, and

while they were shaking hands, and on the stroke of twelve,

the thunder of twoscore and one salutes began. The Span-

iards looked rather startled, but the cheers rose and they un-

derstood. P^rom the right rose the cheers, gathering volume

as they came, swinging through the centre far to the left,

and swinging through the centre back again, until they

broke in a wild storm against the big green hills. Then

to the rear the storm ran, over Las Guasimas, and down the

foothills to be mingled with the surf at Siboney, and swung

by the rocking transports out to sea. Under the sea too it

sang, along the cables—to ring through the white corridors

of the great Capitol, and spread like a hurricane through

our own waiting land. Already the bands were playing when

the force of it broke at the trenches— playing the "Star-

spangled Banner"— and the soldiers cheered again. Then

they grew quiet— the bands were playing hymns: old, old

hymns that the soldier had heard, with bowed head and at his

mother's side, in some little old country church at home; and

what hardship, privations, wounds, death of comrades, had

rarely done, those old hymns did now—they brought the tears.

Then some thoughtful soldier pulled a box of hardtack across

the trenches, and the little Spanish soldiers fell upon it like

ah;etin(; of the generals to arrange the surrender of Santiago school-boys, and scrambled like pickaninnies for a penny.
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TH K S PA N IS II A ceo U NT to capitulate on the most favorable terms oh- etc., which services would have l)een rendered

tainable. by the inhabitants if the city had remained
Bv LlKUTKNAXr JOSK MlJIJ^KR V TkjIvIRO

,, .^j^^ .^^^^^,^^ considering that Santiago has loyal, but which must now be performed by

At night the chiefs of the army assembled no other works of defence of a permanent the army, the inhabitants having abandoned

in the apartments occupied by the staff of the nature than a castle without artillery at the the city;

division, and as a result of the meeting the mouth of the harbor and a few forts in the '-Considering, further, that, in view of the

following memorandum was drawMi up: precinct, none of them substantial, so that its great extent of the line referred to, the posi-

"On the 15th day of July, 1898, in the city only real defence consists in the trenches which tion of the forces on the same, the difficulty

of Santiago de Cuba, the following- named have been dug in suitable positions in the cir- of communication, and the proximity of the

persons assembled, previous notice having cuit of the city, and other earthworks in said hostile i)ositions to ours, it is difficult for the

been given of such meeting: General of I)i- circuit and in more advanced positions, all tioops stationed at one part of the line to

vision Jose Toral y Velazquez, for the time effected hurriedly and with scant resources; render prompt assistance to those stationed at

being commander-in-chief of the Fourth Army " Considering, further, that for the defence another part which might be more seriously

Corps, as president; General of Brigade Fe- of this line of trenches, about 14 kilometers threatened;

derico Escario ; Colonel Francisco Oliveros long, not continuous, there are available only "Considering, further, that at the present

Jimenez, of the Civil Guard; the following about 7000 infantry and lOOO guerillas, all time the only available artillery of the pre-

lieutenant-colonels of the different battalions: of whom have been doing constant service cinct consists of four i6-cm. rifletl bronze guns,

Jose Cotrina Gelabert, of the Asiatic Bat- in the trenches, with hardly any troops to one 12-cm., one 9-cm. bronze gun, two long

talion
; Juan Puiiet, of the battalion ' Consti- support them and without any reserves of any 8-cm. rifled bronze guns, four short ones of the

tucion'; Pedro Rodriguez, of the Talavera kind, the rest of the forces (the total forces con- same caliber, two 8-cm. Plasencia, and two

Battalion; Ventura Fontan, of the staff; sisting of about 1 1,500 men), belonging to other 75-mm. Krupp guns ; that the 12 and 16 cm.

Baldomero Barbon, of the Alcantara Battal- arms and garrisoning the Morro and the bat- guns, according to reliable information, are

ion; Segundo Perez, of the San Fernando teries of Socapa and Punta Gorda, or being about to give out and will admit of only a few

Battalion; Jose Escudero, of the Provisional assigned to other services, such as supplying more shots, and that the 75-mm. Krupp guns

Battalion of Puerto Rico, No. I ; Puis Melgar, all the posts with water, patrolling the city, have hardly any ammunition, and that the

of the Artillery; and Ramon Arana, of

the Puerto Rico Chasseurs
;
Julio Cuevas,

commissary of war; Pedro Martin, sub-

inspector of the medical department of

the army, and Juan Diaz Muelas, cap-

tain of engineers, all as voting members,

and the last named as secretary.

'' The president stated that although

he did not consider Santiago de Cuba a

stronghold of war, and though he was in

direct communication with the command-

er-in-chief, from whom he received precise

instructions, so that it was not necessary

to proceed to the convocation of the Coun-

cil of Defence referred to in Article 6St>

of the Regulation of Campaign, he desired,

nevertheless, to learn the opinion of said

council, constituted in accordance with

the provisions of the regulation referred

to, and of the lieutenant - colonels of

the battalions, as to wdiether, in view

of the condition of the forces defend-

ing the city, it would be advisable to

prolong the defence, or, on the contrary,

•-?«».^-*v'--
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above is all the artillery we have to op-

pose to the enemy's numerous modern

guns;

"Considering, further, that the million

Spanish Mauser cartridges, being the to-

tal available, counting those at the artil-

lery park and the spare cartridges of the

troops, will be used up in two or three

attacks made by the enemy ; that the

Argentine Mauser cartridges can hardly

be used, and the Remington only by the

irregular forces

;

"Considering, further, that, owing to

the failure of the commercial element to

lay in supplies prior to the blockade

which had long been foreseen, there is a

great scarcity of meat and of all other

articles of food for the troops, it being

necessary to reserve for the militar}' hos-

pital the few heads of cattle now on

hand, so tliat the only available food for

the soldiers consists of rice, salt, oil,

coffee, sugar, and whiskey, and this only

for about ten days longer

;
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"Considering, further, that,

if the food of the 1700 sick

at the hospital is inadequate,

the food furnished the sol-

diers is still more so, and yet

they have to spend night and

day in the trenches, after

three years of campaign, the

last three months without

meat except on rare days,

and for some time past re-

duced to the rations above

enumerated ;

'' Considering, further, that

with such inadecpiate rations

the soldiers, whose physical

strength is already consider-

ably shaken, far from being

able to repair their strength,

must necessarily become
weaker every minute, especially since, in spite

of their poor nourishment, the greatest fatigues

are recpiired of them;

"Considering, further, that there is an ever-

growing contingent of soldiers among the

troops who, though not in hospitals, are sick.

reach the city except by sea,

and that there is no prospect

of receiving any as long as a

powerful hostile fleet com-

pletely closes the entrance of

the harbor

;

''Considering, further, that,

under these circumstances, to

continue so unequal a fight

would lead to nothing ex-

cept the sacrifice of a large

number of lives

;

" And considering, finally,

that the honor of our arms

has been completely vindi-

cated by these troops, who
have fought so nobly and

whose behavior has been

lauded by our own and other

nations, and that by an im-

city without a fierce battle under the most un- mediate capitulation terms could be obtained

favorable circumstances for us, owing to the which it would not be possible to obtain after

impoverished condition of the soldiers and the hostilities have again broken out,

fact that it would be necessary to effect the con- "The junta is of unanimous opinion that

ccntration of the forces in sight of the enemy; the necessity for capitulation has arrived."

" Considering, further, the great superiority Negotiations for the capitulation having

RAISINC rilH AMERICAN FLAC; ON TllK CI TV HALL Ar SANTIACO
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and who are enabled to remain at their posts of the enemy, who, besides a contingent of

only by their superior courage, which circum- men said to exceed 40,000, possesses seventy

stances, however, cannot fail to weaken the pieces of modern artillery and a powerful

resistance of the only line of defence we have; fleet ;

"Considering, further, that, since the cutting "Considering, further, that no supplies can

of the aqueduct, great diffi-

culties are experienced by

the small forces available for

furnishing water to the ma-

jority of the forces in the

trenches of the precinct, es-

pecially those near the coast,

whicli difficulties must natu-

rally increase when the cit}'

is bombarded by sea and by

land, so that there is well-

founded fear that the sol-

diers who are unable to leave

the trenches may find them-

selves without the water of

which they are so much in

need

;

"Considering, further, that,

in view of the location of the

hostile positions, mostly in

the immediate vicinity of

ours, completely surrounding

the city and in control of all

the avenues, there is no pos-

sibility of abandoning the THE PLAZA DE ARMAS, SANTIAGO
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been oi)ened, I think it proper to give the

following important document:

" NrairRAL Camp, nkar Saniiago dk Cuua,
" Under the Flag of Truce,////)' 14, 1898.

" Rccogiii/ing the nobleness, valor, and bravery of

(ienerals Linares and Toral, and

of the Spanish troops who took

part in the actions that have re-

cently occurred in the vicinity of

Santiago de Cuba, as shown in

said battles, we, the undersigned,

otlicers of the United States army,

who had the honor of taking part

in the actions referred to, and who

now constitute a committee, duly

authorized, treating with a similar

committee of oflftcers of the Span-

ish army for the capitulation of

Santiago de Cuba, unanimously

join in asking the proper author-

ities that these brave and gallant

soldiers may be granted the priv-

ilege of returning to their country

carrying the arms which they have

so nobly defended.

"(Signed)

"Joseph Wheeler,
''Major-General U.S. V.

" VV. H. Lawton,
"Major-General U.S. V.

"J. D. Mi LEV,

''First Lieutenant, Second Ar-

tillery, Aide."
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"7th. The commander of the Spanish forces, upon leaving

said district, shall be authorized to take with him all the mil-

itary archives and documents belonging to the Spanish army

now in said district.

'' 8th. All that portion of the Spanish forces known as vol-

unteers, mobilized troops, and guerillas who may desire to

remain in the island of Cuba shall be allowed to do so, on

condition that they will deliver up their arms and give

their word of honor not again to take up arms against the

Um'ted States during the continuation of the present war

with Spain.

"9th. The Spanish forces shall leave Santiago de Cuba

with honors of war, afterwards depositing their arms at a

place mutually agreed upon, to await the disposition which

the government of the United States shall make of them,

it being understood that tlie United States commissioners

shall recommend that the Spanish soldiers be permitted to

return to Spain with the arms which they have so gallantly

defended.

Under a giant cotton-tree the following capitulation was signed on " lOth. The clauses of the foregoing document shall go into effect

the l6th of July by Generals Wheeler and Lawton and Lieutenant immediately after having been signed."

Miley for the Americans, and General P^scario and Lieutenant-Colonel In conformity with the terms of this capitulation, the surrende-r of

Ventura Fontan for the Spaniards, commissioners acting under in- the city to the American army took place on the i/th of July,

structions of their respective commanders-in-chief and with the ap- At 9 A.M. the Spanish flag was hoisted on Punta Blanca Fort and

proval of their respective governments; Robert Mason signing as in- saluted by twenty-one guns; shortly after it was lowered,

terpreter

:

At 9.30 Generals Toral and Shafter, commanders-in-chief of the

" 1st. The hostilities between the Spanish and American forces Spanish and American forces, respectively, the latter accompanied by

shall cease absolutely and finally. his staff and many of the commanders and officers of the American

"2d. The capitulation shall include all the forces and war material fleet, witnessed the marching by, under arms, of a company of the

in said territory (territory of the division of Santiago). former, representing all the Spanish forces, as it was difficult to as-

"3d. The United States agree to transport all the Spanish forces semble them. The American forces presented arms and beat a

in said territory to the Kingdom of Spain with the least delay pos- march.

sible, the troops to be embarked, as early as can be done, at the near- The heights of Conosa was the theatre of this sad scene. The

est ports they occupy. morning was very beautiful, and the clearness of the sky formed a

"4th. The officers of the Spanish army shall be permitted to carry singular contrast with the gloom that enwrapped the spirits of our

their arms with them, and officers as well as men shall retain their troops.

private property. When the march was ended, the American forces remained at

" 5th. The Spanish authorities agree to raise, or assist the American their posts, while ours left the trenches and proceeded to the city

navy in raising, all the mines and other obstructions to navigation for the purpose of depositing their arms.

now existing in the bay of Santiago de Cuba and its entrance

*' 6th. The commander of the Spanish forces shall deliver, with-

out delay, to the commander of the American forces, a complete in-

ventory of the arms and munitions of war in the district above re-

ferred to, as

also a state-

ment of the

The forces of the Socapa and Punta Gorda were taken by sea,

in the steamer Rcijia de Los Angeles, to Las (Jruces pier, and from

there they marched to the Artillery Park, where they delivered arms

and ammunition. Without them, they proceeded to the camp out-

side of the city, where all the forces were to assemble until the arrival

of the vessels which, as agreed upon, were to convey them to Span-

ish soil. The other troops did the same, after depositing their arms

number of at the points designated beforehand.

troops in The troops having evacuated the city, one thousand men of the

the same. United States army entered it, hoisting the flag of that nation at the

A STREET VIEW IN SANTIAGO



Palace and Morro Castle. It was the only fla^c^ raised

in the city. No insuri^ent forces, nor individuals be-

longing to the same, entered the city with arms. The

situation remained the same till the day when the

army embarked for Spain.

As the operations at the Park lasted several hours,

it was curious to see the avidity with which the Amer-

icans were looking for numbers worn by the 29th bat-

talion (Constitucion), sabres, buttons, and decorations

of our officers and soldiers. It was noticed with what satisfaction

they kept whatever articles and arms they could gather. Some of

them put on the crosses, covered with dirt and blood, that had

adorned the breasts of the Spaniards. There were so many incidents

of the same order that it would be tedious to enumerate them.

They showed the high conception which the American forces had

of the valor of our army.

At 10 A.M. an officer of the American army, delegated for that pur-

pose, took possession of the Comandancia de Marina and the office

of the captain of the port, which were surrendered to him after we

had gathered up such documents and communications as should be

preserved, and destroyed the others or made them useless.

The forces deposited arms and ammunition, preserving excellent

order, which was not disturbed for a moment. Then they marched

to the camp outside of the city. The arms were all deposited at

the Park, and not surrendered to the enemy.

AMERICAN FLAd KLVINCi OVER CITV HALL AND COVLRNOR'S RLSIDENCE

of the Spanish soldier when fighting behind intrenchments. As to

their qualities for fighting in the open, we have had no opportunity

to judge, as they have been wdiolly on the defensive and far from

aggressive or enterprising in this campaign.

The Mauser rifle seems an excellent and rapid weapon, and its

smokeless cartridge adds to its special efficiency, whether or not

equal to our own or better. It is a magazine - rifle, and is loaded

with five cartridges at a time. These cartridges are held in a clip,

and are detached from the belt and placed in the rifle in one motion.

The uniform worn by the Spanish soldier consists of blouse and

trousers of a light -blue drilling, with fine wdiite vertical stripes, a

good, serviceable straw hat, and rather light - wx^ight shoes. They

seem to use no tentage, their protection from the weather being by

means of their block-houses or other houses or sheds in the vicinity,

and by such covering as they can get by putting up temporary

CONTEM FO R /\ RY N ( )TES

Pv Inspector - General Preckinridge

It is not known that the Spaniards have taken a single prisoner

from the army during this campaign. We have taken several hun-

dred Spanish officers and soldiers, some of whom were wounded.

These Spanish prisoners, from their conduct, apparently expected to

receive harsh treatment, if not immediate execution ; but they were, of

course, well treated, and seemed to be surprised at it. The wounded

prisoners were sent into the Spanish lines. Some of those not wounded

were exchanged for some of our sailors who were held prisoners by

the Spaniards, and one wounded Spanish officer was exchanged for

Lieutenant Hobson, of the navy, though General Shafter was ready,

if necessary, to give three of equal rank for him.

There were a number of deserters from the Spanish lines into ours,

the reason of their desertion being given by them as ill treatment on

the part of their officers and government.

Experience has shown that there can be no doubt as to the bravery

jrsiP'^'1&t9^[
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SANTIAGO—WHERE AN AMERICAN SHELL STRUCK

tentage, and from the nature of the Some men, notably among the volunteers,

case they often suffered a great deal started out carrying overcoats. These were

from unavoidable exposure, both from left on the transports or cjuickly abandoned.

the heat and tropical rains. Many In some cases even blankets, blouses, and

days and nights it was necessary for underclothing were thrown away. Knapsacks

them to bivouac without putting up were strewn along the roadsides; and yet it is

their shelter-tents. In other cases the almost as difHcuk in this climate to keep warm

ground has been so .wet that it was at night as it is to keep cool in the daytime, as

impossible to be protected from it, there is hardly a night when a covering is not

and so they have been obliged to re- needed in addition to the usual clothing worn,

main for days and nights together in and never a day when the usual clothing is not

their wet clothing. The same is true uncomfortably warm.

of the officers as of the men, tlie offi- What became of personal property wherever

ccrs in no case having greater protec- left will possibly prove a problem to some to

tion than the men. solve. The khaki uniform worn by many offi-

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to cers ([uickly loses its shape and dandy color,

give adequate impression of the straits and is not strong enough to withstand the

and discomforts, even suffering, to thorns constantly met with beside the road

which individuals were driven, which and in the underbrush through which it is

may seem remarkable, as we were never often necessary to pass. Many wear work-

beyond a day's march from the base men's suits or the brown canvas uniform, as

of supplies. In the trenches it was more suitable in this sort of country, service,

either very hot on clear days, with the and climate, than the blue,

sun beating down upon them, or very It is perhaps but little cooler,but it is cheaper,

wet on rainy days, with the trenches and stands the wear and tear. The blue-flannel

partly filled with water. As a result, or black shirt, campaign hat, brown canvas

considerable sickness was to be expect- leggings, shelter-tents, haversacks, canteen with

ed among the men, the trouble being leather strap, meat-can, knife, fork, and spoon,

mostly in the nature of fever, not al- however, seem to give fair satisfaction. The

ways malarial, but a fever that was quite knapsack, or pack of whatever nature, seems to

high and lasted from three to six days, disappear, and all come down naturally to plain

That there should be

SANTIAGO—DISCIJSSINC; THE SURRENDER ON A STREET CORNER

.structures of palm leaves. Their food, so far as

can be judged from what was found in intrench- any suffering or ill-

ments after they had left, consisted mostly of health along the firing-

rice and hard bread of a brownish color. line for lack of food.

In the beginning the Cuban soldiers were clothing, modern arms,

largely used as outposts on our front and flanks, or other supplies, ma\'

There has been a great deal of discussion among either appear tempora-

ofificers of this expedition concerning the Cuban rily necessary or hardh'

soldiers and the aid they have rendered. They Credited, according to

seem to have very little organization or disci- the point of view. Ivs-

pline, and they do not, of course, fight in the pecially during the day.s

battle-line wdth our troops. Yet in every skir- it seemed that no tents

mish or fight where they are present they seem and but little eating, and

to have a fair proportion of killed and wounded, no animals, were possi-

They were of undoubted assistance in our first ble on the advance or

landing, and in scouting our front and flanks, fighting lines. The need

It is not safe, however, to rely upon their fully of witnesses from every

performing any specific duty, according to our corps and bureau of the

expectation and understanding, unless they are army may not have been

under the constant supervision and direction appreciated, if indeed

of one of our own officers, as our methods and any were needed. What

views are so different and misunderstanding or the army cheerfully en-

failure so easy. dured and accomplished with its valor deserves blanket-roll. The tin cup is of proper size and

Our troops seem to have been reduced to a and has doubtless received the clearest appre- material, but is still unsatisfactory on account

minimum of protection from the weather that ciation, and protection against unnecessary of its being so unhandy for the purpose of boil-

they could have by means of clothing and deprivations is of course always assured. ing coffee. Wdiat it requires is a bail, in ad-

dition to the handle which it now has, and

nesting qualities, and a model for patent has

been seen.

A serious question that seems ever to return

for sufficient consideration is. What shall be

done with the soldier's heavy pack when he

goes into action? Shall he carry it w^th him,

weighing him down in the charge and pursuit,

or shall he throw it aside, never to see it again,

perhaps? In the battle of July i and 2 it be-

came in most cases a physical necessity to

throw the pack aside. In some cases regiments

deposited their packs by the roadside and

marched some miles after the battle to recover

them again. In others, packs were thrown

haphazard into the bushes, and in many cases

were never recovered by their proper owners.

Apparently the Cubans and sick found some

THE RELIEE-SHIPS AT THE DOCKS IN SANTL\GO comfort from the owners' loss.
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THE PUERTO RICAN CAMPAIGN
WITH the fall of Santiago the occu-

pation of Puerto Rico became the

next strategic necessity on the part

of the United States. General Miles, the major-

general commanding the army, had previously

MAJOR-GEXERAL JO TIN M. WILSON

been assigned to organize an expedition for that

purpose. As has been seen, he was already at

Santiago, where he had arrived on the i ith of

July with reinforcements for General Shaftcr's

army. The same day he went on shore, com-

municated with General Shafter, and arrived

at the hitter's headquarters on the following

day, July 12. On July 14 he returned to Sibo-

ney, moved all the troops then on transports

to Guantanamo, about forty miles east of San-

tiago, anti with these troops, consisting

of 3415 infantry and artillery, two com-

panies of engineers, and one company

of the Signal Corps, he left Guantana-

mo on July 21, having nine transports

convoyed by the fleet under Captain

H igginson, with the Massaihiisctis{^dg-

ship), Dixie, Gloucester, Colionbia, and

Yale, the two latter carrying troops.

The expedition landed at Guanica, July

25, which port was entered with little

opposition, and the flag of the United

States was raised on the island. Here

the fleet was joined by the Aintapo-

lis and the ]Vasp, while the Puritan

and Amphitrite went to San Juan

and joined the New Orleans, wdiich was

engaged in blockading that port. General

Miles w'as subsequently reinforced by General

Sellwan 's brigade of the Third Army Corps,

by General Wilson with a part of his division,

and also by General Brooke with a part of his

corps, numbering in all 16,973 officers and

men.

On the 26th, in an engagement at Yauco,

the Spaniards were defeated. On July 27 the

naval vessels of the United States entered the

harbor of Ponce, and the next day the army

took possession of the city, the troops being

pushed well forward on the San Juan road,

whence the Spaniards had withtirawn.

August 5 the troops under General Brooke

had an engagement with the Spaniards at

Guayama, which was finally occupied by the

Americans. August 8 there was an action

near Guayama, the Spaniards being driv'en in

the direction of Cayey. August 9 the Ameri-

cans advanced from Yauco, occupying, succes-

sively, Sabana Grande, San German, Lares,

and Arecibo, entering Mayaguez, after an en-

gagement, August 10, near liormigueros. At
Coamo an engagement took place August 9,

the Spaniards being defeated and one hun-

dred and sixty -seven prisoners being taken.

At Assomanteo, August 12, the Spanish po-

sition was shelled, and on August 13, the

American command being ready to move
forward, orders were received suspending hos-

tilities.

Prior to the signing of a protocol on the

1 2th of August, the forces under General

Miles in Puerto Rico had participated in six

engagements, and had occupied a large portion

of the island.

On August 30 General Miles sailed for the

United States, turning over the command of

the troops in Puerto Rico to Major-General

Brooke. The final evacuation of Puerto Rico

by the Spanish troops occurred October i(S,

and on that date the American flag was

Higginson's fleet, consisting of the battle-ship

MassaeJiusetts (flag-ship) and two smaller ves-

sels. The Yale and Columbia were armed ships,

but, being loaded with troops, they were prac-

tically only available as transports. The above
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hoisted over the public buildings and forts at

San Juan.

"This campaign," said the President, "was
prosecuted with great vigor, and by the 12th

of August much of the island was in our pos-

session and the acquisition of the remainder

was only a matter of a short time. At most

of the points in the island our troops were

enthusiastically welcomed. Protestations of

loyalty to the flag and gratitude for delivery

from Spanish rule met our commanders at

every stage. As a potent influence towards

peace the outcome of the Puerto Rican expe-

dition was of great consequence, and generous

commendation is due to those who partici-

pated in it."

ACCOUNT BY GENERAL MILES

I WAS anxious to proceed as quickly as pos-

sible to the island of Puerto Rico, and so tele-

graphed the authorities in Washington. After

some delay authority was granted, and I started

from Guantanamo on July 21 with 3415 infan-

try and artillery, together with two companies

of engineers and one company of the Signal

Corps, on nine transports, convoyed by Captain
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BRIGADIER-GENERAL GUY V. HENRY

number includes the men who were sick, of

which there were nearly a hundred, which

reduced our effective force to about 3300 men,

and with that number we moved on the island

of Puerto Rico, at that time occupied by 8233

Spanish regulars and 9107 volunteers.

P^or several days I had been anxiously look-

ing for the arrival of tugs, launches, and lighters

that had been ordered from Santiago, Wash-
ington, and Tampa, but none arrived prior to

our departure, although I still hoped

to meet them as we moved north

through the Windward Passage. As
all cablegrams concerning our landing-

place had passed over foreign cables,

and as it was important to deceive the

enemy (who, I afterwards learned, were

marching toand intrenching the ground

we were expected to occupy at the very

time we were taking possession of the

soutliern coast of Puerto Rico), and

owing to the non-arrival of launches,

lighters, etc., the question of success-

fully disembarking the command be-

came somewhat serious ; and, after all

hope of receiving any appliances of

this kind had disappeared, I considered the

advisability of finding a safe harbor and capt-

uring necessary appliances from the enemy.

I therefore wrote the following letter to Cap-

tain Higginson while at sea:

"Our objective point has been Pt. Fajardo

or Cape San Juan, but so much time has oc-

curred since the movement was decided in that

direction, and such publicity has been given the

enterprise, that the enemy has undoubtedly be-

come apprised of our purpose. While it is

advisable to make a demonstration near the

harbor of San Juan near Pt. P'ajardo or Pt.

BRIGADIER-GENERAL OSWALD H. ERNST
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Figueroa, I am not decided

as to the advisability of land-

ing at either of these places,

as we may find them well

occupied by strong Spanish

forces. If we draw them to

that vicinity, we might find it

judicious to move quickly to

Puerto Guanica, where there is

deep water near the shore—4-^

fathoms—and good facilities

for landing. We can move

from Cape San Juan to that

point in twelve hours (one

night), and it would be im-

possible for the Spaniards to

concentrate their forces there

before we will be reinforced.

I am also informed that there

are a large number of strong

lighters in the harbors at

Ponce and Guanica, as well as

several sailing-vessels, which

would be useful. As it is al-

ways advisable not to do what

your enemy expects you to

do, I think it advisable, after

going around the northeast

corner of Puerto Rico, to go

immediately to Guanica and

land this force and move on

Ponce, which is the largest

city in Puerto Rico. After,

or before, this is accomplished

we will receive large reinforce-

ments, which will enable us

to move in any direction or occupy

tion of the island of Puerto Rico.

THE LANDINC. AT CUANICA.— Drawn r.Y Howard Chandler Chrisiy

any por- " Your strong vessels can cover our landing

and capture any vessels in the liarbor of Ponce, All right.

Guanica, or the ports on the

southern coast; one light ves-

sel can remain at Cape San

Juan to notify transports that

will arrive where we ha\'e

landed, and another could

scout off the northwest cor-

ner of Puerto Rico to inter-

cept others and direct them

where to find us."

The following messages will

further explain the circum-

stances and the final decision

to change our course:

[I'lag Message for Captain 1 ligghison.]

" General Miles desires, if

possible, you send in advance

any naval vessels you can

spare to the l^ort Guanica,

reported to be without forti-

fications or torpedoes. If se-

cured, hold, and report cpiickly

to us, Cape San Juan.

" It is more important to

land at Guanica than at Cape

San Juan. If we can land

there, he has troops enough

to take the harbor of Ponce

and let your fleet into that

port.

" Possibly all of this can be

accomplished by going by the

south side. Can send Captain

Whitney, who was at Ponce

in June, to you, if desired.

Answer."

[Signal from Massachusetts.]

Guanica it is. Shall I send

/)/• rir
Transport^^

-t 4»

dMiiisaihuii'tts
L iiicuniati

TROOP-SHirS AND CONVOY AT PLAYA I)E PONCE.—Drawn by T. Dart Walker
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orders to transport at Cape San Juan to join

at Guanica?"

[Answer sent by General Miles.]

** Better be sure we can land at Guanica, then

send for the transports. You can notify all

vessels accordingly. Do you want Whitney?"

Captain Whitney was sent to report to

Captain Higginson on the MassacJiusetts, with

liis maps and reports.

[Mai^ Messat^e for Captain Higginson.]

" I would call your attention to the railroad

between Ponce and Yauco, which I was in-

formed passes right by the sea at one point,

El Penon, about eight miles west of Ponce.

A vessel carrying a gun or two despatched to

this point could prevent reinforcements from

being sent by rail from there to Yauco, or de-

tachment of troops, rolling-stock supplies, etc,

from being brought into Ponce from Yauco."

[Flag Message for ('aptain Higginson.]

" Railroad from Ponce to Yauco runs close

to sea, six to eight miles west of Ponce. Shell

or destroy this and prevent Spanish troops

moving."

Instead of making a demonstration at Pt.

P\ajardo, it was finally decided to go direct to

Guanica. We arrived off that point near day-

light on July 25, and the harbor was entered

without opposition. The guns of the Glouces-

ter, Commander Wainwright commanding,

fired several shots at some Spanish troops on

shore. The landing of the marines, sailors,
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and our troops immediately commenced, and

after a short skirmish the Spanish troops were

driven from the place and the flag of the

United States was raised on the island.

In this, and in subsequent movements, I

was very ably and cordially assisted by the

navy, which rendered invaluable aid in dis-

embarking troops and supplies from the trans-

ports, using their steam-launches to tow the

lighters loaded with men and animals from the

transports to the shore. Ten lighters were

captured at Guanica and seventy at Ponce.

In the subsequent military operations in the

interior, I found Captain Whitney's knowledge

of the country and the information gained by

him in his perilous journey through Puerto
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Rico to be in every respect

thoroughly accurate and of

great value to me in the con-

duct of the campaign.

At daylight on the 26th of

July, with six companies of

the Sixth Massachusetts and

one of the Sixth Illinois Vol-

unteer Infantry, under com-

mand of Brigadier- General

Garretson,an attack was made

upon a strong force of Span-

iards near Yauco, and after a

spirited and decisive engage-

ment the enemy was defeat-

ed and driven back, giving us

possession of the railroad and

the highway to the city of

Ponce, and leaving them open

for the march of General

Henry's command to that

place.

On the 27th of July Major-

General Wilson arrived in the harbor of Guani-

ca with General Ernst's brigade. The same

day Commander Davis, of the Dixie, entered

Port Ponce and found that it was neither

fortified nor mined. The next morning the

fleet and transports, with General Wilson's

command, moved into the harbor of Port

Ponce. The troops disembarked and marched

to the city of Ponce, a distance of two miles,

and we took formal possession of the city and

adjacent country, the Spanish troops withdraw-

ing on the military road to San Juan, and our

troops being pushed well forward in that di-

rection. In the meantime General Henry's

command had been directed to proceed to

Ponce, where he arrived shortly afterwards,

joining General Wilson's command.

Before landing I was aware of the fact that

there existed considerable disaffection among

the people in the southern portion of the island,

and as our force was so much inferior to the

Spanish I deemed it advisable, if possible, to

encourage this feeling, and also to impress the

llIE MIl/ITARY ROAD LEADINCJ INTO YAUCO

people of the island with the good intentions

of the American forces, and for this and other

reasons I issued the following proclamation to

the inhabitants of Puerto Rico :

"In the prosecution of the war against the

Kingdom of Spain by the people of the United

States, in the cause of liberty, justice, and hu-

manity, its military forces have come to oc-

cupy the island of Puerto Rico. They come

bearing the banner of freedom, inspired by a

noble purpose to seek the enemies of our coun-

try and yours, and to destroy or capture all who

are in armed resistance. They bring you the

fostering arm of a nation of free people, whose

greatest power is in its justice and humanity

to all those living within its fold. Hence, the

first effect of this occupation will be the imme-

diate release from your former political rela-

tions, and it is hoped a cheerful acceptance of

the fTOvernment of the United States. The

chief object of the American military forces

will be to overthrow the armed authority of

Spain and to give to the people of your beau-

tiful island the largest meas-

ure of liberty consistent with

this military occupation. W'e

have not come to make war

upon the people of a country

that for centuries has been

oppressed, but, on the con-

trary, to bring protection,

not only to yourselves but

to your property, to promote

your prosperity, and bestow

upon you the immunities

and blessings of the liberal

institutions of our govern-

ment. It is not our pur-

pose to interfere with any

existing laws and customs

that are wholesome and ben-

eficial to your people so long

as they conform to the rules

of military administration of

order and justice. This is not

a war of devastation, but one

to give to all within the control of its military

and naval forces the advantages and blessings

of enlightened civilization."

And the following letter of instructions to

General Wilson was published for the infor-

mation and guidance of all concerned :

" The following instructions will govern you

or your successor in the discharge of your

duties relating to the military government of

the territory now occupied, or hereafter to be

occupied, by the United States forces under

your command :

"The effect of the military occupation of

the enemy's territory is the severance of the

former political relations of the inhabitants,

and it becomes their duty to yield obedience

to the authority of the United States, the

power of the military occupant being abso-

lute and supreme and immediately operating

upon the political conditions of the inhabi-

tants. But generally, as long as they yield

obedience to their new condition, security in

their person and property and in all other

'S***.

\l ^asp Gloucester

THE LANDING AT ARROYO.—Drawn by Carlton T. Chapman
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Explosion of first dynamite shell Sugar plantation to which guerillas retreated
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SKlkMISII NORTH OF OUAYAMA, AUOUST 8.—Drawn isy Lucius Hucikock, from

Skkkiies made ijy LiF.i 'I kna.n 1'

J. M. A. Darracii and T. Dart Wai.kkr

SKETCH MAP OF CxUAYAMA AND VICrNITY

Illustrating Skirmishes of August 5; Ambuscade of Reconnaissance. August

H; and Plan of IVhirch, August r.i, IH'.KS

A -Location of dynaniite - tjmis rt-licviiij,' recounaissam-e, Au^rust 8 ; also artillery

position, August Ki 1?—Spanish l.lock-lions.-s connnaiKlin.i,^ San juan road (trendies be-

low). C—Cut from wliieli Siianiards opened tire on enterin.ir, August 5. I)— llnuse from

whicli Spaniards tired wlien retreating- on Au.yust h. !• I'onrlli t)liio firing-lines, An.i;ust

5, after Spaniards had retreated. V -Position of thinkers. An-nst ,i, when enemy opened

fire. C— Reserve of Fonrth Ohio on road. IF -Third Illinois held as reserve. August .").

I-Stone-honse reached by point of reconnoitring party when volleys were tired frem li,

Au«,Mist S. T--l^'r>'>k'-luic formed by Co. A, F'onrth Ohio, ,\n.t;ust S. K Suj^ar planta-

tion, shelled, Aus,nist 5. L-- Idank position taken by C.eneral Ilains, August l;i, with 1-ourtli

Ohio. M—Camp of artillery, Au>,'-ust t>. N--Camp of Fourth Pennsylvania, August f>.

JLiri.sdictioii over any crime or of-

fence committed by any person be-

longing to the army of the United

States, or any retainer of the army,

or person serving with it, or any

persons furnishing or transporting

suppHes for the army ; nor over any

crime or offence committed on either

of the same by any inhabitant or

temporaiy resident of the occupied

territory. In such cases, except when

courts-martial have jurisdiction, juris-

diction to try and punish is vested in

miHtary commissions and such prov'-

ost courts as you may find necessary

to estabhsh. The native constabu-

private rights and relations will be duly re- lary, or police force, will, so far as may be

spected. practicable, be preserved. The freedom of

"The municipal laws, in so far as they affect the people to pursue their accustomed occu-

the private rights of persons and property and pations will be abridged only when it may be

provide for the punishment of crime, should necessary to do so.

be continued in force as far as they are com- "All public funds and securities belonging

patible with the new order of things, and to the Spanish government in its own right,

should not be suspended unless absolutely and all movable property, arms, supplies, etc.,

necessary to accomplish the objects of the of such government, should be seized and

present military occupation. These laws held for such uses as proper authority may

should be administered by the ordinary tri- direct. And whatever real property the Span-

bunals substantially as they were before the ish government may have held should be

occupation. For this purpose the judges and taken charge of and administered; the reve-

other officials connected with the administra- nues thereof to be collected and reported for

tion of justice may, if they accept the author- such disposition as may be made of the same,

ity of the United States, continue to adminis- under instructions from these headquarters,

ter the ordinary laws of the land as between " All public means of transportation, such

man and man, under the supervision of the as telegraph lines, cables, railways, telephone

commander of the United States forces, lines, and boats, belonging to the Spanish

Should it, however, become necessary to the government, should be taken possession of

maintenance of law and order, you have the and appropriated to such use as may be

power to replace or expel the present officials, deemed expedient.

in part or altogether, and to substitute others, "Churches and buildings devoted to re-

and to create such new and supplementary ligious worship, and all school-houses, should

tribunals as may be necessary. In this regard be protected.

you must be guided by your judgment and a "Private property, whether belonging to

high sense of justice. individuals or corporations, is to be respected,

" It is to be understood that under no cir- and can be confiscated only as hereafter in-

cumstances shall the criminal courts exercise dicated. Means of transportation, such as
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telegraph lines and cables, railways and boats,

may, although they belong to private individ-

uals or corporations, be seized by the military

occupant, but, unless destroyed under military

necessity, are not to be retained.

"As a result of military occupation of this

country, the taxes and duties payable by the

inhabitants to the former government become

payable to the military occu])ant. The money
so collected to be used for the purpose of pay-

ing the necessary and proper expenses under

m i 1 i tary governm en t.

" Private property wmU not be taken except

upon the order of brigade and division com-

manders in cases of absolute military necessity,

and when so taken for the public use of the

army will be paid for in cash at a fair valuation.

" All ports and places in actual possession

of our forces will be opened to the commerce

of all neutral nations, as well as our own, in

articles not contraband of war, upon payment

of the prescribed rates of duty which may be

in force at the time of the importation.

"A memorandum in respect to the juris-

diction of military commissions and provost

courts is herewith enclosed."

[Enclosure.]

" I. Except as hereinafter restricted, and

subject to the supervision and control of the

commanding general, the jurisdiction of the

municipal government and of the civil and

criminal courts remain in force.

" II. The said criminal courts shall not exer-

cise jurisdiction over any crime or offence

committed by any person belonging to the

army of the United States, or any retainer of

the army, or person serving with it, or any

person furnishing or transporting supplies for

the army ; nor over any crime or offence com-

mitted on either of the same by any inhabi-

tant or temporary resident of said territory.

In such cases, except when court.s-martial have

jurisdiction, jurisdiction to try and punish is

vested in military commissions and the prov-

ost court, as hereinafter set forth.
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"III. The crimes and offences triable by military commission are

murder, manslaughter, assault and battery with intent to kill, robbery,

rape, assault and battery with intent to commit rape, and such other

crimes, offences, or violations of the laws of war as may be referred

to it for trial by the commanding general. The punishment awarded

by military commission shall conform, as far as possible, to the laws

of the United States or the custom of war. Its sentence is subject

to the a[)pro\'al of the commanding general.

" IV. The provost court has jurisdiction to try all other crimes and

offences referred to in section II. of this order, not exclusively triable

by court-martial or military commission, including violations of or-

ders of the laws of war, and such cases as may be referred to it by the

commanding general. It shall have power to punish with confine-

ment, with or without hard labor, for not more than . . ., or with fine

not exceeding . . ., or both. Its sentence does not require the ap-

proval of the commanding general, but may be mitigated or remitted

by him.

"V. The judge of the provost court is appointed by the command-

ing general. When, in the opinion of the provost court, its power of

punishment is inadequate, it shall certify the case to the command-

ing general for his consideration and action."

Brigadier-General Schwan arrived July 31, and was subsequently

instructed to disembark part of the Eleventh Infantry, under Colonel

I)c Russey, at Guanica, and march to Yauco, and thence west with

an additional force of two batteries of artillery

and one troop of cavahy. The following letter

of instructions was addressed to General Schwan :

"You will proceed from Ponce with the six

companies of the T^lcventh Infantry to Yauco,

moving by rail if desirable. You will also move
by wagon-road Troop A, h^ifth Cavalry, and two

batteries of light artiller\'. At Yauco vou will take

the remainder of the Eleventh Infantry and two

companies of the Nineteenth and proceed to Sa-

bana (irande, San German, Mayaguez, thence to

Pares and Arecibo.

" At Yauco you will take with you all the wagon
transportation brought from CMianica.

" ^'ou will dii\i- out or c.q)tui e <ill Spani-^h ti(;ops

in the western portion of Puerto Rico. You will take all necessary

precautions and exercise great care against being surprised or am-

bushed by the enemy, and make the movement as rapidly as possible,

at the same time exercising your best judgment in the care of your

command to accomplish the object of your expedition.

" It is expected that at Arecibo you will be joined by the balance

of your brigade. Such rations and supplies will be taken as you de-

cide to be proper and necessary.

" Report frequently by telegraph."

Major-General Brooke arrived July 31, and was directed to disem-

bark his command at Arroyo, and move thence to Cayey. On August

5 he had a sharp engagement with the Spanish troops at Guayama,

which \vas finally occupied by our forces. An action took place near

Guayama on August 8, the Spaniards being driven from their position

farther in the direction of Cayey. Arrangements for investing and

attacking that place, both directly and in the rear, were promptly

made, and were about to be consummated when the order for cessa-

tion of hostilities arrived.

On August 9 General Schwan's command advanced from Yauco

westward, occupying successively the important towns of Sabana

Grande, San German, Eajas, Cabo Rojo, and Ilormigueros, finally

entering the city of Mayaguez, after a sharp engagement on August

10 near Ilormigueros, in which a strong force of the enemy was en-

gaged. In this action, in which artillery, infantry, and cavalry were

iJ) €'fu^ fff re nCO c K^

GENERAL IIAINS'S FLANK MOVEMENT, AUGUST 13-SCENE NEAR THE POINT WHERE THE GENERA!. RECEIVED THE MESSAGE

ANNOUNCING THE CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES.—Drawn by Lucuis Hitchcock, from a Sketch by T. Dart Walker
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THE DRAMATIC ENDING OF HOSTILITIES IN PUERTO RICO-DELIVERY OF THE PRESIDENrS MESSAGE TO GENERAL BROOKE ON AUGUST !:?>, AS HE WAS ABOUT TO OPEN FIRE.—Drawn by T. Dart Walker



THE FOURTH OIHO VOLUNTEERS IN A SKIRMISH ON THE ROAD TO CAYEY
Drawn by T, de Thulstrup, from a Sketch by T. Dari' Walker

admirably employed, the Spanish forces, al-

though strongly posted on ground of their

own selection, and skilfully disposed, and be-

ing equal in strength to our own, were routed

with severe loss, while our own loss was but

one killed and sixteen wounded. The enemy
was pursued towards Lares, which town would

have been occupied August 13 by our troops

had not the order to suspend hostilities been

received. Near this place, at the crossing of

the Rio Prieto, the advance, under Colonel

Burke, overtook the enemy, inflicting upon

him a heavy loss in killed, wounded, and

drowned.

From August 7 to August 15 General

Schwan's troops marched ninety- two miles,

occupied nine towns, made prisoners of war of

one hundred and sixty-two regulars (including

the commander of the military department of

Mayaguez), captured and paroled two hundred

volunteers, captured much valuable material,

and cleared the western part of the island of

the enemy.

Great credit was due to the troops who
composed and the general who commanded
the expedition for well-sustained and vigorous

action in the face of most trying conditions.

In the meantime General Stone had made a

practicable road over what had been considered

an impassable trail, by way of Adjuntas and
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Utuado, through the centre of the territory;

and (jeneral Henry moved his command over

that road with the object of intercepting the

enemy retreating before General Scliwan, and

later of effecting a junction with him at Are-

cibo, his advance troops having already reached

the immediate vicinity of that place. This

operation would have formed a strong division

on the line of retreat of the Spanish troops oc-

cupying the western portion of the island.

At Coamo a sharp engagement took place on

August 9 between the troops of Major-General

Wilson's command, under the personal direc-

tion of Brigadier-General Ernst, and the Span-

ish forces at that place. The United States
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troops, f^uidcd by Licutcnant-Coloncl J^iddlc,

of the Engineers, made a skilful Hank move-

ment at Coamo, which was admirably executed

by the Sixteenth I'ennsylvania Rei^iment of

Volunteer Infantr)', under Colonel Ilulings.

Passing over a mountain trail, they made a

wide detour, coming in rear of the Spanish

troops under cover of night, without being

discovered, and, striking the military road to

San Juan, cut off the enemy's retreat. In this

engagement the commanding officer of the

Spanish troops and the second in command

were killed, and one hundred and sixty-seven

prisoners taken.

The road to Aibonito was thus cleared and

our troops were advanced and well disposed

for the capture of the Spanish forces that had

taken positions near that place.

At Assomante, on the 12th of August, the

artillery of (ieneral Wilson's command began

shelling the enemy's position preparatory to an

advance in front, while a rear attack was to be

made by General Krnst's brigade. This com-

mand was under arms and ready to move

August 13, when orders were received suspend-

ing hostilities.

During the nineteen days of active campaign

on the island of Puerto Rico a large portion of

the island was captured by the United States

forces and brought under our control. Our

SPANISH AND AMERICAN TROOPS EXCHANGING SOUVENIRS IN THE STREETS OF GUAYAMA

Drawn by Lucius llrrcHCOCK, after a Sketch by T. Dart WaLker
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forces were in such a position

as to make the positions of

the Spanish forces, outside

of the garrison at San Juan,

utterly untenable. The Span-

iards had been defeated or

captured in the six different

engagements which took

place, and in every position

they had occupied up to that

time. The volunteers had de-

serted their colors, and many

of them had surrendered to

our forces and taken the oath

of allegiance. This had a

demoralizing effect upon the

regular Spanish troops.

The success of the enter-

prise was largely due to the

skill and good generalship of

the officers in command of

the different divisions and

brigades. Strategy and skil-

ful tactics accomplished what

might have occasioned seri-

ous loss to achieve in any

other way. The loss of the

enemy in killed, wounded, and captured was

nearly ten times our own, which was only

three killed and forty wounded. Thus the

island of Puerto Rico became a part of the

United States. It embraces nearly 3700

square miles, and had a population of nearly a

million souls. It no longer afforded a base of

operations for any foreign government, there-

by being a menace to ours. Under the rule

of nations, which required troops to remain

during a truce in exactly the positions they

occupied at the time of cessation of hostilities,

the commands were obliged to stay where they

were, without regard to the suitability of the

camping- grounds ; and as hostilities ceased

during the rainy season in Puerto Rico, this

requirement had an injurious effect upon the

THE EXl'EDITION ACIAIXST EARES AND ARECH'.O—THE EEEVENTII

INEANTRY DRAWENG THE ENEMY

Allen, rendered very excel-

lent service, especially in the

use of ocean cables; and the

field-telegraph and signal de-

tachment, under charge of

Major Reber, rendered most

important service. Telegraph

and telephone lines were ex-

tended hundreds of miles and

followed close to the picket

and skirmish lines.

While en route to the

United States from Puerto

Rico, Lieutenant - Colonel

Rowan and Lieutenant

Charles Y. Parker made a

journey of nearly 2000 miles

through the territory of

Cuba, and obtained most val-

uable information concerning

that country and the condi-

tion of its inhabitants, which

was both of political and mil-

itary interest.

health of the troops. They therefore suffered

to some extent on account of exposure and the

unusual climatic effects incident to the country.

As soon as practicable, however, a large portion

of the troops were returned in good condition

to the United States.

The artillery was well organized and equip-

ped, under the direction of Brigadier-General

John I. Rodgers, and rendered efficient service

wherever used.

The bureau of military information, under

charge of Lieutenant-Colonel Wagner, was ex-

ceedingly useful, and furnished valuable and

important information obtained by it regard-

ing the nature of the enemy's country and the

position of their forces.

The Signal Corps, under Colonel James

THE ACTION NEAR YAUCO
As Told rv General Garretson

At about 6 p.m. of the 25th a report was

sent in from the outpost, consisting of Com-

pany G of the Sixth Illinois, that the enemy

in considerable numbers had been observed.

I sent out two companies of the Sixth Massa-

chusetts as a reserve.

During the night the enemy opened fire on

the outposts, and their commander sent in a

report, which arrived in camp at 2 A.AL, July

26, that an attack on the outpost w-as expected.

At 3 A..\L, I, with my staff and Major W. C.

Hayes, P'irst Oliio Cavalry, and five companies

of the Sixth Massachusetts, left camp for the

outposts on the Vauco road. The command

i U *w^5j.k.^l«^^ud^*-i^
'' &..*,;;i8»ss.^ai^i^Ss^es&s^

THE OCCUPATION OF MAYAGUEZ

The Spaniards evacuated hurriedly. General Schwan pursued, and, after a sharp fight near Las Marias, captured a number of Spaniards and marched them back to Mayaguez



SPANISH INFANTRY LEAVING MAYAGUEZ, AUGUST 10, TO MEET THE ELEVENTH

UN LIED S FATES INFANTRY

arrived there shortly before dayh'ght, at about

4.30 o'clock. From the reports of the outposts

the enemy were supposed to be in the field to

the right of the road to Yauco. Packs were

thrown off and the command formed for attack.

The company of the Sixth Illinois remained on

the hill on which the house of Ventura Quinones was situated, and troops on the hill were collected along the road, and a reserve of three

protected our right flank. The remaining companies were collected, companies was established at its intersection with the main road to

two as support and three as reserve. After advancing to within two Yauco. The two companies in advance, which were deployed, wheeled

hundred yards of the plain of the hacienda Santa Decideria, the ad- to the left and advanced through the corn-field on our right.
^

The

vance-guard of our attacking force was discovered by the enemy, who remainder of the command deployed and advanced to the hacienda,

opened fire from a position' on the hill to the west. The north and enveloping it on the left. It was then discovered that the enemy

east slopes of this hill intersect each other, forming a solid angle. It had retired from the hacienda in the direction of Yauco, along clev-

was along this angle that the enemy were posted. Their reserve, erly concealed lines of retreat.

posted in a road leading from the ha'cienda to the east, also opened As the object of the expedition was considered accomplished, and in

a strong fire on the road. A body of the enemy moved against the obedience to instructions received from Major-General Miles, no further

company on our right (Company G, Sixth Illinois), stationed on the pursuit was undertaken.

hill of Ventura Quinones. This company had intrenched themselves

GUAYAMA
General Brooke's Account

On August 5 I directed an advance on the town of Guayama,

during the night, and, after repulsing the attacking force, directed

their fire against the enemy on the hill to the west.

The conformation of the ground was such that the fire of the en-

emy's reserves and party on the left was effective in the seemingly

secure hollow in which our reserves were posted. The heavy volume and at i P.M. the Fourth Ohio, Colonel Coit commanding, supported

of fire, the noise of shots striking the trees and on the

ground, and the wounding of two men among the re-

serves caused a momentary confusion among the troops.

They were quickly rallied and placed under cover. The

fire of the advance party and supports was directed

against the party of the enemy on the hill, and tem-

porarily silenced their fire from that direction.

Our advance-guard of two companies, ignoring the

enemy on the hill, then deployed mainly to the right

of the road, and were led with quick and accurate mil-

itary judgment and great personal gallantry by Lieu-

tenant Fanghorne, Mrst Cavalry, aide, against the

reserves of the enemy. The supports and one company

of the reserves, under direction of Captain L. G. Ik^-ry,

charged against the party on the west of the hill,

through the barbed -wire fence and chaparral. The

reserves were deplo}'ed along the barbed -wire fence

running at right angles to the road, conducted through

the fence, and brought up in rear and to the left of

the attacking party conducted by Lieutenant 11 Ames,

adjutant. Sixth Massachusetts. The enemy were driven

from the hill and retired to the valley, disappearing be-

hind the hacienda. The reserves of the enemy ceased

firing and retired. It was supposed that they had retired

to the hacienda, as this house was surrounded on the

sides presented to our view with loop-holed walls. The SPANISH INFANTRY ENTERING MAYAGUEZ AS PRISONERS, AUGUST 14
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by the Third Illinois, Colonel Bennitt com- side of Guayama. Two dynamite-guns were The ammunition for the Sims- Dudley dy-

manding, and dynamite-guns, commanded by also brought forward. All this, as far as the namite-guns and subsistence was transported

Captain Potter, Fourth Ohio Volunteer In- movement on the Cayey road was concerned, in two ox-carts, an additional cart being used

fantry, all under the immediate command of was very deliberate—slow, in fact-- in order to to draw the guns. The dynamite-guns were

General Hains, entered and took possession of enable General Hains to get to the rear of in charge of Captain John D. Potter, Company

Guayama. The enemy made slight resistance the Spanish position, the design being to capt- F, Fourth Ohio Volunteer Infantry.

about one mile from town. We had four men ure the Spaniards. The road General Hains Major Speaks was placed in command of the

wounded slightly. marched over was a mountain trail, and in advance, consisting of three companies, A, B,

On Wednesday, August 8, a reconnaissance places quite difficult. and C, of the hirst Battalion,

for the purpose of developing the enemy's After waiting until it was believed that Gen- Information obtained from residents along

position and to clear the way for the engineers eral Hains was at or near the position he was the line of march indicated that the enemy

to correctly map the country was made by to take, the artillery was unmasked and every- would be found on the outskirts of Guayama.

order of General Hains during my absence at thing was ready to shell the enemy, when a Our advance-guard struck their outposts in a

Ponce, where I had been summoned by the message was received as follows: cut about two miles west of Arroyo, on the

commanding general. It was found that the

enemy had taken position on a crest com-

road leadinir to Guayama.
"Port Ponx'f:. .>///<,'7/^7 13, 1898. Companies A, B, and C were immediately

manding the road, from six to eight miles " Major-Genkral Brookk. Arroyo deployed as a line of skirmishers and were

from Guayama. Our loss was five enlisted

men wounded, none seriously.

On the 1 2th I made preparations to move

Ilains's brigade, consisting of the Third Illinois,

P^ourth Pennsylvania, and the P\)urth Ohio; the

cavalry, consisting of Troop H, Sixth Cavalry,

are nearing completion, a protocol liavin^ just been

signed by representatives of the two countries. All

commanders will be governed accord inoly.

" By command of Major-General Miles.

" Gii.MORK, Brigadier-General."

" By direction of the President all military opera- pushed forward over the road and along on
tions against the enemy are suspended. Negotiations

^j^^, j^j^^^j^ ground, the firing becoming general

within a half-mile of Guayama; our lines ad-

vanced, the enemy retreating within the city,

and passed on to the north, continuing the

firing before entering the city^ Companies C

and I, under the command of

Major Baker, were used to re-

inforce the skirmish-line.

The Third Battalion, under

Major Selhus, advanced on

the main road, entering at the

same time as the skirmish-lines

on the right and left. After

entering the city, several shots

were fired. The Third Bat-

talion was immediately taken,

by my instruction, to the city

building, and the chief munic-

ipal ofificer was sent for. Upon

his reporting, I notified him

that I had taken his city in

the name of the United States

of America. He ainiounced by

an interpreter publicly to the

citizens that he welcomed the

representatives of the United

States.

The regimental colors were

placed on the top of the city

building at i P.M. The city of-

ficers proffered the keys of the

city to me, and I directed them

to exercise their several func-

tions, and promised them that

no interference whatever would

be made in the city government.

General Hains, arriving at this

and the Philadelphia City Troop; the artil- Withdrawing the troops from their advanced time, assumed military control,

lery, consisting of light batteries B, Pennsyl- position, I placed them in as healthful camps The Third Battalion, under Major Sellars,

vani'a; the Twenty-seventh Indiana Battery ; as I could find; established outposts, and was sent out to establish outposts on the

Battery A, Missouri, and Battery A, Illinois, moved my own headquarters to Guayama. main road to Cayey. Major Baker, with

against the Spanish position on the road be- On August 14 I sent to the commanding Companies E and I, was sent to the north-

tween Guayama and Cayey. General Hains officer of the Spanish troops in my front, and west of the city to establish outposts; a de-

was directed to take one regiment of his com- to Governor -General Macias, under flag of tachment from Company A, under Sergeant

mand and to move on the westward slope of truce, copies of the President's orders, and on Andrus, was sent to protect the city water-

the mountains bordering the valley through August 1 5 General Macias, under flag of truce, works, and the First Battalion was held m

which the Cayey road runs, and, moving at acknowledged receipt. After that date noth- the city for a reserve and for police duty.

an early hour, to get in the rear of the Spanish ing of importance occurred in my front. The advance and skirmish line was under

position at or near the buildings of Pablo

SPANIARDS SURPRISED BY COLONEL IIULING'S RECUMENT IN TilEIR FLIGHT FROM COAMO

Vasquez. One battalion of the F'ourth Penn-

sylvania Regiment was left at Arroyo ; one

was stopped at Guayama, and one was moved

up the Cayey road. The Third Illinois was

pushed up the Cayey road to within sight of,

an

the immediate direction of Major John C.

Speaks, who, with Captain MacLee Wilson,

regimental adjutant, Lieutenant Harry Krumm,

adjutant of the Plrst Battalion, and Regimental

Sergeant -Major Frank C. Radcliffe, deserved

THE TAKING OF GUAYAMA
Colonel Coit's Accounf

I REPORTED with nine companies of in- special commendation for their services and

d within artillery range of, the position fantry and part of one company in charge of bravery throughout the march.

occupied by the Spaniards. Two batteries of five Sims- Dudley dynamite-guns (33 officers The band was of inestimable value in caring

artillery were then brought forward and placed and 925 enlisted men) to General Hains, on for the wounded and those overcome by heat

in position, and two were parked on the north the road to Guayama, at 8.30 A.M., August 5. and fatigue.
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Major Rodney as Adjutant
Captain Curtis, of the Indiana IJattery

MARCH OF UNITED STATES ARTILLERY OVER ALMOST 1M1'ASSA1'.LE ROADS. From Skktcu madk o.v iuk Si'ot by T. Dart Wai.kf.r

THE enga(;emi^:nt near
HORMIGUEROS

(ii-;xEKAi, Schwan's ArcorxT

Nlv\R c'l point on tlic main road w licrc it is

ilankcd by sugar-mills, our cavalry was fired

into, though without effect, by the enemy's

scouts, who were concealed behind a hedge

lining the Hormigueros road. They were

easily dispersed. The infantry advance-guard

having passed this point, the cavalry took the

latter road, and, crossing the Rosario, turned

westward and advanced under cover of the

railroad embankment until, taking advantage

of every opportunity to damage the enemy by

its fire action, it reached a position beyond

the covered wooden bridge along the road.

The brigade commander had left San Ger-

man at the head of the main body. When

he heard the firing in his front he sent word

to commanding officers to advance without

further halt and to keep their commands

closed up. Similar orders were sent to the

train. lie was informed and approved of the

route taken by tlie cavalry before reaching

the bridge. He crossed the latter about 3.30

P.M., being at that time about five hundred

yards in advance of the main body.

A staff-officer, who had been sent ahead to

select camp, reported at this time the ground

west of the Cabo Rojo road as suitable for

this purpose; but owing to the suspected

proximity of the enemy, whose position had

not yet been determined, it was decided to

push ahead and beyond the iron bridge. This,

despite the fact that the men had now marched

thirteen miles and were c[uite tired. Once in

possession of the iron bridge and the high

ground to tlie nortli of it, the command would

occupy a strong position which would make

it hard to check its advance on Mayaguez.

;\ccordingly the advance-guard, under Cap-

tain lloyt, moved forward, deploying its ad-

vance party as skirmishers and its supports

into a line of squads. In this formation it

continued until it had approached the bridge

within about four hundred yards. At this

juncture the enemy opened fire—at first indi-

vidual fire. The firing aimed at the advance-

guard accelerated the march of the Eleventh

Infantry, which had crossed the wooden bridge

in column of fours and reported to the brigade

commander, whose staff had already com-

menced the demolition of the wire fences en-

closing the road. About the time that the

brigade commander caused the deployment of

two companies to reinforce the advance-guard,

Major Gilbreath in command, the enemy from

his position in the hills to the right front fired

volleys at the main body through the interval

separating the infantry advance-guard from

the cavalry, wounding a number of men, also

an officer and several horses of the brigade

staff. Meanwhile the artillery battalion, under

the authority of the brigade commander, had

taken up position to the left of the road. As

the powder used by the enemy was absolutely

smokeless, and his position being, moreover,

screened for the most part by the trees along

the Rio Grande, the question of the exact

direction to be given Major Gilbreath's de-

tachment and to the lines of battle about to

be formed from the main column became a

most perplexing one. Luckily this uncer-

4U7

tainty did not last long, those of the enemy's

bullets that struck the ground near us solving

the problem. Some slight confusion was

caused by a premature and hurried deploy-

ment of the remaining companies, which inter-

fered somewhat with the brigade commander's

intention of forming two additional lines, one

to support the fighting -line and the other to

act as a reserve or as the changing conditions

of the combat might render expedient. But

under his supervision this defective formation

was soon rectified ; three companies being

placed on the right and four companies on

the left of the road, the former under Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Burke moving forward in sup-

port of Major Gilbreath, and the latter being

held back for a time. Major Gilbreath's and

Colonel Burke's troops being unable to cross

the creek, passed over the bridge that spans

it by the left flank, the former's companies

having previously occupied a sheltered place

in a ditch parallel to and to the right of the

main road. About this time the advance-guard,

one of the companies of which (Penrose's) had

previously held for a short time a knoll on the

left of the road, moved forward and crossed

the iron bridge, the advance sections of the

companies being led by Lieutenants Alexander

and Wells, respectively. After the latter had

occupied the knoll for a time the entire ad-

vance-guard, including the two Catling guns,

was concentrated on the right of the rail-

road. It dislodged the enemy, and, with the

cavalry troop on the right— which arrived

about this time, after doing effective work in

threatening the enemy's flank—and the com-

panies of Major Gilbreath pushed forward in
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the centre, took up a position on the northern elsewhere. About this time the sound of in- was practicable again to turn the enemy by his

line of hills. Here they were joined by the fantry fire ceased. The troops engaged in the right, moving the main body of the brigade to

remainder of the infantry and by two pieces front attack entered the town about 9.40 A.M. Barranquitas, and thence to Aibonito 77"<f? Hon-

of artillery under First Lieutenant Archibald without opposition, finding all intrenchments duras, or to Cayey via Comocir and Cidra, or

Campbell, which the brigade commander had deserted. The regularity and steadiness of to Las Cruccs, on the main highway to San

ordered forward, and which by their fire added this advance seemed to have made an impres- Juan, as circumstances might determine, and

to the discomfiture of the enemy. The two sion. leaving one battalion to hold the line then

Gatling guns under Lieutenant Maginnis with In the meantime the Sixteenth l^ennsylvania occupied by our outposts in front of Aibonito.

the advance did good work, at first near the had resumed its march at 4.30 A.M. on the 9th, I therefore directed General Ernst to be pre-

creek, where the gunners had a good view of being somewhat delayed in starting by a guide pared to move his troops on the Barranquitas

the enemy, and later on at the various posi- losing his way. After an extremely arduous trail at daylight on the morning of the 13th.

tions of the advance-guard. The two guns march of seven miles, they reached the road Meanwhile, for the purpose of diverting the

with the main body were also operated from at which they were aiming at about 8 A.M., enemy's attention from this movement and

the crest of the hill during the latter stage of and found the Spanish forces in full retreat, still further developing his position, I ordered

the combat. They immediately attacked the enemy in flank, an artillery recotniaissance to be made at

The affair ended about six o'clock, and the but the latter, finding excellent intrenchments i \\\\. on the 12th instant. Accordingly,

troops, including all the artillery, bivouacked in the ditches bordering the road, made a stout Captain Botts's light battery, F, Third United

on or near the position occupied by the enemy, resistance. It was not until after a shar[) en- States Artillery, advanced from its camp at

About an hour previously the brigade com- gagement of an hour, cind the death of their com- Coamo, and four guns came into position on

mander had ordered the wagon -train, which manding officer, that the enemy surrendered. the reverse side of a low ridge to the left of

had been halted east of the wooden bridge, to the road, at a range of 2150 yards from the

a point north of the northern iron bridge, there batteries on Assomante Hill and about 1200

to be drawn up in double column. The train feet below them. One piece, subsequently

afterwards went into park between the rail- A S S O l\L\ N I It joined by an additional gun, was placed by

road and the Rio Grande, near enoup;h to the ^, ,,, , ^ Major Lancaster on the road some distance
,, , ,

Gknkral Wilsons Accouxr , , , ^
bivouacs to enable the men to get what was tarther to the front.

necessary to their comfort for the night. A r a point about five and one-half miles The guns o[)ened fire at 1.25 p.m., and at

from Coamo the advance of the troop was 2.15 the enemy's guns were silenced and

stopped by the fire of the batteries on VX the infantry apparently driven from their

Benon and Assomante Mill. I directed it to trenches. They returned, however, as soon

THE KNCOUNTI'IR NILVR COAMO take position here as an outpost until it could as our fire slackened—the ammunition being

be relieved by the infantrv. nearh^ exhausted—and opened a well-aimed
Account hv Gknkral Frnst _, , •.• \ 41 1 r r ^ t- ^ ^ tt • n-i •

1 a .n
1 he enemy s position tor the defence ot nre. Lieutenant Mains, third Artillery, was

Wrril a view to capturing the Spanish gar- Aibonito, as was evident from the inspection seriously wounded by a rifle bullet which

rison, the division commander directed that of it that I could then make, and confirmed by passed through liis body from side to side

one regiment be sent by the mountain trail to reconnaissances during the loth and i ith, was below the arms. Captain V. T. Lee, Com-

the rear of the town, and that the front attack one of unusual natural strength. The military pany V, Third Wisconsin, was slightly wound-

be deferred until this regiment could reach its road leading up from Coamo runs for about ed in the right arm. Corporal Oscar Swan-

position, four miles in a directicui a little east of north son, Company L, Third Wisconsin, was killed

The Sixteenth Bennsylvania Li fantry was on the left bank of the canon of the Coamo by a bursting shell. The same shell wounded

selected for the turning movement. It left its River; thence it runs northeast to Aibonito. Brivate h^rederick V'ought mortally; Cori)oral

camp, 650 strong, at 4.15 P. At., August 8, and, Upon its left is the main divide of the moun- August Yank, left arm; Brivate (leorge J.

under the guidance of Lieutenant -Colonel tain chain crossing the island from east to Jounce, chest, all of the Third Wisconsin.

Biddle, marched six miles and then went into west. Aibonito is situated in a pocket in the Brivate Delos Sizer, also of the Third Wis-

bivouac. At 6 A.M., August 9, the two other hills on the northern slope. About two and cousin, received a bullet wound in the left leg.

regiments of the brigade and four guns of one-half miles northwest of the town and on h'arther advance towards San Juan on this

Captain Anderson's battery left their camps the main divide is the Assomante Mill and LI line recpiired the dislodgement of the enemy

to take position for the front advance upon Benon, constituting a position of great natural from this position. Before beginning the

the town. strength. L^pon the summit of \\\ Benon and turning movement I decided to send a flag of

The Third Wisconsin Lifantry, 788 strong, Assomante batteries had been erected, and on truce to the enemy, demanding the surrender

was sent to the right, with orders to cross the the slope below them infantry intrenchments, of the place. I was influenced in this by the

Coamo River and advance on the Santa Lsabel completely sweeping the highway with a plung- belief that the rumors universally current in

road until the latter should reach the river, ing fire for several miles. the public press as to the near completion of

then to leave the road and advance up the BTom the point where this position comes peace negotiations, and of which it w^as possible

left bank of the river. While it was moving in sight to one moving up the steep grade of that the Spanish officers at San Juan were not

to its position fire was opened upon the block- the military road, the latter, except for very informed, had some foundation. Li the event

house with the four guns of Captain Ander- short distances at a few points, was swept by of a refusal to surrender, and in the absence

son's battery. A feeble infantry fire was re- the fire from the enemy's position. The two of official information from proper authority,

turned from the block-house for a few minutes, points from which artillery could be brought I had no course but to continue my advance.

but it was soon silenced and the block-house to bear on our side were respectively about Lieutenant-Colonel l^liss, of my staff, who

destroyed, leaving the Third Wisconsin with- 1200 and 800 feet below the Si)anish batteries carried the flag, was informed that my demand

out opposition at that point. and completely exposed to the enemy's fire, would be telegraphed to the captain-general

The Second Wisconsin Lifantry, 824 strong, Deep and precipitous ravines were encoun- at San Juan, and that his reply might make it

was then formed for attack, with orders to tered the moment one left the road, and the necessary to send an officer to confer with me.

advance along the main military road. These exposure of the latter evidently made a direct I accordingly sent an officer at 6 A.M. to the

movements were well under way when heavy attack impracticable without very great loss. Spanish lines, who received the reply tele-

infantry fire was heard from the opposite side On the evening of the 9th I moved my graphed by the captain-general. This was a

of the town, indicating that the Sixteenth headquarters camp to a point on the river curt refusal to surrender, though from its

Bennsylvania was engaged with the enemy, north of and immediately outside the town terms I suspected that General Macias was

A battalion of the Second Wisconsin was of Coamo. General Ernst's brigade encamped well informed as to the progress of peace

formed in column and hurried forward on the along the valley in advance, its outposts about negotiations. Bending the receipt of this

main road, with a view to reaching the scene five and one-half miles to the front, with pick- reply, I suspended General Ernst's movement

of action more quickly than it could be done ets well out on all approaches and both flanks, for a few hours. It was about to be resumed

by the advancing line, but it found the bridge Careful reconnaissances of all approaches when I received from Major-General Miles the

destroyed and the gorge impassable, and was having been made on the loth and nth, under telegraphic orders of the Bresident suspending

compelled to turn back and seek a crossing direction of Colonel Biddle, I decided that it all future operations against the enemy,
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ADMIRAL DEWEY AND (xENERAL MERRITF IN ADMIRAL DEWEY'S CABIN ON THE FLAG-SHIP OLYMPIA

Drawn i;y T. dk THULsiRur', from a PiioTOfiRAi'H J!Y F. D. Millet

THE FALL OF MANILA

THE last scene of the w^ir," wrote the

President to the American Congress,

" was enacted at Manila, its starting-

place." The movement of General Merritt's

command to the Philippines commenced, as

already related, on the 25th of May, the first

expedition arriving off Manila June 30. Other

troops arrived July 17, 25, 31, August 21, 24,

and 31.

General Merritt arrived off Manila July 25,

and immediately visited the troops in camp

which had preceded him under command of

Brigadier -General Anderson. Preparations

27

were at once commenced to attack the Span-

ish forces holding the city.

On July 31 the Spaniards made a sharp

attack on the American forces on the Calla

Real. August 7 the Spanish commander was

notified to remove all non-combatants from

Manila within forty -eight hours. On the

same date he replied that the Spanish forces

were without places of refuge for the wounded

and the sick women and children then lodged

within the walls.

August 9 a joint demand was made for the

surrender of the city, signed by General Merritt
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and Admiral Dewey. The Captain-General

offered to consult his government, if time

were allowed in which to communicate by way

of Hong-Kong. This was refused, on account

of the time required, the urgent need of re-

lieving the American troops from the trenches,

and the great exposure to unhealthy condi-

tions in a bivouac during the rainy season.

Ausust 12 orders were issued for the ad-

vance, and on the 13th the combined attack

by the army and navy occurred, resulting in

the capture of Manila the same day. Imme-

diately after the surrender the Spanish colors
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on the sea- front were hauled down and the

American flag raised. The prisoners captured

at Manila were nearly 13,000; also 22,000

stand of arms.

The cablegram sent August 12 to General

Merritt, containing the text of the President's

proclamation directing a cessation of hostilities,

was not received by him until August 16.

The casualties were: 17 enlisted men killed,

10 officers and 96 enlisted men wounded.

GENERAL MERRITT'S
ACCOUNT

In obedience to the order assigning me to

the command of the Department of the Pacific,

and the special instructions from the President,

furnished me by the Secretary of War, under

date of May 28, 1898, I embarked with my
staff from San P^rancisco on the steamer Ncw-

port June 29, and arrived at Cavitc, Manila

Bay, July 25, 1898. The military situation in

Manila l^av I found to be as follows:

First California, First Nebraska, Tenth Penn-

sylvania, and Batteries A and B of the Utah
Artillery, along the line of the bay shore near

the village of Paranaque, about five miles by

water and twenty-five miles by the roads from

Cavitc.

Immediately after my arrival I visited Gen-

eral Greene's camp and made a reconnaissance

of the position held by the Spaniards, and also

the opposing lines of the insurgent forces, here-

after to be described. I found General Greene's

command encamped on a stri[) of sandy land

running parallel to the shore of the bay and

not far distant from the beach, but, owing to

the great difficulties of landing suj)plies, the

greater portion of the force had shelter-tents

only, and were suffering many discomforts, the

camp being situated in a low, Oat place, with-

out shelter from the heat of the tropical sun

or adequate protection during the terrific down-

pours of rain so frequent at this season. I was

at once struck by the exemplary spirit of

patient, even cheerful, endurance shown by the

officers and men under such circumstances, and

warfare with the Spaniards for several months,

and were at the time of my arrival in consider-

able force, variously estimated and never accu-

rately ascertained, but probably not far from

12,000 men. These troops, well supplied with

small -arms, with plenty of ammunition and

several field-guns, had obtained positions of

investment opposite to the Spanish line of

detached works throughout their entire ex-

tent; and on the particular road called the

Calle Real, passing along the front of General

(ireene's brigade camp and running through

Malate to Manila, the insurgents had estab-

lished an earthwork or trench within eight

hundred yards of the powder-magazine fort.

The}' also occupied as well the road to the

right, leading from the village of Pasay, and

the approach by the beach was also in their

possession. This anomalous state of affairs

—

namely, having a line of quasi-hostile native

troops between our forces and the Spanish

position—was, of course, very objectionable,

but it was difficult to deal with, owing to the

peculiar condition of our relations with the

rosrrioNs of American, Spanish, and insurgent eorces.— erum a skktch-map hv I' d. mh.i.k-

The American fleet of warships, commanded

by Rear-Admiral George Dewey, was anchored

in line off Cavite and just outside of the trans-

ports and supply vessels engaged in the military

service. Thedistinguished Admiral above men-

tioned was in full control of the navigation of

the bay, and his vessels passed and repassed

within range of the water batteries of the town

of Manila without drawing the fire of the

enemy.

Brigadier- General Thomas M. Anderson,

United States Volunteers, was in command of

the military forces prior to my arrival, and from

his report I learned that his headquarters were

in Cavite, and that the troops were disposed

as follows:

The Second Oregon, detachments of Cali-

fornia Heavy Artillery, Twenty-third Infantry,

and Fourteenth Infantry occupied the town of

Cavite ; while Brigadier-General I". V. Greene,

United States Volunteers, was encamped with

his brigade, consisting of the Eighteenth In-

fantry, Third United States Artiller\-, Com-
pany A, Engineer Battalion, First Colorado,

this feeling of admiration for the manner in

which the American soldier, volunteer and reg-

ular alike, accepted the necessary hardships of

the work they had undertaken to do grew and

increased with every phase of the difficult and

trying campaign which the troops of the Philip-

pine expedition brought to such a brilliant and

successful conclusion.

I discovered durinij mv visit to General

Greene that the left or north flank of his

brigade camp extended to a point on the

Calle Real about 3200 yards from the outer

line of Spanish defences of the city of Manila.

This Spanish line began at the powder maga-

zine, or old Fort San Antonio, within a hundred

yards of the beach and just south of the Malate

suburb of Manila, and stretched away to the

Spanish left in more or less detached w^orks,

eastward, through swamps and rice-fields, co\^-

ering all the avenues of approach to the town

and encircling the city completely.

The Filipinos, or insurgent forces at war

with Si)ain, had, prior to the arrival of the

American land forces, been waging a desultory

insurgents, which may be briefly stated as

follows :

Shortly after the naval battle of Manila Bay,

the principal leader of the insurgents, General

lunilio Aguinaldo, came to Cavite from Plong-

Kong, and, with the consent of our naval

authorities, began active work in raising troops

and i)ushing the S[)aniards in the direction of

the city of Manila. Having met with some
success, and the natives flocking to his assist-

ance, he proclaimed an independent govern-

ment of republican form, with himself as presi-

dent, and at the time of my arrival in the

islands the entire edifice of executive and

legislative departments and subdivision of ter-

ritory for administrative purposes had been

accomplished, at least on paper, and the Fili-

pinos held military possession of man}' points

in the islands other than those in the vicinity

of Manila.

As (leneral Aguinaldo did not visit me on

m\' arrival, nor offer his services as a subordi-

nate militar)^ leader, and as m\' instructions

from the President fully contemplated the
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occupation of the islands by tlic American

land forces, and stated that " the powers of the

military occupant are absolute and sui)reme

and immediatel)' operate upon the [)(^litical

condition of the iidiabitants," I did not con-

sider it wise to hold any direct communication

with the insurn-ent leader until 1 should be in

|)ossession of the cit\' of Manila, especially as

1 would not until then be in a position to issue

a proclamation and enforce my authority, in

the event that his pretensions should clash

with m)^ desiL^ns.

Vov these reasons the preparations for the

attack on the city were pressed and military

o[)erations conducted without reference to the

situation of the insurgent forces. The wisdom

of this course was subsecpiently fully estab-

lished by the fact that when the troops of my
command carried the Spanish intrenchments,

extendin<;- from the sea to the Pasay road on

the extreme Spanish right, we were under no

obligations, l)y prearranged plans of mutual

attack, to turn t(^ the right and clear the front

still held against the insurgents, but were able

to move forward at once and occupy the city

and suburbs.

To return to the situation of General

Greene's brigade as I found it on my arrival,

it will be seen that the difficulty in gaining an

avenue of approach to the Spanish line lay in

the fact of my disinclination to ask (jencral

Aguinaldo to withdraw from the beach and

the Callc Real, so that Greene could move

forward. This was overcome by instructions

to General (ireene to arrange, if possible, with

the insurgent brigade commander in his im-

mediate vicinity to move to the right and

allow the American forces unobstructed con-

trol of the roads in their immediate front. No

objection was made, and accordingly General

(ireene's brigade threw forward a heavy out-

post line on the Calle Real and the beach,

and constructed a trench in which a portion

of the guns of the Utah batteries was placed.

The Spaniards, ol)serving this activity on (HU"

part, made a very sharp attack with infantry

and artillery on the night of July 31. The

l)ehavior of our troops during this night attack

was all that could be desired. Our position

was extended and strengthened after this, and

resisted successfull\' repeated night attacks,

our forces suffering, howe\-er, considerable loss

in wounded and killed, while the losses of the

enemy, owing to the darkness, could not be

ascertained.

The strain of the night fighting and the

hea\-y details for outpost duty made it im-

perative to reinforce General Greene's troops

with General MacArthur's brigade, which had

arrived in transports on the 31st of July. The

difficulties of this operation can hardly be

overestimated. The transports were at anchor

off Cavite, five miles from a point on the

beach where it was desired to disembark the

men. Several squalls, accompanied by floods

of rain, raged day after day, and the only way

to get the troops and supplies ashore was to

load them from the ship's side into native

lighters (called rtrscos) or small steamboats,

mo\'e them to a point opposite the cam[), and

then disembark them through the surf in

small boats, or by running the lighters head

on to the beach. The landing was finally

accomplished, after days of liard work and

hardshii) ; and 1 desire here to express again

my admiration for the fortitude and cheerful

willingness of the men of all commands en-

gagetl in this operation.

Upon the assembly of ARacArthur's brigade

in support of Greene's, 1 had about 8500 men

in position to attack, and I deemed the time

had come for final action. During the time

of the night attacks 1 had communicated my
desire to Admiral Dewey that he would allow

his ships to oi)en fire on the right of the Span-

ish line of intrenchments, believing that such

action would stop the night firing and loss of

life; but the Admiral had declined to order it

unless we were in danger of losing our position

by the assaults of the Spaniards, for the reason

that, in his opinion, it would precipitate a

general engagement, for which he was not

ready. Now, however, the brigade of General

MacArthur was in position and the Monterey

had arrived, and under date of August 6

Admiral Dewey agreed to my suggestion that

we should send a joint letter to the captain-

general notifying him that he should remove

from the city all non-combatants within forty-

eight hours, and that operations against the

defences of Manila might begin at any time

after the expiration of that period.

This letter was sent August 7, and a reply

was received the same date, to the effect that

the Spaniards were without places of refuge for

the increased numbers of wounded, sick women,

and children lodged within the walls. On the

9th a formal joint demand for the surrender of

the city was sent in. This demand was based

upon the hopelessness of the struggle on the

part of the Spaniards, and that every consider-

ation of humanity demanded that the city

should not be subjected to bombardment

under such circumstances. The captain-gen-

eral's reply, of same date,

stated that the council of

defence had declared that

the demand could not be

granted ; but the captain-

general offered to consult

his government if we would

allow him the time strictly

necessary for the commu-

nications by way of Hong-

Kong.

This was declined on our

part for the reason that it

could, in the opinion of the

Admiral and myself, lead

only to a continuance of

the situation, with no im- OLD MONAS
mediate result favorable to
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us, and the necessity was apparent and very

urgent that decisive action should be taken at

once to compel the enemy to give up the town,

in order to relieve our troops from the trenches

and from the great exposure to unhealthy con-

ditions which were unavoidable in a bivouac

during the rainy season. The sea-coast bat-

teries in defence of Manila were so situated

that it was impossible for ships to engage them

without firing into the town; and as the bom-

bardment of a city filled with women and chil-

dren, sick and wounded, and containing a large

amount of neutral property, could only be jus-

tified as a last resort, it was agreed between

Admiral Dewey and myself that an attempt

should be made to carry the extreme right of

the Spanish line of intrenchments in front of

the positions at that time occupied by our

troops, which, with its flank on the sea-shore,

was entirely open to the fire of the navy.

It was not my intention to press the assault

at this point, in case the enemy should hold it

in strong force, until after the navy had made

practicable breaches in the works and shaken

the troops holding them, which could not be

done by the army alone, owing to the absence

of siege guns. It was believed, however, as

most desirable, and in accordance with the

principles of civilized warfare, that the attempt

should be made to drive the enemy out of his

intrenchments before resorting to the bom-

bardment of the city.

l^y orders issued some time previously Mac-

Arthur's and Greene's brigades were organized

as the Second Division of the lughth Army

Corps, Brigadier- General Thomas M. Ander-

son commanding; and in anticipation of the

attack (General Anderson moved his head-

quarters from Cavite to the brigade camps

and assumed direct command in the field.

Copies of the written and verbal instructions

referred to above were given to the division

and brigade commanders on the 12th, and all

the troops were in position on the 13th at an

early hour in the morning.

About 9 A.M. on that day our fleet steamed

forward from Cavite, and before 10 A.AF. opened

a hot and accurate fire of heavy shells and

rapid-fire projectiles on the scci-fiank of the

Spanish intrenchments at the powder-magazine

fort, and at the same time the Utah batteries,

in position in our trenches near the Calle

Real, began firing with great accuracy. At

10.25, on a prearranged signal from our trenches

that it was believed our troops could advance,

the navy ceased firing, and immediately a light

line of skirmishers from the Colorado regiment

of Greene's brigade passed over our trenches

TERY, NEAR MA LATE, GENERAL GREENE'S

HEADQUARTERS
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and deployed rapidly forward, another line

from the same regiment from the left flank of

our earthworks advancing swiftly up the beach

in open order. Both these lines found the

powder-magazine fort and the trenches flank-

ing it deserted, but as they passed over the

Spanish works they were met by a sharp fire

from a second line situated in tlie streets of

Malate, by which a number of men were killed

agreement was subsequently incorporated into

the formal terms of capitulation, as arranged

by the officers representing the two forces.

Immediately after the surrender the Spanish

colors on the sea-front were hauled down and

the American flag displayed and saluted by

the guns of the navy. The Second Oregon

Regiment, which had proceeded by sea from

Cavite, was disembarked, and entered the

Immediately after the surrender my head-

quarters were established in the ayuntamicnto,

or city office of the governor- general, where

steps w^ere at once inaugurated to set up the

government of military occupancy. A proc-

lamation was issued and published in all the

newspapers of the city in English, .Spanish,

and native dialect ; and one of my two very

efficient brigade commanders. General Mac-

ii- c i « *? .
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and wounded, among others the soldier who

pulled down the Spanish colors still flying on

the fort and raised our own.

The works of the second line soon gave way

to the determined advance of Greene's troops,

and that officer pushed his brigade rapidly

through Malate and over the bridges to occupy

Binondo and San Miguel, as contemplated in

his instructions. In the meantime the brigade

of General MacArthur, advancing simultane-

ously on the Pasay road, encountered a very

sharp fire, coming from the block-houses,

trenches, and woods in his front, positions

which it was very difficult to carry, owing to

the swampy condition of the ground on both

sides of the road and the heavy undergrowth

concealing the enemy. With much gallantry

and excellent judgment on the part of the bri-

gade commander and the troops engaged, these

difficulties were overcome with a minimum

loss, and MacArthur advanced and held the

bridges and the town of Malate, as was con-

templated in his instructions.

The city of Manila was now in our possession,

excepting the walled town ; but shortly after

the entry of our troops into Malate a white

flag was displayed on the walls, whereupon

Lieutenant -Colonel C. A. Whittier, United

States Volunteers, of my staff, and Lieutenant

Brumby, United States Navy, representing

Admiral Dewey, were sent ashore to com-

municate with the captain -general. I soon

personally followed these officers into the town,

going at once to the palace of the governor-

general, and there, after a conversation with

the Spanish authorities, a preliminary agree-

ment of the terms of capitulation was signed

by the captain -general and myself. This

walled town as a provost- guard ; and the

colonel was directed to receive the Spanish

arms and deposit them in places of security.

The town was filled with the troops of the

enemy, driven in from the intrenchments, regi-

ments formed and standing in line in the

streets; but the work of disarming proceeded

quietly, and nothing unpleasant occurred.

In leaving the subject of the operations of

the 13th, I desire to record my appreciation

of the admirable manner in which the orders

for attack and the plan for occupation of the

city were carried out by the troops exactly as

contemplated. For troops to enter under fire

a town covering a wide area, to deploy rapidly

and guard all principal points in the extensive

suburbs, to keep out the insurgent forces press-

ing for admission, to disarm quietly an army

of Spaniards more than equal in numbers to

the American troops, and, finally, by all this to

prevent entirely all rapine, pillage, and dis-

order, and gain entire and complete possession

of a city of 300,000 people filled with natives

hostile to European interests, and stirred

up by the knowledge that their own people

were fighting in the outside trenches, was an

act which only the law-abiding, temperate,

resolute American soldier, well and skilfully

handled by his regimental and brigade com-

manders, could accomplish.

Prior to the action on the 13th, a general

order was issued, and a copy sent to Agui-

naldo's representative, as an indication of the

conduct that would be expected of them in

the event that any bands of the insurgents

should effect an entrance to the city.

The trophies of Manila were nearly $900,000,

13,000 prisoners, and 22,000 arms.
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Arthur, was appointed provost-marshal-general

and civil governor of the town, while the

other. General Greene, was selected for the

duties of intcndente - general de hacienda,

or director of financial affairs, the collectors

of customs and internal rex-en ue reporting

to him. Lieutenant - Colonel Whittier, an

efficient business man of long experience,

was appointed collector of the customs; and

a bonded officer, Major Whipple, of the pay

department, was announced as custodian of

the public funds, to whom all Spanish money

derived from any source was to be trans-

mitted for safe - keeping and disbursement

under orders.

On the i6tli a cablegram containing the

text of the President's proclamation directing

a cessation of hostilities was received by me,

and at the same time an order to make the

fact known to the Spanish authorities, which

was done at once. This resulted in a formal

protest from the governor- general in regard

to the transfer of public funds then taking

place, on the ground that the proclamation

was dated prior to the surrender. To this I

replied that the status quo in which we were

left with the cessation of hostilities was that

existing at the time of the receipt by me of

the official notice, and that I must insist upon

the delivery of the funds. The delivery was

made under protest.

After the issue of my proclamation and the

establishment of my office as military gov-

ernor, I had direct written communication

with General Aguinaldo on several occasions.

He recognized my authority as military gov-

ernor of the city of Manila and suburbs, and

made professions of his willingness to with-
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draw his troops to a line which I might indi-

cate, but at the same time asking certain

favors for himself. The matters in this con-

nection had not been settled at the date of

my departure. Much dissatisfaction was felt

by the rank and file of the insurgents that

they were not permitted to enjoy the occu-

pancy of IManila, and there was some ground

for trouble with them owing to that fact; but,

notwithstanding many rumors to the contrary,

I was of the opinion that the leaders would

be able to prevent serious disturbances, as

they are sufficiently intelligent and educated

to know that to antagonize the United States

would be to destroy their only chance of

future political improvement.

On the 28th of August I received a cable-

gram directing me to transfer my command

to Major-General Otis, United States Volun-

teers, and to proceed to Paris, France, for

conference with the peace commissioners. I

embarked on the steamer China on the 30th

in obedience to these instructions.

GENE R A L A N I) E R S O N' S

ACCOUNT
The first expeditionary force reached Manila

Bay June 30, and the disembarkation of men

and material began the next day. Cavite was

selected as the landing-place and base of oper-

ations. Rear-Admiral Dewey gave every pos-

sible assistance and favored me with a clear

statement of the situation.

On the first day of July I liad an interview

with the insurgent chief, Aguinaldo, and

learned from him that the Spanish forces had

Believins: that, however successful the insur-

gents might have been in guerilla warfare

against the Spaniards, they could not carry

their lines by assault or reduce the city by

siege, and suspecting, further, that a hearty

and effective co-operation could not be ex-

pected, I had at once a series of reconnais-

sances made exactly to locate the enemy's

lines of defence and to ascertain their strength.

Both outer and inner lines were located and

profiles obtained of their walls and parapets.

The results of my investigations led to the

conclusion that while siege operations, if neces-

sary, could best be conducted from the east

and north, an assault with the co-operation of

the navy could best be made from the south,

along the bay and the line of the Cavite-

Paranaque-Manila road.

On July 15 one battalion of the First Cali-

fornia Volunteers was sent over and encamped

on the west shore of Manila Bay, at the hamlet

of Tambo, about three miles from the south

suburb of Manila, called Malate. This was

done to secure this line of advance, if it should

meet the approval of the major-general com-

manding, on his arrival, and also to guard there

a depot of transportation, which the chief

quartermaster of the expedition was ordered

to establish at that point. The two remaining

battalions of the California regiment were sent

over from Cavite two days later, and the can-

tonment was named Camp Dewey, in honor of

the hero of Manila Bay.

The second expeditionary force, under Ih'ig-

adier-General F.V. Greene, arrived here July 17,

and the third, under Brigadier-General Arthur

MacArthur, on July 30. The several military

organizations of these expeditions were trans-

nition, and subsistence, had to be made from

native lighters, called cascos, and small boats.

Not a man was lost, and only a small amount

of stores.

While selecting the camp and fixing the

location of the several commands in it, I

remained at Cavite and gave my personal

attention to the landing of the troops and the

forwarding of supplies.

Major-General Merritt having arrived in the

harbor on July 27, I at once called on him

and stated what had been done and reported

for orders.

On the 1st of August General Orders No. 2,

from the Headquarters, Department of the

Pacific, was issued, by which the military

forces present in the harbor were organized

into a division of two brigades, the first un-

der Brigadier - General Arthur MacArthur,

and the second under Brigadier-General F. V.

Greene. Under this order I was assigned to

the command of the division which was des-

ignated as the Second Division, Eighth Army
Corps.

As I did not go in person to Camp Dewey

until II A.M. on the lOth of August, I will not

attempt to detail the operations in the trenches

and the several combats between our troops

and the enemy after our occupation, by mutual

agreement, of the left section of the insurgents'

line, extending from the Pasay road to the

beach. These conflicts began on the night of

July 31, as soon as the enemy had realized

that we had taken the places of the Filipinos

and had begun a system of earthworks to the

front of their old line.

It may have been merely coincident, but

these attacks and sorties began at the time the

A NI(;HT CATTLE IN THE RAIN-THE ENGAGEMENT OE JULY 31, NEAR MAEATE.-Drawn by Lucius Hitchcock, from Sketch by John McCittcheon

withdrawn, driven back by his army, as he

claimed, to a line of defence immediately

around the city and its suburbs. He esti-

mated the Spanish forces at about 14,000 men,

and his own at about the same number. He
did not seem pleased at the incoming of our

land forces, hoping, as I believed, that he could

take the city with his own army, with the co-

operation of the American fleet.

ferred to Camp Dewey at various dates from

July 17 to August 9. This task was at once

dangerous and difficult on account of tropical

rains, sudden severe squalls on the bay, and a

heavy surf beating on the shore during nearly

the whole time the transfers were being made

from transports in the harbor and at Cavite.

The landings of men and material, the latter

including camp and garrison equipage, ammu-
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captain-general of Manila was relieved by his

second in command.

For more than six weeks the insurgents had

kept up a bickering infantry fire on the Span-

ish trenches, firing occasionally some old siege

pieces captured by Admiral Dewey at Cavite

and given to Aguinaldo. These combats were

never serious, and the Spaniards, so far as I

know, made no sorties upon them. But there
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quite close up to the enemy's first line by Colonel Hale of the

First Colorado. The night before the attack wire entangle-

ments were found and cut. This was a very useful and credit-

able performance.

I had learned from natives, and also from a bold reconnais-

sance of Major Bell's, that the water in the little stream em|)ty-

ing into the bay at the angle of the Polvorin was very shallow.

No very stout resistance was anticipated to an advance of the

left of our line if the naval guns silenced the guns of the Pol-

vorin and Malate batteries.

The outlook for General MacArthur's brigade was discourag-

ing. Its advance was hampered and intersected in all direc-

tions by swamps and padd}^ fields; the bush was thick, and the

enemy's line particularly strong ;it this point. It was a crenel-

lated line of earthworks, faced with sand-bags. Pieces of field

artillery were known to be on the line west of block-house No.

14. The i)roblem was made difficult— first, from the fact that

we could not be sure whether our first attack was to be tenta-

tive or serious, tliis depending on action of the navy; second,

from our orders not to displace the insurgents, without their

consent, from their position to the riglit of their gun on the

Pasay road. This to the very last the insurgent leaders posi-

tively refused to give. Vet, if we could not go far enough

to the right to silence their field-guns and carry that part of

their line, they would have a fatal cross-fire on troops attack-

ing block-house No. 14. I therefore directed (General Mac-

Arthur to put the three 2.10-inch guns of Battery B, Utah Vol-

unteer Artillery, in the emplacement of the insurgent gun and

to place the Astor Battery behind a high garden wall to the

right of the Pasay road, to be held there subject to orders.

1 assumed that when the action became hot at this point, as

I knew it would be, the insurgents would voluntarily fall back

from their advanced position, and that the Astor Battery and

its supports could take position without opposition.

Major-General Merritt came to division headquarters on the

I ith. I at once summoned the brigade commanders, and, upon

tlieir reporting, we were asked when we would be ready to at-

tack. I replied that the assault could be made the next morn-

ing (August 12). But we were informed that the naval bom-

bardment w^ould take place on Saturday, the 13th instant, prob-

ably at 10 A.M. 1 understood from the general commanding

that he would be personally present on the day of battle. I

therefore only deemed it necessary to make such tactical dis-

position as would put my division in the best position for

is no doubt of the fact that the Spaniards attacked our lines with the commanding general's personal directions.

force and vindictiveness, until they were informed that the bringing (General Babcock came to my headquarters on the morning of the

on of a general engagement would lead to a bombardment of the 13th, and informed me that the major-general commanding would

city. After this there was for several days a tacit suspension of remain on a despatch -boat, and that he would accompany me and

hostilities. communicate any orders he might receive from his chief.

On the 9th the foreign war vessels left their anchorage in front of On this same morning all parts of the division were in the posi-

Manila and our own fleet cleared for action. The next morning I tions designated in my order, except that the leading battalion of

went to Camp Dewey, and, finding the adjutant- general there, was the reserve, instead of taking post five hundred yards in rear of the

told by him that the general commanding wished me to issue a cross-roads from the Calle Real to Pasay, had taken post in the open

tactical order for a projected attack on the enemy's lines.

I had before studied the ground, but I went over the whole field

again with the brigade commanders. Instructions had been received

from the major-general commanding to extend our line to the right,

if the consent of the insurgents could be obtained to our taking that

part of their line fronting the Spanish block-house No. 14; but this

was not to be attempted if it was likely to bring on a partial engage-

ment before the general assault. The next day. General Aguinaldo's

consent having been given that we should replace the gun he had in

an advanced position on the Pasay road with one of our own, I

issued a tactical order of battle conforming to the general instruc-

tions I had received from the major-general commanding.

I had previously instructed the engineer company to prepare port-

able bamboo bridges, and had distributed wire-cutters, wdiich I had

purchased before leaving San Francisco, to pioneer parties to enable

them to cut wire entanglements in front of the enemy's works. Half

of these wire-cutters, with insulated handles, were given to the Colo-

rado regiment, which had been designated to make the attack on the

right of the enemy's works, and the other half were sent to General

MacArthur. One-half of the engineer company, acting as pioneers,

in conformity with the order, operated with each brigade.

The ground in front of General Greene's brigade was compara-

tively open, and roads were cut through the low bushes and briars
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field abreast of the cross-road. The other

battalions of the reserve moved up propor-

tionally, and thus the whole reserve was un-

der the fire zone, but as neither shells nor bul-

lets fell among them I did not move them

back.

Field-telegraph stations were established at

General MacArthur's headquarters, at the left

of the intrenchments of the Second l^rigade

on the beach, at the reserve near the Pasay

road, and near the hospital in the camp.

The fleet opened fire at 9.30 A.M. The first

shots fell short ; but the range was soon found,

and then the fire became evidently effective.

I at once telegraphed General MacArthur to

open on block-house No. 14 and begin his

attack. At the same time seven of the guns

of the Utah batteries opened fire on the

enemy's works in front of the Second Brigade,

and two guns on the right of this brigade

opened an oblique fire towards block-house

No. 14.

Riding down to the beach, I saw two of

our lighter-draught vessels approach and open

on the Polvorin w'ith rapid-fire guns, and

observed at the same time some men of the

Second Brigade start up the beach. I ordered

the First California, which was the leading

regiment of the reserve, to go forward and

report to General Greene. Going to the re-

ser\-e telegraph, I received a message from

MacArthur that his fire on the block-house

was effective, but that he was enfiladed from

the right. I knew from this that he wished to

push the insurgents aside and put in the Aster

Battery. I then authorized him to attack,

which he did, and, soon after, the Twenty-

third Infantry and the Thirteenth Minnesota

carried the advance line of the enemy in the

most gallant manner, the one gun of the Utah

Battery and the Astor Battery lending most

effective assistance.

In the meantime the Colorado regiment had

charged and carried the right of the enemy's

line, and the Eighteenth Regular Infantry

and the Third Heavy (Regular) Artillery,

acting as infantry, had advanced and passed

over the enemy's works in their front without

THE ATTACK ON FORT SAN ANTONIO.—Drawn by T. de Thulstrup
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opposition. The reserve was ordered forward

to follow the Second Brigade and a battery of

Hotchkiss guns was directed to follow the

Eighteenth Infantry. Going to the telegraph

station on the left of our line on the beach, I

found the operator starting forward in the

rear of the First California, and I moved for-

ward until the instrument was established in

the first house in Malate. The first ticking

of the sounder informed me that General

MacArthur was heavily engaged at a second

line of defence near Singalong.

It was evident that the best way to assist

him was to press our success on the left. I

therefore directed General Greene to connect,

if possible, with General MacArthur by send-

iug a regiment to the right. But the enemy

seemed determined for a time to give us a

street fight, and the Colorado and California

regiments were the only ones available. At

this juncture the Eighteenth Infantry and the

Hotchkiss battery api)eared to be stopped by

a broken pier of a bridge, but the engineer

company brought forward a portable bridge,

and in a few minutes these organizations

pressed forward through the Malata-Ermita

redoubts. Soon the men from Nebraska and

Wyoming came on shouting, for the white

flag could now be seen on the sea-front, yet

the firing did not cease, and the Spanish

soldiers at the front did not seem to be noti-

fied of the surrender. In the meantime the

reserve had been ordered forward, except one

rejjiment, which was ordered to remain in the

Second Brigade trenches. The seven Utah

guns were also ordered to the front, one in-

fantry battalion being directed to assist the

men of the batteries in hauling

the guns by hand.

The field -telegraph wires, ex-

tending in a wide circuit to the

extreme right, for a time gave

discouraging reports. The front

was contracted, the enemy in-

trenched, and the timber thick

on both sides of the road. Only

two regiments could be put on

the firing-line. The Fourteenth

Infantry was brought forward,

but could not fire a shot. Un-

der these circumstances I tele-

graphed MacArthur to counter-

march and come to Malate by

way of Greene's intrenchments

and the beach. This was at 1.25

P.M., but soon after I learned

that MacArthur was too far com-

mitted to retire. The guns of the As-

tor Battery had been dragged to the

front only after the utmost exertions,

and were about being put into battery.

At the same time I received a telegram

stating that the insurgents were threat-

ening to cross the bamboo bridge on

our right ; and to prevent this and

guard our ammunition at Pasay, I or-

dered an Idaho battalion to that point.

It was evidently injudicious under these

circumstances to withdraw the First

Brigade, so the order was countermand-

ed and a despatch sent announcing our

success on the left.

In answer, the report came that

Singalong had been carried, and that

the brigade was advancing on Paco.

At this point it was subsequently met

by one of my aides, and marched down to

the Cuartel de Malata by the Calzada de

Paca. I had gone in the meantime to the

south bridge of the w^alled city, and, learning

that the Second Oregon was within the walls,

and that Colonel Whittier was in conference

with the Spanish commandant, I directed

General Greene to proceed at once with his

brigade to the north side of the Pasig, retain-

ing only the Wyoming battalion to remain

with me to keep up the connection between

the two brigades.

A remarkable incident of the day was the

experience of Captain Stephen O'Connor, of

the Twenty-third Infantry. With a detach-

ment of fifteen skirmishers he separated from

his regiment and brigade at block-house No. 14,

and, striking a road, probably in the rear of the

enemy, marched into the city without opposi-

tion until he came to the Calle Real in Malata.

Alone this street he had some unimportant

street fighting until he came to the Paseo de

la Calzada, where, learning that negotiations

were going on for a surrender, he took post

at the bridge of the north sally-port, and the

whole outlying Spanish force south of the

Pasig passed by his small detachment in hur-

rying in intraniui'os.

Our loss in the Eirst Brigade was three offi-

cers wounded, four enlisted men killed, and

thirty-five wounded. The loss in the Second

Brigade was one enlisted man killed and five

wounded, making a total of five killed and

forty-three wounded.

The antecedent loss in the trenches was

fourteen killed and sixty wounded, making a

total of one hundred and twenty-two casualties

in the taking of Manila. This was only part

of the price we paid for this success, for men
died daily in our hospitals from disease con-

tracted from exposure in camp and trenches.

All hardships and privations have been borne

by our soldiers with remarkable patience and

cheerfulness. The opposition we met in battle

was not sufficient to test the bravery of our

soldiers, but all showed bravery and dash.

The losses showed that the leading regiments

of the First Brigade—Thirteenth Minnesota,

Twenty-third Infantry, and the Astor Battery

—met the most serious opposition and deserved

credit for their success. The Colorado, Cali-

fornia, and Oregon regiments, the Regulars,

and all the batteries of the Second Brigade

showed such zeal that it seemed a pity they

did not meet foemen worthy of their steel.

My staff officers were active, zealous, and in-

telligent in the performance of their duties,

and the men and officers of the entire division

showed the best qualities of American soldiers.

THE MONTEREY IN ACTION

41cS

GP:NERAL MacARTHUR'S
ACCOUNT

Several hours before the operations of the

13th were intended to commence, there was

considerable desultory firing from the Spanish

line, both of cannon and small-arms, provoked

no doubt by Philippine soldiers, who insisted

upon maintaining a general fusillade along their

lines, with which the American line connected

just east of the Pasay road. The fire was not

returned by our troops, and when the formation

of the day wiis commenced things at the front

were comparatively quiet. By eight o'clock

the position was occupied; about 9.35 the

naval attack commenced, and some twenty

minutes thereafter the gun of P^attery B, Utah

Artillery, opened on block-house No. 14, the

guns of the Astor Battery having engaged an op-

posing battery some minutes after the opening

of the naval attack. There was no reply from

the block-house or contiguous lines, either by

guns or small-arms. The opposition to the

Astor fire, however, was quite energetic ; but

after a spirited contest the opposition, consist-

ing probably of two pieces, was silenced.

This contest was the only notable feature

of the first stage of the action, and was es-

pecially creditable to the organization engaged.

The position, selected by Lieutenant March

after careful personal reconnaissance, was, per-

haps, the only one possible in the vicinity, and

it was occupied with great skill

and held with commendable firm-

ness, the battery losing three men

wounded, one of whom after-

wards died. The Utah gun on

the road fired fourteen shots at

block-house No. 14 with good

effect, as was subsequently as-

certained upon inspection of the

work. Lieutenant Grow and de-

tachment deserved great credit

for the commendable manner in

which the piece was served and

pulled through the mud without

the assistance of horses.

Some time about eleven o'clock

concentrated infantry fire was

heard in front of the Second

Brigade, and not long thereafter

an exultant shout indicated sub-
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stantial success for our arms on the left. It

was therefore assumed that the enemy had

been so shaken as to make the advance prac-

ticable without a serious disadvantage to our

troops.

Sergeant Mahoney, with a squad of Company
D, Twenty-third United States Infantry, by a

well-conducted scout, soon ascertained that the

Spanish line was abandoned, and a general ad-

vance was immediately ordered. At about

11.20 a United States flag was placed upon

block-house No. 14, thus concluding the second

stage of the action without opposition and

without loss.

A battalion of the Twenty-third Infantry,

under Lieutenant-Colonel French, was stationed

at this point to prevent armed bodies other

than American troops crossing the trenches in

the direction of Manila. The general advance

was soon resumed, the Thirteenth Minnesota

leading, with Company K as advance-guard,

then the Astor Battery, a battalion of the

Twenty- third Infantry, the battalion, Four-

teenth Infantry, and the North Dakota Regi-

ment, following in the order named.

At a point just south of Singalong, a block-

house was found burning, causing a continuous

explosion of small-arms ammunition, which, to-

gether with a scattering fire from

the enemy, retarded the advance

for a time. All difficulties were

soon overcome, however, including

the passage of the Astor Battery,

by the determined efforts of Lieu-

tenant March and his men, assisted

by the infantry of the Minnesota

regiment, over a gun emplacement

which obstructed the road.

In the village of Singalong the

advance fell under a loose fire, the

intensity of which increased as the

forward movement was pressed, and

very soon the command was com-

mitted to a fierce combat. This

strong opposition arose at block-

house No. 20 of the Spanish de-

fences, a detached work with em-

placements for six guns, which fortunately

were not filled on the 13th, but the work

was occupied by a detachment of infantry,

probably a strong rear-guard.

The advance party, consisting of men of the

Minnesota regiment, reinforced by volunteers

from the Astor Battery, led by Lieutenant

March, and by Captain Sawtelle, of the brigade

staff, as an individual volunteer, reached a point

within less than eighty yards of the block-

house, but was obliged to retire to the inter-

secting road in the village, at which point a

hasty work was improvised and occupied by a

firing-line of about fifteen men. Aside from

conspicuous individual actions in the first rush,

the well-regulated conduct of this firing-line

was the marked feature of the contest.

The main body of the fighting-line, consisting

of Company C, Twenty-third Infantry, Com-

panies C, E, G, H, K, and L, Thirteenth Min-

nesota, and the Astor Battery, were well

screened behind the village church and stone

walls of adjacent gardens. In the early stage

of the contest it seemed possible that an

offensive return might be attempted ; accord-

ingly the position was secured by detached

posts east and west on the intersecting road,

and the construction of a succession of hasty

intrenchments in the village street, and the

occupancy of a strong defensive position by

the main body in the rear. It soon became

apparent, however, that the enemy was mak-

ing a paroxysmal effort, and would soon yield

to steady pressure.

Lieutenant-Colonel French, commanding a

battalion of the Twenty-third Infantry, com-

posed of Companies D, F, G, and li, acting

on his own initiative, advanced without orders

to the sound of the combat, and placed his

battalion in position on the intersecting road

to the west of the village, in precisely the

position where, in the event of a crisis, he

would have been most useful.

At about 1.30 l\M. all firing had ceased,

and two scouting- parties, voluntarily led by

Captain Sawtelle and Lieutenant March, soon

thereafter reported the retreat of the adver-

sary. The city was entered, without further

incident, through the Paco district, detach-

ments being placed at the bridges. The con-

tact was made about tweh'e o'clock and the

contest continued with great ferocity until

1.35—that is to say, about an hour and a half.

The loss in the combat was three officers

wounded, four enlisted men killed, and thirty-

three wounded, including one man of the

North Dakota regiment wounded far in the

tenanceof the discipline and marked efficiency

of his regiment.

The brilliant manner in which Lieutenant

March accepted and discharged the respon-

sible and dangerous duties of the day, and

the pertinacity with which, assisted by his

officers and men, he carried his guns over all

obstacles to the very front of the firing-line,

w^as an exceptional display of warlike skill

and good judgment, indicating the existence

of many of the best qualifications for high

command in battle.

The gallant manner in which Captain Saw-

telle, brigade quartermaster, volunteered to

join the advance party in the rush, volun-

teered to command a firing-line, for a time

without an officer, and again volunteered to

lead a scout to ascertain the presence or

absence of the enemy in the block-house, was

a fine display of personal intrepidity.

The efficient, fearless, and intelligent man-
ner in which Lieutenant Kernan, Twenty-first

United States Infantry, acting assistant adju-

tant-general of the brigade, and Second Lieu-

tenant Whitworth, Eighteenth United States

Infantry, aide, executed a series of dangerous

and difficult orders, was a fine exemplification

of staff work under fire.

The splendid bravery of Captains

Bjornstad and Seebach, and Lieu-

tenant Lackore, of the Thirteenth

Minnesota, all wounded, and, final-

ly, the work of the soldiers of the

first firing-line, as previously re-

ferred to, all went to make up a

rapid succession of individual ac-

tions of unusual merit.

\MKRICAN TKOOJ'S (iUARDlNG I'llH I'.kllXJK OVER TIII^

task; on riiK afternoon ok the surrende

rear of the fighting-line; makingtlie total casual-

ties for the day forty-three killed and wounded.

The character of the ground absolutely

precluded the possibility of any regular de-

ployment, and as a consequence most of the

troops present were unable to partici|)ate in

the actual conflict, a fact much to be regretted,

as all were eager to be at the front, and from

the well-known character of the officers and

men there can be no doubt that all would

have displayed the same excellent qualities

shown by their comrades in the village.

The combat of Singalong can hardly be

classified as a great military event, but the

involved terrain and the prolonged resistance

created a very trying situation and afforded

an unusual scope for the display of military

qualities by a large number of individuals.

The invincible composure of Colonel Oven-

shine, during an exposure in dangerous space

for more than an hour, was conspicuous and

vevy inspiring to the troops; and the efficient

manner in which he took advantage of oppor-

tunities as they arose during the varying as-

pects of the fight was of great practical value

in determining the result.

The cool, determined, and sustained efforts

of Colonel Reeve, of the Thirteenth Minne-

sota, contributed very materially to the main-

420

( TE N E R A L GREENE'S
ACCOUNT

The brigade left San Francisco,

June 15, on the four transports

China, Colon, Zealandia, and Sena-

tor, and arrived at Cavite on July

17, where I re])orted for duty to

Brigadier-General T. M. Anderson. On leaving

San Francisco the brigade consisted of the fol-

lowing: First Colorado Infantry, Colonel Irving

Hale; h'irst Nebraska Infantry, Colonel John
P. Bratt; Tenth Pennsylvania Infantry, Colonel

A. L. Hawkins; P'irst Battalion Eighteenth

United States Infantry, Lieutenant-Colonel C.

M.Bailey; P'irst l^attalion Twenty-third United

States Infantr}', Lieutenant-Colonel John W.
h'rench ; Battery A, Utah Artillery, Captain

R. W. Young; Battery B, Utah Artillery,

Captain P\ A. Grant ; detachment of Company
A, Engineer Battalion, Second Lieutenant

William U. Connor.

The battalion of the Twenty-third Infantry

was detached and landed at Cavite. The other

troops were landed on the beach about three

miles south of Manila on July 18, 20, and 21,

without loss or accident. Camp was estab-

lished near the beach and named Camp Dewey,

in honor of the distinguished Admiral com-

manding the United States squadron in these

waters. The insurgent forces under General

Aguinaldo then occupied a thin line of trenches

and barricades about three thousand yards in

front of us, facing the Spanish works at dis-

tances varying from two hundred to one thou-

sand yards. Our outposts were immediately

posted in rear of the insurgents, to guard against
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any surprise in case the latter should be driven

in by the Spaniards.

August I the Second Division was organized

by the major-general commanding, and I was

assigned to the command of the Second Bri-

gade. It consisted of the troops above named,

except the Twenty-third Infantry, and of tlie

following: First California Infantry, Colonel

James F. Smith; Second Battalion Eighteenth

United States Infantry, Major Charles Kellar;

both battalions of this regiment under com-

mand of Colonel D. D. Van Valzah ; First

Battalion Third United States Artillery, Cap-

tain James O'Hara; Second Battalion, Third

United States Artillery, Captain W. F. I^irk-

himer; Company A, Engineer Battalion, Lieu-

tenant W. D. Connor.

These troops were landed on July 27 and

August 4, partly on the beach and partly on

the Paranaque River, about one mile in the

rear. The landing was effected under great

difficulties, during a heavy southwest gale,

which lasted for nearly two weeks, and was ac-

companied by high surf and downpour of rain.

Considerable damage was done to rations and

other property, but no lives were lost.

On the morning of July 29, in compliance

with verbal instructions received

the previous day from the adju-
, , .^,^

tant-general of the Eighth Army
Corps, I occupied the insurgent

trenches, from the beach to the

Calle Real, with one battalion 1

Eighteenth United States Lifan-

try, one battalion I^^irst Colorado

Infantry, and four guns, two from

each of the Utah batteries, these

trenches being vacated at my re-

quest by the insurgent forces

under Brigadier-General Noricl.

As these trenches were badly

located and insufficient in size

and strength, I ordered another

line constructed about one hun-

dred yards in advance of them,

and this work was couipleted,

mainly by the First Colorado,

during the night of July 29-30.

The length of this line was only

270 yards, and on its right were

a few^ barricades, not continuous,

occupied by the insurgents, extending over to

the large rice-sw\amp just east of the road from

Pasay to Paco. Pricing these w^as a strong Span-

ish line, consisting of a stone fort (San Antonio

de Abad) near the beach, intrenchments of sand-

bags and earth about seven feet high and ten

feet thick, extending in a curved direction for

about 1200 yards and terminating in a fortified

block-house, known as No. 14, beyond our right

on the Pasay road. It faced our front and en-

veloped our right flank. Mounted in and near

the stone fort were seven guns in all—-viz., three

bronze field-guns of 3.6 inches caliber, four

bronze mountain -guns of 3.2 inches caliber,

and in the vicinity of block-house No. 14 were

two steel mountain-guns of 3.2 inches caliber.

The line was manned throughout its length

by infantry, with strong reserves at Malate and

at the walled city in its rear.

Shortly before midnight of July 31-August i

the Spaniards opened a heavy and continuous

fire, with both artillery and infantry, from their

entire line. Our trenches were occupied that

day by the two battalions of the Tenth Penn-

sylvania Infantry, one foot battery (H), nearly

Killed or

(lied of

w ouikIs.

Total

IWouikK

29

5

8

43

two hundred strong, of the Third Artillery, and and that the heava' fire to which he was sub-

four guns, two of Battery A and two of Battery jcctcd came from the trenches near block-

B, Utah Artillery. house No. 14, beyond his right flank, at a

All the troops in camp were under arms distance of about seven hundred yards. The
within fifteen minutes after the firing began. Spaniards used smokeless powder, the thickets

Captain Hobbs, with Battery K, Third Artil- obscured the flash of their guns, and the sound
lery, proceeded to the trenches at once, with- of a Mauser Inillet penetrating a bamboo pole

out waiting for orders. is very similar to the crack of the rifle itself.

I then ordered one battalion of the Mrst As the firing slackened 1 ortlered the k^irst

California Infantry to move forward to the Colorado and the third battalion of the l^'rst

trenches, the second battalion of the same California to return to camp, and then pro
regiment to move forward as far as the cross- ccedcd to the trenches and remained there till

road to Pasay, about 1200 yards in rear of the nearly da\-light. The firing ceased about 2

trenches, the third battalion of the same regi- A.M. and was renewed for a short period about
ment and the three battalions of the In'rst 9 A.M. The losses of the night were as follows :

Colorado Infantry to move forward to a line

just out of range of the Spanish infantry fire

and there await orders. The k'irst Nel)ras-

ka Infantry and the battalion of kj'ghteenth

United States Lifantry were held under arms Tetuh Penns\lvaiiia .... 6

in camp. The Third Artillerv and First Cali- '[}''''\!^'^;^^'''y -

fornia met with considerable loss in advancing IJattcry l>, Utah ArtiHcry . .

through the infantry fire in rear of otir trenches.

Captain Ilobbs, of the Third Artillery, was

slightly wounded, and Captain Richter, of the

iMrst California, mortally wounded. One ser- This attack demonstrated the immctliatc

geant was killed, and eight men of these two necessit)- of extending our intrenchments to

the right, and, although not cov-

ered by my instructions (which

were to occtq^y the trenches from

the bay to Calle Real, and to

avoid {)recipitating an engage-

ment), I ordered the l^rst Colo-

rado and one battalion of the

P^irst C^alifornia, which occupied

the trenches at 9 A.M., August i,

to extend the line of trenches to

the Pasa\' road. The work was

begun b\' these troops, and con-

tinued every day b)' the troo[)s

occupying the trenches in tinn,

until a strong line was conq)leted

by August 12, about twelve hun-

dred yards in length, extending

from the bay to the east side of

the Pasay road. Its left rested

on the bay and its right on an

extensive rice-swamp, |)racticall\'

inq)assable. The right flank was

refused, bccatise the only way to

cross a smaller rice-swanq), cross-

commands were also wounded before reaching ing the line abotit seven lunulred }-ards from

the trenches. When they reached there the the beach, was along a cross-road in rear of

fire of the Spaniards had practically ceased, tlie geiiercd line. As finally completed the

Meanwhile the attack had been sustained works were very strong in profile, being from

by the Tenth Penns}'lvania Infantry, Battery five to six feet in height and eight to ten feet

II of the Third Artillery, and the four guns in thickness at the base, strengthened by bags

of the Utah Artillery. For about an hour filled with earth.

and a half the firing on both sides, with artil- The only material available was black soil

lery and infantry, was very heavy and contin- satmated with water, and withotit the bags

nous, our expenditure of amnuuiition being this was washed down and rtiined in a day b)'

160 rounds of artillery and about 6c ,000 rounds the heavy and almost incessant rains. 'Phe

of infantry. That of the Spaniards was near- construction of these trenches was constant 1\'

ly twice as much. intermitted by the enemy's fire. The)^ were

The heaviest losses were stistained by the occtq)ied by the troops in sticcession, four

second battalion of the Tenth Penn.syh^ania, battalions being usuall}- sent out for a ser\d'ce

under Major Cuthbertson, which was posted of twenty-four hours, and posted with three

on the right of our intrenchments and with- battalions in the trenches, and one battalion

out cover. Major Cuthbertson reported that in reserve along the cross-road to Pasay ; Cos-

the Spaniards left their trenches in force and sack posts being sent out from the latter to

attempted to turn otir right flank, coming guard the camp against any i)ossible stirprise

within two hundred yards of his positic^n. fi'om the northeast and east. The service in

But as the night was intensely dark, with the trenches was of the most arduous cliaracter,

incessant and heavy rain, and as no dead or the rain being almost incessant and the men
wounded were found in front of his position having no protection against it. They were

at daylight, it is possible that he was mistaken wet during the entire twenty-four hours, and

4^)->
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the mud was so deep that the shoes were ruined

and a considerable number of men rendered

barefooted. Until the notice of bombardment

was given on August 7 an\' exposure abov^e or

behind the trenches prompt!}' brought the en-

emy's fire, so that the men had to sit in the

mud under co\'er, and keep awake, prepared to

resist an attack, during the entire tour of

twenty- four Jiours. .After one particularly

heav}' rain a portion of the trench contained

two feet of water, in which

the men had to remain. It ^
could not be drained, as it # .

was lower than an adjommg ^-^ftS-^'.-^: <i

rice-swamp in which the wa-

ter had risen nearl}- two feet,

the rainf.dl being more than

four inches in twenty - four

hours. These hardships were

all endured b}' the men of

the different regiments in

turn with the finest possible

spirit and without a murmur
of com[)laint.

August 7 the notice of bom-

bardment after forty - eight

hours, or sooner if the Span-

ish fire continued, was served,

and after that date not a shot

was fired on either side until

the assault was made on Au-

gust [3. It was with great

difficult}', and in some cases

not without force, that the in-

surgents were restrained from

opening fire, and thus draw-

ing the fire of the Spaniards during this period.

Owing to the heavy storm and high surf it

w^as impossible to communicate promptly with

the division commander at Cavite, and I re-

ceived m}^ instructions direct from the major-

general commanding, or his staff-officers, one

of wliom visited my cam[) e\'er}' day, and I re-

ported direct to him in the same manner. M}-

instructions were to occupy the insurgent

trenches near tlie beach, so as to be in a good

position to advance on Manila when ordered,

but meanwhile to avoid precipitating an en-

gagement ; not to waste ammunition, and (after

August 1) not to return the enemy's fire unless

convinced that he had left his trenches and

was making an attack in force. These instruc-

tions were given daily in the most positive

terms to the officercommanding in the trenches,

and in the main they were faithfully carried out.

More ammunition than necessary was ex-

pended on the nights of August 2 and 5, but

in both cases the trenches were occupied by

trcops under fire for the first time, and in the

darkness and rain there was ground to believe

that the heavy fire indicated a real attack from

outside the enemy's trenches. The total ex-

penditure of ammunition on our side in the

four engagements was about 150,000 rounds,

and b}^ the enem}^ very much more.

After the attack of July 31 -August i, I com-

municated by signal with the captain of the

U. S. S. Rdlci^^ii, anchored about three thou-

sand yards southwest of my camp, asking if he

had received orders in regard to the action of

his shi[) in case of another attack on my troops.

He replied: " l^oth Admiral Uewey and Gen-

eral Merritt desire to avoid general action at

present. If attack too strong for }'ou, we will

assist }'()u, and another vessel will come and

offer help."

In repeating this message, Lieutenant Tap-

pan, commanding U. S. S. Caiiao, anchored

nearer the beach, sent me a box of blue-lights,

and it was agreed that if I burned one of these

on the beach the Rcr/cii^ii would at once open

fire on the Spanish fort.

On the 2<\ and again on the ^d I reported to

General Merritt that I was perfectly confident

of being able to hold the trenches against an}-

force that could be brought against them, and

rill-: OFFICIAL KFSIDl-.NCF Ol' 'n I K ( J()VFKNOK-(;FNERAF, MANILA

that, as the losses in sending forward supports

were so heav}' before the}' could reach the

trenches, 1 had increased the force posted in

them so that they could probably hold them

without assistance from camp. On both days

General Merritt replied. ai)proving what I had

done, but repeating the caution against bring-

ing on an engagement or wasting ammunition

in repl}' to the Spanish fire. On the 4th the

Monterey arrived about noon, and as we had

then lost nearly sixty men in killed and

wounded without being permitted to make

a counter-attack, I reported to General Mer-

ritt, recjuesting that the Monterey be anchored

off Fort San Antonio de Abad, and, that she

demolish it the instant the Spanish artillery

again opened fire. On the morning of the

5th General Merritt telegraphed for me to

meet him at Hakoor, opposite Cavite, and on

arriving there I accompanied him to the Nciv-

port, and later, at his recpiest, visited Admiral

Dewey on the Olynipia.

I explained the situation fully to both—viz.,

that I was perfectly able to hold the trenches

against an}' possible attack, but that nearly

every night m}^ men were being killed or

wounded by Spanish shells or bullets; that my
own artillery was not sufficient to silence that

of the enemy, but that the larger guns of the

nav}^ could destroy their fort in half an hour.

I considered it my duty to make known these

facts to them. The Admiral explained his

plans in detail and stated the reasons why he

desired to avoid engaging his ships at that

time, but said positively that, if I burned the

blue -light any night, the Raleigh would in-

stantly open fire and would be followed by

three other ships, all of which were under

steam. I reported this to General Merritt,

and was by him instructed to continue the
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passive defence in accordance with previous

instructions, and not give the signal for the

navy unless in imminent danger of being

driven out of the trenches—a contingency

which I considered most improbable.

On the evening of August 6th, Brigadier

General MacArthur, commanding First Bri-

gade, whose troops had been arriving during

the last two days, arrived in camp. Our

commissions were of the same date, but he

was senior to me by length

of service, and on the morn-

ing of the 7th I reported to

him and asked his instruc-

j

tions. In rei)ly he desired

me to continue in command
of the trenches and the super-

vision of the landing of troops

and stores until the arrival of

the division commander or the

establishment of his own head-

quarters. At 3 P.M. he re-

ceived a telegram from the

division commander, direct-

ing him to assume command,

which he did. He continued,

however, until the arrival of

the division commander, to

direct the officers command-

ing his troops detailed for

trench duty to report to me
for instructions.

On the 9th tlie foreign fleet

of war vessels which had been

anchored in front of Manila

withdrew, and was followed

by a number of private launches bringing per-

sons and [)ro[)erty out of Manila ; this in con-

sequence of the forty -eight hours' notice of

bombardment, which expired at noon of that

date.

General MacArthur and myself were in per-

fect accord as to the proper method of attack-

ing the Spanish position, and in compliance

with General Merritt's instructions we sent

him during the afternoon, by Captain Mott,

of his staff, a joint memorandum.

On August 10 General Babcock, adjutant-

general, arrived in camp at i P.M., bringing

instructions from General Merritt in reply to

the memorandum of the previous day and

asking for further information, both of which

were contained in a memorandum which I

handed to General Babcock. While w^e were

talking with General Babcock the division

commander arrived in camp, and all further

instructions were received from him.

On August II General Merritt was in camp,

and summoned the two brigade commanders

to division headquarters, and notified them

that the bombardment would take place on

Saturday, August 13, and that it would de-

pend on the result whether it was to be fol-

lowed by an immediate assault or whether

this would be deferred until the insurgent

trenches on the right had been secured.

On August 12 the orders of the division

commano!er were received at 5 P.M., and the

brigade orders for the attack were immediately

issued. These orders were carried out in every

particular.

During the twenty-five days that I was at

Camp Dewe}^ daily reconnaissances w^ere made

by officers and men of the volunteer regiments

under m}^ comiTiand, supplemented by Com-

pany A, of the Engineer Battalion, after it
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was assigned to me, and fairly accurate maps I ordered the Eighteenth United States In- the walled city, was reached about i r.M. A
of the country in our front had been prepared, fantry to move by the left flank over the white flag was flying at the southwest bastion,

Captain Grove and Lieutenant Means, of the trenches and along the road to Manila in and I rode forward to meet it under a heavy

First Colorado, had been particularly active in column of fours, not anticipating any resist- fire from our right and rear on the Paco road.

this work and fearless in penetrating beyond ance. As they showed themselves, however. At the bastion I was informed that officers

our lines and close to those of the enemy, a sharp fire was met from the woods near representing General Merritt and Admiral

As the time for attack approached, these offi- Cingalon, and the second battalion deployed Dewey were on their way ashore to receive

cers made a careful examination of the ground to the right of the road in the formation for the surrender, and I therefore turned east to

between our trenches and Fort San Antonio attack. Although the enemy could not be the Paco road. The firing ceased at this time,

de Abad, and finally, on August li, Major J. accurately located, on account of his using and on reaching this road I found nearly one

F. Bell, United States Volunteer Engineers, smokeless powder, this fire was replied to by thousand Spanish troops who had retreated

tested the creek in front of this fort and ascer- volleys, which had the effect of subduing it. from Santa Ana through I'aco, and, coming up

tained not only that it was fordable, but the The battalion then moved forward by rushes, the Paco road, had been firing on our flank.

exact width of the ford at the beach, and followed by the first battalion, until it reached I held the commanding officers, but ordered

actually swam in the bay to a point from the Spanish trenches, which had been aban- these troops to march into the walled city,

which he could examine the Spanish line doned, leaving three dead. When the Eigh- At this point the California regiment a short

from the rear. With the information thus teenth United States Infantry advanced, I sent time before had met some insurgents who had

obtained it was possible to plan the attack orders to the Third United States Artillery to fired at the Spaniards on the walls, and the

intelligently. advance to the front from its position on the latter, in returning the fire, had caused a loss

The position assigned to my brigade ex- right, and their advance was made in the for- in the California regiment of one killed and

tended from the beach to the small rice- mation for attack at the same time as the two wounded.

swamp, a front of about seven hundred yards. Eighteenth United States Infantry. They were My instructions Avere to march past the

I placed three additional guns, making seven subject to the same fire from their right and walled city on its surrender, cross the bridge,

in all, in the trenches between the beach and front near the Cingalon woods, to which they occupy the city on the north side of the Pasig,

the Calle Real. Seven battalions—viz., First replied, subduing it, and then advancing to and protect lives and property there. While

Colorado Infantry, Eighteenth United States the Spanish trenches, which they found de- the white flag was flying on the walls, yet very

Infantry, and Third United States Artillery— serted. sharp firing had just taken place outside, and

were placed in the trenches, and eight bat- Just as the advance of the Eighteenth In- there were from 5000 to 6000 men on the

talions—viz., First California, First Nebraska, fantry andThird Artillery began, the command- walls, with arms in their hands, only a few

and Tenth Pennsylvania—were in reserve, ing officers of the reserve, which had been yards from us. I did not feel justified in leav-

Two navy boat guns, 3-inch caliber, manned ordered up by the division commander, re- ing this force in my rear until the surrender

by detachments from Batteries A and B, Utah ported to me, and I directed them to follow was clearly established, and I therefore halted

Artillery, were placed on the right, near the by the beach, and ordered the artillery to and assembled my force, prepared to force

swamp, facing the Spanish trenches near block- follow on to Manila as soon as they could get the gates if there were an)- more firing. The

house No. 14, at six hundred yards. Three the assistance of the infantry to haul their Eighteenth Infantry and Eirst California were

Hotchkiss revolving cannon, i-incli caliber, guns. As the bridge near the fort appeared sent forward to hold the bridges a few yards

manned by a detachment of the Third United to be broken by artillery fire, I directed the ahead, but the second battalion, of the Third

States Artillery, were with the reserve. The engineer company to carry forward some large Artillery, P'irst Nebraska, Tenth Pennsylvania,

troops were in the trenches at 8 A.M. and the trestles and flooring of bamboo, which had and P^irst Colorado were all assembled at this

reserve in position at 10 A.M. The day opened been prepared the previous day, and this was point. While this was being done I received

with heavy rain, which continued at intervals done under fire. a note from Lieutenant-Colonel Wliittier, of

until nearly noon. Having made these dispositions, I rode General Merritt's staff, written from the cap-

The navy opened fire at 9.30 A.M. and the rapidly forward by the beach and through tain-general's office within the walls, asking

guns in the trenches at 9.35. The firing was the creek to the fort. A portion of the Eirst me to stop the firing outside, as negotiations

deliberate and careful, and nearly every shot Colorado was in the Spanish trenches replying for surrender were in progress,

took effect in San Antonio de Abad, which to a fire from a second line of defence running I returned within the walls with the mes-

was silenced at the first round and made no along the road from Malate to Cingalon. The senger and found the late Governor-General

response. Only twenty-seven shots were fired rest of the Colorado regiment and all of the Augustin, the Acting Governor -General Jau-

in fifty-five minutes. General Babcock, adju- California were in the houses, a few hundred denes. Admiral Montojo, Lieutenant- Colonel

tant- general, was present with me in the yards in our front, replying to this same fire Whittier, and Lieutenant Brumby, of the navy,

trenches and brought instructions from Gen- from the flank. The engagement here lasted The Spaniards had drawn up terms of sur-

eral Merritt to advance with infantry as soon about fifteen minutes before the enemy's fire render, which Colonel Whittier informed me

as the artillery was silenced, and to make this was subdued, and resulted in the loss of one would probably be accepted by General Mer-

a demonstration or a real attack according to killed and one wounded in the Colorado regi- ritt, who was now on his way ashore from the

the amount of resistance encountered. At ment. The Eirst Nebraska and Eighteenth Ncivport. I then returned to the troops out-

10.15 I sent forward the first battalion of the United States Infantry having now come up, side the walls and sent Captain Birkhimer's

First Colorado along the beach and in the I directed them to move forward, the former battalion of the Third Artillery down the

field on its right, and followed this up with along the beach and the latter along Calle Paco road to prevent any insurgents from en-

the second and then the third battalion of the Real. The Colorado regiment was directed tering. Feeling satisfied that there would be

same regiment, at distances of about two hun- to protect the right flank from any possible no attack from the Spanish troops lining the

dred yards. They met a light fire from the attack from Cingalon and Paco. The Cali- walls, I put the regiments in motion towards

woods on their right flank, in rear of the fornia regiment was already in advance on the bridges, brushing aside a considerable

Spanish trenches and in the direction of Cin- Calle Real. In this way the brigade moved force of insurgents who had penetrated the

galon and Paco. They replied to this with through Malate, from street to street, meeting city from the direction of Paco, and were in

volleys, and the companies nearest the beach a straggling fire from the direction of Paco, the main street with their flag, expecting to

forded the creek, advanced through the water but no serious resistance. The U. S. S. C^r//^?^;, march into the walled city and plant it on

on the beach, turned the right flank of the commanded by Lieutenant Tappan, and carry- the walls. After crossing the bridges, the

trenches, and entered Fort San Antonio de ing several machine-guns and one 3-inch gun. Eighteenth United States Infantry was post-

Abad from the rear, hauling down the Spanish kept abreast or slightly in advance of the head ed to patrol the principal streets near the

flag and hoisting the American flag about 11 of the column and within two hundred yards bridge, the P^irst California was sent up the

A.M. The fort was found empty, except two of shore all the way to the walled city, and Pasig to occupy Ouiapo, San Miguel, and

dead and one wounded ; four guns were in it, was always in position to render most valu- Malacanan, and with the First Nebraska I

two field pieces of 3.6 inches, and two moun- able assistance had determined resistance been marched down the river to the captain of

tain-guns of 3.2 inches, from which the breech- met. the port's office, where I ordered the Span-

blocks had been removed. After advancing through Malate and Ermita, ish flag hauled down and the American flag

Seeing the fort captured without resistance, the open space at the Luneta, just south of raised in its place.
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THE RETURN TO PEACE
THE general situation at the time of the

issuance of the order suspending hos-

tilities was described in the following

words by Senator Lodge :

" More fortunate than the generals and the

troops in Puerto Rico, Admiral Dewey and

General iMerritt, thanks to distance and a sev-

ered cable, were able to complete their work

and set the final crown upon their labors by

taking Manila before the order reached them

to cease hostilities. That order, when it came,

found them masters of the great Eastern city

they had fought to win. In Puerto Rico the

news stayed Schwan's cavalry in pursuit of the

Spaniards, l^rooke's gunners with the lanyards

in their hands, and halted the other columns

in their march over the island. In Cuba it

saved Manzanillo, just falling before the guns of

Goodrich and his little squadron, and checked

the movements which were bringing port after

port into American possession. It stopped

also the departure of a fleet which,

by its existence and intention, was

a potent cause of the coming of

])eace. P^ven before the battle of

the 3d of July, the department at

Washington was making ready to

send a fleet consisting of the

Iowa, Orci^oii, Yankee, Yoseinite,

and Dixie, under Commodore

Watson, in tlie flag-ship Newark,

direct to Spain, primarily to fight

the fleet of Admiral Camara,

which had wandered helplessly

across the Mediterranean with

vague outgivings about going to

Manila, but which merely went

through the Suez Canal, and then

turned round and came back

again. But after the battle of

July 3 the preparations of Com-

modore Watson's squadron were

pushed more energetically than

ever, reinforcements were pre-

pared, and it was known that it

was to cross the Atlantic in any

event, and carry war to the very

doors of Spain's coast cities.

This fact was soon as well known

in P^urope as in America. Pres-

ently it became clear that Wat-

son's fleet was no pretence, but a

very grim reality ;
that it was

nearly in readiness; and, finally, that it was on

the very eve of departure. W'hat American

ships and seamen could do had Just been

shown at Manila and Santiago, and there

was no reason to suppose that they would

be less effective on the Spanish coasts.

Spain did not like the prospect, and some of

her neighbors were as averse as she to the

sound of American guns in the Mediterranean,

not heard in those waters now for nearly a

century. It would be something new, some-

thing which might disturb concerts and Jhuides

and other excellent arrangements, and must

not be permitted. It became clear to the dip-

lomatic mind that Spain must make peace, and

make it at once, on any terms. Hence arose

what is politely called pressure, although poor

Spain did not need much pressing. The war

which she had forced—no one knows exactly for

what reason—for what she called her pride or

her point of honor, had resulted in a series of
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rapid, crushing, and unbroken defeats. She

had expected, perhaps, to make a stand, to

win a fight, somewhere ; but her whole system,

her entire body politic, was rottener than any

one dreamed, and the whole fabric went to

pieces like an egg-shell when struck by the

hand of a vigorous, enterprising enemy. Pier

sea-power was shattered and entirely gone in

the Pacific and in American waters. Manila

Bay was in the hands of Dewey, and the

surrender of the city waited only for his de-

mand. Cuba could not be relieved ;
San-

tiago province was in American hands, and

the rest of the island would go the same

way as fast as the United States could land

troops and capture |)orts. Puerto Rico was

half gone, and the American columns were

marching as rapidly as possible to complete

the conquest of the island. And then there

in the background was Watson's fleet, very

imminent now, and likely to be off Cadiz or

M. JULES CAMJ'.ON

Barcelona in a fortnight. Clearly it was high

time for peace."

The bombardment of Manzanillo, here re-

ferred to by Senator Lodge, occurred on the

1 2th of August; and the official report of the

event gave occasion for the expression of

the keen disappointment felt throughout the

army and navy of the United States upon the

receipt of the President's order suspending

hostilities.

"Yesterday morning, the 12th instant," said

Captain Goodrich, writing on the 13th of Au-

gust, " my little flotilla got under way at half

past four, and proceeded to the vicinity of

Manzanillo. The Resolute, Suwanee, Hist, and

Osceola anchored well outside of the northern

entrance. I hoisted a flag of truce on the

Newark, and proceeded to an anchorage about

three miles distant from the town, whence I

sent the Alvarado, also bearing a flag of truce,

to present to the military commandant a de-
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mand for surrender. This demand was placed

in his hands by Lieutenant Blue at thirty-five

minutes past noon. The reply was to the

effect that the Spanish military code forbade

a surrender, except as the sequence of a siege

or other military operation.

" The town, being fortified, was exempt

from the i)rivileges and immunities attached

to defenceless places. Nevertheless, sufficient

time was given to permit non-combatants to

leave the city. At three o'clock I signalled

to the outlying vessels to take the stations off

the town which had been assigned, and at

3.35 hauled down the flag of truce on the

iVe7C'ark and proceeded towards Manzanillo

until the shoalness of the water forbade her

nearer approach. At 3.40 fire was opened

from the Neiuark on the batteries, and was

maintained with tolerable steadiness until 4.15

witli an accuracy surprising in view of the

short time during which she had been com-

missioned. The other vessels

followed shortly after.

"At 4.15 P.M., having seen sup-

posed white flags hoisted on the

Spanish gunboat Culm lispauola

and the commandant's quarters,

I made signal " Cease firing," and

sent the Alvarado in under flag

of truce. At the same time the

Su7vaiiee, Hist, and Oseeola, all

under the immediate orders of

Lieutenant - Commander Dele-

hanty, were approaching the town

from the southward through the

middle channel. When these ves-

sels were within one thousand to

fifteen hundred yards of the bat-

teries the Spanish authorities

opened fire on them at 4.35, pay-

ing no attention to the flag of

truce on the Alvarado, which (as

I was afterwards informed) they

failed to perceive. The Alvarado

hauled down her flag of truce and

joined the other gunboats in re-

turning the fire. At 4.50 I opened

fire again from the Newark. The

Cuban forces at this time appeared

to the northward of the town and

began discharging volleys, which

were returned api)arently by Span-

ish artillery. The Newark threw

a nundjcr of 6-inch shells in this direction in or-

der to assist the Cubans. The Suwanee, Osce-

ola, Hist, and Alvarado soon returned to the

neighborhood of the flag-ship, and we all an-

chored at about 5.30 P.M. for the night. From

that time until daylight this morning [August

13] one 6-inch shell was fired from the Nezv-

ark at the batteries at irregular intervals, one

shot being fired during each half-hour. Day-

light revealed a large number of white flags

flying over the block-houses and batteries of

Manzanillo and the approach of a boat from

shore bearing a flag of truce. The captain of

the port came off and delivered to me a cipher

despatch from the Secretary of the Navy,

reading as follows: 'Protocol of peace signed

by the President; armistice proclaimed.' My
disappointment was, as may be imagined, very

great, for I had every reason to believe that

the garrison was entirely ready to surrender.

I had hoped that the fleet might have won
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one more laurel and gained one more impor-

tant victory before the conclusion of peace."

In the same hope of " one more laurel, one

more victory before the conclusion of peace,"

General Wilson writes, as has been seen in his

account of the shelling of Assomante :
" I was

influenced in my demand for the surrender of

the place by the belief that the rumors uni-

versally current in the public press as to the

near completion of peace negotiations, and of

which it was possible that the Spanish ofHcers

at San Juan were not informed, had some

foundation. In the event of a refusal to sur-

render, and in the absence of official informa-

tion from proper authority, I had no course

but to continue my advance."

THE CESSATION OF
HOSTILITIES

President McKinley's Account

The total casualties in killed and wounded

in the army during the war with Spain were:

Officers killed, 23 ; enlisted men killed, 257 ;

total, 280; officers wounded, 1 13 ; enlisted men
wounded, 1464; total, 1577. Of the navy:

Killed, 17; wounded, 6"] \ died as result of

wounds, i; invalided from service, 6; total,

91.

It will be observed that while our navy was

engaged in two great battles and in numerous

perilous undertakings in blockade and bom-

bardment, and more than 50,000 of our troops

were transported to distant lands and were

engaged in assault and siege and battle and

many skirmishes in unfamiliar territory, we
lost in both arms of the service a total of 1668

killed and wounded ; and in the entire cam-

paign by land and sea we did not lose a gun

or a flag or a transport or a ship, and, with the

exception of the crew of the Mcrriuiac, not a

soldier or sailor was taken prisoner.

On August 7, forty- six days from the date

of the landing of General Shafter's army in

Cuba and twenty-one days from the surrender

of Santiago, the United States troops com-

menced embarkation for home, and our entire

force was returned to the United States as early

as August 24. They were absent from the

United States only two months.

It is fitting that I should bear testimony to

the patriotism and devotion of that large por-

tion of our army which, although eager to be

ordered to the post of greatest exposure, fort-

unately was not required outside of the United

States. They did their whole duty, and, like

their comradesat the front, earned the gratitude

of the nation. In like manner, the officers and

men of the army and of the navy who re-

mained in their departments and stations faith-

fully performing most important duties con-

nected with the war, and whose requests for

assignment in the field and at sea I was com-

pelled to refuse because their services were in-

dispensable here, were entitled to the highest

commendation. It was my regret that there

seemed to be no provision for their suitable

recognition.

In this connection it is a pleasure for me to

mention in terms of cordial appreciation the

timely and useful work of the American Na-

tional Red Cross, both in relief measures pre-

paratory to the campaigns, in sanitary assistance

at several of the camps of assemblage, and,

HON. WILLIAM R. DAY

later, under the able and experienced leadership

of the president of the society, Miss Clara

Barton, on the fields of battle and in the hos-

pitals at the front in Cuba. Working in con-

junction with the governmental authorities and

under their sanction and approval, and with

the enthusiastic co-operation of many patriotic

women and societies in the various States, the

Red Cross fully maintained its already high

reputation for intense earnestness and ability

to exercise the noble purposes of its inter-

national organization, thus justifying the con-

fidence and support which it received at the

hands of tlie American people. To the mem-
bers and officers of this society, and all who
aided them in their philanthropic work, the

sincere and lasting gratitude of the soldiers

and the public was due and was freely ac-

corded.

In tracing these events we are constantly

reminded of our obligations to the Divine Mas-

ter for His watchful care over us and His safe

guidance, for which the nation made reverent

acknowledgment and offered humble prayer

for the continuance of His favor.

The annihilation of Admiral Cervera's fleet,

followed by the capitulation of Santiago, hav-

ing brought to the Spanish government a real-

izing sense of the hopelessness of continuing

a struggle now become wholly unequal, it made
overtures of peace through the French Am-
bassador, who with the assent of his govern-

the duke of almodovar
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ment had acted as the friendly representative

of Spanish interests during the war. On the

26th of July M. Cambon presented a com-

munication signed by the Duke of Almodovar,

the Spanish Minister of State, inviting the

United States to state the terms upon which

it would be willing to make peace. On ihe

30th of July, by a communication addressed to

the Duke of Almodovar and handed to M. Cam-
bon, the terms of the United States govern-

ment were announced, substantially as in the

protocol afterwards signed. On the lotli of

August the Spanish reply, dated August 7, was

handed by M. Cambon to the Secretary of

State. It accepted unconditionally the terms

imposed as to Cuba, Puerto Rico, and an island

of the Ladrones group, but appeared to seek

to introduce inadmissible reservations in regard

to the demand of the United States as to the

Philippine Islands. Conceiving that discussion

on this point could neither be practical nor

profitable, I directed that in order to avoid

misunderstanding the matter should be forth-

with closed by proposing the embodiment in

a formal protocol of the terms upon which the

negotiations for peace w^ere to be undertaken.

The vague and inexplicit suggestions of the

Spanish note could not be accepted, the only

reply being to present as a virtual ultimatum

a draft of protocol embodying the precise terms

tendered to Spain in the note of the United

States of July 30, with added sti[)ulations of

detail as to the appointment of commissioners

to arrange for the evacuation of the Spanish

Antilles. On August 12 M. Cambon announced

his receipt of full powers to sign the protocol

so submitted. Accordingly, on the afternoon

of August 12, M. Cambon, as the Plenipoten-

tiary of Spain, and the Secretary of State, as

the Plenipotentiary of the United States, signed

a protocol providing that Spain relinquish all

claim of sovereignty over and title to Cuba ;

that Spain cede to the United States the island

of Puerto Rico and other islands under Spanish

sovereignty in the West Indies, and also an

island in the Ladrones to be selected by the

United States; and that the United States

occupy and hold the city, bay, and harbor of

Manila pending the conclusion of a treaty of

peace which should determine the control,

disposition, and government of the Philip-

pines.

The protocol provided also for the appoint-

ment of joint commissions on the part of the

United States and Spain, to meet in Havana
and San Juan, respectively, for the purpose of

arranging and carrying out the details of the

stipulated evacuation of Cuba, Puerto Rico,

and other Spanish islands in the West Indies;

for the appointment of not more than five com-

missioners on each side, to meet at Paris not

later than October i, and to proceed to the

negotiation and conclusion of a treaty of peace,

subject to ratification according to the respec-

tive constitutional forms of the two countries.

It also provided that upon the signature of

the protocol hostilities between the two coun-

tries should be suspended, and that notice to

that effect should be given as soon as possible

by each government to the commanders of its

military and naval forces.

Immediately upon the conclusion of the

protocol, I issued a proclamation of August

12 suspending hostilities on the part of the

United States. The necessary orders to that

end were at once given by telegraph. The
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blockade of the ports of Cuba and San Juan

de Puerto Rico was in like manner raised.

On the 1 8th of August the muster-out of

100,000 volunteers, or as near that number as

was found to be practicable, was ordered.

On the 1st of December 101,165 officers and

men had been mustered out and discharged

from the service, and 9002 more were mus-

tered out by the loth of the same month.

Also a corresponding number of general and

general staff officers were honorably discharged

the service.

The military commissions to superintend

the evacuation of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the

adjacent islands were forthwith appointed

:

for Cuba, Major-General James P\Wade, Rear-

Admiral William T. Sampson, Major-General

Matthew C. Butler; for Puerto Rico, Major-

General John R. Brooke, Rear-Ad miral Win-

field S. Schley, Brigadier-General William W.
Gordon, who soon afterwards met the Spanish

Commissioners at Havana and San Juan, re-

spectively. The Puerto Rican Joint Commis-

sion speedily accomplished its task, and by the

1 8th of October the evacuation of the island

was completed. The United States flag was

raised over the island at noon on that day.

The administration of its affairs was provision-

ally intrusted to a military governor until

Congress should otherwise provide. Owing

to the difficulties in the way of removing the

large numbers of Spanish troops still in Cuba,

the evacuation w^as not completed before the

beginning of 1899.

Pursuant to the fifth article of the protocol,

I appointed William R. Day, former Secretary

of State, Cushman K. Davis, William P. h'rye,

and George Gray, Senators of the United

States, and Whitelaw Reid, to be the Peace

Commissioners on the part of the United

States. Proceeding in due season to Paris,

thev there met on the 1st of October five

commissioners, similarly appointed on the part

of Spain. Their negotiations made hopeful

progress, so that I was soon able to lay a

definitive treaty of peace before the Senate.

RATIFICATION OF THE
TREATY

By Henry Cabot Lodge

The signing of the protocol took place at

Washington on August 12, and hostilities

ceased. This was the practical end of active

war, but it was only a truce or an armistice.

The war was not ended or over, and could not

be until a treaty was concluded. For this

work, under the provisions of the protocol, the

President appointed Mr. Day, who resigned

the Secretaryship of State, Senator Davis, of

Minnesota, Senator P^rye, of Maine, Senator

Grey, of Delaware, and the Honorable White-

law Reid commissioners on the part of the

United States, to negotiate a treaty of peace

at Paris. The Spanish government appointed

a like commission, headed by Don Eugenio

Montero Rios, the President of the Senate,

and a very learned and able lawyer of high dis-

tinction. The commissioners of both govern-

ments met in Paris on October i, and ex-

changed their powers. The negotiations then

began, and lasted until December 10, when the

treaty was signed. The Spaniards struggled

hard and resisted stoutly. All Europe was

with them in sympathy, and especially France

and Germany. The Americans were doing

their work in a hostile atmosphere, with no

friendly nation near except P^ngland, and they

did it in a way which added another triumph

to the annals of American diplomacy. They

were all men of the highest distinction, of ex-

perience, and tried ability, and they not only

met the Spanish arguments strongly and

thoroughly, but they conducted their difficult

task without stumbling or error. There was

a contest over the Cuban and other debts,

which called forth much discussion, and a

most successful parrying of all the Spanish

efforts to secure for those debts some recogni-

tion or some acceptance by the United States.

There was also discussion on some minor

points, but the question upon which the real

conflict turned, and which soon overshadowed

everything else, was the Philippines. Dewey'.s

victory had come with the shock of a great

surprise as well as the splendor of a great

glory. No one had dreamed that the war

meant the entrance of the United vStates into

the Orient. But there the flag was, there it

fluttered victorious, and the stream of events,

so much more powerful than human plannings

when they are the outcome of world forces,

moved relentlessly on. Dewey must be sup-

ported and relieved. So a ship and some

troops went to him. Then it was clear that

they were inadequate, and more ships and

more troops followed across the Pacific. They

could not be there for nothing. Manila must

be taken, and so it was taken before news of

the protocol could reach that distant place

with its cut cable. Hostilities ceased, and we

held Manila in our grasp. No one would have

consented to give up that city and its noble

harbor— the prize and pearl of the Orient.

Ikit if we were to retain Manila, the scene of

Dewey's victory, which the yVmcrican people

would never surrender, were we to hold it

alone and nothing else, surrounded by territory

in other hands, with all the burdens and perils

which such a situation implied? We must

hold Manila, and, if Manila, then the only

possible thing was to hold the island of Luzon

as well. That was as far as the President or

the mass of the American people had gone

when the commissioners sailed for Paris in

September. Some members of the commis-

sion were utterly opposed to the retention of

the Philippines or any considerable portion of

any one of them. But when they settled

down to work, when the inexorable demand

for action came upon them, when they could

no longer speculate upon possibilities without

responsibility, as their fellow-citizens at home

could do, then the question broadened and

deepened, and began to settle itself and burn

away all doubts, as great questions have a way

of doing. The stream of events Avas running

on in the same inevitable fashion. Those

who had rejoiced in the rush of the current

^ f
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and those who tried to stem it aUke went with

it. The forces which had been let loose by

the Spanish war were world forces, and they

presented their arguments with the grim silence

and the unforgiving certainty of fate. Will you

go away and leave the Pllipinos to Spain? they

asked ; leave them to a tyranny and oppression

tenfold worse than that in Cuba which carried

you into the war? Clearly impossible. Will

you force Spain out of the islands, and then,

having destroyed the only government and

the only sovereignty which has ever existed

there, will you depart yourselves and leave

the islands to anarchy and bloodshed, to san-

guinary dictatorship, and to the quick seizure

of European powers and a possible w^orld-

wide w^ar over the spoils? Again clearly im-

possible. Again no thoroughfare. Again

a proposition which no strong, high-spirited

people could entertain. Will you, then, call in

the other powers of the earth to help you settle

the question of these islands, determine their

destiny, and establish a government for their

people? Once more, no. Such a solution is

incompatible with decent pride and honest

self-respect, and could lead only to mischief

and confusion, to wars and rumors of wars.

What, then, will you do ? Is there aught you

can do but replace the sovereignty you have

dashed down, and with your own sovereignty

meet the responsibilities which have come to

you in the evolution of the time, and take

yourselves the islands you have won ? Quite

clearly now the answer comes that no other

course is possible. The American commis-

sioners heard in all this, as the great master of
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music heard in the first bars of his immortal

symphony, "the hand of P^ate knocking at the

door." Some of them had always believed in

this outcome, some had not, but all became

absolutely convinced that there was but one

road possible, and so they demanded all the

Philippines from Spain, and made the demand

an ultimatum. The Spaniards struggled hard.

They disputed our right to make the demand

under the terms of the protocol ; they argued

and resisted ; they threatened to break off the

negotiations ; and then they yielded, because

they could do nothing else. This done, the

treaty was soon made, and it was an admirable

instrument, a masterpiece in every respect.

No loop-hole was left for any claim for debts

or aught else ; no words could be found which

could be strained to bind the United States
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in any way in the future. The American
commissioners came liome with a triumphant

treaty, a very fit result of an entirely victori-

ous war.

Much dispute and opposition has arisen

among people successful in war in times past,

and will arise again, over treaties of peace, but

such opposition has always proceeded on the

ground that the victor nation received too

little. The treaty of the United States with

Spain, signed in Paris on December lo, 1898,

has the unique distinction of having excited

opposition and attack among the victors be-

cause it secured too much and was too

triumphant. An organization called by the

strange name of the AntiTmperialist League
was formed in the Eastern States. Some men
who had once been eminent in politics gave

their names to its support, and others who felt

that they ought to be eminent in politics gave

their services. A vigorous crusade was begun,

but the popular response in the way of the

easily signed petition was surprisingly small,

for the good sense of the American people

made two points clear to them. One was that

a peace treaty ought to be ratified, the other

that they had won these new possessions, and
had no doubt that they could trust themselves

to deal with them honestly, ably, and for their

own truest and best interests, as well as those

of the people of all the islands. A failure in

the field of popular discussion before the people

and in the newspapers, the fight against the

treaty was transferred to the Senate of the

United States.

The constitutional provision which requires

a vote of two-thirds of the Senate to ratify a

treaty simplifies the work of opposition to

ratification. It seemed incredible at first that

a treaty of peace could possibly be defeated.

Party lines were not drawn on the question,

and it was at first supposed that resistance to

the ratification of the treaty would be confined

to a very few Senators, who had been opposed

to the movement in favor of the Cubans, as

well as to the entrance into war, and were

now consistently opposed to its results. Put

as time went on the necessities of factions in

the Democratic party developed an opposition

which included a majority of the Democratic

Senators, and this made the minority formi-

dably large—nearly one-third of the Senate, if

not in excess of it. It is not needful to trace

in detail the course of the debate, which from

the side of opposition proceeded on three lines

—lack of constitutional power to acquire and

hold the Philippines, the violation of the prin-

ciples of the Declaration of Independence in-
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volved in doing so, and sympathy and admira-

tion for the Filipinos, feelings as profound as

they were rapid in growth. The friends of

ratification took the very simple ground that

the treaty committed the United States to no
policy, but left it free to do exactly as seemed
best with all the islands, that the American
people could be safely intrusted with this grave

responsibility, and that patriotism and common-
sense alike demanded the end of war and the

re-establishment of peace, which could only be

effected by the adoption of the treaty. The
contest was earnest and bitter, the canvass

energetic to a degree never seen in the Senate,

and the result close. When the Senate went

into executive session on Monday, P\:bruary 6,

with the time for the vote fixed for three

o'clock, the treaty had only 58 sure votes, 60

being needed for ratification ; the opposition

had 29 sine votes, and the remaining 3 were

doubtful. At half-past two one of the doubt-

ful voters was declared to be for the treat}',

making 59. Just before three o'clock another

vote was promised, and the third doubtful vote

was given to the treaty after the roll had been

called. The final vote stood 57 to 27—includ-

ing the pairs, 61 to 29, just two-thirds and one

vote to spare. Opinion as to the outcome had

fluctuated, even among those best informed.
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down to the last moment. Yet as one looks

back when all is done, it seems clear that no

other result was possible. The responsibility

which had come to the American people with

the flash of Dewey's guns on May i could not

be avoided, and the American people were too

strong, too high-spirited, too confident, to run

away from it. The hand of Fate was knocking

at the door of the Senate as it had knocked at

the door of the American commissioners in

Paris. To that knock all doors fly open, and

to the stern visitant without but one answer

could be given.

Nothing remained after the end of the con-

flict in the Senate but the exchange of ratifica-

tions, which took place on the nth of April,

1899, and so the war ended.

THE PROTOCOL
Wtijjam R. Day, Secretary of State of the

United States, and His ILxcellency Jules Cam-

bon. Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-

potentiary of the Republic of P"ranee at Wash-

ington, respectively possessing for this purpose

full authority from the Government of the

United States and the Government of Spain,

have concluded and signed the following

articles, embodying the terms on which the

two governments have agreed in respect to the

matters hereinafter set forth, having in view

the establishment of peace between the two

countries, that is to say:

Article I.

Spain \y\\\ relinquish all claim of sovereignty

over and title to Cuba.

Article II.

Spain will cede to the United States the

island of Puerto Rico and other islands now
under Spanish sovereignty in the West Indies,

and also an island in the Ladrones to be se-

lected by the United States.

Article III.

The United States will occupy and hold the

city, bay, and harbor of Manila pending the

conclusion of a treat}^ of peace which shall

determine the control, disposition, and govern-

ment of the Philippines.

Article IV.

Spain will immediately evacuate Cuba,

Puerto Rico, and other islands now under

Spanish sovereignty in the West Indies ; and

to this end each government will, within ten

days after the signing of this protocol, appoint

commissioners, and the commissioners so ap-

pointed shall, within thirty days after the

signing of this protocol, meet at Havana for

the purpose of arranging and carrying out the

details of the aforesaid evacuation of Cuba

and the adjacent Spanish islands ; and each

government will, within ten days after the

signing of this protocol, also appoint other

commissioners, who shall, within thirty days

after the signing of this protocol, meet at San

Juan, in Puerto Rico, for the purpose of arrang-

ing and carrying out the details of the afore-

said evacuation of Puerto Rico and other isl-

ands now under Spanish sovereignty in the

West Indies.

Article V.

The United States and Spain will each

appoint not more than five commissioners to

treat of peace, and the commissioners so ap-

pointed shall meet at Paris not later than

October i, 1898, and proceed to the negotia-

tion and conclusion of a treaty of peace, which

treaty shall be subject to ratification according

to the respective constitutional forms of the

two countries.

Article VI.

Upon the conclusion and signing of this

protocol, hostilities between the two countries

('•mil 'r. l"?."* [\ 1 !a!i_L5 IjMH mi'ii l"'i'ii-'iMi
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shall be suspended, and notice to that effect pation shall last, assume and discharge the The United States will pay to Spain the
shall be given as soon as possible by each obligations that may under international law sum of twenty million doHars ($20,000,000)

government to the commanders of its military result from the fact of its occupation, for the within three months after the exchange of the

and naval forces. protection of life and property. ratifications of the present treaty.

Done at Washington in duplicate, in Eng-

lish and in French, by the undersigned, who
have hereunto set their hands and seals, the

1 2th day of August, 1898.

[sKAr;] William R. Day
[seal] Jules Camison

THE TREATY OF PEACE
The United States of America and Her

Majesty the Queen Regent of Spain, in the

name of her august son Don Alfonso XIII.,

desiring to end tlic state of war now existing

between the two countries, have for that pur-

pose appointed as plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United States,

William R. Day, Cushman K. Davis, W^illiam

Article II.

Spain cedes to the United States the island

of Tucrto Rico and other islands now under

Spanish sovereignty in the West Indies, and

the island of Guam in the Marianas or

Lad rones.

Article HI.

Spain cedes to the United States the archi-

pelago known as the Philippine Islands, and

comprehending the islands lying within the

following line:

A line running from west to east along or

near the twentieth parallel of north latitude,

and through the middle of the navigable

channel of Bachi, from the one hundred and

eighteenth (11 8th) to the one hundred and

twenty -seventh (127th) degree meridian of

longitude east of Greenwich, thence alonsj the

Article IV.

The United States will, for the term of ten

years from the date of the exchange of the

ratifications of the present treaty, admit Span-

ish ships and merchandise to the ports of the

I'hilippine Islands on the same terms as ships

and merchandise of the United States.

Article V.

The United States will, upon the signature

of the present treaty, send back to Spain, at

its own cost, the Spanish soldiers taken as

prisoners of war on the capture of Manila by
the American forces. The arms of the soldiers

in question shall be restored to them.

Spain wull, upon the exchange of the rati-

fications of the present treaty, proceed to

evacuate the Philippines, as well as the isl-

IION. JOFIN IIAV, secretary OF STAT]%. HANDING TO AL JULES CAMHON, TlilC FRENCH AM IIASSADOR, THE 5i;20,00(LOOO DUE
TO SPAIN UNDER THE TREATY OF R1':AC1':, AT THE STATE 1)EI'ART.\H::N'T, MAY I, 1809.— Piiotocrai-h i;v WiijiKRi Mklvili.e

P. P^rye, George Gra)% and Whitelaw Reid,

citizens of the United States;

And Her Majesty the Queen Regent of

Spain,

Don Eugenio Montero Rios, President of

the Senate ; Don Buenaventura de Abarzuza,

Senator of the Kingdom and ex-Minister of the

Crown ; Don Jose de Garnica, Deputy to the

Cortes and Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court ; Don W^enceslao Ramirez de Villa-

urrutia, linvoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary at Brussels ; and Don Rafael

Cerero, General of Division
;

Who, having assembled in Paris, and having

exchanged their full powers, which were found

to be in due and proper form, have, after dis-

cussion of the matters before them, agreed

upon the foUow^ing articles

:

Article I.

Spain relinquishes all claim of sovereignty

over and title to Cuba.

And as the island is, upon its evacuation by

Spain, to be occupied by the United States,

the United States will, so long as such occu-

one hundred and twenty-seventh (127th) de-

gree meridian of longitude east of Greenwich

to the parallel of four degrees and forty-five

minutes (4^ 45') north latitude, thence along

the parallel of four degrees and forty- five

minutes (4^ 45') north latitude to its intersec-

tion with the meridian of lonijitude one hun-

dred and nineteen degrees and thirty- five

minutes (119^35) east of Greenwich, thence

along the meridian of longitude one hundred

and nineteen degrees and thirt}^-five minutes

(119° 35') east of Greenwich to the parallel of

latitude seven degrees and forty minutes (7°4c/)

north, thence along the parallel of latitude of

seven degrees and forty minutes (7° 40') north

to its intersection with the one hundred and

sixteenth (i i6th) degree meridian of longitude

east of Greenwich, thence by a direct line to

the intersection of the tenth (loth) degree

parallel of north latitude with the one hun-

dred and eighteenth (118th) degree meridian

of longitude east of Greenwich, and thence

along the one hundred and eighteenth (ii8th)

degree meridian of longitude east of Greenwich

to the point of beginning.
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and of Guam, on terms similar to those

agreed upon by the commissioners appointed

to arrange for the evacuation of I'lierto Rico

and other islands in the West Indies, under

the Protocol of August 12, lS(j8, which is to

continue in force till its provisions are com-

pletely executed.

The time within which the evacuation of

the Philippine Islands and Guam shall be com-

l)leted shall be fixed by the two governments.

Stands of colors, uncaptured war vessels, small-

arnLs, guns of all calibers, with their carriages

and accessories, powder, ammunition, live-stock,

and materials and supplies of all kinds, belong-

ing to tlie land and naval forces of Spain in

the Philippines and Guam, remain the property

of Spain. Pieces of heavy ordnance, exclusive

of field artillery, in the fortifications and coast

defences shall remain in their emplacements

for the term of six months, to be reckoned from

the exchange of ratifications of the treaty ; and

the United States may, in the meantime, pur-

chase such material from Spain, if a satisfac-

tory agreement between the two governments

on the subject shall be reached.
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AkTICFF VI.

Spain will, upon the signature of the present

treaty, release all prisoners of war, and all [)er-

sons detained or imprisoned for political of-

fences, in connection with the insurrections in

Cuba and the Philippines and the war with the

United States.

Reciprocally, the United States will release

all persons made prisoners of war by the Amer-

ican forces, and wdll undertake to obtain the

release of all Spanish prisoners in the hands of

the insurgents in Cuba and the Philippines.

The Government of the United States will

at its own cost return to Spain, and the Govern-

ment of Spain will at its owm cost return to

the United States, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the

Philippines, according to the situation of their

respective homes, prisoners released or caused

to be released by them, respectively, under

this article.

Articfe VII.

The United States and Spain mutually re-

linquish all claims for indemnity, national and

individual, of every kind, of either government,

or of its citizens or subjects, against the other

government, that may have arisen since the

beginning of the late insurrection in Cuba and

prior to the exchange of ratifications of the

present treaty, including all claims for indem-

nity for the cost of the war.

The United States will adjudicate and settle

the claims of its citizens against Spain relin-

quished in this article.

Article VIII.

In conformity with the provisions of Articles

I., 1 1., and III. of this treaty, Spain relinquishes

in Cuba, and cedes in Puerto Rico and other

islands in the West Indies, in the island of

(kiam, and in the Philippine Archipelago, all

the buildings, wharves, barracks, forts, struct-

ures, public highways, and other immoval)le

|)roperty which, in conformity with law, belong

to the i)ublic domain, and as such belong to

the Crown of Spain.

And it is hereby dechircd tliat the relin-

quishment or cession, as the case may be, to

which tlie preceding paragraph refers, cannot

in any respect impair the property or rights

which by law belong to the peaceful possession

of property of all kinds, of provinces, munic-

ipalities, public or private establishments,

ecclesiastical or civic bodies, or any other asso-

ciations having legal capacity to accpiire and

possess property in the aforesaid territories

renounced or ceded, or of private individuals,

of whatsoever nationality such individuals

may be.

The aforesaid relinquishment or cession, as

the case may be, includes all documents ex-

clusively referring to the sovereignty relin-

quished or ceded that may exist in the archives

of the Peninsula. Where any document in

such archives only in part relates to said

sovereignty, a copy of such part will be fur-

nished whenever it shall be requested. Uike

rules shall be reciprocally observed in favor of

Spain in respect of documents in the archives

of the islands above referred to.

In the aforesaid relinquishment or cession,

as the case may be, are also included such

rights as the Crown of Spain and its authorities
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possess in respect of the official archives and

records, executixe as well as judicial, in tlie

islands above referred to, which relate to said

islands or the rights and propert)' of their in-

habitants. Such archives and records shall be

carefully preserved, and priv.ite persons shall

without distinction have the right to recjuire,

in accordance with law, aullienticated copies

of the contracts, wills, and other instruments

forming i)art of notarial protocols or files, or

which may be contained in the executive or

judicial archives, be the latter in Spain or in

the islands af^^resaid.

Artici,!': IX.

Spanish subjects, natives of the I'eninsula,

residing in the territory over which Spain by

the present treaty relinciuishcs or cedes her

sovereignty, may remain in such territory or

may remove therefrom, retaining in either

event all their rights of property, including

the right to sell or dispose of such property or

of its proceeds; and they shall also have the

riglit to carry on their industry, commerce, and

professions, being subject in respect thereof

to such lau^s as are ai)plicable to other for-

eigners. In case they remain in the territory

they may preserve their allegiance to the

Crown of Spain by making, before a court of

record, within a year from the date of the ex-

change of ratifications of tliis treaty, a declara-

tion of their decision to preserve such allegi-

ance ; in default of which declaration they

shall be held to have renounced it and to have

adopted the nationality of the territory in

which they may reside.



THE RETURN TO PEACE

Tlic civil ri-bts ami political status of the diction of the courts of the country wherein

they reside, pursuant to the ordinary laws

cToverniuii the same; and thcv shall have the

rii^ht to appear before such courts, and to

pursue the same course as citizens of the

countrv to which the courts beloni:^.

native inhabitants of the territories hereby

eeded t(^ the United States shall be deter-

mined 1)\- the Congress.

ArtU'I.!-: X.

The inhal)itants of the territories over which

Spain reliiupiislu-s or cetles her sovereii^nty

sliall be securcxl in the free exercise of their

religion.

AkiK I.1-: XI

Ainici.K XII

judicial i)roceedinos pendin^c^ at the time of

the exchange of ratifications of this treaty in

the territories over which Spain relinquishes

Idle Spaniards residin- in the territories or cedes her sovereio;nty shall be determined

over which Spain bv this treaty cedes or re- accordino- to the followin- rules:

linciuishes her sovereignty shall be subject in [. Judgments rendered either in civil suits

matters civil as well as criminal to the juris- l)etween private individuals, or in criminal

matters, before the date mentioned, and with

respect to wdiich there is no recourse or right

of review under the Spanish law, shall be

deemed to be final, and shall be executed in

due form by competent authority in the terri-

tory within which such judgments should be

carried out.

2. Civil suits between private individuals

which may on the date mentioned be unde-

termined shall be prosecuted to judgment

before the court in which they may then be

pending or in the court that may be substi-

tuted therefor.

3. Criminal actions pending on the date

mentioned l)efore the Supreme Court of Spain

THE KVACliATlON UK 1 1 .WAXA-KAREWELL C()LM<TESIES liETWEEN SPANISH AND AMERICAN OFEICERS IN THE

PALACE AS TWELVE O'CLOCK STRUCK.—Drawn bv T. Dart Walker
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against citizens of the territory which by this treaty
ceases to be Spanisli shall continue under its jurisdic-

tion until final judgment
; but, such judgment having

been rendered, the execution thereof shall be committed
to the competent authority of the place in which the
case arose.

Article XIII.

The rights of property secured by copyrights and
patents acciuired by Spaniards in the island of Cul)a
and in Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and otlicr ceded
territ(u-ies, at the time of the exchange of the ratifica-

tions of this treaty, shall continue to be res|)ect(.'d. Si)an-
ish scientific, literary, and artistic works, not suh\-ersive

of public order in the territories in question, shall con-
tiuue to be admitted free of duty into such territories

for the i)eriod of ten years, to be reckoned from the
date of the exchange of the ratifications of this treat)-.

Ariklk xrv.

Spain will have the power to establish consular offi-

cers in the ports and places of the territories, the
sovereignty over which has been either relinciuished or

ceded by the present treaty.

AkTicFj-: XV.

The government of each country will, for the term of

ten years, accortl to the merchant vessels of the other
countr\- the same treatment in respect of all port charges,

including entrance and clearance dues, light dues, and
tomiage tluties, as it accords to its own merchant vessels

not engaged in the coastwise trade.

This article ma}- at any time be teimiuated on six

months' notice given by either government to the other.

0a*mm^M^^

PEACE JUBILEE AT PHILADELPHIA- LIEUTENANT HOBSON AND THE MERRTMAC'S CREW PASSING
THROUGH THE COURT OE HONOR.—Drawn by T. Dart Walker
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PEACE Ji;i]ILEE IN CHICAGO—PRESIDENT McKINEEY REVIEWING THE PROCESSION.—Sketch v,y H. Reui krdahl

Akrici,E XVE
It is understood that any obligations assumed

in this treaty by the United States with respect

to Cuba are limited to tlie time of its occu-

pancy thereof ; but it will, upon the termina-

tion of such occupancy, advise any government

established in the island to assume the same

obligations.

Artici.e XVIE
The present treaty shall be ratified by the

President of the United States, by and with

the ad\ ice and consent of the Senate thereof,

and by her Majesty the Queen Regent of

Spain ; and the ratifications shall be exchanged

at Washington within six months from the

date hereof, or earlier if possible.

In faith whereof, we, the respective pleni-

potentiaries, have signed this treaty and have

hereunto affixed our seals.

Done in duplicate at Paris, the tenth day of

December, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-eight.

[seal
I

WirjjAM R. Day
[seal

I

CusiiMAN K. Davis

[seal] William P. P^rye

[seal] George Gray
[SEA L

I

W 11 LIE I .aw R I<: 1 1)

[seal] p:u(;enk) Moxtero Rios

I
SEAL

I

B. I)E y\l5ARZUZA

[seal] J. i)E Garnica
[seal] W. R. de Villaurrutia
[seal] Raeael Cerero
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RATIFICATION

The message to Congress in which Presi-

dent McKinley said, " In the name of hu-

manity, in the name of civilization, in behalf

of endangered American interests, which give

us the right and the duty to speak and to act,

t/ie tuar in Cuba must stop,'' was dated April

II, 1898. The American and Spanish ratifi-

cations of the treaty of Paris were exchanged

at Washington on April 11, 1899. ^^ three

o'clock in the afternoon, M. Cambon, accom-

panied by the first secretary of the P^rench

embassy, M. Thiebaut, arrived at the White

House. Mr. Play, Secretary of State, and Mr.

Sidney Smith, chief of the Diplomatic Bureau
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of the State Department, were on hand to re-

ceive them, and the party proceeded without

dehiy to the President's office. The various

branches of the government were represented,

and a few other persons were present b)^ per-

mission. All remained standing while a

memorandum, done in duplicate in English

and French, was being read. This was a for-

mal statement to the effect that the Secre-

tary of State, authorized by the President,

and the P^rench ambassador, " especially au-

thorized for this purpose " by the Queen

Regent, met at the White Mouse for tlie

purpose of effecting the exchange of the rat-

ifications of the treaty of peace concluded

at Paris, December lo, 1898, compared the

original instruments of those ratifications, and

then proceeded to their exchange. After

the reading of tin's document the two copies

were sealed, and M. Caml)on and Mr. llay

affixed their signatures. President r^IcKinlcy

then handed to M. Cambon the American

copy of this memorandum, or protocol, to-

gether with the coi)y of the treaty which l;)()re

his sitrnature, receiving; from the r'rench am-

bassador the Spanish co[)y of the memoran-

dum, and that copy of tlie treaty which

Cristina of Austria, Queen Regent of Spain,

had signed on March 17. President IMcKinlex'

then issued the proclamation of peace, in

which the full text of the treaty was embodied.

"And whereas the said con\-ention has been

duly ratified on both parts
"—thus the procla-

mation continued --"and the ratifications were

exchanged in the cil\' of W'ashin^^ton on the

llth day of April, 1899; now, therefore, be it

known that I, William McKinle\', President

of the United States of America, haw caused

the said convention to l)e made i)ublic, to the

end that the same and every article thereof may

1)e ()l)se'rved and fuiniled with good faith in

the United States and bv the citizens thereof."

Lieutenant H.inna General CarriUo

SPECIAL COMMISSIONER ROBERT P. PORTER ARRANGUNG WITH GHNKRAL (JOMKZ AT REMEDIOS fOR

DISBANDMENT OF THE CUBAN ARMY.—Drawn from Life by T. DARr Walkfr
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WOMAN'S PART IN THE WAR
GENERAL ACCOUNT teer effort. The full story can never be told, land her in Cuba and put her in a position

t:j.^ r-rA„. Tir^.^rr^.^ TV.. .
for it was au outburst of patriotisui ou thc part where she could help the reconcciitrados, for

ot women fully commensurate with that of the whose assistance the supplies with which the

IT
is often said that the history of the world men who responded to their country's call, 7}u7?j- was loaded had been contributed. The

is the history of its progress. Certain it is knowing it meant self-sacrifice, perhaps to the opportunity came with the sailing of Sampson's
that all the way from the primitive con- death. fleet, and Miss Barton landed at Guantanamo

tests of savage tribes, which forced woman to The Red Cross work included not only that shortly after our marines. Reaching Siboney
be the agriculturist and the artisan, down to immediately directed by Miss Barton and her June 26, Dr. Lesser and others of the Red
our own Civil War, which for the first time associates, but that of the American National Cross officials immediately went to the hos-
placed the women of this country in respon- Red Cross Committee and its more than two pital of the United States troops, where the
sible government positions, every war has thousand auxiliaries, which sprang up all over wounded and dying lay on the bare floor,

broken down barriers which have surrounded the country. The committee had headquarters many even without a blanket under them,
woman, made her independent of conven- in New York, distributing- points in various and lacking every comfort. The surgeon in

tional restrictions, developed her resources, and cities, and branches in all the camps in the charge, carrying out the policy of the surgeon-
placed her on a better footing for the further Southern States. Hospital and supply ships general, declined assistance. Not allowed to
use of her powers. Since time began woman were fitted out. The Solar was sent out in minister to our own soldiers, they went to
has done her part in standing beside the war- May, and several others in June. The yacht General Garcia, who welcomed their aid with
rior—although the strife was often against her Red Cross was fitted up as a medical supply- tears of gratitude, but begged them to wait a
will—as comrade, adviser, physician, nurse, and boat and offered to the government. The rea- few hours until the hospital could be made fit

succoring ministrant. Woman has always done son given for its refusal is a good illustration for them to enter. Miss Barton says graphi-
for her country in the person of its defenders of the technicalities by which military author- cally: "The Red Cross nurses are not accus-
all she has been allowed to do, and a cruel fate ities are governed, and which, strictly con- tomed to wait when there is something that
she has often considered it which kept her strued, often prove a rule "how not to do it." needs to be done to alleviate sufferino-, and
from a more complete expression of her loyalty

and courage.

The facilities for recording and reporting the

aid which women gave m the war with Spain

made so splendid a presentation of it that it

was recognized and praised by witnesses be-

fore an investigating commission, by officials

in their reports, and by the Congress of the

United States.

The great lack in the war management was

the not sufficiently utilizing the intelligent,

trained, patriotic womanhood of the nation.

When the Civil War was in progress, women
were untrained in working under leadership

and ignorant of their own powers. Yet with all

this lack of preparation they did a magnificent

w^ork.

When the Spanish-American war broke out,

there were a million women trained to work
in organization, and just as zealous to serve

their country as were the men who enlisted to

fight its battles. This great force ought to

have been recognized and utilized and the

whole sanitary and commissary departments

placed under their control. Some w^omen of

great experience and executive qualities should

have had tlieir official position at the War De-

partment, where they could have administered

A SOLDIER'S HOUSEWIFE

they went to work, scrubbed the floor, washed
the patients and put clean night-shirts on them,

and before nightfall the place was a little

heaven." This hospital was just across from

where our own wounded lay suffering, and

some of our soldiers, going by, noticed the

transformation and began to inquire how it

was that the Red Cross gave them the go-by

and lavished its attention on the Cubans.

Their vigorous protest and the awful exigen-

cies of that fearful period of waiting for gov-

ernment supplies broke through all formalities

and led the army surgeons to solicit Red Cross

co-operation, which was gladly given. The
Red Cross followed the army into Santiago

and into other ports as soon as they were

opened, remaining in Cuba until November,
w^hen the surgeon -general thanked it for its

aid and notified it that the government was

now abundantly able to care for its sick soldiers.

In Puerto Rico the Red Cross received the

most cordial co-operation. General Henry's

report, forwarded to the War Department,

stated that the Red Cross provided ice until

the government supply reached Ponce, erected

ten hospital tents, supplied with suitable diet

for the wdiole voyage all transports conveying

the sick and convalescent, gave first aid to
the housekeeping branches of the service, and A government, under the Geneva Constitution, many injured men, secured medical reports,
in every village and hamlet women would have could accept a hospital-ship built and fitted and daily performed numerous offices of per-
rallied to their support and organized to carry out under its supervision, and to be used for sonal kindness for the soldiers,

out their commands. It is one of the most no other purpose. But this boat contained The work of the Red Cross National War
pitiful things in all history that American also medical supplies, and this prevented it Relief Committee continued from May 9 to
w^omen, with all their equipment for good ser- coming under the rule. Permission for the December i, 1898, and covered an outlay of
vice, have been forced to be idle or allowed Red Cross to take coal from any naval coaling- $277,604.28. It is estimated that the total

only after the harm had been done to amelio- station or boat, receipts to be given by the value of gifts for the army from this source
rate suffering that was needless and ought not Red Cross representative, and bills to be paid alone was over three million dollars, including
to have been possible

;
and the National Coun- by the committee, was refused, and in various supplies and transportation. Foremost among

cil of Women spoke with no uncertain sound ways the Red Cross was made to feel that its all the auxiliaries which helped to make the
on this point, passing a resolution asking the assistance was not desired. sum total of this magnificent work was Aux-
government to consider how it might most Early in the year Miss Barton had gone to iliary No. 3, which had charge of nurses. This
largely avail itself of woman's assistance in Cuba and worked there with the Red Cross, not only cared entirely for the many nurses
matters relating to the food, sanitation, nurs- ameliorating the suffering of the rcconccn- which were under the Red Cross, and who
ing, and medical attendance of the army and trados until about the time war was declared, gave their services without pay, but contrib-

"^^y- when she returned and offered the services of uted very largely to the comfort of the govern-
The channels through which woman's patri- the Red Cross to the government. They were ment contract nurses. At Sternberg Hospital,

otism was directed to the aid of the govern- declined with the statement that the govern- in Chickamauga Park, for instance, where Miss
ment were the American Red Cross, the ment would be abundantly able to provide for Cromlein, a Red Cross nurse, had, after weeks
D.A.R., the Woman's National War Relief the needs of its soldiers. Miss Barton, in the of almost hopeless entreaties and efforts, in-

Association, the Woman's Relief Corps, numer- latter part of April, went South in the TV^^i-, duced the authorities to place the nursing
ous other organizations, and individual volun- watching for the first opportunity which would wholly in charge of women, the Red Cross

29 441
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ADELAIDE WORTH BAGLEY

Mother of Lieutenant IJagley

Auxiliary had the entire supervision of the

nurses, furnished a hall and a special kitchen

for them, and, later in their work, lest heart

and flesh should fail in their vigils in that

fever-stricken camp, paid the expense of little

outings on Lookout Mountain for parties of

nurses in turn. Red Cross Auxiliary No. 3

not only won the confidence and gratitude of

the entire nation, but the thanks of the sur-

geon-general, who, in a letter, said :
" I desire

to express my high appreciation of the valuable

services rendered to the medical department

by this organization."

The Daughters of the American Revolution

organized a committee known as the D. A. R.

Hospital Corps, which had headquarters in

Washington to receive and distribute the con-

tributions of the chapters. Dr. Anita New-

comb McGee, committee director, on April

27 wrote to the Surgeon-General of the War
Department and to the Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery of the Navy Department offering

to furnish trained women nurses. General

W. K. Van Reypen, on behalf of the latter,

responded with hearty approval. General

Sternberg, in his reply, dated April 28, stated

that no trained nurses were needed at present,

and he did not intend to send any women
with the troops to Cuba. He expected, he

wrote, to rely principally on trained men in

the hospital corps for service in the wards.

It is quite probable that the offer of the

D. A. R. determined the surgeon - general to

employ women nurses, as in a subsequent letter

reviewing the matter he says that on April

28 he applied to Congress for authority to

employ, by contract, at the rate of thirty

dollars a month, as many women nurses as

might be required, since he foresaw the ne-

cessity for a large force of trained nurses. To
use his own language: ''The want of a sufH-

cient body of trained hospital-corps men ne-

cessitated the detail of enlisted men from the

regiments for hospital duty in several of the

camps and the employment of trained nurses

at the general hospital."

Over 1700 women nurses were employed

during the war with Spain, of which number
about 1000 were contracted for through the

D. A. R. Hospital Corps ; the others were un-

paid volunteers, either individually taking up

the work or going under the Red Cross Aux-

iliary or the sisterhoods.

According to the statement of Mrs. Daniel

Manney, President-General of the D. A. R.

:

" During the five months of the existence of

the Hospital Corps, 5821 sets of pajamas,

1027 shirts, 3233 pillow-cases, 3436 towels,

6401 handkerchiefs, 11,452 flannel bands, 360

sets of underwear, 17 18 pairs of slippers, and

993 pairs of hose, in all 45,349 garments, have

been distributed, together with tons of food

supplies and medical supplies of various sorts,

from 197 chapters in the United States. The
smaller gifts were accompanied by as much
self-sacrifice and actuated by as pure patriot-

ism as the larger ones. The money sent by

the various chapters was $3,520.79."

Much State and local chapter work was

done direct. For instance, the New York

City Chapter contributed to Camp Wikoff

and the Brooklyn hospitals and aided in relief

of New York soldiers in the various camps,

besides giving $850 to the Red Cross work.

The Connecticut Chapter sent to hospitals

fifty-two consignments of goods, each consist-

ing of from six to twelve packing-cases, and

in the purchase of clothing and food they

expended over $3000. The Chicago Chapter

made over two thousand garments. Phila-

delphia threw open its hospitals to sick sol-

diers and brought all their sick men from the

various camps in thoroughly equipped hos-

pital trains. At one time they had over three

thousand sick soldiers in their hospitals,

volunteer women aiding in their care. The

Mary Washington Chapter of the District of

Columbia took up the task of caring for the

families of the District Volunteers, who were

not paid for more than three months. Many
of them had enlisted because they had been

long out of work and their families, " a class of

persons whom it was a privilege and pleasure

to help," would have suffered but for this

timely aid.

On no city was there such long-continued

demand for sympathy and aid as the presence

SALLIE C. HOBSON
Mother of Lieutenant llobson

U2

ANNIE EVANS ULUE
Mother of Lieutenant VAue

in its vicinity of between 40,000 and 50,000

soldiers made on Chattanooga; and nobly the

women rose to the occasion. The Northern

boys will especially have tender memories of

the loving ministration of Southern women, to

whom mainly came the opportunity of succor-

ing the camps and of caring for the needs of

soldiers; and if Southern women had been the

bitterest opponents in the Civil W^ar by reason

of their fierce espousal of the cause that stood

to them for home and cotmtry, by their patriotic

and tender care of the boys in blue during the

war with Spain they cemented forever the ties

which now bind all sections of our country.

The Chattanooga Chapter held a meeting in

June to receive reports of members who had

been investigating the needs of the camp. One
stated that a surgeon had said :

" You ladies

can do nothing. We need everything before

our government supplies come. We need cots

;

we have typhoid patients on the ground. W^e

need fifty blankets before night for the soldiers

sick with pneumonia." Before night all these

needs were supplied by this little band, and

with the same energy the committee appointed

for mid-summer work kept up its efforts during

the season. A circular was sent out asking

assistance from those States which had troops

at Camp Thomas, and it was suggested that

the responses be forwarded to Dr. I. W. Trim-

ble, president of the relief commission. Each

morning the relief wagon went out carrying

supplies to Dr. Trimble at the distribution

depot at the camp. Here the surgeons in

charge of the tent hospitals sent their requi-

sitions, and as far as possible all the demands

were filled. This chapter donated nearly $2000

in money for milk, butter, ice, and other things

that had to be purchased, besides sending out

a large number of miscellaneous supplies.

All organizations of women worked in uni-

son. The W.C.T.U. kept a *' Soldiers' Rest."

The Young People's Baptist Union and the

Epworth League each maintained free hos-

pitals. Citizens cared for soldiers in their

homes, and when troops marched the long

distance from Chickamauga Park to Lookout

Mountain, unable to stop to eat by the way.
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women would come out of their doors and

hand a ghass of milk, an apple, or a sandwich

to each soldier, receiving in return thanks that

were a benediction. Surely ''the cup of cold

water" brought its reward to the giver in a

consciousness of being in some measure a co-

worker for their country.

In several Southern cities—notably in At-

lanta, Knoxville, Nashville, and Chattanooga

—

the young ladies formed Girls' Relief Societies,

raising funds in a hundred ways to help the

work.

The Woman Suffrage Associations in various

places directed their efforts during the summer

mainly to relief work. This was especially

notable in Iowa. In the county of the State

president, Mrs. Ballard, eight per cent, of the

voters were at Chickamauga. A letter was

sent out to the clubs in every county urging

that they take the initiative in the patriotic

work of ministering to the needs of the soldiers.

They responded heartily, and liberal donations

from all sides were sent in under the banner of

equal rights. The cottage belonging to the

State Association was made Chaplain's head-

quarters and post-office at Camp McKinley,

and there the boys wrote their letters and read

the magazines with the mother faces of Lucy

Stone and Mrs. Stanton beaming down upon

them.

The National Society of New England

Women, under the presidency of Mrs. Slade,

was represented on the board of the New York

Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Protective Asso-

ciation by six members. One hundred and

fifty families were cared for by the women, the

men furnishing the rentals. A cottage was

maintained at Lake Mohegan all summer, where

wives and children of soldiers were given an

outing. Each of the twenty-five members of

the executive committee undertook to give

personal care to twenty families. With these

were also united the Women's War Relief Com-

mission and tlie Women's Patriotic League.

The Women's National War Relief Associa-

tion was incorporated at Albany May 31,

with Mrs. U. S. Grant, president; Mrs. Ellen

Hardin Walworth, director - general ; Helen

Miller Gould, assistant director. Its object,

as stated, was to give expression in a prac-

tical way to the patriotic sentiments of the
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women of the nation by finding means to

supplement with material aid the sacrifices of

time, strength, and h'fe made by the men of

the nation in the war. Large numbers of

auxiHaries formed and volunteered assistance

with money and supplies. This association

fitted out the ships Relief and Solar with

carbonating plants, electric fans, food, and
medicine. It sustained Mrs. Walworth in

her work at Fortress Monroe, where she was
ready to care for the sick and wounded as

soon as they returned from Santiago. Special

food for sick and convalescent was prepared

at a cost of $ioo a week, and eighteen trained

cooks were kept here three months by the

association. A steam-launch was fitted out

at a cost of $1600 as a yellow- fever hospital

near Santiago. Nearly two thousand men were

placed in county hospitals and in homes for

special care, and of each of these cases a care-

ful record was sent to the War Department.
In such work, including that at Montauk Point,

the association expended $46,479.58.

The International Brotherhood League,

Mrs. Katherine A. Tingley, president, con-

ceiving that practical patriotism was in the

line of its spiritual philosophy, issued a '* war
relief call " early in August, which was liberal-

ly responded to, and this body assumed the

duty of providing nurses for Montauk Point.

The Soldiers' Rests must not be forgotten.

They furnished a cool, pleasant resort for the

soldier where he could find stationery and a

comfortable place to write, something to read,

ice -water, the acceptable fruit, nourishing

food, and often—alas for the necessity !—the

special care which was required to sober up
the man for whom the city temptations had
been too strong, thus enabling him to return

to camp without arrest and disgrace and with

the strongest incentive to keep straight there-

after, that he might show the women that

their confidence had not been misplaced. At
Chattanooga the women not only welcomed
those who came to them, but when sick sol-

diers were sent in from Camp Thomas, as they

were until the latter part of August, without

food, transportation, or furloughs, to lie in the

depot until those things should be furnished,

sometimes during a delay of thirty hours, they

went en masse, carrying pillows and everything

for the men's comfort, and fed and nursed

them until arrangements were completed for

their departure. In the Washington Rest

there was the special feature of a " woman
doctor," one of the best physicians in the city,

who gave part of every day to caring for the

ailments of those who visited the Rest. The
soldiers had all been vaccinated, and many a

sore arm did this physician dress, bringing

comfort and relief. In the cities near camps
where these Rests were established there was

no lack of flowers, supplies, and assistance.

Women who could help in no other way
spent a portion of their time there as a recep-

tion committee, making the one bit of home
atmosphere that the boys had in their long

summer of enforced waiting. Many were the

letters of gratitude that came from mothers
far away for the care of their loved ones, and
many a link was welded in the chain that

binds humanity into a brotherhood, the only

basis on which the conception of the father-

hood of God is possible.

While every woman who assisted the organ-

ized effort felt grateful for the privilege of

having been as a grain of sand in the mortar

that made solid the wall of patriotism which
stood for the nation's honor and the freedom

of the oppressed, especially fortunate were
some in being able to render conspicuous

service.

Miss Helen Miller Gould followed up a large

donation to the government at the outset of

the war by unremitting personal work. At
Montauk Point she gathered up the sick sol-

diers that were without friends and sent them
to convalesce at her beautiful home on the

Hudson, which she fitted up as a hospital.

But the greatest of her many benefactions

was that of which least has been told. When
the soldiers at Montauk Point were mustered

out or furloughed they usually went direct to

New York, where they often fell victims to the

snares of the metropolis and were soon penni-

less in some low lodging-house. Miss Gould,

learning these facts, hired the Salvation Army
headquarters and fitted them up as a hotel,

where all soldiers were kept without charge.

The Salvation Army people were placed in

charge ; agents were placed on all the trains

running to the city from Montauk Point to

notify the soldier where a good bed and whole-

some food awaited him. The police were re-

quested to take all drunken soldiers and sailors

to "P'ort Gould," as they called it, rather than

to the police-station. The hospitality was
accepted by hundreds, and when the soldier

was ready to leave, if he had no money, his

railroad ticket was purchased for him. And
not only this, but headquarters were opened

for the assistance of all who wished to find

employment.

Miss Jeannette Jennings, a Washington cor-

respondent of the New York Tribune, went to

Cuba as a Red Cross volunteer nurse on the

Texas, and when the Seneea was about to leave

Siboney with a hundred sick and wounded sol-

diers on board without a nurse to care for them,

Miss Jennings prevailed on the captain to dis-

regard his orders and dekiy sailing long enough
for her to go back to the Texas for some neces-

sary supplies and then take her with him.

The ministrations of Miss Jennings were the

only bright feature of the voyage in that

crowded, filthy boat, which lacked every com-

fort save that which she had been able to sup-

ply. For weary days and nights she nursed

the fever-stricken patients and helped them to
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feel that God had not forgotten them, since a

woman was there to soothe and aid.

When General Wheeler announced his deter-

mination to go to the war, his daughter Anna
applied to the War Department for a commis-

sion as nurse, but was notified that none but

trained nurses were accepted. Nothing

daunted, she managed to be enrolled with the

Red Cross nurses. Her youth, beauty, and
social position made conspicuous the service

which was gladly performed by a thousand

others. Of her five months' hard work she

said, in an interview, that for the first time she

knew what it was to be perfectly satisfied.

Her work engrossed every thought ; she was
never tired or conscious of heat or discomfort,

being so profoundly possessed by a sense of

the need there was of help and joy that she

could give it.

Miss Delia Weeks, of Des Moines, had had

ten years' experience as a nurse, and many of

the soldiers who were gathering in that city

for their journey to San Francisco were per-

sonally known to her. She determined to

accompany them, and her application to the

authorities at Washington for a commission as

nurse was signed by the Governor of Iowa and

many leading citizens and physicians in Des
Moines. When, after much delay, it came back

unsigned the day the troops left for the coast,

the city of Des Moines took the matter up,

raised $500 in twelve hours, and sent Miss

Weeks off the next day. The Iowa volunteers

received her royally at Camp Merritt; and they

were thereafter the envied of all the other regi-

ments, for Miss Weeks was the only woman
nurse in the camp for a long time. When the

troops went to Manila she accompanied them.

She was joined later by others ; about thirty

women cared for the United States troops in

the Philippines.

But, as Governor Wolcott, of Massachusetts,

said, in a tribute to the relief work done by
women :

" It is not alone these women, it is the

thousands of women in every city and town,

who by work, by thought, and by prayer aid-

ed and encouraged the soldiers at the front."

How cold and inadequate must be any review

of the work which represents the toils, the

tears, and the sacred joys of the women of

the nation.

With all this duplication of machinery and
lack of centralization it is wonderful that there

MRS. JOHiN A. LOGAN
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was so little waste of resources ; that each

effort should seem to fit into its right place.

The lesson of it all was that there should be a

national relief association recognized by the

government and responsible to it, which should

in peace and war be the nation's arm of benefi-

cence. The Red Cross, with its new achieve-

ments and home triumphs, and the expressed

intention of the Executive to invite the aux-

iliaries to become a part of the national bod\%

might thus unite the people of America for

concentrated action, and, while giving full scope

to the brain and heart of woman, might co-

ordinate the work of all citizens to the great

purposes of patriotism in its widest sense.

WOMAN AND THE WAR
By Mrs. Joiix A. Logan

Womp:n from time immemorial have shared

in the joys and sorrows of mankind. In

all ages the gentler sex have borne their

part of the burdens of life. Loyal to

the stronger sex, they have followed

their fate, whether in war or in peace.

In all wars American women have

been foremost in sacrifice and potent

service for their country. The hero-

ines of the Revolution have been as

much revered as the greatest heroes

of that immortal strife for liberty;

" 1812," the war with Mexico, and the

rebellion of 1861 had their heroines,

whose courage and endurance of hard-

ships at home, in the hospitals, and

on the field rivalled that of the

"Joans" of other ages.

Li the years of sweet peace since

Appomattox, American women. North

and South, had been busy binding up

the wounds, effacing the scars, and

smoothing the pathway of progress

and unity. They had wrought inces-

santly in all the fields of civilization.

They had trampled down prejudice

and ignorance, and had kept abreast

with the advancement of the times.

Christianity, education, and philan-

thropy had occupied them constantly,

whetting to the keenest edge their

finer sensibilities; a wail of anguish

from any source had received a

prompt response. Local and national

calamities had enlisted their indefatigable ef-

forts for relief.

Following upon the appeal of the Armenians

for help came the reports of the desperate

suffering and persecution of the rccoicoitrados

in Cuba, day by day their condition becoming

more appalling, until all Christian people were

horrified at the ghastly pictures presented by

the press. Miss Clara Barton, as the chief exec-

utive of the Red Cross, applied for permission

to visit the afflicted isle with relief for those

who were in need of succor. After much de-

lay, General Blanco granted her the privilege

of succoripig them — his permit, of course, in-

cluding Spanish soldiers and subjects alike.

Humanitarians from all over the country of-

fered money and services to Miss Barton to

be used in the prosecution of her work.

Undaunted by the shocking conditions and

the insincerity of Spanish officials through

whom she had to operate, she accomplished

wonders and rescued many lives ; but as

horrors multiplied with each receding day,

she was forced to lay the facts before the

government. Public sympathy becoming uni-

versal, Congress was at last aroused, and, at

the solicitation of a metropolitan journal, dis-

tinguished Senators and Representatives, ac-

companied by their wives, made a visit to

Cuba. Beyond question, the appeal of Mrs.

Thurston, reiterated by her husband on the

floor of the United States Senate in obedience

to her dying injunction, did more to touch

the heart of the whole nation than anything

that had hitherto been uttered.

From that hour women all over the land

began earnest S3\stematic efforts for the suffer-

ing Cubans. When eventually war was de-

clared in humanity's name, women from Maine

to California, and from the Lakes to the Gulf

of Mexico, joined in the patriotic work of

sending husbands, sons, and brothers to the

front, while they offered their services as

MISS ANNyV WHEELER

volunteers for any duty they might do inside

or outside the hospital corps.

Those with means at their command vied

with the rich men of the nation in their gener-

ous tender of money to the government, to

be used as deemed best by those at the head

of affairs. From Miss Helen Gould's one-

hundred-thousand-dollar check down to the

widow's mite, money and everything else was

given freely to the government, the Surgeon-

General's Department, and to the various

patriotic societies for war relief. The Red

Cross Society, under Miss Clara Barton's

leadership, boarded the State of Texas, which

lay in the harbor of Tampa Bay many days

awaiting tlie sailing of the expedition to Cuba,

determined to accompany that expedition,

though then ignored by the Surgeon-General's

Department. She was the first to enter San-

tiago Harbor with unlimited supplies for suf-

fering sailors, soldiers, Spaniards, and Cubans,
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which were distributed at the critical moment
to save many lives. The fearlessness of Miss

Barton and her eflficient corps in venturing

into fever -stricken districts with medicines

and stores for all classes and conditions has

no parallel in history. Testimonials contin-

ually given by the beneficiaries of the Red
Cross, through her provident, intelligent, and

far-seeing executive ability, can no more be

expunged from the records of the American-

Spanish war than can the heroic work in the

war of 1861-65 and that of the Franco-Prussian

war of 1870-71.

At every camp in the United States where

troops were being mobilized women could be

seen daily in their visits of ministration to the

soldiers. Every hospital in the land was the

recipient of bounties, the result of women's
work. It is not too much to say that the

women of the nation furnished a large per-

centage of the hospital supplies, and that, too,

after making a hard fight to be allowed to

do so, after becoming impatient at

the tardy and incomplete provision

by the government for the rapidly

multiplying patients. Days and weeks

were spent in importuning the au-

thorities for admission before the in-

dispensable trained female nurses or

saintly Sisters of Mercy and Charity

w^ere allowed in the hospitals. The
inadequate corps of nurses of the

regular army of twenty-five thousand

men were deemed sufficient in the

face of the increase to two hundred

thousand, including the volunteer reg-

iments, not one of which brought a

man fitted or desiring to be detailed

in the hospital service, and this with

a register of thousands of names of

efficient, eligible women impatient to

enlist for any field.

Penally, the department, because of

the alarming fatalities and a threat-

ened epidemic of typhoid and other

fevers, yielded, and placed in the

hands of the executive committee of

the Daughters of the American Rev-

olution the power to appoint trained

nurses in the various army hospitals.

In the meantime, fortunately for the

sailors and soldiers of the nation,

through the Red Cross Society and in

the private and public hospitals of the

cities, many of our sick and wounded

were receiving the best of care and the benefit

of modern appliances and methods of treating

medical and surgical patients. Women—God
bless them !—from the highest to the lowest

w^alks of life, were everywhere busy with their

labors of love and mercy. Hospital-ships shared

in the contributions of women and societies of

women. Mrs. L. Z. Leiter's munificent gift

of a hospital at Chickamauga was the greatest

boon to the army stationed on that historical

ground.

And not alone were the nation's defenders

the objects of their humanity and tenderness.

Their families came in for a large share on the

score of their dependence upon those who had

gone in the service of their country.

Scarcely had the sound of Dewey's guns

died away, when women from every part of

the country begged to be allowed to go to the

Philippines to nurse the sick of his command.

They were willing to enter the service, though
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they knew they must serve within range of the

frowning forts of Manila. Neither cannon-

balls, disease, nor distance had any terrors for

these noble women. They only knew our men
were there and might need their tender care,

and they begged to go. Failing to secure per-

mission, the women of San Francisco organized

a war relief and sent out tons of supplies with

the troops who went to Dewey's relief.

Wealth and position served as an inspira-

tion to many of the fairest in the land. Fewer

graced the social functions at summer resorts,

many preferring the daily drudgery of the

work they felt called to do for their country's

defenders. The organization of the National

War Relief in New York brought to the front

some of the ablest, most influential, and wealthy

women of the whole country. Mrs. Ellen Har-

din Walworth, as president, assumed charge of

the distributions at Fortress Monroe, establish-

ing the diet-kitchen at that post, greatly reliev-

ing the sick, and reforming hospital provisions.

Later she took charge of the distribution at

Montauk Point, where, assisted by Mrs. Wash-
ington A. Roebling and Miss Helen Gould, she

contributed largely to the comfort of the army
landed there from Cuba.

The writer was at Montauk Point, awaiting

the return of a loved one, soon after its occu-

pation as a resort for the recuperation of our

fever-stricken army. When the first hospital

tents were erected and tiie first patients re-

ceived, the Red Cross Society, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Howard Townsend and his able

corps of male and female assistants, made its

appearance with abundant supplies simultane-

ously with the government, and was estab-

lished beside the distribution-tent at the een-

eral hospital. It secured the first trained nurses

and provided for their accommodation. Under
the inimitable direction of Miss Ouintard, these

nurses worked heroically, later ably assisted by

the Catholic Sisters, all of whom slept in tents,

caught their meals when they could, and nursed,

night and day, the hundreds of desperately sick

men, who but for these faithful, skilful nurses

would soon have slept the sleep that knows

no waking. Others, notably Mrs. Mott, wife

of a well-known physician of East Hampton,
Long Island, spent every day after the arrival

of the first transport handing milk, sand-

wiches, and other refreshments to the men
debarking from the transports, so ill that they

would have fallen but for Mrs. Mott's timely

thoughtfulness. Again she would, with others,

drive through the camps distributing to the

sick there. Mrs. Livingston Mason came with

a yacht well equipped with all the appliances

—nurses, physicians, and supplies— for the

treatment of very sick men, and took them
to Newport to nurse them back to health.

Mrs. Scheppe, Mrs. Carroll, and others of the

Patriotic League of New York, were tireless

in their labors and generosity.

Innumerable names could be given of indi-

vidual women who devoted their whole time

to such patriotic work during our war with

Spain. One family, however, it would be un-

gracious not to mention. General Joseph

Wheeler was among the very first to offer his

services to the President, and, though beyond
his threescore years, was allowed as eligible

to military service. He was so persistent that

the President commissioned and assigned him
to an important command. One son accom-

panied him as a member of his staff. He had

four lovely young daughters. Anna insisted

upon going, and succeeded in getting into the

hospital service with Miss Clara Barton. The
other three—one a school-girl—did what they

could in the local efforts for the soldiers near

their home. The moment their father and

sister Anna reached Montauk, they came to

visit them and to join in the hospital work,

all three going into the detention-camp hos-

pital, where they were exposed hourly to

whatever of contagion there might be. No
regular soldier was more punctual at his post

than were these lovable girls day after day.

Finally, the youngest son, a cadet at Annap-

olis, arrived, not having seen his father or

sisters for months. The tenderness with

which he was greeted by his doting father

and sisters was beautiful, but they would not

leave their self-imposed duty to the suffering

and dying soldiers to go to some resort to

spend the holidays. Fond of the sea, the

dear boy lost his life while bathing in the surf

of the treacherous ocean beach at Montauk.

Guilfoyle, and others, who hurried to Mon-
tauk to greet their husbands on their arrival

at Camp Wikoff, soon joined the patriotic

women they found engaged in relieving the

suffering; and they proved efficient recruits,

because most of them had had experience in

camp life and knew what to do. To estimate

the good result of woman's work would re-

quire volumes instead of columns. We had

reason to be proud that women's part in the

war with Spain was for good and not for evil.

Had some bright woman been chosen as

special ambassador to Spain, I have no doubt

that she could have so ably seconded General

Woodford's efforts for peace that the Queen
Regent might have been influenced to accept

some of the peace propositions that were

made. One woman can approach another

more effectively when the fate of a child is at

stake, because of the sympathy of motherhood,

which is the same in mothers no matter what

their race or station in life. The most loyal

women in America could not but sympathize

with the Queen Regent of Spain, who, unin-

fluenced by ambitious men, would perhaps

have secured to Cuba life, protection, and the

pursuit of prosperity and happiness, thereby

averting war and saving for her son the terri-

tory now lost to him forever.

SISTER BETTINA (MRS. A. M. LESSER)

Overwhelmed by this cruel blow, they laid

down their work to follow the remains of their

idolized boy to his last resting-place beside

their mother, who died some years ago. Who
can estimate the good those four girls did, or

the anguish of their patriotic hearts?

Misfortunes, sickness, and death touch the

hearts of women ; but to say that women are

governed altogether by their emotions is most

unjust. Intuition, tact, and good judgment

enable them to accomplish much more than

men with the same amount of money. They
have no contempt for small things, and will

spend hours in attending to details and the

study of economy in small things that aggre-

gate large savings which would be overlooked

by men. They have no hesitancy to do what

a man would consider undignified, and would

delegate to subordinates. The product of

Miss Willard's diet-kitchens at Camp Wikoff

probably did as much tow^ards the restoration

of the invalids as the medicines administered

by the physicians. The wives of army officers,

conspicuously Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Tate, Mrs.

U6

THE STATUS OF THE RED
CROSS

Bv Clara I^arion

At the time of the outbreak of the Three

Years' War in Cuba, some forty governments

in all were bound together by the compact

known as the Red Cross, or the International

Convention of Geneva of 1864.

The one word neutral signifies the whole

essence of this treaty ; it defines the condition

of all sick and wounded soldiers, all surgeons,

nurses, and attendants, all hospitals, ambu-

lances, and other appliances while they display

the Red Cross arm-badge or flag duly author-

ized and inscribed by the military power of the

army to which they are attached; and, further-

more, all inhabitants of a country in the vicinity

of where a battle is raging, as well as their

buildings, are sacredly regarded as neutral

while they are administering to the wants of

the wounded and disabled, or being employed

for hospital purposes.

W^ounded soldiers falling into the enemy's

hands are neutral, and must be sent to the

frontier for delivery to their own army as soon

as possible, provided, of course, that the coun-

try to which they belong is an adherent to the

Red Cross treaty.

The reason why Japan at this time was do-

ing such effective and commendable work as a

humanitarian nation was apparent. She was

carrying out to the letter the spirit and the

obligations of the Geneva Red Cross Treaty,

to which she gave her adhesion in 1886, while

her Emperor was standing at the head of her

civil Red Cross Society.

In six great wars the Red Cross had been

conspicuous. Written history records the be-

neficent work it had done, but only unwritten

history can relate the prevention of untold

miser}' and suffering on every field.

Japan, as a Red Cross nation, met difficulties

and dangers unknown in any former w^ar where
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great, and there was terrible and useless suf-

fering. The sanitary condition of the Seneca

became indescribable ; the air was pestilent

between -decks, the water turned bad, and a

case of fever developed that looked like yel-

low-fever. If it had been. Miss Jennings

thought, the Seneca would have shown a

death record, before the fever had run itself

out, that would have made it historical in the

statistics of pest-ships. But it was not the

dreaded disease. The ship came to New York,

the patients were taken to Bellevue, and the

courageous nurse, taking with her as a remem-

brance a letter of gratitude signed by all her

follow - passengers, went on to her home in

Washington to rest, and restore herself for a

return to Cuba if her services should be needed

there again. This is one woman's simple rec-

ord of duty bravely done.

THE OPKRATINd-ROOM OF THE RELlEl

into the chaparral. These people camped in

the surrounding country, and got along pretty

comfortably on what was given to them, eked

out with what they could procure from nature.

A wandering American came upon a refugee

family camping in a shaded spot near where a

stream plunged over a miniature precipice to

form a deep pool, whence the Cubans took fish

with hook and line. Farther up the stream

Avcre other camps, and this form of gypsy life

looked to the American to be far from unat-

tractive. With the coming of the rains, how-

ever, there was a general scuttling for the

town. Great was the wretchedness that the

rains brought to the hospital sufferers, particu-

larly the wounded who had to sleep on the

ground ; for their straw was wet through ever}'

day, and the miasmatic vapor that rose after

each furious rain-burst sickened and poisoned

them into the lassitude that is its peculiar

effect.

There came a day when they brought Brewer,

the post-office clerk, \w from the front, where

he had been wearing himself out carrying and

tending the wounded. It was fever, but a fever

different from that which had been filling the

cots. In two days everybody in Siboney knew'

that Yellow Jack had come. Brewer made a

gallant fight against the fever; but he had

wasted himself in overwork, and so he died,

liaving done something more than his duty.

The same courage that had inspired them to

face Spanish bullets was with the soldiers now
that they lay helpless to the scourge. There

was none of that panic that spreads and makes

tenfold more deadly an epidemic. It spread,

but not swiftly, nor was it a virulent type of

the disease. Most of the buildings in the

town were burned down, and sanitary meas-

ures which would have been regarded as almost

a waste of time a week earlier were minutely

enforced. A plague -camp, no matter how
mild the disease, is the grewsomest place

where men are gathered together
;
yet, when

her duty called Miss Jennings away, it was to

a harder trial than any she had undergone in

the hospital.

At the last moment the Seneca, a transport,

had been ordered to take

nearly one hundred

wounded soldiers to the

North. She was abso-

lutely without facilities

to act as a hospital-ship

— devoid of appliances, short of medicines,

scant oi ice, over-crowded, and entirely with-

out the necessary devices of surgery or suitable

food for the sick. No sooner had Miss Jen-

nings heard of this than she decided to go with

the Seneca, on the ground that she could do

more good there than anywhere else. Taking

a supply of malted milk, beef tea, whiskey, and

a few other simple necessaries for the sick-room

from the State of Texas, the nurse cast her lot

in with the foreign military attaches and the

newspaper correspondents who made up the

passenger -list. These gentlemen cheerfully

gave up their state -rooms to the wounded

soldiers . but there were far too few to go

around, and the sufferers tossed on the decks

during the rough weather of the early part of

the trip. There were on board two young

contract surgeons, who did the best they could

under the circumstances ; but they had no in-

struments or bandages, and one of them was

deathly seasick half the time. By far the great-

est part of the care devolved upon Miss Jen-

nings, and during the entire trip until the ship

reached Fort Morn'oe she did not take off her

clothes or get more sleep than she could snatch

sitting up in her chair.

The captain and crew

were indefatigable in

their efforts; all the

passengers did what

they could to help ; but

the handicap was too

THE RED CROSS IN
CALIFORNIA

By Blanche FARTiNcnoN

"God bless the women of the Red Cross!"

said General Merritt, the day before he sailed

for Manila. 'AVe shall never forget the splen-

did kindness and hospitality without end that

San Francisco has accorded us during our stay

here."

" Tell all the world for us," a member of the

general's staff said to me, ''that every officer

and man in the service blesses the noble women
of the Red Cross. Their work is priceless; we

have met with nothing like it." And certainly

one of the most remarkable and unique de-

velopments consequent upon the military

movements in San Francisco was the singularly

varied and useful activity of the Red Cross

Society of California— an auxiliary of the na-

tional association.

In the heat and bustle of hurried preparation

for an unexpected war, here as elsewhere, the

overtaxed government had left undone many

of those things it ought to have done ; and, to

begin with, it had never reckoned to do for the

soldier what his mother, for example, had al-

ways considered as indispensable to his well-

being. Here was where the Red Cross Society

came in. The women just "mothered" the

boys in blue, bridging over rough places, feed-

ing the hungry, tending the sick — generally

LOADING STORES ON THE RELIEF
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preventing much needless suffering from un- and the homcjeopaths treated all of their kind church gave a collection, the stores gave ten
avoidable governmental hitches. free of charge. per cent, off to all purchasers in uniform—none
From the moment when the soldier set foot There were writing-tents at the camps, where were unrepresented in this monument of ser-

on Californian soil it was brought vividly to all materials were furnished free to soldiers, vice.

his remembrance that the famous " Sanitary where there was quiet, and where reading-mat- And those whom they served I Ancient en-

Commission" of the Civil War—a worthy fore- ter was to be had also. These tents were ap- emies the most deadly! The foes of a man's
runner of the Red Cross Association—was in- predated to the extent of between 1500 and own household! It was an infinitely touching
debted for one-fourth of its funds, something 2000 letters per day. sight to see the deep gladness with which North
over a miUion dollars, to the miners of far It will readily be seen from all this that the and South joined hands, inexpressibly rejoiced

California. ideal of the Red Cross work at first— until that they were at last, in very deed and truth

—

And the son of his father was finely faithful more serious service should perhaps be required a Union,
to the ancient traditions of the State, though of it—was not the supplying of governmental Perhaps no warmer welcome was accorded
it was towards the '' native daughter of the deficiencies, though, as I have before said, to any of San Francisco's soldier guests than
golden West" that soldier-worship most in- much was done in this direction, but it was an was given the gallant Southerners fromTcnnes-
clined—and reasonably. attempt, however inadequate, to show the boys see, and certainly no heartier response greeted

Hers was the gentle hospitality that met in blue that every inch of American ground was the Red Cross ladies of the welcoming com-
the incoming hero at all hours with hearty home to them, that every American woman mittee than the grateful cheers of the boys in

greetings, and with wholesome food not less loved every man of them as she loved her own blue from Tennessee. There were colored

welcome. Hers was the gracious kindliness son and brother, and that so long as they were citizens in our Californian regiments, and Mex-
that filled his hands with the wonderful bios- with us they should lack none of the loving icans who had sworn fealty to the Stars and
soms of California, that he might know he had service that every woman in America was long- Stripes, and even an occasional Spaniard.

fallen among friends; and hers, too, the wise ing to render them
thoughtfulness that, as soon as he had eaten,

found pencil and postal-cards for willing fingers

to tell those left behind of safe arrival in this

far city of the Golden Gate.

This was the work of the Red Cross Society

at the ferry depot, through which all soldiers

coming into the city must pass; and to say

that it was appreciated were much to under-

state the case. To many of them the atmos-

phere of friendliness was simply overpowering.

Strong men choked back their tears. They
could not eat, but just looked helplessly at the

kind faces of the women whose goodness had

brought the first touch of that most terrible of

the sufferings of a soldier's life—homesickness.

And the kindness followed to camp. Where
the overworked authorities had failed to

furnish necessary food, blankets, underwear,

shoes, stockings, etc., the Red Cross Society

came forward and supplied the temporary de-

ficiency, and the government, recognizing the

work as a worthy outlet for the pent-up sym-

pathies of the women, gladly accepted their

service.

Every small town in California had its Red

\ GROUP OF NURSES

War, the great engine of hatred, had come
like an angel of peace, welding men's hearts

into a wonderful unity. So strange are the

ways of wisdom

!

THE RELIEF-WORK OF THE
WOMEN OF NEW YORK

By Anna Wheeler

"There is nothing so precious as the sight

that is quick to see the sorrows of others, unless

it be the heart that hurries to help them."

This beautiful sentiment, expressed by Lew.

Wallace in The Fair God, was most thoroughly

and exquisitely exemplified in the relief-work

of the women of New York during the summer
of the war. They were not only quick to

see the sorrows and sufferings of our gallant

soldiers, but with loving hearts, and willing

hands, and open purses hurried to help them
and relieve their suffering in every way in the

world that these very potent factors can be of

assistance.

As organizations and as individuals they

left nothing undone that wealth and power

It made the heart burn with new belief in

love of country, heroism, and self-sacrifice to

Cross Society; every creed and nationality hear the story of the resources of the Red and love could accomplish to combat and
subscribed to its support. Thum Shu, the Cross Society, and of the splendid kindness conquer the fearful fevers which, assisted by
editor of a Chinese newspaper published in outside of it. hardships and privations, had made such piti-

San Francisco, one day turned in $100 to the Little children emptied their savings-banks; able inroads in our army. They went to work-

Red Cross that he had collected in a few the school-children subscribed— and put up in such a genuine, practical, earnest way as to

hours among his wealthy countrymen, and lunches for the soldiers. Poor women took in leave no possibility of anything but the most
promised further immediate and considerable plain sewing and gave the proceeds. Acrippled wonderful results.

help if it would be accepted from that source, woman sent 1800 yards of bandaging that she Of course the relief-work was by no means
Gifts came pouring in hourly to the San Fran- had pieced together of i-inch to 18-inch strips confined to New York, but it is of that work
Cisco headquarters in the most wonderful of the left-over unsoiled flannel from the press we speak at present. When our country's

variety and quantity. Fresh and dried fruit in one of the press-rooms of the big dailies, heroes came home, sick with fever, and weak-

by the ton, flannel for bandages and calico by where her son was emplo}'ed. An old Grand ened and worn out in body and soul, homesick
the 1000 yards, eggs by the hundred dozen. Army soldier invited the boys to a free cherry and heartsick, they were met by our country's

beef-tea by the gallon, and pies by the million, lunch on his fruit ranch; the Chutes—a favorite heroines with every delicacy and hospital

Fish came in by the hundred-weight, and ham place of entertainment—was free to any man comfort that the wealth of New York could

and beef and cheese and fresh vegetables, in uniform; and a steamship company placed

Then there were " comfort- bags," sleeping- its boats at their disposal, that two thousand

caps, palm -leaf fans, literature and writing at least of the strangers might see our beau-

materials, and much tobacco, tiful bay. Sutro's baths— the largest in the

As was befitting the essential purpose of the world—were given up to them for a day; sev-

Red Cross Society, the sick soldier was kept eral street-car lines were free to them, and on a nurse at Montauk Point remembered with

in tender remembrance, and we found for him those that were not, women and men both pleasure and pride the great comfort the suf-

good gifts in plenty— wine in abundance, would pay the fares of these honored guests fering patients found in the quantities of

flowers, ices, jelly, milk, chickens, delicate of San Francisco. pajamas, sheets, pillow-cases, towels, slippers,

puddings, besides the before- mentioned beef- Artists gave pictures to sell, singers sang, champagne, ice-cream, milk, fruit, and, indeed,

tea and eggs; also sheets, pillows, and mat- musicians played, actors acted, and jockeys every other imaginable comfort and luxury

tresses. Outside of the efforts of the Red raced to swell the funds. sent by the women of New York. Besides

Cross in this direction, the French and German The Mint employes set aside a day's salary, the things they sent they also gave carte

hospitals took many soldiers into their wards, employes of all kinds made collections, the blanche to be drawn upon without limit for
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procure.

It is not for me here to dwell upon the work
of the Red Cross. The limitless good it did

was too widespread and is too well known over

the length and breadth of our land. Many
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any need that might possibly arise, and they

sent money to be gi\'en to soldiers starting

home, to make their journey more comfort-

able.
~^

Many a dainty belle who had never fastened

her own shoes came and offered assistance to

do anything the hour required—wash dishes,

sweep floors, or anything else that could in

any wa}- add to the comfort or welfare of the

patients. They brought many a ray of sun-

shine writing letters for the patients, fanning

the fevered brows, and sitting beside the con-

valescents in cheerful conversation, brighten-

ing a tedious hour, doing so many little things

which the very busy nurses, having every

moment filled with

more important

duties, had no time

to do.

Too much praise

cannot be given to

the trained nurses

a t M o n tauk . They

made just as gal-

lant soldiers in the

service of our coun-

try as those who

fought on the bat-

tle - field. T h e y
were all women
who had their liv-

ing to make, and

by hard work had

achieved a posi-

tion which com-

manded for them

$25 a week and

a comfortable liv-

ing-

In the hospital

they were getting

a dollar a day,

which was almost

giving their time,

a n d there w a s

hardly one among the whole of them who

would not have gladly volunteered her ser-

vices free had it been necessar)'; and, indeed,

1 know of many cases where the services were

volunteered after the required quota was filled

by the government, and many were bitterly

disappointed at not being able to give their

services to the country.

I saw not one instance of carelesstiess or

callousness or time-serving, but all the nurses

were conscientiously devoted to their dut}',

and considered no hard work or fatigue or loss

of rest worthy of the slightest consideration

if they could by any possibility further the

interest or comfort of those who were sick and

suffering. Their conscientious devotion to

duty was all the more beautiful in that they

could look forward to no promotion, or shoul-

der-straps, or public recognition, or honorable

mention, or any glory except that beautiful

light which shines in one's heart from a knowl-

edge of duty wxll done and honors well de-

served.

I saw so much heart-breaking sorrow and

suffering among my countrywomen that sum-

mer, and so much sweet unselfishness. Every

mother or sister or wife whose own loved one

had passed into his new home beyond the

stars, where no sickness or pain could touch

him further, was so willing to hide in her

heart her grief, and serve in any way the

A GROUP OF VOLUNTEER
CROSS SOCIETY.

son or brother or husband of some other THE WORK OE THE RELIGIOUS
woman, who could still live and feel and ORDERS
suffer.

r^., . ,. .^.- ^ .. . ^.- 1 1 1 1 u 4. • I^^' Alice Worthington WinthropOne poor young gnl, who had been trying

for three days to have her brother's body All students of national events must realize

sent home, said to a nurse who had offered that it is a fact, as well as an epigram, that his-

her assistance: tory repeats itself. As an evidence of this, it

"No, don't trouble about me; I shall get is well to reread, in Kinglake's C^'inican War,

on somehow. You can't help the dead. Go the experiences of the allied armies before Se-

back and help the living." bastopol in the autumn and winter of 1854-55,

One of the sweetest individual instances of and to compare them with those of the Amer-
the many that came under my observation was ican army during the war with Spain. The
that of the mother of one of our soldiers who allies were spared the heat from which the

was the first to lose his life on the blood-stained United States troops suffered in Cuba, but

battle-fields of Cuba, who sent a trained nurse there were the same deficiencies in the quarter-

master and com-

missary depart-

ments, the same

bad cooking, af-

fecting the health

of the men (who

also slept on the

bare ground), the

same absence of

laundry and other

facilities, and a far

greater lack of

medical supplies;

while the allied ar-

mies had, in addi-

tion, the sufferings

and perils incident

to intense cold. In

terms which seem

prophetic of Amer-

ican experience,

Kinglake shows

how unprepared

England was for

the war. Though
she had m a i n -

tai ned a career of

conquest for the

previous forty
years, because she

down to the hospital, at her own expense, to had met no antagonist worthy of her steel,

nurse the comrades of her son, so that though she had not that efficient " mainspring of mil-

he were dead he could still help his fellow- itary operations which men call a War De-

soldiers. What a beautiful, practical me- partment." " The bellicose name. Secretary

morial

!

of War," he adds, " was deceptive. The males

In addition to all these deeds a number of at that time in England suffered from a curious

New York ladies offered their elegant country- lameness in the use of brain power."

houses and grounds at Newport and scattered The hospital service was, as a consequence,

along the coast for the use of the sick and con- seriously impaired. "The internal adminis-

valescent soldiers. And others came in their tration of our hospitals," says Kinglake, "was
yachts to take any number from time to time, cursed by frightful overcrowding, by want of

from five to thirty-five soldiers, and give entire due ventilation, by an appalling lack of clean-

care to them until they had recovered health liness, by want of sufficient attendance, by

and strength. want of hospital comforts, and, finally, by want

The actions of both the men and women of proper food rightly cooked and supplied at

of our country in this war accentuated and right times. Therefore what the stricken sol-

deepened that feeling in our hearts which made dier encountered, when entering the haven

each one of us reverently echo the words of provided for him by rich, clumsy, improvident

George W^ashington : England, was not only a fresh access of misery,

"I thank God that I, too, am an Ameri- too often followed by death, but misery and

can." death brought about by causes which his

The following winter, in the whirl of the country, if acting with prudence and unham-

social season of New York, many a heart pered by its system of polity, could hardly

throbbed more happily underneath an elegant have failed to arrest. How angels descended

opera-cloak or in the brilliant glare of a ball- upon these scenes of wretchedness and—within

room at the memory of the pain and suffering the sphere of their mission—turned evil into

relieved by a dainty, delicate hand that sum- good, we shall by-and-by not fail to see."

mer, and the sounding of the depth and sweet- These "angels" were women "who were

ness of that beautiful message, "Inasmuch as stirred with a heavenly thought impelling

ye did it unto one of the least of these, ye did them to offer and say that— if only the State

it unto Me." were consenting—they would go out to tend
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NURSES WHO HAVE TAKEN THE OATH OE ALLE(;iANCE TO THE RED
-Tlie Hag on the tal)le is the one carried by Clara Uarton through Armenia
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our poor soldiers laid low on their hospital

pallets by sickness or wounds." Mary Stan-

ley, the sister of Dean Stanley, and Florence

Nightingale, " in gentle, almost humble guise,

brought to the State a new power." Under

their guidance, ten Catholic Sisters, eight

Protestant Sisters, and twenty trained nurses

landed at Scutari on the 5th of November,

1854, the very day of the battle of Inkerman.
" Woman brought to the rescue," says King-

lake, " in an hour of gloom and need, that

forethought, that agile brain-power, that or-

ganizing and governing faculty, of which our

country had need."

This was the origin of woman's part in the

modern English and American military hos-

pital. If space permitted, the present writer,

whose part it is to present the services of the

religious orders, would gkidly take up the

story of what women accomplished, from the

initiation of the hospital system in the United

States during its Civil War until the time of

the war with Spain. Above all, she would

dwell on the labors of that noble, patriotic

woman of letters, Anna Hanson Dorsey,

through whose inspiration Edwin L. Stanton,

in 1862, brought the Sisters of Mercy and the

Sisters of Charity to the front, and enabled

them to carry on the magnificent work which

they performed
during the Civil

War.

Passing, how-

ever, to the war

with Spain, the

present writer la-

bors under two

difficulties in re-

lating the work of

the religious or-

ders — lack of

space, and the

modesty of the

Sisters, who could

not be prevailed

on to speak of

themselves in con-

nection with the

events in which

they took part.

It is largely
through the cour-

tesy of the sur-

geon-general of

the army, of the

surgeons under

whom the Sisters

served, of Dr.

Anita Newcomb
McGee, who of-

ficially selected

and employed
them, and of Ella Loraine Dorsey, through

whose instrumentality the Sisters took part in

the war, that this account has been written.

A word must be said of the labors of these

two women, who voluntarily endured the heat

of a Washington summer, the thraldom of

official life, and onerous fatigue, in order to

examine, equip, and transport these nurses;

the total number examined approaching 6600.

These women contributed their time, their

strength, and their intelligence to this object;

and, as Daughters of the American Revolution

and patriotic American citizens, gave of their

best to the service of their country. "Too

DEPARTURE OE RE

Dr. A. i\r. Eesser, of the Red Cr

much cannot be said," stated the annual fused to obey the order. ** We won't fight

report of the association named, " in praise without our Sisters," they said ; and a halt

of Miss Ella Loraine Dorsey, ex-Vice-Presi- was actually called until a detachment of Sis-

dent of the D. A. R., for her valuable assist- ters could be formed to join them. This was
ance in all matters relating to the Roman no difficult undertaking, for it was a part of

Catholic Sisters, as well as for her constant their rule that the Sisters should always be
and unvarying interest in all matters pertain- ready for marching orders,

ing to the corps, and her earnest co-operation The Order of the Sisters of iMercy was
in every project which had for its object help founded in Ireland, in 1827, and was one of

for the soldiers." the first introduced into the United States.

The religious orders in the United States No act of charity was foreign to this noble

which furnished contract nurses in the late body of women ; they cared for children, for

war, and the number furnished, were as fol- the aged, for unprotected women, and for the

lows: The Sisters of Charity, 196; the Sis- sick and suffering poor in hospitals and in

ters of Mercy, 13; the Sisters of the Holy their own homes. They even added, as a

Cross, 11; the Sisters of St. Joseph, 11 ; the special work of mercy, "visiting the sick

Congregation of American Sisters, 4. To rich."

these should be added four Sisters of Charity In the busy secular life of to-day few dream
who served without contracts at the Naval of the quiet heroism and self-sacrifice of the

Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia; five Sisters of Sisters of Mercy, many of whom devote their

Charity without contracts at Camp Wikoff, lives to the inmates of prisons, administering

Montauk, New York; and twelve Sisters of to their spiritual and temporal needs, comfort-

Charity serving without contracts at San Fran- ing the condemned criminal, walking with him
Cisco, California. Also one Sister of the Holy even to the foot of the gallows and exhorting

Cross, without contract, at Lexington, Ken- him to repentance, that, like the thief on the

tucky. cross, he may be saved at the last. At the

(3f these, the Sisters of Charity formed one time of the war with Spain this order proba-

of the largest organizations in the United bly ranked, numerically, next to the Sisters of

States, numbering in one "province" 15 17 Charity in the United States.

The Sisters of

St. Joseph belong-

to an order found-

ed in France in

1658, but practi-

call}- wiped out by
the French Revo-

lution. It was re-

vived later, prin-

cipally as a teach-

ing order, but a

certain number
q u a 1 i fi ed as n u rses,

and were found

satisfactory in the

Civil War and in

the war with Spain

by the surgeons

under whom the}-

served.

The Sisters of

the Holy Cross

belong to an es-

sentially modern
order, founded in

France in 1841

and introduced

into the United

States in the same

year. It is gen-

erally diffused

throughout the

West. These Sis-

Sisters. The order was instituted in Paris, in ters were admirably equipped for teaching

1633, by St. Vincent de Paul, for work among and for nursing— the objects for which they
the poor; to whom, for more than two hun- were instituted.

dred and fifty years, the cornet (originally the The service of the Congregation of Ameri-
cap of the Breton peasant) was the symbol can Sisters constitutes, for the sociologist and
of simple, tender, and loving service towards the general reader, one of the picturesque
the sick and suffering. For a considerable features of the American-Spanish War. This
periodprevious to the war between the United order, sanctioned by the Pope in 1888, was
States and Spain these Sisters had been in instituted at Fort Pierre, South Dakota, by
charge of the French military hospitals, and Mother Catherine Sacred White Buffalo, a

had ministered to the soldiers on the field of full-blooded Sioux Indian, born in the war-
battle. It is related that when, in the Algerian camp of the Dakotas, a grand specimen of

campaign, an army corps was ordered to the her race, to whose advancement in civilization

front without them, the soldiers positively re- she devoted her life. She went to her reward
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OSS Hospital, bidding farewell to Dr. j. \\. Huhbell, Field Agent of tlie Central Cul)aii Relief
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She had already brought order out of chaos tress, sheets, or pillows." Major Brechemin, much during our stay here in this His most
and had created, according to the testimony surgeon in charge at Chickamauga, wrote of neglected field. We see a great deal of
of Dr. Leonard B. Almy, surgeon in charge, a his appreciation of the " noble and devoted poverty, but I think our government is nobly
"model hospital." He writes: *' When I was work done by these glorious women," and supplying the poor people with food and with
first given charge of the Annex Hospital was "proud to have been associated with the means of earning a living. No wonder
(which was then only a hospital in our pros- them." the nation is blessed."

pective vision), I was told that the 'Sisters' Fifty-five more Sisters of Charity were asked Many of the soldiers ordered to the Philip-

were to do my nursing. At first I was preju- for at Chickamauga, and remained there until pines w^ere compelled by illness to remain in

diced, not in their favor; but I found that, the camp was closed, late in September—going California. The Archbishop of San Francisco
certainly for a military hospital at least, they thence to the hospitals at Knoxville, Lexing- stated that twelve Sisters of Charity were
are a great success. They were disciplined ton, IIuntsville,and Columbus, Georgia. These engaged in nursing them at the Presidio Hos-
themselves, and obeyed orders promptly and hospitals closed in November, when the Sisters pital, San Francisco.

without a murmur of discontent at any hard- attached to the Seventh Army Corps went to Fxccpt as employed at the Sisters' ow^n
ships or overwork, or any of the vicissitudes of Jacksonville and Savannah, and thence to hospitals, where the sick soldiers were every-
camp-life. I do not remember to have had a Cuba. There they were attached to the hos- where generously and hospitably cared for,

complaint from any one of them, and I had pital at Matanzas, where the Sisters of St. this enumeration completes the list of the
one hundred and four of them at one time. Joseph remained. The Sisters of the Holy Sisters employed in the United States. In
Their wards were models of neatness. I can Cross returned home from Matanzas, their addition, P^ither Roma, of San Juan, Puerto
certify to their faithfulness, skill, and unvary- services being no longer required. Rico, in November, offered the services of fif-

ing thoughtfulness, and am very glad to do so. On August 22d, ten Sisters of Charity, under teen Sisters of Charity, if required, on the
The statements I have made were not only Sister Elizabeth, were ordered to report for island. The surgeon-general, with his invari-

from my own observation, but from the reports duty at Camp Alger. Though in the im- able courtesy, replied that, while their services
of the ward surgeons (contract doctors)." The mediate neighborhood of Washington, it was were not required at present, " they would form
personal experience of the present writer cor- here, perhaps, that the hardships and privations a valuable reserve from which to draw in case
roborates all the facts stated by Dr. Almy as of the Sisters were most severe. And yet the of emergency."
to what is described by Mrs. Cowdin as the only comment of Sister Elizabeth was this: It was stated by a Spanish authority that
"beautiful and gracious work of the Sisters" "We had our trials." The Sisters remained of 700 Sisters sent by Spain to the war, 100
at Montauk. at Camp Alger until the troops left in Sep- perished by " bullets and illness," 300 remained

Altogether one hundred and eleven Sisters of tember. in the hospital service, and 300 returned with
Charity served at Montauk, and they remained On August 29th, ten Sisters of Charity were sick soldiers to the mother-country.
there in numbers varying according to the needs applied for, for the military hospital at Ponce, The mortality among the Sisters w^as greater,

of the service, until the dissolution of that hos- Puerto Rico. Nine more were added, to remain in proportion, than among the trained nurses,

pital-camp, late in September. until their services were no longer required. The latter lost seven out of a total of 1250,
On the loth of August, ten Sisters of Charity, Eleven Sisters of the Order of St. Joseph, and while five of the 250 Sisters employed died

underSisterLucia, were detailed to the hospital the same number of the Holy Cross, were de- in the service.

at Fort Thomas, Newport, Kentucky, where tailed to the John Blair Gibbs Hospital at Lex- The reports at the War Department were an
the surgeon in charge was Major William R. ington, Kentucky, under Major Edgar Mearns, evidence of the high average character of the
Hall, who testified to the " magnificent service " surgeon in charge. Here a little over a hundred Sisters' work, and to many of these were added
which they rendered, nursing 2500 men with nurses were employed, of whom forty-eight, the personal approval of the surgeons in charge,
great skill and with an exceedingly small including the above, were Catholic Sisters, One surgeon in charge wrote to Miss Dorsey

:

death rate. The Sisters, afterwards increased under Sister Lydia. It is a source of regret "You should not thank me, dear madame, for

to fifteen, remained at P^ort Thomas until the that Major Mearns's tribute to the Sisters is too the little I can do for these gentle, sweet wom-
hospital was closed. long to be quoted in full. " I am certain," he en, for somehow or other they breathe peace
On August 20th, eleven Sisters of Mercy, writes, " that the moral effect of the presence and hope to us worldly and selfish creatures,

principally typhoid- fever expert nurses, and of the Sisters had a most salutary influence whose lives are so absorbed in the hopes and
nine Sisters of Charity, were ordered to the upon the rough men who were detailed from cares of our narrow world." Colonel John V.
Sanger-Hoff general hospital at Chickamauga, the regiments to serve the sick. The mixture R. Hoff wrote as follows: " No words can ex-

Georgia. It is unnecessary here to dwell on the of Sisters with nurses gave a dignity and press my sense of obligation to the kind Sisters

miseries of that camp, where, before the Sisters' decorum to our wards which they w^ould not for their admirable work with, and tender care
arrival, amid dirt indescribable, untrained sol- otherwise have had. The professional nurses for, our sick."

diers had attempted in vain to bring any sem- loved them and begged to be sent where they The Sisters indeed carried with them an
blance of comfort to the patients. "Speak to were; all wanted to be under 'Captain Lydia.' atmosphere of serenity and peace. The high
me. Sister—just one word," said one poor fel- Our contract nurses saw hard service, and they motive which animated their work, their for-

low as the Sister entered the ward. " It is the bore hardships, privations, and straining exer- get fulness of self, and their patient and tender
first time I have heard a woman's voice for four tions with unflinching courage. P^idelity and ministrations were, to many of the soldiers con-
months." perfect discipline were unfailing characteris- fided to their care, a revelation of womanly
The difificulties which the Sisters had to con- tics of the Catholic Sisters. Their good nobility and sweetness; while their crowning

tend with at Chickamauga were nearly insur- faces were an inspiration, and w^ill ever be a virtue, to the surgeons, was the fact that they
mountable. Even after they had succeeded, happy memory to me." never complained. In all their sufferings from
notwithstanding the deficiency of water, in Thirty-three Sisters of Charity were detailed the heat and dirt at Camp Alger and Chicka-
cleaning the overcrowded wards, the heat and to Camp Cuba Libre, Jacksonville, where they mauga, from the many discomforts and priva-

dust and flies were almost unendurable. But served in the hospital until the close of the tions of Montauk, not a murmur of discontent
there was never a word of complaint ; they camp. was heard. As they passed through the hos-

were merry in spite of their discomforts and The Sisters of the Order of St. Joseph, after pital wards, all bad language, all blasphemy
privations. The Superior, Sister Mary Bernard, leaving Camp Ilamilton, went to Matanzas, was stilled. The roughest men learned to be
wrote :

" We manage to get along delightfully. Cuba, where they were attached to the Second patient and gentle, with such examples before
We are bright and happy; and I might add Brigade Hospital. "We are happy to say," them. The Sisters gave a certain dignity to

that the almost total absence of conveniences wrote Sister Mary Liguori, the Superior, " that the rudest surroundings; and the trained nurses,

is a great source of amusement. Perhaps fort- we have been shown the greatest consideration many of them young women who had never
une may favor us with a few tables. At pres- by all. Our dear Lord is richly repaying us before left the shelter of home, felt that its

ent we can boast of one chair only, and our for the little we are doing or trying to do for sanctity still surrounded them when under the
tent furniture consists of a cot without a mat- Him. May He give us grace to accomplish protection of the Sisters.
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THE REVOLT OF THE FILIPINOS
THE United States having by the Treaty quarters and sent out to the trenches. After support and the Filipinos followed

; they easily

of Paris succeeded to the sovereignty a few days or a week of active service they fell into an ambush, and the support, number-
of Spain in the Philippines, the Presi- return to their homes to feed up or to work ing about eighty men, surrounded the two hun-

dent instructed Major-General Elwell S. Otis, on their farms, their places being taken by dred and fifty Filipinos, wrenched the guns
commanding the American forces in the archi- others, to whom they turn over their guns out of their hands, and marched them ofT as

pelago, to issue a proclamation to the inhabi- and cartridges. unarmed prisoners, all in the space of a few
tants announcing and outlining a humane Their arms have been obtained from various minutes. Such a force can hardly be called

policy of government, and appointed a com- sources—from purchases in Hong-Kong ; from an army, and yet the service which it has
mission, consisting of President Schurman of the supply which Admiral Dewey found in the rendered should not be underestimated. Be-
Cornell University, Admiral Dewey, Major- arsenal at Cavite

; from capture made from tween two thousand and three thousand Span-
General Otis, Professor Dean Worcester of the Spaniards. They are partly Mausers and ish native troops surrendered to it during the

the University of Michigan, and Colonel partly Remingtons. Their ammunition was months of June and July; it constantly an-

Charles Denby, formerly minister to China, obtained in the same way. lliey have used noyed and harassed the Spaniards in the

to make a personal study of conditions in the it freely, and the supply is now rather short, trenches, keeping them up at night and wear-
islands for the guidance of the supreme ex- To replenish it they have established a car- ing them out with fatigue; and it invested

ecutive in the conduct of affairs. tridge factory at the village of Imus, about Manila early in July so completely that all

P^milio Aguinaldo, the young native leader ten miles south of Cavite, where they have supplies were cut off and the inhabitants, as

of the Pllipinos, having kept himself fully in- four hundred people engaged in reloading well as the Spanish troops, were forced to live

formed, through his representative at Wash- cartridges with powder and lead found at on horse and buffalo meat, and the Chinese
ington, Felipe Agoncillo, of the progress of Cavite or purchased abroad. They have no population on cats and dogs. It captured the
negotiations, and being thus enabled to

anticipate the slow movement of diplo-

macy, issued protests and counter proc-

lamations innumerable against the new
order of things, and, on the 4th of P>b-

ruary, 1899, ^^^'^ days before the ratifi-

cation by Congress of the treaty of

peace, declared war and began hostilities

against the United States.

The situation, the change of attitude

on the part of the F'ilipinos, and the

events characteristic of the revolt and

its suppression are described in the fol-

lowing accounts and reports of eye-wit-

nesses and principal participants.

ELWELL S. OTLS

Major-General in Command of the American Forces in the Pliilippines

waterworks of Manila and cut oH the

water supply, and if it had been in the

dry season would have inflicted great

suffering on the inhabitants for lack of

water.

These results, it is true, were obtained

against a dispirited army containing a

considerable number of native troops of

doubtful loyalty. Yet from August,

1896, to April, 1897, they fought 25,000

of the best regular troops sent out from

Spain, inflicting on them a loss of over

150 officers and 2500 men killed and

wounded, and they suffered still greater

losses themselves. Nevertheless, from

daily contact with them for six weeks,

I am very confident that no such results

could have been obtained against an

American army, which would have

driven them back to the hills and re-

duced them to a petty guerilla warfare.

If they attack the American army this

will certainly be the result ; and while

these guerilla bands might give some
trouble so long as their ammunition

lasted, yet with our navy guarding the

coasts and our army pursuing them on

land, it would not be long before they

were reduced to subjection.

In August, 1896, an insurrection broke

out in Cavite under the leadership of

Emilio Aguinaldo, and soon spread to

other provinces on both sides of Manila.

It continued with varying successes on

THE INSURGENTS
General Greene's Account as Laid
Before the American Peace Com-

MLSSIONERS, OCTOBER 4, 1 898.

A(;rUlNALl)0, in a message to foreign

governments of August 6, 1898, asking

for recognition of belligerency and inde-

pendence, claimed to have a force of

30,000 men, organized into a regular

army. This included the force in the

provinces of Luzon outside of Manila.

What was in evidence around Manila

varied from 10,000 to 15,000. It was
composed of young men and boys, some
as young as fifteen years of age, recruited

m the rural districts, having no property and artillery, except a few antique columbiads both sides, and the trial and execution of nu-
nothmg to lose in a civil war. They had re- obtained from Cavite, and no cavalry. Their merous insurgents, until December, 1897, when
ceived no pay, and, although Aguinaldo speaks method of warfare is to dig a trench in front the Governor-General, Primode Rivera, entered
in his proclamation of his intention and ability of the Spanish position, cover it with mats as into written agreement with Aguinaldo. The
to mamtain order wherever his forces pene- a protection against the sun and rain, and document is in possession of Sefior Felipe
trate, yet the feeling is practically universal during the night put their guns on top of the Agoncillo. In brief, it required that Aguinaldo
among the rank and file that they are to be trench above their heads and fire in the general and the other insurgent leaders should leave
compensated for their time and services and direction of the enemy. When their ammuni- the country, the government agreeing to pay
hardships by being allowed to loot Manila. tion is exhausted, they go off in a body to get them $800,000 in silver and promising to in-

Their equipment consists of a gun, bayonet, a fresh supply in baskets, and then return to troduce numerous reforms, including represen-
and cartridge-box; their uniform, of a straw the trenches. tation in the Spanish Cortes, freedom of the
hat, gmgham shirt, trousers, and bare feet ; The men are of small stature, from 5 feet to press, general amnesty for all insurgents, and
their transportation, of a few ponies and carts, 5 feet 6 inches in height, and weigh from no the expulsion or secularization of the monastic
impressed for a day or a week at a time; for to 130 pounds. Compared with them, our men orders.
quarters they have taken the public building from Colorado and California seem like a race Aguinaldo and his associates went to Hong-
in each village or pueblo, locally known as the of giants. One afternoon, just after we en- Kong and Singapore. A portion of the money,
Tribunal, and the churches and convents; tered Manila, a battalion of the insurgents $400,000, was deposited in banks at Hong-
from these, details are sent out to man the fired upon the outposts of the Colorado regi- Kong, and a lawsuit soon arose between Agui-
trenches. Their food while on duty consists ment, mistaking them, as they claimed, for naldo and one of his subordinate chiefs named
of nee and banana leaves, cooked at the Spaniards. The outpost retreated to their Artacho, which is interesting on account of the

30 457
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very honorable position taken by Aguinaldo.

Artacho sued for a division of the money among

the insurgents according to rank. Aguinaldo

claimed that the money was a trust fund, and

was to remain on deposit until it was seen

whether the Spaniards would carry out their

promised reforms, and if they failed to do so

it was to be used to defray the expenses of a

new insurrection. The suit was settled out of

court by paying Artacho $5ocx).

No steps have been taken to introduce the

reforms ; more than 2000 insurgents, who had

been deported to Fernando Po and other places,

are still in confinement, and Aguinaldo is now

using the money to carry on the operations of

the present insurrection.

On the 24th day of April Aguinaldo met the

United States consul and others at Singapore

and offered to begin a new insurrection in

conjunction with the operations of the United

States navy at Manila. This was telegraphed

to Admiral Dewey, and by his consent, or at

his request, Aguinaldo left Singapore for Hong-

Kong on April 26 ; and when the McCiiIloch

went to Hong-Kong early in May to carry the

news of Admiral Dewey's victory, it took

Aguinaldo and seventeen other revolutionary

chiefs on board and brought them to Manila

Bay. They soon after landed at Cavite, and

the Admiral allowed them to take such guns,

ammunition, and stores as he did not require

for himself. With these, and some other arms

he had brought from Hong-Kong, Aguinaldo

armed his followers, who rapidly assembled at

Cavite, and in a few weeks he began moving

against the Spaniards. Part of them surren-

dered, giving him more arms, and the others

retreated to Manila.

Soon afterwards two ships which were the

private property of Sefior Agoncillo and other

insurgent sympathizers were converted into

cruisers and sent with insurgent troops to

Subig Bay and other places to capture prov-

inces outside of Manila. They were very

successful, the native militia in Spanish ser-

vice capitulating with their arms in

nearly every case without serious

resistance. On the i8th of June

Aguinaldo issued a proclamation

from Cavite establishing a dictato-

rial government, with himself as dic-

tator. In each village or pueblo a

chief (y^y*:-) was to be elected, and in

each ward a headman {cabcza)\ also

in each pueblo three delegates—one

of police, one of justice, and one of

taxes. These were to constitute the

junta, or assembly, and after consult-

ing the junta the chiefs of pueblos

were to elect a chief of province

and three councillors -one of police,

one of justice, and one of taxes.

They were also to elect one or

more representatives from each

province to form the revolutionary

congress.

This was followed on June 20 by

a decree giving more detailed in-

structions in regard to the elections.

On June 23 another decree followed

changing the title of the govern-

ment from dictatorial to revolution-

ary, and of the chief officer from dic-

tator to president ; announcing a

cabinet, with a minister of foreign

affairs, marine, and commerce, an-

other of war and public works, an-

other of police and internal order,

justice, instruction, and hygiene,

and another of taxes, agriculture,

and manufactures ; the powers of

the president and congress were de-

fined, and a code of military justice was for-

mulated.

On the same day a manifesto was issued to

the world explaining the reasons and purposes

of the revolution. On June 27 another decree

was issued containing instructions in regard

to elections. On August 6 an address was

issued to foreign governments stating that the

revolutionary

government
was in opera-

tion and con-

trol in fifteen

provinces, and

that in response

to the petition

of the duly

ACilJINALDO IN DECEMBER, 1898

elected chiefs of these provinces an appeal

is made for recognition of belligerency and

independence.

The scheme of government is set forth in

the decree of June 23. It provides a dictator-

ship of the familiar South American type.

All power is centred in the president, and

he is not responsible to any one for his acts.

He is declared to be 'Hhe personification of

the Philippine public, and in this view^ cannot

be held responsible while he holds office. His

term will last until the revolution triumphs."

He appoints not only the heads of depart-

ments, but all their subordinates, and without

reference to congress. This body is composed

of a single chamber of representatives from

each province. The election is to be con-

THE LEADERS OF THE INSURRECTION GATHERED AT AGUINALDO'S HOUSE
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MANILA
AND

ITS SURROUNDINGS
SCALE 1 -.20,500

Calle—Street.
Paseo --Promenade.
Calzada—Avenue.
Estero—Tide-water Creek.
Barrio—District.

Plaza—Siiuare.

Captain-Cieneral's Offices.
Othce of Military (joveruor.
Artillery Offices.
l^ngineer Offices.
Barracks of Artillery.
Barracks of Cavalry.
Infantry Academy.
yuartermaster-General's Office.
Artillery Workshops.
Engineer's Workshops.
Malate Barracks.
Powtler Magazine of San Antonio Abad.
Infantry Barracks.
Military Hospital.
l-'ortin Barracks.
Powder Magazine of Nagtajan.

CIVIL BUILDINGS.

17. Captain-General's Palace (in ruins).
18. Palace of Malacahan.
19. Court of Appeals (in ruins).
20. Provisional Court of Appeals.
21. Provisional Offices of General Government.
22. General Direction of Civil Administration.
23

24

26.

Offices of Commissary-General of the Treas-
ury (in ruinsj.

Provisional Offices of Commissary-General of
Treasury.

Accountant's Offices (in ruins).
Provisional Tribunal of Accounts.

27. Spanish Bank of the Philippines.
28. Building for Civil Government and City Hall

in construction.
29. Provisional Civil Government Building.
30. Treasury.
31. Custom-House.
32. " " —provisional.
33. Hospital of San luan de Dios.
34. Hospice of San Jose.
35. Cigarette Factory of Arroceros.
36. " " Mesig.
37- Penitentiary and Public |ail.

38. Market de la Quinta (of the county-seat, in
ruins).

39. Temporary Market.
40. Road to Caloocan.
41. Observatory.
42. Telegraph Station.
43. Mint.

No
44.

45-

46.

47-

48.

49.

5<J-

SI-

52.

53-

54-

55.

56-

57-

58-

65.

64.

65-

66.

67.
68.

69.

Cathedral.
Arcliiepiscopal Palace.
Church and Convent of Sati Augustin.

" of San Domingo.
" of San l'"rancisco.

ofthe KecoUets.
and College ofthe Jesuit F.itht

St. Isabel.
Pious Retreat of Santa Rosa.
Monastery of Santa Clara.
Muiiiciiial School for GirK'.
Church and Pious Kelreat of Santa ("at;
Church and Seminary of the Iesuits(in n
Jesuit Retre.it.
University.
College of San Juan de Letrau.

" Medicine.
Church and Convent ol Malate.

" " Itrmita.
" " Paco.

Sampaloc.
San Miguel.
San Sebastian.
Ouiapo.
Santa Cruz.
Binondo.

" " Tom
General Cemetery.
Cemetery of the Town of Paco.

" Itrmita and Malate.
" Sampaloc.
" Santa Cruz.

Hospital of San Lazaro.
Tondo Cemetery.

BRADLEY g POATES ENGRS., N.Y.

MANILA AND VICINITY—FROM AN ACCURATE AND VERY RARE SPANISH MAP, OBTAINED BY F. D. MILLET



THE MONTANA REGIMENT WATTING THE ORDER TO ADVANCE ON CALOOCAN

ducted by an agent of the president, and the

quaHfications of electors are "those inhabi-

tants most distinguished for high character,

social position, and honorable conduct."

If any province is still under Spanish rule

its representative is to be appointed by the

president. Congress is to deliberate on " all

grave and transcendental questions whose de-

cision admits of delay and adjournment, but

the president may decide questions of urgent

character, giving the reasons for his decision

in a message to congress." The acts of con-

gress are not binding until approved by the

president, and he has power of absolute veto.

Congress held its first session at Malolos in

September, 1898.

While this scheme of government is a pure

despotism, yet it claims to be only temporary,

and intended to " prepare the country so that

a true republic may be established." It also

provides a rude form of governmental machin-

ery for managing the affairs of the provinces.

Aguinaldo claims in his address of August 6

that it is in force in fifteen provinces whose

aggregate population is about 2,000,000.

In the province of Cavite and that portion

of the province of Manila outside of the city

and its suburbs which was occupied by the

insurgent troops, as well as those of the

United States, their military forces, military

headquarters, etc., were very much in evidence,

occupying the principal houses and churches

in every village and hamlet, but there were no

signs of civil government or administration.

It was reported, however, that Aguinaldo's

agents were levying taxes or forced contri-

butions not only in the outside villages, but

(after we entered Manila) by means of secret

agents in the market-places of the city itself.

At Aguinaldo's headquarters, in Bacoor, there

were signs of activity and business, and it was

reported that his cabinet officers were in con-

stant session there. Aguinaldo himself never

failed to claim all the prerogatives due to his

alleged position as the de facto ruler of the

country.

The only general officer who saw him or

had any direct communication with him was

General Anderson. lie did much to thwart

this officer in organizing a native wagon-train

and otherwise providing for his troops, and he

went so far in a letter of July 23 to warn Gen-

eral Anderson not to land American troops on

Philippine soil without his consent—a notice

which it is hardly necessary to say was ignored.

The day before the attack on Manila he sent

staff -officers to the same general asking for

our plans of attack, so that their troops could

enter Manila with us. The same request had

previously been made to me by one of his

brigade commanders, to which I replied that

I was not authorized to give the information

desired.

Aguinaldo did not call upon General Merritt

on his arrival, and this enabled the latter to

avoid any communication with him, either

direct or indirect, until after Manila had been

taken. General Merritt then received one of

Aguinaldo's staff-officers in his office as military

governor. The interview lasted more than an

hour. General Merritt referred to his procla-

mation as showing the conditions under which

the American troops had come to Manila and

the nature of the military government which

would be maintained until further orders from

*«^-^^*. %
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THE ADVANCE ON CALOOCAN—ON THE FIRTNG-LINE OF THE KANSAS VOLUNTEERS
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ON THE ROAD TO CALOOCAN, FEBRUARY 10

Photograph p.y Lieut. C. F. O'Kkkkk, U.S.A.

he had been a schoolmaster

and afterwards gobernador-

cillo and municipal captain

in one of the pueblos of the

province of Cavite. He is

not devoid of ability, and

he is surrounded by clever

writers. But the educated

and intelligent Filipinos of

Manila say that not only is

he lacking in ability to be

at the head of affairs, but if

an election for president were

held he would not even be

a candidate. He is a suc-

cessful leader of insurgents,

has the confidence of young

men in the country districts,

prides himself on his mili-

tary ability, and if a republic

could be established the post

he would probably choose

for himself would be general-

in-chief of the army.

In the next place, Agui-

naldo's government, or any

entirely independent gov-

ernment, does not command
the hearty support of the

large body of the Filipinos,

both in Manila and outside,

who havx^ property, educa-

tion, and intelligence. Their

hatred of Spanish rule is

Washington. He agreed upon the lines out- very keen, and they will co-operate with

side of the city of Manila up to which the Aguinaldo or any one else to destroy it. But
insurgent troops could come, but no farther, after that is done they fully realize that they

with arms in their hands ; he a.sked for posses- must have the support of some strong nation

sion of the water-works, which was given ; and for many years before they will be in a position

while expressing our friendship and sympathy to manage their own affairs alone. The nation

for the Philippine people, he stated very posi- to which they all turn is America, and their

tively that the United States government had ideal is a Philippine republic under American
placed at his disposal an ample force for carry- protection, such as they have heard is to be

ing out his instructions, and even if the services granted to Cuba. But when it comes to

of Aguinaldo's forces had been needed as allies defining their ideas of protection and the re.-

he should not have felt at liberty to accept spective rights and duties of

them. each under it—what portion

The problem of how to deal with Aguinal- of the government is to be

do's government and troops will necessarily administered by them and
be accompanied with embarrassment and diffi- what portion by us; how
culty, and will require much tact and skill in the revenues are to be col-

its solution. The United States government, lected, and in what propor-

through its naval commander, has to some tion the expenses are to be

extent made use of them for a distinct mili- divided—they have no clear-

tary purpose, viz., to harass and annoy the ly defined ideas at all; nor

Spanish troops, to wear them out in the is it to be expected that

trenches, to blockade Manila on the land side, they should have, after gen-

and to do as much damage as possible to the erations of Spanish rule,

Spanish government prior to the arrival of without any experience in

our troops; and for this purpose the Admiral self-government. This class

allowed them to take arms and munitions —the educated natives with

which he had captured at Cavite and their property at stake — look
ships to pass in and out of Manila Bay in their upon the prospect of Agui-

expeditions against other provinces. But the naldo's government and
Admiral has been very careful to give Agui- forces entering Manila with

naldo no assurances of recognition and no almost as much dread as the

pledges or promises of any description. The foreign merchants or the

services which Aguinaldo and his adherents Spaniards themselves.

rendered in preparing the way for attack on P'^inally, it must be remem-
Manila are certainly entitled to consideration ;

bered that this is purely a

but, after all, they were small in comparison Tagalo insurrection. There
with what was done by our own fleet and army, are upwards of thirty races
There is no reason to believe that Aguinal- in the Philippines, each speak-

do's government has any elements of stability, ing a different dialect; but
In the first place, Aguinaldo is a young man five-sixths of the entire Chris-
of 28 years; prior to the insurrection of 1896 tian population is composed
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of the Tagalos and Visayas. The former live in

Mindoro and the southern half of Luzon, and

the latter in Cebu, Iloilo, and other islands in

the centre of the group. The Tagalos are

more numerous than the Visayas, but both

races are about equal in civilization, intelli-

gence, and wealth. It is claimed by Agui-

naldo's partisans that the Visa3'as are in sym-

pathy with his insurrection and intend to send

representatives to the congress. Ikit it is a

fact that the Visayas have taken no active

part in the present insurrection, nor in that

of 1896; that the Spanish government is still

in full control at Cebu and Iloilo and in the

Visayas' islands, and that Aguinaldo has as

yet made no effort to attack them. The
Visayas number nearly 2,000,000, or about as

many as the population of all the Tagalo

provinces which Aguinaldo claims to have

captured. There is no evidence to show that

they will support his pretensions, and many
reasons to believe that, on account of racial

prejudices and jealousies and other causes,

they will oppose him.

Upon one point all are agreed, except

possibly Aguinaldo and his immediate ad-

herents, and that is that no native govern-

ment can maintain itself without the active

support and protection of a strong foreign

government. This being admitted, it is diffi-

cult to see how any foreign government can

give this protection without taking such an

active part in the management of affairs as is

practically equivalent to governing in its own
name and for its own account.

DISAFFt:CTION OF THE
FILIPINOS

yVccouNT r.v Maj()r-Gkn1':ral Oi'is

A S>rALL band of men, natives of Luzon
and leaders of the rebellion of 1896 against

Spain, were induced by the latter countr\%
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THE REVOLT OF THE FILIPINOS

DEAD FIDIl'INOS IN TRENCH OF BASTION FORT P.EFORE

SANTA ANA.—riiOTOGRAPii by Eieut. C. F. O'Keefe, U.S.A.

the United States authori- the latter part of November, when the deter-

ties against the landing of mination of Aguinaldo and his confidential ad-

its military forces on Phil- visers for absolute political independence, and

ippine soil without first ob- their declared hostility against the United

taining his consent, because, States, caused them to withdraw their adher-

as he expressed it, " The ence. Affairs thereafter were controlled by

Filipino people might con- that radical element which, from the first, had

sider the occupation of Phil- manifested an unfriendly disposition, and which,

ippine territory by North securing additional arms and ammunition from

American troops a viola- the Asiatic coast, organized, equipped, and par-

tion of their rights." tially uniformed a military force, strengthened

When the United States its lines around Manila, and boasted of its abil-

forces landed from their ity to place eighty thousand armed men in the

transports near and to the field. Its established newspapers, printed in

south of Manila for the Manila, indulged freely in falsehood and abuse

purpose of attacking the of American authority, insulting officers and

city, the fiction that they men. The condition of affairs continued to

were acting as allies of the grow more threatening daily, aided possibly

insurgents and in further- by the quiet, undemonstrative attitude which

ance of Philippine inde- the United States troops had assumed, and

pendencc appears to have their apparent disregard of the disparaging

been conveyed by insur- remarks of insurgent officers, both military

gent leaders, and tlius when and civil, who were permitted full freedom

the city was surrendered by to circulate throughout the city at their

Spanish authorities the in- pleasure.

surgent troops entered the P^inally, early in January a few of the leading

city to the number of sev- conservative P^ilipinos of the section, marking

eral thousand at tlie same the critical condition of affairs and fearing war,

time the United States was which appeared inevitable unless some pacific

securing possession. measures could be adopted, waited upon me
The subsequent efforts and desired that I appoint a committee of

on the part of the United army officers to meet a committee appointed

States to comply with the by the insurgent government for the purpose

articles of capitulation with of effecting some compromise by which peace

through a money consideration, to remove Spain, by occupying the city of Manila and might be maintained. These gentlemen were

permanently from the islands. After the de- its defences, and the demands of Aguinaldo informed that I was ready at any time to open

struction of the Spanish fleet in the harbor of to be placed in possession of public build- negotiations with the general of the insurgent

Manila and the blockade of that city by the ings and to nominate for office all city func- army, but could not recognize in word or deed

United States naval forces, a number of these tionaries, has been fully shown. He released an insurgent government; that I would be

men returned to the vicinity of Manila. They his hold of such portions of the city as were pleased to appoint a commission to confer

were doubtless encouraged without authority in possession of his troops, thereby permit- with one which General Aguinaldo, as chief

to attempt the organization of what they were ting the United States to carry out its agree- of the insurgent forces, might be pleased to

pleased to denominate an independent govern- ment with Spain, only after he had peremp- name. This reply, made in written memo-

mcnt for the P^ilipino people — they them- tory commands to do so ; and then he randa, was conveyed to Malolos and elicited

selves to become its controlling clement. The established his military lines in close contact the following response:

widespread animosity which a great majority with the city limits—this on

of the inhabitants of southern Luzon enter- the plea that should Manila

tained against the continuance of Spanish revert to Spain he desired to

domination made these people eager to assist be in position to take the

any demonstration which promised deliver- offensive; and he even asked

ance. Aguinaldo and his associates landed that his troops might be per-

from American vessels in Cavite (the province mitted to return to the po-

of his nativity), supplied by United States sitions evacuated by them

agents with arms and ammunition in small in case Spanish authority

quantities for the purpose of raising a native should be re - established,

force to assist the American troops to keep Not yet prepared to declare

back from the shore of Manila Pay the scat- hostility against the United

tered Spanish troops giving annoyance in that States, he busied himself

vicinity. Availing themselves of the zealous with strengthening his lines

co-operation of the people of the southern about the city, confining our

provinces to terminate Spanish supremacy, forces strictly within its lim-

they took advantage of the active hostilities its, while he and other re-

then existing between the United States and bellious subjects of Spain

Spain, by which the great bulk of the Spanish busied themselves with the

army was held at Manila, to drive out or capt- formation of what they were

ure the Spanish army detachments stationed pleased to call a republican

at southern points, thus increasing their war form of government for the

munitions and being enabled thereby to add Philippine Islands,

numerical strength to their forces. In May, In the absence of Span-

shortly after landing at Cavite, Aguinaldo ish authority with adequate

issued a proclamation forecasting an indepen- power forcibly to assert it-

dent iMlipino government, with himself as its self, many able and conser-

chief executive. Early in August the estab- vative men gave adherence

lishment of the independence of the insurgent to this seemingly dc facto

government was officially proclaimed by him government and continued

to the w^orld, and as* early as June he warned to co-operate with it until
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(Translation.) VikhOhOS, January 9, 1899,

Major-General E. S. Otis, General of the American

Forces of Occupation in Manila :

General,— I have been informed, after the inter-

view between the commissioners of my government

and Mr. Carman, that there will be no inconvenience

on your part in naming, as commanding general,

representatives who will confer with those whom I

will name for the same object.

Although it is not being explained to me the reason

why you could not treat with the commissioners of

my government, I have the faculty of doing the same

with those of the commanding general, " who cannot

be recognized." Nevertheless, for the sake of peace,

I have considered it advisable to name, as "command-
ing general," a commission composed of the following

gentlemen : Mr. Florentino Flores, Ambrosio Flores,

and Manuel Arguieles, that they may together repre-

sent me and arrive at an accord with those whom you

will name, with the object of using such methods as

will normalize the actual situation created by the atti-

tute of your government and troops.

If you will deign to attend to said commissioners,

and through these methods come to some understand-

ing, " if only temporary," that will insure the peace

and harmony among ourselves, the Filipino public

would reach a grateful glory.

I am yours, General, with the highest consideration.

Your most respectful servant,

Emilio Aguinaldo.

To this letter I replied as follows :

Headquarters Deparimen r of the Pactkic

AND Eighth Army Corps,

Man II, A, P. \., January n), 1S99.

General Eniilio Ai^uinaldo, Connnajulinj^- RcTolutionary

Forces, Malolos, P. I. :

General,— I have the honor to acknowledge the

receipt of your communication of to-day, and am much
pleased at the action you have taken. I greatly regret

that you have not a clear understanding of my position

and motives, and trust that my explanation, assisted

by the conference I have invited, will make them clear

to you.

In my official capacity I am merely the agent of the

United States government to conduct its affairs under

the limits which its constitution, laws, precedents, and

specific instructions prescribe. I have not the author-

ity to recognize any national or civil power not already

formally recognized by my government, unless specif-

ically authorized so to do by the instructions of the

Executive of the United States. For this reason I was

unable to receive officially the representatives of the

revolutionary government, and endeavored to make
that inability clear to the distinguished gentlemen

with whom I had the pleasure to converse a few even-

ings since. You will bear witness that my course

throughout my entire official connection with affairs

here has been consistent, and it has pained me that I

have not been able to receiv^e and answer communi-
cations of the cabinet officers of the government at

Malolos, fearing that I might be erroneously charged

with lack of courtesy.

Permit me now, briefly. General, to speak of the

serious misunderstanding which exists between the

Filipino people and the representatives of the United

States government, and which I hope that our com-

missioners, by a thorough discussion, may be able to

dispel. I sincerely believe that all desire peace and

harmony, and yet by the machinations of evil-disposed

persons we have been influenced to think that w^e

occupy the position of adversaries. The Filipinos

appear to be of the opinion that we meditate attack,

while I am under the strict orders of the President of

the United States to avoid conflict in every way pos-

sible. My troops, witnessing the earnestness, the

comparatively disturbed and unfriendly attitude of

the revolutionary troops and many of the citizens of

Manila, conclude that actual hostilities have been

determined upon, although it must be clearly within

the comprehension of unprejudiced and reflecting

minds that the welfare and happiness of the T^ilipino

people depend upon the friendly protection of the

United States. The hand of Spain was forced, and

she has acknowledged before the world that all her

claimed rights in this country have departed by due

process of law. This treaty acknowledgment, with

the conditions which accompany it, awaits ratification

by the Senate of the United States ; and the action of

its Congress must also be secured before the li^xecutive

of that government can proclaim a definite policv.

That policy must conform to the will of the people ol

the United States expressed through its Representa-

tives in Congress. F(,)r that action the Filipino peo-

ple should wait, at least, before severing the existing

friendly relations. I am governed by a desire to fur-

ther the interests of the Filipino people, and shall con-

tinue to labor with that end in view. There shall be

no conflict of forces if I am able to avoid it ; and still

I shall endeavor to maintain a position to meet all

emergencies that may arise.

Permit me to subscribe myself. General,

With the highest respect,

Your most obedient servant,

E. S. Otis,

Major-General U. S. Volunteers, Commanding.

Two members of the commission appointed

by Aguinaldo were offtcers of his army, the

third being a distinguished lawyer not a

member of the Malolos government. On be-

half of the United States, General R. P.

Hughes, Colonel J. F. Smith of the California

Volunteers, and Lieutenant - Colonel E. H.

Crowder, Judge-Advocate of the Department,

were detailed. The joint commission had

several sessions, extending over a period of

some three weeks; but no conclusions were

reached, as the insurgent members could not

submit any formtilated statement which they

were able to maintain. They presented as

the desire of the insurgents absolute inde-

pendence under the protection of the United

States; but the nature and scope of the pro-

tection wished for they could not explain, and

the conferences resulted in failure.

During the latter part of January the insur-

gents along their established lines and within

the city exhibited increased aggressiveness,

assuming a defiant attitude ; so much so that

our troops were gathered well in hand to meet
any demonstrations which might be attempted.

Insurgent armed parties entered far within

our lines and defied our troops to resist their

approaches. To arrest these proceedings, our

officers, and citizens of Manila connected with

the insurgent government, were sent to in-

surgent general officers at various places along

their lines to request that they keep their

men in check, which the latter invariably

promised to do, paying, however, little heed

THE BURNING OF TONDO AND FART OF NEW MANILA DURING THE INSURGENT OUTBREAK, FEBRUARY 23

Drawn from Life by G. W. Peters
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to their promises. On F^cbruary 1st a small

detachment belonging to our Engineer Com-

pany was arrested within our territor}' and

sent to Malolos. This act brought on the

following correspondence :

Hkadquartkrs Dfpar'iment of the Pacific

AND Ei(;hth Army Corps,

Manila, P. I., February 2, 1899.

General Ei/i/7/o .Iguiiialdo, Conunaiidnig Filipino Rev-

olutionary l^'orces, Malolos :

General,— I have the honor to inform you that a

small party of en<^ineers, consisting of a sergeant and

four privates, who were engaged in making surveys

for the completion of the map of Manila, which the

engineer corps is now busy in perfecting, has been

missing for two or three days and is reported to be

confined in Malolos. The detachment was sent out to

do work within the city, with directions to confine it-

self to the city and suburban lines. Why they were ar-

rested I do not understand, nor can I imagine for what

reason they are held at Malolos. I am also informed

that a citizen connected with Harper's Weekly
newspaper of New York, engaged in taking views for

that paper, has also been arrested and held as a prisoner.

I know nothing of this except from report, nor do I

know who the man is. [The artist referred to was G.

W. Peters.] I am also informed that a private soldier

who went beyond the lines without authority, with

what motive I do not know, is also held as a prisoner.

I send my stalT- officer. Lieutenant Haan, of the

Engineer Corps, to make inquiry and request your

action in this matter.

I am doing everything possible to preserve the

peace and avoid all friction until the Filipino people

can be made fully acquainted with the sentiments and

intentions of the American government, when I am
confident that they will appreciate the endeavors of

the United States and will again look upon that

country as their friend and protector. I also fully
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believe that the present unrest is the result of machi-

nations of evil-disposed persons.

I am, General, most respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

E. S. Otls,

Major-General U. S. Volunteers, Commanding.

(Translation.) '^Ik'LOhOS, February ^, 1899.

Major-General Otis, Chief of the Forces of Occupation

of Manila and Cavite :

General,— In reply to your letter of February 2d,

I have the honor to state that the sergeant and the

four American soldiers of the Engineer Corps, to-day

liberated, were detained within our territory, beyond

our advanced lines on Solis Street, examining our in-

trenchments and defences at a distance of less than

200 metres.

The said individuals carried a revolver, knives, a

compass, plans of Manila and its suburbs, a book with

topographical notes, a measuring tape, a machete,

two penknives, scales, etc.
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I deeply regret that these sol-

diers have been taken within our

lines, according to the testimony

of our officers, witnesses of their

detention, inasmuch as there ex-

ists a decree, dated October 20th.

which prohibits all foreigners from

approaching our defensive works,

taking photographic views of the

same, drawing plans, or entering

our territory with arms, although

free transit is permitted all who
are unarmed.

The correspondent of Harper's

Weekly has been detained in San

Juan del Monte taking photo-

graphic views; and the proof of

this is that in care of Colonel

Miguel he has been sent his cam-

era and his horse.

I must state that in considera-

tion of the friendship of the Fili-

pino people for the Americans, the

said soldiers have not been impris-

oned, but detained, in accordance

with the spirit of the decree of

October 20th last. They have

been lodged in the Gobierno Mil-

itar, and have been issued the

daily rations of our officers. If

they have been uncomfortable, it

is due to the excessive sobriety of our race and of

our soldiers, who are accustomed to eat but little and

to sleep on the hard ground.

With these expkmations I believe. General, you

wmII understand the motive for the detention of your
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that the insLirf^ents, notwithstanding our ef-

forts, would indulge soon in open attack ; and

in the belief apparently entertained by them

that they would meet with feeble resistance,

soldiers, to-day liberated, and who have been treated during the entire month of January they had

with all due consideration.

I therefore hope that your determination may be

another motive on which to base our friendly relations

with the great American Republic; and in considera-

tion of this I also decree the liberty of the corre-

spondent referred to.

I am. General, as ever.

Your obedient servant,

Em 1 1,10 AOUINALDO.

It will be observed that the insurgent gov-

labored incessantly to intrench strongly their

lines and place their artillery in position, and

boasted freely of their intentions soon to drive

the American forces out of Manila. On the

night of Februaiy 2d they sent in a strong

detachment to draw the fire of our outpost,

which took up a position immediately in front

of and within a few yards of the same. The
outpost WMS strengthened by a few of our men,

ernment insisted that this engineer party was who silently bore their taunts and abuse the

arrested outside of our small field of opera- entire night. This was reported to me by
tions, which I am confident was not the fact

;

General MacArthur, whom I directed to com-

but the correspondence is given to show the municate with the officer in command of the

efforts of the American authorities to maintain insurgent troops concerned. His prepared let-

the peace. During all this time our officers ter was shown to me and approved, and the

and men were insulted and openly proclaimed reply received was all that could be desired.

to be cowards; our outposts were attacked at However, the agreement was ignored by the

night; and the impression became general insurgents, and on the evening of February

4th another demonstration

was made on one of our

small outposts which occu-

pied a retired position at

least one hundred and fifty

yards within the line which

had been mutually agreed

upon—an insurgent approach-

ing the picket and refusing

to halt or answer when chal-

lenged. The result was that

our picket discharged his

piece, when the insurgent

troops near Santa Mesa

opened a spirited fire on our

troops there stationed.

The insurgent army had

thus succeeded in drawing

the fire of a small outpost,

which they had evidently la-

bored with all their ingenuity

to accomplish in order to jus-

tify in some way their pre-

meditated attack. It is not

beheved that the chief insur-

gent leaders wished to open

hostilities at this time, as they

were not completely prepared to assume the

initiative. They desired two or three days

more to perfect their arrangements; but the

zeal of their army brought on the crisis which

anticipated their action. They could not have

delayed long, however, for it was their object

to force an issue before American troops then

e/i route could arrive at Manila.

The movements of troops during the pro-

tracted engagement which followed, and their

success at every point, are described in the

accounts by the commanding generals of di-

vision. I cannot speak too highly of the effi-

ciency displayed by the troops under the most

trying ordeals ; and where all organizations

engaged conducted themselves so courageous-

ly it would be difficult to undertake special

mention. My adjutant-general, my aides, and

other members of my staff conveyed many
verbal instructions during the day to points

most hotly contested, and assisted materially

in the repeated successes of the battle.

During the night of February 4th and the

AMERICAN NAVAL AND LAND FORCES EXCHANGING SIGNALS AT NIGHT
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following day the insurgents of the city were

greatly agitated, fearing for their personal

safety. A portion, to the number of about

eight thousand, had been enrolled in a secret

society for the purpose of attacking our troops

wM'thin the city and performing incendiary

work while the insurgents pressed us from

without. This purpose was well known, and

an attack upon our forces both in front and

rear was anticipated. So admirably, however,

had General Hughes, the Provost Marshal-

General, disposed of three thousand troops of

his command that the rising w^as suppressed

wherever attempted. His action was quick

and decisive. Early on the morning of the 5th

the police companies so effectively delivered

their fire upon these assembling organizations

that they w^ere dispersed and discouraged.

Their loss in killed and wounded could not

have been above fifty or sixty. They made
no further very dangerous demonstrations un-

til the night of February 23d, when they suf-

fered a most severe punishment.

A movement on Caloocan, February loth,
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was made with the intention of placing our

northern line in better tactical condition, and

consisted in swn'nging the left of General Mac-

Arthur's division to the front. That oflficer

had requested to be allowed to do this shortly

after the 5th, but was informed that we would

await an anticipated concentration of the

enemy on our left, where their activity was

daily increasing. It was expected that if we

remained quiet for a short time the enemy
would collect his routed forces, which we could

not pursue, and would place them in position



on our northern front. Our expectations were

partially realized ; and when he had massed his

forces on our left—which we were informed

numbered some four thousand, but which in

fact did not exceed twenty-five hundred—the

movement was made and was attended with

our accustomed success.

OPERATIONS OF THE FIRST
DIVISION

General Anderson's Account

A line of delimitation had been agreed on

between the department commander and the

insurgent Filipino authorities, extending from

the confluence of the Concordia Creek on the

left of my line to the mouth of the fstn'o San

Antonio into Manila Bay, just below Fort

Malate, an approximate distance of four miles.

On the left of my line the American and

Filipino pickets confronted each other on

either side of Concordia Creek. At the Con-

cordia bridge, near block-house ii, they were

only a few paces apart. On the right of our

line, our picket - line was established some

distance back from the line of delimitation,

following closely the old Spanish lines of de-

fence, except that the important position of

block-house 14 was not occupied, our advance

post being at the site of block-house 13, some

distance back in a thick growth of bamboo.

Finding that we did not hold our line of

delimitation, the Filipino military forces ad-

vanced beyond this line and began to throw

up a formidable line of intrenchments. They

also constructed a number of detached earth-

works along the left of our line, and prepared a

number of strong stone houses and churches

in Santa Ana and San Pedro Macati for de-

fence. On the extreme left of our line, be-

tween block-house 1 1, occupied by our advance

on the Paco-Macati road and the Pasig River,

lies the suburb of Pandacan, which is on an

island made by a number of tidal estuaries

and the river. By occupying this position the

insurgents could bring a flank fire on our

forces in the suburb of Paco. On the other

hand, if our forces held

it, they could enfilade

the insurgent line in

front of Paco. To pre-

vent our crossing Con-

cordia Creek to their

side and to secure a

crossing to our side,

they erected an earth-

work on the east side

of the creek on a bit

of high ground. As
the Pasig River makes

a sharp re-entering bend

just above Pandacan

and below Santa Ana,

a sudden and success-

ful advance of our line

from Paco would force their troops stationed

on their extreme right into this bend as a tv//-

To prevent this, the insurgetits constructed

an enclosed bastion ed earthwork on the neck

of this peninsula, the fire from which would

also sweep the plain between Paco and Santa

A]ia. All these preparations we witnessed

without authority to prevent them—as Sumter

was surrounded by batteries thirty-eight years

previously.

As the insurgents saw their formidable

works approaching completion they became

more insolent day by da3% and finally did

everything they could in insolence and in-

sults to provoke us to begin the conflict. As
they were permitted to go and come through

our lines at will, they knew just what troops

we had, where they were located, and that we

were making no visible preparations for de-

fence. It seems proper to make these state-

ments in order to justify the assertion that no

troops ever behaved better under intense

provocation, showing excellent discipline and

self-control.

The first brigade of the first division, under

Brigadier-General Charles King, was made up

of the First California Volunteer Infantry,

under Colonel James F. Smith, three battal-

ions; the FirstWashington Volunteer Infantry,
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under Colonel J. H. Wholley, three battalions;

and the First Idaho Volunteer Infantry, two

battalions, under Major Daniel \V. Figgins.

To this force was added, during the progress

of the battle, one battalion of Wyoming
Volunteer Infantry under Major Frank M.

Foote.

Two companies of the California regiment

and one company of each of the other regi-

ments were left in Manila to combat insurrec-

tion in the cit}% if that should be attempted.

This brigade held the left of our line south of

the Pasig, and faced in a general way to the

eastward.

The second brigade, under Brigadier-Gen-

eral Samuel Ovenshine, was made up of the

Fourteenth Regular Infantry, ten companies,

under Major C. II. Potter; eight companies of

the First North Dakota Volunteer Infantry;

and six troops of the Fourth Regular Cavalry,

acting as infantry, under Major Louis Ii.

Rucker. This brigade held the ri^^ht of the

line from block-house 12, on Tripa de Gallina,

to Fort Malate on the bay, and faced south.

There were in the division two batteries

of artillery, one of six 3.2 breech-loading guns,

under Captain A. B. Dyer, Sixth Artillery,

and four mountain - guns, left by the Astor

Battery, under Lieutenant H. L. Hawthorne.

Dyer's Battery had no horses. The artillery
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was under the orders of the division com-

mander, and under the general direction of

Captain Dyer. Besides these, there was one

company of regular engineers, acting as in-

f.mtry, under Lieutenant W. G. Haan, United

States Artillery.

The only preparations which could be made

for battle, in view of orders to stand on the

defensive, were the assignment of the differ-

ent organizations to places on the firing-line

and the selection of positions for the artillery.

Apparently, nothing more could be done, as

our government had to preserve a waiting

policy until the treaty of peace with Spain was

signed. Nevertheless, as an attack from the

front might be followed by an uprising in the

city, this procrastination placed the army

under a great disadvantage. The only prepa-

ration I could make was to select a point I

considered the key-point of the battle-field, on

a slight knoll on the right of King's line be-

yond Paco bridge. To this point I had ap-

proaches prepared and sand-bags provided for

protection for the guns. I also had two of

Dyer's guns placed on Fort Malate, and ar-

ranged signals with the monitor Monadiiock

to direct its fire.

On February 4 hostilities began on the

north side, but no firing took place on our

front that day or the succeeding night. At

3.40 A.M. on the morning of the 5th the in-

surgents opened fire on block-house 11 with

Mauser rifles. I had just ridden up to my
headquarters in the city, from which I had

telegraphic communication with every part of

my command. I first telegraphed corps head-

quarters for permission to take the offensive

when it became light enough to do so.

At seven o'clock I directed General Oven-

shine to open artillery fire on block-house 14

and the wood near by, and to be prepared to

drive the enemy from the Malate front ; and,

if they yielded easily, to turn to the left with

part of his command and sweep the enemy

from his entire front. If successful, he was to

be ready to reinforce King's right and turn

the left of the insurgent force operating from

Santa Ana. This project was not carried

out until later in the day, as permission was

not given to assume the offensive until eight

o'clock.

In the meantime the firing on King's line

became heavier as the day advanced. The

Washingtonians, the Idahoans, six companies

of the California regiment, and Hawthorne's

mountain battery were put on the firing-line

on the Paco front. Four guns of Dyer's bat-

tery and four companies of Californians were

sent to Battery Knoll on the right. A bat-

talion of Wyoming volunteers, which had re-

ported the night before, was brought up to

the intersection of the Paco and Singalon

roads, so that it could reinforce either brigade

as occasion might require. The troops of the

P'ourth Cavalry were also kept in reserve. The

artillery soon began to do effective service,

and drove the insurgents from several strong

positions near our line. Towards eight o'clock

I learned that neither the fire from the navy

nor from our guns on Malate had shaken the

hold of the enemy on Ovenshine's front, and

the volume of fire beyond Singalon and the

demand for ambulances showed that a desper-

ate battle was being waged there.

At last, at eight o'clock, a telegram came

from Major- General Otis authorizing an ad-

vance if not made too far. I went at once to in this movement at seven hundred killed,

Battery Knoll, taking with me the Wyoming captured, wounded, and drowned,

battalion. Finding there three companies of At the same time the California battalion

Californians, I placed these seven companies charged and drove the enemy out of Santa

under the command of Colonel Smith, of the Ana, driving them from stone walls and con-

First California, and directed him to deploy vents, churches and houses, and fighting their

and advance in line with the rest of King's way through blazing bamboo huts from which

brigade, substituting this for the intended the natives were firing. This could not have

co-operation of Ovenshine. Smith's right been accomplished had not Colonel Smith's

was a little later reinforced by Company command broken the left of the insurgent

A, Battalion of Engineers, under Lieuten- line and carried the English cemetery, which

ant Haan. was enclosed with a strong stone wall. The

General King was present, and was ordered regular Engineer Company, under Lieutenant

to advance as soon as Smith deployed. These Haan, volunteered for this service and did

officers received this order with delight and yeoman work. The Wyoming battalion on

their troops with enthusiasm. The move- the right of the line did not advance with the

ment began at 8.20 A.M. with a rush over the energy of the rest of the line. Had they

creek in our front ; a cheer and rattling volleys done so, the enemy's forces might have been

as the whole line advanced—not by rushes, captured in Santa Ana. Retreating on San

but with a rush. The insurgent line fell back Pedro Macati, they attempted to make a stand,

before our advance, fighting, however, with A number attempted to hold the church and

spirit. Tlie rice-fields in our front were inter- cemetery of San Pedro Macati. Then the

sected by little irrigating dikes, and behind Wyomings came up at last, and did good

each of these a stand was attempted, the Fili- service. By a skilful, tactical movement of

pinos firing from behind them. Our men the Engineer Company, this strong position

disdained these shelters and moved steadily on was taken in reverse and carried. The in-

until a raking fire was opened on them from surgents finally broke and ran, and our forces

the redoubt on the neck of the bend between advanced and captured the church and mon-

Pandacan and Santa Ana. astery of Guadalupe, a mile beyond. Many

The Idaho regiment then made a turn to prisoners were taken in San Pedro Macati,

the left, charging the redoubt, carrying it at and a well-supplied arsenal,

the point of the bayonet, and driving a regi- Brigadier-General Ovenshine, commanding

ment of insurgents to the bank of the river, the Second Brigade, had the North Dakota

The California companies in Pandacan at the regiment, under Lieutenant -Colonel Treu-

same time crossed Concordia Creek and capt- mann, occupying the old Spanish trenches

ured the smaller earthwork on the farther from Fort Malate on the bay to an almost

bank. On the lower side of Santa Ana, on impassable swamp, which divided his line into

the river, was another

earthwork, in which two

Krupp guns had been

placed, bearing on the riv-

er, but with embrasures s .-^-,r

also on the land side
;
and

: 'k.:!-^;^%-''^\"'=-i^v\''
'"

to one of these one of the

Krupp guns was trans-

ferred when an advance

was made. To its fire

Hawthorne's battery re-

plied with good effect,

until its fire was masked

by the advance of our line.

This earthwork was also

carried, and both Krupp

guns were captured. At

the redoubt the Filipinos

made a brave defence. As
the Scotch Guard at Flod-

den P^ield formed an un-

broken line around their

king, so these misguided

insurgents fell where they

fought, filling the trenches

with an unbroken line of

killed and wounded. Ap-

parently a whole battalion

was driven to the bank of

the river. They attempted

to cross in boats and by

swimming ; but not a man
was seen to gain the oppo-

site bank, and for many
days their bodies were seen

floating down the stream.

Major Figgins, command-
ing the Idahoans, esti-

mated the enemy's loss
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two sections. From the farther east side of

this swamp to block-house 12, on the Tripa de

Gallina, his line was held by nine companies

of the Fourteenth Infantry, under Major C. H.

Potter, and three dismounted troops of the

Fourth Cavalry, under Captain F. Wheeler,

on the extreme left. There our men had to

fight in dense woods and bamboo thickets.

The enemy had strong intrenchments, and

fired on us also from ditches and tree-tops.

The fight raged here more fiercely than else-

where. The left of our line could not advance,

because the enemy had a flank fire upon it.

When I sent Smith's improvised command
echeloned to the left of King's line, I kept

only one company in reserve in support for

the artillery at Battery Knoll; but, finding

that two companies which had been out on

outpost duty during the night had been left

behind in the advance, I ordered them over to

the right to support Wheeler. This gave him

advanced from block-house 13, but, after com-

ing in view of the enemy's trenches, fell back.

A gun of Dyer's battery was sent to him, but

on account of the dense bamboo thickets that

masked the enemy's line it could not do satis-

factory service. Shortly after 2 P.M. Major

Rucker, Fourth Cavalry, joined the cavalry

battalion and relieved Captain Wheeler of

command.

Hearing of the successful advance of the

North Dakotans, I telegraphed General Oven-

shine to carry out the project I had arranged

with him, to attempt to roll up the enemy by

a movement from right to left. As there was

a long delay in carrying out this order, I re-

peated it several times by telegraph and aides

sent with oral orders. It was at last found that

he was under a false impression that he had re-

ceived other orders from the corps commander.

When this misapprehension was removed he

made the movement with complete success.

under Lieutenant-Colonel Debose. For a time

there was a lively contest in the town. The

insurgents were so persistent that nearly all

their nipa houses in the town had to be burned

to dislodge them. Fifty-three prisoners were

taken, all in ordinary clothing, but unquestion-

ably participants in the savage warfare. While

this was going on in the town a sharp musketry

fire was opened on us from a large stone church

near the Paco bridge. I directed Dyer's bat-

tery on the knoll to reverse its guns and open

on the church. It was soon in flames, 3'et a

number of desperate men took refuge in the

church tower. It was several hours before

they could be dislodged, and they kept up

their resistance to the last.

During this engagement the telegraph men
of the signal corps did effective service, carry-

ing their lines to the extreme front at San

Pedro Macati, Fort Malate, and I'asai. Lieu-

tenant Kilbourne, who was with my head-

TIIK FIRST NEBRASKA VOLUNTKERS NEAR THEIR ()UARTERS IN' r.LXONDO— " RE I'REAT

one battalion of the Fourteenth Infantry, his

three troops of cavalry, and one company each

of VVashingtonians and Californians.

At about ten o'clock Ovenshine ordered an

advance. The North Dakotans drove the en-

emy from their front back to the Carmelite

convent.

Major Potter, with Matile's battalion of the

Fourteenth Infantry, advanced through the

woods to the right of block-house 14, and

Captain John Murphy, with his battalion of

the Fourteenth Infantry, charged block-house

14 and the adjoining trenches. After a des-

perate fight the enemy were driven out, but

not without inflicting serious loss upon us.

Captain Mitchell was mortally wounded lead-

ing his company. Lieutenant Miles, of the

Fourteenth Infantry, was first in the enemy's

trenches, and, followed by only six men,

charged into the smoking ruins of the block-

house. This was a daring and brilliant feat

of arms. At the same time Captain Wheeler

In the meantime I had sent a battalion of

the First Tennessee, under Lieutenant-Colonel

Gracey Childers, to the Singalon front. They

reached that point just as the North Dakotans

were clearing the front and driving the enemy

into the woods beyond the Tripa. The Ten-

nessee battalion, crossing the same stream,

opened on them, as did also Dyer's guns on Bat-

tery Knoll. Ovenshine then advanced with his

brigade to Pasai, which he found abandoned.

Leaving part of his command there, he marched

with the rest up the Pasai-Macati road, and

opened communication with General King at

San Pedro Macati, and, returning, picketed the

road.

This ended the fighting at the front, but

soon after King's brigade had advanced beyond

Paco a number of insurgents who had lain con-

cealed in the town began to fire on the ammu-
nition carts and hospital ambulances going to

the front. Anticipating the possibility of this

treachery, a small force had been left in Paco
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quarters party, did a brave act in climbing a

telegraph-pole at the Paco bridge to string a

broken wire, under a cross-fire between des-

peradoes in the tower and our artillery.

New troops are generally demoralized by

firing from flanks and rear. In this contest

bullets seemed to come from all directions,

but our men continued unconcerned. When
I had my headquarters on Artillery Knoll, the

artillery men and my staff oflicers and orderlies

were subject to this cross-fire during the entire

engagement, and, as the enemy used smokeless

powder, it could only be surmised from what

direction the fire came.

At two o'clock I rode to King's front and

found his lines satisfactorily established. I

then went to the Singalon front and found

everything satisfactory there.

In this engagement we lost two officers and

twenty-six men killed and four officers and

ninety-five soldiers wounded; one enlisted

man injured. We could only estimate the
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enemy's l(3ss. Our burial parties interred in

their own trenches 238 insurgent dead. We
took about 306 prisoners and two very fine

Krupp guns, besides a large number of small-

arms, ammunition, and ordnance stores.

The coolness, energy, bravery, and clan of

the officers and men of my division were

worthy of the highest commendation. Begin-

ning on the left, the Idaho regiment, under

Major Figgins, did splendid service. Major

McConville, who had served under my com-

mand in the War of the Rebellion, was killed

leading his battalion, like the brave and faithful

officer that he was. Captain Whittington was

especially commended by his brigade com-

mander.

The Washington regiment, under Colonel

W'hoUey, received its baptism of fire. Its men
fought like veterans. From the California

regiment I expected excellent service. Colo-

nel James F. Smith showed the very best

qualities of a Volunteer officer. His services

in every position in which he was placed were

most valuable and efficient. Major Sime, of

the same regiment, proved a natural -born

soldier. He was not only brave, but cool and

discreet.

Captain Haan, Lieutenant Third Artillery,

in command of the Engineer Company, showed

especial efficiency. The Wyoming battalion,

although not well handled at first, when it got

into action showed the bravery I had seen

before in Wyoming men.

In the second brigade the North Dakotans

made a dashing charge. The part of the Fourth

Cavalry under fire fought as well as they al-

ways had in their many battles. The fighting

of the Fourteenth Infantry under the trying

surroundings in which they were placed was

little less than heroic ; certainly it was most

effective. They were well led by Major Potter,

Captain John Murphy, a well-tried veteran,

and other efficient company officers— Matile,

r^astman, Ilasbrouck, Lasseigne, Biddle, and,

in fact, all present, including Captains Martin

and Krauthoff—who, although on staff duty,

went to the front with their own regiment,

performing excellent service.

Captain Dyer, Sixth Artillery, directed the

artillery operations for me with rare skill and

judgment. The platoon of Battery D, Sixth

Artiller\% placed in Fort Malate, was most ef-

fective, and Lieutenant Scott managed the

platoon under his command in a most satis-

factory manner. In fact, the work of this

battery made vic-

tory certain. Lieu-

tenant Hawthorne,

in command of the

battery of mountain

guns (Astor Bat-

tery), gave proof of

rare ability. From

Paco to San Pedro

Macati this battery

was far to the front

and did really splen-

did service.

To the skill, ener-

gy, and bravery of

our two brigade com-

manders, Brigadier-

G c n e r a 1 C h a r 1 e s

King and Brigadier-

General Samuel Ov-

enshine, the credit

of success was largely due. I was grateful to

them for their energetic and loyal support.

The medical department of the division, in

its chief surgeon, Major II. W. Cardwell, did

everything that skill and energy could do in

the care of the wounded, extending their aid

also to the wounded P^ilipinos.

The entire division staff was with me at the

front, and I was indebted to its members for

natient, energetic, and most efficient service.

Captain H. C. Cabell, Adjutant -General, and

Captain C. C. Walcutt, Chief Quartermaster

and Acting Ordnance Officer, performed their

important duties most effectively. Captain

W. E. Birkhimer, Third Artillery, Lispector

and Judge Advocate, gave valuable assistance

by his untiring energy and marked ability.

My personal aides were Lieutenants R. II.

Allen and Thomas M. Anderson, Jr. Lieu-

tenant A. P. llayne, California Fleavy Artil-

lery, was with me as a volunteer aide, and

Major Samuel Jones, Quartermaster's Depart-

ment, also gave his assistance. These officers

carried orders and made observations on all

parts of the firing-line, in a number of in-

stances correcting misapprehensions and lead-

ing organizations to their proper positions.

Lieutenant Anderson, although ill from fever

contracted at Santiago, insisted on performing

his share of duty. The division clerks and

orderlies also deserved high commendation.

The division had on the firing-line in the

battle of the 5th about 3850 officers and men.

We were opposed, as I be-

lieved, by about 5000 insur-

gent P^ilipinos. Of these I

estimated that 2000 were

killed, wounded, captured,

or scattered. Within two

da}'s we had captured Pasig

and Pateros, and our scout-

ing-parties had gone to the

Laguna de Bay.

about 10 P.M., February 4, by insurgent pa-

trols. Before this time the outposts of various

other regiments had been fired upon and the

general alarm had been given. The whole reg-

iment was under arms in a few moments ; and,

leaving Companies A, B, F, and L, under Cap-

tain Buchan, to guard the quarters, the remain-

ing companies, constituting the Second and

Third Battalions, under Majors Whitman and

Metcalf, marched to the relief of our out-

post, now fighting valiantly under Captain A.

G. Clark.

W^e were joined on the way by a detach-

ment from the Utah Light Artillery, with one

gun, under Lieutenant Seaman.

Upon arrival at the outpost I found that

our men were making a stand in the road four

hundred yards north of the car-station. The

gun was placed in position in the middle of

the road, and the four companies of the Second

Battalion deployed in the gardens to the left

and right, and an occasional reply was made to

the enemy's fire, which appeared to come from

the woods about eight hundred yards on our

front. With the coming of daylight another

gun of the Utah battery which had arrived

was placed in position, and two companies of

the Third Battalion were placed in the firing-

line.

During the day Major Whitman w^as taken

ill and returned to the city. At noon I re-

ceived orders from the brigade commander,

wdio w^as on the ground, to advance the line

five hundred yards. This was done without

difficulty, the woods being first cleared of the

enemy by a dozen well-directed volleys. The

two field-pieces were placed in the road in front

of the small church and from them were fired

a few well-directed shots. The insurgent barri-

cades and trenches were distant only five hun-

dred yards, and the fire from them was so galling

that an advance was imperative. Major Met-

calf had gone to protect our left flank with

Companies C, D, and K, and did excellent

service. Companies V and L had come out

from the city under Captain Buchan, and with

these two, and companies E, H, I, L, and M,

I ordered a charge up the road and through

the gardens and bamboo thickets that flanked

it. This charge, wdiich I led in person, was

most gallantly made, the men firing as they

advanced. The insurgents stood until we were

within sixty yards, when they gave way. We
occupied both lines of barricades, and were

THE TWENTIETH
KANSAS

Account ijy Colonel
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The outpost of the Twen-

tieth Kansas Infantry in the

dar- station of the road to

Caloocan was fired upon
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DRILLING AMERICAN TROOPS AT CAMP DEWEY

preparing to assault the small block-house,

when Major Strong, adjutant- general of the

division, arrived, and ordered me to retire for

the night to the position that we had just left.

This was done, and the night was passed with-

out incident.

Our casualties in the desultory fighting of

the day were one enlisted man killed and six

enlisted men wounded.

On the morning of the 6th I received orders

to advance to the insurgent barricades that we
had taken the previous evening, and to occupy

them. This was done without difficulty, as

the enemy had fled. During the day we found

and buried the bodies of thirty-one insurgents

killed in our charge of the previous day.

The regiment was intrenched facing the

north, the right resting on the railway, where

it joined with the First Montana, and the left

on the impassable bayous from the sea.

The day and night passed without incident,

except for an occasional exchange of shots

with the enemy.

On the afternoon of the 7th the enemy be-

came so bold, firing from behind a dike five hun-

dred yards in front of our line, that it became

imperative to dislodge them ; so, after obtain-

ing permission from the brigade commander,

I led three and one-half companies in an attack

on this position, carrying it at the point of the

bayonet. Our loss was h^irst Lieutenant A. C.

Alford, of Company B, a most bright and prom-

ising young officer, killed, and six enlisted men
severely wounded.

I counted twenty- six dead insurgents on

the ground where they had made their stand.

In accordance with our original orders, we
fell back to the trenches before dark, and

remained there during the whole night un-

disturbed.

There were no further incidents of note

until the loth, when, in conjunction with the

First Montana and Third Artillery, we were

ordered to advance on the town of Caloocan.

The attack, so far as the Twentieth was con-

cerned, was made through dense woods and in

the face of a hot though badly directed fire

from the enemy, our loss being two enlisted

men killed and one officer and eight enlisted

men wounded. We were soon intrenched on

the north side of the town of Caloocan, with

our left on the water and our right, as before,

on the First Montana.

Where everybody did so well it is impossible

to make distinctions, but I note especially the

splendid conduct of Major Wibler S. Metcalf,

who was my right hand during the trying

operations of these ten days.

Our entire losses in this time were five

killed and twenty-seven wounded.

SCENE AT THE COMMISSARY DEPARTMENT IN MANILA.—135,000 RATIONS ABOUT TO BE ISSUED
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THE REVOLT OF THE F I L I P I N O S.-CoA^7/yV^/i/^

OPERATIONS OF THE SECOND
DIVISION

G 1^: N K RA I . M A e-A irii r u r ' s A (

•co u n

t

At the commencement of hostilities the di-

vision was organized as follows: Artillery

—

I^attalion Utah Artiller3% Major R.W^ Young,

Cuartel de Mcisic, 8 officers, 302 men.

First Brigade, Brigadier-General II. G. Otis

commanding—Third United States Artiller}%

Major W. A. Kobbc, Cuartel de Meisic, 14

officers, 650 men ;
Thirst Montana Infantry,

Colonel II. C. Kessler. i Guanao Street, 6 San

Miguel Street, 48 officers, 846 men ;
Tenth

Penns\'lvania Infantry, Colonel A. L. Haw-

kins, Corregidor Island, 22,42, and 44 Calle de

Iris, Plaza Santa Cruz, 28 officers, 713 men;

Twentieth Kansas Infantry, Colonel F. Funs-

ton, La Rosa tobacco warehouse, Aldecoa &
Co.'s godown, and Administracion de Hacien-

da, 37 officers, 976 men; total, First Brigade,

127 officers, 3185 men.

Second Brigade, Brigadier- General Irving

Hale commanding— l^^irst Colorado Infantry,

Colonel II. B. McCoy, 86, 46, i, 20, and 66

Calle Alix, 25 San Sebastian Street, San Sebas-

tian Convent, 12 Plaza Santa Ana, 41 officers,

1034 men; First South Dakota Infantry,

Colonel A. S. Frost, 2 and 10 Malacanan, i

Concei)tion, 5 Conception, 40 officers, 793

men ; First Nebraska Infantry, Colonel J. M.

Stotsenburg, Camp Santa Mesa, 37 officers,

^S6 men ; total, Second Brigade,

118 officers, 2713 men; aggre-

gate of division, 253 officers,

6200 men.

In addition to the foregoing,

the river gunboat Lagujia dc Bay

was attached to the division, the

personnel and armament being

as follows: Captain B. H. Ran-

dolph, Third United States Ar-

tiller\% commanding, with a de-

tachment of 2 non-commissioned

officers and 27 privates of Battery

G, Third United States Artillery
;

Second Fieutenant R. C. Naylor,

2 non-commissioned officers and

3 privates of the Utah Light Ar-

tillery, United States V^olunteers,

and First Lieutenant Edwin A.
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Harting and Second Lieutenant Samuel G. A. S. Fleming, joined the division on Feb-

Larson, 5 non-commissioned officers and 20 ruary 10.

privates of the Thirst South Dakota Infantry, The outpost line of each regiment in the

United States Volunteer Engineers and deck city, by a general understanding in the prem-

force, 5 non-commissioned officers and 12 pri- ises, was to be occupied as a fighting-line by

vates. The armament of the gunboat con- the respective organizations, upon signal by

sisted of two 3-inch naval rifles, two 1.65-inch wire from division headquarters, through bri-

Hotchkiss rifles and four Catling guns. The gade commanders, to "carry out the pre-

infantry detachment was armed with Spring- arranged plan."

field rifles. The pertinacity of the insurgents, in passing

On February 27 the navy furnished a Colt's armed parties over the line of delimitation

automatic gun, taken from the United States into American territory, at a point nearly op-

war -ship Helena, in charge of Lieutenant posite the pipedine outpost of the Nebraska

Cleland Davis, United States Navy, and three regiment, induced a correspondence which, in

enlisted men of the Marine Corps. One the light of subsequent events, is interesting,

battalion of three companies of the Second as indicating with considerable precision a

Oregon Infantry, United States Volunteers, premeditated purpose on the part of some-

under command of Major Eastwick, joined body in the insurgent army to force a collision

the division on hV-bruary 7th, and was at- at that point. The original note from my
tached to the Second Brigade. The First headquarters, which was prepared after con-

Battalion, Wyoming Volunteer Infantry, ference with the department commander, was

joined the division on February 8th, and was carried by Major Strong, who entered the

attached to the Second Brigade. A squadron insurgent lines and placed the paper in the

of three troops of the Fourth United States liands of Colonel San Miguel. The answer of

Cavalry, under command of Major Rucker, Colonel San Miguel was communicated in an

joined the division on r\;bruary 9th, and re- autograph note, which was written in the pres-

mained on duty with it until February i8th, ence of Major Strong, who also saw Colonel

part of the time under the immediate or- San Miguel write an order to his officer at the

ders of the division commander, and part outpost in question, directing him to withdraw

of the time attached to the First I^rigade. from the American side of the line. This

A platoon of the Sixth United States Ar- order Major Strong saw delivered to the

tillery, under command of Second Lieutenant officer on the outpost. The correspondence

referred to is as follows ; the

original of Colonel San Miguel's

note was written in the Spanish

Hf.ADQUARTERS SF.COND DiVlSON,

Eighth Army Corps,

Manila, P. I., February 2, 1899.

Commanding General, PhiUppine

Troops in Third Zone

:

Sir,—The line between your com-

mand and my command has been long

estabhshed, and is well understood by

yourself and myself. It is quite neces-

sary under present conditions that this

line should not be passed by armed

men of either command. An armed

party from your command now occu-

pies the village in, front of block-house

No. 7, at a point considerably moreMAJOR-GENERAL MacARTHUR'S HEADQUARTERS AT CALOOCAN
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than one hundred yards on my side of the line, and

is very active in exhibiting hostile intentions. This

party must be withdrawn to your side of the line

at once. From this date, if the line is crossed by

your men with arms in their hands, they must be

regarded as subject to such action as I may deem

necessary. Very respectfully,

Arthur MacArthur,
Major-General, United States Volunteers,

Commanding.

San Juan del Monte, February 2.

Major-General MacArthur :

My very dear Sir,— In reply to yours dated this

day, in which you inform me that my soldiers have

been passing the line of demarcation fixed by agree-

ment, I desire to say that this is foreign to my wishes,

and I shall give immediate orders in the premises that

they retire. Truly yours,

L. F. San Miguel,

Colonel and First Chief.

At about 8.30 P.M., February 4, an insur-

gent patrol, consisting of four armed soldiers,

entered our territory at block-house

No. 7, and advanced to the little vil-

lage of Santol, which was occupied

from the pipe-line outpost of the Ne-

braska regiment. This, it will be ob-

served, was precisely the point re-

ferred to in the correspondence above

quoted. The American sentinel chal-

lenged twice, and then, as the insur-

gent patrol continued to advance, he

fired, whereupon the patrol retired to

block-house 7, from whence fire was

immediately opened by the entire in-

surgent outpost at that point.

At 9 P.M. Colonel Stotsenburg, First

Nebraska Infantry, United States

Volunteers, reported considerable fir-

ing at his outposts, which extended

gradually along the entire front of

the division. At 10.10 P.M. it was

evident that hostilities had been com-

menced in earnest by the insurgents,

and accordingly an order issued from

division headquarters to put every-

thing on the firing-line, according to

a programme which had been prear-

ranged for such an emergency.

The fire fight continued throughout

the night with great ferocity, but no

contact was made at any point on the

line until daylight of the 5th, when a

series of combats occurred along the

entire division front, which, by twelve

o'clock noon, resulted in the posses-

sion, by the Second Brigade, of the en-

tire insurgent line from block-house 4, through

5, 6, and 7, San Juan bridge, Polvorin, Deposito,

San Juan del Monte Church, San Felipe Con-

vent, and Mandaloya, to the Pasig opposite

Santa Ana. About 11 A.M. of the 5th a

battalion of the Tennessee regiment joined

the Second Brigade as a reinforcement, and

thereafter rendered efificient service in connec-

tion with the occupation of all positions to

the east of the Deposito.

In consequence of the decided success on

the right, it seemed expedient to conform

thereto by a general advance of the First

Brigade. Accordingly, orders issued to the

Montana regiment to occupy the Chinese

Hospital and Lico, and to the Third Ar-

tillery and Kansas regiments to occupy the

road west from Lico, crossing the Caloocan

road and as far to the left thereof as neces-

sary.

The movement commenced about two

o'clock, and was conducted with great spirit.

The momentum of the advance, however,

carried the several regiments beyond their

designated objectives, and resulted in an im-

petuous rush to the front, in which the Kan-

sas regiment and two guns of the Utah Light

Artillery operated directly along the Caloocan

road, and the Third Artillery, two guns of the

Utah Light Artillery, and the regiments of

Montana, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota

converged upon the Chinese Hospital. The
South Dakota regiment belonged to the

Second Brigade, and was brought into the

fight through the presence of mind and good

judgment of Captain Lockett, P^ourth United

States Cavalry, Acting Inspector-General of

the division, who, being on the ground and

seeing the manifest importance of support-

ing the P^irst Brigade, assumed the necessary

authority to order the regiment to advance

P.RIC;AI)IKR-GENKRAL CIIARI.KS king.—drawn i'.y G. W Pktkrs

and connect with the Pennsylvania regiment

and join in the action.

The combat was characterized by a fine

display of initiative on the part of the troops

engaged, all of whom were essential to the

final success achieved , as it is probable that

none of the regiments would have reached the

hospital had it not been for the co-operation

of all concerned.

By reason of a general tendency arising from

the character of the ground, the Plrst Brigade

inclined somewhat towards the bay, and the

Second Brigade, in like manner, inclined

towards the Pasig River; that is to say, one

inclined to the west and the other to the east,

the effect of which was to create a gap between

the two. It therefore became very important

to arrest the forward movement, and to con-

centrate and connect the division line before

dark. The connection between the two bri-
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gades was successfully accomplished at block-

house No. 4, and the line established. The

Third Artillery and the Montana regiments

changed relative positions, so as to place the

artillery on the right instead of the left of the

Montana regiment, which position it occupied

at the commencement of hostilities.

By signal during the night, connection was

established with the United States war-ship

Charleston, and, by arrangement, fire from the

fleet commenced at daylight and continued

with apparently excellent effect until about

1 1 A.M., when it was suspended on request

from division headquarters, as the rapid ad-

vance from the right had placed it in the

line of fire. At about 8.30 P.M. of the even-

ing of the 5th a battalion of three companies

of the Tennessee regiment, under Major Mc-

Guire, reported for duty with the division.

One company was stationed as a guard at the

Chinese Hospital, which was being used as a

dressing station for our wounded, the

other two companies being placed as

a reserve at the corner of Dulumbayan

Street and the Calle de Iris. Early

on the morning of the 6th Major

McGuire's battalion was relieved and

returned to duty with the regiment.

On P^ebruary 6 General Hale su-

pervised the capture of the pumping-

station of the water-works in the vicin-

ity of Mariquina, the details of which

operation were successfully carried out

by Colonel Stotsenburg, of the P^irst

Nebraska Infantry, United States Vol-

unteers. The tactical work was ac-

complished in the most inspiring

manner.

Aside from the foregoing and the

rectification of alignments at several

points on the division front, nothing

further of note occurred on this day.

The event of the 7th was an out-

post affair on the front of the Kansas

regiment, which originated in a wran-

gle between the opposing sentinels,

successively supported from our side

until Colonel P\inston, with the sanc-

tion of the brigade commander, per-

sonally advanced with three and a

half companies, under the command

of Major Metcalf, and engaged an in-

surgent force of something more than

two hundred men. The insurgents

stood firmly, and the combat termi-

nated in a hand-to-hand fight, in which

bayonets and clubbed muskets were freely

used, the result being the complete routing

of the enemy, with a very considerable loss

to them, twenty -six of their dead being

counted within a space of about seventy-five

square yards. The Kansas regiment lost Plrst

Lieutenant Alfred C. Alford, killed, and six

soldiers w^ounded.

The various positions, which had been pro-

tected by hasty intrenchments, were main-

tained until the afternoon of the 10th, when

the town of Caloocan was occupied by a

premeditated movement, in which the Third

United States Artillery and the regiments of

Montana and Kansas, reinforced by the Idaho

regiment under Major Figgins, three troops of

the Fourth United States Cavalry under Major

Rucker, seven guns of the Utah Light Artil-

lery under Major Young, and a platoon of

Battery D, Sixth United States Artillery,
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under Lieutenant Fleming, from the First

Division, were employed.

The tactical scheme, which was carefully

explained to the brigade and regimental com-

manders, was to the following effect: An

artillery preparation of thirty minutes by the

combined action of the navy and field guns,

to be followed by the infantry advance, which

involved a wheel to the right on block-house

No. 2, as a pivot, until the left reached a point

in front of the town. The troops advanced

as posted in the trenches, a battalion of Idaho

supporting Montana and Kansas, respectively.

The Fourth Cavalry was deployed, facing the

rear, to insure protection in the event of an

uprising in the city.

The combined artillery preparation com-

menced at 3.09 P.M., and the infantry advance

at 3.59 P.M., after which the programme, as

prescribed, was executed with almost exact

precision, and the American flag was raised in

the town at 5.15 P.M. The tactical execution

of the necessary movements was exemplary,

and the resistance was such as to require the

best efforts of all concerned.

In connection with the occupation of Caloo-

a large amount of arduous and dangerous work,

all of which was cordially and well performed

by this excellent regiment.

On the 23d a formidable uprising was under-

taken in the city by the combined efforts of

the natives, assisted by insurgent soldiers, who

apparently passed our lines for the purpose of

encouraging their friends in the city. Infor-

mation of a successful attack by natives on

the Tondo car-shed of the tramway line con-

necting Manila and Malabon was reported at

my headquarters at the Caloocan church by a

member of the guard of the Twentieth Kansas,

who had been stationed thereat, and who had,

with his party, been driven therefrom. The

situation, thus disclosed, was quite embarrass-

ing, and all the more so as it was not clearly

elucidated by the meagre report of the soldier

referred to; but it was quite apparent that

the enemy, in some numbers, had successfully

occupied ground between the city and the

troops in the trenches—that is to say, the

enemy had occupied a position directly in the

rear of, and about three miles distant from,

the left of the division.

Under these circumstances a company of

required a good map and an angle-measuring

instrument. In this case use was made of the

sextant loaned by the captain of the Monad-

nock. By observations from ship and church

tower, and the angle signalled from ship, the

position of the ship is accurately determined

on the map, and a north and south line drawn

through it. Having selected the point which

it is desired to strike on shore, the scale of the

map at once gives the range, and a small pro-

tractor gives the bearing from north and south

line. Thus complete firing directions, either

by day or night, would be given by such a

message as this from shore: 'Thirty-eight

degrees; six thousand two hundred yards.'

This message was the one sent February 21,

and the effect of the Monadnock's ten -inch

shells on the village selected as the point,

about one mile in front of the Kansas regi-

ment, was terribly impressive. Three other

shots, varying from 5000 to 6500 yards, were

equally successful, thoroughly convincing all

of the efficiency of this method of fire con-

trol."

The enthusiasm and military spirit of the

enlisted force and subordinate officers of the

\1E\V 01

can, Company M of the Montana regiment,

Captain Ilallahan commanding, was placed

under the orders of Major Bell, United States

Volunteer Engineers, in charge of the office

of Military Information, Headquarters De-

partment of the Pacific, with a view to utiliz-

ing^ a ravine for a concealed advance, in the

hope of deriving advantage from the sud-

den and unexpected appearance of troops

on that part of the field. This duty, which

was special in its nature, and also involved

the possibility of extra hazard, wms well per-

formed.

From the loth, the lines of the opposing

armies were in close contact, which afforded

scope for the characteristic sharp -shooting

methods of the natives, and resulted in con-

siderable loss to us, especially in the Kansas

and Montana regiments. The disposition of

the natives in this respect was considerably

abated and very effectually controlled by the

skilful placing of shrapnel from the guns of

the Sixth Artillery and the Utah batteries.

In consequence of its advanced position at

the pumping-station, the Nebraska regiment

engaged, from the first occupancy thereof, in

a series of minor operations, which resulted in

^- SAN PEDRO MACATI FROM GENERAL KING'S HEADQUARTERS.-Dkawn hy G. W. Peters

the Montana regiment was directed towards

the city by rail, utilizing that part of the

Manila and Dagupan Railway within our lines.

Major Mallory, Inspector-General of the Divi-

sion, accompanied the command, and, under

advice from division headquarters, conducted

the operations thereof, and thereby materially

aided in suppressing the demonstration.

The Volunteer Signal Corps detachment,

under Captain Edgar Russel, from the com-

mencement of hostilities, rendered not only

important but indispensable services.

From the report of Captain Russel, the fol-

lowing extract is quoted at length, as illustrat-

ing the possibilities of developing a system of

co-operation, whereby the fire of ships can be

effectually controlled for the purpose of land

operations

:

" On February 19 Admiral Dewey's cour-

tesy made it possible to arrange a complete

scheme of firing by aid of signals, whereby

points inshore, whether visible from the ship or

not, could be reached by the guns of the navy

when appropriate signals from shore were

given. Caloocan church tower had been suc-

cessfully experimented with as a point for

signalling to the navy. The system adopted
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division were a constant source of inspiration

and confidence. Hurried from one state of

danger and exertion to another, these splendid

men responded in every instance with alacrity

and that soldierly simplicity and directness of

action which have always been the best char-

acteristics of the profession.

The difficulties attending the execution of

tactical operations on an extended line, such

as that occupied by the division during the

month, involve great presence of mind and

endless exertion on the part of brigade and

regimental commanders. The decision and

sustained vigor of these officers insured such

unity and strength throughout the command

that every obstacle was quickly overcome, and

every prearranged scheme carried out precisely

as planned.

The force and effect of command depend

largely upon the assistance of staff ofificers

who, to natural ability and experience, join

the spirit of enterprise. In respect of these

essential qualifications, the staff service at my

headquarters was greatly favored, and the

highest appreciation of the zealous and in-

telligent work of these officers is cordially ex-

pressed.
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As DESCRI15ED RV HlMSELE

After several nights of promised attack I

was riding to our night station at East Paco

when overtaken by tlie division commander's

despatch directing me to have my brigade in

readiness for action. Orders were instantly

sent to the First Idaho and First California to

move up to the points designated in event of

attack. On arriving at Paco I found the gen-

eral's letter, and the usual night supports at

block-house ii were reinforced by the full

battalion (First Washington) called for in his

order. Lively firing was heard across the

Pasig, but up to midnight not a shot was

heard on our front. Just at 2.40, Sunday
morning, February 5, the rattle of rifle- fire

broke out along my line. All had been so

quiet that the Californians had been sent back

to their quarters ; the Idahoans were also taking

a rest ; but now both commands were marched

well forward. The line of the Washingtoni-

ans extended from Captain Fortson's position

along the bend of the Concordia on our left

to Battery Knoll on our extreme right, and

the eastern (opposite) bank of the Tripa de

Gallina was thickly covered by insurgents,

visible only by the incessant flash of their

Mausers, many of the bullets of which flew

high and spattered into both East and West
Paco, wounding two men of the First Idaho

halted on the Calle Real.

A reconnaissance along the line, just after

Captain Dyer reached the knoll with his guns,

convinced me that the sooner I could ^ret the

order to advance the quicker we could sweep

the front and wind up the entire business.

This led to my appeal to be permitted to

attack at dawn, which was necessarily refused
;

but, omitting minor incidents, such as the

firing on our officers and men from many a

Nipa hut and from Paco church itself, I at last,

at about 8.30, received from General Anderson
in person the long-prayed -for order, and he

added to this the caution to advance no farther

than Santa Ana.

While the division commander himself super-

vised the advance from Battery Knoll, which

was made by several companies of Californians,

supported by the Wyoming battalion, I has-

tened over to Paco and led the Idaho regiment

to the front. Two companies of the Califor-

nia regiment had been thrown in on Wholley's

right, near block-house 11, owing to the heavy
fire the Washingtonians were receiving and the

many casualties. These swept, with the Wash-
ingtonians, with eager impetuosity waist-deep

through the boggy Tripa, and were speedily

deployed in long line, continuing to the left

the advance of Colonel Smith's line from Bat-

tery Knoll. Here it was comparatively plain

sailing, but to our left of the Santa Ana road

it was hard pounding indeed. Hawthorne,

with his little *' Astor " guns, had reached

Concordia Bridge, and was replying with calm

precision to the enemy's Krupps over towards

the river, while the bridge was heavily swept

by a fierce fire that seemed to come from

every direction on our left and front. Fortson

had earlier reported that his two companies

were outflanked and galled by sharp fire, which

I felt convinced must come from the redoubt in

front of Pandacan. This, the Krupps, and the

hostile trenches between the Pasig and the

Santa Ana road became the objects of solici-

tude to me. Many of the Washingtonians were

lying down behind the road firing coolly to

our left front ; and directing Major P'iggins,

with his first three companies, to support the

right attack, I sent everything else, including

the *' University " company of the r^irst Cali-

fornia, in to the assault of the village and the

trenches on the river side, giving orders to

Major McConville to take the remaining three

companies of the First Idaho and attack the

redoubt from the south. It was his last or-

der; this gallant old soldier fell leading his,

men.

But that redoubt lasted only a short time

longer. Eortson dashed in across the Con-

cordia from Pandacan, and, aided bv^ one com-

pany of the Idahoans (the other two liaving had

to charge a sharply firing line to their right),

they completely carried it, leaving the insur-

gents lying in heaps in the trenches, and whirl-

ing their survivors into the

river, where many were

drowned or shot.

By this time, fearful

that the right advance

under Colonel Wholley

was going straight east

instead of wheeling to

church. It was between ten and eleven when
Santa Ana was won. Meantime, Colonel Smith
had pushed on eastward.

Though our losses in killed and wounded
were greater than those of any brigade in the

corps, the damage inflicted on the enemy far

exceeded that to which any other laid claim.

This in itself is evidence of our severe and
stubborn fight. The two Krupps we had the

honor to send in cost us the life of Major

McConville and the loss by wounds of many a

gallant man.

I had already reported no of the enemy's

dead as buried on the field in front of our left

wing, when, in reaching out towards San Pedro

Macati, Colonel Wholley found many more
and gave them burial, making a total of 153.

Even such of their wounded as could not be

carried away fought hard; and many of them,

in uniform, were taken in charge by our sur-

geons.

Though the First Brigade of the First Di-

vision was the only exclusively Volunteer

brigade in the corps, it fought with all the

steadiness, dash, and discipline of their com-

rades, the regulars.

I saw no instance of shirking; I saw^ many
of daring leadership on the part of the officers

and of devoted following on the part of the

men. My regimental commanders, Colonel

Smith, First California, Colonel Wholley, First

Washington, and Major Figgins, First Idaho,

bore themselves with marked bravery and

ability, Wholley being under the heaviest fire

for the longest time—his maiden fight at that.

Major McConville died proudly, heading his

men in the dash on a dangerous line. Major

Weisenburger, First Washington, was an ex-

ample of soldierly bearing throughout. Cap-

tain F^ortson was in command on Pandacan

Island, constantly exposed ; and he and Cap-

tain W'hittington, First Idaho, won my ad-

miration for their daring assault on a fiercely

defended position— the redoubt across the

Concordia. Captain Otis, I^'irst Washington,

with his cheek and ear scored by a iMauscr,

led his company from start to finish. Their

loss of twent}-five killed and wounded in one

company showed what they had to fight

through. Eieutenants Erwin and Euhn, First

Washington, the former severely wounded,

were notably cool. Captain Dyer and Eicu-

tenant Hawthorne, of the artillery, won the

half left to " round up

insurgents who were at-

tempting to escape, I quit

the left attack and joined

his line. There was no

time to be lost ; so I per-

sonally ordered the left to

halt, and, galloping along

the line, by dint of much
shouting swung it around,

pivoting on the left until

our right centre broke

through the native huts

and entered the towm to

the south of the old
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General Wheaton

BRIGADIER-GENERAL LOYD WHEATON ORDERING THE ADVANCE AT STONE QUARRY HILL, MARCH 1?>

Drawn by Frederic Remington after Photographs

plaudits of the men for consummate skill and

coolness.

Every man on my staff from the senior in

rank, Brigade Surgeon Major Shiels, down to

our mounted orderlies, won my thanks and

admiration. Major Shiels was constant in

his attendance on the wounded at the ex-

treme front and under heavy fire. Lieutenants

Merriam, Third United States Artillery, and

Hutton, First California, were time and again

compelled to risk their lives in carrying orders

along the line. Captain Saxton, A. A. G.,

was systematic in the field office. His horse

and that of Lieutenant Merriam's gave out at

Concordia bridge, but they followed me afoot

across the field. Captain Handy, brigade

commissary, performed his duties under the

fire of the enemy instead of the roof of his

office ; and the three orderlies. Privates Clay

G. Mills, Company D, P^irst Washington, Ed-

ward C. Han ford. Company K, First Wash-

ington, and Spencer G. Lane, First California,

were constantly under heavy fire, and were

soldiers their States might well be proud of.
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One more name—that of Lieutenant-Colonel

Duboce, First California—must not be omitted.

He had a difficult and hazardous task in wip-

ing out the cowardly gang that, under the sanc-

tity of a church roof and from within the walls

of apparently peaceful homesteads, for a time

kept up a treacherous fire on officers and men
hurrying by with orders or messages. I saw

his work long hours after it was finished, and

it was well done.

One feature of that Sunday's fight deserves

special mention. Captain Cunningham, F'irst
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California, with his fine company, had pushed

forward under my personal direction to get a

cross-fire on the trenches to the left of the

Santa Ana road, from which so sharp a fire

assailed us. After the trenches were out-

fl'anked he pushed on through the so-called

convent, heading off fugitives from the capt-

ured redoubts down stream. He found him-

self assailed by a fire from across the Pasig.

There was a large house apparently filled with

insurgents ; but this was close range, where

the Springfield outweighed the Mauser, and

five minutes' vigorous work resulted in the

hoisting of the white flag across the river.

Ferrying in Cascos, he found an insurgent

captain dead, with a dozen others beside

him. He brought back seventeen wounded,

buried the dead, and strove to do whatever

was possible for certain mortally wounded of

the enemy.

OPERATIONS OF OVENSHINE'S
BRIGADE

As DKSCRII5EI) I!Y HlMSELF

On February 4, 1899, the following organ-

izations were on outpost duty at Singalong:

Infantry, Companies A, C, D, E, F, G, I, K, of his position, killing many insurgents and

and M, under Major C. H. Potter, Fourteenth suffering no loss. As soon as this North

Infantry, was on the Singalong road. Com- Dakota battalion left the trenches a general

pany C, Fourteenth Infantry, at block-house fire from insurgents, also entrenched and in

12, half of Troop E, Fourth Cavalry, in block- the jungle, in front of the part of the line

house 12, and half of Troop E, Fourth Cav- held by the Fourteenth Infantry, except Cap-

airy, in block-house 13, were under Captain tain Murphy's battalion, opened on our men.

Wheeler. Company I, First North Dakota, At this the Fourteenth Infantry, Companies

was in the old trench south of the church and D, G, and K, left the Spanish trenches and

between block-houses 12 and 13. The First also charged the insurgents in their front in

North Dakota Infantry, Companies B, G, and most gallant style, silencing them and driving

H, were in the old Spanish trenches near them from their position in front,

and at the Malate Fort. Eieutenant D. L. During this time there was continuous firing

Fleming, Sixth Artillery, with two guns of in Captain Murphy's front. I sent several

Dyer's Battery D, Sixth Artillery, were at times to him to find out if he needed assistance,

Malate Fort. After sending word to Lieu- and each time received reply that though he

tenant hieming to commence firing, I ordered had suffered many casualties he needed no

the Fourteenth Infantry, then on the Singa- more troops.

long road, to advance to the trenches, and After the Fourteenth Infantry under Major

went with them. Captain Murphy's battalion. Potter, and the North Dakota l^attalion under

Companies F and M, and part of I, Fourteenth IMajor White, had cleared their front, I sent a

Infantry, being on the left, and the other com- telegram from Fort Malate to the Division

panics, 1), G, and K, P\)urtcenth Infantry, Commander asking for instructions,

under Major Potter, on the right. This con- Here I consider an explanation necessary,

nected the left of this line towards block-house Lieutenant - Colonel E. H. Crowder, of the

13 and the right of it with the North Dakota corps commander's staff, was on the firing

refdment already in the trenches. line; and in conversation with him about the

On the way into the trenches Captain situation he said he knew that Major-General

Otis wished the troops— I under-

stood those in my brigade — to go

and occupy Pasay as soon as the

situation in front of Captain Murphy

was cleared up ; but that I would soon

get detailed instructions through the

division commander. This I misun-

derstood, and imagined I was to get

some detailed instruction from Major-

General Otis. Very soon Captain

W. E. Birkhimer, Third Artillery,

of the division commander's staff,

came on the line and stated that Gen-

eral Anderson wished me to clear

the trenches in front of Captain Mur-

phy. I do not remember the exact

words of Captain Birkhimer. I re-

plied that I felt myself between two

fires, as I was awaiting instructions

from Major-General Otis and hardly

knew just what was wanted of me.

I believe Captain Birkhimer then left

to see Major-General Anderson. Soon

Lieutenant - Colonel Crowder again

came on the line, and I explained

to him how I stood. He regretted

that I misunderstood him, and said

my instructions were to come from

Major-General Anderson and not di-

rect from Major-General Otis. Ik-

lieving I knew what the division

commander wished, I advanced the

Murphy, Fourteenth Infantry, with his battal- Fourteenth Infantry under Major Potter, and

ion of that regiment, Companies F, M, and the North Dakota Regiment, Lieutenant-

part of I, met with strong resistance from the Colonel Treumann, changed front to the left,

insurgents and with heavy loss. A detach- thus clearing the jungle in front of us, and

ment of Company I, Fourteenth Infantry, connecting the left of the line with Captain

under Lieutenant Miles, Fourteenth Infantry, Murphy's battalion of the Fourteenth Infantry,

on the left of the battalion, did most gallant The men moved in fine style through swamp

service and suffered severely from the enemy, and jungle, perfectly in hand and under con-

After the firing from the Sixth Artillery trol of their officers, and charged and cleared

had ceased, and also the firing from the the insurgent trenches that were holding the

Monadnock in the bay, Major Frank White, troops at Singalong in check. This accom-

First North Dakota Infantry, with a battal- plished, I received an order from the division

ion of his regiment, Companies G, H, and commander to move on to Pasay, and, if possi-

part of Company D, left the trenches and made ble, occupy the road from there to connect with

a gallant and effective charge on the insurgents our troops at San Pedro Macati, but not to ad-

entrenched and concealed in thickets in front vance beyond the San Pedro Macati Road. The
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DRIVING INSURCn^xNTS THROUGH THE JUNGLE.—PnoTOGRArii hy Caitaix J. F. Cask, First Orkcon Vountekrs

Troop E, Fourth Cavalry; Company I, Four-

teenth Infantry; Company I, Inrst North

Dakota Infantry, United States Volunteers.

On the night of P>bruary 4 heavy firing

was heard on the north side of the city. As

the firing continued and seemed to increase,

I ordered the Second Brigade of the First

Division to move to the positions assigned to

it in case of hostilities wdth the insurgents,

and went with the brigade staff -officers to

Singalong.

Early on the morning of February 5 I re-

ceived orders from division headquarters to

open with the guns on block-house 14 and to

make the attack on the insurgents in front of

the brigade. At this time the Fourteenth
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brigade present with one company l^^irst Wash-

ington Infantry, one company First Cahfornia

Infantry, Troops C and L, Fourth Cavahy

(Captain Gale), and one gun under Lieutenant

Scott, Sixth Artillery, was reformed and took

up the march to Pasay. On reaching Pasay it

was found the insurgents had evacuated it. Cap-

tain Murphy's Battalion of the Fourteenth In-

fantry was left at this point, and the rest of the

brigade marched to San Pedro Macati. Finding

Colonel Smith, First California Infantry, there,

I placed outposts along the road and returned

with such part of the brigade as had not been

left on the road to Pasay, and there took post.

All troops under my command were in

excellent discipline and readily handled, fir-

ing being stopped at command in several in-

stances. Brigade Quartermaster Lieutenant

¥. W. Hunt, First Idaho Infantry, rendered

excellent service under fire. Much responsi-

bility rested on Captain Sage, of the Twenty-

third United States Infantry, and he met the

requirements of his position.

Lieutenant M. C. Kerth,Twenty-third United

States Infantry, aide-de-camp, twice placed

himself in charge in advanced and dangerous

positions, setting a splendid example to the

men ; his services as an aide were most valu-

able.

On the field. Second Lieutenant W. D.Con-

nor, Corps of Fngineers, United States Army,

reported to me and volunteered his services

as aide. Mis services w^ere most acceptable

and valuable, and he did gallajit duty under

fire.

Lieutenant A. S. Fleming, Sixth United

States Artillery, with his guns and detach-

ment, did excellent service.

The work of the vessels of our fleet was

valuable on my front.

Lieutenant W.G. Haan, Third United States

Artillery, with his company, A, United States

Fngineers, reported for duty with the brigade

at Singalong Church on the morning of Veh-

ruary 5. The Wyoming battalion was held

in reserve, but was sent for duty early on the

Colonel Funston

same day with the First Brigade, First Di-

vision, and was not under my command.

Except Captain Wheeler's troop, E, Fourth

Cavalry, which was on outpost duty, the Fourth

Cavalry Squadron was held in reserve in Manila,

but part of it afterwards came on the line.

OPERATIONS OF H. G. OTIS'S

BRIGADE
As DESCR1P.ED BY HiMSELF

The general advance on Sunday, February

5, was participated in by all the regiments of

the brigade, namely: the Twentieth Kansas,

Colonel Frederick Funston ; the First Mon-

tana, Colonel Harry C. Kessler; the Third

United States Artillery (serving as infantry).

Major W. A. Kobbe ; and the Tenth Pennsyl-

vania, Colonel A. L. Hawkins, posted from left

to right in the order named. The forward

movement was conducted with skill and gal-

COLONEL FUNSTON'S PASSAGE OVER THE RIO GRANDE UNDER A HOT FIRE, APRIL 27

The two white figures on the extreme left are Privates White and Trembly, who swam the river and fastened the ferry-rope to the shore
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lantry, and was successful at every point. By night. On both days, however, there was shops, round-house, warehouses, two engines,
night the new positions had been reached, the some sheUing of the town of Caloocan from and one cannon captured, together with con-
whole line having been carried forward several both the ships and the land batteries, the siderable other material of various sorts.

hundred yards. town being in full view from the high open The left of our line, in its impetuosity and
During the forward movement of that after- ground in front of the stone block-house, enthusiasm, had advanced beyond Caloocan

noon the Twentieth Kansas Infantry had im- where five guns of the Utah Artillery were in the direction of Malclos, in pursuit of the
petuously advanced, under a severe fire, nearly concentrated. fleeing insurgents, until it had exceeded some-
five hundred yards in advance of the position On the loth, a general advance upon the what the limits prescribed in the orders of the
intended for it by the division commander, insurgent position in and about Caloocan was day. The ardent volunteers were halted with
and had gallantly captured the two strong ordered by the division commander. The some difficulty and brought back to the new
earthworks built by the enemy months be- execution of the forward movement was begun line which had been determined upon in ad-
fore across the Caloocan road, besides taking at 3.30 P.M., after thirty minutes of rather vance. It was found impossible, however,
two adjacent block-houses, losing several men desultory shelling of the insurgent position completely to establish the new position l)c-

in the operation, but punishing the enemy by the land batteries and the guns of the fore night closed down, and for tluit reason
severely. Charleston, Concord, and Callao. the line, as first established, was only approxi-
On Monday another advance was made and Upon the conclusion of the preliminary mately true, though it was rendered secure

a new line established. This line was held artillery bombardment, the signal for the in- for the night, and I prepared to correct the
without any considerable resistance from the fantry advance was given, and the forward alignment with the coming of daylight.

enemy until late in the afternoon of Tuesday, movement was begun by the Kansas regiment I made my headquarters for the night in

the 7th, when a sharp fight was suddenly on the extreme left, followed, respectively, by the Higgins house at Caloocan, and on the

AMERICAN TROOPS ADVANCING OVER IIALF-DESTROVED RAir.ROAI) URIDCE NEAR SANTO TOMAS, MAY 4

Drawn \\\ Fletchkr C. Ransom from Skkiciiks madk from Liff 1!y J. 13. McCJuiciikon

brought on by one of the Kansas captains

in front of block-house i. Acting upon his

own motion, he had advanced with half his

company into a thick wood to the left of the

railway line, where a body of insurgents was

concealed and was firing upon our outposts.

I directed Colonel Funston to go forward, in

person, with three companies to the support of

the detachment engaged in the wood. This

he proceeded to do with alacrity, with the

result that the enemy's fire was completely

silenced, after a furious combat of twenty

minutes, in which the Kansas regiment lost

one officer killed and six enlisted men wound-

ed, while the enemy's loss was vastly out of

proportion, nearly thirty dead Filipinos hav-

ing been counted at the close of the combat
there.

On the 8th and 9th comparative quiet

reigned along the entire line, both day and

the First Montana and the Third Artillery to

the right in quick succession, each command
advancing from its own position, according to

the well-understood plan.

The onset of the entire line was superb

;

the advance of the left was concealed from

view by woods, but the centre and right—part

of the Montana regiment and all of the Third

Artillery—was in the open and made an in-

spiring battle picture. The resistance of the

enemy in the wood, in numerous intrench-

ments on both sides of the railway track lead-

ing northward, and in the edge of the tow^n of

Caloocan, was determined, and the firing was

spirited along the entire front ; but the im-

petuous advance of our victorious troops could

not be stayed, and the demoralized enemy
was steadily driven before us at every point.

Caloocan was entered just before dark, the

enemy driven out on the run, and the railway
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following day removed them to the wooded
ravine in the rear of the centre of the brigade

line.

The night passed without further fighting

or serious incident ; but early on the following

morning an annoying fire from insurgent

sharp-shooters was opened upon our left flank,

coming from the direction of Malabon, a mile

away towards the bciy, and separated from

Caloocan by wide lagoons and marshes, crossed

by a single line of road. To support the troops

who were meeting this flank fire, I ordered up
two companies of the First Idaho, with good
results; but the incident had delayed me
somewhat in tlie more essential work of re-

establishing the new general alignment.

In the meantime the division commander
had arrived upon the field, and the work of

reforming the new line was carried out under

his own eye.
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O P E R A r J () N S O F H A I. E ' S

H R IC; A 1) E

As DFSCRIIiFF) I!V JIlMSKLF

Al'.OUT 4 AAl. of Sunday, February 5, a

telegram came from Colonel Stotsenburg,

l^^irst Nebraska, requesting reinforcements, as

the insurgents were closing in on him. There

being none available in the city, 1 sent Lieu-

tenant Perry to order Major Grove, with the

two Colorado companies, I) and I, just sent

out, to move across the country in rear of line

to Santa Mesa road and thence towards block-

house <S (the only place where the insurgents

could possibly get in), to catch them if they

had succeeded in getting around the Nebras-

ka's right flank ; and if he found nothing there,

to move up behind camp and report to Colonel

Stotscnburg. There was considerable firing

down by San Juan bridge, and the Filipinos

were cheering, but scouts sent to companies

there and along the pipe line reported that they

had had no trouble and needed no support.

At 8.10 A.M., the enemy's infantry fire being

about silenced, the force on Sampaloc llill,

under Major Anderson, with Colonel McCoy

in general command, was ordered to charge

block-house 5, the earthworks, and the village,

halting and advancing by alternate rushes in

case the enemy's fire should become too strong.

They made the charge in fine style, and when

half-way to the block -house the insurgents

broke from the earthworks, bushes, and houses

in surprising numbers and ran for the hills,

the Americans picking them off as they ran.

Thirty -five were gatliered up in the imme-

diate vicinity, twent\'-four dead and eleven

wounded. This movement broke their centre

and showed that they could not stand a charge.

Colonel Frost and the South Dakota regi-

ment, after five artillery shots each at block-

house 4 and the earthwork between 4 and 5, as

specified in the message sent to liim, attacked

and charged in excellent form, capturing this

part of the line. In the afternoon, in com-

pliance with instructions from the division

commander, he also co-operated with the

Tenth Pennsylvania in the capture of the

Chinese cemetery and church, one and a

quarter miles northwest of block-house 4, and

the South Dakota troops were the first inside

the church enclosure.

Thus, by 9.30 A.M., we were in possession of

the entire insurgent line in front of the Second

l^rigade, from block -house 4 to San Juan

bridge, a distance of two miles.

TLvery organization in the brigade, including

those temi)orarily attached, drove the enemy

in its front from intrenched positions, and did

all the w^ork set before it energetically and gal-

lantly. The operations of the 5th resulted in

the capture of the insurgent positions and the

establishment of our line through block-houses

4, 5,6, 7, San Juan bridge, Pulverin, Depusito,

San Juan del Monte church, San Felipe con-

vent, and Mandaloyo, to the Pasig opposite

Santa Ana. J^y the lOth the brigade covered

the following lines: J^^ront of block-houses 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, to San Juan bridge, 2j miles; San

Juan bridge to Deposito, 1 mile ; Deposito

south to Mandaloyo, on Pasig River, 2 miles;

Deposito east to water- works on Mariquina

River, 3| miles—a total of 8| miles.

OPERATIONS OF THE PROVI-
SIONAL BRIGADE

Account i;v General Lovd WTieaiox

I WAS assigned to the command of a " Pro-

visional Brigade," composed of the Twentieth

and Twenty-second regiments United States

Infantry, two battalions of the F'wst Wash-

ington Volunteer Infantry, seven companies

of the Second Oregon Volunteer Infantry, a

platoon of the Sixth United States Artillery,

and a squadron of three troops Fourth United

States Cavalry.

My instructions were to clear the enemy

from the country to Pasig and to strike him

wherever found. The brigade was formed on

the night of the I2th of March, and bivouacked

in line in rear of the intrenched position ex-

tending from San Pedro Macati, on the Pasig,

one mile and a half in the direction of Pasay

from right to left in the following order:

Squadron P\)urth United States Cavalry,

Major Rucker; Twenty-second United States

Inf.mtry, Colonel Egbert; Twentieth United

States Infantry, Colonel McCaskey ; seven

conq^anies Second Oregon Volunteer Infantry,

Colonel Summers; one platoon (two guns)

Sixth United States Artillery, Lieutenant

Scott ; two battalions Plrst Washington Vol-

unteer Infantry, Colonel Wholly. Soon after

daylight on the morning of March 13 the

brigade moved under my instructions, by

ccJiclon, from the right, the P^ourth United

States Cavalry and Twenty- second United

States Infantry moving first, then the Twen-

tieth United States Infantry, followed by the

Second Oregon Volunteer Infantry. The right

of the Twenty-second United States Infantry

struck the enemy as he was retreating in the

direction of Pasig, inflicting heavy loss. The

whole line moved on and occupied the Pasig

road, and then, marching east along the road,

soon came under the fire of the enemy from his

intrenched position at Pasig, on the north side

of the river. We opened fire upon his intrench-

ments from one gun on the road and placed

the other upon a cliff or ridge extending at

COLONEL SUMMERS'S COMMAND ADVANCIIsG TO THE BATTLE OF MOASIN.-Photografii by William Dinwiddie
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right angle to the Pasig. We occupied the On the morning of the 19th, soon after day- Artillery, the Kansas and Montana Volun
ridge with infantry, and extended the Twen- light, I formed lines and deployed in the ex- teers, under General H.G.Otis; the Colorado,

tieth and Twenty-second United States In- tended order, facing to the south, as follows: Nebraska, and South Dakota regiments, and
fantry to the right on the high ground in the Twenty-second United States Infantry and six companies of the Pennsylvania regiment,

direction of Pateros. One battalion of the one gun Sixth Artillery on the right ; Second under General Hale ; the Fourth and Seven-

Twenty-second United States Infantry, under Oregon Volunteer Infantry, five companies, teenth Regulars, the Minnesota and Wyoming
Captain Lockwood, and the squadron of the centre; First Washington Volunteer Infantry, Volunteers, and the Utah Artillery.

Fourth United States Cavalry, under Major five companies, left. Advanced the line and On the 25th of March, General MacArthur
Rucker, attacked a force of the enemy in the struck the enemy four miles south of Taghuig. led a forward movement towards Novaliches,

direction of Pateros and drove him beyond My line, wheeling to the left, partly enclosed northeast of Manila. The troops engaged

Taghuig. The gunboat Laouna de Baf, under him towards the lake, and he was completely were the Third Artillery, as infantry; the

command of Captain Grant, came up, and night routed with great loss. My left pursued him Montana, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Nebraska,

closed with the enemy driven to the north side down the lake, fifteen miles from Taghuig, as Wyoming, Colorado, South Dakota, Minne-

of the Pasig. far as San Pedro Tarnisan, all the houses sota, and Oregon Volunteers; the Third,

March 15 I sent one battalion of the along the lake to that point being burned. Fourth, Seventeenth, Twenty - second, and

Twentieth United States Infantry, under The enemy's intrenchments on our left and Twenty-third Infantry; and the Utah battal-

Major Rogers, across the river at Pasig, in front of the First Washington Volunteer ion of artillery. The insurgents retired before

brought up a gun, and shelled the intrench- Infantry were carried, the enemy leaving more the American advance, contesting every point,

ments in front of Pasig and to the left. The than two hundred dead upon the field. I however, with courage and skill. Dense un-

battalion of the Twentieth United States In- returned to the vicinity of Pateros and there dergrowth, deep streams, and a rough country

fantry carried the city by storm. I crossed a bivouacked, receiving orders to return the com- opposed the advance; and after a day's hard

part of the Second Oregon Volunteer Infantry mand to its former encampments near Manila, fighting the brigades of Otis and Hale had

below Pasig, and when the rebels fled from excepting that the First Washington Volun- made only six miles. Wheaton's brigade, at

Pasig they were exposed to a heavy flank-fire teer Infantry was designated to hold Pasig, Caloocan, had driven the insurgents a mile

from this detachment. I sent the whole of Pateros, Taghuig, and adjacent country. and a half northward across the Tuliahan

the Twentieth United States Infantry over to This ended the operations of the Provisional River, and Brigadier-General Hall, on the right,

Pasig, the regiment being taken across upon Brigade. In one week all the enemy's posi- had routed a considerable force of the Filipinos,

the steam-launch Maritime. I advanced the tions that were attacked were taken and his The casualties on the American side were 176

;

First Washington Volunteer Infantry on my troops killed, captured, or dispersed. The 26 were reported killed. The insurgent loss

right to Taghuig and captured about 500 pris- towns from which he brought over troops or was much greater. On the following day, the

oners. Night came on with the enemy in my in which he resisted us were burned or de- 26th, Wheaton's brigade took Malinta; Mala-

front and on my right killed, captured, or dis- stroyed. He burned them himself. His loss bon was burned and evacuated ; and an at-

persed. The enemy lost at least one thousand in killed, wounded, and captured was not less tempt to enclose the insurgents between two

men this day. than 2500 men. I was ably supported and lines of Americans having failed, MacArthur's

March i6th I instructed Lieutenant-Colonel assisted by the several regimental command- advance-guard, the Twentieth Kansas and

McCaskey, commanding the Twentieth United ers through the series of operations. the Third Artillery, joined Wheaton's brigade.

States Infantry at Pasig, to clear the country and the forces combined to push the insurgents

in his immediate vicinity of any of the insur- back upon Malolos, their capital. The brigades

gents who might be lurking near, and soon t-ttotut^d r^oTru \ ^^t/^^tvtc
of Otis and Hale were now well on their way

after received a despatch from him that he had rUKIHllK (JlbKAilOJNh
towards Marilao, which was taken on the

sent out two battalions to be deployed as skir- TllE first and second divisions, under Gen- 27th, when the South Dakota Volunteers, led

misherstoclear the island of Pasig. Soon after, erals Anderson and MacArthur, aided by the by Colonel Frost, executed a brilliant charge

heavy and long-continued firing was heard to war-ships of Admiral Dewey's fleet, had now upon a body of P^ilipinos commanded by

the east and north of Pasig. At 12 M. I learned cleared a zone of safety about the capital; Aguinaldo in person. On the 29th Mac-

that Major William P. Rogers, commanding and the provisional brigade, known as W^heat-. Arthur advanced to Bocave, and thence to

third battalion Twentieth United States In- on's flying co! imn, had established a line of Guiguinto, three and one -half miles from

fantry, had come upon the enemy intrenched, separation to divide the forces of Aguinaldo Malolos. Here the Filipinos made a stand to

one thousand strong, at the village of Cainta, north and south. Meanwhile, February nth, resist the American advance across the river;

and that he had carried the intrenchments and Ho Ilo, second city in importance in the archi- and the artillery had to be got into position

burned the town, the enemy flying in the direc- pelago, which had been turned over by the "by working it over the railroad bridge by

tion of Tuy-tuy. Major Rogers returned with Spanish military to the civil authorities, and hand and swimming the mules." Malolos was

his battalion to Pasig. In this affair he lost by them to the insurgents, was shelled by the occupied on the 31st, after a slight show of

two killed and fourteen wounded. Boston and Petrel, and occupied by a detach- resistance, Aguinaldo having removed his

On the 17th of March, by direction of the ment of the army under Brigadier- General seat of government to San Fernando. A re-

corps commander, I returned the Twentieth Marcus P. Miller ; and on March 19 cable connaissance in force was made on the 4th of

United States Infantry to Manila, relieving the communication was perfected between that April by Lieutenant - Colonel Wallace, com-

regiment at Pasig by a part of the First Wash- city and Manila. The battle-ship Oregon manding the Montana regiment, with two

ington Volunteer Infantry. On the afternoon arrived from New York, by way of San Fran- field -pieces and a detachment of cavalry.

of March 18, a force of the enemy appeared cisco and Honolulu, on the 18th of March, About one thousand insurgents were engaged

in the vicinity of Taghuig, which was held by "in fit condition," said the official despatch, near Calumpit and dispersed. The casualties

one company of the First Washington Volun- " for any duty." On this date, also, the among the American troops during the two

teer Infantry. I reinforced the place with American land forces were reorganized for an months of hostilities, including February 4 and

two companies of infantry, and directed the aggressive movement against the insurgents. April 4, as reported to the Adjutant-General

Colonel of the Twenty-second United States Two divisions of three brigades each were at Washington, were 184 killed and 976
Infantry to send one battalion of his regiment formed. General Lawton was assigned to the wounded.

south of the position held by his regiment and first division, consisting of the Washington, On this latter date, April 4, the American

to the west of Taghuig to ascertain the force North Dakota, and California Volunteers, commissioners to the Philippines issued their

of the enemy. The enemy was found about under General King; six troops of the Fourth proclamation to the inhabitants announcing

eight hundred strong, occupying the crests of Cavalry, the Fourteenth Regulars, the Idaho the intentions of the President in dealing with

the ridges, and a spirited combat ensued. Volunteers, and a battalion of the Iowa troops, the islands. The proclamation was translated

which was terminated by darkness. The under General Ovenshine; the Third and into the Spanish and Tagalog languages, and

Twenty-second had twenty men killed and Twenty- second Regular Infantry and the was widely distributed. Its statement of the

wounded in this affair. Among the wounded Oregon regiment, under General W^heaton
;

policy of the Administration was in effect as

was Captain Frank B. Jones, Twenty-second and Dyer's and Hawthorne's light batteries, follows: i. The supremacy of the United States

Infantry, commanding the battalion. The The second division, under General Mac- must and will be enforced throughout every

enemy fell back towards the south. Arthur, comprised two batteries of the Third part of the archipelago, and those who resist it
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THE REVOLT OF THE FILIPINOS

can accomplish no end other than their own

ruin. 2. Ample liberty and self-government

will be granted. 3. The civil rights of the

Philippine people will be guaranteed, and

religious freedom assured. 4. Honor, justice,

and friendship forbid the exploitation of the

Philippines or Filipinos. 5. There shall be

an honest and effective civil service in which

natives shall be employed. 6. Honesty and

economy shall be studied in levying taxes

and applying the proceeds to public improve-

ments and expenses of the government, and

taxation may be lighter than in the past.

7. A pure, speedy, and effective administra-

tion of justice will be guaranteed. 8. Con-

struction of roads and railways will be pro-

moted. 9. Domestic and foreign trade will

be fostered. 10. Schools will be established.

II. Reforms will be effected in all branches of

the government.

General Lawton, with a force of 1500 men,

was successfully repulsed. On the eastern or

Pacific shore of Luzon, Lieutenant Gillmore

and fourteen men from the United States

gunboat Yorktowu, while trying to rescue a

besieged Spanish garrison near Baler, were

ambushed and captured by the Filipinos.

The expedition to Santa Cruz having been

withdrawn, General Lawton, on the morning

of the 22d, advanced in a northeasterly direc-

tion from Manila, and with the North Dakota

Volunteers, two battalions of the Third In-

fantry, the Twenty -second Infantry, three

troops of the Fourth Cavalry, and Gale's

squadron, cleared the country of hostiles in

the vicinity of Novaliches. After a skirmish

near the Tuliahan River, Lawton's column

reached Novaliches at ten o'clock in the morn-

ing. Meanwhile, MacArthur strengthened his

position before Calumpit, intending to drive

the insurgents back on Lawton, who was to

swino- in westward from Novaliches, San Jose,

South Dakota Volunteers pursued the Filipinos

to the outskirts of Calumpit.

On the following day, the 26th, Colonel

Funston, with volunteers from his regiment,

crossed the Bagbag River by crawling along

the iron girders of the bridge, and dispersed

the Filipinos at that point; General Hale's

troops approached on the right, following the

north bank of the river nearest the town from

the east, with the First Nebraska Volunteers

on the left and the First South Dakota and

Fifty-first Iowa beyond ; General Hale's right

joined General Wheaton's left soon after noon
;

the insurgent losses were 70 killed and 350

prisoners; in the defence of Calumpit the

P^ilipinos made use of artillery for the first

time; just before noon the Utah Battery

shelled the town ;
General Hale's brigade

appearing on the right, the rebels retreated

and the Americans entered the town. On the

27th, Colonel Funston, with 120 men of the

THE TWENTY-FIVE SCOUTS IN GENERAL LAWTON'S COMMAND-TIIEIR LEADER, WILLIAM 11. YOUNG, DIED OF WOUNDS MAY 16

consisting of eight companies of the Four-

teenth Infantry, three companies of the P^ourth

Cavalry, four companies each of the P^irst North

Dakota and Plrst Idaho, two mountain-guns,

and two hundred sharp-shooters from various

regiments, set out on the 8th on an expedition

acrainst Santa Cruz, on the southeastern shore

of the Laguna de Bay. The force was trans-

ported in fifteen native lighters towed by

seven tugs, and was convoyed by the gun-

boats Laguna dc Bay, Napidan, and Ocste.

The woods were shelled ; the insurgents, after

a determined resistance, were driven back

eastward with heavy loss ; and the town, after

a running fight from house to house, was taken

on the morning of the loth.

North of Manila, the Filipinos, having on

the night of the lOth attempted to cut off

MacArthur's communication between Malolos

and the capital, were driven inland on the 12th

by General Wheaton, and on the 13th an insur-

gent attack on the American lines near Malolos

and Norzagaray. Near Malolos, the Fourth

Cavalry and the Nebraska Volunteers encoun-

tered a strong force of insurgents on the 23d.

Colonel John M. Stotsenburg and Lieutenant

Lester E. Sisson, of the Nebraska regiment,

were killed ; two privates of the same regiment

and one trooper of the P^ourth Cavalry were

killed, and many were wounded. The Iowa

and Utah Volunteers also had a number of

men wounded.

The siege of Calumpit was begun by Mac-

Arthur's division on the 24th ; the Fourth

Cavalry and the Nebraska and Iowa Volunteers,

under General Hale, took position near Calum-

pit, commanding the ford in the river; Gen-

erals MacArthur and Wheaton, with the Mon-

tana Volunteers, advanced to the left of the

railroad, and the Kansas Volunteers moved

forward to the right, north of Malolos. On

the 25th the division advanced through the

jungle across the Bagbag River, with a loss of

six killed and twenty-eight wounded; the
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Twentieth Kansas, crossed the Rio Grande

under a galling fire from the insurgents, and,

reinforced by General Wheaton's brigade,

drove back the entire insurgent forces with

a loss of two killed and twelve wounded

;

thirty-seven prisoners were taken. Referring

afterw^ards to the heroic feat of swimming

the river under fire, Colonel Funston said :
*' It

wasn't much to do. We knew they couldn't

shoot straight ; and our boys would attend to

them while we were crossing."

Colonel Manuel Arguelles and Lieutenant

Jose Bernal, envoys of the Filipinos, entered

the American lines April 28 to ask for a ces-

sation of hostilities until their Congress could

act on terms of peace. General Otis declined

to recognize the Filipino government, de-

manding of the P'ilipinos an unconditional

surrender. The commissioners returned to

the insurgent lines on the 29th. Colonel

Arguelles re-entered the American hues on the

2d of May with further propositions for a
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cessation of hostilities- but was told that an the pumping station, near Manila, while the The largest force so far mobilized by the

armistice was out of the question. Washington and North Dakota regiments Filipinos, and under the personal command

Lawton with part of his command, had and one battalion of the Twelth Infantry, of Aguinaldo, was now confrontnig Mac-

reached Nozagaray on the 25th of April, and under Colonel WhoUey, advanced from I'asig, Arthur near San Fernando. In the United

was there joined by the centre column from in the resumption of active operations against States, rumors of a call for volunteers led in-

Bocave a station on the railroad east of Bula- the insurgents to the east and southeast of dividuals and organizations in various parts of

can • Colonel Summers, with two battalions the capital. General Hall occupied Antipolo the country to tender their services to the

each from the Oregon and Minnesota regi- on the 4th, and continued his advance down War Department. Governor Roosevelt te e-

ments, three troops of cavalry, and two guns, the Morong peninsula, taking the town of graphed to President Mekniley that, in the

having marched across from Bocave and effect- Morong on the 5th without resistance, the event of such a call. New \ ork was prepared

ed this junction successfully. Swinging now Filipinos escaping to the northeast. General to furnish all the men the goverm^ent might

to the westward, Lawton's united force capt- Lawton, in person, led the advance against the ask for. Major-General LlwcH S Otis, in a

ured Balinac. on the 5th of May, after hard insurgents in the province of Cavite, south of despatch to the Adjutant-Genera of the army,

ficrhting. On the 8th, a reeonnoitering party, Manila; and on the loth of June, with a bri- outlined the situation and conditions m the

consisting of two companies from the Minne- gade consistingof sixeompaniesof theCoIorado Philippines, in substance as follows
:

'During

sota Volunteers and two companies from the regiment, two battalions of the Ninth and two the rainy season little inland campaigning will

Orec^on Volunteers, advanced to a point near battalions of the Twenty-first Infantry, a troop be possible in Luzon. 1 he insurgent armies

San Miguel, about twelve miles north of Bali- of the Navada CavaIiy,dismounted,and Scott's have suffered great losses, and are scattered ;

nac- an'd on the 14th San Miguel was taken by Battery, with four mountain guns, commanded the only large force held together (about 4000)

Lawton's scouts. Three day.s later the advance- by General Wheaton ; a brigade made up of is in Tarlac province and northern I ampanga;

euard consisting of the Minnesota, Oregon, the Second, Thirteenth, and ]--ourtecnth Infan- their scattered forces, in bands of fifty to five

and North Dakota Volunteers and the Twenty- try, two companies of the Twelfth Infantry, hundred, are in other portions of Luzon
;

in

second Infantry, captured the town of San and a detachment of liglit artillery, commanded Cavite and Batangas provinces they could

Isidora with slight oppo.sition, the F.lipinos by General Ovenshiue ; and an escort com- assemble possibly 2000, though demoralized

bein<. pursued to the mountains north of the posed of Russell's detachment of the Signal by recent defeat. I he mass of he people,

town The advance was resumed on the 18th, Corps and Stewart's troop of the h'ourth terrorized by insurgent soldiers, desue peace

and on the 23d the expedition arrived at Cavalry, he marched south from San Pedro and American protection: no longer flee on

Malolos having marched .20 miles in 20 Macati, on the Pasig River, and then towards approach of our troops, unless forced by in-

days engaged in 22 fights, captured 28 towns, Bacoor. After several sharp skirmishes the surgents. but gladly welcome them
,

no

destroyed 300,000 bushels of rice, killed 400 insurgents retreated southward along the recent burning of towns. The popula lon

insur<.ents, wounded double that number, and shore. Several of the Americans were wounded within our lines is becoming dense, and is

lost o^dy 6 men killed and 31 wounded. and many were prostrated by the heat. Two taking up laud cultivation extensive y. City

Meainvhile, on the 4th of May, MacArthur's ofl-reers were killed. Las Pinas and Parauaque, population is becoming too great to be

division began another forward movement, former strongholds of the insurgents, were cared for; natives m southeast Luzon com-

Hale's brigade, consisting of two battalions of occupied on the nth; and on the 13th a bining to drive out insurgents. H^e "uly

the Fifty-first Iowa Volunteers, the First Ne- lively engagement was fought on the banks hope of the insurgent leaders is m United

braska, and the First South Dakota Volunteers, of the Zapote, south of Las Pinas. American States aid. They proclaim the near over hrow

withaGatlinggundetaehmentundercommand field-guns were engaged against a Filipino of the present administration, to be foUowcd

of Major Young, of the Sixth Artillerv. and battery concealed in the jungle ; the American by their independence and recognition by the

Wheaton, with piotehkiss and Catling guns gunboats bombarded the insurgents along the United States. Tins is the influence which

mounted on hand -cars, and the Twentieth shore in the vicinity of Bacoor; the Fourteenth enables them to hold out. Much contention

Kansas and First Montana Volunteers deploy and Twenty-first Infantry crossed the Zai)ote prevails among them and no civil government

in. to the right and left, traversed a marshy River, carrying the trenches, while the insui- remains. Irade with ports not m our posses-

countrv and met with resistance near San gents were attacked in the rear by the Ninth sion, former .source of insurgent revenue, is

Tomas' The insurgents retreated after burn- and Twelfth Infantry and retreated to the now interdicted. I am not certain of the wis-

ing the villages of San Tomas and Minalin. fortified town of Imus, about four miles south dom of this policy, as peop e in those por s

. . , T Awi ^ ' 4- r^f n'^rnnv Ono htitulrod FiHoinos were be- are without supply of food and merchants
Continuing the advance, Wheaton s troops ot 15atooi. unc nuncncci i iiipmoh v\cic. uc ri ^

. • ^ i

met with t hot fire near San Fernando. Tlie lieved to have been killed and three hundred are suffering osses
;
meditate restoring trade

Filipinos retreated towards San Isidro. On wounded in the engagement. On the ,5th, privileges, although insurgents reap bencfi s.

the 8th the Filipinos attacked San Fernando, Lawton captured the town of Imus. On the Courts here in successful operation under

but were repulsed by the Montana Volunteers, igtli. a battalion of the Fourth Infantry, leav- direction of able hilipinos. Affairs m other

On the 23d Generals MacArthur and Funston ing Imus to reconnoitre towards Perez das islands are comparatively quiet awaiting re-

-the latter having been promoted for bravery Marinas, was attacked in the rear by natives suits in Luzon
;

all are anxious for trade, and

-with the Kansas and Montana Volunteer at first appearing friendly. Two Americans repeated calls for American troops are received.

Infantry and the Utah Batteiy. dispersed 800 were killed and twenty-three wounded. The Am giving attention to the Sulu Archipelago

insui-ents intrenched on the railroad bevond insurgent loss was heavy. General Wheaton and Palawan Island. Our troops have worked

San Fernando, near Santa Anita. The insur- and staff, with another battalion, reinforced to the limit of endurance. Volunteer organi-

eent loss was heavy, many prisoners being the troops attacked, and later a third battalion zations have been called m
:
replaced by regu-

taken by the Americans was ordered to the front. On the following lars, who now occupy salient positions. Ne-

On the ist of June, General Lawton took day, however, the town was taken without braska, Pennsylvania, and Utah now taking

command of the American troops forming the opposition ; and on the 2,st General Wheaton transports, and Sixth Infantry sent to Negros

lines east and south of Manila, General Mac- returned to Imus. to relieve California. These troops are m

Arthur remaining in command of tho,se on the North of Manila, MacArthur's command good physical condition. Sickness among

north and on the 3d, a force commanded by was attacked in force near San Fernando on troops has increased lately, due mostly to

Brigadier-General Hall and consisting of eleven the i6th of June; and the hostiles were re- arduous service and climatic influences. Noth-

companiesof the Oregon regiment, six com- pulsed with heavy loss by the brigades of ing alarming. Of the 12 per cent, of the com-

panies of the Colorado regiment, four troops Generals Hale and Funston. The demon- mand reported sick, nearly 6 i^-r cent, are in

of the Fourth Cavalry, eight companies of the stration on the part of the Filipinos, led by the general hospital. Many officers and men

Fourth Infantry, four companies of the Ninth Aguinaldo in person, was preceded by an who served in Cuba bre.ik down under recui-

Infantry, four companies of the Wyoming reg- attempt to cut off communication between rencc of Cuban fever, and regular regiments

iment, and four mountain-guns, advanced from San Fernando and Manila. lately received are indequately ofificered.
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THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS





THE COMMERCE OK MAXIEA^-SCENE ALONC^ THE WATER-FRONT

THE RESULTS OF THE WAR
ASIDE from the emancipation of Cuba,

^ the results of the Spanish -American

War were ahnost wliolly unforeseen.

The more direct results, as indicated in the

Treaty of Paris, were the cession to the United

States of the island of Puerto Rico *' and other

islands now under Spanish sovereignty in the

West Indies," of the island of Guam in the

Marianas or Ladrones, and of the vast archi-

pelago known as the Philippine Islands. The

raising of tlie American flag on Wake Island

was incidental to the expedition to the Philip-

pines. An indirect, though momentous, re-

sult of the war was the annexation to the

United States, August 6, 1898, of the Re-

public of Hawaii. Instead of issuing a proc-

lamation of neutrality, the Hawaiian govern-

ment had virtually assumed the position of

an ally of the United States, and had main-

tained it, in opposition to European govern-

ments and European individuals resident in

the islands. Coal and other supplies were fur-

nished to American war-ships and transports

on their way to the Philippines, and the trans-

fer was made in order that the Mawaiians

might be in position to supply coal, provisions,

and munitions of war without the possibility

of international complications.

The interests of populations aggregating

many millions were suddenly identified with

those of the Americans ; and the responsibili-

ties so unexpectedly thrown upon the con-

quering nation called for a high order of

statesmanship and constructive ability. What

these interests were is told in the ensuing

articles on the islands and their people.

THP: PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Statement of General Cflvri-es A. Whtt-

TIER P,EFORE THE UNTTED STATES PEACE

Commession.

The Philippine Islands are estimated to be

in number between 600 and lOOO—the latter,

32

if we include the Sulu Archipelago and Para-

gua, extending over about twelve degrees of

latitude, including the Protectorate, extreme

south of the Sultanate of Sulu (Jolo) -with

an area of about 114.500 square miles and a

population estimated from 5,500,000 to 8,000,-

000. About twenty-five islands are of com-

mercial importance, from practically all of

which supplies of produce are collected and

sent to Manila for baling, pressing, classifica-

tion, and shipment to foreign ports. 1 he

principal islands are Luzon, Panay (of which

Iloilo, the second port of the Philippines, is

the important town), Negros, Samar, Leyte,

Cebu, and Mindanao.

There are large tracts of unexplored country,

occupied by various tribes, regarding which

there are many rumors about their habits,

ferocity, etc. This is particularly the case

with the mountainous country in the central

part of tlie northern portion of Luzon. It

will require the intelligent, systematic work of

years to (^])en, develop, and govern these places.

Eor ages it has been the Spanish official system

to declare territories to be under their rule,

without taking steps to make their possessions

manifest to the rest of the world—or to them-

selves.

The Spaniards have apparently never known

the number of the islands owned by them for

all these years, or the population.

The products of the islands are: Sugar, rice,

hemp, coffee (reduced of late years), tobacco,

cocoa (small), cocoanuts (large and increasing),

napa palms, bamboo for rafts, furniture, carts,

baskets, boats, bridges, carrying-poles, floats,

etc., hardwoods of great variety. Emits:

Mangoes, bananas, pomela (larger than our

grape fruit, of same family), oranges, citrons,

chicos, guavas, lemons, pineapples (not of best

quality, cultivated for the leaves to make pina

and jusi, dress and fine handkerchiefs, etc.,

fabrics), tamarinds, vanilla, sago (small prod-

ucts). No doubt it will be a great field for

cotton. In fact, no country has such diversi-

fied possibilities.

Account of four products exported to dif-

ferent countries, and all imported from the

interior of the Philippine Archipelago during

the year 1897:

PR( lIM'C TS Wliere Raised

H c tn p .

Sugar.

CotTee .

Tcjbacco.

Provinces of Sarsoojan (Albay). Le^mspi, Ja-

baro. Camarines. S. and N. Marinduque,

Mindoro, Call)aye/., Cebu, Iloilo. and other

southern provinces.

Batangas, La Lafiuna, Cebu, Iloilo (small

quantities),N.Ilocos,S. llocos,Pangasinan,

Net^ros.
.

15atan<^ms, La Lao:una. Cairti (pr(Wincc ot Ma-

nilarZamboann^a. both Ilocos. Camarines,

This article is produced in almost all the

provinces of the archipelago, and espe-

cially in Cacravan, Isabella de Luzon,

llocos (S. and N.). and in all the south-

ern provinces and in the Visayas.

Amount
])ai(l for

export duties

$562,022

75-884

Destination

Spain, Australia, China, the Unit-

ed States, France. England,

Japan, Singapore, and other

foreign ports.

America, Australia, China, Japan,

Spain, England.

Free Spain, China, Japan, Singapore.

553.805 Dutch possessions, England,
France, Saigon. Singapore, Eng-

lish possessions, Australia,

Spain, China. Egypt, France.

Products
Quantity

Hemp, raw and manufactured .

Sugar
Coffee
Tobacco, raw and manufactured

Kiloorains

74,936,294
75,883,919

105,638

22,125,020

Value of

same

511,820,536

10,810,451

61,858

9.350-219
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Manilla hemp has a world-wide reputation, so great that the next generation would look

and is used for cordage, bonnets, hats, tapestry, back with astonishment at the statistics of the

carpets, hammocks, and other network, etc.
present day.

The sugar product is enormous. More If we compare Egypt under British control

capital and the combination of the producers, (in fact, if not in name), Mr. Edward Dicey
with modern machinery and improved roads, says:

are required. It seems strange, entering the

harbor of Hong-Kong, to see the magnificent

plant of a sugar refinery there, which has made
great profits, while at the Philippines practi-

cally the old rude methods prevail.

The growth of the cocoanut palm, a most

I made the following jottings of a trip

The British occupation has now lasted for over

fifteen years. During the first five comparatively

little was accomplished, owing to the uncertain and
provisional character of our tenure.

In this time (fifteen years) the population

profitable industry, may be greatly increased, increased from a little under 7,000,000 to

and the use of the nut for domestic purposes, close upon 10,000,000. This is not due to

in desiccated form (a new method), and in the foreign immigration — ''and can only be ac-

manufacture of oil and soap, is enormous, counted for by the fact that conditions of life

Of this product in Ceylon, Sir J. West Ridg- amid the mass of population arc more favor-

way. Governor, after giving surprising figures able, marriages more frequent, families larger,

as to its development, naming the value of the infant mortality, which before kept the popu-

local consumption then at 20,000,000 rupees lation at dead-level, is less frequent, and the

(say $6,600,000 in gold), adds: general health of the people has improved.

That the culdvation of the cocoanut palm is
^^^^^ put the same idea in plainer words, the

rapidly increasing is a matter of congratulation, natives arc better fed, better paid, better

but should not be the cause of surprise. There is housed, better clothed," etc.

no cultivation so simple, so cheap, and of which xh^^t, I think, is rather pertinent to our
the returns are so certain. , , 1 , . • ., i,i •,•

probable status m the rhilippnies.

There is an enormous production of tobac

CO and a ready market for all of

the cigars and cigarettes made in

the large factories of Manila.

Railways built to the mountains

—distances from 20 to 250 miles

—will give a new climate, where

one can find at night a tempera-

ture of from 40 to 60 instead of

the monotonous all-night 82 of

Manila, and where vegetables and

fruits in variety may be raised.

The country to be opened by well-

considered new lines will populate

and develop fine sections. All this,

of course, will take time.

Field-Marshal Roberts says :

It (the Mutiny) hastened on the

construction of the roads, railways,

and telegraphs, which have done more

than anything to increase the prosper-

ity of the people and preserve order

throughout the country. A CANAL IN MANILA

This, true of India, will be most

effectively the case of the Philippines. I quote over the line of the only railroad in the

a portion of an article by Mr. John Foreman, islands:

in the Contemporary Reviczv for June, 1898:
On Saturday, September 3. upon the invitation

The islands are extremely fertile, and will pro- of Mr. Iliggins, manager of the Manila Railroad,

duce almost anything to be found in the tropics, who furnished his private ol)servation-car, and of

I estimate that barely one-fourth of the tillable Mr. Wood, of the firm of Smith, IJell cV C\)., who
land is now under cultivation. There is at pres- was our host, the party, consisting of Major IJement,

ent only one railway, of 120 miles. A number Messrs. Millet, Wood, Price, Iliggins, and myself,

of lines would have to be constructed in Luzon, made a trip over the line of the railroad, leaving

Panay, Negros, Cebu, and Mindanao islands, at about ten in the morning. One hundred and
Companies would probably take up the contracts twenty- three miles of railroad in fair order, tele-

on ninety years' working concession and ninety- graphic communications destroyed in many places,

nine years' lease of acreage in lieu of guaran- probably requiring a month for their restoration.

teed interest. The lands would become immense- 'I'he line runs through a country of most extraor-

ly valuable to the railway companies, and an dinary fertility. Rice is the principal product,

enormous source of taxable wealth to the protec- much sugar, possibilities of cotton, coffee, or almost

torate. Road -making should be taken up on anything. A small amount of indigo is grown on
Treasury account and bridge. construction on con- the northern part of the line. The stations are at

tract, to be paid for by toll concessions. The short intervals, in accordance with orders from the

port of Iloilo should be improved, the custom- Spanish government. It is a country of splendid

houses abolished, and about ten more free ports productive power; almost all of it is at present under

opened to the world. cultivation.

Under the protectorate undoubtedly capital The following extensions and new lines are under

would flow into the Philippines. The coal-beds consideration by the railroad company, and would
in Luzon and Cebu islands w^ould be opened be most valuable in the development of the island

out; the marble deposits of Montalban and the of Luzon: P'irst, Manila to Batangas, south; second,

stone - quarries of Angono (both near Manila) Dagupan to Laoag, north ; third, a branch, Gerona
would surely be worked. The possibilities of de- to Alliaga, 18 miles ; fourth, a branch from Guiginto

velopment under a free, liberal government are to the Cagayan Valley for the tobacco district.
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Manila is naturally a healthy place, and the sani-

tary reforms necessary are very easy, especially as

compared with much of the work in the east, par-

ticularly at Rangoon, the chief town of Lower
Burma.

The islands have a small population when their

area is considered. Luzon, larirer than Kniiland,

has only about 3.500,000, or a little over one-tenth

of England's; Panay, 2,000,000 ; Negros and Cebu,

1,500,000; Mindanao, 2,000,000.

If any sensible nation governs these islands

for purposes of development, a bureau of

science, with the ablest chief and staff to be

obtained, should at once be established, this to

comprehend departments of gcolog)-, zoology,

botany^, and ethnology. The results obtained

will be great and surprising. Also a land and

forestry commission or a department of lands,

surveys, and works. There arc immense tracts

of land to fall into the hands of the govern-

ment which could be sold or leased. All of

these possibilities have received no attention

from the Spaniards.

I went to Manila without prejudice against

the Spaniards there, perhaps a little doubtful,

on account of the Maine massacre, for which,

up to the time of the finding of the Court of

Inquiry, I had been unwilling to believe that

Spain was responsible ; but testi-

mony from all classes of people,

P^nglish merchants, the general

manager of the railway, also the

general manager of the cable com-

pany— both of the last married

Spanish women — a P^renchman

and his wife, the advertisements in

the papers, their treatment of their

dead, their actions in battle and in

civil administration, all convince

me that they are without principle

or courage, and brutally, wickedly

cruel, showing no inqorovement of

the character they had three hun-

dred and twenty-five years ago, in

the days of Philip II. The bones

(skulls, arms, legs) of their dead lie

without the honor of a covering of

earth, exposed in their fashionable

cemetery, exhumed on account of

a failure by their descendants to

pay rent for the tomb. The shoot-

ing in the Luneta (their favorite driveway) of

dozens of so-called " rebels " and conspirators,

notably Dr. Rizal, a man of literary merit, with

no trial, under vague charges of be longing to

secret societies, with the hope of making their

victims confess to what, in many cases, did not

exist, was made a fete, the papers advertising

that their would be music, and I have been fre-

quently told that women and children attended

in their carriages. The tortures inflicted with

the same view^ of eliciting confessions are too

brutal to commit the narrative to paper.

I have brought from Manila, for the inspec-

tion of the Commissioners, four carvings in

wood representing tortures inflicted by^ the

Spaniards upon the natives. They were

executed by Bonifacio Arevelo, who is now
practising as a dentist in Manila. He is a man
of fine presence, benevolent aspect, not sensa-

tional at all in his utterances, and in submit-

ting them to me he wrote the wish that upon

reaching Paris I would not forget that the

P^ilipinos begged me to use my efforts to con-

vince all concerned of the utter impossibility

of their return to Spanish domination. He
also gives a description of the models:
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Figure No. i represents the chastisement

which one of the municipal authorities of Jaen

(Nucva Ecija) suffered in the prison of that

town, the Spanish emplo}'es of the prison

entertaining themselves by applying the most

horrible tortures.

Figure No. 2 represents an honorably and

peaceably inclined resident in a village of the

province of Nueva Ecija, taken prisoner, bru-

tally treated for being sus[)ected, without cause,

of belonging to the Katipunan, and afterwards

shot.

Figure No. 3 represents one of the many
natives of the Philippines whom, during the

late insurrection, the Spaniards shot without

previous trial, in the outskirts of the village,

leaving their corpses without burial.

Figure No. 4 represents Mr. Moses Salvador,

a young Tagalo, who studied several years in

Europe, lie is a native of Manila, and was

imprisoned in September, 1896, for being a

Freemason, was horribly martyrized in the

(fathers not only of the church) despised and

hated by the people.

The skill of the Filipinos in trades, occupa-

tions, and professions is very great. Critics will

call this skill imitation, but imitation of good

things is not reprehensible. I refer now to

the common people, and so will omit very able

lawyers (one or two having ranked as the best

of all nationalities in the Philippines) and the

higher professions.

As accountants, they are excellent. In the

custom-house sixty (more before) were em-

ployed during my administration. Any in-

formation desired, say the amount of imports

and exports of last year, kind of articles, whence

obtained, and where going, duties, etc., w^as

sought from them, and the reply was always

given in writing in a neat, satisfactory man-

ner. All the cash was received by a native

—

§1,020,000, from August 22 to October 21,

much of this in silver—all counterfeits and

filled dollars were detected at once by his skill,

Manila straw hats have been famous for

years; also pina cloth and jusi cloth, the former

made of pineapple fibre and the latter made of

pineapple fibre and hemp.

The station-masters and employes of the

Manila Railway compare favorably with any I

have ever seen at ordinary way stations. Clean,

neat, prompt, well-disciplined, their superiority

is largely due to excellence of the general man-

ager, Mr. Higgins, a man of great ability. Still,

the quality is in the men. The three servants

in his house (on the line) have all learned teleg-

raphy by observation and imitation.

I have also some fine samples of their em-

broidery.

They are admittedly extraordinary musi-

cians, and their orchestras and bands have

found places all over the East, playing without

notes with great harmony and sweetness. It

seems to be instinct, and is all instrumental,

with little or no vocal talent. All these ac-

complishments do not argue greatness, but
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A CXJRNKk IN A MANILA CIGAR-FACTORY

headquarters of the police, and, after many
months of imprisonment, was shot by order of

the Spanish General Polavieja in the Luneta,

in compan}' with several of his countrymen,

all condemned on the same charge, of which

several were absolutely innocent.

The opinion of Alexandre Dumas, Sr., in

regard to the Spaniards, was often quoted in

the Philippines—that they possess " honor

without honesty, religion without morality,

pride with nothing to be proud of."

The rapacity, stealing, and immoralities of

the priests are beyond question, and the bit-

terness of the natives against them has been

caused and aggravated by years of iniquity.

To demand a wife or daughter from a native

has been a common occurrence. Failing to

obtain acquiescence, the husband's or father's

goods have been seized, he deported or thrown

into jail under an order easily obtained from

the government in Manila. The priests' in-

fluence is paramount — they are rich, and

and only §1 was returned to us from the banks.

His neighbor, who kept the record of receipts,

was most systematic and able. The Spaniards

depended absolutely on them for the clerical

work of the office, and the same in the other

departments.

I visited three factories for the manufacture

of cigars and cigarettes: P^irst, that of H. J.

Andrews & Co., where 150 to 200 natives w^ere

employed ; second, the Alhambra, which had

300 in April, now 600; third, the Insular, with

2000. The Tabacallera, largely owned in Paris,

I was unable to see ; it has 4000. These work-

ing people seemed to me of the best—cjuiet,

diligent, skilful. The same qualities were ap-

parent in the one cotton -mill of the place,

where at least 200 were employed.

As mariners, quartermasters of large boats,

and managers of small ones, their skill has been

proverbial over the East for years, and we had

great opportunities during our three weeks in

the bay of proving their ability and cleverness.
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they do show that they are something more
than ignorant and brutal savages. I do not

mean to ascribe to them all the virtues—they

may be liars and thieves, it is a wonder they

are not worse after the environment and ex-

ample of centuries—but to my mind they are

the best of any barbaric or uncivilized race I

have ever seen, and open, I trust, to a wonder-

ful development.

And now comes the vital question, What is

to be done with these islands, and, if we hold

them, what form of government is to prevail?

Whatever grave doubts one may have as to

colonial extension on the part of America, we
have gone too far, either by design or chance,

to recede. It cannot be denied that we owe

it as a duty to the natives and to humanity

that the islands should not be restored to Spain

(even if they were they could not be held for a

year). Any division of them is absolutely im-

practicable. This would induce constant fric-

tion, and the ruin of Manila as the great com-
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and fair dealing rule.

With strength, firmness, jnstice, and fair

deahng, we can do anything with the native,

and make a happy and prosperous country

beyond any present expectations.

HAWAII
l^Y Sanj'Ord p. Do Lis Ex- President of

THE REI'LJIUJC

SUGAR-MILL AND PLANTATION LARORIORS' HOUSES IN HAWAII

mercial centre; the important products would

be shipped direct from the southern islands

and goods sent directly there in exchange.

One owner must liold the whole country and

prescribe uniform duties and government.

Many methods of government, with the na-

tives as allies or subjects, are possible. 1 had

often thought that it might be expedient at

first to admit them to some of the minor offices

in army and civil government, and if they show

capacity, to enlarge their powers and oppor-

tunities, until finally they should have entire

control, after proper compensation or an agreed

subjection to us for our work and assistance

to them. I^ut—^and I hope that I shall not be

considered English-mad in my deference to

their practice, the result of so many years of

successful colonial government— I was told by

a governor of one of the British colonies. Sir

William McGregor, when I suggested such a

course, that they have never thought it safe or

expedient, when they have a colony of so many

(in this case millions) of blacks, and so few white

men, to intrust the government to the former.

If of whites, as in Australia, yes, after trial

trust the government to them, with what are

practically supervising, or perhaps honorary

governors, who maintain the connection with

the mother or controlling country.

It will be admitted that England has been

the only successful administrator of colonial

government in the world. Holland has had a

great career, but possibly things are not so well

with it just now in Java and Sumatra; at any

rate, it is not comparable to England. "The

British colonial empire comprises forty distinct

and independent governments, besides a num-

ber of scattered dependencies under the do-

minion or protection of the Queen." " Of the

forty, eleven have elected assemblies and re-

sponsible governments." The other twenty-

nine are divided into three classes: (i) No leg-

islative council ; legislative power delegated to

ofificer administering the government, with, in

most cases, power reserved by crown of legisla-

ting by order in council. (2) Legislative coun-

cil nominated by the crown, with some power

reserved, as in No. i. (3) Legislative council

partly elected, with reserve power in three

countries, no general power reserved in five.

The different conditions of country, races,

traditions, etc., have made absolutely different

laws necessary—one country a gold currency,

others silver; free -trade, open ports, tariffs,

duties, internal and personal taxation prevail

without following any precedents or existing

laws of England, varying throughout the

colonies.

the passenger travel westward across the

Pacific.

The majority of native Hawaiians have op-

posed annexation—some from political reasons

based upon the hope of an eventual restora-

tion of the monarchy; others from traditional

familiarity witli nominal native rule involving

their feeling and prejudices; others from an un-

defined anxiety lest the annexation of Hawaii

to the United States would injure them through

loss of civil rights, political privileges, social

standing, or in some other way which they

could not forecast ; and many on all of these

grounds, with all of which race sentiment was

an element of more or less force.

The averaq-e Hawaiian feels more than he

thinks. He has never been able to analyze

the political situation very thoroughly or to

The condition exists in very many colonies, carry out any line of thought relating to Ha-

that hundreds of tliousands of natives are waiian affairs very far ; and he is unable now

governed with a handful of soldiers-^-in many to think out the question of annexation and

cases with none. The moral influence, justice, how he is to be affected by it.

Many Hawaiians cheerfully accepted the

abrogation of the monarchy, having lost con-

fidence in it. These, as a rule, would have pre-

ferred the continuance of the republic of Ha-

waii to annexation, but, with confidence in the

judgment of the annexationists and in the

friendship and justice of the United States,

they have bravely faced the—to them serious

—

new departure.

The Portuguese are good annexationists.

The Chinese were loyal to the republic of

Hawaii, and would have preferred the contin-

TllE native Hawaiians, including part-whites, uance of its independence. Annexation has

form more than a third out of a p()[)ulation of brought them grave anxieties.

109,020, according to the census of 1896. The Japanese were not pleased with the ex-

There is a steady increase of the part-whites, tension of American sovereignty to Hawaii,

with an ecpial division of the sexes. The pure but have accepted the situation with good

natives are slowly decreasing in numbers, with grace.

men preponderating over women in the ratio The immediate effect of annexation is a rise

of 53 to 47 per cent. in the values of real estate and sugar stock, and

Naturally the part-whites have a hereditary a general upward tendency in all kinds of busi-

superiority over the pure Hawaiians, and are, ness. There is excitement among speculators,

as a rule, more progressive. . Although these circumstances tend to support

The Anglo-Saxon element, made up of set- the theory of the existence of a boom, it is

tiers from America, England, and Germany, probable that, with the limited amount of land

and their descendants, while they represent in the group, the new land values will rather

but a small proportion of the aggregate popu- increase than fall as time goes on, while values

lation, form an influential part, taldng the lead of sugar stocks will be affected fiivorably or

in religious, social, political, and business en- otherwise mainly by the price of sugar and

terprises, and being the main factor in the for- the state of the labor market, although it is

mat ion of public sentiment. evident that there is now a slight inflation of

Portuguese immigrants and their descend- values,

ants, making an ai:)proximate seventh of the Local politicians are considerably excited

population, are an important addition to the over the consummation of annexation, even to

community, with their characteristic qualities the extent of taking measures to influence the

of thrift and order. While

the percentage of illiteracy

was large among the original

immigrants, their children,

under the peremptorx^ school

system of Hawaii, are mak-

ing a promising advance in

education.

The rest of the population

is maiidy Chinese and Japan-

ese, with a scattering of other

nationalities. The greater

part of the Chinese and Jap-

anese are temporarily in the

country as laborers, without

families, making a floating

population constantly mov-

ing about in search of wages,

and contributing largely to
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selection of local officials by the government

at Washington.

There is some discontent among this class

with the civil service status of the government

of the republic of Hawaii, as it is and has been,

on account of the absence of the political spoils

system. Although annexation has inspired

these with hopes in this direction, there is im-

patience at the slow and uncertain progress of

events towards a permanent form of govern-

ment on American lines.

Speculators are discontented with the Ha-

waiian land system, which intentionally ex-

cludes them from all participation in its bene-

fits, and are looking hopefully to Washington

for legislation that shall open the public lands

to their manipulation, and are discussing means

to promote such legislation.

The intermediate period in the programme

of annexation is of value in giving the com-

munity time to adjust itself to the new relations.

It is most important that the political develop-

ment of Hawaii shall be a growth from former

conditions, rather than that the present political

plant shall be uprooted and another started in

its place. It was fortunate that

there was no sudden change of

the civil system upon the transfer

of sovereignty. That in itself was

shock enough for the time being.

All legitimate interests were con-

served by the delay in the organi-

zation of the permanent govern-

ment. Time was obtained for a

deliberate study of the situation

by the Hawaiian Commission and

by Congress. That the govern-

ment has continued much as be-

fore, except as to diplomatic rela-

tions, has undoubtedly promoted

confidence in the field of business

enterprise, and it has had a quiet-

ing effect upon the political situa-

tion, with its enthusiastic annexa-

tionists, its enthusiastic anti-annex-

ationists, its royalists, and its great

mass of puzzled and anxious peo-

ple without definite views.

That all important clianges in

the system of government or its

administration should be gradual,

and with due notice to all concerned, has al-

ways been a recognized feature of the policy

of the republic of Hawaii. The Hawaiian

Commissioners, in reporting an organic act for

the territorial government of Hawaii, have

been influenced by similar views. They rec-

ognized the fitness of the Hawaiian civil system

for the local conditions, and were loath to intro-

duce radical changes outside of the executive

power. They felt that interference in the ju-

dicial or legislative function would tend to

embarrass the administration of affairs and

create a period of troublesome readjustment,

causing worry, suspense, and uncertainty in all

directions.

It is probably for the best that a territorial

form of government, instead of immediate

statehood, has been recommended. It can-

not be doubted that the responsibilities and

experiences of five and a half years of self-

government as an independent power, with the

serious obstacles and difficult questions which

have beset the administration of affairs under

the republic, have formed an effective school

of preparation for the political union of the

Hawaiian community with the United States.

In like manner the experience of the nation

under a territorial system will be educational

in the line of American methods. Although

the Anglo-Saxon element is probably as com-

petent for the organization and maintenance of

State government as the population of any

American State, the Hawaiians and Portuguese

need further opportunities of studying political

principles and of putting them in practice.

These a territorial government will furnish to

some extent, and it will thus, in a measure, pre-

pare the w^ay for State government. Such a

period of preparation will be in the interest of

business prosperity, good government, and suc-

cess in statehood when it comes.

It may be that some of the experiences under

the territorial system will be bitter ones, and

they may be all the more valuable on that ac-

count. If the Hawaiian distribution of official

patronage is abolished for the more American

but less scientific system, it is inevitable that

the spoils feature of American politics will ob-

tain a foothold in Hawaii. And if, in addition,

the advisory feature of the Hawaiian adminis-

in all parts of the country ; churches were

numerous and well attended.

For more than two generations enterprise has

been developing and branching out in many

directions. Local firms now have the business

of the country well in hand. Annexation, by

its stimulus to production and immigration,

has already increased the traffic in lumber,

machinery, tools, dry-goods, and groceries, and

perhaps luxuries. The hotel and lodging-house

business is very favorably affected, while the

growing demand for rented houses, and for

ground on which to build, has stimulated land

values.

This business development makes room for

new capital and new men. The new man with

capital may find room in the established lines

of business. He can hardly develop a new line

of enterprise until American laws are extended

to the islands, except perhaps in the field of

agriculture, where it is extremely probable that

products now not thought of may be profitably

cultivated, and in the development of w^ater-

power.

During the intermediate period business

THE GOVERNMENT BUI EDI NO, HONOEUEU

trative system is swept away, good government

may become as difficult as it was under the

decadence of the monarchy. Such retrogres-

sions— temporarily disastrous though they may

be—can be calmly endured, in the confidence

that their reactions shall tend to keep alive

that Hawaiian spirit of insistence on good

government which has heretofore carried the

insistors successfully through a period of diffi-

culty and danger on the way to the accom-

plishment of their object.

Hawaii, as a civilized community, is older

than any part of the United States west of the

Rocky Mountains. There is much miscon-

ception on this point. Americans are arriving

every day imbued with the idea that this is a

new country, and that the mere fact of being

on the ground is an advantage of great value,

regardless of the want of capital, tools, or pro-

fessional or mechanical skill. When gold was

discovered in California, Hawaii was success-

fully administering its own affairs under a con-

stitution and good laws, a legislature, and a

supreme and subordinate courts. Life, liberty,

and property were protected ; schools existed
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growth will closely depend on the increase of

the white population and the development of

sugar production, but upon the extension of

the American tariff to Hawaii there will be new

opportunities for enterprise, such as canning of

various kinds of fruit, the manufacture of tex-

tile fabrics, the production of tobacco, the cul-

tivation of fruits and vegetables for American

consumers, and raising flowers for the man-

ufacture of perfumes.

The natural resources of the group are a fer-

tile and well-watered soil, a considerable water-

power, climate, and geographical position. Be-

sides these there are no others to be seriously

considered in forecasting its future develop-

ment.

The geographical position of the Hawaiian

Islands confers large business advantages, and

promises much for the future. During the year

1898 there were one hundred and thirteen ar-

rivals at Honolulu of large steamships going

and coming between the Pacific coast and the

Orient and the British colonies of the south

seas. These vessels contributed greatly to the

business of that port through their freight and
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passenger traffic, and by their requirements for

coal, provisions, water, and repairs.

The commerce of the Pacific is in its begin-

ning. Its growth will in the near future test

the harbor facihties of the Hawaiian group

to the utmost. Extensive wharf and dock im-

provements must be promptly made to meet

the new requirements. All this means an in-

creased demand for labor and capital.

The construction of the Nicaragua ship-

canal, which may be regarded

as a feature of that new Ameri-

can departure that includes the

assumption of the control of the

Spanish East and West Indies

and Hawaii, will most materially

add to the commanding commer-

cial position of the Hawaiian Isl-

ands.

Upon the consummation of

annexation, the cultivation of

sugar under the conditions of

rainfall and irrigation by gravi-

tation had materially reached

its limit. Stability, as a feature

both of the government and of

the sugar market, caused by that

measure, has greatly promoted

enterprise in the direction of ir-

rigation by means of water arti-

ficially raised. This forecasts a

considerable addition to the su-

gar product within the next few

years, if the labor market proves

to be reliable.

For a generation or more wild

coffee-trees have furnished the local supply.

Within seven or eight years the cultivation of

this crop has been taken up and carried on with

much energy. As three or four years from the

nursery are required for the trees to reach full

bearing, it is as yet early to speak with cer-

tainty in regard to the prospects for success.

There is no doubt, however, that in suitable

localities it will be a reliable and profitable

crop. Further data are required as to soils,

weather, elevation, and other matters of envi-

ronment in relation to its successful cultiva-

tion. This product is not materially affected

by annexation, except as that event raises

land values and promotes the immigration of

persons who want to plant coffee, thus casting

both favorable and unfavorable influences over

the prospects of this industry.

Tobacco has long been raised by the natives

in small quantities for their owii use. Both

soil and climate favor its growth in sheltered

and elevated localities in many parts of the

group. It freely grows wild in such places.

Plants from foreign seed flourish. What place

Plawaiian tobacco is entitled to in the markets

of the world is as yet unknown, as it has never

yet been properly cured. We may expect that

tobacco will be produced in Hawaii of good,

if not first-class, quality, and that the extension

of the American tariff to these islands will be

the signal for exhaustive experiments in its

culture and preparation.

A considerable part of the grazing area of

the islands is fair arable land, and under an-

nexation will be in demand for the cultivation

of some crop or other. This will reduce the

extent of grazing -lands, and will diminish

stock-raising in the old Hawaiian way, which

will be a direct benefit, as it will tend to pro-

mote a more intelligent and scientific system

of stock-farming than has been the case here-

tofore. Quality will take the place of quanti-

ty as the paramount object, because it will pay

better with the diminished pastures and the

necessity of relying to a large extent on forage

crops.

The land system of the republic of Hawaii,

which encourages the settlement of individu-

als on small farms, has been very successful.

The number of small landholders is constantly

A RESIDENCE STREET IN IIONOLUEU

increasing, thus adding materially to the taxa-

ble value of the real estate affected, and devel-

oping a prosperous and conservative class of

citizens. Although these farmers, for the most

part, cultivate coffee and Indian corn, they are

in a favorable position to take up the cultiva-

tion of such other crops as the new conditions

under the extension of American laws and tariff

shall encourage.

The continuation of this policy under annex-

ation is vital to a successful settlement of the

public land by a class which by its industry

and its interest in public affairs shall favorably

affect the future politics of the country.

The Hawaiian climate has been mentioned

as one of the natural resources. The inhabited

islands are wMthin 154" 30' and 160° 30' west

longitude and 19° and 22° 30' north latitude.

They are within the trade-wind belts, are sur-

rounded in every direction by thousands of

miles of ocean, unbroken by any shores save

the smallest islets. The air currents that come

to them are pure and full of the tonic of the

sea. The temperature is hardly tropical, yet

entices all of every age into the open air all the

year round. Sunstroke is practically unknown.

No one is debilitated except by his own inac-

tivity. Out-of-door athletics prevail much as

they do in America. Men from northern cli-

mates work freely and comfortably under the

sun's direct rays. There is no deterioration of

Anglo-Saxon families from generation to gen-

eration, either physically or mentally, but there

are indications of a contrary tendency.

A climate of this quality is a resource, be-

cause it attracts tourists who are running away

from cold weather and settlers who are tired

of the struggle with nature in higher latitudes.

It affects national prosperity as it promotes

the general health. The tops of the highest
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mountains have heavy falls of snow in the

rainy season. From these to the sea-shore is

a large variety for one to choose from, with an

environment of scenery everywhere—land and

sea, forest and meadow and silver stream

—

which is beyond the anticipations of every

visitor.

I do not know that anywhere else is there a

civilized community whose social life is more

natural and unconventional, without loss of re-

finement, than that existing in

the ITuvaiian Islands. There is

no aristocracy, nor any '* four

hundred." There is no social

color-line, and no definite social

lines of any nature. There may
be said to be loosely defined so-

cial sets, but there are no lines

between them ; they merge into

each other. Education, refine-

ment, polish—^these have more

to do with social position than

any other circumstances. Wealth

has its weight, but has hardly

come to be regarded as a social

circumstance, although it is a

strong ally where the more

important qualifications exist.

Family is an important consid-

eration.

There is no color prejudice

affecting the Hawaiian, the Chi-

nese, or the Japanese ; or if there

is, it is discoverable only in mar-

ital considerations. None of

these races, if otherwise socially

acceptable, are barred by color. The Ha-

waiians, and part Ilawaiians in particular, are

specially in demand socially.

A charm of Hawaiian society is its cosmo-

politan quality. Every large social gathering

has representatives from the great world races

— Polynesian, Anglo-Saxon, Celt, Scandina-

vian, Frank, Mongolian.

• A large part of the opposition to annexation

among Ilawaiians was due to anxiety lest they

should be socially prejudiced by its consumma-

tion. Conscious that both the monarchy and

the republic fostered their social advancement,

they were afraid that, as a part of the great,

eager American nation, they would be gradual-

ly ignored until their position should have be-

come intolerable.

There is a good deal to say on the side of

these fears. A large part of the white popu-

lation is Hawaiian by birth and environment

through the susceptible time of childhood.

Anotlier large part has sifted in slowly, one or

two at a time, never in sufficient numbers to

dominate in any line of influence, always ab-

sorbed, so to speak, by the Hawaiian com-

munity, and quickly converted to its sentiment

and taste and likes and dislikes, and, among

other things, to its recognition of the native

Hawaiian as a social equal.

What will be the result when white men

come in as they are coming now, and faster?

Will the Hawaiian community still continue

to dominate the situation and assimilate the

arrivals as fast as they come, or will the new-

comers, before they become Hawaiian, assert

themselves and be a law unto themselves and

the old society, making their social sentiment

and indifference towards the native Hawaiian

to be the paramount, unwritten code?

If this take place it will be unpleasant and



prejudicial for the Havvaiians and part Ha-

waiians, not only socially, but commercially

as well. But it will not take place. The

social community as it exists is strongly in-

trenched, and Hawaiian families are an essen-

tial part of it. Some of these have wealth as

well as social prestige. There is a kindly sen-

timent in America towards the whole native

element. They are civilized enough to escape

being regarded as Indians are regarded by

Americans. Their civilization is mainly an

American product. Individuals may be indif-

ferent or patronizing, but the American people

are proud of the results of this educational

enterprise of theirs, and will ever be disposed

to foster the due blossoming and fruitage of

this vine of their own planting and culture.

The industrious Hawaiian will be benefited

by the larger horizon which annexation brings

to him, and by the power and prestige of the

great nation in which he may claim citizenship.

The new environment will be educational ;
he

will continue to be a man and brother, but in

a larger sense than before. Competition in all

lines will increase somewhat, but he will stand

it, and will find the place to which his com-

petency entitles him.

Especially will those who own the lands

which they live on and cultivate be able to

hold their own with new-comers. Some, in-

deed, will be led into mortgaging their homes

and eventually losing them, but the many will

learn, as they are learning now, to resist such

temptations, and will come more and more to

prize the independence which home-ownership

confers.

The Chinese and Japanese clement of the

population, forming about forty-two per cent.

at the census of 1896, must be considered in

the social and political outlook. How will

our future be affected by them ; and does

their presence constitute a menace to Hawaiian

civilization ?

There is one feature of the movements of

these people which aids materially in the solu-

tion of these questions, and that is the fact

that the great majority are here temporarily

in search of wages, and that but few of these

show any tendency to settle permanently.

The rest return home—some to stay, others

to return eventually, if they can. If the supply

is cut off, the constant migration homewards

rapidly diminishes the local colony.

In 1886, in consequence of understandings

with the Japanese government at the inaugu-

ration of the immigration of Japanese laborers

under treaty provisions, the influx of Chinese

was substantially shut off. At that time their

number in the islands was approximately

19,500. For eight years the doors were closed

against them, and in that time their numbers

fell off approximately to i 5,300. The same re-

sult will be reached again in regard to them, now

that restrictions have been placed upon their

entrance into the country. Restrictions on the

entry of Japanese would produce similar results.

Many of the Chinese in the country are em-

ployed on rice plantations, generally owned

and managed by their countrymen. It is safe

to say that white men will never be willing to

do the work required in the cultivation of rice,

as in all of it, except the harvesting, the laborer

is compelled to work in water and mud. Chi-

nese labor employed in raising rice may be left

out of the consideration of the prospects of

white labor.

THE RESULTS OF THE WAR

In regard to raising sugar, it is not probable

that white men will work in gangs under the

direction of an overseer, according to the system

generally in vogue at the present time. Ex-

periments are now in operation to employ white

men in sugar-plantation field-work under profit-

sharing conditions. There seems to be no

reason why the application of this principle

should not be completely successful. If this

be accomplished, it may be expected that

systems of profit-sharing in a considerable va-

riety will be gradually developed throughout

the sugar plantations of the islands because of

the greater liability of labor under such condi-

tions. Such a change in the labor status will

o-ive the white laborer the most favorable con-

ditions possible in relation to the most impor-

tant crop of the country. The change cannot

be made at once, but must have time for its

effective accomplishment.

The temporary nature of the Chinese and

Japanese stay in the country is further shown

by the fact that those who take up agriculture

as proprietors generally acquire leaseholds

rather than actual ownership of land. While

in i896scventy-fourper cent, of the land-owners

of the country were liawaiians and part Ha-

waiians, and seven per cent. Portuguese, only

three per cent, were Chinese, and one and a

half per cent. Japanese, and at the same time

the Chinese and Japanese, the great majority

of whom were adult males, numbered forty-two

per cent, of the whole population. It is true

that opportunities of acquiring holdings in

public lands are not open, as a rule, to the Chi-

nese and Japanese under the special systems

of the present land laws, but under the home-

stead law under the monarchy, which was

put in operation in 1887, no distinctions were

made, and none have existed

for many years in the ordi-

nary sales of public lands at

auction.

From these facts and figures

it will, I think, be clear that

the Oriental element of the

Hawaiian population is under

easy control, and is not likely

to become a menace to An-

glo-Saxon civilization, unless,

indeed, the enterprise of es-

tablishing families from other

races upon the public lands,

with ownership in the soil,

should be neglected.

While the Chinese conduct

all the rice plantations, and

were the pioneers in sugar-

culture, they do not at the

present time manage a sin-

gle sugar plantation, and the amount of sugar

stock they hold is insignificant.

If the settlement of small farmers on the

public lands continue, and especially if it

should be carried out on a larger scale than

at present, and if they should be, as a rule,

men with families, content to make their per-

manent homes on their holdings, and looking

to the cultivation of the soil instead of spec-

ulation in land for a living, the political and

social future of the country will be secure.

Many native Hawaiians have refrained on

political grounds from voting during the past

few years. It is probable that in the future

all will vote who can. All political parties

will seek their support. This will give them
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a standing politically, and will be helpful to

them. The natives will be numerically strong

enoueh for a while to elect their own candi-

dates on race lines, should they so desire, and

they will probably do so in some cases ; but it

is not likely that this will generally happen.

Such results will be reached by them more of-

ten in the politics of the local municipal cor-

porations which will be inaugurated than in

elections for the territorial legislature ;
for,

while they are able sometimes to organize

within the limits of a district, they have never

succeeded in extending a political organization

effectively over the group.

Without doubt the union of little Hawaii

with great America lifts the curtain before a

future full of great possibilities to Hawaii.

To America the union is of great importance,

but to that great country, with its manifold

interests, it is but a ripple in the onward flow

of its resistless energies—a rivulet joining the

river.

To us of Hawaii it is present loss for a fut-

ure and greater good, sovereignty and inde-

pendence, and some heartfelt associations for

participation in a greater sovereignty and a

more effective independence represented by a

government of incalculable strength.

We shall undoubtedly have our disappoint-

ments. There will be some bad mixed with

the good. But there will be growth beyond

all our precedents. Our local world will be

larger, and we shall be more in touch with the

Cfrcat communities of the rest of the world.

We are Americans now for better or worse.

We have placed our fortunes and our future in

the hands of the United States. We shall

prosper or suffer as they shall deal with us.

THE (X)VERNOR'S PALACE, SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

THE RESOURCES OF
RICO

PUERTO

From "The Farmer's Year Book, 1899"

Puerto Rico may be described as having

a mean latitude of 17° 56' north, and longitude

67° 10' west from Greenwich.

It is about 70 miles east of Hayti, 1025 miles

from Key West, 500 miles from the east coast

of Cuba, 1500 miles from New York, 2400

miles from Cape Verde, and about 3000 miles

from Cadiz.

In area it is 3670 square miles, or about four

times as big as Rhode Island. It is mountain-

ous in the centre, with a belt of low lands on

the coast, ranging from five to ten miles in
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width. The average height of

the mountains is 1500 feet; the

highest peak, El Younque, is

about 3600 feet above sea-level.

It is exceedingly well- watered,

having about 1300 streams, of

which about forty are consider-

able rivers, navigable for small

vessels to some extent.

The climate is hot, but not

unhealthful ; the temperature

seldom exceeding 97° Fahren-

heit, in the shade, and sinking

at night to about 68°. The sea-

sons are about equally divided

between wet and dry ; but the

annual rainfall is not excessive

(considering the long duration
Tviuf^AT

of the rainy season), averaging

about 64 inches.

The soil of the cultivable por-

tions is exceedingly fertile. The products

are sugar, coffee, cotton, tobacco, potatoes,

plantains, rice (of which there is a highland

variety that requires no flooding), bananas,

pineapples, oranges, and other fruits. The

coffee raised in the western part is said to

be without an equal. The rivers and the ad-

jacent seas abound with the finest fish. There

are said to be 500 varieties of trees, and tim-

ber and timber products may eventually be-

come an industry of some importance. There

are great herds of excellent cattle, that find

abundant pasturage in the lowland districts

and the foot-hills. Cattle-raising is a consid-

erable industry.

Animal life is abundant and varied, but there

are no beasts of prey.

There are mines of gold, coal, copper, iron,

and salt, in general undeveloped, except as

to salt, and a considerable variety of marble,

limestone, and other building- stones, as yet

but little developed.

The population in 1890, which had not been

materiedly increased when the United States

assumed control, was something over 800,000,

of whom about 490,000 are white, the rest of

mixed blood and negroes. Of the whites at

that time, only 96,867 could read and write,

and the total illiterate population is stated to

SUGAR-MILL NEAR PONCE—ANTIQUATED AND MODERN
MACHINERY COMBINED

have been 695,328. Of the mixed population,

300,000 are the J^baros, an uncommon people,

said to be of S[)anish stock, with drops of

native Indian blood in them. They are small

farmers and laborers. The race is a fine one,

showing the regular features and small feet of

the Europeans.

The people have the qualities of an in-

dustrious and highly civilized race, and yet

the island's resources remain mostly unde-

veloped. The prevailing religion is the Ro-

man Catholic. More than one-seventh of the

population are residents of the four principal

towns— as, San Juan (the capital), 24,000;

Ponce, 40,000; San Germain, 30,000; Maya-

guez, 27,000.

The island had, in 1898, 137 miles of rail-

road and considerable additional lines under

construction, and 470 miles of telegraph.

There are a number of good harbors—as, at

San Juan, on the north; Ponce, on the south;

Mayaguez, on the west ; and Maquado, on the

east. The largest ancliorage-ground on the

southern coast is at Ouanico, but one of the

best in the West Indies is that at San Juan.

It has a comparatively unobstructed entrance,

with a depth at wharves of ten to thirteen

feet, low water, and eleven to fifteen feet, high

water.

A TYPICAL SCENE IN THE MARKET, PONCE

Puerto Rico was discovered

on November 15, 1493, by Co-

lumbus. In 1509 Ponce de Leon

was appointed Governor by the

King of Spain, and founded the

first settlement on the island,

now known as Puerto Viejo. The
original name of the island was

Boriquen, or Burenqucn. Colum-

bus called it Isla de San Juan

Bautista. The natives whose

number was put at the extrav-

agant figure of 600,000, were

treated so cruelly in the mines

that bloody uprisings resulted,

as a consequence of which they

were gradually exterminated.

Interesting relics of them are

preserved in the Smithsonian In-

stitution at Washington and in

the Berlin Ethnological Museum.
P"or a long time the island was used chiefly

as a penal colony, and was subject to frequent

attacks by the English and PVench navies and

by pirates. In 1763 Spain first began to pay

greater attention to the island, which first

rose to prosperity under the rule of Captain-

General Miguel de la Torre, in 1823. An
unsuccessful attempt at a declaration of inde-

pendence had been made three years before.

Slavery was entirely abolished in 1873.

Spanish rule in Puerto Rico has been, of

course, as elsewhere in Spanish colonies. The
people have had no voice in their government.

Their representatives in the Cortes have wield-

ed no influence. The so-called Puerto Rican

budget for 1894-95 (which is a fair sample of

the tax burdens the people have had to bear)

was 5,454,958 pesos. It was estimated that

customs produced 2,300,000 pesos, which left

much to be wrung from the islanders, though

the expenditures did not reach the amount

estimated. Under a free government all this

would have been devoted to the use of the peo-

ple. Under monarchical rule most of it was

devoted to the support of about 35,000 vSpan-

iards (including the soldiery), kept there to

administer the government and hold the isl-

and in subjection. The regular military force

numbered, under ordinary conditions, 4500

men, infantry, artillery, and cavalry. There

was also a corps of more than 500 police and

14 battalions (.6000 men) of Spanish volun-

teers.

Taking the latest reliable statistics, we find

that the trade of the United States with Puerto

Rico, for five years preceding the beginning

of the trouble with Spain, was as follows:

Exports Imports
to U. S. from U. S.

1893 $4,008,623 $2,510,007

1B94 3-135.634 2.720.508

i«95 1,506.512 1,833.544

1896 2,296,653 2,102,094

1897 2, 1 8 r,024 1,988,888

The principal exports from the United

States are flour, pork, lard, lumber, and staves

for making hogsheads and other casks. The

leading imports to the United States are

coffee, sugar, and molasses, though there has

been considerable trade in non -agricultural

products, as cosmetics, chemicals, drugs, dyes,

etc.

In recent years the annual export of coffee,

sugar, molasses, and tobacco from the island

amounted to more than $15,000,000, of which

more than one-third went to Spain.
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Deck of the Missouri^ 453
Corner in a Manila Cigar- Factory, 491

Corregidor Island, 240

Correspondents' Corner, The, Navy De-

partment, 148
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Ciowds on Old Point Wharf Watching

the Departure of the Flying Squadron,

212

Cuba {}A'Si'^),facin!^ page 24

Cuba, The First Cuban Man-of-War, 24

Cuban Advanced Post in tlie Trinidad

Mountains, 25

Cuban Artny, Soldiers of the, 312

Cuban Attaci<: on Fort San Elias, 58

Cuban Cacique, A, Addressing Columbus
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Cuban Exiles Marching from the Cabana
Fortress to the Boat, 13
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Flag, 17

Cuban Rangers, 26

Cuban Reinforcements Landing at Sib-

oney, 324
Cuban Revolutionists, Surprise of a Camp

of, 27
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Curing the Sick (Cuba), 10

Cw^/^/zz^---, U. S. Torpedo-Boat, 108; Carry-

ing Despatches to the Fhig-Ship, 195

Custom-IIouse at Santiago, The, 364

Cutting the Telegraph Cables at Cienfue-

gos, under Fire of Spanish Batteries,

249

Daiquiri, Landing Troops at, 318, 319,

320,321; Chief-Trumpeter Piatt Raising

the American Flag at, 324; General View
of the Camp at, 326; View Inland from

the Camp at, 326; The Hill on which

the Stars and Stripes were Raised at,

327; American Troops Leaving, for the

Attack on Santiago, 329

Dauntless, The Capture of the, by the

Mi I rbleJiead, 121

Davis, U. S. Torpedo-Boat, ro7

Dead Filipinos in Trench of Bastion Fort

before Santa Ana, 463

Debos's Column, Insurgents Attacking,

at La Legua, 54
Decorating the Graves of the Sailors

Killed by the Explosion on the Maine,

Defences of Havana, The (Ma[)), 218
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401

Demarcation Map, Spanish, 2

Departure of Red Cross Relief Ship State

of Texas, 452
Desmayo, The Battle o{,faeino- paj^e 56

Despatches for the Admiral, 192, 193

Destruction of the Natives of Cuba by

the Spaniards, 4
Detroit, The, Silences Cafuiela Battery,

259
Dewey, Commodore, and his Captains,

Gridley and Lamberton, 243; Admiral,

and General Merritt in Admiral Dewey's

Cabin on the Olynipia, 409
" Ditches, The," provided for tlie Shelter

of Reconcentrados in Havana, 137
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Don Antonio de Ulloa, Wreck of the, 314
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ey, 472
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ton in the Loadings and Firings, 208,

209
Driving Insurgents through the Jungle,

482

Dupottt,T\\^ U. S. Torpedo-Boat, 100;

Going into Dry-Dock, 109

Duval Street, Key West, 204

Eagle, U.S. S., 11

1

Earth- Works and Trenches, Spanish, at

El Caney, 334
Eighteenth Infantry in Camp at New Or-

leans, 183

El Caney, The Capture of, 333 ; Spanish

Earth-Works and Trenches at, 334

;

General View of, 379 ; The Battle of—
Taking Wounded to Hospital, After,

380; Second Division Hospital in the

Field at, 380; The Old Church at, 380;

Refugees at, Waiting for a Distribution

of Food by the Red Cross, 447
El Cuzco, Maceo's Trenches at, 55

Eleventh U. S. Infantry, First Battalion,

at Mobile, 179; The, Drawing the En-

emy, 404

Captain Chadwick to see General Shaf-

ter, 304; and the Spanish Torpedo-
Boats at Santiago, 354

Goicouria, General, Garroting of, 28

Going Ashore at Daiquiri, 318

Coldsboroiigh, U. S. Torpedo-Boat De-
stroyer, 108

Ending of Hostilities in Puerto Rico, The Gold-Washing (Cuba), 1

1

Dramatic, 400, 401 Government Building, The, FIonolulu,493

Engineers from West Point Arriving at Governor's Palace, The, San Juan, 495
Port Tampa, 172

Ensenadade los Altares, Landing Troops

at, 325. ''See Siboney
"

Entraiice to Santiago Harbor, The, July

7, \'^()'^,faeing page 360

Entrance to the Harbor of Havana, 41

I'lriesson, The U. S. Torpedo-Boat, 103 ;

Reconnoitring off Santiago Harbor, 301

Escolta, The, Principal Thoroughfare of

Manila, 245

Evacuation of Cuba, The Joint American
and S[)anish Commission for the, 436

Evacuation of Havana, The — Farewell

Courtesies between Spanish and Ameri-
can Officers, 437

Evolutions of the North Atlantic Fleet

—

Iowa aiifl Massaefiusetts Defend Squad-

ron against Torpedo-Boat Attack, 112,

113

Evolutions of the North Atlantic Squad-
ron at Night—"Head of Column, Left

Turn !"
95

Extended Order Drill, U. S. Regular In-

fantry, 124

Farkwkll Courtesies between Spanish

and American Officers at the Evacua-
tion of Havana, 437

Farragiit, U. S. T(jrpedo-Boat, 107

l"'ield Artillery in \cX\o\\,faeing page 392
Field IIos|)ital near Bayamo, 64

Fifth Artillery, Battery D, just Arrived in

Camp, 182

Fifth Infantry at Drill, Port Tampa—On
the Firing-Line, 174

Fighting a Five-Inch Gun on Board the

Olynipia, faeing page 232

Fighting Uncle Sam's Battle-Ships— " In

Action—Load !" 224, 225

Filibustering Expedition, Landing a, 121-

'23

Fili[)in() Leaders and Spanish OlFicers in

Charge of their De{)ortation, 278

Filipinos in Action--" I'Mre at Will I" 459
First California V^olunteers in Conflict in

Malate, 414
r^irst Colorado Volunteers Landing near

Camp Tambo, 279

First Lesson in tlie Art of War, A— Re-
cruits for Artillery Regiments, 134

First Load of American Relief Supplies

Received in Matanzas, 143

First Missouri Volunteers, Street in Camp
of. 188

First Nebraska Volunteers,The, Near their

Ouarters in Binondo -~" Retreat." 470
I'^irst Volunteer Cavalry. See " Rough

Riders."

Flag of Cul)a, The— Insurgent Cavalry

Formed for a Charge, 57

Fleet. American, Positions of, in Campaign
against Spanish Squadron (Chart). 283

Flying Squadrcjn, The. Leaving ILunptou
Roads for a Practice Cruise, 212; Early

Morning at Hampton Roads, 213

Fort and Trench. Spanish. Santiago, 385
Fort at Entrance to Harbor of Cienfue-

gos. 232

I'\)rt Cabanas in 1871. 38

Fort Guazabo. Insurgent Attack upon. 53
Fort San Antonio. The Attack 011,415;

Bombardment of, 419
Fort San Elias, Cuban Attack on, 58

Fort Santiago, Manila, Raising the Amer-
ican Flag over. 421

Fort Taylor, 202

Forward Turret of the Battle-Ship hmni.

The, in Action. 355
Fourth Ohio Volunteers. The. in a Skir-

mish on the Road to Cayey. 402

Funston's, Colonel, Passage over the Rio

Grande under a Hot Fire, 483

Garcia, General, and Brigadier-General

Ludlow. 312

Garroting of the Cuban Patriot General

Goicouria. 28

German Squadron in Asiatic Waters,

Principal Vessels of the, 247

Gloucester, The U. S. S., 114; Bringing

Graham, Charles :— Bird's-l£ye V^iew of

Santiago and Surrounding Country, 303
Grimes's Battery going u[) El Pozo Hill,

facing page 328

Group of Nurses. A, 450
Group of Volunteer Nurses, A. who have

taken the Oath of Allegiance to the

Red Cross Society. 451

Guam Island (Ma{)). 275; Position of

American Fleet at the Surrender of

(Map), 275
Guanica. The Landing at. 394
(juardia Civil, A Type of the, 141

(iuarding the Entrance to the Harbc^r of

Santiago. 299
Guayama. The Advance on. 397; and Vi-

cinity (Sketch Map), 398 ; Skirmish

Ncjrtli of. 398; Spanish and American
Troops Exchanging Souvenirs 111,403

Guerilla Force in Cuba. A Spanish, 142

(iiicrillero, A Spanish, 141

Gun Factory, Watervliet Arsenal. 126

Gun Mounted by Insurgents to Control

the Railroad near Caloocan.476
Gun of the Utah /\rtillery. A. about to be

P^'ired in the Advance on the Water-
Works. 471

Gussie Expedition. The— Embarkation,

252; Landing Horses through the Surf

under Fire from the Shore. 253

Hains's. General. Flank Movement, 399
Hammock (Cuba). 10

Hain|)toii Roads. Early Morning at. 213
Hassam. Childe :— Entrance to the Har-
bor of Havana, 41 ; The I^rado, Havana,

43
Havana, City and Harbor of, in 1871.39;

Entrance to the Harbor of, 41 ; The
Prado, 43 ; View of, from the Cabanas
I'\)rtress. 88; The Defences of (Map).

2l8

Hawaii—Sugar-Mill and Plantation La-

Ixjrers' Houses. 492 ; Sugar-l^lantation

Pumping- Station, 492; Government
Building, Honolulu. 493 ; A Residence
Street. Honolulu. 494

Hau'l',\].S.S., 110

I lawkins. General, at San Juan, 335
Hay. Hon. John. Secretary of State. Sign-

ing the Memorandum of Ratification,

430; Handing to M.Jules Cambou the

$20,000,000 due to S[)ain under the

Treaty of Peace, 434
Heaving the Lead, 198

/A'Z;7/(?, The, Coaling at the Government
D(jck. Key West. 204

Hill. The, on which the Stars and Stripes

were Raised at Daicjuiri. 327
Hitchcock. Lucius :—Skirmish North of

Guayama. 398 ; General Hains's Flank
Movement. 399 ; Spanish and American
Troops Exchanging Souvenirs in Gua-
yama, 403 ; Looking Down the Amer-
ican Trenches. 412; A Night Battle in

the Rain, 413
Hobsou's Heroic I-^xploit in Blowing up
the Merriniac, facing page 280; Lieu-

tenant, and the McrriniaCs Crew Pass-

ing through the Court of Honor at the

Philadelphia Peace Jubilee, 438
Holding up a Train Loaded with Spanish

Soldiers, 53
Honolulu — The Monterey and Troop-

Ships in the Harbor. 274; The Gov-
ernment Building. 493 ; A Residence
Street. 494

Hornet, U. S. S., tto

Horses and Mules on the Picket-Line.

Port Tampa, 166

Hospital, Field, near Bayamo, 64
Hotchkiss I^attery, The, in Action at Las
Guasimas, 332

House, Scene in the. after the Reading
of the War Message, 155

Housewife, A Soldier's, 441

Huling's Regiment, Spaniards Surprised

by, 406

Hunt, Clyde D. V. :— Bringing Ashore
the Body of Ensign Worth Bagley, 251

Hurdling on Three Horses, U. S. Regular
Cavalry. 131

Hut (Cuba). 10

Illinois, U. S. Battle-Ship. 106

Imported Cruisers for the United States

Vi'A\y,faci)ig page 104
" In Action—Load !" 224. 225

In the l*hilippines : A Ba\onet Rush of

United States Troops, 480. 481

Inclan's, (Jeueral Suarez, Attacking the

Insurgents. 61

Indiana, The U. S. Battle-Ship, at Tar-

get Practice, facing page 88 ; and the

Nc'lO )'ork flanked and (iuarded b\'

Torpedo- Boats and Cruisers, facing
page 200

Infanta Ma?ia I'eresa, The, Ashore and
Afire, 356

Infaiitr\', United States Regular, 136

Insurgent Attack on the Barracks of Com-
{)any C, Thirteenth Minnesota \'olun-

teers. 465
Insurgent Attack on the Volunteers at La

Rosa. 52.

Insurgent Attack upon Fort (iuazal)o, 53

Insurgent Cam{)at La Maiagua. 48
Insurgent Cavalry Charge at the Battle

of the Mahogany-Tree, 46

Insurgent Headciuarters at Caloocan,

Showing Effect of American Artillery

Fire, 466

Insurgents Burning the Town of Bainoa,

48

'

Insurgents Capturing a Piece of Artillei')'

at Lechuza. 50

Insurgents Capturing Military Stores. 59
Insurgents Driving, through the Jungle,

Insurgents Holding up a Train Loaded
with Spanish Soldiers, 53

lo'ioa. The U. S. Battle-Ship, 100; On
l^oard the—Wigwagging with a Dark
Lantern, 226; Watching the Search-

Lights in Havana, 227; The Forward
Turret of the, in Action, 355

Ircjie, German Protected Cruiser, 247

Iackson, p. :— Santa Catalina, 17

faruco, The Turning of, 47
Joint American and S])anish Commission

for the Evacuation of Cuba, The, 436
fmiior Officers of the Maine, yj

Kansas Volunteers, The, On the Firing-

Li ikj of, 461

I\atalidin,'Vh(i U.S. Harbor- Defence Ram,
Trial-Trip of, 98

Kearsarge and Kentucky, The U. S. Battle-

Ships, 105 ; Gun-IMan of the. 106

Kentucky, I'he U. S. Battle -Ship, 105;

Gun-Plan of, 106

Key West— Pjarracks— Officers' Ouarters

—Men's Ouarters, 189; Morning Work
on the War- Ships, 196; Target Prac-

tice. 197; Key West. 200; Fort Taylor

and the Coal- Dock Pier— Fort Taylor
—TheCustom riouse,202; Dnval Street

—The Helena Coaling at the (iovern-

ment Dock, 204 ; Arrival of Refugees

from Havana, 205; General View—The
Government Sea -Wall—The Govern-

ment Dock, 206 ; A Typical View

—

71ie Government Storehouse— United

States Marine Hospital, 207

Klepper, Max F. :— Extended Order Drill.

U.S. Regular Infantry. 124; Rough-
Riding by Troopers. V . S. Regular Cav-

alry, 130; Manceuvresby Light Battery,

U.S. Artillery. 132; Light Artillery

Drill at Port Tampa, 162, 163

La Lfa;i;a. Insurgents Attacking Colonel

Debos's Column at, 54

La Majagua, Insurgent Camp at. 48

La Murillo. 14

La Rosa. Insurgent Attack on the Volun-

teers at. 52

Laias. The Battle of. 62

Landing a Filibustering Expedition-

The Su[)ply-Ship. 121 ; The First Boat

Ashore — The Last Boat Load -The

Cargo on the Sliore, 122; Landing the

Cargo — Transporting the Cargo into

the Interior. 123

Landing a Funeral -Party at Camp Mc-

Calla, 291

Landing Arms for the Patriot Forces on

the Coast of Cuba, 15

Landing at Arroyo, The, 396
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Landiiu^ at Guanica, The, 394

Landiiii^; Coiniiiissary Stores through the

Surf. 323

Landing of Men and War Material from

the Pcrr//, in the Hay of Nipe. 2\

Landing Party which Hoisted the Amer-

ican Flag on Wake Island, 275

Landing Troops at Daiquiri, 318, 319, 320,

321

Landing Troops at l^nsenada de los Al-

tares, 325

Landing Troojis under Difliculties in a

Heavy Sea, 322

Laresand Arccil)o,The lilxpedition against

—The Kleventh Infantry Drawing the

Enemy, 404

Las (iuasimas (Map), 329, The Battle of

— The Heroic Stand of the Rough
Riders, 331 ; The Ilotchkiss Battery in

Action at, 332; Trooi)s Passing the

Scene of the l^attle of. :-,77< j7^

Las Minas, Battle of. 19

Las Pozas in 1852, 14

Last of Cervera's Fleet, The, 358

Last Session, The. of the American and

Spanish l\'ace Commissioners, 429

Leaders of the I'^ilipino Insurrection at

Agiiinaldo's House, 458

Lechu/a, Insurgents Capturing a Piece of

Artillery at, 50

Lee's ((ieneral Fitzhugh) Arrival in Wash-

ington, r 51

Light Artillery "The Morning Drill, 133;

Drill at l*ort Tampa, 162, 163; Drilling

on the Beach, Port Tampa, 164; Camp
at Fort Tampa, 168; Moving to a New
l\)sition bef(jre Santiago, 383

Long, Secretary, Running the (iantlet of

Reporters, 145

Looking Down the American Trenches,

near Malate, 412

Mac'Ar riU'R's Lleadquarters at Caloo-

can, 473
Maceo, General, Restoring to Captain

Palacio his Sword, 51

Maceo's Attack 0:1 Liique's Column, near

I\iso Real, 49
Maceo's Trenches at El Cuzco, 55

Machete. 12

Macias. General, Receiving the American

Commissioners at the Palace, San Juan,

Puerto Rico, 435
Mackenzie. U. S. Torpedo-Boat, 107, 109

Maine, The, Saluting the Si)anish Flag-

Ship on Arriving in the Harbor of

Havana, A rr//(i,'- pciiie 72; at her Final

Berth in Havana Harbor, 74; Captain

Sigsbee in his Cabin on the, 75; Chief

Petty Officers' Mess of the, 76 ;
Ward-

Room Odlcers of the, 76; junior Otii-

cers of the, ']']
; Coal- Passers of the, -]-]

:

Officers and Men of the Spanish Flag-

Ship Hastening to the Rescue of the,

78 ; Dec^orating the Graves of the Sailors

Killed by the I'^xplosion on the, 79; Bow
V^iew of the W'reck of the, 80; View

of, Showing Positicjn of Bottom Plates

and Keel, 81 ; Preelection showdng Pres-

ent Position of Bc)wand Keel of the, 81
;

Views of, after the Explosion, 80-86

Malate, Old Monastery near, 41 1; Engage-

ment near, July 31, 1898,413; Resistance

from the Houses in, 414

Maiiorovi\ The, and the PiXiicinia, 223

Manila — The Escolta, 245 ; River Pasig

—-Gate in the Wall at Cavite— House

of the Cbmandante, Cavite, 246; Manila

and the Seat of War ( Map), fciLino- pat^-r

408; Positions of Forces near Manila

(Ma[)), 410; The Land Battle (Map).

414; [Inited States Troops Marcliing

along the Beach, 416, 417; In the

American Trenches, 418 ; American

Trooi)S Guarding Bridge, 420; Raising

the American Flag over Fort Santiago,

421: Puerta Real, or the King's (^atcN

in the Old Wall, 422; TheOfiicial Res-

idence of the (iovernor-General, 423 ;

Manila and Vicinity (Map), 460; The

I^urning of a part of Manila during the

Lisurgent Outbreak, 464 ; Scene at the

Commissary Department, 472 ; Scene

along tlie Water-Front, 489; Canal in

Manila, 490; Corner in a Manila Cigar-

Factory, 491

Manila, Santa Mesa. Near, 473

Manila Bay, The Battle of—Fighting a

Five-Inch Gun on Board the Olyuipia,

facing page 232; A dm i ral Dewey 's

Squadron Swinging around the Ellipse, Moufgjniery, The, Saluting on her Arrival

241 ; The Battle, 242

Manceuvres by Light Battery, United

States Artillery, 132

Maf'S and Char is :— Spanish Demark-
ation Maj), The, 2 ; West Indies and

Central AmcucA, facing page 8; Cul)a.

facing page 24; Rowan's Route Across

Cuba, 168; The Defences of Havana.

218; The Naval Campaign of 1898, in the

West Indies, 220; Ciuam Island, 275;

D.uly P(^sitions of Cervera's Squadron,

282; Drdly Positions of American Fleet

in Cam})aign against S[)anish Squadron,

283; Santiago Harbor, 289; San Juan

Harbor— Position of Vessels, June 28,

310; Las Guasimas, 329; San Juan and

Caney, 333; Relative Positions of the

Ships in the Battle of Santiago, 350

;

Puerto Rico. 393; Guayama and Vicin-

ity, 398 ; Manila and the Seat of War,

faang page 408; Positions of Ameri-

can, S[)anish, and Insurgent Forces near

Manila, 410; The Battle of Manila, 415;

Puerto \<\co, fifcing page 424; Manila

and Vicinity, 460 ; The Philii)pine Isl-

ands, facing p<rge 488

Marhleliead, The, at Secondary Battery

Ciun-l*ractice, 200; Marines at Small-

Arms Target-Practice on, 210

March of Lniited States Artillery over

almost Impassable Roads, 407

Marine l^arade, August 20, in xNevv York

Harbor, 432. 433
Marines at Small-Arms Target-Practice

on the Marbleheaif 210

Marines from the Spanish Gunboats

I'ii^ia and Alcedo Falling into a Cuban
Ambush, 66

Market, Ponce, A Typical Scene in the,

496
Mai^sacJiuselis, The U. S. Battle-Shii), at

the Finish of her Trial-Run, 98

Matanzas, The Bombardment of the Bat-

teries of, 229

Mayaguez, the Occupation of, 404; Span-

ish Infantry Entering, as Prisoners, 405 ;

S[)anish Infantry Leavin(,^ 405

Mavjfoa'cr, U. S. Despatch-Boat, i 14

McCutcheon, John T. : - I^^irst Colorado

Volunteers Landing near Camp Tambo,

at Havana, 94; and the Annapolis Pa-

trolling Cuban Waters in Search of a

Filibustering Schooner, facing page

120

Mora, F. Luis:—The Victoria Regiment

of Sixty Men Temporarily Checking

the Advance of Two Thousand Span-

ish, 71 ; The Last Session of the Amer-
ican and S[)anisli Peace Commission-

ers, 429 ; Portrait of Brigadier-General

Frederick Funston. 467

Morning Bath, The—Soldiers Swimming-

by the Side of a Troo[)-S!iip, 316

Morris:, U. S. Torpedo- Boat, 107

Morro Castle, Havana, in 1879, 38; San-

ti;ii^o, 345
Murder and Mutilation by the Spaniards

of their Overloaded Native Burden-

Bearers, 7

Nadai., F. M.:— Insurgent Cavalry Charge

at the Battle of the Mahogany-Tree,

46

Xaha)if, The Single-Turret Monitor, 214

Native House (Cid)a), 10

Natives of Cuba Penned u[) and Burned,

Shot, and Put to tlie Sword, 6

Naval and Land Forces, American, Ex-

(dianging Signals at Night, 466

Naval Bombardment of Santiago's Har-

l)or Defences, 347, 349
Naval Canqiaign of 1898, The, in the

West Indies (Map), 220

Naval Militia going Aboard a Single-

Turret Monitor at the League Island

Navy- Yard, 216.

Xai'arra, The Spanish Cruiser, 92

Navy Department, the Correspciudents'

Corner. 148

Nealy. S. H. :
— Cutting the Telegraph

Cables at Cienfuegos. 249

New Orleans, Scenes at, 183

Xeio Orleans, U. S. ':^., facing page 104

AVrt' )'ork. The, Coaling at Sea, 205; in

Chase, 221 ; I^'iring on a Coast-(iuard of

S[)anish Cavalry, fttcing page 248

New York Harbor, On a Patrol- Boat in,

215; Marine Parade in, August 20,432,

433
Xe-a'ar/c, U. S. l^'otected Cruiser, loi

79; Bringing in a Wounded Insurgent XcaporlfYUc Independence Day Dinner

from the Trenches, 280

McKinley, l^resident, and the War Cabi-

net, 154; Signmg the Ultimatum, 159;

Reviewing the U. S. Volunteers at Cam[)

Alger, facing page 1 84 ; Reviewing the

Procession at the Chicago lY-ace Jubi-

lee, 439

on the, 272, 273

Night Attack l)y a Tor|)ed(j-Boat, A, 1 19

Night Battle in the Rain, 413
Ninth U. S. Cavalry, The, Officers' Mess,

facing page 168 ; Tr(x)i)ers of, Taking
their Horses into the Gulf, 171 ; Skir-

mishing througii tl;e Pines, 176, 177

held bv the.

Meeting of the (jenerals to Arrange the Ninth U.S. Infantry in Line, Port Tanq)a,

Surrender of Santiago, 387

Meiklejohn's (Assistant Secretary of War)

Room, 146

Members of the Army and Navy Union

on the Maine, yj

Memorandum of Ratification, The Flon,

168; Portion of the Line

at San Juan, 341

Nipe, Bay of, Landing of Men and War
Material in the, 21

Norfolk Navy-Yard, Revenue Cutters at

the, 212

John Hay Signing the, 430 ; M.Jules North Atlantic Fleet, Winter Man(cuvres

Cambon Signing the, 431 of the—(ireat-Gun Target Practice, 73;

Merriinac, Blowin.g up l\\c, facing page Evolutions of the

—

loiua and Massa-

280 chitsetts defend Scjuadron against Tor-

Merritt, (leneral, Responding to the pedo-Boat Attack, 1 12, 1 13

Toast "Our Country and Our Presi- North Atlantic Squadron, Evolutions of

dent " at the Itulependence Day Dinner the, at Night, 95

on the Xeioporl, 272, 273; Admiral

Dewey and, in Admiral Dewey's Cabin

on the Olynipia, 409

Miantononioh, The U. S. Double-Turret

iNIonitor, 97

Note from the 13lockade, A, 222

Xue^ia Kspana, The Spanish Torpedo
Gunboat, 93

Occupation of Mayaguez, The, 404

Miles, General, Inspecting the Defences Occupation of Ponce, The, 395

of New York, 127; Before Santiago,

386

Miles, Shafter, and Wheeler, Generals,

Returning after the Conference for

the Surrender of Santiago, 388

Military Road Leading into Yauco, The,

396
Minneapolis, U. S. Cruiser, in her War-

Paint, 1 1 5

Missouri, The, Convalescent Soldiers

Lunching on the Deck of, 453
Mobile, Scenes at, 178, 179

Monastery, Old, near Malate, General

Greene's Headquarters, 41

1

Montana Regiment, The, W^aiting The
Order to Advance on Caloocan, 461

M(mtauk, Troops Landing at— Mrs. Mott

Feeding the Hungry Soldiers, 455
Monlcrey, The, Trial-Trip of, loi ; and

Tr(X)p-Ships in the Harbor of Hono-
lulu, 274; in Action, 418

Ogden, H. A.:— United States Regular

Infantry, 136

Olyinpia, The U. S. Cruiser, Trial Trip of,

99; Fightinga Five-Inch Gun on Board,

facing page 232

On the Advanced Firing-Line, 471

On the Blockade oflf San Juan -" LTnder

the Cruiser's Guns," 307

On the Night Patrol—The Cruiser Cincin-

;/<?// Overhauling a Suspicious Steamer,

199

On the Road to Caloocan, February 10

—

The Aftermath, 462

On the Signal-Bridge—" Follow the Mo-
tions of the Flag-Ship!" 201

Oregon, The, at Full Speed, 96 ; Overhaul-
ing the Viscaya und Crislofial Colon, T,^g;

The Crew of, Cheering the Surrender

of the Colo/!. 360 ; The Band of, Cele-

brating the Surrender of the Cristobal

ColoJi, 361

Our War-Ships oflf the Coast near San-

tiago de Qnha.,facing page 296

Pack Mules of the Quartermaster's De-

partment, 166; Preparing for a March,

Port Tampa, 167

Panama, The Mangro^'c and the, 223

Paso Real, Maceo's Attack on Luque's

Column, near, 49
Patriots Burning a Sugar-Mill near Trin-

idad, 23; I^urning Plantations, 23

Patrol- Boat in New York Harbor, On a,

215

Peace C<Mn mission. The American, at a

Conference in their Council-Room, 428

Peace Commissioners, The American and
Spanish, The Last Conference of, 429

Peace jubilee, at Philadelphia—Lieuten-

ant Hobson and the Merriinac s Crew
Passing Through the Court of Honor,

43«
Peace Jubilee in Chicago— President

McKinley Review- ing the Procession,

439
Peace I^rotocol, Signing the, 427
" Pease on a Trencher "— Officers' Mess,

Ninth \}.S.CcWA\xy, facing page 168

/V^/r^^ Spanish Ship, 219

Pelayo, Spanish Armored Cruiser, 90;
After- Barbette of the, 93

Perard, Victor:—Trial Trip of the U. S.

Cruiser (dyi/ipia, 99
Peters, (i. W. :— President McKinley Re-
viewing the U. S. Volunteers at Camp
Ah^cv, faci/ig page 184; The Indepen-
dence Day Dinner on l\\(i X'e7uporl, 272,

273; United States Troops Marching
along the Beach into Manila, 416, 417;
Bombardment of Fort San Antonio,

419; Raising the American Flag over
Fort Santiago, Manila, 421 ; The Bat-

tle before C'dlooain, fa ci/ig page 456;
The Buridng of Tondo, 464; Insur-

gent Attack on the Barracks of Com-
[)any C, Thirteenth Minnesota Volun-
teers, 465; Insurgent Headquarters at

Caloocan, 466; The Ammunition Train
and Reserves of the Twentieth Kansas
Marching through Caloocan, facing
page i\.72; San Pedro Macati, 475.

P/iiladelphia, Monadnock, and Monterey,

Com[)anies from the, at Battalion Drill,

I 20

Philadeljjhia, Peace Jubilee at, 438
Philip, Ca[)tain, Giving Thanks on the

Deck of the Pe.vas, 363
Philippines, The Revolt in the —- The
Leaders of the Insurrection at Aguinal-
do's House, 458; P^ilipinos in Action,

459; Manila and its Surroundings
(Map) 460; The Montana Regiment
W^aiting- the Order to Adv^ance on
Caloocan—The Advance on Caloocan,

461 ; On tlie Road to Caloocan, 462;
Dead Filipinos in Trench before Santa
Ana—"Bloody Lane," 463; The Burn-
ing of Tondo and part of New Manila,

464; Insurgent Attack on the Barracks
of Company C, Thirteenth Minnesota
Volunteers, 465 ; Insurgent Headquar-
ters at Caloocan—American Naval and
Land Forces Exchanging- Signals at

Night, 466 ; Polo — Removing the

American Wounded from the Firing-

Line, 468; The First Nebraska Volun-
teers, 470; On the Advanced Firing-

Line— .\ Gun of the Utah Artillery,

471 ; Drilling American Troops at Camp
Dewey—Scene at the Commissarv De
partment at Manila, 472 ; Santa Mesa,
where the Firing Began—Major-Gen-
eral MacArthur's Headquarters at Cal-

oocan, 473; San Pedro Macati, 475

;

(juns Mounted by Insurgents to Control

the Railroad near Caloocan—Block-

House No. II, 476; The Rainy Season:

American Soldiers Messing, 477; Gen-
eral VVHieaton Ordering the Advance
at Stone Quarry Hill, 478 ; American
Soldiers Swimming to an Assault on
Insurgent Intrenchments, 479; A Bay-
onet Rush of United States Troops,

480, 481 ; Driving Insurgents through
the Jungle, 482; Charging Insurgent

Earthworks beyond the Bagbag River

—Colonel Funston's Passage over the

Rio Grande under a Hot Fire, 483;

American Troops Advancing over

Half-Destroyed Railroad Bridge near

San Tomas, 484; Colonel Summers
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and Staff Leaving Balinag — Colonel

Summers's Command Advancing to

the Battle of Moasin, 485 ; The Twenty-

Five Scouts in General Lawton's Com-
m.and, 487

Philippine Islands, TheiMapl/aa'n^ pa^^e

488
Picket Line, The, of the Rough Riders at

San Antonio, 186

Piatt, ChiefTrumpeter, Raising the Amer-

ican Flag at Daiquiri, 324

Playa de Ponce, Troop-Ships and Con-

voy at, 394
Plaza de Armas, Santiago, The, 389

Polo—Removing the American Wounded
from the Firing-Line, 468

Ponce, The Occupation of, 395 ;
Market

Scene in, 496

Port Tampa, Scenes at, 164-168; Light

Artillery Camp at, 168; Ninth U. S.

Infantry in Line, 168; Street in Camp,

Ninth Cavalry, 172; Artillery Camp
during Stable Hour, 173; U.S. Trans-

ports at, 175 ; On the Dock at, 31 5

Porter, Special Commissioner, Arranging

with General Gomez for the Disband-

ment of the Cuban Army, 440

Porter, Tlie Torpedo- Boat, Discliarging

a Torpedo while under way, 108 ;
Tor-

pedo Practice on the, 118; Serving a

i-Pounder Rapid-Firing Gun on the,

119; Engaging the Batteries off San

Juan, 260; With the Squadron, Await-

ing the Admiral's Orders, 306

Prado, The, Havana, 43

Princdon, U. S. Gunboat, Approaching

Completion, 115

Prisoners, Spanish, from Admiral Cerve-

ra's Fleet, 365 ; Spanish, Marching to

Transports, 391

Prisoners of War, The First, 222 ; Spanish,

230
Puerta Real, or the King's Gate, in the

Old Wall of Manila, 422

Puerto Rico (Maps), 393- /'''^^"'^^''.e A^.C^' 4^4

Punishment of Negroes (Cuba), 12

RyViNY Skason in the Philippines, The

—American Soldiers Messing, 477

Raising the American Flag on the City

Hallat Santiago, 389 ; Over Fort San-

tiago, Manila, 421

Ransom, Fletcher C. : — Naval Militia

Going Aboard a Single-Turret Monitor

at the League Island Navy Yard, 216

;

Troop C, Ninth U. S. Cavalry, Leading

the Charge at San ]vvax\, fachio- piv^e

376 ; American Troops Advancing over

Half-Destroyed Railroad Bridge near

Santo Tomas, 484

Recimcentrados on the Streets of Matan-

zas, 143

Recruiting Office in New York, Scene at

a, 135

Recruits for Artillery Regiments, 134

Redwood, A. C.:—Officers' Mess, Ninth

U. S. OA.\c\\\-y
,

facing pai::e 168

Refugees at Fl Caney Waiting for a Dis-

tribution of Food by the Red Cross,

447
Reina Cristina, Sunday Service on the,

239; Wreck of the, 244

Reina Mercedes, The, Sunk in the Harbor

of Santiago by Sampson's Guns, 364

Relief, The— Ward Number One -Gal-
ley, 448 ; Operating Room — Loading

Stores, 449
Relief Supplies, The First Load of, Re-

ceived in Matanzas, 143

Relief-Ships, The, at the Docks in San-

tiago, 392

Remington, Frederic:—The FlagofCuba:

Insurgent Cavalry formed for a Charge,

57; General Miles Inspecting the De-

fences of New York, 127; A Roman
Race at the Riding Hall, Fort Myer,

Virginia, 128, 129; Hurdling on Three

Horses, 131 ; Recruits for the Two New
Artillery Regiments, 134; United States

Cavalry Passing an Army Pack-Train

on the Road, 160, 161 ; Troopers of the

Ninth U. S. Cavalry Taking their H orses

for a Dash into the Gulf, 171 ; Ninth

U. S, Cavalry Skirmishing through the

Pines, 176, 177; On Board the Iowa,

226,227; The Gussie Expedition, 252;

Grimes's Battery going up El Pozo

WxW,facingpage 328 ; The Storming of

San Juan, 336. 337 ; Wounded Cheering

the Ammunition Train, 340; Wound-

ed on the San Juan Road, 344; The Sampson, Admiral, Transfers his Flag to

Rainy Season in the Philippines, 477; the hnua, before the Bombardment of

General Wheaton Ordering the Ad- San Juan, 255

vance at Stone Quarry Hill, 478; Amer- Sampson and Chadwick, Ciiptains, and

ican Soldiers Swimming to an Assault

on Insurgent Intrenchments, 479 ; A
Bayonet Rush of United States Troops,

480, 48

1

Residence, The Official, of the Governor-

General, Manila, 423

Residence Street in Honolulu, A, 494

Resistance from the Houses in Malate,

414

Lieutenant - Commander Potter, Re-

turning from a Visit to the Wreck of

the Maine, 88

Sampson's Eastern Division Firing at the

Defences of Santiago, 287

San Antonio, The Rough Riders at, 186,

187

San Francisco, Volunteer Regiments in

Cam|) at, 266

Retreat of the Cubans under Ignacio San Juan and Cancy (Map), 333

Diaz, near Manzanillo, 29

Reuterdahl, H.:— The Maine Saluting

the Spanish Flag-Ship on Arriving in

the Harbor of W'aWcUVa,facing page 72 ;

Winter Manoeuvres of the North At-

lantic Fleet: Great-Ciun Target-Practice,

73; The Spanish Battle- Ship Viacaya

in New York Harbor, 89; Spanish

Armored Cruiser Pelayo, 90; The Span-

ish Armored Cruiser Pdniirante Oquendo

San Juan (Cuba)— (iencral Hawkins at,

335, The Storming of, 336, 337; Ridge

and Block- House -Barbed-Wire En-

tanglements, 338 ; Capture of the Block-

House, 339 ; Portion of the Line held

at, by the Ninth United States Infantry

—(ieneral Wiieeler's Head(iuartcrs at,

341 ; Troop C, Ninth United States Cav-

alry, Leading the Charge -aI, facing page

yj()\ Fort, Scene from, 382

Leaving Cadiz, 91 ; The Spanish Cruiser San Juan Hill, The Ground over which

Navarra, 92; Serving a 6- Pounder

Ouick- Firing Gun on Board a Span-

ish Gunboat, 92; The After- Barbette

of the Pelayo, 93; The Spanish Tor-

pedo {.jwwho-Al Nemui Iispaiia, <-)^; The
Torpedo -Boat Porter Discharging a

Torpedo while under way, 108; Tor-

pedo - I^oat Practice, 118, 119; The
Cruiser Montgomery, and the Gunboat

ylnnapolis i)atrolling Cuban Waters,

facing page 120 ; Capture of the Daunt-

less by the Marblehead, 121 ; Principal

Vessels of the German Squadron in

Asiatic Waters, 247; The Pricsson San Juan Koad, Wounded on the, 344

Reconnoitring ofT Santiago Harbor. San Pedro xMacati, 475

the Americans Charged at, 381 ; Ter

raced forTentsof United States Tr<j(j[xs,

3^'^4

San Juan (l\ierto Rico), The Bombard-
ment of, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260; Tlie

I'^)rti(lcations of, 261 ; Yi(-ws of, 262,

263; Harbor— [-"osition of Vessels, June
28 (Chart), 310; luigagement between

the ]'oseniite and the Si)aiiisli r^)rts and

War- Vessels at, 311; General Macias

Receiving the American Commissioners

at the Palace at, 435 ; The Governor's

Palace in, 495

301 ; The .SV. Panl Repulsing the

Spanish Torpedo-Boat Destroyer 'J\'r-

ror, 309; The Forward Turret of the

Jo7ua in Action, 355; Marine Parade,

Santa Ana, Dead r'ili{Mnos in Trench

before, 463
Santa Catalma, District of Guantanamo,

17

August 20, in New York Harbor, 432, Santa Mesa, near Manila,where the Figlit-

433 ; Peace Jubilee in Chicago, 439 ing began, 473

Revenue-Cutters at the Norfolk Navy Santiago, 32 ; The " Slaughter-House " at.

Yard, 212

Revolutionists Repulsing an Attack of

Spanisli Troops at Alto Songo, 45

Richmond, The Receiving Ship, Appli-

cants for Enlistment on, 120

Rio Grande, Colonel Funst(Mi's Passage

over tlie, 483
River Pasig, 246

Rogers, W. A. :—The Burning of Jaruco,

47 ; The Battle of Desmayo, facing

page 56; Scene at a Recruiting Office

in New York, 135; Starvation by Proc-

lamation, facing page 136; Secretary

of the Navy Long Running the Gantlet

of Reporters, 145; Assistant Secretary

of War Meiklejohu's Room, 146; Wait-

ing to See the Secretary, 147; Tlie

Correspondents' Corner, Navy De[)art-

ment, 148; Assistant Secretary of the

Navy Roosevelt's Othce, 149; Tender-

ing their Services to the Secretary of

War, 150; General Fhzluigh Lee's Ar-

rival in Washington, 151 ; Scene in the

House after the Reading of the War
Message, 155; The Custom- House, Key

West, 202 ; On a Patrol- Boat in New
York Harbor, 215; The Battle of Ma-

nila: Admiral Dewey's Squadron Swing-

ing around the Elli[)se, 241 ; The Battle

of Las Guasimas, 329; "A Hot Time

in the Old Town," 361 ; A Box from

Home, 443 ; Troops Landing at Mon-

tauk, 455
Roman Race, A. at the Riding-Hall, Fort

Myer, Virginia, 128, 129

Roosevelt's (Assistant Secretary of the

Navy) Oflice, 149

Rough Riders, Picket-Line of the, 186;

at San Antonio, 187; How the, Rode
Roughly to Port Tampa, 314

Rough-Riding by Troopers, United States

Regular Cavalry, 130

Rowan, U. S. Torpedo-Boat, 107

Rowan's Route Across Cuba (Map), 168

Ruins of the Plantation of General Ces-

pedes, 20

St. I ago Fighting for the Spaniards, 2

SI. Paul, The, on Scout Duty, 305 ; Re-

pulsing the Spanish Torpedo-Boat De-

stroyer Terror, 309

Sampson. Admiral, on the Bridge of the

Ne%v York, 203

33; Old Fort at, 284; Water-Battery at

Entrance to Harbor of, 285; C(r.nino-

dorc Schley's Division Firing at the

Defences of, 286; Admiral Sani[)son's

I'^astern Division Firing at the De-

fences of, 287; Our War-Ships off the

Coast near, facing page 296; Morro
Castle, 297. 345 ; Ciuarding the En-

trance to the Harbor of, 299 ; l''rom

the Harbor, 302; Bird's-Eye View of,

and Surrounding Countr\', 303; Bom-
bardment of the Harbor Defences at,

347, 349; The Custom-House at, 364;

The Reina JAvTtv/^'.v, Sunk in the Har-

bor of, 364; Bombarding, from oil Agua-
dores, 369; \^ievv of, Irom the Hills—

•

about I'^ive Miles Distant, 382 ; The
City and Harbor of, 383 ; Conference of

Consuls with General Wheeler Concern-

ing the Bombardment of, 384; Spanish

l'\)rt and Trench at, 385 ; Bonib-Proofs

at, 395; "A Truce is On!" —Scene in

the Trenches before, 385; General Miles

before, 386; Generals Wheeler and Shaf-

ter before, 386 ; Tree under which

was held the h'inal Conference for the

Surrender of, 387 ; Meeting of the (ieii-

erals to Arrange the Surrenrier of, 387 ;

American Trooi)S ChecMing uj)on Re-

ceiving the News of the Fall of, 388 ;

Generals Miles. Shafter, and Wheeler
Returning from the Conference for the

Surrender of, 388 ; Raising the Ameri-
can Flagon the City Hallat, 389; Cien-

eral Viewof. 389; The Plaza de Armas,

389; Spanish S(jldiers in. After the Sur-

render, 390; A Street View in, 390;
American Flag Flying tn'cr City Hall

and Governor's Residence in, 391 ;

S{)anish Prisoners in, Marching to

Transports, 391 ; Where an American
Shell Struck in. 392; Discussing the

Surrender on a Street Corner in. 392 ;

The Relief-Ships at the Docks in, 392
Santiago, The Naval I^attle of— Relative

Positions of the Ships (Chart), 350; The
Battle of Santiago, 351, 352, 353; The
Gloucester and the Spanish Tor[)edo-

Boats, 354 ; The Infanta Maria Teresa

Ashore and Ahre, 356 ; The. .llniirante

Oquendo Ashore and i\hre, 357; The
Last of Cervera's Fleet, 358 ; The
Oregon Overhauling the Vizcaya and

Cristobal Colon, 359; The Crew of the

Oregon Cheering the Surrender of the

Colon, 360; "A Hot Time in the Old

Town," 361 ; Cajjtain PhiliiJ Giving

Thanks on the Deck of the 'Texas, 363

Santiago Expedition, The— On the Dock
at Port Tampa, 315; Second Massa-

chusetts Volunteers Waiting to go

Alxjard Trans})ort, 316; Seventy-First

New Y(jrk Volunteers going Aboaid
Transport Vigilancia, 317 ; (joing

Ashore at Daiquiri - Landing Troops

at Daiquiri, 318, 319, 320, 321 ; Landing

Tr()o[>s under Ddriculties in a Hea\\'

Sea

—

Swirnniing Horses Ashore, 322;

Landing Commissary Stores through

the Surf, 323; Landing Troops at En-

senada. de los Altares, 325; Views at

Daiquiri, 326; Hill on which the Stars

and Stri{)es were Raised at vSiboney, 327

Santiago Harbor (Map), 289; Tiie En-

trance to, July 7, \'^C)^,facing page 360;

Santo Tomas, Am(M"ican Troo()s Advanc-

ing over Half- Destroyed Railroad

Bridge near, 484

Schell, F. Cresson :—Trial Trip of the

U. S. Armored Cruiser Prooklyn, 94;

The U. S. Protected Cruiser Colundu'a,

102

Schley, Commodore, on the Bridge of the

Prooklyn, 21 1

Schley's Division Firing at the Defences

of Santiago, 286

Scorpion, U. S. S., 11

1

Sc(nits,The Twenty-Five, in General Law-

ton's Command, 487

Second Illinois Volunteers, Wash-Day in

the Camp of the, 184

Sec(3n(l Massachusetts Volunteers Wait-

ing to go Aboard Transport, 316

Second Virginia Volunteers at their Fif-

ty-h\>urth Anniversary Dinner, 184

Secondary-Battery Target-Practice, Mon-
itor Toror, 210

Serving a 6-Pounder Ouick-Firing (jun

on l^oard a S[)anish Ciunl)oat, 92

Seventy-First New York Volunteers go-

ing Aboard Transport Vigilancia, 317

Shafer, E. A. : The Spanish Reserve

Squadron on its way to Port Said, 375

Shafter, General, and Admiral Sampson,

Landing on the Beach at Aserradcros,

fdci/ig page ^\2; Cieneral Wheeler and,

before Santiago, 386

Shelling the Spaniards out of Caimanera,

290

Shelling the Spaniards out of the Shore

Roads, 323

Sibcjuey, Cuban Reinforcements Landing

at, 324 ; Landing Troops at, 325 ; Group
of Thatched Houses at, 327 ; The Camp

at — (ieneral \'iew of, 328; Twilight

at, 367; Burning the Fever- Infected

Buildings at, 371, 373
Signing the Peact' Protocol, 427

Sigsbee, Ca[)tain, in his Cabin on the U. S,

Batlle-Shii) Maine, 75

Sixth Infantry, Canq) Baggage and Equi-

page, 178

Skerrett, Robert G. : --The U.S. Battle-

Ship Texas, 96; The U. S. Torpedo-

Boat I'j-icsson, 103; The U.S. Double-

Turret Monitor Ainphitrite, \o\; The
l'. S. Battle-Ships k'eorsarge and R'cn-

tuclcv, 105; The U. S. Battle - Shijjs

Illinois, Alabama, and ll^isconsin, 106;

Torpedo- Boats of the U. S. Navy, 107 ;

Thirty-Knot Torpedo-Boat Destroyers,

108

Skirmish Drill of Twenty-Fifth U. S. In-

fantry, 182

Skirmish North of (iiiayama, 398
" Slaughter-House," The, Santiago, 33

Smedley. W. T. : — Rear-Admiral Sanq)-

son on the Bridge of the Xcio York,

203

Smith, C. McKnight:—The Maine, Show-

ing Position of Bottom Plates and

Keel, 81 ; Tlie V. S. Battle-Ship Iowa,

100; The V. S. Protected Cruisers

Chicago. Xewajk, and ^lllanta, lor

Soldier's Housewife, A, 441

Soldiers of the Cuban Army, 312

Sonntag, W. Louis, Jr.
:— Imported Cruis-

ers for the United States S*-c\y\,facing

page 104; S()aiirs Torpedo-Boat Flo-

tilla e?i )-oute,facing page 344

Spain's Torpedo- I^oat Flotilla en route

from the Canaries to Puerto K\(zo,fac-

ing page 344
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ama, 403
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of Maceo and (iomez. 69
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Hayamo, 29

Spanish Fort and Trench, Santiago, 385

Si)anish Infantry Leaving J^hiyaguez to

Meet the Eleventh U. S. Infantry, 405;

Entering Mayaguez as Prisoners, 405

Spanish Master (Cuba), 1

1

Spanish Prisoners from Admiral Cerve-

ra's Fleet, 365

Spanish Prisoners Marching to Trans-

ports, 391

Spanish Prisoners of War, 230

Spanish Reserve Squadron, The, on its

Way to I\)rt Said, 375
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Surrender, 390
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vera, Daily Positions of the (Chart), 282
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Key West./^^r/V/i,' /'?;'v 216

Starvation by Proclamation in Culrd, /a-

c/'/ii^- />({i^i' 1 36

S/crtc- of I'cxax, The, Departure of, 45-

Stone (Juarry Hill, Brigadier - General

Loyd Ordering the Advance at, 478

Storming of San Juan, The, 336, 337

"Strangers, Clear the Ship!" 217

Strangling of the Inca Ataliualpa by

Pizarro, 5

Street in Camp, Ninth Cavalry, Port

Tam[)a, 172

Street View in Santiago, A, 390

Strinoham. U. S. Torpedo-Boat Destroy-

er, 108
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Sugar-Mill, Typical, near Ponce. 496

Sugar- I*lantation Pumping - Station in

Hawaii, 492

Suicide of the Natives to Escape the

Cruelty of the Spaniards, 8

Suicides (Cuba), 1

1

Summers, Colonel, and Staff. Leaving

Balinag. 485; Command of. Advancing

to the Battle of Moasin. 485

Sunday Service on the Rciiia Crisiina,

239
Sur()rise of a Camp of Cuban Revolution-

ists, 27

Surrender of the Viro^inius in Bahia

Honda, 34
Swimming Horses Ashore, Daiquiri, 322

Takinc; Led Horses of Dismounted Skir-

mishers to the Rear, 167

Tampa, Thirteenth Infantry in Camp at,

178

Tendering their Services to the Secretary

of War, 150

Terror, The, Secondary- Battery Target-

Practice on, 210; Keeping up with the

Procession, 231

Testing Dock, The, Naval Torpedo Sta-

tion, Newport, 1 19

Texas, The U. S. I^attle-Ship. 96; Cap-

tain Philip giving Thanks on the Deck

of, 363

Thatched Houses at Siboney, 327
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Reserve." 175

The Last Man Aboard ! 270

Third Cavalry at Rossville Gap, on its

way to Chickamauga, 180

Third Infantry in Camp at New Orleans,

Thirteenth Infantry in Camp at Tampa,

178

Thirteenth Minnesota Volunteers, Com-

pany C, Insurgent Attack on the Bar-

racks of, 465
Thulstrup, T. de:—A Charge of Cuban

Cavalry, facing fage 40; Insurgent

Camp at La Majagua, 48 ;
Insurgents

Burning the Town of Bainoa, 48;

Maceo's Attack on Luque's Column,

near Paso Real, 49; Insurgents Capt-

uring a Piece of Artillery at Le Ebuza,

50; General Maceo Restoring to Cai)-
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52; Insurgent Attack upon Fort (iua-
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Attacking the Insurgents, 61 ;
The

Battle of I.ajas, 62 ;
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ish Gun - Boats Falling into an Am-
bush, 66; Cubans 15urning a Bridge on

the Artemisa Railway, 67 : Cubans Con-
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67 ; President McKiidey Signing the

Ultimatum, 159; Scene at Camp Black,

185; Drilling the Crew of the Wihiiing-

ion in the Loadings and Firings, 208,

209; Commodore Schley on the Bridge

of the Trooklyn, 21 r; "In Action —
Load!" 224, 225; Merritt, Major-Gen-

eral WV;sley, facing page 2(^\\ The City

of Pcicing Pulling Out from the Wharf,

269; Tlie ,S'/. Paul on Scout Duty, 305;

General Shafter and Admiral Sampson

Landing on the Beach at Aserraderos,

facing page 312; Troops from (General

Shafter's Command Landing at Dai-

quiri. 320. 321 ; Field Artillery in Ac-

tion, facing page 392 ;
The Fourth

Ohio Volunteers, in a Skirmish, 402 ;
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Commended for Bravery, 344

Carter, I'. A., F:ngineer, of the Brooklyn,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

35H

Castilia. The, 91.

Castine, Service of the. During the War,

'94

Casualties, Total, in the United States

Forces, During the War, 426

Catalhia, Capture of the, by the Detroit,

218, 222

Catatuna. The, 90

Catharine of Russia, on Si)anish Charac-

teristics, 74

Catlin, Lieutenant A. W., 'Festimony of,

in the Maine liupiiry, 85 ;
Commended

for Ih-avery, 285

Cavalry-Training in the Regular Army,

•35

Celtic, Service of the. During the War,

'94

Cervera, Admiral Pas(piale de. The Res-

cue of, after the Battle of Santiago,

372 ; Narrative of, 376

Cervera's Fleet Located by Lieutenant

Blue, 290, 291

Cervera's Pilot, The Coming out of the

Si)anish Squadron Described by, 372

Cervera's Scpiadron, The Destruction of.

345 ; Losses of, 346

Cespedes, Carlos Manuel, 25; F^urning of

the Plantation of, 25 ; 'Fhe Author of

the "Vara Declaration," 30; F^lected

President of the Cuban Republic, 36;

Death of, 40; Sketch of, 40

Cessation of Flostilities, The, President

McKinley's Account of, 426

Chadwick, 'Captain F. F:., Ai)pointed a

Member of the Maine Court of Iiuiuiry,

7-]; Account of the l'>()mbardment of

the War: Cieneral Account, 441

Coliseo, Flattie of, 58, 59

Colon, Departure of the, for the Philip-

pines, 274

Colorado, Department of the, 174

Columbia, Dei)artment of tire, 174

Coluuil'ia, Service of the. During the War,

'94

Columbus, Discovery of Cuba and Ja-

maica by, I I ; Address of the Cacique

to. I \

Colvocor(;sses, Lieutenant - Commander
(;. P., Account of the Battle of Manila

by, 237; Commended for Meritorious

Service, 237

Commissions, Military, for the FA'acua-

tion of Cuba and Puerto Rico, 428

Competitor, Case of the, 122

Concha, jose de la. 24

Concord, Service of the. During the War,

199; at Manila Bay, 237

( 'oiule de I 'enadito, Tlie, 91

Congregation of American Sisters, The,

452
Congress, Self-Restraint of, after the loss

of' the Maine, 7T, "National Defence"

Bill Passed l)y, 106; Joint Resolution

of, Approjjriating $200,000 for the Re-

covery of the Maine, 106; Passes Act

for the Relief of Sufferers from the De-

struction of the Maine, 106; Authorizes

the Enlistment of Additional Artillery

Regiments, 106; joint Resolution of.

Recognizing tin; Independence of Cuba,

159; Bill Declaring War Passed by,

165

Connor, Lieutenant W. D., Commended
for ]-)rav(n-y, 483

Co/ic/uistadores, "Vhc, 3, 4

Constitution Adopted by the Cubans at

(iuaimaro in 1869, 36

Constitutional Convention, Meeting of

the, September 13, 1895, 56

Converse, Commander G. A., Testimony

of, in the Maine Inquiry, 85

San luan by, 263; Report of. on the C'onvoying the Troops to Cuba, 318

Part (jf the Xe^o York in the Battle of

Santiago. 354
Chandler, Secretary, Policy of, in Strength-

ening the Navy. 98

Chapman. Carlton T. :—With the Block-

aders, 220; ( )perations at (iuantanamo.

292

Charleston, Service of the. During the

War, 199; F^lag Presented to, by the

Dowager Oueen Kapicjlani, 266; At

Guam. 268

Chattanooga, Relief-Work of tlie Women
of, 442

Chiapas, Self-Destruction of the Inhabi-

tants of, 6, 7

Chickamauga, 189; Work of the Sister-

hoods at, 456

Cook, Cai)tain F. A., Commended for

Courage, 351 ; Report of, on the Part

of the llrooklyn in the Battle of San-

tiago, 356

Coi)i)inger, Major -(General John J.,
in

Command of Fourth Army Corps, 175

Cor-iOin, Service of the. During the War,

199

Cotton, Captain Charles S., Account of

iwents Connected with the Battle of

Santiag(3 by, 369

Court of Inquirv on the Loss of the

Maine, The American, F'indings of, 78 ;

President's Message Transmitting the

Report of, to Congress, 79

Court of Inquiry on the Loss of the

Maine, The Spanish, Findings of, yj.

China, Departure of the, for the I^hilii)- Courtesies Extended to the Marietta by

])ines, 274

Church, Colonel William C. :-— Synopsis

of the Testimony at the Maine Inquiry,

84

Cienfuegos, The Engagement off, 231,

232; Cable-Cutting off, 249-252; The

Flying Squadron off, 283; lilngagement

of the Yankee off, 295

Cineinnati, Service of the, I)uring the

War, 194

the Chileans, 207

Cowell, Ensign A. L., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 308

Cox, S. S., on " The Affair of the Stu-

dents," 31

Craven, The, 1 16

Crimean War, Conditions During the,

45'

Cristol)al ( ',';Aw, The, 90 ; Destruction of,

348, 351, 354; The Surrender of, 357

Cisneros, Salvador, Elected President of Crittenden, W. S., Capture and Execu

the Cuban Republic, 1873,40; Elected tion of, 22

again in 1895, 56

City of Peking, Departure of the, with the

First Expedition to the Philippines,

266; At FFonolulu, 266; At Guan], 268

City of Sydney, F)eparture of the, with

the First F:xpedition to the Philip-

pines, 266 ; At Honolulu, 266 ; At Guam,

268

Clark, Captain C. E., Account of the Run
of the Oreo-on, by. 206, 207 ; Com mended

for Meritorious Service, 352

Cuba, Early History of, 1-4; Spain and,

9 ; Discovery of, 11; Various Names
of, II ; Early F^opulation of, 11; Con-

quest of, by Spain, 11 ; Negro Slavery

Introduced into, 14; Expedition of the

French against, 17 ; Invasion of, by Ad-

miral Vernon, 18 ; Conquest of, by Eng-

land, 20; Ceded to France, 20; Early

Revolts in, 21 ; The Independence of,

Recognized by Congress, 159; The In-

vasion of, 313

Cuba, The, 37

Cuban, What is a ? 30

Cuban Army, The, Senator Proctor on,

146

Cuban Capitals, Successive, 66

Cubans, The, at Santiago, 312

Cubitas Selected as Capital of the Repub-

lic, 56; The Situation of, 56

Cunningham, Captain of the First Califor-

nia, Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 482

Gushing-, Service of the, During the War,

194

Dahlgren, The, 116

Daiquiri Selected as Landing-Place of

Fifth Anuy Corps, 305 ; The Disem-

barkation at, 316, 317, 323, 324-329

Dakota. Department of, 174

Dame, Sergeant, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344
Daugliters of the American Revolution,

Relief-Work of the, 442

Dauntless, The, Capture of, by the Mar-
blehead, 122

Davidson, Ensign W. C, Commended for

Meritorious Service, 237

Davis, Oscar King:—The Flying Squad-

ron, 21 I ; Target-Practice, 214; Off for

Manila, 265; At Honolulu, 266; The
Taking of Guam, 267

Palis, The, 1 17

Dawley, Thomas R., Jr. :— The Battle of

La Majagua, 69

F)ayton, Commander James H., Account

of the Bombardment of San Juan by,

262

De Lome, Dupuy, Letter of, 76 ; Resig-

nation of, 7"]

De V^alin, Surgeon of the Brooklyn, Com-
mended for Meritorious Conduct, 357

Dean, Trooper Dudley, of the Rough
Riders, Commended for Bravery, 344

Declaration of War, The, 159, 165

Denby,ColonelCl)arIes, Appointed a Mem-
ber of the Philippines Commission, 457

Denby, lulwin :— The Yosemite at San

Juan, 308

Desmayo—The Cuban Balaklava, 70

Pestruction of the Indies, The, Publication

of, I I

J)etroit, Service of the. Inuring the War,

194; Cai)ture of the Gatalina by, 218,

222 ; At the Bombardment of San Juan,

262

Dewey, Commodore (Admiral) George, in

Command of the Asiatic Fleet, 233;

Preparations of, before Outbreak of

Hostilities, 234; Despatch of. Announc-

ing Battle of Manila, 234; Account of

Battle by, 234; A Member of the Phil-

ippines Commission, 457
Diggins, D. F., Chief Gunner's Mate,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

358
Piogenes, The. {See ''Topeka.")

Distribution of United States War Ves-

sels, The, 191

Dixie, Service of the, F)uring the War,

196; Off Rio Flondo, 295

Dixon, Lieutenant H., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 308

Dogs, The use of, by the Spaniards, 14

Dole, Sanford B. :— FFawaii, 492

Dolphin, Service of the, During the War,

196

Domestic Manufacture, The Policy of, as

Applied to the Navy, 96

Don Antonio de Ulloa, The, 91

Donfuan de Austria, 91

Dorothea, Service of the. During the War,

196

Dorsey, Anna Flanson, 452

Dorsey, Ella Loraine, 452

Doyle, Lieutenant J. G., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 351, 357

Driggs, Lieutenant- Commander W. H.,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

308

Duboce, Lieutenant-Colonel, of the First

California, Commended for Bravery,478

DuBosc. Juan, in Charge of the Spanish

Legation, 77

F)ulce, Governor-General, Steps taken by,

to End the Ten Years' War, 36; Resig-

nation of, 36

Dupont, The, 116; Service of, During the

War, 196

Dupont, The, and the Hornet, Attack of,

on Batteries at Matanzas, 249
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Dyer, Captain A. A., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 471, 476

Dyer, Captain N. Mayo, Account of the

Battle of Manila by, 237

Eagle, The, 118; Service of. During the

War, 196; Engagement of, off Cien-

fuegos, 23 r, 232; Off Rio Hondo. 295;

Supposed Spanish Squadron Sighted

by, 300; Sampson not Deceived by

Report of, 300

East. Department of the, 174

Eastern Squadron, Formation of the,

194
Eastman, Captain, of the Fourteenth In-

fantry, Commended for Meritorious

Service, 471

Eaton, Commander J. G., The Battle of

Santiago described by, 362, 371

Edson, Ensign John T., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 365 ; The Rescue

of Survivors of the Battle of Santiago

by, 372

Eighteenth Regular Infantry, Departure

of the, for the Philippines, 178

Eighth Army Corps, Resume of the Ser-

vice of the, 178

El Caney, Importance of, 332, 340 ;
Plan

of Attack on, 332 ; The Action at, 333;

General Lawton's Account of, 340;

General Breckinridge's Account of,

340; Account of, by General Bates, 341

;

Losses at, 341

El Imparcial, An Account of the Battle

of Santiago from, 374

Eleventh Infantry, The, in Puerto Rico,

407
Ellis, George H., Killed at the Battle of

Santiago, 352, 357, 358

Emperador Carlos V., The, 90

Enforcing the Neutrality Laws, 121

Enlistments, Individual, 183 ; In the Reg-

ular Army, Statistics of, 183

Ericsson, The, Service of. During the War,

196 ; At the Battle of Santiago, 358

Ernst, Brigadier-General Oswald H., Ac-

count of the Encounter near Coamo
by, 408

Erwin, Lieutenant, of the First Washing-

ton, Commended for Bravery, 476

Europe, Interest of, in the War, 165 ;

Joint Note Presented by Powers of, 166;

Answer of the United States to, 166

Evans, Captain R. D., Account of the

Bombardment of San Juan by, 262;

The Part of the Iowa in the Battle of

Santiago Described by. 364

Everett, Edward, Refusal of, to Sign the

Tripartite Treaty, 24

Extermination by Starvation, 139

Fall of Manila, The :—General Merritt's

Account, 410; General Anderson's Ac-

count, 4J3; General MacArthur's Ac-

count, 418 ; General Greene's Account,

420
Farragut, The, 1 17

Ferguson, Sergeant, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Fermier, Ensign, of the Petrel, Commend-
ed for Meritorious Service, 240

Fern, Service of the. During the War, 196

Fifth Army Corps, The, Resume of the

Service of, 175 ; Arrival of, at Santiago,

304; Arrangements for the Landing of,

305; Embarkation of, 314; Landing of,

317
Figgins, Major D. W., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 471, 476

Filarmonia Theatre, The Tragedy of the,

26

Filibustering. Efforts of the United States

to Prevent, 122

Filibustering Expedition was Landed,

How a, 123

Filipinos, The, 457 ; Operations of, against

the Spanish, 457 ; Disaffection of, 462 ;

Beginning of Hostilities by, 466; Com-
missioners from, ask for a Cessation

of Hostilities, 487; The Revolt of,

457-488; Characteristics of, 491. {See

also " Insurgents, The Filipino ")

First Army Corps, Resume of the Service

of the, 174

First California Infantry, The, Departure

of, 178,266; In the Philippines, 468-

471,476
First Colorado Infantry, The, Departure

of, for the Philippines, 178; In the Phil-

ippines, 473

First Idaho Infantry, The. Departure of,

for the Philippines, 178; In the Philip-

pines, 468-471, 476, 484

First Montana Infantry, The, Departure

of, for the Philippines, 178 ; In the Phil-

ippines, 473, 475, 484, 486

First Nebraska Infantry, The, Departure

of, 178, 265 ; In the Philippines, 473,

474, 475, 485

First New York Infantry, The, Sent to

the Hawaiian Islands, 179

First North Dakota Infantry, The, De-

parture of, for the Philippines, 178; In

the Philippines, 468-471, 482

First Regular Cavalry, The, at Las Guasi-

mas, 337, 33^

First South Dakota Infantry, Departure

of the, for the Philippines, 178; In the

Philippines, 473, 485, 486

First Tennessee Infantry, The, in the

Philippines, 470
First Volunteer Cavalry. {See "Rough

Riders.")

First Washington Infantry, The, in the

Philippines, 468-471, 476, 485, 486.

First Wyoming Infantry, Departure of

the, for the Philippines, 178

Fish Hawk, Service of the, During the

War, 196

Fiske, Amos K. :— Spain's Naval Strength,

89
Fiske, Lieutenant B. A., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 240

Fitzsimons, Medical Inspector Paul, Com-
mended for Meritorious Conduct, 357

Five Great Battle-Ships, 109

Fleming, Lieutenant A. S., Commended
for Meritorious Service, 483

Flying Squadron, Formation of the, T94,

211; Ordered to Cienfuegos, 281 ; Move-

ments of the, 281, 282; Arrival of, at

Santiago, 282 ; Operations of the, as

Told by Commodore Schley, 283 ; Off

Cienfuegos, 283; Off Santiago, 284

Foole, Service of the. During the War, 196

Foraker, Senator, on the Enforcement of

the Neutrality Laws, 121

Forsyth, Commander James M., Testi-

mony of, in the Maine Inquiry, 86

Fort Thomas, The Sisters of Charity at,

456
Fortesque, Corporal, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery. 344

Fortson, Captain, Commended for Brave-

ry, 476
Foster, Trumpeter, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Fourteenth Regular Infantry, Dej)arture

of the, for the Philippines, 178; In the

Philippines, 468-471, 482

Fourth Army Corps, Resume of the Ser-

vice of the, 175

Fourth Ohio Infantry, The, in Puerto

Rico, 406

Fourth Pennsylvania Infantry, The, in

Puerto Rico, 406

Fourth Regular Cavalry, The, Dc[)artiu-e

of, for the Philippines, 178; In the IMiil-

ippines, 468-471, 473, 482, 485, 486

Fox. John, Jr.
:—Chickaniauga, 189; The

Surrender of Santiago, 381

Fox, The, 117

Franz, Lieutenant, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

344
Fremont, John C. : — The Porfer at the

Bombardment of San Juan, 263

French, Lieutenant-Colonel, of the Twen-

ty-Third Infantry, Commended for Mer-

itorious Service, 420

Frolic, Service of the. During the War,

196

Fry, Captain, Execution of, 40

Fuero Jusgo, The, 2, 74

Funston, Colonel Frederick:—Desmayo
—The Cuban Balaklava, 70; Services

of the Twentieth Kansas Described by,

471 ; Hazardous Crossing of the Bag-

bag River by, 487 ; Crossing of the Rio

Grande by, 487

Furor, Destruction of the, 348

Gallinger, Senator, Speech of, in the

Senate, March 23, 1898, 147

Garcia, General Calixto, Imprisoned and

Released, 44; Exploits of, 63; Co-opera-

tion of, at Santiago, 312; Offers Ser-

vices of his Troops to General Shafter,

315; Impression made on Admiral

Sampson by, 323 ; Conference between

General Shafter and, at Aserraderos,

323. 324
Garretson, General George A., The Ac-

tion near Yauco Described by, 404
Garrote, The, 37

Gay nor, B., Gunner's Mate, Commended
for Meritorious Service, 358

Geiven, Trooper, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344
German View of Spain's War Prepara-

tions, A, 93
Gibbs, John Blair, Death of, 293

Glilmore, Lieutenant J. C, Commended
for Meritorious Service, 308; Captured

by the Filipinos, 487

Giran, Captain Gilbert, Invasion of Cuba
by, 16

Glacier, Service of the. During the War,

196

Glass, Captain, Taking of Guam by, 268

Gloucester, Service of the, During the

War, 196; At the Battle of Santiago
-—Admiral Sampson's Account of, 348;

Lieutenant -Commander Wainwright's

Account of, 365; Lieutenant Huse's

Account of, 366

Goicouria, (ieneral, 37

Goldsl)oroitgh, The, 117

Gomez, Maximo, Appointed Commander-
in-Chief of the Ten Years' War, 39;

Manifesto Issued by Marti and, 45;

Made Commatider- in -Chief of the

Three Years' War, 46; Lands in Cuba,

46; Sketch of, 48 ; Discouragement of,

51 ; Orders of, 52 ; Tactics of, 59, 60

Goodrich, Captain C. P., Cable-Cutting

Described by, 285; In Charge of the

Landing at Daiquiri, 306; The Disem-

barkation at Daiquiri Described by, 324

Goodrich, Lieutenant, of the Rough
Riders. Commended for Bravery, 344

Goodwin, Trooper, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344
Gould, Miss Helen Miller, Relief Work

of, 444
Graham, Major- General William M., in

Command of Second Army Corps, 175

Grant, Service of the. During the War,

199

Green, Brigadier-General F. V., in Com-
mand of the Second Expedition to the

Phili[)pines, 178; Departure of the Ex-

pedition under, 270; The Insurgents

Described by, 457
Green vvald, Troo[)er, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for l?ravery, 344

(ireenvvood. Lieutenant, of the Rough
Riders, Commended for Meritorious

Service, 344
(rridley. Captain C. V., Account of the

Battle of Manila by, 235

Griffm, Lieutenant T. D., Commended
for Meritorious Service, 351, 357

Grove, Captain, of the First Colorado,

Commended for Bravery, 424

Cirow, Lieutenant, of the Utah Artillery,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

418

Guam, The Taking of, 267

Guanica, The Landing at, 395

Guantanamo, The Landing of Marines at,

283, 292; Unsuccessful Attempt to Cut

Cable off. 285 ; Operations at, 292 ; A
Funeral Party at. 293

Guatemala, Conquest of, by the Span-

iards, 6 ; Revolt in, 6

Guayama. The Taking of. Described by

General Brooke, 405 ; by Colonel Coit,

406

Guido, Capture of the. by the Terror, 226

Guiguinto, Stand made by the Filipinos

at, 486

Ciulf. Department of the, 174

Gussie Expedition. The, 249. 259

Gwin, The, 117; Service of. During the

War, 196

Ha AN, Captain W. G.. Commended for

Meritorious Service. 471

Hale. Brigadier- General Irving. Opera-

tions of the Brigade of, Described by

himself, 485

Hall, P. A.. Engineer of the Petrel, Com-
mended for Meritorious Service. 240

Halligan, Midshipman, the First Man
Asliore at Daiquiri, 326

Hamilton, Service of the. During the

War, 196

Hanford, Private Edward C, Commended
for Bravery, 478

Hannibal, Service of the. During the

War, 196

Harlow, Lieutenant, of the Vixen, Notes
on the Battle of Santiago by, 368

Harzmrd, The, Service of. During the

War, 198; Rescue of Survivors of the

Battle of Santiago by, 369, 370
Hasbrouck, Captain, of the Fourteenth

Infantry, Commended for Meritorious

Service, 471

Hatney, The Execution of, 4, if, 12

Havana, made the Capital of Cuba. 14;

Burned by the F'rench, 18; Various At-

tacks on, 18; Erection of the Harbor
Defences of, 18; Taken by the English,

21 ; Excesses of the Volunteers in, 26,

31 ; The Night of the Maine Explosion

in, 87 ; Tiie Condition of the Recon-

centrados in, 138; Conditions in. De-

scribed by Senator Gallinger, 147

Hawaii, 492

Hati'/c, The, T18; Service of, 196

Hawkins, Brigadier-General H. S., at San

Juan Hill, 334, 343; Commended for

Bravery, 342, 343
Hawthorne, Lieutenant H. L., Commend-
ed for Meritorious Service, 471, 476

Hayne, Lieutenant A. P., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 471

Hazeltine, Lieutenant, of the Jlist, Ac-

count of the Battle of Santiago by, 370

Helena, The, Service of, During the War,

1 96 ; Capture of the MiguelJoi'cr by, 2 1

8

Herbert, Hon. Hilary A., Belief of, in

Torpedo- Boats, 98; on the War Prep-

arations, 132

Heredia, Flight of, from Cuba, 21 ; Exile's

Hymn, 41

Heyn, The Dutch Admiral, Victory of,

over the Spaniards, 18

Hill, Boatswain William L., Commended
for Bravery, 351, 357

Hill, Lieutenant F. K., Services of, at the

Landing of Daiquiri, 327

Hist, The, Service of. During the War, 196

;

At Manzanillo, 295 ; At Santiago— Lieu-

tenant Hazeltine's Account, 370

Hobson, Lieutenant R. P., The Sinking

of the Merriniac by, 282, 286 ; The
Story of, 288 ; Exchange of, 300

Hodgsdon, Captain R. C. S., Account of

the Battle of Manila by, 243

Hodgson, Lieutenant A. C, Commended
for Meritorious Service, 351, 357

Holman, Lieutenant G. F. M., Testimony

of, in the Maine Inquiry. 85

Honolidu, The Philippine Expedition at,

266, 274, 276

Hood, Lieutenant John, Testimony of,

in the Maine Itujuiry, 85

Hormigueros, The Engagement near. 407

Hornet, The, 118; Service of, During the

War, 196; at Manzanillo, 295

Iloiu-igan, Lieutenant 1*. W., Commended
for Meritorious Service. 237

How a Filibustering Expedition was

Landed, 123

Howard, Lieutenant T. B., Commended
for Meritorious Service, 237

Howell, Chief Engineer, Testimony of, in

the Maine Inquiry, 84

Howell, Commodore John A., in Com-
mand of the Northern Patrol Squadron,

194; Assigned to Command of P^irst

Division of North Atlantic Fleet, 194

Hudson, Service of the, During the War,

196; at Cardenas, 249, 254, 258

Hughes, Lieutenant, of the J'etrel, Ac-

count of the Battle of Manila by, 240;

Commended for Bravery, 240

Hughes, Sergeant, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344
Humphrey, Lieutenant -Colonel Charles

F., Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 332

Hunt, Lieutenant F. W., Commended for

Bravery, 483
Hunt, Pay Clerk F. K., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 237

Hunter, Chief Engineer John. Commend-
ed for Meritorious Service, 308

Huse, Lieutenant Harry P., Commended
for Bravery, 365 ; The Part of the

Gloucester in the Battle of Santiago

Described by, 366

Hutton, Lieutenant of the First Califor-

nia, Commended for Bravery, 478

Illinois, The, loi, in
Ilo Ilo Shelled and Occupied, 486
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Imported War Vessels, 1 14

Inuis Cai)ture(l bv Cieneral Lawton, 488

Independence of Cuba Recognized by

Congress, 159
. t

Indiana, The, 99- loi ;
Service of, Duringr

the War, 196; At the Bombardment of

San fuan, 263; At the l^attle of Santi-

ago, Captain Taylor's Account, 362

Individual Enlistments, 183

l/ifanfa Isahc/. The, 91

Infanta Maria Teresa, The, 90; Destruc-

tion of. 34'"^. 35O' 376

Insurgents. The Filipino. 457; Operations

of, against the Spanish, 457 ;
Disaffec-

tion of, 462 ;
Beginning of Hostilities

by, 466, 474; Friction with the, 473

Insurgents' Trenches, In the, 279

International Brotherhood League, Relief

Work of the, 444

Intervention, The Rcconccntrados'MMX, 137

Introduction, v

Invasion of Cuba, Tlie--The I':xpedition

to Santiago, 314; The Army of Inva-

sion, 316; Convoying the Troops to

Cuba, 318; Preparations for Landing

the Trooi)s, 323 ; The Conference at

Aserraderos, 324; The Disenil)arka-

tion, 324

Investment of Santiago, The:—The Ad-

vance upon Santiago, 330; Las Ciuasi-

mas, 335: The Rough Riders at Las

Guasimas. 339; I'^l Caney. 340, 34> :

San I
nan, 342, 343

/.;?('<?, the. 100, 101; Service of. During

the War, 196; On Blockade, 232; At

tlie Pjombardment of San Juan, 262;

At the B>attle of Santiago—Captain

Evans's Account, 364

Isabel II., The, 91

Isla df Cuba, Tiie, 91

Jsia dc Luzon, llie, 91

Jackson, Ensign O. P., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 308

Jackson, President, O noted by President

McKinley. on Non-intervention, 157

Jackson, Trooper, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Jamaica, The Discovery of, 1 1 ;
Taken by

the English, 16

jarajueca. The Battle of, 50

"jaruco. Capture and Burning of, 63

Jenkins, Captain, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Jenkins, Captain, The Mutilation of, 20

"jennings. Miss Jeannette, Work (jf, on the

Sriuh-a, 444. 449

Jiguani, liattle near, 53

}()bito. The P)attle of, 50

Joint Resolution of Congress, The, Recog-

nizing the Independence of Cuba, 159;

Communicated to Spain, 162

Jones, Major Samuel, Commended for

Meritorious Service, 471

Jones. Passed Assistant Engineer H. W.,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

237
^

Jordan, General Thomas, 36, 37

Jungen, Lieutenant Carl W., Commended

f()r I5ravery, 285. 296

Juragua Mines, Revolt of the Laborers in

the, 49
Justin, Service of the. During the War,

196

Kaiskr, Ensign L. A., Commended for

M(n-itori<)Us Service, 237

Kane, Lieutenant, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

344
Kane, Lieutenant S. Nicholson, Com-

mended for Meritorious Service, 308

Kapiolani, Presentation of a Flag to the

Charleston by, 266

Katahdin, The. 103; Service of, During

the War, 198

Kearsaro-e, The. 100, 109

Keller, Peter, The Rescue of Admiral

Cervera Described by, 372

Kelley, Lieutenant-Commander J. D. Jer-

rold: -The American Fleet, 98

Kent, General Jacob F., at San Juan Hill,

3:^4; The Taking of San Juan Hill De-

scribed by, 342 ;
Commended for Brav-

ery, 342

Kentucky, The, 100, 109

Kernan,' Lieutenant, of the Twenty-First

Infantry, Commended f(^r Bravery, 420

Kerth, Lieutenant M. C, Commended for

Bravery, 483

Kessler. Colonel II. C, in Command of

the Fifth Expedition to the Philippines,

178

Key West, Relief Work at, 453

Kilbourne, Lieutenant, Commended for

I^ravery. 470

King, Brigadier- General Charles, in the

I^hilippines, 468-471 ;
Commended by

General Anderson, 471 ;
Operati(Mis of

the Brigade of, Described by himself,

476 ^ .

King-lake on Conditions During the Cri-

mean War, 451

Knepper, Ensign O. S., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 237

Knox, Captain, Commended for Merito-

rious Conduct, 338

Knoxville, Girls' Relief Societies of, 422

Krauthoff, Cai)tain, of the Fourteenth In-

fantry, Commended for Meritorious

Service, 471

Krumm, Lieutenant Harry, Commended

for Bravery, 406

La Gran Pirdra, Battle of, 55

La Majagua, Battle of, 69

La Reforma, Battle at, 66

Lackore, Lieutenant, of the Thirteenth

Minnesota, Commended for Bravery,

420

Ladrones, Discovery of the, 7 ;
San Vito-

res. The Apostle of the, 7

Laguna de lurv. The Army Gunboat, 473,

486

Lakes, Department of the, 174

Lamberton, Commander B. P., Commend-

ed for Meritorious Service, 235

Lancaster, Service of the, During the

War, 196

Lane, I'rivate Spencer G., Commended

for Bravery, 478

Las Casas on the Cruelties of the Span-

iards in Cuba, 12

Las (iuasimas. Action at, 317. 329-33-:

General Young's Account of, 335 ;
De-

scribed by Colonel Wood, 339; Losses

at. 332, 338 ; Results of, 339

Las Lajas, Battle (jf, 68

Las M bias. The I^attle of, 36

Las Pinas Occupied by the Americans, 488

Las I\)zas, 22

Las Tunas, Capture of, 66

Lasseigne, Cai)tain, of the Fourteenth

Infantry, Commended for Merit(Mious

Service, 471

Laws, Cruel Spanish. 2

Lawton, Brigadier-General II. W., at El

Caney, 333; Acc(junt of the Action at

El Caney by, 340; Expedition of, against

Santa Cruz, 487 ; Second Expedition of.

Luhn, Lieutenant, of the First Washing-

ton, Commended for Bravery, 476

Luna, Captain, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Lazelle, Lieutenant, Burial of, 275

L.ebanon, Service of the, During the War,

1
96

Lee, Corporal, of the Rough Riders, Com-

mended for r^ravery, 344

Lee, Major-General Fitzhugh, in Com-

mand of Seventh Army Corps, 175

L.co-es IVisii^otlioru/n, The, 2, 74

Leiter, Mrs. L. Z., Gift of a Hospital by,

445
Leon, Execution of, 37

L.conidas, Service of the. During the War,

196

L.epanto, The, 91

Lewellen, Captain, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

Lexington, Kentucky, Work of the Sisters

at, 456

L.eydcn, Service of the. During the War,

196

LJllian Expedition, The, 37

Lockett, Captain, of the Fourth Cavalry,

Commended for Meritorious Service,

474
Lodge, Henry Cabot :— Ratification of the

Treaty, 428

Logan, Mrs. John A. '.—Woman and the

War, 445
Long, Pay Clerk W. M., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 236

Long, Secretary, Policy of, in Strengthen-

ing the Navy, 98

Lopez, Narciso, Expeditions of, 22 ;
Capt-

ure and Execution of, 22

" Lopez Movement," The, 22

Lorraine, Sir Lampton, Survivors of the

Virginius Saved by, 40

Ludlow, Captain Nicoll, Account of the

Bombardment of San Juan by, 262

MacArthur, Brigadier-General Arthur,

in Command of the Third Expedition

to the Philippines, 178; The Fall of

Manila Described by, 418 ; Operations of

the Second Philippines Division De-

scribed by, 473; Correspondence be-

tween Insurgent Officers and, 473; For-

ward Movement towards Novaliches

under, 486

Macdonald, Trurupeter, of the Rough

Riders, Commended for Bravery,

344
Maceo. Antonio, Military Genius of, 39;

Arrival of. in Cuba on the Outbreak of

the Three Years' War, 45,46; Proclaims

a Provisional Republic, 46 ;
Letter of,

to Campos, after the Battle of the Ma-

hogany-Tree, 55 ; Death of, 64; Sketch

of,V)5

Maceo, Jose, Death of, 63

MacGregor, Trooper, of the Rough

Riders, Corumended for Bravery, 344

Mae/lias, Service of the, During the War,

196

Mackenzie, The, 117

Macneal, Private, U. S. M. C. Commend-

ed for Bravery, 35^

Madrid, Conditions in, at the Outbreak of

Hostilities, 204

Maestricht, Massacre at, 8

Magruder, Ensign T. P., Commended for

Bravery, 252

Maine, The, 94
Maine, Destruction of the :—Captain Sigs-

bee's Announcement, yj \
Restraint of

the United States, 77 \
Naval Court

of Inquiry, 77; Findings of the Spanish

Court of Inquiry, 17 \ Findings of the

American Court of Inquiry, 78, 79 ;
Re-

port of the Senate Committee on For-

eign Relations, 80; Captain Sigsbee's

Account. 82; Lieutenant-Commander

Wainwright's Account, 84 ;
Synopsis of

the Testimony, 84; Described by G. B.

Rea, 87 ; Senator Proctor's Reference,

142; President McKinley's Reference

in his War Message, 158

Maintaining the Blockade (Manila), 248

Malabon i^urned and Evacuated, 486

xMalaga, Cruelty of the Spaniards at the

Capture of, 7

Malinta, The Taking of, 486

Malolos Occupied by the Americans, 486

Manoro7>e, The, Service of, During the

War, 196; Capture of the Panama by,

218, 223

Manila, Maintaining the Blockade at, 248 ;

Oil for, 265 ;
Arrival of General Greene's

Expedition at, 275; Arrival of General

Merritt at, 279; The Fall of, 409-424;

Situation at, on General Merritt's Arri-

val, 410; Landing of MacArthur's Bri-

gade at, 41 1, 413 ; Demand for the Sur-

render of, 41 1 ;
Occupation of, 412, 424;

Landingof Greene's Brigade at, 41 3, 420,

422; Preparations for the Attack on,

414; Operations around, 457-488; At-

tempted Uprising in, 467, 475

Manila Bay, The Battle of. President Mc-

Kinley on, 233; Accounts of, by Com-

modore Dewey, 234; Captain Gridley,

235; Captain Coghlan, 236; Commander

Walker— Lieutenant-Commander Col-

vocaresses—Captain Dyer, 237; Lieu-

tenant-Commander Briggs—Command-

er Wood, 238; Lieutenant Hughes, 240;

Lieutenant -Commander Norris, 242;

Captain Frank Wildes—Captain Hodg-

son—Consul Williams, 243; The Span-

ish OtTicial Report of, by Admiral Mon-

tojo, 245

Manila Bay, Topography of, 234

Ma7ily, The, 1
1

5

Mannino;, Service of the, During the

War, 196

Manzanillo, Engagements at, 295, 296;

The Bombardment of, 425

Maple, Service of the. During the War,

196

Marblehead, The, Capture of the LJaunt-

less by, 122; Service of, During the

War, 196

March, Lieutenant, of the Astor Battery,

Commended for Bravery, 420

Mariel-Majana Trocha, The, 141

505

Marietta, The, Service of, During the

War, 196; Run of, from the Pacific,

205-210; Courtesies Extended by the

Chileans to, 207

Marilao taken, 486

Marin, General Sabis, Aggressive Cam-

paign of, 60

Marine Corps, Work of the, 283

Marines at Guantanamo, The, 292

Marix, Lieutenant- Commander Adolph,

Appointed a Member of the Maine

Court of Inquiry, 77 \ Account of the

Second Day's Engagement at Manza-

nillo by, 296

Marques de LLnsenada, The, 91

Marti, Jose, 41 ; Manifesto Issued by Go-

mez and, 45 ; Lands in Cuba, 46 ;
Death

of, 51

Martial Law Proclaimed by Campos in

Provinces of Havana and Pinar del

Rio, 59

Martin, Captain, of the Fourteenth Infan-

try, Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 471

Maso, Bartolome, 42, 44 ;
Address of, on

Raising the Flag in Santiago, 45; Made

Provisional President, 55; Elected Pres-

ident, 1897, 56

Mason, Lieutenant -Conmiander N E.,

Commended for Courage, 351, 357

Mason, Mrs. Livingston, Relief Work of,

at Montauk, 446

Massachusetts, The, 100, loi ; Service of,

During the War, 196

Matanzas, Etymology of, 14; Conditions

in. Described by Senator Gallinger, 148;

Senator Thurston on, 151 ; Senator

Money on, 152; The Shelling of, 219,

226 ; Captain Chadwick's Report of,

228 ; Executive OfBcer Potter's Report

of, 228 ; Attack of the L^upont and Hor-

net on Batteries of, 249; The Sisters of

St. Joseph at, 456

Matile, Captain, of the Fourteenth Infan-

try, Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 471

Mayflower, The, 117; Service of. During

the War, 196

Maynard, Commander, Account of Cable-

Cutting off Cienfuegos by, 251

McCalla, Commander Bowman P., Events

on the South Coast of Cuba Described

by, 230; Report of, on Cable-Cutting

off Cienfuegos, 256

McCaskey, Major W. S., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 341

McCauley, Ensign Edward, Jr., Com-

mended for Courage, 351, 357

McConnell, Chief Engineer, of the New
York, Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 356
McConville, Major Edward, Killed before

Manila, 47 '- 476

McCormick, Captain, of the Seventh Cav-

alry, Commended for Bravery, 340

McCormick, Lieutenant C. M., Commend-
ed for Meritorious Service, 237

McCulloch, The, Service of, During the

War, 199; at Manila Bay, 243

McElroy, Past Assistant Engineer George

W., Commended for Meritorious Ser-

vice, 365

McGee, Dr. Anita Newcomb, 452

McKee, The, 117; Service of, During the

War, 197

McKinley, President William, Reference

to Cuban Affairs in the 1897 Message

of, 75, 76; Insulted by Minister De

Lome, 76 ; Message of. Transmitting the

Findings of the Maine Court of In-

quiry to Congress, 79; The War Mes-

sage of, 153; Declares Blockade on

Northern Coast of Cuba, 164; Calls for

125,000 Volunteers, 164; Calls for 75,-

000 Volunteers, 1 72 ; Account of the Ces-

sation of Hostilities by, 426

McKinley, Trooper, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344

McL^ane, Service of the. During the War,

197

Means, Lieutenant, of the First Colorado,

Commended for Bravery, 424

Merriam, Lieutenant, of the Third Artil-

lery, Commended for Bravery, 478

Merrimac, The, Service of. During the

War, 197; The Sinking of, 282; Ac-

count of, by Admiral Sampson, 286
;

As Told by Senator Lodge, 286; Lieu-

tenant Hobson's Story of, 288 ; A Span-

ish Account of, 289
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Merritt, Major-Generai Wesley, in Com-
mand of Eighth Army Corps, 178;

Departure of, for the Philippines, 275 ;

Account of the Fall of Manila by, 410;

Interview of, with Staff -Officers of

Aguinaldo, 461

Merry, Commander, The Action at Car-

denas Described by, 254
Metcalf, Major Wibler S., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 472
Miantonomoh, The, 103; Service of, Dur-

ing the War, 197
Miguel Jover. Capture of the, by the

Helena, 218

Miles, Lieutenant, of the Fourteenth In-

fantry, Commended for Bravery, 470
Miles, Major- General Nelson A., Intro-

duction by, v ; The Co-operation of the

Cubans at Santiago Described by, 312;

Arrival of, at Santiago, 377; Part of, in

the Capitulation of Santiago, 377; As-

signed to Command of the Puerto Rico

Expedition, 393; Account of the Puerto

Rican Campaign by, 393 ; Proclamation

of, to the Puerto Ricans, 396; Instruc-

tions of. Relating to the Military Occu-
pation of Puerto Rico, 396

Military Activity, 124.

Miller, Brigadier-General Marcus P., Ilo

Ilo Occupied by, 486

Millet, F. D.:—With General Merritt, 275

Mills, Captain A. L., Commended for

Bravery, 338

Mills, Private Clay G., Commended for

Bravery, 478
Minneapolis, Service of the. During the

War, 197

Missouri, Department of the, 174

Missouri, The, Fitted Up as a Hospital

Transport, 188

Mobilizing the American Army, 169

Mohiean, Service of the, During the War,

199
Monadnocl\T\\c, 103; Service of, During

the War, 199

Money, Senator, Speech of, in the Senate,

March 28, 1898, 152

Monitors, Usefulness of the, 103; The
Old, 119

Monocacy, Service of the. During the War,

199
Montauk, Relief Work at, 446, 450, 456
Monlerey, The, 103 ; Service of. During
the War, 199

Montezuma, The Death of, 5

Montgomery, Ensign, of the l\irel, Com-
mended for Meritorious Service, 240

Montgomery, Service of the. During the

War, 197

Montojo, Admiral, Account of the Battle

of Manila by, 245
Morgan, Henry, Exploits of, 19; Capture

of Puerto Principe l)y, 19

Morong taken by General Hall, 488

Mo>-rill, Service of the. During the War,

197

Morris, T\\(t, 117; Service of, During the

War, 197

Morrissey, N., Commended for Braverv,

358
Mott, Mrs., Relief Work of, at Montauk,

446
Muller, Captain, of the Rough Riders,

Commended for Bravery, 344
Muller y Teijeiro, Jose, Account of the

Sinking of the Merriniac by, 289; Ac-
count of the Capitulation of Santiago

by, 388

Murphy, Captain John, Commended for

Bravery, 471

Mustering the Volunteer Organizations,

179

Nahant, Placing the, in Commission, 120

NansJian, Service of the. During the War,

199
Nashville, Girls' Relief Societies of, 442
Nashville, The, Service of, Duriup; the War,

197 ; Capture of the Buena Ventura by,

217, 222; Capture of the Argonauto by,

219, 231 ; The 7^^?//;^;^ and, 219
National Defence Bill, The, Passed by

Congress, 106

National Society of New England Women,
Relief Work of the, 443

National War Relief, The, 446
Naval Activity in the United States, 106
Naval Force on the North Atlantic Sta-

tion, The, 201

Naval Militia, Work of the, 297

Naval Strength, Relative, of the Nations

of the World, 104

Naval Strength of Spain, The, 89, 125

Navarra, The, 91

Navies, The Ante-Bellum, 89
Navy of Spain, The, 89, 125, 202

sion, 457 ; Account of the Disaffection

of the Filipinos by, 462 ; Correspond-
ence between Aguinaldo and, 464, 465 ;

Situation in the I'hilippines Outlined
by, 488

r)tumba, The Battle of, 3

Navy of the United States, The, 94, 98 ; Ovenshine, Brigadier - General Samuel,
Strength of, at the Outbreak of Hostil-

ities, 120; Distribution of, 191

Negro Slavery Introduced into Cuba, 14;

Abolished as a Result of the Ten Years'

War, 14

Negroes, Part of the, in the Ten Years'

War, 28; In Cuba, Decrease of tlic Pacific, Department of the, 174

Commended for l^ravery, 420 ; In the

Philippines, 468-471; Commended by
General Anderson, 471 ; Operations of

the 13rigade of, Described by Flimself,

482

Number of, 41

Nero, Service of the, During the War,

199
Neutrality Laws, Enforcing the, 121

Nevin, W. AV., on Spain and Cuba, 31

New Orleans, '\\\Q,, 115; Service of, Dur-

Page, Cohjnel John II., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 341

Pagliuclii, F. D. : — How a P'ilibustering

Mxpcfh'tion was Landed, 123

Palacio,Ca{)tain fose, Magnanimous treat-

ment of, by the Cubans, 67
ing the War, 197; Engagement of, at Palnia, Tomas Estrada, Named as Presi-

Santiago, 302

New Torpedo Craft of the United .States

Navy, I r 5

New York, Tlie Relief Work of the Wom-
en of, 450

Ne-io \''ork. The, roi ; Service of, During
the War, 197; Capture of the Pedro
by, 218, 222; At the I>ombardment of

San Juan, 263; At the Battle of San-

dent of the Provisional Republic, 46;

Aj)i)oiiited Delegate to the United
States, 51

Palmerito, j^attle of, 46
Panama, Capture of the, by the Mangrove,

2 [8, 223

Pantiter, '\\\Q., Service of. During the War,

197; Arrival of, at (niantanamo, with

Marine BalLalion, 292
tiago - Captain Chadwick's Rci)ort, Paranaque Occupied by the Americans,

354
Newark, Service of the. During the War,

197

Nevvcomb, Lieutetiant, of the Phulson,

Tlie Action at Cardenas Described b)',

258

Neioport, Service of the, During the War,

197

Newport (Transj)ort), Departure of the,

for the Philippines, 275

A Vf/i^'-rt/v?, Service of the, During the War,

197

488

Parker, Lieutenant Charles F., Commend-
ed for Meritorious vService, 404

Parker, Lieutenant lohn II., Commended
f(;r Meritorious Service, 334, 344

Parker, Sin-geon R. Lloyd, Conuuended
for Meritorious Ser\-ic(>, 328

Partington, Blanclie : -Tlie Red Cross in

California, 449
l*asay. The 0(u:upation of, 483
Pasig, The Tailing of, 486
Paso Real, Battle at, 68

Night of the .lAr///.^' Ex[)]osion in Havana, Pauncefote, Sir Julian, Joint Note of the
The, 87 Powers Presented b\', 166

Nintli Massachusetts Infantry, The, be- Payne, I'^nsign U. S., Commended for Bra-
fore Santiago, 334 very. 285

Ninth Regular Cavalry, The, at Las (iuasi- Peace, The Return to, 425 440
mas, 339 Pearson, Colonel I'^ P., Commended for

Ninth Regular Infantry, The, at San Juan, liraverv. 342, 343
J-edro, Capture of the, by the AVvt' \'ori\

218, 222

Piln'o, The, 89, 93
Peoria, Service of the. During the War,

197

Perez das Marinas taken by the Ameri-
cans, 488

P(rrit, Landing of the, 36
Perry, Service of the. During the War,

199

,
343

Norfolk, vServices of the Sisters of Char-

ity at, 454
Norman, Lieutenant (icorge II. , jr.. Com-
mended for Meritorious vService, 365

Norris, LiiMitenant-Commander, of the

Poston. Account of the l>attle of Ma-
nila l)y, 242

Northern Patrol Squadron, l^'ormation of

tlie, 194

Norton, Trooper Oliver B., Killed at San Petition of Twenty Thousand Cubans,

Juan, 344 The, 24

Novaliches, The Movement towards, 486 /V//v7, The, Service of, During the War,
Numaneia, The, 90 199; At Manila l)ay, 238, 240

PiiihuK'Ipliia City Troop, The, in Puerto
O'CoNNKLT,, Chief Quartermaster, of the Rico, 406

Ih-ooklyn, Commended for Bravery, 357 I'iiitadelpiiia, Service of the. During the

O'Connor, Captain Stephen, Mxperienoe War, 199

of, at the Taking of Manila, 418

Oil for Manila, 265

Olympia, The, Service of, During the War,

199; At Manila Bay, 235

On the South Coast, 230

Oneida, Service of the, During the War,

197

Operations in the West Indies, 249

Oregon,T\\Q,, 100, 101 ; Voyage of, 194; Ser-

vice of. During the War, 197; The Re-

sume of the Run, 205 ; The Run from

Callao, 206 ; The Run from Rio Jan-

eiro, 207; In the Battle of Santiago,

Admiral Sampson on, 350; Cajitain

Clark's Report on, 358; Arrival t)f, at

Manila, 486

Phili{), Captain John W., The Part of the

'J\'xas in the Battle of Santiago De-
scribed l)y, 361

Philippines, l^arly History of the, 7;
In tlie Insurgents' Trenches, 279; Army
0{)erations in, 456^-488; Described, 489

Philippines C(Mnmission, The, 457; Proc-

lauiation of, 486
Phili[)pines, I'^xpcditions to the. 178;

Military l'^\i)editi()n to the — Off for

Manila, 265; At Honolulu. 226; The
Taking of (iuam. 267; With General
(ireene. 270; With General Merritt,

Pieltain. Candido, made Captain-General
of Cuba, 39

Osborn, Lieutenant R., Commended for Pinar del Rio Invaded by Gomez, 59;
Meritorious Service, 308 Concentration Stations in, 139

Osceola, The, Service of. During the War, Piron on Cuban (iuerillas, 26

197; At Manzanillo, 296 Piseatagua, Service of the, During the

Ostend Manifest(^, The, 24 War, 197

Otis, Brigadier- General H. G., in Com- Placido, Execution of, 21

mand of the Sixth Expedition to the I^lunkett, Lieutenant, Commended for

Philippines, 178; Operations of the Meritorious Service, 240

Brigade of. Described by Himself, 483 l-lutoji. Destruction of the, 348
Otis, Captain, of the First Washington, Polo y Bernabe, Luis, the New Minister

Commended for Bravery, 476 of Spain, ^^ ; Letter of, Requesting his

Otis, Major- General Elvvell S., in Com- Passport, 159; Reply of Secretary of

mand of the Fourth Expedition to the State to, 159

Philippines, 178; In Command of the Pompey, Service of the. During the War,
American Forces in the Philippines, 457; 197

A Member of the Philippines Commis- Ponce, The Occupation of, 396

506

Port Tampa, Embarkation of the Santia-

go ILxpedition at, 314; Description of.

316
Porter, The, 116; Service of, During the
War, 197; At the Bombardment of San
Juan, 263

Potomac Service of the. During the War,
197

Potter, Lieutenant -Commander William
E., Appointed a Member of the Maine
Court of Inquiry, 77; Commended for

Meritorious Service, 356
Potter, Major C. II.," Commended for

Meritorious Service, 471
Powelson, Ensign W. V. N., Testimony

of, in the Maine Inquiry, 85 ; Commend-
ed for Meritorious Service, 308

Poyer, Lieutenant J. M., Commended for

Meritorious Service, 308
Prairie, Service of the, During the War,

197

Pre[)arations of the United States for

War, 132

President's War Message, Text of the, i 53
Princcsa de /Isturias, The, 90
J'rinceton, Service oi the, During the
War, 197

I'rivateering, Declaration of Spanish Gov-
ernment as to, 165

Prizes Captured by l>Iockading Fleet,

April 22-30, 218

Proctor, Assistant Engineer A. M., Com-
mended for Meritorious Service, 365

Proctor, Senator, Visit of, to Cuba, 138;

Si)eech of, in the Senate, March 17,

1898. 142

Protocol, The, Signing 01,426; Text (jf, 431
I\ierto Principe, CaiJture of. by Morgan,

19; Threatened by the Cubans, 35 ; Re-
lieved by Lesca, 35 ; Spaniards Defeat-

ed by Gomez at, 63
Puerto Rican Campaign. The:—Account
by General Miles. 393 ; The Action
near Yauco, as Told by General Garret-
son, 404; Guayama : General Brooke's
Account, 405 ; The Taking of Guayama

:

Colonel Coit's Account, 406; The En-
gagement near Ilormigueros: (leneral

Schwan's Account, 407; The Encoun-
ter near Coamo : Accoinit by (jcneral

Ernst, 407 ; Assomante : General Wil-

son's Account, 408
Puerto Rico, Dei)artn!(>nt of. Created, 174;

Expedition to, 178; Resources of, 495
Punta Brava, Battle at, 64

/V/;'/Ar//, The, 103; Service of, During the

War, 197

OcARi'KRAfAsri'.k's Dei)artment, The,
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